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[Book I.]

Q-P
*

The twelfth letter of the alphabet;

called

hold: nor is the extent of the future with it

&-. It is one of the letters termed *: [or
non-vocal, i. e. pronounced with the breath only,

shorter than it is with

without the voice]; and of the letters termed

it

St. and W : A [skin such as is termed] 3,

-ā-, contrary to what the (§, M, K.) for wine: (M.) or such as is large :

Bagrees hold: the analytical grammarians term (M, K:) or a & of any kind: (M:) or a recep
U-5 -3- by which is meant a particle of tacle of skin, or leather, in n:hich the & is put:
:-i, as also L2 and j, because proceeding from amplification; because it changes the aor, from (M, K.) the former also occurs in a verse in
the tip of the tongue: its place of utterance is the strait time, which is the present, to the ample which it is read without -, for the sake of the
between that of L2 and that of j: and Az says time, which is the future: but plainer than their rhyme: (M:) and its pl. is *::: (S, M, K:)
that it is never conjoined with either of these two expression is the saying of Z and others, [that it and (so in the S, but in the K “or,”) the latter
letters in any Arabic word: (TA:) it is a sibilant is] a particle denoting the future. (Mughnee.) (~~) signifies a skin for honey; (S, K;) and
letter; and is distinguished from U2 by the Kh asserts that it corresponds [as an affirmative] in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, (S, M, K,) cited
raising of the tongue to the palate [in the utter to [the negative] č. ($ and L in art. Úe".) WOce ā-, (S, M,) it is written -, (S, M, K.)
ance of the latter], and from j by the suppression Some assert that it sometimes denotes continuance,
of the voice [in the utterance of the former]. not futurity: this is mentioned in relation to the without ... (S, M.) and it signifies also a skin in
(K in art. Ú-.) It is one of the letters of aug saying in the Kur [iv. 93], &2-1 &24- [as which clarified butter is put. (S and L voce
mentation [occurring in the form J: and its though meaning Ye continually find others]; 2-2.)
derivatives]. (S and L in art. Úe...) [See also and they adduce as an evidence thereof the saying
c', in the following saying, (IJ, M)
&- in art. Úe". It is sometimes substituted for in the same [ii. 136], [3 J-31 & #:f J, #. Jú &#4, meaning Verily he is one who pas
***
***
J2; as in A-, for A-2; and for L*, as in &*, X: &= 24% [as meaning The light-witted of tures, or tends, the cattle, and takes care of them,
the people continually say, What hath turned a' manages them, well, (IJ, M, K,”) is from
-

&

-

for

•

£: (see De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, sec.

them anay, or back, from their kibleh?]; affirming St. signifying “a 3,” because

the

& is

made

ed., ii. 230-233: and iii. 530-532:)] and AZ that this was revealed after their saying .4% U.:
the preservation of its contents. (IJ , M.)
says that some of the Arabs substitute for it <>, but this the grammarians know not; and that onlys £for
o
£
(S and L and K" in art. U-,) as in the saying this verse was revealed after their saying >}, le -Pl-e: see *. - Also, (K,) applied to a
($ and L in art. Ú-) of 'Alya Ibn-Arkam,
is not a fact agreed upon: moreover, if it be con man, (TA), Who drinks much water. (K.)
(Lib.,)
-

• 6 w

-

•

* *

* **

*

ceded, still continuance is inferred from the aor.;

*** *

*}x-lt Us: all P-5 (2

*

:

*

*

%.

*-

*

£

• *

*199% g” & 3">

-

- e s

--

~ *

*

do “

... "...

•usei S, #4 b:

*

st

like as when you say, -: U.S.# 3% and
J.--" 2 < * 4. you mean that it is his custom to

1.

3:

do thus. (Mughnee.) Z asserts that when it is

4.

St. signifies The hastening, or being quick,

see 1 in art. 22-.

*

prefixed to a verb signifying what is liked or in journeying; (S, K;) and is mostly used in
[O, may God remove far from good, or from disliked, it denotes that the event will inevitably relation to journeying by night: (S:) or the
prosperity, the sons of the Siqláh, 'Amr Ibn happen: i.e., when it is prefixed to a verb sig journeying all the night; (M;) or the journeying

Yarbooq, the worst of mankind: they are not nifying a promise or a threat, it corroborates and in the night without alighting to rest; (Mbr, S,
chaste, nor sharp in intellect]: he means J-Ul confirms its meaning. (Mughnee.)= [As a nu K;) and >55 signifies the “journeying in the
and

J-4:
(S and Lib.:) and in like manner
"* -

meral, L. denotes Sixty.]

&: for U-le. (TA in art. -->.)–
U-3 in the Kur [commencing ch. xxxvi.] is like
_.ji and Lo- at the commencement of chapters of

journeying of camels night and day (AA, S, M,

one says
•

*

-

•

•

the same; and is said by ’Ikrimeh to mean

&: G [O man];

t

•

* *

***

day without alighting to rest:” (Mbr, S:) or the

3 -

•

K) together. (M, K.).And **t, occurs [as an
*@

t: i. 4. – 2-, q.v.

inf n, in the sense of sull; but [ISd says] I

--

because it is followed by the

know not any verb [properly] belonging to it.
(M.)- You say also, 3: st. He prosecuted
the journey with energy, (M,) or persistently, or

&: &- 3:1; (Sand L in art, cº-:) # %, (S, M, K) aor. *, (M, K.) inf n.
Ji, (S, M.) He throttled him, syn. #3 (S,
means either thus, or 3: g [0 man of
M, IAth, K;) i.e., squeezed his throat: (IAth:)

continually, (M.A.) [See an ex. in a verse of
Aboo-Duwäd cited voce c,52)-2.]

dignity] (K in art. c...) = J~ is a particle or, so that he died, (S) or so that he killed him.

St. [an inf. n. of which the verb is not men

words

or it

6

poe

2.

peculiarly prefixed to the aor., rendering it clearly (M, K.)- And 4. He widened it; namely, a tioned,] The act of walking, or going any pace on
(M.)
Aá. [or skin for water or milk], (S, K) = foot.
6 £e
L* in art. U-,) as in Uxis... [He will do such a
thing], ($ and L ib.,) and considered as forming ** &- ~, (M, K.) aor. and inf. n. as 3U.: see 4, above,
a part thereof, for which reason it does not ex above; (M3) and --, (M, K,) aor, *, (K,)
#: Somen'hat remaining of youthfulness (S,
ercise any government upon it: it is not con inf n. Lu. ; (M;) He was satisfied with drink K) and strength (S) in a woman. (S, K." [See
tracted from -32-, contrary to what the Koofees ing of nine or beverage, (M., K.)
also #..])
denotative of the future, (Mughnee, and S" and
-O - -

• 0 °

*.d

162
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[Book I.

Al-' - Ut

St. A skin for clarified butter, (§, K, [see or $: t: (A) in n. t. (TK) or is kn
£) or for honey; as also st-, without e; the somen'hat of the beverage in the bottom of the vessel
from which he. had drunk; (S, TA;) as also
former of the measure Jake, and the latter of the

Jús:

or a [skin of the kind called]

à,

b5-

[said to be] also allowable: (K:) but MF denies
this; (TA;) or it may be [regular] from it. Or
[irregular] from £i. (T,TA.)

su? vs 2": (A:) the doing of which is

Xu. The rest, or remainder, (T, and M in art.
smaller than the --- [which is similarly de prescribed in a trad. (TA.) You say also owl-l * and Mgb and K,) of a thing, (Z, M, Mgb,)
He left it remaining. (Mb) And # 3-1 and
ImeaSure

scribed as a skin, or small skin, of the kind called

whether little or much; (T, Mgb;) and of men,
a remainder, or residue. (T, TA.) or people: (Sgh, Msb:) not the whole, or all, as
And #3 4: 3- Helf somewhat of # £main. many imagine it to mean, (Sgh, Msb, K,) though
heard is J.-L.e., meaning a large [skin of the kind
ing. (M.). And wax-ll us: J.'" Sel-l; and people use it in this latter sense, (IAth,) which
called] #. (L.)
#: W £, The camels left some water re Sgh asserts to be a vulgar error: (Mgb:) it occurs

&l (El Ahmar, L:) but Sh says, what we have #. He left
:

34:

repeatedly in trads., and always in the former

See art. 39

£3t

#0 (o, K, TA) and #3 (TA) arabicized

maining in the trough, or tank. (A) Also 5 sense: (IAth:) or it is sometimes used [in chaste
#. Axial 3- t He left somewhat remaining of Arabic] in the latter sense: (K:) and is correctly
the food. (A) And 40- &- X- ! He left so used accord. to AAF and J and IJ and El

somen'hat of his calculation unreckoned. (M," Jawáleekee and IB, the last of whom confirms
from [the Pers.] *u. (O, K: [in some copies of
TA.)
this signification by many examples and evident
*
the K àu. :]) this is the only explanation in some
proofs; but whether, in this sense, it is derived

of the copies of the K: (TA:) Plain; i.e. nith
out variegation, decoration, embellishment, or
engraved or sculptured work: (O, TA:) or with
out any hair upon it: or of one unmixed colour:
this last is [said to be] the correct meaning [in
many instances]; but the sheykh Welee-ed-Deen
El-'Irákee says, in the Expos. of the “Sunan”

5. Ju-5 (so in the Tekmileh and M and CK,

from 'll, as AAF and J and others hold, or
of the K, and in a copy of the A, "3-5.) He from > the “wall which surrounds a town or
and in a MS. copy of the K; but in some copies

drank the remains: (A:) # the remainder of city,” as others hold, is disputed: (TA:) and
'Jill 5. is a dial. var. of %u. ($ in art. "-".)
the #5 (Ki) or so #13-. (Lh, M.)
– An Arab of the desert became the guest of a
6: see what next precedes.
party, and they ordered the female slave to per

of Aboo-Dávood, respecting a pair of boots of the
Prophet, described as

cis-it- o's," citi.

or

clast, that this phrase seems to mean A pair

#: A remainder, or residues (T, M, Mab, K.) fume him; whereupon he said, us;* &#
of a thing, (M,) or of anything; (TA;) as also
W

&# us:- [My belly perfume thou, and the
#: (T:) or a remainder of beverage in the rest
of me leave thou]: (K:) but in other lexi

of black boots of one unmixed colour; the last bottom of a vessel after one has drunk; (S," A;) cons than the K, we find us," i. (TA in art.
word being used in this sense in the common such as is left by a rat or mouse &c. after drink
conventional language; though he had not found ing : (S:) properly applied to a remainder of
it with this meaning in the lexicons, nor in the water left by the drinker in a vessel or natering
books of authors on the strange words occurring trough: and tropically to , t a remainder of
in traditions. (TA.)- Also Free from self-con food, &c.; (Mgh:) and "#" signifies likewise
straint: and one who knows not badness, wicked ! a remainder of food: (A:) pl. of the former
ness, deceit, or guile; in whom is no latent rancour, £i, (S, M, Mgh, Mgb,) and, by transposition,
malevolence, malice, or spite, nor cunning : (O:)
or free in intellect; and easy [or simple or artless] jú, like #3 and Xà, pl. of: and # (M)

Alae.) This saying is a well-known prov. (TA.)
[In the TA it is added that U8,5u. here signifies
the whole of me, or all of me: but this is an evi

dent mistake..] You say this to a man who gives
you what you do not want, and refuses you what

you want. (Sgh, TA in art. Blae.)- It is related,
also, that a hostile attack was made upon a people,
and they cried out for aid to the sons of their
uncle; but these held back from them until they

in nature or disposition. (TA in art. 8-) – [See also 50, below.] - >ial W #.
been made captives and taken away; then
*šū. ++, also written issu, is used by ! What remains of the portion of the flesh of the had
they came inquiring respecting them; and the
authors on the scholastic theology of the Muslims game that is given to the hank which has captured
person asked replied, £ J% .# >'' 30:
as meaning An argument, a plea, an allegation, it. (A.) – And " #: also signifies t A re [What, all the day, when the noon has passed ?]
an evidence, or a testimony, that is undecisive: mainder of youthful vigour in a man, (M, K,)
and sometimes the same epithet is used [in like or in a woman who has passed the prime of (K:) i.e., Dost thou covet what is remote, (£ ū,
IIleanS

manner] in other cases. (L.) = In some copies youth, (Lth,) or in a woman who has passed the (S, K, TA, in a copy of the S and in one of the
of the K, it is said to be [the name of] Certain period of youth but not been rendered decrepit by K and in the CK & us) when [reason for]
roots and shoots, that grow in waters, useful for old age. (A.) [See also 525-.]- And t What despair hath become manifest to thee: for when
such and such things; arabicized from 45 U. [or is good, or

excellent,

of property, or of camels or one wants the whole day, and the noon has passed,
he must despair like as he despairs of accomplish

*sūl: (TA:) or certain leaves and shoots, (O, the like: pl. 23. (L.) [App. because such is
ing his want at sunset. (S in art. Je", and K.)
CK,) used as a medicine, having a floner; one
sort thereof called

Jesi,
3

*

and another,
*

&:

left when one has parted with the bad.]—"#.

This saying is a prov.; (S, A;) and is used with

căl 3- t [means A chapter of the Kur-án;]

reference to a thing which one hopes to attain

* *

so called because it is a portion, (A,) or a re when its time has passed. (A.)
(TA:) or it may be from the significa
[:Ci expl. by Golius as a pl. meaning “Partes
alone, applied in the present day to malabathrum, mainder:
tion immediately preceding : (L:) or it is a £ial,

[the latter name, i.e. Us.” Cat-, as well as

£5.

or Indian spikenard;] growing in naters that

collect and stagnate in black muddy lands, (0,)

reliquae” is an evident mistake, app. caused by a
misunderstanding of the latter prov. mentioned
means Such a one is very evil or mis above.]

war of 53-3 (K) pl. 23-, (A, TA)-->

standing up on the surface of the water, (0, ** 3.
CK,) like the plant called ‘JI J.3% (O) with chievous. (A.)

&

d

>

s?.

}*-*: see 2'-'.
2° 3 "
out attachment to a root; (O, CK;) beneficial
55. : see the next preceding paragraph, in
for snellings of the eye. (CK.)
five places.
-

•

•2 -

#.

3
1.

#:

see 4, in two places. = #, aor. 2,

(Msb, K,) inf. n.

$4, (Msb) It remained; be.

came left, as a residue. (M3b, K.)
4.

X-

•

*

X: a dial. var. ofX- without e; A certain
(S, M, K,) of beverage in the bottom of the vessel tree; [accord, to some,] i. 7 (55.5. (TA) [See

St.

One who leaves a remainder, or residue,

from which he has drunk : (S, M.:) [and t of
food in a *dish;
&c.•- :]
deviating from **rule, (S,
*
e :

M.) like: from £1 ($) [see 3%, which

art. ---.]

Ji

1 * (S.M,K) with & following it, and
by rule it should be "3:; (§, K.) which is 13& 3: <- and .#, (S,"K,) aor. Jú, (M,)

He left a remainder, or somen'hat re is said to be the only other instance of the kind:]

maining; (IAar, M, K;) as also *%, (IAar, K.)

*

---

*

. .
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from disease, &c. (Msb.) The saying in the One says also <il ls:, meaning They [to
Kur [lxx. 1], 2% +& J.C. J. means &= gether] asked, or begged, the people. (Mgh in
it, (M, K,) and it, or ât, ~1% [i. e. An asker asked respecting. * Julling art. Jää.)

inf n. J.; and it: (S, M.K.) which latter is
also pronounced ii-, without the hemzeh,
and

Jú

and

(#)

so p

(accord. to different copies of the K, the former punishment]: (S:) [for] one says, Ut. Us-y

U5-, (§, M, K.) also pronounced J.-, without

of these two accord. to the TA, [and it appears cº; 3: and & [meaning We went forth •, (S, K,) [A petition; or a request; meaning]
from a statement that will be found below, voce ashing respecting such a one]: (Akh, S:) or the a thing that people ask or beg; (S;) or a thing
J#, that one of these is correct, but in an excel phrase in the Kur means a caller called [for a that one has asked or begged; (M, K;) as also

lent copy of the M, in the place thereof, I find, falling punishment]: (TA:) and some read '#',
(IJ, M, K,) which is likewise pronounced
* *
and 7 *ś, as a verb, doubly trans, first thus by &#12 -lja: J.- JC, (Bd, TA,) [likewise] from als-, withoute; (K;) £nd "Js: , (Harp. 4:2:
itself, and secondly by means of Us, as shown by J%: : (Bd:) or this means &#12 -lja: 33 J [or this is app. pl. of Uş, like as £3× is of &”,
•-26-# *
an ex. in a verse cited below, (see 3,) and this
[i. e. a valley flowed nith a falling punishment]; and 2.2× of 3×, &c.;]) [and "āt- or ājū, as
also is correct,]) all [sometimes] signify the same,
(S," K,) i. e. He ashed him such a thing; or (Bd, TA;) so some say, (TA;) from 35:1. will be shown by what follows;] and 'J,3:
ashed him, interrogated him, questioned him, or (Bd.) The saying, in a trad., J#. #. &= & (Mgb;) [and *āt. :] see 4: the first of these
inquired of him, respecting such a thing: but [He (Mohammad) forbade much questioning or said by Z to be of the measure J: in the sense
1jée Je is more common than 1.jš: when J inquiring] is said to relate to subtile questions or of the measure Js: ; like -# and #. (TA.)
means the asking, or demanding, of property, it inquiries, that are needless; like another trad., Thus in the Kur[xx.36], c. * g &#. < 35
is trans. [only] by itself or by means of &: [so mentioned below, voce, āt- or to the begging, Thou hast been granted thy petition, or the thing
that you say 1jé- <- and liás 2. J- nean of men, their property needlessly. (TA.)
that thou hast ashed, O Moses. (S, M, TA.) In
ing he asked, or demanded, of him such a thing]:
8.2%, (M, TA) inf n. #3: (TA) see 1, the saying * 35t: t:k: Xà [O God, grant
(Er-Rághib, TA:) and one says also Jú, aOl". first sentence. Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,
Thou us our petitions], mentioned by Aboo
Jú,(Akh,S,M,Msb,K) like-jū, aor. -its-,
'Alee on the authority of AZ, the inf. n. is used
J:
####">,
<
'*.*:
• •' o e e g
ea
(Msb, K;) which is of the dial. of Hudheyl; the
as a subst., properly so termed, and is therefore
medial letter of this being originally 5, as is shown
93.29% --> <-->''<-M &=
pluralized. (M.)
*

-

*

*

*d

-

d.

6 of

*

•

*

*

-

by the phrase, mentioned by AZ, cºst: U.4:
(TA:) [respecting this dial. var., see what fol
lows:] the imperative (S, Msb, K, TA) of

Ji

•-8-

se

[Didst thou ask the remains of the divelling, or
it, or it. ; pl. &St. : see the next preceding
didst thou not ask, respecting the inhabitants, paragraph, in two places.
or respecting their knowledge of the former oc
6-6

p.

6& P

a/5- : see 4: and see also U5-.
(M, TA.) - In the saying of Bilāl
(S, Msb,TA) is Jū; ($, M, Mob, K.T.A.) and cupants?].
Ibn-Jereer,
#, (S, K,) also pronounced #, (TA,) A.
• 23
e
• e • * ... • , ee eee of e s -o
(S, K, &c.) that of Ju, (§, Mab, TA).J., (S,
man
(S) who asks, or begs, much; (S, K;) as also
#.
Msb, K, TA,) dual. 5-, and pl. bi-, [these two " *-*-ale-ow --> *-*- 3'-r:* is "
being] irregular; (Mgb;) and AAF mentions that [When thou becomest their guest, or askest of "Jū, and "Js: (TA) such is improperly
de

• --

*

Aboo-’Othmān heard one say U.l, [a form them, thou findest with them a ready excuse], termed "Jiu. (Durrat el-Ghowwás, in De
omitted in some copie: £f the K, but mentioned ...: is a combination of two dial. vars. ; the - Sacy's Anthol. Gramm. Ar., p. 47 of the Ar.
being in the original phrase 13 <ā-, and the text.)
in the CK,] meaning ULl, suppressing the e, and
transferring its vowel to the preceding letter, like Ls being a substitute in the phrase 5 <!
Jú: an inf n of 1. (S, M, K, &c.) – [It is
the measure of: being: : (M, K:*)
often used as a subst. properly so called; like
as some of the Arabs said 3: for £9. [as
so said Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà, [i. e. Th,] who had
many do in the present day]: (M:) accord. to at first ignored the expression: (M:) and it is an #: meaning A question; an interrogation;
ISd, (TA,) the Arabs universally suppress the . instance of which we know not a parallel in the correlative of * : and .." demand, or petition:

except when they prefix.to it
language. (M, K.”) - [Accord. to analogy, and as such has a pl., & Siș: ; perhaps post
<5 or 2; (M, TA;) saying UU•Ü and Uub : aft. also signifies He asked him, &c., being classical.]
(TA:) or when 3 [or -5] is prefixed, it is allow asked by him, &c. - And Freytag states that
Ji- : See #.
able to pronounce the e and also to suppress it, as

in the imperative

in saying bit: and *: (Msb:) and for the

Reiske has explained Jä, as meaning

He always

J.3%

See

J#. [of which it is app. pl.].

demanded that another should express wishes for

J*, one may say J.-, and J.", in this his health: but I know not any instance of its
instance making the kesreh to partake of the being used in this sense.]
sound of dammeh, and J.-: and also J.", in
4. Waiā. £i, (K)or "4:3", (S,) and 7 a.u.,
which the middle letter is pronounced with a (S, K,) He accomplished for him his want.
sound between that of and that of Us, or re ($, K.).
sembling that of 2. (IJ, TA.) As Er-Rághib
[5. J-3, in the modern language, signifies
says, J3. signifies The asking, or demanding,
knowledge, or information, or what leads thereto : He begged, or asked alms; as also J3-5; both
pass.

*& d

* *** * *

pe

•3.

** * *

UU- : see a/3-l.

J.C.

[i. e. Ashing; meaning interrogating,

questioning, or inquiring; and demanding, or
begging;] has for its pl. it and J#. (TA.)
See a/3-...- It also means [A beggar; i.e.] a
poor man asking, or begging, a thing. (Er

Rághib, T.A.) So it has been expl. as used in

and the asking, or demanding, property, or n:hat probably post-classical.]
the Kur [xciii. 10], where it is said, J'u'í ū,
leads thereto. (TA.) :
<- means I 6. 1,4-5 They asked, or begged, one another. 3: 53 [And as for the beggar, thou shalt not

9é

asked of him information respecting the thing:

(S, Msb, K.) You say, & 9: Us, (M) and

chide him, or address him with rough speech]:

c33-#, (M, Msb, K,) and cºst: or, accord. to El-Hasan, it here means the seeker
(IB, TA: [and the like is said in the Mob.])
and £" #t. [is sometimes used in the same
knowledge. (TA.)
(TA.) In the Kur (iv. 1], some read 31 bā; of6-8
d sense, as has been shown above, but generally] 4: &#: es: and others, as &#: in each
ău..., an inf. n. of 1, is tropically used in the
also

means I asked him to give me the thing : (IB,
TA:) you say, St. <t. He asked, demanded, or case, originally

sense of a pass. part. n. [with the noun qualified

&###:

the meaning is, [And by it understood; meaning t A thing asked; i.e.

begged, of him property, and in like manner, fear ye God,] by Whom ye demand [one of a question; a problem, or proposition; a matter,
your rights, or dues: (M:) or by Whom or an affair, proposed for decision or determina
2. Jü and 31 Jú [followed by Söl: (MA) yeanother]
ask, or demand, one of another; (Bd, Jel;)
and āşūl *i <-, inf n. Jú. and it:, I saying, I ask thee, or beg thee, by God; and I tion]: (TA:) and the pl. is 33-3. (Mab, T.A.)
# e •
* ****
begged, or sought, of God health, or freedom beseech thee, or adjure thee, by God. (Jel.) - So in the saying, it: 3: ! [I learned a
162*
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question, or problem, &c.]. (TA.) The saying,
in a trad., *: Jiu-Ji 3,4- means + [He

# of a bow, and "#, (Ibn-Malik, Az, ISd,
-

K, TA) and "it, (Ibn-Malik, K, TA) (in the

(Mohammad) disliked and discommended] subtile
questions, such as are needless.

Ji- :- and see 4.
J: [pass, part. n.

(TA)- See

also

of 1: and used as a

Al

-

CK erroneously written 3al., and it is there im was, or became, caused, or occasioned].' You say,
plied that the other vars, are #- and #", 'G' Jú. - t|The property of the spoil, or
dial. vars. of #-, (K, &c.,) i. e. The curved acquisition, or tribute, termed = ".5 was caused, or

'1. * **, (§, M, Mob, K.) and <!, (M,
Msh, K) aor.”, (S, Msh, K) inf n. t. (S,

occasioned, to accrue]: for that whereby the pro

extremity thereof. (TA.) [See also art. 2'-'.]

perty is caused, or occasioned, [to be obtained, as
the abandonment of their abodes by unbelievers,
formed from the latter by transposition; and has or their making peace with Muslim invaders on
for its pl. :: whence the saying, 4:1. 3,4 the condition of paying a poll-tax or the like,] is
[I dislike, or hate, thy vices, faults, or acts of made a means, or cause, of the accruing of the
disobedience]: (TA ), Sb mentions this saying; property to those to whom it is due of the reci

it…, like it:, is

subst.]: see J3.

means, or cause, of attaining, or accomplishing
a thing, or an affair; followed by *9. And It

a dial. var. of

it…, [or]

(M, TA;) and says, 3%u- is pluralized, and then pients of the J. (Az, TA) [See also 10.]—
the pl. is transformed, so that it is as though it 'G' ël *: ---, + He made use of it as a
ā-tl, (S, Msb, K.) He turned anay with were pl. of it..., like it: (M.)
means, or cause, of attaining, or accomplishing,

M.K.) and t (k) and it (s, M) and X
and

disgust from it; was averse from it; was dis
gusted at it or nith it; loathed, or nauseated, it;
(S, M, Mob, K;) namely, a thing; (S, M, K;)

a thing. (M) And a: čá, -it (I
make use of such a one as a means of access to
,
the pre
1. a-, (S, M, K,) [aor. *,] inf n. -, (M.) thee]. (TA in art. &3.) - [Hence in
sent day, -: is used as meaning + He traf
He cut him, or it. ($, M, K.)–And i. 1 # ficked;
because trafficking is a using means to
[i. e. He wounded him; or hocked, houghed, or
hamstrung, him; &c.]. (S," K.) - And, (S, procure subsistence.]
***

syn. J., (S, M, Mab, K.) and 3-3: (Mab3)
i: exceeds J%. (Ham pp. 775-6.) It is

in the Kur [xli. 49), 3 & #2: 5
said
*Ji :\ex [Man will not turn anay with disgust

3 -

*

s

-

jrom, or nill not be weary of praying for good, M, K.) aor, as above, (§, TA,) and so the inf. n., 6. Guj, (K) [or bus, inf n. Jú, (S)
him in the £, i.e. the They tryo cut each other, (S," K,) [or they (i.e.
or wealth, or prosperity]... (Msb.) And in a (M, TA) : He pierced [See
an ex. in a verse more than two persons) cut one another.]
<-l. (S, M, K, TA.)
d =

• -1 - &

trad, b: U-2: 5 & 3 verily God will

in the first paragraph of art.--..]- Also [Hence, (see 1, last sentence,)] bi-s, (S, M, A,
£, (S, M, A, Msb, K.) aor, as above, (S, M.,) MA, K.) inf n, as above; ($) and "ls -1;
(A, MA;) They reviled, vilified, upbraided, re

not turn anay with disgust until ye turn anay
with disgust; like ls: c:- J: S, and thus the

cited

trad. is commonly related. (TA.) And it is

int" - (SM, Ms.K) and G: (k)

related in a trad. of 'Āisheh that she used to say [but the latter, accord. to analogy, has an intensive

proached, defamed, or gave bad names to, one
• * *:

* ~*

monly related without . [and with a different

another
signification,] He reviled him, vilified him, up • - 3 - - -(S, M, A, MA.) And #3: ...'
braided him, reproached him, defamed him, or ly closu-2 ($, M, A," TA) Between them is a
gave a bad name to him; (S, M, A, MA, K, Bd thing [meaning reviling or vilifying speech] with
in vi. 108, &c.;) from the same verb in the first n:hich they revile, or vilify, &c., one another.
of the senses expl. in this art.; (M;) as also (M, TA.)

meaning], as will be stated hereafter [in art.

W

to the Jews, #2:4; tıği (Diana,
or loathing, and contempt, and cursing, rest upon
you]: thus related with *, meaning ye shall turn

away with disgust from your religion: but com

.

-

4:- ; (K;) or the latter signifies he reviled him,
vilified him, &c., much; syn. *: X=i, (M;) or

Les-J. (IAth, TA in this art. and in art. A2-..)
4 44L He, or it, made him to turn anay is more than 4: (4: &#). (TA.)
o go
with disgust, to be averse, to be disgusted, to
loathe, or to nauseate.
6.

4, 9 J-

[He invited, or attracted,

It is said in a trad. of Aboo-Hureyreh,

&: 5

**,

(MA) infin...:, (KL, PS) f He made, or

/ >

10.

reviling, or vilifying, to his two parents]. (A.)
w

2 : see what next precedes. = A-S-

(M, K.)

8: see the next preceding paragraph.

L^25- an [intensive] epithet from 1 [meaning
ed, a means, or cause, (MA,
ed,
Wont, or much disposed, to turn anay with appoint or prepar
ng, or accomplishing, the
attaini
of
PS,)
KL,
disgust, to be averse, to be disgusted, to loathe,
[And ---, alone, t He,
(M.A.)
affair.
or
thing,
or to nauseate] : (S, M, K:). or much affected
with veration, or disgust; having little patience. or it, caused or, occasioned.] You say, all --* <-- & ! [May God make, or appoint, or
(Hamp. 532.)
a means
for thee
prepar
ity].
es:-ng good, or
Andof attaini
(A, TA.)
prospere,
5'
** *

* * *

$ 4: £ 3, 43 + 3, 4: As
* -: i.e. [By no means walk thou before
thy father, nor sit down before him, nor call him
by his name,] nor expose him to reviling, or attract

reviling to him, by reviling another's father, for
in that case he may revile thy father in requital

-

*

*• d

-

to thee. (TA)=#| 4 -: (A, TA)

* --> [The thing, or affair, or event, became caused, or

1. St., (§, M, K) like sus, [or rather like

! He made, or prepared, a channel for the water. prepared, for him : thus expl. by IbrD: see

*3,] incorrectly [and differently] written in

copies of the K, (TA) i, q sa, (S, M, K, TA) (A, TA.)

also 5].

formed from the latter by transposition; (S, M ;) .3,4-, infn. •Ü- ($, M, A, Mab, K.) and
‘mentioned by Sb: you say, £9. *C, like $4. ăl., (M., Msb, KL, TA,) He reviled him,
[The affair displeased, grieved, or vexed, him]: vilified him, upbraided him, reproached him, de
famed him, or gave a bad name to him, (M, A,
(M:) and £, meaning #: [I displeased,
KL, TA,) being reviled, &c., by him. (M, A, TA.)

griered, or wered, him]... (§, TA)–And it.

You say,

* U.:

JBetmeen

them

R.

-

Q. 1.

<--

+ He severed his tie, or ties, of

relationship, by unhind behaviour to his kindred.
(A.A.) = He went a gentle pace. (AA. [Freytag,
on the authority of “Hamak. Waked,” assigns

this meaning to " -:)= He smelt a foul

tryo is

smell. (A.A.)= He discharged his urine. (M,
,
£5."
*
And
K.). He made water to flow. (K.)
reviling &c. (A.)
[Jesting is the mutual reviling, &c., of R. Q. 2. -: It (water) ran, or floned.
among them; made, or did, mischief between J.<>3'
those that are foolish, or stupid]. (A: TA.) And

2: (K, TA) in n. St., (TA) He created, mutual
or excited, disorder, or discord, between them, or
them, or among them : (K, TA:) mentioned by
Az: app. a dial. var. of L*. (TA.)

4. Csil 't: I made a +
bon". (K, T.A.)
-

}

see what next follows.

(K.)- See also R. Q. 1.
J. One who reviles, vilifies, upbraids, re
proaches, or defames, much, being reviled, &c.;
(A’obeyd, S, M, Mgb, K3) as also W -2.
(S, K.) And [simply] One's mutual reviler or
vilifier &c.; (A’Obeyd, S, M, K5) as also '-.
• ,
...
-

it is said in a trad., 52-5-o'-." ~\- (TA) The
mutual reviling of the Muslim is a departure

[q. v.] to the from obedience to God. (El-Munāwee in his
Expos. of the Jámi es-Sagheer of Es-Suyootee.)

-

5. -: [as quasi-pass of 2, # It was, or be
came, made, or appointed, or prepared, as a

-

w

-

-
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*
w *

*

*

6g »

ede

- š

!

(M, K.) A poet, (S,) namely, 'Abd-Er-Rahmán time. (Ks, T.A.) And 5-M U-> ā- usual, and above. (M.) One says, c. &: es' t; +
Ibn-Hassán, satirizing Miskeen Ed-Dárimee,
Us:-- (< c, \}, i. e. f [I made such a one] a
(TA) says,
means of access [to such a one in the case of my

3:1, and 2-3", (K, TA) and &l, (TA)

*

3 ***

2 * ::

w

-

-

: A period of some days' continuance [of

5

heat,

*

and of cold and of serene weather, and of gentle

want]. (TA.) Hence, (M) < …it The

wind, betided us]. (K, TA.) [The pl. is 'A'-.]

places of ascent of the heaven, or shy : (M, K:)

-

*

*

One says,

-- Si Jež" & es: &l

+- #51 t Time

consists of vicissi or the tracts, or regions, thereof: ($, K.) or the
thus, and one is thus. (ISh, gates thereof. (Ibn-Es-Seed, K. [See an ex. in
a verse cited voce &#3.) And the saying,

[Thou shalt by no means revile me; for thou art tudes; one turn is
not my mutual reviler: verily he, of men, who is TA.)
my mutual reviler is the generous]. (S, TA.)
: A disgrace; a shame; a thing that occa *:S es' L#, meaning + He excelled [or
[See also +: and *:..]=4 veil, or the sions one's being reviled. (S, M, A, K.) One says, attained to excellence] in religion. (M.) – f A
or way. (A. [There mentioned among
* This thing became a dis road,
like; syn. #. (M.)–4 noman's muffler, or * : * * 54
proper, not tropical, significations.]) So in the
head-covering; syn. 30.4-. (S, M, Msb, K.) – grace to him, occasioning his being reviled. (S.) saying, in the Kur xviii. 88 and 91, ū. &# 3
And ** Usks à- -3' [Thou art a disgrace to
A turban. (S, M, Mgh, Mob, K.) El-Mukhabbal

t[Then he followed a road, or way]. (Bd.).

Es-Saadee says, (S, M, Mgh,) using it in this thy people]. (A.) [And ':, in like manner, [And] so in the saying, -- <! es' U +[There
(a word of the glass of als--- and ā-a-2, being is not for me any road, or way, to him, or it].
sense, (M, Mgh,)
* * ***
... • *
originally a-c,) signifies A cause of reviling, (A.) So too *::: pl. -*. (Ham p. 347.)
*
or of being reviled; as is shown by the saying of –[t A mean, or means, used in order to any:
5'- S2- : * > *12
Tufeyl El-Ghanawee, cited in the TA in art. -āc,
end: a means by which a thing is brought about :
5:1 &#1 - co
**

-

f

/ /

d

*

*

*
-

*

#: @ A38 2-4-3

[And I witness many persons of 'On f, alighting
during their journeys, going repeatedly to and

*

And the people did not find in us a cause of
fro to see Ez-Zibrikán's turban dyed with reviling, or of being reviled: pl. −) One
saffron]: (S, M, Mgh:) for it was a custom of
the chiefs of the Arabs to dye their turbans with

a cause; but more properly only a second cause:
an occasion, or accidental cause: and a reason,
or motive..] One says, lik -- lás + [This is
the cause, or occasion, of this]. (Msb.) And

Júl

*::3%
and +." [Ben are thou 1.3.3 &= *:- f [Because of him, or it, it was
of,
or
avoid
thou,
the
cause of reviling or of thus, or such a thing was]. (Msb in art U-1.)
saffron: or, as some say, the meaning is his
says,

-1, [but this is correctly, or more commonly, being reviled, and the causes thereof]. (A.) Andź. -: 3 * -: ! [May God appoint,
prepare, for thee a means, or cause, of good,
termed a: ;] and Ktr asserts that he was sus Also One whom people revile (S, K) much. (K.)
Or

6 ** *

pected: (M:) he says that Ez-Zibrikán used to See also i.
#: : See £1.
tinge his -l yellow; but this is a strange saying.

(TA in art. Gºj.)–Also, and " : An oblong

or prosperity]. (A.)—t A connexion, or tie,
(S, A, K, TA,) of relationship (§, K, TA) by
marriage; distinguished from -...}, which is by
---. A rope, or cord; (S, M, A, Msb, K;) as birth: from the same word as signifying “a rope
also " ...; ($, M, K;) the latter of the dial. of by means of which one reaches, or gains access
Hudheyl, (S,) and occurring in this sense in a to, water.” (TA.) One says, …" 2: &la=!
* * *

piece (S, M, K) of cloth, (M,) or of thin cloth,
(K) or of thin linen cloth, (S) or of n hite cloth :
(M.) or a thin garment: (Aboo-'Omar, TA:)
or so the latter word: (M:) or this signifies a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb cited voce ii:- (S, M.;) i. e. f The connecion, or tie, [of affinity betneen

linen stuff that is brought from the region of the accord. to some, as there meaning a nooden peg,
them was severed,] and *U.S. the connecions, or
Nile, of a hind commonly known among the [a meaning assigned to it in the K,] but the
merchants by [the name of] &=, some of which former is the correct meaning: (M:) the pl. of tie (A) ≤9 ... < *; in the Kuri.
161] means, accord to I 'Ab, + And their ties
are made in Misr, and their length is eight by both words is :i, (M.T.A.) [and] the pl. of
and affections [shall be dissundered]: or, accord.
sic [cubits: cubits being meant because the ns. the latter word is *: (S, TA) also: (TA:) or
of number here are fem., and
is fem.]: (Sh, -: signifies any rope let don'n, or made to to AZ, + and their places of abode [shall be
-

85%

TA:) or this same word signifies an oblong piece descend, from above : (AO, TA:) or a strong and

divided asunder]. (TA) [But] 4:14. * cas

of cloth of any kind, or, as some #ay, of linen : long rope, but no rope is so called except one by means + [God cut short, or may God cut short,]
(TA:) the pl. of the former is ~2:... ; (S, K, means of n:hich one ascends and descends: (Khālid his life. (M, K.)- Also, [from the same word as
Ibn-Jembeh, TA:) or this appellation is only signifying the “cord, or rope, of a +," properly
meaning “tent,” and tropically “verse,”] + A.
in a verse of ’Alkameh Ibn-Abadeh, the phrase given to a rope of which one end is attached to
portion,
or division, of a foot of a verse, con
a roof or ceiling or the like : (TA:) or one by
cö ū- is used for cytol
(M.) means of which one ascends palm-trees : (Er sisting of a movent letter and a quiescent letter;
See also -: , first signification.
Rághib, TA:) [and] a rope by means of n:hich one and also one consisting of two movent letters ; pl.
reaches, or gains access to, water. (TA.) s: *i. (M, K. [In some of the copies of the K,
#. i. q.
! [The podex, or the anus] : (S,
the latter kind is not mentioned.]) -i- *
3: G,
M,
K.)-because
it &is discommended.
(A.)
[SeeA,
also
..] ="3"
i:
+[A light cord] means a movent letter followed
-a- ? A space, means Let him stretch a rope to the roof, or
or long space, of time passed ; (S, M, A;) [thus ceiling, of his dwelling; then let him die strangled: by a quiescent letter; as L-3 and d-e; and -J: +[A heavy cord], two morent letters; as
termed] because time is always complained of; i.e. let him die of rage: (M, TA:) or, as some
(A;) and so £, in which the c is [said to be] say, let him stretch a rope to the lowest heaven;
then let him traverse the intervening space until
a substitute for the [former] --> of £, in like
he reach the highest part thereof. (Bd.) The joined cords] means two portions in which are
three successive short vonels followed by a quiescent
mann: ". it is substituted in the case of
saying

TA3) and of the latter, -st. (S, M, K, TA:)

-:

*:

•

£:

•

*

* *

*

* *

---, in the Kur [xxii. 15],

*

d

& J.

3 and J. (KT) Cös: e. f(Tro con

J.'

and

* * *

*

is contradicted, that] there is no word of which

the

:

d

y

• *.*

o

y- -

-

&

d e -

* /

letter; as tax in UMeta-e, and J-Ms in C-Metá

cal-l; because [it is asserted, though this

&: 3-#41 - 4:

*

and

clis: 9: +[Tiro

disjoined cords], tro

radical letters are ~. (M.) And #1. has been expl. in art. -->: in this instance, a portions of which each consists of a morent letter
and a quiescent letter, and which is followed by a
3: t I have not seen him for, or during, a rope or cord, may be meant; or a string, or morent
letter; as -: in 3:4, and &=

thread. (M., T.A.)- Hence, (Msb,) t A thing
space, or long space, of time; (S, K;*) like as
(S, M, Msb, K) of any kind (S, Msb, K) by in Čelá. (M, TA)
you say a: £4. (S.) And i: % tie and
means of which one attains, reaches, or gains
#: + We lived in it a space, or long space, of access to, another thing : (S, M, Māb, K:) pl. as à:... One nho reviles people; ($, K3) as also
*

6 ** *

* *

-

*

-
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*::. (K.) One says, * 3:. S; #: & 5 to the meaning: (IAth, TA voce &#, q. v.:)
[Be not thou a reviler of others, nor one n'hom but some say '-o', with damm; and this is

mutual revilers are two devils. (El-Munāwee
in his Expos. of the Jámi es-Sagheer of Es

more common, because it is a sing. epithet. Suyootee.)

others revile]. (A.)
3 --

(MF, TA)= Also it. … [or - (q.v.

[Us:- Causative.]

t

in art. -), if not a mistranscription for this

[:
s

Causality.]

-

*** : See

last], i.e. A kind of tree, from which arron's, or,

+. second sentence. = Also

The

as in the book of AHn, camels saddles (J-2), 1.3-lit: (S.M.K.) aor. , (M.K.) int. n.
:- ($, M,K) and £-, (M, K, TA) like
are made: Ru-beh says, [accord. to one reading,

hair of the forelock, (AO, S, M, A, K.) and of

+, (TA, in the CK (-) [but see #– be

another being given in art. -r-, q.v.,]

the tail, (S, M, A, K,) the latter meaning [only]
low,] and t: , (§, K.) and "ut-l; ($,M,K)
assigned to it by Er-Riyáshee, (TA) and of the
mane...($, M.K.) of a horse: (M, A, K:) pl.
He bought wine, syn. us;5, (M, K,) which
[She
went,
and
he
went,
like
the
rod
of
the
sebsáb,
<-- U-1 and ~30-. (A, TA) - And t A lock
mostly means “he sold it,” (TA,) or us;#1,
meaning, the arrow]; in which the last word is a (S, O,) which is well known as meaning “ he
(a4+) of hair; as also 'i: (M.K.) pl. dial. var. of -:", or the 1 is inserted by poetic
*

*

**: Las C# 3-5

*:: which is also expl. as ! syn.
[app. as meaning pendent locks,
plaits, of hair]: (TA:) thus in

rvith

bought it,” wherefore it is here used in the S and

303

license. (TA.)–(Hence, perhaps,] -", O, (TA,) in order that he might drink it : (S,

pe" (M,K) or *-ūl Āš, (S.T.A.) A certain
the phrase 59-)

~ ă's". ! A noman having the

or

-r-3155 long.

c", (Abu-l-Ali, M.K.) or cist: #:

(A, TA)
- :-and *—and -. [Palm-Sunday; now commonly called 3-i
cºlor c>0: 3+, with J. (TA)
—23. ...t: * means | Upon him are, or
were, streaks of blood ..(A, TA:) the sing of +:
see the next preceding paragraph.

:-

O:) accord. to Ks, (TA,) when you buy wine to
* @* *

festival of the Christians; ($, TA;) i, q >ul, carry it to a place, you say, -os-J -e-, without

Sce

s

-3U- in this sense is axe-l. (Ham p.347.)=
Also
[Trees(M,
of K.)
the hind called] suáe abounding
in a place.
•

**

:

|

•; (S, TA;) and so say the [other] celebrated
lexicologists, except Fei, accord. to whom you
say in this case [as in others],
and it is
itself called #: (TA:) the verbs are only
used, in the sense of buying, in relation to wine.

&:

($, M5b,f.e.TA.)
[See also art. Us:-..] – And
e.

---

•

2- : * : -...

25

°#

*-

***

-

* *

-L-J U- He collected the nine in vessels:

âts:- [like 55-A", contr. of ā-5-el,] A thing occurring in this sense in a trad. (Aboo-Moosa,
[meaning reviling speech] with which persons
revile one another: (M, TA:) pl. -i. (A,

TA)=áš, (M) or <!-- ~, (K) said

*: [That cuts much, or sharply]. *:
of fire, (M, K.) and of whips, (M.) It, or they,
-3%l means The scord: (K, TA:) or is an TA.)
Using
it
in
this
sense,
(M,
TA)
one
says,
burned, or hurt, (M, K,) or, as some say, (M,
•
- 3 - - - - - ,* * ** ** *
epithet applied to the sword: (A:) because it w d2'-> ā'5'-' ow---' [Between them is reviling but in the K “and,”) altered, (M, K,) him,
cuts the J-5),= [or hock-tendons] : (TA:) [but speech] (S, M, A,"K) with which they revile one (M,) or the skin: (K:) and in like manner one
Z holds it to be tropical, from the signification another. (M., T.A.)
says of the sun, and of fever, and of journeying.
***
following; for] it is added in the A, as though it
J.

were hostile to the "rejl, c, and reviled them.

•

•

•

*či pl. of- : = and also

of

£i.

E.

(M)—And £ 4: I wa in with fire.

(TA.)- [One who reviles much or frequently;

* - The beauties of the face. (TA in (AZ,S) or *-tt-, int". "... He burned

or a great reviler: a meaning indicated in the
Msb, and of frequent occurrence.]

art.

** *

-

ăul.J., an epithet in which the quality of a
subst. is predominant, (M,) t [The index, or fore
finger;] the finger that is next to the thumb (S,
M, A,” Mgb, K, TA) and middle-finger; (M,
TA;) betneen these two; (TA;) as also *:::1:
(K:) so called because one [often] points with it
in reviling: (Msb:) called by persons praying

his skin; or, as some say, stripped it off:

2-.)
s
•

-->

or

(M:)

<!--" t: he burned the skin: andt- signifies

see -, first signification.
also he stripped off [skin], or he skinned. (K.)

6 ** *

•* >

.

6** *

à-2 : see a-, in two places: - and A-.
6 ** *

–And J.: + (if n :, TA) 1

**** *

- [Much reviled: see its verb]. - 4:-as an epithet applied to camels, (S, K, TA,) or to

Judged the man. (S. K.)=c's Jet:
#t=,

(S, M,) aor. 3, inf. n.

:-

(M,) He

horses, (A,) and to wild asses, (TA,) means passed over a false oath [that he had sworn], not
! Goodly, or excellent: (S, A, K, TA:) because
caring for it: (S); or he snore a false oath: and
(S, TA) they are such that one says of them, (S,
ā-: and ā-U" [because it is raised in as A, TA,) when admiring them, (S, TA,) or when some say, &: Ji- t”, aor. and inf. n. as
sering the unity of God]. (TA in the present deeming them goodly, or excellent, (A,) May above, meaning he passed over an oath [that he
art. and in art.
*

C:-)

God curse them, (ài

- d >

abase them:

(*#1;

Gü, S, A, TA) and had sworn], lying. (M)=t- is also syn. with

A, TA:) how goodly, or

*

[He took by the hand: &c.]: (O, K:)

---. A desert; or a desert in which is no
water, or in nihich is neither water nor herbage; excellent, are they ! (TA.) = [Also Made, deemed by MF a strange meaning. (TA.)
appointed, or prepared, as a means,
or cause, of
ef
syn. jú. (S, K) and Xà: (TA:) or a tract of
4. t- He (a man) was, or became, silent.

land level and far-extending : (M, K:) or a attainment or accomplishment, 4-2') for a thing,
z

(Sh, TA in art. ...)—# 25 t- He,

[desert such as is termed] ,ä that is far-ex or an affair. And Caused, or occasioned: and
(M, K,) or his heart, (L) was, or became, sub
tending, whether level or not level, rugged or not a thing caused or occasioned; an effect.] One
missive
to the decree of God. (M, L, K.)
says, lák 3: +: iás [This is caused, or

rugged, without water and without any one to

And ...'" c." t- His heart became in a bad
cheer by his presence: (ISh, TA:) or a land occasioned, by that: this is an effect of, or arising
affected with drought, barren", or dearth : from, that]. (Msb.)
state, or heavy, (-,+, [so in the M and in a copy
6 we a

-

(Aboo-Kheyreh, TA:) and U-- signifies the
<-- [Reviling much: see its verb. = And of the K, in the CK and TA +...+, and thus in
same: (TA:) pl. -: (M, TA:) A’Obeyd Making, appointing, or preparing, a means, or my MS. copy of the K, but there altered from
explains * and J.A.: as syn. with
[pl. cau: andCausing, or occasioning: and a causer]. <-4-, app, on the authority of the TA, and, I

X5,

-la-') --- [The Appointer, or Preparer, of think it a mistranscription, although expl. in the
(TA.) One says also - £,(S, means or causes; or the Causer of causes;] is an TA as meaning &á:), which is a signification
(K,) [using the latter word as an epithet;] and epithet applied to God. (S.)
of &#. the explanation of t- in the next pre
<-£,termed
(Lh, every
S, M, part
K,) thus
3-* >
though he
of theusing
21, athe pl. as
--~ [act. and pass, part. n. of 8]. It is said ceding sentence,]) at the thing. (M, K.)

of #l.

•d-

*5

(Lh, M;) or the pl. is added to give intensiveness in a trad, cou: ct: (A, TA) The two

7.

t-l It (the skin) was, or became, stripped
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off (S, M.)- And It (a person's skin) peeled
off, or became abraded. (TA.)

See

# A vintner, or seller of wine (S.M.K.)— A, Mgh, Mab, K.) and in like manner, 3.
[It is said in a marginal note in my MS. copy of $33, he shared off his hair, (TA) as also
the K that it signifies also A seller of grave "4:- and '4-l. (AA, TA in art....)—And

8: see 1, first sentence.

t:
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l:----->

i:=ú. s: bă,

and

s:

t", (M.K.) and with 1, #3 in the place of b%,

clothes: but this is evidently a mistake, app. *: also signifies The letting don’n the hair, or
occasioned by a mistranscription, for £, with L4.] letting it fall or hang don'n, after (lit. from, cá.)
*-*.
[the twisting, or plaiting, termed] Jaisi. (S, K.)
U- A road (S, K) in a mountain. (S.)

=<. He (a man) was, or became, affected
nvith [the kind, or degree, or semblance, of sleep

(T, TA,) They became scattered, or dispersed,
(K, TA,) and they went anay in a state of dis
persion, in the ways of Seba, (T, TA,) a people

*

termed] → [q. v.]: (IAar, M, TA:) and (TA)

of El-Yemen, who were dispersed in consequence
1 <,(S, M, MSb)aor =(S, Msb) only, (S)
of the inundation of their lands by the bursting or -, (so written in a copy of the M,) [both of
of their [famous] dam, (TA,) and who became which are said by MF to be indicated, or implied,
proverbial on that account: (M, K, TA:) (... is in the K, but this is not clearly the case,] inf. n.

he snooned: (Msb, TA:) and he became pro

strated like him who is sleeping, generally closing
his eyes; said of a sick man: (TA:) and also he
died. (Msb, TA.)

here made indecl., (M, K, TA, [5, in the CK &:, (M,K, TA) He rested: ($, M, Mab, K.') 2: see 4: = and see also 1, latter half, in three
being a mistranscription for #, wherefore Lee and ceased, or abstained, from works: (TA:) places.
233 has been there interpolated, immediately and was, or became, quiet, still, or motionless: .4: see 1, former half, in four places. -----l
(M, TA:) and " -l signifies [the same, or] he
before s, ,]) with the last letter quiescent, and nvas,
or became, motionless: (S, TA:) Az says #-1, inf n. +! The serpent was, or became,
forms, with the preceding word, a compound like
** *

* * d •

£e a-si- [which implies that we

t. & # and ū.

should read

&xi; but I have never found

that <

in the first of these senses is not known
in the language of the Arabs: (TA:) [but J says
that] the primary signification of 3× is “rest.”
and hence theformer of these verbs signifieshe slept.

it thus written]: (TA:) it is not formed from
t: by suppression of the e, but is a substitute for (S)-And is: <, (S, A, K.) aor. :

silent; or bent don’n its head, or lonered its eyes,
looking tonards the ground. (TA.)=[-…! It

(a drug) produced the kind, or degree, or semblance,
of sleep termed

−0. and hence, it torpified, or

benumbed : often used in this sense in medical

that word, (M, K, TA,) on account of the fre (S,K) and #,GK)int n <, (S. K.) The Jews works: and " - is also used in this sense in
the present day.] = See also 1, near the end of
quent use of this phrase. (M., T.A.) [See also
kept, or performed, the ordinances of their -: the paragraph.
art. es".]

[or sabbath]: ($, K: ) or b:, aor =

(M,

#: A long, or far, journey, (IAar, T, M., K.) Msb) and *, (M) inf n <, (Mobi) and

7. J-31 [It became cut off, interrupted, put
a stop to, or put an end to, or it ceased: meanings
indicated in this art. in the M and T.A. - J It

that alters one: (IAar, M, TA:) so termed be "b:-l; ($, M, Mgb;) they entered upon the
-: [or sabbath]: (S, M.:) or they (the Jews)
extended: (K:) or long and extended,
jørney. (T, TA. [See 1.]) You say, &25 & ceased from seeking the means of subsistence, and became
together
with softness. (TA.) It is said in a
31. Verily thou desirest a long journey, (IAar, the labouring to acquire gain. (Mgb.) It is said description of the countenance of the Prophet,
M, K,”) that will alter thee. (IAar, M.) In the in the Kur (vii. 169], 33: 52% And on the
(TA) # *, G 3's There was, in his
case of a short journey, you say, & " …5. day when they were not jeeping the ordinances face, length, and extension. (K,”TA.)-It (a
of their >: ($) where some read "3: S, hide) became soft by the process of tanning.
(T, TA.)
à
from &: ; and some, 7 &: '), in the pass.
#1, (S, and so in a copy of the K,) or form, meaning when they were not made to enter (IAar, T.A.)- a.k. Ji ---ji The date became
n:holly pervaded by ripeness:
(M, TA:) and be
* ~ *
*:::1; (so in another copy of the K and upon [the observance of] the -:... (Bq) = came soft. (TA.) And -ley"
--->| The dates
accord. to the CK ;) MF says that the former is <<, aor. 2, int. n. &:, She (a camel) went became all ripe, or ripe throughout.
(M., T.A.)
cause the sun alters him who makes a lon

***

the correct term, but both are correct; (TA;) the pace termed.>- meaning as expl. below.
Certain of the 5%, (S, K, TA,) i. e. extravagant (M.)- And -- signifies also The outstripping

<!- Rest: (S, K:) and quiet, stillness, or
zealots of the class of innovators; a party of the in running. (M.)= And as inf n, of 3: said freedom from motion. (TA) [See 1, of which
3% of the as: [q. v.]; who are divided into of a man, (TK,) <- also signifies The being it is an infin.] See also £.-4:1 (M.K.)
eighteen sects: (TA:) they are so called in rela confounded, or perplexed, unable to see one's right Or -: Aş, (S, Msb,) [The sabbath, or Satur
tion to Seba (::) the father of 'Abd-Allah, (K) course, (K, TA,) and being [therefore] silent, or day;] one of the days of the neek; (M, K;) the
or in relation to 'Abd-Allah Ibn-Seba. (S.)
lonering the eyes, looking tonards the ground. seventh of those days: (M:) so called because
-

#- [The purchase of wine;] a subst. from

3:… t., (S) or an int. n. (M, K, TA)=
See also

£, in two places.

(TA)=#| <-, (M.TA) inf n +,

the creation commenced on the first day of the

(M, A, Mgh, K) i. q. Aslas [meaning He cut the week and continued to [the end of] Friday, and
thing; or cut it off; severed it; and intercepted, on the -- there was no creation, the work
or interrupted, it; put a stop, or an end, to it; having ceased thereon: or, as some say, because
or made it to cease; relating to ideal as well as the Jews ceased thereon from work, and the

'G: The skin, or

slough, of a serpent; (K;) real objects; for instance, to work, or action, as management of affairs: (M, TA:) or because the
as also us:- 5 for it is with, and without, e. is shown in the TA]; (M, A, Mgh, K, TA;) as days [of the week] end thereon: ($, TA:) Az
(TA.)
also "4:... expl. by Lh as relating particularly says that he errs who asserts it to have been so

#3 (S,M, K) and "#" (M,K) and, accord. tonecks (M.T.A.) [Hence] #52 <,(S.M.)

called because God commanded the Children of

Israel to rest thereon, and that God created the
inf n. <--, (S, K.) He smote his neck [so as to heavens and the earth in six days, whereof the

to Ks, *t, but the form commonly known is decapitate him]: (S, M, K:) and &#32 &:
last was Friday, then rested, and the work ceased,
* -, with kesr to the U", and with medd, (IAmb,

His head was cut off (A. [This is there said to and therefore He named the seventh day A34
TA,) Wine, (S, M, K.) in an absolute sense; be tropical; but why, I do not see.])-And <--Ji: this, he says, is an error, because [he
.* * 2 - 2:
(TA;) or, [as is perhaps meant in the $,] wine Csála-sa/J) <, and W 4:, i. q. 4:1.5 [i.e.
o ** *

affirms that] <- as meaning “he rested” is not
known
in therest
language
the attributed
Arabs, but tosignifies
The
morsel,
or
gobbet,
obstructed,
or
stopped,
my
5; and
cannotofbe
God,
(Harp. 409, in explanation of the first word.)
fauces]:
but
the
verb
without
teshdeed
is
the
[See an ex. of the second in a63verse
of
Lebeed
that is bought to be drunk, not for merchandise.

• •

cited in art. U+2 : and see also £, in art. Us".]
23--- a

* **

à:50:J): see & Ji, above.

more usual (MTA)—And:#&#,GM.A.

because He knows not fatigue, and rest is only

Mgh, Msb) aor. 2, (M, Mob, TA) inf n. 3., after fatigue and work: (TA :) the pl. [of pauc.]
($, M, A, Msb, K.) He shaved his head: ($, M, is 3:1 and [of mult] &# (S M, Mab, K.)

[Book I.
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it has no dim. (Sb, $ in art. U-21.)– &: also or only ox-hides tanned: so says AHn on the manner] a fem, epithet, Having spreading, or
.
to the -: [i. e. authority of As and AZ: (TA:) or ox-hides expanded, ears, whether long or short. (K.)
3 •from the sabbath to the sabbath]: so in the say tanned with 55, (S, Mgh,) whereof are made
- One niho fasts alone on the <- [i. e.
ing, in a trad., t: &#. ū, 1. (And we san [the sandals called] *:- Jú: (S) these are sabbath, or Saturday]: thus in the saying men
not the sun for a neek]: as when one says hence thus called: (Mgh:) they are sandals tioned by Th, on the authority of IAar, 35 y
“twenty autumns” meaning “twenty years:” or having no hair upon them : (M, Mgb:) or sandals
G. [Be not thou one who fasts &c.]. (M.)
it means in this instance a space of time, whether tanned with *#: (AA, TA:) accord. to Az, they
means A week; from the -:

*

short or long. (TA.)- I q. is: [i. e. A space,
or period, or a long space or period,] (M, K, TA)

*:

are thus called because their hair has been shaven

: Jú, and #4, and i: and the dual.

(~, i. e. Ji-) and removed by a well
3
known frocess in tanning, (Mgh,"TA,) so that of G:-", applied to a pair of sandals: see
3- [of time]: (TA:) so in the saying,
-É

t: &#

,

off

d

d

++,

they are soft; and they are of the sandals of in four places.
[I remained, staid, divelt, or abode, a people that lead a life of ease and softness:

space, or a long space, of time]; as also

":

and'é: and "ú:. (M.K.)–Andi q.3%

&:-

(Mgh:) IAar says that they are thus called
because of their having become soft by the

[meaning Time; or a long time; or a space, or tanning: accord. to this, they should be called
": ; and so accord, to a saying of Ed

with kesr, Foolish, stupid, or of little

(K, TA;)

confounded, or perplered, and
unable to see his right course; without under
standing. (TA.) .
sense;

period, of time, whether long or short; &c.]; as

also "St. (S, M, K.) And [hence]."< ū. Dáwoodee, that they are called in relation to
means + The night and the day: (S, M, K :) Ibn -: 5, [“the Market of the Sabbath"]:

it is also said that they are called in relation to sleep: (Msb:) or sleep that is hardly perceptible

Ahmar says,
2.5:2. ...' ' • ***

*

e J =

:

•

*

* + U+-> t£3

-

•

***

*

d >

* *

*

the W -: with damm, which is a plant used for

(3+. M, K, [in

some copies of the K, as men

tioned by Freytag, -*, i.e. light,]), like a
tanning therewith; so that they should be called snoon: (M:) or the commencement of sleep in

*

'*',52 |-> Üte 3 £52-

*

&: primarily signifies Rest [like :-1:
(S, Msb:) and hence, sleep: (S, K:) or heavy

*

[And we were, with them, like the night and the
day that parted asunder alike, then became one
going tonards Nejd and one going towards
Thámeh]: (S, K:) such, they say, is the mean
ing: (S:) or, as IB says, on the authority of
Aboo-Jaafar Mohammad Ibn-Habeeb, -'l'-. Us!

'a', unless the appellation be an instance of a
rel. n. deviating from its source of derivation [or the head [and its continuance] until it reaches
unless this plant be also termed

++, as it

the heart: (Th, M, K:) or the sleep of one nho
is

is sick; i.e. light sleep: (TA:) and

'-

sig

accord. to a copy of the M]: (TA:) see +. nifies the same as +. (T, T.A.) Hence, in
It is related of the Prophet, that he saw a man the Kur [lxxviii. 9, and in like manner the word
walking among the graves wearing his sandals, is used in xxv. 49], G. : ū-3; (S;) i. e.

4: &: 9:" -->

were two men, one of whom saw the other in a

g [mean ūks, as though a man, when he slept, were cut
ing ! O nearer of the pair of sandals of ---, off from [the rest of] mankind: (IAar, TA:) or

dream, and then one of them awoke in Nejd, and

pull off thy pair of sandals of -]: ($, TA:)

and said,

<l- is when one is cut off, or ceases, from

the other in Tihāmeh: or they were two brothers, and accord. to the A, they are thus termed motion, while the soul still remains in the body;
one of whom went to the east to see where the
sun rose, and the other to the west to see where

tropically: it is like the saying “Such a one i.e., the text means, And we have made your

sleep to be rest unto you: (Zj, TA:) or n'e have
it set. (L., T.A.) = Also A certain pace (S, M, wears wool, and cotton, and silk;” meaning made your sleep to be a cutting off from sensation

K) of camels: ($, K.) or a quick pace: (TA:) “garments made thereof;” as is said in the and motion, for rest to the animal forces, and
or i. q.

J: [q. v.]: (AA, S:) or a pace exceeding

Nh: but, as some relate it, what he said was,
o & ow

-

* c :-" --> (,

the last of these words

that termed G.s.l. (M.) = A snift, or an ex

for causing their weariness to cease: or, to be
death: (Bd:) or, to be rest unto your bodies by

cellent, horse; (K, TA;) that runs much. (TA.) being a rel, n., and thus it is found in the hand the interruption of labour, or nork. (Jel.) =
See also *: latter half, in three places,
- A boy, or young man, of bad disposition, or writing of Az, in his book. (TA.)
illnatured, and bold, or daring. (K)-A man
cunning, i.e. possessing intelligence, or sagacity,

+. (M, L, K,) like #,

(TA)

[in a copy

*: A she-camel

or intelligence mixed with craft and forecast; of the M erroneously written c...,] A certain <: or
and excellent in judgment; or very cunning &c.; plant; [anethum graveolens, or dili, of the com &c. (M.)

that goes the pace termed
constantly going the pace termed
-

(K, TA;) silent, or lonering his eyes, looking mon garden-species;] an arabicized word, from
J., (S.M.K.) as also us: (S) Bold,
tonards the ground; (TA;) and *3. signifies [the Pers.] <: [or *]: (AHn, M, L:) or or daring; (S, M, K;) as an epithet applied to
the same. (K, TA.)- A man who sleeps much; i. q. --: ; both words arabicized from $s. [or anything [i. e. man or brute]: the U4 is added to
(K;) i. e. −1:=. (TA.) See also + *]: (K.) asserted by some to be the same as render it quasi-coordinate to the class of quin
queliteral-radical words, not to denote the fem.
ā&
=See also what next follows.
+: [G. v.] (M. L.) A says that 3:2, the gender, for it receives 3 as a termination [to
&: A certain plant, resembling the J-E name of a nell-known herb, or leguminous plant, denote the fem.], becoming it: (S;) and has
[or marsh-mallon']; (Kr, M, K;) as also W . : is an arabicized word; that he 3had heard the tenween. (TA.) A poet applies the fem. epithet
to a she-camel, (S)- Also The leopard; (S,
(K [there expressly said to be with fet-h],) or people of El-Bahreyn call it 3-, with the M, K;) so too with 5; (AHeyth, L in art. -- ;)
*- : (M [so written in a copy of that work]:) unpointed U", and with ~ ; that it is originally, and so 3: probably thus called because of
in Pers., 35%; and that it has another dial. var.,
his boldness, or daringness: (S:) or, as some
said to be a certain plant used for tanning.
namely, la:- [i. e. t-l. (El-Jawáleekee, TA.) say, the lion: fem, with 5: or the fem. signifies a
(M.F.) See the next paragraph.
?

bold, or daring, lioness: or a she-camel of bold,

<- The hides, or shins, of oxen; (M, K;)

i:

*::, in the middle of the paragraph. or daring, breast; but this last is not of valid
authority: (M:) and a beast of prey [absolutely]:
*= Also Goats, collectively. (K.)
: See

whether tanned or not tanned, so some say:
(M:) or (so accord. to the M, in the K and TA
(L in art. …- :) pl. <-, (K, TA;) and some
#: A [de: *: as is termed 3-3, of the Arabs make L:- [or rather *] to be
“and,” but the 3 is omitted in the CK,) any
tanned hide; (A5, AA, M, K;) said to be so (AZ, K:) or at- Uži is like 'W-e: or a land
its pl. (TA.)- The fem. also, applied to a
called [because the tanning removes the hair,] in n'hich are no trees: (M:) and i. q. w33
woman, signifies Sharp in tongue; or clamorous;
from *:1, “the act of shaving:” (AA, TA:) [i. e. a bare land; as though shorn of its herb
or clamorous and foul-tongued; or long-tongued
or such as is tanned with *# [q.v.]: (M, K:)
.*
age] (TA) pl. J. (M)—Also, [in like. and vehemently clamorous. (TA.)
*

- d -
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--~~
• &e

see & : in the middle of the para- | fore legs are stretched forth well [like as are everything evil. (TA.) You say, 31 C-, (T,

4.- :

#}:

the arms of a man in sn'imming]. (L, K,” TA.)
A, Mgh, Msb, TA) and *, +, (Kurlvii. 1 &c.,
- And t The being quick, or snift. (MF.)
&: Motionless; not moving. (S, K.) - And t The being, or becoming, remote. (MF.) and A,) in which the U is redundant, (Jel in
lvii. 1 &c.,) inf n. *-*:5, and Öla... is a subst.
And, accord. to the L and K, Entering upon the And t The travelling far. (K.) You say,
-

s

•

de

©

e o p

£:

that [sometimes] stands in the place of the inf. n.,
L. t He went, or travelled, far, in, or (T, TA,) or it is an inf n. of which the verb is
rectly, entering upon the observance of the -: into, the land, or country: (O, TA:) and *::
:-, (K, TA,) He declared God to be far re
[or sabbath]. (TA.)
both thus expl. by Abu-l-Jahm El-Jaafaree.
* 6 e.
moved, or free, from every imperfection or im
&: Affected with [the kind, or degree, or (TA.)- And t The journeying for the purpose purity &c., (A, Mgh, TA,) or from what they
'semblance, of sleep termed] *: [q.v.]: (IAar, of traffic (~# [q. v.]); and [a people's] be say [of Him] who disacknowledge [his attributes];
M :) or affected with a snoon: and, applied to a coming scattered, or dispersed, in the land, or (Msb;) [i.e. he declared, or celebrated, or ex
sick man, prostrated like him who is sleeping, earth. (K.) And t The busying oneself in going tolled, the perfection or purity, or absolute glory,
generally closing his eyes: (S:) or confounded, to and fro, or seeking gain, (IAar, TA,) and oc of God;] and he magnified, celebrated, lauded, or
day called

4:

[i. e. the sabbath]: but cor

U.S.

or perplexed, and unable to see his right course : cupying oneself according to his on n judgment or praised, God, by the mention of his names, saying

(Mb) and "4: signifies the same as +:
t: U-3 £:

as in the saying, cited by As,
*

J.

2

& d

?

*
*

discretion, in the disposal or management of all d-- and the like:
affairs, in respect of the means of subsistence.
(Mgh, K) inf n.
(IAar, S, K, TA.) You say, 3: -: &
-

s

(Mab3) and C:- [alone],
* *

*

* @ p

£, (K) he said:#3:;

** -ie J is : [such a on use him. (Mgh, K) as also "…, inf n &l.,&#(K,*,

[He is in the morning affected with the remains self in going to and fro, or occupies himself TA;) the latter, which is like *ś, inf n.
of intoxication, and he is in the evening affected according to his on n judgment or discretion, in a dial. var. mentioned by ISd; and no

regard

with sleep, or heavy sleep, &c.], (T, TA.)- Also seeking the means of subsistence]. (A, TA.) And should be paid to the saying of Ibn-Ya'eesh and
Dead (S,K)=3,...
C# (4 head cut off.] *%- us'
t He occupied himself accord others, that dl=-- is an inf n. of which the verb
6 of
ing to his on n judgment or discretion in the is obsolete: accord to El-Mufaddal, &: is the
(A.)- #: Jóżl: see two-l.
inf n. of '8:- signifying he raised his voice
*: +, IDates that have become all £pe, accomplishment of his needful affairs. (Mgb.)

&-

•

* > *

*** *

- As used in the Kur [lxxiii. 7], where it is

or ripe throughout. (S, K.) And ā-e āle) said, ** t-: * es' & &l, it is variously
[A date that is ripe throughout :

and also] a explained: (S, TA) accord. to Katádeh (S) and

with supplication, or prayer, and magnification
Or

celebration.or praise

says

[of God, as when one

29. &l=-- or the like]; and he cites as

soft date. (TA.)
El-Muårrij, (S, TA,) the meaning is, + [Verily
thou hast in the day-time] long freedom from
occupation; (§, K,” TA;) and in this sense, also,

C
*

an ex.,
*

•

* ~#2: &##
* * @

© & e

**

1. --, aor. :, inf. n. *-- (Mgb, K) and its verb is ~, aor. *. (J.M.) [thus it has two

£. K,) or the .#. a simple subst,
(MSE) He swam, syn. X", (S.K.), it and
as [in the river], (K) or rather £u (MF, TA)

contr.

**

*

*

*

* **

SYal !»é= &= - C-

*

*

'. :] or, accord. to Lth, + leisure
[May God remove far from good, or prosperity,

for sleep : (TA:) accord. to AO, the meaning or success, the persons (**** here meaning Joã)

is, t long-continued scope, or room, for free of the tribe of Teghlib, whenever the pilgrims
action; syn. Sesk ū: and accord. to El

or (Ji U. (Mgb) [i. e. in the water], for it is like Muårrij, it means also t coming and going : (S, raise their voices with supplication, &c., and say
TA:) accord. to Fr, the meaning is, + thou hast * * jaculating #1 (MF, TA) 3-3
expanse: (MF, TA:) [or he snam upon the sur in the day-time the accomplishment of thy needful 9:in the Kur ii. 28, is a phrase
face, without immersing himsel ; for,] accord, to
affairs: (TA:) or the meaning is, t [long] occu denotative of state, (Ksh, Bd, Jel,) meaning
Z, there is a difference between A2s and as-l:- ; pation of thyself in thy affairs of business; not While we declare thy remoteness from evil [of
the former signifying the “coursing along in being free from occupation therein for the reciting
every kind], (Ksh, Bd,) or while we say 3-:
wise in the sea, and in a pool, and also in any

£4,

water with immersion of oneself;” and the latter, of the Kur-án. (Jel) Some read us..., which
the coursing along upon water without immer: has nearly the same meaning as t-: (Zj, T.A.)

&

£5%:

# (Jel) praising Thee, (Ksh) for with the
praising of Thee, i. e.] making the praising of

- As inf n, of
(TK,) it signifies also t The Thee to be an accompaniment, or adjunct, to our
of oneself. (MF, TA.)- [Hence,]
*ill Us (A, TA) t The stars [sn'im, or glide state of sleeping. (K.) And as such also, (TK.) doing that: (Ksh, Bd, Jel:) so that we are the
along, orj pass along, in the firmament, with a + The being still, quiet, or motionless. (K.) more worthy to be appointed thy vice-agents.
in the
spreading forth. (TA.) It is said in the Kur [Also +The glutening of the mirage.] You say, (Ksh, Bd, Jel.) > 1:1 & 2:

£,

xxi. 34 and xxxvi. 40, with reference to the sun and +/-, 2-, or US), meaning

the moon, (Bd and Jel in xxi. 34) with which
the stars are meant to be included, (Jel ibid.,)
&*: * es'
i. e. f All [glide or] travel
along swiftly, [in a firmament,] like the sn'immer

Jé,

(Bd and Jel ibid.) upon the surface of the water,

(Bdibid.,) or in the water; (Jelibid.;) where
fore the form of the verb used is that which is

appropriate to rational beings, (Bd and Jel ibid.,)

&:

[i.e. + The

Kur lvi. 73 and last verse, means Therefore

mirage glistened]. (O.) - And + The digging, declare thou the remoteness from what is un
suitable to his majesty by mentioning the name of
or burrowing, in the earth, or ground. (K,"TA.) thy Lord, or by mentioning the Lord, for the
You say of the jerboa, *:S es: - + He dug, pronouncing of the name of a thing is the men
or burrowed, in the earth, or ground. (O, TA.) tioning of it, [i.e., of the thing itself] the great
– And t The being profuse in speech. (K.) name, or the great Lord: (Bd:) or it means
You say, ASSI es' -: t He was profuse in therefore pray thou commencing with, or uttering,
speech. (o,TA)- See also the next paragraph. the name of thy Lord [the great name or Lord]:

swimming being the act of such beings. (Bd in two places.

ibid.) – And [hence] one says, 2,4-3

&s'

2.

(Kull p. 211) [for]-- also signfies The
-

&: signifies The declaring [God] to be

act of praying. (K, Mgb.) You say,

£:

InCan

2.8% J-#" ' &- ! [Thy fame has travelled

ing He prayed. (A, Mgh.) And [particularly]
far removed, or free, from every imperfection or
as far as the sun and the moon; lit., snum along impurity, or from, everything derogatory from He performed the Imprerogatory prayer of

[the period termed] G-āl (TA) And &

the tracts along which sn'im the sun and the [his] glory; syn. *}”, (S, O, Msb, TA,) and
i.e. 'i:
moon]. (A, TA)—[Hence, likewise, as inf. n. U-3-Aaj: (Mgb:) the magnifying, celebrating, *f
of . : , aor. as above,]
also signifies t The lauding, or praising, and glorifying, God; and O726 Performs prayer to

£,

L'a, meaning Such a
God, either obligatory or

running of a horse (S, L, K, TA) in which the declaring Him to be far removed, or free, from supererogatory : [but generally the latter: (see
Bk. I.

163
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: :)]

and

4-9 J” £: performs supere

three times,

:

[Book I.
C
£-l thirty-three times, and i. e.] from the imputation of there being any

rogatory prayer [upon his camel that he is # * thirty-three times, which is done by
riding]. (Ms)
..It isi.e.
said in the Kur [iii. 36], many persons after the ordinary prayers, as a
£,
: : C-2,
And pray thou [in the supererogatory act]: (S, A, Msb, K:) its appella
tion implies that it is an Arabic word; but Az
evening, or the afternoon, and the early morning), says that it is post-classical: its pl. is : (Mgb)
•

s

equal to Him, or any companion, or anything
like unto Him, or anything contrary to Him;
or from everything that should not be imputed to
Him: (L:) [I declare, or celebrate, or extol, his
absolute perfection or glory or purity: or ex

(TA) And itisrelated of Omar, c' 4-6 and ++ also.

(Har p. 133.) See 2, last tolled be his absolute perfection &c.:] or I declare
tno sentence but one. - Also Invocation of God; the remoteness of God, or his freedom (#),
men] who prayed [after the prescribed time of the or supplication : (K:) and prayer, (A, Msb,) jrom evil, (Zj," S, K, TA,) or from every evil;
afternoon-prayer]. ($, T.A.) You say also, ** whether obligatory or supererogatory: (Msb:) (TA;) and [especially] from the imputation of

* 3: t-, meaning [That he flogged

to #: Wi: [i.e. In his hand is a string of
•

-

waiti, the Wh of which he repeat the praise
of God: see à--, below]. (A, Msb:)-Also
The making an exception, by saying 2:1 (3. o!
[If God will]: because, by so saying, one mag
nifies God, and acknowledges that one should
not will unless God will: and thus is expl. the
saying in the Kur [lxviii. 28], ‘j 3. # Jäiji

or supererogatory praise; (S;) and supererogatory his having a female companion, and offspring:
prayer; (S, A, Mgh, K;) because of the
: (K:) or I declare God's being very far removed
• * **
- - - - 2, from all the foul imputations of those who assert
therein. (Mgh.) You say, ā-:
s

us'-a' &34, a plurality of gods: (MF:) [it sometimes im
expl. above; see 2, in the latter part of the para plies wonder, and may well be rendered hon far
is God from every imperfection! &c. :] in this

graph. (Mob) And 4: Jai He performed,

es:-- <-e-as case, Úl-- is a determinate noun; (K;) i.e.,
a generic proper name, for c: like as # is
means I performed, or finished, my supereroga

or finished, his prayer: (A:) or

tory praise and such prayer. (S.). And

J” for:#1 (MF) Z *. (TA) it is put in the

&: [Did I not say to you, Wherefore will ā-: ! He performed the supererogatory prayer:
à
ye not make an exception? addressed to the (A:) and (s-all
as-- [the "prerogatory
owners of a garden, who “swore that they would
*

*

- d. Jo

certainly cut its fruit when they should be enter prayer of the period termed L-all]. (Mgb.)
ing upon the time of morning, they not making – all As--, (IAth, K, TA,) with damm, (TA,
t =

[but in

an exception”]. (TA.)

3. 4-, [infn, i-, i. 7 C), (T and

p =

d.d.

my MS. copy of the K written

*~,

accus. case in the manner of an inf n. ; (S, K;)
i. e., as the absolute complement of a verb
understood; the phrase with the verb supplied
*
* -3
being £-: * : !; (MF;) meaning &l

# * > * (#5, MF) c- thus

and so in the CK,]) means + The greatness, or supplying the place of the verb: accord. to Ibn
majesty, of God: (IAth, K, TA:) or [the pl.] El-Hájib and others, when it is prefixed to another

occurring in a trad., means + the noun or pronoun, governing it in the gen. case,
that art.) [And app. also He vied, or contended, greatness, or majesty, and the light [or splendour], it is a quasi-inf n.; and when not so prefixed, it
with him in sn'imming.]
of God: (Msb:) or by the saying * &l-: is a proper name, imperfectly decl.: but to this it
is objected that a proper name may be thus
4. 4-1 He made him to rim (K, TA) L. ū, with damm to the J and -, is meant t the prefixed for the purpose of distinction, as in the
£ [in the water] or £" 3% [upon the mater]. greatness, or majesty, % the face of our Lord: instances of : > and J% 35; Some
(S:) or all 4-5 -la--, means t the lights [or say that it is an inf. n. of an obsolete verb ; but
(TA.)
(K) or, accord. to ISh, the light [or this assertion is not to be regarded; for, as an
i: Garments of skins: (K:) or, accord. to splendour.],
splendour], (TA) of the face of God: (ISh, K, inf n, its verb is ~, like # of which the
Sh,
which is the pl., signifies shirts of
TA:) some say that *śl <l-: means the
skins, for boys: AO corrupted the word, relating beauties of the face; i.ecause, when you see a inf n. is &#: others say that it may be an
n. of
though far from being agreeable
it as written is:,
as
with 2-, and with damm person of beautiful face, you say, Aft 3- [to inf
with analogy: and some derive it from : } as
to the U"; whereas this signifies “a black [gar express your admiration]: and some, that [when
ment of the kind called] A.e.:” and a verse it relates to God] it denotes a declaration of his signifying “the act of swimming,” or “the being
cited by him as presenting an ex, of its pl., in its being far removed from every imperfection; quick, or swift,” or “the being, or becoming,
last word, is from a poem of which each verse has meaning * 3-4. (TA. [See cit..]) remote,” &c.: (MF:) [hence F adds,] or the
for its fundamental rhyme-letter the unpointed C: One says, [addressing God,] 4: <!-- aiti phrase above-mentioned denotes quickness in
ISd, in art. &- mentions
as signifying _*,81, with two dammehs, meaning f [I ask betaking oneself to God, and agility in serving,
or obeying, Him; [and therefore may be rendered
“garments of skin,” and having as- for its Thee] by the evidences of thy greatness, or majesty, I betake myself quickly to the service of God,
sing.; but says that the word with the unpointed [or of the greatness, or majesty, of thy glorious and am prompt in obeying Him;] (K;) so
is of higher authority; though he also states face] by the acknowledgement whereof thy praise accord. to ISh, to whom a man presented him
it, in the same art., to have been corrupted by is celebrated. (A.) - &l-: also signifies self in a dream, and indicated this explanation of
AO. (TA)-[A meaning belonging to as + The places of prostration [probably meaning the phrase, deriving it from J:s -: [“the
(q.v.) is assigned in some copies of the K to in the reciting qf the Kur-án]. (K.)= Also, horse ran stretching forth his fore legs, as one
i-..] E ā-:), (K) or ā-, from
aS
i.e. [the sing,] aa-, A piece of cotton. (TA.) does with his arms in swimming”]. (L.)

K in art. 2-2,) i. e. He snam with him. (TK in

4-#,

£,

-

* -

s

•

•

•

£,

©

J.

£:

© e

o y

£:

J.

an epithet applied to a horse, or mare, (IAth,

J

& J.

*

•

•

* 6 p.

*

" *

*

o p *

&#: is the infn of: as syn, with : : co-sa c'es co-5 cº- so cle--, [in

TA,) is a proper name of A horse, or mare, [q.v.]; (K, TA;) and is a subst. that [some which dla-- is used in the place of the inf n. of
belonging to the Prophet : (IAth, K, TA:) and times] stands in the place of the inf. n. of the -: , and b: is understood before it,] in the
of another belonging to Jaafar the son of Aboo latter of these verbs, i.e. in the sense of
Kur [xxx. 16], means Therefore perform ye

&:

Tālib; (K;) or this was a mare named aa-...:
(T,

(O:) and of another belonging to another. (K.)

TA)-3- is a proper name in the
*:51, and [for this reason, and also

prayer to God [or declare ye the remoteness of

God from every imperfection &c.] when ye enter
upon the time of evening and when ye enter
because it ends with 1 and Ú,] it is imperfectly upon the time of daybreak. (Fr, T.A.) And
decl., and is also invariable; being put in the &* t: Af 3-4, in the Kur xxiii. 93,
accus. case in the manner of an inf. n. (Mgh.)
You say aft 3-4, meaning I declare [or means Far [or hon far] is God from that by
describe Him! (Jel.) One says also,
* ~*:* ~ * ~ *
celebrate or extol] the remoteness, or freedom, of which• they
4.-"
-owl 450-£, meaning &:=s *~
God [from every imperfection or impurity, or :
sense of

#: Beads (S, Mob, K, TA) strung (Mob,
TA) upon a string or thread, (TA,) [ninety-nine
in number, and having a mark after each thirty
three,] with which (by counting them, K) one
performs the act termed
[meaning the
repetition of the praises of God, generally con

c:

sisting in repeating the words #1 &- thirty

*

ifrom everything derogatory from his glory,

4:

*::::

, c

< *

35% [i. e. I glorify Thee by

1291
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C--~~

enumerating all thy benefits, and by the praising far removed, or free, from everything evil, (Zj, the name of A horse of Rabeeq Ibn-Jusham.
of Thee I glorify. Thee]. (Mgh. [See also the Mgh, Msb, TA,) and from every imperfection (K, TA.) And in like manner, ": is the
prep.

or [and the like]. (Msb. [See 2, and see also name of A celebrated courser: (TA:) and of A
41 &t=..]) It is said (S, MSb) by Th (S) that certain camel. (K, TA.)
3-,

-])-34- &- cla--, (MSb, K,)
• J

•

*

t, so

* ~*

&

@ p.

lié & 4 &t=#, (S) and £35 &

* ... • & J.

there is no word like the two epithets above, of
(A,) are £phrases expressive of wonder (S, A,
Msb, K) at a thing (S, Msb, K) and a person; the measure U2 as with damm as well as with
(A;) originating from God's being glorified fet-h to the first letter, except C* : (S, Msb:)
(ài -: 3) at the sight of what is wonderful but the following similar instances have been
pointed out: 3,5- among epithets, and c: and
of his works, and afterwards, by reason of its

+: and &: [pls. of ** A single
act

of ~: see 2]. (A.)

[. : * A place of sn'imming, &c.;

&:-.]

pl.

See an ex. of the pl. in the first paragraph of
being frequently said, employed in relation to ** and & and *- and ** among this art.
anything at which one wonders; (Er-Radee,
6 ** *
TA;) meaning t [I nonder greatly (lit., with substs. (TA) Sb says, J#238 J J' C-,
accord. to AA and the K, applied as an
wondering) at such a thing and such a person; 53-8: [expl. voce #1; (S:) [or] accord. to
epithet
to
a [garment of the kind called] it as,
as is shown by what follows; or] hon extraor AHei, Sb said
6 &- 4
3 * that there àis no epithet of the
dinary, or strange, is such a thing ! [and such a measure J: except £: and José Lh means Strong : and accord. to the former, C-,
•

w

person']. (Msb.) El-Aasha says,
* f d

>

*~

**

*

6

**

os-3 us--la- to U2-31

*

**323-

*

*

& d

4 * : 33
*

(S, Msb") + [I saying, when his boasting reached
me, I wonder greatly at Alhameh the boasting];

so applied, means “made wide.” (TA.)

mentions (52:... also, as an epithet applied to a
-*, as well as 3:. (TA.)
J

-

w*

*

C:- and W cu- (Mob, K)" W C*- (K)
6 &e

*

6

d >

i. e. * -**, (S,) or [rather] 4 U-> [for are part. ns., or epithets, from 2-- in the first of
4 (.- ::il, lit. I wonder with wondering at the senses assigned to it above: (Msb, K:) [the
him; (Mgb;) [or hon extraordinary a person is first signifies Snimming, or a sn'immer:] the
'Alkameh the boasting ! :] úla-i- being without second has an intensive signification [i. e. one
tenween because it is regarded by them as a n:ho sn'ims much, or a great sn'immer; as also
determinate noun, and having a resemblance to a the third]: (Msb:) the pl. of the first, accord. to
fem. noun: (S:) [though in what quality it IAar, not of the first and last as it appears to be
resembles a fem. noun, except in its being of one
of the measures of broken pls., I do not know :]

• *.d

of the

and

[act, part. n. of 2].

&- &u=
-

# 5 is

the Kur [xxxvii. 143], means And
had he not been of the performers of prayer,
(A," Mgh, Mgb, K,”) as some say. (Mgh.)
J. * * * *

£1 (A, Msh, TA) and "ā-āl (A, TA)
t[The inder, or fore finger;] the finger that is
next the thumb: (MSb, TA:) so called because
it is like the glorifier when one makes a sign

with it [by raising it] when declaring [the unity

of] the divine essence. (Msb,TA.") One says,

3-: <! jū and W a-út. ! [He pointed

accord. to the K, is £: (MF) that of the towards him, or it, with the fore finger]. (A, TA)
second is co- : (K:) and that of the third is

or it is imperfectly decl. because it is a determi C- or
nate noun, being a proper name for 3% (IJ,

IB) and a #1,(IJ) and because of the addition

•

>

3-3, in

-

à-la-Ji: see aa-oll, in two places.
•

6 we

irreg.

e

t", the former reg,

and the latter

(MF)---il, (K, &c.,)

&
in the Kur

o: (IJ, IB:) this is the true reason: [lxxix. 3], accord. to Az, (TA,) means The . 1: J:S ---, (JK, A, Mgb,) aor. <, inf. n.

but some hold that it is rendered determinate by

"ips: (k :)

(£

:; (Msb;) and "-s-l; (JK, A, Msb, K.)

s: to have found

he land, or earth, exuded nater and produced

or + the souls of the believers

its being prefixed to a noun understood, governing Je:#" [for

which Gol:

phra: being
à: 3-4; 3:... (MF)-di-, thus

it in the gen, case; the complete

salt ; (JK, K:) or was, or became, salt; had in
in a copy of the K &#23." &bj', for he gives it salt. (A, Mgb.) And &l £, inf n. as
with tenween, as an indeterminate noun, occurs as an explanation pia et fidelium uxores,]) (K, above, The place produced salt, and was such
TA) which go forth with ease; or + the angels
that the feet sank in it. (TA.) = See also 2. =
in the phrase ti-: 3.3-', in a poem of
Umeiyeh.

(IB)=d-

is also

Psed in th:

that sn'im, or glide,

(~) from

(U-2 [app. a

£, an inf. n. of which the verb is

*

* *

--", aor. * ,

for ~ : betneen]) the heaven
(TK) means also f The being in a state of sleep:
U-á, in the saying (, "-" --> mistranscription
and
the
earth:
(TA:)
or + the stars, (K,) which
st-: [Thou art possessed of more, or most,
(AA, S:) and " £: + The sleeping soundly :

sense ..of

hnowledge of that which is in thine on mind]. (K.)

£:

See

£, in three places.

sn'im, or glide along,
like the

C:-

(::) in the firmament,

in water. (TA.) [The meanings (S:) or both have this meaning: (K:) or the
former signifies t the being in a state of rest, and

foeminae jejunantes and veloces equi and planetae, easing the body by sleep: (IAar, L:) and " the
assigned to this word by Golius as on the authority latter, t the sleeping every hour: (TA:) and the
(Msb, K;) Natation; or the of the KL, are in that work assigned to <!-50, former signifies also t the being unoccupied, at
the first of them as the meaning of this word in leisure, or free from work or business; (AA, S,

i-Ü- an inf n, (K) or a simple subst,

&:

(Mgb) from
act [or art] of sn'imming: (S, A, Mgb,"K:) or
>;-- K;) and so "the latter. (K.) In the Kur
the coursing along upon water without immersion the Kur lxvi. 5.] And you say
lxxiii. 7, some read ls: [instead of t-, q. v.];
!being
[Stars
gliding
in theto firmament:
of oneself. (MF, TA. [See 1, first sentence.])
a pl.
of along
Aapplied
an irrational 2-12
thing, (S, K;) meaning t rest, and easing of the body
6 3.e.
See
in two places.
by sleep; (IAar, L;) and said by Fr to be from
Cl-,
is also applied as
3.
2:...,
also pronounced ā (T, S, Mgb, K, and of i-l.
-:-5, in the first of the senses expl. in the next
an epithet to a horse, (S, IAth, A, L.) meaning paragraph: (L.) or t freedom from occupation or
&c.,) the latter the more agreeable with analogy, ! That stretches forth his fore legs well in running nork or business. (S.) Accord to Zj,
and

£3.

s

&-

s

£,

(A)–:-

£

but the former the more common, (Th, T, S, [like as one does the arms in sn'imming]; (S,"
Mgb,”) one of the epithets applied to God, (T, IAth, L;) and in like manner * s: [but in an : are nearly the same in meaning. (TA)
S, A, Mgb,"K,) because He is an object of intensive sense]: (A, L:) the pl. [of the former] You say also 2” c” &- and vs.” and 3- [app.
£3, (K) and [often] immediately followed by is . #. and : (A.) And
also sig meaning + A ceasing from sleeping and from
6

de

&

6

de

6 *

- *

&:

(A, Mgb, K.) which is likewise also pro nifies t Horses; (K, TA;) as an epithet in which walking or journeying and of heat]. (JK)
And #1 *-*.*, inf n.
+II " ":
nounced Jes, though the former pronunciation the quality of a subst. is predominant; (TA;)
or]
I
lengthened
sleeping.
(JK.)And -->
because
they
thus
stretch
forth
their
fore
legs
in
is the more common: (Th, T, S, Msb:") it signi
running.
(K,”TA.)
Hence,
(TA)
is
.# L. t I went, or travelled, far, in,163or* into,
fies [All-perfect, all-pure, or all-glorious; i. e.]

Još.

£,

'3"

•

-
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... -->
(JK, K, TA;)

the land, or country;
d

like contraction of as--, and ā- Lä, also: (Mgb:) making it to be [shaven] close to the skin;

6 • *

*-*.

and W

(TA.)

&: signifies a place producing salt, (Mgb,"

(A’Obeyd, M, L;) as also 5.x... (A’Obeyd, L.)

- And He let the whole of his hair grow ample
: [inf n. of ; : ] The separating, or TA) and in which the feet sink : (TA:) the pl. and long : thus it has two contr. significations.
of "i- is +3. (Mgb.) The Prophet said

2.

plucking asunder, and loosening, of cotton, and
making it [or spreading it out] wide. (Fr, L.)
And The winding of cotton and the like, (K,

to Anas, on his mentioning El-Basrah, <5% &
'a-t-3 9% üí.3% % meaning [If thou pass

(M.)- And : signifies also The combing,
or combing down, or letting don'n and loosing, and
then moistening, and leaving, the hair of the head.

TA,) such as wool, and soft hair (>3), after the by it and enter it, then ben are thou of] its tracts (Suleymān Ibn-El-Mugheyreh, L, K.")- And
separating and loosening, for a noman to spin it; of land overspread with saltness, that seldom, or The rendering [one's hair] matted, or compacted,
never, give growth to anything but some trees, or
(TA;) [as also
inf n. of W
See

£,

£:

£:

shrubs. (L.)- Also, (K) or the latter, i. e.
"is:, (JK,) A thing that overspreads water
ting. (S, A, K.) It is related in a trad, that the (JK, K, TA) in consequence of its having been

- [Hence,] f The act of lightening, or allevia

Prophet said to 'A'isheh, when she had cursed a
long left,

(TA)

and dusty. (M., L.)- And [hence, app., the
objective complement being meant to be under

stood,] The leaving off, or neglecting, the anoint

ing of oneself [or of one's hair], (A’Obeyd, S, K,

resembling [the green substance TA,) and washing : and some say

3-3, which
called] --6, (JK, K) or such as -- and signifies the same. (A’obeyd, TA)=3:5 is
her, (§, TA) * * * Le: 9, (S.A.' the like. (TA.)
TA) meaning 1 Do not thou alleviate (S, A, TA)
also used [intransitively,] as signifying The ap
: - Cotton, and wool, and soft hair (23), pearing of the hair of the head: (K:), or the
the merited punishment of his crime by thy
thief, (S, A, TA,) who had stolen something from

separated, or plucked asunder, and loosened; as groning after some days: (M:) or

cursing him. (S,"TA.) And a poet says,
* &#

e.e. ease

&e

• de •

also W

& w= •

*

#~. (TA) [and 'i:, in which the

*

*> * * :

3-#

*:

means The hair gren, so that its blackness ap

epithet

into a subst., peared after the shaving. (S, M.)- And The
signifies a portion, i.e. a loose flock, thereof; and coming forth of the donn [of a young bird]:
its pl. is : %, whence] one says, #51: +ju. (M:) or the appearing of the feathers of a young
[Then alleviate thou the disquietude of thy mind; ckii
loose flocks of the cottonjin about]. bird. (K) You say, #1 - The young bird
and know that, when the Compassionate decreeth
(A)—[Hence, 1 Feathers (J-2) that fall off began to show its feathers, or to become fledged.
*

3 is added to convert the

*

& # &#133; #1

#

*

*

a thing,
it happeneth]. (S.) One says also, &: (S, A, K) and become scattered: (K:) as also (S.)- And The growing of fresh shoots upon,
|
•

* J.

de

Ji so

<le all May

among, the old portions of the [plant called]
G'. alleviate thy fever. *:::: (TA) the pl. of the former (K, TA) or
Ge: as also **u-l. (K:) you say [gf that

($) And us;9 de :- 'hio God, remove

[used as a subst.], in this and in the following plant], -- and "J-l: (TA:) or &ül •:

from us, or alleviate to us, that which harms, or senses, (TA) [or rather of 'i: 88 a n. Ulm.
The plant had heads coming forth, before the
hurts. (TA)- And t The act of stilling, quiet thus used,] is
(K, TA) One says, 3.3% spreading thereof (M.)
ing, rendering motionless, appeasing, tranquil
43-42, and "
i. e. f [I came
4: see 2, in three places; first and last sen
lizing, calming, allaying, assuaging, or quelling.
tences.
(K.) = Also + The becoming [alleviated, or to water around which were] the feathers that
lightened,] still, quiet, motionless, appeased, tran had fallen off [and become scattered] of birds.
i. q. #als [as meaning Cunning, or very

£.

2: &:

*%

:

quil, calm, allayed, assuaged, or quelled. (K," (A.)- Also Cotton made wide for a medica cunning : and perhaps also as meaning a cala
• of
TA.) One says of heat, (S, K,) and of anger, ment to be put upon it (K, TA) and for it to be
mily: pl. #). (S, M, K.) You say, * *
J. d

e p

(TA):--, (§, K.) inf n, as above; and "5-3, applied upon a nound: (TA:) and **:
20. He is cunning, or very cunning, (.43, S, M,
(K;) +It became abated, or allayed, (S, K, TA,) signifies a portion of cotton thus prepared för
and alleviated. (S.)- Also t The ceasing of this purpose. (JK, K.") - And Cotton, ($, K,) Or #als, K.) in theft, or robbery. (S, M, K.) –
veins from the throbbing occasioned by pain and wool, and soft hair (*3), (S,) wound, after And [hence, perhaps, or the reverse may be the
therein. (IAar, L, K.")- See also 1, in three the separating and loosening, (S, K, in the former case,] A molf: (K:) it occurs, in the accus. case,
places.
in a verse, in this sense, (TA,) or in the former
*

-: * '£: i.e. -iù.) to be pun (S. K.)

[3. #-l. expl. by Freytag as meaning He

by a thereof
woman:(S.)
($)
tion

and *** signifies a por.

contended with another in sn'imming is a mistake

C-.]

for

i-, and its pl., £:

see the next pre

4, 5-1 He reached salt earth in digging
ceding paragraph, in five places.
(S, K) a well. (TA)- See also 1, first sentence.
6 ** *
s

5: see 2, near the end of the paragraph.

[: is

&: see &-, in two places.

expl. by Freytag as applied in the
*

6

e

•-

* - -

-

1: see what next follows.
3 * ~*

.

ë-5 and its fem, with 5: see as-, in three
places.
© • d >
*

•

à-- : see the next paragraph, in three places.

: Hair [of goats], syn. 3-3, (A, S,M;)
as also V

:

(M:) or a small quantity thereof:

•

Deewan of Jereer to A dense cloud that is seen

suspended apart from other clouds.]

sense; (S;) or, as some relate it, the word in this
|- [which has the latter meaning].
(S, TA.)

instance is

•

(K:) or fur. ['t camels]; syn. 33. (M.) One
says, 3 } : & ( (A, S, M.K.) He has
neither goats hair nor wool: (As," S, M.) or
neither camels' fur nor wool: or neither camels'
fur nor goats' hair : meaning the has neither

goats nor sheep: or t neither camels nor sheep:
or 1 neither camels nor goats: (M:) or t neither
He shaved off his hair; (AA, K, TA ;) as also little nor much; (As, S, K, TA3) i.e. he has not

2. 5: ..., (AA, TA) infn.:, (K,TA)

*::, (AA, K.) inf n : (K, TA:) and anything. (TA) [See also 3.J Hence : is
an appellation for + Cattle (Jú). (TA.) Hence

***-1, (AA, TA) inf n. St., (K,TA) or

is: and " is: [A piece, or tract, of] land all signify he shaved off his hair and [so] re also the saying of 'Atikeh Bint-Zeyd,
that exudes water and produces salt: (K:) pl. moved it utterly: and % << and *:- and
- Us: all as-2-3
(of the former, S, or of the latter, Mgb) £: 4:- also have the former signification accord. to
(S, A, Msb, K:) "is- J. [also] signifies as AA: (TA:) [and] .# 3: signifies the re
[i.e. + God let him not walk with goats, &c.];
de •

6*

of so

J. d e •

de

*

*

above; (JK;) or land containing

t", (S, A,)

moving utterly the hair of the head [by shaving]: meaning t God reduced him to poverty, so that

i. e. [places that exude water and produce salt, (S:) or 3: •:- signifies he shaved off his hair He left not [to him] anything. (Ham p. 495.)
or simply] salt; (A;) or salt land or earth, as and then left it until it had grown a little : – Also sing of # (TA) which signifies Black
also "à-- Já', in which the latter word is a (A’Obeyd, L:) or he removed utterly his hair, garments or cloths [app. of goats hair or of
* *

@ e.
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came firl (K, TA)—# (KTA) as pl. *ś, (M, TA,) w!'" poet terms, for the *:

desert. (S,”TA.)- You say, 2:-" &-

of £, (TA) signifies also The heads of the

x:15 t Such a one is

of the measure,

4" 21,

because it is termed Al

[plant called] C-, when they first come forth: J-3, and .# is applied to a young one of a

&

beautiful and of goodly

appearance. (S.) [See also X-J-A WOman
* *

*@.

L:-" ! The good
condition, and flourishing state of body, of such

(K, TA:) or, as pl. of 3-, the heads of plants bitch, and of a she-wolf, and of a she-cat, and of the desert said, 9% 3:
$.

before, Apreading. (M.) - And,
of the [species of its called] ×, and of the
likewise as pl. of x-, Remains of plants or jerboa. (M.)
herbage in a land. (TA.) [See also 3-.]=
:- also signifies Unluckiness, ill luck, or evil : [act, part. n. of 2]. It is said of Ibn-'Ab
fortune: (M.) or so * : (K, TA:) so says bás, £5 !--- aše >5, meaning He came to
coming forth,

• J.

a one pleased me:

and 2: &: &# -

I san,

him to have an altered and ill appearance of
body: thus she assigned to '-' two significations.
** * * ** *
(TA.)- One says also, 2: &- 3. ! Verily
Mekheh having his head unanointed and un
Lth, on the authority of ADk. (TA.)
he is goodly in complexion and appearance.
:- A remnant of herbage or pasturage. (K.) washed. (A’Obeyd, S.) = See also the next (TA.) —#- also signifies t A characteristic by
preceding paragraph.
which one knows the generousness or ungenerous
[See also :, last sentence but one.]
ness of a beast. (AZ, M.)- And t One's knon

3:. A certain bird, (§, M, K) having plu

J->

ledge of the fruitfulness or unfruitfulness [or the
mage so soft, or smooth, that when two drops of
good
or bad condition] of a beast. (AZ, TA.)
1. C*" ---, (S, M, A, &c.) aor.
(S, M,
water drop upon it, (S, M,"K,) upon its back,
(S, M,) they run off from it; ($," M, K, TA;) Msb) and ::, (M, TA) inf. n. »; (S, M, Msb, Also t Likeness; syn. 3. (K, T.A.. [In some
or such that when a drop of water drops upon its K;) and "3-1; (K.) He probed the wound; copies of the K, £, which is an evident mis
back, it runs [off]: (M:) the Arabs liken to it a measured its depth with the A-, i.e., with an take.]). So in the phrase, occurring in a trad.,
horse when he sweats: (S:) or a certain bird iron or other instrument; (A, Mgh ;) tried, (K,) ;: c: : := < *The likenes (4%) of
like the eagle : (TA:) or the male eagle: . (M, or examined, (S) or endeavoured to learn, Aboo-Behr predominated in them. (IAar, TA.)
TA) or the wallow of the desert (&# -uì): (Msb,) its depth; (S, Msb, K;) examined its One says also, * 2:- 4% + He knen him by
(A5, TA:) or a bird like the Ju: n:hen mater eactent. (M)-3- + He determined, or com
the appearance and likeness of his father. (TA)
falls upon it, it runs off from it quickly: so puted by conjecture or by the eye, its measure, - Also the former (:-), Enmity, (K,) accord.
says Aboo-Nasr; and so Skr in his Expos. of the quantity, size, or bulk. (M, K,"TA.).- + He
to El-Muårrij; but Az says that this is strange.
poetry of Hudheyl, on the authority of Ag: tried, proved, or tested, it; proved it by experi
(TA.)
(TA:) said by As to be a certain black bird: ment or experience; ($, M, TA;) namely, any
(so in a marg note in one of my copies of the thing; as also " 9:-l. (S.)- + He elicited its
5): A cold morning, betneen daybreak and
• e.p.

** *

** de

•

S:) pl. &l.x: ($, M.) – Also 4 piece of true, or real, condition. (TA.)- It is related sunrise: (S, M, A, Mgh, K:) or from the time a
cloth with n'hich the natering-trough (K, TA) in the trad. of the cave, that Aboo-Bekr said to little before daybreak to daybreak: or from
4: 5 + Do daybreak to sunrise: (M:) or a cold morning
such as is termed 34. [Q. v.] (TA) is r" Mohammad, 4: 5:

J.-

during the period next after sunrise: (Msb:)
close, or firm, [in its bottom and sides,] (~, not thou enter it until I explore it before thee,

and see if there be in it any one, or anything that pl. &%: ($, M, Mgh, Mob, K.) which latter
is also expl. as signifying the intenseness of the
meaning of this verb,]) in order that the water may hurt. (TA.) –3: •) ău. ! A desert of cold of ninter, and of the year. (TA.)
may not become turbid: (K:) it is spread there n:hich the extent cannot be known. (A.)
in ; and the camels are made to drink [the G'\5 -- [I searched into such a one]. (A.)
-- and &#- and *: and +: &c.:
water] above it. (L.)- See also i: = And –5: S }*: as; t [In him is much good, See art. " ".
[in the L

3:, but I know not any apposite

*

See

+, last sentence.

* *

* @ e=

6 pod

the extent of which cannot be known]. (A.)

i:-, (M, L.) or " :, (K) or both, (TA) ;: S * X:

! [A great affair, of n!hich the

6

* 6 p.

pos

•

22:- 'ori (R, TA) possing no property:

like -5,-, in this sense, and in that following.
termot cannot be known]. (A)-U. es: #: (TA.)-1
The pubes. (M, L, K.)
Land in which is no herbage. (K,
3:e
+
Learn
thou
for
me
what
he
has
[in
his
TA.)
see J.", first sentence.
mind, or in his possession]. (M.) —sil +,
es: Tall, or long; (K;) in the dial. of aor. * and 2, inf. n. *, + I observed the people X- and ":- A probe; an instrument with
which a wound is probed; (S, M, K;) as also
Hudheyl: (TA:) and also bold, or daring; (S,
attentively, with investigation, one after another,
M, K;) applied to anything [i. e. to any crea
*::: (Ham p. 818) a twist like a wich, (T,
that I might know their number. (Mgb.)
ture]; (S,K;) of the dial. of Hudheyl: (M:) as
Msbj or a similar thing, (Msb,) which is put
8: see 1, in two places.
also J: (S, TA:) or, so applied, bold, or
into a nound (T, Mgb) to ascertain its depth;
daring, to undertake anything: and the fem. J.- : see X-. * Also The lion. (El-Mu (Msb;) an iron or other instrument with which
[#3:, like it: ,] is said to signify a bold
the depth of a."ound is measured: (A, Mgh :)
* * *

so e

ärrij, K.)
lioness: and a bold-breasted she-camel: and in

pl. of the first, 3.; and of " the second,*L*.

like manner [the masc. signifies] a bold-breasted

X: ($, M, K) and "'. (M.K.) The source,
or origin, [of a thing,] syn. J.i. (M, K:) pl. (Msb) It is said in a prov., -i, u, "ju's S3;

he-camel: (M, L:) and, (S, M, L, K,) as also

us: (M.L.) the leopardi (A, S.M.L.K.)
and so Us", (AS, S, L,) or 5t:-", which is also
applied to a beast of prey [absolutely] : (A Heyth :)
or the lion: (M, L:) pl. Júl- and 5.30- : or the
meaning of this, or these, (i. e of the latter pl. or

of both

£i. (M.) – 1 Form, or appearance; |G:-: #

[Were it not for the

proie,

the

figure, feature, or lineaments; external state or depth of the wound would not be known]. (A.)
condition; state with regard to apparel and the And W X." 3-4 is applied as an epithet to a
like; (S, M, K;) or goodly form or appearance woman's vulva (or vagina, in an obvious sense,]
&c.; (K;) aspect; garb, or habit; (TA;) by Ibn-Habeeb : and accord. to the K, to a

colour, or complexion; (M, K;) beauty; (K;) woman [in allusion to her vagina]. (TA in art.

of both, for the pronoun (Ge) may relate to the
brightness of countenance: (M:) pl. of both as
latter or to both,] is idle, and sportful, and, vain, above. (M.)- IAar says, I heard Aboo-Ziyād

or frivolous, persons; (K, TA3) like 3,3'-. El-Kilábee say, I returned from Marw to the
(TA.)

desert, and one of its people said to me,

ti

A. an irreg, pl. of *:::
art. -->.
3

++, like ź, (TA) or " :,

see the latter in

2

-

(accord. &#3 & # 3-3 # 14 to part
USA. A coat of mail made of slender rings,
to a copy of the M,) as meaning t Consummate, and appearance, [thou art like] an inhabitant of and strongly: (K:) so called in relation to the
(M,”TA,) is applied as an epithet to a calamity, a tonn; but as to tongue, an inhabitant of the king Sáboor. (TA)- Hence, (TA) or from
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Sáboor, a province of Persia, (Mgh, Msb,) A
thin, or delicate, hind of garment or cloth, (IDrd,
S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) of excellent quality: (K:)
and anything thin, or delicate. (M.) Whence
the prov., &" L# (S, M," K*) A slight
exhibition: (M3) [see variations of this phrase in

its:

is likewise expl. as signifying ! The
being liberal, bountiful, or munificent. (M,TA.)
S, TA,) Needy, in want, indigent, (AZ, A5, S, – And all-, relating to rain, t The being abun
M, K, TA,) poor, (AZ, A5, K, TA,) possessing dant and extensive. (Sh, K, TA.) [- See also
little, (M, TA,) or, as some say, possessing the part. n. k-] =álawi : * 1: ; He gave to

<2:- were applied to every portion thereof.
(M)-Hence, (TA) applied to a man, (AZ,

or

nothing; (§, M, TA) and * :- signifies
art. Jóws, under # J% :] said to him to the same, (AZ, S, M, K,) as also **:-, and
whom a thing is shown in a slight manner: (S:) * > ... (M. K.) also bankrupt, or insolvent;
because the garment or cloth called &", (S, syn. U-li: (TA in explanation of the first [but
K,) being of the best of qualities, (S,) is desired equally applying to all]:) the epithet applied to a
when exhibited in the slightest manner. (S, K. woman is is: and '#'-, (AZ, S;) the
[See the first paragraph in art. Lāys; and see latter of which is applied to a man [app. in
also #: >;- &: L# in the first paragraph of intensive sense, agreeably with analogy,] as well
art. A5-.])- A certain sort of dates, (S, Msb, as to a woman: (M:) and the pl. is <2%
K,) of good quality. (Msb, K.) It is said that applied to men and to women. (AZ, $5–
the best of the dates in El-Koofeh are the c'> [Hence, also,] applied to a youth, or young man,
and the &x- (S)-#,A. #: A palm Beardless; or having no hair upon the sides of

And

him successive and large gifts. ($gh, TA.)= 1.

He was affected with forer. (Sgh, K) [See:.]

2 < *. (M.K. &c.) in n. 1:5 (S. K.)
She (a camel, AZ, A5, M, K, and a ewe, K) cast
her young one, or foetus, in an incomplete state:

(M, K.) or before its form was apparent; (AZ,
K;) like ***

and

<<:

(AZ:) or n'hen its

fur had grown, before completion; as also +: :

us.” <!-- she (a camel) cast her
its hair had grown: and <-l.
when
one
woung
(A5, TA:) or

she (a ewe) cast her young one, or foetus, abor
(S.) The epithet applied to her in this
tree of which the unripe dates are yellow and his face. (M, K, TA. [In the K, this significa tively.
case
7
is
*: [without 3]. (M, K.)
tion is immediately followed by the mention of
somewhat long. (AHát, Mgb.)
©- d -

the pls.

<-A.

small, in

quantity

3-2 + [The internal state or condition of a

and
Or

A..])-And

Little, or

number; (S, M, K;) paltry,

4. lax. He (a man, S, M) extended himself,

man]. You say, 3: &:- and 3:- +[I
or inconsiderable: (K:) applied to a thing, (S, or became extended or stretched, (S, M, K, TA,)
praised his internal state or condition]: (S:) and
upon the ground, (§, TA), in consequence of being

K.) and (S) to property, or cattle. ($, M.)

* #: also signifies + The internal state or

Also Tall, or long. (M, TA.)- And A skilful, beaten, (M, K, TA,) &c. : (TA:) he fell (M, K,
condition; an internal, or intrinsic, quality; or or an expert, guide, well acquainted with the TA) upon the ground, (TA,) and was unable to
the intrinsic, or real, as opposed to the apparent, lands. (TA.) It is mentioned by Sb, who says move, (M, K, TA,) by reason of weakness, (M,
or some other
state, or aspect. (TA.)
that it is of the measure J.'é, like *: and TA,) or from drinking medicine,

cause; on the authority of AZ: (M:) he fell

6 *

-- d.

2- : see 3'-'.

*:

#:

of the authors on inflection assert that it is of the stretched, in consequence of being beaten, or from
measure **, from £ Ś: meaning “I
disease, and in like manner from drinking medi

-

The utmost point of a wound. (M.)
©e & e

:*:

See

X-, in four places. - It may also

and most hold him to be right: but some upon the ground, and became extended or

tried, proved, or tested, the thing, or proved it by
experiment or experience;” and that the - is

cine. (TA) And J.S. e. He clare to the

ground. (Ibn-Jebeleh, M.K.)- He was silent,
be applied to t A man who probes a wound. added to give intensiveness to the signification; by reason of fear, or fright: (M, L, K:) he was
which several deny: (MF, TA:) *::, however,

(Ham p. 818.)

silent and still; or he lonered his eyes, looking

is mentioned in the K, in art. ", as meaning
22:-e Goodly in form or appearance; in “poor,” and land “in which is no herbage.” towards the ground, and was still. (O.)-la-l
*::: U. He shut, or closed, his eyes, or eyelids,
figure, feature, or lineaments; in external state (TA.)
or condition; in state of apparel or the like.
+.2- and #*: see the next preceding feigned himself negligent of the thing or affair,
(K, T.A.)
paragraph, in three places.
inattentive to it, or heedless of it. (Sgh, K.)
tº d >

©

in his loop. (Sgh, K)–:9 & 1-1 He

•o

->

*::

A man (TA) of evil disposition or
lonly,
became
and
TA: but omitted in the CK.)
begged;
He
(K,
nature.
Q. 1. &:
like
be
to
affected
or
humble, or submissive;
6

* @ “J.

• d -

*:: see ..., throughout.

* A grandchild;

(S, Msb, K;) a son's child,

<>). Bald, or bare of hair. (K, TA: but

the Ješel-2 [or destitute, or needy, &c.]; syn. omitted in the CK.)

and a daughter's child (M, TA) pl. bu:i, (S,

&#; (K, TA; [omitted in the CK, and in my
Ms. copy of the K erroneously written &#3])

Msb, TA;) which is commonly used by the vulgar
as signifying daughters' children; distinguished by
la

3: [which they apply to son's chil
pl. of *]; but the leading lexicologists

them from

and US-25. (TA.)
d

6 y o p

J. O. J.

~-- : see "9-o-'.
©

•o

<!-- : see the next paragraph, in two places.
©

1. i., aor. *; (Sb, S, M, Mob, K.) and £, dren,
(M, Msb, K 9. inf *..., of the former expressly declare that it includes sons' children
verb, (S, Msb,) or lax", (so in the K, as is re and daughters' children, as it is said to do by ISd:
and cu- and Bü:
marked in the TA,) and Alex", (M., Msb, K.) IAar explained *:distinguished, and
the
particularly
signifying
which is of the latter verb, (M, Mgb,) and ākū

aor. *;

Il.

as

J & J.

* - A desert, syn. Xà, (S, K) or a plain,
syn.
(M,) in which is no "g: (M.K.)
or weak land: (TA:) and <>2)- Lów' and

&6,

and

£, (M, K,) which

are also of the latter choicest, of children. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

verb; (M;) It (hair, S, Msb) was, or became, (TA,) *J.-, u:- 3'-'. 3--" El-Hasan,
not crisp.: (S, M, Mgb, K:*) or the former and El-Hoseyn are the two grandsons of the
which is no herbage; (M;) or land in which is lank,
verb is used in this sense, said of hair; and the Apostle of God. (M, TA.") –4. trile of the
nothing: (As, Lh, M :) pl. <2%. and 3%, the latter is said of a man, signifying he was, or Jens; pl. lot-l: (M, Msb, K:) la: (M) and
latter anomalous, mentioned by Lh : (M:) became, lank, not crisp, in his hair. (TA.) Bü: (S, Msb) in relation to the Jews, (M, Mgb,)
accord. to A’Obeyd, the pl. <;:- signifies ik'., relating to a man, also signifies The being or [rather] the Children of Israel, (S,) being like
deserts, or waterless deserts, (#) in m'hich is tall: (M:) or the being long in the [bones called] #5 (M) and Jiuj (S, Msb) in relation to the
and even therein. (TA.) Arabs: (S, M, Mgb :) and the former are thus
[pl. of
nothing : and accord. to As, land [or lands] in
which nothing grows: (TA:) and one says also Also :, infn. ii., (M.T.A.) and #4, called to distinguish them from the children of
<3: J% (M, K,) a phrase of the same class inf n. 1:5 (M): He (a man) was, or became, Ishmael
(M,TA) In the phrase, G# su-Ki,
• of -- d -

**:- (As, Lh, M) and * >9:- (M) Land in

c;

• of

aS

6

oz

* : * > y

£),

55: ~55, (K,) as though the sing. * easy, or facile, -52£u in beneficence. (M., T.A.) übü. #: [And we divided them into twelve
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divisions, tribes], (S, M, K,) in the Kur[vii. 160], certain tree, (AHn, M, O,) growing in the sands, before 331; (K;) the month that is between the

(S, M.) Usu-l is a substitute (§, M, K) for Us: (AHn, O,) tall, having slender branches, eaten by winter and the spring; (M;) [the fifth month
3,4,e, (S, M,) not a specificative, (§, M, K,) be the camels and the sheep or goats, (AHn, M, O,) of the Syrian year, corresponding with February
cause the specificative may only be a sing.; ($, and* 3 collected by men, who sell it upon the roads O. S.;] it is in the winter-quarters, and in it is
M;) the meaning being āş, * ..….auai.” (glali Lle), (AHn, O,) or with the tamarisk the completion of the day whereof the fractions
• •

usu-, (Akh, Zj, S,) and therefore the numeral is

circulate in the years: when the said day is com

(#1 &), (so in the TA) without blossom

fem.; (Akh, S;) or this is a mistake; for it should and without thorns, having thin leaves of the size

ūg; and therefore the numeral is of [those of] the + [or leek] (AHn, M, O)
fem. (Abu-l-'Abbās, T.A.) Accord to Kir, you when this first comes forth. (AHn, O.)- See
Say, l: lik and 1: **, and *: #. using also the last sentence of the next preceding para
la- as a pl., meaning #. (TA.) The saying graph.
be 5'-e ūs:

*- and W *: and W **, (the first
*

*::$1 & #2 &t=

*

plete in that month, the people of Syria call that

v-si Aé;

year

and when a child is born, or a

person arrives from a country, in that year, they
consider it fortunate. (Az, T.A.) [See C+]
6 *

>*

ākū. Sweepings, syn, ā, (S, M, Mgh,

and third Mgb, K,) which are thronin every day in the

courts of houses. (K.)- Also A place in which
of these in one copy of the S, and the second sneepings (Mgh, TA) and dirt (TA) are thronon:

alone in another copy of the S, and all in the M
is [asserted to be] a mistake, inasmuch as its and Mgb and K,) the first of the dial. of El occuring in a trad., (Mgh, TA,) and so expl. by
author imagined that £- meant a man: (M :) Hijáz, (TA,) from i., and the second from El-Khattábee: (Mgh:) but some assign to it there

ascr's it to El-'Ajá or Ru-beh: it occurs i:, the last being an infin, used as an epithet, the former meaning. (TA.) [It should be ob
served that it's also is said to have both these
in an 5: by the latter. (Sgh, TA.) [But it is
(Msb,) Lank, not crisp; ($, M, Mgb, K;") ap
IDrd

meanings.]- Also What falls from, or of hair
applied to a single man: for] it is said in a trad, plied to hair: ($, Mgb:) pl. bú", which is said
when it is combed. (M, TA.) = A raceme of a
(TA,) *:S &: *: &: i. e. Hoseyn is [as by Sb to be of the measure most common f: * palm-tree, with its fruit-stalks (cº-,-) and its
though he were] a nation of the nations (ć- # pl. of an epithet of the measure Jas, (M.) or Jas. fresh ripe dates: of the dial of Egypt. (TA)

2.5 K)

in goodness; so expl. by Aboo-Bekr:

(TA)-><ill k. (S.M.) and "4:, (M)

* A roof (Š, M, Mgh, Mab, K) between
(TA:) or one of the fathers of tribes; because of A man having lank hair ($, M.) and in like two walls, (S,) or betneen two houses, (M, K,)
*u-, alone, applied to a number of per
the multitude of his descendants: or one of the
having beneath it a road, or way, or passage,
(TA)
W i: is also metonymically applied
sons of daughters. (So in a marginal note in a copy
(S, Mgh, Mgb, K,) which is a thoroughfare :
of the “Jámi es-Sagheer” of Es-Suyootee.) - to 1 A foreigner, like as [its contr.] + is to an
mannel"

SOnS.

(Mgh.) pl. he's (S, MSb, K) and &lt;u.

Also A generation (3) that comes after another. Arab. (TA.)-la- also signifies Tall; (M, K;) (S, K.)
applied to a man: (M.) or, as also V £, (TA,)
**, (M,) so applied, long in the [bones u: 9% & U. Wherefore do I see thee hang
art. and in art. &”) Or **, **, (so accord.
ing down thy head like one i. griff, 9r anxiety, law
[pl. of
(M, TA,] and even
to a copy of the M, in the present art.,) A palm called]
body? (S.) And Ula-2 axé,3 I left him
tree of which the fruit ripens in the end of the therein: (TA:) or-l *... or " £, (accord. in
(meaning * sick per:) not moving nor speaking.
summer, or hot-season. (M., T.A.)
to different copies of the K) or both, (S, TA)

(Zi, TA)=And #1.", (TA in the present

or ~,

c;"

C#).

(TA) = ala: 'y', (M, and so in some copies
i: : see the next paragraph, first sentence.> goodly in stature, or person, or proportion, (S, K.) of the S) or "à:, (thus in other copies of the
and evenness. (S.) Also Having extended limbs,
Also Such as is fresh of the [plant called] J.-:
and perfect in make. (TA) And -ai, i..., S, and in the O.) Land abounding with la. [q. v.].
one of the plants of the sands; (M;) [i. e.] the and W **, A man [long and even, of] extended, (S, M, O.)

[plant called] C-5, while fresh (A’obeyd, S,
O, K;) when it has dried up, called

© e > & •

and without protuberances, in the bones of the fore

G-: arms and the shanks. (TA) And cit: b. and

(A’Obeyd, S, O';) a plant like the J. [Q. v.], "...l., ! Long in the fingers. (TA.) And b
except that it becomes tall; growing in the sands:
(Lth, TA:) m. un, with 5: (Lth, S:) it is one of

gi-l

those that, when they dry up, become nhite, [as is
said of the J-] resembling hoariness, like the

Ji-ri., and "4:3, tawomaniani, or soft,

âla-2 : see what next precedes.
6 w - d.

Ja-2 : see 2.
•

A man lank in make : (Lin art. 2, .) and

Ala

#:

Q. 4.
He stretched himself: (M :) he
lay upon his side, and stretched himself. (S, K.)
A33 [or panic grass] : (AHn, O: in the TA, the Jeju-J) A man soft, or flaccid, or uncompact, in - He (a slaughtered beast) stretched himself to
A: ) it is asserted that the Arabs say, “The the shanks. (Ham p. 238.) - c:39 W £,
c:- is the bread of the camels, and the 1. is (M, K.T.A.) and U.A., (TA, and so in the CK) hastened, (M,"K,”TA,) and stretched themselves,

or 'nder, in make. (M, Z, TA) And k.

die. (TA)—ts: J. J.''<e- The camel,

their Ce: :” (AH, o :) its manner of gron'th
is like [that of] cº-> [q. v.]; and it is a good
pasture: (K:) AHn says, a desert-Arab, of
'Anazeh, told me

that #s

manner of growth is

and c's 4-, (TA) : A man who is liberal, in their march, or course. (TA)-4 -ji:
bountiful, or munificent (M, K, TA) And i. $5.41 The provinces became rightly disposed to

-*: ! A man easy, or facile,

in beneficence.

him. (Fr, K.)

(M, TA)—i. #4, (Sh, TA) and 'l',

f large

J-3, falling short of [so I (Sh, K,) ! Rain pouring abundantly and exten
render c>>, but this also signifies exceeding,] 3% sively, (Sh, K,) and consecutively. (Sh, T.A.)
like that

[q. v.], and it has grain like the grain termed 2}:
[q. v.], which will not come forth from its enve
lopes but by bruising, or pounding, and men
extract it and eat it, made into bread, and cooked:

3

i- :

See *w.

*: Fever:

*- A

lion stretching himself when about to
leap. (S, K.)- A quick camel: pl.
<>W la:- : it has no broken pl. (Sb, M.) - Also,
the pl. above mentioned, Camels long, upon the

pring or

surface of the ground [or horizontally]. (S, K.)
(M, O, K:) so called because the The & [says J] is not the denotative 9t the fem.

(M, O:) the n. un, is with 5: and the pl. is *i. man attacked by it extends himself, and becomes gender: ($) it is like that in - Su- (§, K)
(M.) Also The tree that has many branches and relaxed: (Skr, O:) or fever attended with shiver and +:- as masc. pls. : (S:) but iB says,
the - in this word is the denotative of the fem.
one U-21 [meaning stem]: (K:) so says Az.; ing, or trembling. (O.)
adding that hence is derived £i (pl. of £-], £ (AA, S, M, K) and £, being perfectly gender; for it is an epithet applied to Use,
as though the father represented the tree and the and imperfectly decl., (AA, K,) and also written which is fem. as a [broken] pl.; as is shown by
children represented the branches: (TA: [but with J3, (TA, and K in art, la: ,) The name of the saying Ś. J.--", and +4. &c.; and he
this is questionable:]) accord. to Abo-Ziyād, a a month in Greek; (S;) a certain month, [next] adds, J's saying that it is like </Sla- and •Ü•U
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is a mistake, inasmuch as he confounds <>Sta-, kind]; namely, a wolf: or he frightened him;
with -ul-, for J: is a fem. pl., as is shown namely, a wolf; (K;) and also, a man. (TA.)
by one's saying <<- Júl, and Św. ; but - + He reviled, vilified, or vituperated, him;
charged him with a vice or fault or the like; (S,
X:- is masc., and should not regularly have a K, TA;) assailed him with foul language, such
pl. with 1 and <>, but, as Sb says, it has this pl. as displeased him : (TA:) or he bit him (K,
form, like some other masc. words, in lieu of a TA) with his teeth, like as does the & (TA.)
broken pl., and would not have it if it had a
broken pl. (TA.)- Also the sing, Penetrating;
2. 4-, inf n. &: IHe made it seven; or
effective; (Lth, M, K;) [as though stretching called it seven; (§, K;) as also '4-l. (TA)
far;] sharp in intellect; clever; acute: (K: [in See also 1. - He made it to have seven angles,

the CK,

2:

the endeavour to surpass him in obscene, or lend,
language, and in frequency of coitus, and in
speaking plainly of such subjects as should only
be alluded to, in relation to women: (IAar, K:*)
such seems to be its meaning in a trad. in which
the doing this is forbidden. (IAar.)- + Mutual

reviling, vilifying, or vituperating; (K, TA;)
when each of two men assails the other with foul
language, such as displeases him : (TA:) this is
said by some to be its meaning in the trad. in
which it is forbidden. (TA.)

Usal." is put by mistake for or corners; to be heptagonal. (K.)- He (God)

4. A-1, said of a party of men, It became
in intellect, and very gave him his renard, or recompense, seven times,
seven
: ($, K:) also, it became seventy. (M and
bold or daring or courageous. (TA)- Lank or seven fold. (K.) An Arab of the desert said
L
in
art.
--J.)-Said of a man, it signifies He
hair. (M.)- A man (Sh) lank and tall. (Sh, to a man who had done a good act to him, (TA,) nvas, or became,
one whose camels came to the
K.)- And with 5, A corpulent woman. (M.)
<V all
May God give thee thy renard, or

> Us-à":]) or. sharp

•,•

* -o

&-

es:- A proud and self-conceited gait, with recompense, seven times, or seven fold. (K, T.A.)
May
an affected inclining of the body from side to The Arabs also said, is: 4; 31
side. (M, K.)
God multiply to thee the renard, or recompense,
for
it; meaning, for this good act: (Aboo
*:: see what next follows.
Sa’eed:) [for]
j is used by them to signify
it be more than
#: and "jeu. Tall, or long. (M.K.)– the act of multiplying, though
• * ** ***
Also the former, A certain bird having a very seven fold. (TA.) And &\al
all &- is used as
long neck, (S, K,) n'hich one sees always in meaning May God make a thing to be followed
shallon n’ater; surnamed 25:1 *. (S.) [Frey by another thing to such a one; in relation to

&-

water on the seventh day [counting the day of the
next preceding watering as the first]. (S, K.)

# 8-1 see 2.-->4: she brought frth
her seventh offspring. (TA in art. ,<!.)
4-1 see 2, first signification. = It (a road)

8: [or

abounded with

animals of prey]. (TA.)

6 * de •

tag says, on the authority of Dmr, that it is also good* and
* * **
to evil; as also 2. &#. (TA.) And
called ūj=Ji 4UU•. See art. Ale.]
•ll all
meaning May God bless thee with
seven children. (TA.)- He washed it (namely,
a vessel,) seven times. (K.) Hence the saying

* ~*

The pastors had their beasts
fallen upon by the
[or animal of prey].

&:

(Yaakoob, S, K.) = *- i. q.

&:

4.x:

[which may be rendered He gave him as food
the animal of prey, or he gave him as food to the
animal of prey; but it seems from what here

follows that the former is meant]: (S, K:) in the
“Mufradát,” [he gave him as food] the flesh of

of Aboo-Dhu-eyb,
& d > * >

the

1. Lova-", aor. * (S, Msb, K) and 2 (Yoo,

&-

- Ulee'

&:

(TA.) = He gave him, or delivered

is: #44. Ji <=

him, (namely, his son,) to the 5.3% [which
Msb, K) and *, (Yoo, Msb,) inf. n.
(Msb,)
means both nurse and nurses]. (S, K.) - He
[Like
her
who
has
arisen
to
wash
out
seven
He was, or became, the seventh of them : (S,
left him to himself; or left him without n:rk, or
Msb, K.) or he made them, with himself, seven : times her remains of beverage in the bottom of a occupation; namely, his slave; syn. **i. (S,
vessel, left by a drinker; that drinker, as is said

&:,

($ in art. --G:) or it signifies, (S, and so in
some copies of the K,) or signifies also, (Mgb, in a marginal note in my copy of the TA, being
and so in some copies of the K,) he took the her dog]: or, accord. to Es-Sukkaree, the mean
seventh part of their property, or possessions. ing is, to give as alms her Ji- [remains of
(S, Msb, K.) And He made them, they being beverage in the bottom of a vessel after one had
sixty-nine, to be seventy with himself. (A’Obeyd, drunk, or remains of food &c.,], thereby seeking
$ in art. & J.3.) And &- also signifies He made to have her renard, or recompense, multiplied;
sixteen to be seventeen. (T in art. & J.3.) ūj. being used by the poet for ts: (TA.)
2:5 2. <, aor. *, inf. n. as above, I com –&#1 &- [app, followed by 4 or *] He
pleted to him the days by making them seven : appointed him the reading, or recitation, of the
and "ú: signifies the same in an emphatic Kur-án [in seven portions so that he should com
plete the whole] in every seven nights. (O, L., K.)
(K, TA,) or
and 3 *
(K,) aor. *, inf. n. as above, (TA,) He made
the rope, or cord, of seven strands. (K, T.A.). (TA,) He remained with his wife seven nights.
#:
The infant had its head shaven, and (K, TA.) In like manner one says <-13; and
an animal [generally a goat] sacrificed by way thus of every number from one to ten; in relation
manner. (Msb.) [See also

2]-J.-l &:

—£9 8.-,

ts:

&#,

6 - d -

Q. Q. 1;

&:

see 2. last sentence but one.

&: fem, of i:, q. v. = See also &: in two
places. = : The place to which mankind
shall be congregated (K, TA) on the day of
resurrection. (TA.) Hence the trad., (K, TA,)
which relates that while a pastor was among his

sheep, or goats, the wolf rushed upon him, and
took from them a sheep, or goat, and the pastor

pursued him until he rescued it from him; where
upon the wolf looked aside towards him, and

&:

6

*

&:

said to him, (TA,)
2: 3 U-2, meaning
Who will be for it [namely, the sheep, or goat, as
of expiation for it, on the seventh day [after its to any saying or action. (TA)--> - She aider, or defender,] on the day of resurrection?
birth, (commonly called
**) agreeably (a woman) brought forth at seven months. (TA.) (K, TA:) thus expl. by IAar, and mentioned by
He made his dirhems to be seventy Sgh and the author of the L: (TA:) but to this
with an ordinance of Mohammad; the sacrifice -**%

es:

&-

being for the expiation of original sin]. (IDrd.) complete; but this is post-classical; (K;) and in
&- He (a wolf) seized the sheep, or like manner, 4-sa/25 * 3:, meaning the same,
goats, and broke their necks, or killed them, or and also post-classical, and not allowable; the
made them his prey, (§, K, TA,) and ate them. proper phrase to express the meaning “I made it
• * *o 3 •
(TA)–:-31 -*. The female wild animal to be seventy” being &: a.k.s. (TA.)
had her young, Or young one, eaten by the & Aśl -: The people, or company of men,

= ~.

is contradictory, or repugnant, (£, [in the CK
erroneously written

%)

the saying of the

wolf, (K, TA,) after the words mentioned above,
(TA,) “the day when it shall have no pastor but

me,” for the wolf will not be a pastor on the day

made it his

of resurrection: or the meaning is, who shall be
for it on the occasion of trials, when it shall be
completed the number of seven hundred men : left
to itself, without pastor, a spoil to the
(K, TA:) occurring in a trad, (TA.)

prey;] as also "4:-l. (AA, K.)-He shot

made to be a pastor to it: (K, TA:) this is in the

[or beast, or bird, of prey]. (TA)-4stole it; [as though, like a

&: he

He

animals of prey: the animal of prey being thus
3.

&- (K) inf n,

of &l-, (TK.) The per

him [with an arrow or the like], or hurled at him forming of the act of coitus, (IAar, Th, K,) with way of a trope: and accord. to this explanation,
and struck him [with a lance, or a missile of any a woman. (TK.)- The vying with another in it may be [?
>:l with damm to the P:

&:

. Book I.]
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•* >*

say that the
is any hostile beast having a fectly decl., see #3. See also #-J—i.
Time of Ignorance, on which they were diverted -- [or tearing clan']: and it is said in the * [indecl. in every case, meaning Seventeen,]
from everything by their sport: (AO, K, TA:) Muffadát to be thus called because of the perfect is pronounced by some of the Arabs: *::
and accord. to one relation [of the trad.] it is ness of its strength; for : 1 [seven] is one of the and [the fem.] 5):s &-, thus in the dial. of El
with damm to the P. (L, K.)
perfect numbers: QTA :) the pl. is
(Sb, S, Hijáz [and of most of the Arabs], is pronounced
Msb, K,) i. ey.9f &-, which has no other pl.; #:
in the dial of Nejd. ($ in art, e.)
of which the former is a contraction, (M5b,) A
* See also ax-, in two places.
(TA:) or

&: A: was a festival of their's in the

&:

66 p.

: (S, Msh, K) and "#, (Mgh, Mob)

&:

(Sb, Msh;) : is also a pl. ($gh, Mob, K.)
but this is pl. of pauc. of " £, ($gh, Mob)

seventh part; one of seven parts; ($, Mgh, Mgb,
K;) as also " *::: (S, Msb, K;) the last not which, not being a contraction [of A-, but a

• * >*
-

2- - -

4x-> * See 4x4".
*** *

heard by Sh on any authority beside that of AZ: dial. var. thereof], has also for its ple, [of mult.] âa. and 7 #, the latter a contraction of the
(TA:) pl. of the first (MSb) and second (Mgh, &: and **, like * and #2, pl. of former, The lioness. (ISk, S, Msb, K.) Hence
Msb) £i. (Mgh, Msb,TA.) Hence, &: * * * (TA.) See also &: [and see i:..] the saying, * 3: £i £i, (ISk, S, K,) or

căl [The seven sections, or volumes, of the You say of him who is very injurious, or mis 3:1, (Msb). He seized him with the seizing of
Kur-an,] in which one reads: said jo be post chievous, gu- c.2 &- S! 2". L. ! [He is none a lioness, (ISk, S, K,) or of the lioness, (Mgb,)
-

classical. (Mgh.) = See also

&:l,

in three

places.

-

* f*

*

* *

*

other than one of the animals of prey]. (TA.) which is more impetuous (#) than the lion,
3
% 1 is also the name of + The constellation (ISk, S,) or more bold than the lion: (Msb:) or
•* > *

: A certain .." of the ă of camels; [Lupus] behind [i.e. on the east of] Centaurus,
(T, $, K ;) i. e. their coming to the water on the containing nineteen stars in the figure. (Kzw.)
seventh day [counting the day of the next pre
ceding watering as the first]; (K;) or [in other

&:

words, which have virtually the same meaning,]

ă., (S. K.) sometimes pronounced Vää.

See

&:

their remaining in their places of pasturing five but some disallow this latter, and say that it is
complete days, and coming to the nater on the pl. of &- (K,) [Seven;] a well-known number;
sixth day, not reckoning the day of the [next and called one of the perfect numbers: (TA:)
preceding] return from the water. (Az, T.A.) fem. &: (S, K.) You say, Js, #: [Seven
You say,

t:-

the nater &c.

<! $3%

JHis camels came to

(S, K.)- Also The seventh young

mhn]: and
-o-

one, or offspring. (A in art. --J.)

*

- of

J4-1

- d.

the saying is, ax:- &# 3-i (S, K) he seized
him with the seizing of Seb'ah, who was a certain
strong man, (Ibn-El-Kelbee, S,) or a certain
insolent and audacious rebel, (Ibn-El-Kelbee,
Lth, K,) of the Arabs, (TA,) whom one of the

kings of El-Yemen seized, and, after having cut
off his hands and feet, or arms and legs, crucified;
[so that the meaning is, he punished him with
the punishment of Seb'ah;] and hence it was

*: * £5 [I will assuredly punish
#: &: [seven women]. (S, K.) said,
thee n:ith the punishment of Seb'ah]; (El-Kelbee,
*-ād-l: see #4.-: Uj.2 means Lih, Ki")
and is: J. & 3:5 I will
- ~ *

• O-

- ©

* **

see what next follows.

Of the neight of seven

&- :

(S, K:) one says, assuredly do noith thee as was done with Selah:

J.30%:

as: & > ău 4- &#. meaning [I (O:) or the man's name was :, and it was
took, received, from him a hundred dirhems] contracted, and made fem. by way of contempt:
K,) a dial. var., (Sgh, Msb,) and the form in
or the meaning of the first saying is, he seized
© p*

: (S,Sgh, Msh, K) and ':, (Sgh, Mob,

Or

common use with the vulgar, (Msb,) adopted every ten whereof were of the neight of seven
him with the seizing of seven men: (K:) and in
also by several readers of the Kur in v. 4, (MSb, mithkäls. (TA.) [But see.<>]-3- es: like manner the last saying is expl. by some [who
[lit. One of seven;] means + a great,
TA,) and often occurring in the poems of the
say : instead of à:]. (TA.) The dim, is
Arabs, (TA) and "
(Sgh, K,) a form momentous, or difficult, thing, or affair: (Sh,

g-

&-,

adopted by two readers of the Kur in the place K:") an affair difficult to decide: perhaps as 'i:. (Mb) [See also :]
above mentioned, and perhaps a dial. var., (Sgh, being likened to one of the seven nights in which
Of, or relating to, an animal of prey.]
TA,) The animal of prey; the rapacious animal; God sent the punishment upon [the tribe of]
&: [Seventy;] a nell-known number; (K;)
(K;) [n'hether beast or bird; being sometimes 'Ád: or, as some say, the seven years [of famine
the
round number that is betneen &:- and
applied to the latter, as, for instance, in the K,
in
the
days]
of
Joseph.
(Sh,
TA)8:
Voce ---, but generally to the former:] or
Jú." The Fátihah; [or first chapter of the &#3. (TA)—The Arabs also use it as mean
whatsoever has a fang, or canine tooth, with
Kur-án;] because it consists of seven verses: or ing [Seventy or more; or] many. (TA.) Thus
which it makes hostile
it is used in the Kur [ix. 81], where

[&

it is said,

attacks, and seizes its

the long chapters from #1 to -\,:S

prey; (Msb;) such as the lion, [to which it is
particularly applied by most of the Arabs in the
present day,] and also (TA) such as the wolf and
the lynx and the leopard, (Msb, TA,) and the
like of these, that has a fang, and attacks men

take for

Júšll;

[a mis
as in the Mufradát: or, as in

X ###&## 3:3: &l, mean
ing If thou beg forgiveness for them many times,

the L, to agil, reckoning a 2:1 and Utaj') as even then God n ill not forgive them; not that God
one chapter, for which reason they are not would forgive them if forgiveness were begged
separated by the ai. (TA.) [See also L*.] more than seventy times: (Bd," TA:) and is:
and beasts and makes them its prey: (TA:) the - El-Farezdak says,
and à: and the like are used in the same

fox, however, is not thus called, though having
a fang, (MSb, TA,) because he does not attack

•

with it nor take prey, (Msb,) or because he does
not attack small beasts, nor seize with his fang

*-ū ā, J-31 -à-i – =;

manner. (Bd.)- [Also Seventieth.]

415-5 G. &#, "J's

[; ū. as meaning Seven and seven, or seven and

meaning [And hon should I fear men when God seven together, or seven at a time and seven at a
time, seems not to have been used; for] A’Obeyd
is comprehending mankind and] the seven heavens
says that more than 3- and #3 and 3% and
and seven earths [in the palm of the hand?].
* ** *
has not been heard, excepting jú. (TA in
.)- See also 82
23-4; last sentence, -[ax

any animal; (TA;) and in like manner the hyena
(Mgb, TA) is not reckoned among the hostile
animals thus called, wherefore the Sunneh allows
that its flesh may be eaten, and requires that a

-

6 -d-

&

art, #8.)
compensation be made for it [by the sacrifice of a
ram] if it be smitten [and killed] in the sacred is also used in a vague manner, as meaning
[app. Wont to frighten]: (TA: [in which
territory or by a person in the state of ihrām: but Seven or more; or several; or many; as Bd says,
as to the jackal, it is a noacious 2-, and its flesh in ix. 81, and as is indicated, though not plainly the meaning here given seems to be indicated.])

&:

declared, in the TA. See 2, and see also &#.

is unlawful, because it is of the same kind as

6

p.m.

d

:

-

f

r pl

-

2- : see 25-1, in four places.

wolves, except that it is smaller in size and - Respecting a peculiar pronunciation ofthe people
weaker in body: thus says Az: but some others of El-Hijāz, and a case in which a: is imper

g- "t
&:

© o p

•

Bk. I.

-

©

•

see x-, - and &
*w.
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6 * r *

this is the primary signification: (Skr.:) or n:hose of a coat of mail belonging to the Prophet. (TA)

as: dim. ofaa-, q.v.

will us: << The U.S.-as

mother dies, and who is therefore suckled by - [Hence also]

&A

garment, or piece of cloth, seven another; (K; in which the next following signi [app. here meaning the rib next the flank] of the
cubits, or seven spans, in length. (TA) - A fication may be regarded as implied, TA;) left
'or' was of full length. (TA)- And &
great and tall camel; (En-Nadr, K3) [as though to himself; or left without nork, or occupation; -Alas!
# The rain approached the earth, and ex
seven cubits in height:] fem. with 3. (K.) And applied to a slave; syn. J: (Skr, S.) or -#,
tended. (TA)- And #1-#",($, Mab, K.)
cºl & (S, K.) applied to a man, has the (Sgh, K.) [which has the same and other signi inf n. as above, (S,
Msb,) t The benefit, or boon,
like meaning; (K;) complete, or full-grown, in fications; or] which is [here] nearly the same as
was,
or
became,
ample.
(S, Msb, K, TA.) One
J.", for he who is J: is usually -# : (TA:)

body; (S, TA;) [or seven spans in height; for]

says,

&:

when a boy has attained seven spans, he is a man. or one who is left to himself nith the
3 - 2

*: ë'. Ji- 4.

£-

Araise be to

[or
God for the ampleness of the benefit, or boon.
animals of prey] so that he becomes like one of
them in mischievousness, or noxiousness, or evil

($, voce (sels-, q.v.)

(TA)-And 2% & t He tended towards,

*A. [act. part. n. of 1: generally meaning ness: (AO, K:) or who is left to himself and not and reached, his tonn, or country; (AA, K;)

sºul]; pl. i. (K.) You say...'" ->
[I was the seventh of them]. (S, K.) And lás

restrained from his daringness, so that he remains inf n. as above. (TA.)
daring: and a slave left to himself, and daring;
2. -a-, inf. n.
6 ** *

until he has become like the 8: (TA) or
# * :-, meaning &L (This is the "enth left
one whose origin is suspected; (K;) whose father

&:, She (a camel, A5, JK,
$, or a pregnant female, K) cast her young one,
or foetus, (AS, JK, S, K,) in an incomplete state,

of this: not the seventh part; though the former is not known: (Er-Răghib, Sgh:) or a bastard:
(TA) or when its hair had grown, (A5, S, K,) or
has also this latter meaning]. (TA) And 34
•& •

J.

&- [He is the seventh of seven]. (TA.)
And #: &- 34, He # making: to become
-

*-

(K:) or one whose lineage is of slaves, (K, TA,)
when its fur had grown; (JK;) accord. to the

or ignoble, (TA) up to seven male ancestors, (K,
TA,) or, to seven female ancestors; (TA;) or, to T, (TA,) i. q.

<i. (JK, TA:) or, accord.

ū2% J.'

to AA,
*: the camels cast their
seven]. (TA)-&ls- Je! [pl. of ãall Camels four male ancestors; (En-Nadr, K;) or whose
lineage is traced up to four female ancestors all 3/oung abortively; and, in like manner, accord. to
coming to the water on the seventh day [counting of them slaves: (TA:) or born at seven months;
Lth, one says of all pregnant females: (TA:)
the day of the next preceding watering * the
first]. (TA.) [See &:..]-L-> &l- and (K, TA;) not matured by the womb, his months [see also -: the epithet applied to her is
not being completed. (Az, IF, TA.)
W &-°, without 5. (As, K, TA.)
# £, the former masc. and the latter fem.,
*...* One whose camels come to the water on
4. *- He made it complete, full, ample, or
meaning Seventeenth, are subject to the same the seventh day [counting the day of the next
without deficiency; (Msb;) he made it wide;
rules as # <-jū and its fem., expl. in art.
preceding watering as the first]. (TA.) = A
namely, his garment [&c.]: and he made it long;
<-15, q.v.]
A certain number of days; (S," Mab, slave finding a :- [or rapacious animal] among namely, [his garment, and the like, and] his hair,
his sheep, or goats. (Aboo-Sa’eed Ed-Dareer, S.)
6 w * ,

©

•

d p

-

s:

**

K;*) i.e. seven days; a week; (Mgb;) also
termed V as: (Lth, Msb, K,) by some of the
Arabs; (Lth, Msb;) [and

'#'." shown by

what follows:] pl. of the first 8-i. (Msb, TA.)
One says, W c: £e &# [in the sense of

c:

which is more common,] i. e. I re

mained at his abode two weeks. (TA)- Also

The seventh day; and so, ! &:
where it is said,

•es: 25

as in a trad.,

&t= #!, meaning

When his seventh day after the celebration of his

marriage is come. (TA.) ["

: | A:

is used

(TA)—[Hence]:12: &# &-1 (S, Msb,"
is: J% (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) with fet-h (S, K") f God made the benefit, or boon, complete,
-

Msb) to the first and third letters, (Msb,) like
#4, (K.) and #, with an inseparable 5,
(Sb,) A land containing, (S,) or abounding with,
(Mgh, Msb, K.) &: [or animals of prey]. (S,
Mgh, Msb, K.)
• ** *
&- A verse consisting of seven feet. (TA.)

full, or ample, to him. (S, Msb, K, TA.) And

aiśl

es' 4. &- t He expended upon him n'hat
nas completely sufficient for his wants; bestoned
upon him amply: (TA)- And #" &-',

(K,) inf. n. &\-l. (S,) | He performed com
pletely the [ablution termed] ex-32, (S, K, TA,)
making it to reach to the proper places thereof,
- A camel having, in the middle part of his
and giving fully to every member its due. (K, TA.)
back, between the withers and the rump, seven = And &- He
put on a wide, or an ample, [or
vertebrae redundant [app. meaning in size].
a long,] coat of mail. (KL.)

(TA)—[See also :]

* f is

d

6

p.

&-: See &:-.
in this sense in the present day: and also as
g"
A
rope
consisting
of
seven
strands.
(M,
meaning The seventh day after childbirth; in
#: ! Plentifulness, and pleasantness or easi
which sense it is generally to be understood when voce & 3.Co.) = With 3, A cow, (S, TA,) [app.
ness,
and softness or delicacy, of life. (K, T.A.)
used unrestrictedly; as this day is celebrated with meaning a wild cow,] or [other] female wild
more rejoicing than the former: also as meaning animal, (TA,) whose offspring has been eaten by One says, J." &- #. & X: ! Verily they
the seventh day after the return from pilgrimage.] the &: [or beast, or bird, of prey]. (S, TA.)
are in a state of plentifulness, &c., of life. (TA.)
6

And Seven circuitings [round the House of God,

meaning the Kaabeh]: (Lth, Mgh, Mgb:) pl.

& Cié,Mg, Ms): #. (Lth, Mgh,

y o

e

&: The place of a &- [or beast, or bird, of &C., applied to a thing (JK, $) of any kind,
(JK,) Complete, full, ample, or without defi
£ency ; (§, TA:) [and] long. (JK.) You say,
ășu >> A coat of mail that is wide, or ample,

prey]. (TA.)

Msb.) You say, tex...' --Jū -šue, ($, Mgh,"

K) and "te:,(Lih, IDrd, K) but Aboosa’eed

&-

£,

(S,K,” TA)

&:

one drags it upon the ground, or [that falls]

(Msb, K,
aor. * (M.A, Msb)
says, I know not any one who has said this
and *, (MA,) inf. n.
(Msb, K, &c.,) It (a
except IDrd, and the former is the word com
monly known, (TA,) and " t:, (K,) and 7 (#4, garment [&c.]) was complete, full, ample, or
without deficiency: (MA, Msb:) it (a thing,
(TA,) He circuited round the House [of God]
Lth, Msb, of any kind, JK, Msb, such
1.

and long : (K, TA:) or such that

against one's ankles, by reason of length and
amplemess: pl.
(TA.) And
−3 A.

&B-.

&-

complete, a full, or an ample, tail. (S.) And
as a gar

seven times, (S, TA,) or seven circuitings; (Mgh;)
ment, TA, a coat of mail, JK, Msb, TA, and the # * : A longs' [or leathern bucket]. (TA)
ājū A she camelfull, or with
and **Ci #: [thrice seven times, or thrice like, TA, and hair, JK, TA) was long, (JK, And
seven circuitings]. (S.)
out
lack or defect, in the udder: (Lth, and so
: Given, or delivered, to the 5.3% [which Mgb, K.) from above to belon, (Msb,) or reach

g: #4.

J.

g"

à.
ing to,or tonards, the ground. (Lth, K.) [Hence,] in the K accord. to the TA:) or
means both nurse and nurses]: (Skr, S, TA:) 8: 25 [The ample, or long, &c.,] was the name without lack or defect, and long, in the ribs. (So
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in copies of the K.) And #.

#~

and

#

c5

#2 (Mab, K) signify in like manner (K) [9] 1. *ā-, (§, O, Mgb, K, &c.) aor = (0, Mab,

meaning ; I overcame him. (TA.) And 3.
* c." + He overcame his people in generosity. ,

K) and , (O, K,) but the former is of higher (TA) And exoi (, aā- + He exceeded him in
2:91 + A man large in the buttocks. (T.A.) authority, or more usual, (O, TA,) inf. n. & generosity. (TA.)
And &- J-3 ! A stallion long in the certrum:
2, 3-, (inf n. &:, Mgh,) He tooh, or re
(S, Msb,) He preceded him; he was, or became,
(S, K, TA:) the £ontr. thereof is termed U-se. got, went, or came, before him, or ahead of him; ceived, the 3:... [i.e. stake, or wager, laid at a
(S, TA.) And āşu, ä: t A foul, or an ugly, he outment, or outstripped, him; he had, got, or race or a shooting-match, to be taken by the suc
gun. (Lth, K, TA)—And #4 ## 14 co took, precedence of him; syn. 4.33, (K, TA;) cessful competitor]: (IAar, O, K:) or 4: I
pious rain. (K, TA)—And #4 #14 com in running, and in everything. (TA.) Some took, or received, the 3-, from him. (Az, Mgh,
plete, a full, o; an ample, benefit, or boon. (K," TA.) read, in the Kurfaxi. 27], J#94,#5, thus, Msb.)- And He gave the 3: ; (IAar, O, K.)

14 ling buttock. (Mab,TA.") And & Js

with damm, meaning They say not [anything]
nithout his having taught them: (O, TA:) or
#: More [and most] complete, full, ample, they say not anything until He has said it:
or free from deficiency [in breadth and in length]: originally, % ź &: 5 [their saying does
occurring in this sense in a trad., relating to a not precede his saying]: this reading is from the
phrase *asa-5
£u, [expl. below,] aor. of the
coat of mail. (TA.)
****

– See also as:-j.

.d.o.o e < *

* **

J. • *

6 * @e
•
•

see what next follows.

•

* >

d>

ää.3 (JK, S, K) and #:
• *

and

*:

4: I gave him the G. (Az, Mgh, Mgb.)

Thus it has two contr. significations. (IAar, Az,

Mgh, O, Mgb, K.) Hence, in the trad. of Ru
kāneh the wrestler,

J:

ū,

i. e. "What wilt

thou give me [if I overcome]? and he said, The

third of my sheep, or goats. (Mgh.) And 3:

latter afi-l. (Bd.) See 3.- Us Jr.,all J. #1 &: #: ! He made the [sum of money
a:-" The horse outstripped, or came in first, termed] 5× to be a 3. [i.e. stake, or wager,]

•

** *

or

and

among those started together for a wager, or in among the poets, to be taken by him who should

(O, K.) Hence£the4 trad.
of
< * 2°
**
~*
#, (JK, K) the first of which is the most the race-ground.
chaste, (TA,) I. q. X: [q.v.]: (JK:) or a 'Alee, * * * *l es'--> *w J2-, 3
J - d.

portion of the mail of the coat of mail, that is
conjoined to the helmet, and protects the neck :
(JK, S, K.) for the helmet becomes lengthened
(#) thereby; and but for it, there would be
between it and the opening at the neck of the
coat of mail an intervening space: (S:) or the

de

**

OWerCOme.

(%:A) And it is 'id in ". trad:

* ~ *

$33 & ###33 (£- J.M # 3

+[The Apostle of God came in first in the race, –5-5, meaning [He ordered the making of the
and Aboo-Bekr came in next, and 'Omar came horses to run, and] gave them as a 3. [three
in third] (0, TA) [And 3: used in like racemes of dates from three palm-trees]: or it
manner with the objective complement under
may mean, he took, or received, as their 3:
stood means He preceded, &c., as above; and
or it [i.e. lyas-J may be without teshdeed, [as a
hence, he was, or became, first, foremost, or
subst. with its affixed pronoun,] meaning the

beforehand; he had, or got, the priority, or pre

mail composing the -# of the helmet, at the
property assigned [as their
bottom thereof, nrith n'hich the man protects his neck, cedence. And He was, or became, one of the One says also, J.-l &:
and n:hich is also called the *: or, accord. to first or foremost : see &ū. See also 3: <
•*

“the Book of the Coat of Mail and the Helmet,”

in art.

*

*

•

5

3:l. (L, TA)—
+: [app. meaning

I gave a 3. among the horses]: (O:) or <:

~~~

-as.]-4-9) Us!. Usual G-: [He pre J-1,

and &: * -ā'L', meaning I sent forth
ceded the other people; was, or became, before the horses with their riders upon them, to see
as: for he says that, of helmets, there is that them; or had, got, or took, precedence of them; which of them would outstrip. (TA)- And
which has a -#, [consisting of] rings [or mail] in betaking, or applying, himself to the affair]. it: -ā-, inf n. as above, The ene, or she-goat,
encompassing the bottom thereof, so as to sur (S. K.) And in like manner one says, L3 &- 4 cast her young one, or foetus, in an incomplete
round the back and other parts of the neck, and >9. 13. To him belongs priority, or precedence, state. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) but -ā-, with &
the two cheeks, and to reach to the c5 in this affair; like Aā'u~; syn. Alex5. (A, TA.) is better known. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.) = <-i:
:2.
2.**
[q.v.] of the two eyes; and he afterwards says,

by AO, the -5% of the helmet is other than its

* *

•

>

d

•

–[Hence,]

6 - © 4

•

J., d >

* als: *L** Us! 4.42 &- t [He 3ual ! I put the cº- [or pair of jesses] upon

but when it [the helmet] is not of plate, or ex
# [a head-corring] of mail, it preconceived a thing, and therefore made a mis the legs of the bird, and [so] shackled it. (TA.)

panded metal, but

is called as and 5ué and aa-3: (TA:) [the take, or erred, respecting it]. (M5b, in explana

3.

#ū, inf

n.

#4 and 3-, [I strove, or

pl. is &: :] and the helmet [that has a as: tion of : J-3.) [And Gil J, & 3:

contended, with him to precede him; to be, or
attached to it, accord. to those who mean by this means in like manner + He preconceived the become, get, go, or come, before him, or ahead of
term the mail attached to the bottom thereof,] is thing : or his mind adverted hastily, before re him; to outgo, or outstrip, him; to have, get, or
called W
(JK:) or, accord. to As, one says flection, or without premeditation, to the thing; take, precedence of him; in running (i. e. I
from what next follows.]-2: &- He went, raced, or ran a race, with him); and in every
or passed, hastily, or quickly, to them. (TA.)– thing.] (Msb, TA.) You say, "4:44: [I
CK [erroneously]
[And hence,] Us (s: 42 &- tA saying pro strove, or contended, with him to precede him,
(S, A, L, TA) in the O and KW
ceeded hastily, before reflection, or without pre &c., and I surpassed him, or overcame him, in
doing so]: (S:) the aor. of the latter verb in this
like &#, which seems to be a mistranscription, meditation, to him from me; syn. *::: ($ in
case is £i, (Bd in xxi. 27,) and the inf n. is
3: t speech proceeded
copied by the author of the K, accord. to his art. 12,5:) and 25&
usual practice, from the O, (TA,) A man having hastily, &c., from him; syn. 33: (Msb in that &. (S.) - See also 6. - And see 2.
upon him a coat of mail such as is termed as L. art. :) [but this phrase also means, more agreeably
4.
& >3%) G-1 [perhaps a mistran

&& 3 #,(S) or #3 (3. (K, TA: in the
#3)
8:4,
£,
•e

4

•

6v -

*

Qe

** *

4:

6 *

>

A9

(S, A, O, L., K.)
with the primary signification of the verb, + speech scription for " :-1] The people, or party,
: is expl. by Kr as meaning The young proceeded previously from him; (see the Kur hastened to the thing, or affair; or employed the
fulness of their poncer, or force, to hasten to it;
that is cast by its mother after the soul has been x. 20, &c.;) and in like manner the former phrase.]
And # as: ($, Mgb, K, all in
8:3) i.e. as & *" & 4: [meaning

See also 8.

blonn into it. (TA. [But see its verb, 2.])

#: see 2.

art.

syn.

bisu.

(TA.)

6. Liu.5 and "ta...! signify the same: (K,

+ The vomit came forth to his mouth before he TA:) thus the saying [in the Kur xii. 25]

#: A she-camel that usually casts her young

was an are]. (TA in that art.) [And] till 3. *" * (#1,

InneanS

<! ū-5,

i. e. And they

abortively: but a term not well known. (IDrd, t The pen anticipated, skipping over something, strove, or contended, each with the other, to pre
TA.)
in transcribing] - One says also, asks ****, cede, or get before, to the door. (T.A.) [And
d.> *

J.

C. e. e.

-

164 *
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&#| you say,
<! * bi:- [They strove,

both are trans. by means of

[Book I.
** * *

engaging in fight with the enemy; and mules

G-1 [More, and most, preceding or pre

and asses are included because they carry the venient; more, and most outgoing or outstripping;
• *
* >0&
or contended, together, to precede, or be first, in baggage of the army. (O, TA.)- Also t The &c.]. J-Sl U-> J-1 and A&S. U-2 are provs.
attaining to such a thing: and so "bău.: See lesson of a boy, that is learned each day in the

like Us' bil-5 and

•

5* us' bi'l- is expl.
Bd as meaning L' &#-J *u. b%

school; also calledX4.

(TA in art. Lel.)

the Kurlvii. 21, where
by

3. i. e. Strive ye, one with another, in

i: ; see the next preceding paragraph.

5... an infn of 3 (S. v.] (Mab, TA)—

-

•

[meaning More prevenient than the period of
death and than the thoughts]. (Meyd.)

o: A

horse much, or often, outstripped.

§D.
*

> d >

hastening, neith the striving of those that contend [As a simple subst., A race, or contest in run
ass:- [The state, or conditon, of being
to outstrip in the hippodrome, to obtain forgive ning. - And The preceding part of a discourse
preceded]. (De Sacy's Anthol. Gramm. Ar.
nes]. (Msh). And you say, 3:41 U. " :), &c. You say 45%-3 A%l &- The preceding p. 302.)
meaning ūlā [i. e. We strove, or contended, and folloning parts of the discourse; the context,
one with another, to precede, get before or ahead, before and after.]—esjö (jū. The cl: [or
<!
or outstrip, in running : and in like manner each pair of shackles, i.e. jesses.] of the hanh or
of these verbs is used in relation to any object of
1. 4., (S, Mgh, Mab, K.) aor. -, (§, K,) so
falcon, of leathern thongs or straps, or of other
contention for precedence]. (S.) - And 12.5:1.5
says
El-Fárábee, and so in the Jm, and in the
material. (S, O, K.)
-

and " '95.1 ! They competed, or contended, to
*

gether in shooting. (TA) * : t: , in the

f *

s
-

C22- : see

&l.

-

handwriting of Aboo-Sahl El-Harawee, (TA,)
or *, (Mgb,) thus in the handwriting of Az,

•

Kur [xii. 17], means + We went to compete, or
* &•

(TA) infin. …, (§, Mgh, Msb) He melted,

* *

$4% Gl- > t He is one who [often] obtains (S, Mgh, Msb, K, TA,) and cleared of its dross,
contend, together in shooting: (S, Bd:) or in
running. (Bd.)- And W the latter of these verbs, the ninning canes (3: <>0 as [see art. -as]). (Mgh,) and poured forth (K, TA) into a mould,
as well as the former, signifies also They laid bets, (O, K, TA.)
(TA) gold, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) or silver, (S,
wagers, or stakes, one with another. (TA.)
Mgh, TA) &c.; ($, TA;) and " ... signifies
&-

[act, part. n. of 1, Preceding, &c.; and
the same, (K) inf n. 4:55 (TA) this infn.
8. [a:- and 2: &#. i. 7. e5 22u. Thus] sometimes it means one of the first or foremost :
and
3: both signifying the melting of gold and
<!: bi:0, in the Kur [ii. 143 and v. 53], as is shown by what here follows]: sometimes silver, and pouring it forth into a as:- [or
what is thus termed has one coming up with it;
means Therefore hasten ye to good acts, &c.;
mould] of iron, like the half of a cane divided
or employ the fulness of your poner, or force, in as [sometimes happens] in the case of the GAU. of lengthnise. (Lth, TA)- Hence, *: is meta
hastening thereto; sy: Úl be". (O.) See also horses: and sometimes it is like him who obtains
phorically used in the sense of
(Harpp.
4. – You £y also, 3:9.
&:-), (K in art. the winning-cane (3: agai [see art. --as]);
for he outstrips to it and has none to share with 140 and 211.) One says, *5. 4: &#
J.",) or "J., (M in that art.) The thing, or him in it, there being none coming up with him. ! [Such a one, tryings tried, or have tried, him].
*.

de

-

•

de

**

*

£3.

*::

event, came to him, or happened to him, hastily, (Mgb.) It is applied to a horse That outstrips;
quickly, or speedily; and beforehand [or before as also " .33:... : (T, Mgb, TA:") and the pl. (TA.) And 9:
he expected it]; syn. 5% and : 34. (M and
6

K in that

art)– by all b£5,

p *

L'é <: 5 >% is another

tropical phrase [app. meaning ! Speech or lan
[masc., i. e. pl. of the former,] applied to horses
guage, that does not stand good, or is not sound,
in the Kur is &: and [fem., i. e. pl. of ău..] &: (TA:)

or valid, when tried, or tested; that will not stand
xxxvi. 66, in which by-all is in the accus. case [or] &ls. may be pl. of 3. regarded as a trying, or testing]. (TA.)
because of & suppressed before it, or by making
subst. like Jaé- and * of which the pls. are
2 : see the preceding paragraph.
5:9 to imply the meaning of £9, (Bd) J** and *. (Ham p. 46.) - By the 7. El-ji said ofX: [i.e. native, or unwrought,
means And they mould hasten, make haste, Or
strive to get first or beforehand, to the road that Etiu, mentioned in the Kur lxxix. 4 are meant gold or silver or the like], It melted. (TA.)
they were wont to travel: (Bd, Jel:) or t they
would go along the road and leave it behind
them, (Bd," O, K, TA,) so that they would
wander from the right way. (O, K, TA.)
See also 6, throughout.

The angels that precede the devils with the reve *~, applied to X: [i. e. native, or unwrought
lation [that they convey] to the prophets: (TA:) gold or silver or the like, Melted and cleared of
or the angels that precede the jinn, or genii, in its dross, and poured forth into a mould], i. q.
listening to the revelation : (T, K, TA:) or the * 9, ... (TA)
angels that precede nith the souls of the believers

A competitor of another in striving to to Paradise (Bd, Jel) and with the souls of the
precede, to be before or ahead, to outgo or out unbelievers to Hell: (Bd:) or the horses [that
precede in battle]: (Zj, TA:) or the souls of the
strip, or to have precedence : [pl. à:í, and the
believers, that go forth with ease: or the stars
sing is al: used as a pl. ‘J. you."y, L: X* [that precede other stars]. (TA. [See more in

&-

#: [a subst. formed from the epithet *:
An ingot, i.e.] a piece (Lth, Mgh,

by the affix 3,

Msb, K) of gold, (Lth, Mgh, Msb, TA,) or of
silver, (Lth, S, Mgh, TA,) &c., (Mgh,) [i. e.,]
sometimes, of any metal, (Msb,) of an oblong
and Lju-l: (L.) and gui: (..* They are two the Expositions of Bd and others.])-[The pl.] form, (Mgh, Msb,) that has been melted, (Lth,
&: applied to palm-trees, means + That produce S, Mgh, Mgb, K, TA,) and cleared of its dross,
that compete &c. (El-Moheet, O, K.)
(Mgh,) and poured forth (K,TA) into a mould,
their fruit early. (TA.)

(TA) [i.e.,] into a as: of iron like the half

J- A stake, or wager, that is laid between the
persons concerned in a race, (T, S, O, Mgh,"

ău.

[fem. of

&C., q. v.: and also a subst. of a cane divided lengthwise: (Lth, TA:) pl.

formed from the latter by the affix 3, signifying 45u.. (Lth, S, Msb.) An Arab of the desert
Priority, or precedence]. One says, & à- al likened to it a difficult mountain that he desired
former case taken by [the on ner of] the one that

Msb," K,) and in a shooting-match;

in

the

outstrips; (T, TA;) and6 7- #:
signifies the same: ,39. lás ! [To him belongs priority, or prece to ascend, because of its smoothness; saying,
of
(K:) pl. of the former juxi. (O, K.). It is said dence, in this affair,] when he has preceded the * as: č [What an ingot is this l]. (A,
[other] people [in betaking, or applying, himself] TA)- The pl. is also applied to Jö, [i. e.
-

in a trad, J4% A-3 -# U. S. & 9.

to the affair: (S, K, TA:) like as you say, &: &
meaning There shall be no stake, or wager, except [mentioned above: see 1]. (TA.)- [Also, as + Thin, flat, bread]; this being so called because
in the case of the racing of camels, or of horses used by physicians, A predisposition to disease.] it is made of choice, or pure, flour; and is as
though it were prepared therefrom • by* *being
*
or mules or asses, or in the case of [the arron
melted
and poured into a mould (4. <!-- avlás),
#A[The
state,
or
condition,
of
preceding].
head or lance-head, i.e.] shooting or casting [the
and cleared from the bran. (T.A.)
lance]: for all these affairs are preparations for (De Sacy's Anthol. Gramm. Ar. p. 302.)
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[9. A melter and purifier and caster, or charity.])= J.-, [either J: or, J: both app.
one who makes usu", of gold, or silver, or the allowable, (see the part. ns., below,)] He (a
like.—Hence.12% 5: * a tropical phrase man) was, or became, long in the ai. [q. v.];
[app. meaning t He is a trier, or tester, or a as though he had a long a given to him.
purifier, of speech, or language: see 1]. (TA.)

rather a coll, gen, n, of which # is the nun.il
whence #: X-, (TA) which means [He
dragged his garment; though said to mean,] his
garments. (K, TA.)- Also t Rain : (S, M, K:)
or rain issuing from the clouds and not as yet

(TA)- See also 4.

The road had many pas having reached the earth : (AZ, S, TA:) or flow
sengers jollowing, or succeeding, one another, or ing rain: and likewise flowing blood. (Ham
āş. A mould of iron like the half of a cane going repeatedly to and fro, upon it. (M, K.) = p. 359.)-[Hence, app., as indicating swiftness,
divided lengthwise, into n'hich molten gold and •y'il J-1, (§, M, K.) inf. n. Ul-l, (TA,) He J: is the name of + A certain mare, (S, K,)
silver (Lth, TA) and the like (TA) are poured: let loose, let don'n, or lonered, his waist-nºrapper; an excellent mare, said by As to have been the
and to have belonged to [the
(S, M, K;) and so 3: the veil, or curtain, mother of
4.

*: :

&" <

see art. 4.- .

• -- e.

£,

(Lth, TA:) pl. 4: ... (TA)
6.

J. d =

s

(Mgb) or he let down, let fall, or made to hang tribe of] Ghance. (S, TA) - And J., [or
don'n, the veil, or curtain: (Mgh:) the former J. as a fem. proper name] is a name for + A

•

*-*: see 4'-'.

act is forbidden in a trad. (TA.) And <-l-l enve, or she-goat: and such is called to be milked

(33 [She made her skirt to hang don’n; or to
hang don'n lon, so that she dragged it on the i. q. * J:, (S, M, Msb, K,) which signifies The
in its several significa ground]; said of a woman. (M.) And 4: J-l ears of corn:
(MA: [and in like manner both

by saying J. J. (Ibn 'Abbād, TA)=Also

4&
3. * o

Q. 4.4&-li q. *:

tions: (Ki) i. e. (TA)- He stretched himself: He dragged his garment [on the ground]; (O;) are expl. in the KL, but as singulars, app.
(TA:)

he lay upon his side, and stretched him and * al- signifies the same, (O, TA,) inf. n. because used as gen, ns. :]) n. un, of the former
self: (AA, S, TA:) [&c.] - He (a youth, or J-5. (TA) And # J-1 He made his tail with 3, and so of " the latter: and
the pl. of
young man,) became tall: (Lh:) and << to hang donn; he hung don’n his tail; said of a 'J', which is of the measure J:, is Jú.
She (a girl) became of erect and justly-propor horse. (M.) - [Hence,] £" U-1 + He (a
(Msb:) or this is pl. of i:, ($) as also
tioned stature. (S, K.) An ex occurs in a verse man) poured forth the nater. (Msb.) And
*:: (Kurzii.49 and 46) or it: [in the
of Imra-el-Keys, cited voce

J.-.

(S.) - It

(a plant) became tall and full-grown. (TA:) and

4:3 J-1 (M, K, TA) the shed, or let fall, his CK (erroneously) ai:] signifies an ear of corn
tears. (K, TA.) = The verb is also similarly [so I render

iš

(in the CK

a:3)]

that is

it (anything) became extended, and long, or tall. used intransitively. (TA.) You say, of a part of
bending, or inclining, as also V is: [mentioned
(Lh.) - He went at random, or heedlessly;
the
beard,
3:
Li
J-1
[I
fell,
or
lung
in
one of my two copies of the S as syn. with
without consideration, or certain aim. (Lh.) It (a river) floned. (TA)-4: <<- IHis don'n, upon the breast]. (Az, O, TA.) - And i: but not in the other copy] and 7 is: (M,

£1 J-1 : The rain let fall a shower, and
eye shed tears. (Lh.) But ISd says that this is
became dense; as though it let down a curtain: K) and 'i: ; (Ki) or, accord to Lih, "#.
not known in classical Arabic. (TA.)
(A, TA: [but accord. to this explanation, the signifies an ear (ai') of millet (#5), and of
and the like, when bending, or inclining:
X: [act. part. n. of the verb above]. - A verb is app. trans.; and the phrase, elliptical:]) rice,
(O,
TA:) and some say that J: signifies spread
youth, or young man, of just proportion, and or the rain fell continuously, or in consecutive
ing,
or expanding, ann of the J: [or ears of
showers,
and
in large drops: and in like manner,
full grown. (Aboo-Ziyād El-Kilábee, S, K.) corn];
(M, TA;) or the extremities thereof;
£
the tears. (S,K) – And £1 <-i
Hair that hangs donn; lank; not crisp : (§, K:)
or of just length: or full-grown, and standing (AZ, S, M, K) + The sky let fall its rain issuing (TA) and the pl. is J* (M.) or J.- is
out. (TA.) - And Anything extended, and from the clouds and not as yet having reached syn, with * -J.:-,
in the dial. of class 2: [?].
3&
the earth : (AZ, S, TA:) or [simply] the sky (TA.) Väl...! is also the name of A certain sign
long, or tall. (Lh.)
rained. (K.) And c < 5%i- The sides of the Zodiac [i. e. Virgo]: ($ in the present
J
of the eye shed tears. (O, K,” TA, all in art. art., and K in art. U- :) [or Spica Virginis;]
2.4-, inf n. J.: IneanS *J: & * J29.)- And asks U2-il t He poured forth his a star inMirgo;. thus called by astrologers; also
[He assigned it, of the profit, or revenue, or speech against him. abundantly, [or in torrents,] called Ujs91 3/L.-J. (Kzw. [See art. ….])
(A.T.A.) = *" W J: is 4 well-known plant, [spikenard,
4 ow K,”TA,) like as rain pours.
usufruct, thereof, to be employed in the way, (A,
meaning cause, of God, or of religion; or in the gy" U- The *produ: put forth its U.: which is called in the present day &: J:
doing of anything, or all, that God has com [or ears]; ($;) and so "J.; ($, Mgh, Msb;) brought from India. (9. [See also art. J.-.])
manded, or of the works whereby one pursues or put forth its J.-, (Msb in explanation of the - Also sing of Ul-M, which signifies t The
the nay that leads to advancement in the favour former) which is syn, with J:, (§, M, Mob, uppermost parts of a bucket, (O,) or the lips
of God; he dedicated it to pious, or charitable, K,) or its *: (Kin explanation of the former:) thereof: (S:) or " #: is the sing of Jú: in
uses or purposes]; (K, TA;) as though [mean
these senses; and signifies t the head of a vessel
ing] he made it a trodden way [nhereby to [Mtrsays,] W J: I have not found. (Mgh.)
[like as it signifies the “ear,” which is the
advance] to [the favour of] God. (TA.) You
Q. Q. 1. J: see 4, last sentence: = and
head,' 'f a. culm of wheat &c.]. (TA.) You
say, £4 J.-, using the verb in this sense art. U-.
say,
Úl- J' U.S. 1 He filled it (i.e. the wine
[i. e. He assigned the profit, or revenue, or usu
Q. Q. 2. J: : see 4, last sentence.
fruct, of his estate to be employed in the cause of
cup, Jö, M, TA, or the bucket, #1 on to
God, or of religion]; (S;) to be given to the
J:
A thing that one has let loose, let don'n, its edges, (M, K, TA,) and to its lips. (K.)
wayfarer, and the poor, and the warrior against let fall, or made to hang don'n,
and to drag [on And a poet says, (S,) namely Bá'ith Ibn
unbelievers, and others. (TA voce J:-) And the ground]; like as 43 signifies “a thing that Sureym El-Yeshkuree, (TA,)
* ... “
* * of e
3.5 J:- He assigned the profit to be employed one has spread” &c.: whence the trad., 34-0-2
-*S*
t-jlSl
in the nays of good works (Mgh, Māb) and the
• of
£1.33:
231
&
#
55:1
&
4.
[He
various kinds of pious deeds: (Msb:) or he made
*
W-L-i U," tale "5-3
the profit to be allonable, or free, to those for who drags what he has made to hang don’n of his [When
they sent me drawing with their buckets,
n:hose benefit the property itself was made un garment from pride, or self-conceit, God will not
and
I
filled
them with blood to their brims]: he
look
tonards
him
on
the
day
of resurrection]:
alienable in perpetuity. (TA. [See an ex. in the
says,
they
sent
me seeking to execute their
first paragraph of art. U--, relating to some (O:) or J: means garments made to hang
blood-revenges,
and
I slew many: &l meaning
palm-trees which 'Omar desired to give in donn [so as to drag]; and is pl. of " i: ; [or
Jed,

&4

* * *

o

•

-

s'

*

-

-

* **

*

*** * * *

*

-

-

- -

- - - -

--

- - -
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“blood.” (S, TA. [See also Ham p. 268, where
some different readings are mentioned; and it is
said that the UL-l may mean the knots that are
connected with the cross-pieces of nood of the
bucket.])-And + A number of spears, few or
many. (K. [Perhaps because their heads are
likened to the heads of corn.])= Also The nose:
(K:) pl. J.-: so in the Moheet. (TA.) One

K.) [to which 3 is sometimes added, agreeably has become cut short [so that he is unable to con
with a common license, as appears from an ex. in tinue his journey]; (M, K;) to which has been
what follows,] and +%, occurring in the say added, who desires to return to his country, or

*% 2.5

ing,
£), mentioned by Lh, in which ton'n, and finds not nhat will suffice him : (TA:)
the term al- is made to apply to every separate or the traveller who is cut off from his property:
portion [so that the meaning is, Verily he has a (Mgh, Mgb:) or the person who desires to go to
a:]. (M.) One says, of enemies, -: > a country, or tonn, other than his on n, for a
Júl +[They are red, or reddish, in respect of necessary affair : or, accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh, the
the mustaches, &c.; see art. -->]. (TA.) And guest niho has become disabled from proceeding in
of a man who has come threatening, one says, his journey, his means having failed him : to such

4: #2% [May God make his nose to
cleave to the earth, or dust: or t abase, or humble,
him]. (TA.) = And Garments made of the £: 5: #3 & as #[Such a one came
hards, or hurds, of flax of the coarsest of having spread out his mustache, &c.]. (K,"TA.)
qualities: and so W i: [if one of these words be And in a trad. respecting Dhu-th-Thudeiyeh, [see
not a mistranscription for the other]. (TA.) = art. U.S.A3,] it is said, 2: ań. J. +9: *
And A certain disease in the eye, [thus -2 [app. meaning + Having upon him small hairs

says,

J:

is expl. in the M,] resembling a film, as
though it were the web of a spider, with red
veins: (S:) or a film of the eye, from the snelling,
or inflation, of its external veins upon the surface
of the *-*. (K,) which is one of the layers of

like the n hiskers of the cat]. TA.)-* #.
means + The part of the camel, in which he is

should be given as much as will suffice him to

his home. (TA)-J: &*#, in

the Kur

[xxix. 28], means t|And ye cut off] the way of
offspring [by your unnatural practices]: or and

ye oppose yourselves to men in the roads [or road]
for the purpose of that which is excessively, or

enormously, foul or abominable. (TA)-[J:

aff means t The way, or cause, of God, or of
Religion;
or the nay whereby one seeks approach
breast; (T, M.;) called also the a2,5: (T,) or the
to God, or advancement in his favour.] It is said
fur that flows don’n upon that part of the camel.
stabbed, or stuck, in the uppermost part of the

in the Kurfii. 191], *J: J biás, meaning

tunica albuginea, or (M, K. [In the CK, *: is erroneously put
+ And expend ye in warring against unbelievers
white of the eye, so called in the present day,] for *J) You say aítá. a. es' −3, mean and the like, and in every good work commanded
and the appearance of a neb, or thing woven, ing f He stabbed, or stuck, the she camel in the

the eye,

(TA,) [namely, the

by God; (M, K;) such being of the ways [that
between the two, [i.e. betneen those veins and the part above mentioned: (M in art. --J: [in the lead] to God: (M:) mostly used in relation
white tunic,] like smoke: (K '), or a film covering

K, in the present art., <= is erroneously put, in to warring against unbelievers and the like.
the eye; as though from Ju-1 meaning the this phrase, in the place of -: :]) Az heard an (M, K.) And in the same, iii. 163, biá čí
“letting down” of a veil, or curtain. (Mgh.)
*= Also A reviling, or vilifying. (K.) One Arab of the desert say * 3: & X-i, [which # J- es', meaning [Who have been slain in
•

says, J. 4:4. c: Betneen me and him is a means the same as J-5,] and he supposes the the cause of God, or of his religion, i.e.,] for the
sake of the religion of God. (Jel.) And you say,
reviling, or vilifying: so in the Moheet. (TA.) a. to be hairs in the part above mentioned.

* J: J & J* + [He made his estate

J- [is app. a possessive epithet, meaning
•

**

*

** @

4.

Having length and flaccidity]. al- a--as- means

[A scrotum] that is long (M, K, TA) and flaccid.
(TA.)

(TA.) You say also, al-Ji U-->4, meaning
+ [A camel goodly in fespect of] the thinness of to have its profit, or revenue, or usufruct, em

(**): so in the O and K: but accord. ployed in the cause of God, or of religion]. (S.)
U- also signifies t A means of access; a
to the T, of his cheek (...); and this is probably –
connexion, or a, tie so in £he saying, in the
the right explanation. (TA)
his skin

s

#: +A rain of nide extent. (IAar, O, K.)
6* >*

al- : see J% in five places. - Also t The

-jū [or mustache]: ($ ) or the #33 (or small

4 - og

Kur [xxv.29], S: J, #1 & # Us: 9

J-l.

+ [O would that I had obtained, with the Apostle,

a means of access to Paradise]: (S, Msb, TA:)
J- A nay, road, or path; (S, M, Msb, K;) thus it has been explained: (TA:) or the meaning

protuberance termed *:- q. v.,] in the middle and what is open, or conspicuous, thereof; (M, is, [O would that I had taken, with the Apostle,]
of the upper lip : or the hair that is upon [app. K;) and Er-Răghib adds, wherein is easiness: a nay to safety: or one way, the way of truth.
meaning of] the *; (M, K;) whence the (TA) and "āi. signifies the same: (Ibn (Bd.)- [Also, in the present day, applied to A.
'Abbād, K.) the former is masc. and fem.; (S, public drinking-fountain.]
saying, ū-ai; 4: &ju. [thy hair of the mus
M, Mgh, Mab, K.) like #5 (Mab3) made a 2- and is: See J%, in three places.
tache has become long, therefore clip it]; and it is
tropical: (TA:) or the extremity of that hair : fem. by the people of El-Hijáz, and masc. by
i- : See U-', first sentence.
(M, K:) or the tro mustaches together: (M, Temeem; (Akh, S voce 5% ;) but mostly fem.;
K:*) or n hat is upon the chin, to the extremity (IAth, TA;) in the Kur it is made masc. in
J. Travelling upon a road; pl. J.'s. and
of the beard: or the fore part of the beard: (M, vii. 143, and fem. in xii. 108: (S, M, TA:) pl. [coll: gen, n.] *āt. (TA:) this last signifies
6.-

… •

*

J y

s

**

*

K:) or what hangs don'n, of, or from, the fore J£, (M, K,) or, accord. to ISk, it has this pl. travellers, (S, M,”) or a company of people,
part of the beard: (Zj, in his “Khalk el-Insán:”) when masc., and J.", like 3: when fem.,
(Mgh, K) following, or succeeding, one another,
or, accord. to Az, it signifies, with the Arabs, the (Msb, [but this distinction and the latter pl. are
fore part of the beard, and what hangs donn both strange.]) and it has also as a pl. [ofpauc] or going repeatedly to and fro, (S, M, Mgh, K,)
thereof, or therefrom, upon the breast: or, accord. al-l. (TA.) In the saying, J- ...a5 20 Us"> upon the roads, (S, Mgh,) or upon the road,
(M, K,) for the accomplishment of their nants:
to IDrd, some of them apply it to the extremity
[And
upon
God
it
rests
to
shon
the
right
way
it is made fem, as denoting a acts- (Mgh.) of the beard; and some, to the hair of the mus
(see
art.
...a5)],
(M,
K,)
in
the
Kur
[xvi.
9],
Also, *āu, (TA in art. '53,) or à- J
tache that hangs don'n on the beard: in a trad.,
(M,)
it
is
used
as
a
gen,
n.,
because
it
is
added,
(M, K, TA,) A travelled road; (M, K, TA;)
in which it is said that he [Mohammad] was full
5

23. (M.K.)—J:1 & means tThe a beaten road. (TA in art. **)=JA- &:
son
of
the
road; (M, K;) "he whom the road has + Rain falling continuously, or in successive
beneath the loner jan": accord, to AZ, it is what
appears, of the fore part of the beard, after [or brought, or [as it were] brought forth; (IB;) the showers, and in large drops, and copiously. (TA.)
exclusive of] the hair of the side of each cheek wayfarer, or traveller: (Mgh, Msb:) or he who
ău: ; see the next preceding paragraph, in
and the cs: [here app. meaning the portion of travels much or often : (TA:) or the traveller
the beard next the front of the throat], and what who is far from his place of abode: (Er-Rághib:) two places.
is concealed [thereof]: (TA:) or, accord. to Th, as used in the verse of the Kur, (M, Mgh, Msb,)
U- and : see J% in five places: and
the beard altogether: (M.) the pl. is JU-, (S, ix. 60, (M,) it means the person to whom the n'ay see also art. U-.
in the

al., Az says that it means the hairs *

to do y
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J.-- Ust

J.--

the name of A certain fountain in to another; (S, K;) or he brought wine from one the former to be a prefixed noun governing the
st:1: (M3) [and] latter in the gen, case, or do not so. (S, TA.
occurring at the end of a verse of the Kur SO *::, with hemz: (Msb:) or +. with hemz, [See also art. t-])= In a verse of 'Alkameh
[lxxvi. 18], (Akh, S, K,) and being with fet-h, means “I bought” (S, M) wine, to drink it. (S. Ibn-'Abadeh, the phrase £Gl ū- is used for
**
3
(Akh, S,) 1 is added to it, (Akh, S, K.) for the [See art. t-J)–: £-, (ISk, S.M. K.) aor.
&ts)
-3-4
(M
in
art.
-:
see
J-2)
sake of conformity [with the endings of other
verses before and after it]. (K.) See also art. as above, ($) inf n. L-, (§, M,) God estranged
t" Or J: : see 1, first sentence.

Paradise: determinate; [without tenween;] but land to another; as also

• *

•

him; (ISk, S, M, K;) removed him far anay;

U-1-.

(S,K;) and cursed him: (M:) or it is like the

J:

! A man long in the a. [q. v., here saying # * : (S:) [or may God estrange
said in the TA to meal the beard, but this is him; &c. :] one says, #f 3. * * [What ails
questionable], as also " GS: and W J: and him? May God estrange him; &c.]. (TA.)
*J: and 'J: and "J: (M.K.TA)— à." L- (M, K,) aor. as above, (M,) inf. n.
And the fem.,

#4, +A woman

having hair in

3

** *

-

*- : see Us".
#~ : see 1, first sentence.
3 Sce

J.-, in two places. - Also, (K,) or

, 9:

G-

(TA,) He dug until he reached the water. U- 32°, (M.) A branch, or piece of stick or
nood, brought by a torrent from one tract, or
region,
to another, (M, K,) or from a distant
5. 3 J- + He manifested, or shoned, love,

(M, K.)

the place of the mustache. (TA.) - And t An
eye having long lashes. (M, K.)

or affection, to him; and became inclined to him.

© - © a

J. : see the next preceding paragraph.

(TA.)
J: A man lengthening his garment, and 6. 12:1.5 They made one another captive.
making it to hang don'n to the ground. (IAar, (Az, K.)
TA.) [And in like manner,] applied to a woman,
8: see 1, in four places.
[though without 3,] Who has made her skirt to
3 **
hang donn [app. to the ground]. (M.) - See
C: i. q. " J: [i.e. Made captive]; (M;)
also J: - And J: signifies t The penis: or ." : ! signifies
: U. [i. e. what is made
(M, K, TA:) because of its pendulousness. (TA.) captive; but I rather think that the right expla
tion is
. ~ *:
'... i. ethe person who
ho is
made
–And +The [lizard called] ... (K)—And nation
is us:s 'a'
the fifth of the arron's used in the game called captive; agreeably with what follows]: pl. Us?":
2-.' (M, K:) or the sixth of those arrows,
& *

place; (M3) and• " £
and * : signify the
& P
Saline.

(K)–:-" Us:-

The slough of the ser

pent; (M," K;) as also ts: (K in art. t
[Accord. to different copies of the Kin the present
* @

art., *-- or 2- or

Us:-", all of which are

wrong)–: [or i:- #] A pearl, or large
pearl, brought out by the diver (K, TA,) from the
sea. (TA.) - Also, [or #~}:-) Wine brought
from one town, or country, to another: (S, M, K:)

if bought to be drunk, it is termed #3, with .:
(S, M.:) or, perhaps, the former may be an in
£nce of the alleviation of e. (M. [See also

(M, K:) one says J-X; [a company, or party,
of men made captive]; the latter word in this
are six notches, and to which are assigned six case being an inf. n. used as an epithet; [there £- in art. (….])
shares [of the slaughtered camel] if it win, and fore, as such, it is applicable to a single person,
£ The as: [or membrane enclosing the
six fines if it do not win: (M:) pl. J.-J. male or female, as well as to a pl. number;] and
(TA.)- And J: is one of the names of Dhu accord. to As, one says not otherwise than thus foetus in the womb], which comes forth with the

(Lh,S,M, K) also called £1, (S,) in which

l-Hijeh, (M,K; ) of the time of Ád. (M.)

in speaking of a company, or party, of men: Joung : ($, K:) or a thin pellicle over the nose
3 of the factus, which dies if it be not removed from

(Msb, TA:) [but] * U- is [also] applied to a it at the birth: (K:) or the nater that comes
J.- : see U-1. - Also An ugly old man:
single person, to the male and the female, (M., K.) forth upon the head of the faetus, (T, M,) [i. e.]
(K.) app. because of the length of his beard. (TA.) i. e. to the latter, as to the former, without 3, (M,)
*>0 &
at the birth: (T,) pl. L's. [or P's-]. (S.)
J.- : see J-l.
as meaning made captive: (K:) or C- is ap - Hence, as being likened thereto, because of
plied to a boy, or young man, or male slave, as its fineness, (M,) + The dust of the burron's, or
9& 2 ×

* - of

6* * *

also V

Us?"

J- and: to a girl, or young woman,

holes, of the jerboa; (K;) or fine dust n:hich the
jerboa
extracts from its burron, or hole: said by
or female slave, as also " : (Msb;) or to a
Abu-l-'Abbās
to be [one] of the burrows, or
woman,
in
this
sense:
(S:)
and
the
pl.
of
W
J.-,
U53-2, (Msb, TA,) inf. n. Use" (S, M, Msb, K)
holes,
of
the
jerboa;
but this saying of his has
and #~, (S, M, K,) or 7 the latter is a simple

1.3%"J., & M, Ms.K)#3 (M)sor.

(M, K) or of £3, (Msb) is '', (M, Mob, K.)

subst, as also "

ū-

c:

(Msb,) He made applied to women. (M.)- Also Women, (IAar,
captive, captived, or took prisoner, [the enemy, M, K,) universally; (IAar, M.;) because they
and other than an enemy;] (S, K;) as also captivate the hearts; or because they are made
captive, and possessed as property. (M, K.)
or

'#' (S, Msh, K)—[Hence] : J-5

•

Ja-yi + [She captivates the heart of the man], said

3

been rebutted. (M.)- Hence also, (M,) | In
crease or offspring [of camels or the like]; (S,
M, K, TA;) called by the name of that from
which they come: (M, TA:) or (so accord. to

the M, but accord. to the K “and”) camels for

-

U- : see L-...--Also A tribe of El-Yemen; re

breeding: and numerous cattle: (M, K:) or also

of a woman. (S.)- And 4:3 +: and W 4:

sheep, or goats, having numerous offspring : (T,
garded as a G- perfectly decl.; and regarded as a $, K:) and it is also applied to denote a large
+ I captivated his heart. (M.) And −is **: ai: , [and therefore a fem. proper name,] imper number [app. of animals &c.]. (TA.) One says,
Jäl, said of a girl, or young woman, i. q. a. fectly decl. [and written (...]: (M, TA:) or, as is £1. cºs JS, meaning ! [To such a one belong]
[i.e. + She captivated the heart of the youth, or said in the Msb, it is the name of a tonn, or province, numerous cattle. (TA.)
young man.] (TA)- One # says also, J: & in El-Yemen; masc., and therefore perfectly decl.;
Joe

•

6

•*

a -l 95

•

•

José and a] L: S, the latter on the

authority of Lh, who says that it means a prayer,
(M, TA,) for which reason the verb [in the
former instance] is in the mejzoom form, (TA,) i.e.
[Verily the night is long, and] may I not be made
as the captive [to it]. (M, TA)—3:-" J.-,

(S, M, K.) aor, as above, (M.) inf n. C. and
**, (T, M, K) though J says only the latter,
(K.) He conveyed wine from one town, or country,

#: A streak of blood; (AO, S, M, K.) as

and fem., and therefore imperfectly decl.; called
by the name of its builder: (TA:) [hence,] one
says, '. s: b'ss and (... s", [making the K)-And An extended thread or string of
last word to be without tenween either as a fem.
proper name or because of pausing after it,] i.e. signifies The conspicuous tracks of a road. (TA.)
They went anay scattered, or dispersed: (S, M,
23 ° #
K:) J says, (TA,) they are two nouns made one,
: i: see the next preceding paragraph.
like * us.” perfectly decl. because not oc
• *> .
curring otherwise than as a denotative of state,
Us:- ; and its fem, with 5: see Us", in three
[and therefore indeterminate,] whether you make places.

alo'i (MTA) pl. &c. (Aos, M,

Ima"] hair. (TA)—And [the pl] & Ci
s
*

6 -

•

* i l-

>

-
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the into the -. (El-Hareeree, in De Sacy's
Anthol. Gramm. Ar., p. 72 of the Arabic text.)

*/

£i

(S, M, K) [the latter a pl. of pauc.] and

£5 (M, TA:) which last is also pl. of

*%,
• 3
inf n app.
(K) like as J.-:= is of Pue; (TA;) and the
&l,...
[Sirty,]
one
of
the
tenfold
numbers,
(M,
é- q.v.,] He attributed or imputed to him, or TA,) namely, that between &: and J2a4-, pl. of "#2 is #3. ($, K.)–(Hence the
charged him with, or accused him of a fault, or
defect, or the like; as also 3- ; syn. *. (TA. (TA) is derived from 3-2. (M, TA)—[Also phrase] #- #3:. [lit., God rent open, or may
1.

£, [aor. *, accord to rule, and

God rend

open, his

[The sense in which asle is there used is indicated Sixtieth.]

veil, or covering; meaning,]

! God manifested, or made hnonn, or may God

by the context.])

+

[Sixth]. You say, Usú. &% à- and manifest, or make known, his vices, or faults:
<- a dial. var. of 3.1: see the latter word in Ust- and ău. [Such a one came sirth]; L-2' (A:) [or God disgraced, or dishonoured, him,
formed from
and du-, from
and or exposed him to disgrace, or dishonour, or
art. 4-, in two places.
God disgrace or dishonour him &c.] And
•- - of
-: in 92", the [latter] U" [of U->U.] is changed may
3. Foul, or evil, speech
or
language.
(IAgr,
! [Night spread its curtains].
3into Us; for certain letters in ther ca: are *~! U.M
6

-

d

-

-

#ing

J.-:

#:

4 ow

K.) – And also, [like J.,] A.fault, or defect, or
sometimes so changed; as in U21 and Leel and
and
co-j and :5, and Jalā and

the like; syn. C-4. (K.)

-

w -

-

-

-

*

-

* **
-

-

-

J:#.

to

God beneath the veil of night].

ë-: *ā-, of which it is the em.--> &# and C#, and #3 and us;
said to a woman means, (K, TA) accord. to the

:
(A)
And Jill' -- 3: # J. :
! [I stretch forth my hands in supplication
(A.)-- also

i. (ISk,S) signifies t Fear. (K.) [Because by it one pro
−1 see arts - and - it is properly tects himself from the displeasure of God. See 8.]

explanation of IAmb, (TA) J'e - © [0

mentioned in the latter art, being originally aw. And t Modesty, or bashfulness. (K.) One says,
thou who occupiest the six places in relation to
:- 3, #- & L. : Such a one has not
me; or, who art above me, belon me, before me, (S, TA.)
modesty 7:07" intelligence. (TA.)-

And Intelli

behind me, on my right, and on my left]: (K,
TA:) as though alluding to her holding the
speaker in her possession : (TA:) or it is an in
correct expression; (K;) or it is vulgar, and

gence; syn. Jac. (M.) In the K it is explained
4

by J* ; but this appears to be a mistranscription,
1.3%, aor. (§, M) and -, (M) infin. : for Jie. (TA)
held in low estimation; (IAar, TA;) and is cor (S, M) and : (M,) He, or it, veiled, con
rectly Lie- [my lady, or my mistress]: (K:) cealed, or hid, a thing; (M;) covered it: (S:) X: A shield (M, K.)
it may be regarded as a contraction of Us:-" and * :- signifies the same, (M.) [or has an
#-- Its predominant application
See

accord. to Esh-Shiháb El-Kàsimee: (TA:) and intensive sense, or denotes frequency or repetition is to A thing which a person praying sets up
Es-seyyid 'Eesa Es-Safawee says that it should of the action, or its application to many objects: before him; [sticking it in the ground, or laying
not be restricted to the class of expressions used accord. to Golius, “sub velo, obtenso eo [sic], ne
quis vir intueretur eam, custodivit puellam: et clam
as vocatives. (MF, TA.)
asservavit habuitgue eam:” as on the authority of
the KL : in which I find nothing of the kind but
K.) the former masc. and the
fem., (S,) ;: expl. by the words C-542 22' > (to have
[signifying Six,] are originally a--- (Lth, T, or hold, within a curtain.]- + He protected

# (Lù, T.S.M) and 'é-, (Lú, T.S.M.
late:

M) and J.-, (Lth, T, S, M. K3) the latter J
is changed into

another.

(The Lexicons passim.)= &#, inf

n.

it don’n if the ground be hard, in order that no
living being or image may be the object next
before him;] such as a whip, and a staff having

a pointed iron at its loner extremity. (Mgh.)
[See #: and see my “Modern Egyptians,”
5th ed., p. 72.]- Also A parapet, or surrounding

wall, of a flat house-top. (Mgh.) - And i. q.

<>, and the 2 is incorporated into #, ! She (a woman) was, or became, 5», # Iq.v.). (Mgh.)

(A) i.e., modest, or bashful. (M.)– And
it, (Lth, T, S, M.K.) for the dim of # is £,
inf n. > + He was, or became, intelli
#: [and that of <- is J.-). and the pi. is
J: (Lth, T, S.) You say, Js, #. use: gent.2: (M.)
see the preceding paragraph.

60

©

See A-.

:

**.*

-

* ... •

.

5- : see re-, in two places.

32-32 [I have neith me, or at my abode, six men

•o

5 *

and women], i.e., three men and three women:
and you may say,

is: Js, #. es:

nean

3, #34.1%, infin;-, [He concealed

.

Ju: ; see", in three places.

enmity with him]. (A.) [See also the act, part. n.,

*($, M,K) and "3:, (S, A, K.) applied

ing, six men, and also women ; and in like below.]

a man,

(S, A: &c.,) and #: (S, M, A, K.)
X: and "5:, (M) applied to a girl (S)
8. X-1 and "X-5 ($, M, K) and "X or female, (M, &c.) [properly Veiled, concealed,
case of a number that cannot be divided so as to (IAar, M) It became veiled, concealed, or hid or covered. - And hence,] I Modest; bashful;
den; or it veiled, concealed, or hid, itself: (M:)
apply to two plurals, as five and four and three, it became covered; or it covered itself. (S, K.) (M;) chaste : (S, K:) pl. of: as masc., #: ;
you put the latter noun. in the nom. case only,
-[Hence,] * Aft &- 3: S &% ! [Such (M3) and of '24, [&# and 3:13;
saying, for ex., 32-32 Uta- a-- US->e. (ISk, a one does not protect himself from the displeasure
(A;) and, app. of: [as fem.] and #: also,
S.) [Respecting a peculiar pronunciation of the of
God by piety; i.e.,] such a one does not fear
3: ; and the pl. of " #: is #9: only, accord.
people of El-Hijáz, and a case in which a: is
God. (A, TA.)
to a rule laid down by Sb. (M.)--. **
imperfectly decl., see #53 and 3:..] —3% ā
#- and W #: [which latter see also below] and ! Trees having many boughs or branches. (A.)
[indecl. in every case, meaning Sirteen,] is pro
=: applied to God is of the measure J.-: in
nounced by some of the Arabs: ā-, and [the *#: ($, M, K) and "jū. (K) and "#, and
the sense of the measure Usú, meaning + Veiling,
fem.] # 3-, thus in the dial of El-Hijáz *:I (TA) and "##! (M, K.) which last is or protecting; a veiler, or protector.
(TA.)
to

manner you do in the case of any number that
can be divided so as to apply to two plurals, as
six and seven and the higher numbers: but in the

5 and 7: see the next paragraph.

and

-

•

6

-

[and of most of the Arabs], is pronounced <

•

o

•

-

•

-

only known to occur in one instance, in a trad.,

(M, TA) and "3:-, (M, K.) Anything by

# in the dial of Nejd. ($ in art. --)

which a person or

à... [meaning Six hundred] should be written

hidden, or covered; a veil; a curtain; a screen;

thus, without separating the two words; because
<- is originally J.-, and the union of the two

a cover; a covering; a covert: (S, M, K:) [and

words is to

-

thing

#:- see:- in two places. - Also The piece
:

is veiled, concealed, of skin that is upon the nail. (K.)
* 5

30. One who veils, or conceals, [much, or
the first and second, anything by which one is often; or who does so] well. (KL.) [Hence,]
compensate for the incorporation of protected, or sheltered:] the pl. of * is is: and * 3: * : God is He who is wont to veil
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4." - 4:-"
© p
• &

vices, or faults]. (A.)- And The heeper of the in the sense above expl., from the Pers.

*..., (IKh, ś, Mgh, TA) suppressing the final

Us";

curtain [that hangs over, and closes, the door of and in the sense following, from the former radical [of 2:], ($) i. e., without at the end
a chamber]. (M.A.)
Pers, word:] pl. Gil. (§, O.) – Also An and without hemzeh [or II at the beginning.
[q.v.] and the (TA.) [All are of the fem. gender.] It is said in
See
Four: (S, M, A, K.) instrument with nihich the
said by Aboo-Sa’eed and A., to be arabicized, like are beaten. (K.)
a trad, 4: #é, &l, or, as some relate it,
from the Pers. #: pl. *
(TA.)
<-ji, (§, Mgh, TA) [The eye is the tie of the
4:
anus]
meaning that when one [closes the eye
It is applied to men: (S, M.:) and you also say,
and] sleeps, the tie of the a, becomes loosed, an:
&&f=f meaning I have eaten

*!:

&:

X::= Also

and £i.

j:

£!

1 <, (S. K.) aor.”, (K) inf n. 2: (S)

four cakes of bread. (TA.)- And The fourth He struck his −1, (S, K;) i. e. a man's. (S. the excrement and wind issue. (TA.) And *
of a party of people. (TA.)- And The weight [See <- below.])— And, (K,) inf. n. as above, *:S means He who has large posteriors. (Az,

of four mithkáls (J:st:<) and a half: ($, K: (TA) He followed him from behind, (K,TA) TA.) c5% < is a phrase of the Arabs signi
[see Ji, :]) likewise arabicized: (Az:) [app. not quitting him; because following his c.1. ficant of reviling; (S;) said when holding one in
(TA.)
contempt; meaning c53 *: just 54t [May
from the Greek sarp;] pl.x:L-l. (S.)
disgrace cleave to the <- ofsuch onel. (Mgh.)
• * *
•

Q.

#:
3)"l:

... "

}

4. 4:1 He (a man) was, or became, large in And #&#1 [0 son of her -l), (K, TA)
the buttocks. (TA.)
8. prov. of the Arabs, (TA,) is an allusion to one's

s

8

see ".

* 2°

'.

s

* ...e

.

* ** * * *

is: : see”, in two places. - 93-2 ul-,

6 d.d

s

father's

* **

6

©

*

s

o

#c- 35 #: (TA:) and the Arabs called
the sons of the female slave ū:*. (Sh, TA.)

•

•

And one says to a man who is deemed abject and

weak, &#

a: <! [lit. Thy mother's C-1 is

•

* *

-

because the veil itself is hidden from

[see 2 in art. Lao-J of the

•

a: ; see -l, below, in two places.

(S:) or 93-2 is here of the measur, * in 4.- : see -l, below, in two places. = Also
the sense of the measure Jets, like 'Ju- in the Largeness of the e-l. (§, K.)
*<e < .
Kur xix. 62, (S, M,) which some say is the a: ; and its fem., with 3: see £i,
in tWO
only other instance of the kind; (TA;) and Th places: and see what next follows.
explains it as signifying preventing, or hindering,
or obstructing; and says that it is of the measure Ust- Of, or relating to, the <- ; and in
# the

Js:

-**!

6

former's mother; (Z, TA;) and is said to mean
© 6

6&

in the Kur xvii. 47, means A veil covered by
another veil; implying the thickness of the2 *veil:
* .

©

a- and a: ; see -l, below.

•

* -

•

too contracted], and 13& J: 3i 3- # sia:
lié, [Thine -í is too contracted, meaning
+ thine ability is too small, for thy doing such
and such things]. (TA: [see galso Freytag's Arab.

same sense, if you will, you may say 'J', Prov., i.607:]) and **Maaj
d'
* * ** *
3- üü: J:
J

•

man. (M.)
6.- : * *

6

*

*

*

and "4:... also, with kesr to the -, like as they
[in like manner] is an allusion to inability [mean

**

•

#: āśls. A girl kept behind, or within, the
curtain. ($).

said

&-

(S.)

ing t Ye are unable to do it]. (K.) The saying
64 os

*** *

.

of a poet,

L*- : See a-', in three places.

3- al.: #[He is a wheedler, or cajoler,
who conceals enmity] (A.)

dim. of Cl, from the original of the
latter, i.e. <. (TA)

& £i, in two places,
3: G, Mg,K) and #,G,K) aid." &#: see what next follows.
be] the only instances of the kind except C*
See

and

Jes and ca, all of which : with damm

and with fet-h, (S,) [but see &:] as also
#. (K,) this last mentioned by Lh on the
authority of a desert-Arab of Kelb, (TA) applied
to a dirhem, Such as is termed -āj ($, K) and
#: (S) or & (K) [i.e. bad, &c.]; worthless;

W

*...

*

d,

e. e.

•

of e

-

6 * @- d.
*

J% & 4-8 &#,

*

J.-->4) --~! J- 29 ill &-

are:-

* > *

*

*::... * 12.*

©so

*

! [And thou, thy place in the tribe of Wäil is

like the place of the tick in the rump of the
camel,]

&: " ", in the landwriting of
&:

is tropical;

for

they do not

[properly]

say U->}} <-l, but U->Jl ja-s. (S.) One
also to a man who is deemed low, or base,

says

Sgh, on the authority of Fr; in the K, W
(TA;) One who always walks, or goes, at the
rear of a people, or party, (IB, K, TA,) remain meaning + Thou art among others in the condi

J: £ 35 (TA) and G:1:1-3,

ing behind them, and looking to their goods, tion of the -l of mankind: (S, TA:) and of
low, or base, men, one says, £9.

$4; and of
(TA;) coated with silver: (K.) accord, to El &: ($, Mgh, K, written with the conjunctive such as are excellent, &#9 #, and *śl.
Karkhee, such as consists for the most part of hemzeh, Msb in art. -l) and 7 : (S, Mgh, K) (TA) And one says, #91 - 4. &#, (A,
brass or of copper: and it is said in the “Risāleh and "4: (K) and 7 :- (CKDbut not in my MS. K.) a prov., (TA) meaning +I experienced
Yoosufeeyeh” that the " *: it is unlanful to copy of the Knor in the TA, and of doubtful autho from him, or it, what I disliked, or hated. (A,
take, as being Jes: [which means certain small rity, as will be seen from whatfollows,]) signify the K,TA. [See also Freytag's Arab, Prov., ii. 445.])
coins of copper; whence it seems that ass:- has same,(S," Mgh,” K,) i.e. The podex, buttock or but And -# &#9. <-), >i. See art. Úe'.
(IB, TA.)

or

a pl. meaning, though otherwise it would seem to tocks, posteriors, rump, or croup; and sometimes And 3:1 8. −1 40 t. + Thou hast no one
be a sing subst.]: it is said to be arabicized, the anus; (S;) 7 : being the original form, as
[noith thee] to assist thee: (A, K, TA:) another
from s: +, (Mgh, TA,) which is Pers., meaning is shown by the pl., (S, Mgh,) which is #i,
prov., related on the authority of AZ as said to
“three fold;” as is [thought to be] indicated by (S, Mgh, K;) like J.- and Jú: it may not
one who has no large amount of property, For
be [**: and W 2:) like
and Jä, of which
its being said to be coated with silver. (TA.)
number of men. (Sgh, TA.) And -u axe,j
•- 3
the pls. are also of the measure Jú, because, U.S., another prov., (TA,) meaning #1 left
452--":
see the preceding paragraph.
when you restore the which is the final radical, him destitute, poor, (K, TA) possessing nothing:
U29*
and reject the medial radical [which is -l, you (TA:) or c: -: #3 + I left him on the
#: (S, o, K) and #:, (0, K) the latter say *, with feth, (S,Mgh,) which has both of hard ground, alone. (Meyd.) And 'J'. U.
allowed by Ibn-'Abbād, (O,) A fur-garment, the meanings expl. above, as also £, (K,) but
(#, K,) or one of n hat are termed 4, (S, O,) [SM says,] this last, mentioned by the author of A. S.5 3.1 2:5 + Thou hast not in this thing,
says,
with long sleeves: (S, O, K:) accord. to A’Obeyd, the K, is strange, and I have not seen it on the or affair, root nor branch: © Jereer
dao w we . * *
(S, O,) arabicized, from the Pers, *:: [or app., authority of any one [else]: (TA:) and some say
-* } = \all - 4-4-4s ->

£1.

45
d o p
*...* *

}

6 ** d d

**

**

**

*

*> *

*

Bk. I.

*
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Us- is syn. with us-, (S, M, K,) relating to to pardoning, or forgiving, when having power
£ent. or piece of cloth; (S, M.;) as also [to punish or to take vengeance]; (TA;) meaning
branch]. (TA) And," "J" as 3' 8.W us.";
(K;) both signify [The warp thereof;] [Thou hast become possessed of power, then par
! That was in the beginning of time : (A, K, TA:)

[And ye have not any root in eminence, nor

or in the olden time, (AO, S, TA;) as also

*śl J.' J'é.

the or fi: ; likes: and #4 (M'.)
and "#. is [the n, un, of the former, or] syn.

(AO, TA.) See also art. --!.
[And see other exs. in Freytag's Arab. Prov.i.355 with 31.A.", relating to a garment, or piece of
and 378 (a variation of a prov. mentioned in the
cloth: (AZ, S:) [whence,] one says to him who
preceding page) and 607 and 622 and 729-730.]

don, or forgive, with goodness; or] thou hast
attained thine object, then act with goodness;

(A," TA;) and thou hast obtained poncer, then
pardon, or forgive, in an easy and a good manner:

(TA:) it was said by the Prophet to Ibn-El

neither harms nor profits," ii. 5; is: <it. Akwa, and by Áisheh to 'Alee on the “Day of

(O.) And one says also, <- #!
to a man, (ISk, S, Mgh,) Large [lit. Thou art neither a noof nor a warp : see the Camel.”
o£
C-"
When
thou askest, or beggest, then make
-, (ISk,S, Mgh, K) or #3 (S3) as also a similar saying voce:]: (TA: [see also

£i, applied

o

in the

a e s

alo', asks, Mg,K)''': (s)

s d -

us: ) and ' &: signifies also us-- ~33 or

and so, applied to a woman, £- [fem. of the s: (accord. to different copies of the K) [lit.
first], and WX: in which the A is augmenta

thy words, or expressions, easy, and be gentle. (S.)

~ Tapp,
'* > c-* *i.a.Q C-1
[app. svn,
syn. wi
with

7. Lié
•

a garment, or piece of cloth, having its warp set

1, or perhaps a mistranscription for this last

tive, (ISk,S) and "#. (TA) pl. [of the

or disposed; perhaps meaning having a good, or
(K.) and 7 *::, strong, warp; in art. J." written, as from the word, meaning He was liberal, or generous, to

first] £, like +, and &:
applied to a man, signific, large in

(TA)- And,

as also

* CA:

buttock.
**:- and

the

and

"..., A seeker, or desirer, of the -/: (K;)
or one addicted thereto; (TA;) i. q.

& [one

addicted to the crime of the people of Lot]. (TK.)
5

&: :
©e o J

3 --

.

-

-

- -

6,

o

a

&-

g

i. e. the narp. (TA. [See also

&:

and

in

Us:- in art. --!,

art:- and in art. 3- and U.S.A..])

C- Beauty, and justness of proportion, (T,
S, L,) of the make, (T,) or of the face, (S) or of
a man. (L.) [See also 1, first sentence.]

-

see Ust-, with which it is syn.

= Also i. q. .32, we [as meaning A favour, bene

6

s

,

*~. Soft, or gentle, and even, or easy; as
fit, benefaction, or the like]; (K;) in this sense also V

* - of

-

me with such a thing; or he complied with my
no other authority]; desire in such a thing]. (K.)
SO expi. by AHeyth: but accord. to others, it is
See
in five places.
what the weavers term L#, aS £ioned above,

&- for which I find

L,

s:-. (TA.)= Also a dial.
var. of s:- signifying. Dates while continuing
green and small; syn. Cº. (TA.)

&-

(K.) You say

£- #2

An

also a dial. var. of

a-2 : see [its syn.] 4:-l.
L*

easy (S, A) and a direct, or right, (A,) gait, or
manner of going. (S, A.) And (4. &% &#

-- and "t--, and (*- #2, Such

© do y

_* Large in # posteriors: (K:) accord. to
it:
the S, syn. with a-l; [see this latter, in art. 4:", places.
3 of
in three places;] and the A is augmentative:

(TA:) some explain it as syn. with <-l: the
author of the K [a mistake for the S], in art. 4-,
as meaning large in the

<!.

a

see the next preceding paragraph, in two one walked, or went, with an easy gait or manner
of going : (L:) or nith an equable gait, without
* *

-

inclining the

us:-1: see Us", above, in two places.

(T.) And

W

!ody.from

side to side in pride.

#2
C*- glūA

*. o: ". ".

natural disposition. (L.) And

(MF, TA.)

C
-

•

•

•

g

C- J~ 4

man easy and good in natural disposition: (Har
s % (so accord. to p. 3I4:) and 3: W
[which means the

£-

, aor. *, inf. n.
the L, and the text of the K followed in the TA,) same]. (A.) = Also The middle of a road, (S,
Or
*~, (so accord. to the CK and my MS. A, K,) or its main part, or beaten track; (A,
He hastened, made haste, or went quickly; (K, copy of the K.) and i-s-, [which last suggests
K.) and so '-' (S, A, K.) because of its
TA;) as also us...: mentioned by Az. (TA) that -- also may be used in the sense here
evenness. (TA) One says,
3 & J.
1.

Us"

6

o

“

1. J., (K) aor. G.4, said of a camel, (TA)

'e:

2: see 4, in two places.

3: ul-, (K) infin. iii., (TA) He played
with him the [game called] aáláš [expl. in art.
GMA: in the K as consisting in one's striking with
the hand, or with the fore part of the foot, the
hinder part, or backside, of a man, from behind
him, and so throwing him down prostrate: whence
it seems that the verb is perhaps irregularly de
rived from the <, q. v.]. (K.)

following,] said of a cheek, It was even, and
soft, and long, in moderation, with little flesh,

Juillor G," c-

[Leave thou for him the

to different
2* * **
(M, TA,) and wide : (TA:) or was smooth, and middle of the road]. (S, accord.
long, with little flesh, and wide. (L. [See C-, copies.) And '4- c, -, -, 3-0 -ík &
inf n. i-s-, is said of a -: c: $f *: [He who seeks, demands,
o

-

6

*

p

•

* >

d

>

*

below.)-3-,

man's natural disposition, [meaning It was, or or sues for, that which is a right, or due, and
goes in the beaten track thereof, God will conduct
became, gentle, or easy: (see C*- VOCe

g--,

below:)] and one says, asi-C3, ā-s:
6 *

* : *

• *

*

22
* *

him to the attainment of his object]. (A, TA.)
us' *= And Measure, size, or proportion; (S, K;)
•

à-la- [In his intellect is gravity, and in his as also "

4 × G-1 (S.K.) and ':- (M.TA) are

natural disposition is gentleness, or easiness].

syn. with ol...! (S, K) and ol.A.", (M, TA,) [i. e.

(A)=4<-" --- i. q ><- [i. e. The

He set, or disposed, the warp of the garment, or pigeon cooed; or reiterated its voice or cry; &c.]:

C++, (S) and "ā- (S, A, K.)

so in the saying,

es" -> * >>ill Us"

2-3 (S.K.) and 3-9 'G-(S) and 3

piece of cloth,] said of a weaver; contr. of 4-5 5 (Lth, K:) but said by some to be a mispronun 53-3 (S, A) [The people, or party, constructed
except that "J- means he did so for himself ciation, and disallowed by IDrd. (MF.)= their tents, or houses, of one uniform measure
and for another, whereas U.S.A., means he did so 2% al £- He expressed a meaning to him &c.].
for another, s:- meaning he did so for him obliquely, indirectly, obscurely, or allusively, by
i- : See i-.
self. (TA.)
speech; as also "C-: (AZ, K:) so in the
The air. (O, K.) [Perhaps a mistran

£-

12 [accord. to the S and K]. <āş, inf n. “Nawádir.” (Az, TA.)
scription for
#:l, said of a she-camel, She became relaxed 2: see what next precedes.
by feason of lust: (S, K:) thus mentioned here
i.q. £5. (Fr, O, K:") so in the saying,
4. Cl-l signifies The pardoning, or for
by J and in the K; but its proper place, as is
with
goodness. (S, O, K.) One says, 4-2 Cls &: [I sat over against, or front
evident, is art. . .51, in which it has been ex giving;
*f;
2 2.7 6

£-.]

s

•

&

-

•

•

£:

e Te

e .*

-

plained. (TA: see 10 in art. Lil.)

C*-*

<<!-- (S, A, O, TA;) a prov, relating ing, his face]. (Fr, O.)

6

-

6

*

*

• * * *. f
l CeS
see 2-a-w, in four places.

#: A [small mat, such as is termed] #,
self, or bend himself don'n, to the arron, passing
beyond the butt, going over it; which they used ($, Mgh, L, TA,) [of an oblong shape, and a

-

C*- :
-
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p.

p.

places. – Also to reckon like that which hit the butt; meaning small oblong carpet,] upon which one prostrates
that he used to concede to the shooter thereof: himself [and stands and sits in prayer]; (L,
Natural disposition; (S, A, K;) and so 'i:
or, accord. to Az, it means that he used to lower TA) also called "#: , (A, TA)and "is
(K,in the TA C-)and *ā-ss- and'ss-, his
head when his arrow was elevated [too high] (A, L, TA.) You say, 33t- 1. &c. [He
(K,) the last an inf. n., though having no verb. above the object shot at, in order that the arrow
spread his prayer-mat, or prayer-carpet]. (A.)
(Abu-l-Hasan, T.A.) You say, a--" >
might be rightly directed, and might hit the - And The mark of *- [or prostration in
He is generous in re" of the natural dis circle. (TA.) - And [as salutation is offen
prayer] upon the forehead [when dust adheres to
ā-e- :
•

see ~,

in two

•

* /

position. (A) And ~ ā- 5% +,

accompanied with a bending of the body,]

Such a one followed his own opinion. (AZ, TA)

also signifies + The act of saluting.

J.
*

*
-

S.

it]. (S, A, Mgh.)

(L., T.A.)

is: see the next preceding paragraph.

'i Beautiful, and of just proportion; [You say, * 3: ... t He saluted him. And also

+ He paid respect, or honour, to him; or mag
(T, S, L, K;) applied to the make, (T,) or to the nified him; see Ham p. 294.]- You say also,
face, (S,) or to a man: (L:) or a face equable in
#1 --- ! The palm-tree bent, or inclined,
J* (A, L, (AHn, Mgh, TA,) by reason of the abundance of
TA) A man even, and soft, and long, in modera
tion, with little flesh, and wide, in the cheeks: ship bends, or inclines, by the influence of the
(TA:) or smooth, and long, with little flesh, and
Tvide, in the cheeks. (L.) - Also A camel thin wind (A, TA)—c': #2:5, in
in the lip. (Ham p. 283.)- And the fem., the Kur [lv. 5], means, accord. to Fr, +[And
#~, A she-camel perfect, or complete, (L, the herbs and the trees] turn tonards the sun
K,) in length, or tallness, and in largeness: (L:) and incline with it until the afternoon-shade be
comes broken : (TA:) or the herbs and the trees
and a she-camel long in the back. (K.)
* *

form. (A) And c'.<! &-

its fruit (Mgh) Andøj. 3:4::1: The

£-

3- act. part. n. of s- (L.) [Being only,
humble, or submissive: bending himself down
tonards the ground: &c.; and hence, prostrating
himself in prayer; gutting his forehead on the

ground: &c. :] pl. As-' (S, A, L) and 32-.

(L)–: ' ',:33, in the Kur [i. 55
and vii. 161], means And enter ye the gate bend

ing don'n your heads: (I’Ab, K.) it was a narrow
[or low] gate. (I’Ab.)- And & 3-, in
Kur xvi. 50, means

t Humbling

the

themselves to

God, with subserviency. (TA.) - You say also
5-l.
3's-à, and A-l- > * and Je-la-, [this
humbly submit to his will (BJ, Jel.) The 25
6 •

•

** *

*

s

•

* >

*

J

-

*

see i---Aloi ( :- [The

of inanimate things to God we understand, in the last word being pl. of 53-0.] # A tree, and trees,
place, or point, tonards which a person, or thing Kur, as denoting obedience to that whereto they
bending, or inclining: (A:) and 3-3- J:
goes, tends, or is directed]. (O, K.)
are made subservient, and as a fact to be believed
+palm-trees bending, or inclining: (AHn:) and
6*
g oe
without inquiry into the manner thereof. (I’Ab,
ā-2a-2 : See i-.
53-0.
#3 f a palm-tree bent by its fruit.
L.) = Also He stood erect: (Lth, Msb, K:) so
(K.)
[But
it is said that] 3-3- +, occurring
in the dial. of Teiyi. (Msb.) It is said in the
*A*
K, immediately after the mention of the first in a verse of Lebeed, means t Firmly-rooted
signification and this last, that thus the verb has [tall] palm-trees. (IAar.) - And 3-0. &%
1. *s-, (S, A, MSb, K, &c.) [aor. *,] inf n. two contr, meanings: but it may be said that *: ! Such a one is abject, lon, humble, or
32-, (MSb,) He was, or became, lowly, hum there is no [necessary, or absolute,] contrariety submisive. (A, TA)—And #3- 3: 14
ble, or submissive ; syn.
(S, A, K, TA,) or between *: and ~39. (MF)=-3 languid, or languishing, eye. (A, K.)
4;

d.

J.

-

&ā-,

340.3, and Jš. (Msb:) or he bent himself donn £9, aor. *, + His leg became inflated, or stol.
tonards the ground: (Aboo-Bekr, TA: [and len. (K, TA)
such is often meant by &ā- and by & sui;])
4. As-l: see 1, second sentence. - Also,
[or it has both of these significations combined;

3: t Having his leg inflated, or snollen :
(K, TA:) applied to a man. (TA.)

*::$l.2% (o, K) or '-' (so, K.)

(K) inf n. *s-, (S) : He looked continuedly

i.e. he was, or became, lonly, humble, or sub and tranquilly : (TA:) or he looked continuedly, thus some relate it, with kesr to the •, (O, K.)
missive, bending himself down i. for] the primary (S, K,) and lonered the eyelids in a languid, or in the saying of El-Aswad Ibn-Yaafur.
*** * * *
signification of 3,4- is Jiā; together with languishing, manner, (§, [the inf. n. being there
expl. by &S J.3% 2:1 #!]) or loner
& •

* *

d

*

*

* &# * *** -

&: for &&. (Binii. 32) And '

-

:He lonered his head, and bent himself; (AA, S,

ing the eyelids [&c.], (K, TK.) with a look

s

* *

3-9. -**!)--

*

*

• *

- -s”

*

Mgh, K;) said of a man; (AA, S, Mgh;) and indicative of [amorousness, and feigned coyness
put his forehead on the ground: (Mgh:) and or opposition, or] confidence in one's love, and [Of the wine of one with earrings, having a nasal
likewise said of a camel; (S, A;) in the latter consequent presumptuousness: (TA:) or he had a tnang, girded with a naist-belt, i.e., of a
foreigner: he brought it for what are termed
case tropical; (A;) as also 34-3 (A, Mgh, languid, or languishing, eye. (L.)–And <!-As-l

>s-S1-cal”], (§," O, K, but in the copies of the
K -**, [which I think a mistranscription,])

Msb;) meaning the lowered his head, (S, A, ū's t She lovered her eye. (A, TA)
Mgh, Msb,) to be ridden, (S, Mgh,) or to his

6*

d

>

3-As- A single act of *: [as meaning means dirhems whereon were effigies to which
rider, (A,) or on the occasion of his being ridden,
prostrating
oneself in prayer .9". the like : pl. people performed the act of 22- . ($, O, K.)
or mounted. (Msb.)- The *: of prayer is
<>|->]: so in the phrase 3-As- -->s- [I it is said that upon them was the effigy of Kisra,
from *s-, in the first of the senses expl. above;
and he nho beheld them lonered his head to them
(S;) and means The [prostrating oneself;] put performed a prostration of myself]: (Msb:) and
•*

ting the forehead on the ground: (S, Mgh:)

3

*

@

-

|

>

3,9-

*

<55 [I recited, or read, the chap and showed humility [as the Persians in the pre

3-, (ISd, Msb, TA,) aor. and inf n, as above, ter of the prostration; which is the thirty-second sent day do to th: picture of their King]: (IAmb,
TA:) or

(ISd, TA,) signifies he put his forehead on the chapter of the Kur-án]. (S," Msb.)

*:S means the tax called ag

(O, K:) so says AO, (0,) or A'Obeyd: (TA :)
i:- a subst: from 3-; (S;) A species, or or
the Jen's and the Christians: (O, K:) some
denotes a particular manner [of doing this; i. e. sort, [or hind,] of *- [as meaning prostration
the prostrating oneself in prayer by dropping f ones/ in prayer or the like]: so in the phrase say the former and some say the latter: (O:)
and it is read with kesr to the e, and expl. as
gently upon the knees, placing the palms of the

ground: (ISd, Msb, TA:) but 25- to God

hands on the ground, a little before the place of AM+*, *.x=- "...s- [I performed a long kind
the knees, and then putting the nose and forehead of prostration of myself]. (MSb.)
on the ground, the former first, betneen the two
#:- J% [A man who prostrates himself
hands]. (Msb.)- It is said of Kisrā, in a trad., much, or frequently, in prayer or the like].
&ll." 3-3 &ts, i.e. He used to lower him (A, TA.)
-

*

meaning the Jen's, (O, K,) by IAar. (O.) [What

ever be the signification of the last word, the
verse plainly means, “of wine of a foreigner, sold
by him for foreign money.”]
s

s

- The forehead, (S,K) where is the
-

165*
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The tro mosques; that of Mekkeh and that of
3. **, (A) inf n. #.U., (A, K) 1 He
:
in
cited
a
verse
in
so
Mgh:)
(S,
El-Medeeneh
or associated with him as a friend, or as a
acted
prayer]. (S.) [Said in the TA to be tropical;
2,5.
(S.)
art.
of
paragraph
first
the
(A, K,"TA ;) mired, or held inter
friend;
true
but not so accord. to the A.] And sing of
course, with him : from äität -j-. (A.)
3-1- which signifies The parts of a man that 5*-*: See #:.

25- [or prostration in

mark made by the

* * * @

are the places of 2,..., (Lth, Mgh, Mab, L.)
3-t-.” meaning the forehead, the nose, the
hands, the knees, and the feet: (Mgh, L.) or
the forehead, the hands, and the knees: (Mgh:)
or the seven

~%

(S, K;) namely, the forehead,

7. 's-3) It (a vessel) became full. (TA.)

[I. (hair) hung donn. (See the part. n., voce

4-9

3-4)]–J.' *-ji

..1, 3-, (S.A.M.K.) aor.”, (Msb) int. n.
X-(Mg, TA) and 3-3 (TA) and *%-,

The camels folloned

one another in a continuous series, or uninter
ruptedly, in their march, or progress: (S, K:*

the hands, the knees, and the feet: (TA in art. inf. re-j; (TA;) He filled it; (S, A, Msb, K;)
[but in some copies of the K, for £1 ... 's-31
-->'':) such, accord. to some, is its meaning in namely, a river, or channel for water; (S, A, K;)
the Kurlxxii. 18. (L.)- See also the next para and a vessel; as also
graph, in two places.
(S.) You say, 30.9)
-

3- [Any place in which one
of **, or acts of worship

performs the
or devotion;
and particularly a mosque; a Muslim temple;
an oratory;] a house in nhich one performs the
act of 2* (IB;) a house of prayer; (Mgh,
Msb;) any place in nihich one performs acts of
worship or devotion : (Zj:) a word of well-known
act

%; (TA;) with water.
J: 3:... [The torrent

is put 3: :]) or they
as also ":l. (TA.)

£':

J. ** d -

Q. Q. 1. *- : see 1, last two sentences.

filled the well.] (A.) And 3.5 -j-. The
20.3 [see its sing. : became filled by the rain.

X- (T, S, M, K, &c.) and "#: (T, M,K)

($) In the Kur [lood. 6], 5-3-#$!3,

Turbidness, or dinginess: this is the primary

some read thus; and others,

'#:

signification: and hence, (TA,) t an intermixture
(Zj;) and

of redness in the white of the eye : (S,K:) or
Th explains it, and so Zi the former reading, as redness in the white of the eye: (T:) or redness
inclining to whiteness: or redness inclining to

signifying, And when the seas shall be filled:
but ISd says that there is no way of understand
meaning; (Ki) sing of +1-4; ($, Mgh, K.) ing this unless it mean filled with fire:or orshallit
means and nºhen the seas shall overflow:
and also pronounced **:: (S, K:) this latter
meet together and become one sea : (TA:) or
word signifies, accord. to IAar, the ~5- [here W +,- signifies shall flon forth, one into an
meaning oratory, or place of private prayer,] of
other, and thus become one sea, (Zj, Bd) and so be
a house; and the place of prayer of the congre filled: (Bd:) and there are other explanations of
gations; (TA;) or it signifies any of the parts the above-mentioned words of the Kur, which

blueness: or redness in the black of the eye: or an
intermixture, or a tinge, of redness in the black
of the eye: or a slight redness mixing with the
blackness: or an inclining of the black to redness:

or a slight whiteness in the black of the eye: or a
dinginess in the interior of the eye, arising from

neglecting, or leaving off, the use of collyrium.

of the ground, as well as of the body, that are the see below.—al- us' à." 3- He poured the (TA.)
#: See *—Also [A fall of] rain
places of *:: (Lth, L:) or the place of the
(S, A,
nater into his throat.
water which fills what are called 21.3 (pl. of
forehead [on the ground in the act of prostration
in prayer]. (IB.) Fr says, (S,) the Jai. of Msb, K.) aor. *, inf. n.):-- (S3) and "5-5 ~3, q.v.]: pl.-- (S.)

(#)—#3-

(Bd in lxxxi. 6;) or the latter has an intensive

every verb of the class of Jas having its aor. of signification; (Mgh;) He heated the oven; (S,
- d-

the measure J: is with fet-h to the medial

3 * * **

*~ ** A full well. (TA.)

A, K,) kindled fire in it: (Mgb:) or filled it
radical letter, whether it be a subst, or an inf. n., with firenzood, to heat it: (Mgh Bd:) or he

is- Fuel with which an oven (,.# is heated;
(S, K,) without any difference, so that you say, heated it fully with fuel. (TA.) The words of
(S, A, Mgh, K) as also "X-(K) and "#:...
5\s--- U-2, and Al-ā- 1.ja; (S;) except Sonne
the Kur quoted above, Š- Ala-'l 1312, are said (TA). [See also 5- below.]
words (S, K) among substs., (S,) as 3- and
* -

© -

* *

*

J. J. •

de

•*

-

to signify And when the seas shall be set on fire:
(El-Hasan El-Basree :) or shall become without *~ ! A man's friend, or true or sincere
nater, (Katádeh,) or shall be dried up, by the kin
and &: and:- and &: and &: (S, K)
dling offire therein: (B:) or shall be kindled, and because each of two friends yearns towards the
(S)
<+. and 4-is become fire: (Jel:) or shall be mixed together, and other.
from 3.
(A.)- And hence, f A snord. (Ham
(S, K) from el-J, aor. ©1-2; (S;) these being dry up, and become fire; (El-Ubbee;) an explana p. 265.)
with kesr (S, K) to the medial radical letter (K) tion founded upon the license to employ a homonym
as a sign of their being substs.; but sometimes in its several significations together: (MF :) or 3-0. A torrent that fill everything. (TA)
some of the, Arabs pronounce it with fet-h in the by “sea ” is meant hell. (Kaab.) You say also, A. place upon which a torrent comes and which
subst.: &: and US-2 have been transmitted; 5: 3,59. 3- [He stirred the fuel with it fills: (S, A, K.) a possessive epithet, or of the
•

& •

&: (S,R) and +...(s) and #4 and is:

friend; pl. 5: (S.A.K.) from #51:

* 6%

and we have heard

šu.” and

:

:

*:

and

"3-3, and

21; and he further says, (S,)

measure

fet-h is allowable, (§, K.) in all of these, (S) (S.K.) and "--, inf n. *-ā; (A:) The
even if we have not heard it: but when the verb
is of the class of

Jets in the sense of the measure J*.

the 5-l. (A)=#ö <!-- (S.A.K.)
aor. *, (S,) inf. n. *- (S, A, K) and *:: (TA)=See also:
*: A wooden thing, or piece of wood, (S,K,)

she-camel prolonged her yearning cry (cº-, S, that is put, (S) or hung,(K,) upon the neck of a dog:

Jas having its aor. of the A, K) after her young one, (A#, A,) andfilled (S, K:) or a collar, (TA,) or ring or collar of iron,

n. of place [or time] is with her mouth with it. (A) = *-', inf n. 4- ; (A,) that is put upon the neck of a dog: (A, TA:)
...sugi s'
3-5.
kesr, and the inf n is with fet-h, to distinguish [and '9-, and *::::: ; (see the pass. part. ns., (pl.3-3.
(A.)"
iron says,
collars.
necks are One
| Upon theirorj-,-]
like]
the
or
hair
it
[namely
made
He
below;)]
J#2
S:
say,
you
that
so
other;
the
from
one
the
meaning S-3, and #: 134, meaning %. (S, to hang donn. (TA. [See also us: * £-J)

measure

J-4, the

•

A congregational =%-3 (A, K.) and "%-, (A) inf n.
K.*)-[Hence
mosque; i.e. a mosque in which a congregation 3-5 (TA) and "5-3-5 (IJ, A, K.) He
d * upon, or around, his (a dog's) neck :
assembles to perform the Friday-prayers.] 3--" put
or he bound him (a dog) with a 25'-l.". (K.)
(A:)
~5-' [The sacred mosque of Mekkeh]. (Mgb
in art. Ay-.) Us as Sl ~~ The furthest mosque 2, #31 2-, inf n. 3-3, He opened a way

&: *:

£i.

torrent

applied to a pool of water left by a

(**),

+ Having mud unmixed with

sand; or having good mud: (S, K:) or + of
which the water inclines to a red colour; which

is the case when its rain-water is recent, before it
has become clear: (TA:) and train-water inter

with turbidness and redness. (A:)-; A
[which is in Jerusalem]. (Mgb in art. 2-25.) to the water; made it to flow forth, (Aboo-Sa’eed, mixed
-:-" 3- The mosque of the -: [q.v.] K,) whithersoever he would. (Aboo-Sa’eed.) man having what is termed "-" or #: in the
eye or eyes: fem. 5-. (TA)-5- 3:
in Mine. (§ &c. in art -á, -) And clas: See also 1, throughout.
*
© •

•
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1 An eye of n:hich the white is intermixed with or muddy, and stirred up: the [only] form men
redness: (S, A, K:) an eye in which is what is tioned in the S is "J-- but Aboo-Sahl says
termed - [q v.]. (TA)-5- # 14 that W J- is the form learned by him in read
turbid drop: (A, TA:) and in like manner ing under Aboo-Usameh in the Musannaf, and
aS to "J--, it is only an inf. n. (TA, from a
āālai. (TA.)

(S, TA;) t He (a man, S) spoke, or uttered, [or

composed,] ($, K, TA) rhyming speech or lan

6.- d >

See

A-2 :

**

and also what here follows.

•

***

*

*

*

6.e.

language, having J.2% (K, TA) like the J-2%
of verse, without measure: as is said in a descrip

note in the handwriting of Aboo-Zekereeya) tion of Sijistán, ts:

Hence the saying, (TA,)

6

guage, (S,) [i.e., rhyming prose, i.e.,] speech, or

&

Jú J.-- 45 S ‘B+ bi &

*

Ji. £3 J% (s3t
*

= & ###, & Ji,

#: ; see 3'-...-Also [and app. "J-l I will not come to thee to the end of nights: [Its water is such as scantily distils, in interrupted
A piece of pod, or stick, with which the fuel in (TA ) or ever; ($, K3) as also

20%, (TA) and J-39 -- (S. K.) and

an oven Qs 5) is stirred. (A, L., T.A.)
*

*

J'" &

drops, from mountains or rocks, and its robber is
a man of courage, and its dates are of the worst

kind: if the army be numerous in it, they hun

@ e

*... Filled: (AZ:) applied to the sea in J-49 - (k)and e-: * (#) ger; and if they be few, they perish]: so says
this sense: (S:) or the sea [itself]: (K: [in the or nhile time lasts; as also *: J--, and Lth. (TA.) You say also, :0 &- meaning
• of

TA, by the omission of &#3 after 3-3, it is J-39 U-*- : (A:) it is from J- Imean
! He uttered the thing in the manner above
made to signify “a sea of which the water is ing “turbid,” because water thus termed is the
•

•

•

described. (TA) [See also £3, below.]

more than it is itself,” a meaning which, as

there remarked, is not found in other lexicons:]) la: that Femains J--- is a corroborative; and
and it is: filled with fire: (Alees) and J.J. L.-- signifies “the last part of the night:”
(TA :) or Júl J.-- means n'hile the nights
#3: č, and "5-3, a full eye or source: glide along continuously. (Ham p. 243.)
syn. £. (A, TA)- Milk of which the 5
:

**

+

d >

** *

6 @*

* *

*

water is more than it is itself. (Fr, S, K.)
rt. A ram having much wool; fem. with 5:
Made to flon forth. (TA.)- Empty. (AZ, (A 3) or a ram having white wool, good for tup
Aboo-'Alee.) Thus it bears two contr. significa ping, or covering, and of excellent breed. (K,"
tions. (TA)- Kindled. (K.)- Still, or quiet; (TA.) And Certain sheep [i.e. a breed of sheep]
(K) as also **u : (TA) or still, or quiet, belonging to the Benoo-Teghlib, (K,”TA) in
and full at the same time. (A’obeyd, TA)— El-Jezeereh. (TA.)
*

*

o •

6d of

6

*... $3 Pearls strung and hanging down:
(A’Obeyd, S, K:) or that have fallen and become
scattered from their string : and # -: # is
said to signify a pearl of much
brilliancy. (TA.)
6 * * *
-*-**, (TA) and "j-, and "3-5-2,
*

p

6 - © e •

6 • d > *

*

**

s

2: see the preceding paragraph.

3-,

[originally inf n. of

s

“what is slaughtered,” unknown,

however,

in

the lexicons, and probably one of the instances of

the elicitations of the foreigners, (MF, TA,) the
object of him who says that it is

&- being app.

to make a distinction between the

simple subst.

•

J* : See v-e-.

and the inf. n., as in the case of the simple subst.
and the inf. n. of

&
1.

&: q. v.;] (S,

Mgb, K, &c.;) or, as some say, W &-, but the
former
is that which commonly obtains, the
latter being said to be a subst, like s meaning

8-, aor. 3, inf. n. £-,

&- said of the pigeon; [see

£- -, (TA) and 'is', (8.
He pursued an K;) t Rhyming speech or language; (S, K, TA;)

even, uniform course; he pursued an even course, [i.e. rhyming prose; i. e.] speech, or language,

(K) and "5*...*, (§, K.) Hair made to hang following one order: this is the primary signifi having J.2% like the rhymes of verse, without
•

dom: (Ki) hanging '"; (S,R)-...'

cation. (TA.) [It seems to be properly intrans.; being measured; so called as being likened to the
(AZ, A,) and ">", (A) and 2-3-2, but is sometimes used as a trans. verb, w Or ū,
of the pigeon; (Msb;) or because of its
(S, A,) A dog having a 2-l. (q.v.) upon his being perhaps understood; as in the following || uniformity, (TA,) and the mutual resemblance

2-4,

neck. (AZ, §, A.)

3:

phrase;]

&-3' 43

. He pursued, or and agreement of the words which end its clauses:

**,

in three places. - Also, aimed at, that object of pursuit or aim; (K, (IJ, TA:) or a consecution [of clauses] of speech
Dried up; of which the water has sunk into the TA;) occurring in a trad. (TA)- And It or language, with one (** [which is the prin
was even and uniform, one part thereof being cipal, or only, rhyme-letter]: (Jm, K:*) or it
ground. (TA.)
like another. (TA)—[Hence] is"-" ---, consists in the agreement of the endings of nords
4-2-0: See }*~, in two places.
(IDrd, S, Mgb, K.) aor. 3, (Māb,
Il.
[or clauses], in a certain order, like the agree
•**
&-,
(Mbr,
TA)
and
quasi-inf
n.
W &-, ment of the rhymes (-5%) [of verses]. (Mbr, in
_*-* : see 25*-*.
(TA,) The pigeon continued its cry uninter the “Kāmil;” TA :) each clause ends with a
ruptedly in one uniform way or manner; or quiescent letter; and consists of at least two
J*
-

see

s • d e is

K) if

s

©

y

o e

*

*

1. -, (S, A, K.)aor.”, (K)infn. :-,

the first
called, and prolonged its voice or cry, modulating words: (Kull p. 208:) [see an ex. * in
* * * 6 - it sneetly: (Mbr, in the “Kāmil;” and TA:) paragraph ofthis art.:] you say also " &-->4

(TA,) It (water) became altered, changed in or cooed: or reiterated its voice or cry: syn. (S) and 7
odour, or stinking; syn.

#:

(IAar, A’Obeyd,

S, A, K:) it became turbid, thick, or muddy:
(ISk, A, K.) or it became corrupted, and stirred
up. (TA.)
2.

s

d

long as the pigeon cooes;] meaning I will never coined it, (TA,) and

4--, inf n. C++, He made it (namely, come to thee.

water) turbid, thick, or muddy. (K, TA.)
&

e

8,4- >}=, meaning the same as

33% ($, Mgb.) and #2 (Mab3) or #3; : (TA) the pl. of £- is &: (S, K)
(332. (IDrd, K.) It is said in a prov., S and, accord. to IJ, **, but ISd says, I know
A-" &- U. 4:1 [I will not come to thee as not whether he have related this from another or
(Lh.) – You say also,

*~

âû, (S, TA) infin. :-, (TA) The she
camel prolonged her yearning cry in one uniform

manner. (S.T.A.)–And J.3%l ess- The

• *

&=ū, (S,) or this last is

**

*

pl. of
*ā-, -í (K)
[and
is also a pl. pl., i. e. pl.
6 * of
2
-5

£i. like as #25 is pl. of Asi which is pl.
*@

of

d •

-

-

•

•

of Jaj, and many similar instances might be
added, such instances being numerous app. because

see the next paragraph, in five places. bon, prolonged its trang in one uniform manner,
monotonously. (TA.)- And hence by way of Júi is properly a measure of a pl. of paucity].
comparison to the &:- of the pigeon, 43%. 8 -###" : :1 is That [rhyming prose] in n'hich
J- #1. Water that.# altered, changed in ! He (a man) made his speech, or language, [to the two words [that end tryo corresponding
odour, or stinking; syn. X: turbid, thick, or be rhyming prose, i.e.,] to have J.2% like the clauses] agree in the letter of # e- but not
muddy: as also " J.-, (K, TA,) and W J rhymes of verse, without its being measured. $n measure ; as ź. and X-Sl: and &:
(TA:) or corrupted, and stirred up; as also (Msb). And 8:- [alone], (S. K.) aor. 3, (K) Usjls." is that in which the measure is observed
*

-

s

"J-- or the last signifies made turbid, thick,

inf n.

6 •

&- (§, TA) and "c", infn. 6:5;

in the two words as nell as the letter of the

1310
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8.- : as: and -íl. (KT). It is said in a

beside that of A.A.

trad., that Mohammad forbade
in prayer:
[but many of the forms of prayer which he
himself prescribed, and many others commonly
used by Muslims in every age to the present time,
al"e
and the Kur-án is a composition of the

&= -

8-,

-- Sendernes of the waist : and lankness

(TA)- [And hence,]

of the belly. (K.) One says -ā- * Us. In
rhyming-prosaist;]
one
who
speaks,
or
utters,
[or
composes,] :
t his n'aist is slenderness: and -i-- al: Us. In
also signifies 1 [A rhyming-proser, or
•

and in like manner, ["
histhe
belly
lankness. (TA) [See also -i-,
firstisparagraph.]
(mentioned by Golius, and by Freytag as on the in
authority of the K, in no copy of which do I find
6

•

same kind, though some do not allow this term it,) meaning one who speaks, or utters, or com

8-

to be applied to it, because
is a highly
artificial style of prose-language, characterized
by a kind of rhythm as nell as rhyme, and it is
obviously not proper to ascribe such artificial
language to God, nor is it proper to use it in
prayer, wherefore] Az says that : is dis

&- much :

and]

**:-

#: A period (£) of the night; (Ki) :

[meaning one

like #3. (TA)
who does so very much : the three epithets being -i---, in three places. - Hence,
similar to:-5 andjč, and 5:3] (K, TA) The thing [i. e. edging, such as a fringe, &c.,
*~ * **
(thus applied in the present day,)] that is afficed
ães-l: see C-, in three places.

poses,

See

• * ~

* -

.

to the borders of a garment, or piece of cloth.

d -

*-* A place, or an object, [to which latter it (TA.)
approved in prayer because it resembles the
is applied in a phrase mentioned in the second
S60
language of the diviners, or soothsayers, but
sentence of this art.,] of pursuit or aim; syn.
that other kinds of rhyming styles are allowable
Umm-Selemeh

iss-

6 o

-

&=
*

© Joe 9 e

f

d -

|-

(as in the JM in art. 4-5

•

-

433-

them is a discourse, or colloquy, oral or written,
in rhyming prose]. (S.)
* *

* *

* *

* 6

*

J.

explanation of

but it is also related otherwise, i.e. &#3. <-2,

-

<: -á-. 'see 2. =~~, aor. <, inf. n. which has the same meaning. (TA. (See

1.

&*- : see alolo-J -->~ : - and see &-.
s

in

•+3)

Thou hast rent open his veil, or
covering ; both of these explanations meaning the
same, as is said in the O and K in art. J.A..]:

83-,

(TA.) One says also, Väss-i > [Between
* @

to 'Áisheh, 4-

6 * * *

8-3X=G,

to have said, &l
t[Avoid ye the
rhyming prose of the diviners,
or
: soothsayers].
*

the saying of

*: i. e.
# * * ****{i.e. <!--,

in -à- and J3ú. (TA.) He is also related 3-ei. (K)

* *

---Hence

s 3, She (a woman) was, or. became,

slender

art.

-3-.])

•

in the waist: and lank in the belly. (TK.)
82- :

&:-

See

[See

6*

---, below.]

also

3-0.

-

* *

* **

[A

tent, or chamber,] having a

pair of curtains (duis-) upon its entrance, or
door. (A5, TA.) El-Farezdak applies this masc.
(--) upon [the sing epithet to a pl. n., saying -*-*. J.--l.

2, #1 -i-, (K) infn. -i-, (TA)
He let don’n the curtain

entrance of] the tent, or chamber; as also
(TA.)
Pursuing [an even, uniform, course, or]
**-,
and
'as-i:
(K, TA:) accord, to the
a direct, or right, course, (AZ, S, K, TA,) in

3-

going, or journeying, (AZ, S, TA,) [and] t in T --~5 signifies the letting down of theoû
[or tno separate halves, that hang side by side, of
speech, &c. (K, TA.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says,
•

6

-

e o *

*:

*** *

* ** *

*

te= ** Us, L3, le -alas

*

*

get. , ts: tas: w śl

*

-

*

J

1 : J-, (§, K.) inf n, J., (TA) He

a curtain]: accord. to the M, the letting donn poured out, or forth, the water, (S, K, JM, TA,)
of the curtain. (TA. [See also what next continuously. (JM, T.A.)- Hence, &# J~
follows.])
He read, or recited, the Kur-án continuously.

-ā- He let down the curtain. (S, (JM. [See also J-.])—See also 2:-and 4.
2. J-, if a J-5 (S.M., K) said of:
land in which thou wouldst see the face of every K, TA)—[Hence,] J: *A*- : i, q. -:42,
judge,
(S,) or kádee, (Msb) He wrote a J
(S,
K,
TA,)
i.
e.
The
night
became
dark.
(TA.)
one of the company of travellers riding over it,
- See also 2.
[q.v.]: ($, K.) or he decided judicially, and
when they get upon it,] ** 3: 55ts [turning
4.

i.e. [I traversed, or have traversed, with her a

3:

•

aside from the right

course,

6 6

(or rather turned

e.

Jās- : see the next paragraph.

recorded his sentence in the U- : (Msb:) and
Mtr says that W J- may be syn. with J-5,

-:- and "-i:- [of which the former is the
common] A curtain; a veil; or a thing

signifying the writing of -3- [pl. of

aside, unless, which is not improbable, the right

ūč) not direct], (AZ, S, TA,) or
not direct towards one point: (TA:) but in the
reading be

though not found by him in the lexicons: (Har
478 :) [but I have found it, for $gh says,] the
Js-l of the kádee and his J-5 are one [in
meaning] (O) You say, a J- He decided
curtains, (Lth, K, TA,) divided in the midst, it judicially, [and recorded it in the J- ;] or

O we find, as on the authority of AZ, * that veils, conceals, hides, covers, or protects;
9*
*
[which is evidenily a (S. K.) as also '-à-, and "āt- (TA)
or a pair of curtains having oft, opening between
mistranscription; the right reading being #
them: (IDrd, K:) or each half of a pair of

*ill

£-

&= -

** 2° 5' & 2", or the likel (TA)

-[Hence,] A face justly proportioned; [sym
metrical;] well, or beautifully, formed. (K.)
[Hence also,] isel- à-la-, and * &- (K,)
without 3, (TA) [A pigeon continuing its cry
uninterruptedly in one uniform way or manner;
or calling, and prolonging its voice or cry, modu

J-l.

more

p.

(Lth, TA,) by which any door, or entrance, is he decreed it decisively; so expl. by the Shereef.
veiled; (Lth, K, TA;) as also "-i-. (K, or, as in the 'Ináyeh, he established it and re
TA:) this last is not a pl. of Jás- : (TA:) thus corded it [in the J-l. (TA) And L'il J
cu-" signifies the troo separate halves [that allo: Cyål The hádee secured to such a one his
hang side by side, so as to meet together,] of the property [iy a judicial decision recorded in the

lating it sneetly: or cooing : (see 1:) or] reite curtain of a tent, (Lth, S, TA,) in the fore part
rating # voice or cry: pl. [of the former or of thereof: (S:) so in a verse of En-Nábighah Edh kadee decided judicially against him, and recorded
Dhubyánee cited in the second paragraph £f art. his sentence in the J-]. (Mgh.)- And J
both] &- and [of the former] &=ls-- (K)
(§, TA:) the pl. of -is- and -i- is liš' aié + He rendered him notorious by reason
And
# A she camel prolonging her &#2:
* - of
Jú-i and -, -, and the pl. of 'Ju of such a thing, and stigmatized him with it.

J-]. (TA) And L'il 's J- [The

8-

yearning cry in one uniform manner: (TA:) or

•

-i-.

J: J-5

(Z, TA.)= And 4: J- He thren, it from
quavering, and prolonging her voice, [in the
a;*:
!
The
night
let
don’n
its
curtains.
(TA.)
copies of the K *, but correctly *ji...,] in
above; as also "J-, infa. J-. (K.) =
her yearning cry: (K .) or tall; (AA, K,) but --i- also signifies The part that is behind And J.-, inf n, as above, He (a man, TA)
is

(TA.) [Hence] one says,

s

Az says, I have not heard this on any authority a door of an entrance. (O, T.A.)

became affected with carnal appetite. (K.) . .
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3. al-L, (K) inf n is u:, (§, IB, TA) likewise originally signifies “a bucket”]. (S in the article, A man, in the Abyssinian language.
[and app. J.- also, (see J.-). He vied, com art. 2)3. [See also J.-J) And hence is derived (K.) In the verse cited above, I’Ab read" J-M,
peted, or contended for superiority, with him; the saying, J.- 3-1, [as though meaning and explained it as meaning A certain man: but
emulated, or rivalled, him; or imitated him; + War is an affair of shares, or portions;] i. e. it is also said to mean a certain angel: and an

(S, IB," K;) doing like as he did; (§, IB;) the victory in nar is shared by turns among the other reading is J.", a dial. var. mentioned
originally in the drawing of water; (S. IB ;)
people [engaged therein]: (Msb:) [but it is im above. (TA.)
each of them bringing forth in his Us- [or plied in the S that it is from £1, and that
J.-:) a name for The ene. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)
bucket] the like of n:hat the other brought forth
agreeably
an
inf.
n.
like
als-U-2,
is
here
Ula[or endeavouring to do so]; the one, of them, that
–And J- J- [i.e. J.- Jú-, so in
with analogy; and if so, the saying may be
my MS. copy of the 'K, but in the CK Jdesisted being overcome: (IB :) and also, t in ful,
-

-

rendered war is a contention for superiority:
J-,] is A call to the ene to be milked. (Ibn
ming: or in watering. (S.) Hence, Jel- c.59 (see
3:)] or the saying J.- : <- Ineans
t33 t Such a one vies with such a one, each of
'Abbād, O, K.)
+[War between them consists of portions, in such
them producing, [of the evidences] of nobility, the
|2=- A she-goat abounding in milk: thus
like of what the other produces; the one, of them, a manner that] a J- [or portion] thereof is correctly, as in the O: in the copies of the K, in
that desists being overcome. (IB.) El-Fadl Ibn against these, and another is against these : (K:)
originating from the act of two men drawing the place of j: is put &: [making the meaning
'Abbās Ibn-’Otbeh Ibn-Abee-Lahab says,
water with two buckets from a well, each of to be a spring abounding in water or an eye
|->|- Jet- us let- c."
them having [in his turn] a full bucket. (TA.) abounding in tears]. (TA.)
•- -* *
*-*
You say also, liés &- 4- £i ! He gave
applied to a bucket ( sis), Large, or
[He who contends for superiority with me con him his share, or portion, of such a thing;...ike big; as also with 3: (K:) or " *- [alone, i.e.
tends for superiority with one possessing glory, as one says, *. (Har P. 19.) The phrase Js: as a subst, rendered such by the affix 5,] signifies
*

*

•

Ö

d

• J.

• *

*

>*.*

*

*

*

**

381 -i- J, #15:

*

J.-,

*

who fills the bucket to the tying of the rope that
"Jee- in the saying Je- J- *-* cº-ow a large, or big, bucket. (S.)- And, applied to
is attached to the middle of its cross-bars]; and (K,”TA) has an intensive signification; (K, an udder (8%), Long : (S:) or pendent and
hence the saying, Jú-3-1 (S. [See J-J) TA;) [the saying app. meaning + They have, of wide; as also * J-i. (K:) or this latter, ap
4. al-' He gave him a bucketful (£) Or glory, a large share.]- Hence likewise, meta plied to an udder, but only of a sheep or goat,
two bucketfuls (c:-): (K:) or, as some say, phorically applied to signify tA gift: one says wide, flaccid, and tossing about; striking the
+ he gave him much. (TA) - And Ja J:12: 3,4- ! [A bountiful man who is animal's hind legs, from behind. (ISh, TA.)
-43-" He filled the natering-trough, or tank; (£ large in giff]. (Har ibid. [The first word in this And, with 3, applied to a testicle (+), Flaccid
and nide in the scrotum. (K.)- See also J-.
ki) as also '4-. (JM)-i: -i-. saying is there written 25-J) One says also, Also Hard, and strong. (K.) = And A
&: The beast was sent forth, or set loose or J-M Já:0 X. % + [He has overflowing good share, or portion : (K:). IAar says, it is of

tai

free,

' ' mother. (TA)

It is said in a

nes or beneficence]. (TA)- Also tA bounti.

ful man. (Abu-l-omeythil,
trad, Losols: 12 Ma-5 ), meaning Set not loose
great udder: pl. Ula- and

your cattle in men'sfields of seed-produce. (TA.)

# ,

. .

K.):- And

+A

J3-. (K.) = but, he adds, it does not please me. (TA.)

- And you say, J-5 Us-ºl He left, or left See also Ja-, in two places.
alone, the people. (K.)- And £9. 2% Ja-l
J- : see the next paragraph.
+He made the affair free, or allonable, to them.

(K)—And #81&isit I made the speech,

** *

-

s

i-:

J- A
and

"J-

(K, TA) [and

(TA)

as appears

J-1.

+in other things: (see 3:)] (S, TA:) and t.A.

record: (Mgh:) [see also *-

-

(S, K:) so in the Kur; as is indicated therein,

the record of a kádee, or judge, in in li. 33 and 34: (S) or J.- :- in the Kur
his sentence is written: (Mab3) a judicial Incan S J- &: i.e. of what had been written

:

+S-. [or decreed] for them, that they should be punished
#: therenith; and J- means the same as cº-,
xxi. 104, means Like the folding of the use mentioned and expl. in the Kur lxxxiii. 8 and 9:
[expl. above] for the purpose of n:riting [thereon]: (K:) AO says that J- c” means many and

7. U-5) It (water) poured out, or forth; or (Msb, K.)
became poured out, or forth; ($, K;) [app., con
tinuously: see 1.]

conjunction falling out in the arabicizing: (TA:)
or baked clay : (Jel in xi. 84 and xv. 74 and
cv. 4.) or stones (S, K) of clay (S) baked by the
fire of Hell, whereon were inscribed the names
of the people [for whom they were destined]:

J-D

cº-: They tryo vie, &c., each with the which

other. (K.)

see Je-.

J- Stones like lumps of dry, or tough,
clay: arabicized from J% s: ; (K,TA;) which
[meaning a roll, are Pers. words, meaning “stone and clay;” the

J-

"J-,

I wrote a nriting for the or scroll, or the like,] for writing upon or written
man. (Mgb.)- See also 2.
upon : (Bd in xxi. 104:) and a n:ritten statement
6. 1214-1.5 They vied, competed, or contended of a contract and the like; (K, TA;) i. e. (TA)
for superiority, one with another; emulated, or i. q. #4. (S, TA: [but see this word, which has
rivalled, one another; or imitated one another; also other meanings, and among them that here
[originally, in the drawing of nater: and hence, following, which is the most common meaning of
inf n.

•

writing; or paper, or piece of skin,

beneficence, and gifts to men. (TA)=<!-i from what follows]: or a **

J#9,

*

alta-", in a testicle, Flaccidity and wideness
in the scrotum. (K.)

or language, to be unrestricted. (S.) = J~! He written upon; (K,"TA;) as also
(a man, TA) abounded in goodness, (K,TA,) and

J.-: from J- meaning “a full
bucket” [and likewise “a share, or portion”];

the measure

*: Je:" &#,

pl.

in the

J- A full bucket: so accord. to Az and El or for what is to be noritten: (Bd:) or upon hard; and that Jes- is syn, with Jes- in this
Fárábee and others: (MS.) or a bucket contain what is written; (Bd," Jel;) i. e., upon the sense: (TA:) it is also said to be from &
fing water, whether little or much : such as is written record [of the works] of the son of Adam at
meaning Hell; the c, being changed
4 so - ofinto U:
empty is not called J- nor" *# ‘. (S:) or a his death: (Jel.) or Js: here has the third of
(Bd in xi. 84:) also, to be from axle-l mean
great bucket: (Mgb: [see also Ues- :]) or a the meanings here following: (Bd, Jel:] or the ing “I sent forth him or it:” or from
great bucket that is full (K, TA) ofwater: (TA:) second thereof. (Bd.) - And A nºriter, or meaning “I gave;" and to be from J-M.
and a bucketful; the quantity that fills a bucket: scribe: (K:) and so some explain it in the verse
(K:) it is of the masc. gender [though 3% (the above died. (TA)- And J.: A certain (TA)= Also i, q.3.2; and so cº- [q. v.].
most common word for “a bucket”) is generally scribe of the Prophet. (K)–And A certain (L in art. U-'.)
fem.]: (S, K:) pl. J.-. (S.) - And [hence,] angel, (K,) who folds the written statements of Ja-a-. A mirror: (S, K:) or a *
tA share, or portion; (Mgb ;) like #53 [which [men's] works. (Bd ubi suprā.)- And, without mirror: (MA)[said to bela Greek word(J-5),

&:

-

* *

> *

*

-

-
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3- is syn, with " &: [Imprisoned];
water of the sky: (TA:) or water that is ap
parent,
or
manifest.
(CK.)
=
Also
The
leaves
pl.
#: and L: and is applied to a female
(Az, TA.) [Pl., accord. to Freytag, Je-la-.]

(S, K) arabicized: (S) and some say J:3.
And + Pieces such as are termed

the [tree called] -35-[q. v.]; (K;) to which
4%, of silver; of
broad and long arrow-heads are likened. (TA.)

(K, TA;) as being likened to the mirror. (TA.)
- And Gold. (K.)-And Saffron. (K.)

J-i.

See

J.--5-

X- an inf n, used as an epithet: see:

[the fem.] ap (TA.)
©

likewise, as also *-;

(K.)

&: The keeper of a prison. (K.)
&3-. - [In the Kur lxxxiii. 7,]
:

d

=

*

pl. Usia- and cº

See

@*

plied to a she-camel, (S, K,) means f Long #. the

Less- cºes [An eye shedding many tears]. A certain place in which is the record [of the
udder: (S:) or big in the udder: pl. J~|(S.T.A.)–And X,*- :- +[Cloud pouring deeds] of the wiched; (S, L, K;) or, as I’Ab

(K.)- And, applied to a woman, t Big in the frth m: rain, like X-]. (TA)-And says, in nhich are their registers: AO says, it is
of the measure J: from &:l, like &:M
posteriors: (K:) pl. as above. (TA.)
Leża-' asü A she-camel yielding much milk:
from 3-M : (S, L 5 or ot certain calley in Hell:
J. Alloned, or made allowable, to every (A, TA:) or that parts her hind legs on being or a certain stone, [or rock,] (L, K,) beneath,
* >

d

p

one; (S, K;) not denied to any one. (S.) - milked, and raises her head: (K, TA: [in the
Mohammad Ibn-El-Hanafeeyeh said, in explain. CK, <-- is erroneously put for <<ā- :]) as (L,) or in, (K,) the seventh earth: (L, K:)

cu-š

ing the words of the Kur[lv.60],
#- Js
S. [Shall the recompense of£oing good ! A man who shrinks from generous actions.
be other than doing good?], *-ūll:*is- Us” (TA.)

also "X-2 (K)-2'-' cº - J:

&:-}i

meaning t It is unrestricted in its relation to the

> - see :- [Asitis originally an infn,

[these explanations are given by those who hold
that &- ū in the next verse is for + U.

cº- :] or it there means a register comprising
the deeds of the wicked, (Bd, Jel,') of the jinn,
or genii, and of mankind, (Bd,) or of the devils

6 * of
righteous and the unrighteous: a righteous person used as an epithet,] you say also >: Jes!
and the unbelievers: (Jel.) or cis- u in the
is not made to be conditionally intended thereby,
Eyes shedding tears in drops, or simply shedding next verse is for cº- -te U2, and the mean
exclusively of an unrighteous. (As, S, T.A.) tears, or pouring forth tears; #4.2-3- [pl. of ing is the place, (Bd, Jel,) n'hich is beneath the
And one says, J~ #3% £ t [We did it
"à- fem of X-0, of which last, accord to seventh earth, the abode of Iblees and his forces:
when fortune was unrestricted], i.e., when no one Freytag, 2- is a pi]. (TA.)
(Jel:) IAth says, it occurs in a trad. with the
J.

J.

feared anyone. (K.)

> *~ +Clouds pouring forth much
Left

(TA. [See also_*-.])
*

1. &##, (S. K. JM) or

(JM)

>

•

article Ul; and without that article it is a proper
rain. name for the fire [of Hell], and hence the men
tion of it in the Kur lxxxiii. 7. (L.) [See also

s

-

_*-l." ; and its fem., with 3:

J.-.]=Also Anything hard (L.) and hard,

see-s:-.

vehement, or severe; (S, L, K;) applied to a
beating. (S, L.)- And Continuing, lasting:

inf n ><- and X-3 (S. K.) and "--";
> -t. A certain dye.

(S, JM;) The tears flowed: (JM ) or poured

* *

forth; (TA in explanation of the latter verb;)
and so the latter verb said of water. (TA.)

And '91 c, - He held back from the

*

*

Or

(K.)

i A camel that does not utter the grum everlasting; syn. L-312 ; (L, K;) as also Jes- :
so accord. to

bling cry termed £3. (S, TA:)
or that does not
** of

bray clearly : (TA:) i, q.-2:51. (K.)

El-Muårrij.

(L. [See,

again,

J:..])=And i. 1 #43 (L. K.) so in the

thing, or affair, delaying to do it, (A, K, TA:)

saying,

and shrank from it. (A, TA)=&#1 X-*: seeks:3.
U-23, (S, K,”) aor. * and 2 inf. n:- and A5
'9*-o J.; ! Land natered by rain.

or publicly]'. (L.) = Also Palm-trees (U+3)
such as are termed cº- (A8, L, K) in the dial.

• * >*

6

y

o

* *

*

* *

*

* *

(..." 30: J*

[He did that openly,

(S, T.A.)

*

of the people of El-Bahreyn; (AS, L;) [app.
meaning that the latter word is of that dial.; for

and Ötes-, The eye shed its tears in drops: or
shed its tears, little or much : (K:) or poured

it is said that] the Arabs [app. the Arabs in
say cº- in the place of c-i-, which
#31 #-: * ~ : The cloud poured forth the 1. *s-, (S, Msh, K) aor. , inf n. 3 isgeneral]
not Arabic: (L :) the palm-trees thus termed
water, (K, TA) little or much (K.) and (S, Msb,) He imprisoned him. (S, Mgb, K.)
al-Ji ? --~~! t The cloud rained continu [Hence,] it is said in a trad, J* 3-i 'G' U. are such as have trenches dug at their feet to
U->

forth its tears. (TA.) And in like manner,

conduct the mater to them when it has not reached

ally; as also -ss-ji: (IAar, TA:) and --~!
£1 The shy poured forth [rain]; as also -->51.
(S.) And 4- [He poured it forth, app. mean
ing either 4:3 orāśl]; and [so] '4-l; and

9- &: c"

deserving of long restraint than a tongue]. (L.)
Andź 3- ! He secreted anxiety; did not

co-

Iron such as is termed

<!

[i. e.

•-

female, meaning soft]. (L.)

reveal it. (L, K.) A poet says,

[app. in an intensive sensel '4-, inf n.
o

t[There is not anything more to them. (L, and Kin art. Ú:...)

[ä:

6 * *

6

*

*

**

* * *

**

d =

, accord. to Freytag, The act of im

**

9

X-3 and X-3. (K: omitted in the TA)

*

2 : see the last sentence above.

4.- d -* cas- ),

*

prisoning ;

es: să:14:3:

.

class of als--- and āūs-e &c., and to signify a
cause of imprisonment.]

4: see 1, last two sentences.

! [And by no means secrete thou anxiety: verily
©

7: see 1, first sentence. —#8 _*-51 t The to the secreting thereof pertains embarrassment:

language was, or became, rightly, or regularly, but load with it fleet camels of Mahreh]. (L.)
ordered, arranged, or disposed. (TA.)
2 *s-, infn. 3-5, it is [He cut it,
* @

e

g o *

--- a--> and

but it seems father to be a word of the

"X- and ">:

(TA) [are or divided it,
instance of inf ns used as epithets, (as is said in (K)—And

2 & e

s

•

U9s-o: see Úes

-

9*

1. #. (S, Msb, K, &c.,) aor. **, (S, Msb,)
J:1 c, - He made the palm inf n : (S. K.TA)and 3-, (TA) said of

lengthwise;

clave it; split it; &c.].

the TA of the first and second, to which the trees to be such as are termed c-i- [or cº-;

the night, (Fr, IAar, Msb, TA,) &c., (TA,) It

third is obviously similar,) meaning Tearsflowing, i.e. he dug at their feet trenches to conduct the nas, or became, silent, quiet, or still: (Fr, IAar,

or pouring forth: or the first may be more cor water to them when it did not reach to them]. (K.) S, K, TA:) and dark : (Fr, TA:) or its darkness
rectly rendered tears shed in drops, or simply
shed, or poured forth].

~ Tears: (#) or flowing tears.

(TA)

became extended: (IAar, TA:) or it
W

covered, or

3-

A prison; (S, L, Mgb, K;) as also concealed, by its darkness. (Mgb, T.A.)

*- :

(L) pl. of the former co- (Mgh, ls- ls, in the Kur [xciii. 2), means

And Water: (so in copies of the K:) i. e. the Msb.)

J#3

And the
night when it becomes still, silent, or quiet :

Book I.]
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(IAar, Zj, S, Jel:) or when it covers with its the pouring forth much, or abundantly; and the
darkness: (Jel:) or when its people become silent: like is said in the Jámi of Kz. (TA.) You say
or when its darkness becomes still: from ta also, us;1. #: - [The shy poured forth
2-31, inf. n. +. The sea became calm. (Bd.) its rain]. (A, TA.) See also an ex of the

crumble in the mouth and have

hard stones]:

(K:) Az relates his having heard the Bahránees
thus term a certain kind of

-*.

(TA:) or

* @ =

! scattered dates: (A:) or t dry, or tough, dates,
n. voce ā-, below. -[Hence,] one says, (K, TA,) not sprinkled with nater [in order that
And one says,
<-- The wind became inf
*~*
:* * * * * *
they may stick together, for thus they do for this
still. (TA)-ātā. <-- The she-camel pro J* - #2, #3: III asked him to
purpose,
or they sprinkle the palm-leaf-receptacle
recite an ode, and he poured it forth to me; lit.,
longed her cº-[or cry of yearning towards her upon me], inf. m. as above. (A.) - [Hence of the dates for this purpose], (TA) scattered
young one]. (k)— See also 2.
(K, TA) upon the ground, not collected in a
likewise,]
signifies also t The act offlogging.
2. L- He covered anything; as also "L"-l, (K, TA) one says, es: äu 4-, (S, TA) receptacle, and not pached; (TA;) as also W 3 2,
(IDrd, K,) which is of the dial. of El-Yemen.
and 'u'... (IAar, TA) You Say, <l J.-,

£"

:-

aor. and inf. n. as

above, (TA) + He inflicted

(S, Mgh, Msb,) inf. m. aes-5, (S, Mgh, K.) He upon him a hundred stripes of a whip. (S, T.A.)
covered the dead person (Mgh, Mgb, K) with a – And t The act of beating, striking, or smiting.
garment, or piece of cloth, (Mgh, Msb) and the (K.)- And t The act of thrusting or piercing
like. (Msb.)
[with a spear or the like].
(S,

(TA)=:

3. *-, (K) infn, itsu:, (TA) He touched
it. (K.) One says, *u. U.5 Alal. üüí

i. e.

A,) aor. *, (S,) so says Fei, or, accord. to some,”,
agreeably with analogy, (TA,) inf. n.
(S, K)
*

[He brought us food, and] we did not touch it.

and

*

Cs-, (K) or the former is the inf. n. of

(IDrd.)
3 *

: see what next precedes.

2-la- The air. (Fr, T, O, K.) [See also

£-, which is perhaps a mistranscription.]
6

*

*

C*- :
.." &

3 See *.

*

•

•

** & e

•

(AZ, TA) - And i, q, as its [meaning He

#t=a fem. epithet, an instance
of £5.5 having
the trans. verb, and the latter is that of the intrans.,
*, *% -.
3 -5
Tworked, or laboured, upon it, or at it; &c.]. (MF,) It floned from above; (S, K;) [i. e. it no Jasl, [i. e. not having
1 for the masc.
(K.) One says, #4 c- Js i. e. t: flowed don'n;] said of water, (S,) and of rain, form], occurring in a trad, in which it is said,
•** * *
-

•

[meaning Dost thou work, or labour, upon a
landed estate? or, probably, dost thou cultivate a

*

and of tears; (S, A;) as also "

>

* *

5 and

(TA).5%; J.iii., 4:45 #: # 3-4

"--. (K:) or
signifies, or signifies also, (A, TA) i.e. tThe right hand of God is con
landed estate by the work, or labour, of others?].
it poured out, or forth, vehemently: (TA:) and tinually pouring with gifts, nothing will render
(Aboo-Málik, TA.)
W
3, it floned; said of water, (S, TA,) and it deficient, night and day: or, as some relate it,
*

4; see 2. =áč c. *-l The she-camel had

*

<--, (S, the phrase is "U- &: * 3: [the right
hand of God is full, with pouring forth]; the
A, TA,) and 5.5:1, (TA,)
aor. C-', (S, TA,)
à
3
last word being with tenween, as an inf. n.: it is
of a thing. (TA.)- [Hence,] ilāl

much milk. (Sgh, K.)

3

Jee e

*

(.- A sincere companion and friend.

(Go

J. •

- "

•

*

or, accord. to Lh and Z, -5, (TA,) inf. n. C-, thus likened to the abundant source that is not
(S, A,) or both, (TA,) and diminished by drawing from it, nor by descending
A nature; or a natural, a native, or an (K) or

lius, from Meyd.)]

#~
innate,

£-,

disposition or temper or the like; syn.

Já, and *, (S) or #3 (Mab3) or a

i-,-, ($, Ibn-Et-Teiyánee, TA) 1 The sheep into it and filling the bucket. (TA)-You say
or goat, and the animal of the ox-kind, became also #: # (A, TA) [An incursion into the
territory of an enemy] that pours calamity upon

fat: (AZ, AHn, S, TA:) or became fat to the
faculty, or quality, firmly rooted in the mind, utmost
degree: (K:) or became fat so as to flon, people with sudden impetuosity. (TA)- [Go
not easy of removal: (MF) pl. qa-... (Mob.) with grease: (A:) or became fat, but not to the lius explains ā-, on the authority of Meyd, as
* @

“

”

# A she camel still, or quiet, when utmost degree. (TA.)
signifying + A hot wind: it is probably a mis
transcription for à:..]
being milked. (M, K.) - And 4. she camel 5: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.
6 * * *
3 Twhose fur is unruffled: and #12- *: 4. sheep
7. t;= It (a camel's arm-pit) poured à-la-': see C-.
whose wool is unruffled. (TA)- And #25- £2
#
neith sneat. (TA.)
£. - Also, applied to land
#19a

s

Agentle wind. (TA)—And -5%. 53:- #:

i. e. **-ū, (K,) meaning A woman languid,

R. Q. 2.

&-5. see 1, latter half, in two

e

o

e

C-:
see
e of

(U3)), + Wide, or spacious: but IDrd says, I
places.

or languishing, in the eye. (TA)

know not the truth of this. (TA.) = Also, and

3 -

Rain pouring abundantly and extensively: *i--, 4 court, or a spacious portion in
(S, K) and n:hich is no building or that is vacant, of a house,
sea [as meaning calm, or unruffled]. (S, K.) (K in art. Ja… :) and
K, TA,) and of a place of alighting, or of a
And #-l. # A calm night, in which the wind *:-- (K) rain pouring vehemently, (S, K,' (S,
settlement, or of a collection of houses or tents:
is still, and such as is not dark : (T, TA:) or a TA,) paring the surface of the earth: (TA:)
the former expl. by IAar as meaning a man's
night in which the cold has become allayed, and and ':-, applied to rain that falls in large quarter, or tract, in which he alights. (TA.)
in which the nind and the clouds have become drops, pouring much, or abundantlyi. and also
ā-a- : see what next precedes.
still, and which is not dark. (M, TA.) And applied to a thundering cloud, (45t-, i. e.
3
:- and
g"
4.in, or motionless, eye: (S, K:) +, ūs #-, [or, accord. to the S and A, to
U->~ ; and its fem., with 3: see

g" Still, silent, or quiet:

thus applied to the

":-

* *

6

#.

[or] ass-l. c.39, accord. to IAgr, means an eye
any

cloud, al-,]) pouring forth much rain:

that has a languid, or languishing, look; which (Ham p.391: [in which it is said that in the

* &

•

&

•

•

-

see also the fem. in what here follows.

C-

ić, (A, K,) after the manner of a pos
is an accessory to beauty in women. (TA.) See latter case it may be proper; and in £he former
sessive
noun, (TA,) and i-u, (K,) the latter
also the next preceding paragraph.
case, tropical:]) and *ā-u-- 3:4, so in a
5 *

> d

-

copy of the K, [and thus in my MS. copy of it,] occurringinatrad., or, as somerelate it, "å-t--,
C

s' : , (S, A, TA) aor. , (S, TA) inf n.
3, (S, K, &c.,) He poured out, or forth, (S,
A, K,) water, (S, A,) &c.: (S:) or, accord. to

in other copies "is-U-3, but the former is the

which means the same, (TA,) t A sheep, or goat,

right, (TA,) an eye pouring forth tears abundantly, that is fat: (S, TA: but in the former, only a

or much: (K,TA) and "ā-āść (S.TA)
[a
spear-wound,
or the like,-iflowing
blood].
(TA)[Hence,]
+A [nith
snearing
in

pl., as applied to sheep or goats, is mentioned;
namely, the first of the pls, below:) or that flows
with grease by reason of its fatness: (A:) or full

•

IDrd, - signifies the pouring out, or forth,

offat: (TA:) or fat in the utmost degree: (K:)

[or Ja', but not in. the utmost degree; for] one
in consecutive quantities: or, accord. to the Msb, which oaths pour forth consecutively. (L.) =
#3: then 3- when it has become a little
[but this art is not in my copy of that work,] Also t i, q. -: [i, e, Dry, or tough, dates, that says U2}";
Bk. I.
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- -/

fat; then

ös: ; then &- then £-

X5% which

and then

means fat in the utmost degree:

(Aboo-Ma'add El-Kilábee, TA:) pl. £-, (Th,
S, L,) thus in the handwriting of J, and men
tioned by Aboo-Mis-hal, (TA,) or C- (IKtt,

£, which is extr.

K) and

[in form]. (K.)

it, eradicated it, exterminated it, or destroyed it
wind were, or became, dragged upon it, i.e., upon utterly; as also "4-1: (S, K, TA:) both
the ground (~9) so as to efface the traces signify he, or it, made it to go, go anay, pass
anay, or depart; made anay with it, did anay
upon it]. (A, TA.)
neith it, made an end of it, or destroyed it;
ā- i. q. # [app. as meaning particularly namely, a man's property: and the latter,
he
A covering, or film, upon the eye: expl. by destroyed utterly what he (a man) possessed. (TA.)

23. Js' as 34-3, (The skirts of the
6 - d

-

-

Freytag, from the Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen, as You say, 30-l <--, inf n, as above; and
meaning oculorum caligo]. (K.)-And Remains * <-1; He performed the circumcision so as to
reason of its fatness, it poured forth grease. of water in a pool left by a torrent; as also
And

:- > +Fat flesh-meat;

as though, by

*#): (K, TA:) dim, of the former 'i:-. remove the prepuce utterly. (TA.) And <--

(As, S, T.A.)

Je e

e

ox: He removed his hair utterly in shaving and
! A snift horse; (Kz, K, TA;) as (TA.)
&- J% A man who takes, or carries, or cutting: (A:) and # <--, inf n, as above;
though it poured forth running; (S, Kz, TA;)
sn'eeps, anay everything by which he passes. and '4-1; He shared his head so as to re
likened to rain in swiftness. (TA.)
# -

J.;;

6 -

6

* ~

axle :

(K.)- [Golius explains

3 •

* >d >

a---

see C-.

&-

as on the au

move the hair utterly. (Lh, TA.) And <--

>il c” 2-5), (aor. as above, K.)

He peeled
thority of Meyd, as meaning A portion of water
remaining in a skin or other thing: but I think off the fat from the flesh; (S, A, K,) as also
*~. (S.) And ë --, aor, and inf n, as
that this is a mistranscription for #~.]

*

*- [termed in the S and K pl. of #-, above, He peeled, or peeled off, a thing by little
1. 4-, (S, A, MSb, K.) aor. 4, (Mab, K.) also -- and <-l is, accord. to As, [cor and little. (L.T.A.) And #1-3 - He,
or it, effaced the traces, or the like, upon the
inf n. ---, (Msb, TA,) He dragged it, or
rectly,] a coll. gen. n., used alike as mase. and
surface of the earth. (A, TA) -läs, X-4,
dren, it along, (S, A, Mgb, K.) namely, his J:
fem. and sing, and pl.; (MF, TA;) #nd Al
in the Kur xx. 64, means Lest He
aS

destroy gow

[or skirt], (S,) or a thing, such as a garment &c.,

is its n. un.; (MF, Msb," TA;) and --~ is pl.
[by a punishment], (Bd, Jel,) or utterly destroy
(TA,) upon the ground. (Msb, K, TA.) One
of A- or of #1-3 (L, MSb, MF, TA;) it you; (Bd;) and some read "...#-4,
(S, Bd,
says of a woman, (als --~ [She drags, or
may be pl. of either of these; (L, MF, TA;) and
Jel,) which means the same; (Bd, Jel;) this
dran's along, her shirt upon the ground]. (TA.) <-- is pl. of #- absolutely,
and of *
being of the dial. of Nejd and Temeem; and the
And *:
2:ll <- [The nind dren along when used
as fem.: (MF, TA:) it signifies former, of the dial. of El-Hijáz: (Bd:) or tlest
the Aust upon the ground]. (TA.)-[Hence,] Clouds [or a collectuon of clouds]; (S, K, KL, He harass, or distress, or afflict, you [by a
l,Júl ce," <- ! [The ninds dragged their TA, &c.;) and [clouds] from which the rain punishment]: (A, TA:) or + lest He
pare you
skirts upon the ground; i.e., blen, so as to efface comes: (TA:) so called because drawn along in [from the surface of th: earth thereby]. (TA.)
the traces upon the ground]. (A: in the TA, the air; (Msb, TA;) or because they draw along > - and WXuā- both signify twe ha
*

• *O

£1.) And L:

&l= | c.

4: ...~.

one another; or because the winds draw them
rassed, or distressed,

or afflicted, them : and
along; (TA;) or because they draw along their
X:- [and WX:-h. He slaughtered them.
! [Drag thy skirt over that which has proceeded
fringes. (TA in art. 2:-.) One says, -:
(TA.)=See also the next paragraph, in two
from me; i.e. efface what has proceeded from

#- [The cloud rained upon them]. (A.)—

me, as when a person dragging his skirt effaces
the traces upon the sand or dust over which he [Hence,] Usul, ast- exis -51 t I remained
at his abode the whole of my day : originally said
in relation to a cloudy day; and then prover
** c." J: <-- U. J. : [A man has bially used in relation to any day. (A, TA.)
not preserved, or kept alive, the love, or affection, And Le: ā- ääi <!, u: ; I ceased not to
of his companion with anything that is in its do it the whole of my day. (K, TA)-4
effect like his dragging the skirt over his vices, or --" [properly The water of the clouds] is a
faults]. (A, TA.)-[Hence likewise, as will term for + wine. (TA in art. ci-)-3-h
be shown by what next follows,] ---, aor. * , is a name of + The Prophet's turban; (Mgh,
(K, TA,) inf. m. as above, (S, TA,) means also TA:) it was thus called as being likened to the

walks]. (A, TA) And 4- 3 J. L:ft.

! He ate and drank vehemently. (S, K, TA.)
• *

>

• &

-

*

o 3 -*

victuals [and beverages]. (A, TA.)
5: see

4-4* -->

+ He acted, or be

4: see above, in six places. -[Hence,] <-i.
said of a man, + His property went anay.

(Lh,

TA.) = <!--~! He gained, or earned, what is
termed -- [i. e. gain that was unlawful, &c.];
(S, A, K;) as also "<-- : (K:) or he earned

*5-5 es'

little. (Mgb.) You say,

--~! He

earned such gain in his traffic; (S, A.;) as also
' ' -- (TA:) or he earned little therein;
and so 45's --~!. (Mgb.) And -a-.'

--~ of the rain because of its being drawn 45-

* o - of

4. --!>+|1> Atalall cle -----| | I took, or ate along in the air. (TA.)- Also the name of A
and drank, much of the food and beverage; as snord of Dirar Ibn-El-Khattáb. (K.)

also V ->~5: because it is the habit of the
glutton to draw and appropriate to himself the

places.

traffic nas, or became, disapproved,
abominable, or foul, and unlawful. (K.)
His

<-- inf n, of 1 (q.v.). (L, TA)—Also
#- n: un of *- [q.v.]. (A5, M5b, &c.) + Vehemence of eating and drinking. (TA.)-And
+ Punishment, castigation, or chastisement. (TA.)
#- see #~.
—- #, (K) [as also <--, Q. v..] and

i:- dim of i-, q.v. (TA)
•

* **

&:, and +3, (TA) [and #4, #4, #4

&c.].
-2-1 : A man who eats and drinks much, [i.e. + Vehement, or intense, cold: see6 --~
* * 'd we
tuousness; or did so confiding in his love, or (S, A,) or vehemently: (K:) Az says that the (K.) – See also −5:- : – and ès
affection: (Az, S, MA, TA:) or nith coquettish word known to him in the former sense is and see the paragraph here following, in two
* **
ness, and feigned opposition. (Az," MA, TA.") +,-i, with <>; but that perhaps rºa-' is places.
ei- es' <-5, occurringin a trad. of Sa’eed allowable. (L, T.A.)

haved, towards him with boldness, or presump

*

-

/ O

/

&: (S, A, Msh, K) and "--, (S, Msb,

and [a woman named] Arwā, means + She took

[...~ A place of dragging, or drawing K,) the former a contraction of the latter, (Msb,)
his right, or rightful property, by force, and an
along, of a skirt, or garment, &c., upon the A thing that is forbidden, prohibited, or un
nexed it to her on n, and to her land. (TA.)
lanful; (S, A, K,) and (so in the A, but in the
ground: pl. ---, see Har p. 78.]
K “or”) what is disapproved, abominable, or
7. --~~) It was, or became, dragged, or
foul, of gains, (A, K, TA,) that occasions dis
drann along, (S, A, Msb, K.) upon the ground:
*
|grace (K, TA) and bad repute; as the price of a
(Mgb, K:) said of one's skirt, (§,) or of a thing,
such as a garment &c. (TA) - [Hence,]| 1. as-, [aor. *, inf. n. <-l He extirpated dog, and of wine, and of a pig; (TA;) any pro
-

** *

*
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<--&
perty that is forbidden, not lanful to be gained shin; also he rubbed it, namely, a thing, with

5.

c-

It had its outer integument, or

(Msb, TA) nor to be eaten; (Msb;) anything another thing, so as to abrade, or remove, its superficial part, abraded, or othernise removed,
..forbidden, or unlan ful, and of bad repute: some superficial part : and it, namely, a thing, hitting
times it means what is disapproved; and some another thing, abraded from it a little of its
times, what is unlawful; the context showing in superficial part; as when a thing hits the solid
which sense it is used: and it is also applied to hoof previously to [that state of attenuation and
signify a bribe that is given to a judge or the abrasion which is termed] L*31. (TA.) You
like: so called because it cuts off blessing: (TA:) say, *.xle- <--~ I abraded, or removed, the
in

the Kur v. 46, some read •+":

and some,

outer

integument

much, or often: (S, K:) said of the skin
[&c.]. (S.)
7.

-

8--"

It had its outer integument, or

superficial part, abraded, or othernise removed:
(S, K:) said of the skin: (S:) [and it seems from
[i. e. the cuticle] of his skin. the phrase céis ill : occurring in the O
and K in art. C#, that W
inf n.
G-,
may signify the same: but :
may there
be a
-

<--", (Bd, TA:) and it has also been re: ($) And 4:3 - # *[4thing hit
as the inf. n., 's--". (Bd:) the pl. is &l-i. him, and abraded the cuticle of his face]. (S.)
(K.)- Also Little, or small, in quantity or And s:" ** &- He abraded the outer

&-

s

•

*

•

•

•

*

*

@

e

*

*

@

*

* >

5?

mistranscription
for 2-..] One says,
* *
4 y

•

number; paltry, mean, or inconsiderable. (Msb.) part of the nood, or piece of nood, or stick, with
* 3: ... 3- 3: His skin had its cutică
--~ * or '-- (accord. to different
3, re
the
file.
(TA)
And
si:
-39
+
abraded
in consequence of a thing that passed by
copies of the K [the former the better known]) ferring to a camel, (S, K, TA) He pares the sur
him. (TA.)
His property may be taken and destroyed with
face of the ground with his foot, so that he is not
impunity: and in like manner, c-a- 4% His
inf n. of
(TA)- And [hence,
slon in becoming attenuated and abraded in the sole.
blood may be shed with impunity. (K,”TA.) (TA) And 39 # = <-- [The winds Dysentery, or the like; because attended by
See also *-*.
pared the surface of the earth, removing the dust abrasion, or excoriation, of the colon;] a certain
<-- see the next preceding paragraph.
and pebbles: like --~~]. (A.)— Also He bit disease of the bonels; (PS;) an abrading disease
3 * 4: (S) i.e.
him so as to make a mark, or marks, upon him; in the belly. (TA.) You say,
see what next follows.

£-

£-.

&:-

Us:- :

[or so as to lacerate his skin;] used especially in In him is the disease above mentioned. (PS.)
*:: An old and worn-out garment
or
piece
See
relation to wild asses; and so * *~, [but in
3 * >
Having its outer integument, or super
of cloth; as also '-- and " cs:-. (K.) an intensive sense, i.e. he so bit him much, or
times, (see :-4)] inf n :
and
[A mess of] G2* [or meal of parched barley, &c.,] many
6 * > *
[of which latter see an ex. in the next para ficial part, abraded, or othernise removed; as
having little grease or gravy [mixed with it];
(TA.)
as also V <- (K;) the latter a dial. var. of graph]. (TA)also signifies The combing also W

$5–

&:

•

--

•

-

• - .

$2–4.
£- A camel that pares
.d.

£-

•

6* * *

•

<--~ [q.v.]. (TA.) – And A desert (35tae) gently upon the skin of the head: (K, TA:)

de

the surface of the

of which the earth is soft. (K.)

[combing the hair with a gentle pressure upon
ground with his foot, (S," K,"TA,) so that he
the
shin of the, head:]
one says,
# s -,
<-- see the next preceding paragraph.
inf n. :
He combed
his *:
hair [pressing
the is not slow in becoming attenuated and abraded:
6
* o •
.
2 *, * *
in the sole. (TA.)- Also t A man nho makes
<-- : see -3-2, in two places. -à-la comb] gently [upon the skin of his head]. (TA.)
oaths to follon, one another with little, or no,
#- A cloud that carries anay, or sneeps anay, - And The going quickly [as though paring the interruption: (TA) and so."
and W
surface
of
the
earth
with
the
feet,
or
making
marks
upon
it].
(O,
K.)
You
say,
:
:
5.
that by which it passes. (TA.)
applied to a woman. (K,”TA.) And
-i
* - of 6 --~! -ets, and ā- J. + A year, and a He passed along going quickly: and [so] : : +A snearing in which the oaths are made so to
follon, one another. (TA.)
land, in which is no pasture. (K.)
•

s

•

£-

•

&*
£-

•

*
-

3:1 (o, TA) - And 4 running of heasts

* **

*

-'9-1 :
6

•

&

-

see the following paragraph.

falling short of such as is vehement. (K.)–
| And [hence, app.,] &#9
(TA,) aor. as

£-,

[:-- act. part. n. of £-: fem. with 3: pl.
&-3. Hence,] &= - &2

of the fem.

*-0 :

above, (K, TA,) + He made the oaths to follow [Winds paring, or that pare, the surface of the
made to go anay, one another with little, or no, interruption. (K," earth, removing the dust and pebbles]. (A, TA.)
or depart; made anay with, made an end of, or TA.) = See also 7.
6 & 2 ×
A place of abrasion, &c.; pl.
destroyed; as also " --~, (S, K,) as in a verse

*- + Property (Jú)

2.4--, (S. K.) infn. £-- and

cited voce -i-, (S) and '-- and "--.

[:-

-

&-t-.

*

- Hence,] one says, of an ass, (A,) i.e. a wild
(K.)- + A man who eats and drinks vehemently s [of which latter, see an ex. in what follows,] ass, (TA,) &:--> * Upon him are the
as also '3- and
" -- (TA in the present (TA,) He abraded, or othernise removed, its marks, or scars, of the biting of other asses, (A,
* **
outer integument, or superficial part, much, or
art.:) and '32-3 signifies [the same, or] a often. (S, K.)- See also 1. An ex. of the latter TA.)
man who eats and drinks much. (Az, TA voce inf n. occurs in the following hemistich of the
•

£-

The [instrument called]

#.

Twith

“Jeemeeyeh” of El-'Ajjāj:

+,-i, […) And -* +,+ A man
n:hich one pares, or shapes, wood. (O, K.)
(S) who does not become satiated: (S, K:) having
[And hence, app., A rain that is as though it
a capacious belly, (K, TA,) and who does not
pared
the surface of the earth. Accord, to Frey
become satiated with food: (TA:) and as some [A bulhy, or strong, wild ass, in the side of whose tag, : ... occurs in this sense in the Deewan
*

say, hungry: (TA:) and one who suffers much

jrom indigestion. (K, TA) And #3: I <3
1 A man having a greedy, or

glutionous, stomach.

(A, TA.)

*- : * :

*

neck thou seest much biting, or lacerating of the
shin, that has made marks upon it]: thus heard of Jereer: pl.
evidently

£-t-. but and
the correct word is
:--]—Also,
":-d°, (0,

by AHát from the mouth of AZ, and thus recited
by the former to As, who disallowed it, and said,
4.5 [i. e. whose neck, or cheek, thou seest to be K, TA,) A wild ass that bites [other asses] much,
much bitten, &c., instead of axels), but abstained or frequently: (TA:) [or each signifies, though

not so expl. in the TA,] an ass [i.e. a wild ass]
1. as-a-, (S, A, K, TA,) aor. *, (K, TA,) from objecting after AHát had adduced other exs. that runs a pace falling short of such as is vehe
inf n.
(TA,) He abraded, or otherwise re [of similar inf ns.], and among them the saying ment. (O, K.)

£-,

in the Kur [xxxiv. 18],

3: Jé .#3:

Az

moved, its outer integument, or superficial part; (S,

A, K, TA;) relating to one's skin: (S, A, TA:) and says that
he scratched him; or wounded him in the outer

ls--- is here made an inf n, like

"--, (TA)

: An ass [i.e. a wild ass] much bitten.
(S, A, K.)- [See also 2.]
166*
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e6

*

>

:

£2- :
J.--

See

:
gsee aalso ce
--- and see

that it was not fit for use. (TA)- And one heart is raised to the gullet: and of the same

See

<--.

says of the adhesion of the lungs to the side by kind is the phrase in the Kur [xxxiii. 10]
reason of thirst, -*" &# 3-4, meaning + It *u- "still -%. (TA)-Andāshí."
causes the milk f the sheep, or goats, to descend

A*-

*

ô

-

4-9, and * +[She that has her lung:

1. *-. He, or it, hit, or hurt, his 's- [or before bringing forth. (TA.) = 3- also sig burst asunder], an appellation given to the -55)
lungs, &c.], (Mgh, TA) or his 5-[i. # heart]. nifies He went, or removed, to a distance, or far [i.e. hare, or female hare], (S, K,) or to the
(TA)- And the same, aor. *, inf n.2-, (T, anay; syn. *:: (T, K;) said of a man. (T, snift --J), (TA in art. &las) by way of good
TA,) [said to be] the only instance of a pret, and TA.)=3-, aor. *, + He went forth early in omen, meaning that her lungs will burst asunder;
aor, and inf. n. of these measures except the verb the morning, in the first part of the day; or like buil £1. (S:) and some (of those of
-

- -

• * >*

J*, (MF) He turned
it, (T) or him, (TA) +33* [from it,or his

Jaš, aor. Jase, inf. n.

course, or nay, or manner of being]: and hence

later times, S) say £1, with kesr to the lo;
syn.: (O, K. [See also 4.])
(S, K;) as though, by her speed and vehemence
of
running, she would burst asunder her lungs;
2. -, inf "...-4: see 1, in four places.

between the time of the prayer of daybreak and
sunrise;

other significations here following. (T, T.A. Also pIIe fed another, or others, with the food, (S;) or because she bursts the lungs of the dogs
[Accord. to the T, this seems to be proper; but or meal, called the 23-3 (M, Mgh, TA:) or by the vehemence of her running, and the lungs.
In this sense the 25- signifies he gave to them the meal so of him who pursues her. (ISh, Sgh.)- And

accord. to the A, tropical.])

verb is used in the Kur xxiii. 91.
Arabs say to a man, láš is

(Fr.) The

2-3 &= 9- W.

called. (Mgh.)
4. 4-l ! He nas, or became, in the time

*** * * of* *him, or it.
us:- 4: &# 11 despaired
•

-

-

(A, K.) And '-->}< #4: Git I am not

| What has turned thee from such and such a called the x-, (S, A, K.) as also "X-l. in despair of him, or it. (A, B.)

*-**

is

course? (Yoo.) &si and 3- are syn. [as mean (TA.) And I He went, or journeyed, in the time also expl. as signifying f Having "his hope cut
ing t He was turned from his course &c.]. (TA) so called: ($, K, TA:) or he rose to go, or jour off: and t anything despaired of (TA.) And

- And t He turned him from hatred to love. ney, in that time; and so "L-l: (TA:) or this 3- >, < means t His hope was cut off. (TA.)
(TA)- Hence, (TA) ao.and inf. m. as above, latter signifies he went forth in that time. (A. =Also The scar of a gall on the back of a

(T, S, TA,) and inf. n. also 3-, (KL, TA) | He [See also 1, last sentence.])
enchanted, or fascinated, him, or it; (S," K,”

5. - (A, Mgh, Msb) and 33-, 2-3

camel, (K, TA,) when it has healed, and the
place thereof has become white. (TA.) = And

KL, PS3) and so "5- (MA, TA) [in an (Az, TA) | He ate the food, or meal, [or drank The upper, or highest, part of a valley. (TA.)
intensive or a frequentative sense, meaning he the draught of milk,] called the ,3-. (AZ, A, * See also #-. = And see 3-, in two
enchanted, or fascinated, him, or it, much, or (as Mgh, Mab, TA)- And a 2- : He ate it, places.
shown by an explanation of its pass, part. n.) (S," K,"TA) namely, food, or &* [d. v.], [or
IHe
or

time after time]: and 4:43-

s

enchanted,

X-: see the next preceding paragraph, in

drank it, namely, milk,] at the time called the

fascinated, his eye. (M.A.) You say, 3
three places.
2- . (TA)
4-3 &= £1. meaning t He (an enchanter,
see 's-, first sentence. = [Also], an
8. 4-l: see 4, in two places. - Also t He
3-0) apparently turned the thing from its (a cock) crowed at the time called the X-: (S, inf n. of oys-, meaning 1 The turning a thing
proper manner of being, making what was false K:) and he (a bird) sang, warbled, or uttered his ..from its proper manner of being to another
s d

6 o'

to appear in the form of the true, or real; voice, at that time. (TA.)
causing the thing to be imagined different from
6 d

what it really was. (T, T.A.
And

(2: Júl 5-5 #31

-

X-, and "3-, (§, Mgh, Msh, K) some.
[See:-, below.]) times
thus because of the faucial letter, (S,) and
! [The woman en

"3-, (S, Msb, K.) and, accord. to El-Khafájee,

=

manner: (T, TA: [accord. to the T, this seems

to be proper; but accord. to the A, tropical:])
and hence, (T, TA,) tenchantment, or fascina
(T, S, MA, KL, PS:) for when the

tion :

G-Ü) makes what is false to appear
in the 'Ináyeh, VX- but this is not mentioned
or
enticed
him,
+
He
caused
9And 4-5%
by any other, and therefore requires confirmation, in the form of truth, and causes a thing to be
him, to incline to him by his soft, or elegant, (TA,) The lungs, or lights: (S, A, Mgh, Msb, imagined different from what it really is, it is as
enchanter

chants, or fascinates, men by her eye], (A.)

speech, and by the beauty of its composition. K:) or what adheres to the gullet and the nind though he turned it from its proper manner of
(Msb.) – 1 He deceived, deluded, beguiled, cir pipe, of [the contents of] the upper part of the being: (T, TA:) the producing n:hat is false in
the form of truth: (IF, Msb:) or, in the common
cumvented, or outritted, him; ($, Mgh, K;")
or all that hangs to the gullet, consisting of
belly:

as also " 9-, [but app. in an intensive or a fre the heart and liver and lungs: (Msb, TA:) and conventional language of the law, any event of
which the cause is hidden, and which is imagined
quentative sense,] (K, TA) inf. n. *-5. (TA. the part of the exterior of the body corresponding
[Accord. to the Mgh, the former verb in this to the place of the lungs: (Mgh, TA:") and to be different from what it really is: and em

bellishment by falsification, and deceit: (Fakhr
signifies also the liver; and the core, or ed-Deen, Msb:) or a performance in nhich one
the first of the senses expl. in this art.]) - And black or inner part, (als...) and sides, or regions, allies himself to the devil, and which is effected
in like manner, + He diverted him [with a thing], of the heart: (TA) and "3-, the heart; (El
as one diverts a child with food, that he may be Jarmee, K;) as also V #~: (TA:) the pl. (of by his aid: (TA:) i. q. #: [meaning a hind of
enchantment, or fascination, which captivates the
contented, and not want milk; syn. 4: ; as also X-, S, Msb) is 33-, and (of '3-, 5, Mab, eye
and the like, and by which enchantresses
and of '3-, Ms) -i (S.M., K.)– nithhold their husbands from other women]: (S:)
Hence, 3- #, (S, A, K,) and << *ś and anything of which the nay of proceeding or
him, and diverted him [ from the feeling of nant], *5-0-3, (A, K,) t His lungs became inflated, operation (#14) is subtle: ($, K.) accord, to
with meat and drink. (TA) - And < or snollen, by reason of timidity and concardice: Ibn-Abee-'Asheh, 2- is thus called by the
(A:) said of a coward: (S:) and of one who has Arabs because it changes health, or soundness, to
is also syn. with * [as quasi-inf n. of exceeded his due bounds: Lth says that, when disease: (Sh:) [and in like manner it is said to
sense seems to be derived from the same verb in

3-

*%-, int. n. *-ā (S, TA) One says,
–9:13 Aside 3-, and '2-, + He fed
ââult I gilded the silver (Ham p. 601)–

* d

2

repletion arises in a man, one says *- :-ā-ji, change hatred to love: (see 1:)] pl.

3-#.

3-

and

as is indicated in the TA; thus signifying
The act of corrupting, marring, spoiling, &c.: and that the meaning is, [as given also in the 33-... (TA)- Also t Skilful eloquence: (TA:)
6

he exceeded his due bounds: but Az says that
see the pass part. n. 22-2]. (T.A.) [Hence,] K,]
this is a mistake, and that this phrase is only said
one says, 3.5" ** 3- and *śl, + The of a coward, whose inside is filled with fear, and
rain spoiled the clay, and the earth, or dust, so

y

o

or used absolutely, it is applied to that for which
the agent is blamed: and when restricted, to that

which is praiseworthy. (Msb.) Thus it is in the

whose lungs are inflated, or swollen, so that the saying of Mohammad, 5-4 cºl &-

&
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from the time of night so
! [Verily there is a kind of eloquence that is X-,](A, Mgh)is before daybreak; (Mgh;) or or of anything: (K:)
* > of
enchantment]: because the speaker propounds an a little before daybreak : (A:) and the other, at called: (A:) pl. 3'-l. (T, A, K.)
obscure matter, and discloses its true meaning by daybreak : (A, Mgh:) like as one says “the

the beauty of his eloquence, inclining the hearts false dawn” and “the true:” (A:) the earlier
[of his hearers] in like manner as they are inclined 2- is also called *#~: (S, K:) or the

2- : or because there is in eloquence a 5- is the same as the 2- : or it is the last
novelty and strangeness of composition which third of the night, to daybreak. (TA.) Using
attracts the hearer and brings him to such a pass
2- indetermin:ly, you make it perfectly decl.,
as almost diverts him from other things; there
by

fore it is likened to

2- properly so called:

and and say, 3-, 4:5) [I came to him a little before

daybreak), agreeably with the phrase in the Kur
J%-15-N [or lanful enchant liv. 34; (S;) and in like manner, W #~ [in the
ment]. (Msb.) The saying of Mohammad men
earlier 2-1: (S, K:) you also say 5-, and
tioned above was uttered on the following
*:::, (A,) and 3-9. &: 5- and Jí ú.
occasion: Keys Ibn-'Asim El-Minkaree and Ez 2-l
it is said to be

X-: see:
X- see:- first sentence, in two places.
#: see:- ands-, in five places.
: E

&-

and

#-

:

See

X-

each in two

places.
s

p

-

*

9r food, (Mgh, Msb, TA) or

22- A meal,

[particularly] &3- [generally meaning meal of

parched barley],

that is eaten at the time called

the 's- ; (§," Mgh, Mgb, K, TA;) or a draught

of milk that is drunk at that time. (TA.) It is re
Zibrikán Ibn-Bedr and 'Amr Ibn-El-Ahtam came
J.-e U.xic [He ceased not to be nith us, or peatedly mentioned in trads.[relating to Ramadán,
to the Prophet, who asked 'Amr respecting Ez at our abode, from a little before daybreak]: and when the Muslim is required to be exact in the
Zibrikán; whereupon he spoke well of him: but J#9 2-9 &#, and 93- L*. and time of this meal], and mostly as above; but some
Ez-Zibrikán was not content with this, and said,
say that it is correctly [in these cases] with damm,
“By God, O apostle of God, he knows that I &= G', (TA) and 95-. Jºi G', [i. e. 2-, which see below,] because the bless
am more excellent than he has said; but he (A, TA,) [I met him in the earlier -;] but ing and recompense have respect to the action,
envies the place that I have in thine estimation:”
and not to the food. (TA.)
and thereupon 'Amr spoke ill of him; and then 2- L*. a phrase used by El-'Ajāj, is erro
said, “By God, I did not lie of him in the first neous: (TA) and a: * '&- 4:1 and 23-, an inf. n. [without a verb properly be
saying nor in the other; but he pleased me, and I "G- [I met him in the time a little before longing !" it, or rather a quasi-inf n., for its
spoke as pleased; then he angered me, and I daybreak of this last night]. (TA) When, by verb is 3-5], (TA,) The act of eating the meal,
spoke as angered:” then Mohammad uttered the 2- alone, you mean the 7- of the night im or food, [or drinking the draught of milk,] called
above-mentioned words. (TA.) Their meaning mediately preceding, you say, lás ū - &#
the 23- [q.v.]. (MSb, T.A.)
is, but God knows best, he praises the man, [I met him a little before daybreak this last night,
speaking truth respecting him, so as to turn the
3-, see 2-4. – Also A man having his
hearts of the hearers to him, (K,) or to what he O thou man], (§, K.) making it imperfectly decl. lungs (9-) ruptured; and so *%-3. (TA.)
because it is altered from 3-ji, (S,) or because
– And Having a complaint of thé belly, (K,
says; (TA;) and he dispraises him, speaking
truth respecting him, so as to turn their hearts it is for, −05 (TA) and it is thus determinate TA) from pain of the lungs. (TA.)- And A
also to him, (K,) or to what he says after. (TA.) by itself, (S, k) without its being prefixed to horse large in the belly, (K,) or in the -ā
./ o f

* >0

•

45

p.

s

p.

*

A’Obeyd says nearly the same. Or, as some say, another noun and without Ul: (S:) and in the

[which often means the chest]. (TA.)=[And

sayi- (TA:) and you say,
3- 4-3 c." > [Go thou on thy

An arrow wounding the lungs: so accord. to

the meaning is, that there is an eloquence that is

same sense you

sinful like, - (TA)- Also : Shill; science: Já ū
Freytag in the “Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen.”]
Mohammad said, .# 2* &: (#33 3. horse a little before daybreak this night, O youth: We-: seej", in the latter half of the para
2-l &- ū2: ! [He who learneth a process so in the TA; but in two copies of the S, for graph.
of the science of the stars (meaning astrology or 3- I findi-l : you do not make it to terminate 5- The parts, of a sheep or goat, that the
astronomy) learneth a process of enchantment], with damm, [like J: and & &c.,] because it is
# de

p

6 *

*

butcher plucks out (K, TA) and thron's anay,
forbidden to be learned, like the science of en be such, may not be used otherwise than as such: (TA) consisting of the lungs, or lights, ( 2-)
chantment, and that the learning of it is an act of (S:) and [in like manner] you say, W 5- # and the windpipe, (K, TA) and the appendages
of these. (TA.)
which may mean that the science of the stars is an adv. n. which, in a place where it is fitting to

infidelity: or it may mean that it is skill, and
science; referring to what is acquired thereof by
way of calculation; as the knowledge of eclipses
of the sun or moon, and the like. (ISd, T.A.) –
Also | Food; aliment; nutriment : so

called be:

cause its effect is subtile. (TA.)-2- 33

&:

lák ( [I met him in the earlier- of this last
night, O thou man]. (TA.) If you make -

6

* *

X-,

s

e.

•

the proper name of a man, it is perfectly decl.:
and so is the dim.; for it is not of the measure of

#: tA certain plaything of children; (A,
K,
TA;) having a string attached to it; (A;)
a noun made to deviate from its original form,
which, when extended in one direction, turns out

3-i. you say, '5'- 4-35 Li X-

[Go to be of one colour; and n:hen extended in another
thou on thy horse a very little before daybreak: direction, turns out to be %. another colour : (A,”
in two places. = Also, (S, A, so in the TA; but here again, in two copies of TA:) it is also called "X-3 and whatever re
the S, for X- I findi-l yo' do not make it to
like

means + Superabundant rain.
ja- : See

6 . .

2- : see 2-L., in two places.

(TA.)

Mgh, Mab, K, &c.) and '3-, (TA)and "3-,

sembles it is called by the former appellation: so

terminate with damm, [like U-5 &c.,] because its says Lth. (TA.)
time a little before daybreak : (S, K.) or [simply] being made of the dim. form does not bring it
! [An enchanter;] a man who practices
before daybreak : (Msb:) or the last part of the into the class of adv. ns. which may also be used
2:
as
also *:: [in an intensive sense, or
night: (Lth, Mgh ),or the last sixth of the night: as nouns absolutely, though it does bring it into
(Mgh:) the pl. of 3- (MSb) and of "X the class of nouns which are perfectly declinable. denoting habit or frequency]: pl. of the former

(MSb) and * (5-, and "#,-, (K) : The

3-0.

(TA) and of "3-, (MS) is:-1: (ME, K, (S, TA)—3- also signifies. Whitenes over 5TA:) the 2- is thus met

called because it is the spreading blackness; (K;) like:-2; except that

and

only, for

j-,

and of 7 the latter,

&*

it. has mo broken pl. (TA.) [Hence,]

time of the departure of the night and the coming the former is mostly used in relation to the time one says, 5-1- c.'s to t|She has an enchanting,
of the day; so that it is the U-à: [lit. the “time so called, of daybreak; and the latter, in relation or a fascinating, eye], and 3-3- &: [enchant
of the breathing,” by which is meant the “shining to colours, as when one says:-ij-, (TA;) ing, or fascinating, eyes]. (A, TA.) And J.;
forth,”] of the dawn: (A:) there are two times and "5- signifies the same; (TA;) i. 7.
of which each is thus called; one, which is 5-2. (K.) - And t The extremity (T, A, K)
6.- d

(specially] called U.S. 3-1, for the earlier

>

+5: 5-0.

! [A land of delusive mirage]. (A,

TA) - And t Knowing, skilful, or intelligent.

of a desert, (T,) and of the earth or a land, (A,) (S, TA.)

1318
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6 * *

.d.

*

-

-i- Fat, as a subst.: pl. J.-. (TA.) –And sing of -ā-, (Lth, TA) which signi

, of which the pl. occurs in the Kur xxvi.

-

153 and 185, means Haring - or - [i. e. An Arab of the desert said,> W. --> t;i fies The layers of fat betneen the layers [offlesh]
lungs]; (Bd, TA;) or created with 2- [or
-sl- They brought us bowls in which were of the flanks: and similar wide portions of fat
lungs]; (S;) i. e. a human being: (Bd:) or sorts offlesh-meat and offat. (IAar, K,”TA.) that are seen adhering to the skin. (Lth, K,
T.A.) – Also A rain (#4) that sn'eeps anay
diverted [from want] with food and drink : (S,"
6

•

6* @

•

•

•

*

• •

e

- -

āāa-. A piece, or portion, of fat; in a general that along which it passes: (S, O, L, TA:) in
planation in the K; which is hollon; from Fr: sense: (TA:) or the portion of fat that is upon the K, by the omission of :*, this meaning
(TA:) or enchanted time after time, so that his the back, (S, K, TA,) sticking to the skin, in the
intellect is disordered, or rendered unsound: (A, part betnceen the tryo shoulder-blades, extending is erroneously assigned to -,- : accord. to As,
TA:) and this seems to be implied by the ex

TA:) or enchanted much, so that his reason is
overcome: (Bd, Jel:) [see also *- :] or de
ceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or out
witted. (TA.)
.*- Having his lungs (2-), or his heart
*

-

d-

•

J.J. &

•

e

-

to the haunches: so says ISk: (S, TA:) or that a sharp rain, that sneeps anay everything : and
is upon the trvo sides and the bach : and it is ääe-, with G, a vehement rain, consisting of
never but from fatness: accord. to IKh, it is in large
but of little width: pls. -āt- and
&l-.drops,
(TA)
all beasts except the camel: ISd says that, accord.
•

to some, it is in the camel [also]. (TA.)- And
[the dual]

cl:-

The tro sides of the tuft of

*

* **

6

p

• *

>

* *

(45-), hit, or hurt; as also "X- [q. v.]. hair that is between the lower lip and the chin: mentioned by ISh, on the authority
(TA.) - [f Enchanted, or fascinated.] – t De
prived of his reason or intellect; corrupted or

**

–32-1 see -35-...-J.'l-S - 3-1, (K)
of Aboo

(Aboo-Sa’eed, K.) pl. Gi-. (TA) = See Aslam, (TA) and J.J.-S. -5,-], (K) thus

accord. to Sb, (TA,) A she-camel wide in the
orifices of the teats: (Aboo-Aslam, K:) or having
also:-..]—t Food Cú) marred, or spoilt, with -i-, as on the authority of the K, in much milk, the streaming of which causes a sound
to be heard. (Aboo-Málik, K,"TA.)
(K, TA,) in the making thereof. (TA.) + Herb which I do not find it in this sense.]
aaa- : see what next follows.
age marred, or spoilt. (TA.) + A place marred,
-i-. The mark, or track, of a serpent, upon

disordered [in his intellect]. (IAar, Sh.) [See

also

---. *=[Freytag makes it to be also syn.
6.-

-

6 * >

or spoilt, by much rain, or by scantiness of
herbage. (K.) The fem., with 5, accord. to Az,
signifies + Land (…) marred, or spoilt, by
superabundant rain, or by scantiness of herbage:
accord. to ISh, + land in which is little milk;
i. e. [because] without herbage: accord. to Z, [in
the A,] fland that produces no herbage. (TA.)
- And the fem., applied to a she-goat, I Having
little milk : (A, TA:) or large in her udder, but

having little milk. (Ham p. 26.)
J

• *

6 d

6- d *

d -

•

-

/

d.

,

ā-ā- (in which the c) is augmentative, TA) the ground
A man having the head shaven; (IB, K, TA;) as (TA.)

also "is- (IB, TA)- And with the article

22 - 2 -

Jä, with fet-h

•

•

I think it is the as: [or tortoise]. (TA)
6* >

J- Consumption; or ulceration of the

lungs; syn. J-. (S. K.)

-is-

0

ââa-e A thing with which flesh, or flesh-meat,
is pared. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)
* *

****

[to the 2-, or perhaps

Ul, What one has shaven off: thus it is some to the A and
Cl, A land of n:hich the herbage is
times a subst.; and sometimes, [i. e. in the former
sense,] an epithet. (IB, TA.) = Also A certain thin [or scanty]: mentioned in the K in art.
Jás-, as being [written à-l like #~.
beast, or creeping thing : (Seer, TA:) [SM says,] (TA.)

>

+-l-o: see 's-, second sentence.

(Ibn-'Abbād, K.) as also -i-j-.

* *

J2a-e A man affected with --, i.e. con
A bucket (s's) that takes, and bears sumption, or ulceration of the lungs; (S;) syn.

anay, the water that is in a well. (Seer, K.) =
.# 4-, (§, K, TA) aor.”, (K, TA) inf n. Also, applied to a she-camel, Of which the fat
-i-, (§, TA,) He pared it, or peeled it, off; has gone anay. (ISd, T.A.)- And, applied to
($, K, TA;) namely, a thing; (TA;) and [parti a sheep or goat, or to a ewe or she-goat, (#)

Js: (K)
Uža-w

cularly] the fat from the back (S, K) of the
* **
sheep or goat, (S, TA,) not of the she-camel, as is Having a portion of fat such as is termed2 aā-,

indicated by the context in the K, (TA,) by or two such portions of fat; as also "-32-1:
reason of its abundance, after which he roasted (TA:) or, so applied, ($) and applied to a she
it, (S, TA,) i. e., accord. to the S, the fat, but camel, (S, K,) and to a he-camel, (K,) having
correctly the sheep or goat: (TA:) so says ISk. abundance of -:U-, (§, K, TA,) pl. of as:
(S, TA)- And 4-, (Lth, TA) inf n, as [q. v.]; or having abundance of the fat termed
above, (Lth, K, TA,) He removed it, or stripped ai- (TA.)- Also A she-camel long in the
it off, namely, hair from skin, so that none of teats. (IDrd, K.)- And A she-camel narron,
it remained. (Lth, K, TA) - Hence, (TA,) in the orifices of the teats. (IDrd, K.)- And
*-ā- ! The camels ate what they would. A she-camel that drags her feet, or the extre
mities of her feet, upon the ground, in going
(KTA)—And 3-0
along; (K, TA;) so say some; i. e., by reason of

J.'

#" <-- + The

wind removed the clouds; (Lth, Ki), as also fatigue: a dial. var. of -53-5. (TA.)- And A

1. *: ($, Mgh, Msh, K)aor.”, (Mab, K.)
inf n. Ga-, (MSb,) He bruised, brayed, or
pounded, it; syn.

453; (Mgh, K;) namely, a

thing, (S, TA,) or medicine: (Mgh, Msb:) or
i. q. <- [app. as meaning he bruised, brayed, or
pounded, it coarsely; but see this latter verb]:

(S, K.) or it signifies [he did so in a degree] less
than what is meant by 453: (Lth, K:) or [he
pondered, or pulverized, it; i. e.] he bruised,
brayed, or pounded, it finely: or he bruised,

brayed, or pounded, it time after time. (TA.).
U.S.
*-i-, (K) aor. and

– [Hence,]

&

**-i (Z,K, TA: in the CK4#)

#

sheep, or ewe, thin in the wool of the belly. (K.) inf n. as above, (TA,) t The wind effaced the
-i-, (§, K,) inf n. as above, (TA,) He - In the K, three other meanings are erro traces of the ground, (K, TA,) and carried anay

shared his head (S, K, TA) so as to remove the neously assigned to this word; one of them the broken particles [that were upon it]: (M,
hair utterly. (TA.) – £ -i-, and āś belonging to ā-, and each of the others to TA:) or passed along as though it were bruising,
us):#5, (K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He
burned the thing, and the palm-tree &c.; (K,

TA;) in the case of the palm-tree, by kindling

-ā- (TA)

or braying, or pounding,

(3-3 ūt=) the dust :

(O, K:) or pared, or abraded, the surface of the

-i-, (ISk, $, $gh, TA) accord to the con earth by its vehement bloning; as also ūš
text in the K ---, which is wrong, in this and (q.v.). (T, A, TA)—And i-, (K, TA)

fire at the stumps of the branches, being unable
to strip them off. (Aboo-Nasr, TA.) - And the next sense, (TA,) The sound of the mill when aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) t He wore it out;
4- He (i. e. God) caused him to be affected one grinds. (ISk, S, Sgh, K.") And The sound namely, a garment. (K, TA) And 3. *ā

with -i-, i. e. consumption, or ulceration of of the streaming of milk from the udder; (O, K," cö. + The course of time rendered it (a gar

TA) as also "ii-, (K, TA)
ment) thin and worn out. (O, TA) And *i
#The
fat
called
#that
one
has
pared
5:1 + [Wear wasted it]; namely, a garment.
4 -i-. He sold the fat termed ai: ... (K.)
*= See also 1.
off.from the back of a sheep or goat. (ISk, S.) (TA)—Also He, or it, rendered it soft, or
the lungs. (TA.)
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smooth; namely, a hard thing. (K.) - And or napless, while new. (TA)- And [said of a along which it passes: (K:) or, accord. to As,
+ He destroyed it; and so Wai-l. (Har place,] It was nide, or ample. (O, K.)- See i-, with -ā, has this meaning; and the former
p. 257-8) — i.il 3- He killed the louse. also 1. – &l ga-31 The tears were shed. word signifies a vehement rain, consisting of large
(TA.)
drops, (TA in the present art.,) but of little width:
(K)- £. 3- He shared his head. (K.)
- U-23 C-all -ā- The eye spent its tears;
&- An old and worn-out garment, (S, Mgh, pls. Gil- and -ā- (TA in art. -a-..)
(K, TA;) shed them, or let them fall. (TA) O, Mgb, K,) that has become thin, (O,) and āt- [Fricatric; quae confrictu libidinem
See also 4. = Ga-", aor. * , inf n. #3-, +It threadbare; (Ham p. 591;) also used as a pre alterius explet: (Golius, from
Meyd:)] an epi
(a garment) was, or became, old, and worn out; fixed noun, (Mgh, Msb) so that you say & thet of evil import, applied to a woman: (O, K:)
J.

J

(K3) [and so, app., 3-, inf n. 3-,

accord.

to a usage of this noun, in the Deewan el
Hudhaleeyeen, mentioned by Freytag, and agree

pl. +G+: of such it is said that they are cursed
[an old by God. (Mgh.)

-: [meaning as above], (Mgh,) and s: &- [an
*],

a×e &and n:orn-out turban]: (Mgh, Msb:) and one

old and morn-out

and

o

d

-

s

-

•

6 @

p

J-U- : see J.---You say also J-L. G-,
ably with the phrase 3-, -33, mentioned below;]
says 3- *ś, [using it as an epithet,] (O, TA,) meaning Great distance or remotenes. (TA.)
as also "J-1, (Yaakoob, S, Msb, K.) inf. n.
and '3- #, (Harp. 258, [but for this I 3-5-3 See 3,-,
places.

5- (Mob)= 3-, (S, Msh, K) aor. *;

in two
have found no other authority, and it may be a
* * of
mistranscription,]) and '3- *:: likewise
c5-l: see &--(Also Bald: of the
K) [and app. 3- also]; It (a thing, S, or a signifies an old and worn-out garment: (TA:)
dial. of El-Yemen. (Freytag, from IDrd.)]
place, Msb) was, or became, distant, or remote;
(S, Msb, K.) aS also ga-), and * G-: ga- applied to a garment is an inf. n. used as a
3- An instrument with which one bruises,
subst.: (O, TA:) the pl. is à-. (TA.) Hence
(TA.) (5- and G-: are both syn. with A*.
brays,
or pounds: &c.: (*: &- :) [see 1, first
(S, K.) One says, 4 ti: , ($, MSb) a form of one says -** 3-, meaning tA [bad] dirhem sentence.] (TA.)
imprecation, (Msb,) meaning May God alienate [or] such as is termed -āj (Mgh)–Also A
2 * **
pastor's bag (-i >): so in a verse cited voce
*
*
him, or estrange him, from good, or prosperity /
ex-": see e---.
or curse him i. e. may he not be pitied with +. ($ in art. -āj-.)- And t Thin clouds:
and

3-,

flor".

# (K ;) inf. n. &- (S,

Mgb,"

-

s

• DJ,

-

e-i, see. #: - Also Wide, or ample.
respect to that which has befallen him ! like (K:) likened to an old and worn-out garment.
a; 1: the most approved way is to put the (TA.) - And The mark, or scar, of a gall, or (TA)- G- &” Tears pouring forth; syn.
noun thus in the accus. case as an inf. n.; but the sore, on the back of a camel, when it has healed,

&: (Lth, Az, TA) in the K, &: (TA)

tribe of Temeem say, 4. £, and 3-. (TA in and th: place thereof has become white : (TA:)
pl. G--, which is extr.,
art. *)—#1 <-i- The palm-tree became [like Gl- and G-.]
of -8.2. (TA)
tall: (K:) or tall with smoothness [of its trunk].
3-. see the next preceding paragraph.
*

(TA)=#31 -i-, [inf n. 4-, The beast

(Ki) like:-1:, pl.

- d. J.

-

6- d

-

-

ran vehemently: or ran a pace above that termed [ää- Baldness: of the dial. of El-Yemen.
J: and below that termed *. (K, TA,) (Freytag, from IDrd.)]

agreeably

with what is said in

g-Ji in the S: o:

below

explanation

J

1. 4-, aor”, (K) inf n. J-, (S, TA)

of

J.- Talli applied to a palm-tree;
that termed 2-aa- and

(S, Msb, He pared it; peeled it; or stripped off, scraped

K;) as also J2-- ; (S;) and to a he-ass and off, rubbed off, abraded, or othernise removed,
to a she-ass; (S, K;) and by some, metaphori its outer covering or integument, or superficial
3. U-3 ā-u. [meaning : The mutual act, of cally, to a woman; (TA;) and W 3-5- signifies part: or he pared, peeled, or stripped, it off:
Twomen, indicated by the epithet asta- (q.v.), as th: same, (K,) applied to a man; (TA;) and (S, K, TA:) this is the primary signification:
($:)(*~5
and he<i><s,
filed it. i.e.
(TA.)
said inherself
a trad.,
also V 3-til is post-classical: (T,TA:) such
AndItsheis betook
to

above that termed
** -

/

&- (TA.)

> *

-

J.

g: * 3-3- long in respect of the legs: |:

it is said to be. (Mgh.)

(IB :) or 3,- applied to a palm-tree signifies paring off from it the flesh that was upon

4. aa-1: see 1.-Said of God, (S, TA) tall so that its fruit is far above the gatherer; it for him: or, as some relate it, ū-3, which
He removed him far anay, or alienated him, or As says, I know not whether that be with a means the same. (TA)- [Hence,] J-5 £
• of
estranged him, in a. general sense, or from good, bending: or, accord. to Sh, so applied, smooth
Jay)
f The winds strip off n hat is upon the
or prosperity; syn. *.xxii; ($, O, K, TA; [accord. and tall, having no stumps of the branches re
earth,
(K,
TA,) or the surface of the earth.
maining [upon the trunk]; and to such the neck
to the CK

ai-ji, which is wrong;]) as also

(TA: and the like is said in the S.)- And
**i-, or, from his mercy. (TA)= G-l of a horse is likened by a poet: and applied to a *:: * ~, (S. K.) inf n, as above, (TA)
as intrans.: see 1, in two places. - Also, [in the he-ass and t? a she-ass, tall, and advanced fin age: f He struck him a hundred lashes, or strokes of

(TAI) pl. 3-, (S, O, Mgb) like J., (M'.)

CK, erroneously, Ga-jl,] said of a camel's foot,
a whip, (S, K, TA,) and pared off his skin, (TA,)
It was, or became, smooth, with a degree of hard or G-l. (So in the K.) One says also a 's or as though he pared off his skin. (S.) - And
ness; syn. &. (ISk, §, O, K.)–And said of ga--, meaning A garden of tall palm-trees. (TA.) &% J- + Such a one reviled [another], and
an udder, It lost its milk, and became wasted, and
blamed [him: like as you say, cuiu 5:5]. (K.
6 J,

clave to the belly: (ISk, S, O, K:) or it dried
up : (A5, TA:) or it

went anay:

and wasted.

d.

&- Bruised, brayed, or pounded: (Mgh:)

[&c.: (see 1, first sentence:)] i q. " J.-:

6

-

©

-

-

-

[See U-2 as meaning “a tongue.”]) One says,

(A’Obeyd, TA.)- And 3.01 -à-l The bucket (O:) applied to musk; (Mgh, O';) and to saffron. 3,4- J.C. 34% + He found the people re
(Mgh in art. U-23.) - And Distant; remote; viling him, (K, TA,) and blaming him, and
became empty of what was in it. (TA.)
(S, Mgb, K;) applied to a thing, (S,) or to a speaking evil of him behind his back, Ol' in his
6. J-5 The act of rubbing together. (KL.)
place; (Msh, K) as also * 3-i, (IB, TA) absen', 9t othernise. (TA) - *-s:/l <-la
See also 3.

and * G-U in the same sense, applied to a place, i. q. 4:i- [I bruised, brayed, or pounded, the
7. Ga-51 [It was, or became, bruised, brayed, is allowed in poetry. (TA.) One says, +3 & thing: or pulverized it: &c.]. ($)-J

or pounded: &c. :] quasi-pass. of ai- as expl.
in the first sentence of this art. (S, O, K.)
Said of a garment, It was, or became, [norn out;

or thin and worn out; (see 1;) or] threadbare,

3- [app. meaning Verily
distant or remotel. (TA.)

he, or it, is very

3.5

He washed the clothes, [beating them in

doing so, and removed [or rubbedAff].from them
the soils. (TA.) --~All-N1 - I made the

#- A great rain that sn'eeps anay that

pieces of money smooth. (S.) Accord. to ISk,

[Book I.
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I poured out, or forth, the pieces of money; as pieces of money became smooth. (S.) = It à-la- Jú Certain garments, or pieces of
though I rubbed them, one against another. (S.) poured out, or furth# or became poured out, or cloth, (§, Mgh, Mab, K, TA) of cotton, ($, TA,)

[or]>5: J~, aor. as above, (K,) and so the
inf n., (TA,) i. q. t£33:1 [which signifies He
picked the pieces of money, separating the good

forth. (TA.)- asūl -la-51 t The she-camel white, (Mgh, TA,) so called in relation to
nvas, or became, quick, or snift, in her going, or J,-, (§, Mgh, Msb) a place, (S,K) or town,

pace. (As, TA) ->}st J-1 : He (an (Mgh, M5b,) of El-Yemen, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.)
orator, S, TA) ran on with speech: ($, K, TA:) where they are woven, (K,) or whence they are

from the bad; or examined them to do so and or nas fluent, and diffuse, or nithout pause, or brought: (Mgb:) some say #,-, with damm;
also he received the pieces of money]. (K.) And hesitation, therein. (TA.)
(Mgh, MSb, TA;) so say Az and El-Kutabee,

--> ău. #~ I paid

him a

hundred dirhem,

(Mgh;) are n from J,-, pl. of J-, (Mgh,

J- A white garment or piece of cloth: Mşb,”TA,) meaning “a white garment or piece
in ready money. (S.) [Or] > #122% J
(Msb:)
or a nihite, thin garment or piece of
He paid the creditor a hundred dirfiems in ready
of cloth (Mgh, TA) of cotton;” (TA;) but this
cloth:
(TA:)
or a white garment or piece of
money. (K)=-35 J-, (K) aor, and infn.
cloth, of cotton, (S.K.) of tho', of El-Yemen : is [said to be] a mistake; (Msb;) or it is allow
able because Js: sometimes occurs as the
as above, (TA,) He wove the garment, or piece
(S:) pl. [of mult..] U2-, and Ja- (S, Msb, K) measure of a sing., to which
this pl. is likened;
of cloth, of spun thread not formed of tro twists:
(K) or he wove it without having twisted its and [of pauc.] J-i. (K. [See also *: as is said in the O: (TA:) or the former appella
warp [i.e. without having made its warp to con à-la-', below.])- And A garment, or piece of tion is applied, as some say, to garments, or
sist of threads of two twists]. (TA) - And cloth, of which the spun thread is not composed of pieces of cloth, beaten and nashed and n:hitened;
so called in relation to J.- meaning “one

who

J:1 &i- I formed the rope of a single two twists; as also "J.-: (Ki) or, as some

twist; (S, TA;) and accord. to some, one says say, the latter is not applied to a garment, or beats and washes and whitens clothes.” (TA.)
also V #-i, but the former is the chaste £x piece of cloth; but to thread, in a sense expl.
J-- ! A shore of a sea or great river (S,
pression. (TA.) [Hence,] 9% #:** <!- is below: (TA:) or, accord. to Aboo-Nasr, it (the
latter) is applied also to a garment, or piece of Mil, K, TA) [and] of a river (#) like :
said of one whose strength has become weakened; cloth, of which the spun thread is a single yarn: (Mgh in art. Ja-;) [generally, a sea-shore, sea
meaning t His well-tivisted rope, or rope of two the >. is that of which the spun thread is coast, or seaboard;] and a tract of cultivated
tnists, has become a rope of g single tryist. (TA.) twisted of two yarns: and the -č. is that of land, with tonns or villages, adjacent to a sea or
–54 all J-, inf n. J-, He performed the which the warp and the woof are each of two great river: (K:) a reversed word, (IDrd, S, K.)

reading,

or recitation, in consecutive portions,

continuously: and some relate it with & [i. e.

yarns. (S, TA)—Also, (K) or "J-, (S)

by rule

J.-, (IDrd, K,) of the measure Jets

in the sense of the measure

J*, (TA,) because

or both, (TA,) A rope that is of a single strand;

J-1: J- is syn. with 3-, signifying the (K, TA;) or the latter, a rope that is tristed of the water abrades it, (IDrd, S, K, TA,) or comes
upon it: (TA :) or [it is a possessive epithet, like
making [a thing] to be consecutive in # parts, one twist, like as the tailor twists his thread: the
or portions. (TA)-\,: J- *-* <-jū >: is that which is composed of two twists U-') and "U,] meaning having abrading nater
! The sky continued pouring forth water that twisted together into one: (Aboo-Nasr, S, TA:) (£ & J- 55) when the tide flows and ebbs
night: (As, S, TA:) inf n. as above. (TA.)– such a rope is also termed 'J,-, but not and so sweeps away what is upon it. (K.) And
And &l <--. (K.) aor, as above, (TA,) "J-3, for the sake of [analogy to]>: (S, The side (-á-) of a valley. (Kin art. -ā-..)
inf n. J- and J.-, # The eye wept; (K;) TA;) or the latter epithet is sometimes applied to Pl, J-b-. (Msb.)
(S,

it: ($, TA: [see also J-2 :]) "J- likewise

K) and *, (K) inf n. Je- and Uta-", (S,"K,
[the latter inf n. erroneously written in the CK
Ju-,]) He (an ass) made a rolling sound in

signifies thread not twisted; (Aboo-Nasr, S, TA;)

poured forth tears.

(TA)=J-7, sor: -

as a subst. [properly so termed]. (TA.)

his chest; whence the ass of the desert is called
* Ja-2: (S: [see also J- below:]) he (a
6 -

in plain, or soft, tracts: (AHn, TA:) its twigs
are used for cleaning the teeth: (AHn, K, TA:)

d.

mule, K,

J- see J.-.

and an ass, TA) brayed. (K, TA)

J- see J-.

3. Ll-U, (S,R) infn. ii-4,(TA): They

s

-

J.- hence,
One nhoaccord.
beats
tooh, (S,) or came, (K) to the J-U- [or shore, clothes:
&c., of the sea]. (S, K, T.A.) Hence, in a trad.
respecting

Bedr,

*: J-U-3

the caravan to the

(TA.) =

J- and à-l., JHe
tends, disputes, or litigates, with him. (TA)

<!-- 34, inf

n.

and Imra-el-Keys likens the fingers of a woman

to tooth-sticks (*st.) thereof (8, TA. (See
EM p. 30.]) It is [said to be] a word that has no
parallel
in form except **! and *! andź.
and
washes and whitens
to some,
: and 3:1. (TA.)
#5
•

J.

And he brought [q.v.]. (TA.)

J-U- of the sea.

J-l A kind of trees, (AHn, S.K.) resembling

or spun thread not composed of tro trvists. (TA.) the [species of tamarish called] Ji, and growing
= Also Ready money : (S, TA:) an inf n, used in the places where the [trees called] 9% grow,

J.- :

con
W

See

J~, in three places. = Also, and

J-Ci
tioned)

[a pl. of which the sing is not men

Water-courses, or places in which water

J.-, [both mentioned above as inf ns., (see 1, flows. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

-

last sentence,)] The rolling sound in the chest of J~: See J-.
the
ass: (S, K:) or the former, [and probably the
4. 353 J-31 + He found the people reviling
J~ An implement for cutting, hening, or
latter also,] the most vehement braying of the
such a one, (K, TA,) and blaming him, and wild ass. (TA.)
paring, (Lth, K, TA,) of wood. (Lth, TA.) –
speaking evil of him behind his back, or in his
A file. (S, K.) - [Hence,] + The tongue, in an
ā- Filings of gold and of silver (S, K) and absolute sense: (K, TA:) [see 3: or as being
absence, or othernise. (TA.) = See also 1, in
the latter half of the paragraph.

the like, (S,) or of anything. (TA.) - The an instrument of reviling,] from

J-

“he re

husks of wheat and of barley and the like (K,
7. U-51 It became pared, or peeled; or had TA) when stripped off therefrom, and so of other viled.” (TA.) J explains J~ as meaning
its outer covering or integument, or its superficial grains, as rice and [the species of millet called]

<h<! &till, (K, TA) and MF defends this

of the surface of the earth [as meaning + It was - And [hence,] f The refuse, or lonest or basest

tongue that does not prepare itself for speech;

part, stripped off, scraped off, rubbed off, abraded, c-s: accord. to Az, the particles that fall off as meaning The tongue that speaks well: (TA:)
or othernise removed : or it became pared, peeled, of rice and of millet (#) in the process of bruis [and, it is said in the Ham p. 683 to signify
or stripped, off. (K.) It is said, in this sense, ing, or braying, or pounding, like bran. (TA.) A\su Usive S usûl el-ul, app. meaning the
stripped of n hat was upon it by the wind: see 1, or meanest sort, of a people or party of men. i. e. the ready tongue:] but [F says that] the
third sentence]. (TA.) –29." <-la-il The (IgAr, K, T.A.)
right reading is +-13 & #1 (K) [i.e.]
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J- also signifies i. i. **

+ [A speaker, the [or his] affair, and strove, or exerted himself and larger. (TA.) = Also Iron: (IAar, K.)
an orator, or apreacher; or a goodspeaker &c.]: therein : (O, TA:) [for] J- signifies also n. un, with 3; meaning a lump, or piece, of iron.
and an eloquent -'la-; (K, TA;) one who + decisive resolution or determination. (O, K, TA.) (IAar, T.A.)

stops short. in his speech ; And t He went on with energy in his discourse, X- [a pl. of which the sing is not mentioned,]
excelling such as is termed Ciaz. (TA.) – sermon, speech, oration, or harangue : (S, TA:) The blacksmith's hammers. (IAar, K.)
and so in his poetry. (A, TA.)- Also, [from
+ One who is skilled in the reading, or reciting,
the same word as meaning the “bridle,” or
ão-- Blackness; (S, Msb, K;) as also "...-,
scarcely, or never,

© e o

p

of the Kur-án: (K:) from J- meaning the “headstall &c.,”] | The side of the beard : [like [mentioned above as inf. n. of ~,] and "X- 5
“making” [a thing] “to be consecutive in its as it is called J'ée because it is in the place
parts, or portions;” and the “pouring forth” corresponding to that of the 25s of a horse or (K) like[: and]: (TA in art-->)
[water &c.]. (TA)- A copious rain : (K:) the like: (-jū- in the CK is a mistake for a blackness like the colour of the cron, to which
from J- meaning the act of “pouring forth.”
the epithet '..." is applied. (Lth, TA)

<-- )] or the loner part of each lie [or side
(TA)- A water-spout (-5-) of which the of
& S the beard], to the fore part of the beard; both
30, app. meaning, that pours forth its water together being called cº- (K, TA: [J:

>- :

see the next preceding paragraph.

water is not to be nithstood [so Í render

with such violence that no obstruction will resist

in the CK is a mistake for

Já'í)

6 d=

p.

Loe- : see the next following paragraph.

or the place

<-i Blacki (S.M., K.) like ~# (TA

it]. (O, K.)- The mouth of a 33% [or leathern of the lie: (Az, TA:) or the temple; c5
water-bag]. (O, K.)- A brish, lively, sprightly, meaning the two temples: (TA:) and (K) the
or active, waterer, or cup-bearer. (O, K.)– Jæ,' [or side of the cheek] of a man. (Ibn
Extreme (#3) in bounty, or munificence...(O,
'Abbād, O, K.) One says, 4- *, meaning
K.) – A courageous man, who acts, (J., SO ! The side of his beard became white, or hoary.

in art. Los - ;) applied to the crow; see i:

(Lth, TA:) fem. K-5 (Mab, TA3) applied to
a plant of that colour; (ISk, TA;) and parti
cularly to the

&: when it is of that colour, and

thus applied as an intensive epithet; and to a

in the M and K, TA,) or charges, or makes an (TA.) = A clean (O, K, TA) thin (TA) gar woman in the same sense: (TA:) and 7 &

assault or attack, (J-4, so in the O, TA,) ment, or piece of cloth, of cotton. (O, K, TA.
signifies anything black (ISd, K) accord. to some;
alone, or by himself. (M, O, K.)- The flogger [See also J-J)–4 rope, (K) or string, or but this is a mistake, £r it is only2-1. (ISd,
who inflicts the castigations appointed by the thread, (M, TA,) that is tryisted alone: (K:) if
lan (O, K) before, or in the presence of the with another, [i. e. with another strand,] it is TA.)-[Hence,]X-9. is the name of A cer
Sultán. (O.) = I. q. A... [as meaning The termed>:, andjú. (TA. [See, again, J-J) tain idol,(K,TA,) which was black. (TA.)-And
bridle, or headstall and reins with the bit and - A sieve. (O, K.) =The nild ass: (S, TA:) The night. (TA) - [Hence likewise,] X
other appertenances]; as also "
(K;) like [because of his braying:] see 1, last sentence: an signifies also Clouds (~~); (§, K.) or, as
epithet in which the quality of a subst. predomi some say, black clouds: and ā- signifies a
as you say
and 5us,

J.-:
and #2 and #1;

3:
its .#

nates. (TA.) - A brisk, lively, sprightly, or black cloud. (TA.) - Also Blood into n'hich

(K;) which is the piece of active, ass. (O.)- A lon, vile, mean, or sordid,
iron that stands up in the mouth [from the man. (O, TA.) - A devil. (O, TA.) - The
middle of the bit-mouth]; as IDrd says in the name of The axia (S, O) or [ familiar]jinnee or
“Book of the Saddle and Bridle:” (TA:) and genie (K) of [the poet] El-Aasha. (S, O, K.
tno rings, (K,TA,) one of which is inserted into [In the K it is implied that it is with the article
the other, (TA,) at the two extremities of the Ul: but accord. to the S and O and TA, it is
(TA:) or

L. : of the bridle, (K, TA) which is [generally
applied to the bit-mouth, but is here said by SM
to be] the piece of iron that is beneath the loner

6

J

extremities of the es: [or bit-mouth] of the bridle,
inserted into the other [so that

they occupy the place of our curb-chain]: (S:)

cheeks] ofthe bridle: (TA) the J- is beneath
the part in which is the bridle, and upon it

flow

_0^

2. **

b:-

-3

•4

w-52 (5.5
*** *

3 *-

*

& •

-

.*

**
cl.* Us',

*

• *

•

[Two foster-brothers by the sucking of the breast
of one mother snore together, by dark blood into
which they dipped their hands, that you, or they,

i.e. a tribe (a1-5) or a company of men (asū-),
for, without the context, the meaning is doubtful,
should not ever become separated]: or it has here
one, or another, of three meanings here follow
ing. (S.)- The womb. (S.)- The nipple of a
woman's breast: (K:) or the blackness of the
nipple of a woman's breast. (S.) - A skin such
its blackness: and "X- also signifies a 3.

(TA)- Also A horn: (§, K.) thus in the say

They blackened his face; syn.
ing of Zuheyr,
*:- ; as also *:-. (A, TA.)

.#)

6 *

J-

-- - -

1.2-, aor. *, inf. "...-: and 2-, He, as is termed 3, for wine: ($, K:) because of
or it, was, or became, black. (Mgb.)

the foam and blood of the horse. (Az, TA voce
4. £1 - The sly poured forth its
&#. [See alsoxia- and
One says of a
water:
(K:) mentioned as on the authority of
horse when exerting himself, and being quick, in
IAar:
but
it has been mentioned before, on his
his going, and thrusting forward therein his head,
authority, as with &: (TA.)
4- <-é, [He bore upon his bridle, &c.].
6- d (O, TA) And hence, (TA,) this phrase means _*- : see Asa-.. = A sort of tree; ($, K;)
[also] + He (a man, TA) folloned his error, not like "#:- ($) the latter also signifies a sort

desisting from it: (K, TA:)

of El-Aasha,

& e.

bridle

they are [also said to be] the cl:- [lit: two

or others: said to have this meaning in the saying

#1-4 ball of nun thread. (AA, TA).

93-

one of which is

another; (K;) or blood into which the hand is
dipped on the occasion of snearing with another

*

without Ul.])

3-2 [Pared, peeled, &c.; see 1. - And
hence,
because abraded by the feet of men and
is a piece of iron which is beneath the lower jan;
beasts,] A. road. (TA in art. & ) - And An
and the U-5 is the piece of iron that stands up in even, wide place. (O, K.)= See also J-. E.
the as:#; and the a: is the piece of iron that As an epithet applied to a man, Small and con
lies crosswise in the mouth, and the pl. is Jet- : temptible. (O, K.)- And the name of A camel
(TA:) or the
are trvo rings at the tro belonging to [the poet] El-'Ajjāj. (O, K.)

lip : or, accord. to IDrd, the J- of the

are dipped the hands of persons snearing, one to

* @
*

**

**

33--> --"

***

**

***

-- ",

*

[And the frequent repelling of her, or them, from
him with a horn; so that 2554 is merely an ex
plicative adjunct, for it also means a horn, or it

*

may be rendered here an instrument for repel

ling]: ($,” TA:) or Lea-l is here an epithet,
and] the meaning is, with a black horn. (TA.)
of
tree;
(K:)
the
former
is
said
by
ISk
to
be
a
signifying

terror: (#) and [in like manner] es' &al. certain plant: and by AHn, to be a plant that Another poet uses the phrase cis- *
gron's like the &: and c'> and <<, except
[so in the TA, app, a mistranscription for +35.]
a:').3
Ja- (TA.)
means Also,
t He hastened,
in his error.
the formerand
of strove
these
i.e.,
*ā,
with a pair of
that it is taller; the a-- [i.e. the single plant horns;[reading
using the
fem,Sheasrepels]
meaning
•

dee

two phrases, t He resolved, or determined, upon of this species] being sometimes as tall as a man,
Bk. I.
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c:- c:*: [with two
black horns]. (IAir, TA)—The fm, #:

as though he said

of the face; and is sometimes pronounced V i:
and is also called the "4:... (L.)

also signifies The * [here meaning anus]: (K:)
because of its colour. (TA) - For another sig
nification of the fem., see-sa-l.
6

* *

@

*

[Book I.

Usa
w;
*

32°
4×a- :

see e

CU.s.l. Of the colour termed £i [here app.
ā- and #~: see #-,
meaning tanniness] in an intense degree. (TA.) four places.

TA.
the former in

A.

&-l

3- A horse goodly

in condition; as in the

[See 5*-, second sentence.]) - (

*śl,(#) first pers:- and <-, (S)

aor. 3- and -se-4, (TA) JHe bound the
writing (S,K) with a 5a-2 (K) or with the

4- (q.v.]; ($) and so **u-, (K) inf n.

saying, t- J%l ā- [The horse came goodly ā-ā; (TA) and **-15 (K.) as in the
in condition]: fem. with 3: (L, K.) you say M. (TA)

cous-l]. (M., T.A.)
* *

-

.

•**

s

super

Júl He took a little from the paper (#:

*

ā- : see 4'-3", in two places.

- Also A sort of tree.
K.) A poet uses
the phrase --9 3-9. [The black, or dark,

I scraped off, or othernise removed, the
Jicial part of the paper. (S.) [And] 3

see what next precedes.

•

6.-->

(K.) --~" +3-, and #~, alor. J-i,

* *

see_s=-1, first sentence.
:

Už,

#~

copies,])

(L) or *ā-, (S, [so in my
a mare goodly in condition and in as

4. U-1 He (a man S) had many *~ [pl.

pect, (L.) or goodly in aspect. (S.)

Ua-'

2 : see the next preceding sentence.

of #~, (q.v.) n, un, off-l. (S,K)=See
*, (K,) inf n. 3-,
Ja-e An instrument with which wood is also 1, last sentence.
(L) He broke a stone. (S, L, K.) And He rubbed so as to make it smooth without taking
crushed, bruised, brayed, or pounded, a thing.
7. L-5. It was, or became, pared; or pared
anything from it. (L.)
off (TA.)
(L)–Also He rubbed [in the CK 43 is erro
neously put for 303] a piece of wood so as to #~ A. thing with Twhich stones are broken.
8: see 1, in two places.
make it smooth, (L, K,) with an instrument called (S, L, K.) I. q. 3%).2 [i. e. A stone such as fills
c-, without taking anything from it. (L.) the hand: or a stone nith n'hich, or on which, one U- : see the next paragraph, in two places.
1.

3-, (S, L, K.)

6

*

@

aOI".

*

*

•

brays, or ponders, perfumes or other things].
it. The * [or covering, integument, peel,
(L, K. [In the CK,
is erroneously put or the like,] of anything: pl. [or rather coll.
signifies also The meeting [another] face to face. for # all or its var. #5 all.]) A thing with
(L, K) – And you say, a -, (L) int". which gold is rubbed so that it becomes smooth gen, n.] "u-. ($) See also #~. =A cer.
# -t-. (S, L, K,) I mixed with thee in familiar, and glistening. (Skr pp. 154 and 155.) And its tain thorny tree; (K, TA;) the fruit thereof is
or social, intercourse: (L.) and did so in a good pl. &-u- is said to signify Stones with which white: it is a herb in the spring-season, as long
as it remains green: when it dries up in the hot
manner. (S. L.K.) And £14-1. He joined, are crushed, or brayed, the stones of [i. e. con season,
it is a tree. (TA.) = A bat: (ISh, S,
*

* *

3. Júl c- see 5-The inf n. *-ū:

#):

or took part, with him in the thing. (L.)

taining] silver. (Skr, L.) And Mill-stones with K.).pl. *u-; (Ki) or (rather]...it is the n un,
5. Júl c-J He looked at the #~ [or which one grinds. (Skr.) And Thin stones with of a-, which is syn. with Ustas [used as a
aspect &c.] of the UU• [i.e. cattle, or other pro which iron is made thin, (L," K, [in the former gen, n.]: (ISh, S.) and *- is a dial var. of
perty]; as also
(L, K.) You say, of which c: is erroneously put for &#) U-used in this sense, accord. to Az. (TA.) =
ā-- a-- 3:# Júl &# [I looked at like [as is done with] the Ú-o. (L.) And Stones I q. i-l. [i. e. The court, or open area, of a
the aspect of the cattle, or other property, and of [i.e. containing] gold and silver: (Skr, K.) house]: (§, K.) formed from the latter word by
so says Ibn-Habeeb, (Skr.)
san, the aspect thereof to be goodly]. ($, L.)
transposition: (TA :) one says, J- a; S

**-t-.

6**

3-

A numerous congregation: so in the
phrase c- A: [A day of a numerous congre

* *

* **

ā-e J-45:

[I will assuredly not see thee in my

arter, or tract, and my court]. (S.) And I. q.
i-d [A side, region, quarter, or tract, &c.], (K.)

gation]. (K.)
-

J-3

see 3-4.
3- and Us

ā-:

&- Quarter, shelter, or protection; syn.:*:
d

*

* ,

#~, in

two places. = Also A

certain plant, (S, K,) having thorns, (K,) and

and £-, (S) aor. --, (S, Mih, K) and

having a blossom of a red hue inclining to white

so in the saying, 22- ... ** [He is in his
quarter or shelter or protection]. (K.)

See

1. 3:1 -, (K) first pers. 3- (S.M.)

L-3, and J-4, (S.K.) inf n. 3- (Mob, ness, called the 4× [app. a mistranscription for
ā-, and "ā-, (L, K.) or the latter, and,
: (TA:) the bees feed upon it, (S, K,) and
TA) and U-,(K.T.A.) He scraped off, (S,K.) as:
as sometimes pronounced, #-, (S) and "ā or
their
honey
in consequence thereof becomes sneet
cleared anay, (Mgb, K.) [the clay, soil, or
and "ā-, (§, L, K) pronounced ā- by Fr,
(S,
K*)
in
the
utmost degree. (K.) = See also
the only person heard by A’Obeyd to pronounce mud,] J-5), * 3: [from the surface of the it-.
6* @

-

** >

*

it thus, and said by Ibn-Keysān to be thus pro
nounced because of the faucial letter, (S, L,) but

earth], (S, Msb) with the st- [q.v.). (Mob)
—£" ū- He cleared, or 'swept,

anay the

iā-, of a writing, (S, K, TA, [in the CK

*ā- is better, (L,) Aspect, appearance, or live, or burning, coals: (K:) ISd says, I think and in my MS. copy of the K, written, *A-,])
external state or condition: (S, L, K:) and simply that Lh has mentioned this; but the verb well and "ā-, (TA) or [rather] the former is the
state, or condition: (L:) and colour: and soft knowninthis sense is with & (TA (See t-J) n: un of the latter, (S,) A certain thing with
ness, or smoothness, of the external skin: and
which a writing is bound; (S, K, TA;) called in
i. q. i: [as meaning softness, or delicateness: in
scraped, or pared, off the fat from the skin, or Pers. 40 ×, (PS) or 46 &; (Adillet el
the CK,
is erroneously put for #1). hide. (TA.) It is said in a trad., as some relate Asmā of Meyd, cited by Golius;) and in Turkish
ast; (Mirkâtel-Loghah, cited by the same;)
(L.K.) You say, £1 &-- 4:1 (L) and it, (at-3 <-las-5, or, as others relate it, ū-3, [a sealed
strip of paper with which a letter, or
*:::1 (S, L) [Verily he is goodly in aspect, both meaning the same, i.e. And she betook her

-** *** - it n :- He

£i

•

6 •

*

* * * *

&c.], and "...#~ 3--> āşş (These are a self to paring, or stripping, off from it the flesh

&

the like, is bound:] the letter of a kádee to an

people, or party, whose aspect, &c., is goodly]. that was upon it. (TA in art. U--.) And other kádee is perforated for the 54-, and is
(S, L.) And ā- is also expl. as signifying >ill "cs-l signifies He pared, or stripped, then sealed [upon this strip:] (Mgh in art.-j4. :)
*

The beauty of the hair, and of the complexion,

@ -

pl. #~i. (S.) [The same seems to be meant
off
the
flesh.
(TA)-2-1.",
(K),
aor.
3-2 and Use-', inf. n. [app. 3- andles-, by what here follows:] -už iā-, (K, TA,)

and of the external skin, of a man. (L.) And it
occurs in a trad, as meaning The external skin (TA,) He shaved off the hair; as also Wal-l. with *, (TA)and W 35-4,(K,TA) with 5 [and.],
**

*
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and ':-. (S. K.) One says, --> āş,

*-w

(TA) or " £-, (so in the CK) or this last

*

*

6

also, like sua-, is a dial var. of the first, (TA)

-- [infn of ~1 it. --> [inf n.
and "44-, (K, TA, [in the CK written with of J-2), (A, K,) signifying The raising a loud

fet-h to the U-, but it is]) like *, with us,
(TA,) What is taken from paper; (K;) the
small portion [or strip, app.,] that is taken from
paper : (TA:) pl. #~ [as above]. (K.)
Also, (S, M,) or "àt-, (K,) A portion (K)
of cloud. (S, K.) One says, ià- #: es' ū.
**

d

>

(Lh,S) or +, ++, (TA) This is vehement,

1.

or intense, heat; a phrase well known in the
language of the Arabs, who use certain Pers., or

cry, or a clamour : (TA:) or it [is used as a foreign, words, as, for instance, J-34 for
subst, and] signifies a confusion of sounds.
(Mgh, MF, TA.) The substitution of J" for Je (Lh, S, TA. [See also : ..]) And
is allowable in every word containing

C#
"<- Yehement swearing. ($) And "44

&: [for

*

instance,] in a trad. [cited voce

c:

+. q. V., as

"<- A vehement lie: and a pure, or an
unmixed, lie. (TA)- Also, from the Pers.,
Anything hard and thin or fine. (TA.)

some relate it], the hypocrites are described as

*- &: [Ther: i. not in the sky a portion of * + J: - (TA)
cloud]. (#) +*-" [in the CK 34ta-Jil also
*- A necklace (335s) made of [the com

©

•

**- :

*- : see the preceding paragraph:- and

position termed] 4. and of other things, without
that here following.
ing The meninac; for SM adds,] in which is the any jenels: (S:) or a 3355 of cloves and 3. and

signifies -9L-1 [q. v.],(K,TA)[app.here mean

6
•

brain; (TA;) as also "il-A, with kesr [to -i-. [Q. v.], without jewels, (A, K, TA) and

*

<- see the first paragraph, in three

nithout pearls: and likewise, of gold: and of

places:- Also Dust rising very high: (S. K.)

silver: or, accord. to Az, it is, with the Arabs,
#-, (K, TA) [in the CK #1-3, but it is] any 335's, whether with jervels or without:
with kest, (TA,) Anything that is pared, or
accord. to IAth, a string on which are strung

and ':- likewise signifies [the same, or]
dust rising high; (TA in *rt. --~ ;) as also

the U-]. (K.)

*

peeled, from a thing. (K, TA.) - See also beads, worn by boys and by girls: (TA:) it is
#-, in three places. = Also The art, or craft, thus called because of the sound of its beads when
of making the kind of implement called st-: in motion: (MF, TA:) pl. --. (§, K.)
(K, TA:) in this sense, likewise, with kesr, [Hence] one says, --" <2% *:::: [I have
agreeably with analogy.

(TA.)

#: A maker of the kind of implement called
st-2 (T. K.)

found thee to be the inheritor of the -t-],

--~ : (TA in that art. :) and the first (<----[and app. the others also]), fine dust. (TA in the
present art.) And Anything fine; as, for instance,
flour, or meal. (AA, TA.) Fine &* [or meal

meaning, 1 like the boy that has no knowledge.

of parched barley, &c.]: (A5, TA:) or G25- that

(A, TA.)

is not moistened with any seasoning, or savoury
admixture: (S:) or G25- having little grease or
gay [mired nith it]; as also <- and

-

4's

g", applied to a [lizard of the species called] 2:- A certain hind of trees, (S, K,) the heads
<, That feeds upon the plant called *-.

<=# and -** and <-->4; (K in that
art, 3) said to be arabicized words from the Pers.

<>. (K and TA in the present art. and in

(S.) of which, when it grows tall, bend and hang art. --~.) And Fine &#- [or white flour].
don'n; [a coll. gen, n.;] n. un, with 5: (TA:) it (AS, K.)

resembles the #15 (Ki) or it is like the A3 (or
#-C, (S. K.) [ffom cu..] the denoting in panic
grass], and has a [root such as is termed]

&:- and c- (K,TA) and accord to

tensiveness, (TA,) A torrent that carries anay
everything; (K;) that pares and sneeps anay

*:::::

its branches, or trigs, are, in abundance,

some clu-; the second of which is asserted by

everything. (TA.)- And A rain that falls with

like the el's [app. 44%, a certain large tree,

the expositors of Bkh to be the most common

vehemence, (S, K,) paring the surface of the growing on the mountains]; and its fruits re and most chaste; but Esh-Shiháb [El-Khafájee],
semble brooms of reeds, or are more slender: in the “Sharh esh-Shifa,” mentions only the
earth. (S.)
(AHn:) serpents make their abodes at its roots. form with kesr to the U" and fet-h and kesr to the
#
#- (with damm, TA) Any integument of (TA.) It is related in a trad. of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr, <>; and Ibn-Et-Tilimsánee mentions only the
****, *, *, * : : -;
skin upon the portions of flesh that are on bones. that he said to Mo'awiyeh, &ls=9 Jull 391. S form with damm to the L- and fet-h and kesr to
the -, adding that it is also written with 2-;
(AZ, K.)
MF, however, deems what this last says to be
*A---:

•

* J. G. (Do not to be down."

&# with damm, & K.) A man ($) that

the ground like as does the male viper at the roots very strange, and more especially with respect to

eats much. ($, K.)- And (K) Beautiful, or of the sakhbar]; meaning + do not thou affect the word's being written with 2-, which he affirms
comely, (K,) so expl. by AO, (TA,) [and] tall, heedlessness of the state in which we are, or of the to be unknown; (TA;) [Morocco-leather; so in
(K,) thus expl. by Fr, likewise applied to a affair in which we are engaged. (TA.) One the present day;] tanned goat's skin; an arabi
says also,3: &% *3, meaning, + Such a
man. (TA.)
cized word, (K.) from the Pers. : expl. by IAth
one acted perfidiously,

i- A shotel, or spade, of iron; (MA, PS3)
implement (S, Msb, K) like the *::-, except
that it is of iron, (S, Msb,) with which clay, soil,

Cl?"

treacherously,

or unfaith

fully. (S.) And a poet says,
*

•* *

**

* * * * : ,-

as jujube-coloured [or dark dull red] skins (3,1:

i:) ; not

[such as from their red colour are

*

*-l J3-el es: * >303

•*

termed] żi. (TA.)

or mud, is cleared anay (Mgb, K) from the sur +[And perfidy grows at the roots of the sakhbar]:
face of the earth: (Msb:) a st- [for digging, (S:) [because the viper lives there: or] the poet

&: A preparer

and seller of

&:

means, that the people of whom he speaks dwelt (K,"TA.)
i.e. a spade,] has a cross piece of wood upon in places where the sakhbar grew; and they are
*A*
which the digger presses his foot: (K, voce > :) thought to have been of the tribe of Hudheyl:
and there is a curved kind, [app. a sort of hoe, IB says that he likens the perfidious to this tree
: [The matter contained in the secundines;]
such as is called in Pers. …< : (S:) pl.
because, when it is full-grown, its head hangs a yellon, thick water [or fluid], that comes forth
(S, Mgb.) Ru-beh likens the toes, or extremities down, not remaining erect; and that he means, with the fetus (S, M, K.) as also :: (M,
of the fore parts of the hoofs, of horses, to
; ye do not remain faithful, like as this tree does TA:) hence, in a trad, the appearance upon the
*

g

g-

because with them they pare the ground: so in not remain in one state, (TA.)

the T: or, accord. to the M, he likens thereto the
hoofs of asses, (TA.)-Júl it- means [The
fire-shovel;] a thing with which the fire is stirred.

(TA voce '99-2)

***

<--, (§, K) originally Pers, (TA) Yehe.

face produced by excitement from remaining
awake during the night is termed, by way of
comparison, •: upon the face: (S," L:) or
blood and water in the membrane that envelops
the foetus of a beast: or what comes forth with

ment, or intense; (S, K;) as also "<- (K) the membrane that envelops the factus: said to be
-

167 *
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: A certain herb, or leguminous plant, (Sgh,
peculiar to the human species: or common to the not desire; compelled him: (K:) or 2-, he
human species and beasts: (L:) o: the water, [or made use of him without compensation, (A, Msb,) K.) in Khurásán; (K;) accord. to AHn, i. q.
jluid] in that membrane; as also --~ and las

J−1 g [in work]. (Mob.) You say," &: &# (Q. v.]. (TA)

and #: (IAar, TA in art. tas :) or [the placenta; c5% #3 I rode a beast belonging to such a one
*%- 3: [pl. of #- i:] ! Ships obeying,
i. e.] a thing like the liver, or like the spleen, without recompense. (TA)- He brought him
compact, which is in the membrane that envelops under, or into subjection; rendered him subser and having a good wind. (S.)
the foetus of a beast : sometimes children Play vient, submissive, tractable, or manageable. (S,
with it: or that membrane itself, and i, q Jā; K.) You say, J.' Aft2- God hath made the #: [An occasion, or a cause, of mockery,
scaffing, derision, or ridicule],
pl.---u...
(A.)
[which is expl. as meaning yellon water in the
• * ** *
a•
**, and it is also the inf. n. of Js, q.v.]: and camels subservient, or submissive, and manageable. You say *-ū- Jó taxa:
ya-l-e - [Many
(Mgb.) And in the Kur [xiv. 37], it is said,
*

**

...)

+4 is a dial var, thereof in all its senses, those

# -:# * : + And He hath made occasions of mockery, &c., men reckon occasions
above mentioned and those following. (L.)
of boasting, or glorying]. (A) And #~.
Also The urine of a camel's foetus (J-5) in its subservient to you, or submissive for you, the sun [He # a cause of mockery, &c.]. (A.) [See
and the moon [to run their appointed courses].
also #~..]—Also One who mocks at, scoffs
mother's belly. (L.)- And t Yellonness in the
• *

@ e

> *

(TA) 43: . . [as also a "3-5] signifiest It

face [as in the trad. above mentioned]. (L.)

(anything) was rendered submissive or

manage

at, laughs at, derides, or ridicules, others. (A.)

[See also #~..]
: + Having the stomach in a heaving able or practicable, to him, or prepared or dis
state, agitated by a tendency to vomit, or dis posed for him agreeably with his desire. (TA.) 3: Any one that is constrained, or com
ordered; (K;) yellon, (S, K,) heavy, (S,) and You say also, £il 31 2-, inf n. X-5, pelled, [brought into subjection, or made sub
snollen, (S, K,) by disease or by some other | God made the ship to obey and to run its course; servient or submissive,] and managed, unable to
** * *

cause. (TA.)

to have a good n ind and voyage. (TA.) Ulys free himself from constraint. (TA.)
X:, in the Kur lxix. 7, means + He sent it *** <!-- [in the Kur xvi. 12

—£i,

means And
upon them by force; namely, the wind: (Jel:) the stars are made subservient, or submissive,]

4s

1. * **, (Fr. Akh, S, A, Mab, K.) and 4,
(AZ, Akh, S, Msb, K.) like as one says

4-3

4. and 4, and 4. &# and *, (Akh,S) but

or made it to prevail against them by his porter. running their courses. (Az, T.A.)
(Bd.)
5: see 2, in three places.
las

the former is the more chaste, (En-Nawawee,
10: see 1, in two places.
1. i-, aor. *, inf n. *-* ($, Meb, K.)
TA,) and is that which occurs in the Kur ix. 80,
3,--. One who is mocked at, scoffed at, laughed [and k-, (see i-, below,)] He was, or
and xi. 40, [&c.,] (TA,) and J says that the at, derided, or ridiculed; a laughingstock; (S,
became, displeased, or discontented; (S," K, TA;)
latter is the worse of the two, (S,) and Fr dis
allows it absolutely, (TA,) aor. *, (S, Msb, K,)
as also "b-5; (K, TA;) syns. ** and #3
inf n. 3- ($, Mab, K) and - (K) and X which are used as sing, as in the phrase 2: [the latter of which, app. referring particularly to
and 3- (§, K) and 5- (K) and 3-, (S, ū- they made him a laughingstock; (A;) "b-5, properly and generally signifies, when
6* @

d.

-

A.K.) "&" and &#1 (AAA)
&:

*...*, and also " #,-,
K.) He mocked at, scoffed at, laughed at, derided, and as pl., as in
or ridiculed, him; (S, A, Msb, K, &c.;) as also the former being masc. and the latter fem, they
are to thee laughingstocks; the former occurring
Kur xxxvii. 14, signifies, accord. to Ibn-Er in the Kur [see xxiii. 112, and xxxviii. 63, and
Rummánee, they invite one another to mock, xliii. 31,] with damm and with kesr accord. to
scoff, deride, or ridicule. (TA) - It is said in different readings. (Az, T.A.)- Also One who
a trad., 4." ū,
IDost thou mock at is constrained, or compelled, to do nhat he does
me, or deride me, when I am the king? or, as not desire, or to nork, without recompense, or
some say, it is tropical, and means, 1 dost thou hire, or nages; (JK, S," Mgh," Msb," K,"TA;)
put me in a place which I do not regard as my applied to a servant, (JK, S, Mgb,) and to a beast;
right? so that it seems to denote a species of (JK, Msb;) as also
(Msb, K) and

">-1 (A, K.) and "3,4-#4, in the
J. :-i

intrans., he expressed, or shoned, dislike, dis
pleasure, disapprobation, discontent, or hatred]:

(TA:) he was, or became, angry; (S, Mgb,TA;)

and "b-J signifies the same; or he became
angered; syn. -*. (TA.) You say, **

[He was, or became, displeased, or discontented,
or angry, with him]. (Kur v. 83.) And *
He was, or became, displeased, or discontented,

with him; as also "aas-J, both expl. by :
4' .# (Hamp. 502;) and the latter by 45%
'',,mockery. (TA.)- And in another trad. it is &-: (K;) or the former of these, only, is used (which signifies as above, like *.*, and also
said.: S; 13é- J," tät [I say so, and I do in this sense; and the latter, and sometimes the he expressed, or shoned, dislike of it, displeasure
nith it, disapprobation of it, discontent with it,

not jest]; meaning I say not aught but the truth. former also, in the sense immediately preceding:

hatred of it], (K, TA) and £3, (TA;)
(TA) and #: is also used as a pl., (JK, A) or
as in the saying, "4:: £ 3 +..." ūlā
TA) 3-3-3 (..*.**- : : bi- & as in the phrase cu: 5- #. these are
(A," TA.)- The words (of the Kur [xi. 40]

are said to signify If ye deem us ignorant, we persons made use of without compensation for the
also deem you ignorant like as ye deem us ignorant. Sultán: (JK," A:) it also signifies one who em
(K.) =3-, see 2. —#: <!--, aor. *, ploys any person, (K, TA,) or beast, (TA,) that
! The ship had a good wind and voyage, (K;) he has subjected, or compelled to obey him, with
[as though it made the wind subservient, or out recompense, or hire, or wages: (K, TA:) [or
submissive, to it; (see 2;)] it obeyed, and ran its this is a mistake, and the correct signification is]
one niho is so employed by him who has subjected
course. (TA.)
s

2. '2-,

inf n.

3-3,

little and he expressed, or showed, dislike of it,
&c.]: (TA:) and [hence,] sake "#: He
deemed his gift little, and it did not stand nith
him in any stead; expl. by 4.

&#3; #:

& e

him.
also syn. with Jes-j [inf n.
2]. (L.)
(TAin Itartis&-.)
He constrained him, of

or compelled him, (J K, S, K,) namely, a servant,
or a beast, to do what he [the latter] did not

[Every time that I did for him a deed, he ex
pressed, or shoned, dislike of it, &c.]; and in
like manner, W *: 5.45 £i [He gave him

•

(*%.

(S, K.) You say also, 13é- > *: *i,

meaning God forbiddeth you such a thing: or
3)s. One who mocks at, scoffs at, laughs at, nill punish you for such a thing: or it may refer

6* *

*

desire, (JK, TA,) or to work, without recompense, derides, or ridicules, others, (S, K,) much. (S.) to the desire of punishing for it. (TA.)
or hire, or wages, (S, K,) and without price; [See also #~..]
4. al-' [He displeased, or discontented,
3
* *
3
*
ea e >
(TA3) as also '3-5. (S, Mgh, K.) and [in Usyshim
:] he angered him; made him angry. (S,
USys- (T, S, Msb, K) and ājs
like manner.] W .2-, aor. *, inf. n. &2- and (T, §, K) and
Mşb,
K.)
Mochery; scaff, derision; ridicule.

Usys-, he constrained him to do what he did (T, S, Msb, K.)- See also 5-, in three places.

5: see 1, in seven places.

-

*

las--
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i: , (S, Msh, K) a subst: from *s-, (Msb) *::it: How [slender, shallon, weak,] deficient,

I325

(K, TA) and by seizure: but not known to Az

except on the authority of Lth; and its correct
Dislike, displeasure, disapprobation, or discon or defective, is he in intellect! (Sb, T.A.)
ness is doubted by him, unless it be formed by
tent; (TA;) contr. of G#. (S, K, TA;) as
[10. <-- He deemed him slender, shallow, transposition
from U-i-, like as they said *

also k- (Sgh, K) and "ls - (S, K) and

or weak, in intellect: but this is perhaps post

**:: (Sgh, K.) [the last two of which are classical.]
inf ns.:] anger; (Msb;) as also " b-. (TA.)
• 6

* *

** 6 &

2. £1 -i-, inf n. J-5, The palm

•

Jä- Slenderness of the means of subsistence.
tree bore dates such as are termed
(AA, K.)- See also the next paragraph.

*

las-: see

and £, and Jä and +4. (TA.)

k-, in two places.

[J-, i. e.]

Ja:: (§, TA:) so in the dial. of El-Hijáz:

-i- (AA, JK,5, Mgh, Mab, K) and "-i (TA :)

++. [Displeased;

or it was weak in its date-stones and its

discontented:] angry. (S.) (JK, K) and *ā- and "āt- (K) Slender dates: or it shook off its dates. (K, TA.) =

ness, shallonness, or neakness, of intellect, (AA, And J-, (K) or it: J-, (TA) said of
JK, S, Mgh, Mgb, K,) &c.; (K:) or, as some a man, He shook the palm-tree in order that its
say,
a lightness [of body] incident to a man when dates might fall off (K, TA) = And al-,
ālas-e [A cause, or means, or an occasion, of
he
is
hungry: [but it is not clearly shown whether (S) or *s-, inf n, as above, (K,) He attri
dislike, displeasure, disapprobation, or discontent:
this
refer
to all of the foregoing words or only to
procuring
dis
and, of anger: or a cause, &c., of
buted, or imputed, to him, or them, a vice, fault,
the
last,
or
last two, of them: (see as-, below:)]
like, &c.; pl., app., 4-1-2 and ii-V-2. Hence
or defect, (S, K, TA,) and reckoned him, or them,
and some say that *ā: signifies weakness of
it:
the saying,] cu: is:
*

>

d >

las-e : see
© e

>

£.

d -

-

#"

[Piety is a cause of

#

weak: of the dial. of Hudheyl. (S, TA.)

approbation to the Lord; a intellect, or deficiency thereof: (TA) or -i-.

TA) hept him,
cause of disapprobation, or anger, to the devil]. is in the intellect; and "āt- is [thinness, &c., 4. 4.- It (an affair, or event,
delayed
him,
or
retarded him.
or
held
him,
back;
as,
K,
TA;)
Msb,
(Kh,
(see
1,)]
in
everything;
(TA.)
for instance, in clouds, and in a skin for water (K, TA.)
*:

Disliked, disapproved, or hated: (A, or milk, and in herbage, and in a garment, or

K:) in this sense applied to a gift. (A, TA.) piece of cloth, &c. (TA.)

© d

>

Us- : see i--Also + An infant that is

an object of love to his parents: (IAar, O, TA:)
You say also, * b: * He is an object of
the “offspring of the sheep or goat”
originally,
anger. (TA.) – [Hence,] Transformed, or meta
as
a
sing:
as well as a coll. gen. n.]. (TA.)
[app.
and
con
or
emaciation,
leanness,
The
thinness,
morphosed, into a n’orse, or more foul, or more
says,
One
S,
K.)
(JK,
hunger.
upon.
sequent
- See also Us-, in two places.
ugly, shape: [and hence applied by the Arabs in
&c.,
con
4:
In
him
is
thinness,
c”
asex-"
of
image
the present day to any idol or other
it: A lamb, or kid, in whatever state it be;

es: #4, (S. K.) and "#, (J.K. K.)

ancient workmanship; such being regarded by sequent upon hunger. (S, TA.)
them as metamorphosed in consequence of having
incurred the wrath of God:] and short: but thus

applied, it is a vulgar term. (TA.)
*

*

1 -i-, [aor. *,] inf n. #1-(Mgh, Mob,

(K;) male or female: (TA:) or a lamb, or kid,
ääs- : see -ā-, in two places: - and see when just born; male or female: (S, M, O, Mgb,
the paragraph here next preceding.
K:) or, accord. to some, peculiarly applied to a
and this is affirmed by 'Iyád and Er
lamb;
-i-, applied to a garment, or piece of cloth,
accord. to some, peculiarly to a kid;
Ráfi'ee:
(JK, Mgh, Mgb, K, TA,) Thin, flimsy, or unsub
and so affirms IAth: (TA:) [see also 2. in
** * *

* * *

.

stantial; (Mgb;) scanty in the yarn; (Mgh,
Msb;) or thin in texture. (JK, TA.) It is also

three places:] pl. "J-, (S, O, Mgb, K.) for

or, accord. to Kh, the former applied to anything, as, for instance, clouds rather this is a coll. gen, n.] like as: is of #,
only, (Msb,) said of a garment, or piece of cloth, (-t-), and herbage, (JK) in both of these (M5b) [and is app. also used as a sing, (see the
(Mgh, Msb, TA,) It was, or became, thin, flimsy, cases meaning Thin; (TA;) and to a skin for next preceding paragraph)] and [the pl. properly
or unsubstantial; (Msb;) scanty in the yarn; water or milk [as meaning unsound, altered for so termed is] Ji- (S, O, Mgb, K) and ii-,
TA) and

-i-,

(Mgh, Msb;) or thin in texture. (TA.) And the norse, old, and worn out; see 1]: (JK:) and
-i-, (TA) inf n. iii-, said of anything, It to the iron head or blade of an arrow or a spear
rvas, or became, thin, slender, or unsubstantial. or the like as meaning long and broad [and app.
(Mgb,” TA. [See #1- below, voce -i-.]) thin]. (AHn, TA.) - Also, applied to a man,
And -ā-, inf n. -i-, (K,) or rather ā-, Slender, or shallow, or weak, in intellect: (JK,
accord. to what is said below of a distinction $, Mgh, Mgb, K:") and, thus applied, (K,) or
between these two ns., (TA,) said of a skin for Jisi -ā-, (TA,) lightnitted; or light, or
water or milk, It was, or became, unsound, (K, insteady, in intellect: (K, TA:) from the same
TA,) altered for the worse, old, and worn out. epithet applied to a garment, or piece of cloth.

(TA)--i-,

aOr.

#1-,

[or

-i-,

q. V.

infră,] is also said of a man, meaning He was,

(K," TK.)

*-,

-i-,

2: ... • *
4As-o

pidity]. (S, K.)=āt- signifies [also] The

applied to men, Weak; (8, O, K;) bad, vile, or
base; (K;) or low, ignoble, mean, or sordid :

pl; haying no sing. : (Az, S, O:) or
its sing is "J- (K, TA: in the CK J
(Az, O:) a

[like the former

pl.] :) so says Khālid. (IJ, TA.)

pleted. (IJ, K.)- Also the former, (S, O, K.)
in the dial of the people of El-Medeeneh, (S, 0.)

J: A land in which is little herbage: The sort of dates termed La-5, (S, O, K,) i. e.
(ISh, K:) from Cács- as an epithet applied to a
do not become hard: (TA:)
s

-

of which the stones

(TA.) [See also Jail or, accord. to 'Eesa Ibn-'Omar, dates of which
two or three grow together in one place, inter
mingling. (O, TA.)

3.4-l-, (S. K.) inf n. #.U., (TA) i. 7.
*u- [He aided him in his foolishness, or stu

J: (Az, S, O, K) and W J.-, (AZ, O, K.)

–Also J-, (CK) or "J-, (TK.) [in the

-

inf n.

it-], (K.)

#3: see --, in two places. [And see TA without any syll. signs,] Anything not com

[It rendered him garment, or piece of cloth.
thin, lean, or emaciated,] said of hunger. (A, TA.) ääa-e, in art. *-i-.]
2.

holds it to be a quasi-pl. measure, not a broken
pl. measure, as is said in the TA voce

(Mgh, Mgb.)

or became, slender, or shallow, or weak, in in
it is an inf. n.]
tellect. (S, K.") And it is also said of the in also 1, of which

tellect, meaning It was, or became, slender, &c.

which is extr. [as a pl. form, so much so that Sb

Js

is: Refuse; syn, ātā, (JK, o, K, TA: in

1.3-, aor. *, (K) inf n. J., (TA) the CKaguá.)

showing, or making a show of foolishness or stu He drove anay, repelled, or banished, them:
J.-: See J+.
(K, TA: [in the CK, Ai: is erroneously put
4. "is-1, inf. n. Jú-l. said of a man, His for Ää #1) and X: signifies the same. (TA.)
J.- Pronounced to be lon, base, vile, mean,
Property became little, or scanty. (TA) = –And £1 J- He took the thing by decis or contemptible: (K:) like J.-. (TA)
pidity. (KL.)

1326
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Unknown : (S, O, K.) and so J.: (O.) A

2: see the next paragraph.
malevolence, malice, or spite; (S, K;) and anger
in the soul: (S, TA:) pl. of the former L.5u-.
4. 4-1, (L. Mil, K.) inf n & 4-1 (S,
* * * * * * ** *
°3, 3, 2 * ~ *
• A • ??f
S2'-'l'-. Us," als--->|34--.51. “ (TA.) [See two exs. in the first paragraph of L.) He heated it, or warmed it; made it hot, or
art. U-.]- And the former, by a metonymy,
[And ye are stars unknown, that are seen in the is used as meaning ! Excrement, or dung: so in warm; (S," L, Mgb," K;) namely, water, (S, L,

poet says,

-

*

is: the trad, 3:1 G, G :- - - Msb) &c.; (L, Mobi) as also "4:-, (L, MSb,
#43 ! [Whoso voids his excrement in the road, K.) inf n. 3-5. (§, L.) And **fcis-1,
or path, of the Muslims, him God curses]. (TA.) (S, L, K) and *, (L. K.) [God made his eye
o J

•

shy but not known]: or, as some relate it,

(S, O.)
Los

J “*

g

*

=

•

#
to become hot, or heated, or inflamed, by weeping,
Usels-, and #- see als-, in three places. or by grief or sorron; or, simply,] made him to
•

2 * ~, [inf n. *-5. He blackened
his face (S, Mgh, Msb, K) with ---, i.e.

•

*

*

6

*

*

*

2: Blacki (S.K.) like ~. (TA)

crock

of the cooking-pot, (Mgb,) or it is from ++, [The fem.] ā- is said to be applied to wine

neep. (S, L, K.)
s

d

=

Us- : See

i:. - [The signification of

(Mg,) like 4--, (Z, TA) which is from ( **) as meaning Inclining to blackness: but “calor aquae aliarumve rerum,” assigned to it by
Le-St. (Mgh.), 'Omar said of him who bears what has been said above [app. as to the word Freytag as on the authority of J, is a mistake,
false witness, ** 2: [His face shall be and the meaning] is more approved. (TA) probably occasioned by a fault in his copy of
blackened]. (TA) And one says, 4:3 &íž-, Also, applied to a [stony tract such as is termed] the S.]
i.e. May God blacken his face : (S:) [or + may 5-, Of n:hich what is smooth, or soft, or plain,

&- an inf. n. of 1 [q.v.]. (MA, L., K.)
God disgrace him :] or 1 may God hate him, or thereof, is intermixed with n hat is rugged. (K.)
6* * *
-- ** . * *
Also Hot, or n’arm; (MA, PS3) i. Q. 5-; (S,
hate him in the utmost degree; and be angry with _*-*
One in whom is aves-, i.e. rancour,
MA, Mgh, L. K.) contr. of #5 (JK, L.) an
him. (Msb.)–:L-, He heated the water, malevolence, malice, or spite. (K)
epithet applied to water, (JK, MA, Mgh, L,)
(IAar, K, TA) and made it to boil. (IAar, T.A.)
•

– And

&c.; (Msb;) as is also (in the same sense, JK,

9-e-r-, inf n, as above, t He an

• --"

MA, Mgh, L) '3-, (JK, S, MA, Mgh, L,
gered him. (K.) =: ---, (K) inf. m. as
1. 3++, (JK, S, MA, L, MSb, K.) aor. *; Msb, K.) and "3+", (Mgb,) and "3-4,
above, (TA,) The flesh-meat became stinking;
(K, TA;) became altered [..for the worse]. (TA.) (TA) and 3-, (§, MA, L, Mob, K.) aor.” syn. with &- like as X: is with X.2, &c.,
*-->

(TK3) and &s-, (L, MSb, K.) which is of the (IA: S, L,)

or " &#, [which is syn. with

+ He became affected with ran
cour, malevolence, malice, or spite, against him :

dial. of Benoo-'Amir, (L) aor. 4; (TK;) inf n. Js-- as meaning heated, or warmed,] like

(K:) or he became angered against him. (TA.)

#,-, (JK, S, MA, L, MSb, K.) which is of the

5.

X: [in measure], (K,) and 7 &- (L, K.)
first [agreeably with analogy] (JK, S, MA) and
_*- : see what next follows.
of the second also, (S,) and : (JK, L., K.) and "3-i-, which is the only instance of
the measure, (§, L, K, [which measure is said in
ães-, (§, TA, [so in both of my copies of the which is of the first, (JK) and Üs...", (MA, L,
former, erroneously written by Golius and Frey K, [accord. to some copies of the K, in which the S to be Jesús, but in the K JJú,]) and
tag, in the first of the following senses, ā-,]) co-aw is put instead of &: after these three which is also applied to food; (L;) syn. 5
with damm, (TA,) Blackness; (S, TA;) as also inf ns, 3-,]) which is likewise of the first, (L, K:) or, accord. to AA, " &- applied to
*X-, (K, TA) and [i- and]
(TA.) (MA,) [or of the first and second,] and its-, water, means neither hot nor cold, as also~.
* *

s e o

*

p

de 3

6 *

-

:-

(L, Mgb, K.) [also of the first accord. to general

– And t Anger. (TA) See also :-.

(L.) And 3:2; and "3+" (S. L. Mil,

analogy,] and 3-, (K) [which is of the third K) and 'Ju- or 'Ju-, (accord to dif:
2- Crock, or black matter, [that collects verb;] It was, or became, hot, or warm; (JK, ferent copies of the S,) or both these, (K,) and
upon the outside] of a cooking-pot. (S, Mgh, S, MA, L, K;) said of water, (JK, S, L, Mgb,) * 3: , (L, K.," [in the CK and in my MS.
Msb, K.)- And Charcoal: (K:) heard in this &c. (S, MA, L, MSb.) And jū ---, and
copy of the K written &#, which is incorrect,
sense from a man of Himyer. (A5, TA.) and
in like manner &:- is there written
[Henry Black hair. (TA) And X- J: 5-Mall, [and -is-,] aor. *, inf n. Ús- and
* &ü-, but this, as well as &#4, may be
and "J-s: Black night. (Ham p.38) = a 2-, [The fire, and the cooking-pot, became correct,
for it appears that c:- has ā- for
Also Sofi feathers beneath the upper feathers of
* @

*

a bird: (K,"TA:) n. un, with 5. (TA.)- And

*

,

*

*

•

s

d

p

,

hot.] (L.) And #9 -- and ~ and
<-- [The ground became hot]. (L.) And its fem, as well as it: ,]) and '3'-t- signi

* c &
fies the same, [i.e. A hot, or warm, day,] or,
Soft to the feel, (K, TA,) and goodly; (TA;) U->''
* <- [The sun became hot upon accord to IAir, "&-->, signifies a day
applied to a garment, or piece of cloth; such as
him]: in the dial. of Benoo-'Amir <--. (L.)

[the kind of cloth called]

5- ;

and cotton; and

the like: (K, TA:) you say J:12- : a
garment soft to the feel; such as j-. and .#9
4

*

*

6

*

*

s

:

And

Aşı

3-, (L, Msb,)

and

that is [so hot as to be] hurtful, and painful:
3:. nor. *, (L.)
and #: # (S, L, Msh, K) and "i-u.

and some say Ús-, aor. *, inf. n. Ús- and

3+, [The day na, 9r

(L, Mil, K) and 'it':- or "à-, ($, ac

became, hot, or warm.] cord. to different copies,) or both, (K,) and

Lels-, feathers soft to the feel: and els- &ki (L.) And al-All -s- The beast, being made to '#ū-, (L.K.) [i.e. a hot, or warm, night]
[cotton soft to the feel]: it is not from the signi run, became hot in its bones, and light, or agile,
or 'Ju- X: signifies a day intensely hot, and
fication of “blackness.” (S.) And hence, (S,) in its running; [or simply, became hot, or heated;

X- 3:- Wine that descends smoothly and (see EM pp. 172 and 173)] as also -i-. "à: #[the latter word being fem of 3:...]
a sultry night, or intensely hot so that it takes
easily [donn the throat]; as also " :*- (S,
(L.) And 4: <--, with kest, (JK, S, MA, anay the breath: (JK) and it is said in * trid.
K) and 7 &: (K) or, accord. to 'Alee Ibn L, K.) and <-, (JK, L,) or the former only, of Mo’áwiyeh Ibn-Kurrah, W &s-Ji will #3,
Hamzeh, only the former of these two: (TA:) (L)inf n. *-(JK, S, MA, L, K, [in the CK, meaning [The worst of winter is] the hot in
and [in like manner]_els---tale food that is soft, erroneously, a: ,]) and 3- (JK, L, K) and n:hich is no cold; in the “Ghareeb” of El
or smooth, and easy in descent. (IAar.)
3-, (L, K, (accord to the CK 3-, but this Harbee, W &+ expl. as meaning the same,
X- applied to water, Neither hot nor cold; is a mistake,]) contr. of 3% (S," L, K*) [i. e.] but this is probably a mistranscription. (L.)
His eye was, or became, hot, [or heated, or in
as also 3-. (AA, L in art. Us-l.)
3- an inf n of 1 [q.v., last sentence]. See
flamed, by weeping, or by grief or sorrow; or
also ass-,
i:-- (S. K) and ': (#) Rancour, hot] in its tears. (M.A.)

Book I.]
*> d

** *

: see the next paragraph.
- an inf n. of A. v.).

[Hence,] one says, a.s.

(J.K. #'s.)

i:-

and then eaten [nith dates (see:jé)], or supped; in which food is heated: or accord. to ISh,
in the a small cooking-pot in which one cooks for a
Mgh to be the same as it...] accord. to others, child. (L.)

and this is what is called U-: fit is said

es" & --> es' hot food: or food made of flour and clarified

(L.K.) as also "is- (§, L, K, the only form
mentioned in the $ in this case) and "ā- (L,
K) and 'i:- and * (# , (K) or " :,
(JK) and "ā: , (L) and "#,- (L, K) [and
W
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U+-- Uss

>

(in the JK erroneously written

6

& e /

*

butter: or, of flour and dates, thicker than it:
and thinner than
(L.)

*.

C-: See & : and 3-, in two places.
i:) =Also, (L.K.) in the $ 3-4, which is a
*

@

6

p.

J-2 : see co-, second sentence.

3- and -ss

1. --, aor. * (S.M., K.) and J-,
alor".

L-4:

(K;) and

&-

3.01".

L-3

and

•

contr. of is94), meaning [Verily I find, or mistake, (K,) A 5ta-e [or shovel, or spade]: or 3-3, aor. 3:4 (S.M.b, K.) infn. #4, (S,
M, Mgb,"K, TA,) of the first verb, (M, Msb,"
experience, in myself] an excess of heat arising a curved st-: , of the dial of 'Abd-El-Keys:
from pain: (S, L:) or [simply] heat: or fever. (S, L.) pl. Ó-t-. (L. K.) [And] The 5% TA,) and of the second, (TA,) and #. (M, K,

cºl #: contr. of

(L, K.) [Hence also,]

[or shovel, or

shade,]

with which one works in

TA, [in the CK 3: ...,]) of the first verb, (M,

tà [i. e. it

signifies A. hot, or heated, or an in earth or mud: (JK:) or the handle of the [im TA) or of the last, (TA) and #:, (M, K,
Jamed, state of the eye, by reason of neeping, or plement called] >;-- [q. v.]; (L, K;) i.e., TA,) of the first verb, (M, TA,) or of the third,
of grief or sorrow; or heat in the tears of the (L) its X., which is also called #2 (IAar, (TA) and J-, (Ms.K.TA) of the third
eye: see 1, last sentence]. (S, L, K.)
L.) And A knife : or a butcher's knife: pl. as verb, (Msb, TA,) and 52's...', of the last verb;
(S, Mgb, TA;) He was, or became, liberal,
above. (IAar, L, K.)
** @

-

-

à- : see the next preceding paragraph. One says also, <-- * 2.99 4:4, meaning

bountiful, munificent, or generous; or he affected,

3-4-3

3-,

in three places. Also or constrained himself, to be generous; (S," Msb,"
+[Keep thou to the affairl while it is in its first Rain coming in the intense heat of summer. K,"TA;) syn; sts, and #: (TA) the inf ns.
state, before it become cold [i.e. unmanageable, (JK.)
signifying 33- (S, Msb) and eye (Mgb) [or
o - 3
like cold iron]. (L.)
XS]. And 4: <-- His mind nas, or be
Jes-as-l' : see C-, last sentence.
© e o ud
See

J)

***

*

@

p.

*

*- : see als-l.
** @

3-0;

=

*

£us- [as fem, of &:-1:
©e o s
part. - See also i:.

&:3

and

&:3

and

See

&:5,

3-,

its

fem.,

with 3: See •

£,

came, liberal, &c.

in two places, and the same with 3:

(Mgb.) [Accord. to J,] the

in

saying of 'Amr Ibn-Kulthoom, [relating to wine,]

latter

three places.

tà: tails (31 C. §

*

ös–*
see 3-.
and

d

i:

&*- Broth heated, or made hot. (S, L. K.)

contr. of

#:

6* >

=

*

(K:) [see the latter means [When the nater mixes with it, and we

*

word: and] see als.
s

s

and

*

e >

U-5 and &# see the next paragraph;
the latter, in two places.

drink it,] we are, or become, liberal, or bountiful,
nith our riches; and the assertion that Ues- is
from

##, in the

accus. case as a denotative

of state, is a mistake: (S:) the former is the

•

Ues-' : See

C-, in

three places. [See also

3-13, accord to Th, (Mgh, L, MSb) a pl. saying of AA; and the latter, of As: but IB
a saying of 'Amr Ibn-Kulthoom cited in the first having no sing, (§, Mgh, L, Mob, K.) like says, on the authority of IKtt, that the right

paragraph of art. 3- and Us-J–Also, (K) *i; (3) orits sing is "3-5 and '3-3, explanation is that which J disallows; and Es
or Usall Jes-, (S, MA, L.) A man whose eye
(Mgh, L, Mob, K.) Boots; syn. Jú- [pl. of Safadee says the like. (TA) [See also 5.]
is [hot, or heated, or inflamed, by neeping, or by J:1. (JK, S, Mgh, L, Mgb, K:) occurring in [Hence,] ...,' 9* --" <- I left, or re
grief or sorron; or] hot in its tears. (S," MA,
linquished, the thing. ($) And * 2: 4
L. K.')–And 3- '4, (K) or '3 a trad., in which it is said, Jé b-: čiX: He left, or relinquished, it : (TA:) or he held
(L) t A hot, [i.e.] painful, smiting. (L, K. c-#3 32%), (S, L,) [expl. as] meaning himself far from it; or withdren his heart from
[Both are probably correct: that the latter is so

[He ordered them to wipel the turbans and the

** * * ~ *

•

on

"

* @*

de

w

it; as also as a: "Uss- and 4's 4-i: Us:-is shown by what here follows.]) Ibn-Mukbil boots. (L.) [But see what here follows.]
says,
Also A hind of thing like the Jú (pl. of (MA:) or : 13: &= J-5 ': and
-s: <- I left, or relinquished, this
'- Ju:#14: 33% (34
- &:b, q.v.]: (K:) Hamzeh El-Isbahánee says, *
thing, and my soul did not stripe with me to
*&#
3
is
an
arabicized
word
from
[the
Pers.]
[A smiting which the brave men cast, one at
ckā [?], the name of a certain kind of head. incline me to it. (JK.) And 4:le (sels (s
another, burning, or painful: the measure (*-*)
covering, which the learned men, and the lan'yers [perhaps a mistranscription for 4: I endured
requires us to read the last word thus, with tesh of the Persians, or the judges of the Magians, with patience the being debarred from thee.
deed to the &l. (L.)

#:

See

exclusively of other persons, used to put upon (JK)=-, (K) aor. * int. h. 3-,
their heads; and by such as knew not its Pers. (TA,) He (a man) rested from his state of

#-.

original, it has been expl. as meaning a boot.

is: an inf n,
See also is...

of 1 [q v.] (JK, S, &c.) (IAth, L) = Also i a J-9 (i.e. Cooking.
pots, or copper cooking-pots, &c.; pl. of J*,

motion: (K.) from ISd. (TA)=#1 -,
**, inf. n.: ; (AA, S, K;) and **,

8.01".

aor L-4, infn. Jé-3 (AA,Si) and sus-,

A certain thin food, made of flour; q. v.J. (L. K. [In the CK, -u- J-1,3 is
Us-3, inf n. G-3 ($gh, K;) He made
(K3) a kind of food made of flour, thinner than erroneously put for -iùs '', J-931. See also aor.
an opening in the live and extinct coals of the

#:

•

[the kind of gruel called] 53-ae and thicker than
aśā, it is eaten only
in a time of straitness, and dearth, and leanness
[the soup called]

4.-,

like

*

*

>

d >

6

&

p

**

6

*

fire which had become collected together after it
had been kindled: (T, S:) or he made a way [or

co-o: see co-, second sentence.

vent] for the fire, beneath the cooking-pot: (M,
6* >

d >

à-e [A cause of heat or warmth]: see an K.) or jū ū- signifies ū: &# [i.e. he made

of the cattle; and Kureysh were taunted on
account of their eating itj (S, L;) for they ate it ex, voce 5» [which signifies the contrary].
6e e ose

much; and were called as: : accord. to Az, it

is also called "#,-, accord. to

AHeyth, on

** *

i: A cooking-pot (#, JK, S, L) of the

an opening in the live coals of the fire, that had
become collected together, (as expl. in the TK in

art. 2-2,) i.e., that had become compacted; in
order that it might burn up well]; as also ust-2:

the authority of an Arab of the desert, it is flour kind called 29 (pl. of £, q.v.], (L. K.) like
thrown upon water or upon milk, and cooked, the [vessel called] × [q.v.], (JK, S, L, K.) or, as some say, he cleared, or snept, anay the

[Book I.
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•

live, or burning, coals of the fire; as also with
: (TA: [see t-:]) and 3úl "--, infn.
#~, I opened the heart of the place where the
fire was kindled, in order that it might burn up
well (JK.) And one says, 9% £ meaning
Make thou a place upon which to kindle tly fire.
(S.)- And £ill us-, (K) aor. 5-3, infn.
(TA,) He made a way [or vent] for the

• * *
5

•

fire beneath the cooking-pot; (K;) mentioned by
ISd, who adds that one says also, 323:

ls

* --5. (TA:) or the former phrase, [and
app. the latter also,] he put aside the live coals
from beneath the cooking-pot: (JK, TA;) as

also "tals ... (JK)= &L-4, inf n.
t-, said of a camel, (S, K.) and of a young
2.01".

3--- -

* of

3

•

-

even, or level]: (TA:) or the former is pl. [or and X*5-i "J. &c.; t (They fill up, or
rather coll. gen, n.] of the latter, which signifies supply, the place, of their ancestors]. (A, T.A.)
land soft in the earth [thereof]: or nide, or And is a Ji as 3.41 Want is supplied thereby:
ample: as also '#3: (K:) or this last signi (M,” TA:) [whence the saying,] % 1,534:
- & 2 - ~~...~ * * *
fies a soft, or plain, and wide, or ample, land:
(S:) and its pl. is us5– and &*- [or rather &\s' U-- ~ \,\!” 5: +[Give ye something
as alms, though it be but a date, or a dried date;
*~, when indeterminate]: (S, K: [in the
for it will supply somen'hat of the want of the
former, these two pla. are correctly written with hungry]: a trad. (El-Jāmi' es-Sagheer.) And
the article usšč and us--":]) or, accord.
33" : + [It stays, or arrests, the remains of
to AA, Jss- signifies land, or lands, [for the life; as though it stopped the passage of the last
explanation is ambiguous, app. meaning the latter,] breath from the body; or] it maintains, and pre
in which is nothing; and in like manner #3: serves, the strength. (Mab in art. J.J.)- And
[but app. as a n. un.]: accord. to As and *: + He attributed, or imputed, to him, or he
A’Obeyd, land; but correctly lands: (TA:) or charged him with, or accused him of, a fault;
though he thereby stopped his mouth; (see
width, or wide extent, (JK, TA,) so some say, [as
à
(TA,) of a desert, or waterless desert, and vehe J-3)] as also #. (TA in art. --.)= ~, aor.
J

-

weaned camel, (S,) He became affected with a mence of heat thereof (JK.)
3
limping, or halting, (§, K.) having leaped with a
heavy load, in consequence of which a flatus had £-: see Us".

•

* *

3-, (§, L, K) with keer, (S) in n. *- and

•

3.4% (L, the former inf

intervened between the shin and the shoulder

n. expl. in the S and K

as signifying isi:) said of a spear, and an
arrow, (TA,) and a saying, (S) and an action,

blade: (S:) the epithet applied to the animal in U: [More, and most, liberal, bountful,
this case is 75-, (§, K.) mentioned by Yaakoob, munificent, or generous]: see an ex. voce £5.
(TA,) or a thing [absolutely]; (L;) or 3-, [see.
(s) and ':, (J.K.K.) this later mentioned jū U- The place that is widened [or pers. *] *Ol". 3-4, with fet-h to the L”, (A,)
by Sgh, and anomalous, being of a measure holloned], in the fire, beneath the cooking-pot, in
infin, 333, (TK, expl. in the S and K as signi
proper to an epithet from a verb of the measure order that it may be able to burn up well: and fying
£1, like $34, of which it is said in the
Já, with damm to the medial radical: (TA;) hence, some say, is derived à-l meaning *";
and the pl. of this latter epithet is als- and because the bosom becomes expanded on the S to be a contraction.) said of a saying, and an

ess- (JK.)

3-, aor. : and 3-4, inf n.
33-5 (MA;) i.a. '-34 [i.e. It was, or be.
affair; (A;) or

occasion of giving. (TA.)

2 : see above, in four places.

came, right, direct, or in a right state; it had,
or
took, a right direction or tendency; it tended
to be liberal...!ountful, munificent, or generous,
1. 3., (§, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) aor. 4, (S, tonards the right point or object]: (S, A, L, K,
(S, K.) 4-2 Je [over and above his com M, Msb, K.) inf. n. : (S, M, Mgh, Msb;) TA:) and [in like manner] * >! is syn, with
panions]. (S.)
and "23-; (M3) [but the latter has an intensive Ai: [which signifies the same]; (S, K;) as
ASé 3- 3: Somewhat of speech. (JK) signification, or relates to several objects;] He also '3-1 and "25-3: (TA:) *5-1 said of an
*

J- He

5.

affected, or constrained himself,

closed, or closed up, an interstice, or intervening

affair signifies it was, or became, rightly ordered
see C-: = and see also 1, last sentence. space: (M:) and stopped, or stopped up, (M,) or or disposed; in a right state. (Mgb.) You say,
3

-

repaired, and made firm or strong, (S, A, K,) a 3 * >3-5 and "3:... It was, or became, rightly
Liberal, bountiful, munificent, or gene breach, or gap, ($, M, A, Mgh, Mgb, K.) and the
rous; (S," Msb, K;) as also '#'- and "&": like. ($, Mgb.)–(Hence one says,] * +: directed tonards it. (M.) And **u. "3-l
and * >3-5 His fore arm was, or became, in a
3 . .

(Mgb, TA:) fem. of the first with 5: pl. masc.
*>

9

à-i

** *

*

s

and #2- : and pl. fem. £-

- 2 -

3,"

t[The road, or way, became

closed,

or

right state, or rightly directed,

*

à * --

and
a

tats-, (K.)–(Hence,] one says, ess- *|

[..for

* **

* J-: [Verily he is content to leave, or re closed, or stopped, before him and behind him].

linquish, it]. (TA.) = See also 1, last sentence. (zi, M.) And #9 - 'II' outructed the
horizon]; said of a multitudinous swarm of
#4. A certain plant of the [season called] locusts. (S, A,” K.) And ..." 3-, and * 3:1,
*: n, un, with 5: (JK:) the latter, of which It *d, or obstructed, against them, the horizon;
the former is [said to be] the pl., signifies a

certain herb, or leguminous plant, (K, TA,) [&#91 being understood;]
rising upon a stem, having what resembles in

J% Jé

stopped, against him]. (K.) And &- &* 3. shooting]; syn. Ali-l. (A.) A poet says,
*i- 3-, : 9: + [His road, or way, became ... ** * * * * ~ **
•- a
----- * * * *

“Jü932-’3:it: "2: J= asley'' 4-ols!"
[I teaching him the art of shooting every day;
and when his fore arm became in a right state,
he shot me]: As says that [the reading] 3:1,

with
L', 3is -not to be regarded. (S, T.A.) - And
* *

said of a collection of J., aor. 3-3, with kesr to the U", (A, MSb, TA,)

clouds rising. (M.) And #3 (4 × [I barred,

inf n.

3,4-

(Mgb) [and app. also, as above,

form an ear of wheat, in which are grains like or excluded, what was behind it]. (M.) – $34, q.v. infră], is said of a man, (A, Msb, TA,)
those of the •: [which is variously explained], [Hence also]>39. A * +3+...+[I closed, in like manner meaning 4- 3-3 [i. e. He was,
and a heart, or kernel, (~0.) the grain of n!hich or stopped, to him the door of speech; i. e.] I or became, in a right state; he had, or took, a

is a remedy for wounds: it is also called ià-2, prevented him from speaking; as though I closed, right direction or tendency; he tended tonards
but the more approved pronunciation is with U". or stopped, his mouth. (Mgb.) And <s.
the right point or object]: (A, TA:) or, (MSb,)
(TA in art. 3-2.)
*-*. 9% c." + I never stopped the way as also "J., (§, K, TA,) he hit the right thing

of speech of an adversary, nor prevented his say (S, Msb, K, TA) in his saying ($, Msb, TA)
ing what was in his mind. (Shureyh, Mgh.) and in his action: (Mgb;) or *3.1 signifies he
applied to a place, and #3'- applied And is... J. : : + I never stopped said, or did, what was right: (Mgb:) or he
to a land (C#), Soft in the earth (theref], (S, C1% adversary from speaking; (El-Fáik, Mgh, L;) sought what was right; (L, K;) as also ">3-;
occur (L;) or it has this last meaning also. ($,"L.)
TA) to which is added in the S, #3: Ge. on the authority of Esh-Shaabee: (Mgh:)
a - à 21- • *
[and it is a rel. n.]; but in the handwriting of ring in a trad (L)–And * **- : * You say, Jill es' ": <! Verily he hits the
Aboo-Zekereeya, is: Ge; [i.e. and such as is ! [He fills up, or supplies, the place of his father]: right thing in the saying. ($, L.) And is

#:

see the next paragraph.

3,4-

•

------> --~~~" - - - -

----- .

*
•

6 - of

|

-

-

J J -

2'-

Or

*], The man

and by A•e- he means “old,” because <!--"

or is over against one, and bars, or excludes, (J-3,)
what is behind it: whence goats are said to be

<+ U. '3s−i (S, L) is said to a man when
he seeks [or has sought] what is right, (8)
meaning Thou hast sought what is right; whether
the person thus addressed have hit the right thing
or not. (L.) One says also, Jeżl 4's --,
aor. 5-3, inf. n. ... [app. a mistranscription for
• De “
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*

3 * *

-

-

|

* c &

signifies U-291, and there is nothing older than

£1% & & * {{a arrier windwich

the

is seen poverty]; meaning that they are not of

-

J: ;

and he uses it as an epithet because it

|

implies the meaning of an epithet. (M.)=3.

great utility: (M.) or 3: signifies what is made also signifies A thing, (S, K,) [i.e.] a [basket such
by man; and 3., what is created by God, (Zj, as is called] al., (M, TA) made of twigs, (S,

said, or did, what was

M, Mob, K.) as a mountain: (Mab3) in the
right [against thee]: so in the handwriting of Sh. Kur xviii. 92 and 93, and xxxvi. 8, some read
(Az, T.A.)
with fet-h, and some with damm . (M, TA:) the
23
is 3.x:i, [a pl. of pauc.,] (A, Msb,) or #-i,
#.
pl.
first
-[Hence,]
see
sentence.
1,
2:
water
and
a
[He filled it up]; namely, a vessel,
[also a pl. of pauc.,] and 32-, [a pl. of mult,
ing-trough. (Aboo-Sa’eed, TA in art. Gá-) the latter of these two agreeable with general

M, K.) and having covers (3%). (S, K: [but
this addition in the S and K seems properly to
apply to the

Pl,

as will be shown by what
*

-

/ s.

follows:]) pl. 2'-' and 353. : (M, TA:) or,
accord. to Lth, 3,4- signifies [baskets such as are

of £,] made of trigs, and
analogy, and the former of them anomalous, or, called] J5-, [pl.
• of

And #6: Jé £33- +He annulled in

-

opposing them, everything that they said. (Jābir, [ISd says,] in my opinion, this (i:-) is pl. of having covers (Julel); one of which is called [not
as related by Aboo-'Adnán)=23-, (S, A, L, 3-. (M.) You say, 3. " --> and : 3. but] *:::: and it is said also on other au
Mab, K.) inf n. *-ā, (K.) He directed it, [A barrier, or an obstacle, was set betneen them thority that the at is called i: and J#.
*

-

•.” “de

(A, L, MSb, K.) namely, an arrow, (A.Msb)

@

• * *@*

=

•

*

,

p.

tno]: and $1:9 L* -O-3 [Barriers, or
obstacles, were set betneen them two). (A.) And

3- tonards him or it, (A,) or 9-all us!

(L, TA.)
3.

J. : see the next preceding paragraph, passim.
tonards the game; (Msb;) and $233, with L',
23.9, 39 4-3-34 (The earth, or land, Also t A snarm of locusts obstructing the
is a dial. var. thereof: (Towsheeh, TA:) and [in set
barriers, or obstacles, against him]; meaning, horizon: (M.) or so 25-3- 3: (TA:) and 35
like manner] his spear; contr. of 44%, (S, Mgb,) the nays became closed, or stopped, against him, 5
M,
flocusts
K) that have obstructed,
*

J.

or 4.3%. (L.) – And He taught him the art of

shooting. (TA.)- Also, (M, A, K.) inf n, as
above, (S,) He directed, accommodated, adapted,
or disposed, him (S, M, A, K) to that which was
right, of words and of actions: ($, K: [and the
like is implied in the M and A:]) said of God.
(M, A.) And you say, 4.-us $3- Teach thou
thy companion, and direct him. to. the right Coll)"S6.
(Sh, TA)- And [hence,] sul 33- Act thou
well with thy property, or cattle. (L.) And
J.' $33, inf n, as above, He gave the camels

and the courses that he should pursue became
obscure to him : (K: in the CK +94) the
sing, of 3.x: [accord. to general analogy] is

+.

(S,

...

-

A,

(S, K,) or obstructing, (M, A,) the horizon, (S,
M, A, K,) by their multitude : (S, A, K:) in
which case, 5. is either a substitute for 3%. and
(TA)-[Hence,] the former (...) also therefore a substantive, or it is pl. of W 3,4- sig

signifies, (Fr. $, M, L, K) or "3.3-, (A) or the

nifying that which obstructs the horizon and
therefore an epithet. (M.) - And A black
(Fr, S, M, A, &c.,) such as blindness and deafness cloud, (AZ, S, K, TA,) that has risen in any

former and "#33, (L) : A fault, or defect,

and dumbness, (S) or such as closes, or stops, tract of the sky: (TA:) or a collection of clouds
one's mouth, so that he does not speak: (A:) pl. rising, obstructing the horizon: (M.) pl. 3,4
of the first, (§, M, K) or of the second, (A,) (S, M, K:) [or] * 3- and 34, but the former is
accord. to the more approved, signify t a cloud, or collection
easy access to every pasturage, and to every place #-i, [a pl. of pauc.,] (S, M, A, K,)

where the ground was soft and spacious. (L.) = analogy 3.4% (S, M, K,) or : [which is a pl. of of clouds, rising high, and appearing like a
mountain. (M and L in art. --2.) – And A
pauc.]. (M.) You say, *$13- a u : There is valley:
(K:) so called because it becomes closed,

See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.

*

-

*

6

*

* *

4: see 1, near the beginning: = and see also not in him any fault &c.; and & Co, & or stopped up. (TA.)- And A valley contain
* -5
the latter half of the same paragraph, in five 33.91
free from faults &c. (A.) ing stones and masses of rock, in which water
t Such •a *one
* *is* *
-

-

•

-

6*

- -

* *

• ,

•

places.

And ASS! Je 29 J-5 "531. U.S.A.: Le + There remains for some time, or a long time: pl. #3- :
5: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph, in is not in such a one a fault that stops his mouth (S, L, K:) or you say, #3- ". J: [a land in
three places.
fy" speaking. (Aboo-Sa’eed, L.) And 3: •) which are valleys containing stones and masses of
– And
7. 3-1, said of an interstice, or intervening 3.A.')" & " | By no means render thou thy rock, &c.]; and the sing is " #3:. (L.)

space, It became closed, or closed up; as also bosom contracted so that thou shalt be unable to + The departure [or loss] of sight: (IAar, M.:)
from the same word in the first of the senses expl,
* 3:-1: (M.) and both, said of a breach, or gap, return an answer, like him who is deaf or dumb.
in the next preceding paragraph. (M.)
or stopped up, (M.)
became

stopped,
(M, A,) it
(S, K.)- See also :-3- [so in the TA,
or repaired, and made firm or strong. (A.) i.e. either 3 or : also signifies + A she
3: &: * 3:1 and 3: signify the same camel by which the sportsman conceals himself
The punctures made in the sening of the

(i. e.

#3 and #95
2:50 3- & * + [He shot

from the game; also called
skin became closed]; ($, K;) expressing a con
whence the saying,

sequence of pouring water into a skin. (S.)

:

*

*

*

*w : See "Ad-Aw.
-

** *

# -

3.A.: see ...", last sentence.

i: A certain disease in the nose, (S, M, L, K,)

him, or shot at him, by his she-camelnhereby he was which stops it up, (M., L.) attacking the passage
8: see the next preceding paragraph, in two
of the breath, (L) and preventing respiration;
places: = and see also 1, in the latter half of the concealing himself]. (IAar,TA.)- And +. (M,) (S, L;) as also "3"... (S, M, L, K.) A thing
or 3~, (O, K,) is also syn, with Uls [as meaning
paragraph, in five places.
that obstructs the passage of the humours, and of
*
3
3 ! Shade, or shadow; or cover, or protection].
the
food, in the body. (KL.) [And Any obstruc
3. and "3: Any building, or construction,

(IAar, M, O, K, TA.) A poet cited by IAar says,

tion in the body: pl.

with which a place is closed or closed up, or
stopped or stopped up: (M: [see also 33- :])

*

* * *

. 2.

...

~*

*

?” was 2- -, * ~ *
*

Bk. I.

|

*

d

** d

also

+.

:=

* Also [A vestibule, or porch, for shade and shelter,

3. '
a dam: (Msb:) a thing intervening, as a separation,
t";2-23-4,-e J. 43.
apartition, a fence, a barrier, a rampart, or an ob
stacle, or obstruction, betneen two other things: (S, ! [I sat for him, i.e. lay in wait for him, in the
Mgb, K:) and a mountain: (S, M, K: [in the last shade, or cover, of a camel rendered lean by travel,
it seems that this meaning is restricted to the former accustomed to that, in a desert whereof the dry
word; but if restricted to either, it should be to the herbage was old]: i. e. I made him a cover, or
latter:]) or, as some say, anything that faces one, screen, to me, in order that he might not see me:
*,

3:..] - See

* ***

-

sk

before the door of a house: this is a common
signification of the word, and is app. what is
meant by its being said that] the s: is what is
before the door of a house: (M, A ) or, as some

a: [i.e. roof, or covering, such as pro
jects over the door of a house &c.; or a place
roofed over]; (M.) or a a: [i.e. roof, or cover
say, a
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ing, for shade and shelter,] over a door: (Mgh:) tion of their land. (A, TA.)- It is also used as
an epithet, syn. with +, q. v. (L.) - And
3:1 [as though meaning The right projecter]
tent]; and a at at the door of a house G's): is a name that was given to a bow belonging to

or it is [a thing, or place,] like a ai: [or ai:-)
before a -: [or house, or perhaps here meaning

gone; (A;) that has become white, and with
which one does not see, but which has not yet

burst: (Az, A," L, K:) or that is ope", but

(AA, TA:) or, accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed, (TA,) the Prophet, as ominating the hitting of the object (IAar, L.) or 3:. (K)—Also
in the language of the Arabs [of the desert] it aimed at by that which was shot from it. (TA.) weak she-camel. (IAar, K.)
3 -£
•
• .
signifies [a space such as is termed] a As per * See also 3-, in three places,
J-4: see A-, in two places.
taining to a tent of hair-cloth and !" like; and
those who make it to be like a ââce, or like a
**, explain the word accord. to the way in

6

**

* f.

J.

tAn old and

3- -

Al-A. : see 5...", first sentence.

J-2 [properly A place of closing, or stopping,
&c.]:
see 1, in two places.
33- A thing nith n hich an interstice, or in
3 *
tervening space, is closed, or closed up: (AO, M, *A*
• 3. .: See A3-A-.
L: [see also 3- :]) and a thing with which a
3.x. Directed; pointed in a right direction.
breach, or gap, (M, A,) is stopped, or stopped (S, T.A.)- And A man directed, accommodated,
up, (M,) or repaired, and made firm or strong: adapted, or disposed, to that which is right [of
(A:) pl. #5-i. (M.) Primarily, accord. to ISh, words and of actions]; (L;) who does that which
s

which it is used by the people of the towns and

$24,

does not see strongly: (IAar, L, K:) pl.

4.

*

•

villages: (Msb, TA:) or it signifies the door
[itself]: (S, A, Mgh, K:) or it has this meaning
also: (Mgb:) some thus apply it to the door
itself: (A’Obeyd, L:) and the surrounding por
tico [of the interior court] of the largest, or
(Meyd, in explanation of a prov. mentioned in is right, (*, *, J., S. L.) Reping to
larger, mosque: (M, TA :) pl. 2... (S, L, MSb,
what follows,) Somen'hat of milk that dries up the right way; in which sense it is related by
K.) You say,

* *:

lasts £5 [I

san, him in the orifice of a she-camel's teat; (Meyd, K;)
sitting in the testibule of his door]: ($, TA:) because it stops up the passage of the milk.
and •y's : [in the vestibule before the door, (Meyd.) Also A stopper of a bottle (S," Mgh,"
Msb, K,"TA) &c.: (Msb:) in this sense [as
or at the
of his house]. (TA)
• * *door,
* * * 2°
2 * *Abu'd-Darda
well
as in those before mentioned] with kesr (S,
said, "aft:5 sie cual-l 2- Läe c-, (§, L.)
Mgh, Msb, K) only [to the L-]: and so in the
or s!! -: &4, i.e. [He who comes to the vesti sense next following. (S, K.) A body of horse
bules, or gates, of the Sultán] experiences returns and foot serving as blockaders of the frontier of a
of recent and old griefs, disquieting him so that hostile country. (S, K, TA.)-j* 3- 33
he is not able to remain at rest, but stands up and and "343, (ISk, S, M, Mab, K.) but the former
• & wo

-

* * *

e

•

some with kest, "3:... (L.) [Golius explains
it as meaning, on the authority of the S, who
executes his affairs with sure and good judgment,
and with happy success: and Freytag thus explains
*33-4, as from the S.]
6 * * *

3-2 : see the next preceding paragraph, in
two places.
&*-*

sits don’n: (Mgh in art. Lex5:) this he said when is the more chaste, (S,) and it alone is mentioned
he came to the gate of Mo’áwiyeh and did not
receive permission to enter. (L.) An: it is 'id by most authors in this saying, because it is from

* *

* *

1. ***, (0, K) aor.", inf n. £,

>!... as meaning the “stopper” of a bottle;
* - 3... * * * 222 -: *

in a trad., 3-M-ow
*

*

# *:

*

C: S &#91 u-25" <-a:ll, (Mgb;) and some say that "ala, with fet-h, is

- of

-

•

a corruption; (Msb, K;) expressly disallowed by

(S, A,) meaning +12.9) [i. e. The shaggy, or di
shevelled, and dusty, in the heads are those to As and ISh; (Msb;) a prov.; (Meyd;) mean
whom the doors will not be opened]. (A.) – ing t A thing by which want is supplied, (S, M,
Hence, Umm-Selemeh, addressing 'Āisheh, termed Mşb, K.) and by nihich life is preserved; accord.
to ISh, if incomplete; and accord. to As, a thing

(TK,) He thought a thing to be in him; (O, K;)
i.e. he suspected him of a thing : (TA:) or
as: &- he imagined, or thought, a thing.
(L.)- See also what next follows, in two places.
d

=

*

* *

5. C-5 (S. L. K.) and '83-, infn.

:

(L;) He lied, affected lying, or lied purposely;

her a 33-, i.e. a- (meaning tA means from by which somen'hat of the entire wants of one's
and forged, or fabricated: ($, L, K: [in the
munication], between the Prophet and his people.
case
is
supplied,
(MSb.)
One
says
also,
<:
CK, #5 is erroneously put for &#1) he
(L, from a trad.) = Also Palm-sticks, i.e. palm
branches stripped of their leaves, bound together, J: &- 33- as and "1313. 1 I attained forged and uttered false and vain tales: (L:) or
thereby a

[side by side,] upon which one sleeps. (M.)

thing by n:hich

want was supplied;

W

£, aor. 2, signifies [simply] he lied ;

(S, K," TA;) or a means of sustaining life. the present art. and in art.

$3.3 see the next paragraph, in four places:
s

(Ao, L.)—see also:- in two place.

•

&-3)

&".) [See also &–5]
G-: He fell prostrate;

like

(O, in

&”. (O

in art.

- and see also -4--.

*

3 *

f *

55-kw : see Aw.
7.

$14- [an inf n. of the intrans. verb .# as also

fell upon his

++, applied to a spear, Seldom missing;

and face; (O, K, TA;) like him who is prostrating
[to the same, and] to an arrow, that hits the himself in prayer: (TA:) [it may perhaps be a
he has a faculty of hitting the right thing, or his mark; (TA;) and to a saying, (S, M, L,) as also mistranscription for C-"; which seems to be
W

33-l.

[Hence,] one says,

3. 35 <! Verily

object or aim, in speaking, and in the managing *33. (M, L) and 7 33-3 (L;) and an action; better known in this sense: but it is said to be]
or disposing of affairs, and in shooting. (TA.)
formed by transposition from Ja-jl and [so]
-[Hence

Also,

as a subst.,] A.

thing that

is

(TA) and an affir, as also '3-i (S.A.L.)

<--l. (TA.)
right, direct, or in a right state; having, or
right, syn. ~12-2, (S, A, Msb, K.) and ...a5, (S,)
is..., used by Ibn-El-Khateeb and others of
of what is said and of what is done; (S, A,” Msb, taking, a right direction or tendency; tending
tonards the right point or object: (S, M, A, L, the people of El-Andalus, [and by post-classical
K;) as also '..., (S, A) which is a contraction
of the former. (S.) One says, Jill &: 3. Jú TA:) and W.J., applied to speech, signifies the writers of other countries, as meaning Easiness,
same; (TA;) and true. (K, T.A.) - And ap and goodness of nature or disposition, [or rather
He said a right thing [lit. of what is said, i.e.,
plied to a man, meaning Who pursues a right simplicity, or plainness, of mind or manners,] is

a right saying]; ($, A;) as also *1834. (A.)

And $3.1 -a. He hits the right thing in
sp:ch [or action]. (S.) And &: 3'- L'é *

course;

as

sive sense]

also * £i, (M;) and [in an inten

from

£50, an arabicized word from [the Pers.]

*::: (TA:) or, (Mgb,) as also *sū, signifying, with them, “free in intellect,”
and “easy in nature or disposition:” frequent

2.1 and 73. [He is following a right course "3-2, (S) who hits the right thing in his saying usage occasioned the change of the 5 into 3.

of action in respect of his affairl. (A) And (S, MSb) and in his action. (Mgb.)
*..." L'é &: 9% Af The affair of such 32!-- : see ...", in two places.

(TA. [See De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed.,

s

**

a one goes on according to that which is right.

6

* *

* >

* *

s

£- A great, or habitual, liar, (S, O, L, K,)

•

- o -:

(S.)- [And hence the saying,] &-

~ slä-

&

U-ji

14 wind came to us from the direc

ii. 292.])

3'-'-' : see A2-.

who will not tell thee truly whence he comes,
but
**

#ú.

1 An eye

(::)

of which the sight has will tell thee lyingly. (L.) [See also

£-l

-

-

--

- - - *-*-*

-

--- -

-
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J-A

n:ho eats it, and the garments of him who has it with a vertigo [lit., turning round, though it

J-M"

upon him, diffuse an odour like that of perfume: would seem more appropriate had he said, the
1. 3-, aor. 4, inf n. 3. and #34, (S, K,)
(M, TA:) it is [also] said that the J.A. is of two poet likens them to a camel so affected, whom
IIe became dazzled by a thing at which he looked, species; whereof one gron's in the cultivated lands, his four legs failed: he prefaces this explanation
•o:
so that he turned anay his face from it: or and its leaves are used in the ablution termed
with the words, āşş31.4
2% *:
became confounded, or perplexed, and unable to
J+, and its fruit is sweet; and the other gron's
see his right course: syn. £-5: (K:) and he (a in the desert, and its leaves are not so used, and to which he or ISd adds, ...its. Ji's us: 5.
camel) became dazzled by a thing at nihich he its fruit is juicy: the as: is so described that but (using a common phrase of ISd) I can only say,
looked, so that he turned anay his face from it,
* -:= es: S; unless there be some omission
*

•

* *

*

***

*

* *

•

&#3%

it may be supposed to be the wild G. : (Msb:)
by reason of intense heat: (S," K:) also, (TA,) when :- is used absolutely, with relation to the
or ex-ae -, (M,) he [app. a man or any animal] ablution termed J+, it means the ground leaves
was hardly able to see: (M, TA:) or 34 j gf the tree so called (Mgh," Msb:) the pl. of
he was dazzled, or confounded or perplered, and #: is $5- and Ś-- and $54- (S, K)
J. J. * *

*

*

did not see nell; as also
also

3%

below.]

*::).

(A, TA.) [See
•* > /

#: is said

last is extr. (M.)- Us"
-

p

6

and moderns. (MF, TA.)

*::: 2:- He
garment. (AA)
5.

covered himself with his

[see 1]. You say, : * Us', and
his sight is a confusedness, so that he
7. 3-ji It (hair, S, M, K, and a curtain or does not see well. (A.)- Some say that it signifies
veil, M) hung don’n; (S, M, K;) a dial. var. of An affection resembling vertigo, common to a
U-51. ($, K.") –2: J-31 He was some voyager upon the sea : or [simply] vertigo. (TA
what quick, or made some haste, running : (S, in art. U.K.)
M :") or he nent don'n, or don’nnards, and 3- Having his eyes dazzled by a thing, so
persevered (A’Obeyd, K) in his running, going that he turns anay his face from it: or in a
quickly. (A’Obeyd.) [In the CK, for 2.xx2, is state of confusion or perplexity, and unable to see

ta5,

[in the place of &#]

and

explain it as meaning the seventh heaven. (TA
3

£)

es).” One who grinds and sells the leaves of
the

2-.

(TA.) [See also:-.]

5'- A thing resembling a [curtain of the kind
called] -- . (Ki) or resembling a als, which
is put across a [tent of the kind called] (+. (M.)

}: A,"ler of the leaves of the 232. (TA)

*

his right course: syn.: ; (K.) as also 'su.

-

Námoos adopts his opinion; but MF rejects it:

[See also &:-.]

****, In

put by mistake &J

and the author of the

to be in art. 25.

(S,) aor. *, inf. n. 3-, (M,) He, or she, let
don'n, let fall, or made to hang don'n, his, or her, The lote-tree in the Seventh Heaven; (Lth, K;*)
hair; (S, M, K;) and in like manner, a curtain, beyond n:hich neither angel nor prophet passes,
or veil, (M,) and a garment; (Lh;) a dial. var. and n:hich shades the nater and Paradise: (Lth :)
in the Saheeh it is said to be in the Sixth
£f J~. ..(S, K.')—Also 3-, aor. 2, inf. n. Heaven:
'Iyád reconciles the two assertions by
3- and 32-, He rent his garment. (Yaq the supposition that its root is in the Sixth, and
koob, M.)
that it rises over the Seventh : accord. to IAth, it
&
is
in the furthest part of Paradise to which, as
4. as U-s:/l <).A.! [The sun dazzled his
its
furthest limit, extends the knowledge of ancients
eye, and confused his sight]. (K in art. Ye-.)
4 *@e

the correct reading is 5...", meaning the kind of
tree so called, not the sea;
(TA:) some read

$44, and 33- ($, M, K) and 33-, (M, K) which

=3% (M, K,) or

in the transcription]: (M, TA:) Sgh says that

•* * * * * * 6

Q. Q. 4. •, a 3--" His sight became weak, (S, K:) and the former, a camel having his eyes
in the manner described belon, voce **. (S dazzled by a thing, so that he turns anay his

*:

See

** - Also

Losing his way: you

say, Jil J at #, Verily he is losing his way,
in error. (A.) And

5- % J.

entered into, or did, his

affair] in

i. e. [He
a wrong way.

(Ham p. 432.) - A man without firmness, or
deliberation. (M.) You say, #20. J& He spoke
m"ithout deliberation.

(A)-A

man who cares

not for anything, nor minds what he does: (S,"
M, K:) or one who occupies himself nith vain or
frivolous diversion. (TA.)

face from it, by reason of intense heat: (S:) and 2: A cloudiness of the eye; (K;) and
also one having his eyes dazzled by snow; as well weakness of sight : (TA:) and * [originally
the measure J<}, from 3:1; (IKtt;) the A.
as by intense heat (IAar.)- 5 - 4:= His pl. of the preceding, app.,] weakness of sight, (S,
being augmentative. ($) See also 3-... eye is confused in its vision, or dazzled, so that
M, K,) or something appearing to a man by
4: -j- His eye shed tears; accord. to Lh;
he cannot see well. (A.)- And 5- means An reason of weakness of his sight, (M, K,) on the
but this is not known in the classical language.
old and weah she-camel. (IAar, TA in art. -:) occasion of, ($, M,) or [arising] from, (K,)
(M in art. J-e-...)
– Also 3- The sea : (S, M, K:) one of the intoxication (S, M, K) by drink &c., (M,) and
3- [a coll. gen, n., The species of lote-tree [proper] names thereof; (S;) occurring only in a from [or if the reading in the CK be correct this
called by Linnaeus rhamnus spina Christi; and
prep. should be omitted] the insensibility arising

in art. 2-, and M and K in art. 3-)

It is of

poem of Umeiyeh Ibn-Abi-s-Salt: (M:) he says,

by Forshäl, rhamnus nabeca;] the tree, or trees,

of which the fruit is called č, and 3:3: ($, M,

*@ e

*

*

* *

*

# **

*

#- #3%
&% 3%
*:

*

3ye- Leilsall alé=125 J-A-

*

2- e #

Mgh, Msb, K:) sing., (Mgb) or [rather] n un,

/ ...

J.J. e.

*

>

from dron'siness and vertigo. (S, K.) The A is
augmentative. (S: but the word is mentioned in
the M and K in art. J-e-w.) See also *. E.

Also A hing : because the eyes become weak,
[And as though the first heaven, with the angels or dazzled, in consequence of looking at him.
times j- is used as meaning the smallest or
(K in art. 2-)
smaller of numbers [generally denoting from around it, were the sea, the winds deserting it,
* - of
and smooth]: (S, M, TA: [but in the M and TA,
cy!, A.S. The shoulder joints, (S, M, A, K,)
three to ten inclusively]: (Ibn-Es-Sarráj, Msb:) for 43-, we find (33-3 and in the S, for #i,
4 * o 5
and the sides: ($, K.) or (so in the M, but
AHn says, accord. to Aboo-Ziyād, the
is of
we find **i. which is inconsistent with the
accord.
to the K “and”) tryo veins (M, K) in
the kind called •lae, and is of two species,
rhyme of the poem:]) by .312all he means the

($, M.K.) #3: ($, M, Mob, K.) and some

*

&:

Jus: the US)-e is that which has no thorns winds; and by aleb”, [for Alès: 4% [or the eye, (M,) or in the tryo eyes: (K:) or beneath
the temples. (M.) Hence the saying * ā
except such as do not hurt: the UUA has thorns rather 4és:]: he likens the sky to the sea when
£i He came beating (with his hands, TA)
[which hurt]: the 3- has a broad round leaf: calm : (TA:) Th quotes thus:
his
shoulder joints (S, A, K) and his sides; (S,
and sometimes people alight and rest beneath a
<< * : *.e., *, * * * *#2 *
K;)
meaning, the came empty, (S, A, K,)
tree of this hind; but the UL3 is small: the best
9:- 493-12 &#x d'es
having nothing in his hand, (S) or having no
G.3 that is hnonn in the land of the Arabs is in
& 2%. 44; 32occupation, (M,) and without having accom
Hejer (, s), in a single piece of land which is
and

*

*

• *of

J

e

*

*

*

*

of his desire: de($,
K:) and in
appropriated to the Sultán alone : it is the sneet and says that the poet likens the angels, with plished the object
• * of
• o#
est of all in taste and odour: the mouth of him respect to their fear of God, to a man affected like manner, 4.3.1: ($:) and 49- Jaa: al-,
J. J. de
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(AZ) and 4:34 (TA) and 4:35, (ISk) he

[Book I.

day in which the camels drink: (Aboo-Sahl, the K J.'" &- +4, and

came shaking his shoulder-joints: (AZ:) or his TA:) or their remaining in the place of pasture
Jour days [after drinking], then coming to the
sides: meaning as above. (TA.)

in others and in

the O*** c- -->] (0, K.) with which

are measured. (O.)=U-- in the saying
water on the fifth. (TA) pl. J.l. i. (M.Sgh, dates
----- 4:1 S is a dial. var. of ---,
2: Hair [let don'n, or made to hang don'n, TA.)
You say, U- 44 $53 [His camels

or] hanging domen; like J. (TA)
3

came to the water on the sixth day, counting the q. v. (S.)

*

- *>
6 o' -

2--> A dazzled eye. (TA in art. J-e-..)= day of the next preceding drinking as the first].

d.

6 * d = j/

U-2-A- and ā-ā- : see J.:

A long and direct road. (Kibid.)—And hence, (S, A, K.) [Hence the saying,] Cúi *

-:) [which see

(TA ibid.,) + Right speech or language. (K and

expl. voce J-l. (A.)

3
•

s

TA ibid.)

-

-

G-4, applied to a garment of the kind called

Also The sixth young one, or offspring. (A in J'il, (§, 4, K.) Six cubits in length; (A, K;) as
art. --J.)
also "J-- (S, A, Msb, K.) - Also [as

U-A

©

• *

s

•

U--- : see U-3-A-", in three places: - and, as meaning Six spans in height, said to be] applied
# a slave. (Mgb in art. U-sá-.) [But see
an epithet applied to a calf, see J.ac.
the sixth part of the possessions of the people.
J-3-(§, M.A., Msh, K) and "J.: (S.M. b. J-(+) - [Also A word composed of six
(M, Mab, K.) – And Žil J-3-, aor. 2, (S, K). A sixth part; ($, M, A, Mgb, K;) as also letters, radical only, or radical and augmen
M, Mob, K.) infin. J., (Mab, T.A.) He was, W .*, ($, Mab, K.) a form used by some, like tative.]

źil J.3% (S, M,Mgb, K,”) aor. 4, (S, M,
Msb) inf n. J., (M, Mob, T.A.) He took
1.

*

@ e

or became, the sixth of the people: (M, Mgb, K:) as one says -s and re:e: (S:) pl. J-3-i. (M,
(S in art. M.B.T.A.)
app., the saying, *
*-ij.) And He made the people, they being
4-3&
£i.
which
see expl. voce J.-:)
fifty-nine, to be sixty with himself. (A’Obeyd,

or he made them, with himself, sir.

[Hence,

Jet. [Sirth]; fem, with s. (S,K, &c.) See

*", in art. --, - Lºs J.20, and the
5-> ā-2'-', meaning Sirteenth, are subject
$ in art. --G) And J. also signifies He [L-l- as meaning Six and six together, or six to the same rules as # 3-0 and its fem, expl.
made fifteen to be sixteen. (T in art. & J.3.)
at a time and six at a time, seems not to have in art. <-15, q.v.]
-

•

*

also

•* > *

**

•

-

fem.

/

-

been heard: see

2.4-3-, inf n. 4-5. He made it sir. (Esh
Sheybánee, and K voce *3) - He made it to
be six-cornered; six-angled; hexagonal: or six

3:.

But Freytag mentions

6

y o y

U--> : see art. U-A".

J-44 as used by El-Mutanebbee for +..]

6

*

* ~ *

U---> A thing composed of six layers or
strata, or of six distinct fascicles or the like.
ribbed (§gh, TA)—4:9 -a-, or sale,
(TA in art. & J.J. [See also J-4-4, below.])
He remained six nights with his wife: and in like
Je:(Sh,S, M.K.)and 'J.,33,(Sh, M.K.) - [Heragonal; a hexagon.] - A verse com
manner the verb is used in relation to any saying As used to say the latter, (S,) A [garment of the posed of six feet. (M.)
or action.

(TA voce

&:)

Jo:

see the next paragraph.

kind called] clási. . (M.) or a club, (S,M,

K.) or any garment, (Sh,) of the colour termed Jo: A rope composed of six strands. (M.
4. >il U.J.) The party of men became six :
#4. [here app. meaning a dark, or an ashy, in art. --J.)
(S, M, Mgb:) also the party of men became sixty. dust-colour]. (Sh, S, M, K.) = And the former,

(M and L in art - 3)-3-31 - The (K) or the latter, (M,) Smoke-black of fat; or
camel cast the tooth after the *ū; (S, Msb, K;) lamp-black; syn.

cast the tooth called J-4; (M, A5) which he
does in his eighth year: (§, IF, A, Msb:) and in

&#.
*

J.--

#: a dial. var.

(M, K.)

, ,

see U-- : - and see

U-34

like manner one says of a sheep or goat. (M.) Also The tooth that is before that called the
U.J.) The man was, or became, one Jú; (§, K.) after that called the age; (M,
whose camels came to water on the sixth day, L.T.A.) as also 'J'. (S,K) masc. and fem,
counting the day of the next preceding drinking because the fem. names of teeth are all with 3,
as the first. (S," K,”TA.) [See J----|

—J:

6

d a

6

y

s

@

of

$34,

(K,) which is the

more common. (TA. [See the latter.])

&: : see what follows.
* * * *

#: a dial var. of #3:... [q.v.]; (TA;)
as also # , (L and TA in art. &sj}) and

except J.3- and -- and J. (S3) the pl. W &: and &#: signify the same [as dial. vars.
(of the former, S.) is J.: and (of the later, § of £2]. (TA.)

J.

U-A" : See U-A".
*

&

J--- (S. K.)

You say, of a camel, 4-3- Usall

J.A. is the original form of -, (M., K.)

and "4:… [He cast his tooth called the U-3

£m of +, which is originally i-3-, (M)

and U--J

(A.) – And hence, (Mgh,) A

***

2.43-, (M,TA) infin. Cia:, (TA) He

[meaning Six; for] the dim. [of E- is 'J', camel, (M, A, Mgh, Mgb,) and a sheep or goat, cut it in pieces; namely, a camel's hump. (M,
and that] of
is *ā-ā-, and the pl. (M, TA,) casting his ---, (M, A, TA,) or his TA.)
is J-35 ($ in art --, q.v.)— Also [The tooth that is after the age; (Mab3) i.e., in the 4. –5.x. It (the night) became dark; (S, M,
drinking of camels on the sixth day, counting the eighth year; (A, Mgh, Mgb;) as also "...: K;) accord. to some, after the 2-a- [app. as
day of the next preceding drinking as the first; (A, Mgh, TA:) masc. and fem.: (M, TA:), or a meaning the first part thereof; or about the
as will be seen from what here follows;] the sheep or goat six years old : (S, K:) pl. J.4% half; or a great, or the greater, part]: (M :)
period of the drinking of camels [next] after that (M.) A poet, (S,) namely, Mansoor Ibn-Misjáh, or let don’n its curtains, and became dark : and
called J- or after six days and five nights: speaking of a fine for homicide, taken from among -$2.51 and J.A:l signify the same. (AO, TA.)
– And >il J.A.) The people, or party, entered
(M, TA:) or their being kept from the nater five selected camels, (TA) says,

#.

days, and coming to it on the sixth : (S:) but

* *
*

Sgh says that this is a mistake, and that the
correct meaning of the term is, their being kept

from the nater four days, and coming to it on the

de

upon the [period of the night called] as.…. (M.)

*

&#3
• * *5:1 –ius (+ -iù.
•

• •

•6

*

J w * *

*

"

* - 12 J''' (= " :

- And -j-. He slept; (AA, K, TA;) as also
J2jl. (AA, TA.) - And f His eyes became

dark by reason of hunger or age: (K, TA:) said

fifth; and so it is explained in the [A and] K: [And he went round about, as the collector of the of a man. (TA.) - Also, said of the daybreak,
(TA:) or their drinking one day, then being kept poor-rate went round about, amid them, preferring or dawn, It shone : (S, K, TA:) [thus,] as AO
from the water four days, then coming to it on certain of them, among the nine-year-old and the says, it has two contr. significations. (TA.) the fifth day; so [by the application of the term eight-year-old camels]. ($, TA)= Also A sort And He lighted the lamp : (# :) or one says, in
J

J.-

&

*

d

they include in their reckoning the first of measure, or a sort of **, [in some copies of the dial. of Hawázin, 135-1, i. e. 5*-1 [Light

•--J

JBook I.]

we a lamp, or with a lamp]; from

£1. (S,

TA :) or one says in that dial., ū

5334, i. e.

1333

! I san, the blackness of his body, or form, from and let it loose, let it down, or let it fall, upon his
a distance. (TA.) = Also the first, A door, or shoulders: (Mgh:) and he let it don'n, or let it

an entrance: (M, K.) or its 5: [i.e. vestibule, fall, namely, hair, not -** [i. e. made recur
[They lighted for us a lamp, or with a or porch, &c.]: (K:) and a sort of covering over
vate at the extremities], nor tied in knots: (Lth,

b:

lamp]. (M.) - Also He moved anay or aside a door to protect it from the rain. (K,"TA.)
[in order that the light might enter a place].
(K.) When a man is standing at a door or an
-is- [a pl. of which the sing, is app. ---,
entrance, one says to him, --i, i. e. Move thou like -:43, The corporeal forms or figures or
anay or aside from the door, or entrance, in substances of men or other things which one sees
order that the chamber, or tent, may become from a distance: (K:) accord, to Sgh, (TA,)
light. (AA, TA. [See also the last sentence of correctly with L: : (K, TA:) but the truth is,
this paragraph.])-[In all of these senses, per that they are two dial. vars. (TA.)
haps excepting one, it is intrans.: in others,
-i- A camel's hump : (S:) or a camel's
trans.] = You say of a woman, guilt -j-", hump cut into pieces: (M, TA:) or pieces [or

TA:) and one says also, 4: J% changing the
J- intoj (Sb, M.) The J: that is forbidden
in prayer is The letting donn one's garment with
out drawing together its two sides : or the envelop
ing oneself neith his garment, and putting his arms

within, and boning the head and body, and pro
strating oneself, in that state; as the Jews used

to do; and this applies uniformly to the shirt and

other garments: or the putting the middle of the

55, [or waist-nrapper] upon the

head, and letting

(S, TA) and A-1, (TA) She let down [the

slices] of a camel's hump : (Ham p. 258:) or the fall its too ends upon one's right and left, with
head-covering, and the veil, or curtain]. (S, TA.) Jat of a camel's hump : (M, K, and Hamp. 257:) out making it to be upon his tryo shoulder-blades.
- And 3: J.A.! He raised [the veil, or cur [or a very fat hump of a camel: (Freytag, from (TA.)
&: <<e J. is said in a trad.

*::=

Deewan of Jereer:)] pl. -à- and -ić [as meaning He made the end of his turban to
tain]. (K.) —one says also, Aşı --> Open the
(TA.)
hang don’n betneen his two shoulder-blades].
thou the door, or entrance, in order that the
•

chamber, or tent, may become light. (S.)
* * *

6 *

J33, see #32, in three places.—Also The

•

#3- A veil, or covering; a thing that veils, (Mgh.). And one says also, L's 543 "J3
conceals, covers, or protects: whence the saying s: '9 *::le, [meaning He let his hair fall donn
of Umm-Selemeh to 'Áisheh, (O, K, TA,) when abundant and long upon his shoulders and his
she desired to go forth to El-Basrah, (TA,) mech] infn. J-e-5. (Ish, T.A. (see its pass.
33- * 35 i.e. #. *i. e. G.4% *i part. n., voce J.-:) - Also, aor. 2, (M, K,)

night. (S, TA.)- And The daybreak, or danºn:
(AA, S, K:) and the advent thereof: (Fr, S, K:)
and the n'hiteness of day. (TA.)= Also A enve:
(Ibn-'Abbād, K:) or such as has a blackness like [i.e. ašić- * (JM in art. 4-2) Thou hast inf n. as above, (TA,) He slit it, or rent it;
that of night. (TA)- And -i- -i- is 4 rent open his veil, or covering, meaning the Pro namely, his garment. (M, K.)- And es' J
call to the enve to be milked. (K.)
phet's, as is shown in the TA]: (O, K, TA:) or 33:1, (O, K.) inf n. as above, (TA,) He went
thou hast removed his veil, or covering: (O, TA:) anay into the countries, or provinces. (O, K.)
6* @

e.

āşJ. : see the next paragraph.

#: and "#: i, q, "J., (As, S, M.K.)
as meaning The darkness, (As, S, K,) in the dial.
of Nejd, (As, S,) or of Temeem; (K;) or as
meaning the darkness of night; or, as some say,
after the s [which here app. means the first
part of the might; or about the half; or a great,

or the greater, part]: (M:) and also as meaning
the light, (As, S, K, and M in explanation of the
first word,) in the dial. of others, (AS, S,) or of
Keys: (K:) thus having two contr. significa
tions; (S, K;) or the darkness and the light are
called by one and the same name because each of
them comes upon the other: (K:) or the first,
(S, M, K,) and second, (K,) the commingling of the
light and the darkness, (S, M, K,) as in the time
betnceen the rising of the dann, (S,) or as in the
time between the prayer of the dann, (M,) and
that when the sun becomes white, (S, M,) accord.
to some, as is said by A’Obeyd; ($;) or, as
'Omárah says, the first signifies darkness in which
is light, of the former part of the night and of
the latter part thereof, between the redness after

or thou hast removed his veil, or covering, from
2 : see 1, last sentence but two.
its place, to n'hich thou wast commanded to keep,
4: see 1, first sentence.
and hast placed it before thee: (O, K, TA:) but
the saying is also related otherwise, i. e. -:
5: see the next paragraph.
3-, mentioned before [in art. -ás-l. (TA.)
7. U-3 [and accord. to Freytag V J.-: also,
One says also, <!-- &#3 4:3, meaning Such a
one quitted his veil, or covering, and came forth but he names no authority for this, and I have not

found it in any MS. lexicon, but it is agreeable
with analogy as quasi-pass. of 2,] It was let
v.5-l, as an epithet applied to night, Dark, loose, let don'n, lonered, or let fall; said of hair

from [behind] it. (TA.)
* * > *

(M, [as also -i-...,]) or black. (K.)

[&e.] (MA, KL)– And 3: J-1 He was

somen'hat quick, or made some haste, running;
J. Dark: [like -: :] and also light : like J-31; the , and U being app. interchange

having

two contr. significations. (M., T.A.) - able. (Harp. 576.)
And Entering upon the [period called] as:

Q. Q. 1. J33- He (a man) had long mus.
(TA.)

taches, (IAar, TA) or he had a long mustache.

* * * * *, * *
J.A. Lel. A camel's hump cut into pieces [or (AS, K.)
slices]. (M.)
J: and
+

d e

-is-

'J:- [the former written in a copy

s , *

-eta-a- A veil, or curtain, let don’n. of the M U.A.", but said in the K to be with

damm,] A veil, 6or- of
curtain: pl. [of mult.]

(TA.)

J.

6 * o

and [of pauc] J.: (M, K) and Já'í (K.)
J.

sunset and the darkness and betneen the danºn

In a verse of Homeyd Ibn-Thowr, as it is related
J wo

and the prayer [of the dann]; And Az says that 1. 3., aor.”, (§, M, Mgh, Mob, K.) and 2,
this is the correct explanation: (TA:) and the (M, K) infin. J., (§, M, Mgh, Mgb.) He let
first and second, a portion of the night: (M, K:) it loose, let it don'n, lonered it, or let it fall; (S,
or the first, a remaining portion ofthe night: (Ibn M, K;) namely, his garment, (S, M,) and hair,
Habeeb, TA:) or the first of five divisions of the (Fr, M, K,) and a veil, or curtain; (M;) and
night: (TA in art. -- see #34, Voce 34-) 43. signifies the same; (Fr, TA;) as also
and the first, (K, TA,) i. e. with, Jamm, (TA,) *4-1; (M, K3) or this latter is a mistake;
or the second, (CK) as also "J., the black (Mgh; [but this the author asserts because, he

by Yaakoob, U5-ji is used as a sing., because
it is of a measure which is [in some instances]
J.

•

>

-

that of a sing, such as J-24:1, meaning a sort
of garment: but others relate it differently, saying
J.", which is correctly a sing. (M.) [See
also

&:

J- A string of gems or jenels: (S:) or a
string
of pearls or large pearls, reaching to the
as in the saying of 'Alee, J: -i.X: &#= finding it except in the “Nahj-el-Balāghah;”]) breast: (M, K:) pl. U5-. (S.)- See also U.A.
not allowable; (Mgb;) and the former signifies
I removed from over them the darknesses of night: he let it don'n, or let it fall, namely, the garment,
J: An inclining. (M.K.) [See J.C.]

nes of night; (k) the pl.of the fir's

says, he had searched through books without

6

(TA) and the pl. of "J. is Jū. (M,
** 6 y

o os.

nithout drawing together its tryo sides: (Mgh,

TA.) You say also, * 3- *** is:

<:

Msb:) or, as some say, he thren, it upon his head,

6 *

J.

*

*

* *

s

* *

6 o ż

&

-

-

L.", of the measure Glas, an arabicized

1334
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&
-•

word,originally,in Pers., a 2 a... [“three-hearted”], inf n, as above, He desired the thing vehemently, intellect in consequence of grief; from X: #le,
as though it were three chambers in one chamber eagerly, greedily, very greedily, or excessively; han i.e. “water that has become altered [for the

(< J &#####), like the 9: 3'

hered after it, or coveted it; and he was, or became, worse]:” or, as others say, grieving, not able to

addicted, or attached, to it: (TK:) [but go nor to come. (TA.) You say also X- J%
[i. e., I suppose, “like the garment of El-Heereh devoted,
these meanings of the verb are perhaps only inferred
with two sleeves;” app. meaning that it signifies
A man affected with wrath, or rage. (S, TA.)
that] ><il is syn. with J.-1. –And X- 3× Affected with amorous, or
An oblong chamber with a wide and deep recess from the saying
* **
on either hand at, or near, one extremity thereof; and J.' coul, (M.K. in the CK
and passionate, desire, in a vehement degree. (AO,
so that its ground-plan resembles an expanded
|K) – And in like manner, (TA) - J-5
w

- d.

3:)

&#91.

(TA.) Hence the trad, 331 -jū- 3.
present day, it is commonly applied to a single *: &: 5% #1 J* <<3 * [To whom
garment with a pair of very wide sleeves: in the

(S, M, K) and "... [which is an inf n used as
an
epithet] and ">,4- and *X: (M, K) A
recess of the kind above mentioned, the floor of soever the present state
of existence is the object
stallion [camel] excited by lust for the female:
which is elevated about half a foot or somewhat
of his anxiety and of his eager desire &c., God
more or less above the floor of the main chamber,
and which has a mattress and cushions laid

places his poverty before his eyes].

(TA.) =

(S, M, K:) or one that is sent among the she

camels, and that brays amidst them, and, when
And A-, [i. e. ---, as is indicated by the form
they have become excited by lust, is taken forth
against one or two or each of its three sides].
(S.) [Golius explains it, as on the authority of of the part. "...", and by: as an inf. n. used from them, because n:hat he begets is disesteemed;
the S, (in which is nothing relating to it but what in the sense of that part. n.,] said of water, It (M, K, TA;) therefore, when he is excited by
I have given above,) thus: Pers. *- Seu became altered [for the worse] by reason of long lust, he is shackled, and pastures around the
6& d
standing, and overspread with [the green sub dwelling; and if he attacks the she-camels, he is
• *, *, q.3-.]
stance termed] --, and choked with dust muzzled: (TA:) or one that is in any manner
©e •

-

J.-- The

thing [or hanging] that is let don'n,
or suspended, upon the [kind of camel-vehicle for
women called] £35°. (S, O, K:) pl. [of mult.]
J.: and J:13. and [of pauc.] Já'í : (S, O:)
the first of which pls. is expl. by As as meaning
the pieces of cloth with which the C25* is covered;
as also 34. (TA.) - Also A thing [app. a
hanging or curtain] that is extended across, or
siden'ays,

(-34.) in the

space from side to side

of the [tent called] 4: (#1 * (#): and
(some say, M) the curtain of the aís-- [or bridal
canopy, &c.,] of a woman: (M, K:) pls. as
above. (TA.)
* ** *

• O- -

U-A-", or J: (accord. to different copies
of the S,) A certain bird, that eats [the poisonous

and other things that had fallen into it. debarred from covering; (K;) or the last two
(A, TA) = [And ... said of a stallion, He epithets have this last signification. (M.)- And
was nithheld from

covering:

so in the Deewan

3.2% #ü An old and weak she camel. (AO,

(TA)=2... f. and X- and "X: (M,K)
stallion-camel: see X-.]=::=l J, #3L-3 and "X-(K) and 'X,* (M.TA) and 'X,4
#9 (The length of time that had eloped and "... (TA) i. i. 34: [i. e. Water filled
of Jereer, accord. to Freytag: it is said of a

since the coming thereto of the drinkers] altered

up,

stopped up, or choked up, with

earth or dust;

the water [for the worse]. (A, TA.) - And or into n'hich the dust has been snept by the
*Gl >< He shut, or closed, the door; syn. wind]: (M: [in the K and TA, erroneously,
#: (IAar, M, TA;) in the K, erroneously, 3:) pl. 2: [a pl. of paue] and X3- (a
4%. and so 4.i. (TA.) = See also 2-. pl. of mult]; or the sing, and pl. are alike; (M,
[i. e.] you say is: # and X-, applying
2.22: [inf n of 23-] The binding, or K;)
epithets
pl.
closing, the mouth of a camel [with a muzzle; 6 * * * * * to a sing. noun; (Z, TA;) as well as
i.e. the muzzling of a camel: see the pass, part. n., Al-A-l ole" (IAmb, TA, and Ham p. 102) and
X- ( IÁmb, TA) meaning waters altered [..for
below]. (KL.)
• **
the worse] (IAmb, TA, and Ham ubi supra) in

plant called] U+ [generally applied to the common
[4. 22:1, said of water, It was prevented from
consequence of long standing, and soX: (Ham:)
flowing
by dust and wind: so in the Deewan of
wolf's-bane, aconitum napellus]: on the authority
this last is pl. of "X,+2, as also...: (M, TA:)
of El-Jāhidh. (S.) [See also art. U.A.--.]
Jereer, accord. to Freytag.]
[and each of these two oisd 4alsosaw used as a sing.;
Js:- The mustache. (S, IAar, K.) You say, 7. * # A-A-5) The galls, or sores, on the i. e.] you say also "L.A.
# =; and * >3.
* r

J., - d -

*

-

~

*

** >*

433. Jue, (A5, K,) or "S23-, (IAgr.) His mus back of the camel became healed. (K, TA.)

meaning a well filled up, stopped up, or choked
up, with earth or dust; or into which the dust
A-, as a sing epithet: see A.A.", last sentence. has been sncept by the wind: (S, K, TA: [in the
J: Xé An inclining penis : .(M.K.) pl. It is also a pl. of>4. (M, TA.)
CK, #3: is erroneously put for is: :]) or
[by rule J., but it is said to be] J., i.e. like
which varieties of small rubbish, and dust,
into
>3 inf n of 2.... (S, M. K. [See 1, first
-->. (K.)
four sentences.]) - See also.A.A.", in two places. or small pebbles, whirled round by the wind, have
U-2 and J: : see what follows.
fallen, so that it is nearly choked up: (Lth,
latter
23:
half
next
see
the
of
the
paragraph. TA:) and "X: it is expl. as meaning water
J.: Hair let loose, let don'n, lonered, or
tache, or mustaches, became long. (A5, IAar, K.)

© 6 p.

-

©

•

•

* **

*

f *

•

s

-

6 - e.t.

let fall: (S) or lank, or long, and pendent; 2. [is a partn. of...; and is also app. used that has become altered [..for the worse]: (IAmb,
TA:) *23-4, also, applied to water, signifies the
(M, K;) as also "J: (TA::), or abundant as an imitative sequent to X4). You say [ X
same as X. (M.K.) and so does "X-3:
and long, (Lth, TA) and so "J:, (Ish, TA) and] "...au and "343. (M, K, TA) meaning (TA:)
[or " the former of these, so applied,
falling upon the bach. (Lth, TA.)
A-A*

1.2%,

(S, M, K,) aor. *, (K,) inf. n. >~,

Repenting and grieving : (TA:) or affected with prevented from flowing by dust and wind. (Frey
anxiety: or with anxiety together nith repent tag, from the Deewan of Jereer.)]
ance: or with wrath, or rage, together neith
grief (M, K, TA:) and X-32-, in which one _2.J., as a sing epithet: see the latter half of
is used as an imitative sequent to the other; and the next preceding paragraph, in three places. It
* f

is

6

(S, M, K,) He repented and grieved: (S:) or he

">", and &: "3:... [app. in like
manner.] X: being seldom used without 33:1

was, or became, affected neith anxiety: or with X20
anxiety together with repentance: or with nrath,
or rage, together with grief (M, K.) [Hence,]
one says, 9% S. X- $ 2.4 4 U. [He has no
object of anxiety nor of repentance and grief
except that: or this saying may be from what
next follows]. (#)--..." ---, aor, and

:

(TA:) or

[A*- -**, and] ">u. -->b,

and

"&#3 & 4:3; in which one is said to be an

d -

is also a pl. of 2.5.x.". (M., T.A.)
...

• O =

6

•

duo- : see A-, second sentence, in three
places.
6

* *

–25- and >: See >~, in the latter half of
imitative sequent to the other: (S:) or, accord.
the paragraph; the former word, in two places.
to IAmb,

*>u. in

the phrase

X20 X- J4%

means, as some say, altered [for the worse] in

X- :

See

X-, in the latter half of the para
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A.M." - U.S.A."

and $34 #, &: 3: 3: ū. [How good,
&: see what next follows, in two places.
thin. (M, K.)= And i, q =#13:= (K)[app. &:- (L, Msb) or " &: (so in a copy of or beautiful, is her stretching forth of her hind
as meaning Remembering God, or celebrating the M.) or "&a, and "3143, (K) as also legs, and her returning of her fore legs in her
going!]. (S.) See also J.--, (M,) or
Him, much, or frequently: for SM adds], hence
"&", (AA, L. K.) A curtain, or reil (AA, 2:4, (S,) 13& "3:..., (S, M.) He went, (M,)
the saying,
M, L, MSb, K:) [like J.A. and U.N. :] pl. of the
first (L) or.second (M) (and app, of the last or he goes, (S) tonards, or in the direction of,
ū: 5 & 3:45

graph. = Also Mist; syn.

*: or such as is

*

*

[app. They remember not, or celebrate not, God, also, like as U.A.M is pl. of J.- or U.N. and also
othernise than doing so much, or frequently: of J.-- 3.3% in which the c) is said by
from which it seems that one says, 31 "..., some to be a substitute for U: (M, L:) or
inf n. X-, meaning He remembered, or cele 6 * of
Ul-A-1 is a dial. var. of J.C. signifying the
brated, God, &c.]. (TA.) = And i. q. -->5 [Fa J× of the [hind of camel-vehicles for wo
tigue: but I incline to think that this explanation men called] C2'>; (S, L;) [i. e.,] accord.
is a mistranscription]. (TA.)
45

°

*

*

to ISk, it

•

LexU- : see A.A.", second sentence, in four places.
•

s &- a

which the

signifies

the pieces of

cs: * corera,

cloth with

(L;) as also &- ;

such a thing; ($, M ;) said of a man. (S.) 3:- also signifies The going at random, heed
lessly, or in a headlong manner, without con
sideration, or without any certain aim, or object,
not obeying a guide to the right course, in
journeying; ($, M;) said in relation to camels
and horses. (M.)- Hence, (M.) £-g 3-,

(K) aor. 24.4 (TA) inf n. *, (M, TA)
He (a boy, or child,) played with walnuts, (M,

s

>~, in the former half of the para (A5, TA voce J2-3) and its sing is [c/49-,
K, TA,) throning them into a hole; (TA;) a
graph. - Also A camel left to pasture by itself
A-A* : See

like

J.-, or] "J.J. (L. [The last word is

dial. var. of

'% ; (K;) or, accord. to the T, the

(K, TA) around the divelling. (TA.) – And A

there thus written, in this instance, with fet-h.]) latter is of the dial. of children; (TA;) as also
"es-l, (M, K, TA) in [some of] the copies of
&# having a muzzle put upon his mouth. (S.) U->
see the next preceding paragraph.
[camel of generous race, such as is termed]

– And A camel having galls, or sores, upon his

6

* *

s

*

the K, erroneously, (4...l. (TA.) See also
*

i-32,

5. = <
&*: See &:--Also Fat, as a subst. J39 The land was, or became, moistened by
(K.)
=
See
also
e-A",
last
sentence,
in
two
places.
(AA, L, K) – And Blood. (K) – And much den, ($, Mgb,) either from the sky or from
the ground. (S.) And #! <-- The night
Wool. (K.)
back, and therefore exempted from the saddle
until his galls, or, sores, have become healed.

Ul- :

in art. 3-2. = See also

•

•

* de

*

*

mas, or

Lež-e: see A.A.", in the former half of the
paragraph: = and again in the last sentence. -

J-A

&% (S, L, K,) aor. 4, (S, L,) inf n. &:

particularly

The ministry, or service, and super

TA)-3-3 & 4, (S. K.) or £3, (M)

öst.

A minister, or servant, of the Kaabeh,
their G29% [or bases, so as to be easily detached

(S, Mgh, L, MSb, K.) and [so in the S and L,
but in the K “or”] of the temple of idols; (S, therefrom], (§, M, K) and moist. (M.)

#13-,

[or the latter, accord. to the Msb,
seems to be a simple subst.,] He acted as minister,
L, K;) and one who performs the office of door
or servant, of the Kaabeh, and [so in the S and

and

(M,"

intendence, of a temple of idols; and afterwards, inf n. (s:... (TA) and "us:í (Mi) The
dates in the state in which they are termed ,-i,
of the Kaabeh : see 1.]
or
, [see these words,] were, or became, law in

Also A door shut, or closed. (TA.)

1.

became, moist with much den.

#13- Ministry, or service. (Msb.) [And

2 : see 4, first three sentences, in four places.
-

© e > *

*

* *

keeper, or chamberlain: (K:) pl. a...: (S, - [Hence,] one says of honey, J: 4:-A-4
L, but in the K “or”] of the temple of idols;
Mgh, L, Msb, K:) or #3. signifies the door + [The bees make, prepare, or produce, it].
(S, L, K;) and performed the office of door
keepers, or chamberlains, (~, (pl. of---.]) (M.) - See 4, again, in two places. = See

keeper, or chamberlain. (K.) [And] £81 &&.
&: has the former meaning. of the House [of God, i.e. the Kagheh]; and

also 5.

aor. *, inf. n.

the intendants of the idols in the Time of Igno

4 × 4-1 (S.M., K) and e-l, (S)
(Mgb.) A’Obeyd says, (L) a's #13- signifies
rance; the latter being the primary application:
The ministry, or service, of the Kaabah, (Mgh,
as
also "43-, (K) infn. #23; (TA;) and
(M, L:) but IB says that there is this difference W *:: (K.) He set, or disposed, the warp
L.) and the superintendence thereof, and the between the co- and the ---, that the latter
opening and loching of its door. (L.) The precludes, and his license to do so belongs to (L4-Ji) of the garment, or piece of cloth; (S,"
aśā- and the 49 (Q. v.] belonged to [the family
Msb, K, TA;) he made a warp (s-) fin the
another; whereas the Úst. precludes, and his
named] Benoo-'Abd-ed-Dar in the Time of Ig license to do so belongs to himself. (L.)
garment, or piece of cloth: (Har p. 241:) or
norance, and the Prophet confirmed it to them

**15- means he did so for another; and 7:13-3,

in El-Islám: (§, L:) [in the first age of El
Islám,] the āl- of the Kaabeh belonged to the
sons of 'Othmán Ibn-Talhah [of the family of

he did so for himself (M, TA.) [Golius explains

5- and us."

"es:- as signifying also “Oblivit telam viscosiore

1. * **, (M) or '', (K) [aor.

Benoo-'Abd-ed-Dār]. (Mgh.) #13 it signifies 3:4)

inf n.

3:4,

aquá, ut cui mistus fuerit panis, quod fit roboris

(S, M, K.) He stretched conciliandi ergo;” as on the authority of the KL;

[also (L)] £--" [which seems to be properly forth (S, M, K) his arms or hands, or, as when in my copy of which I find only its inf. n.,
a subst., meaning The office of door-keeper, or said of a camel, his fore legs, (M,) or his arm or #~, expl. as meaning the weaver's making a
chamberlain, but here seems, from the context, to hand, or his fore leg, ($,K, TA) <! [tonards warp in a garment, or piece of cloth (4-eta- 22 JG
be used as an inf n., meaning the performing him or it], (CK) or tes". 5-3 £owards the *S*- U2,4-); and Freytag adds, as a significa
that office]: you say, **, aor, as above, [app. thing], like as do camels (J.'' 5-3 to:-) in tion assigned to the same verb by Jac. Schultens,

“Cirris S. fimbriis ornavit vestem.”]-[Hence,]
meaning He acted as door-keeper, or chamberlain,
their going along; (TA;) as also V (8-1, (M, one says, ls: 3.5 W es: * (A in art.”)
to it, namely a temple, or for him :] (M, L:) or
K, TA,) in [some of] the copies of the K (4-1,
45.4-, inf. n. #14, signifies he served it, or him.
Joe

e

•

6

Or

use: (TA in that art.) [meaning + He com

but the former is the right. (TA.) You say of a
(MA)=43: 3-, (S, L, K.) and
(S, man, ..., 3.01". 2: He stretched forth his arm, mences things, or affairs, and completes them].
L.) aor. - and *, (K.) He (a man, S, L) let or hand, tonards a thing : and of a camel, ..., And << U. X-ji + Complete what thou hast
down, or lonered, his garment, (§, L, K.) and inf n. 3-, he stretched forth his fore leg in commenced (S and % in art. Lo-J) of beneficence. .
the curtain, or veil, (S, L,) and 3: the hair; going along: (Msps) or of she camel, <<, ($ in that art.)- Hence also, tão- 2: US-l
like 43. [which is held by some to be the
(S, K.) aor. 5-5, inf. n. 3...", (S,) she went i. 4. 4-3 [i. e. He wove, or composed, or he

£1,

original, the c being held by them to be a sub with nide steps; (K;) or she stretched forth her forged, a discourse betneen them]. (M, TA.)
[i.e. + He effected a
stitute for J.: see 34-l. (Fr, TA in art. J.-) arms in going along, and went with wide steps: And (*: U.5-li q.

&
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&c., and
ceased not to heep to] one prose tached therefrom], (As, T, S, M, K.) and moist:
rectification of affairs, an agreement, a harmony, rhyme.
(M.)
(As, T, M.) one thereof [i.e. a 4-1 is termed
l

or a reconciliation, between them two]. (AA,

#2: (As, T, TA:) the 35% is the & of the

Az, K.)–And <1 us-- t He did a benefit to es:
him; as also 'cs:-.inf, i.e.: (K:) or

of a garment, or piece of cloth, ($, M,
K, &c.,) The narp; (MA, KL;) contr. of ás-J; 5: [or a-.#]. (TA) You say also 2- - ,
es- <! us-l, and ***3-,(M, TA, [thus (S, M, Mab.) i.e. (Mb [in the M “and it is and ā-A-, 5-, which is the same as *#3: [expl.
in the latter case, asks, not ag",]) or **'. US said to mean”]) the portion [or threads] thereof above, voce es-l. (S.)
tiss., (Msb) he did to him, or conferred upon extended longitudinally (M," Msb, K*) in the es: and 'us', (S, M, K,) the former the
him, a benefit, benefaction, favour, or the like: neaving : (Msb:) and it is said to mean the
(M, Mgb, TA:) [app. from *: U.S.-l, and loner, or lonest, part thereof: (M: [but this is more common, ($, K,) used alike as sing, and pl.,
•

**

*

6 6 p.

** 6 p.

$13.; and accordingly mentioned in the M in a strange explanation, which I do not find else (S," M, K,) Left, let alone, or neglected; or left
to pasture by itself or by themselves; (S, M, K;)
art. Us"; or] it is from U.S.- [or rather 13-, where:]) it is said to be] from 3:1 (infn of applied to a camel, (K, TA,) and to camels: (S,

inf n. 3:..] as meaning “he (a camel) put for
3-] signifying “the stretching forth the arm, or K, TA:) you say s: âû (TA) and s: J4.
ward his fore legs in going along;” for he of hand, or the fore leg, towards a thing:” (Har
(S, TA:) and 7 2- signifies the same [as a sing.
whom one says 5:
9.3% [he did to thee good, p. 241: [but it is mentioned in the M as belong
• of
below, epithet]. (M, K.) s: 3: 3i &# +4.
like Wei- 4'-' (-4-4,] is as though he stretched ing to art. U.S.A.; and its dual, mentioned
3
•
in the Kur [lxxv. 36], means Doth man think
forth to thee his arm, or hand, ther with, ad
* 9 •

e o e

requires its being so.]) and '3-i, (M. K.)

à: U.S.-l,
meaning & 3 (i.e. he did? "ft, e.l. (Idem

vancing: (Ham p. 696:) you say,

p. 759.)- You say also, #: 9. <il. i.e.
+[I sought a thing, and] I attained it, or ob
tained it: [as though meaning I stretched forth
my hand to it and reached it:]* * if
you do not
* * **
attain it, or obtain it, you say, a -ss (S:) or
#3: signifies the attaining quickly. (KL.
[There expl. by the words J sup> 225: for which

that he is to be left to himself, uncontrolled,

also [and more commonly] written " &: (K,) neither commanded nor forbidden? (M.)
signifies the same; (M, K;) as also W i.; (S,

*

* *

* *

31.A.- : see U.S.A.", in three places: and see
K;) or this last is the n, un, of us-, (M, TA,)
also ...
having a more special signification, (Msb, TA,)
[as though meaning a narp, or a sort of narp;
#3-.
or the 3 may be affixed for the purpose of assimi
see U.S.A.", last sentence but two.
*

* *

* * * *

54." :
lating the word to its contr. £, with which it
3* is often coupled:] the dual [of us- is cu.
5.x. A she-camel that stretches forth, and
Golius seems to have found in his copy U.S. 325; (S, Mgb, TA:) and the pl. is #: (accord. to jlings out, her fore legs in going along. (M.)

for he has assigned to U.S.A.), as on the authority thes) or #34. (Mb) 'sa-5, 4-, -iù.
of the KL, the meaning of cito incessit.]) = [lit. Thou art neither a woof 7:07" a warp) is said
<!-- also signifies He left, let alone, or neg to him who neither harms nor profits. (TA. [See
lected, him, or it: (K:) he left him to himself, also J:J)—Hence, as being likened thereto, (M,
uncontrolled, (M, Mob,) neither commanded nor [see 2, second sentence,]) t Honey in its comb; syn.
forbidden. (M.) And, you say, es'! -3.3-l, + or : (M, K, TA)—And A benefit,
(AZ, T, S,) infin. :-), (AZ, T,) I left my benefaction, favour, or the like. (S, M, K, TA.
camels to pasture by themselves. (AZ, T, $.)= [See also the next two sentences.]) - The night
-:) U.S.-l: see 1, last sentence.—J: U.S.-l den"; (S, M, Mab, K;) by means of which seed
The palm-trees had dates such as are termed *. produce lives: ($," Msb:) or, as some say, s:
and U.S.A. are syn. [and both applied to den in an
(A5, T, S, K.)
• d

[See also su...]
f

3: &

The pomegranate
town near Zebeed. (K.)

of Čaš,

o

st- Stretching forth the arms, or fore legs, in

> of

*

absolute sense]: and the pl. is

going along, (M, TA) and wide in step; (TA)
applied to a. gamel: (M, TA:) and so

33-, (pl.

of the fem. A 2-,3 applied
to she-camels: ($, K,"
TA:) [see also 5.x. :] or, accord. to the T, the
Arabs apply the term *** as a name for the fore

legs of camels, because of their stretching them
#3:1. (M.) forth in going along; and then as a name for the

5. #3-5; see 4, first sentence, in two places. And t Liberality, bounty, munificence, or gene
camels themselves. (TA) And su signifies also
*= Also He mounted it, or mounted upon it; rosity; as being likened thereto; and so s: Good in pace or going; applied to a camel ; and
(M, K;) he was, or became, or got, Mpon it; (S in art. 2-4 and U.S.A.) [See an ex. in a verse SO
(TA)- See also es: =essul is
(S, M, K;) syn. **), (M, K,) and 55%; (S,

25.

cited voce à:5).] = Green dates, (M, K,) with also used for U-2u-ji; ($, K, TA;) the U" being
M, K;) namely, a thing. (M.) A poet says, (S, their
[or fruit-stalks]; (M;) as also changed into us. (TA) One says, Cat- &% ā
TA,) namely, Imra-el-Keys, (TA,)
and ust. [Such a one came sixth]. (ISk, S voce

£

e i <

** **

*

•

•** * **

* de •

2 *~*

47%

*#3.; (M, K;) of the dial of El-Yemen: n, un.

* - Us.” <-- Us: " -- * * * *#3, and "#33, (M, TA,) on the authority of
[And when I dren, near, I got upon her, and a AA, and of Sh also, who says that they are of the
garment I forgot, or neglected, and a garment I dial. of El-Medeeneh. (TA.) [See also the last
mas dragging upon the ground:

}:

being for sentence of the next paragraph: and see

+. q.v.)
3

**

3

of

U.S.--! and Us:-1:
J - a

See
*

s:- - The

former

3 * *

...] also signifies (4- *:: [like U-1: see this last
* /

= Also sometimes used in the sense of U.S.A.. word, voce L-l. (AHeyth, K.)
$13.5 meaning as expl. above is mentioned in (S, K.) See this latter word.

# (STA) And #4 (se-for '-(or

(#3- A neaver's yarn-beam, or roller; i.e.,
... [originally &- Moist; applied in this as expl. by Golius, on the authority of Meyd, the
fies [in like manner] sys. (TA)- And He sense to anything. (AHn, M.) - And [parti implement on which the weaver rolls the warp.]
the M in art. 3-), or it may be " es:- signi

followed him, (K, TA,) and overtook him. (TA.) cularly] Moist with den, [or with night-den, or
- And He overcame, or overponered, him; nith much thereof,] applied to a place, (M.)
namely, a man. (TA.) And He conquered, or And you say
J: A. land moistArith much
mastered, it; namely, an affair. (TA.)
night-den. (S, Msb.) And āz-A- al. A night

* *

6

*

@

U53'-'l: see st-", in art. 3-3

#2-

8. (4.x:-l: see 1, in two places. = Also, said moist with much den: (M, TA:) the epithet
of a horse, He sneated. (K.)

-j

#: A bag, or other receptacle, for

travelling

[...] is seldom applied to a day. (M, TA) provisions or for goods or utensils &c.; syn.
And

:- &

flee. (K.)
33-3-4; see 1. And -a are termed £, (S, M, K,) accord. to As, when ++, said to be an arabicized word, because
2-3 * c." Jú U.; 3-9. i. e. [The prince, or they have fallen, (T, TA) that have become lar [it is asserted that] ...," and 3 are not combined in
commander, recited an oration, or a harangue, in their Gula [or bases, so as to be easily de any Arabic word; [and if so, #: also, men

3:33-intornLiè3:
of '33. ($, M, K.) Hence, 13.
lié
J

Dates in the state in which they

&

- - - -
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tioned above, is arabicized;] but in some of the wood, for producing fire], (M.) or in its extre
books on plants it is written with the unpointed mity, (S, K,) inserting it in its interior, (S,) in
s: (TA;) i. 7 & #, (K) which is an ancient order that he might produce fire with it. (S, M,
Greek word, (TA,) [i. e. Tiyavov, meaning Rue;] K.) One says, # # 335- Fill up the in
a well-known Ji [or kind of herb], (K) having terior of thy Ajj, that it may produce fire, (AHn,
properties described in the medical books. (TA.) M.) for it is [norn] hollon. (S, K.) =3% [sec.
3

- -

•

Us!…ie, meaning that they might publish, or
make* known,
my slaughter. (S.) You say also,
6.- : * *
f

te:- 241 - He revealed unto him a story (S,
K) secretly. (T.A.) An23-ex. occurs in• *the
Kur
of
livi, 3. (TA.) And 333.jl 44' :×-l,
and
de

•

52%-", I showed, or manifested, to him love, or

• *

Celj. A seller of Plj- [or rue]. (K, TA.)

pers.

<*] aor. 5-3, (IAar, $gh, L, K.)inf n. affection. (S.) "

is said in the Kur [lx. 1],

;3% remarked upon by MF as extr., [though it #3: X: &:3–3, meaning,

C

£1. and £30, mentioned under this head in
the O and K: see art.

Ye reveal to them

is agreeable with a general rule,] said of a man, the news of the Prophet by reason of the love that

cal

(TA,) He had a complaint of the 5. [or navel]. is between you and them; the objective comple
(IAar, Sgh, L, K.)- Also, aor. and inf. n.as in ment of the verb being suppressed: or **** may

a re
the next preceding case, said of a camel, He be an objective complement, the - being
• * *
•

had the pain, or disorder, termed
(IAar, M.)

4-8

3-

•

as J.4-l: (Msb:) and this interpretation is cor
6 - d.

•*

[1. 54, accord. to the TA, has two contr.
significations: for it # there stated what ** One

*, **

corroborative, as in Auas-Ji j4-1 and
[q. v.]. dundant
• • &

2 so & e

rect; for 29-1 to a person necessarily implies

2 : see 1, second sentence. = 45,4 in the revealing a secret to him and at the same time
•
* * ~*
say: £u- meaning 4:= and až- meaning phrase #: &: I gave him, or caused him to concealing it from another. (B)—ista, •24-12,
a:í:” and it is added that “it will occur again take, a concubine slave, doubly trans., is [said to

in the Kur xii. 19, signifies And they concealed,

soon:” but it does not again occur in that work, be] changed to £- for alleviation of the pro or kept secret, his case, making him as an article
nor have I found it in any other lexicon: I nunciation. (Mgb.) = 93-, inf n. X-5, said of of merchandise: (Jel:) or they conjectured in
therefore
think that it43is- 5 a mistranscription,
for water, It reached his 5. [or navel]. (K.)
2.so - 0 #
** *

3, 5-, inf n : and 5-, (S.M.) [He
Msb, K, &c.,) aor. 4, (MS,) inf. n. #~ (S, O,
spoke, or discoursed, secretly to him or with him ;]
K) and }2: [which latter, from the explanations
he acquainted him with a secret. (M.) You say,
of it which will be found below, seems to be
es' 5- He spoke £cretly %. him. in His ear.
generally, if not only, as an inf. n., that of *]
and 3. [which is also syn. with }2: in the senses (§, K, TK.) And 3'-' (-lè a-- d'é
assigned to the latter below] and s: and #: occurs in a trad., meaning He (Mohammad) used
to talk to him ('Omar) in a lon, voice, like him

#

[which last may be also an inf. n. of " 9:- expl. who is telling a secret.

by Freytag as syn. with

3.

their minds that they should obtain, by selling
(TA.) [See also an ex. voce
Jáš), in art. 3%).]- ā-still X-1, and a-Süü,

him, merchandise.

až»-i, first pers. of 3-1, q.v.] = 2-, (§, O,

(TA)-35' &

is

He recited the Fatihah [or First Chapter of the
Kur-án] secretly, or inaudibly: (Mgb:) or the
latter
form of expression is a mistake. (Mgh.)–
** o e o 5
- -

•

• *

&£i also signifies - L'/ 4:

[which may
mean either I attributed it to secrecy, or, like
many phrases of this kind, by inversion, I at

tributed to him secrecy, or mystery]. (Mgb.)

in the sense here

The selling in nihich one says, “I will put forth
5. – and (5-3, (M.K.) and "X-1, (K.)
following, but without an indication of any au my hand and thou shalt put forth thy hand, and
He took to himself a concubine-slave. (M, K,"
thority], (O, K.) He, or it, rejoiced him; gl: if I produce my signet-ring before thee, it is a
TA). And #4 #3, and #3, (S) and
dened him; or made him happy; syn.

4-#:

** os - ed

sale for such a price; and if thou produce thy

-

* 3:), (TA) I took to myself a girl, or

(Msb, K:) [or made him to experience a plea signet-ring before me, for such a price:” if they
young woman, as a concubine-slave. (S,”TA.)
sure, or delight, and dilatation of the heart, f
produce together, or do not both produce, they do $: is [said to be] thus changed to &#,
which there was no external sign: see 22-, thus again. (Mgh.)
(T, S, Mgb,) for alleviation of the pronunciation,
below.] Andź, [inf n. 33% (see above,)] He
rejoiced; was joyful, or glad; or was happy:
(S, A,” K:) [or he experienced a pleasure, or
delight, and dilatation of the heart, of which
there was no external sign; accord. to an expla
nation of 2: :] you say, 43. and *: [He

4, 5-, (S.M.A. Mg, Mb, 5)infn.:

(MSb) on account of the three 2s following one

first sentence of this art.;] He concealed it;

(T, §.) Lth says that -- is a mistake; but

(Msb;) [and accord. to the TA 2- ; but see the another, (T,) being like 4:3 and &#5.

suppressed it; kept it secret; (S, M, A, Mgh, Az says that it is correct. (TA.) "J->
Msb, K;) namely, a story, or the like: (A, Mgh, occurs in a trad, as signifying He took me to
rejoiced, nas joyful or glad, or was happy, by Msb:) and, contr., he manifested it; revealed it; himself as a concubine-slave; but by rule one
reason of him, or it]. (A)-3-, (K,) aor. as published it; made it known. (S, M, Msb, K.) should say U.S.-, Or U-54; aS to "J"--,
above, (TA,) also signifies He saluted him with Both of these significations have been assigned to it [more properly] signifies “He revealed to me
[the offering of what are termed]

5-1, i. e. the

extremities of sneet-smelling plants. . (K.) =
Also

:-

3-, (S, M) aor, as above, infn.3, (S) or

(so in a copy of the M,) He cut his (a
or
(S, M.) And

child's) > 3-, i. e. navel-string.

3. He (a child) had his navel-string cut. (K.)
– And %, aor. as above, He pierced him, or

b%

the verb in the phrase ăslă
in the Kur
[x. 55 and xxxiv. 32]: (S:) some say, that the
meaning is They will manifest repentance: Th
says, they will conceal it from their chiefs: the
former [says ISd] is the more correct: (M:) the
former meaning is also given on the authority of
AO; but Sh says, I have not heard it on the
authority of any other; and Az says that the

thrust him, [with a spear or the like,] in his lexicologists most strongly disapprove of the

: [or navel]:
o e>

d >

a poet says,

* * * : *e of o . e.

*-** * *

*

*** **

* - c, -s, lxx' cl: ***L* cul-ser-, *
[We pierce them in the navel if they advance;
and if they retreat, they are those who are pierced
in the podex; -: being for −). (S.) =

his secret.”

(TA)-&# <: &% 5: [as

though signifying Such a one took to himself the
daughter of such a one as a concubine-slave] is
said when a man of low birth takes as his wife a

woman or girl of high birth because of the

abundance of his property and the littleness of
hers. (M.)
6.

bjū

They spoke, or discoursed, secretly

saying of AO; and it is said that the meaning is, together; acquainted one another with secrets,
they, the chiefs of the polytheists, will conceal (S, K.) [See also 3.] = & & jū 1 He ea
repentance from the lower class of their people, perienced pleasure, or delight, at that : as, for
whom they shall have caused to err; and in like instance, at his scratching a part of his body, or
manner say Zj and the [other] expositors. (TA.) pressing, or kneading, it; and at a thing disliked
In like manner also the two contr. significations by another person. (A, TA.) [But I am in some
are assigned to the verb in the saying of Imra-el
doubt as to the correctness of this, and incline to
3 * *

3.13-, aor, as above, inf. n. X-, He put a piece Keys, [in his Mo'allakah, G'+* 3:3- #, think that it is a mistake for *%-l.]
of wood, (M, K,) or a little piece of wood, (S,)
in the interior of the Jūj [or piece of stick, or which As used to quote with L', thus, &: 5
10. X- IHe, or it, became concealed;
Bk, I.

or he,
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J
3 - -

3*

or it, concealed himself or itself: (K:) it (a contrary significations. (MF.)-3-Ji [for U-2 2: (M) and #-i, like as # is of & (S,) or
thing, or an affair,) became hidden or concealed 3:1, + The heart; the mind; the recesses of the the last is pl. of '%, like as # is of Jiā;
or secret: (A, Msb:) it (the moon) became con

mind; the secret thoughts; the soul;] is a syn. of (M;) and that of 7 55- is '%', (S,) or [this is
cealed (S, M, A, TA) by the light of the sun,
(TA,) [i.e. by its proximity to the sun,] for one **-all. (K in art. -4. [See also 59-J) a coll. gen, n., and the pl. is] 3%. (M:) also
night, or for trvo nights. (AO, $)=5- JHe [* -: 5 + Weary not thy heart, or mind, W 5- + the middle of a city: and #-i the middles
took extraordinary pains in concealing it, or is a common modern phrase.
one says, of a
And
* *
•* *
**
keeping it secret. (TA)- See also 5, in four deceased holy man, ow- at U-35 + May God of meadows. (TA) And - # 1 Fift,
places.- J: He revealed to me his secret.
K;) as also V #. (K,"TA.)
sanctify his soul.]-- also signifies Secrecy; good, land; (M,
excellence. (Mgb.)- Also,
t
Goodness;
Also
sentence.
and
6,
last
see
1;
also
(TA.) = See
You
Úls.)
in
art.
($
privacy;
of
#%.
contr.
3.
J. A man who rejoices, or gladdens, another; say #% 5- [Secretly and openly; or privately

*','!', (M.K.) and '-' (S.M.K.) and

or makes him happy; ($, K3) [and so *ju...]

and

publicly].

(Kurii. 275, &c.) - Conceal

&#!.

(S.) - Suppression; ..": of
You say - # Us: A man who treats with (Msb.) [So in the phrase W. L.A.& He spoke
goodness and affection and gentleness, and rejoices neith a suppressed, or lon, coice; softly..] &c., (S, K, TA) his brethren: (TA) pl. 325: [One having private knowledge of a thing. You
say,] 2.9 '3- &% + Such a one has [private]
&x. (S, K.)
knowledge of this thing. (TA.)- 1 The penis
5
3*

"ju is syn. (Lh, M. K.)
which
fem. #4, 3with
* * *
- 3•

ment.

"33-, (K) and "#", (S, M. K.) A line of the

palm of the hand, (M, K,") and of the face, (M ..)
and of the forehead: (S, M, Mgh:) pl. (of 3-,
TA, or of "35", S) 5-1, (M, TA,) and (of the

'3",

S, Mgh) #: (S, M, Mgh,
same, K, or of
(S, M,
K;) and pl. pl., [i.e. pl. of:

#4.

(Mgh, K:) this last, accord. to AA, signifies the
shrivelling of the
and 2-, last sentence but one. (T, S, M, K) of a man: (T:) and 1 the vulva, or lines in the forehead, from the
4- : see 32- : =
sing is *:::: (TA:) some also
= It is also a contraction of x-, pl. of >>. external portion of the organs of generation, of a skin; and its
6

* >

-

-

*

*

© e d'

apply the pl.

#-i to plines, or streaks, of herbage;

(Sb, M.)=Also, and "33", (S, M, K) and

woman. (K.)

*:::, (§, K, in the CK2:.) The navel-string

as being likened to the lines of the hand and of
tnopudenda met. (A.)-1 Concubitus. (AHeyth, the face, but this is not of valid authority: (M:)

One says,

£" Jä,

! The

of a child; i.e. the thing that the midnife cuts $, Mgh, K.)–: Marriage: (M, A, Msb, K.)
off from the navel (::) of a child; (§, K;) the pl. £i. (TA.) You say, 5- ū33% 1 He
TA) also signifies the beauties of the face, and of
of a new promised her marriage, she promising him the
thing that hangs from the navel
the cheeks, and of the elevated parts of the cheeks.

and #4 (as pl. of ##, which is pl. of ,-,

(::).

born child, and that is cut off: or "3- signifies same. (A.) So, accord. to some, in the Kurii.
the part that is cut off thereof, and that

goes

235. (TA.)- 1 Plain declaration of marriage:

(K, TA)–:- c, -ăş54.3%, (K) and L'
Three children were

3-13 *,3-, (K, TA) means
away: (M.) pl. (of)-, S, [or of ,- or:J) (K:) i.e., a man's offering himself in marriage born to him, whose navel-strings were cut in a
* >

3*

•*

#-i, (Yaakoob, S, M.K.) which is extr. (M)
one says, 9: &# & J: als <4% [I knew

to a noman during her *: so expl. as occurring
similar manner, without any female among them.
in the Kurubi supra: (TA:) or a man's de

that before thy navel-string was cut]: one should manding a noman in marriage during her *.
not say

4: ;

for the 5. is not cut. (S.) And (Mujáhid.)- Adultery, or fornication: ( AHeyth,

•-3 '':- L. iś3 & 4. She brought forth

(K. [see also:D
#: The

navel; i.e. the place from which the

(K:) so, accord. to Aboo-Mijlez and El-Hasan, navel-string (; ) has been cut off (S3) the
in the Kurubi supra. (TA.) Hence the saying, small cavity, or hollon, of the belly, (M, TA,) in

three [boys] consecutively, or one at the heels of
* & J.' s : one does not hope for the middle thereof; (TA;) what remains of the
another. (M.) [See also '...", last sentence.]
filial piety from the offspring of adultery, or > (M:) [see #: pl. 5: [in the CK erro
3- A secret; a thing that is concealed, or sup ifornication. (TK.) – t Origin; syn. J£i, neously >] and +5. (S, K.) - [Hence,]
pressed, (S, M, A, Mgh, MSb, K.) in the mind; (M, K;) as in the phrase j." 3:= 5: 2,4-3: Jill 5- + [The navel of the horse,] the star, of
(TA;) as also *#): ($, M, A, K.) or the He is of generous origin, of much filial piety. Pegasus, that is in the head y Andromela.
former has the above-mentioned signification, (TK.)- + The commencement, or first night, of (Kzw.)- [Hence likewise] 5- also signifies
or its middle; (K;)

##

and the latter signifies a secret action, whether a lunar month: (K, TA:)
+A perforation in the middle of a jar such as is
good or evil: (Lth:) [and the former, also, a app. meaning what are called -*" A:51: termed as: [q.v.], in which is fired a tube of
mystery :] pl. of the former, 5-i, (S, M, A, (TA:) but Az says, I know it not in this sense. silver or lead, whence one drinks. (Harp. 548.)

(IAth.)-t The interior of anything; its heart. – And + The place where the water rests, in the
K.) It is said in a prov,3- *** U. [The (K) whence #1: and J: HTemia. furthest part, of a watering-trough, or tank
of the lunar month and of the night]. (TA.) –
(K, TA.)- See also 5-, in two places, in the
day of Haleemeh is not a secret]: applied to
anything commonly known: alluding to Halee The marron of anything. (TA.)- 1 The pure, latter part of the paragraph.
meh the daughter of El-Hárith the son of Aboo or choice, or best, part of anything. (Fr, M, K.)

Mgh, Mob, K.) and of the latter,35. (S, A,

Shemir El-Ghassānee; for, when her father sent You say,

5- *:::::

an army to El-Mundhir the son of Má-es-Sema,
she took forth for the soldiers some perfume in a
vessel (c.4%), and perfumed them with it. (S.)
[You say also, es:- 84% 3% He is the depositary

choice, or

best,

of my secret, or secrets.] The words of the Kur
[lxxxvi. 9] "33%" J: ** signify In the day

(M.) as also "3% and "#. (M, K.) One

! I gave thee the pure, or
part of it. (A.) - 1 The pure,

>

a subst. from

5t.

[like its syn.

s:

from *-ū, signifying Secret discourse, or a secret

or genuine, quality of race, or lineage: (S, A, K:) communication, betneen two persons or parties].
last
its best quality: (S, K:) and the middle sort (M.) = See also £" 39. =and

#.

thereof; (S;) and of rank, or quality, or the like:
sentence but one: = and
says,

* 3-

#. in two

places. =

which a camel suffers in his 5*>
es: * ! He is of the best [in race Also A pain

[or callous projection upon the breast], arising
from a gall, or sore: (S," K.) or sores in the

or family] of his people: (TA:) or of the middle
The lon, or depressed,
tried and revealed: (Jel:) or by 31,-Ji is here sort of them. (S.)- 1
the
best, (S, K,) or most
(K:)
a
valley:
of
part
meant fasting, and prayer, and alms-giving, and
fruitful, (As, M, TA,) part thereof: (As, S, M,
ablution on account of the pollution termed *.

hinder part of the 5)&ée of a camel, nearly
penetrating into his inside, but not mortal: or a

(TA) [See also a verse cited in the third para K.) as also '... (M, K) and "#" (As, S, M,
or the last signifies the

Lth to be a pain in the navel; but Az and others
say that this is a mistake. (TA)- Also Hol

wherein the secret tenets and intentions shall be

K) and " : (M, K.)

graph of art. Lāys.]- A thing that is revealed,
3
appears, or is made manifest: thus it has two middle of a valley: (S:) the pl. of D- is #-

disease that attacks the horse: (M:) it is said by

-

and

lonness of a spear-shaft [&c.]. ($, K.)

[See:-il
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j-, see ..., last sentence but one: = and couch, or couch upon a frame: #. throne :] a one takes as a possession and for concubitus; (M;)
ae: (M, a female slave to whom one assigns a house, or

*:::= It is also a pl. of: [G. v.] (S M,

thing upon which one lies; syn.

Msb, K.)

K:) or a thing upon which one sits: (TA:) pl. chamber, in which he lodges her, (S, K,) and
d:

*

[of pauc] 5-i and [of mult]: ($, M, Msh,

:

J. e. “

*- : see #1 39- : = and 3-, last two sen K,) and some, for the latter, say 5%

as

more

whom he takes as a possession
and for concubitus:
3 o o

(TA) of the measure #, ($, M, Mgh, Mob)

tences, in three places: = and 3-, in two places. easy of pronunciation, (S, Msb,) and make the
*= Also The coats, or coverings, and earth, that same change in other similar pls., (S) and he
are upon truffles; (S, K;) and ":- signifies the who says :- [for #4, pl. of 3,4,] *:
same, (TA,) or the sand (K, TA) and earth and for £. (Sb, M.) It is said to be derived from
coats or coverings (TA) upon truffles: (K, TA:) is: because it generally belongs to persons of
here, and in some copies of the Tekmileh, for ease and affluence and of authority, and to kings.
it:=, is put assi: (TA) or both signify the (MF.)- Hence, and as an appellation of good
earth that is upon truffles: (M:) or the former omen, (Er-Răghib,) A bier, before the corpse is
signifies the round clod of earth in nihich a carried upon it: (K:) when the £orpse is carried
truffle gron's : (ISh, TA:) pl. of the former, upon it, it is called [U: and] jus-. (T.A.) –

agº, which is applied to “a free woman with

(Ish, S) and of the latter, (TA); i. (Ish, [Hence, J-3 - £4 +[The bier of Benát.

whom one has sexual intercourse secretly,” (Msb,)

from - as signifying “concubitus,” (S, M,” Mgh,
Mşb, K.) or as signifying “concealment,” because
a man often conceals and protects her from his
wife; (S;) altered from the regular form of a
rel. n., (S, M, Māb, K,) by its having damm [in
the place of kesr]; (S, Mgb;) for the rel. n. is

£ime thus

altered, as in the instances of
3. * *

•o is

6 p.

USA>

• *d is

J.

from ja.wi and Us: from #:

J:S

:

(S:) or it is with damm to distinguish it from
6."

Naqsh;] the seven stars that are upon the neck or “one who prostitutes herself.” (TA:) or it is

S, TA.)

and breast and two knees of the Greater Bear,
resembling a semicircle; [app. T, h, v, b, 6, e,
is not approved by the lexicologists [in general], and f; (as in Freytag's Lex.;)] also called J#-l.
(Az) and '33. (S, M.K.) and "5*, (M) and (Kzw.) - [Hence likewise] × also signifies
*2%: # (S) for '#' &c.], The last night of | Dominion, sovereignty, rule, or authority: and

from £ in the sense of *:::

because her owner

£1% and '59", (S.M.K.) but the latter

the iunar month: ($, K.) or when the month is ease, comfort, or affluence: (S," K..[in SOrne
trenty-nine, it is the trcenty-eighth night; and
when the month is thirty, it is the twenty-ninth copies of each of which, we find A.all in the
night: (Fr.:) or the night in which the moon place of £il :]) and settled means of subsistence.
becomes concealed by the light of the sun: (M :) (M, TA) You say, ex- &= Jij : He ceased

rejoices in her; (Akh," S," Msb;) and if so, it is

agreeable with analogy: (Msb:) so says AHeyth;
and this is the best that has been said respecting
it: (TA:) or it is of the measure #, from 3-,
(M, Mgh,) the latter 3 being changed into Us
for euphony, and then the [other] 2 being incor
porated into it and thus becoming (; like it, after
which the dammeh is changed into a kesreh
be
3
-cause the Us is next to it: (M:) the pl. is Üç9

sometimes this is the case one night, and some to enjoy authority, or power, and ease, comfort,
times it is two nights. (AO, S.) [See also or affluence. (A.) [See also an ex. in a verse (ISk, S, TA) and 9.; (ISk, TA;) the latter, by

###,

WOce

&# =#- is also syn. with

cited in art. Uää3.] - And f The part where the poetic license.

head rests upon the neck: ($, M, K, TA:) pl.

3-, in two senses: see j-, in the latter part of the
paragraph, in four places. *= It signifies also

5-i

%.

*

(Ham p. 304.)

63

ãº" A free woman with whom one has sexual
intercourse secretly, (MSb, TA,") or who prosti
[Dates in the unripe state in nhich they are places: = and 5-3.
tutes herself: (TA:) distinguished from #.
*
termed] "... [q.v.]. (K.)
3,9-: see -, in the latter part of the para [q.v.]. (Msb, T.A.)
graph,
in three places. It signifies also + The
35-5 see the next preceding paragraph, in two
*: Intelligent; knowing; skilful; (S, M,
places: = and 2-, last sentence but one, in two best of the productive parts of a meadow. (TA.) K;) entering much into affairs, (S, K,) by means
and

(TA.) = See also

in two

* >*

- And hence, (TA,) + Pureness, choiceness, or

så - -

places: = and 5-2.

of his good artifices or artful contrivances. (TA.)
You say,
*: * IHe is one who manages
excellence, of race, or lineage. (S.) It has no
nell, or takes good care of property, or cattle,
verb. (M.) You say,
es: * (AA, M," K,” TA,) knowing what is conducive
! [He is in the best condition, or mode, of life].

excellence, of anything: (M, K:) pureness, and

;*: see what next follows.
* (S, M, A, Msb,) or *::::, when

Jú

:* 3- 55-

used as

a simple subst., (IAar, Sgh, K,) but this is strange, (A.) And 5% (£ 3 + She possesses superior. to the good thereof (AA, TA.) And Úl 2*
ts": He is the knowing with respect to it. (T
and, accord. to MF, unknown,
as a simple ity over her. (Fr.)
in art. Us.) – A person beloved, or a friend; a
subst, or as an inf. n., (TA,) and *}. (M, Mgb)
59- and its pl.%.
first and fourth special, or choice, companion; (K;) as also

whet:

*:-

"#, (M,) Happiness, or joy,
syn. &#: (M, K;*) contr. of 3-

and W #. and

or gladness;

sentences, in

places. – Also The heart, or '#'. (TA)= Also The J: [or spun

three

:

mind. (KL.

(S:) or dilatation of the bosom with delight, or
pleasure, wherein is quiet or tranquillity or rest
of mind, of short or of long continuance; whereas

[And so
3

> q. v.])

a •

And One's thread, that has come forth,] of the spindle. (K.)
•

* *

inner man; syn. Lib-: opposed to āşşe

**

and

5.

-- " -

Ampleness, or freedom from straitness, of

3-5

J-1 An adventive; one abiding among a people

* *

versă: (Er-Răghib, TA in art.

23:) or 22-, signifies pleasure, or delight, and

(S) i.a. "#- and "#: [contr. of 54 and
#4].

(K.) - See also *: : - and see

>

** *

#!»": see #V-'.

fleeting, not lasting, as is the case in bodily and the means, or circumstances, of life; syn. #:
worldly pleasures; but P-55 is sometimes called [or a happy state or condition;] contr. of £9-3;

yie:

3

ju. ; and its fem., with 3: see -.

# is dilatation of the bosom with delight, or

and

-

3 -

Us!» [q. v.]. (T in art. ".)

pleasure, of short continuance, transitory, or

x',

* d tº

5,2-)-; see the next preceding paragraph.

to whom he is not related; syn.
Lebeed says,
* c5

o y &

dilatation of the heart, of which there is no near the end of the paragraph. - Also i. 4.
external sign; distinguished from *. which is [q.v.]. (TA.)

à-l:

*

•

*

*

(S, K.)
*

*

-** we'll U-29 4-2
*

*

J)

J-3.

*

--

*::- 95

3- #

-

e.

•

*

9 U->

*

cheerfulness, i.e., pleasure, or delight, or dilata

3 *

tion of the heart, which has a visible effect in the

Uç- [rel. n. from 3-; Of, or relating to, any [And my grandfather, the rider of Er-Raqsha,

5

was of them; a chief, not an adventive, nor of
aspect. (TA) = Also sing of "£, (TA) thing secret: a secret, or mysterious, thing.— suspected
origin] (S) = Also a camel having
And]
A
man
who
does
things
secretly:
pl.
which signifies The upper extremities of the
~

stems of plants. (K, TA.) See also 5-3.

ā

J22-. (M.)

a gall, or sore, in the 5,4→ [or callous projec

• •

tion upon the breast]:

($:)" or

having a pain

63 w "

**

[A couch-frame; a bedstead: a raised

à:- A concubine-slave; a female slave whom therein, arising from a gall, or sore: (K:) or
169 *
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4-w- *X

* * *

:- and *#. (M,H) and *#- (K [for-£,

and he went anay. (M.) You say, *:S Js -",
having sores in the hinder part thereof, nearly
penetrating into his inside, ". not mortal: or in the CK should be #3, referring to the second (M, A, Mgh, Mob,) aor. as above, (M, Mgb,) and
having the disorder termed -á, which is a form,]) and ':-, (TA, [accord. to which -c, so the inf. n., (M, A, Mgb,) He went anay [into
the country, or in the land]. (M, A, Mgh, Mgb.)
tumour in the breast: (M.) fem. #9-. (M., K.) refers to the U- in the first and second, but this
And *-i- & <- He went, or nent anay,
à - # ***
I think improbable,]) or i- is with kesr [only,
[See #..]-j-i jj A Jºj [or piece of stick, or i. e. V #-] , (S, K, [supposing that in the latter the (A’Obeyd, M,) or, as some say, during the day,
wood, for producing fire,] that has become hollow
(M.) for the accomplishment of his want.
[by near]. (AHn, S, M, K. [See 1, near the end pronoun & Refers to #-, but accord. to the
(A’obeyd, M.) And J # 33 3: 34
of the paragraph.]) And #1- 5us A hollow spear TA it means à.191, so as to refer to 2- also,]) as-39[He goes, or goes anay, all the day,
6 * >

•

***

-

•

6 -->

and most hold this to be correct, (TA,) The egg,

shaft. (S, M., K.)
63.4 e

s

accomplishing his wants].

5-3: see 254-.
s: • *

3. [q.v.] (S, O, K.)–
of 22*. i.e. happiness, or joy, or

5- an inf. n. of
[And A cause
gladness;] a thing

(A.)– <- [or rather
went

(S, K) or eggs, (M.) of the locut. (S, M.K.) and
of the [lizard called] -->, (M, TA,) and of.fish Jºi L →-] also signifies He (a man)

p *

whereby

one is made happy,

(M, K, TA) and the like; (M, TA;) and 52 anay at random into the country, or in the land.
signifies the same, but is originally with "; (S :) (Harpp. 448 and 511.) A poet says, (S,) namely,
accord.
to ’Alee Ibn-Hamzeh El-Isbahánee, Keys Ibn-El-Khateem, (TA,)
4fd
© p

* #- and #- signify the eggs of the locust;

(TA:) [accord. to Az,]

& 4 J

like, as also #33-, [the former as a coll. gen, n., random :] (S, TA:) thus, -e-, as related by
and the latter as its pl., agreeably with analogy;] IDrd: accord. to others, [-,-] with U4.
and one is called i- [app." #- as a n. un., (TA)- J.' <-, aor, and infin. as above,
£o

agreeably with analogy; or it may be
(TA. [See also

*%-:

5-3. & signifies the

#:- in art. 94- :

*#-].

and see

&J)

c-,

[or of a sneet

The camels n'ent anay into the country, or in the
land, going forth whithersoever they would: and
in like manner <- is said of a stallion [camel]:

s' ..
*

-

see the next preceding paragraph.

(Az, TA:) or 3-, (§, K.) said of a stallion

& •

[camel], aor, as above, (S,) and so the inf. n.,
signifies he repaired, or betook himself, to the
place of pasture: (S, A, K:) and Júl <-,

3'-' : see 3-, in two places.
**

•*

.

3)- : see 3-, in four places.
•

branch [or sprig of

*

but some say, only when laid: accord. to Lth, [i. e. Whence hast thou gone anay at random?
2- [app. 5-] signifies the eggs of the fish and the for thou wast not one wont to go anay at

efe

pith of the lotus-plant; (M, K5) and so

:

& “e

* >2)- > <<=> <- Us"

5-.

(Mgb.) - See also
5. – Also, [perhaps as being a cause of plea
sure,] The extremities of sneet-smelling plants;
(M, O, K;) and so *::::: (O, K:) or the latter,
the upper hale: % the stems of plants; (Lth, M,
O; [but see 253.31) properly, the parts of a
lotus-plant that are concealed [by the water] and
are consequently succulent and soft and beautiful:
and *:**, the root, or loner part, of a lotus
plant, whereon it rests: (O:) or this last, the
or joyful, or glad: pl.

*

*

is:-

originally

#- [q.v., voce 9-1-Also

aor. 4, inf. n.

+, the camels, or cattle, pastured

smelling plant]. (T in art Us".)

A dust-coloured arrow: in this sense likewise during the day without a pastor. (Mgb.)
63 5- An instrument in which one speaks se originally with *: thus expl. by 'Alee Ibn à." * (A, Mgh, Msb,) aor. as above, (Msb,)
cretly, like a * [i. e. a roll, or scroll] (S, K) Hamzeh. (TA.) [See also art. 3.-.]
inf n. 23.5 (Mgh, Mobi) or <!-, [aor. "..]
&c. (TA.)
inf n. * (M;) The nater ran (A, Mgh)
#. A species of tree, of which bon's are made:
upon the surface of the ground: (A:) or floned;
32: Happy, or joyful, or glad; or affected n. un, with 3. (TA.) [See art. US-.]
as
also " -- 1: (M:) [or the latter signifies it
with 22:- [q.v.]. (S, TA.) = Having the navel
#34, applied to a female locust, (El-Isbahánee, ran sniftly: (see Harp. 586:)] and in like

string cut. (TA, from a trad.)- And with 3, K) and to the female of the [lizard called] .3, manner one says of the ~5- [or mirage], +4.
applied to the kind of jar termed

aíž,

Having

(Lth, TA) [and to a fish and the like, (see #3)] inf n <, it runs. (AHeyth, T.A.) And

54,

meaning a perforation in the middle, in Laying eggs: (El-Isbahánee, K,"TA:) or having
Jeal <!-, inf n. P-; and -v-, aor. *,
which is fixed a tube of silver or lead, whence one eggs in her belly; not yet laid: (Lth, K, TA:)
o,

J. de

drinks. (Harp. 548.)
* * * > *

ow-e

pl. #: (Lth, El-Isbahánee, K) and

#.

inf n.
which

•

*

•

6

* *

d

•e •

*::: The Úes [or source, or perhaps
(see +)] flowed; as also "-j-3:

t eye,
I became acquainted with latter is extr. in form as pl. of a sing of the
so says Lh. (M.) And $5." -,-, aor. *, (S,
meaSure J*, (K) and #: [which is also extr.,
affair. (A, TA)
for leathern
like * as pl. accord. to some of *]. (M.F.) K) inf n : (S) The 99
water-bag] floned. (S, K.) And Ú- #3 g

J'é &#,

his hidden, or secret,

•

** a de

i

*

s

#: C5 (S. K.) or #: (TA)4 and

The water came forth from the punctures made

1. &#, (S. K.) aor. 4, inf n. 4-5 (S.T.A.) containing 33- [meaning locusts' eggs]: (El in sening the skin. (TA.) [Or] +)- said of a
and W -j-, inf n. #:5; (K;) said of the female Isbahánee, S :) or abounding with locusts (K,” new [water-skin such as is termed] aş, or of a
TA) [or with locusts' eggs: for the explanation 33%, signifies It had water poured into it in
locust, (S, K,) and of the female of the [lizard
in the K is ambiguous].
order that the thong [nith nihich it was sented]
called] .3, (TA) [and of a fish, and the like,
might become moistened, so as to snell, and fill
(see
She laid eggs: (S, K, TA:) and <-,
Quasi Ji- and ci
up the holes made in the sening. (M)- See

3:)

inf n. 2-, is a dial. var. thereof. (TA in art.
2-.) [And accord. to El-Kanánee, as cited in

J%-l a surname of [the

patriarch] Jacob; also -i-, below.-[Golius explains ---, inf n.
6

***

&6-, as on the authority of the KL, as signify
the TA, it seems that one says also, of locusts (Ksh and Bd" and Jel" in ii. 38;) also3 pro
-0
ing
“Ingressus fuit in rem, totum subivit implevitve
(2%), J: #. and 4: 5-.]—Also, each of nounced J39-1, (Kh and Bd ibid.) and J39-4,
locum:” but this is a mistake, evidently occa
these two verbs, (K,) the former mentioned by (Ksh ibid.) and UV-l, and J-49-l. (Bq ibid.)
sioned by his finding &% explained in this
IDrd, and V the latter by Fr, (TA,) said of a - And the name of A certain angel; also pro
sense, instead of &-, the reading in my copy
nounced &#9-1; in which the c is asserted by
woman, She bore many children. (K.)
of the KL.] =~ [as an inf. n.] is [also] syn.
Yaakoob to be a substitute for the U. (TA.) nvith j: [signifying The sening of a skin or the
2: See above, in two places.
J - e o

[But the is more properly to be regarded as a
4.

-j-, said of a female

ji=l 3:l erroneously written for:-" 3:1.)

a female of the lizard called .3, and a fish, and
the like, (see 5-)] She attained the period of

*2)"
•

laying eggs. (S, K.)

like] (Kr, K, TA. [In a copy of the M, I find

locust, [and app. of radical letter.]

* *

You say,

#" &-

inf n.

+,-, I sened the

s

1. -- aor. *, inf n. ~2% He went forth : āv;5 [i. e. water-skin, or milk-skin]. (TK.) =
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*

-2", (M, K) like &#, [i. e. pass, in form but the same: (Mgb:) or, accord. to IAar, (M,) any
neuter in signification,] (K,) said of a man, a:u [i.e. camels and other cattle]; (M, K;)
(TA,) He became affected with suppression
of thus say IJ and Ibn-Hisham El-Lakhmee: and
* * * * *
the feces, or constipation of the bonels, (*- ojá-) accord. to Kz, ":- also, [q.v.,] with kesr,
or <- accord. to different copies of the K,) by signifies J. [syn. with #18) ; and IO says the
the entrance of the fume of [molten] silver [see

# into the

innermost parts of his nose, and

and [a party, or bevy,] of women, (S, M, Mgb,
K.) &c.; (K;) and, as used by El-'Ajjāj, it is of
men also: (Sh, TA:) and a poet of the Jinn, as
they assert, used it metaphorically in speaking of

a -- of the [lizards called]** (M.) it signi.

like: (TA) pl. of the former 'x'', (M, TA) fies also ta collection of palm-trees; (M, K; in
some copies of the latter of which J-5 is erro
and some say *: [which is a pl. of pauc.].

other passages, (K,) or into his mouth, and the (TA.) Hence the saying, 43- #3; S3 *śl, neously put for J:1; TA;) so says AHn; and
innermost parts of his nose, and his anus, (M,” i.e. Go thou away, for I will not drive back thy
TA,) and other passages: (TA:) the epithet ap [pasturing] camels; (S, Msb;") they shall go,
plied to a man thus affected is " *::: (K:) (S,) or I will leave them to pasture, (Msb,)
sometimes he recovers, and sometimes he dies. where they will; (S, Msb;) meaning, I have no
(TA.)
need of thee: (S:) in the Time of Ignorance,
2. [-,- app. signifies, primarily, He sent they used to divorce by saying thus, (S, M, Mgb,)
camels in a herd or drove, together, to pasture.

* * * Jess' (S.M.A.)—[Freytag

Abu-l-Hasan thinks it to be by way of com
*#): is like it [in its meanings]:
(M: [particularly mentioned in the K as used in
the last of the senses above mentioned:]) each of

parison: and

&las of the
ths, and of gazelles, and of sheep or

these words is said to be applied to a
birds called

goats, on the authority of Ag; and the latter [or

also explains it, from the Deewanel-Hudhaleeyeen, each] of them is applied to a Relaš of women as
[against me] the camels [app. with armed riders], as meaning A sheep-fold.] = Also A way, or being likened to gazelles: (TA:) the pl. of the

And hence, — 1 J: J's -- He ent

one detached number after another: (AS, S, A,
K, TA:) and in like manner, J:-" ! [the horse
men]. (S, A, Mgh, TA.) It is said in a trad. of
’Aisheh, [referring to girls who were her play
mates,] L* &: &l &: &lé + He used

road; (AZ, S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) and so

former is

*::: (Sh, M, Msb, TA;) and of V the

'3-, with kesr;

(M, K;) the latter accord. to latter, +. (K, accord. to the TA,) with two
Aboo 'Omar and Th, but disallowed by Mbr, who dammehs, (TA) [in the CK "...] or :,

knew only the former in this sense; said by Ibn (so in my MS. copy of the K, [either a con
Es-Seed to have been pronounced by AZ with traction of the former pl. or a coll. gen, n. of
to send them to me [app. party after party, and fet-h, and by Aboo-'Omar with kesr: (TA:) and which #: is the n. un.,]) or both. (TA. [See
they would play with me]. (TA.) And one says, one's way, or course; (M, K,” TA;) the may by also #: below, where the pl. is said to be +.)
#14, <-5: t I sent to him the thing, one which one goes. (T, TA. [See also as ,-, and - [Hence, as some explain them, two phrases
by one; or rather, portion by portion. (L, TA.) *:::) One says, 43- J- Leave thou free, mentioned below in this paragraph.]- See also
And à39. <! <:- ! I gave him the things, or unobstructed, his way (T, M, Mgh, Msb, TA)

+, first

sentence. = It is also syn. with +
one after another. (ATA) And 45. He sent TA) and so "43-, with kesri (M,TA;) accord. as meaning A way, or road: and a course: see
him back in his -- [i. e. ~-l. meaning way to Aboo-'Omar: (TA :) or £- 4. J- leave thou + in two places. - Also i, q. Jú [app. as syn.
[by which he had come]. (Harp. 20.)- See
with Ula-, i. e. State, or condition]. (S, M',
also 4. =: -j-. He made a subterranean free, or unobstructed, to him his way. (S, A.)
K.) One says,
&%, meaning Gé
excavation. (M.A.)-3-1-3-, (A, TA)
ULJi [i.e. Such a one is in an ample, or unstraitened,
by nºhich he goes, (T, TA,) and his course; (M,

And 4: J-33-9 &i (He looed the cap

inf n. 4, 5, (S. K.) The digger [of a well], in

tive and left free to him his way]. (A.) Hence,

digging, took [i. e. dug] tonards the right and left: in a trad.,

(As, S," K,”TA:) in some copies of the K, [and

the former is

in the S, right or left: but

*:::" 8-9

*:::

--

:- es' ū &: 34, meaning
and *::: [i. e. He who has become

state or condition: or the meaning may be, such
a one is easy, or unstraitened, in mind: see what
follows, and see also Júl : (S, Msb:) or, as some

the

secure in his scope, or room, for free action]: or, say, ample of bosom, or mind; slow of anger:
correct explanation. (TA.) = & all -r/-, (S, accord. to one reading, the last words are us: (Msb, TA:) [see also
in two places
M, A,) inf. n. as above, (K.) He poured 7vater "4-, meaning, 1 in respect of his wives, or
near the end of the next preceding paragraph:]
into the 405 [i. e. water-skin, or milk-skin], in women under covert, and his household, or
MF thinks that for Jú we should read Jus,
order that the holes made in the sening might family; a metaphorical sense, from the -- of
agreeably with an explanation of a phrase in

-: 8-9,

become filled up (S, M, A, K) by their being gazelles &c. (A, and so in the Fáik. [See also
moistened, (S, K,) or by the moistening, and con
* *

s

sequent snelling, of the thong [nrith n'hich it was

--J)

what here follows. (TA) - Also The -is

p

Hence also the saying, Usks-- cés

$!

[meaning heart, or mind]: (M, K:) and the

J-5 (meaning self]. (IAar, M, Msb, K.)

One
sented]; the ā,5 being new. (M.)
-:", meaning When he is made to be in ample
4. -->! He made water to flon; as also circumstances; not straitened. (Mgh.) And you says, 29- Lé & 2 × He is secure in, or in
say -: 8-3, instead of *:::" ; meaning respect of his heart, or mind: or, himself: (M :)
*-i-. (M.)
but IDrd disallows this latter explanation; and
5: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph. - Whose way that he pursues is ample. (TA.
says that the meaning is, his family, and his Jus
[Hence, app.,] as: bû- + They folloned one [But see what follows.]) = Also The bosom, or [or camels, or cattle, or other property], and his
another continuously in it; namely, a road. breast; or the mind; syn. *. (Mbr,M, K.)

(M.)-See
7. =#| &- -j-.
full
of nater.also
(TA.)

He became

3.
+: &# means Verily he is of ample bosom,

•

or mind; and judgment; and love: (M, TA:)
7: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph. - or, as some say, ample of bosom, or mind; slon,
4:3 -)-5' He entered into it; ($, M, K;) i.e., of anger. (M. [The latter meaning is assigned
: see the next
a wild animal, into his -j-, (S, M, Msb,) mean in the Msb and TA to

+" 8-9

ing his subterranean habitation, (S, Msb,) or his paragraph.])
place of abode; (M;) and a fox, (S,) into his
+: Se6 +. - [Hence, app.,] A.
burrow; as also " -j-. (S, K.)
(S, M, K,) or

children; as though the phrase au- J.' c-i
were originally used in relation to the pastor,

and the stallion [camel], and then extended
in its relation to others, metaphorically: (TA:)
or the meaning is [simply], his Jú: or, his

people, or party: (M, TA:) or as expl. above,
WOce +, q. v.:
or, accord. to Kz, his way.

&#, (TA). The pl.is +,-, (El-Hejeree, M, TA)

asū-, (Mgh, Msb,) [i. e. herd,] =See also avy-2.

<< Pasturing Jú, (M, A, TA) i.e. camels:

of gazelles, (S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) and of + A subterranean excavation : (M, K:) or
(M, TA:) or camels, and Jú [here meaning oxen, (M, Mgh, Msb,) [app. meaning wild oxen,] a habitation (S, Mgh, Msb, TA) of a wild ani
cattle in general], that pasture: (S:) or Jú [i. e. and of [wild] asses, (M,) and of wild animals [in mal, (S," Mgb,) in, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or beneath,
camels or cattle] pasturing during the day with general], (S, Mgb,) and [a flock or herd] of sheep (TA,) the earth, or ground, (S, Mgh, Msb, TA,)
out a pastor; an inf. n. used as a subst. in this or goats, (M,) and [a flock] of the birds called having no passage through it; also called X=3;
sense; and 7
[meaning
Júl signifies uj, (S, Msb,) and of birds [in general], (M,) (Mgb:) such as has a passage through it is

+

*
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*!)

&: (Mgh, Msb:) the burron, or hole,

.*

J# 3: (sū (s39
& 3%
<

(M, K,) of a wild animal, (K,) or of a fox, and
likewise [the den] of a lion, and of a hyena, and

•o p

*

3. *

*

-

*

-

-

*

and

*:

(M: [in one place in the TA.

the latter is erroneously written − 1) or going

**

*

J. &# * - 3:

anay at random into the country, or in the land.

of a wolf; and the place into n'hich a nild [We passed from the valley that is between
animal enters: (M:) pl. £i. (M, A, Msh.) Mish'al and El-Hasha: distant nas it: I made
In the saying in the Kur [xviii. 60], £5.3 my way to lead me far off]; meaning, how
distant was the place from which I commenced
way into the sea &c.], Fr says that when the fish "y, journey! (TA.) And one says also, £,
was restored to life by the water that came upon as: -*, meaning -*.i." * [i. e. Verily
it from the fountain [of life], and fell into the sea, he is one who pursues a near way]; Twho hastens,

9- # L 4: [And it (the fish) took its

(S, K.) See also +, first sentence. You say

+ J., (A) and A. J., (TA) i. e.
[Camels, or cattle, and a stallion-camel,] repairing
to the place of pasture: (A, TA:) and * #
(M) or #: (TA) [a she gazelle] going anay in
her place of pasture. (M., T.A.) A poet says,

(S, M,) namely, El-Akhnas Ibn-Shiháb El

its way became congealed, and like a ~... [or or is quick, in accomplishing his want. (Th, M.) Teghlibee, (TA,)
subterranean excavation, &c.]: Zj says that Ú * Also A portion, or detached number, (S, Mgh,
< . *...
...? 3 * *
may be considered as put in the accus. case in Msb) of what compose a -i-, (Mgh, Mob)
-*-* * * J." Jes
two ways; either as a second objective comple i. e., of a collection [or herd] of gazelles, and of
• * * * * *** 1:24
2 * ~*
-j- **** wal- cº->
ment of the verb, or as an inf. n. [of '*, [nild] oxen, (Mgh,) or [of a flock] of the birds
called
and of horse, and a', and gazelles: [And all other men have contracted the shackles
o

d

=

• de

*

*

*

*

uá,

q.v.] and AHAt thinks that it her means &

[going anay]: or, accord. to IAth, <- signifies (S:) pl. --, like -5, pl. of āşä. (Mgb.) See of their stallion-camel; but ne have pulled off his

two places; in the latter of which shackles, and he is going anay whithersoever he
will in his place of pasture]: (S, M, TA: but in
by El-Moatarid Edh-Dhafaree, it means [simply] the pl. is said to be 3. and +.-4 col the last, ū- is put in the place of ū- [in
a road, or way. (TA.) It signifies also A sub lection of J: [i.e. horses, or horsemen], from
terranean channel or conduit, by nºhich water tnenty to thirty, (M, K,) or from ten to trventy. the Ham (p.347) it begins thus: >; Jé. &#)
enters a 1:1- [or garden, or "alled garden of
(M.) - A company of men who steal anay this, says As, is a prov.; meaning [other] men
palm-trees]. (M, K.) And -- &ge means from an army, and make a hostile incursion into have abode in one place, not daring to remove to
the territory of a people, and return. (IAar, another, and have contracted the shackles of their
a secret, or hidden, place of passage: or, as used

also

+, in

A nay, or road, in which people follon, one

(M.) - Also Floning TA.)- A ron of grape-vines: (M, K:) and any
water: (M, K: [see also + :]) or naterfloning aí.* [meaning row or line]. (M.)- See also
from a 33% [or leathern water-bag] and the 40-2. - Also i. 7. #. [i. e. A seam, or a
like: (S:) or water dropping from the punctures stitch, or a puncture, or stitch-hole, of a skin or the

stallion, that is, confined him, that he may not
advance, and be followed by their [other] camels;
fearing a hostile attack upon them: but we are
people of might, wandering about the land, and
going whithersoever we will; and we have pulled

made in the sening of a water-skin. (A.)- And

off the shackles of our stallion, that he may go

another continuously.

6.e., d =

Water that is poured into a

a's

[or skin for

like] (M. [See also #:-.])
~5- [The mirage;] i. q. Ji:

whither he will; and whithersoever he hastes

(A5, M, TA:)
water or milk], (M, K,) when it i. nerv, or into
or
the
semblance
of
water,
(S,
M,
A,
K,) of run
ol. 33% [or leathern water-bag], (M.) in order
ning
water,
(M,)
at
midday,
(S,
M, A, K,)
that the thong [n'ith n hich it is sented] may
cleaving to the ground, (M,) and [in appearance]
become moistened, (M, K,) so as to snell, and fill
lonering everything so that it becomes [as though
up the holes made in the sening. (M.)
it were] cleaving to the ground, having no Je:#;

away to herbage produced by the rain, thither we

follow him: (IB, TA:) or it may be that by the
U-5 he means the chief, whom, Abu-l-'Ala says,
he likens to the stallion-camel. (Ham p. 347.)
And hence the saying in the Kur [xiii. 11],
** *

s

• *

ow eo

9 *d >

Jí is that which is in the * ~\-> J." is : ($, M, TA) i.e.
[Hiding himself by night, and] appearing by

* - Flowing water. (S. M. [See also :-.]) (TA;) whereas the
You say also avy- 53'je, i.e. [A leathern-mater L-4 [or early part of the day when the sun is day: (S:) or appearing by day in his way, or
yet low], raising figures seen from a distance, and road, or in the roads: or, as is related on the
bag] floning. (S, K.)
making them to quiver: (M:) [several other authority of Akh, appearing by night, and hiding
ā- : see the next paragraph. = I. q. 55,4 distinctions between the -r')- and the J% inen
*

**

*

**

**

6 *6 •

se d >

himself by day; and Ktr says the same of -,L.

[A single puncture, or stitch-hole, made in sening tioned here in the TA, see voce U1:] r])- has (TA.)
a shin or the like]. (K. [There expressly said
* >0 }
3 ***
no pl. (S and K voce 3.3.) One says
to be, in this sense, with fet-h; but I think that
-P-1,
(M,
K,)
and
--~!,
(M, Mgb, K,) the
we should read #, and #: see, again, the -5- &- [More deceitful than a midday
former mentioned by Sh, (TA,) [the latter the

&:

mirage] (A)=~%, like Auxi, (A, K, TA) more common,] a Pers. word, (M,TA,) arabi
termination, as also
#: A short journey; (IAar, M.;) or so ~5-, imperfectly decl., (TA,) determinate, (K, ‘i: (Msb, TA) originally + (M,) [or

next paragraph.])

i. e. indecl., with kest for its

6*o –

Vij. (K. [But I think that the former is the TA,) as a proper name, not having the article Uí

*::il or 3-i, (Mob, MF, TA) [and in the

TA.:-.] i, q. J., [i. e. Lead], (M, Msb)
right.]) You say, #: &# 4:
or
<\}} [which signifies the same, or black lead,
desirest a short journey. (IAar, M.) A long camel of El-Basoos (C-2:1), (K) or the she
or
tin, or penter]. (K.)- And the latter, The
£o &
journey is termed #. (TA.)– And i, q. J-4: camel El-Basoos, (A, TA,) for El-Basoos *was
fume
of [molten] silver. (M. [See 1, last
her surname: (TA:) whence the saying 3- Al:l
Verily thou prefixed to it, (TA,) is the name of The she

(S, M, A, K) and #5 (A, K) [i.e. A may by -5-

[More inauspicious than Sarábi]:

(A, K,

sentence.])

which one goes or goes anay, a proper meaning TA :) a celebrated prov.: for she was the cause of
*2)-0 A way by which one goes; [like +
of the former word; and a nay, course, mode, or
a
famous
war.
(TA.)
manner, of acting or conduct or the like, which
and #1 syn. -s: (Har p. 448:) a place in
is a meaning of both of these words]. One says,
*:- [Wont to go anay at random]: see 1, which the Ju [i.e. camels, or cattle,] go to
as: * 3%, (S, A, TA,) meaning [Such a near the beginning of the paragraph.
pasture (3:3), (Hamp.995) and "#: sig
one is] one who takes a distant way into the
#* A sheep, or goat, (#) Twhich one drives nifies [the same, or] a place of pasture: (S, K:)
country, or land: (TA:) or meaning -*..." 3.4 back, or brings back, from the water, when the pl. of the former Al-3, (Ham ubi supra,) and
(S, A) and ai," (A) [i.e., who flows a di. sheep, or goats, are satisfied with drinking. and so of the latter. ($, K.)- And A channel of
* - d =

water. (A, and Har ubi supra) [Hence,] one
says, *: * Šia: i.e. : The channels of
* Going forth: and going anay; as also the tears [of his eyes became moist so as to scatter

tant, or remote, way in journeying, and a long which they follon. (M., T.A.. [See also a:++.])
way, course, mode, or manner, of acting or con
6 & e.

6 * o •

duct or the like. See also +/-, and ~).
Esh-Shenfarà says,

'-

the latter expl. by IAar as syn. with drops]. (A.)

-
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#: see the next preceding paragraph. - which, accord. to Yaakoob, the U is a substitute
Also The passage, and place of exit, of the dung; for the U of the former. (M.)
(Mgh, Msb, TA;) in this sense with fet-h (Mgh,
#: Broken, or crumbled, bread, (*# M,
MSb) only [i. e. to the JJ; or so and likewise
6.--> *

*::: and both signify the upper part of the

K.) or a mess of broken, or crumbled,

thing. (L.) The meaning given in the K [and
A] has the authority of El-Beyhakee and IKtt
and Es-Sarakustee and IKoot; but Aboo-'Abd

Allah Mohammad Ibn-Esh-Shādhilee thought it

bread, to be not of established authority as belonging to

ancient
language. (TA.) [Hence,] one says,
anus. (TA)- See also the next following para (#4% AA, TA,) having, (K,) or moistened the
* - of
ograph. - Also [A sitting-place] like a : with, (AA) grease, or dripping, or gravy, (AA, * 2:1 &- + Embellish and elucidate thou to
[q.v.], before a [chamber such as is called] as, : K,) or having much thereof (M.)
him thy affair, or case. (Ham p.326.)-And i, q.
C, we

not avy:-o; for this is a aş: [itself]. (TA.)

Júj-Ashirt: (S, M, Mob, K.) and [so in the as: t [He accommodated, adapted, or disposed,
M, and in the Ham p. 65, but in the Mśb and him, or it, to a right course, or issue]. (TA.) -

**.* & =

ão)-2, (S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) with damm

* -

* ~ *

/ C.

w

K “or”] a coat of mail: (M, Msb, K:) the One says also, "ås-2-1 Üls &- {{He forged
to the 2 (§, Mgh, Mob) and "###, (M, Msb) former
the primary signification: (Ham against me a lie]. (A, TA.) And Lle '82-'
with feth, (Msb) i.e. to the (TA) and "#", p. 349:) isor anything
that is worn: (M, K:) pl.
(M, K,) The narron hair that extends from the
! He lied, or lied purposely, against me. (A, TA.
breast to the navel: (S:) or the hair growing in J*. (Msb, TA) which occurs in the Kur [See also
xvi. 83 [in the first and also in the second of the
the middle of the breast, extending to the belly:

(M, K:) or the hair extending from the breast to senses mentioned above]: (TA:) and d\,:
the pubes: (A, Mgh:) or the hair of the breast, signifies the same as UW-, the d being, accord.
extending to the pubes: (Msb:) and 7 +, also, to Yaakoob, a substitute for the U. (M.) – In
signifies the hair of the breast. (TA) (See an the following words of..a trad. of 'Othmán, )
ex. in a verse cited voce 23-) - The -- of #1 *::: Sū- &: [I will not pull off a
beasts are The soft parts of their bellies: (M, garment with which God has invested me], it is
TA:) or the aw)-- of any beast means the upper metonymically applied to the office of Khale&feh.
parts, from the part next the neck to the root of (TA.)

G-J)

And

<-2-9 &- <!

! [Verily he forges traditions, or stories]. (A,

TA) - See also 1, first sentence. = <->;
• * * *

Wya: ; see 1.

-

with a following it, he employed it (i.e. a lamp,

the tail : and the soft parts of the belly, and the

#4.

**

*

*

art.

&#:

See

J3-3.

see 1, last sentence.

&*: Very tall;

**21, in

£

. . 2.
:-2.] = &l.J' C->~!, (S, K,”) or U-94'',
(Msb,) I bound the saddle, or his saddle, upon
..)

>

Q. 2.

*: :

or oil, &c.,) as a means of light: see

U+/

groins, or any similar parts. (A ’Obeyd, T.A.)
- See also

4. &#1 + (o, Mil, TA) 1 lighted the
lamp, or wick. (Msb, T.A.) - [And &- sig
nifies also He lighted himself or another with a
lamp &c.; and so "?--~!: or each of these,

See

Jö

the beast, or horse: (Msb, K:) or I made a

(K, TA;) applied to a man:

saddle for the [beast, or] horse. (Msb.)

and very long; applied to hair. (TA.)

5: see 2.

&
- - -

&"

1.

© d >

10: see 4.

&”, (O, K,) aor. *, (K) inf n. &",

• of

-

-

-

-

Q. 1. Li'l G ++, infn. #4, I (TK.) + He lied; as also &- (O, K,) aor. *; withQ. Q. 1. Lā)'); &- He manured the land
Jee-w-s. (L in art. cº-.)
walked, or marched, an hour, or a while : (JK:) (K;) but the latter is outweighed [in authority];
".
[or in the middle of the day: and gently, or in a (TA) like C-: (O 9 and so "G-: (TA:)
* * * >*

d

© de

leisurely manner: for] - i-3- signifies The
walking, or marching, in the middle of the day.

&- A certain appertenance of a horse or
and

&#

• *, of

*

(O and K" in art. 2-4.) You say, similar beast,
(Msb, K,”) well known; (S, Msb;)
-

i.e., his J- [or saddle]: (TA:) an Arabic
in a leisurely manner. (JK, K.) - And The one spoke a word, or sentence, and followed it word; or, accord. to the Shifā el-Ghaleel, arabi
being light, or agile, or active; light in any work with a lie]. (O.) - And *:S &-, aor. * , cized from 9- [which is written by Freytag
said by him to be Pers., but I know
or action, or unsteady or lightnitted, or so on an inf n.
+ He forged the lie. (TA.) [See 4):, and
(K.) And The n'alking, or marching, gently, or

*::::: * :- # &S$38 t Such a
£-,
&-

not either of these two words in Pers. with an
occasion of anger, or hasty, with foolishness or
also
2.]
=
signifies
as
an
inf.
being
n.,
The
ignorance; syn. #- and &#. (K.)
apposite meaning]: (TA:) dim. " &": (Msb:)
bright, or shining. (KL.) – [And hence,] & and pl.
(Mgh, MSb, TA) [Hence,] Jú.
6 d - d.

&...

#- A

nºide, or spacious, land: (S, K:) or (o, K) aor. 4, (K) infn. :-, (TK) said of
*:- +Thy affair, or case, was, or has become,
one far extending : (TA:) and a land in which one's face, + It was, or became, beautiful: (O:)
in a disordered, or an unsound, state : a proverbial
one cannot find his way. (K,"TA.)
or, said of a man, (TA,) the was or became, saying. (Ham

p. 242.)

&-

*: A desert, or

waterless desert, nide,

beautiful in his face: (K, TA:) but said by

: s: Continuing, or lasting; or continuing,
some, to be post-classical; and by some, to be
W &- ~ * desert, or naterless desert, far strange. (TA.) =ts: <<-, (O, K, TA, but or lasting, long; or, for ever. (O, K.)

or spacious, (K, TA,) in the sides: (TA:) and
6 *o e a

s > d -

not in the CK) and "-j-, (K, TA, but not
extending, (K,”TA,) wide, or spacious : so in a in the O,) [thought by SM to be a mistranscrip
verse of Aboo-Duwäd cited voce C22-2, q.v. tion for ---, with the unpointed 2-,] She (a

£: Foolish, or stupid.

(TA.)

3- i. 4. Jü

*

(oš

6 - d - d.

&- see what next precedes.
-

(O, K.)

- d -

Jú

Q. 1 #4, (S,K) or 50- 4:3,(M,M;b)
inf n. #4, (KL) He clad him with a Jø-.

[i.e. dung of horses or other

woman, O) plaited her hair;
;) like
solid-hoofed animals,
fresh dung
camels,
#-. (O.)= [ć- aor. *, expl. as signifying sheep and goats, wild oroxen, and the of
like; used
“Ephippio instruct instravitve equum” by Go for manure]: (Msb, and K in art. de-, - :) a
lius and Freytag, by the latter as on the authority foreign, or Pers., word, (Msb,) originally c”,
of the S and K, I do not find in either of those
[meaning
lexicons, nor in any other. The verb having this and S and 3-9.,] (Mab, K.)byarabicized, (MSb,
K in art. cº-,)
the conversion of
meaning is &2-1 only.]
the 3) [or s' into &’ and also into
so
one
3,

(S, Msb, K.)

that

-

2.4-3-, (A, K.) inf n.

&: (K,)

the
rendered it beautiful; (A, K;) namely, a person's
Júj-, (M., K.) He clad himself, or became clad, face; said of God: (A:) the adorned, orna
with a Júj- : ($, M, Msb, K.) and so 33-5, in mented, decorated, or embellished, it; namely, a

Q 2. J33, (S) or Sö- J33 (MSL) or

says also &- [q.v.]: As is related to have said,

I know not how to sayit, and I only say Ś it is
with kesr to the first letter in order to agree with

Arabic words; fet-h not being allowable, because

[Book I.
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*

J: though
be 3-3- and &:

men in their absence (ATA)—And #44,
it is said in the M to
£5%] so that one says, £5. J% ! [A man inf n. Co-, I nent, or went anay, #. the morn
(Mab3) [the word being arabicized, all its letters who lies much, or habitually, &c.]. (TA) [See ing. (AHeyth, T.A.) And <! &: I go, or

there is no instance of the measure

should be regarded as radical; but] many assert
the c, to be augmentative [and therefore mention

discourse. (A, TA). And it is used alone, [with

*

- /

-

Out

£:-.]
£- 3- +[A side of a forehead, or a fore

also

£,

walk, to thee (Harp. 44)– And J:
(A, TA,) aor.<, inf. n.

&-

and

£, (TA,) The

the word, or the two words, in the present art.,
torrent ran, or flowed, easily: (A, TA:) on the
as does the author of the Msb]. (TA.)
head itself,] clear, or white, [and bright,] like the
* >

authority of Aboo-Sa’eed. (TA.) - And

/ o o

£ ($, o, K) and *** (0, K.) <!- [or lamp].
Nature; or natural, native, or innate, disposi

£-

(Th, T.A.)

J%), (A, K.) aor. 4, infn.

&

£- (K) and £3-,

&#:

(TA in the present: and (TA,) The urine had vent, poured out or forth,
tion, or temper, or the like: ($, O, K, TA:) and
a way, mode, or manner, of acting or conduct or in art. &”; [but in the £ art., zeve") + flowed, or streamed, (A, K, TA,) after its having
the like. (S, O, TA.) One says, **: J'é." is erroneously put for R. 3: &#, meaning the been suppressed. (A, TA) = **u- ~~,
i. q.

but vulgar; (TA in art. &#3) (AHeyth, SA, TA) Or J.),(Mgh,Mgb)aor. *,
(A.S. O.) And *- :- 49. i. e. Oil of sesame, or sesamum : an arabicized (Mgb,) inf. n. &-3 (S, A, Mgh,•:Mgb, TA;) and
position.
and **: Generosity is a quality of his word, from [the Pers.] %. (TA in the present
*u-j-, (Mgh, Msb)inf n. C9-', (Mgh,K,) but
disposition. (Lh, T.A.) And *% <! art.)
the teshdeed in this verb denotes intensiveness, or
* **
muchness, or frequency, of the action, or its ap
a-s: and *::" Verily he is generous of ā-s:
it A lie. (TA) See 1 and 2.
to many objects; (Msb;) He sent forth,
plication
nature or disposition. (AZ, TA.)
&r-, applied to a horse, (A,) or beast (£3), or set free, [or drove,] the cattle, or camels, to
i--- see the next preceding paragraph. [or app., when applied to the latter, with 3,] pasture, (S," Mgh, Msb," K,”) or to pasture
bound upon it. nhere they pleased, (S, K, TA,) by themselves:
Saddled; i.e. having the
a word of well-known meaning; (S, O,
(S," Mgb, K,” TA:) [or he did so in the morn
(TA.)
ing, as is indicated in the S; i.e.] he made them
[i. e. A lamp, or its lighted wick,
K;) i. q.
ā-y-e, with fet-h (S, Mgh, O, Mgb) to the Le to go forth in the morning to the pasturage.
(the latter of which meanings is assigned to both and 2, (Mgb,) [A lamp; i.e.] the thing in which
of these words by Jel in xxiv. 35,)] (L, MSb, is the wick and the oil: (S, Mgh, O, TA:) and (AHeyth, T.A.) You say, #1.” <-- and
ū: and #: and (£ and %: ; this last
TA) that gives light by night: (L, TA:) or, pro also the thing upon which the
[app. here
alone without 1. (S. [Yet Golius mentions the
perly, a lighted wick; its employment to signify
lamp] is put: (O:) or the thing upon
meaning
last also with 1, though without assigning any au
the place thereof [i. e. a lamp, generally a vessel
n:hich the" as: is placed: (Msb:) or **::,
thority for it.]) And hence, in the Kur [xvi. 6],
of glass having in its bottom a small glass tube into
which the loner part of the wick is inserted,] with kesr, has the last of these meanings: A-)-2, &: 3-, 3-, 3-[When ye bring, or
being a well-known tropical application # (MF, with fet-h, having the first thereof; or, as some drive, them back in the evening, and n:hen ye
TA:) pl. &- (O, Mgb, TA.) [See also as-y-.] say, the reverse is the case; (Mgh;) [i. e.] send, or drive, them forth in the morning].
– [Hence,] the sun is called a C!" [in the **-, with kesr, signifies the thing in which (AHeyth, S.) - [Hence also,] £, aor. * ,
is the rich [and the oil and is:, with feth,
(S, A, L.) inf n.
(K;) and
n.
Kur lxxi. 15, and also xxv. 62, and lxxviii. 13], the thing upon which that is put: (A, TA:) the inf*:
; (L;) He sent (S, L, K) a messenger to
! [The
(K) and #1
(S, O,) and

33-13 They are of one uniform nature or dis

Sanne as

£";])

-

-

•

nature or

-

* • & p

£-

£5-

£:

** > d >

•., d - d.

c5-

* - -d-

&-

$9-

£,

lamp of day]. (A, TA.) So too is the Prophet.
(Kur xxxiii. 45.) 'Omar, also, is called in a trad.

pl. (of either, Mgh) is &- (Mgh, Mgb.) [See C+
another person, (A, TA,) or such a one to such
&

also

a place, (S, L,) or to accomplish some needful
* * * @

-

-

: Já £9- f|The lamp of the people of
Paradiol.

(TA.) And one says,

&b-

ā-,-e: see the next preceding paragraph, in
US-ºwl three places.

c): 25 J1 1 [The Kur-án is the lamp of the be

lierers], (A)

Or

c-#" #5-

'83-,

s

[the lamp of the

#: A fice rendrabeautiful by God. (A)

affair (L)–[And hence, app.,] & 4-3-, and
W

<--, ! God disposed him [to what was right or

good], or adapted him [thereto]: mentioned by
Az, on the authority of El-Iyádee, but as being

believer]. (TA.) – Also, metaphorically, ! The - A nose beautiful in thinness and evenness: strange. (TA) One says, '-' & '3
used in this sense by El-'Ajjāj: likened by him ! May God dispose thee, or adapt thee, to that
eye; because of its being often likened to a &:
n:hich is good. (A.) - And &-, aor. *, inf. n.
to the kind of sword called Üs: ($, 0.)
(Harp. 554.)
2-, He voided his excrement, or ordure; or, in a
q. v. (Mgb.)
dim. of
Jež
6 d -

&

£:

•

ā-5-

The craft, or occupation, of the

*

thin state; [the objective complement being
(K) – And U. <-understood;] syn.

>*

£-.

&
-

d-

see art &

J. J., (K, TX) aor. 4, inf n & (K)

[or saddler]. (O, K, TA.)
Jeev":

#: -, -, (0, K) or £, (A.S.)
Certain sn'ords so called in relation to a black
smith named

::

(As, S, O, K:) or they may

be so called because having much water, and

+ I manifested, or gave forth,

&

1, J.J. &#,(TA) or £(STA)
to: (S, A, Msb, K) and&-, (Mgh, Msb, K.) The

or J.'', (Mgh, Mgb,) aor. *, (M5b, TA,) inf. n.

[glistening] wavy marks or streaks or grain.
(Ham p. 326.) [See also
cattle, or camels, pastured,(S,Mgh,Mgb,K,TA,)or
:- A saddler; i.e. a maker of ~2: [or pastured where they pleased, (§, K, TA) by them
K, TA; ) [or in the morning;
saddles]: (O, K, TA:) or a seller thereof. (TA.) selves; (S, Msb,
-- and us:"' <--!):
51%l:
say,
you
for]
= Also t A great, or habitual, liar, (K, TA,) (S:) or pastured in the
morning until the

£4.

(#) n:hat

was in my bosom. (K,"TA.) = &- aor. *, He
set out easily in his affairs. (K.)
2: see above, in four places. -

&y: also

signifies The dismissing a wife by divorcement.

(S, K.) You say, ū-3- He dismissed her by
divorcement: (A, Msb:) from J.' &- [expl.
above]. (Msb.) And He sent her forth from
his abode; (Bd in xxxiii. 48;) or let her go free;
(Jel ibid.;) meaning one to whom he had not
(AHeyth,
[or period of bright morning-sunshine].
gone in. (Bd and Jel ibid.) [See also
• of
TA)-[Hence, app.,] well ya!" Us: 2- * below; a subst: used as a quasi-inf. n. of this
[as though meaning He feeds upon the reputa verb.] - [Also The putting, or sending, another
tions of men;] i.e. the defames men; or defames anay, far anay, or far off; removing him far
•

he comes,
truly whence
tell thee(TA.)
notlyingly.
willthee
who
$5- but
One says,
will tell
J w

ažl
fe

£5.

! Verily he is a lying person, (A,) or a

great, or habitual, liar, (TA,) who adds, or ex
aggerates,

(#)

in his narration, or talk, or

£5-,

J

* - © - --d
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anay; or alienating, or estranging, him : see
Har p. 44.] – And The act of removing, or
clearing anay: you say, * &- He removed,
or cleared anay, from him [grief or sorrow];
syn.
(L, TA) - [And The causing water
to flow; or letting it flon..] You say, à." b:

&

AHn, the *: is a great tree with spreading # a gift that: easy and quick; a metaphorical
branches, beneath which people often alight, phrase from &- āşū expl. above. (Harp. 481.)
widely extending; men alight beneath it in the * [See also i-*, of which, in two senses, it
-: [or summer], and pitch tents, or build is a pl.]
houses, beneath it; and its shade is good: accord.
6 * d >

to information given to Az by an Arab of the

as-- A single tree of the kind called

:

desert not known by him to have uttered alie,

U. [They caused the water to flow, or let it has a dusty colour, is not so tall as the U31 [a [q. v.]. (Fr, S, TA.) = Also A she-ass that has
it flon, into the moat]; from J.' &- (Mgh.) species of tamarisk], has small leaves, and lank attained to maturity but has not become pregnant.

5:

(0, K.)=And #~, (O) or ā-ji, (K) is
- And The letting don'n, and loosing, the hair, branches, or twigs, and always grows slanting,
the name of A certain dog. (O, K.)
(S, K,) before the combing: (S:) or the dis its inclination among all the trees being tonards
are on
entangling the hair: or the separating it with the the south (C-3); Lth says that the
&-, of the measure &s, the J being an
comb: or the combing it: (Mgh:) or the comb hind of trees that have a fruit, and they are the 5i augmentative letter, (Sb, S,) from the verb --,
ing down the hair; and disentangling it with the (SSI [app. a mistranscription for 39, i.e. the (TA) The wolf; (S, A, Mgh.M., K.) as also
comb. (Az, TA) You say, s: --- (A) 3,]); but Az says that this is a mistake: Lth Jež; (Yaakoob, K;) fem. ast-i- (Ks, $) and

&-

or 3:1, inf

n. as above, (Mab,) She combed [&c.] cites the saying of 'Antarah,

her hair (A) [or the hair]. -[And it is used also

in relation to poetry, or verses.] You say also,

* @ -

3:13-till &- [app. meaning The poet trimmed *
the poetry, or verses; as seems to be indicated by

**

** *

*

* *

ić-5 (TA) and the lion, ($, o, Msh, K) in

*

:-- (< *; &L= Ji-

*

-

-

• **

ow

J.

• &

"

*

P

the dial of Hudheyl: (§, O...) pl. Ó-9. (S, A,
O, Mgb, K) and

c5- and £92, (O, L. K.) but

2: &# *: Jú sà

the context; for it is mentioned by Zimmediately (L,) i. e. He is a man of valour, tall of stature,
after what here precedes it]. (A.)- And The as though his clothes were upon a great tree such
as is called as-- ; sandals of --- [q.v.] are cut
act of facilitating, or rendering easy. (S, K.)
and made for him, such as are worn by the kings;
5. 3– He (a man) went anay, and nent and he is not a twin; so that he has been well
forth, from a place. (TA)- See also the next suckled: (EM p. 245:) thus he describes this
person as tall of stature, showing that the aa-paragraph.
is a large tree: but the SI [or il has no trunk
7.
The act of running, or going along nor tallness: IAar says that the
are &#3

£5:

&-

the last not remembered to have been heard by
Az. (L.) It is said in a prov.,

g-i- J's 2 #1 bi-

*

*

[The evening-meal, or supper, (i.e. the seeking
for it,) made him to fall, or light, upon a nolf]:
($, Meyd:) accord. to A’Obeyd, it originated
from a man's going forth to seek the evening
meal, and falling upon a wolf, which devoured

[quickly and easily]. (KL.) You say of a she that have become large; and the cybes are him: accord. to As, from the like accident to a
beast: accord. to IAar, from a man's being slain
camel, ts: es' <<<! She nas, or became,

certain trees having beautiful [shoots such as are by another man, named c--> it is applied to
the pl. is
(L.)- The the seeking an object of want that leads one to
IHe lay upon his back, or lay as though thronn
destruction. (Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov.
don’n or extended, and parted his legs. (S.) n. un., i-j-, is applied to signify t A man's wife, i. 599: but the name there written “Hasahah”
(S,
A,)
by
a
metonymy.
(S.)
The
Arabs
are
said
And He was, or became, naked, bare, or "illout
is 3%; accord. to Meyd, the father, but accord.
clothing. (KL. [See also its part. n., &-.]) by Az to term a woman, or wife, a a-- growing
over water, because in this case it is in the most to the O, the brother, of Sirhán.]) - Hence,
- And It (grief or sorrow) became removed, or
beautiful condition. (TA.)-[Accord. to Forskål, (Mgh, Mgb,) i.e. from &: as meaning “the
cleared anay; [syn.
;] as also
(Flora Aegypt. Arab, pp. cvi. and 68,) the wolf,” or, as some say, “ the lion,” (TA,) .#
quasi-pass. of
signifying
(L, TA.)
name of 2-)- is applied to a plant of the class

quick and easy in her pace. (A.) - And Cr-" termed]

&#

&-

$5–

*:

'G-3:

&

ce: The false damn: (Mgh, O, K, TA;) i.e.

pentandria, which he terms Cadaba farinosa,
(described by him in p. 68,) growing in the
lower region of the mountains of Wädee-Surdud,
in Tihámeh.] = Also The exterior court or yard
of a house, (K) or, as in the L, of a gate, or

:-

Cattle, or camels &c., pasturing, (S, A,
Mgh, Msh, K,) or pasturing where they please,
by themselves: (S, A, K:) or only such as are
sent, or driven, forth [to pasture] in the morning,
and brought, or driven, back in the evening to door. (TA.)
their nightly resting-place : (L:) an inf. n. used
as a subst. .(Mgh, Msh) A’Obeyd says that
Easy; as also
and W
and 7 i-Su. signify Cattle, or

&:

&-

8-

W

i-A- means camels and sheep or goats; and a sin

gle beast;

as well as a collection [of beasts]. (TA.)
*= Also A certain kind of trees, of great size,
(S, K, TA,) and tall, (§, TA) not depastured,

(L.) You say,

Or

&-

(TA,) is also the name of A certain

dog: and of a certain horse: and of another

horse. (O, K.)= Also The middle of a watering
trough or tank: (O, K:) pl. as above. (K.)

£5–

&:

a subst. from #3
(S, Msb, K;)
U--> aJ.J.” She brought him forth with ease. [i. e., a subst.] signifying The dismissal of a wife
(TA.) And t-: : It passes forth easily by divorcement: (Bd in xxxiii. 28 [where it is
and quickly: occurring in a trad., describing a used as a quasi-inf, n., * it is also in verse 48 of
draught of water that satisfies thirst (i. #). the same chap.]:) like G'\le and GVs, it signifies
(TA.) And
# and "i-,+. A quick, or divorcement explicitly. (L.)- [And Dismissal
snift, she-camel; (S;) as also V
(L:) or in a general sense. Hence,] it is said in a prov.,
* is a

camels &c. : and Khâlid Ibn-Jembeh says that

"&".

the first [dan.n]. (TA. [A term nearly agreeing

with the Greek Avr&s.])-3-3-M, (0, K.)

p & “ee

&:

to:":

or seldom eaten by the camels &c., but used for
&:
! [i. e. Dismissal is a part of
their shade: they grow in Nejd, in plain, or soft, a she-camel quick and easy in pace. (A, MA, and
U-93 and
(K) the accomplishment of one's want]; (S, A, L;)
and in rugged ground, but not in sand nor upon Har p. 481.) And
(TA) or
J.-, (S,) A horse, or meaning, when thou canst not accomplish a man's
a mountain; and have a yellow fruit: (TA:) and W
n. un, with 5: and it is said to be the same as
horses, quick, or snift. (S, K.) [See also c!", want, make him to despair; for thy doing so will
J. J.

£3-,

the 1: (S:) but this is a mistake; the fact being
and

£5-.]

6 *-

&:
&-

And

cs:

£5:

• d.o

--" &- LS-

be in his estimation an act that will stand him in
A shoulder

lieu of thy helping him to accomplish it: (S, L:
that it bears a kind of berry termed j, (K, TA)
resembling the olive : (TA:) or any trees without blade, (TA,) or an upper arm-bone, of a camel, [in some copies of the former, for £6, we find
thorns: (K:) n. un, in this sense with 3: (Fr, (ISh, T, TA,) quick to go and come [or move 4:0 :]) or it is applied to a man who does not
Ham p. 603, TA:) or any tall trees: (K:) or forwards and backnards]. (As, S, TA.) And desire to accomplish the want [of another]; and
[trees] of the kind called •lae, great, with spread &- àe: An easy gait, or manner of going; means, it behooves thee to make him to despair if
ääe t A thou accomplish not his want. (Meyd. [See a
ing branches, beneath which men alight in the (#, K.) ike : (TA) And
-: [or summer]: (Ham ubi supra) accord to gift promptly given, without deferring: (K:) or similar prov, voce &#.])—Also Haste, eac
6 **

sed

&:

Bk. I.
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&-->

&:

pedition, or promptness. (TA.)- And + Ease: (Aboo-'Amr Ez-Zāhid, IB :) and the name of A
is also the name of A kind of verse;
so in the saying, &#3 85- & &# Jail (TA) certain woman, (S, K,) in one instance only. (S, O, K;) [namely, the tenth;] the [full] measure
i. e. f Do thou that in a state of ease (§ and A (Aboo-'Amr Ez-Zāhid, IB.)- &£il, (K) or of n!hich is
22 * * *...* * * * • # 22 * *
*
and K in art. C22) and rest. (A in that art.) = Cux-, (O) is the name of A certain dog.
&ls=*S**
&ls=
c5- [indecl.] like Aki, [app. as meaning* &The (O, K.) .
tnice. (O.)
quick, or quick and easy in pace, like &-b]
[probably "ning Quick, or quick and
*-

*

**

*

&

p

*

£5.

the name of a certain horse. (K.)
*

* *

easy in pace, like F-)-.,] the name of a horse of
El-Mohallak Ibn-Hantam. (O, K.)

* f d

C*- : see C-.
&” see C--6 * j,

s

*

*: An affair done

quickly, expeditiously, or promptly; (TA;) in
which is no deferring. (A.) You say also, ‘y

g"

es:

Sl & &#

That will not be save

with quickness, expedition, or promptness. (TA)
And

* & 4: & and

£4 *- &l,

Verily thy bounty, is. quick, expeditious, or
prompt. (TA.)- C*- U-y: A horse without a

*>
©

y 6 p.

--> -, applied to a mare, Long-bodied; (S,
K;*) [said to be] applied only to a female: (S:)
8- and aa-ol- : see
second sentence, in or, as some say, a mare that moves the fore legs
three places. i-35 S; i- * U. [lit. He has quickly in running: and a horse of generous race,
not any camels, &c., that go anay to pasture, nor or excellent, and light, or active: said by Az to
be mostly applied to the horse-kind, but restricted
any that return from pasture,] means the has
by some to the female. (TA.) And A she-camel
not anything : (S, TA:) and sometimes it means snift, and long [in the body]. (TA.) It is also
t he has not any people, or party. (Lh, TA.) applied to a man, (K,) meaning Tall, and beauti
8- U- A torrent running. or flowing, easily. ful in body: and with 3, to a woman: but not
(Aboo-Sa’eed, A, TA)=8- is also used as a known to the Kilábees as applied to a human
*

6 *

*

*

£,

saddle. (S, K.)=See also the next paragraph, subst, signifying A pastor who sends forth, or

being. (TA)--,-,-, The jachali syn.

sets free, camels, or cattle, to pasture, or to
pasture where they please, by themselves, or who dwelling in the sea. (K)=*:: *::,
i-* A thong with which one servs soles or sends them forth in the morning to the pasturage :
(K, TA,) with the -r quiescent, (TA,) [in the
sandals or the like: (§, O, K.) pl.
(S, O, and a people, or party, having camels, or cattle,
pasturing, or pasturing where they please, by CK with ...,] A cry by which the eve is called
K*) and
(TA) and [coll. gen, n.] "
themselves, or sent forth in the morning to the on the occasion of milking. (K.)

in five places.

cs: & (K)—And A certain."lind devil,

&&*:

&:

(S, TA:) or, as some say, the thong wherenith is pasturage. (TA.)

fastened, or tied, the A43-, which is a [thick

#: A place of pasturage: (K:) or a place

plaited] thong that is fastened upon the pastern
[of a camel, encircling it like a ring, for the into which beasts are sent forth, or sent forth in
attachment of a leathern shoe, or sandal]: (TA:) the morning, to pasture: (O:) pl. £4. (TA.)
the pl.
is also expl. as signifying the Jú: al-' &# Jil 4 occurs in a trad., of Umm

#:

[or leathern shoes, or sandals,] of camels: or, as
some say, the thongs, or straps, of their Jú;
each thong, or strap, being called as:2- : (L,
TA:) Suh says, in the R, that W
signifies

&g-

a hind of thing like the J3 with which camely

J-© ed
Uta-)-; fem with 5: see Úta-", in art. &
*

* @

•

•

3)"
1.

#4,

aor. 4, inf. n.

#4,

IHe carried on a

Zara, meaning [He has camels whose places of thing, or put it forward from one stage to another,
pasturage are fen; i. e.] his camels do not go in regular order, consecutively, or one part
forth into distant pasturages, but lie down in his
outer court, or yard, in order that they may be
near by to supply the guests with their milk and
their flesh. (TA.)

immediately after another, uninterruptedly; he
made it consecutive, successive, or uninterrupted,
in its progressions, or gradations, or the like:

(M, L:) [and so ">, inf n. *: or this
feet are clad. (TA) The 2-3% of an arrow
3- A comb. (O, K)—And [the dual) may have an intensive signification.] -You Bay,
are The sinews that are wound around it; sing. &
i-J. : and also certain marks upon it, like gu-,-- Two wooden things, or two pieces of &# $4, (A,) [aor. and] inf. n. as above, (S,
K.) He fabricated the coat of mail (S, A, K) by
those of fire. (TA) - Also A piece of a gar
nood, [composing a yoke,] that are bound upon inserting the rings one into another: (S, A:)

ment (K, TA) that has been much torn: (TA:) the neck of the bull with n'hich one ploughs.
pl.
(K, TA) and [coll. gen, n.] "
(AHn, T.A.)
(TA.)- And A conspicuous elongated strip of à--- An instrument with which hair and
ground, (O, K,) even, (O,) narrow, and having flax or the like are separated and combed. (TA.)

£5.

&*.

6 * * @

more trees, or shrubs, (O, K,) or, as Az says,
having more plants, or herbage, and trees, or

6

* @=

The

~5- [or

mirage]: (K: [in some

[and so (as appears from an explanation of its

pass. part. n.)" tex- ; or this may have an in
tensive signification:] and ūš. signifies the
same. (K in art. 2).j.) [See also 3- below.]

And #13 -, (M) infn, as above, (M.K.)

Co• **
shrubs, (TA,) than what is around it, (O, K,
copies of which, -9:Ji is put in the place of and '3-, (M) infn. 32:55 (K.) and '32-1,
TA,) and rising above what surrounds it; (TA;)
(M) inf n. 29-1; (TA;) He perforated the
so that one sees it to be oblong, abounding with *::1:1) mentioned on the authority of Th; but thing [as one does in fabricating a coat of mail,
trees, or shrubs, what is around it having fen, he was not sure of its correctness: (TA:) a dial. (see, again, #4, below,) and in sewing leather]:
in this sense. (TA in art. &#)
trees, or shrubs: and sometimes it is what is var. of
(M, K:) some say that 3signifies
the act of
• *o-e
e os
e >*
termed iás [app. as meaning a long mountain
and its fem., with 3: see #,in two perforating. (S)- And târgă» Jall 2-, [infn.
lying across the way, and over which one passes]:
places.
Also
the former, (K, TA) applied to as above and 35-l He sened the sandal &c.;
(O, TA:) pl.
(O, K,” TA) and [coll.
a man, (TA,) Lying upon his back, or lying as (A) [as also 's-, for 3-(S,K) and 35-(K)
gen, n.] "
(TA.) - And An oblong, or though thronin don’n or extended, and parting his and **9: (S, K) signify the sening of leather.
enlongated, tract of blood, (K, TA,) when floning: legs. (K, TA.) - And Denuded, or divested, of
($, K)-Andre.” -- 3:2, infn. #4, #4.
(TA:) pl.
(K,” TA) and [coll. gen, n.] his clothes; or making himself to be so: or having 3all as as [app, meaning He covered the camel's
fen clothes; lightly clad: (TA:) or coming, or
W
(TA)
going, forth from his clothes; (S, O, K;) or so foot with thongs internoven]. (M.) - And

£2:
&:

&&*.
£•

&9.
£:

See

£-Also Tall;

(S, K;) as an

*::: &:

£4.

(A) [Hence,] one says, 3%

<-- 3: (M.A.M.b) *-ā, (M) aor.*,
(S, M, Mgb,) inf n. 3-, (S, M, Mgb, K;) and

epithet applied to a man. (TA.)= And Locusts,

2.81 × 32 : : He is divested, or
or the locust. (S, O, K, TA. [In the CK, and in my
himself,

*** -, (TA;) t He carried on, or continued,

of the apparel of generosity. uninterruptedly, (S," M, A, Mgb, K,”) and well,
MS. copy of the K, $b-l is erroneously put for (A.)- And [applied to a camel as meaning] (S, K,) the narrative, or tradition, or discourse,
33
31,-Jl.]) And &x- Al The female locust: Divested of his 23 [i. e. fur, or soft hair]. (TA) (S, M, A, Mgb, K.) and the like; (M;) and in
divesting

J.

e. e.

• d
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#ll the recitation, or reading: pl.; or, as Zsays,] it is an inf n, used as a subst.:
(A:) from &#1 3- and Júl [or J#1, expl. (A:) or 3:1, as some say, means 3:1, [as
mentioned above,] and W 3: means & Ji [like
above]: (Harp. 307:) and &# 3. JHe carried
on, or continued, uninterruptedly and with rapi $$). (M.) = Also : Consecutive, or following
like manner,

dity the recitation, or reading, of the Kur-án. one another: so in the phrase 3- A3+3 | [Stars

(M, I.) And 3:13- (S.K.) or:' (TA)

*::::

(K:) or an [instrument of the kind

J#.

that has hole at its extremity;
"...y- and 73). (TA: [but the
a mistake for 29-.])—[Hence,
•* * * ~ *

called]

(A;) and so
last I think

o

... dao e p

•

one says, 3: &#34, (K) or 3: #3: 34,

that are consecutive: the epithet retaining the
(A,) t He is the son of a female slave: (A, K:)
masc. sing, form, though applied to a. pl. subst.,

and a 25-2, aor. *, inf. n. 2-, (K,) t He con because originally an inf. n. ; like U.J.C. in the
tinued uninterruptedly the fast, (§, K,) and his
fast. (K. [See also what next follows.])= phrase U.As Ula-il. (A.) So too as an epithet
3-, aor. *, (K,) inf n. 3-, (TK.) He (a man, applied to three % the sacred months, in the say
ing, 3,5 A-125 X- Aj93 [Three are consecutive
TA) fasted uninterruptedly. (K.)
and one is separate]: (A:) thus an Arab of the
•

also

because she is a sewer of skins, or leather: (A:)
an expression of vituperation. (K.)- [Hence,
likewise,]
also signifies f The tongue. (M,

3:

** *

*

A.) So in the saying, *: J35A9 #: &S$
! [Such a one nounds reputations with his tongue].

2: see the preceding paragraph, in six places. desert answered when asked if he knew the sacred (A)= Also A sandal having its clu... [or
tongue, i.e. the thing projecting in its fore part,]
4: see 1. =3: 5- The palm-trees had months: ($, M, Msb:) the 2- are Dhu-l-Kaadeh
faced with another piece sened on. (M., L.)
and Dhu-l-Hijjeh and El-Moharram, and the 3,5
hard green dates, which are termed 29-. (K.)
65 • *
à 3

is Rejeb. (S, M.)

-)

5. All 2-5 t The pearls, or large pearls, fol
loned one another, or did so uninterruptedly,

• &

6.- e.

3- see 3»-J1 in the next preceding paragraph.

3-2; and its fem., with 5: see the next para
graph, in three places.
6

6 * >

upon the string. (A.) And s: U.< 4:3 s:

#.

! His tears folloned one another, or did so

uninterruptedly, like as do pearls. (A.) And

<---" *—S, and, #1, | The narrative, or
tradition, and the recitation, or reading, was
carried on, or continued, uninterruptedly [and
well: see 1]. (A.)

Q. Q. 8.33% ($, M. K.) inf n. #3),

* d =

6* * *

6 @ =

3.25- jja- and "3-2 [app. A sening of

29- Hard green dates: (K:) and dates that
are injured by nant of water, (K, TA,) and
consequently dry up before ripening : (TA:) or
unripe dates that drop before attaining to matu
rity, while green : n, un, with 3: (AHn, M, TA:)
or the latter signifies a date that becomes sneet
before it becomes coloured, being such as is termed
a 4-1. (M, TA.) [See:]=see also 9-.

leather or skin carried on in regular and unin

terrupted order]. (S. [In one of my copies of
the S, I find 53- in the place ofJ.-:

and so in

the L; but the latter appears from the context to
be the right reading.]) - And likewise &?
**

6** * *

* de

s

* d >

* >

#32;" and "#33-2, (S) or 32: £2, and
": .*. [though & and Us: are both

by Golius, and by Frey
g
generally
fem.,]
and
75-,
3-9,
[in which the
tag after him, to signify the same as the “Pers.
epithet
retains
the
masc.
form
because
originally
overcame him; (S," M, K;") like •l.») : (S,"
c - 65 o
Pavidum fugacemque esse,” as on the
an
inf.
n.,
like
J:
in
the
phrase
J%
39-el,] A
K:) these two are said to be the only verbs of authority £f the KL, are mistranscriptions for
this measure: (TA:) [but several others Should
coat of mail fabricated by. in:rting the rings Ome
E.

(39. and 32: said

so e

M) prevailed against him, or

(S,) It (a thing,

s• * *

&

be added; as es-le! and

39% and 3×3, which I find thus expl. in the
es-lè! and Us: :] KL.]
into another. (A.) And 522 -2 signifies A coat

the Us in US-5,-1 [and the like] is to render it
quasi-coordinate to [quadriliteral-radical verbs of

* *

of mail (

6* @

•* >* >
•

the measure] Juss). (S.) A rājiz says,

***

*

$: #

.

<!-- : see 3-2 in two places.

Us:* U-la-di Jaa- -A5
* * * ~*

*

*

** * **

* *

*

#5- The art of fabricating
also #%. (TA in art. 2).j.)

(S, M.; but in the latter, with
of

#)

£i in the place
•

$: infn of 1 (q.v.] (S, M, &c.) [Hence,

s: es' 3:53, in

the Kur xxxiv. 10, means And

ao thou make a due adaptation of the rings in
the fabrication of the coats of mail: (Bd, Jel:)
or and do thou properly adapt the nails, or pins,

and the holes of the rings, [in the fabrication,]

*::: [A thing] that overcomes one.
$5.

art sui) is #3 (M and TA in art 2".)—
And AL, sever
(AA,
TA.)
s • d >

of leather; (TA) as also "su.
•

3

~3-,
Pers.]

** *

an arabicized word, (K,) from [the

s:

[i.e. “cold”] and

.#

[“water”],

(TA,) A subterranean structure, for the summer:
K.) or a narrow place into which
s: Strong: (S, M, K:) or bold, daring, (El-Ahmar,
one
enters:
(Msb:)
[applied in the present day
brave, or courageous: (M:) and quick in his
to a cellar, or subterranean vault, in which any
affairs: (K:) or a man who goes on, or advances,
boldly; derived from 3:1; (Sb, TA:) [accord. thing is put to be hept cool:] pl. 229 (Mab)

>:

[i. e. the nailing, or the making firm, or F mentions it again: it is perfectly decl., i.e.,
..fast, nith nails], (Zj, M, L,) in this instance. with tenween, for] the fem. is #3. (S, TA.)
(Zj, L.) = Also t Coats of mail; (S, M, L, K;) - Also A sword that penetrates the thing that
a gen, n. in this sense: (S, K:) [and a single it strikes. (L.)
coat of mail; like $3 and $5 :] and t any other
s & e
$4.
See
29-.
Ji- [properly signifying rings, but here meaning
** 6 J,

2-oll: see

#.

of coats of mail, made of Gi-: (M, L:) [said to

for ~25-].
*

* **

A people of those who compose the
extravagant zealots of the [sect called] aăș%
ā-13).

[q.v.], who expect El-Mahdee's coming forth
from the -15- that is in Rei, wherefore they
bring a saddled and bridled horse every Friday,

after the prayer [of the congregations at noon],
saying, “O Imām : in the name of God:” three
times. (TA.)

3:... (S, M, A, L, Mab) and '3'- ($, M, A,

ring are perforated by the nail, or pin; and these L) An instrument for perforating: (M, L,
rings are [termed] "3:1: (L.) [if so, the word Msb:) and, (M,) or as some say, (Mgb,) an
instrument with which

is an inf. n. used in the sense of a pass, part. n.,.]
See $2:4, [and then as a subst.; and, being

*12)

----' and US-2- : see art. A 2-.

accord. to the K, its proper art. is Jú)", in which

be] so called because the two extremities of each

(S.)

A fabricator of coats of mail; (TA in

not making the former thick and the latter small,
nor the reverse: (M, Bd," L:) or s: IneanS to Sb, therefore, this is its proper art.; but

mail]; (S, A, K;) [i. e.] it signifies also the like

! Pearls folloning one another, or

coats of mail; as ! One walking, or going, with consecutive, or
uninterrupted, steps. (A.)

[Dron'siness was beginning to prevail against

me; I driving it from me, and it* *overcoming
me].
> of

(S.)

doing so uninterruptedly. (A) And #: .."

*-*~ *.*.*... : - - - *

&#) perforated [in its rings].

3'-' : see 3-2.

leather

i.

32

[Q. 1.

āş, inf

n.

#4,

He covered a house

sented; (S;)
with an anning over its interior court, as a pro

syn.

53-3 (M, L, Mgb;) or L*1;

which is tection from the heat of the sun: so accord. to

originally an inf. n., it is used alike as sing, and [said to be] the same thing as the jis: ; (L;) as Golius, as on the authority of the KL: and the
170 *
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same is indicated by the explanation of the pass.
part. n. in the PS.: but in the KL, I find only
the inf. n. expl. by 33% *>3)- : the verb may,
however, be better expl. as signifying he furnished
Twith a

[Book I.

&2)--by

32% q. v.]

loned; nor bitter, so that thou shouldest be put
out of the mouth because of thy bitterness: (S,
TA:) or, accord. to one relation,
i.e., so
that thou shouldest be disliked for being very
bitter: used in enjoining the taking of a middle

G#,

course of conduct: so in the O. (TA.)

there appear upon it veins, red and green, resem

bling the legs of the cº-: there is no hope for
its cure; and it is treated medicinally only in

order that it may not increase: (K:) a certain
disease that attacks men and beasts: (M:)

it is also (K) a certain disease in the pastern of a

33% said

beast, rendering it hard, or rigid, so that the

by El-Jawáleekee to be an arabi
cized word from [the Pers.] 335- Or Jus;,

4. &# &: I put my fore arm upon his
animal inverts his hoof: (S, K:) a certain dis
throat [from behind him], to strangle him, or
ease that appears in the legs of beasts: (T, TA:)
(MF,) An anning extended over the interior throttle him. (TA in art. &5)
some say that it is a disease nhich affects a man
court of a house : (S, O, Msb, K:) [and the cover

of a tent:] and any tent of cotton: (S, O, K,

5: see 1.

in his fauces, having relation to the blood, and

and mentioned in the Msb as on the authority of
J. :) or a [tent of the kind called] Lu:#; (Bd

7 *i-J b-11 (a thing, M)passed easily

in describing the disease termed -: Šiš, aS
an ulcer that perforates the belly]: and some say,

resembling the ai's [which is explained by Ish,

in xviii. 28;) so says AO: (Mgb:) also (Msb) in his throat. (M, K.)
an enclosure around a

a:- [or tent], consisting

of pieces of cloth, without a roof:

that it is [the disease called] J.' #3. (TA)

8: see 1.

(Mgh, Msb:)

or an enclosure (5)-->) around a leua-3: (Ksh
and Bd ubi supra:) or what surrounds the [tent

Q. Q. 1. 2.5%: see art.--by-l.

*:

**3- see £.
©

A man that snallon's quickly; (Ibn

called] as and the [tent called] as: (Ham 'Abbād, O';) as also V is: (Ibn-'Abbād, O) and
p. 772:) or any wall or enclosure, or [tent such
as is called]
or [such as is called] *,

~#2,

**::::: (O.) or *** - (so accord, to the
TA) and "ij - and **:

a man that eats

6 • *

912 Or *:::::

See

#.

*%-(Lth, Lh, ś, M, K) and 8%, (Lth,
M, K) the former said by Az to be a good form,

that surrounds a thing: (IAth, TA:) pl. &#39: quickly: (TA) or the first, and * Gus;. and like * and £3-, but the latter to be the
W *:-, (M, K,) a man (M) that snallon's nell, only instance of its form known to him, (TA,)

(S, O, K.) it has this pl, though it is masc,

3
because it has no broken pl. (Sb, T.A.) El
and " "::, like #, (accord. to the K,) or
Kedhdháb El-Hirmázee says, not Ru-beh as in the (M,) or largely. (K.) [See also Clel,-]-Also,
*:::, (as in the M) like #5, (TA, [in which
“Book” of Sb [and in the S], addressing Hakam and "Guš, (M, K) 1A horse (M, TA) that
this is said to be the right form,]) [The hind of
runs
vehemently.
(M,"
K,
TA.)
[See
again
Ibn-El-Mundhir Ibn-El-Járood,
3. * *
sneet food called] $34, (Lh, S, M, K,) or
3.
* ,

£8,

&

J & “

• de •

&

•

22- 4's 2-3 (529-

*

Usky-l

• ,

(as in some copies of the K and in the TA;) so

*

+ [The canopy of glory is extended over thee].
(O, TA.)- [Hence,] + Dust rising; or spread

#: see the next preceding paragraph.
X- and X:
&% in three places.

t Smoke rising high, and surrounding a thing.

eloquent speaker; (M, K;) as also " &%.

called because very delicious to eat and swallow,

*:

signifying the “act of swallowing;”
(Az, TA;) of the dial. of Syria: (Lh, M:) or
ing, or diffusing itself. (AZ, O, K.) - And — Hence, (M,) the former also signifies + An [the kind of sweet food called]Jes:-. (M, K.)
from

See

3 -

•

by:

(AZ, O, K.)- In the Kur xviii. 28, it is applied (TA.) [See also art. Lele)-.]

See

-

&#9.

to what will surround the unbelievers, of the fire

&ū-

*::, in

J:

two places: and
*%- A road, or way: (Msb:) or a conspi
cuous
road or way; (M, K;) so called because
and
>;-*
Also
[The
crab;]
a
certain
aquatic
(Bd,) or to an enclosure around a lotla-3; or as
he
who
goes away on it disappears like food that
meaning the smoke of the fire; or a wall thereof. creature; (S;) a certain animal of the sea;
(Ksh, Bd.)
(Msb;) a certain creeping thing (als), of aquatic is swallowed; (Ki) i. 9 by-e, (§, M, Mob, K.)
creatures; (M;) a certain fluvial creeping thing which is of the dial. of the early Kureysh, (Fr,)

of Hell, (Ksh, Bd,) as being likened to a Lu:,

See

&#~ : (Lth, S, &c.) [A house, or tent.] (*); and also a marine kind, which is an
having a 32%. , (Ksh in xviii. 28, and PS3) or animal that becomes hard like stone: the former
having the whole of its upper part, and of its kind is of much utility; the quantity of three
loner part, *: [accord. to the TK here mean Jáš of its ashes, when burnt in a cooking-pot
ing curtained, which seems to be the only ap of copper (£ J.-: [for the latter of which
posite rendering, but I know not any authority words we find in the CK **-]), with water or

mutual resemblance [of the J2 and le], (M., K.)
though the former is the original; (M, Mgb, K;)
and lobj; for the saying that the pronunciation
with the pure j is a mistake, is [itself] a mistake:

for it], (Lth, JK, O, K, TA) or 22:... [i. e.

with the pure j; but this is a mistake; for he

wine, or with half its weight of gentian (6'),
closed, &c.]. (So in the CK.)
is very good against the bite of the mad dog; if
its eye be hung upon a person affected with a
tertian fever, he is cured; and if its leg be hung
low
upon a tree, its fruit falls spontaneously: (K:)
1. *-, aor. 4, inf n bi- (S, M, Mob, K) this is [said of] the coule- that is bred in rivers:
(TA:) of the marine hind, what is burnt is an
and čuš., (M, K.) and 4.5-5 ($gh, K) but ingredient in collyriums, (K,) for removing white
the former is the more chaste, and is the form ness, (TA,) and in dentifrices (~62%, so in
commonly known, and the latter is by some dis copies of the K and in the TA [but in the CK,
6

* >*

and is the more approved, on account of the

(K:) [ISd says,] As mentions the reading 1991,
only heard the resemblance, and imagined it to

be j; and As was not a grammarian, that he
should be trusted in this matter: (M:) this is
[itself, however,] a mistake; for AA is related to

have read buji, and the same is related of

Ham:h, by Ks. (TA.) One says also, L' 34
*ā- *%- J% *#2 t[He is, in respect of his
religion, on, or in, a

right.”y]. (TA.) [It is

fem. as well as masc.: see Gūj.]
allowed; (TA;) He snalloned it: (S, M, Msb,
erroneously,
−0,-]),
and
strengthens
the
gum
:
3 - K:) or, as in some of the copies of the S, without
£33-3 See &#9.
(TA)
pl.
Güuš.
(Mb)—&#1
is
also
chensing: or, accord. to the A, by little and little:
•

(TA:) and 'ab-i signifies the same; ($, M,
Msb, K;) and so W abi-s: (As, K:) and in like
manner, *śj and *j (TA) [and *]. It is
said in a prov., .#*:: 5. S; *:::* 1st- &# •)

the name of + A certain sign of the Zodiac; (S,
M, K;) [Cancer;] the fourth sign; so called
because resembling the creature above mentioned
in form. (TA)- [The disease called cancer;]

a black-biliary tumour, which begins like an
Be not thou sneet, so that thou shouldest be snal almond, and smaller, and when it becomes large,

6 de p

©

ed

• 6& 4

la: " : see bule- :- and Jala: ".
• 6 • *

** 6 e /

• 0< *

uslae." : see Alae - :- and -skew
3 :

-,

Us!!- A great eater; (K3) as also

• o

**:::::

Book I.]
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(Seer, M, K,) and

": (K) or one who
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in the latter sense, the former epithetis applied to a doing that: or hon quick was thy doing that 1

swallows everything; as also **%- (M) and man; as also "X,6- and "...e5: (M.) and or, which is nearly the same, excellently quick
"> and *::::: (Lh, M ;) from *9:91; a poet (namely 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd, TA) uses the was
thy doing that; for &3- is similar to 3: and
the A, accord. to IJ, being augmentative; (M;) phrase & :- | 25- [long in the trojan-bones].
3%, denoting excellence]. (TA.)
and so " .... (TA.) [See also low-.]- Also, (S)- And The gullet, because of its width.
2: see 4.
(S, M, K,) and 7 8%, (M, K,) t A sword that

(M.)—And, as also "L.E-, Wide in the fauces,

cuts (S, K, TA) much, or well; (K, TA;) that quick in smalloning, (M, K.)

6 ** * *

or that sn'allon's

passes into the object that is struck with it; (M, much, (TA,) with [largeness of] body and make:
TA;) that goes quickly into the flesh. (Ibn (M, K:) or that snallon's everything: held by
Habeeb, O, in explanation of the former word.) Kh to be of the triliteral-radical class; (M, TA;)
1A horse that runs vehemently. and mentioned in art. low-l. (TA. [See
&(K, TA.) [See again low-.]
– And hence "the latter, t An eloquent speaker:
** @*.*
(M in art. low- and in the present art., and
äia: , (Jm, M, K, TA,) or "Ushij-, (L) K" in the former :) or perspicuous in speech s
A hind of soup, or food that is supped, (Jm, M,
(M and K in the present art.;) as also slow-l.
K, TA) like #54 [q.v.]; (Jm, M, TA;) in (K) –2.5
- is also expl. as meaning (4.3/
the K, erroneously, like 59- (TA:) or re
Alej!! --es:- [which may be rendered That
sembling 5.j-. (L in explanation of the latter
takes the nhole of the nose-rein, or leading-rope;
* or a
word.) - See also (slav-.
but the exact meaning must be determined from

&

•-

&#)

0.e."

©

#. . .

• 6

the context]; and so "Gus"). (Freytag, from

.

1.12: : see Leb-, in two places.

#:
*:::

See

the Deewän of Jereer.)

#4.

o

the para

6 -- - 6 -

6

133- & and #! "belt-J, [They hastened, one
with another, &c., to such a thing,] both signify

ing the same. (S.) And [of a single person,]

: ū. 85-

He hastened to the thing; syn.
229 (Mgb.) And it is said in the Kur [iii. 127],

your Lord]. (TA.)

...And again, [iii. 170,]

*śl J. &#: &# Who fall into unbelief

6 * >*

d's low- : see-okw-, last sentence.

graph here following.

#.

©"; syn. #2-3 (§, K;) with which,
also, [not, however, as it is expl. above, but in
the sense of 24, i.e. simply the hastening to a
thing,] * &: is syn. (TA.) One says, 1,5u.
also V

.# 3- #. J', '' (And tieye, one with

Lok - : see2.5% in three places.

###". - and see also

or vying, or striving, with another, in hastening;

or hastening to be, or get, before another or
others; ..(S. K.)
s' to a thing; (S;) as

another, in hastening to obtain forgiveness from

6 * d -

*

See

3. Acyl-2 signifies The hastening with another;

hastily, or quickly, (Bd, Jel,) and eagerly. (Bd.)

J & J.

* D - d.

-A9 left-w:

llowi ng
es”- '. word. occurring #.' followi
prov.: Lia: tails usia:- 34-S, (§, K) or
-

W

4. &2-1 is originally trans.; (S, K;) [signifying
He quickened, or hastened, himself, or his going,
&c.;] and hence the saying, in a trad, ... (3)

© e de

-

-

* -

- -

see-okw-, first sentence.

W- :
•

L#: and J#4, (so in a copy of the M,

•

without teshdeed,) and one says also

W

Ls”g

8."
• **

1, 85-, aor. *, infn. &- (S, Msb, K) and
#(o, K, TA, in the CK u:- and u:34) and |& (TA [and mentioned in the K, but app. as a
**:: and £4, (K, and so in a copy of the simple subst.,]) and &- and &- and #9. (TA)
$) each like #5, (TA) or '#' and £4, and ācy-, (K,) or this last is a simple subst.
(so in another copy of the S,) or both, (M,) from £, (Msb,) [but it is also generally used

and G#, (0,K) and "#" and £4,

6 • d -p

6 -

s

Us:-" e: J% Jök: *%- [When any
one of you passes by a high wall, or the like, that

is inclining, let him quicken, or hasten, the pace,
or going]. (K,"TA.) But [it is used also ellip
tically, as meaning He hastened, in an intrans.

•

sense; he made haste; he sped; he went quickly;
and hence] you say, £il es' 82-', (S, K,) like
[Taking, or receiving, is a smallowing, and as syn, with the inf ns. before mentioned when 82- [He was quick, expeditious, hasty, speedy,
paying is a making with the mouth a sound they are employed as simple substs., and is more rapid, swift, or fleet, in going, journeying, or
like that of the emission of wind from the anus; common than any of them,] He, or it, was quick, pace]: (K:) or [rather he hastened, made haste,
i. e.] one takes, or receives, a loan, or the like, expeditious, hasty, speedy, rapid, snift, or fleet: or sped, therein; for] &J-1 signifies he endea

(S, M, O, K,) and swallows it, (M, O, K,) and [in course, tendency, action, speech, &c.:] (S, voured, or sought, and
affected, to be quick, &c.,
when payment is demanded of him he makes K:) or, said of a man, i. q. £i [which may as though he hastened the pace, or going; but
with his mouth a sound like that of the emis
mean as above, or he hastened, made haste, or

W 2.

3. denotes what is as it were an innate quality:

sion of wind from the anus: (S, M, O, K, TA:) sped,] in his speech and in his actions: (IAar,
meaning that taking, or receiving, is liked. and TA:) but Sb makes a difference between $3. (Sb:) the verb being originally trans., when you
say of one-º-'í ús &- it is as though [meaning]
paying is disliked: (TA) and "Eu, 3-9, and
see the latter below: (TA:) one says

&:

(o, K) or, as some relate it, Ös., (O)
* *

** *

&####3 (O, K. [See 1 in art. C-J)

&#32;

see the next preceding paragraph.

he urged himself forward with haste; or he quick

&-,

£, aor. *;

ened, or hastened, the pace, or going; and it is
a dial. var. of 8: and W
said of an affair, or event, signifies the same as only because the meaning is understood by the
persons addressing one another, that the objective
(TA.) One says,
like à-9
also

*

&.

&:" &:"

complement is not expressed: (Lth, K:) or the

à-3”, (S, K,)

i. e. [Make thou] haste; or haste verb may be trans, by means of a particle and
#: and **:- The gullet: (M, K:) also to be first, or before, or beforehand: haste; or without a particle: or when made immediately
written with Lo. (M.)
haste to be first, &c. (S and TA in art. U-5.) trans., the phrase may be meant to be understood
And 93 & 4
(S,” TA,) and
as elliptical. (TA.) [Accord. to Fei,] es' &
*:::
see what next precedes: - and see which
contrac
tion
of
is
a
the
for
the
former
;
~*
#4, &c., infn.
is originally 4: 8-|
also low
Arabs contract by the suppression of dammeh
[He quickened, or hastene his pace, or going]

&-

&-,

£5:1,

d

d,

and kesreh because they are difficult of pronun
U, being redundant; or
_*

ciation, saying

3:3 for

+: and

:

;
es' #5-1 ex-l

# for ++,

[he auickened, or hastened, the motion in his
(S, TA,) going]: and #! ©- means <! &#3 --! [he
Q. 1. ź. He (a man) was, or became, silent.
the like, accord. to the Bagrees, though the
(Sh, TA in art. Lolo).) - [From what follows, it or
Koofees allow the contraction in the case of quickened, or hastened, the going to him]. (Msb.)
but one should not

say:-- for:-

".8)— is sy: with ©-l.

would seem to signify also He was perspicuous
in speech, or eloquent.]

X: Long, or talli (SK)as also:-- (K.)

(TA.) And you say,

fet-hah also, as in -il for -ā- ; (M in art.
Jāk- ;) and one says also ex-, as a contraction

# L. " ©-3, (§, K) meaning He hastened,

&- all meaning &- [i.e. Quick was thy

or made haste, to [do] evil, or mischief; (K;) as

• 6

of

p.

also

&#. ($gh and Kin art ey.) And' &
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He hastened to do the thing, or. affair; one with another, to be the first to do a thing; hasty, speedy, rapid, snift, or fleet, of course,
(K;) so says As, with reference to soldiers tendency, action, speech, &c.]. [It is said, of
hastening: (TA:) the former word in this phrase God, in the Kur vi. 62] 3--" # 34,

syn. 2: $0. (TA.) See also 3. – 4:1 8
occurs in a trad. as meaning He was quick, or
hasty, in being angry with him, or in blaming
him, or in reviling him. (Mgh.) – 4: &4-l: see
[its contr.] 4: ti.
b: signifies also, Their
beasts on which they rode were, or became, quick,
smil , or fleet. (AZ, S, K.) = << ū.
U.
•-

&:

is [distinguished from 3% in being] declinable [And He is the quickest of the reckoners]. (K.)
in every case: (S:) in two trads. in which the [The fem.] L:- is applied to a she-camel by
phrase occurs, we find it differently related, Honeyf El-Hanátim [as meaning Surpassingly

d'é- and ck: ; the latter being pl. of & quick or fleet]. (IAar, TA in art. Us".)

J.- &%

also, signifies The first or
foremost,
of
the
horsemen,
and sometimes they
13& [How quick was thy doing that!]. ($, K.)

83-,

said J.-- "3%. (K.) Abu-l-'Abbās says

ex-2,

(TA.)

©

6 p.

*

*

see &p-.

6 - d.

5: see 1 and 4; the latter in two places.

that when cle)- is an epithet applied to men, it

6: see 3, in two places.

Very quick, or hasty, (K, TA,) to [do]
has both of the above-mentioned forms; but when
applied to others, the former is the more chaste, good or evil, (K) or in affairs. (TA.)
though the latter is allowable. (TA.)

&:

&- [originally an inf n. of &- like &- and
&- accord. to the TA]: see &>, in two places.

*

•

* * *

&:

&- see [1 and] is:
&”: “39-.

6

* de

wā

see Úley-l.

* *

1. -,-, aor. *, inf n. -#4, He was ignorant:

W-; and its fem, with 3: see what next

or he was wnmindful, negligent, or heedless.
(Msb.) [In these senses it is trans.: you say,]

follows, in three places.

** * *

&-

ãs). Quickness, expedition, haste, speed, ra

Quick, expeditious, hasty, speedy, rapid,

45-, (§, M.K.) aor. *, (K) inf n -5,-, (S,"

pidity, sniftness, or fleetness; [of course, ten snift, or fleet; [in course, tendency, action, M, K,”) He was unmindful, negligent, or heed
dency, action, speech, &c.;] ($, K;) as also speech, &c.;] (S, Msb,” TA;) as also W * [and less, of it; (S, M, K;) namely, a thing: (S, M.:)
W

**

(K;) [the former said in the K, and the

W

&: and "###, of which the fem: i: with 5,

and he was ignorant of it: (S, K:) and he missed

&-

latter in the TA, to be an inf. n. of
:] and a
it; (S," M, K;" [in the first and third of which,
of(K,)
whichwhich
the fem
is c.4%;
(TA;) only
i.and
q. "33%
"
signifies
as above;
the inf. n. of the verb in this sense is men
hastening, making haste, or speeding; i. q. 9-l
#- [inf. m. of 4]; (TA) 2. ". subst: there l'Orn. (TA;) (and which also signifies hastening, making tioned, and expl. as syn. with Ulad-;]) syn. **i.
(Mgb.) You say, 4/5 asy- U-2 -->s [I non haste, or speeding;] and 7
also, signifies (M.) And Low-- ~ I sought them and
dered at the quickness, &c., of that]. ($)
quick, &c., (&**) to [do] good or evil: (K:) missed them : or was ignorant of them. (Mgb.)
the pl. of &- is &#, (K,) and
is [also And #1 -5,- He passed by the people, or
s~,

Jº -

&:

#5-

&– and 3%-and&# (SK)and '3%,

the last with damm to the J, (IAar,) occurring in a pl. of th: same] syn. with &#: (Mgb.)
the phrase l:- $ &le-, (IAar, S, K.) mean You say, &2- J.; and " &- [A quick, snift,
ing * $ &- [Quick is this in coming forth : or fleet, horsej: (IB:) and 7 *:::::- meaning
*

or hon quick is this in coming forth ! or, which is
nearly the same, excellently quick &c.], (S, K,)
are dial. vars., changed from the original form,

is:y- [a quick, snift, or fleet, mare]. (K.)

And

party, and left them behind him. (M.) As
relates, of an Arab of the desert, with whom

some companions of his made an appointment to
meet him in a certain place of the mosque, and to
whom he broke his promise, that, being asked

respecting that, he said, 2:*: $54, Inean
ing [I passed by you and] I was unmindful of
which is 8% and, for this reason, (S,) made go thou, or walk thou, or run thou, upon thy
you. (S.) And hence the saying of Jereer, (S,
indecl., with the final vowel of *: for their quick, or sniff, leg). (Fr.) And 'u' às mean TA,) praising the Benoo-Umeiyeh, (TA,)

'J'," as J. & [Gothou quickly; lit.

t:... [He, or it, came quickly, hastily,
a simple enunciative [placed before its inchoative], speedily, &c.]. (TA.) And God is said [in the
ing

©e

termination. (S, K.) The word Cley- is used as

and also as an enunciative denoting wonder: [see
• *d, *

•

Kur ii. 198, &c.] to be ~1->ll &9. [Quick in

•*

*

* 0 *

* * de
-

*

# * is: #4

-###" & "

*
*

* 0 * *

&ü...] and hence the saying, (K) to 3% reckoning], meaning that his reckoning will meaning [They gave a hundred camels, eight
* <<< How quick was thy doing that! (S, K.) inevitably come to pass; or that one reckoning persons driving them, or urging them by singing
will not divert Him from another reckoning, nor
The saying âûl % &- originated from the fact
to them : there was not in their gift reproach for
one thing from another thing; or that his actions a benefit conferred, nor] Jinmindfulnes: or the
that a man had a lean ewe, her snivel running
are quick, none of them being later than He
from her nostrils by reason of her leanness, and
desireth, because it is done without manual ope meaning is, nor missing (ta-) ; that is, they did
it being said to him “What is this?” he an ration and without effort, so that He will reckon not miss the proper place of the gift by their
swered, “Her grease:” whereupon the asker said
with mankind, after raising them from death and giving it to such as did not deserve it and re
as above: the last word is in the accus. case as a
congregating them, in the twinkling of an eye, fusing it to the deserving. (S, TA.) You say:
denotative of state; and the meaning is, Quick,
without numbering, or calculating: (K:) and [in also, Axe: <>3)- I was unacquainted with, or
or hon quick, is this snivel [coming forth] in the
like manner He is said in the same, chap. vi., knew not, his oath. (TA)- [-,- is also, as
state of melted grease! or the last word is a
last verse, to be] +lis' &2- [quick in punish expl. below, syn. with -$9-l, but as a subst.,
specificative, under the supposition that the
action is transferred [from its proper agent, ing]. (El-Mufradát, B.) - Also A certain kind having no verb properly belonging to it..] =
which thus becomes a specificative], as in the of going, or pace; coupled with *::, which # *-, (ISk, S. K.) aor.”, in n. --,
2. -

60°

e < * *

phrase 5" ×j ---as; and the meaning to be signifies another kind thereof.
understood is, Quick, or hon quick, is the melted

(Ibn-Habeeb, (ISk,S) said of the as: [q.v.], It ate the

TA)—[&# The ninth metre G-:) in pro leaves of the tree: (ISk, S.K.) and -3-M-3

grease of this! the saying is applied to him who sody, in which each hemitic' originally consisted
tells of a thing's coming to pass before its time: of >> clea:- c.12a-.]—And 39-3'

(o, K.) it is a proy (TA) = &-, and its

The [shrub called]

is likewise said of the

as: [as meaning it ate the

wood]. (Z, TA) And ##

34,...,(ISk,S, M,

&#:

or the fire that is TA,) inf. n. -5,-, (ISk,) The tree had its leaves
fem, use- : see &g-, in two places: see also
therein. (K. [See #.]) * Also A shoot, or eaten by the as: (S:) or nas smitten, or lighted
the paragraph here next following, in two places.
twig, that falls from the A3 (or tree of the on, by the as: (ISk, M, TA '),"d <--1-5
nood was eaten by the āj).], the verb in
balsam of Mekkeh]: pl. Cley- and Úle". (K.) [the
this phrase being quasi-pass. of the verb in the
• 6•

6

- ©

6

* @ d

Jä &#, (§, Mg,Msh, K) and '3'

J-Ui, (IAar, K,) The first, or foremost, of the

• of

men, or people, (IAyr, $, Mgh, Mib, K) striving,

&:

[More, and most, quick, expeditious, phrase <<ll #: <-, like as <!-- and
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3-2 are quasi-passives of the verbs in the phrases rate, action or conduct; (M, Mgb, TA;) contr. which it then enters, and [therein it] dies: (S,
** * * *

K:) or the silhnorm: or a certain small creep
ing thing, dust-coloured, that constructs a beauti
[hence] one says also, Xúl –5, [The wheat, or sides of a watering-trough, or tank; as in the ful habitation in which it is: or a very small
food, was, or became, cankered, Or eaten away;
saying, (#: cas- à J.-43 : The water of the creeping thing, like the half of a lentil, that
as though smitten, or lighted On, !y the āş)-.
bores a tree, and then constructs therein a habi
watering-trough, or tank, [went anay running to
tation of pieces of wood, which it conjoins by
(M, TA)—[Hence also] still &# 34,. The naste, or] overfloned from its sides: (K, TA:) means
of n hat resembles the web of the spider:
ear of the sheep, or goat, was entirely cut off. or #31 -ā- means + n hat goes, of nater, without
or a very small dust-coloured creeping thing, that
(A, TA)- And tâ3; &#~ : She (a mother) irrigating and without profit: [or rather its comes to a piece of wood and excavates it, and

3.5 (S. K.) See also 4, in two places.—
&#14:- and #1 * (ZTA) and of
[Hence,] t The overfloning of water from the
*6 = * *

-*

4×A×o

injured her child by too much milk. (A, K,"TA.) going for nought:] you say,

J: #l *

then brings a bit of wood and puts it therein, then

(#. £ #~4% +[The well irrigated the palm

another, then another, and then weaves n hat re
trees,
and
the
rest
of
the
water
went
for
nought,
sembles
the web of the spider: or, accord. to
exceeded, or transgressed, the just, or right, bound,
AHn,
a
certain small creeping thing, like the
in
waste].
(Sh,
TA.)
And
Addictedness
or limit, or measure; acted extravagantly, ex
norm,
inclining
in some degree to blackness,
orbitantly, or immoderately: (M, Mgb:) or (#4, S, K, or #3, M) to a thing, (M) or in
found
upon
the
[plants
called] Jas-, that con
respect of wine.
TA.) It is said in a trad.

4 -,-, (Msb) infin. -āj-, (M, Mob.) He

£

-##!

signifies the being extravagant in *
diture, syn.: (K;) or so aí:ii & -#

(S, TA:) or, as some say, A.J.5 means the “ex
ceeding in respect of the right objects of expen
diture,” which is ignorance of the [right] manner,
and of things that should prevent it; and six-l

(S.M) of Asheh, (TA) --- 0-4-0 &

structs a four-sided, or square, habitation, of
pieces of wood, joining the extremities of these

*" [Verily there is an addictedness to flesh together by means of a thing [or substance] re
meat like the addictedness to wine] (S, M, TA:) sembling the web of the spider: or the worm [or
i.e. he who is accustomed to it is addicted to the
caterpillar] that weaves [a neb] upon certain

eating thereof, like as he who is constantly drink trees, and eats their leaves, and destroys the rest
means the exceeding with respect to quantity [in ing wine is addicted thereto, having little self thereof by that weaving : or a certain worm [or
expenditure], and is ignorance of the values of restraint therefrom: or the meaning here is un

caterpillar] like the finger, hairy, speckled with

the right objects: (MF in art. 3.jú ) or the latter mindfulness [of consequences with respect to flesh black or white, that eats the leaves of trees so as to
signifies the expending othernise than in obedi meat &c.]: or corruptness of conduct, arising make them bare: or a certain worm [or cater

ence of God, (Sufyán, K,"TA,) whether little or from hardness of heart, and daringness to dis pillar] that weaves upon itself, of the size of the
much; (TA;) as also *_3, . (M, TA:) it is obey, and self-impulsion to the gratification of finger in length, a thing like the J-už [or roll,
also said to mean the eating that which it is not appetite : (TA:) or it may be [that the meaning

or scroll, of paper], which it enters, so becoming
lan ful to eat; and this is said to be meant in is, there is an extravagance with respect to flesh unattainable: or a certain light, small creeping
the Kur vi. 142 or vii. 29: and the putting a
thing, like a spiders (M ) pl. -}. (TA)
thing in a wrong place [as when one expends for that which is not needed, or otherwise than
[More skilled in
his money upon a wrong object]: and accord. to in obedience [to the law of God]. (TA.)- It Hence the prov.,
Iyás Ibn-Mo'awiyeh, -á, -91 is that [action] is also said in a trad, 3×3 # J: - : •3 fabricating than a
(S, M, K.) And one
whereby one falls short of what is due to God.
says
also,
-iči
[Lighter
than a aš-l.
&# 3A2 -ā-, meaning, + * -## 35
(TA.) You say also, •jū. Us: -5-4, meaning [i. e. The man shall not take a thing as spoil that (M.)
He was hasty in respect of his property, [i.e. in is of high and great estimation, he being a be
[+,-, accord. to Freytag, (but he has not
expending it,] without pursuing the just course, liever]: (K, TA:) [for] people disapprove of

meat &c.,] from -###" (§, TA) in expenditure

#: &: à:
£).

s

6 *

#: &:

* **

or keeping within due bounds. (M.) And -5,-l that: (TA:) and it is also related with L: [i. e. named his authority,) The erosion of a tree by

ASSI ë,

and

J#1

&

bounds, or just limits, in speech, and in slaying.

(M.)

wood fretter. (' teredines,”

He eacceeded the due

J#1 & -#59, which is forbidden in the

Kur xvii. 35, is said to mean The slaying of

another than the slayer of one's companion:
(Zj, M, Mgh:*) or the slaying the slayer without

by which he means

-# =ls]. (K.)
-j-, pl. of #~).]
-à- Ignorant; (IAar, M, Mgb, TA;) as also -is: Hard, severe, or difficult; great,
* -## (IAar, TA:) or unmindfil, negligent, mentous, or formidable: (O, K, TA:) an
or heedless (Msb.) And 3% -5. J.; 1 A

mo
epi

thet applied to a day. (O, TA.)

the authority of the Sultán: or the not being man missing, or mistaking, in heart, or mind;
-à- A row of grapevines (0, K.)
content with slaying one, but slaying a number negligent, or Medless, therein. (S, K, T.A.) And
J.3%: See
below.
of persons, because of the high rank of the slain Jäall C- J- t A man having little intellect,
***
and the lon, condition of the slayer: or the slay or intelligence: or t corrupt in intellect; accord. to
-:
i. q. &i [i.e. Lead, or black lead, or
ing one higher in rank than the slayer: (Zj, M:) Z, from ~#
-#3, of which the quasi
|
tin,
or
penter];
(O, K;) of Pers. origin, (O,)
or the slaying tryo when the slayer is one: or the pass is -5-[q.v.; meaning that it is from -maiming or mutilating [before slaughter]. (Mgh.) is a
n. of this latter verb]. (TA.) – arabicized, from +, (O, L., K.) or 3-i. (CK.)

J4%
**

#

#.

-3%

also signifies The committing of many

āş- Jāy', (S, M, K,) and −39- 29, (M, TA,) A [See also 3-il

crimes, and sins. (TA) And
say, G9-l aiési (TA) and * (#3, (M, TA,)

faults, offences, or

land, and a valley, abounding with the [norm, or
(§, M, O, K,) and El-Kanánee used
caterpillar, or small creeping thing, called] aş.
to say "J.3%. , the name of A certain angel,
meaning He ate it hastily. (M, TA.)
(S, M," K, TA.)
(M; [in which it is mentioned among quadri
5. -ā- JHe sucked: and, ate, gnanced, or de
literal-radical words; but it is there said that the
J). A certain white thing [or substance] re
voured. (KL. [App. from #~, q. v. See also
| may be radical;]) the angel who is to blow the
sembling the neb of the silknorm. (Ibn-'Abbād, horn on the day of resurrection: (Jel in vi. 73,
##" **, &c., in the latter half of the first O, K.)
&c.:) [see
:] a foreign word (S, O, K)
paragraph.])
you

J4%,

B s p p

&->

#:

-#4 inf n of -i, [G. v.]. ($: M, Mab, K.)

[A certain worm, or caterpillar, or small prefixed, (K,) or as though prefixed, (S, O,) to

creeping thing;] a small creeping thing that

J.] (S, o, K.) and 34% is a dial var. of the

- And also a subst. from -5,-1; (Msb;) i. q. makes for itself a habitation, (S, K,) four-sided, same; (Kh, S, M, O, K;) like as they said
-#4, (M;) signifying Excess, or transgres or square, (S) of fragments of nood, (S, K.) &# and &st=1 and 34% (Akh, 8,0.)
sion, of the just, or right, bound, or limit, or joining them together by means of its spittle, in
measure; extravagant, exorbitant, or immode the form of a Jej" [here meaning coffin], (S)
-> [Exceeding, or transgressing, the just, or
s

&

-
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IDrd, K) infn. 33, (TK) said of a thing, #: &- Also, (MSB) A thing stolen;
vagantly, &c.: see its verb (4)]. - See also (Yoo, IDrd,) i. q. &- [It was, or became, (Mgh, Msb;) and so *aš9.; [pl. of the, later
--. – [Also] Denying, or disacknowledging, unperceived, or imperceptible, or hardly per •ls!";] whence the saying 2-41 -tsu- ***
See

right, bound, or limit, or measure; acting extra

-

the favours, or benefits, or the unity, and the
prophets and lan', of God; a disbeliever, an
unbeliever, or an infidel: it is said to be used in
this sense in the Kur xl. 36. (TA.)

ceived or perceptible, &c.]. (Yoo, IDrd, K.) [He has stolen things of poetry or verse]. (TA.)
And £20. +, aor. as above, (IDrd, K.)
&: (K, and s and M8b in art. &:)
and so the inf n, (TA,) His joints became neak,

J.:
Eaten by the as: [q.v.). (TA) And
** * ** * :

(Msb, TA) Dung of horses or other solid-hoofd
animals, syn. $53, and Jü, (Msb,) or fresh

or feeble; (IDrd, K;) as also " -5,-il. (K.)

2, #- see 1.—Also, (S) infn. &#,
āş2). 5-5. A tree of which the leaves have (K,) He attributed to him [or accused him of]
been eaten by the aş-; (S;) or smitten, or theft. (S.) It is said in the Kur [xii. 81], accord.
<<

• C J,

6 *

sometimes written 3:54, (K) as also cº-j-,

dung of camels, sheep and

goats,

wild oxen, and

the like (TA in art, #3) a manure for land:

lighted
on, by the āş. (ISk, T.A.) – 5: to one reading, 3: &# & [Verily thy son has (L:) arabicized from Úse- [or 3.9-l. (Msb,
** *
āş23.2 t A sheep, or goat, that has had its ear been accused of theft]. (S.)
K.) a Pers, word. (Mgb.) [See &:, in art.
entirely cut off (M, A.)
2<

3.43% & 4.3% He avail himself of &”.]
(S, O,) or seeks, (K,) his inadvertence, to look at

3,3- [Thievish; a great thief] ;..." epithet
him : (S, O, K:) [he takes an opportunity of
applied
to a man, and to a dog: pl. J.-. (TA.)
U-49- and
and &#9-1: see the next looking at him by stealth :] and in like manner
#: See
A stealer of poetry
one uses the phrases 2: * 3:1 and
preceding art.
[as meaning tthe
(17t opportunity of looking
or verses. (TA.)
by stealth]: and 7 & 5 [alone] signifies t the
&
#23. [Very thievish; a very great thief]: it
taking an opportunity of looking and of hearing:
has no pl. (TA.)
(TA:) [and the hearing discourse by stealth; as
[Stealing; a thief; or] one who comes
is indicated in the TA:] and
* 3:... [and
(K) and St. 4, , (S, Mgh, O, Mgb) thus also 3-1 alone, as appears from an explanation of clandestinely to a place of custody, and takes
they sometimes said, (S, O,) the prep being
n:hat does not belong to him: (O:) pl. #. and 3:
suppressed for the sake of alleviation, but meant the part. n. (5)-2, below,] f He listened, (S,
to be understood, (Ham p. 155,) aor. 2, in: J. O) or heard, (MSb) by stealth; (S, O, Mgb;) (TA) and #4 (Mgh.)
* 3: ... (MSb.)
&- ($, Mgh, 9, Msh, K) and &- and A5 as also
3, . A certain disease in the members, or
U9- and cº

*

• *

• &

*

J4%

#4.—Also

* 3:

taking

1. S. # 3-, (§,Mgh, O, Mgb) or £1,

&:

3:

&:

(Mgh, K) and āś- and J-, (K.) He stole from

5. 3-5 He stole [by degrees, or] one thing and limbs. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)
then another. (O, K.) So in the phrase &
#4. sing, of 5% which signifies [Collars
[from him] secretly, and by artifice; (Mgh;)
es: [He stole my poetry, bit by bit], used by

him property,

[or

the thing,] i.e. he took it

or he came clandestinely to a place of custody,
Rù-beh. (O, TA.)- See also 3, in two places.
and took what belonged to him, namely, another

by means of which the two hands are confined

together to the neck, called also]

&:54,

(O, K,

person, (0, K3) as also "45-i [followed by 7. G-31 He went, dren, or shrank, bach, in TA,) of iron, attached to fetters or shackles,
*]. (IAar, K.) And #4 (alone. He stole order to go anay, X: from them. (K, TA. (TA)- And the pl., &#3, signifies also The
from them; or robbed them]. •(JK
and. K
in art. [In this and the following sense, the verb is adjuncts (25155) in the catches (U595 [q.v.]) of
* > *>
. is
J*.) It is said in a prov., x-it &l-l &: erroneously written in the CK &#)-And a lock. (Ibn 'Abbād, O, K.)
* -

-

(S, O) The thief was robbed, and in consequence He was, or became, languid, and neak, or feeble.
<</ &: [lit. Having the voice stolen,]
slen himself: applied to him who has a thing not (O, K, TA.) See also 1, last sentence.
means ! hoarse in voice. (Z, TA.) And hence,
8. Gy-l: see 1, first sentence: – and see 3, in
belonging to him taken from him, and whose im
patience consequently becomes excessive. (Meyd," two places. [See also J->]—Also | He A# &: ! [A young gazelle] having a nasal
O.) And "45-, inf n. &£, signifies the same deceived, or circumvented, secretly, [or by stealth,] sound, or twang, in its cry; as though its voice
as aj,- : El-Farezdak says,
like him who [so] listens. (TA.)- And you were stolen: a phrase used by El-Aasha. (TA.)
J. e.e. *

-- o a •

-a

•*

* *

* *

*

l, 5- Use!” (9-5 )

*

*

& J 44-3-3

*

[By no means reckon thou that dirhems which
thou stolest will efface thy disgraceful practices
that were committed in 'Oman]. (IB, TA.)

And you say in selling a slave, &:

5:15 5''

<! &#

[I am irresponsible to thee for

<!--" Ja:

*

Júl G, ...) | The nºriter

5: ! Listening by stealth, (K, TA) like the

suppressed some of the items of the reckoning.

thief (TA)- + Defective, weak in make.

(TA.)

(Ibn 'Abbād, O, K.)—J#1 5: ! Weak in

say,
*

Q. Q. 1. 35' 33- He manured the land

with cº- (Lin art, cº-)

speech or saying.

(A, TA) - &#1 &

2* *

! Short in the neck, (Ibn-'Abbād, o, K, TA;)
applied to a man; (Ibn-'Abbād, O, TA;) con

3: Oblong pieces (S, O, Mgb, K) of silk, tracted therein. (A, TA) [In the CK, & J.
(S, O, Mgb;) accord. to A’Obeyd, (S, O,) of

white silk : (S, O, K:) or silk in general: (K:) is erroneously put for &:l.]

*

running anay and stealing]. (TA.) – One says said by A’Obeyd to be arabicized from the Pers.
also,

&: &: meaning

as:-l.

(Msb. See

% meaning “good:” (S, O:) n. un, with 5;
3.) - And aj9-2 c5-, [lit. His voice was (S, O, Msb;) which is expl. as meaning a piece
stolen], meaning the became hoarse. (Z, TA.) of good silk. (TA.)
- And A55 W -5,- [app. >; ū -j-, expl. as
&- and "ā, [the former of which is said
meaning us...})* <!-, which I think a mis

&#x
• •6 •

Q. 1, c.5:- :
*

... •

*-

see the next preceding art.

U-27- :

in the Mgh and k, and the latter in the K, to be

AJ
-#-, i.e. + I have been
an inf n., are also said to be] substs from 5%,
robbed of my honour, or reputation, O my [as such signifying Theft, as also *# , (0, K.) ź. The anus; (IAar, T';) the place of egress
of the feces; i.e. the extremity of the rectum;
people]. (TA)- And, #1 & # 3- + We or W #-. (Mgb.)

transcription for Js 3,5

passed pleasantly, or with

enjoyment, a

night of

the month. (TA)- And J. J.:#~ : My

is:

(TA)=3,..., aor, *, (Yoo,

42/- :

eye overcame me.

see what next precedes.
•

(S, K;) a post-classical word: (S:) or the interior
of the extremity of the rectum : (Lth, TA:) or
the edge, or margin, of the rectum : accord. to
some, peculiarly in beasts of prey that have

Book I.]
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A/- -27- -

claws: pl. X;

i.

(M.) Hence the phrase J%
As: 2-4 >;- 8-9, occurring in a trad.,
meaning + A man strong, or vehement, and vio
lent, or wrongful or unjust or tyrannical in con
duct: or a man prodigal of nealth and of blood:
and therefore described as wide in the places of

as inf. n. of the second verb; (M;) He nas, or sentence,) or] high or elevated rank or condition,
became, possessed of liberality,

bountifulness, nobility, dignity, honour, or glory, and manli

munificence, or generosity, combined with man ness,
or
manly virtue: (TA:) or it signifies
*** *
* * *
liness, or manly virtue: (S, Mgh:) or manliness, ag- J-1 [he took a concubine slave]: (K:) or
or manly virtue, (M, K,) and (M,) or combined = one says also, asyl-ji (5-3 [He took the
with, (K,) high or elevated rank or condition, girl, or young woman, as a concubine-slave], from
nobility, dignity, honour, or glory. (M, K.) = 23-3
egress and ingress. (TA in art. All and in the J-3' 3: Inneans The “leaning out of n!hat are
said by Yaakoob to be originally V-5,
* =3
present art.)
termed 5- [pl. of su- or sui-2, which see in
•w **

-

>;- Pain of the anus.

[which see in art. -,] from 32-Ji. (S.) - And
45signifies 7 #: 3-i [i. e. He took the best
art. Gi-]. (TA) =3,... also signifies, like

(K, TA.)

#: [inf n, of "es:-], and #: [inf n of

*-of

* (4,-1], The throning off a thing from oneself

thereof]. (M, TA. [See also 8.])

7: see 1, in the latter part of the paragraph.

:-

[signifies, or implies,] Continuance, or [or from another]; (K, TA;) and the pulling off
incessant continuance, ( >33, Kh, M, L, and a thing. (TA.) You say, & *: <5%

Juaji, Kh, L.) of time, (Kh, M, L.) either of (Isk,S) or ~, aor. 3:1 (Mgh) inf n.5%, I

night. or

8. Us). He chose, or selected, as being the
best, (S, M, K,) a thing, (M,) or men, (S, K,)
and camels, and sheep or goats.

(S.)

And

of day. (Kh, L.) [I have said “or thren, off the garment from me, (ISk, S,) or I

#: I took the best of it. (T,TA. [See also
implies” because I have not found it used other removed the garment from over him; (Mgh;) 5, last sentence.]) And jč. signifies the same
wise than as an epithet, in the following senses.] and <- is a dial. var, thereof; (S;) or 43: 9.
as US-l, being formed from the latter by trans
- Continuing; , or continuing incesantly, or
£, inf n. *, and "5-5 he pulled off his position. (TA.) One says, c5% -: $5." U.S.--',
endlessly; syn. .33; (Zj, S, L, K3) or 9 - 312 garment from him: (M:) and 9* J.' &
%" |(S) or C-1, (K,) i. e. Death chose [or took]
khāş, (Nh, L.) It is applied in this sense to
-38, (TA,) or &#125 3% (M,) and **::, the best of the sons of such a one, or of the tribe.
night (Nh, L) [and also to day: to each in the
Kur xxviii. 71 and 72] : and to night as meaning and "4: I threw off [the horse-cloth from (S," K,” TA.)
Long. (L, K.)- Accord. to El-Fakhr Er-Rázee, the horse, or from the back of the horse]. (TA.) 3- an inf. m. of 1 [q.v.]. (S, M, K, &c.)
it is derived from 3:1, which denotes consecu And use L# &: [I thren, off from me my
*d >

[Used as a simple subst., Liberality, bountiful

tiveness and uninterruptedness, and the A is added coat of mail]: in this case the verb is only with
ness, munificence, or generosity, combined with
to give intensiveness to the signification: if so, 5. (S.) [Hence,] * "Us", (M,) or are U& manliness, or manly virtue; &c.] - Hence, s:

its proper place is in art. 3- ; its measure being

J#: (MF 9. [thus] its A

ź, (S. K.) in a #3 (TA) Away s:

is augmentative like
became removed from him, as also : "us
the A in Uae S3. (Bd in xxviii. 71.) – One says
* (S, K,” TA:) or his anxiety became re
also, i-o- 40 * He, or it, is thine ever, or for moved, or cleared anay. (M, in explanation of
ever. (Mgh in art. ...".)
the first of these phrases.) And -#~ £" &:
*
+ Fear was made to quit him: the teshdeed de
3-4- Having neither beginning nor end.
notes intensiveness. (TA.) And hence the phrase
(KT.)
* ***

**

• * *

+Aloes-wood, or the like, that is used for
syn. *l. (Harp. 228.) = Also
A part that rises from [the bottom of] a valley,

fumigation;

and slopes don’n from the rugged portion of a
mountain: (M, K:) or that rises from the

channel in which the water flows, and slopes donn
from the rugged portion of a mountain : (M :)

in a trad, J-9 # * '& Co. f(And it is like a -i- (S) 5:1, (§, K) or 3:-3-,
* ** *

*5

n:hen the vehement distress of mind arising from occurring in a trad., is said to mean 3:
ol-3-1; and (5.5-: and 25-2 : see art. 2'-'. the oppression caused by inspiration was made to [The settlement of Himyer]. (S, M., K.) = And
quit him]; referring to the Prophet. (Mgh.) = A certain kind of tree, (S, M, K,) well-known;
*33-, (K) in n. 3-, (TA) said of the female (K;) [the common, or evergreen, cypress; cu

•

* >* >

*~* *

* @e •

*

*

-

*

Q. 1 3&4, (S. K.) in n. *, (S) He
fed, or nourished, a child well. (§, L, K) =

locust, She laid eggs: (K:) a dial. var. of $5-. pressus sempervirens of Linn.: applied thereto in
the present day: (Delile's Florae Aegypt. Illustr.,
(TA.)
. .

no. 900:)] n. un, with 5. (S, M., K.) = And
by the Prophet on the Certain worms that light upon plants, (M, K,
pass. part. n., below]. (K.)
occasion of the expedition of Ohod, means To TA,) and eat them: (M:) *śl, in [some of]
Jay, a term sometimes applied to The fat day ye shall have your &- [or that person, the copies of the K, is a mistranscription for <1:
of a camel's hump. (S, L.) = And Much wa among you, who is distinguished by liberality and (TA:) sing. [or rather n. un.] with 3. (M.)
ter. (L.)
manliness, &c.,] slain: and [accordingly] Ham
# The back (Š, M, K) of anything: (S) pl.
zeh was then slain. (TA.) = See also 1, in six

And He cut a camel's hump [in pieces: see the

2.

&: 2,3, said

** d -

-

* > d > -t.

J. A fat camel's hump : (§, L, K:) or a places.
camel's hump cut in pieces. (L.) - Supplied
with the comforts and conveniences of life, and

3. *%-, inf n. #4, i. 1.5-0 [i. e. He vied

3×3: (S, M, K.) it has no broken pl. (M)
And The higher, or highest, part of anything:
(M in the present art., and K in art. U.S.- :) so

well fed : and, with 5, a woman fat, and well fed. with him, or contended with him for superiority, [for instance] of a mountain. (TA in art. US-.)
(L.) [Applied also to a young camel: see an ex. in glory, or rather in liberality and manliness,
in a hemistich cited in the first paragraph of art. &c.; see 1, first sentence]. (TA.)
Je).]
94-4"

1. #4, (SM,Mgh, K) aor. 2: (S. K.)

[Hence,]

9:" #3, (M) or #1 (by way of

preeminence, for *::: is prefixed to the names of

4. US-1 He became in, or upon, land, or a number of places and of tribes, as is said in the
ground, such as is termed 5%: belonging to the TA in art, US,-], A certain mountain [or moun
present art., accord. to Er-Răghib : (TA:) or he tainous tract] commencing near 'Arafat and ex

and , , (S, M, K,) aor. as above; (§, K5) and betook himself to the 3%. [app, meaning the tending to Nejrán of El-Yemen: (Msb:) pl. as
mountainous tract so called]: (K and TA in art. above. (M.) – The highest [or most advanced
state] of the day: (TA:) [or] the state of ad
$39, (S, M, K) of the first verb, (§, M) and s-9 it is like: ana. (TA in thatar) vancement, when the sun has become somen'hat
3% (Sb, Lh, S, M, Mgh, K) of the same verb, * See also 1, in two places.
high, (syn. gift, ) of the day, (M, K, TA,) and so

(92, (S, M, K) aor. 5-5 ($, K3) inf n.
6 * **

(M, Mgh,) and of the second, (§, M.) and of the

5. (5- signifies 3:1 -áš, (§, K, TA)

of other things; by some said to mean the middle

third, (S) and , and #, (M,K) both of the i.e. [He affected, or constrained himself, to thereof; (M;) so in the S, in relation to the
third, but #3, and this only, is mentioned by Lh possess liberality and manliness, &c., (see 1, first day; but this is [said to be] a mistake: (TA:)
Bk. I.
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in a verse of El-Bureyk El-Hudhalee, of the

plied to a man; and "#3: applied to a

d

* *

U-23- see J499-, in the latter half

woman: (M ) the pl. of Us, is #," and #:
used as a pl. (M.)- The middle of anything: (Lh, M, K) and s: (Az, K.) which is ano

night: pl. as above: and the sing. also occurs

#-

see the next paragraph, latter half, in

pl. as above. (S.) The middle and main part of
a road; (Mgh, Mgb;) the hard and elevated part

malous, (TA) and # , (T, S, Mgh, Msb) [ori

two places.

thereof (K.) It is said in a trad, #9 -:

ginally 52-,] which is [also] anomalous, (T,
TA,) the only instance of iía; as the measure of

Jø.

Juill &# (S, Mgh) The back and middle of

J-4, (S, Msb,) ginally Asis, (MA, KL, [in the former loosely
expl. by the word #!, and so in the PS,]) of
or it is a quasi-pl. n., (Sb,M,K) and its pl. is well-known
meaning, (S,) [Drawers, trousers, or

the road, (S,) or the middle and main parts

a pl. of a word of the measure

thereof, (Mgh,) are not for the women; meaning $3% (S, M, Mgh,” K;) meaning </su. [or
that they should walk upon the side parts. (S.)
- Accord. to Er-Rághib, A wide tract of land. chief, &#]; (Mgh); and # , with damm, [ori.
(TA in art. (4)-.) = It is also a pl., of a rare ginally 524-,] is a dial. var. of 39-, as pl. [or
#", (S, Msb,) or a quasi-pl. n., (M, K,) of quasi-pl. n.] of Čs, : (IAth, TA:) the pl. of
cs:- [which see in several places]. (§, M, i.* is +U- and (39. (M, K.) Also Chosen,
Mgb, K.)
or choice, or select: (M:) what is good of any
52:- n. un, of 35. [q.v.] in two senses. = See thing; pl. [or quasi-pl. n.] #: (Ham p. 337:)
the best, (Msb, TA, and Har p. 56,) and in like
also is:-.
Inanner" #: [as a pl.]; (M, Msb, TA, and Ham
52- : see what next follows.
p. 57, and Har ubi supra;) the former, of men,
ubi supra,) and of camels; (S;) and the
#- (Th, AHn, T, S, M,K) and "#" (Th, (Har
latter, of men, (S, TA, and Ham ubi supra, and
M, IAth, K) and "#" (Kr, M, K) A small Har,) and of cattle or camels and the like, ($, M,
arrow: (S:) or a small and short arrow: or an TA,) as also the former. (TA.) = See also
arron broad and long in the head; (M, K, TA;) art. U.S.-•

6.- d >

** 6 p.

© de

a Pers. word, (S," M, Mgb," K,) ori

breeches; originally applied to such as are norn
under other clothing;] a certain under-garment;
(MA;) [but now applied also to such as are norn
externally;] is masc. [and perfectly decl., i. e.
with tenween], and fem. [and imperfectly decl., i.e.

without tenween]; (S, M, Msb, K;*) sometimes
masc., (Mgb, K,) but not known to As otherwise

•

*

but therenithal slender and short; with which

one shoots at the butt : (TA:) or such as is
round and smooth, not broad; the broad and
long being termed #: (M.) or the very
slenderest of arrow-head, that penetrates into

than as fem.; (M;) accord. to the usage most
commonly obtaining, it is imperfectly decl. and
fem.: (MF:) Sb says that it is a sing, and is a
foreign, or Pers, word, arabicized; resembling,
in their [the Arabs'] language, what is imper

fectly decl. [as a pl. of the measure J.Jú] when
determinate and when indeterminate; but is

per

fectly decl. when indeterminate; and imperfectly
decl. if applied as a proper name to a man, and
so
is its dim. if so applied, because it is fem. and
#, *said
- 32 by some to be originally of the
of more than three letters: (S:) or it is imper
measure algaš, from 2- : see art. ".
fectly decl. as a proper name because it is also
originally
a foreign word; and its dim., W J:
s: is of the measure Jaff [denoting the
[for J49% the 2 being changed into Us, as in
comparative and superlative degrees] from 3#
signifying “liberality, bountifulness, munificence, 3: for 3 ...] is perfectly decl. unless used as a
or generosity, combined with manliness,
or
manly proper name, in which latter case it is imperfectly
•
* o f * of
virtue:” [&c. :] whence the phrase $3,- _*\,-\, decl. [for the reason above mentioned or] because
meaning The best of them in respect of chiefdom it is fem. and determinate: (IB, TA:) it (i.e.
or the like: or it may be from s: meaning Jø.) is made, as a pl., imperfectly decl. when
in this instance that the fame of the chiefdom, or indeterminate by some of the grammarians; (§3)
the like, of him to whom it relates has pervaded and it occurs in poetry imperfectly decl. [when
the countries and spread among mankind; and indeterminate]: (S, M, IB, TA:) [but this may
this is more worthy of regard in respect of the be "by poetic license:] thus in the saying of Ibn
method of grammatical analysis; from Mtr : Mukbil,
*#2
- “... à 2 -< *
:
(Harp. 363: [see art. US,-,-]) [ISd, however,
aïté- 2'4' +3 w”: Us"
assigns the word to the present art.:] see 5, last
* de

•

d

the coats of mail: (Th, M.:) or it [is an arron,

that] penetrates into the coats of mail, for which

#e3, its head entering like
the needle: (T, TA:) or an arron-head re
sembling an ordinary needle or a large needle:

reason it is called

it is mentioned also in art. U£-, [as being a
small, short, round and smooth arron-head,
having no breadth, and as being called is:- and
#-l because the word belongs to that art, and

it.”, and see is:- in
arti-il the pl. is s: [or s:- ?] accord. to
the T, or #- accord. to the S. (TA) = The
first (#)-) also signifies The locust in its first
to this: (M:) [see also

state, when it is a larva, (S3) or in its first

*

*
*

J.

e.

2

--

•

5

<

*

Sentence.
*

24, 2 -

s of

•

Ceb Jež- - ->"&"

*

•&

-

state of gron'th, when it comes forth from its egg:
52-e Jā) A land containing the 32-, or
(M:) originally with hemz: (S:) [see 3-, in locust in its first state, when it is a larva. (S.)
tWo places: and ** is a dial. var. thereof (S.)
[In a copy of the M, it is said to be from #:1;
and the context there indicates the meaning to
[See also 2',4'-.]
3 .
be A land infested by a worm of the kind termed

[There came as an obstacle intervening in the way
to her, or them, the wild bull, as though he were

a Persian youth in drawers; one with a pair of
horns]: (S,” IB, TA:) the former [however] is
the usual way, [contrary to what has been said
Us", as an epithet applied to a man, ($, M, 3-, of which 322- is the n. un.: but probably on the authority of MF,] though the latter is
4- 6 &
more valid. (S3) the pl. is +5.5%: (S, M,
K, &c.,) may be from £ &: “I chose, or #:l,
in this instance, is a mistranscription for
a de

selected, the thing,” or from #: “the higher,

6*& =

Msb, K.) Sb says that it has no broken pl.,

#:l,

which is mentioned immediately after as because, if it had, it would be the same as the

or highest, part” of a thing, (Hamp. 337,) or, meaning “the locust in its first state of growth, sing.: (M:) or, (K,) some say, (S, M, Mgb,)
accord. to Er-Rághib, from L: * $5: “I
when it comes forth from its egg.”]

pulled off the garment from me,” (TA, [in which
this derivation is said to be good, but I think it
far-fetched,]) Possessing liberality, bountifulness,
munificence, or generosity, combined with manli

ness, or manly virtue : (S, Mgh:) or possessing
manliness, or manly virtue, (M., K.) and, (M)

*

3

* * @ e

.

obj-e; and its fem., with 3: see Us".

namely those grammarians who make it imper
fectly decl. when indeterminate, (S,) holding it
to be [originally] an Arabic word, (Mgb,) it is a

pl. of which the sing is "ä" (š, M, Mob, K.)
Jay
***6 =

Q. 1.4% (inf n. #3, TA) He clad him

and "Jø- (S,K) and 'Jej-, which is said
to be] the only instance of a word of the measure

Jes:

(K:) [this, therefore, confirms the opi
nion that I hold, that the measure of this word is
Q. 2. Js: He clad himself, or became clad, J.", and that all the words of the present art.
high in rank or condition]: (Mgb:) [or a gene with Jo; ... (§, M, K.)
aré quadriliteral-radical, agreeably with an asser
rous and manly or noble person:] fem. with 3:
tion in the TA that U- is not genuine Arabic:
J: See J4% latter half, in two places. though
(M, K:) and "&#: signifies the same, ap
it seems that all the lexicographers regard

or combined with, (K,) high or elevated rank or

condition, nobility, dignity, honour, or glory :
(M, K:) or i, q. J-5 [meaning a chief, or person

with J.;;... ($, M, K.)

1355
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the 2 in the words of this art, as augmentative:] AZ, in the first part part of the night, and in the cord. to ’Alam-ed-Deen Es-Sakháwee, 5:
middle thereof, and in the last part thereof; added, although

a poet says,
•* *

* *

~ *~~

6* * *

•3

-

de •

• *: 3; J's " "::::25.1 & #"

3:)

is

is not otherwise than by

(Msb, TA;) and * (#)-l signifies the same ($, night, because the space over which he was

M, Mgh, Msb, K) in the dial. of El-Hijáz, (S, transported is not to be traversed in less than
[Upon him is an under-garment of ignobleness, Msb) inf n. #3 (M3) as also "es:-l; (M, forty days, but was traversed by him in one
(i.e. ignobleness cleaves to him like a pair of K;) and perhaps" (5.3 likewise. (Mgh.) [See night; as though the meaning [intended] were,
drawers,) so that he does not become tender also es: and #: below.] It is said in a prov., 2-3 J: ->''} and it denotes wonder: S: is here
hearted to one who endeavours to conciliate him]:

3: *#) b% [They went anay in the manner used instead of £, because when they say (43.
(S, M.) in the “Mujarrad,” J.3% is made f a hedge-hog's night-travelling; meaning they # the meaning generally is he occupied the
fem., and 'J's - masc. (Mab3).9439- is a went anay by night]; because the jā:5 goes all whole of the night in journeying: Er-Răghib
6 -

• *

-

.

dial var.; (Ki) or syn, with J499- ; the & in the night, not sleeping. (M.) - [Hence, as
the former being asserted by Yaakoob to be a denoting unseen progress,] it is said also of the
substitute for the U [in the latter]: (M:) and root of a tree, meaning It crept along beneath
J%, with 3, is likewise a dial var. [of J%:-], the ground; (Az, M, K;) aor. as above, (M)
(K) mentioned by Es-Sijistánee, on the autho infn. &. (TA)- And it is said of ideal
rity of some one or more of the Arabs: (TA:) things, as being likened to corporeal things;
[the common modern pronunciation is U12- : pl. tropically, and by extension of the signification;
(Msb, TA;) or metaphorically; [as, for instance,]
Jep!».]
of calamities, and wars, and anxieties: (M, TA:)
6 * @

* @

d

Je: " :

and the predominant inf ns. [in these

dim of J23%, q.v. (IB, TA)

cases]

are

#- and &:- (TA) One says, &e es:
#: Clad with Jes; as also 'J, #. 9: es: : ! [The root, or strain, of evil
(A, TA)—[Hence]J33-4% tA bird whose crept in the man]. (Es-Sarakustee, Mgb, TA)

holds the verb in this instance to be from

#

signifying “a wide tract of land,” to belong to
art. 24-, and to be like J: andźi, the mean
ing being, who transported his servant over a

mide tract of land: but this is strange. (TA.) =

*č (s:... (M.K.) aor. Us: (M.T.A.) infn.
&- (TA,) He thren his goods, or utensils and
furniture, upon the back of his beast. (M, K.)

–And #1 U. (s:..., infn & He re.
moved from over me

the garment: but 2 is more

approved [as the final radical: see 1 in art, 2/-).
.*.*o G (M, TA.) You say, *" &: and Wa:... I
pulled off the garment: and * "&" It nas

clothes its legs. (M, L., T.A.) And And X." 4-3 es:- ! [The poison crept in him, or
plumage
•.-- d > *
** : *
454- ā-us-t A pigeon having feathers upon pervaded him] ; and similarly one says of wine; removed from over him, and removed from its
place: the teshdeed denotes intensiveness. (TA.)
6 - ©-

,

6 * >

($5, TA.) And J22- J-ys, (K) or and of the like of these two things. (El-Fārābee,
J3: 3: J., (A’Obeyd, S, TA) : [A horse, Msb, T.A. [See also *]) And the lawyers say,
or a black and n:hite horse,] n:hose whiteness U-5, &l &: &- ! [The wound extended to

its legs.

**

w

*

w

-

2. A®-',

(K,) or *}- US-, (TA) inf. n.
à:4-5, He (the leader of an army, TA) detached a
6*

of the legs extends (A’Obeyd, S, K) beyond, the soul], meaning that the pain of the wound
as, (q.v.](K,TA)to the enemy by night. (TA)
(A’Obeyd, K, TA,) or to, ($) the arms and
continued until death ensued in consequence
** Us Jall U.S.-, inf n, as above, He exuded
thighs: (A’Obeyd, S, K:) or U2-, applied to
a horse means white in the hinder part, [and

thereof: (Mgh, Mab, T.A.) and us;3 is ge;

the sneat from his body. (TA.) - See also 1,

blach, or of some other colour, in the hind legs,] **u- J. : [His hand was cut off, and it ex last sentence, in two places.
the whiteness descending to the thighs. (A, voce tended to his upper arm], meaning that the effect
former half of the paragraph, in
#)-And J3:1 signifies t The wild bull: of the wound passed by transmission: and es: 4: see 1, in-theand
again, in the latter half, in
because of the blackness that is in his legs. (Az,
TA.)

J.:

and

sion: phrases current among the lawyers, but not
mentioned in books of repute, though agreeable
with others here preceding and following. (Msb,

see the next preceding paragraph.

USJ

cº-

&l, ! The prohibition, and the two places:
three places. - See also 4 in art. 2'-'.
emancipation, [extended, or] passed by transmis 5:

2-5,

TA.) One says also, X."

* es: ! Anxiety

came to him [or upon him] by night: and &
* : His anxiety went anay. (Msb, T.A.) And

see J499-, in art. U2'-'.

similar to these is the phrase in the Kur [lxxxix.
U.S.

3], *:

1. s." ($, M.K.) or J.: g: (Ms) and

Jiu, (Mgh, Msb) aor (s):, (K) inf n.

s: ($, M.Mgh, K) and #4 (S. K) and
# and #: (M,K) and #9"; ($, and TA

#! J:#;

! And by the night nhen it

goes anay: (MSb, TA:) or, as some say, when

}

see 1, first sentence.

& [said by some to be an inf. n., by some
to be a simple subst., and by some to be pl. of
#4, or supposed to be so, and therefore made
fem., as mentioned in the first sentence of this
art.,] meaning A journeying, or travelling, by
night, or in the night, in a general sense, is masc.
and fem., (M, K,) by some of the Arabs made

one journeys in it; like as one says X: J: fem., (S,) and not known to Lh but as a fem.
meaning “night in which one sleeps:” the [final] noun. (M.) It is said in a prov.,

(4 [of the verb] is elided because it terminates a
verse. (TA)- It is made trans, by means of

* * *

s: Xi

*

*o-d

c: :

*

as from the K, but not in the CK nor in my MS. +: (Msb:) one says, as es:- [He made him to [At daybreak, the party commend night-journey

copy of the K;) the first of a form rare among journey, or travel, or he transported him, by ing]: applied to the man who endures difficulty,
inf ns., because it is one of the forms of pls., as night, or in the night; or it may be rendered he
is shown by the fact that some of the Arabs make journeyed, or travelled, neith him, by night, or in
it and s: fem., namely, Beno, Asad, sup
the night]; (M, Msb, K;) and in like manner,
posing them to be pls of āş; and #34, (S) and [and more commonly,] as 'us: (S, M, Msb,
Lh knew not
the inf. m. is

es: but as a fem. noun; (M;)
&- and #: and #:

or K;) and

*::::i,

(S, M. K3)

* * *

Auss' 3- as well as Āuss-M 34-l. (S.) As to
special [in meaning, as will be shown below, voce the saying in the Kur (xvii. 1], us: if 3'
6* >*

* -

5e o p

is an inf n, un, and

6- d -

#: is a simple subst., and

(Meyd:) and in inciting to labour for the accom

plishment of an affair with patience, and to dispose
and subject the mind, until one commends the re
like as one says, sult thereof. (Harp. 555, q.v.)

are more

āş..], and (5)- is pl. of 32-5 (Msb;) or *

or distress, or fatigue, hoping for rest, or ease:

S: *, *.cs: [Extolled be the glory of Him

31- : see art. 94-.

#: and *#): are inf
or have a more special

ns. of es: (M, K:)
signification than the

n:ho transported his servant by night !], it is an
inf n, of that verb, which is U.S.- : one says,
instance of corroboration, (S, K,"TA,) like the J: &- #- ū- and *#): [We journeyed
also, as some say; (TA;) He journeyed, or saying, by:
+ and 5: ā-jūji: (S, TA:) by night a journey of the night]: and the pl. of

so is us, (§, TA) and so is #9 (MSb, TA)

* **

o

.#

travelled, by night, or in the night, ($, M, Mgh,
Mgb, K.) in a general sense; (M, K;) accord, to or the meaning is [simply] 3: (K, TA:) ac

*#): is [said to be] &:

(Mgb:) or one says,
171*
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#. One who journeys much, or often, by *-ū is used by Ru-beh for cú:1: but
[We journeyed by night a
this is evidently a mistake.])
(K.)
night.
single night-journey]: and the subst. [signifying
a journeying, or travelling, by night, or in the * Journeying, or travelling, by night, or in
-: see the preceding paragraph: - and
also &:
see
night] is 'is', and us... (§, TA)
the night, in a general sense: (M, TA:") pl.
ag.: see the next preceding paragraph, in #. (TA)- Hence, because of his going (#4, and s:, and : and #:
[about] by night, (TA) us," signifies The see the paragraph that next follows.
four places.
col-e- and 'L', (K) or the former and
ãe - meaning An arron-head, (As, M, TA,) lion; as also "us," and "us:1. (K.
"à:, which is mentioned by Th, (M.) A
such as is small, short, round and smooth, having TA.)
of tree; (M, K;) accord. to AHn, it grows
men, journeying kind

53-3 #: t:-

6* o y

*

-

* * @-

**@

-

i:j- A party, or

is:
its seeds, and becomes tall, but does not
[q. v.], (A5, TA,) or formed from the latter word by night. (Er-Rághib, T.A.) - And A cloud Jrom
endure the winter; it has leaves like those of the
by the substitution of Us for 2 because of the that comes by night: (S, Mgb:) or clouds that J” [q. v.], beautiful; people son, it in the
kesreh: (M, TA:) accord. to the K, " #2 travel by night: (K:) or a cloud that is betneen gardens, desiring its beauty; and it has a pro
signifies a small round arron-head; but this is a that which comes in the early morning and that
duce like the oblong pericarps (*#) of sesame,
mistake; the correct word being #3-, with kesr, n:hich comes in the evening: [perhaps thus termed
and without teshdeed to the L4. (TA)= It is as having previously travelled in the night:] or, but thinner: (M, TA:) AHn adds that, when its
no breadth, (M, TA,) is a dial. var. of

also a dial. var. of

#-

accord. to Lh, a rain that comes in the night : pericarps dry, it makes a rustling sound (a sound
(M, TA:) pl. es's- [app. a mistranscription for such as is termed a£) [in the wind], like the

signifying The locust in

its first state, when it is a larva. ($ in art. 2'-'.)

(K, TA) - One [species of casia called] 3, #2: (TA) [the
says, 42 it. As-e-e āū- He came in the morning sesbania Aegytiaca of Persoon; aeschynomene
of a night in which was rain. (TA)- And seshan of Linn.; (Delile, Flor. Aegypt. Illustr.,
the pl. 39th signifies The asses: (M.) or the no. 682;) dolichos seshan of Forskål (in his Flora
wild asses: (TA:) because they rest not by Aegypt., Arab, p. lxx, no. 362):] AHn further
night: (M:) or because they pasture by night. says, G-: *# U-5 (M, TA:) [this may

5%, being. indeterminate].

#. A certain tree, (AHn, S, M, K,) from
which bon's are made, (AHn, S, M,) the nood
whereof is of the best of woods, and which is of

the trees of the mountains: (AHn, M:) El

&:

a-3:
[q.v.] and 3- are one: (TA in art las->3) [it
Ghanawee El-Aarábee says, the

company of

and

mean that Fr has mentioned, as a var. of
(TA)= Also a column, syn. #4 (S.M. perhaps
this word, "--, as it is in the accus. case:

is also mentioned in the TA in art. 9- :] n. un. Mgb, K,) of stone, or of baked bricks; so in the
but I think that the right reading is W Use-e-', and
33.9-l. (M, K.)
“Bári’:” (TA:) pl. #5% (Mgh.)- [And A
*- ©-

6 *> *

also

&- i. q. #

mast : See

[A river, &c.]: (Th, M:) or a

J.-,

(which last has been mentioned

3- and #2; and see also #A2.]
above on the authority of the K.) for it is im

rivulet, or streamlet: (S, M, Mgb:) or a rivulet

s: [More, and most, used to night-journey mediately added in the TA, “it is masc. and
running to palm-trees: (M, K:) pl. [of pauc.]
fem.,” app. indicating that it is with, and with
ing]. 3: 3- s: [More used to go about by
M,K) and [of mult] &: (Sb, ş, night than a àedgehog] is a prov. of the Arabs. out, tenween: then it is there further and strangely
added, “it is brought from India:”] a rājiz uses
M, Mgb, K:) #124-1 as its pl. has not been heard.
(TA.) [See also the same word in art. 24-.]
form "U+1, at the end of a verse, for
the
(S.) Thus it has been expl. as occurring in the
es: may be a n. of place and a n. of time, &:l. necessarily eliding [the Ü for the sake
Kur xix. 24. (M., T.A.) = See also art. 2.-.
[signifying A place, and a time, of night-journey of the rhyme]. (M., T.A.)
#- A portion of an army: (S, Msb:) of the ing,] as well as an inf. n. (Hamp. 23.) ..It is

#4 (S,

•

• D -

measure is:
because

in the sense of the measure

marching

by night, privily;

âtels, [used also in a larger sense, as] syn, with *-*...*
(Mgh, [A place, and a time, of going &c.; a way by

** @

*::

see the first paragraph, in two places.
-o

Mgb;) thus originally, and afterwards applied which one goes &c.]. (Harp. 540.)
also to such as march by day: (Ham p. 45:) or
Usyl-oll:
it may be from #:9. “the act of choosing, or
see A., above.

>0, without , (AHát, TA) A hind of tre,

* ...)

|

selecting;” because

a company chosen

from the

of which arron's are made: (AHát, M:) a
2* *
kind of black tree: ($, K.) or a kind of tree
Us.”-s!
(AHn, M, K) of the mountains, of the [sort
&: He who goes forth in, or among, the termed] 3%, (AHn, M.) of n:hich bon's are made:
(AHn, M, K:) or, (K,) as some assert, (AHn,
[company termed] a:9. (IAth, TA.)
M,) the [tree called] Jes: [i. e. ebony]: (AHn,
M, K:) or, (K,) as others assert, (AHn, M,) the
*
[tree called] Je:: (AHn, M, K: [in some copies
with
i.
+,
Q.
K.)
(M,
-- and "--,
of the K es#, which means the same:]) but
two - s, (L, TA,) the second of which is com neither of these two is suitable for bows. (AHn,
o

-

-

army: (Mgh: [but if so, belonging to art. 22- :])
from five persons to three hundred: (M, K.) or
four hundred: (K:) or, of horsemen, about four
hundred: (M:) or the best thereof, (S,) or the
utmost, (Nh,) consists of four hundred: (S,
Nh:) or, accord. to the “Fet-h el-Bári,” from
a hundred to five hundred: (TA:) or nine, and

6

more than this; three, and four, and the like
being termed is: , not : *: but it is related of

*@ -

monly pronounced -e-, and by some ----,
the Prophet that he sent a single person as a

(TA,) A kind of tree, (M, K,) a kind of lofty

as, : (Mgh:) the pl. is 99. (S, Msb) and tree, (TA,) of which arron's are made, (M, K,
s: s 6 *

TA,) and bows. (TA.) In the saying of Ru

&G, ... (Mb)=See also #:

beh,

#-

*

in the

sūrm or sūrm,] Ton; i.e. what falls from flax in
6

A journeying, or travelling, by night, or

-

à-la-i [an arabicized word, app. from the Greek

*:A: Jesé C!”

*

>
*

<--!>

night : (S, Mgb, TA:) an inf n.; (TA as

the process of combing.

(K. [See also art.

-la-2.])

from the K; [see 1, first sentence;]) or a simple [She went, and he went, like the rods of the
seysáb, (of which see another reading voce
subst. (Msb, T.A.)

6* *

d >

** =

&

•

• *

&la- and a la-2 are sings. of Jou..., which

---, in art. --) meaning, like arrows], it signifies The [wide benches, of stone or brick Sc.,
generally built against a nail, called] c. * **,
may be that rºl-e-ji is a dial. var. of -:l,
occurring in philosophical works, and probably it may be that the 1 is added for the sake of the upon which people sit: (AZ, K:) [and parti.
post-classical.]
rhyme like as it is in -ji: in a verse cited in cularly such as surround the court of a mosque:

(#3%
- - -

from the inf. n.

&#,

Pervasive:

or

[:9:

The Syriac language.]

| art. --rºyas.

(M. [Accord. to the K and TA, for] one says, -bu-Ji L*

&* 2:5.

meall

-------- " - a

-

Book I.]
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*-la-->la
Spread, spread out or forth, or ex

ing [I saw them sitting upon] the c'esté,

props, for [the feet of] which holes were dug in
* @ e.

around the court of the mosque. (A. (See also panded; as also V
(TA.)- Extended,
art. --la-2.]) - The pl. also signifies Black (Mgb,) or thronin donn [so as to be lying] ex
smiths' anvils. (IAar, K. [See, again, art. --lace.]) tended, (A,) or lying as though thronin down or
- And Waters stopped up, or choked up, with extended, (S,) on the back of his neck, (S, A,
earth or dust; or altered for the worse by long Msb) in consequence of disease of long continu
ance, or crippleness; (S, Msb;) and "
• **

C*.

standing; syn.>:

s

* [q.v.]. (IAar, K.)

•

the ground, each prop having two forking por
tions [at the head]; then a piece of wood (#4,
so in the O, in the TA [erroneously] as: ,) is
taken, and laid across two props, and this trans

verse piece of wood is called the -t: , [pl.

£5%] and upon the ck-

are

placed hoops,

signifies the same: (A:) or spread [upon the from the nearest part thereof to the furthest; (0,
ground], slow in rising, by reason of weakness, TA;) and the C*- with the hoops are called
1. *-ā-, (A.K.) aor. 4, (K) inf n. *, (L, K,) or disease of long continuance, or cripple Cat- (O.)- A smooth piece of rock or hard
(Msb,) He spread it, spread it out or forth, or ness. (K.) And One born weak, unable to stand stone, surrounded with stones, in nhich water
expanded it: (A, Mgb, K:) this is the primary and to sit, so that he is alrvays spread [upon the collects: ($, O, K:) or a wide slab of rock or
ground]. (TA.) And Slain, spread [upon the hard stone, bordered round, for the rain-water
signification. (Mgb.) You say, J39
ground]; as also V
(K.)- See also [to collect therein]: and sometimes God creates,
inf n. as above, God spread, or expanded, the
the next paragraph.
at the mouth of the well, a smooth, even, piece of
earth. (S.) And 3: &#~, aor. and inf. n. as
rock or hard stone, [thus called,] which is sur
i.e. one of the vessels for water; (TA ;) a
above, He spread the dates [to dry]. (Mgb.) [leathern water-bag of the kind called] 53%, (S, rounded with stones, and from which the camels
And ai-all & #5
[He spread evenly
are watered, like the •3-. (T, TA.) [See also

C*

& Co.,

£4.

£-

A, Mgh, Mgb, K, TA,) made of two skins (Mgh,
the crumbled, or broken, bread in the bonyl]. (A.) TA) placed opposite to each other; it is small,

#3-.] – Also i, q. ~, q. v. (§, O.) 4-s: &#. JHe made even his cs: [or and large; but the 325-2 [properly so called] is And 4 mat (§, O, K) woven (O) of Jesé (A,
jlat roofs]; as also " ... i., (K) inf n. £5. larger than it; (TA;) and " C*-signifies the K) or Lê (O) [i.e. leaves] of the A3 (or
6

*

And

(TA.) And <:

£, aor. and inf. n. as above,

[He made a flat roof to the house, or chamber;] as

also "4-i-. (TA) And #1 *-->4, infn.
as above, I made the top [or roof] of the grave

Lñat] like the ~. If a house]: (Mab3) :

£u.".

Theban palm]; (O, K;) as also V
(A.)
(Gli2) for wheat, (K,
O, K,) of the plants that grow in plain, or soft, TA,) which is roasted therein. (TA)- And A
ground: (AHn, O...) n, un, with 5: (A5, AHn, mug (j,4) that is used in travelling, having one
S, O.) accord. to Az, the a-ti- is a certain -[app here meaning flat side], (0, K, TA;)
herb, or leguminous plant, upon which cattle as also 'i-e- it is like the #2; not four
same. (S, K, TA.)

£u.

A certain kind of plant, (AS, AHn, S, - A large roasting-pan

*il is the contr. of 4:. (S, A.)- He threw
him down (A, L, K) (so that he lay] extended on pasture, and with the leaves of which the heads sided. (TA)
the back of his neck, (A,) or spread upon the are washed: (TA:) or it is a certain plant
ground. (L.) And He thren him donn on his growing in plain, or soft, tracts, and spreading

* *

*

* d

aa-la-e: see what next precedes.
s

3 , &c.].
[Plane, or flat; opposed to Uçë

3 * *

side. (K.) And ājūl , i. He made the she upon the ground: or a certain tree, or shrub,

(::)

made even. (A, TA.)
camel to lie don'n on her breast. (TA) - And that grows in the places where cattle recline - A flat roof
around
the
waters,
spreading,
but
scanty,
and
of
He sent him with his mother; namely, a lamb or
no use. (L.) And Any kind of plant that spreads A nose spreading very nidely. (S, K.)

kid, or a new-born lamb or kid. (O, K.)

©

2: see above, in three places.

(AHn, O, K) upon the ground, and does not grow
tall: such as run and extend, as the melon Or

5: see what next follows.

water-melon

ck-

and the cucumber

d

cu
s

(#).

e

*

See

s

J. d =

(#), . c.
3|a-e:

£2, last sentence but two.
*

s

de

see 2-la-,
in two places. - -es
C:

It was, or became, spread, spread

and the colocynth, are all called &#: and such 3|a-e [A house, or chamber, having a flat roof
out or forth, or expanded; as also "-i-J. especially as are eaten [by men], like the gourd, made to it]. (TA.)
(TA.)- Said of a man, He became extended and the cucumber (3 and '4-), and the melon
£: C*.
7.

See

[lying] on the back of his neck, (S, Msb,) affected by
a disease of long continuance, or crippled, (Msb,) or water-melon (

&#).

are called

3-k+4.

and moved not: (S, Msb:) or he became thronn (AHn, O.)
donon [so that he lay] extended on the back of
his neck. (A.)
Q. Q. 3 [accord to the S, but of an extr. form].
-: It (a thing) nas, or became, long and

Ala

£: (MI) or '#' (K) or both &

O,) the former because it means a place, (O) A 1.3%. , (S, M, Mab, &c.,) aor. *, (§, M, Msb)
place (S, R, O, Mgb) that is even, or level, (R) inf n: , (S, M, Mob, Ki") and "K-5 (M3)
in which, (S, O, Mgb,) or upon which, (R) dates and 7,1:.1; (§, M, A, Msb, K.) He wrote (§,
wide. (AA, S. [Mentioned in the S in this art., are spread (S, R, O, Mgb) and dried; ($, R, O';) M, A, Mih, K) a writing or book. (M.Msb)
as though of the measure J:#1: see also art. i q. &#5 (Ki) of the dial of El-Yemen: –[Andji. He ruled a book. (See #1-2)]
(TA:) [pl.
U.]— t:-39 <5, Ineans
*

•

– Also #3, (TA) inf n, as above, (K, TA,)

Clu-J)

: a word of well-known meaning; (S;) I saw the land [bare, or destitute of pasturage; ! He cut another man with a snord. (K,” TA.)
- And 3. He prostrated him; thren him
The upper, or uppermost, part [or surface] of a likened to a-s: *:: [i. e. flat-topped houses].
donon prostrate. (S.)
house or chamber &c.; (Msb;) [the flat top or (TA.)
roof of a house &c.;] the back (**) of a house
2. *- : see 1. - Also, inf. n. *:::, H.

. ... A rolling-pin; i.e. the implement with

or chamber (K, TA) when it is flat, level, or
even; because of its expansion: (TA:) and the

which bread [or dough] is expanded. (O, K.)– composed (M, K) lies, falsehoods, (TA) or "L",

upper, or uppermost, part [or surface] of any The pole, (S, A, Mgh, O, Msb) or a pole, (K,)
thing: (K:) or it has this last meaning [pri of a [tent such as is called] *-, (S, A, O, Mgb,
marily]: and hence the
~ of a house or K.) or of a [tent such as is called] bus-3. (Mgh.)
- The transverse piece of wood upon the two
chamber: (A:) pl.
(Mgb, T.A.).-[In

i.e. stories having no foundation, &c. (M.)

geometry, 4 plane; i.e.] the -i- is that which affived upon it]. (K.) ISh says that when a

tenour: (M, K:) or he told us stories resembling

*.

Also, [not *~ as in Gol.,] He said what was

false: and he pretended a false •thing.
(KL.)
£
*- He told us set-l, i.e. stories
•de •

And Leks

props of the grape-vine, with the hoops [that are having no foundation; or no right tendency or

is divisible in length and breadth and is termi grape-vine had a raised support made for its falsehoods: (Lth:) or he embellished stories to us

nated by a line [or lines]. (KT.)

branches to lie thereon, recourse was had to with lies: (TA:) or he related to us nonderful

Ala- -

• *
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[Book I.
You say,

J:J. *: 3. ū% <---*% t[I con

stories of the ancients. (A.) And ū53 &%,i
take for “or”] I think it to be of the measure
Such a one told falsehoods to such a one. (Mgb.) sulted such a one, and he did not aid in the Ja: from 54, with the - changed into le.
- And 3,5- He made him to form wishes, or accomplishment of the object of my wish or desire]. (TA.)
(TK.)
desires. (Sgh, TA.)"
*.*, * @ p.

5,\la.e : see the next preceding paragraph.
4.

J."Ala.

nas my

He passed over the line in which
name. (Az, K.)- And "la-lt He com

jū- see what next follows.
3: ($, M, A, Mab, K) and "#~, (S. K.)
Jet 14 butchers (Fr, o, K, TA) as also as also 3:44, (S, A,) One who has, or exercises,

mitted a mistake, or an error, (Ibn-Buzurj, K,

"jū. (Fr, O, TA)
*ku. A butcher's cleaver;

TA,) in his reading, or recitation. (K.)
8: see 1, first sentence.

the great knife with which the butcher cuts [the attention to its various states or conditions, and

3 - 6-

tal

absolute authority (M, A, K) over others: (M:)
one who is set in absolute authority over a thing
(MA, O, K;*) i. e. [or people], to oversee it, and to pay frequent

11. Jula-il, aor. ju:, [app. signifies It (bever
age, or wine,) became what is termed ,
Or
*

slaughtered beast, pl.:";-). (0.)

to write don’n its manner of action: from £1.

@ y

#:

ju:, q.v.] (TA)

(S:) or a watcher and guardian; (M, K;) one
[resembling the Greek iotopia] (S, M, n:ho pays frequent attention to a thing. (Msb,"
TA.)

A.M., K) and,' (M.M., K) and #:
Q. Q. 1. &# 3:, (§, M, A, K.) inf n.

#: (A3) and 355-3 (Ki) or 35s

(S, M, Mob, K) and £ and #4-, and:

(so in (M,K) sings of bui,(S.M.A., Msh, K) which

a copy of the M; [but see what is said below re
specting the pass. form of3: ;]) and "3:5;
(A, K;) He had, or exercised, absolute authority
over us: (M, A, K:) or he was set in absolute
authority over us, to oversee us, and to pay
frequent attention to our various states or condi
tions, and to write don’n our manner of action:

(S:) or he acted as a watcher and guardian over
us, (M, K, TA,) paying frequent attention to us:
(TA:) also written with U2 in the place of L';
but originally it is with L', from £1. and
every L. immediately followed by l, may be
changed into U2: (TA:) the pass. form of:

&l

signifies Lies; or falsehoods; or fictions : (S,

:* [commonly pronounced &#-l a dial.

Msb, TA:) or stories having no foundation,

var. of

or no right tendency or tenours (3 sui S.)

&#.

(K in art.

[such as we commonly term legends:] (M, K:)
or wonderful stories of the ancients: (A:) or
their written stories: (Bd in viii. 31:) or their

&*, q.v.)

&las

written tales: (Jel in lxxxiii. 13:) or their

&#~,

1.
s

written lies: (Bd in xxiii. 85, and Jelin xxvii.70:)

aor. -, (S, Mgh,” Msb, K.) inf n.
s

*

s

•

•

•

also *::: 8,64 (S. K) and &l. (TA) and &e, which
last is rare, (K,) It rose : (S, Mgh, Mgb, K,

or stories embellished with lies; as

(TA:) or, accord. to some, *Ci is pl.

of us:

TA:) or it spread, or diffused itself: (Mgh,

which is pl. of 3: or, accord to Ao, sell TA:) said of dust, and of the dawn, (S, Msb, K.)
is pl. of}: which is pl. of *: or, accord. to [meaning as above, and it radiated, gleamed, or

Abu-l-Hasan, well-l has no sing.: (M:) or the shone, (see &bt.)] and of light, (TA,) and of
pl. of 3:1, accord. to AO, is *Ci, i.e., with lightning, and of the rays of the sun, (K,) and
Q. Q. 2. lae-j: see the next preceding para out Us: or, as some say, Jelet-l is an irreg. pl. of ! of odour, (S, Mgh, Mgb, K.) in relation to
graph.
which last it is tropical, and signifies it diffused
Ala-. (TA.)
itself, and rose: or it was originally said only of
#3, (§, M, A, Mab, K.) originally an inf n, #: An instrument with n'hich a book is light; and was then used absolutely, as meaning
[see 1,] (S,) and *%, (S, M, Mgb, K.) A line ruled (::) [made of a piece of pasteboard nith it appeared, or became apparent. (TA.) You
(S, M, K) of a book or writing: (M, A, K:)
say also X." sia. The arrow, being shot, rose
and a nºriting : (S, K:) and t a line or ron (S, strings strained and glued across it, which is laid into the sky, glistening. (TA.) And &#, the
, is used by Dhu-r-Rummeh, in de
M, A, Mgb, K) of buildings, (S, A,) and of trees, under the paper; the latter being ruled by being aor. of
slightly
pressed
over
each
string].
(TA.)
(S, M, A, Mgb, K,) &c., (Mgb, K,) and [parti
scribing an ostrich, as meaning He raises his
cularly] of palm-trees, and the like, (M,) [and so, X: Written. (S, M.)
head,
and stretches his neck. (TA.) And you say,
app., "ju..., q.v.] pl. (of the former, S, Msb)
is not used. (T.)

• * > **

6 o' --

•

6 * * *

3:1 (S, M, A, Mob, K) and (of the latter, $)

ju-i(S,
M.A.K.) [both pl. of panel and (of
former, S, Msb) 33 la, (S, M, A, Msb, K.)
the

d

o e /

: See

*

3: es &#.

•

t Thine affair became, or has

•

•

become, apparent, or manifest, to me. (Lh.)–
45

e

o y

Alla-e: see: - + Dust rising into the shy; *:: *% G.I.
(K, TA;) as being likened to a row of palm-trees rose to my nose. (K,

: The odour of the musk
TA)=#| <!-- I

and 'bul (Lh, S, M, K) is a pl. pl., (S, K.) i. e. or other things. (TA.) = Also, (thus in some
laid hold of the thing nith the palm of the hand,

#üe &: 5. –

copies of the K, and so correctly written accord.

[He wrote a line of writing] (A:) and Wi. &
! He built a row (S, A) * c : [of his build
ing]: (A:) and 5: J% ! He planted a row
(S, A) #23 &: [of his palm-shoots, or young

to $gh, with damm, TA) or jus-2, (thus in the
S, and in some copies of the K.) with kesr to

And

the A, (S,) or with teshdeed, (#) as written
by Ks, and this also shows it to be with damm,

K)=&#4, aor. (K) inf n &l., (TK)

#: (Sgh,

He was long-necked; he had a long neck. (K.)

pl. ofju.i. (S.) You say,

palm-trail. (A)- [Hence the saying,] J:

being in this case from ju:l,

aOl".

or with the hand, striking [the thing]. (Mgb.)
*: &#~, inf n. &#. He clapped with
his hands: whence the subst, &: [q. v.]. (IDrd,

[See

£il

TA,) A hind of wine in which is acidity; (S;)

13-0 #.3.9 + Make thou the affair, or case, an acid kind of wine : (A’Obeyd, K:) or a hind 2. 4-i-, inf n.
5, He marked him
[uniform, or] one uniform thing, (Fr, TA in of nine which prostrates its drinker: (K:) or (namely a camel) with the mark called eu: (K.)
*

*

art.

&) = Also the former, (Ala-,) A yearling

nev, or recently-made, wine, (K,) of which the
(52%, T, M, K) of goats, (M.) or of sheep or taste and odour are altered: (TA:) or wine made 4:*(for £:£), aor.*.*.£idor *:£),
of the earliest of grapes, recently: (T, TA:) or
goats: (T, K:) and la-e is a dial. var. thereof. a wine in which is a taste between sneet and sour; or £i (for £), aor. 4:1.li (for *i).
see in art. ës”. (TA.)
(IDrd, M.)
6.

/ >

|

also termed "#u: (Harp. 618:)

*:
6 y

o

see the next preceding paragraph.
•

Az says, it
is of the dial. of the people of Syria; and I think
that it is Greek, [or perhaps it is from the Latin

21a- : see 323ia-l.

&l- *** - In his neck was length.

“mustarius,” which is from “mustum,”] because
it does not resemble an Arabic form: it is with

#:

&: Ingth of neck. ($) It is said of Mo.
hammad,

* **

(TA) [See &#-ij=A clapping with the

! An object of wish or desire. (K, T.A.) U2, or, as some say, with U"; and [app. a mis hands, or striking with one hand upon the other,
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*

or upon the hand of another: (K:) or a striking
a thing with the palm of the hand, or with the
Jingers. (TA.) And The sound of a striking or
throning: as in the saying, tal. *** **
** [I heard, in consequence of its falling, a
loud sound of a striking or throning]. (K.) It is
with fet-h to the medial radical because it is an

(De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed., i. 282; from

~ ***

s: &# is

well known [app. meaning The

the book entitled '4- L. 5,31-J -ëlso pus pole of the tent: (see what next follows:) and this
3)Alāl; J-a.e.) [Both app. post-classical: see 1, of seems to be the primary signification]. (M, L.)
which each is quasi-pass.]

** -

ajl

8.

Jú:1:

:

m£ping, (S,
ös: [which

a word of well-known

see what next precedes,

L.) arabicized from [the Pers.]
Q. Q. 2. J: à. He came alone, having signifies the same], (K,) i. q. #: [meaning

onomatopoeia, not an epithet nor an inf. n., for nothing with him. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

A column, of stone or of baked bricks]: (S, M,

onomatopoeias are sometimes made to differ [in

L, Mgb, K.) pl. &:Ci (S, M, L, Mgb, K*) and

Ji- 4 a.k. [or small vessel of the kind
form] from epithets. (Lth, K.)
called
J-5, or -i, q v.], (M.K.) like the
sus- The pole of the [tent called] -: (S, K:)
* [q. v.], (M,) having a loop-shaped handle,
an the longest of the poles of the [tent called]

• * * **

• - ***

&# (Mb) it is of the measure ###,
(S. L. Mih, K) because its pl. is 3+(−i, the c.

(M, K) like that of the J33-, (TA) well being radical, (L, Mgb) accord. to Kh (Msb)

*: (K:) from &bt- applied to the dawn: known : (S, Msb:) a genuine Arabic word: (M:) and Fr, who says that it is the only instance of
(Az, TA:) and a pole that is set up in the middle or an arabicized word: [said by Golius to be in this measure; (L;) or of the measure ###,
of the ' " of the [ent cal") .5%: pl. [of Pers. Ji-:) and Ji. is a dial. var. thereof: (S, L, K,) accord. to Akh, but, (J says, L,) if so,
pauc.] al- and [of mult] &l-. (TA) - (Mgb:) a vessel of copper, a large [vessel of the the 3 is augmentative and has next to it two
Hence, as being likened thereto, 1 The neck. kind called] u-u. [q. v.], for the hot bath; augmentative letters, and this is scarcely ever, or
(TA.) - Hence also, (Az, TA,) t A tall, bulky, (MA;) the thing [i.e. vessel] in which water is never, the case; (S, L;) IB, however, says that
is shown by its pl.,
camel. (Az, Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA.) - +A mark drawn from the hot bath: (KL:) [in the present this is the true measure,- as
: *~ *
made with a hot iron upon the neck of a camel, day applied to a kind of pail, of tinned copper, 3+C, and its dim, W #k: (L:) accord. to
" * - >*
(Az, S, K,) or upon his side, (TA,) lengthruise: which the nomen take nith them to the hot bath,
some, it is of the measure ####, (S, L, Msb,)
(Az, S, K, TA:) in the R, it is said to be upon containing the nater that they require for washing
but, if
it were so, it would not have for its pl.
• 5
the limbs, or members. (TA.)
*

-

-

*

after the other operations of the bath; and also Jelal-', as there
is no instance of the measure

&:- Tall, or long (K)—see also #6.
£50 Rising: or spreading, or diffusing itself:

used for various other purposes; as also " iii...]
and W Ji:

signifies the same: (S, M, K, KL:)
or this last signifies, (K,) or signifies also, (M,)

3.2%. (S. L)–(Also 4 portico. Hence,

# & The soia-And 4 our]

[and radiating, gleaming, or shining:] applied [to a [vessel of the kind called] → ; (M, K.) not - And The legs of a beast: (K:) [or rather the
dust, (see 1,) and] to the dawn, and to light, and the well-known [vessel called] Ji- (K:) the pl. pl.] &lt; has this meaning. (L.) - And The
to fire [&c.]: applied to the dawn, it denotes that
[of mult] of Ji- is J.4. (M, Msh, K) and [of penis. (K.)
extending lengthnise into the shy, and called <3
pauc.] Ju: (Mgb.)

cle:"[q.v.). (TA)-Also The dawn[itself];
(TA;) and so "&#4, (S, TA;) because of its
shining, and spreading; when # first breaks,
co

tending lengthnise. (TA.) - Axlet. ASU. A she
camel having the front of the neck, and the [nhole]

neck, extended. (TA.)

i: in of: a v. G.B.L.)

#3: see the next preceding paragraph.

Jul. Dust
J-u. (K)
J:

See

&l. [app. Supported upon c.", i. e.
rising, or rising high; as also columns. - And hence,] A man, and a beast,
having long legs. (L.) - And i:

Ji. * Also A tall man:

(K:)

& "Ci

($, M, L, K.) [Columns] made firm. (K.)

** *

* > of

1 Long-necked; (K;) applied to a camel, or Ulae, Ula- a man tall, or long, in body.

3|a

and an ostrich: (TA:) fem. āşi. ; applied to a (Ibn-'Abbād, TA.)

she-camel, (TA) and a she-ostrich. (S.) -

J: A "p of war, prward forfeiting 1. *: u. ($, M, Mab, K, &c.) and 2: (M,

£i & A long, erect, necks (TA) and &

Mab, K.) aor. 3:, (Mab) inf n. *. (S,M,
Msh, K) and #4, (M,M;b, k) or the latter is

with the unbelievers on the sea: mentioned by
#: a neck that is long, and erect in its sinens. El-Makreezee in the “Khitat;” and he says, “I
do not think this word to be [genuine] Arabic:”
(AO, in describing horses; and T.A.)
(TA:) [it is evidently from the Greek sróAos:]
&: Chaste in speech; or eloquent; (Lh, K, several writers mention it among arabicized words.
TA;) fluent in speech. (TA.)
(MF, TA.)

an inf. n. un, (S,) He sprang, or rushed, upon
him; made an assault, or attack, upon him; syn.

Jus: (M, K.) he sprang upon

him and seized

him violently or laid violent hands upon him:
(Bd in xxii. 71 :) he seized him violently with
&: +A camel marked nith the mark called
ck
uplifted hand: (Er-Rághib, TA:) he overbore
eu-i (S, TA) fem with *, and ***: [2. ck- a verb of which only the pass. part. n. him, overponered him, or subdued him, (%,
signifies the same, applied to a she-camel. (TA.) (q.v. infră) is mentioned: if used, app. signifying Lth, S, Mab, K, or <= juj, T, TA) by
•f
– And is: J.' + Camels tall as the tent-poles He supported upon Jell-l,
seizing him violently, or laying violent hands
i.e. columns: upon
him, (Lth, S, K,) and abased him; or he
and hence, upon long legs: - and he made
called £, pl. of £2. (TA.)
seized
him with great violence: (Msb:) or he
firm.]
stretched forth his hand to him [to seize him].
ić,": See
&ll- i. 4. ** [Bad, corrupt, &c.; like (Th, M, TA.) And in like manner, (M,) one
*

@-

#4.

&bül (M.L.K.)
•* *

1.21%, infn. Jú, said of a medicine, It

&ú:

[a pl. of which the sing is not men she camel that he covers]. (S, M.")- c." ū.

intoxicated him : but it is a vulgar word. (TA.) tioned] Wessels of , i.e. [or
brass]. (L, K.)

- [And hence, + He, or it, charmed, or fasci

• * **

&#,

an arabicized
word, (Az, L,) [app.
• ***
from
the Pers. Ú2:...!, like the word next fol
7. Ju-ji A state of intoxication produced by
lowing,] A man long in the legs and back. (M,
the J-44-[or herb, or perhaps species of hemp,] L.) And A camel long in the neck, (M, L, K,)
known by the name of 4.j; as also "Jus:-l. or (K) high. ($, M, L, K.) - What is termed
nated, or delighted, him.]

says of a stallion [camel], *::::: c." *:
[He springs, or rushes, upon, or he overbears, the

#ú, (§, M, K) and will, inf n. *k- and
3*

J.

3|a", (M,) He (the pastor) put his hand into the
-o-, [or vulva] of the she-camel, (S, M, K,) and
of the mare, (M.) to extract, (S, K,) or and
extracted, (M,) the sperma of the stallion: (S,
M, K:) when this is not extracted, the she-camel

*

- -

-----,
- -
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does not conceive: (S:) or this is done when she
has been leaped by a stallion of low race; or when
the sperma is bad, and she has not conceived in
consequence of it. (M.) And He extracted from
her (i.e. a she-camel, TA) the foetus, dead: (M,
TA:) and a signifies “he extracted the sperma

(Mgb) or of the latter, (MA,) or of both, (TA)

*

.*.*, (MA, Mgb, TA) and of the former, (MA)

5. --> It (a thing, TA, [such as saliva, or of both, (TA) isú, (MA, TA) or this
and any thick liquid,]) roped; i. e. dren out,
latter is a simple subst.; (Mgb;) He (a man, S,
with a viscous, glutinous, cohesive, sticky, ropy,
A, Mgb) was, or became, prosperous, fortunate,
or slimy, continuity of parts; or was, or became,
viscous, glutinous, cohesive, sticky, ropy, or slimy; happy, or in a state of felicity; (S, MA, Mgb,

TA) contr. of G#, ($, Mab, K; ) with
the two verbs. (TA.) Accord. to IAar, one syn. iii.3. (K.)
respect to religion and with respect to worldly
7. J.a.jl It (water [&c.]) flowed; (K;) [or things. (Mgb.) You say, as $3- and #3
says, J.--" J” u-, and 50, which is formed
by transposition, meaning He extracted the factus, flowed in a continuous stream;] like -->:1 (TA) [I nas, or

of the stallion:” thus Az distinguishes between

became, prosperous, &c., by means of
him, or it]. (A.) In the Kur xi. 110, Ks read
And A’Obeyd mentions 3: as used in relation
- Any kind of wine, or beverage, &c., that b: [instead of the common reading b-l.
to a woman: it is said in a #d. of El-Hasan, ropes; i. e. that draws out, with a viscous, glu
(S.) [See also #14, below.] - And ū: *~,
tinous, cohesive, sticky, ropy, or slimy, con
aor. *, inf. n. 3,4- (S, K) and *~, (K,) Our
will be, no harm in the man's extracting the tinuity of parts; or that is viscous, glutinous, day was, or became, prosperous, fortunate, auspi
&c. (K.)
foetus of the woman];

or young one, of the pregnant female. (TA.) [and *-ijl).

#31 Jé J#13: & C. § [There is, or
(M, TA;) which Lth
explains by saying, when her child sticks fast in
her belly, dead, it may be extracted [by him]
when fear is entertained for her and a woman is

not found to do this. (TA)- ū. said of a

cious, or lucky; (S, K;) [contr. of J-4; and
in like manner the verb is used in relation to a
* What extend like threads, or strings, star or an asterism &c.; and] …, inf. n. xx...,
s

do y

6- J &

p.

-*... and ă» : see the next paragraph.

-

from honey

-

-

J

-

6 d -

signifies [likewise] the contr. of J-3.

(Mgh.)
(M,) He went at and the like: (A, K.) pl. of ''. (TA) [See also is,..., below.] - J.S. es' £13:
random, heedlessly, or in a headlong manner, not You say, -*. £5 Jú. BIis slaver extended, means The water came upon the land unsought;
obeying guidance. (M., K.) - Also, said of a or stretched out, like threads, or strings. (A, K.) i.e., came flowing [naturally] upon the surface
horse, He went with wide step : (S, M, K:) or And -*. es' * JHis mouth runs n'ith of the land, not requiring a machine to raise it
raised his tail in running; the doing of which is clear water, having an extended [or a ropy] for the purpose of irrigation. (TA, from a trad.)
approved. (M.) - Also t It was, or became,
Jon; like ~ usAnd What * See also 4, in three places.
abundant, or copious; said of water. ($, M, follow the hand in milking, (S)[stretching out] like

horse, (M, K,) inf. n.

(A," K) and marsh-mallon's, (K,)

*~,

Msb, K, TA.) - And t He tasted food; (K,
TA;) and took it with the hand, or with the
extended hand. (TA) - And i.

$.” [app.

3.

phlegm; pl. of "£. (Ish, TA)
6 * * *

*", (A, L, MSb) inf n, i.eu.. (S,L,

Ms) and 30-5 (Li) and **.*-, (K) inf n.

**

13és; lää- 4 - **

To him are alloned,

sta-15 ($3) He aided, assisted, or helped, him;

as meaning He punished: see 52.1a-', below]. or permitted, such and such things: (K:) like syn. ofth: former assus, (S," L, Mgb,) and of the
(M, TA) - And su. He compressed her; +++ and #4. (TA)
latter &tai: (S,"K:) [like as is said of 43% and
[and so uti. and su. ;] on the authority of
âtail
both signify the same: or issu: signi
4-aAboo-Sa’eed. (TA.)
fies the aiding, or assisting, or helping, in any
-

;: A certain plant, (S, Msh, K) of the hind manner or case; and is said to be from a man's
3. *u-L,(K) inf n, itsu:, (TA) He treated called J,i, (Mgh) well known; (Mab, K.) and
putting his arm, or hand, upon the set. [or fore
him with hardness, severity, or rigour: (K, TA:)

applied also to the grain, or seed, thereof:
so says Az, on the authority of IAar. (TA.) - (Mgh:) [a species of origanum, or majoram : so arm] of his companion when they walk together
to accomplish some object of want, and aid each
And He treated him with gentleness, or tenderness. in the
present day; and so says Golius, as on the other to do a thing: [so that **u more pro
(IAar, T, TA.) Thus it has two contr. significa authority of Ibn-Beytár, “origani species, sc.
perly signifies he aided him, being aided by him:
tions. (TA.)
consonante voce, satureia, Hisp. aredrea :” ac

#: [as a

simple subst., or] as an inf. n. un.,
has for its pl. *~. (S.) It signifies [A
spring, or rush; or an assault, or attack: &c.:
(see 1, first sentence:) impetuosity in war or
battle:] a reviling: a beating: and punishment,

but see •el- :] whereas W Ala-l signifies specially
cord. to Forskål, (Flora Aeg. Arab. p. cxiv.,)
“thymus serpyllum.:”] some write the word in a woman's aiding, assisting, or helping, another
books of medicine with Lo, in order that [when to wail for a dead person: so says El-Khattábee:
written without the diacritical points] it may not and this is what is meant in a trad. in which
be confounded with
(S, Mgh:) in the T, sta-1 is forbidden. (L.) One says, * *
it is with U2, on the authority of AA, only; and [He aided, assisted, or helped him against him,
thus in the book of Lth: in the Jámi’ of El or it, or to do it]: and Lič

*:

or chastisement; as in the saying, #. 5.
[Guard thyself against his punishment, or chas:
Ghooree, with J and Je: (Mgh:) or the J is The wailing-noman assisted the woman bereft of
tisement; or it may mean in this phrase, his changed into Lo in the dial. of Bel'ambar [or her child
to weep and nail. (A.) Accord. to Fr,
violence, or impetuosity]. (TA.)
Benu-l-'Ambar]; and some pronounced it only [but this is questionable,] the primary significa
with U2: (Msb:) accord. to Abu-l-'Alā, the tion of #32. and
is A man's perform
*u. [act. part. n. of 1, Springing, or rushing; vulgar pronounce it with U", and the approved ing diligently
the command and good pleasure of
making an assault, or attack: &c. - Hence,] word is with Je. (Ham p. 462.) [In the present God. (L.)
applied to a horse, That springs, or rushes, upon day, it is also written with j.]
other horses, and stands upon his hind legs and
i. 4.
[q.v.], (K,) in the dial. of
attacks with his fore legs: (T, TA: [in the Ham
prosperous, fortunate, happy, or in a state of

ā-stä *>3:

**:

&:

p. 383, and raises his fore legs:]) or a horse
wide in step : (As, S, M, K:) or that attacks
other horses: (S:) or that raises his tail in his
running; (S, M, K;) the doing of which is
approved. (M.) - And A stallion-camel excited

4 * : *-i, [int n. *|| God rendered him

jets

the people of El-'Irák. (TA) - And Generous,
flicity; ($, Meb, K.) as also ****, aor. *;
noble, or high-born, and
courageous, brave, or

strong-hearted. (K.) The pronunciation with Jo (T, Mgb, TA;) but the former is the more com
is of higher authority. (K. [This remark is pro mon. (Mob) And #34 & 2x-1, (A, L.) God
- - -

bably there meant to relate to both of the words
by lust, and going forth from camels to other of this art.])

made his good fortune to increase; as also "as
**. (L.) And accord. to Az, # *-1 and

camels (S, K) in consequence thereof

*** signify God aided, assisted, or helped,

(S.) -

And What is tall, or long, (K, TA,) of camels

*A*

him; and accommodated, adapted, or disposed,
1. **, (S, A, Mgb, K,) aor. 4; (Mgb, K;)
him
the right course. (L, TA.) See also 3, in
&c. (TA)-Je: (se:S. The hand that and *: ; ($, A, Msb, K;) inf n, of the former, four toplaces.
t
reach, or take, or take hold of, a thing. (TA) |
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-*~ 3. ($, L, K) Two stars, the most ap Milhán (S, K) the son of Kindneh, (S,) in a
proced of the *~, and therefore thus named, place on the shore of the sea, adjacent to Juddeh.

resembling Gl." Jax… [app. a mistake for 3.
10. 4: …! He deemed it, or reckoned it, &Júl, or some other J.R.", not of the Mansions of
fortunate, auspicious, or lucky. (K.) You say, the Moon,] in the time of their [auroral] rising;
cº; £5% Jax…' He deemed, or reckoned, the (Ibn-Kunáseh;) the star [8] nhich is on the left
sight f such a one fortunate, auspicious, or lucky. shoulder-joint
of Aquarius, together nith the star
(S.) - He became fortunate by means of him, [8] in the tail of Capricornus; [the Twenty
or it. (M.A.) - He sought good fortune by fourth Mansion of the Moon :] (Kzw, descr. of
means of him, or it. (M.A.) - [And *~! Aquarius:) or a certain solitary bright star :
He desired, or demanded, his aid or assistance:
for] 3:1 also signifies the desiring, or demand and à: (see #:- in art. Us:-)] Three stars, not
ing, aid or assistance [of another]. (KL.)
in the track of the other **, but declining from
J. an inf n. of 3-, (Msb) or of **, it [a little], in, or respecting, which there is a
(MA) or of both: (TA) and of 34. (K, discordance; they are neither very obscure nor

($)–:914-- (S.L.K)[also called #9

(TA.) A poet says,
*

*

, e.

©e

6

•

&

*

6

-

o

e =

3-2- 5 --> S -- J-2
6 s

>*

w •

J. & e

•

•

*

* } &#9 --> 3

*

[And is Saad aught but a mass of rock in a
desert tract of the earth, not inviting to error
mor to a right course?]. (S, T.A.) Hudheyl is

said to have worshipped it in the Time of Igno
l'ance.

(TA)-2'- +: is

as meaning

metonymically used

: The cirginity, or hymen, of a girl or
6o-

of

6 o' - a

woman. (TA)—"...a…' …i, meaning ! Is

it a thing liked or a thing disliked? (S, A, K,)
is a prov., (S, A,) which [is said to have] origi
nated from the fact that Saad and So’eyd, [the
TA:) [and also used as a simple subst.:J see very bright; and are thus called because, when latter name erroneously written in some copies of
they rise [aurorally], the venomous or noxious
#: [with which it is syn.]: and see also iss: reptiles of the earth, such as scorpions and ser the S and K *...] the two sons of Dabbeh the
[with which it is likewise syn]; i, q &# (S, pents, come forth from their holes; (Ibn-Kuná son of Udd, went forth (S, K, TA) to seek some
A.) – It is also an inf. n. used as an epithet, seh;) [and this observation is just; for this camels belonging to them, (TA,) and Saad re
i. e. Prosperous, fortunate, auspicious, or lucky, asterism, about the commencement of the era of turned, but So’eyd was lost, and his name became
applied to a day, and to a star or an asterism [&c.: the Flight, rose aurorally, in Central Arabia, on regarded as unlucky: (S, K, TA:) Dabbeh used
so that it may be used alike as masc. and fem. the 24th of February, O.S., after the end of the to say this when he saw a dark object in the
and sing and pl.: but it is also used as originally cold season: see ><ill Jú, in art. U} :] or it night: and hence it is said in allusion to care for
an epithet, forming its fem; with 3; and in this consists of three stars, like the three stones upon one's relation; and in inquiring whether a good
or an evil event have happened. (TA.) [The
case it has for pl. of mult. 3,4- and pl. of pauc.
6 * of
o “ . . .” -.
which the cooking-pot is placed, with a fourth
saying
may also be rendered, Is it a fortunate
33.1]: you say *- A32, as well as
"A32 [in belon, one of them; (S;) the star [y] that is on
4* : * ~ * >
the right arm, together with the three stars [ć, n, thing or a little fortunate thing?] – 4:4:4, in
6 de

-

6 o' -

6 o'e

which it is used as a subst.]; and - -->3' :
al-J, in which i: is like and T,] on the right hand of Aquarius: so called
because, when it rises [aurorally], the venomous
#3: as fem. of:- (L.)-[Hence,]
or noxious reptiles that have hidden themselves
is an appellation of The two plant, Venus and
beneath the ground by reason of the cold appear:
Mercury: like as [the contr.] cl: is applied (Kzw, descr. of Aquarius; [in some copies, incor
to Saturn and Mars.
TA in art. rectly, for “that have hidden themselves,” &c.,
U--5.)- And [hence, also,] - is an appella “hide themselves beneath the ground by reason
tion given to Each of ten asterisms, (§, L., K.) of the cold:”]) it is said that the .xx. is one star,
four of which are in the signs of Capricornus the brightest of four, the other three of which are
and Aquarius, (S, L.), and are Mansions of the obscure; and it is [correctly] said to be called
Moon; pl. [of mult..] 33- (S, L, K) and ~ ; thus because, when it rises [aurorally], the veno
but the former is the more known, and more mous or noxious reptiles that are hidden beneath
agreeable with analogy; and pl. of pauc. 3:í. the ground come forth: it is the Twenty-fifth
• O -

6- d -

and IJ mentions is:

cl:

(Ibn 'Abbād,

Mansion of the Moon: (Kzw, descr. of the Man

4:3:

the saying

3. : 1,

signifies Aiding Thee

after ailing [i.e. time after time], syn. 'st:
2: 3: 4 (ISk, T, S, L. K.) or aiding The
and then aiding: (Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà, L:) or
aiding thy cause after aiding [i. e. time after
time]: (T, L:) and hence it is in the dual

number: (IAth, L:) El-Jarmee says that it has
no sing.; and Fr says the same of it, and also of
~, ea 2

.. .

.

-

<!-- : it is in the accus. case as an inf. n. governed
by a verb understood. (L.) It occurs in the form
of words preceding the recitation of the
Opening
• o- - ca
Chapter of the Kur-án in prayer,

*::::

*J

<! J:#; &: &##~5 [meaning I n'ait

(L:) they are distinguished by the* following
, is
sions of the Moon:)-the following are the other intent upon thy service, or upon obedience to Thee,
-

nameS

.

* @ -

:--'3" 3.x., (§, L, K,) [or C'."

See art.

6 o' --

*A*,

22*., which are not Mansions of the Moon: (S, time after time, and upon aiding thy cause time

*5,] Trvo stars near together, one of

after time; and good is before Thee, and evil is
accord, to Ideler, as is said in Freytag's Lex., in not imputable to Thee]. (L, T.A.) = Also The
third part of the a. [or pore] (K, TA) of a
shirt:
(TA:) [the dim.] * 3: signifies the
The two stars [a and o?] on the right shoulder of
fourth part thereof. (K, T.A.)
Aquarius: (KZw :)-A-31 3. (S, L, K) The
tno stars [e and 62] on the head of Pegasus:
3: and W ess: A certain kind of perfume,
(Kzw: [but in the copies of his work the name
(S, K,) well known: (K:) or the former is pl. of
is written...:” 3:) —A." 4. (S, L, K) W £, [or rather a coll, gen, n. of which is:
The two stars [ć and 31?] on the neck of Pe is the n. un.,] and this last is [the name of] a

which is called 2-l.jji because with it is a small

obscure star, almost close to it, and it seems as

though the former were about to slaughter it;
and -ijJi is a little brighter than it; (Ibn
Kunáseh;) they are the two stars [a and 8] which

are in one of the horns of Capricornus; so called

L. K.)–5-0... (§, L, K) (Trostars, situate,

the tail of Capricornus] – 9:13:... (S. L. K.)

because of the small adjacent star, which is said
to be the sheep (31%) of 2-'5!!, which he is about
to slaughter; the Twenty-second Mansion f the gasus: (Kzw:) &" 3: (S, L, K) The two
certain kind of sneet-smelling root; it is a rhi
Moon: (Kzw:) [see also art. C: J- x: ...
stars near together [u and A?] in the breast of 2O7720, (*#), round, black, hard, like a knot;
(S, L, K) Two obscure stars, lying obliquely, of
which forms an ingredient in perfumes and medi
which Aboo-Yahyà says, the Arabs asser that:y Pegasus: (Kzw:)-xk: : (S. L. K.) The cines: (AHn:) and "essú. is the name. of its
two
stars
[n
and
o?]
on
the
right
[or
left?]
knee
of
rose [at dawn] when God said, 9:13 Us" Jä, le

Pegasus: (Kzw, but there called "...” 3:)

plant; (Lth, AHn;) and its pl. is −122\x. :

[Kur xi. 46]; and said to be thus called because —each - of these six consists of two stars: (AHn ').9r the "... is a certain plant having a
one of them seems as though about to swallow

the other, on account of its nearness to it: (Ibn
Kunáseh:) or three stars [app. e and a with the
star of the same magnitude next to them on the
north] on [or rather near] the left hand of Aqua
rius; [the Twenty-third Mansion of the Moon:]
(Kzw, descr. of Aquarius:) (See also art. & :]

between every two stars, as viewed by the eye, is
[said to be] a distance of a cubit,
(S, L,)
or about a cubit; (K;) [but this is not correct;]
and they are disposed in regular order. (S, L.)
- It is also the name of A certain object of
idolatrous n.orship that belonged to the sons of

(8%)

root (U.21) beneath the ground, black, and of
sweet odour: and the " cast: is another plant:

(Az:) [in the present day, the former of these
tWO names

(**) is applied to a species of cyperus:

a species thereof is termed by Forskål (in his
Flora Aegypt. Arab, pp. lx, and 14,) cyperus
172
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*A*

complanatus; and he writes its Arabic name neath, (A, K,) next the ground; (S;) also called pilgrimage, (K, TA,) at [Mount] Ohod, in the
“saead” and “saeaed:”] it has a wonderful effi ājū. (K in art. -->.) - And The knot Time of Ignorance. (TA.)
• * > .
cacy applied to ulcers, or sores, that heal with beneath the scale of a balance: (K,” TA:) the
6.- : * d.d

•

difficulty. (K.)

knots beneath the scale of a balance (S, A) are

* *

U$20- : see .xx...", in three places.

called its -03:... (A)—And the pl., &ü13:4,

#~~ A sort of garments of the kind called

Things in the loner parts of the [tendons, or
#3: see : [of which it is the n, un.].
sinen's, called] ***, resembling nails ( Jūki).
go
de
ag-As- *::: Coats of mail of the fabric of a ($, K.) - Also the sing., The callous protu
berance upon the breast of the camel, (S, A, K,)
town called £1. (TA.)
upon which he rests when he lies donn: (A, TA:)
ol.xx..., in which the Ü is an augmentative so called because of its roundness. (TA.) – And
letter, because there is not in the language any The anus: (K:) or the sphincter thereof. (TA.)

25%, if the fabric of El-Yemen: (§, K.) app.

3: A certain sort of dates. (K, T.A.)
6 * d tº

6

6 d.

-

-

* > *

J%:

word of the measure

#

•

except

Júj-

and

so called in relation to the mountains of Benoo
Sa’eed. (TA)- And #2- âi- [A certain
hind of dress]: so called in relation to Sa’eed Ibn

El-'As, whom, when a boy, or young man, the
Prophet clad with a al-, the kind of which was

- And The part of the vulva of a mare nhere thence thus named. (Har. p. 596.)

unless it is of the reduplicative class, (S,) the ceretrum enters. (TA)= Also A pigeon:

A certain plant, (S, K,) growing in the plain, or or #14:1
soft, tracts, (TA,) one of the best hinds of the (K,” TA.)

pastures of camels, (S, K,) as long as it continues
fresh; (TA;) having [a head of] prickles, (T,
S, K,) called cl: £-, (T, S,) to which the
mipple [or the areola] of a woman's breast is

likened: (S,K: [see #14:3, below:]) the Arabs

set. The fore arm ( 93) of a man; (K;) the
is the name of a certain pigeon. part of the arm from the wrist to the elbon; (T,

L;) or from elbon to the hand: (Mgh, Mgb:) so
called
because it aids the hand in seizing a thing
3-, applied to a man, (S, Msb,) Prosperous, (T, Mgb)
or taking it (T) and in work: (Msb:)
fortunate, happy, or in a state of felicity; (T, S, or it signifies, (S,) or signifies also, (Mgb,) the
A, Msb, K;) with respect to religion and with upper arm, or upper half of the arm, from the
respect to worldly things; (Mgb;) as also V 3,4- : elbon to the shoulder-blade, syn. 344, [q.v.,]
(A, K.) or the latter signifies, (T, S, Mgb,) or (S, Msb,) of a man: (S:) [and in like manner,
signifies also, (K,) and so may the former signify, of a beast, both the fore shank and the arm :] in
(T, TA,) rendered prosperous, fortunate, happy, some one or more of the dialects, the upper of the
or in a state offelicity, by God; (T, S, Msb, K;)
cá [which may mean either the upper arm or
irregularly derived from £i, (S, K," MF) the radius]; the 8% being the lower of them
or regularly from *: (T, Msb:) one should

say that the camels that yield the sweetest milk
are those that eat this plant: (TA:) and they
fatten upon it: (Az, TA:) it is of the kind of
plants called >i [pl. of
meaning slender,
and succulent or soft or sneet], dust-coloured, and
[which may mean either the “fore arm” or the
sneet, and eaten by everything that is not large,
[as well as by camels,] and it is one of the most not say Ja-6: (S, K:) fem. of the former [and “ulna”]: (L, TA:) of the masc. gender: (Mgb:)
wholesome kinds of pasture: (AHn, TA:) it is a latter] with 3: (TA:) pl. of the former #34,

#.

pl. 32%. (T, Mgh, Mab, T.A.) One says,

herb, or leguminous plant, having a round fruit (A, MSb, TA) and, accord to Lh, 323s and 49et. & # 33 and
[May God
with a prichly face, which, when it dries, falls 3-i, but ISd says, I know not whether he
strengthen thy fore arm and did thee, and your
upon the ground on its back, and when a person mean [of] the [proper] name or of the epithet;
fore arms and aid you]. (A, TA.) - And
walking treads upon it, the prickles wound his but
as pl. of :- is anomalous: (TA:) hence, [A kind of armlet;] a thing that is worn
foot: it is one of the best of their pastures in the
days of the & and sneetens the milk of the the pl. of "3,4- is [3,3,4- and] ...et. upon the fore arm, of iron or brass or gold.
camels that feed upon it; for it is sneet as long (A, TA.) = Also A * [i.e. river, or rivulet, or (Mgh.)—[Hence also,] 'u'll lieu + The two

X42%.

320i

as it continues fresh; and in this state men such canal of running water,] (K, TA) that irrigates

wings of the bird. (S. K.)–And sei: The

the land in the parts adjacent to it, when it is anterior, or primary, feathers of the wing: so in
it and eat it: (Az, L:) the n, un, is with 5. appropriated
thereto: or a small* : the 2: for
(TA.) Hence the prov., cl: S; J:
the phrase, *:: *** [A bird strong
[Pasture, but not like the Ül.xx...]: (S, K:) said irrigation of a tract of seed-produce: pl. J.R.". in the anterior, or primary, feathers of the wing].
of a thing possessing excellence, but surpassed in (TA.)
(A, TA) - Also the sing., + A chief, upon
excellence by another thing; or of a thing that

excels other things of the like kind. (TA.)
Also The prickles of the palm-tree. (AHn, TA.)
•

• &

6d > /

*Ae:Red : See

**,

[of which it is the dim.,] in whom people rely. (TA) - And the pl.,

3e3",

! The channels in which water runs to a river or

the last quarter of the paragraph, in two places.
small river (23), (S, A, K,) or to a sea or large

P

cyl-, like

3-, is a name for st:S

#: an infn of 3-4 (MA, TA) and of 3-4, river (2-3); (AA, S, KS) the sing said by AA

[inf n. of 4, and, like Öla--, invariable, being (TA,) or a simple subst, (Msb,) Prosperity, to be 3-0. without 3: or this latter signifies a
put in the accus. case in the manner of an inf. n.]: good fortune, happiness, or felicity, of a man; channel in which water runs to a valley, and to a
one says,

31: <--, meaning &lt; *: (S, Msb, K.) contr. of #i8; ($, Meb, K.)

[i. e. I declare, or celebrate, or

extol, his (i.

e.

sea or large river (2-): or the channel in which
with respect to religion and with respect to worldly a large river (2-) runs to small rivers ( Aft).

God's) remoteness, or freedom, from every im things: (Mab3) [and so "... used as a simple
Perfection, or impurity, &c., (see art. 2--",) and subst.:] it is of two kinds; #
[relating to
I render Him obedience, or aid his cause]. (K, the world to come] and #s's [relating to the
TA.)
present world]; and the latter is of three kinds;

#

s=

• d =

6

e o e

âl- n, un, of Ulaa-.

**

the ducts through n'hich runs the marrow in a

bone. (§, K.)- And #The ducts (AA, A, TA)

* > *

:

(L.) And t The places from which issues the
water of a well: the channels of the springs
thereof. (L.) - Also t The medullary cavities;

#3:

[relating to the soul] and
[relating to in the udder (A, TA) from nuhich the milk comes
*:: The nipple of a woman's breast; as being the body] and #~4. [relating to external cir (AA, A, TA) to the orifice of the teat; as being
iikened to the [head of] prickles of the plant cumstances]. (Er-Raghib, TA in art. 2:...) [See likened to the Act:- of the 4- : (AA, TA:) the
-as of the udder: (A5, TA :) or Set- signifies
called cl:, as mentioned above: (S, K:) or also what next follows.]
-

es: #1:,

(TA)- 45

i.e. the blackness [or areola]

6*

* *

323s. Prosperousness, fortunateness, auspi
around the nipple : (A:) or the part surrounding
ciousness, or luchiness, (S, L,) of a day, and of a
the s: [here meaning nipple], like the whirl

star or an asterism [&c.]; (L;) [as also " 3.

of a spindle. (TA)—[Hence likewise,] #14: used as a simple subst.;] contr. of is-á.

the orifice of a she camel's teat, from which the
milk issues: and 33. set, a duct by nihich the
milk descends to the she camers udder, and in
like manner set. signifies a duct that conveys

(S, L.)

the milk to a woman's breast or nipple. (TA.)
signifies also The knot of the &: [or apper
tenance that passes between tro of the toes and #: A temple to which the Arabs (K, TA) -*s- 25 3: means f An affair having several
through the sole] of the sandal, (S, A, K,) be of the tribe of Rabeea (TA) used to perform modes, or manners, [in which it may be per
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*** -/*

ää * t The she-camel was quick,

formed,] and several ways of egress therefrom.

- And

(A, TA.)

or snift, in her going. (TA.) [See also

iseu. The bone of the shank. (TA)- And

below.]

J%-3

&# #! ë,

in verse 24, may mean
in

punishment arising from what would necessarily
befall us: or, accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh, it means,

piece of wood, (K, TA,) set up, (TA,) that

A.

*

3%, # verily we should in that case be in error, and

2: see 1, in four places. = 9:- [from *-], in a state that would inflame and excite us.
holds the pulley. (K, TA.) = $320, is a name
($gh, Msb) inf n. *-ā; (Mab3) and "%-"; (TA) - Also t Hunger; and so **:: (Fr,
of The lion : (S, K:) imperfectly decl., like ($gh, Msb;) He assigned to it a known and K, TA:) or the former signifies vehemence of
i-Ci (TA)
Jired price: (Msb:) or he declared its current desire for flesh-meat: (K, TA:) and 7 the latter,
* * of
price, or the rate at which it should be sold. vehemence of hunger: (S:) or the burning of
Jax-1 [More, and most, prosperous or fortunate
hunger: (TA:) and the burning of thirst. (A.)
or happy; an epithet applied to a man:] masc. ($gh.) Andź *~, (A, TA,) inf. n. as above; – And t A disease, such as the mange, or scab,
(S3) and Low "Ax-l; (A;) He (a governor, A)
of us: (S. K.) but IJ says that us: as fixed the amount of the prices of provisions &c. that is transitive from one to another; or the
an epithet has not been heard. (TA.) = Also A for them; (S, TA;) the doing of which is not transition of the mange, or scab, or other disease,
[cracking of the skin, such as is termed] &#, allowable. (TA.)- And I>, inf n. as above; from one to another; syn. ess: (K. [See 1.])
resembling mange, or scab, that happens to a and "bra-l; They agreed as to a price,
camel, and in consequence of n:hich he becomes at which a thing should be sold. (K.)

or rate

decrepit, (K, TA,) and weak. (TA.)
6

y o *

s

so

> The current price, or rate, ". rvhich

a

thing is to be sold: (MA, K:) pl. lx.l. (S, A,
[3. 9- app. signifies + He acted with him, Msb, K.) One says, X- 4, meaning It is ex
or it, like one mad, or like a mad dog; for, ceedingly valuable: and X- 4 U-3. It is exceed
accord. to Et-Tebreezee, (Ham p. 785,) it is from
X- as an epithet applied to a dog, meaning ingly cheap. (Mgb.)

*

33-2 : see x-a-, in two places.

• de

Jā

6 * *

1. #3%, (S, A, Msh, K) aor. *, (Mab, K.)

“mad.”]

** 6

p.

7- : see 3×w.

inf n. *; (Mab3) and "tax-1, (A, Msb, K.)

***

- - - of

4: see 1, in four places. - 5.5 U-1, said of 3- t Mad, insane, or possessed by a demon:
a
wild
animal, means t He excited and annoyed (K:) and so * 52*...* applied to a she-camel:
> 3; (TA;) or the last has an intensive significa
us
by
leaping,
or bounding. (TA, from a trad.) (S:) or the latter, so applied, that will not remain
tion; (S;) Helighted, or kindled, the fire; or made
*=
See
also
2,
in
three places.
still; from x., meaning “madness, or insanity,
it to burn, to burn up, to burn brightly or fiercely,
or demoniacal possession:” (Ham p. 785:) [See
5:
see
the
next
paragraph.
to blaze, or to flame; syn. tsassi, (Msb, K.) or

inf: #:15 (Msbi) and *w-, (A, K.) infn.

6*

*

6 s

f

-

6 - d.

to: and # (S.A.) In the Kurlaxxi. 12,
and others, * 3:,
latter has an intensive signification. (S.)
some read

*::

* d >

6

•

*

*

*

also: the pl. of:- is us:... (K.)

8. #1 ---, (S, A, MS,K) and "--,
© a p

*c >

which

.

(S, A, K,) [but the latter, app., has an intensive 2- : see 's.', in two places.
And signification,] The fire burned; or burned up,
3āl * He stirred the fire neith a *. (TA.) burned brightly or fiercely, blazed, or flamed. #: +A cough: (O, K:) or a sharp cough;
- [Hence,] -->Ji ,-, (§, K.) aor. as above, (S, A, Msh, K)—[Hence]−3-1->-1: The as also "5*. (IAar, TA)- And t The begin
6.e.

*

(K,) and so the inf n. ; (TA;) and "tex-A, and war [raged like fire, or] spread. (K, TA.) And ning of an affair or a case; and the newness
thereof: (K, TA:) in some copies of the K,
* u,...; (K;) : He hindled war; (K, TA;) in like manner, (TA,) # 4x:...' f The evil, or
aj.xe- is erroneously put for 33- (TA.)
excited, or provoked, it. (S, TA.) And b: mischiff, [raged, or] spread. (K, T.A.) - And
-j-" 30 ! [They kindled, or excited, the fire of Jesail-l, (S, A, K.) or ~~\,(TA) :The #: A colour inclining to blackness, (S, TA,)
4 * *

near]. (A.)-[Hence also,]

#:- ! [Evil, or

thieves, or robbers, put themselves in motion, (K,

*

a little above what is termed #23

; as also

*}<.

TA,) for mischief, (TA,) as though they were set
mischief, excited them, or inflamed them]. (A.)
And

* c. *

! [He excited, or inflamed, onfire. (S. K.TA)- And U

3-1 -

6

*" ! The mange, or scab, began in the armpits
against his people]. (A.) - And 53

2%

! He did extensive evil, or mischief, to them :
(ISk, S, TA:*) or he did evil, or mischief, to

(TA.)
* * *

c)))'s... [an inf. n.] Wehemence of running. (O,

and the groins or similar parts (AA, S, A," K) K.) [See 1, last signification.]

and the lips (S) of the camels. (AA, S, A, K.)–
* Jé. es' J-5 Ax-l + The people ate

# (S, K) and "#" (K) + Daybreak.

And

them generally, or in common; as also "L.A.--!,

(K.) - And

+The rays of the sun entering an

and "...ex-; (TA) or one should not say "L.A.-l.
(ISk, S, TA)- AndJ:0.40% + We burned
and pained them [or inflicted upon them burning
pain] with arron's. (S.) - And J.' 3-,

the fresh ripe dates in every direction, and ob aperture of a house or chamber: (K," TA:) or
tained them; like
(Aboo-Yoosuf, T.A.) the motes that are seen in the rays of the sun

as above, (K,) and so the inf n., (TA,) t He (a

cated in the S:]

aOI".

£).

(Az, S, TA) when they fall into a chamber, moving
3:... Use, t A vehement shooting or throning: to and fro. (Az, T.A.)
6 de

Q

& e

(A:) [or a burning, painful shooting; as is indi
one says # &#3 * 34

6e

» d is

5,2,.… : see the next preceding paragraph.

camel, TK) communicated to the [other] camels
Leys t [a smiting that cleaves off a piece of
his mange, or scab. (KTA)- And **, (S, X.
flesh, and a piercing inflicted with extraordinary

jú. The heat (S, K) of fire; (S;) as also
A,) inf n. jux, (TA,) t He (a man) was smitten force, and a burning, painful shooting]. (S.) It *::: (K:) and 1 of night. (A.) - See also
by the [hot wind called] es: (S, A) And is said in a trad. of 'Alee, 5: b% 5: b%-3. X*, in two places. – Also t Evil, or mischief:

! He (a man) was, or became, vehemently hungry +[Smite ye so as to cleave off a piece ofJiesh, so in the saying, *. &- J.C.At 5 [Men will
and thirsty. (TA.) And t He was, or became, and] shoot ye quickly: the shooting being thus not sleep by reason of his evil, or mischief], oc
mad,
or a demoniac.
curring in a trad. (TA.)
also, insane,
#. L:L'A' (M.A.)
&- +-I You
madesay
a likened to the burning of fire. (TA.)
•

+ A she-camel quick, or snift, in her
going.
(TA.)
[See 1, last signification.]
plishment of my want. (S.) And *- C -9, or demoniacal possession; (K;) as also "X*. .
(S, K:) so V the latter is expl. by AAF as used X- Lighted, or kindled; or made to burn,
i. e. 43% 33,45 + [app. meaning Inill assuredly
in the Kur liv. 47: and so it is expl. as used in burn up, burn brightly or fiercely, blaze, or
practise circumvention like his practising thereof]. verse 24 of the same chap.: (TA:) or it signifies
(Fr, O, K.) - And J.' J: 34, inf n, as in the former, (S) or in the latter, (TA) + fa flame: (K, TA:) of the measure Jesé in the
above, t He journeyed throughout the night with tigue, or neariness, or distress, or affliction, and sense of the measure J*: (TA:) [and thus]
say Jü
the camels, or beasts, used for riding. (ISk, T.A.) punishment: (Fr, $, TA:) or, accord. to Az, similar to Jax and &2- : for you172*
circuit during the day, or to-day, for
the *accom
4- o •
~ * of ~

}: seeks. - [Hence,]+ Madness, insanity,
:

6

* *

6 p. p.

6

6

•

•

6

-

-

6

-

-*
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J*- - -ás

***

+ 3% and
smitten by the [hot wind called] >>. (S, A.) (AHn.) And you say,
[He, or it, is sweet in odour, but the
kindled, or made to burn ye., with other fire. - And I Wehemently hungry and thirsty: (TA:) W
(Lh, T.A.)- Also Fire (S, K) itself; (S;) and eager for food, even though his belly be full; latter is perhaps a mistranscription, for *:I].

'#34. (Akh, S.) or - A signifies fire

*:
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so W535u and 75%u.: (K:) or [so in the TA, (K;) and, it is said, for drink also. (TA.) (TA.)- The dregs, lees, or sediment, of wine.
but in the K“and,”] its flame; (K;) as also See also:-.
($, K.)- The cit [or ben]: (K:) the oil there
W

(TA.) =::1:

#3: and **u.

see what

*: [a pl. of which the sing., if it have one,
is probably *::..] + The armpits, and the

next follows.

of: (IB, K:) the oil of mustard: (K:)

and the

oil of the G.55 [or jasmine]. (TA.) = I. q.

groins or similar parts, (S, A, K,) and the lips, [pass, part. n. of 4, q.v.]. (TA.)

3:1, (O, K,) and **:1, (S,) or the latter (S,) of camels. (S, A, K.)
is a mistake, (0, TA) A certain idol, (§, K.)
s

belonging peculiarly to [the tribe of] 'Anazeh.
(Ibn-El-Kelbee, S.) [See an ex. in a verse cited

• *

*::: see the next preceding paragraph.
is: see is:

6 - d.

wel-e: see A-2, last sentence.

6 * d y

*::, (S, Msh, K) and £2, (Lth, K) the

in art. 3-2.]

las

former an instance of the instr. m. with damm,
6-

6.- d -

•

3yes- : see 3×.
6
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J**l- :

(S, Msb, TA,) which is extr., (Msb, TA,) like

1: see what next follows.

•

see yes-, in two places. - Also A sort
2

of fire-place, or oven,

(3,5, K, TA,)

dug in the

ground, in which bread is baked. (TA.) = And
The chief of the Christians in the knowledge of
medicine (K, TA) and of the instruments thereof:
[said to be] originally £240, a Syriac word,
meaning the investigator of the cases of the
diseased. (TA.)

J: &c., (TA,) The thing, (K,) or vessel, or
4. Ala--, (S) or #33 al-', (AA, IDrd, Mgh, receptacle, (S, Msb,) into which *** is put, (S,
Msb, K,) He poured, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or intro
Msb, K,) and from which it is poured into the
duced, (K,) medicine into his (a man's, S) nose;
nose. (K.)
(S, Mgh, Msb, K;) as also V *..., aor. 4 and *,
(K,) the former of which, namely 4, is the more
approved, inf. n. *~. (TA.) Both are also

written with U2. (K and TA in art. lax.o.) [Hence,]
al- ! He pierced him in his

&

•

*
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1 <l-, *: see 4 =:: ***, (S.T.A.)
-

inf n -i-, (S. K.) His hand became cracked

nose with the spear: ('Eyn, K:) or it is like
the nails; ($, K, TA;) as also <<.
#. meaning he pierced him in his breast, or around
* - of a
(S, TA)—itil -ā-, in the K, erroneously,
*~l, applied to a man, Of the colour termed chest, with the spear. (S.) - [Hence also,] -ā-, with damm, (TA) or #41 -i-, (ISk,
#: fem. #. (TA.)- And, so applied, ū al-' He took extraordinary pains in S.) The she camel, (K, TA) or he camel, (ISk,8.)
(TA,) Having little flesh, (K, TA,) lean, or lank making him to understand science, (K, TA,) and became affected with what is termed * -i-,
in the belly, (TA,) having the sinen's apparent, in repeating to him what he taught him. (TA.)
meaning a disease in the mouth, like mange, or
altered in colour or complexion, or emaciated,
8. lax...' He (a man, S) poured medicine into scab, in consequence of which the hair of the
(K, TA,) and slender. (TA.)
his (i.e. his on n) nose; or had it poured therein; *: [i. e. nose, or fore part of the nose,] falls
*-* The slender part of the tail of a camel. (S, Mgh;) or introduced it, or had it introduced, off, (ISk, S, K.) and the hair of the eyes: (ISk,
therein: (K:) the pass. form, lax…', is not S:) the like thereof in sheep or goats is termed
(K.)- See also jet.
allowable. (Mgh.)
*: (S:) accord. to IAar, it is not used in re
lation to he-camels; and A’Obeyd says the like:
X- and 'A- (§, K) The thing, (K) or
10. lax...' + He (a camel, TA) smelled the accord. to some, as AZ says, it is allowable to use
wood, (S,) or instrument of iron or of nood, (TA,)
urine of the she-camel, (K,) or somen'hat thereof, it in relation to he-camels; (TA;) but it is rarely
with which a fire is stirred [or made to burn or
**

*

>

6

-

323s": see yes-, in two places.

* > d >

-

(TA,) and it, (K,) or some of it, (TA,) entered

burn up &c.]: (S," K," TA:) pl. (of the former,

A) #4 (A, TA) and [of the latter] ...et.
•

*~ 0

(TA.)-Hence one says of a man, -j
! Verily he is one who makes the fire of

* **

a}}
s

war to

into his nose; (K;) then he covered her, and thus used. (K, TA)--i-, (S. K.) like &#,
(K,) said of a boy, He became affected with the
failed not to impregnate. (TA.)
pustules termed aās- [q.v.]. (S, K.)
#3-, ii. A single introduction of medicine
2. -: The mixing of musk and the like

rage; (S, A, K, TA;) a stirrer of the fire of into the nose; as also 5-12 " isú-l. (Lth, K.) with aromatic perfumes (K, TA) and sneet

*:: see **, in four places.

war. (TA)—Also the former, (...), Hong;

scented oils. (TA.) One says,

&#

es'

-:

(AA, S, K;) applied to a neck (K) or some other
[Mic thou for me my oil with aromatic per
** Medicine that is poured, (S, Mgh, Msb) fumes]. (ISh, T.A.)
thing: (TA:) or strong. (As, K.)- And, ap
plied to a dog, t Mad. (Hamp. 785.) [See also or introduced, (K,) into the nose; (S, Mgh, Msb,
3. *-, (K, TA) inf n. *sū, (§, TA)
[an errhine;] as also ** ; (Lh, K;)
*...] –3:" as an epithet applied to a horse K;)
which is thought.by ISd, to be an instance of as He aided, assisted, or helped him; [like 4:ii)
means & 3: S;
% &: s: [i.e.,
similation [like by-2 for lo!)-J such as Sb men or [so accord. to the K, but accord. to the S
app., That makes his legs to fall spread apart, tions. (TA)- Also Sweat. (TA)
“and,”] agreed, or complied, with him, (S," K,
and that has no leaping with his legs put together]:
TA,) to perform an affair, (TA,) acting tonards
(K:) or, in the words of AO, [and so in the O,]
**: see the next paragraph, in two places. him with reciprocal purity, or sincerity, of love,
or affection, and aiding, assisting, or helping,
4.3%
U4-ill [app. whose legs thou makest
*- Sneet, or pleasant, odour, of wine and with him, (K, TA,) well. (TA.) - [Hence,]
• *.*.*.*

J. e.

•

&:

Jºe

-© e

to fall &c.]: (TA:) [in the CK, a £2 N2,
which is, I doubt not, a mistake: and in the TA
* -

J

- d

-

6 Ö.

the

like,

or of anything: (A’Obeyd, K:) and

sharpness, or pungency, of odour; as also " *::

is added, 23%. 8: ...}, J.,in which.J.,

(K;) the former, [for instance,] of mustard, (ISk,)

is evidently a mistranscription for 345, referring
to 24, which is well known as meaning −3,

and so "the latter, and likewise ***. (TA:)

* Q

-** 8:*:] and **u.
(AO.)

•

See its

(#3)

ael- t[Worldly prosperity aided

him]. (A, TA.)

and a: " … signifies the odour of musk.
signifies the same. (Fr.) A rājiz says, describing camels and their thing, TA) dren near, or approached: (K, TA:)
milk,
and 2: -ā- it drew mear, or approached, to

jū- : see the next preceding paragraph.
}*::
syn.:- -[Hence,] A man
* 6 e

**- ; His fortune aided him, and in like
manner,

4 -i-, (K) inf n. Jú (TA) It (a

•3
*

* >w •

63

0 °

"leta.J. A.J. A.-as-

him, or it. (TA)-4 -ā- It (an object of
*

the chase) became within his poner, or reach.
Jäx…' He tended, repaired, or betook
[That eat the plants called .*.*. sneet in odour]. (K)-

<!
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him:lf.

to, or tonards, him, or it. (TA) alopecial, which occasions baldness; and W &.
4. al-' It [made him to cough, or] occasioned
alal Jax. He came to his family; syn. Xi. is a dial. var. thereof in this last sense. (TA.)
him a coughing. (TA.) = And + He, or it,
(K) [And in a similar sense the verb is trans.
made him, or pronounced him, to be like the *S*
#: n, un of Cix. [q.v.] (S, Mgh, MSb.)
without a particle, as will be shown by the last
[q.v.]. (O, T.A.)- And t He, (a man, K, TA)
See also the next preceding paragraph.
=
sentence of this paragra
* - - -

ph]=:

I aided,

and it, (pasture, or herbage, O, TA,) rendered

assisted, or helped, him to perform his affair.

Jú. A cracking, and scaling off, around the him (a horse, TA) brish, lively, or sprightly;

(Msb. [See also 8) – And <--> *-1, (S, nail: (TA:) or a cracking at the root of the
Msb, K,”) inf. n. -*ta-1, (Msb,) He performed, nail. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.) [See 1.]
or accomplished, for him the object of his want;
-3,4- Large [drinking-cups or bonyls such as

(o, K, TA) as also &# (o, TA)

10. <-ka-i t She (a woman) became a *S*-,
very clamorous, and foul-tongued; (S, O3)
i.e.,
(S, MSb, K.) as also a "4:3, (Ibn-'Abbād, are called]
(IAar, K.) - And The goods, or like a *, (K, TA,) in badness, wickedness,
K,"TA,) aor. *, (K,) inf n. -i-. (TA)
or furniture and utensils, of a tent or house, (S, or guile, and clamorousness and foulness
,
of tongue:
It is said in a trad, thus related, &: 3 - ? - £es

cú.

TA,) and its carpets or the like:

or, as some say,
tax-e Le Us:#2-4, meaning [Fátimeh is a part particularly such as are held in little estimation, (TA) similar to <-, and to *-i- said of a
man, &c. (AZ, TA.)

of me:] that betides, or happens to, [or affects,] as the [drinking-vessel called] 2% and the bucket,
me which betides, or happens to, [or affects,] her. and the rope, and the like. (TA.)- [See also
J- Dry [dates of the bad sort termed] La2+.
(TA. [See another reading in art. &al.])
-i-, of which it is pl.] = Also The natural (IAar, O, K.)
-

-: A commodity; an article of merchandise. dispositions, (AA, IAar, K, TA,) generous and
other,

(o, K, TA.) One says, #4 -: * Verily it is

of men: (IAar, K, TA:) AA says, I have
J.-, applied to a horse, t Brisk, lively, or
not heard any sing, thereof. (TA.)
sprightly; like Jej. (AO, O, TA.)
-

a bad commodity. (O, T.A.)- And A man vile,
ci: A camel having the disease termed -ā
or mean, and despised in all his circumstances.
(AHeyth, O, K.)
(see 1): fem. ā-, applied to a she-camel: (ISk,

-i- Palm-branches,(Az, S, Msh, K) as long

S, K:) A’Obeyd mentions only the fem. epithet.

as they have the leaves upon them: when these (TA.)- Also A horse white, (S,"K,) or hoary,
are removed from them, called &*: (Mab3) or (S,) in the forelock, (S, K,) when there is some
other colour in it, different from the white:
the part [or parts] of
upon which (TA:) when the whole of
it is white, he is
leaves have grown : (S voce re-c:) or the leaves
of palm-branches, (Mgh, K, TA) of which are
Horses” by A.O. (TA.)
woven [baskets of the kind called] Jö (Mgh) or

palm-tranches

termed £i (S.T.A.) so in the “Book of

ceptacles called]JX- (pl. of #}, (TA) and

#- and "#. (S, O, K [app. thus, without
tenween, as a fem: noun, though * without
tenween is unusual,]) and "J" ($, O, TA)
The [kind of goblin, demon, devil, or jinnee,

called] J,á: (Ki) or the female of the J,4:
(Abu-l-Wefee El-Aarābee, TA in art. U24; and
Har p. 76:) or the worst, most nicked, or most

guilful, of the c3+ (pl. of J*]: (§, O.) or
-52s. A boy affected with the pustules
an enchantress of the jinn, or genii (Ki) pl. [of
termed
6

cºś (TA) (pl. of Jail, and [the similar re

•Ö

Usks. : see the next paragraph.

* d >
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aāx. [q.v.]. ($, K.)

the first]

Jú. [written

with the article

J:ll

fans [which are made in the form of small flags],

-iet- A place, (K,) and a place of alighting, (S, O, K). [and of the second &- and of the
(Mgh, TA,) and the like: (TA:) and sometimes
(TA,) near. (K, T.A.)
third ->''<>, which is said to signify the females
palm-branches themselves are thus called: (Mgh:)
accord. to Lth, (Mgh, TA,) such as have become
dry [of palm-branches] are mostly thus called;
the fresh [palm-branch] being called #3: (Mgh,

of the c3+. (TA)—[Hence] #- signifies

U

1 A very clamorous, foul-tongued, woman: (S,
1. J%, aor.....($, o, Mab, K) inf n. J.-- O, TA:) accord. to Aboo-'Adnán, a woman
K, TA:) sing, (S) or [rather] n. un., (Mgh, (S, O, K) and als., (K) or the latter of these foul in face, evil in disposition, is likened to the
Msb,) with 3: (S, Mgh, Msb:) which also signi is the inf. n., and the former is a simple subst., *- : but some of the Arabs say that the Arabs
fies a palm-tree itself; and its pl. is *~. (Msb,) [He coughed:] #: signifies [the having] do not apply the epithet #:- to any but an old

(TA.)-[Hence, as being likened to palm-leaves,] a motion whereby nature expels somen'hat hurt
The forelock of a horse: so in the saying of Imra ful from the lungs and the organs connected
el-Keys,
therenith: (Ibn-Seena, K, TA:) • wherefore the
3
22,292
©&
..
• 2 °f*
ducts of the lungs are called Uta-J -as [the
tubes of coughing, meaning the bronchial tubes,]
:-äx*-9 U-àbecause it [i. e. what is hurtful in the lungs] has
[And I ride, in war, or battle, a brisk, or an its exit by them. (TA.) One says, it: J: <!
agile, leaving mare, whose face a spreading fore #: [Verily he coughs with an abominable
./

* -

-

*

d

e o y

6 * >

•* > *

-

noman. (TA)- And [the pl.]

Júl signifies

! Horses; as being likened to what are [properly]
so termed. (TA.)- And [the same pl.]

Júl,

(K, TA) with kesr to the U, (TA,) [in the TK

-

J.")

J'il, and in

the CKW
signifies + A
certain plant, the leaves of which make [the
ulcers termed] −5: to discharge their contents,
lock has clad]: which shows that -às. [properly] coughing]. (TA) And al-- 4: [In him is a and dissolves them; and the fresh thereof remove
signifies the leaves [of a palm-branch]. (Az, TA.) coughing; i.e. he has a coughing, or cough]. the mange, or scab: it is a most excellent remedy
for the cough; [wherefore it is also called
* -3
- - - #2
* ~ *
• * ~5
[Jac. Schultens, as mentioned by Freytag, ex
Júl
(TA)
And
3:
J3:
The
4:
plains it as meaning A whiteness upon the fore
#:- (TK;)] and causes the erection
head of a horse: but this explanation is perhaps question, or petition, has choked thee, and con of the #3 to subside (#1449
Jiāş, K, TA,
conjectural, from the verse cited above..] = The sequently coughing has seized thee]. (TA) - for which we find in some copies of the K
paraphernalia (jū-) of a bride; pl. J.4. Hence the saying, 231 J4-3 * [He shot him,
-La:Sl U-#5); even the fumigating of oneself
(IAar, K.)- Anything good, goodly, or excel and he consequently coughed up blood]; i.e.,
there eith. (K)
thren
he
blood
[up]
from
his
chest.
(TA.)
=
lent, and consummate, such as a slave, or any
precious thing, or a house that one possesses. J-, aor. <, inf. n. J- ; accord. to the K, app.,
#:... see the next preceding paragraph.
(IAar, K.) = A species of fly: mentioned by a J%, aor.*, inf n. J-5 [and thus the pret. and
*

*

6 - © J.

J:

-

poet as smiting a lion. (IB,TA.)=See also 1.

inf. m. are written in the copies of the K;] but the
Jú: an infn of J< [Q. v.] (S, O, K.) or a
simple
subst. [meaning A cough]. (Mşb.)
former
is
the
right;
(TA;)
+
He
was,
or
became,
ääx. A certain disease, (Kr, TA) or pustules,
6.- d -

(S, K, TA,) caming forth upon the head (Kr, S,

brisk, lively, or sprightly; (K, TA;) like Jej,

K, TA) of a child, (S, K, TA,) and upon his face: inf n.

(K, TA:) said by AHát to be ~15 # [i.e.

J%.

below.])

(TA. [See the part, n.,

J.-,

* -3

6 - ©

us's-l. see 59-.

Je:

*z, *

[Coughing]. You say

Je

āşū, (O,
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K.) without 3, (O) meaning 4 she-camel having when a slave emancipated in part, and in part him [therein]. (§, TA) The inf n, itsu: signi.
**

*

a cough (o, K)—And J. J. * *

retained in slavery, labours and earns for the fies The n'alking, or going, quickly [&c., or rather
the striving, or contending, in doing so,] with any

[Verily he has a violent cough]. (O, K: ) a phrase completion of his release. (IAth, TA.) The
having an intensive meaning: (K:) by rule one saying, in the Kur (iii. 40),
5 & 39.5
*... means [There is nothing imputable to the
should say J: Jú.; but thus the Arabs said,
like as they said Jets J# and jets:: and man] but nhat he hath wrought, or done. (M5b.)
And &:1 * & ūš, in the same [xxxvii.
[in
poet cited
by Lth says Jet. 3.
(O.)like
–manner]
See alsoawhat
follows.
100], means And when he attained to working
• de

z -

one. (KL.) Hence the trad. of ’Alee, in dis
commendation of worldly enjoyments, talau. 3.

£50, meaning (#ú.
race with them, they

3.

[i. e. He who runs a

evade him, or escape his

pursuit]. (TA.) —i.e. also signifies One's

committing fornication with a female slave: and
J: The part of the fauces, or throat, which in his working. (TA.) - Also He superin a female slave's committing fornication with any
is the place of coughing : (S, Msb:) or [simply] tended, managed, or conducted, in his on n person, one: (KL:) you say, of a man, & and 3%, and
this is with a free woman and with a female
the fauces, or throat; as also " J-5 (K;) which the collection of the poor-rates; (K, TA;) he
latter is expl. by Az as meaning The mouth; went to exact them, and received them; (TA;) slave; but one says in the case of a female slave,
and the inf. n. in this case also is
(K, peculiarly, slau. 35 [He has committed forni
because with it one coughs. (TA.)
cation with her]; itsu: not being with any but
with female slaves: thus in a trad., &: fúl
** and -ss
neith him : or and n:hen he was able to assist him

#:
TA) or #~"J's J-,(S.M.) or J-4,

G-, (Msb,) he officiated in the exacting,
or receiving, or collecting, of the poor-rate. (S,"
inf n.

1. L-, *, J-4, in n. J. (S, Msh, K.

&c.) [and L5-2, agreeably with general analogy], Msb.) [And L. is trans, without a prep. as

:*-l L.

He walked, went, or went along, (Er-Rághib, meaning He exacted the poor-rate:] a poet says, isi LA-

Msb, K, TA,) quickly: (Er-Răghib, Mgh, TA:) (namely, 'Amr Ibn-'Adda, TA,)
this, accord. to Er-Rághib, is the primary signi
fication: and hence, #95 tà all

&: &:

[The
ex, a

tripping to and fro between Es-Safa and El
Marneh]: (TA:) and
es' J- [app.

*

© d >

•*

> *

:8%;

>*

: **** -s- as 3 -ás

*

*:

[He exacted the poor-rate of a year, and left not
meaning He tripped along, or he trudged along, in to us camels' fur, or goats' hair: then hon would
his walking]: (Msb:) [or] &: signifies the going

be the case if 'Amr had eracted the poor-rate of

along with vigorousness, and with lightness, activity, two years?]. (S)-c.5% * es' <- is said
or quickness. (Hamp. 665.)-He (a man, S) ran; when one rectifies, redresses, or reforms, the
syn. *; (IAar, S, K, TA;) or es:- by the
affair of such a one, or mars, vitiates, or perverts
former of which is meant [he went] a pace belon,
it, by his

* *

[or striving, or labouring; and

(Female slaves that committed forni.

cation in the Time of Ignorance]: and 3:

J%

&

[There was brought to 'Omar a

man who committed fornication with a female
slave]: (S, TA:") [and hence, slau.” 3% (oc
curring in the L, in art. --w, as mentioned by
IAar on the authority of Abu-l-Mekárim), mean
ing The offspring of fornication, begotten on a
slave:] or latcl.", (K, TA,) inf. n. as above,
(TA,) signifies [or rather signifies also] He
sought her for the purpose of fornication: (K,
[in which the context seems to indicate that it
relates to a female slave,] and TA:) accord. to
Th, relating to the free woman and the female
slave: it is also said that #3 itsu: signifies
The imposing upon the woman, by her on ner, an

what is termed #1 and above what is termed may be rendered I strove, or laboured, in respect
&#91. (IAar, TA)- I q. 3-a [as meaning of the affair of such a one, either to rectify, impost nihich she is to pay by means of [the gain
He repaired, or betook himself]. (K.) The redress, or reform, it, or to mar, vitiate, or per of] prostitution: and it is said in a trad. that
saying, in the Kur [lxii. 9],

£i *: &l #:

vert, it]: and

ūic, $4. 3:15, in

the Kur there shall be no stat... in El-Islām.

(TA.) =

xxii. 50 [and xxxiv. 5], means And they who [It is said in the TA in art &, that itsu- from

is expl. as meaning b&aits [Then repair ye to
prayer to God]: (TA:) or then go ye (1,4:3) strive, or labour, in respect of our signs, to mar, āsū) is like

to prayer. [to God]. (Jel) and Ibn-Mesood

read is:{3. (TA) or 5% all c: L-

ImeanS

He went to prayer, in any manner [i. e. whether
quickly or not]. (Msb.)- He was active, or
busy and bustling, in procuring the means of
subsistence: (TA:) he strove, laboured, or exerted
himself; employed himself vigorously, strenuously,
or with energy; in any affair, whether good or
evil; but mostly used in relation to what is
praiseworthy, or praised: (Er-Rághib, TA:) he
occupied himself according to his on-n judgment

or vitiate, or pervert, their meaning, by im
pugning their character; seeing that they called
them enchantment, and poetry, and tales, or
legends, or fictions: (Ksh in xxii. 50:) or these
words of the Kur mean and they who strive, or
labour, to falsify, or nullify, our signs; i. e. the
Kur-án. (Jel.)-...: L- means He created,
or excited, disorder, or discord, betn'een them, or
among them; made, or did, mischief betn'een
them, or among them; as also it, which is app.,
in this case, a dial. var. of *~. (TA in art.
3-) [Hence,] -: Jelš. &: J- [He
created, or excited, disorder, &c., among the
people by calumnies, or slanders: or it may be
well rendered he busied himself among the people
neith propagating calumnies, or slanders]. (S and

or discretion or free will, in any work, or deed:
(Msb:) he worked, or n rought, or did, (S, Msb,
K, TA,) any work, or deed, good or evil: (TA:)
he earned, or gained. (S, K, T.A.) One says,
*** Js" J- * He manages, conducts, orders,
regulates, or superintends, the affairs of his o in art. Jés"; &c.) – And 4 U". He
people, or party. (Ham p. 771, Msb.") And calumniated him, or slandered him, (S, Msb, K,”

#sus.

from

#"

and

#% from

&#1 &c.; but I think that set- in this instance
is a

mistranscription for #3:

See art.

82-.]

J -e •

4 *-l signifies G-: ***, (K, TA) i. e.
He made him to earn, or gain. (TA.)- And

** J”

U-1 He employed a collector of

their poor-rates. (TA.) [See also 10.]- And
4+

#:

They gave him, or performed or accom

fished for him, what he desired, or sought, or
needed. (Sgh, K, TA.)
10. * Usa--" (S, Msb, K)

*::: & (S,
Msb) He required of the slave that he should

labour to earn the means of releasing himself:
(Msb:) or he imposed upon the slave nork by
means of which he should pay for himself, when
he had been emancipated in part, in order to his
completing his emancipation: and
signifies
the work so imposed. (K.) – And *~! He

*ā-

X: L- andź He worked, or wrought, and TA,) J's" &l [to the ruler,
magistrate];
earned, or gained, for them. (TA.) And yoji ($, Mgb, K.) inf n &la-. (TA)->, said employed him as collector of the poor-rate.
or

Usa-e, a prov., meaning The man earns of a female slave, (K, TA,) aor. L-5, inf n. (JM; and the like is said in the TA, from a
, (TA,) She committed fornication, or pros trad.) [See also 4.]
for his belly and his pudendum. (TA.) And
*# G# U. × U., (S) or 2:5, 3 J, tituted herself. (K, TA.) [See also 3.] = *: see the .."ext paragraph, in two places:

22 jú.

6 o –

o

•

i. e. [The slave n:ho had made a contract with his
master to pay him a certain sum for his emanci

4: &% Jat.
*** ~ *

6

see 3.

= and see also #.

* j,

3. Wa:-5 &% J.", aor. of the latter **, 3-, with kest, (T, S, TA) [and **, with
pation] laboured to earn the means of releasing
himself: (Msb:) the inf. n. of the verb thus used means [Such a one strove nith me in walking, fet-h, as shown by what follows,] or " ****, with
is #: ($, Mgb:) and this term is employed or going along, quickly, &c.,] and I overcame kest, (K) or '#3, thus written in the M, with
•

6 ed
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fet-h, (TA) and tâ;--, (T, S, ISA, K, [Freytag' a courier, or messenger that journeys with haste; with fatigue (A) And :: * : [An
found this last written in a copy of the S **, or a messenger on a beast of the post; syn. :#.
orphan] having hunger. ($) And us. As Us
and in one of my copies of the S it is written
ess"-J) which is said to be masc, (TA,) [and
therefore with tenween, accord. to a general rule
applying to ns. of the measure #,] and W £,
(IAar, Sgh, K.) A [portion, or short portion,

(TA.) [See an ex. at the end of the first para #~, in the Kur [xc. 14], means In a day of
graph of art. "..]-Any manager, conductor,
hunger. (TA.) [See also à... and < below.]
orderer, regulator, or superintendent, (S, K,) of
a thing, over a people, or party, (S) or of an 4. --à- He (a man, TA) entered upon a
affair, and of a people, or party, whatever it be: state of hunger. (K.)
*

6.- d -

* *

such as is termed] act, (S, M, K, &c.,) of the (K) pl. ix. (S, TA) Mostly, (S, TA) or

night: ($, M, TA:) [like #~, q.v..] one says,

* J. &. J., (STA) and **, with
fet-h as well as with kesr, (TA, and thus in the
Ham p. 708,) and 7 #4, with fet-h, (TA,) [or

****, and "#", (S) [and "#,] A por.
tion
short

(isks) of the night passed; (TA;) [or a
portion :] and J: &- 3- signifies the

same: (Ham p. 708) or, as some say, "is
signifies more than a aet., of the night, and like
wise of the day; and one says, L.; £e ū

J: &- –33-

and

£

[app. meaning We

* an inf n, of -a [Q. v.] (S, &c.)–
when used without restriction, (Mgb,) applied to
It
also signifies Thirst: but is unused: (K:) [or]
The intendant, or collector, of the poor-rate: pl.
thirst
is sometimes thus termed. (Mgb.)
as above. (S, MSb, TA. [See :=).]) And
-*:: See ---.
particularly The headman of the Jens and Chris.
3-2 °
tians, (K, TA,) from whose opinion, or judgment,
ää- Hunger: or hunger combined with fa
they do not deviate, and without whom they do
not decide an affair. (TA.) And [the pl.] it: tigue. (TA.) [See also 1.]
&: ; and its fem., L: see the next para
signifies Persons who take upon themselves re
sponsibility for the prevention of the shedding graph, in three places.
of blood, and for the stilling of sedition, or dis
..au and '3'- (S, A, Msh, K) and '-cord, or the like; because they labour in the
(K)
Hungry: (S, A, Mob, K, TA:) or suffering
reforming, or amending, of the circumstances
hunger
together with fatigue : (A, Msb, K:) or
subsisting between parties. (TA.) – Also A
thirsty:
(TA:) fem. [of the second] W L*, (S,
calumniator, or slanderer; [and especially] to

were with him, or at his abode, during some con
siderable portions of the night and of the day]: the ruler, or magistrate: whence the saying, in a K,) pl.
trad.,

#, * Jet."

The calumniator is

so in the T. (TA.)

*.

(K.) You say also,

*: 34

not -* (A, TA) and &# * 3: (TA) [He is

trueborn: and in another trad., &: Jet" hungry and fatigued, or fatigued in the ?/tmost
J.-- inf n. of 1 [in most of its senses]. ($, [The calumniator of another to the ruler is a
degree]. And it is said in a trad., 2^2 >es- Us->
Mob, K, &c.)=See also #.
* @ e.

•

*

@ 40

trebler of evil]; meaning that he destroys, by "&#~, expl. as meaning [He entered Khey
its. The occupation of oneself according to his his calumny, himself, and the calumniated, and ber] they being hungry. (TA.)
onn judgment or discretion or free will (K, TA) the ruler. (TA.)
*

in procuring the means of subsistence, and in

* d

6 J,

•

•

--à-o: see its pl. in what next precedes.

>

G-, [an inf n, of L.,]

Usa-e, syn. with

<2 × 6 c > *
earning, or gain. (TA.) Hence the prov.,
signifying The act of running, and working, and !...@ a -ā- * and &: [the latter writ
&#3- Ji- & [My occupation of myself earning or gaining, [&c., when used as a simple ten in the CK -:) To him is alloned, or per
in procuring the means of subsistence has diverted subst.,] has for its pl.
mitted, such a thing. (K, TA.)
(Harp. 384.)
me from giving]: El-Mundhiree says that ce",
it: A means of attaining honour and emi
*-*
with L', is a mistranscription: it is applied to

g-

• & e

him whose disposition is generous but who is in
want. (TA. [See also art. -->:..])
i: ; see 3-, in two places. = Also i. q.
is: Or is: [i. e. A piece of nax, or a candle]:
(IAgr, TA:) in the K, axo-M is erroneously put

nence or elevation, in the various kinds of glory;
(K;) a good, or laudable, act or endeavour;
generosity: pl.
(M.A.) . [See an ex. voce
5te-A2, and another voce &# J says, [in the

g-

1. -i-,(A’obeyd, Az, S.M. K.)aor.”, in n.
J.; (§, TA;) and * -i-, (A’Obeyd, S, M., K.)

Júl,

(TA;) He wove (A’Obeyd, Az, S,
M, Z, K) with his fingers (Z, TA) [or plaited]
$13,4', 2's & Let-ji i-3 #4-31; a mat, (A’Obeyd, TA,) or palm-leaves, (Az, S,
for axe:J1: [so in the TA; but it is omitted in and the author of the K, following Sgh, says M, K,) and any other thing that may be woven
the CK and in my MS. copy of the K:] pl. [or that he has committed a mistake in saying L' with the fingers (TA) like J% and J%
A%l instead of Aşı L#: in some copies of the
rather coll, gen, n.]*::... (TA)
6 * de

•* @

inf n.

(Apheyd, TA) = Ji- (Lih,0, K) *, J's

S is found Aşı

es'; but this

is an emendation:

is- see:- in two places. = Also, [accord.
#-, for it is there written with the the original reading is \ol us which, however,
:

Jaśl, (Lth, O,) [aor. accord. to the TK, but

more probably 2, agreeably with a general rule
should be termed a slip of the pen [rather than a relating to intrans. verbs of this class,] inf. n.
article J, but] accord, to IAar without the mistake, for it cannot be that J was ignorant of
-*, He (a bird) went along upon the surface
article Ul, [app. is-, as a proper name,] (TA,) the meaning of so common a word as it:]. of the earth. (Lth, O, K.) [See also 4.] =
to the K,

A woman foul, unseemly, or obscene, in tongue; (TA.)
having little, or no, shame or modesty: (IAar, K,”
3 *>
TA:) ists in the K is a mistranscription for 4: Usa-- Calumniated, or slandered,
especially] to a ruler, or magistrate. (TA.)
āşls', with----. (TA)

&is, (S, M,Mgh, Msh, K) third pers -i-,
[and

(Mg) or ii (Ms, TA) if n + (M.
Msb, K.) and * >i: ; ($, M, Mob, K, [in one
of my copies of the S, erroneously, &: ;])

* * de

ães- a proper name for The she-goat. (K.)

I took [into my mouth], (S, K,) or ate, (Mgh,
Msb,) medicine, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) and
aes-. (TA.)
1. *, aor.” (S, A, Msh, K) and <, meal of parched barley or wheat, (S, M, Mgh,)
aor. *; (A, K;) inf. n. --ā-, (S, A,” Msb, K.) and the like of either of these, (M,) or anything
#- and #: See 3-, in five places.
which is of the former, (S, Msb, TA) and, #4, dry, (Mgh, Msb,) not moistened, (S, MSb, K.)
à- an inf. n. of L*. in three of its senses. (K) which is of the latter, (TA,) and -*. (K) and not kneaded [n'ith water &c.]; (S;) or i, q.
– See also 10.
and āltā. and ā-ā-2, (A, K,) the last syn. with <--5, (M, K, TA) which signifies as above,
3
* *
isis- ; (S, Msb;) He was, or became, hungry: (TA) or I took it in the palm of my hand, (A
U$5ta. One who patiently endures sleeplessness (S, A, Msb, K:) or suffered hunger together Twith and L in art. 2-35,) and conveyed it to my mouth,
and travel: (K:) very laborious, active, and fatigue. (A,Msb, K.) You say, -ā- e, and (A in that
licked it up: (L in that art. :)
*-ā

And she is called to be milked by the cry V L
* d •

£

bustling. (TA.)

g" act, part. m. of 1.

ge e o e

• *

•

ā-ā-e and āqlā-, [using these ns. as simple and "ā. signifies the doing thus once. (TA.)

(Mşb.) A messenger; substs.,] In him is hunger: or hunger together And [hence,] ... signifies also Camels eating
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Hence the saying of 'Amr the saying,] & -: S5 Júl J." &: £i

dry herbage. (K.)
Ibn-Kulthoom,
•

&

Jü.)
J.

J.

**

tag-Ji s-li als'

*

3 --

wā-3

*

The she-camels advanced in age, abounding with
milk, eating the [dry and] old and wasted herb

-, - Medicine, (S, M, Msh, K) and meal of

Jää, 1 [Guard thyself from the bad parched barley or wheat, (S, M,) and the like of

either of these, (M.) or anything dry, (Mab,)
action, and approach it not with any degree of taken [into the mouth], (S,
M," K,) or eaten,
approaching]. (TA.)- You say also, Jičí ú.
(Msb,) not moistened, (S, M," Msb, K,) or not

asú 4. He obtained not [from him, or of it, a

kneaded [with water ye.] (Si) and * : signi.

hairy acquisition], (K, TA) [or] anything. fies the same; (M, K;) each a subst: from <ia.
age. (Mgh. [See EM p. 208: •and
the same,
-3
(TA)- And -i-. He fled from his companion, &: and #3: &c. (M.) = Also Blackness
p. 224.]) Hence also the phrase, rºl, Ji Ji- &S
(K, TA,) running most vehemently. (TA.)
• *

Assuredly that I should eat the dust.

> * >

(Mgh.)

of the gum. (M., T.A.)

– And R. 4-, (M.K.) or -i-, if a.

8: see 1.

+. (TA) I drank

R. Q. 1. -í-i-, (K) infin. :, (S.M.)

much of the

rate. nithout

satisfying my thirst: (M, K:) and so

£,

aOn".

** - of

£int n + (TA)-4-3-23691-i-.
see 4.

-:- Woren [with the fingers, or plaited] of
palm-leaves. (KL.)- [And hence,] The girth
He cleared, or sified, (J-5) flour, (S, M, K.) of the J-, [or camel's saddle], ($, M, K,) and of
and the like, (S, K,) with the J: [or sieve],
the [nomen's vehicle called] &#: (M:) the
and the like. (L., T.A.) One says, ā-i- - fore-girth of the J-3: because made broad, like

J: [I hard the sifting of the sieve]. (TA) the -ā-ā5. of palm-leaves. (T, TA.) [See also
see 1, first sentence. - [Hence,] –And 41.2 -í-i: ; He did his deed imper. the next paragraph.] =
A certain plant. (IDrd,
<ā'i. inf n. Júl, I stuck one part of fectly, or not soundly. (IDrd, M, K, TA.) K.) = The sharpness of the ears of the wolf.

4. --

£

the thing to another. (Yz, T.A.) - [And from
the same

signification,

And

&;" -: The wind raised the fine

(M, TA)= And -ia-il is 4 name of Illees:

as is indicated in the

dust, bloning a little above the surface of the (O, K:) so says AA: (O :) in one or more of the
O and TA,] £1 -i- He looked sharply, (S, earth. (TA.)
copies of the “Nawádir,” " -:l. (TA.)
M, A, O, K,) and hardly, (S, O,) and minutely,
R. Q. 2.9 lák & -: J% 5 a phrase
(A,) towards, or at, (4!) a person, (S, A, O,)
#: A thing woven [with the fingers, or
mentioned
by Ibn-'Abbād as meaning Thou wilt
and an affair, (A,) and AAF adds, and inclined
plaited,] of palm-leaves: ($, O:) a piece of
towards the ground. (M.) = Also He fed a not cease to destroy, or bring to nought, this woven [or plaited] work of palm-leaves (K voce
camel with dry herbage. (K.) - [Hence,] -ā thing, or affair. (O, T.A.)
3:) &c. (TA ibid.) pl. -ău. (TA) See
As ill J.;all t He put the bit into the mouth of -i-, with the -3 quiescent, i. q. -ā- ; as in #, first
sentence. - A wide belly-girth with
the horse. (Moheet, L, K.) - And #35:1 -ā the phrase J: -i. [Thou wilt do such a thing]:
n:hich a J-, [or camel's saddle] is bound, or
+ He stuffed th. Around neith the medicament : mentioned by Th. (M. [See art. -5,-, and see
fastened. (M.) [See also Ci-J-The apper
(M:) or $123 Q- Jä...] the put a medicament also the letter U".])
tenance
[or suspensory] of a water-skin (#).
3.
3
into the wound; (K, TA;) as though he put
-ā-, accord. to the K, or " -ā-, with kesr, which the carrier of the av,5 puts over his chest
-

-** to it. (TA)—And 92%. , Cā-lt He accord. to $gh, [in the O,] (TA) 4
filled in the tattoo with 255 [i.e. smoke-black of

spadix, or

[when carrying the āūs on his back]. (K voce

a spathe, (axils) of a male palm-tree. (AA, O, 3,4)-see

fat] (M) – And 32:14:3 ci-fi Hi. face
was sprinkled nith 2235. (S.) It is said in a K)—See also -i-.
3,

*: ci- ūč, meaning + His face was
altered, (S, K,') as though something that altered

see what next follows.

trad.,

*:

it had been sprinkled upon it. (S.) You say also,
sts, ci- *: &é, meaning + His face became
of a blackish, or an ashy, hue, altered, as though

và- and

3*

3

'-i-.

3--4

[receptacle for

dates, such as is called] al-53, [made of palm
leaves,] before it is woven. (M, TA.)- And
[the pl.] -šū. signifies Wide ribs: or, as some
say, all the ribs. (M.)

* -ā, (O, K,) or the former and

(so in a copy of the M.) The serpent

called...i.

also

-: A certain plant (M, TA;) said by

IDrd to be of the dial. of El-Yemen; that which
(AA, O, K:) or the serpent that flies the people of Nejd call the J#, n:hich is the

ashes had been sprinkled upon it; and * -: (M, O, K) in the air: (M, O:) and sometimes •:-*
* es' 30% + [Ashes were sprinkled upon his peculiarly applied to the .# (M:) or the male
J

-- d -

[or marjoram]. (TA.) = See also

serpent. (O.) And the Hudhalee poet Ed
face], meaning his face became altered. (Har
Dákhil Ibn-Harám uses the first of these words
p. 626.) = Also It approached the earth, or
ground; ($, M, K;) said of a bird in its flight; as meaning t A man like a -*. (M.) - See

(S, K;) or of a bird &c.: (M.) or it (a bird)

also -á-.

flew over the ground so near that its feet almost

reached it. (A) And āt-il -i-. The cloud
approached the earth. (S, K.) - Said of a stal
lion, He stooped his head to bite. (M, K.) And
one says of a man, U.S. &- -i- [and Jā)'); L'

He stooped towards the ground]. (O in art. -->.)
- And, said of a man, (S,) + He pursued small,

or little, things: (S, K:) and the folloned after
low, or mean, things: (K:) [the stooped to such

6 w -

-

Ju: The dust of flour, that rises, (K) or
jlies and rises, (TA,) at the sifting. (K, TA.)
- The fine particles of dust: (S, Mgh, K:) or
such as rises, or spreads, of dust. (M.)- Hence,

ââ... [an inf. n. un.]: see 1.

(Mgh) '''1 -iù. (Mgh, K) + What is bad
of poetry, (K, TA) imperfectly, or unsoundly,
"a:, (TA) made according to the measure done. (TA. [In the CK, x:1 is erroneously put
of the Jej or the ai:- [of n:hich it is to form a for#l ; and Freytag appears to have read*śl.])
part]. (k, TA)—And. A thing of the kind Jú. signifies + Bad poetry: and +anything im
termed J.2% [pl. of J.'s], (K, TA) [i. e. a perfectly, or unsoundly, done. (M.) Anything
plait] of (goat's] hair, or of wool, (TA) which bad (S, K. [Compare the Hebr. HDPEN, occur.

# A plait of palm-leaves, (M, K, TA) i.e.

ol,

a woman attaches to her [plaits of] hair: it was
with the article, and with the quiescent, in
things:] or *ś,
534 U -i- +He not disapproved by Ibrāheem En-Nakha'ee; (K, ring
Numbers xi. 4.]) + Such as is bad of natural dis
approached [or pursued] small, or little, things, TA;) though he disapproved of other things positions. (M.) And t A contemptible,
or des.
and the meanest, or most ignoble, thereof; or attached to the hair: IAth explains it as a thing picable, thing or affair. (S, K.) It is said in a
became mean, or ignoble: (M, TA:) and -ā that a woman puts upon her head, and attaches
•*
- -- 3
- ~ *
trad,
Wal-āLää23
J.S.
es!"
-->
aúl
&l,
J."
[or correctly
and
+ He to her hair in order that it may be lengthened

*

•*

£9,

'Gill

> 0 <

*

did -

#!,

approached [the thing that was near, or that was [therely]. (TA)= A small portion, (£) (S, M, Mgh, TA) or úti. #,(S, TA) i.e.
lon', or mean]; from -ā- said of a bird in its and (S) a handful, (S, K,) of meal of parched + [Verily God loves lofty things, or things whereby
flight, meaning It approached the ground so that barley or wheat, (S,) or of wheat, and the like. one acquires eminence or nobility, andl hates

its feet almost touched it. (Harp. 206.) [Hence (K.)- See also what next follows,

paltry, and mean, things. (Mgh, Sgh, T.A.)
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Jú: signifies [also] + An action, and a saying, say, ū-iù. ! He committed fornication with her. speech; syn.
: (K:) or possessing ability
in n'hich is no good. (Ham p. 232; where the (A, Msb.) And 4:-ju, t She committed forni. for speech. (S.)
foregoing trad. is cited as an ex.) And t Any cation with him: (L:) or she abode with him in
Pouring out, or forth; (O, L., Msb, K;)
bad wind: (TA:) [or] ău: signifies a wind the practice of fornication. (TA.) [In all the
running a little above the ground; and so copies of the S that I have been able to consult, applied to water, (A, Msb,) [and blood,] and
*ā-i-. (M.) or the latter, a wind that raises three in num', I find 4-šū..] And tuft & tears (£3), (O, L, K:) [accord. to some, un

&

fine

cu:

dust, and runs a little above the ground.
9: # ! [In marriage is that which acquainted with the intrans verb, i., a possessive
(S, K)--it-i- Ji- 14 false, or lying, renders one in no need of fornication]. (A, Msb.) epithet, i. e.] meaning * - 23: (Hamp. 709:)
syn. with W *. [or rather this is an intensive
swearing, in nihich is nó ratification. (TA.)
In the Time of Ignorance, when a man demanded
the

s

a woman in marriage, he said, es:=#!; and epithet,] and W
also is syn. with
when he desired fornication, he said, us:-->". (TA;) or [rather] signifies poured out, or forth;
-i- [act, part. n. of 4, q.v.]. - Anything (TA.)
(A," L, Msh #) and is applied to water, (A, Msb,)
cleaving, or sticking, to another thing. (A’Obeyd, 4.
(822). (L.)
£i + They made [horses] to run and* tears
eo£
TA)—i- 3. He passed by fleeing from his without a nager. (K.) [App., like 2, from
1 + Bald in the fore part of the head;
companion, running most vehemently. (Ibn
the arrow thus called.]
'Abbād, T.A.)
[5. : 5, accord. to Freytag, signifies It was,
[*-ā- A place where water is poured out, or
Ai-A-2 : see -su-ā-, last sentence but one.
or became, poured out, or forth: but he names no
forth;
and where blood, and tears, are shed: pl.
Also, without the 5, 1 Ungenerous, or mean, in authority for this.]
One says,
se': The valley has
giving. (S, M.)

£:

-i-ti- Velement hunger. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

£5

t-tá-l

£,

-

(K) as also : (TA) and #2).
©

6*

* * *

6

e o e

• O =

£-

£-.]

6. £34 b-su. [They mutually shed blood; places where it pours out, or forth. (A, TA.)
lit., bloods]. (A.)- See also 3.
: The base, foot, bottom, or lonest or loner

C

* * *

6 w • J.

+ One who does a deed that profits him
not. (K. [See 2.])
S, A, K,) of a moun
see
applied to a camel,

1. *-ā-, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. *, (Msb, K.)
inf n : , (Msb,) [and app.
also, men part,

(J.i. K, or J£,
tain,
(S,
A, K,) which is the part whereinto is
tioned in what follows,] He poured out, or forth, poured ( £) the water [from the parts above];

ts:

£:: £—[Hence]

ca. 35+[Stretched, or

of:

J

3% Jä, )

it means

-s;

water: (S, A:) and he shed blood, (S, A, Msb,
i. e. the part where the side thereof rests upon the extended, upon the ground; 3% being an explica
K.) the blood of another; (S, A.;) and tears; ground:
(S: [as also • ? - :]) or the [part
tive adjunct]. (K.)–t Wide. (K.) You sayāść
(Msb, K;) inf n. as above, and
(K:) or

&:

• • d >

*

de

--- [the eye shed its tears]. (A.)
The saying, in a trad, J- 4." .# J” J#
à."ź. -- has been explained as meaning [And
wa--> cºal'

called] L*.* thereof, [see this word,] that rests
its side upon the ground: or the Jā-ā- (app. as
meaning the lon, ground at, or by, the base, or

*

i. e.] not contracted in the ribs.

(A, TA.) -

foot,] thereof: (K:) or the spreading part f Thick, coarse, or big. (K.) - You say also,

he slen at the head of the water so that] the blood thereof: (A : [there said to be in this sense tro
covered thewith
nater:
IAth says
is not pical; but why, I see not:]) or the face thereof:
consistent
thebut
language;
for that this
signifies
6

*} ā-s: 14 she camel wide in the arm-pit.
2 &
2 × 0 - 2 - (A, K.) Andesla '* J< 14 came Iride

g: £: £),

meaning + Verily he is long,
and
thick,
coarse,
or
big, in the neck. (TA.)
(Msb:) or the lonest, or loner, part thereof,
And
is the name of +A horse of Sakhr
n:here it is rugged: (Ham p. 80:) pl.

de

£

£:

the act of “pouring out, or forth;” and that the
meaning may therefore be, that the blood made (K) - [The pl.]
also signifies Rocks that
the water to pour forth; like as when, into a are soft, or smooth, (K, TA,) and slippery. (TA.)
full vessel, something heavier than what is in it
See
You say
&: [An
is poured; for in this case there comes forth from
it *: much as has been poured into it. (TA.) eyelid shedding copious tears]. (A.)
*. A sack; syn. &#: (K:) &l-4
& Sl es: C:- + [He was stretched, or extended,

as:

£:

£0.

3,4-

s

Ibn-'Amr Ibn-El-Hárith. (K.)

&- +A fornicator.

(TA.) And i-sl

+A fornicatress; (TA;) a woman who does not

abstain from fornication. (Aboo-Is-hák, TA.)
a-st2

&

•

means + A son of a fornicatress;
s

•

•

(TA;) and [in like manner] " C*- a son
upon the ground], said of a camel. (K.) = The signifies a pair of sacks

the offspring of fornication. ($gh, TA in art.

verb is also used intransitively; you say, 2

£1, (Msb,) £1. inf

who is

which are placed (S, L)

upon a camel, (L.) like the 2-4-. (S, L.)- And

£: and 3-i
•

n.

• *

-*.)

A thick, or coarse, [garment of the kind called]
, (K,) The mater, (Msb,) and A =. (o, K.)–: *: ! [incorrectly written by
*ā
-**
the tears, (O, K,) poured out, or forth. (O, Freytag a-a-, as on the authority of the $,] is
the name of An arrow used in the game called 1. *ā- and Aa.", (S,) or L#9 Usks A*- and
Msb, K.)
2. -i-, inf n.
+ He did a deed that –", to which no portion pertains: (S, A,” K:) ['s] ×, (K) or ú (M, Ms) and s<,
it is the fourth of the arron's to which the term (M, A,) aor. of the former 4, (S, M, Msb, K.)
(O, K) and

*

*

•**

**

*

*

£,

profited him not; (K;) likened to the arrow

J#

is applied, which have no notches, and to
n:hich is assigned no portion and no fine; these
3. [a-st-, infn.
and perhaps i-su. being added only to give additional weight to the
collection of arrows from fear of occasioning
also, He contended with him in the shedding of
suspicion
[of foul play]: the first of them is called
blood.] You say,
X: Betrueen them is a
3:1; the next, -:1; the next,
and
called

C:l.

(TA.)

t",
£:

sledding of blood. (TA)—And [hence, (£
cut- | Betnceen them tro is a contending in fight:
or, in hocking [of camels] (3,5uzo). (A, TA.)
and i-su also signify tThe com

And

-

£i-

&:";
the next, £1. (Lh, T.A.) - See also £4.

and of the latter -, (M, K.) inf. n. Stå. ($, M,
Msb) and

+,

which are of both the verbs;

(M3) and *wasu, inf n. *; (A) He leaped
the female: (S, K:) said of a bird, (A, M5b,) &c.;
(Msb;) or of any beast or bird of prey; (AS,
TA;) or of a quadruped

and of a bird; (M,

TA;) or of a goat (S, TA) and of a camel (As,
S,
TA) and of a bull and of a beast of prey and
6 & P
cu- A shedder of much blood. (A.) [Hence,] of a bird; (S, TA;) and, in poetry, of a swimmer
[app, meaning a fish]: (M, TA:) sometimes,

£

is the name of A sn'ord of Homeyd Ibn also, it is used to convey an allusion to alse."
mitting fornication with another; (S, A, Mgb, K;)
Bahdal. (K.) - [Hence also,] + A giver of [relating to human beings]. (A.)
t:u4 < à." 39; (Msb;) as also *; it: many gifts; or one who gives much. (K.)
[which is said of more than one pair]. (K.) You And t Chaste [or rather fluent or eloquent] in 2. 2: &: + The arranging of the flesh
Bk. I.
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to roast: (K:) Z [app.] * and 59, + The nind snept anay the going, and trained him, in order that he might
makes it tropical, by his derivation of s: [q.v.]. dust, and the leaves: or took them anay, or become strong to journey. (J.M.) –30 *~,
carried them off, in every direction. (M.) And (K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He made the fire to
(TA.)
3: see 1: - and see also 6.
*
<< t The wind dispersed the flame, or blaze; (K, TA;) kindled it; or made
it to burn, burn up, or burn brightly or fiercely.
4 *.*. He made him to leap [the female]. clouds: (M, TA:) or + removed the clouds from (TA.) = See also 1, last sentence but one.
(S, K, PS, TK.)- 4-5 J*, mentioned the face of the sky. (A," TA.) And you say of
a woman, +, (S, M, A, Mgh, K) aor. 2,
3. [Lºst. is trans. and intrans.] You say,
by Lh, means Lend me thy he-goat in order that (M,) inf. n. 5*, (M, Mgh) meaning She re
he may leap my she-goat: and Umeiyeh Ibn
Abi-E-Salt uses its pass. part. n. metaphorically in moved her veil (M, A, Mgh) wers Us from her another, in sneeping the ground, effacing one
relation to the ~5 [or piece of stick used for pro face : (A, M.) and [elliptically] (M) she un another's traces]: for the east wind removes and
covered her face: ($, M, K.) [for] #" $54, disperses the longitudinal traces made by the
ducing fire]; saying,

meat upon the

*.

&;"

ū ū: #: &#1 (The wind tie, one with

**

* *

** *

** *

* of

[being for "Jäl *

e

ass,”
al"
tex- 3-c.419),
*:* >
•- 3 *

*

*

** @

*

*~,] aor. 2, inf. n.

3:

west wind, and the south wind makes traces

[or 234. ?], signifies I uncovered the thing; made it across them. (S," K," TA)= And *w, inf. n.

apparent, or manifest: (Mgh:)[but accord. to Mtr,] #1-4 ($, Mab, K) and jū-, (§, K.) He jour
neyed, or went, (K,) or went forth to journey,
[And the land, God made it to be soaked by the the phrase (* *: [meaning she uncovers her (S, Msb,) Lié xí. ël [to such a country, or

**- : J= G-A."

*

water, so that every Júj was lent; no man being face] is of weak authority. (Mgh.) - Hence,
able to go far enough to cut one for himself]. i. e. from co, A. meaning “she uncovered her

town]. (S. K.) And 3: 9:30. [He jour

fice,” (M)-;il 3: &#~, (§, M, Mgh, Mab,

neyed, or went, a far journey]. (A, Mgh.) [See

K) aor = ($, Msh, K) and *, (Ki) infin. 54

also 1.] - [Hence.] t He died. (K.)- And

(M, TA.)
J - **

w

5. a., Jä.5 He mounted his mare from be

hind; (M;) as also "un-Ai-l. (AAF, M:) or (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and 5,0- and Dá-., (K,) + I £1.4 & #1-#4 (The sun declined
*** * *-- he came to his camel from behind, made peace, effected a reconciliation, or adjusted from the middle of the sky]. (A) - And
and mounted him: (IAar, K:) and [in like man a difference, betnceen the people; (S, Mgh, Mgb, J.- * &#1. ! [The fever departed from
ner] sai-ji, q 43%, (K) i.e. he mounted him K;) because he who does so exposes what is in him]. (A.)
the mind of each party: (TA:) or I exposed
from behind. (TA.)
4. #1 <!-- The tree had its leaves blown
* > 3. .
n:hat was in the mind of this and the mind of
off
[and snept anay] by the nind; (K,” TA;)
6. 8" <><st-5
* 3 (S) and 32 lall,(A) or Ast-5 this in order to make peace, &c., betneen the
they having become changed in colour, and n'hite.
* ... • *

*

**

• **

*

•

al-' (K) and 22:/all, (TA,) and •'ll "<><su", people. (M.) [See also #2, below.]—And
(TA)- And A-1, (inf n. *l, Mgh, Mab)
(Msb, [perhaps a mistranscription for ~. Su-5,]) likewise, perhaps, from
The beasts of prey [and the birds and the sheep or uncovered her face,”]

goats] leaped one another. (TK.)

#-

J. :

meaning “she It (the dawn, or daybreak,) shone, (T, S, M, A,
*~, aor. 2, inf. n. Mgh, Msb, K,) so that there was no doubt re

**, +The sun rose. (Msb)—See also 4, in specting it; (T, TA;) as also "3:..., (M, K.)

aor. 2, (K,) inf n. #: (TA:) it has a special
relation
to colour; meaning it shone in colour.
cliš' 3:. A certain game, in n:hich boys (Msb,) inf n. 5*, (S,) or #~, (Msb,) [the
(B,
TA.)-It
(the moon) caused a shining [in
arrange themselves one behind another, every one former of which inf ns. perhaps indicates a radical
the
sky]
before
its
rising. (M.)- 1 It (a man's
relation to &#. said of a woman, and of the
10: see 5, in two places.

laying hold upon the

5-

two places.–3:..., (§, Msb) aor. 2, (S,) or *,

[or uppermost part

face) shone (S, M) [nrith happiness

(see:)];

or

of the naist-nºrapper] of his fellon, from behind sun, expl. above,] He went forth to journey: with beauty; for you say, ū- Jā-l; (S;) as also
(S, Msb:) this verb, however, in this sense,
him. (T in art. Jae-, and T.A.)
6

[which appears to have been unknown, or not

* *

*::: (M.) or became overspread with beauty.

3.24. A mare that is not alloned to be leaped acknowledged, by the authors of the M and K, (Msb.)- And He entered upon the time of
[by the stallion] until she has completed her (see *4)] is obsolete; but its inf. n. * is dann, or daybreak; (M;) or the time when the
a:, which is a period of twenty days (Kr, M.) used as a simple subst. (Msb. [See 3, the verb dann became white. (K.) The Prophet said,

# (S.M.M., K) and 3: (MTA) + An
iron instrument, (S, M, K,) with curved prongs,
(M, TA,) with which flesh-meat is roasted: (S,
K:) Z makes is to be tropical, saying [in the A]

that it is so called because of its adhering to that

(S,) He wrote the book, or writing. (A.
which is roasted upon it: (TA:) pl. +.
(Msb,
[For instances of substs. similar to

TA),

6

* *

* **

a

3.2

3: and 3:

[See be the true danºn when he sees it; accord. to Esh

(AZ, M, K.) in n. *-l; (TA) and "3,4-,

Shāfi'ee and Ibn-Hambal and others: (T, TA:) or
prolong ye the prayer of daybreak until ye enter
upon the time when the danºn becomes white : (S,
TA:) some say that it relates especially to nights

(Kr, M, K) inf n.: ; (TA;) He put the

in [the end of] which the moon shines, because in

3:..])=x<1%, (S. K.) or jū; 3:, (M)
aor =, (M. K.) inf n. *; (M3) and "3,4-1,

22- and 224-, see C*-.]
Wine : (K:) the etymologists

** bai,

meaning Perform ye the prayer
of
daybreak
when
ye enter upon the time in nºbich
4-3 3: ; His fat went anay. (A, TA)—
the
dann
shines,
or
becomes white: (S, Msb:) or
and 3-' $34. ! The war declined; syn. <s.
when the dann has become manifest, so that there
(A, K.)=3:91%, (S, A) aor =, inf n. *, is no doubt respecting it, every one knowing it to
commonly used in this sense.])-[Hence, app.,]

*~!, * [q.v.] upon the nose of the camel. (S, M, such the commencement of daybreak is not
which is one of the names of wine. (TA.)
K.)= <āli ź. He sold the best of the sheep, or manifest: (TA:) or 35-all, £i means he per
formed prayer in the shining of the danºn: and
goats.
(K.)
3: pass. part. n. of 4, q.v.

assert that its 3 is a substitute for the lo in

2.

#-,

inf n.

X:

the -r is for the purpose of making the verb
He sent him to go a

transitive.

(Mgh)–:-"

<>}=-| | The nar

Jā

1.3% ($, M, A, K.) aor =,inf n. *, (M,

journey (K, TA)—J.''' i-, (K) inf n, as

became vehement.

above, (TA,) He pastured the camels between

sentence but one.

(A, K.) = See also 1, last

K,) He sncept a house, or chamber, (S, M, A, sunset and nightfall, and in the 'A', (K, TA,)
5. i- means: Li (0 K) i.e. He came
K,) &c. (M.) - And He, or it, [snept anay; i.e., the whiteness [of the sky] before night:
or took anay, or carried off, in every direction:
in [the time of] the n'hiteness of day [either
and] dispersed: (M, K:) and removed, took off, (TA:) or he fed the camels with "A. [q. v.]: (so before sunrise or after sunset]. (TA.) – And
or stripped off, a thing from a thing which it in the O.) and 4-3, -, infn.: He fed his J.'" -, -, The camels pastured between sunset
covered. (M*A," K.) You say, C#" *ā horse nºith *:: or he kept him continually and nightfall, (0, K.) and in the x-,(K,TA)
...,

.*

*

• * *

--
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Jā

i. e. the nihiteness [of the sky] before night.

(TA. [But see 2, second sentence.]) = x:

Jä. Journey, or travel; the act of journeying denotes is thus called because it is spread when
or travelling; (S, A, K;) contr. of 34- (M, one eats upon it. (TA.)

K:) thus called because of the going and coming
* (Lh, ś, M, K) and "#" (Lh, M) A
in it, like the going and coming of the wind piece of iron, (S, M, K,) or a cord, (M,) or a
* 3:1, (O, K, TA) i. e. He sought the sweeping away fallen leaves: (M:) or the act of
brightest of the women in face and in beauty going forth to journey; an inf n. used as a imple piece of skin, (K,) that is put over the nose [and
jan's] of a camel, in the place of the aš- [q. v.]
(TA, TK") for marriage. (TK) – And Di

#1 (0 K, TA) &es: 3 (0, TA) , .

subst. : (Msb:) [therefore] the pl. is £i: (S,
a-l- &- & ! He attained, or obtained, some M, A, Msb, K:) [and therefore it is often used (Lh, S, M, K) of the horse : (S, K:) or a cord
that is attached to the Aus. [Q. v.] of a camel, a
#hat of the object of his want (O, K, TA) before
as a n, un, ; but, properly speaking, the n, un, is part being tristed round it, and the rest being
its becoming beyond his reach. (TA) - And "####| you say, #3, #2 &t=[His journey
made a rein: and sometimes it is of iron : (Lth:)
ū% *~ + He sought to obtain of such a one
was near]: and the pl. of

the half (-13, o, K, TA [in the CK -íail,
by which, if it be correct, may perhaps be meant

#~,

accord. to rule, pl. [of

pauc.of

the former,]

#:

(M, K)

&#.

(Msb.) In law, [as relating to the
and [of mult] : (S, M, K) and [of either]%.
obligation of fasting &c.,] The going forth with (M, K.)
what was equitable, and -ā-a:M may bear the the intention of performing a journey of three
same interpretation,]) of a claim (*#) that he days and nights, or more. (KT.) = Also The * Leaves which the nind sneeps anay;
had upon him. (0, K, TA) = <!-- 1:- The whiteness of dann or daybreak : (A:) or the (M;) leaves which fall from trees (S, A, K) and
which the wind sneeps anay, (A,) or because the
skin received, or had, a mark, or an impression: whiteness of the day: (S, M.:) and i, q.
wind sweeps them away: (S:) or leaves of herbs;
[dan'n,
or
morning,
or
forenoon;
but
app.
here
(o, K.) from: meaning; i. (TA)
used in the first of these senses]: (M :) and because the wind sweeps them away: (T, TA:)
7. * Jä-31 + The clouds became dispersed: *::::, the n'hiteness [of the shy] before night: or what have fallen of the leaves of trees and of
(M, TA:) [or] became removed from the face of (A, TA:) or the former, the remains of the the loner portions of seed-produce. (J.M.) =
Also A messenger: (S:) and + a mediator; or a
the sky. (TA.) – 4: &23: ja-il whiteness of day after sunset. (K.) You say man who makes peace, effects a reconciliation, or
54:
i.
e.
t[app.
as
meaning
In
the
danºn].
+ The fore part of his head became dicested of
adjusts a difference, between a people; (S, M,
is

£2

-:

the hair. (S. K.')-->9, J. J.''' --

$!

(A) And the prose-rhymer says, <l.

+ The camels n'ent anay into the country, or £ as #3 - 4:1 (S, TA) i.e. When
Sirius rises in the whilenes of day [meaning in
land. (M, K.”)
the clear trilight of morning, thou seest not then
&
**
9. [...: –5:1, inf n. 295-1, app. means rain : for Sirius rises aurorally, in Arabia, in the
The sun became white, previously to setting.] middle and the latter half of July, when rain
scarcely ever falls there]. (S. [Accord. to the
See Jā-.
TA, the meaning, app. taken without considera
10. #31 Ja-1: see 5. = 9- He sent tion from one of the foregoing explanations of
Jä., is, when Sirius rises at nightfall: but this
him as axa. [Q. v.J. (J.M.)
is during the usual winter-rains.]) You say also,
in two places. = Also
A- :
6.<3 A mark, 5* +, and x- L', meaning "### *
*
. .
»
an impression, a trace, or a vestige, (+5), K, TA,) * v-:", thus related, with U" [in the
remaining : (TA:) pl. *. (K.) [Accord. to word 39A." (not with U2), and app. meaning
6

-

©

© - e.

6* *

Msb;) as also

– And + A commissioned agent, a factor, or q.
deputy; and the like: pl. as above: app. so
called because he discovers, and makes manifest,
the affair in which he acts as a substitute for an

other person. (Mgb.) = See also:
* * * *

3,\a. Sneepings. (S, M., K.)

see:

*

(Msb:) or a messenger

pl. of the former #, (S, M, Mgh,) and of the
latter #4. (Harp. 255. [See also jū-, below.])

do *

•

**u.

who makes peace, &c. : (T, Mgh, TA:) [see 1 :]

6e

»

** *

•

Freytag, it occurs in the Deewan El-Hudha I met him when the sun was becoming white,
leeyeen as meaning The track, or trace, of a
previously to the setting]. (M.) And 34. G#
surge, or torrent.]
2% &- [There remained a nhite gleam of day
*- A book, or writing : (S, M.:) or a great, light]. (A.)
* > *

>

large, book: or a section of the Book of the #3: see the next preceding paragraph.
Lan revealed to Moses: (M, K:) or a book that
discovers, or reveals, truths: (TA:) or a book is
#. The food of the traveller; (M, K;) the
thus called because it discovers things, and makes food that is prepared for the traveller, (S, Msb,)
them evident: (M.) pl.: i. (S.M.)—with or for a journey : (TA:) pl.: (Msb.) This

Or

&#3:
Así" [Q. v.] (S, Mgh, Mob, K.) [And hence,
5ta- an inf. n. of A. in the phrase

The office of the 'A' (q.v.). See also De Sacy's
Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., i. 126 and 172: and Quatre
mère's Hist, des Sultans Mamlouks, i. 193.] =

Also The falling of one's hair from [above] his

forehead. ($gh, TA) = See also jū.
*: [act, part. n. of 1:]

A woman having her

face uncovered: (S, M, Mgh, K:) pl. *s-,
(TA) - And a horse + having little flesh: (K :)
--in *C, a phrase used by Ibn-Mukbil.
respect to the saying of Aboo-Sakhr El-Hudhalee, is the primary signification. (TA.) You say,
(TA.) – See also *. - And see #14, in
Ol'

• *** *

•

de

•

• de

SO

# b's

They ate the food for the journey. two places. = Also A. writer; a scribe (Akh,
(A.) – Hence, tThe receptacle thereof; (TA;)
+ (# 3:1 =& U&-12
the piece of skin in which it is put. (S," M," S, M, K '). in the Nabathaean language $0.
Msb, K,” TA.) [This is commonly of a round (M:) pl. 594. : (Akh, S, M, K:) which is also
Skr says, [the poet means,] the marks, or traces, form, with a running string; so that it is con applied to the angels who register actions. (M, K.)
thereof had become effaced: [accordingly, the verted into a bag to contain the food, at one
*

*-* 3'2 &c." Selje us''

*@

*

.*

*

•**

*

*

6e

& e

6** d

3×4-5: see 5,4-2.

verse may be rendered, To Leyla there was in time, and at another time is spread flat upon the
Dhāt-el-Beyn an abode that I knen, and another ground, when persons want to eat upon it.] in Dhat-el-Jeysh whereof the marks, or traces, And hence, tThe thing [n'hatever it be] upon X: sing of #4 (A) which signifies The
part that appears [or parts that appear] of the
are effaced:] IJ says, [app. holding the meaning

which one eats: (TA:) [in the desert, it is gene

to be, the marks, or traces, whereof are (like rally a round piece of skin, such as I have face. (S, A, K.)—[Also, or : A place of
those of) an ancient book, such as a portion of described above: in the towns, in the houses of journeying or travelling : in which sense, like
the Mosaic Law,] the last word should be from the middle classes, a round tray of tinned copper, wise, its pl. is *..] One says, #1- 4: &:
the phrase <l <<, i.e. “I swept the house, which is usually placed on a low stool; and in 5.xes: [Between me and him, or it, are far
or chamber;” as though the writing were swept the dwellings of some of the highest classes, and extending tracts to be travelled]. (A.)
off from the J. [or “written paper” or the the lowest, respectively, of silver and wood:]
like, to which the poet seems to compare the site accord. to the T, #. has the last of the signifi X: [act, part. n. of 4, q.v.:] tA face shining

of the abode in Dhāt-el-Jeysh], (M, TA.)

cations given before this, and the thing which it (A, TA) with happiness. (A.) –5: āşül
173 *
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manner his saying that there is not in the lan and is a Persian word, [originally : arabi
the like of -M-, 4-1 does not mean that cized: (§, K:) or, accord. to As, a Greek word,
guage
+ [The she-camel] that is somen'hat above such as
is used. (TA.)
word
this
($, M,) signifying nine: (TA:) if not Arabic, all
is termed £2 [in respect of redness]. (O, K,
its letters are radicals: and Sb says that it is a
TA.)
laä
quinqueliteral-radical word, like J: (TA.)
*: See #". - Also A man (TA) that
£: A man having a head like a laí.
1. ii., aor. *, (M, K) inf n isú, (M,
journeys, or travel, much; (K;) and so **::

#:-" [in

the CK (erroneously)

#:-" means

.#

-

(A:) or that journeys, or travels, much, and is TA,) He was, or became, cheerful, happy, or (IAar, K.)
strong for journeying : (M:) and, applied to a free from straitness, in mind: liberal, bountiful,
&* *
*
* * *
** > *
camel, (S, M, A,) strong for journeying; (S, M, or munificent. (M, K, T.A.)
&,
2*
*,
or
(S)
*,
1.2-,
A, K;) fem. with 3, (S, M, K,) applied to a she
4 × 4 + £í ú. How pleased, or content, (K,) and 30.0%) and J. :", (TA,) aor.
<,
camel, (S, M) as also "jū-2, thus applied. (M) is his mind to give thee up, or relinquish thee! (K,) inf. n. &ā-, (TK.) The hot wind, (S, K.)
syn. (* ū. (IAar, K.)
#. A broom; a thing with which one
and the fire, (S,) and the sun, (TA,) smote, or
-

* @* * *

•

sweepsi ($, M, K.) as also ":

and W

5:.

de

J -d=

-- -

-

5. 3:1 bi-. It (a jar) drank up, or absorbed, burned, (§, K.) him, (S) or his face, (K.)

slightly, (§, K.) so that it altered the colour of
of which last, (expl. by 4: #: us) the pl. is the greater part of the nine. (K.)
the external skin, ($) and, as some add, blackened
8. Eis. The drinking up entirely [what is in
*-i. (TA)
D -

-

**

-

dw e >

-

Jä-e *. 4.

+:

[i. e. One who binds books

(*i. pl. of#-), or covers them with leather].
(A, TA.)
*, * *

*<*

,

*~ : see,4-2, in two places.

-

6 -

e.

a vessel]; syn. -su:) (K.)

it (TA) as also "4:; (K) inf n. &#5.

(TA) [It is app. from is: signifying “black

ness. tinged with redness.”] - [And hence,]
aor, as above, (K,) and so the inf. n.,
4x4-,
[or sack], (M, K,) or like a a: [or basket woven
(TA,) He made a mark upon it: and he made
of palm-leaves], (K,) in nhich are stoned per a mark upon it with a hot iron, or with fire.

* A thing (M,Mgh, Msh, K) like a 3%.

fume and similar things, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) of

(K, TA) - Also, aor, as above, (L, K.) and

the apparatus of nomen: (Mgh, TA:) an Arabic
n., (L.) + He slapped (L, K) it, a
32. Distressed, or fatigued, by journeying or word, well known: (TA:) pl. bu'i. (S, M, so the inf
man's face, (L.) or him, a man, (K,) with his
6

y o *

travel. (TA.)
6

* *

JSU.

Mgh, Msb, K.) - And hence, 1 A casket, or hand. (L.) And t He struck it (a man's neck)
small chest. (Mgh.) It is related that an Arab with his expanded hand: in which sense it is also
A man journeying, or travelling; a

of the desert, passing by at the burial of Mo
traveller; a wayfarer; (S, M, K;) as also hammad, asked why they had not placed the written with U2. (TA.) And + He struck him,
beat him, (K) with a staff, or stick. (TA)
*}su, (M, K;) which latter is [said to be] not Apostle of God in a bi- of brown aloes-wood or
And t He (a bird) slapped it, (S, [in which only
3. part. n., but [a possessive epithet] meaning 25
encased with gold. (TA.)
the inf n, is mentioned,] and K,) namely, the
24, (M) having no verb belonging to it (M,K)
object struck by him, (K) with his wing, (8)
that we have seen; (M;) or it is from 5*, and ** Cheerful, happy, or free from straitness, or with his wings. (K: and so [as is implied in
signifies goingfurth on a journey: (S, Msb:) Pl.:"f in mind: liberal, bountiful, or munificent. (S, the TA] in some copies of the S.)- 4:2: *...,
the former cost-2, ($) £d of the latter.: M, K.) You say, J-: **** He is cheerful,
(Lth, S, K.) aor, and inf n. as above, (TA,) He
(S, M, A, Mgb, K) and juk.) (M, K) and #. ; happy, or free

from straitness, and liberal, in

laid hold upon, or seized, (Lth, S, K,) and

(TA;) and you also say * #1. >; [fem. of mind: (TA:) or cheerful, or brisk, to do nºbat dragged, (Lth, K,) his à-et, (Lth, S, K,) i. e.
is kind or beneficent. (As) And |&#: 4: the fore part of his head (TA) [or his forelock or

*], (S. M. Mab, K.) and "3:Xi,(S, M.A.
Msb,K,) [*:

being

a quasi-pl. n.,] like *::=

[His mind is pleased, or content, with such a the hair over his forehead]: or

&: signifies the

or mean, and despised in laying hold upon, or seizing, the as: of the
in relation to J-L2: ($, Mgh, Mgb:) and "jä. thing]. (TA.) = Vile,
all his circumstances: (M, K:) a man, (IAar, head, i. e. the black part of its a--U. (El
is also used as a sing, (M, K,) being originally

M, K,) or thing, (IAar, M,) of no estimation.
an inf n. (TA.) - #st- is used by Zuheyr as (IAar, M, K.) Thus it has two contr. significa Mufradát,TA.) You say, *: e's #2: &:
a name for A [n'ild] con. (M, TA)
tions. (K.) - What drop from the tree, of [He laid hold upon, or seized, the foreloch of the
green unripe dates. (M, L, K. [äst-: in the horse, to mount him]. (TA.) And * &
6.- d.o." - of He laid hold upon, or seized, and dragged, his
Jerk
C# is a mistake for £1.]) = ik: '3 ..foot. (TA.) And *: &: He laid hold upon
2: Their possessions are mixed among them.
Jeża. [The quince; pyrus cydonia of Linn.;]
his hand: (IAar:) or he laid hold upon his hand
S.)
(AZ,
a certain fruit, (K,) well known; (S, K;) abun
- - -

dant in the land of the Arabs: (AHn, TA:) it

and raised him: often used in this sense by
'Obeyd-Allah Ibn-Al-Hasan, Kádee of El-Bas

and venery; (TA;) allays thirst; and when

#200 as:#; (§, K, &c.;) [or (*; (see
#: o: -# in art. 1;)] the Arabs [some

6 *

* *

alous. The goods, or utensils and furniture, of
is astringent, or constipating; strengthening; a house or tent. (IDrd, S, [but wanting in one
diuretic; exites the appetite (K, TA) for food copy,] M, K.)
eaten upon [other] food, loosens [the bonels];
and the most beneficial thereof is that which has

Bi. A maker of what is called laí. (TA)

£), (S.M. K.) so in the handwriting of J,
(TA,) and £), (M, K,) also written with Jo,

rah. ($gh.)

It is said in the Kur [xcvi. 15],

times] substituting 1 for the quiescent c, [in a
case of this kind]; (Sgh;) i. e. We will assuredly

been scooped out, and had its pips extracted, and
honey put in the place thereof, and been plastered (AS, and K in art. lai.e.,) Perfumed juice of take by the a-eu (Az, S, TA) to the fire [of
over with clay, and baked (K, TA) in the oven : grapes: (M, L, K:) or wine in which are aro hell]: (Az, TA:) or we will assuredly lay hold
(TA:) [a coll. gen, n. :] n. un. with, *: (K.) matics: (TA:) or the upper part of wine; (AO, upon his à-20 and drag him thereby neith vio
lence to the fire: (Bd:) or we will assuredly
and pl. &: (S. K.) the dim is : and M, K;) the clear part thereof; (AO, TA;) so
drag him thereby to the fire: (O, K:) or we will
J-a-, mentioned by AZ. (TA) - [Ježá called because the jars (c.32) have drunk up, or assuredly blacken his face; the a-eu being put for
the greater portion of it, (K, TA,) the the face because it is the fore part thereof: (Fr,
&: Annona glabra; a species of custard-apple; absorbed,
(TA;) or from 14. in the Az, K:) or we will assuredly mark him with the
remaining;
part
clear
mentioned by Forskål, Flora Aegypt. Arab.,
p. cxiv.] = The saying of Sb, that there is not first of the senses assigned to it above: (IAar, mark of the people of the fire, (O, K,) making his
in the language the like of Uta-ra-' does not mean K:) or various wines mixed together: (TA:) or face black, and his eyes blue : (O:) or we will
that this word is applied to anything: and in like it signifies a certain sort of beverage or wine: assuredly abase him: or, render him despicable:
*
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(O, K:) or we will assuredly abase him and

W

&: [which is properly the inf n. of & q.v.,]

cynth; (Ibn-'Abbād, K;) because of their black
ness:
(TA:) n. un, with 3. (K.)
a blackness tinged with redness in the cheeks of a
6* * *
cons; for these, instead of *::: 'i in the O wan, or haggard, woman, (O, K,) and of a sheep,
&- applied to a man clad in armour, Black
and K, have 4:3, and this is shown to be the or goat. (O.) One says also, is: *: -> s
from the rust of the iron. (TA.) Applied to a
right reading by the last explanation in the sen * &: ! I see in his face a change to ius'
bull, Having black spots, or specks, on his face.
tence next preceding.
(TA.) = &, aor. * , ness in consequence of anger. (TA.) The axå. (TA.)

make him to stand: so in the L and other lexi

&", It

inf n.

(,thing) was,

or became, of the

colour termed axi., i.e. black tinged, or inter

mixed, with red. (Msb.)
2 : see 1; first sentence.

3. *L, inf n issu:, (S, TA); He slapped
him, being slapped by him: he struck him, or
beat him, being struck, or beaten, by him : and he

fought with him; namely his adversary: (TA:)
[or he charged upon, or assaulted, or attacked,
him, the latter doing the same; for] issu: is like
išu. (S.)- + He embraced him, being em
braced by him. (TA.)

of the head is The blackness of its a 20 [i.e.

6

y o e

85- A. man, (I 'A'), mitten by an evil eye.
fore part, or foreloch, or hair over the förehead]. (I’Ab, K)-gall 3'-e A man whose eye is

(El-Mufradát, TA.) And &: [which is the pl.]
signifies Black spots, or specks, on the face of a
bull. (TA)- Also A spot of ground, in the
traces of a house, differing, in its blackness, from
the rest of the colour of the ground: (S, TA:)
[i.e. a black, or dark, patch of ground where a
house has stood:] or dung of beasts, (K, TA,) or
sand, (TA,) or ashes, or sneepings commingled
and compacted together, in the traces left by the
inhabitants of a house, differing in colour from
the ground [around]; (K, TA;) so says Lth.
(TA.)

sunk, or depressed, in his head.
also g”.]

(I’Ab, K.)-[See

&: + Striking, or beating, another, being
struck, or beaten, by him. (K.) + Charging
upon, or assaulting, or attacking, another who

is doing the same. (K.)-[And hence,] + The
lion (K, TA) that prostrates his prey. (TA.)
t Embracing. (K.)- I. q.
(Ibn-'Ab

£-

bād, K;) i.e. having sexual intercourse without
marriage. (TA.)
-

5. ai. He warmed himself (K, TA):
with the fire. (TA.)
2.20%

•

&:

His colour became altered by upon, or seizing, the à-20 [or forelock] of his
reason of fear, or the like, (K, TA,) as, for in horse [to mount him]. ($," and Ham p. 7.) =
stance, disease.
He, or it,
[pl. gf issu,] Burning blasts of the [ncind
became snollen, or affected with a tumour; for] called]_***. (S, K.)
(K, TA,) with - before the
à-Of a black colour tinged, or intermixed,
(TA: [in the CK &:])=z- [from
neith redness: (S, Msb:) or black: (Mgh:)
He (a man) put on, or clad himself with, applied to a man: (S:) fem Axã.: (Mgh, Msb:)
his garment: and &: She (a woman) put on and Ra... [is the pl., and] signifies blacks in
her garments. (TA.)
clining to redness. (K.) Applied to an ostrich,
AM &:
A mark, Jrm.fire, altering the i. q. & [which is variously explained, as signi
fying Of a colour inclining to blackness, or of
8. a73)

Jā

&: [act, part. n. of &l A man laying hold

J.

(TA)-(3£,

&#.

&# is like £3.

• ** 6

&:

&-

1. 301 &, (T, S, Msb, K.) aor. 2, inf n.
60 e.

J.

Jä.; (Msb;) and Waiā.1; (T, S, Msb, K;) He
shut, or closed, the door; (T, S, Msb, K;) or
locked it: (Msb:) and in like manner with U2
[in the place of the U-]. (TA)- awe-2 (5a-,
* >d

=

•* *

(inf n, as above, TA) He slapped his face.

(IDR, MI,K) [See also &l-J #"
312.'), occurring in a trad, means The striking

of the

hands [of the contracting parties] on the
occasion of selling and buying [in token of the
ratification thereof
in the markets]: and so with
***.ed so ***

&:
J2. (TA)-aj9-2/ Ja-, inf n, as above, i, q.
colour of a man. (TA.) = &A- also signifies A
the colour of dust, &c.]. (TA.) And the fem., (#4 [app. meaning He compressed his wife;
garment of any kind: (K:) but mostly such as is applied to a ewe, Having black cheeks, the rest like
- -]. (TA)=&#4, (S, Mab, K.)
dyed: pl. 83-, (TA.)- And hence, perhaps,] of her being white. (TA.) The masc. also signi aor. * , (K) inf n. ătă, (S, Msb,) It (a gar
The spathe, or spadix,

(all,)

of a tree called fies A wild bull: (K:) or, applied to a wild bull, ment, or piece of cloth,) was thick, substantial,

it signifies having in his cheeks a blackness in close, or compact, in texture; (T, S, Mgb, K;)
clining a little to redness. (TA.) And The 780t ---, (T;) contr. of -i-. (Msb:) [and
of which it is pl., though hank; (K;) because it has #pots of black: (Er
SO £2.

#. (AA, T in art & b )
&:

* > of

See

£i,

sometimes used as a subst.
s

< *

Raghib.) all hawks are &A-5 ($ ) and the

© e o p

&- :
is: +A stroke from a devil: (TA:) or a
touch of madness or diabolical possession, in a
person, as though a devil had laid hold upon his
*:: (S, TA:) [see #26. &: or a stroke
with the evil eye: (TA:) or a stroke of an [evil]
eye by which one is affected from the jinn's
looking at him; as also #: (T in art. Aláš:) or

an evil eye. (K, TA: [in the CK, for Gi is:
&#, is put &: 3i is:..]) One says, is: d:
In him is a touch of madness, &c. (S.) And
6.- d >

4x4 w

y de

•

£3. An evil eye smote him.

(K, TA.)

(*):

because of the as:
4: see above, first sentence.-:#1 Ga. He
upon its neck: (S:) or, applied to a pigeon, it milked the sheep, or goats, but once in the day:
signifies of n:hich the as: is upon its neck, (K, and so with ce. (TA)--s: G-1 He (a
TA,) exclusively of the head, (TA,) in the part weaver) made the garment, or piece of cloth,
fem., A pigeon

See axå".

on each side of the neck above the ring. (K," thick, substantial, close, or compact, in texture.
TA.) It is also a name for Sheep, or goats; (TA.)
used when they are called to be milked: (K:)
7. Gà.jl It (a door) became shut, or closed:
so in the O: but in some copies, and in the TS, (S, TA:) and so with J2. (TA.)

for the she-goat: (TA:) thus in the phrase,

** if: sus: i. 4. & [He sold and bought

&S & Ji [Call thou to the the sheep, or

- - -

**

*

goats, or the she-goat, to be milked]: (O, TS, with him: he made a covenant, a compact, an
K:) mentioned by Ibn-'Abbād. (TA.)- Ap engagement, or the like, with him: or he promised,
plied to a garment, or piece of cloth, Black. or snore, allegiance to him]: (O, K:) occurring
in a trad., related thus•oand
with L2. (TA.)
&

(K)—"The pl. is also applied to The Gö, And #4-5 # 95 &#!, (9) or G.
(Lth, S, K,) or three stones upon which the cook.
2 *

•

* >d =

p

de ed

s: Blackness tinged, or intermixed, with
redness: (Lth, S, Msb, K:) or blackness that is ing-pot is set up; (TA;) because of their black 53-3 aii, (K.) I purchased the two things by
not much : or blackness nith another colour: or
ness: (Lth, Er-Răghib:) [see 34- :] and a a single act of purchasing. (O, K.)
blackness with blueness; or, with yellonness; ac single one thereof is called à: (K:) or an
*

cord. to the Towsheeh: but Lth says that, as

a:

[meaning trivet], (K, TA,) upon
meaning a colour, it has the first of all these
which the cooking-pot is set up; and this is said
iron

meanings only: (TA:) or [simply] blackness.

6 of

&A, applied to a garment, or piece of cloth,
Thick, substantial, close, or compact, in tecture.

(T, S, Msh, K)—And [hence] * : *A

•

(Mgh.)

In the face, it is A blackness in the to be the primary application. (TA.)- &

man (S, O, TA) having little shame. ($,0, K,

cheeks of a nan, or haggard, woman : (S:) and also signifies The seeds, or grain, of the colo TA.)

1374

put,

6 6 p.

or laid don'n, and upon which are then

6- p 6 -

that is beaten thin and long. (Lth, O, K.” [See,
.

. . ."

again, äää-.])

Ji, and "Ji- (S, M, Mgh, O, Mgb, K) [but

3: see : and 30.

wound the [mats of reeds called] &%, (Lth, O,
K,) above the house-tops of the people of El
Basrah. (Lth, O. [See also ää.5-.])– And
Any piece of gold, and of silver, or other metal,

8: see 1, last sentence.

4- t Loquacious; garrulous. (K,"TA.)

#4. A broad, thin, long piece of nood, which
is

[Book I.

Jā- - Jä

it is strangely added in the Msb that IKt dis
allowed the pronunciation with damm] and
Jā

*ā- (M, K) and "ātā' (S, O, K) The lowest,

1. Já, aor. *; (M, MA, Mgh, O, Mgb, K.) or loner, part [of a thing]; contr. of # (S, M,
and Ji, aor.”, (M, Mob, K.) and Ja,(0,K) Mgh, O, Mgb, K) and #2 (§, Mgh, O, Mgb, K)

aor. -, (Ki) infn, (of the first, Mgh, Mab,TA, and #2 (K) and #5 ($,0, K.) [and so
and of the last, TA) J.A. (M, MA, Mgh, Mob, *ist, contr. of #t= :] * Jé * & signi
<la."
K) and Jū. (M, MA, K, TA, in the CK (erro fies, (K) or is said to signify, (M) the lonest, or
1. 433, aor. - (S, M, O, Mgb, K) and *, (0, neously] Ju-,) and of the second it: ; (TA;) loner, part of anything; i.e. " £i, (M, K;)
Msb, TA, &c.,) inf n. 4, (S, O, Mgb) He and W Ji-S, (M, K;) He, or it, was, or became, and 35%, [the contr., i. e.] #4. (M.)
shed, poured forth, or caused to run or flow, lon; (M," Mgh, O, K;") the first contr. of 5%;
Ji- see the next preceding paragraph.
blood, (S, O, Msb, K, TA,) and tears, (S, O, (Mgh, O';) and the third, of &#: and + both
Msb, TA,) and water, and any fluid or liquid,
are said of a man; (O;) Js: and Jú. being
Ji- from J*, and "Ja- from Ji-, + A
but app. most especially blood. (TA)- And
the
contr.
lon,
of
base, vile, ignoble, mean, or sordid, man:
#:
and
#:
(§, K.) or became
[hence,] ASSI 4:..., (K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)
! He poured forth speech profusely, (K, TA,) loner than another: (Msb:) [and] the first (MA) or 'Ja signifies low ('Jsus) [in con

with haste, or quickly. (TA)

signifies it descended, subsided, or sank donn dition],

deficient in

lot, or fortune : (TA:) and

nards. (M.A.) Hence the phrase -: -: &: *āia, (S, M, MA, Mgh, Mab, K.) said by some
2.4-i-, inf n. 443, He fed him (i.e. his +: &: +[A daughter of a daughter of d to be from this word as signifying the “legs” (Mgh,
guest) with something whereby to content, or daughter, and if she be loner in descent]: −, Mgb) of a camel (Mg) £r of a beast, or quad
satisfy, him, [so as to allay the craving of
i. e. with damm to the -5, in this case, is a mis ruped, (Mgb,) and *ālā, (S, M, MA, Mgh,
* ~ his
*
stomach,] before the morning-meal; i. q. as-J. take. (Mgh.) And 2-9 *
#: * 1: (O, TA)
+ [His station with, or in the estimation of the Mob, K.) a contraction of #4, (S, Mgh, Mgb)
commander, governor, or prince, was, or became, or it may be pl. of W J.-, like as £e is of &",
6. A422 12:50.5 [They contended together in
(Mgh,) + lon, base, vile, ignoble, mean, or sordid,
the mutual shedding of blood]. (TA in art.j=-3.) lon, or longer]. (TA.) And Jú. es' *: persons; (S," MA, Mgh, Msb;) or the lonest, or
+ [Their case is in a lon, state]. (TA.) And loner, basest, or baser, vilest, or viler, &c., of
7. Elā-1, said of blood, (K, TA,) and tears,
£1.J. J., (K, TA, in the former of which mankind, or of people; the refuse, or rabble,
and water, and any fluid or liquid, (TA,) It was,
the context implies that it is Jä.", but it is]) like
[aor. *,] (TA,) inf. n. J*. [It subsided in
the
thing;]
it descended from the upper, or upper
TA.)
most, part of the thing, to the loner, or lonest,
#: A portion of food that is presented to a part thereof. (K.)- And J*, [aor. *,] inf. n.
guest, to content, or satisfy, him, [so as to allay it: (£, S.MA, Mgli, o, K) and
the craving of his stomach,] before the morning and Jä., (Fr, O,) t He was, or became, lon,

thereof: (S," M, K:) and

*ā-, with two kes

rehs, is a dial. var. of iía-

and iii-, mentioned

or became, shed, poured forth, or caused to run

or flow; or it poured forth, or flowed. (K, 34,

# (MA)

meal; like

3,4-

:

is: (IAar, O, K.")

See

by Sgh and IB on the authority of Yoo and IKh,
and is said to mean the lonest, basest, &c., of the
lon, base, &c.: the pl. of "
is
(TA;)

iii. Ji-

one should not say, *āia, 34, because this is
base, vile, ignoble, mean, or sordid; (Fr, S, MA, [used only as] a pl.: (S :) the vulgar say J*,

O, K;") as also Já, with fet-h, (Fr, O.) Ji- 2, 3- " iii.; ($, Mghs') but this has
Jú, in two places. - Also t The Mgh,
J*. (M.A.) You say, Ji-, like J#5, been disallowed: (Mgh:) a man is related to
[like *: app. because of its
have said to his wife, (Mgh, TA,) who had called
Or

soul: (K:)
proneness to lying.]

(MSb) or Ji-, like #, (K) está G', and

it", (TA) Gus eit *- : &l,
either him
(Mgh, TA) meaning If f be lon, base, &c., in
case 2,] inf. n. Ji- (Msb, K) and J: (K) and my intellect and my religion [thou art divorced];
Jú-, (Msb," K, [in the former without any (Mgh;) whence it seems that iii. may be ap

**, (Msb, K.) and 4:3, (TA,) [aor. in
* Blood, (K, TA,) and tears, and water,
and any fluid or liquid, (TA,) Shed, poured
forth, or caused to run or flow; as also " *.

indication of the syll. signs,]) the last like += 5 plied to a single person; but this requires con
(K;) [and app. Ja... also accord, to the MA,
sideration. (TA) * as: &: means + [The
£i. One who sheds blood, and tears, much; shown above;] and W Ji-i, and "Ja-l; (TA;) oaths] of the ignorant': or accord. to Aboo

(K, T.A.)

aS

(Msb;) [as also " 3, ..] You say £30 Jú. ! He was lon, base, vile, ignoble, or mean, in his Haneefeh, of the heretics, or schismatics:
such
A great shedder of blood. (TA)- And t Elo lot, [or, as seems to be indicated in the Msb, [oaths] are said to be Aft *33 and aff £3.
quent; (Kr, K;) an able speaker. (§, K.)– inferior to others,] in respect of his disposition, (Mgh.)
And I Mendacious; a great, or habitual, liar; and his deed, and his lineage : (TA:) "Ji-3 is
älä- : see Jā- : - and see also Jä., in three
(TA) as also "3,4-, (K) or -2%. 3,4 the contr. of st- (Msb.)
-

6-0

6 o y

-

5

•

places.

(TA.)

2.

3su. Shedding, or pouring forth, blood and
tears [&c.]. (Mgb.) You say 49%. &: Eyes

J:

The act of lonering, or depressing;

syn. -sai (S.O.)
* **

*

Jiu- *

+ He vies with, or imitates,
And 49%.
[Tears pouring forth; properly] such a one in his lon, base, vile, ignoble, mean, or
sordid, actions. (TA.)
meaning ai- $33 [having a shedding or pouring
5. J: [Quasi-p'of 2,] The being lonered,
forth], the latter word being pl. of issu, so as
used in a verse of Mutemmim Ibn-Nuweyreh: or depressed; syn. *i; (S, O';) contr. of
3. U').5

its. The legs ($, M, Mgh, Mob, K) of a camel
(S, M, Mgh, K) or of a beast, or quadruped:

shedding, or pouring forth, tears. (TA) -

82%

(Msh;) because
also

they are. lowest. (M.)- See

als": - and see Jā-, in three places.
s

6*

aMä. : See
•*

•

Já-.

3. * *

•

Usia. [Qf, or relating to, the lonest, or loner,
part
or place;] ". rel. n. from Ji. (TA.)
but the obviously-right expression is "iès: Jaj. (TA.)- See also 1, first sentence: - and
(Ham p.370.)

the same, last sentence, in two places.

[Hence, the pl.]

&: means Persons alighting,
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". or

or abiding, in the
country: opposed to

loner, parts of a dogs] of the loner, or lonest, parts of the valleys. (L in art. 2, le.) See an ex. in a verse cited in
&*. (TA in art. 2's.) (M.) – And t The young ones of camels. (A5, art. -$24-, conj. 5.
3 : - -.

|S, TA.)

•

-

-

&s: A wind that blon's upon the surface of
the earth [app. removing the dust]; (M, K;) as

- It is also opposed to U's [ina relation
to con
•3
£ion], whence the saying, Cala-'l-> <-•

• 6•

J.'" *::

6

*

UA

+[He who has mercy on the lon, in

also "ist. (K:) or the former, a wind always

1. *, (§,M, L, K) aor. -, (M. L. K.) infn. blowing: (L.) and " the latter signifies a wind

condition, on him• will
the high in condition have &#, (S, M, L,) i, q. % [i. e. He divested or
* * *
as though wiping the surface of the earth;
-

mercy]. (TA.)

&:

meaning + Persons lon,

stripped it of, or he stripped off, scraped off, (A’Obeyd, L;) or paring it; (L;) or [simply]
a wind;
in condition, is opposed to &#3, meaning “opu rubbed off, abraded, or othernise removed, its S,
L, K.) (S;) and its pl. is &*. (A’Obeyd,
•

outer covering or integument, or superficial part;
he pared it, peeled it, &c.; and he, or it, pared,
peeled, stripped, or rubbed, it off; namely, any

lent persons.” (TA in art. 2Ac.)
*

*... •

*

.

Jea- : see Jā-, in three places.

*

*

<* , “

.

Jea. : see à:k-, in two places.

thing superficial and generally a thing adhering
6* * *

altā. : see

Ji',

in two places. - One says,

to the surface of another thing]. ($, M, L, K.)
Imra-el-Keys says,

&#1 * **, and ~#1 #14 J, (M. K.'
TA,) or

*

2 * : *

* **, *, * *

3. *

:* *

a-la L&S &#- Lás-as-s

a;" âû., (S,) [He sat in, or on, the
*

... • * ~

*4

=

< **

~ *3

*

**

&ale U+ ta-29 a.2 -->3' U2,3
leenard side; like as one says in French, sous le
vent;] in, or on, the side, or quarter, tonards [And he came clandestinely, his belly paring the
which the nind blen"; (S, M, K, TA;) and ground, thou seeing the dust sticking to him with
particularly with respect to the object or objects the utmost sticking]; (S, M, L; but in the S, ūjj
of the chase [in order that his smell might not be and 51. ;) meaning that he came cleaving to
perceived thereby]: (TA in the present art. and
in art. 2Ac:) opposed to (35%, and
& the ground in order that the objects of the chase
*

(M, K, TA) or ús): ($)

Jiu, Low; contr. of Jä. (S, MSb, TA)

- And He pared and smoothed it; as also or because [in that case] it sticks upon the
"4:- [but app. in an intensive sense, or used in ground; or it may be from 3- meaning “a

relation to several objects]. (M., L.) - And
*:
<, (M, L.) aor. as above, (L)
āsū: see Ji. - [Hence,]
āsū. The and so the inf. n., (M, L,) The nind reduced the
<
half that is next to the : [or pointed iron shoe, dust to a fine ponder: (M, L:) or
• - 2 - -3

Ja:

: A ship, or boat; (M, L;) of the measure
#4 in the sense of the measure #e3, (IDrd,
S, M, L., Msb;) as though it pared the surface of

the water; (IDrd,S, L, Msb;) or so called because
it pares [meaning skims] the surface of the water;
(M, L;) or because it pares the sands [by run
ning
aground] when the water is little [in depth];
might not see him and flee from him. (S, E.)

ūš:

See also

ātā. The craft, or occupation, of constructing,
(M, L, K,) and of navigating, (M, L,) ships or
boats. (M., L., K.)

and see an ex, voce Ji-i.

&;"

c:

£5"
*

J.S.

carpenter's adz or axe with which he hews &c.,”
and, if so, having the meaning of the measure

is: (L.) the pl. is 3% and 3: (M, L,
Msb, K) and [coll. gen, n.] " Jā- : (S, M, L,
Mgb, K:) the first of these is a regular pl.: (Sb,

*

42-3 Je rºil [The wind pared off the M, L:) the second is pl. of the third, (MSb,) or

or foot,] of the spear: (M, K.) [opposed to
it were pl. of the third: (Sb, M,
£.]—And āsū The bottom, poder, post dust from the surface of the earth]. (S, L.) itL:)is Wasthethough
third is anomalous, being of a class
And &;" <, aor.”, (Lh, M, L, K.) inf n.
riors, or buttocks; and the anus; syn. 3.xxãoji,
proper to greated.things, as in. the instances of

($) and £1 (TA) as also £1; syn. &#, (Lh, M, L.) The wind blew upon the sur

5.5 and £5, and āk- and U-3, and only heard

face of the earth [app. removing the dust]; as in a few instances in the cases of things made by

£l (Lin art.**)

also -a-, (Lh, M, L. K.) aor. *. (K)—And art; and some say that it is a dial. var. of #4.

J#. (M, U.S. * J'é &: #: The ship, or boat,
Mab, K.) fem. Li's (TA) and pl. J.C. sticks upon the ground. (L.)
Já'í Lonver, and lonest;

contr. of

in the Kur [xcv. 5],

(Mgb.) [Hence,] à:M t [The constellation
Argo;] one of the southern constellations, of
which the stars are five and forty, th: bright
great star upon the southern oar being J: [i. e.
Canopus], accord. to Ptolemy, and it is the most
remote star from the ā-ā-, in the south, and is
marked on the astrolabe; but some of the Arabs
say that the bright star at the extremity of the
second oar [but what star is meant thereby I
know not] is called J.", mithout restriction.

anay: or to a state of error; relating to him

Cú. A constructor, or builder, of ships or

&•

&

•-d = *

*

•

(M, TA.) One says, * c > Ja-i >> [He, or 2: see the preceding paragraph.
it, became loner than another]. (Mgb.)
And
it is
• - of
, o a co
&: A carpenter's adz, or axe, (L,) or a large
said in the Kur [viii. 43], Lošo U.A.! --&#12
adz
or axe, (M., L.) or a thing (S, L, K) of any
The caravan being in a place loner than ye;
•

-

-

6 y o

Jä-l being
here an adv. n. : or, as some read, hind, (K,) with which one hens, or shapes out,
* > of
& y&

pares, a thing; as also "3:... ($, L. K.)
L* Jā-, i.e. being loner than ye. (M.)– or
or an adz with nihich palm-trunks are pared;

"&#91. Já'í £33, X,

as also X- and $. (ISk, L.)- Also Rough
means + [Then we rendered him the lonest of skin, (S, M, L, K,) thick, or coarse, (M,) such (Kzw.)- [Also An oblong book: and a common
lon: or] ne reduced him to extreme old age, or as the skins of crocodiles, (S, L,) which is put place book: app. post-classical.]
decrepitude: or to a state of perishing, or passing upon the hilts of snords: (S, M, L:) or the skin
6 :*

who has disbelieved; (M, K;) for every infant of the fish called *i. n:hich is a rough skin, boats: (M, L, K:) and a navigator, (M., L.) or
is born of the natural constitution with which he nherenith whips and arron's are rubbed [to a master, (S, Msb,) of a ship or boat. (S, M, L,
is created in his mother's womb, and he who dis smooth them], and which is upon the hilts of Msb.)

believes and errs is reduced to this state: (M:) or snords: (Mgh, L:*) accord. to AHn, (M, L,) a
the meaning is, we have made him to be of the rough piece of the skin of the [lizard called] -3, # A pear. (K.)
people of the fire [of Hell]: or [ne have made or of the skin of a fish, with which the arron is
#U. ; pl. &#3: See &*, in two places.
him to go don'n] to the fire [of Hell]. (Bd.) – rubbed so as to remove from it the marks of the
(M, L, K:) or, as some say, (M,
34 U. [The lower of Mudar] is said to de paring-knife:
&súl A certain vein in the inner side of the
L,)
a
stone
with
which one shapes out, or pares,
note those of Mudar with the exception of
spine,
extending lengthnise, with which is united
and smooths: (M, L, K:) sometimes, accord. to
Kureysh and Keys: opposed to 3.4% (#. (TA
the
b%
[q.v.] of the heart. (K.) [Golius and
Lth, an iron implement with which one rubs
in art. 3Me.) – See also J:-The pl. J.C. nood so as to smooth it: (L:) accord. to AHeyth, Freytag explain it as meaning the “Saphaena,”
means The loner, or lonest, parts of valleys a cane which is holloned, and has some notches
but this is called &sual.]
[&c.]. (TA.) The phrase JsúS. *= OCCul'S cut in it, through which an arron is put and
in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb as meaning [The repeatedly drawn [to smooth it]; also called i:*. #-A certain bird [...found] in Egypt, that
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does not alight upon a tree without eating all the U-à to the possessor thereof, what followed the (TA)- And £4. and 4: signify ++,
verb became an explicative, to indicate that the (so in the CK,) in [some of] the copies of the K
leaves thereof. (K.)
6 * @

a. [or lightwittedness, £e, was therein; and by <āş, but the right reading is <i> [i. e. I was

6 * *

&A-2 : see cº

rule it should be u-á, -ºj as-, for the explicative occupied, or busied, or diverted from a thing]:
should not be otherwise than indeterminate; but or, accord. to the copies of the K, &#3; but
it was left in its state of a prefixed noun, and put correctly, or Šiš [i. e. I occupied, or busied, or
in the accus. case in the manner of an indetermi diverted from a thing]. (TA.)

...a... and latá-.
6 ded

6 ded

*ā-l and la:-1:

see arts. J.A. and laa-.

nate noun as being likened thereto; [the mean
ing, therefore, accord. to him, is he was, or
became, lightnitted, &c., as to his mind;] it is
.1. as, (S, MA, MSb) aor. # (Mab3) and not allowable, however, in his opinion, to make
&, [aor. *;] (S, Msb ;) inf n. as and āsū.
this accus, to precede [the verb], because the ex
(S, MA, Msb, K"), and out., (S, MA, K,”) [all plicative may not precede; and similar to this is
mentioned in the MA as of the former verb, and the phrase tà 4:
and u: *
unean
4A

<i>.

<b,

so in the TA when that verb is trans., but

2. see 5.–IHence,] ..., inf n. *::, (S,
Msb, K,) signifies * * [i. e. He, or it,
made him to be, or

he pronounced him to be,

lightnitted, &c.]; as also

"4:

(K, TA;) on

the authority of Akh and Yoo: (TA:) or he
attributed to him what is termed aā. [i.e. light
wittedness, &c.]: (S, Msb:) or he said to him

properly] the first is of the former verb, and ing 4: Jé 303 and 2: J-5 <u>: (S, TA:) that he was such as is termed aga. (Mgb.) And
the second is of the latter verb, (S, Msb,) and but this saying [of Fr] is disallowed by the
<!- J.--" ai. Ignorance made him light, in
so is the third; (S;) He (a man, S) was, or grammarians; for they say that explicatives are
became, such as is termed *: (S, TA;) [i. e.] indeterminate, and that determinate nouns may constant, unsteady, irresolute, or fickle; syn.
he nas, or became, unnºise, inities, or destitute of not be used as indeterminate: some of the gram £usi and 4: i. (TA) See also 1, in three
wisdom or understanding, or [rather] lightnitted. marians say that 4: 4: 3. S! in the Kur places.
**

(MA) – The phrase 4: *, [of which an
instance occurs in the Kurii. 124, and] to which
28

-

-

• &* > .

•

*-d -

~

4- of

*

~ *

*:

[ii. 124] means
es' *- U-8 Sl [but he who He acted [in a lightnitted manner,] foolishly, or
is lightnitted, &c., in his mind], i.e., who becomes ignorantly, with him; (MA, KL;) showed light

4% &# and 4:31: and £3. and 2-1 &
*: [the prep.] Us being suppressed [and the
and 5: Jú) are similar, was originally -wa.
noun therefore put in the accus. case agreeably
*j U-ā [or rather 4: ** i. e. Himself, or with a general rule]: Zj holds that the ap
his mind, was, or became, lightwitted, &c.]; but provable saying is, that it means 4: J.- 3. S.,
when [the dependence of] the verb became trans i.e., but he who is [ignorant or silly or foolish or]
2- of

de

~

*

-

-

o" -

-

* de

ferred [from the U-à5] to the man, what followed unreflecting in his mind: and in like manner,
2-8- - the verb was put in the accus. case by being its ael, aa- means alwe [i. e. he was ignorant, &c.,
objective complement, for the phrase became
in his judgment, or opinion]; and his judgment,
identical in meaning with 4: "4: [he made or opinion, nas unsound, without rectitude: and
himself, or his mind, lightnitted, &c.]: so say the
Basrees and Ks; and it is allowable with them to a-a as- signifies also he lost himself, or his on n
make this accus. to precede [the verb]; like as it soul. (TA.) 5-l *- is likewise expl. as mean
is allowable to say, & 33 43% ($, TA:) ing 3-" *a*. [He made the truth, or right, to
accord. to the K, the verb thus used has three be foolishness, or the like]; and Yoo held the one
2-8
to be a dial. var. of the other, and the measure of
forms; (TA;) you say a-ā, as... and 42.9, (K, the former verb to denote intensiveness; and
TA,) and 4.-, (TA,) and 4, and 4:, mean accord. to this explanation one may say, +.
ing 4: J'é 4:- [which is virtually the same 13; meaning 1: " <!- [I pronounced Zyd
as a: i.e. he made himself, or his mind, light lightnitted, &c.]: or the meaning is J-M J.
witted, or unnoise, &c., and in like manner his [he ignored the truth, or right], and he did not
judgment, or opinion, and he made his gravity, see it to be the truth, or right : (TA:) or he re
or forbearance, or the like, to become levity, or garded the truth, or right, as foolishness, or igno
J e

* * de

J. • & •

*

*

=

hastiness, &c.], or he attributed aā [i.e. light
his judgment, or opinion]: or he destroyed it;

ness, levity, weakness of mind, and lack ofJ

for gravity, &c.], with him. (KL) You say,
J -* * *

*** *

avā-5 awsu. : see 1, near the end of the paragraph.
[aysu. in this instance may mean as above, or

may have the meaning here next following.]
He reviled him; or he reviled him, being reviled
by him; syn. 4.jú: whence the prov, ,
*Usui. * [A lightnitted person found not a
revier, or mutual reviler]; (K, TA;) mentioned

*

-

*

wittedness, &c., to himself, or his mind, and to

* *

3. *-, (S, MA, K.) inf n. #4, (§, KL)

in the S. (TA) [See also 5.]—&#1 ast-, (S,
+3", ($) + He sat with (345) the Ös

K,) or

[or nine-jar], (§, K.) or the -le: [or milk-skin],

($) and drank from it while after while (S. K.)
And 4:1 ast. He exceeded the due bounds in
respect of the beverage, or nine, drinking it neith

out measure; (K, TA) as also "4A. (K.)
And it." <30. ! I drank the water immode
rately, (Lh, TA,) or without measure. (A, TA.)
[See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.]

And &,"

āşūji

S-30 ! The she-camel kept to

the road, or way, (A, K, TA,) or took to it, (A,
TA,)
with a vehement pace: (A, K, TA:) or
rance. (S and TA in art. lack.) See also 2. –
was
light,
or agile, in her pace, or going. (TA.)
* 4. signifies J.- [i.e., when thus trans.
by means of J”, Hé feigned ignorance to him]; 4. £i I found him to be 4. [i.e. light.
as also ai., (K, TA) and "ast-3. (K)– And witted, &c.]. (TA. [There said to be tropical;
&: <+- [and it is implied in the K that but I see not why..])- *:::" £i 3: + May

(K, TA;) agreeably with the meaning assigned
to 4: *. by AO: (TA:) or this means he
held himself in mean, or light, estimation; (MA,
one says (see-a, -wa. also, but only the former
and Ksh and Bd in ii. 124;) and rendered him is authorized by the TA,] I forgot my share, or
self lon, base, *.contemptible: (Bd ibid.:) but portion. (Th, K, TA)—And 4-2 ai, aor.*,
Lh says that a-aī as-, with kesr [to the -5], He overcame his companion in what is termed

God make thee to drink of the beverage, or wine,
without having thy thirst satisfied thereby: or
Aft 4: God made him, or may God make
him, to drink without having his thirst £atified *
inf. Il. * and ästä. and *, Incans c." 4: a st- [inf n, of 3, q.v.]. (K.) You say, " *u. (S, accord. to different copies:) or US$ all as.)
a£il [or &:-], and is the approved form, #4.
***, (JK, K, TA) A.J. God made, or may God make, such a one to
and that some say aí, which is rare: and accord. inf n.a.a., (TA,) t The spear-nound, or the like, drink much water. (TA.)

..(TA)–:

£5, they

5. £" <-i- The ". ". in a *
K, TA) and dried up (-i-, [in the TK -i-.]): of commotion. (TA)->:ll 8, **-3,

so that the three forms of the verb mentioned in

(S, K.) inf. n. *~, (TA,) He drank much of

to J and others,(TA,) when they say 4-#aa-, and emitted blood which came from it quickly (JK,
do not say it otherwise than with kesr
[to the JSJ, because J% is not trans.: (S, TA:)

(K, TA) so in the A. (TA)—3%ill as,
(S) or 3.4%), (K, TA) and

&;" '*

the K require consideration: (TA:) accord. to the beverage, or wine, without having his thirst 3:44), (Ham p. 359,) The nind made the trees,
Fr, when [the dependence of] the verb in the satisfied thereby. (S, K, T.A.) See also 3. And (S,) or the branches, (K,) to bend, or incline :
J - d-

phrase 4: aa became transferred from the à." 4:- ! He drank the water immoderately. (S, K:) and put the branches in motion: (K,

-
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of motion, commotion, or agitation :] applied to a
#: Xú, (K,TA, in the CK terroneously]
camel's nose-rein, (S, K,) light : (S:) or quiver aă-e,) as also i:, (TA,) + Food that incites
:
* 84 .
ing; (K, TA;) because of the she-camel's shaking [in the CK -a: is erroneously put for &] to
it, and contending in pulling it. (TA: but there the drinking of much water. (IAar," K, TA.)
said in a prov., # -: #% A lamb, or kid, said to be, when thus applied, tropical.) Dhu-r
*u- act. part. n. of 3, q.v.
made a sheep, or goat, to incline [to silly be Rummeh says,
* 2
* f.
and Ham ubi supra:) or ruffled, and put in
motion, the branches. (TA. [There said to be
tropical: but see what is said of the primary
signification of *~, below.]) – [Hence,] it is

5

J)

• J.

haviour] applied to the old whom the young

(4:1)

•

•

e de

* *

"-- *- : * * Gle

*

incites to lightwittedness

e is

*

and levity.

5'-' and -ss

i. e. [Upon the back of a she-camel that had

(Meyd. [See also a similar prov. in Freytag's

•*

Ji

3,

o e

*

brought forth but once and not conceived after,]
1. ", ($, M) aor. 34-3, inf n. 24-, ($, TA,)
Arab. Prov., ii. 253.]) — a 3° 4:- He n:hose
nose-rein was light. (S. In the TA, like 5*, (TA,) or *. (so accord. to a copy of
deluded him, or beguiled him, of his property. (2.3 is here put in the place of &+.) And
the M,) He was quick, or snift,
in walking,
or
($, K.) – * aä. He acted with asù.. [i. e.
• 23
one says also23. #: âû, (K, TA,) meaning going, and in flying. (S, M.)= -1,31
C.," -ā-,
lightwittednes, &c.], or foolishly, tonards him.
**

(MA) – And * : signifies : [as
meaning I reciled him]. (S.) [See also 3.]

[Ashe-camel n:hose nose-rein is light, or quivering :
or] light, or agile, in pace or going. (TA: in (S, M, Mgh, K) aor. U-5, (S. K.) in n. ...",
which this, also, is said to be tropical.) - Also (S, M,) The wind raised the dust, or made it to
Lightnitted; light of intellect or understanding; fly, and carried it anay, or dispersed it; (S,
(TA;) deficient in intellect or understanding; Mgh, K;) and cast it: (Mgh:) or bore it, carried

6. 2: ast-s: see 1, in the last quarter of the
paragraph. – [And 12,5U.5 They behaved in a (Msb;) ignorant; (Mujáhid, K, TA;) weak; it, or carried it anay; (M, K;) as also V £i,
lightnitted, foolish, or ignorant, manner, one foolish, stupid, unsound in intellect or under (K) a dial. var. of weak authority, mentioned by
with another. See also 3, which has a similar standing, dull therein, or having little, or no, Sgh on the authority of Fr; (TA;) [or it may be

meaning. – And They reviled one another: as intellect, or understanding; (Mujáhid, TA;) and thus expl. by a mistake originating from the fact
seems to be indicated in the TA. See also Har W *ú, also, [which is syn, with ** in all the that] IAar mentions 29. -á and <i>i, [as
p. 522; and see, again, 3.] – (#33 *u-3, in a
senses mentioned above,] is expl. ly IAar as
verse of Khalaf Ibn-Is-hák El-Bahránee, [de having this last meaning of foolish, stupid, &c.: syn.,] but [in a sense to be expl. hereafter,] not
making either of them trans.: (M:) [and W -ju.
scribing swift camels,] means Their sides of the
- ~3
- (TA:)
the
fem
is
:::
(MSb,
K.)
and
the
pl.
mouth casting forth their foam, one at another:
*W*) C#. occurs in the M and L in art, Jä. :]
of the masc., (K,) or of the masc. and fem.,
like the saying of El-Jarmee,
*

<*

-

*2. * * * *z, *:

*

Ataul, wil->l ast

*

(Msb,TA) is £, (Mab, K, TA) and of both, and *: J: relating to the wind and the dust,
*~, and of the fem., *- also and 4% and also occurs; the r being redundant, or added
the verb implies the meaning of -3,
* (K, TA) In the Kurii. 282, a means, because
[which
is
trans, by means of P]. (Mgh.)–
accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh, Ignorant of the ordi.
4 & 5

[Their sides of the mouth casting forth the foam,
one at another]. (TA. [ašt-5, there written
without any syll. signs, is app. thus, (for 41-3) nances, or statutes; one who does not dictate well,

And

&;" <-- The nind blen;

and knows not nhat dictation is; for he who is (IAar, T.A.) And

not asú.])

£" *

as also " --i.

<-- [The ninds

ignorant in all his circumstances may not deal

with another upon credit: accord. to ISd, ignorant blen, upon him, or it] (Z, TA) – And Lá.
*śl, aOr. &#, [The dust, or earth, poured
o?" *** [meaning under the age of puberty]; not
[all mentioned as inf ns in the first paragraph of
don'n,] the verb being intrans. as well as trans.
this art.,] primarily signifies #: [in its proper ignorant of dictating, as Lh asserts it to mean, (Ham p. 454. [It is there indicated that the

* , (S, TA) as also "islä and ***, (TA)

sense of Lightness], and motion, commotion, or because it is added, “ or not able to dictate, him meaning is
self:” this, says Er-Răghib, denotes a: in re
agitation. (S, TA.) – And hence ($, TA) the
£3. 34.
first, (S, K, TA,) like each of the others, (K, spect of worldly matters: in the Kur lxxii, 4,

J%])

Gé-

ti, below. =
His hand became much cracked, or
E

:

See

TA,) signifies [generally Lightnittedness, or the ū: denotes 4. in religion. (TA) In the chapped, (K, TA,) in consequence of work,

(TA)= And G-, [aor UA 4 in n. *- and

Kur iv. 4, the pl. £il is said to mean Women,
[as meaning lightnes or levity, inconstancy, and young children; because they are ignorant #(a., He was, or became, lightnitted; or unnºise,
unsteadiness, irresoluteness; or lightness or levity, of the proper object of expense; and I’Ab is witless, or destitute of wisdom or understanding;
&c., and hastiness; for, as is said in the TA in related to have said that women are termed &# i.g. á., inf n. 4- and *; (M, K;) as also
art. 2-4-), the contr. of
is described by the and £1 (Lh, TA:) Az, also, says that a "J-1 (AZ, K.)

like; the contr. of:-5 (S.K., T.A.) [i.e.] :
X-

gs

s •

*

s

terms as and Ja-e, like as X- is described by

woman is termed

:- because

of the weakness

3.2% &#1 - seei=sue, (S. K.)

and slenderness, shallonness, or of her intellect, and because she does not manage inf n, itsu: and fú-, i.a. #0. [He acted in a
weakness, of judgment; qualities which deficiency well her property; and in like manner are termed lightnitted manner, joolishly, or ignorantly, with
of intellect, or understanding, necessarily involves: children as long as they are not known to be him]. (S, K.) = And He treated him medically,
(Bdin ii. 12, in explanation of: :) or.i- ā characterized by maturity of intellect, and recti or curatively: (K:) from ää. (TA. [But see
[i.e. slightness of gravity or staidness or sedate. tude of actions, and good management of affairs. #2, below.])
*:: ! A garment, or piece of
ness or calmness &c.]: or J.- [i.e. ignorance,
4. LA. He took for himself a mule such as#
cloth, badly noven; thin, flimsy, unsubstantial,
or silliness or foolishness]: (K, TA:) all of which
the term

J#1;

*

(TA)-4-

explanations are nearly alike: (TA:) or *~ is a or scanty in the yarn. (K,” TA.)
deficiency in intellect or understanding : (Msb:) a.Ala- : see aa-.
or a lightness, or levity, accidental to a man,
asu, see acá-. – Also, applied to a man,
arising from joy or anger, inducing him to act + Véhemently thirty and so -i-. (Az, T.A.)
unreasonably and unlan fully. (KT.)
* >

* >

•

6* *

s

*

-

termed #, i, e, quick [&c.], (K) = −.

said of the wind, intrans. and trans.: see 1, in

two places. = (A.l said of corn, It became
rough, or coarse, in the extremities [or ann] of
its ears. (S, K.) - -à-M said of

L:

[or

barley-grass], It let fall its ù. [or prichles, or
* > *

où. : see the next preceding paragraph.

*: 2; 14 cally filled (with water]: (K, ann, or extremities]. (M., K.) – And L.A.!

TA:) as though it exceeded the due bounds, and said of a man, He took the prickles for anºn or
*: [Having the quality termed *~, i.e., became such as is termed aga...: imagined to be extremities] of the L: [or barley-grass]. (TA)
accord. to the explanation of the primary signifi from £isignifying “I found him to be 4." * Also, said of a man, He removed dust, or
cation of the latter, above, Light; and in a state (TA.)
earth, (*~, TA) from one place to another.
*

Bk. I,

174

**-*
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(Az, K.) = And -à-l said of a she-camel, t She
became lean, or emaciated, (K,) so that she was
like the u: [or prickles of barley-grass]. (TA.)
*= See also 1, last sentence. = u-1 It (an
affair, or event, M) incited him (a man, K) to
unsteadiness, and levity. (M, K.) - And hence,

perhaps, (M) < ū- He did evil or ill, or

acted ill, to him, or with him, (M, K.) i.e., his
companion. (M.)

understanding is lightness. (TA.) [See 1, last though I find no authority for thus rendering the
verb here used] whether he be bay or of some

sentence: and] see also what next follows.

other colour: or having that whiteness of the

£, accord. to

the K, signifies A medicine, or hair which is termed u: [expl. above], which is

remedy: [see 3, last signification:] but this
requires consideration; for it is said in the M,
[*#) signifies unsteadiness, and levity; and
IAar says,] Rël from
is like #1 from

&:

&#1 (TA)
3

8, 4.3 c.4:- i. 7.4%), (Šgh, K) i.e. He

particularly said by• of
him in one place to
be in
• * *
such as is termed A31, and such as is Æl: and

the fem. in this sense also is as above. (M.) One says also #.
meaning # A snift wind;

£9.
like as one says * £9. (TA.)

-

-: [and, accord. to Golius, W #, mentioned
anay, or dispersed, by the wind; (S, K;) and by him as on the authority of the K, in which,
•* *
... • *
a possessive however, I do not find it, nor did Freytag,] A
ū- Lightness, thinness, or scantiness, in the (K) so "-sus, (M, K,) i.
hair of the foreloch, (S, M, Mgh, K,) of the horse, epithet, or of the measure Jets in the sense of the calumniator, or slanderer. (K.)
Gä- Dust raised, or made to fly, and carried

turned anay his face. (TK.)

-

in which it is discommended, (S,"Z, Mgh,) and
of the mule and ass, in both of which it is com
mended: (Z, Mgh:) or shortness, and scantiness,

measull'e

J*.

(M.

* '3-

[See another

•

3

explanation

* -

3

.

Us:- : see Uss-.

of -su, voce (i., from the Hamáseh. Freytag

&-

explains both

and

*, as on the authority

*A*

of the forelock: accord, to Th, it is "##, with
medd: which is metaphorically used by a poet
as meaning scantiness in milk. (M.) [Accord.
to the TK, the former is an inf. n., of which
the verb is " G#, said of a horse, as meaning
IHe was, or became, light, thin, or scanty, in the

forelock.] - And, accord. to IAar, A whiteness
[or a tinge thereof] in the hair [of a horse]:
particularly said by him in one place to be such
termed .43, and such as is ,íči. (M, in

of the K, as epithets applied to the wind, not to
the dust.]) - Also Clouds; [app. as being driven

1. -i-, aor. “, inf n. ---, He, or it, was,

became, near. (Mgb.)
by the wind;] syn. −. (S.) = And i. q. *
(S, A, K.) You say, %
[Lightnitted, &c.: see 1, last sentence]. (M, K.)
Or

-i- is syn. with 3.
<--, (S, and so in the

K accord. to the TA,) with kest [to the G], (S,)
[And
seems to be
indicated
the *...]
S that " -su.
is
syn. itwith
which
is syn,inwith

**,

5-

f

[inf n, as above;] or -á, (so in the CK and
in my MS. copy of the K and in my copy of the
Mgh) int. In. -i-, (so in my copy of the Mgh,)

6 p.

Blä- : see -ā- e.
s

or ~25. ; (K;) [but I believe the verb to be

as is

-su: ; fem.

išu, pl. -*- :

correctly -i-, like its syn. ~ a2, and the
art. 24.) = Also, [but more properly written
inf
n. to be correctly +, and perhaps *
u: ; and
J.-, the last radical in this case being Us,] " paragraph:– and for the first,3.see
.
Dust, or earth; (S, M, K;) and so * -jū . es", first sentence. = See also us:- again, last also;] His house was near; ($, Mgh, K;) as also
'-3-i (S. K.) It is said in a trad,3-ij-,
(TA:) or this is applied to earth, or dust, [as Sentence.
*::,
meaning [The neighbour has a better, or
meaning pouring don'n,] from £ L- [expl.
itsu. Dust, syn. # : (M, K:) or dust (*#) the iest, claim to pre-emption] by reason of his
above]: (Hamp. 454:) the former signifies dust, and ary herbage or the like: (Hamp. 445.) or
being near: ($," A, Msb:) or the - is a con
or earth, though not raised and carried away, or
dust (*#) with the wind: (M:) or wind that
nective of J-1 with its complement, (Mgh,
dispersed, by the wind: or, accord. to the T,
see this last in the

-

whatever is raised and carried anay, or dis bears, or carries, or carries anay, dust, (M, K,

Msb) not to denote a cause, (Mgh,) and a #:

persed, by the wind: (TA:) accord. to IAar, TA,) much, upon the surface of the earth, im is expl. as meaning *:::U, (Mgh, Msb;) i.e.
dust, or earth, taken forth from a grave or a pelling it against men : (TA, and in like manner
(TA,) the neighbour has a 'better, or the best, claim to
well: (M:) jū is a more special term, (S,) the in the Ham uli supra) and W 's-

£9.

~% &- jū- signifying a collection pl. of āşū. & (Ham ubi supra,) winds that as: [or pre-emption], when his house is con
tiguous: (Mgh:) IAth says that it is adduced
(#) of dust, or earth. (Ham p. 810.) = Also raise the dust, or make it to fly, and carry it as an evidence that as: belongs to the neigh

n. un., (M,)

*

Any kind of tree having prichles, or thorns: anay, or disperse it: you say, J;" 4:
(K: [but this seems to have been erroneously [The ninds raising the dust, &c., made sport with
taken from what here follows:]) the prickles [or him, or it]. (TA) - [Also Tracks, or streaks,
ann or beard] of J: [or barley-grass], (S, M.,) upon a pool put in motion by the nind: so says
and of the ears of corn, [of wheat or barley, Freytag; but he names not any authority for
(TA in art. L*.*s-,)] and of anything having this.]

prichles: accord to Th, the extremities of L:
Im.

llll.

iu-, as

above. (M.) = Also Leanness,

bour though not a sharer; i.e., that he has a

better claim thereto than one who is not a neigh
bour: but some explain its Ji as meaning the
partner, or sharer: or the meaning of the trad.
may be, the neighbour has a better, or the best,
claim to kindness and assistance because of his

Já'í applied to a horse, (A, S, M, Mgh)

being near (L, TA. [See also another reading

Light, thin, or scanty, in the hair of the forelock:

(#4), and explanations thereof, in art. -a.e.])

or emaciation, (K, TA,) in consequence of disease. (As, S, M, Mgh, K:) or short and scanty therein:
(TA.) = It is also an inf. n. of G:- as syn. with

*~, expl. above.

(M, K.)

#:

(M. :) [and accord. to some, it seems
to be in like manner applied to a mule and an ass:
(see ū-3)] one says
3. and #3: #:
fem.

** 6 -

*i- He made him, or it, to be near : (K:)

5% -ā- he made his house to be near. (S.)

4 - d-

L:

#3: see the first sentence of the next preceding
paragraph: it is expl. in the K [and also in the
M] as signifying A stopping, stopping short, or
ceasing, of the she-camel's milk: and ISd cites

4.
Or

(Mgh:) [or,] accord. to As, J: in the sense
first expl. above is not applied to anything but a
horse: applied to " mule, it means t quick, or
snift: (S:) or #3: # signifies f a she-mule

[And so with £2.] = See also the paragraph

above = <ā'i is also said of a she-camel,
meaning She brought forth mostly males. (A,”

T.A.) [And -ā- He got, or got mostly, male
offspring.] In the following saying, (S, TA,) of

[in the M, after Th], from a poet, the phrase
that is quick, or snift, (S, M, A, K, TA,) like the Ru-beh, describing the two parents of a man
#. &c." L3, [ending a verse,] referring to wind, (A, TA,) active, or light, (S,) of middling eulogized [by him], (TA,)
[she-camels such as are termed] Jašš: but Az make, compact and strong in the back; (M, TA;)
relates it differently, &: Us', with + [in the and in like manner #. is applied to a wild she
•ze #
. ." *!)-à
*
la-l
J-āl W 'laplace of Új; saying that £ means lightness, or ass. (M.) - Accord. to IAar, J:9 applied to
levity, in anything; and ignorance; and that the the horse signifies it: #3 #: es:ii [app. [And the wife whom he chose was generous, or
phrase, as he cites it, means in whose faculties of meaning Distinguished by some nhite hairs, noble, or fair, one that brought forth, or brought
*

(# J C''' eité,
6

*

*

** *

*

g

*

•
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offspring,

forth mostly, male

to a male that

begot, or begot mostly, such offspring,] the last
word is a verb, in the pret. tense, not an epithet
applied to U-5. (S,” TA. [In the former, only
the second hemistich is cited.])
6.2 p_*

[6. X: <-3U.5 was probably used as mean
ing Their tents, or houses, were near together:
see the part. n. of this verb below.]

-i. The young one of a camel: or, when just
brought forth: (K:) or only the male young one
of a camel: (S, K:) [see also -i-e:] when a

(TA,) and put upon her head, making its extre and that the derivation of the word is unknown,
mity to protrude from a hole, or rent, of her and that it is imperfectly decl. because it is de
us [or head-covering], in order that people might terminate and a foreign word: others say that it
is from J. :) #4, because it melts the bodies
know her to be so afflicted. (K,"TA.)
and souls, and that it is an Arabic word; and he
*... a pl. of -ā- [q. v.]. (K.)- Also The who holds it to be such says that it is imperfectly
hind legs of camels: (IAar, K:) pronounced also decl. because it is determinate and of the fem.
with Jo. (IAar, TA in art. --à-2.)
gender. (TA.)
-- see -.
&#. The vehemence of the stroke of the
6

p. p.

6*

>

4->ea." :

*

@ e

sun. (S.)
See

+,

last sentence. - Also A

*

baker

s kneading-board: or his rolling-pin. (M.A.)

3. * * *

55- A day vehemently hot. ($ in this art,
and K in art. Ja...) This is its proper place.

she-camel has brought forth her young one, the
...su. [in the CK-su] Near; (A, Mob, K.) (TA.)
latter, when just born, is called J.", before it is
and ikewise with U2; (A;) as also " <-known whether it is a male or a female; but
(Mgb) and "J-3, [likewise pronounced with J2,]
&*when it is known, if it is a male, it is called
(Mgh, K,"TA,) for -ā- 25, or it may be an
&#-,
an
arabicized
word from ae): ..., (S,
-i-. (As, TA:) the female is not called #~, inf n, used as a subst: or an epithet, (Mgh,) and
K,) [or 2%, so written in Persian,] A certain
(S, K,) but J.-: (S:) or it is [sometimes] W
(K,” TA.) You say ...s. & A. beverage, (O, K,) the nine of the Abyssinians,
called by the former of these appellations: (K:)
6 *d o p

•

& J. J.

-:4.

[see De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, 2nd ed., ii. 358: near place: (A) and '-i- J: and '-i
and see #. below:] the pl. is Já'í [a pl. of a near place of alighting or abode: (K,” TA :)
and * > * -í- Us,' My house is near his
pauc.] and
and * and &#. (K.)

*

(S,) made from # [or millet]: (S, K:) or a
certain beverage of the people of El-Hijáz, from
barley and [other] grains; to which they have

house (Mgh) – Also Distant: (Msb, K.)

become addicted: (Lth, K.) Lth says, (TA,) it is
an Abyssinian word, (K, TA,) not of the language

this meaning is mentioned by some, as well as the
former:
(Msb:) thus it has two contr. meanings:
[More vile than the male young ones of camels
(K:)
the
latter of these is mentioned in the Mj;
among the milch camels] is a prov. [from a verse
and
the
following
verse is cited as a proof thereof;
of Keys Ibn-El-Khateem]. (TA.)- Tall: (K:
f
~ **
* * **

of the Arabs, because (TA) there is not in the
language a quinqueliteral-radical word having
damm to the first syllable and fet-h to the last,
(K, TA) except such as is reduplicative, like
(TA.) [See also #, and
and

*

*~ & 9: 3 &

*

•

[see also

-:)

or anything tall, together with

j-" -: * ~#

*

£3.

32,

*

plumpness; or fatness, softness, thinness of the
#.]
skin, and plumpness. (S. [See also -i...])
-5- - - - - -->
lai
Applied to a branch, Juicy, thick, and long: (Az, [Thou leftest thy father in the land of El-Hijáz,
TA: [and so -5.2:]) or anything of the like kind and wentest to a distant country]. (MF, TA.)
1. Kä, (§, M, &c.) aor.”, (M, MS) inf n.
full and complete. (ADk, T.A.) In the follow
£,£ ($, M, Mgh, Mob, K) and bi-, (S. K.)
3- A man tall and slender. (Suh, TA.)
ing verse, cited by Sb,
It fell; fell don'n; dropped; dropped donen;
: * *
• **
• of
Já'í Or <-#4, occurring in a trad., accord. to tumbled donn; (M, Mgh, Mgb, K;) upon the
J-->> *-j J--> ----'->
2. # * *
** *
different relaters, Nearer [and nearest]. (TA in ground; (Mgh;) or from a higher to a longer
J-aall lis's 953:- 9:art. --à-2.)
place; (Msb;) namely, a thing from the hand;
*

* *

•

•

& d >

*

6

*

* *

d

•

6 *

*

*

•*

*

d * >

*

•

J. & e.

•

*

s

o

& p

•

(S;) or from a high place, as a roof of a house;
and from a low place, as when said of a person in
an
erect posture; (B;) also said of a building;
[q.v.]; as also

9: signifies 93.3% [tall], and is also written

-j-": see --Su”, in two places.

cGiá, (Sh, TA:) [so that the meaning may be,

-i-

And two raterers, or givers of drinh, like Zeyd and
Jo'al: they being two tall persons, light of flesh,

The dam of a

-i-

(TA in art. " ) and of a -5-[q.v.]: (Msb
**:

(K:) [or] the latter signifies a she and TA in that art. :) [and often used by anato
compact in the muscles: I suppose U.4 to be camel that usually brings forth males. (S.)
mists and physicians, as meaning it delapsed; it
• ,< *
understood before the latter hemistich; because
Jú.e.: see what next precedes: and see a slipped, or fell, don'n :] and * 13t.' [originally
of the ns. in the nom. case: and I have substi
laju.3] signifies the same; (K;) as in the phrase
verse cited above, conj. 4.
tuted £. for 55%, the reading in the TA,
in the Kur [xix. 25], * Úb, * Látá, Or
**

* *J

& J p *

-

a 31-> X: Their tents, or houses, are near
doubtless a mistranscription:] or it is for Ji.
Liu', accord. to different readings, It, namely
c: [meaning like tro male young ones of together. (K.)
the palm-tree (à:3) accord. to the former read

camell. (L, TA)- And The pole of a [tent
such as is called] 4:4-5 ($, K.) as also *:::
and so +2: (S:) pl. of the first &#. (K)

ing, and the trunk ( 8:-)

accord. to the latter

A

1. J.:#14%, (S) aor.”, in n. *. (TA)

reading, shall drop upon thee with fresh ripe
dates, plucked; G- Ule, being transferred from

The sun scorched, or burned, him, altering the its proper place, and used as a specificative; the
colour
of his complexion and skin, ($,”TA,) and meaning being, eis' * kit. : so says Fr.
also **, in three places.
pained him, or pained his brain by its heat: (Az, TA.) [This phrase of the Kur, with the
# The female foal of a wild ass. (S, K," (TA:) melted and heated him, or it. (TA.) And above-mentioned explanation, but less fully given,

J-i- infn of 3-5-[q.v.). (Msb)=See

...)

• &

J de •

TA.)- [See also -i-, of which, in the first of Júl 25%. The fire altered the colour of his shin; occurs in a copy of the S which, throughout this
or scorched his skin, and altered its colour; as art., differs much from other copies.] You say also,
the senses assigned to it above, it is said by some
also #3. (Bd in liv. 48.)
* *: &% *i. [Such a one fell don’n in a
to be the fem.]

Xi. The heat, and hurtful action, of the sun. (K.)
*i- A

bit of cotton which a woman afflicted

(K, TA) by the death of her husband, in the

3: Hell:

woon). (TA) And bi- 4 J," & 3"
###" [He who contends with one taller than

(S, K:) one of the [proper] names

himself falls by the trick which consists in one's
Time of Ignorance, after shaving her head, and thereof: (S:) Aboo-Bekr says, There are two twisting his leg with the leg of the other]. (TA.)
scratching her face, (TA,) used to make red opinions respecting this word: some say, that
scith her blood, (K, TA) i.e. her on n blood, the fire of the world to come is thus called,

-: * > *, *, (K. S. 174
M. * K.)

inf n.
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**, (Mgb) The child, or fetus, came

+ [The evening-meal, or supper, (i. e. the seeking

3. * <! 4: <-2-'

kä, 1 [Discourse

for it,) made him to fall, or light, upon a wolf: fell from thee to him, and from him to thee]:

forth [or fell] from the belly of its mother (MSb,
K) abortively, or in an immature, or imperfect, or Öla--, as is said in a copy of the S, is here

(M.) or 24.5' U18 Jé & Li : [it fell from

state, (Mgb,) or dead, (A,) but having the form the name of a certain man: see also art. 2-,-]: each to the other]. (K.)
developed, or manifest: (Msb:) you do not say applied to him who seeks an object of desire, and
8%
Ms, K) unless
*and
childus'isW las
bor. falls into a thing that destroys him. (TA.) 3. *sū, (S.M.K.) infin. iiju- and bi-,
alive.(K,
(A,S,
TA)-2-2
- las-,
£3, also signifies He descended [from the place (M, K,) i. q. " *: [q.v.]: (K:) or he made it
n:hich
he occupied], and his place became vacant. to fall, fall don'n, drop, drop don'n, or tumble
e-A2, (Fr, Zj, S, M, K,) but the former is more
(TA.) And you say, *::: &: &% *i. don'n, in consecutive portions or quantities; syn.
common, and better, (Fr.) the latter allowed by
Akh, but disallowed by AA and by Ahmad Ibn ! [Such a one fell from his honourable station]. **! &ū [in the CK Abu'l (M, K.) or it
Yahyà [i. e. Th], (S) [lit. There was a falling, and (TA) And J: 3 & #~ : [Such a one has both of these significations. (So in the L,
there was a making to fall, upon his hand; i.e., fell from the place which he held in my regard]. and in some copies of the S; but in one copy of
of his hand upon his hand, or of his teeth upon (TA.) alola., as an inf. n., meaning t The being the S, the former only is mentioned.) A poet
his hand, by reason of repentance, and grief, or ignoble in respect of the deeds or qualities of says, (S, M,) namely Dábi Ibn-El-Hárith El
regret; meaning] the repented, (Fr, Zj, S, M, one's ancestors, and of oneself, [as though its verb Burjumee, (TA,) describing a [wild] bull and
K,) of what he had done; and grieved for, or Were Li, is a mistake, although it has been the dogs, (S,)
• *

regretted, an act of inadvertence; (Zj, M;) or, used, for the purpose of assimilation, coupled
and became confounded, or perplexed, and unable

with i-33. (Mgh.)–(Also, + He dropped
to see his right course: (O, K:) or both signify, off;
fell behind: he, or it, remained behind, or in
(TA,) or signify also, (K,) or the former signifies the rear. See *..]-G," c” i.i. t [He
also, (M,) he slipped; fell into an error, or a deviated from the road]. (1Aar, TA in art. **)
fault; committed a mistake. (M, #) Hence the

*

U-59% # *-* *-i-.
$: J: 9: **- bui•- e s

*

-- of

*

•

*

*

>

*

[His horn makes to fall consecutively from him
those of them that were trained for hunting, as

148]…' es' as: ū, -** L. bi-, (M. K.) and **ś, (TA)
(§3) or struck their inf n. *** (M.T.A.) and -> U. " £i,

the iron of the blacksmith makes sparks to fall

1 And when they repented:

consecutively, scattered about].

hands upon their hands, by reason of repentance; (S, TA;) | He committed a mistake in his speech.

J: ! He (a horse) outstripped the [other]

saying in the Kur [vii.

accord. to AAF: (M:) or repented greatly;
because he who repents, and grieves, or regrets,
bites his hand in sorrow, so that his hand is fallen

upon [by his teeth]: (Bd:) the phrase was not

(M, K, TA) And :: *- : Já, (M,

(S, M.) - last

horses: (TA:) [as though he made them to drop
behind him, one after another.] --~~

abil-,

TA)and:#
**i.iv., and: J'ai ius,
(M, K,) ! He spoke, and did not commit a mis (M, K) inf n. Eli- (S, M., A) and injū,

known to the Arabs before the time of the Kur-án: take in a word (M, K, TA). And 2% is (TA,) [He discoursed with him alternately;]
discourse fell (kā.) from each of them to the
(O:) it has also been read_*.* Uss ai, (Akh,
other, (M, K,) so as that one discoursed, and the
$, M) as though X: were understood; (Akh, on whose authority it is mentioned to mean t He other listened to him, and when he became silent,
S;) i.e. £1 bi: ; like as you say, J<- 35 spoke speech, and did not drop a letter, or a he who had been silent discoursed: (S, K:) or he
word '. for this #].'id by Yaakoob #.be like

-> ā- (3, and 5-" ii.it, [held by him

*:::: |3: &- * J, likening what comes into

discoursed to him telling him thing after thing.

the heart, and into the mind, to what comes into 4 -M-2 and axis->!, &c. (S.) - %4=5 las
the hand, and is seen with the eye: (M, TA:) #(The mention of him, or it, was, or became, used to relate that from

(A, TA)—iff J-33° 43 & 4 & He
the Apostle of God amid

and this, as well as the former, is tropical. (TA.) dropped, left out, or omitted]. (TA, passim.) his discourse; as though he mixed his discourse

—£il ai. The moon set; and in like man
ner -:
[the star, or asterism; generally

J:" kä, 1 The man's name fell out, or therewith. (TA, from a trad.) = "ill last.
became dropped, from the register of soldiers or 3:41, (M.K.) infin, bui-, ($, M.K.) : The
And

–2.9 &*

&” &# Śā. horse came [running] in a slack, or languid,
meaning the Pleiades; and when this is the case, pensioners. (TA.)
the phrase in most instances means the Pleiades [His porcer fell short of the attainment or ac manner: (S," M, K, TA:) or *i- in a horse is
set at damn: see
(Mgh, TA)—i.i. complishment, of the affair.] (TA in art. 8:3) the incessantly having the foot wounded and
[ää, inf n. bi, likewise signifies + It (a made to bleed by stones, or hurt thereby. (A,
J#1 t The man died. (TA)—[And t The
claim
or demand, a due, an argument or a plea, TA) You say also built < U-23 t A horse
man tottered by reason of age.] You say of an
a
condition,
a law, a command or prohibition, a
old man, £9. 3- 1.É. t [He tottered by reason of
slow in running. (TA)—J: last.", inf n.
gift, a reward, a punishment, a good action, a

*::).

|-

**

age] (Sin.art-->)—sil & #, (M,

K.) inf n. 1235., (TA,) t The people, or com
pany of men, alighted at my abode: (M, K, TA:)
they came to me. (TA.) 4 &5- & lai,
occurring in a trad., means ! He came to some
neighbours of his, and they gave him refuge, and
Protected him. (M., T.A.) And it is said in a post
classical prov., Lä kä. U.:- [Wherever he
alights he picks up something]: applied to him
who practises evasions, shifts, artifices, or the
like. (Meyd, and Harp. 660.)- a ju: J” iá.
: He stumbled upon, lighted on, or became ac
quainted with, the place of his stray, or lost,
beast; he lighted on his stray, or lost, beast.

* **

sin, &c.,) became null, annulled, void, of no force, ***, I The man failed of attaining to the con
or of no account; as though it fell to the ground, dition of the generous, or noble. (TA.)
or became dropped; whence £- ań. by which
* * *

4. al-i- He made it to fall, fall down, drop,

phrase Ulai, q.v., is expl. in the Msb.] You drop down, or tumble donn; thren, it donn;
say, J% £ t [The assigned, or appointed,
dropped it; let it fall; (S," M, Mgh, Mgb;)
gift, or soldi: stipend or pay, became annulled], upon the ground; (Mgh;) or from a higher to a
meaning a 3-2912 a.kle las- f [the demand for it loner place. (Msb.) See also 3, first sentence.

and the order for it became dropped] (MSb.) --ki-i (S. Mgh, O, Msh, K) or -bi

And -44%-39%, 4-ki-5,31-313; ū33, (M, K,) or the latter

is wrong, (MF) for
or affection, is free from imper the Arabs disused, as some say, the objective
fection, the conditions of politeness and constraint complement after this verb, scarcely, or never,
become annulled]. (TA.) And squa- -ki saying usi- Śā'i. nor do they say, 3% £i.
+

[When

love,

went anay; or de (Msb, MF) or the lawyers use these last two
(TA.) Mohammad said to El-Hárith Ibn-Hassán, parted. (TA in art.,4-)-3-1 ki., (M, K,) phrases, but they are not Arabic, (Mgh,) or a
on the latter's asking him respecting a thing, aor.”, infn, b,á, (M.) The heat full [like as phrase like the last, i.e. £5. −i, occurs in
-las-22-M -sket On the possessor of knowledge one says of rain] 3. (M, K.) it befell; (TA;) it an Arabic verse, (TA,) She (a pregnant female,
thou hast lighted: and this is a prov. current came. (K.) But j-" ū iai. + The heat left us
Mgh, Mgb, or a woman, M, B, and so in a copy
among the Arabs. (TA.) And it is said in a prov., or quitted us: (IAar, M, K:) as though the of
the $, or a camel or other animal, as in some
• o

*

• *

- * *

*

+ His sins fell [from him];

* *

&l=" use 4: it: all laí. . .

" verb had two contr. significations. (M, K.") | copies of the S and in the O, or, accord, to El

----------~~~~"T"-------
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*:: see *i-, in three places.
Kálee, only said of a woman, like as c-ay-lis only
coll gen, nj, and " isi is its sing for n un],
said of a she-camel, TA,) cast her young one, or
and
- usua- is also a pl. of this last. (TA.)
*i- and **i. and * : A child, or young
factus, or her young; brought forth her young
[Hence,] Asil Lá. What is worthless, of food:
one, or foetus, or her young, abortively, or in an one, or foetus, that falls from the belly of the
immature, or imperfect, state, (S," M, Mgb, K, mother abortively, or in an immature, or imper (M, K:") or what falls from, or of food: (M:)
B,) or dead, (Mgh,) but having the form de ..fect, state, (S, M, Mgb, K,) or dead, (Mgh,) but and [in like manner] *āsū and " £i. refuse
•

**

having the form developed, or manifest; (Mgh, that falls, and is held in mean estimation, of, or
Msb;) for otherwise it is not so called; (Mgh;) from, food and beverage and the like: (TA:) the
n:hether male or female: (Msb, TA:) the first of pl. of his is £i. (K.) And at:1 bi
made him to fall, or degraded him, a # 3 these three forms is the most common: and the # What is worthless, paltry, mean, vile, or held in
from his honourable station]. (TA) - [ba pl. is tú. (TA.) The reward which a father little account, of the furniture or utensils of a
also signifies + He dropped, left out, or omitted, will receive for such offspring is [held to be] more house or tent, or of household goods: (S, Msb,
a letter of a word, a word of a phrase, &c.] You than that for adult offspring. (TA.) - Hence, K:) or the refuse thereof; (Mgh;) and so
say, Ú- las-l, and £4, and := es', and
(M, B, TA,) the same three words, (K,) or at:” * #3: . (TA:) and -:) Lä signifies

veloped, or manifest. (Mgh, Msb)—U as:
*: see 1–3" Alai- ! [The Sultán

*%+ c, see 1. And 4: ...," bi-l:The Júl ki- and * (# and "úki, ($, M, Msb)

the same; (M;) or such articles of the tent or
house
as the needle and the are and the cooking
appointer, or registrar, of the stipends of soldiers 1 What falls, (§, M, Mab, K.) of fire, (S) from
pot
and
the like: (Lth:) pl. as above. (M.)
or pensioners dropped, left out, or omitted, his the 23, (Mob) or between the clā, (M. K.)

name. (TA.)- [Also t He, or it, annulled; n:hen one produces fire, (S,) or before the emis
made, or rendered, null, void, of no force, or of sion of the fire is thoroughly effected: (M, K:)
mo account; he rejected; said in relation to a masc. and fem. (Fr, S, K.)- Also J% Li- and
claim or demand, a due, an argument or a plea,
a condition, a law, a command or prohibition, a **i. and **i. (S, M, Mab, K) and "4:
gift, a reward, a punishment, a good action, a sin, (M, K) and "4: (M, TA)[The fall, or slope,
&c.; of any of these you say, Alai-l, and bi-l of a tract, or quantity, of sand;] the place where
: see an ex. voce J-AA : and see 1, near the sand [falls, or slopes, and] ends: (S:) or the
end of the paragraph. Hence,] c.:" &: laa-l place to which the extremity of sand extends:
(Msb:) or the place where the main portion of
J. • Co.,

• *

*

And hence, J-31 bi-i(q.v. infra, as also :
v-ull,

WOce

lists).

(Lh, M.) ki- also signifies

+ Things of which the sale is

held in mean esti

mation; such as the seeds that are used in cook

ing, for seasoning food; and the like; (M, TA;)
or such as sugar and raisins. (A, TA.) Also
t The parts of a slaughtered beast that are held
in mean estimation; such as the legs and the

stomach and the liver, and the like of these; pl.

1jé= t He abated of the price so much; syn. sand ends, and nhere it [falls, or slopes, and] as above. (TA.) – 1 A mistake, or an error,

($, M, Mgh, Msb, K.) in speech, (M, Mgb, K.)
becomes thin; (M, K;) for it is [derived] from
is erroneously put in the K, in one instance, **i... [inf n. of 1]. (M.) – Also lai: ; The in reckoning, (§, M, K,) in writing, (S, M,
Mgh, K,) and in action; (Msb;) as also V Lú-.
for abi-l. (TA) See 5. =>389 & 1,…i edge, or extremity, of a cloud: (M, K:) or the (M, K.) [See also "ii.i..]–14 disgraceful, or
! They reviled him with evil speech. (TA.)
part of a cloud where the edge, or extremity,
shameful, thing; a vice, or fault, or the like.

5-(Mgh and Mob in art e-)-4

6

p. 4,

6 o

is seen as though it were falling upon the earth,

5. alais ! He sought his mistake, or error: in the horizon. (S.) - And hence, or from the

(M, K, TA)—2%l ki: ; Evil speech. (TA)

(S, K, TA:) the strove, or laboured, to make same word as used in relation to sand, (TA,)
him commit a mistake, or an error; or to make ! The similar part of a [tent of the kind called]
iii. [A fall, or a violent fall (M, TA)
him lie; or to make him reveal what he had to
- A slip, lapse, fault, or nºrong action; as
As : (S) or the lowest strip of cloth, that is
tell; (M, K, TA;) as also 'alaa-1, (M, TA;) next the ground, on either side of a 4.- : (A, also * £i-, (S, K;) and * ki.; which last is

in the copies of the K, W £i, which

is a mis

also used in a pl. sense: (TA:) or the second
TA:) or the side of a £4- (K.) or [each of]
the tro sides thereof (M.)- Also, (S, M, K,)

(bù-) is pl. of iki. (Mb, K.) as sing, it is
take. (TA.) –3: List He took, or received,
the news, or information, by little and little; and * bui- and " ki:, (M, K,) t The wing; an inf n. of £5u.: (TA:) and iči also signi
(K, TA;) thing after thing: mentioned by Aboo
(K;) each of the two wings; (S, M.;) of a bird ; fies a bad word or saying, that snerves from
rectitud: (TA in art. 23° :) its Pl, of one of its
Turāb, on the authority of Abu-l-Mikdām Es
Sulamee. (TA.)

6. Est-s: see its variation Lit: in 1; first
sentence. - It fell in consecutive

portions

or

(M, K;) or of a male ostrich. (S.) And Li
£ual ce- # The part of the wing of the bird
which it drags upon the ground. (S, TA)—
[And hence,] J: usi- ! The two sides of the

pls., is ~Ulaa-. (TA.) You say, U-e Je-1313- )
aki- ! [No one will be free from d slip]. (TA.)

And £uai. 3.5% &: J.'s ! [The perfect is
he whose slips are so few that they may be

quantities [like the leaves of a tree, &c.; by darkness of night; (TA) the beginning and end
counted]. (TA.)
degrees; gradually]. (M, K.) A poet says,

thereof; (8, TA) as also *sūlā

.*.* 3 e.

& #2:= .

ajl.jJ

(TA:)

£i (Mg,F) and 'tii, G. M. K.)

de •

Liú2%

*

i.e. +[Many a day] of which the pleasures come
one thing after another; [such a day being like
the asterism of the Pleiades, and the pleasures

thereof like its rains;] meaning the abounding

whence the saying of the poet, (S, TA,) namely
the latter disallowed by some, (Mgh, TA,) but
Er-Rá'ee, (TA,)
occurring in a trad., (S, Mgh, TA,) A seller of
what is worthless, or mean, or vile, of the furni
ture or utensils of a house or tent, or of household
*
: : U53 ästä 4:
goods; (S, K;) or of the refuse thereof; (Mgh;)
! [Until, when the dann shone, and the blackness of n hat are termed 8: £á: (S, Mgh, K:)
of confused night became dispelled from it]: he those who disallow the latter epithet term such a
*

&#####" (#4 #J

*

*

(TA.) And you say, Gl laju.3
J).3 ×4- 1 [The nealth of such a one fell, or means by äeta; the “blackness” of night: he
came, to me, one thing after another]. (TA.) – says that the night, having its beginning and end,
.# J'é last. He thren himself upon the passed, and the dawn shone clearly. (S, TA.)
thing. (S.) You say, *::: J# c." last-3
ki. What is made to fall, thronin don'n, or
4-à: [He thren himself upon the man, protect
dropped,
of, or from, a thing, (M, K,) and held
ing him with his own person]. (TA.)
of

it: pleasures.

person laí. <-- 4: (TA:) or V the latter epi
thet

signifies

a seller of things of which the sale

is held in mean estimation; such as the seeds that

© •

in mean estimation : (TA:) and [in like manner]

are used in cooking, for seasoning food; and the

like;
which are termed ki. (M.) [See also
3
• of

*ātā, the refuse of anything; (IDrd;) or what Uskºla-l.]

10: see 5.

6

falls, of, or from, a thing, (M, K,) and is held in
*:: see *ā-, in three places: = and **, mean estimation; (TA;) as also * Luis.; (K;)
-

6

•

* - d >

in two places:- and last- : - and alaa-.

-

* >

•

or, accord, to some, this last is a pl. [or rather a

6

**

lota." : see lou.".
6 * *

*: see laa-, in two places.
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*

What falls from palm-trees, of unripe lish it: a prov., relating to the guarding of the lon mountains, [as though] cleaving to the

dates: (K:) or such are termed J: Lü- : tongue: (TA:) the 3 in alaj') is either to give ground. (TA.)
(M:) lou..., thus used, may be a sing, or pl. of intensiveness to the meaning or for the purpose
isú, and its pl. *::: see tist, throughout.
list. [q.v.]. (TA)- I Dates that are brought ofassimilation. (Mob.)—3-&- ***- : Fall.

from El-Yemámeh

by those who journey

thither

ings of heat. (M, TA) [See

1, near the

end of

8 . ..

Jeí. + One niho sells the parts of a slaugh

to procure them. (M., K.) – See also alai. : the paragraph.]-laju" also signifies Hanging tered beast that are called ií. [q. v.]. (TA.)
and

and

ki, near the end of the paragraph: - don’n; pendent; pendious: and the pl. is bi.
see *i-, in two places, near the end of the (TA)- [And Tottering by reason of age.] You
say 9:# last- &: [An old man tottering by

paragraph.

See also :)
£($, M, K) and ii., (M.K.) the former

reason of age]. (K in art._*)2.)- Also t Lon', extr. [with respect to rule, though the contr. with

**i. see list.

ignoble, base, vile, or mean, in respect of the respect to usage], (M,) and the latter an inf. n.
as well as a noun of place [and of time], (S, K.)
deeds or qualities of his ancestors, and of him
Hoar:frost, or rime; i. e. den that falls self; (S, Mgh;) and so *ā-su. : (S:) or, + in A place [and a time] of falling, falling don'n,

*:
congeals upon the ground; ($, M, K;) also respect of the deeds or qualities of his an dropping, dropping down, or tumbling don'n,
(S, M, K,) of a thing; (M, TA;) as, for instance,
called as and -,-45 ($ in art. •l-s) of the cestors, and of his race; and so * issu: (TA:) of
a whip, and of rain: pl. £4. (TA) dial. of Teiyi. (M)— Snon"; (S, TA;) as also + one who is not reckoned among the better,
£:
* #3. (K, TA)- Hail: (Ki) or this is called or best, class of young men; as also * #~ : -: *s-, (K) and 4: (As) and bi-"
and

*

-- " "... (M.T.A.)— What fall, or has
fallen,

of

* & •

TA)

(K:) one n:ho is, or remains, behind, or in the

dew, (M, K, TA,) upon the ground s rear of other men: (M, K:) [obscure, unnoted,

(M, TA) as also 'tis (KTA)—#4-5,

* ...,

•

reputeless, or of no reputation :] pl.

alone, (A,
! The place of birth. (K, TA.)
You say, J-5 £: lá: ; This is my birth
-

" * - -- - -- --

tú: (S, place. (S.) And U-54: #1:(El-Basrah

Mgh, TA) and Uki ($, TA) and bi-, which is my birth-place]. (M.) And al: &l 3- *
X: as pl. ofX6. and itkä, [by rule ! He yearns towards his birth-place. (A, TA.)–
tered leare]; the latter word is pl. of #4, like
J% is pl. of Jesk. (TA.)- See also list. a pl. of *:::, which see in what follows,] and 2-d las- es: UU| | He came to us at the time
:= A whelp; syn. *. (TA.) = It is also said **ś. [is pl. of iii.). (TA.) The epithets of the setting of the star, or asterism; (S, TA;)
by some to signify Taled pottery; but the £35 Est: "su are used together, as signify [meaning, at the time of the auroral setting of the
Pleiades: see 2.5i Jič, in art. U}.] -**
Scattered pearls. (TA.) And

bü. 3%

[Scat

last is like

o &

6 -

• -á

*S

correct word in this sense is with U3. (TA.)
* *

* *

alola. : see
* *

ti, in four places.

*:

•

alaga- :

See

ing t Lor, ignoble, base, vile, or mean; applied
also signifies The place of the ending of anything.
to a man; as is said in the L: or, accord. to the
(TA.) See bi-, in three places.
O, [and the S in art. lai•,] the Arabs say, in re
viling, 1.5% c. last. & *sū. &Si, meaning
Casting her young one or foetus; bring
Such a one is a slate of a slave ofa slave of a freed ing it forth abortively, or in an immature, or in
man, son of a slave of a slave of a freedman, son of perfect, state, (M, K,) [or dead, but having the
a slave of a freedman; the last- being the slave of form developed, or manifest: see 4.]
the laste, and the lajue being the slave of the las),
and the las') being the slave of the freedman.
(TA.) J-5 *ti- signifies, accord. to IAar, +The deed is a cause of a man's falling from the place
refuse, Tabble, or lonest or basest or meanest which he holds in the regard of people]: (S, K:")

isú, in two places.

•

it: (S,Sgh, L, K) and 'tū, (K) or bú.
as, all #3, (M.) A sword that falls behind the
object struck therenith, cutting it so as to pass to
the ground: (S, K:) or that cuts the object struch
therenith, and then reaches to n-hat is after it :

J-M343 & ###3:11: "[This

(M, K:) or that cleaves so as to reach to the
said when one does a thing that is not proper for
ground after cutting : (IAar, M.:) or that passes sort, of mankind, or of people; (TA in art. £d-;) him to do. (TA.)
through the object struck therenith, and then as also Jail" bi-, (TA) and J-31 'tū, as
£- Accustomed to cast her young; to bring
falls. (Expos. of the Deewan of the Hudhalees.) being likened to those articles of a tent or house
3 : -them
forth abortively, or in an immature, or im
which are termed bí, q. v.: (Lh, M.:) and
=See Lea-, in two places.
•: £ú. + Soldiers of whom no account is perfect, state, (K,) [or dead, but having the form
developed, or manifest: see 4.]

<-

i: i. T. j.jail
[The small tubercles that
compose the root of the cyperus esculentus: or

made. (TA) * issu, (M, L, TA) in the K
W ii..., but this is a mistake, (TA,) or, applied
issi: : [A fallen date]: some say that
that plant itself]. (TA.)
to a man, only used when immediately followed this means āşşu : others, **i. &# [having a
by #, (TA in art. Jail,) also signifies + Defi
#: [A door-latch;] a thing that is put over cient in intellect, or intelligence, or understand falling]: it may be from £i, like Xs:
from äi £-i. (TA.) – *: es' *:: *
the upper part of a door, and that falls upon it,
ing;
(M,
L,
K;)
as
also
**:::
(Ez-Zeijájee,
so that it becomes fastened. (TA.)
! He is repenting, and abject; as also es' W £u.
* 6 -

** 6 -

-

M, L, K3) and 'aka- is the £m of the latter;
signifies also, applied to a **. (TA)
woman, t Lon', ignoble, base, vile, or mean, (S,
usu: c: ! [He walked, or went, in a slack,

list. F.alling; falling down; dropping; dropping (M, L, TA;) and

down, tumbling down; as also " *:::

(M, K;)
which latter is both masc. and fem. (M, TA.) TA,) and stupid. (So in some copies of the S, or languid, manner; as though repeatedly stum
*ā-su. [its fem, as an epithet in which the and in the TA.) You say also, Jall *ášu. 34 bling; or as though throning himself don’n: see
quality of a subst. predominates,] A fruit that + [He is mean in conduct: or oné of whose actions 3, near the end; and see also 6]. (A in art. &b.)

falls before maturity ; pl. £33-3
signifies what falls from palm tree :

which also

no account is made]. (TA)- Also, [as signi

branches fying + Vile, mean, or paltry,] applied to a thing:
*
that fall; not fruits. (Mgh.)-2'- & last->. (TA in art. Jail:) [a thing] t falling short of the
*::. —#9 "assu. J: ! For every due, or just, mean. (M in art. 1-2)-4 1 < *, (§, o, Mab, K.) aor.”, (S, o,
saying that falls from one, there is a person who 3:1 + A horse that runs interruptedly. (A, TA) Mgb) or *, (K, [but this is app. a mistake, being
or

See

will tahe it up: (Msb:) or for every word that

-**- : Persons who come to El-Yemāmeh anomalous, ) infin. -ā, (§, O, Mgh,) He made

falls from the mouth of the speaker, there is a

to

bring thence for

themselves provisions of dates. a -ā- [i.e. ceiling, or roof,] to the house or

person who will hear it and pick it up and pub (M, K, TA) - And " this last word, t Small, chamber or tent; [he ceiled it, or roofed it;] (S,
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ii-, -si-'
* ***

•

-

o, Mab, K.) as also 'as-i, (Mab3) and **i-, i.e.] a aīā; [often applied
inf n -is: , (0, K.) or this last has an inten
sive signification.
*~*

(Mgb.) = -ás, [aor. *,]

-

inf n. Lää., He was, or became, tall, and bent,
or boned; said of a man, and of an ostrich, &c.

(TA.) = See also 5.

2 :• see
1 = -á, infn. -:, JHe was made
***
•

•

an -à-l [i. e. a bishop]. (O, K.)
4: see 1.
** * *

w

5. Lää. He became an Lää-l [i.e. a bishop];

(0, K3) as also" -ā- (app. -á-), inf n. Lää
• *

[like J: inf n of -i-]. (TK)
-ii. The ceiling, roof, or covering, (JK, MA,

in the present day to
e-à-l: see the next preceding paragraph: a roofed, or covered, portion of a street or the and the next following also.
like;] and any wing or porch or other thing [of a
-: and W cit: (S, Msb, K.) as also " -ā
building] that is roofed over: (Mgb:) of the
(K)
and * -ii, (TA,) [each a variation of] a
Imeasure is: in the sense of the measure à
:
foreign word used by the Arabs, (TA,) [from the
(TA:) pl. -šū. (Mb) and [coll, gen, n.] Greek áriokoros, A bishop; i. e.] a headman of
W -: (M.A.) - Any broad piece of wood,
the Christians (S, Msb, K) in religion; (S, K;)
or
[more exactly] one who is above the U->
such as a plank, or a broad piece of stone, with
which one may form a roof (O, K, TA) to the [i. e. presbyter, or priest], and belon, the c;i.
lurking-place of a hunter &c. (O, TA.) And [or metropolitan]: (K:) or one nho is learned
[the pl.] -ātā. signifies The Geisle [app. a mis (K, TA) in their religion : (TA:) or a king who
transcription for &%, and, if so, meaning, affects lonliness in his gait: (K: [a very strange
*
~*
agreeably with a modern usage, flat stones cover explanation:]) pl. issui
(Msb, K) and Jāui.
ing a hollow such as that] of the lurking-place of
the hunter. (TA.) [And The pieces of wood (K.) See also -ā'i.
22- : * *
#:
which form the roof of the kind of vehicle called agai-l
or āsāā See t 5*.
* @ e.

J.

*

PS,) of a house or chamber or tent; (JK, S,

MA, K, PS3) as also *-ij-, (Ki) so called J.-:

See

ište,

and see also

-*..]

e.

-

-

because of its height, and the tallness of its wall ! A plank [app. of the deck] of a ship or boat:
-ā- Wide in the bone [or bones] of the body.
* - of
[o. walls], (TA:) pl. of the former -#: and (S, K, TA:) pl. as above. (S, TA.)- A single (JK.) - See also -ā'i.

Jää", (S, Msb, K,) the latter pl. on the authority cranial bone of the head of the camel: (Ibn
of Akh, (S) extr., (Msb,) or, accord. to Fr, this 'Abbād, K, TA:) the cranial bones being termed

is pl. of "-i", (S, Msb, TA) or, accord to Fr,

.# -ā- ("A", TA)—And 14

** * * *

*~ :

Jäää-e
J-5, (K accord. to the TA,) or
3 -* *
"Jä:, (so in several copies of the K,) or both,

it may be a pl. pl., i.e. you may say Jä- and single rib of a camel: (K, TA:) its ribs being (TK) Hair that is raised, and shaggy, or dishe
velled, or disordered. (K.)
-is: and [then] -ā- [as pl. of -,-], (TA,)
3 -*>
and C#. [also] is a pl. of -i. (Ham p. 227.) TA.) One says, *" -ātā. 3: << [Travel
ià:-e: see what next precedes.

termed -#3 (Az, Z, 0, TA) and "-i". (0,

•

[In the Kur sliii. 32,] Aboo-Jaafar read 3 tit disjointed, or luxated,] the ribs of the camel.
aas; with fet-h:

(TA:) others read tii: (S, (AZ, Z, T.A.) - Also t A splint; i.e. a piece of
'íA. :) in the former reading, it is a sing. denoting wood with which a bone is set, or reduced from a
a pl. meaning; i.e., “we would have made to
the house of every one of them a -ā- of silver.”

_c^*

Jractured state: (O, K, TA:) pl. as above. (O, 1. *, aor. *; (S, Mgb, K;) and #4, aor. *;
T.A.) – And A broad and long piece of wood, (Msh, K) inf n. xi, (§, Mil, TA) of the

(TA) - [Hen:] The sky, or heaven: (S, K:) which is put, or laid don'n, and upon which are former verb; (S, Msh;) and,-*-, of the latter
wound the mats of reeds (3%) above the verb, (Msb,) and āstā. and **, (TA) [also of
this is called J*:S -ā- [the ceiling, or roof, of

the earth]; of the masc. gender: occurring in the house-tops of the people of El-Basrah.

#-J) - And

Kur xxi. 33 and lii. 5. (TA.) m Also, applied [See also
to the L- [or part on which the beard grows] and of silver,
Long, and flaccid, or pendulous; syn.

Jes"

#**

** 6 p.

3 ** *

that is beaten thin and long. (TA. or became, diseased, disordered, distempered, sich,

(See, again, #4.])

or ill; syn.
diseased &c.

6 3.e.

£2-. (S, K.) = See also Lää.l.
& Jo

(TA.

the latter verb, the last like UU•+ of U->, &c.,]
t Any piece of gold, or the last is a simple subst.; (Msb;) He was,

-*: (S, K, TA:) or he was long
(Mgb.) [See alsoź. below.]

*—Suá-. One whose occupation is the construction
2 : see what next follows.

6 *

Ji, see C# = Also a pl. of-ii- [q. v. : of ceilings or roofs (-$35.). (TA.)
; :

perhaps a contraction of -ā-]. (Ham p. 227.)

2a-2 ° #

25.2 * *

us:…
[and "#" or āsā-i] The office of
•***

4. 4.1-1, (§, Mab, TA) inf n. 25.15 (TA)

-ā- Tallness, with a bending, or boning : (S, an -à-l [i.e. of a bishop]. (K," O, TA.) [See and '4-i-, (Mab, TA) inf n : (TA)
He (God) [or it] caused him to be, or become,
K:) it is in a man, (S) [and] in an ostrich &c. also 5.]
diseased, disordered, distempered, sick, or ill: (S,

(K.) [See 1, second sentence.]
•- - 3

.." in

t •

*

*

-á'í Tall, and bent, or boned; (S, K;) ap TA:) or caused him to be long diseased &c.

the saying of El-Hajāj, "Ja, usu! plied to a man, ($, TA,) and to an ostrich, &c.; (Msh) = And J: A. The man had his
* **

Aáà-Ji [Beware ye of me neith respect to these
staa...], (S, K," TA,) is [said to be] a word of
which the meaning is unknown: (S:) Kt says,
“I have asked often respecting it, and no one
knew it:” but accord. to Z, as is related by IAth,
(TA,) it is said to be a mistranscription for ă
(K,”TA,) pl. of &#: (TA;) for they used to

family affected with diseases, and the diseases
came
afternards upon him. (TA.)
(K,) mentioned by IB as an

(K, TA) as also with damm, (K) i.e. "Já'í,
(TA:) fem.

itāi,

epithet applied to a female ostrich: (TA:) and
#, and "...# and "Xi [are all inf ns. ; or
hence the * -i: of the Christians, (S, K.) the last, accord. to the Msb, is a simple subst.;
accord. to ISk [and others ignorant of its true and all are used as substs., signifying] A disease,

7

assemble in the

derivation], because he affects lowliness. (S.) disorder, distemper, malady, sickness, or an

J%: (S, K, TA:) .i. and .#
are both said to be in the body, and also + in
(O, K:) or religion [&c., as is implied by phrases mentioned

And, applied to a man, [simply,] Tall; (K;) illness; syn.

presence of the Sultán and intercede likened to the -si- [or ceiling, or roof,] in

for him who was suspected, (K, TA,) and for height; (TA;) and so * -ā- :
criminals; and he [i.e. El-Hajjāj] forbade their
thick and big in the bones: (K:) and [simply] below, voce Loes...]: (Aboo-Is-hák, TA in art.
doing that. (TA.)
bent, or boned: (TA:) and, applied to an ostrich, Js, 9 pl. [of the first Xi'i. (TA)
i
-: see -#4, in two places: - and see crooked in the neck (K, TA) and the legs: (TA:) c”: means t Languidness, and slowness in
also the paragraph here following, in two places. fem. as above; (K;) which is applied to a female motion, of the eyelids. (Harp. 113.)
ostrich as meaning long and crooked in the legs:
#: A. at 2, (S, Mgb, K, TA,) or the like, (O:) or to a she-camel as meaning long in the
L.A.- : see the next preceding paragraph, in two
6* >

(TA,) [i.e. a

•

roof, or covering,] such as projects hind legs, and in like manner applied to a she places.

[over the door of a house], (TA,) [or of which ostrich. (JK.) - And, applied to a camel,
the ends of the beams rest upon opposite houses; Having no fur upon him. (K.)

6

•

A.:- :

see:

•
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and ginger and aniseed: the neight of six barley
corns thereof to twenty eases the yellow bile, and
X: Liseased, disordered, distempered, sick, noxious viscosities, from the most remote parts of
or ill; (S, K, TA;) as also "X- : (TA:) or long the body; and a portion thereof with a portion
diseased &c.; (Mob.) pl. of the former Xi-, of •5, Or *ś, [so in different copies of the K,

>i- seeXi.

(Msh, K) like X= pl. of 2,3. (Mb) see
also Xú-, and X: The phrase X:- &

.#

**

*

•

* >6

***

-

**

"AS's 212 A-5-4- Už Ue

*

-

f 5%.

*

*

*

de

*

.

z-

J*-* Love:

B-5-2)
•* *

•2 * *

6

o &

• Co-o-

Us"

*

• -o:

e.

*

*

'* ~ * > &
S}: < *; 3) #3 -āyaj
•

*

.#,

**

- d. J.--

of

•

a

****

*

i.e. turpeth,] in fresh milk,
taken fasting, will not leave a single norm in the [And two old and worn-out skins of an un
occurring in the Kur [xxxvii. 87], as a saying of belly: it is nonderful in that effect, and proved skilful woman who has not sewed them well,
each of them unsound, into which a person in
Abraham, is expl. by some as meaning [Verily I by experiment, (K.)
haste has poured water, they not having been
am] smitten with the coal. [or pestilence]: or
previously moistened, (>13 being for SU.5,)
the meaning is, I shall be diseased at a future
Us"
are not more liable to the shedding of their nater
time, when the period shall have come; and it is
1. **, aOI". *::, (K,) inf. n. C#: (TA; than are thine eyes to the shedding of tears
said that he inferred, from looking at the stars,
the time of a fever's coming to him: or it means [see also #ū-, which is likewise said to be an whenever thou investigatest a dwelling or imagin
Ol'

Or"

*w- *

-

+ verily I am sick of your worshipping what is inf n, of the same verb;]) and "sti, (K) with est a place of alighting, or abode]. (S.) [And
not God: IAth says that, in truth, it is one of his teshdeed; (TA;) and **u-l; (K, TA; [in the hence, app.,] *ś es' &% L- t Such a one

of God CK, erroneously, su: ;]) all have one meaning; became vehemently affected by sexual appetite.
and his religion. (TA.) You say also Loca- -A5 (TA;) [i. e. He gave him to drink, generally (JK.) One says also, < *l ** and **u

three lies; all of which were for the sake

! [A diseased, a sickly, or an unsound, heart]. water, often milk, and sometimes poison or some (S, Msb," K) God sent don'n rain to him, or may
>;- X: ! [Diseased, unsound, faulty, Or other thing: and the first often signifies he God send &c.; (K:) both of these verbs being
weak, understanding] and 2.5- AS4- 1 [Un matered him, namely, a beast; and in like manner used by Lebeed in his saying,
2 * :.*
•z
<*
sound, faulty, or weak, language]. (TA.) And seed produce &c., i. e. irrigated it; as will be
-** *** -s: -ses usi* > * * ! He is affected neith rancour, shown by what follows:] or sti. [is said when
malevolence, malice, or spite, against him. (TA.) you mean he gave him drink] a: [to his lip],
and

-

*

6

-

-

*

-

o

-

-

-

-

- *

J5-> & J4-#1, #:

(S,) or

6 -d -

3:

[by means of the lip], as also

_55- A kind of tree resembling the -**
[q.v.], but not the same as this latter: (TA:) or **ti-; and "su-i means he directed him to
a kind of large tree, (AHn, K, TA,) exactly like nater, (K,) or he watered (G#.) his cattle or
land: (S,” K:) or both of them, (K, TA,)
the -ā, (AHn, TA) which is a tree of the fig. his
i.
e.
it: and *sū-1, (TA) signify he assigned
kind, (TA in art. --G,) except that it is taller
than the latter, and less broad, having a fruit
like the fig (c. 5), which, when green, is [like]
stone in hardness, but when it ripens it becomes
somen'hat yellon, and soft, and very sneet, and

[May He send don'n rain to my people, the sons

of Mejd, and may He send don'n rain to Numeyr,
and

the tribe of Hilai] (S.) [Hence,] one

says, 4:1 -as all L- t[May God freshen
as with rain the times, or mornings, or afternoons,

to him, or gave to him, (a. J**) water, (K, of youth, or young manhood]. (A and TA in art,
TA,) or drink, or water for irrigation; so that

sti- is like st-ás, and "Jä-

is like

And 6% +, (S)
J-#. as Sb **::).
2: , (S, K,”) which last is

and "4:i, and

the form in most

says: (TA:) or, as some say, # I gave him repute as expressive of a Prayer, (Ham p. 45,)
of a pleasant odour, and people send it, one to nater to his mouth; and *::::i, I assigned to and of which the inf n, is āśā.5, (K,) I said to
another, as a present. (AHn, T.A.) [Forskål, in him, or gave to him, (* <i>) drink, or nater such a one # 35. [May God send down rain
his Flora Aegypt. Arab., p. cxxiv., mentions ifor irrigation, that he might do as he would; to thee], ($ and K in explanation of the second
_*., which is evidently a mistranscription for and like them are £-à- and *::=í. (Ham and third,) Or #: [which virtually means the
_.52-, and which he writes in Italic letters
p. 45:) Er-Răghib says that &: signifies the same, for (i. 41 Jú.]: ($ in explanation of the
“sokam,” as one of the names of the ficus syco
morus; and app. of another species or variety of giving one drink; and *#), the giving one first and second, and K in explanation of the
drink so that he may take it hon’soever he will; second and third:) [or,] accord. to some, one
fig which he terms ficus sycomoroides.]
so that the latter is more ample in meaning than says #. when it [which he gives, i. e. water or
*... • * ** J: A man
_*-*
n-ho is diseased and
the former. (TA.) Both Ji- and "L.A.! are the like,] is in his hand; [agreeably with the first
sometimes used in relation to what is in the bellies explanation in this art.;] and W £i signifies I
whose family are diseased. (TA.)
of camels or other cattle; [meaning their milk;] prayed for him, saying 3i (£2. (Msb) à...a... [A cause of disease: a word of the same as in the Kur [xxiii. 21], where it is said,
* Lā-, (JK, S, MA, K.) infn. Gi: ; (JK,
© •,• d -

-

6 *> d

e

class as ā-> and many others of the measure
(3*. es' (* "...#4, or £3, [i. e. We give $3) and G#., (JK, IAth, TA) or G#, aor.
älsäc]: see an ex, voce alaše.
you to drink of n!hat is in their bellies,] accord.
Xú- i. q. " * [Diseased, disordered, &c.]: to different readings. (TA.) One says, 4." **, (JK, S, K; [in my copy of the Mgb Us",
[He gave him to drink water, or the nater,] which I doubt not
(TA :)" Or (rather, agreeably with analogy,]
to be a mistranscription, as the
much, or often, diseased &c.; ($, TA:) and inf n, as above: (Mgh:) and (Ji *#. [I verb most commonly known in the sense here
accord. to Lh it is also applied as an epithet to a gave him to drink water, or the nater, much, or following is Usa…!, and as this is not there
often]: the teshdeed denotes muchness, or fre mentioned;]) His belly [was, or became, diseased
female. (TA.)
6 *

6 * * or

-

•

L#int". Li-or-i- (MA) and 'L-l;

quency. (S.) [See also a tropical usage of the with dropsy, i. e.] had yellon water [meaning
le:2-os

*::, (so

former verb in a verse cited in p. 85, col. 3: and serum] (JK, S, Msb, K,”TA) apparent in it,
another, from Tarafeh, in p. 134, col. 3. One (JK,) or collected in it; ($, K, TA;) for which
says also, £1 £, without a second objective there is scarcely, or never, any cure; (Mgb,

the K.) or #3, #4,
(Mgh, Msb,) said to be an ancient Greek word, complement, He supplied, or gave, water, or the TA;) his belly became snollen [n'ith dropsy].
[Skappova,] or, as some say, (Msb,) Syriac, water.] And $55, +, [I matered, or irri MA.) - [In the phrase written in the CK
(Mgh, Msb,) [Scammony;] a certain plant, gated, the seed-produce,] inf n. as above; as also #33 £5 &#, the verb is correctly G:
from the hollows of which is extracted a mucilage, *** (M.D.) And #1 J #- and see 2.] – &l L- The sneat flowed without
which is dried, and is called by the name of its
stopping. (TA)--s: C-, and "Ai-, He
plant: it is more repugnant to the stomach and '' * : [I poured water into the water made the garment, or piece of cloth, to imbibe a
the bonels than all the lacatives; but it is ren shin]: a poet says, [in one of my copies of the $,
in copies of

dered good by aromatic substances, such as pepper Dhu-r-Rummeh,

dye. (TA) -

[Li- also signifies

He tempered

- -- - -

- - -

-
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steel; and is used in this sense in the present day: [becomes overspread, here meaning suffused], is the share, or portion, of water for the irriga
and accord. to a reading in one of my copies of
tion of thy land?]. (S, TA.)- And Water,
the $, in art. *, * Li- also has this meaning.] from #9 (§, TA)—&#-A Jºl -i (K, TA, [in the CK U2, a mistranscription for
t The camels ate the U153- (a certain plant, TA)
- See also 4, last sentence.
in its fresh and moist state, and became fat upon £,]) i.e. yellon water [meaning serum, effused
in dropsy], incidental in the belly, (K, TA,)
it.
(K.)
2 : see 1, in six places.—#44 £6 &#,
scarcely, or never, curable; (TA;) as also
(K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously, G#,D and 6. issui They gave to drink, one to another, W Ji- (K:
being there added: and the
52-0, (TA. and thus, and thus only, in the (S, MA, TA,) with the full measure of the vessel
in n'hich they were given to drink. (S, TA.) word as meaning “yellow water” is written only

[&#3

JK,) inf. n. A.R.J., (JK, TA,) t His heart was

with fet-h in the JK: but in the TA, 2-à25 forms
part of the addition here following:]) or it is in
to whom a thing that he dislikes, or hates, has
He
dren
water
8.
L:(TA),
A
U-2 [from n:hite
[meaning cells] in the fat of the
been repeatedly done. (TA.)
the
well, (§, TA) and, #1 & Ifrom the river, belly; [in which sense, also, the word is written
3. itsu: [The giving to drink, one nith another.
or rivulet]. (TA. [Golius and Freytag make only with fet-h in the JK;] and it [app. mean
See a tropical usage of its verb in an ex.
the verb in this sense, erroneously, Ji-l; but ing the belly] is opened (i. #3) on the occasion
cited in art. -āā, conj. 8. -] The drawing the former mentions Us:- also in the same

inade to imbibe enmity, (K, TA) is said of a man

[See also 3.]

£"

of water together. (KL.)- And a man's em
ploying a man to take upon himself, or manage, sense.]) [And "a
2

*

of its issuing: so says ISd: (TA:) a subst. from

L” L:- He drew water * Ji [q.v.] (S, TA) And A slin [or
•

-

the culture [or watering &c.] of palm-trees upon a camel in a manner expl. voce āşu, q.v.: membrane] containing yellow water, which cleaves
or grape-vines [or the like] on the condition often occurring in the Lexicons.]– And t He asunder from over the head of the young one [at
of his having a certain share of their produce: was, or became, fat, (K, TA,) and satisfied with the birth]: (K, TA:) or, as in the T, the nater
(S, TA:) Az says that the people of El-'Irák drinking of water. (TA.)- See also 10, in two that is in the [membrane called] ****, that
places.
term it #4ts. (TA.)
comes forth *śl
c." [meaning at the birth].

.#

10. Usa-1 He sought, or demanded, drink (TA.) = Also Land that is irrigated; having
(#4, #TA, [in the
(#4, i.e. :: *, the meaning of the measure J*, like J: [in

4: see 1, in thirteen places. - One says also,
&é £i I assigned to in my 'll ['"
water therefrom]: and USA" Co- S5-M.-4:i-il I
assigned to him [a streamlet as] a place, or
source, of irrigation, from my river, or rivulet;
and * * <: [which means the same].

TA. [In the CK is immediately added after this L- :]) or
3 explanation, (3-3: but this is a mistranscription same measure as Lää
and Us:-2, (Mgh,) and
for tä; expressing another signification of these
3 -- -

(TA)- And su- It produced in him [dropsy,

two verbs, which will be expl. below.]) And He

Je.

£

TA); 4. [from him], as also 'U-I (K,

*:

(Az, K, TA: [it is

Užič. : (Er-Rághib, TA: [see also
it signifies, (K,) or so * Ji-, of the
-

-

* D -

" (#25-2, (§, Mgh, K) app. a rel. n.from Li-2,

&: for if it were from the latter it
would be &: (M, TA,) [or, Accord. t? some,
it: ) #2. The prayer of the petitioning for if from &: it may be either J: &#,

or] yellon water. (J.K. [See 1, near the end of asked, begged, or prayed, for rain; (Msb,” TA;)
the paragraph.]) - And He gave him a made i. 7. *::). ($ in art. Ala-e, and Msb.") [Hence,
[skin such as is termed]

the sense of

not from

Or

said in the TA that * ~3 in the K should be rain. And 3 Lä-> He said # sta. May (see Lumsden's Arab. Gr. p. 630,)] seed-produce
4 J-43, as in the explanation by Az: but see art. God send don'n rain upon it, namely, a land: irrigated (S, Mgh, K) by nater running upon
-A5, in which it is said that a… “A” is allow see Har p. 300.] – And He constrained him the surface of the earth; (S, Mgh;) [i. e., not
able, and occurs in several trads.:]) or he gave self to vomit; or vomited intentionally; syn.
by rain only;] W C:- being the contr. of
;

&:

him a hide to make of it a 3-3 (Ki) or sui tä; [see a statement above, in this paragraph,
ūs' has the latter meaning: (JK, TA:) and respecting a mistranscription in the CK;] as also (Mgh;) and "&#, contr. of &: (Mgh,
* L:-l; (K, TA;) mentioned by ISd. (TA.) TA,) which signifies “watered [only] by the
true! 3-1 occurs in a trad, as meaning Give -See
also 1, in the last quarter of the paragraph. rain;” and the vulgar say * &: (TA.)
thou its hide to him n'ho will make of it a elä.,
-

*

of:

(TA) or make thou its hide to be a ú- for thee.
(JK)— Also, (JK, S, K, TA) and ***, (K)
the latter mentioned as on the authority of IAar,
but disallowed by Sh, (TA,) i. q. <! ! [He
spoke evil of him, or traduced him, in his absence

or othernise], (JK, S, K, TA,) in a foul manner;
(TA;) and imputed to him a vice, fault, or the
like: (S, TA:) and J cites [in the S] a verse

Ji-

in the phrase *%l &#, which means
3. &#4 belly rollen [with dropsy] (MA)
The tonns, or villages, [or lands,] watered by the
Euphrates, is said by Mtr to be an inf. n. used as
(£ A giving of drink; [or a giving to drink;]
a subst. [properly so termed, and, being origi like [the inf. n.] (... (Er-Răghib, TA.)–
nally an inf. n., it may be used alike as sing, and And A sending don’n of rain upon mankind and
pl.]; or, in this phrase, a noun that should be the lands: (TA:) a subst. from &#1 & #.
prefixed to it [such as –5], is suppressed: or, (S, K, TA.") One says, 'Ju 4 &#3 [I
accord. to some, it is Li- [q. v.], an instance of prayed for him for the sending down of rain].

J: in the sense of the measure (JK.) And it is said in a form of prayer, (#.
Js:
thus
and
it is in the handwriting of El -ā- (#. S; a: [We ask of Thee a sending
;
* 3ü- [app. as meaning t Who has spoken evil
Hareeree in his 22nd Makámeh. (Harp, 246.) down of a rain of mercy, and not a sending don’n
of me, &c.). (TA)
- See also the next paragraph.
of a rain of punishment]; meaning, send Thou
5. Ji- It (a thing) received, or admitted,
down
upon us a rain in which shall be benefit,
what
is drunk; (TA;) or
Ji- Drink; or
moisture, (M, TA,) or irrigation; or became
without
injury, and without laying waste. (Msb.)
from
what
is
gi",
subst.
a
TA;)
to
drink;
(K,
plentifully irrigated, or succulent, or sappy.
of Ibn-Ahmar ending with the phrase

Li:

the measure

(M, K, TA.) The Hudhalee (El-Mutanakhkhil, stí, and £i, (S, TA; [in the former of which, One says also : āāsū. J3; Land easy of
TA) says.
this meaning is indicated, and also the meaning irrigation [either by the rain or otherwise]: (K
* -2-

# 3

-

2

of water given to drink to cattle; and water with in art. Laâ4- ) and the contr. is termed āş;
Li Ji. (TA in that art.) – Also i. Q. --> [i. e.
to camel (TA) pl. # (S.T.A.) And +, meaning A beast's share, or portion, of
meaning [Thrown down upon the ground, his [particularly] A share, or
of £ater [for nater]: so in the Kur xci. 13. (Jel.)
*

*

* *

* *

*

4--> *-i- (sā-- U---->

*

which land is irrigated;]) in the M, drink given

Jail #3, #2-## =

-

£rti",

shin] becomes drenched with his blood (#)

irrigation]: one says, *'' L*. L.<> [How
[like as drips the severed trunk of the Theban many bucketfuls
or skinfuls, (the specificative
w ***

fü. A skin, (KL) or a 43, (J.K.) [i. e.] a

palm-tree]: or, as some relate the verse, L-s: being suppressed,) virtually meaning how much, skin of a young goat or sheep when it has entered
Bk. I,
175

---

- -- -
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L.A. - 41
* @so

dead

its second year, (M, K,) used for nater and for 44-92»; the two words agü- and 5's being when the Sultán has dealt gently with his
sub
3
- - of
milk, (ISk, JK, S, Msb, K, KL,) or, accord. to inf ns. of L*. and 3.<; (Bd;) the meaning being jects in his government of them, &úl &l
~ of 9 se - - # | *.
ISd, only for water : (TA:) it is termed.» &
UAl Arka-' &: &# + [The Sultán has caused the beast
*

-

•

•

-

25-1
2-315.2% & 3.5
[i. e. Have ye made, or pronounced, the authors

[made of one hide; but there are larger sorts];
pasturing at pleasure amid abundant herbage to
and if larger, it is termed
& [made of of the giving to drink to the pilgrims, and of the come to his drinking-place]. (TA.) [See also
tno hides], and assi aş3 & [made of three keeping in repair of the sacred mosque, to be like &#.]
hides] (T and TA in art. Us" :) accord. to Isk, him who has believed in God and the last day?];
and this is confirmed by another reading, which it: see #ú-, in two places. - Also A

*

the -k2 is peculiarly for milk; and the L-5,

is, es: 50-c.59
#3, #- # (Ksh, B4) or the

for clarified butter; and the £, for water: (S:)
the pl. (of pauc., S) is
and
and (of meaning is,

#:

&:

thing which is made for the 25- [or water-jars],

34 3. £# & -1 &ū- :*£i and upon which the mugs are hung. (JK, T.A.)
3

*-

[&c., i.e. have ye made, or pronounced, the

seed
mult, Ş) Jú, (S. K.) or this last is a pl. pl. (T, giving to drink to the pilgrims, &c., to be like the U.5-2. [Given to drink; and] watered
3 -* ~ * **
T.A.)- See also 4, last sentence. - [And see a
belief. of him who has believed &c.?]. (Bd.) [See produce [&c.]. (Mgb.) – [Hence,] Lá-.] *!
A. Verily he is tinged with redness. (JK.)
phrase voce ij-, in art. 5.j-, where it is applied also 535.]
to + The stomach of a camel, in which water is
3 -2 #, and the fem: # and #3: See Jú, &#: and essi: See C+, last sentence,
stored.]
in six places. —#1 is also the appellation of in three places,
3 Us:- : see (sā-, last sentence, in two places. A certain intelligent bird, that dran's nater for
-

•

* @

Also A cloud having large drops [of rain], (S, itself (JK.) [It is applied in the present day,
K,) vehement in the falling [thereof]: (S:) [like by some, to The pelican: and by some, to the
aquiline vulture; commonly called the-*..]

<!
3

3 -

& P

& and &#1 pl.: &#)-And The

1. Gil 54, aor.”, (TA) inf n. ii., (K,

(3*) : (JK, S, K:) or tender papyrus:

Ju and "#. Giving to drink; or one who stopped or stopped up, or repaired, and made
gives to drink : (K, TA:) the former signifies firm or strong, the thing]. (K,” TA.) [In the

papyrus

so called because of its growing in, or near to,

TA,) i. q. *: [i. e. He closed or closed up, or he

water: (TA:) occurring in a verse of Imra-el [generally as above, or a cup-bearer: and also]
place of J# J., the explanation of the inf n.

Ji:

(S, TA: [but see what watering seed-produce; or a waterer of seed accord. to the reading in the TA, we find in the
is said under this word, Ji.”: and see Ham produce: (Msb:) [and " the latter generally sig
CK
and itseems that : is a £:
p. 555:]) n. un.
(S.)- And Palm-trees; nifies a water-carrier :] the pl. of the former is
J., (K, TA) with damm, and then teshdeed, meaning of as...; for it is said that] from 3), C.
(S, K;) and #- signifies [the same, or] palm
*S signifying 3,4- is the post-classical phrase
trees that are irrigated by means of water-n'heels (TA,) [accord. to the CK G#, which is app. a
Keys, cited voce

&#

+:

#.

mistranscription,] and #, (K, TA,) like &č,
(TA,) or jú. (CK: [this last is a well-known

(J's, (pl. of #3, q.v.). (TA)
#ú:

-'9 3. [i. e. The making fast of door].

(TA) [In the present day, A.J. 3-, aor. and
inf
n, as above, means He locked, and he bolted,
pl. of Gu, and as such has occurred above, voce
the door.]- And £, (TA) inf. n. as above,

see what next follows.

#ú- and *#ú. and "jū: and "ātā. A #ū-j) the pl. of "fi is &sji-, (K.) and a (S, K, TA) He clamped it (4:3) with iron;
woman is termed "#, and " #i. (S, K.) It
namely, a door, (S, K, TA,) and wood. (TA.)
place jor giving to drink or for watering: (K,"
is said in a prov.,
TA:)

what is termed £1 āli: is well known:

* Also

'#'i. Úl Ali, G.,

£, aor. as above, (S, TA,) and so the

inf n., (K, TA,) He cut off his ears. (S, K,”
TA)=2.É. -> (~ 54, (TA,) inf. n. as above,
a construction for nater: (Mgh:) or a place in who gives to drink: .33, being a woman's (K, TA,) He cast forth what n'as in his belly;
which beverage is made, or prepared, at the fairs, name]: it is applied to him who does good: (K, TA;) muted, or dunged; (TA;) said of an
or festivals, &c. : (JK, T, TA:) [and particularly meaning do thou good to him, because of his ostrich: (K, TA:) and so
(TA.) And 5.

(S:) i.e. agua. signifies a place made, or pre
pared, for the

giving

*

*

to drink to people: (Msb:) [Give thou to drink to Rakashi: verily she is one

&:

a place in which a beverage made of raisins
steeped in water was given at the general assembly

doing good. (A’Obeyd, S.) - [Hence,] &l ---,

of the pilgrims'] and "ātā: signifies a drinking &all

(AA, TA,) inf n. as above, (K, TA,)
He
cast
forth his excrement, or ordure, (AA, K,
A certain vein [app. the central artery of

TA) in a thin states (AA, K, TA) as also 55,
place [in a general sense]: and he who pronounces the retina] which passes from the interior of the
head
to
the
eye,
and
the
severing
of
n!hich
occa
it with kesr to the A [" itá: makes it to be like
sions the loss of the sight. (J.K.) [See also the as above, He voids thin excrement or ordure;
the utensil called 431 #. [the drinking-vessel next paragraph.]
(A5, S, TA;) as also
inf n. 2. (A5, TA)

(AA, TA) and *. (TA) And ##, it n.

£4.

of

the

cock]:

($) [see # :]

and the pl. is

#1. [a subst. from GL", made so by the

Ju-2. (T.A.) – agü- also signifies A vessel in

affix s,] A rivulet, or streamlet, (T, K, TA) for

(JK, S, TA,) and with which they measured
corn; and it was a vessel of silver. (TA)

pl. 3's. (Mgh, TA) It is now vulgarly applied
to designate The [hind of nater-wheel for irriga

:

5. £i [He was taken with a looseness of
the bonels;] he had thin evacuations of the bonels;
which one is given to drink. (K.) in the Kur the irrigation of seed-produce; (T, TA;) a small expl. by Gö, &etá. 3.25: and *::: es' à- £i
[xii. 70], it means the king's drinking-cup; channel for the irrigation of land; (Msb;) it is
[signifies the same; or] his bonels became loose;
(Mgh;) his 894, in [or from] which he drank, larger than a J33-, and than a *: (Mgh:)
And

as also : *; so says Yaakoob; and he asserts it
to be formed by substitution; but which of the

£- āli: means The beverage made of tion termed] -93 Ily.]. (TA in art --!>.) two is so formed is unknown. (TA)-4
raisins steeped in nater which [the tribe of] – And [the pl] J%: signifies certain : J'S es' He went at random in the land, or
And

Kureysh used to give to the pilgrims to drink: it

country, not knowing nhither to go, and was

which discharge into the gºal [dual of x', perplexed. (Ibn 'Abbād, O. [See also 7.])
One says also, 5: &# Whither goest thou?

was under the superintendence of El-'Abbās in q.v.]. (J.K.)
the Time of Ignorance and in El-Islám: (TA:)
Ol' at: in this phrase is an inf. n.; so in the
U: A time [and a
Kur ix.19; (Mgh;) where it is said, :
# 34 &#29-#2-##32; £-i âû
• Oso - -

place] of giving to drink. (Ibn 'Abbād, O.)–25814; Ji. G-: *- :

(JK, TA.)
•

CP -

The like of that speech has not entered my ear,
6.- -

#: see #ü-, in two places. One says

or ears: and

4: Je:-

es' * 3:1 to The

-- - - - -

- -
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like of it has not entered my ears. (TA) = 'Abbād, S, O, K,) in the dial. of the Benoo likened to a 4:... of palm-trees: (TA:) [in the
*... [see, pers, app., &,] aor.”, (TA) Asad; (Ibn-'Abbād, O';) and of the spider, (O, present day, often applied to a highway, and to
K,) likewise, because of its narrowness. (TA.) any road:] pl. * [as above]: (O:) and
inf n. £, (K, TA,) It (one's nature, or dis
*= Also A sort of perfume, (S, Mgh, O, Mgb,
position,) was, or became, base, ignoble, mean, or
K.) prepared from 4% [q. v.], (K) or from * & is syn. with [: as meaning] #.
sordid. (K, TA) = \, (Mab,TA)sec pers. mush and 44%. (O,) the former being bruised, or (TA)-[Hence also, app., one says,] J*
<, (Msb, K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously, pounded, sifted, kneaded with water, and wrung 53-6 £3.9 + Make thou the affair, or case,

<<,]) inf n. 48, (§, Mgh, Mab, K, TA)

hard, and niped over neith oil of the

&r [unform, or one uniform thing. (Fr, TA in art.

said of a man, &c., (K,) + He was small in the [q. v.] in order that it may not stick to the
ear, (S, Mgh, Msb, K, TA,) with a sticking vessel, and left for a night; then musk is pounded,

£)–And ** 3.9 34% (K) and **

thereof to the head, and small projection thereof: or pondered, (3-4) and put into it by degrees, <-, (TA,) + [He took the thing, and he at
(K, TA:) or he was short in the ear, with a and it is [again] wrung hard, and cut into small, tained it, in its proper way, or] when it was
sticking thereof to the part behind it: (TA:) or round, flat pieces, and left for tryo days, after possible. (KTA)- And a: J-2 &
the
he nas small in the

-is: [here meaning either

which it is perforated with a large needle, and ! Such a one will not remain quiet, or still, or

upper part or the helic (in the CK -23)] of the strung upon a hempen string, and left for a year; steady, by reason of hastiness of temper. (Ibn
ear, and narron in the ear-hole. (K, T.A.) And and as it becomes old, its odour becomes the more 'Abbād, Z, O, TA.)= Also The house [or sta
+ He was, or became, deaf. (K, T.A.)
tion] of the Jº* [or messenger that journeys on
sneet. (K.)= Also pl. of £1. (K.)
a
beast of the post, or messengers on beasts of the
7. J.' <<! The camels went at random.
#. A ploughshare; i.e. the iron thing with post: it is likewise called J.23. &: see &*] :
(Ibn 'Abbéd, o, T.A. (See also : J C, which the ground is ploughed; (S, TA;) the iron and £1 *-*. occurring in a letter of Omar
above.]) 3'-ji in the case of the birds called appertenance of the plough. (K.) Hence the
Ibn-'Abd-El-'Azeez, means the s: [or messengers
uš means Their going at random, and depressing
plough
[The
4-3
&
$12,533
is
trad,
on beasts of the post] who are stationed there to
their breasts, after soaring in their flight and share enters not the abode of a people, or party,
be sent on affairs of importance. (Mgh.) #.
circling in the air. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)
but they become abased]; meaning, in consequence
*231

is well known [as having the meaning

8. 3-1 It (a thing) was, or became, closed or of the violence and the demands that the agri assigned to it above: and also as meaning The
closed up, or stopped or stopped up, or repaired, culturists experience from the ruling power. space, or distance, between each station of the
engraved piece of

and made firm or strong; quasi pass of 1 in the (TA.)- And A die, i.e. an
messengers above mentioned and the station next
iron, (S," Msb, K, TA,) having an inscription
first of the senses assigned to it above; syn. 3:1.
to its see, again, &#1 (Ibn 'Abbād,0.)

(TA)—[Hence] 4:44 - : His ears

upon it, (TA,) with n'hich dirhems and deenárs

are stamped, (S," Msb,) or upon which pieces of & inf n, of 3-, sec. pers. <<. (M5b,
became stopped up, or aeaf, (S, Msb, K,”) and
money (>93) are struck: (K.) pl. <-.
narron [in the aperture]. (S, K.) - And 5 (Msb)–And, because stamped therewith, 2 TA. [See 1, last sentence but one.])
&: + The herbage became luxuriant and dense, coined dirhem, and deenar; (TA;) which latter &: [a pl. of which the sing is not mentioned,]
5
(S, K,) its interstices becoming closed up. (S.)
: , (0, K, TA,) [in the CK Bustards; syn. &%. (TA.)
*
[also]
is
called
And J393 -:- + The meadows became lux
A ron
& The air that is next to the clouds, or to
uriant and dense [in their herbage]. (A5, TA.) G#, but it is] with kesr. (TA.) = Also
:= See also 1.

:A

nail; a pin, or peg, of iron;

*C.; (S.K. ;) like as one says #

#,G, S, o, Mob, or #4, K, or : the higher part, (cus,) of the sky; as also
(#4
3. * *
TA) of palm-trees. (S, O, Mgb, K, TA.) *āété: (S, K.) or both signify the air, or
"," Jia-as,their
saying, (S,) or the saying of the atmosphere, between heaven and earth: like £:

and

&#3;

Hence

Prophet, (O) #:

(S:) pl. 9s. (S, K) and 9,8. (K.) [A verse
of Aboo-Dahbal El-Jumahee is cited as an ex, in
the TA as follows:

#23i #: #: J.31%,

the pl. of the second is &. (TA.) Hence
- 3

• *-- * ~

* *

* **

*

the saying, 90-J L =>} % <V5 Jaff S,
[The best of property is] a prolific filly (TA) or meaning [I will not do that even if thou leap]

($ in the o us... * * * *-) meaning

a row of palm-trees fecundated: (S, TA:) or, into the sky. (S.)- Also The part, of an
accord. to As, * aš- here signifies a plough arron, which is the place of the feathers. (Ibn
*...*
share properly prepared [for ploughing]; and, 'Abbād, O, K.)
--''' 4- c-2 5tal "2+2
# * .
he says, the meaning is, that the best of property
see
in two places.
J.,
*:
[It
(S.)
seed-produce.
but see <! *= A straight, or an even, building, is a brood [of a mare] or
the
in
a.se/l
if
that,
me
suggested
to
-*** b% [They pitched their tents]
and excavation, (O, K,) like a wall, without has been
signification
here
have
the
explanation
above
mail
of
coat
curvity, or bending. (O.) - A
one ron : (Th, K:) and said with L', [i. e.
assigned to it, the epithet aib-e- is redun in
narron, in the rings; (S, K;) as also *#, and
accord. to IAar: (TA:) but Th says
dant; and therefore that à la alone may be the
Wit:: (K:) or, accord. to the O, soft in the proper explanation, and may mean in this case, nifying
it from
J", deriving
with
that it is“aonly
4.)#. sig
(TA in art.
Júj.”
wide
rings. (TA) - See also the next paragraph.
as it does in many others, a tall palm-tree, or the
3 *
tallest of palm-trees, or a smooth palm-tree, or a
31. A well narron, (Lth, AZ, Aş, S, O, K) in
àets. Small in the ear, (M, K,) or in the
the head of which is reached by the
palm-tree
its cavity, or interior, (Lth, O,) or from its top
(IAar, TA.) [See also 5-il – And
ears.
hand; and that ail-a- may have been added in
(AZ, S, O,) or in its aperture; as
to its bottom,
who is alone in his opinion, having none
+
One
3 consequence of misunderstanding, and Ala- sub
also V 3., and *9,£: (K:) or a well even in stituted for affe, le for the same reason: but I to share with him in it, (AZ, K, TA,) who acts
its cavity, or interior, and in its casing: or, think it much more probable that the epithet has without caring hon his opinion happens to be :
accord. to Fr, one well, or strongly, or compactly, been added because áà:Ale is ambiguous; and this pl. Bláš: it has no broken pl. (AZ, TA)=
- -

*
-

<--C

-->

3 -

-3-

<!-

WSd

•

d

•

J.S.

U.5°23

*

• Jo e •

*

*

6

p. e.

d.o.e

J. J.

têtê.

têtê,]

•

6 e

e_*

J -

3 *

•

pl. of 3... is Jú- ; and is confirmed by what here follows.]- Also A See also jū.
cased, and narron : 3the
*
the pl. of " £5: is :, so that the latter is both Jú [meaning street]: (S, O, Mgb:) or [rather] &
Q v.l.
29- ppl. of iélé,6 *as syn, with 51%. Id.
a sing and a pl. (TA) - And A narrow road: a wide Júj: (Mgb:) or an even road, (K, TA,)
the latter half of the
(I’Abbād, O:) or a road stopped up: (K:) or a [or street,] of such as are termed aiji [pl. of Júl : (TA.) - See also as ", in
paragraph,
road narrow and stopped up. (Lh, TA) - See
(TA:) so called because the houses therein form
3 - 3.
g

•

•

also 5... — Also The hole of the scorpion, (Ibn a row or rows [on either side], (0, TA;) being

U.S.- : see 4'-'.
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&:

See

#, in the former half of the para

graph. = Also i. q. As* [meaning either A beast

messenger

of the post or a

n:ho

journeys

071

meaning
(TA.)

3,4-

[made firm or strong, &c.].

a horse of Shebeeb Ibn-Mo’áwiyeh. (K.)
[Hence also,] + A certain sort of clothes, or gar

(l

--&

beast of the post]: a rel, n, from as ". (Ibn
1.

'Abbād, O, TA.)

(Mgh, K) as also "...#1 and the name of
ments, (T, S, K,) thin so as to resemble dust, and

<, (S, A, Mgb, K.) aor. *, (A, TA,) as though resembling pouring water by reason of

its thinness; and so, accord. to IAar, W <. (T,
£. [A stamper of money;] one who strikes and *::, (S, [this last assigned in the K to the T.A.) - Applied to a man, + Tall; (K;) a
the *. (TA.)-[And said by Golius, as on trans. verb,]) said of water, (S, A, Msb, K.) and a dial var. of -i- [q.v.). (TA)- And I A
the authority of Meyd, to signify A maker of flow of tears (£3), (A, TA,) and the like, (TA,) It necessary £ng or affair: (A, K, TA:) and 1 a

inf n : (S, A, Msh, K) and #4 (M'.)

knives; like

&..]

poured out or forth; or was, or became, poured

disgrace (£) that is necessary, or unavoidable.
(A, TA.) Lakeet Ibn-Zurārah said to his brother

6 *
**
out or forth; (S, A, Mgb, K;) as also "--il.
Maabad, when he required him to ransom him
âé>0 . [as a coll. gen, n., app. derived from
(S. K.)=And £,(S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) aor. with two hundred # camels, he being a captive,
āş- signifying “a road,”] Wayfarers. (TA.)
as above, (A, TA,) inf. n. J.C. ($, Mgh, K) and
-

o e

:-

•

Co-

- -

•

•

• *

(#4 #: £ Jsi Já čá čá 4: ...,

mentioned by Ibn-'Abbād in this, art, *5, (K, [the latter assigned in the S to the meaning f [We will put anay from thee a thing
and said in the Mgh to be of the measure dela: intrans. verb,]) He poured it out or forth; namely, that would be to the people of thy house] a neces
water, (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K,) and a flow of tears,
à a
*
**
sary, or an unavoidable, disgrace. (TA.) =
from 5:1, or J. as from 33:1: see art. US

&:-

6

-

-

(A, TA) and the like, (TA) as also '4-l.
(A.) The people of El-Medeemeh say, L* --&
*

5: Small in the ear, (Mgh, K,) with a stick &%
ing thereof to the head, and small projection
thereof: (Ki) or short in the ear, with a sticking
thereof to the part behind it: (TA:) or small in
the J,5 [meaning either the upper part or the
helic] of the ear, and narrow in the ear-hole :
(K:) applied to a man, (Mgh, K,) &c.; (K:)

d

J. D. J.

Pour thou out, or forth, upon my hands. sense, or in both senses, or in all the senses. (TA.)

(A) And it is said in a trad, 3% -: usu.
[Here tears are to be poured forth], meaning

woman, as is implied in the K, and to a female
a single bird of the species called U.5, because
having no ear [apparent or projecting], (TA)

<

see the next preceding paragraph, latter

this is the place in which one should weep, seek half, in three places. = Also A certain kind of
tree, (S, K,) of sneet odour, (S,) as though its
ing forgiveness. (Mgh.)
4:
7:

odour were that of [the perfume called] G, 4.

}

see the next preceding paragraph.

fem, it: (S, Mgh, O, Mgb, K.) applied [to a
bird, and particularly to a female ostrich, and] to

Also Copper, or brass; syn. J-4: or lead :
(IAar, K:) and so **, (K,) in the latter

*...*u. and ' ',: and '-'.
(K) and *- : (CK (omitted in the TA and in
my MS. copy of the K]) and '',: (K)
<-- and

and to a she-goat, meaning, with the lawyers, Water poured out or forth, or being poured out
having no ear except the ear-hole, or, accord. to or forth : or poured out or forth, (K, TA,) run

El-Kudooree, naturally earless: (Mgh:) and ning upon the surface of the earth without any

[q. v.], groning apart from others, upon a single
root, having a don'ny substance, and leaves like
those of the * [a species of origanum, or
marjoram], except in being more green: it gron's
in the plains and the valleys; and nhat has dried
up thereof is of no use to any one: it has a fruit
n:hich is eaten, and the people of El-Hijáz make
of it a [beverage such as is termed] &#: its fruit
does not gron forth in one year, 5ut only in

applied to an ear, as meaning small: (S, Msb:) excavation: (TA:) or the first signifies water
several years: AHn says that the -í is a herb
pl. 3.: applied [to human beings, &c., more poured out or forth; and is an inf. n. used as an that rises to the height of a cubit, having dust

commonly to birds, and particularly] to ostriches, epithet, like Š- and # applied as epithets to
(K) and to birds of the species called U.5: (TA:) water: and 7 **, water running upon the sur
it is said that every £, is oviparous, and every face of the earth nithout any excavation: and
4: is viviparous; the former meaning a female *:::: water pouring out or forth, or being

coloured leaves like those of the ** [or endive],
and a blossom intensely n!hite, of the form of that
of the * [i. e. peach, or a species or variety

thereof]: (TA:) n. un, with 3: (S, TA:) As
that has no ear (S, O) apparent, or external; poured out or forth; (S;) or, as some say, pour
mentions the -< as one of the plants of the
(o;) and the latter, “a female that has an ear (S, ing much: (Harpp. 469 et seq. :) and also this plain,
or soft, tracts. (TA.)- It is also said to

O) apparent, or external, (O) though it be slit.” last, running water: (TA:) or this signifies
be The [plant called] → [app.
(S.) A rājiz says,
cºag As [i.e. continually pouring, or con
3-

• de

w

•

& © J is #

*

•

a~

3.

J

- ?

#)],

blossom. (TA)- And The anemone (#3

*

• - of

5-9, 3,4-9. J--

*

BJo

tinually pouring dispersedly and in large drops; which seem to be coll. gen, ns. of each of which
the n. un, is with 3 (see
having a yellon,
as also -: for hence it appears evident that

ā >*

Jā. Usual." Us – 4-1

*

*

-•

2) or

*

-3.3% &% as an explanation of -:) and
9:0 (K)—And one of the tre of the
* in the K is a mistake for c5-21313) ; hot
season. (TA.)

and is applied as an epithet to water and to
* and -ts, the latter [indecl., with kesr
[A night of scratching: there is no doubt re blood; (A;) and also [probably in this sense] to
specting it: I scratch so that my fore arm, or clouds (~~); and to a. wound made with a for its termination.] like Lauai, and **, [all
my upper arm, (for Act. is used in both of these spear or the like (a.a.l.) : and "J-su. is applied app, meaning The fleet, or snift, like -: and
senses,) is dislocated: the little black thing nith as an epithet to tears (~2). (TA)-[Hence]
*9,] are names of certain horses. (K: the
out ears having rendered me sleepless]: he means
the fleas, using the sing as a gen, n. (TA) -: applied to a horse means | Wide in step: second only mentioned in the S.)

Also Having the ears cut off (TA.) [This (S, A, K:) or fleet, or snift, or excellent in run

s

9

J. •

@ e.

**- : see -, in two places.

seems to be the primary, though not a usual, ning; (A, K;) that runs much : (Mgh, TA:)

signification.] – And +[Having the ears stopped or light, or active: and 7 *i. so applied, has
up: (see 8:) or] deaf. (K.) It is applied in this one or another of these meanings: (A:) or the

<

See

--.
6

**

*: : see -->.
sense to the ostrich, because [they say that] he former, thus applied, that runs vehemently; as
does not hear. (Lth, T.A.) - And 3.39. WaS also J:#; likened to water pouring forth: (Eth
**C. See <, in two places. = [And act.
the name of A certain horse. (O, K.)- See Thaalebee, TA:) also, (K, TA,) applied to a part, n, of £. Hence,] ..." -->u t (The sign
horse and a man and a boy, (TA,) t light of of Aquarius;] the eleventh of the signs of the
also :
spirit; and brisk, lively, or sprightly, (K, TA,) Zodiac; also called #1. (Kaw)
3, ... ... [A pulpit] nailed with mail: of in work, or action. (TA.) -: was the name
6

x d >

* >>

*

iron: but also said to be with U3, [i. e. 4958-2,] of the first horse possessed by the Prophet;

>d >

*

@ e.

*S*- : see ---.

*- - - -

Book I.]
*** * *
a...Q.) The

*:::
*

ić [i.e. threshold] of a door.

(K.)

see the next paragraph.

•*
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*];

(O;) [Sagapenum;] a certain medicine, allayed]; (TA:) as also "-col: (Msb:) and
(O, K,) well-known; (K;) the gum of a certain ~& * < ! [Anger, or the anger, became
tree (O, TA) in Persia, (TA,) [supposed to be stilled so that it departed from him]. (A.)

6 *

*::::

−,

in three places. - Also
(K.)
Lightning extending tonards the earth.
So in the saying of Zuheyr El-Mázinee,
See

*

* **

*-

- -8

*

6 & e.

*** **, 3×

*

*

the ferula Persica,] in which is no useful pro
perty, but only in its gum : some say that there

is a sort of as [or galbanum] that changes from + And n:hen the anger became stilled so that it
its original state and becomes *-*.*.*. (O.)
&

[Lightning shining, or shining brightly, before
the tent, or house, extending towards the earth];

as though it were pouring forth rain. (TA.)
And A ron of palm-trees; (IAar, K;) as also
if of other than palm-trees, it is termed

*

Hence, in the Kur (vii. 158), U-, 3-&# 3,
-á), (S) meaning, accord, to Zi, & [i. e.

w

•

departed from Moses]: or, as some say, the

phrase is inverted, the meaning being << č,

-āśl &= c. *

[And n:hen Moses nas silent,
ceasing from anger]: but the former is the ex

--&

1. <<, (S, Msb, TA) aor. *, (Lth, TA,) planation of those skilled in the Arabic language.
* and 3: (S, A, Msb, K) and &: (TA. [See also 4.]) You say also, > <<,

inf n.

(S,K) and #,éu, (K) [all these ns said in the

meaning + The heat became vehement, or $ntense,

£and #32. (IA, TA)=Alois-à

K to signify the same, but this is not exactly the the nind being still. (TA.) – [Hence also,]
in this sense in a
[A maker of shoes or boots, or a senter of leather, case, for the last is of an intensive form,] He t He died: (K:)3 -occurring
-nvas, or became, silent, mute, or speechless; contr. trad. (TA) --~~# Us:=l. : see 3. = <<.
&c.]; like V
or a blacksmith. (K.)
• *

•

•

* *

*:::

of Gä; (TA;) i. q = ~3: (Lth, Mab, TA:)
#: [altered in a copy of the A from or << is said of him who has the power, or
3.<-oll, which may perhaps be the right word,]
The higher, or highest, rivulet, or small channel
for irrigation, from which the other rivulets, or
small channels, are supplied nith water. (A.)
- [In a copy of the A (in art. --la-), a la-Ji,
• * @ e.

* *~ *

said of a horse, [from -…]©l,] He came in
tenth in a race. (TA.)

faculty, of speech, but abstains from making use
2: see 4, in two places.

of it; whereas 3-2 is sometimes said of that

(Er-Raghib MF, TA) or <<, aor.”, inf n.

J:=l. [may mean

3. W &:

which has not the power, or faculty, of speech:

He hept silence

with me and I nas silent : or he vied neith me in

<>2< ... and -S.", signifies he (a man) ceased, or keeping silence and I surpassed therein: or it
which I believe to be in that instance a mis
stopped, speaking; and <<, aor. *, inf n. &#, may have both of these meanings; both being
transcription for A.S.-Ji, occurs expl. as meaning the (a man) was, or became, still, or quiet; agreeable with analogy]. (S, TA; in neither of
+The Milky Way.]
syn. & : (Zj, TA:) [it is said that] *-x-l, which it is explained.)

also, is syn, with <<, like &; (Msb;)
Q. 1.

... He prepared
-- &#.
&#-

4. --&l as an intrans. verb: see 1, in nine
places. - He turned anay, and spoke not; oc
accord.
to
AZ,
one
says
of
a
man,
<-->
and
• * ~*
•

(TA.)

- of

<<i and << and "--Ci: (TA:) or, as curring in this sense in a trad.: and c” ---

some say, W -l signifies he was, or became, 'Jim He turned anay from the thing. (TA.)
: (£- an arabicized word, (O, Mgb, K,) with silent,
or he spoke not; and he ceased [from <- and "4:- (S, A, Mgb) both signify the
kesr (Msb, K) to the U", not with. £h, because
speech], or broke off [therefrom], or became cut

E

there is no word of the measure U) as except of short [therein]: (Msb:) or << signifies he
the reduplicate class [like J% &c.], (Msb,) from was, or became, silent intentionally; and W -<-1,
4-, meaning “vinegar,” in Pers., and
he was, or became, silent by reason of thought or
[arabicized from the Pers. (...,] i. e. &# [as disease or fear : (TA:) or you says: 3 Jš
meaning “a sort,” or “species,” of food or without ! [when you mean he spoke and then

&

same, said of God (S) [and of a man]; He made
him, or rendered him, silent, mute, or speechless;
(Mgb;) [he silenced, or hushed, him;] namely, a
person speaking. (A.) And c." <- [He
made him to abstain from speaking of, or to, me].

viands]; (O; [in which it is erroneously said became silent, i.e., intentionally]; (S;) but you (A, TA in art. -->) And 3: ..." -with a 3:...].
that 2-3 is in Pers. 15%;]) or from [the Pers.] say " -<-1 when you mean his speech became [He silenced, or hushed, the child
#
broken off, or cut short, and so he spoke not. (S, (Lh, S, A, K.) And <: means He was
* *- : [aë)- meaning “vinegar;” and K.) It is said in a prov., ū- &#3 ūji << silenced in a dispute or the like. (A, TA.) –
*', “sheeps' feet,” or “trotters;”](TA;) [but He held his tongue from a thousand words [And hence, t He stilled, quieted, appeased, tran
the former derivation is evidently the more pro
(** - 34 &), and then uttered what quillized, calmed, allayed, assuaged, or quelled,
bable;]. A nell-known kind of food; (Msb;)
was wrong. (ISk, Sand Mab in art. -u-) And
# read, " : t:%
flesh-meat cooked with vinegar: this is the best you say [of the quiescent • that is sometimes it..] In the Kur vii. 153, some
that is said [in explanation of the word]: (TA:) added at the end of a word, after a vowel or a -axll us"> Je and <: [i.e. + And n:hen
[in the present day, applied to a sort of food
letter of prolongation, as in 4:43 and * 13], the anger nas stilled so that it was made to
composed of flesh-meat, wheat-flour, and vinegar;
depart from Moses]. (Bd. [For the usual read
*

•

•

• Ö J.

•

o e

&

•

-

*

and sometimes to other varieties of food, but

-£1 # * [This is the As of pausation].

*

*

•

*

>

*

•

•

ing see 1, latter part.])

one

vinegar, I believe, enters into the composition of (A, TA)
says also, of a she-camel, <,
&: an infn of 1 [q.v.] (S, &c.) - And
them all: also called (£, from the Pers. 3
inf n. <>2< ..., meaning She uttered not the [grumb [hence,] A division [or pause] betnceen two mu
“vinegar,” and ū “spoon-meat:” accord. to
ling] cry termed & when the saddle was put sical sounds, or notes, without breathing; (T, K,
Golius, on the authority of the Loghat Niamet upon her. (ISd, TA) -[Hence <<, aor, as
TA) as also 'i:. (TA)=See also :-,
Allah Khaleel Soofee, a sort of food com

* *

above, inf. n.

++, as

syn. with

&#,

meaning

in two places.
posed of flesh-meat cut in pieces, (to which are
as expl. above; and also + It was, or became,
afternards added raisins, a few figs, and some
à:... A single state of silence, muteness, or
vetches,) with vinegar and honey, or acid syrop: still, quiet, motionless, at rest, stilled, quieted, speechlessness. (Mgb.) One says, #4
and £3.
is a name given to such food appeased, tranquillized, calm, allayed, assuaged,
or quelled; it remitted; it subsided; and so #. X: [To the pregnant woman is attributable
prepared with beef:] #:
is a nell-known
* -s.l..] You say, <=i- << J.- 43.4 (A) a vehement cry, then a silence]. (A, TA.)- In
sort of broth [or soup] in which is saffron, where or <=- " : (TA) [He beat him until prayer, A silence [or pause] after the commence
ment; [i.e. after what precedes the first recita
fore it is termed Ä-ol. (Mgh.)
his motion became stilled]; and " <: J
tion of the Opening Chapter of the Kur-án;]
+[until he became still]. (TA.) And -áš. < which is approved: and, in like manner, after
45 - d >

6 *

£:

•

• & J &

• Q -

£-

6 •

& e.

&:-

i. q. &, (S, Msb, TA,) meaning# [i.e. + The the ending of the recitation of the Opening
&:
an arabicized word [from the Pers. anger remitted; or became stilled, appeased, or Chapter of the Kur-án. (T, TA) - See also
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<-- - << ... – Also A certain disease [by which a that start together in a race, (S, K,) qf the ten speaking; for it occurs in a trad. in the words,
person loses his poners of speech and motion], that are reckoned; (S;) also called Jø (S, 4:58:1 L J, # U. [What dost thou say in thy
(S, K, TA,) well known among the physicians; Msb) and 335il; those that come in after this ajū-17]. (IAth, TA.)
(TA;) [i. e. apoplery; thus called in the present one not being reckoned. (S.) The other nine
day:] accord. to some, the word in this sense are thus called, beginning with the first of these:
*: t eley: see +&.
*

6 -

-

*

should be written

mode [of silence or

* #., because it denotes a
stillnes] ; but this is incorrect,

J-3, L'il, J-3, Jö, ä, ö, -ik",
3 : -

* *~ *

*

<:

* *

The last of the

Cl3: [or

arron's used

- G

being at variance with the authority of transmis L'-', J-3.J., andžall. (TA.) Sb says that in the game called 2:1). (K.) This is omitted
(TA) - See also the next paragraph: = <<- is a contracted dim. of &#: the uncon in some of the copies of the K. (MF.)
6

o' - d.

sion.

and see

-*.

<. (TA)
was ~38-cyl £-l The secrets of the science
:-" <: &% [lit. Such of the Divine Essence. (TA in art._2<-, q.v.)

tracted dim. of which is

• & J.

• de

./

J. C. e.

#: see #- – Also A thing (S, A, Mab, [Hence,] one says,
K) of any hind (S) with which one silences, or a one is the tenth horse of those that are started
hushes, or quiets, a child, (S, A, Msb, K,) or together for a wager], meaning ! such a one is
other person; (S, K;) [generally meaning a scrupulously nice and exact, or neat, [and there
lullaby of any hind for a child:] and somewhat fore deliberate,] in his handicraft. (A, TA.)

remaining in a bag or other receptacle, (K, TA,)
i. e., of food. (TA.) One says,

22

•

6

*

* *

which to silence, or quiet his family, or house
hold. (Lh, T.A.)

£, aor. *, inf. n. #: (S, Mgh, Msb, K)
}:, (A, Mgh, K,) o: this is a simple subst.,

ajū- : see -w-s.

(S, MSb) and £ and #3 (K) and #2 (MSb)
6 c< *

with

1.
and

£ # * u,

and "#, meaning He has not ańy food

*

6

*

* oa 3

* 2-3

and

--~ : see -&-...--&-ji: see -&-l.

&# (S, A, Msh, K) and '+'. (S, A, K.)

3%, (K.) He was, or became, intoxicated,

inebriated, or drunken; (MA, K.I., &c.;) contr.
of U-3. (S, A, K.) [See also X, below.]
•

# is a subst: from &; [signifying Silence, and '3 × (A, TA) and '-' and "3:
and "<: and *#,éu, (K,) [all intensive
&c.; like * used as a subst.;] as also " #.

**

* **

* -*

6.-->

-

[Hence,] U'X'. Usks *~, (A) inf n. x-, (K,)
| Such a one was, or became, violently angry

epithets, and the last doubly intensive,] A man with me: (A:) or angry; or enraged. (K.) And
: is 4: He has violent anger against me. (A.)
constantly, or continually, silent: ($ in explanation *-Je".
• of
0 ° -*:... *, * * * * > *

6* > *

(Lh, T.A.) - See also as-.

Šiš. Constant, or continual, silence. (Msb.) of the first and second:) or much, or often, silent, – And Úual ->; and 2*, 3'-a' +/- ;
Hence, by way of comparison, one says, A-3) (Msb in explanation of the first, and K in ex and 4: S.S.: see 2. — Also 48-, aor. *,
planation of all above-cited therefrom,) restrain
J Jo e

& •

•

-

-

3× [as though meaning The state of being

silenced in a dispute, &c., is a state of constant, ing himself from speech; (Msb;) and * &

(TK) inf n. x, (IAar, K.) It (a watering

signifies the same: (K:) and " this last, [which trough, or tank, TK) was, or became, full.
is
originally an inf n., and therefore used as an (IAar, K, TK.) - And &;" <>, (A, and so
probably, AU-591 (as an act, inf. n.) is an act
that silences; agreeably with what here follows]. intensive epithet, like J% &c.,] (AZ, K,) and in my MS. copy of the K) or <, (§, O, and

or continual, silence: but it seems to mean, more

(Msb)->'': * (AZ, M, K) and "#, *3,éu, and "#,éu, and "ā:, (TA) [but so in the CK,) aor. *, (S, O,) or, as some
(AZ, S, M, A, K,) to which latter is generally the last, which is written in the TA without any relate a verse of Jendel Ibn-El-Muthenna Et
added aius-33, (M, TA) He (a man, S, M, and syll. signs, is doubly intensive, as is also that Tuhawee, in which it occurs, *, (O,) [indicating
God,

TA)

smote him, or afflicted him, with a next preceding it,] a man who speaks little, (AZ, that the pret. is

<āş- or that the aor. is irreg,]

thing that silenced him; (S, A, K;) thought by K, TA,) without inability to express his mind, or

inf n. x: ($, o, K) and 3%, (K) : The
ISd to mean, with anaciety, or grief, that silenced to express what he would say, (AZ, TA,) and, wind became still, (S, A, O, K,) after blowing.
him, or a thing in consequence of which he became when he speaks, does so well. (AZ, K, TA.)

($) And £, [or:lint n. *, '1' (water)
silent: not expl. by AZ. (TA) - [In like
<see the next preceding paragraph.
became still, ceasing to run: so says AZ: and 1 it
manner] one says also, **:A; su% [He
(the sea) became calm, or motionless: so says
smote him, or afflicted him, with the words, or
*** [part. n. of 1; Silent, &c.; pl. *]. IAar. (TA) And £, (A) or 3%, aor.”,
acts, that silenced him]. (T in art. Lo), from (TA.)
(TA,) t It (food [in a cooking-pot], or hot water,
Aboo-Málik.) And - * [He has in him
A,
or a hot thing, TA) ceased to boil, or estuate,
*:: )
. .
. .
that which makes him silent]: said of one long
(A,
TA) or to burn, or be hot: (TA:) and + it
see -->; each in two places.
silent in consequence of disease (A, TA) or of
(heat) became allayed, or it subsided. (TA.)=
ajast.
:
some evil in him. (TA.) And üt: * He
6 * **
•

d

**

*

* *

}

%: see 4.- Also, (IAar, TA,) aor. *, (TK.)
&ls. The temperate days in the latter, or
inf n <, (K.) He filled it. (IAar, K, TA)
him from speaking. (TA)-2-29 Su- use 5A last, part of the -:4 [app. here meaning sum – Also, (S, Mgh, Msb,) aor, as above, (S,
He is at the point of accomplishing, the affair. mer]. (K.) - Remains of anything: (K:) as Msb,) and so the inf n.; ($, Mgh, Msb, K;) and
met with, or experienced, a

disease that prevented

(K.) And 3-1-1 23- * - Lake --> I was though pl. of ā: ..., before mentioned. (TA.) – * 3: ..., inf. n.):5; (MF;) He stopped it up, or
at the point of attaining this want, or needful Also, (K) or J. & +i (IA, LM)
affair. (S)- & :- 14 serpent that bites Sundry, or scattered, parties, or classes, of peo
before one has knowledge of it; (S, A, K, TA;) ple: (IAar:) or i, q. Jää [i. e. a medley, or
mixed multitude; or the lonest or basest or mean
as also V *. (TA.)
est sort, or refuse, or riffraff]: (Lh, K.) IAar
Šs: See <--Applied to a she-camel, does not assign to it : sing: some say that its
That does not utter the [grumbling] cry termed sing, is -< ... [app. <-S-1, but this demands
& when the saddle is put upon her. (M., T.A.) consideration. (TA.)

Šts, last sentence.
see -á-. —4:

- See also
6 o'e ,

--~ :
-

#C, of the measure älä, from +:
and

* &#,

A.

+- He
closed, or stopped up, the door. (TA.)
- oé
Usual

&:

see 2.

2. 5:... see 4–And see also 1, last two ex

$%

planations.- ūai
in the Kur [xv. 15],
means ! Our eyes have been prevented from

seeing, and dazzled: (S, K:) or have been covered

silence [or pause] of short duration, requiring over: (Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā,S,K.) and 7 <<,

sometimes pronounced thus with something to be said or read or recited after it:
teshdeed, (S) the former being the more com or an abstaining from elevating the voice in
mon, (Msb,) The tenth horse in a race; i. e. the speech; not an absolute silence, in which one
last of them; (Msb;) the last horse among those ceases, or abstains, from reading or reciting or
(S, Msb, K,)

dammed it; namely, a river, or rivulet. (S, Mgh,
Mob, K, MF.) And hence, A31%, and '3'-,

without teshdeed, have been prevented from seeing :

(Fr, K:") or this latter, which is the reading of
El-Hasan, means, accord. to him, have been en

chanted: (S:) or both mean, have been covered
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and closed by enchantment, so that we imagined
ourselves to behold things which we did not
really see: (T, TA:) Mujáhid explains the latter
reading as meaning, have been stopped up; i.e.,
have been covered by that which prevented their
seeing, like as water is prevented from flowing by
Ol * [or dam]: (A’Obeyd:) and another reading

*

* *

j, d. 2 -

p & P

• & d

l. 18:) the oppressive sensation, (S, A,” Mgh, K,)

*** *** c \,:#

*

99- * us--> ---4-- Us"

*

• 6 ×

*

*-

* *

*

and disturbance of the mind, and insensibility,

...)

(Er-Rághib, T.A.)

X- a subst. from £ (Mgh, K) as meaning

is "3%, meaning, have become dazzled, like

of the intoxicated: (Ksh, Bd:*) AO says “the stopping up, or damming,” of the river, or
Asil #45 W $8– means ! The people became rivulet; (K;) i. e. A dam; a thing with nihich
affected by a giddines ; and an affection like a river, or rivulet, is stopped up; (S," Msb, K,
those

that

cloudiness of the eye, or weakness of the sight, TA;) and *::, originally an inf. n., occurs in
came over them, so that they did not see; and the same sense: (Mgh:) the pl. of the former is
Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Ala says that this significa }*. (K.)

from £; as though their
were intoxicated: Zj says that a: * &:

tion is derived

(K) attendant upon death. (S, A, Mgh, K.)

[Two intoxications, the intoxication of love and And in like manner, ź. #, (K,) and A:l,
the intoxication of wine: hon shall a youth re (TA,) # The oppressive sensation, &c., attendant
cover his senses in whom are tryo intoxications?]. upon anxiety, (K) and upon sleep. (TA.)

eyes

#.

I q.

X:#;

(K;) [or resembling the
.# (see &#) a certain plant, app. called
by the former name because a decoction thereof
is used as an anaesthetic; said to be] the same
that is called #4, that is [often found] in
wheat. (TA.)

&# (S, A, Mgh, Mob, K) and 3%, (TA)
which latter is seldom used, and is of the dial. of
the Benoo-Asad, as is said in the S and Msb of

X: Wine :

(K:) so, accord. to Fr and others
in the Kur[xvi. 69], (+ (#): 5: 4. 3,4-5,
this eye became dazzled, and ceased to see. (TA.) meaning, ye obtain therefrom nine, and raisins its fem, (TA) and **, (K; [in the TA *k,
a-t-il 3:, meaning + His judgment, or and dried dates and the like; this being said but this is afterwards mentioned in the K as an
opinion, was confused respecting the object of before wine was prohibited: (TA:) and the intensive epithet;]) fem. [of the first,] &#;
want, is said of a man only before he has deter [beverage called] ... (S, A) prepared from dried ($, Mgh, Mob, K.) and [of the second,] ##,
mined upon, the thing alluded to. (TA) - dates: (S:) so in the Kur, ubi supra: (S:) or (S, Msb, K.) and [of the third,] #3; (K; [in
o, -, inf. n. 2:5, also signifies He squeezed his the expressed juice of fresh ripe dates when it has the TA #:]) Intoxicated; inebriated; drunken :
throat, or throttled him. (S, K.) One says, become strong; (Mgh, Msb;) originally an inf. n.: (S, Msb, K.) [see : ] pl. c.3%. [which is
(Mgh:) or an infusion of dried dates, untouched said in the TA to be also pl. of }<l and &,
camel throttles another with his arm so that he by fire: (A’Obeyd:) a beverage, (A,) or *#, (S, Msb, K,) of which the former is the more
almost hills him]. (S.)
(K) made from dried dates and from +,+ common, or, as some say, the latter, and the
means

-

[a species of cuscuta, or dodder] (A, K) and former of which is said to be the only instance of
the kind, except J-* and J.-- and &#,
myrtle, Ji, (A,) which is the most bitter beve
or inebriated, him; (S, A.;) or deprived him of
(TA) [to which should be added (3'-, and
his reason; (Msb;) as also, accord. to some, rage in the world, (A,) and forbidden like wine; probably some other instances,] and es: (S,
(TA;) or made from dried dates and +2+,
w3%; (MF, TA;) but the former is that which disposed
layer upon layer, upon which water is K;) or this is a fem. sing. applied as an epithet
commonly obtains; (TA;) [and *%- has the
poured; and some assert that sometimes myrtle to a pl. n.; (Fr;) and in the Kur iv. 46, El
same signification; or its inf.
signifies (U-1) is mired with it, and this increases its Aamash read &#, with damm, which is very
the causing, or making, to be affected with the strength: (AHn:) also anything that intoxi strange, since no pl. of the measure # is
remains of intoxication. (KL. [See the pass. cates: (K:) and n:hat is forbidden [that is ob known. (TA.) Th says that the words of the
part. n. of this last, below.]) The first is also said tained] from fruit (I’Ab, T, K) [of the palm-tree Kur [iv. 46] &:X: $31,35 S [Engage
of Ja: , [app. a mistranscription for Jagus, and grape vine], meaning wine, before its being ge not in prayer when ye are intoxicated] was
which may be syn. with U23's, meaning “sour forbidden; and &-l &# is what is lawful said before the prohibition of wine was revealed:
milk,” for this has an effect like intoxication [that is obtained] from grapes and dates: (I’Ab, others say that the meaning is, when ye are
when too much of it has been drunk]; and thus T, TA:) and vinegar; (K;) accord. to some of intoxicated nith sleep. (TA.)
4.

*- It (wine, or beverage,) intoxicated,

n]}:

applied it is tropical. (TA.)

the expositors of the Kur, ubi supra; but this is
a meaning unknown to the leading lexicologists:

#, written

6. ,<>U.5 He feigned intoxication, or a state
(B, TA:) and food: (K:) so accord. to AO (TA.)
of drunkenness. (S, A.")
alone; as in the following saying of a poet;
238-’:
6

8.

&#" 4:...! The udder became full of milk.

5'-->391 .454 -is:

*

p.e.

by Sh

ié:

See art. 2”.

s

see:-.

*

(MA)–And it." ~<- The sky rained [Thou hast made the reputations of the generous #. [Sugar;] a certain sneet substance, (TA,)
well known: (Msb, TA:) a Pers. word, (S,)
vehemently. (M.A.)
to be food: or] thou hast made the vituperation
of the generous to be food to thee: but the leading arabicized, (S, K,) from #: (K:) n. un, with 3

*:

&# =and #-F.Also A cer

lexicologists disallow this; and Zj says that the [signifying a piece of sugar]: (S, K:) it is hot
and moist, accord. to the most correct opinion;
tain herb, or leguminous plant, (#) of such as more probable meaning here is nine. (TA.)
- o #
but some say, cold: and the best sort of it is the
are termed 29- [pl. of X-], (Aboo-Nasr, K,)
See &#-and:
transparent, called #: and the old is more
See

J.

}:

which is of the best of J, #3 (TA as from the
K: [but not in my MS. copy of the K nor in the
CK:]) AHn says that no description of its
general attributes or qualities had come to his

# A fit of intoxication: (A, Mgh.) pl.
+%. (Mgh) You say, 5-1 & 24

delicate than the new: it is injurious to the
stomach, engendering yellow bile; but the juice
of the c”: and 2 % counteract its noxiousness:

3:1;

He went anay in state between that it is said to be a word recently introduced; but
of sensibility and insensibility, or mental per some say that it occurs in one trad. (TA)
3: an inf. n., (A, Mgh, K,) or a simple ception and inability thereof. (TA.) - And Also Like X: [or sugar] in sneetness: so used
subst., signifying Intoxication, inebriation, or ! A fit of anger. (TA.) - And t An over by Aboo-Ziyād El-Kilábee. (TA.)- Also A
drunkenness; i. e. the state thereof; (S, Msb;) poniering sensation of delight, affecting youth. certain kind of sneet fresh ripe dates; (K;) a
a state that intervenes as an obstruction betneen (TA)-->5.1% (The intoxication of death; sort of fresh ripe dates, likened to sugar in sweet
a man and his intellect; mostly used in relation meaning] the confusion of the intellect by reason ness: (Mgh :) or a hind of very sneet dates;

knowledge. (TA.)

to intoxicating drinks: but sometimes as meaning of the severity of the agony of death: (B, TA:) (AHát, T, Msb;) known to the people of El
t such a state arising from anger, or from the the oppressive sensation attendant upon death, Bahreyn, (T,) and in Sijilmaseh and Dar'ah,
passion of love: a poet says,
which deprives the sufferer of reason: (Bd in and, as some say, in El-Medeeneh, where, hon
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ever, they require to be dried artificially. (MF.) of the S and A voce >, and of the S and K or sandals; (MA;) or a senter of boots &c. :
- A kind of grapes, which, being affected y: &#, and of the Mgh and Msb and K voce (Mgb:) or the first word, (Msb, K, TA,) as used
by what is termed 33%, fall off, (K.) for the #, &c.,] or ##, thus written by Sh, (TA by the Arabs [of the desert], (Mgb, TA,) any
most part: their bunches are of middling size; in art. ,<., and thus in a copy of the K,) an artificer, or artisan, (Mgb, K, TA,) thus expl.
and they are nºhite, juicy, and very sneet, (TA,) Abyssinian word, (TA,) arabicized, (Mgh, TA,) in the M, and so its three [perhaps a mistake for
of the best kinds of grapes; (K;) and are made A certain beverage, (Mgh, K, TA,) of the Abyssi four] dial. vars., but said by J [in the S] to be a
meaning not known, (TA,) except the maker of
into raisins. (TA.)
nians, (Mgh) prepared from 53 [or millet], boots, for he is called " -ki, (K, TA,) i. e. when
3 : *
&: [Sugary; saccharine. - And] Cake (Mgh, K, TA,) which intoxicates; the wine of they mean such as is called Júl in the cities or
containing sugar, or barley-sugar, nith almonds, the Abyssinians; also called &#: [q.v.], (TA,) towns or villages: (TA:) or a carpenter; (K;)
or pistachio-nuts. (M.A.)
and #, (Mgh and Msh and K in art.*, and in which sense it is used by Esh-Shemmákh, but
TA in
art.
5-2.)the present art.,) and 254 [q.v.]. (A in J says, [in the S,] only on the ground of supposi
#. One n:ho makes, or sells, the beverage
tion; (TA;) and any handicraftsman n-ho works
•

called #; syn. $5. (S, K.)

with an iron tool: (AA, K," TA:) pl.

:-

One who intoxicates himself much, or

wāş

-

often a drunkard, a tippler; (K;) as also

ièui

(S, MS, TA) [and -ièui) — Also the first

1. * *.ic- (-, (Ibn 'Abbād, K, TA) and

word, Skilful with an affair. (O, K.) Sh says,

I heard El-Fak'asee say, 2.9 .# Jú: <!,
(K) Or constantly $ntoacicated: ($ ;) the pl. of 4.9, (TA in art, -e,) aor. *, (K.) I did not meaning Verily thou art skilful with this affair.
tread, or have not trodden, upon the threshold
3:... is six-, which is also pl. of &l, ... (TA) of the door, (Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA) and of his (0) = Accord, to Ibn-'Abbād, -iù.) is also

*: (S,K) and "3,4-(IAar, K) and ':
#au.

&; : Wind becoming still

used (O, K) by Ibn-Mukbil (O) as meaning The
(A) And door, (TA) as also "4:3 u.. (K.) and redness of wine: but this is a mistranscription,
Üt a W -áš.5i S [I neill not tread upon the
* *

**

* * ~ **

-

#=u. # ! A still night; a night in n'hich the
(O, K.) and a perversion of the meaning: (O:)
wind is still, (S," A.;) * night in n:hich there is threshold of a door of his; or] I will not enter a the right word is *}. (O, K.)
house, or chamber, of his. (Z, TA.)
no wind. (TA.) And su. Bue t Still, not run
• ** *
4.
Cis-l,
(inf
n.
J.C.,
Msb,)
He
was,
or
-#:
: see the next preceding paragraph,
ning, water. (AZ, TA.)
-

6

became, an-st: [q.v. infra]. (IAar,T,Mgb, K.)

* >d >

JLº. A certain plant, always green, the
grain nhereof is eaten: (K: [but this description

*-

: **

333.2%

āşş-l: see aâS-l.

5: see 1, in two places.

#. The craft, or handicraft, of the -*.
follows:]) Ed-Deenawaree [i. e. AHn] says, it is [q.v.]: (K:) termed by Lth an inf. n., the source
of the plants that continue green throughout the of -sw-?), having no [unaugmented] verb. (TA.)
whole of the summer: I asked a sheykh of the
seems to be an incorrect abstract of what here

J

Arabs of Syria, and he said, it is the 2-, [cor
rectly 2:..] and we eat it in its fresh state, with
what an eating ! and, he said, it has green grains,
like the grain of the
[or fennel], except

&j%

U.S.-

-

- d.

Jú:

See

Jú.

1. c", (S, Mgh, L, Msb, K,) aor. 4, (L,)
inf n &#, (§, Mgh, L, MSb, K.) said of a

thing, (§, L.) of a thing that moves, (Mgh, Mgb,)

-ieu. The intel of a door, in which turns the It was, or became, still, motionless, stationary, in
2:03, (O, K, TA,) this latter word meaning [the a state of rest, quiet, calm, or unruffled, (#4,

upper and] the lower extremity of the door, the Abu-l-'Abbās, L, or 5, K,) after motion; (Abu
that they are round: (O:) [in the present day, upper of which turns [in a socket in the lintel, l-'Abbās, L;) its motion [ceased, or] nent anay;
it is applied to henbane, or a species thereof: and the lower in a socket in the threshold]: so (L, Mgb;) and in like manner said of a man, and
accord. to Forskål, (Flora Aegypt. Arab.,
says En-Nadr. (O, TA. [The explanation of of a beast: (Abu-l-'Abbās, L:) and said of any
p. lxiii.,) hyoscyamus datora. See also &#.] * in the O seems to have been mutilated by a thing such as wind and heat and cold and the
of rain; [and of pain;] and of anger;
3: Affected with the remains of intoxication. copyist, and requires the additions which I have like;
[&c.;] it was, or became, still, calm, tranquil
made,
according
to
modern
usage.])
(S, K.)
lized, appeased, allayed, assuaged, or quelled; [it
• J_0 +

** - d >

e-āś- : see

* see:
:

Jøi.

£
i: 4,

Or

£,

accord. to different autho

ded e

See

Jú.
Júl, in two places.

died anay, passed anay, or ceased to be: and it

remitted, or subsided; became alleviated, light,
slight, or gentle:] and said of a man [or heast or

3***

Jići The parts on n’hich gron, the the like, and of a voice or sound], he [or it] nas,
eyelashes of the two eyes: (IAar, K:) or the or became, still, or silent. (L.) [Hence,] one
Je:all

rities, (TA,) or both, (MF,) not an Arabic word, loner eyelids. (Z, K.)
says, £il &£, and 23.1, meaning ti, [The
but occurring in a trad.; [arabicized from the
3***
tears,
and the blood, stopped, or ceased to flon.].
# The threshold of a door, (S, O, K,) upon
Pers. *::, meaning A saucer;] a sort of small
bonyl-shaped vessel, in [or out of] which one eats: n:hich one treads; (O, K;) as also *i;...&#:
it is of tno sizes; the larger holding six ounces; (TA:) or the lintel of a door: and sometimes [or
and the smaller, three ounces, or four mithkäls, rather almost universally] used in the former
or between two thirds of an ounce [and some sense, which is the only meaning mentioned in
other quantity more or less (for there is an the T [and] in the Abridgment of the 'Eyn [and
omission in this place in my original)]: in such in most other lexicons]: pl. -$US-l [app. Jú,

vessels, placed upon the tables, around the meats,
the Arabs used to put sauces and the like to
excite the appetite and to aid digestion : expl.
by Ed-Dávoodee as a small, varnished, bonyl
shaped vessel. (TA.)

or burn fiercely..] - [Hence also, It (a letter)

and, if so, anomalous]. (Mgb.)= Also The 43,4 nas or became, quiescent; i.e., nithout a vonel
[i. e. aš-, or rag, or ragged garment, or perhaps immediately folloning it; contr. of 45-5.]
it is a mistranscription for 3-, i.e. craft, or And <! &#, (Msb, [where the aor. is said to
be , , but this is either a mistake or rare, for the
handicraft, like âû-,] of the
extr.: On
w

–8.;

aor. accord. to common usage is *, as in the Kur
the authority of Fr.

4×

(S and Mgh in art. ü).) [And one says of heat,
and cold, and pain, &c., * &&. It passed anay
from him; quitted him. And jū < The
Jire became extinguished; or became allayed or
assuaged; subsided; or ceased to flame or blaze

(TA.)

Jú (sh,5, M.M., K, &c.) and 'J'.

vii. 159 and xxx. 20,]) infin. &# (Mgh, Mgb)
and &, (MSb) He trusted to it, or relied upon

ãe):..., (Mgh, and so in some copies of the K,) (Sh,S, M, K) and * J: and "-jū, and *-i: it, so as to be, or become, easy, or quiet, in mind;
thus written by IAth, (TA,) [and thus in copies (K) A maker of boots, (Sh, Mgb, K.) or of shoes

i. 1 #&#5 (Sand K &c. in art c=2) and
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b: &: [The collective body of the people
of the tribe bound the loads, or burdens, upon
their beasts, and went anay]. (Lh, L.) - See
2. 4:-, (S, L, Mgb, K,) inf n.
(S, L, also &-And see the paragraph here next
K.) He, or it, caused it to be, or become, still, following.
motionless, stationary, in a state of rest, quiet,
&: see . ~.– And see also US-2, in
calm, or unruffled; (S," L, Msb, K;) namely, a
thing: (S, L, Mgb:) [and caused it, namely, three places. - Also, (L, JM, [thus written in
anything such as wind, and heat, and cold, and both, and expressly said in the latter to be “with
the like, as rain, and pain, and anger, to be, or damm,”]) or " 3%, (thus in copies of the K,)
become, still, or calm; stilled, calmed, tranquil or W 3%, (thus in the CK,) [but the first is app.
lized, appeased, allayed, assuaged, or quelled, it; the right,] Food, aliment, or victuals, syn. +, 5
caused it to die anay, pass anay, or cease to be:
and caused it to remit, or subside; to become (L, K, JMS) like J# meaning “food (Axe, L,
JM) of a party alighting to partake of it,” and
alleviated, light, slight, or gentle : and caused
said to be called &: because by means of it a
him, and it, namely, a man or beast or the like,
and a voice or sound, to become still, or silent: place is inhabited, like as the J% of an army
most obscure of mankind. (L.

[See also arts.

J3+ and des.])

!

.# ;

-

*:

and became familiar with it; syn.
agreeably with explanations

J. :) and Jii,

&#,

-

here following;] namely, a thing: (Msb:) and
Úl &#, aor. *, he trusted to her, or relied upon

her, so as to be, or become, easy, or quiet, in

'', &#1, (Ksh
and Bd in vii. 189, and Ksh in xxx. 20;) and
'', Jú; (Ksh in vii. 189, and the same and

mind; &c., as above; syn.

Bd in xxx. 20;) and to .# and Jili, (Bd
in the same two places ;) namely, his wife. (Ksh

6 p.

6 •- d -

and Bd)–And #31 &, (§, MA, Mgh, L,
Msb, K.) and '3' cA, (Mgh, Msb) and 9%,
(L) aor.”, (L, Msh, J.M.) inf n. J: (MA, (see 1, first sentence:)] and '4-l signifies the

means the “appointed rations of an army alighting
at
a place.” (L.)
one says of God, cº

(L.) [Hence]
Mgh, L, JM) and C3. (MA, L) and U.S.,
*ś,
meaning
# [He caused his tears to stop,
(MA,) or 'J'. is a simple subst., and the
Same.
J - ©

& A thing, (§, L, Msh, K) of any kind,

or cease flowing] ($ and TA in art. Ú).)–[And

(S, L,) to which one trusts, or upon which one
relies, so as to be, or become, easy, or quiet, in
mind; (S, L, Msb, K;) and in like manner, a
person, or persons, to whom one trusts, &c. :
applied in this sense to a family, or wife, (L,
Msb,) as well as to property, (Msb,) &c.; (L,
Msb:) and hence [particularly] signifying a
wife. (L.) One says, [app. using it in this sense,
as seems to be indicated by the context in the S,]
&: &% [Such a one is the son of the

inf n. is U.S., (Mgb, [accord. to which the latter
is app. 3%, for it is there said that the verb in hence, He made it (a letter) quiescent; i.e., made

this case is like -ík, the unaugmented inf n, of it to be without a vonel immediately following
which is

−is, but

this inf. n.

&:

I have not

it; contr. of +/-.]=3:5 also signifies The

straightening a cane, or spear, (***) with fire
found elsewhere, and what is generally used as
the inf. n. or quasi-inf n. of the verb in this case

[which is termed c. 1]. (IAar, L. K.)= And

is "...# ,]) or " £ is a subst, in the sense of

The constantly riding a light and snift ass

£ sense,]
':
He inhabited, or divelt or

which is termed cá. (IAar, L, K.)

3% J: £ &

(TA in art. 23-.)

[or rather it is also

a subst, in this

3. *=L, inf n. #éu..., i. q. 55- [meaning c:
abode in, the house [and the place] (MA, Mgh.) He lived in his neighbourhood, or near to him]. ck-], and As used to say *ck:1: (S, L:)

#3, in the Ku (vi.13),

accord, to Ibn-Habeeb, one says cº- and c'.

is from £1(Ksh, Bq) or from 3:1 (Bd.)

4. US-l: see 1, near the end, in two places. (L.) And it is said in the Kur [vi. 96], Jas
* c 3 -o
if from the former, (Ksh, Bd,) it signifies To = ~ : see 2, first sentence.— [Hence,] said U.S. U.J. He hath made, or appointed, the
Him belongeth what taketh up its abode in the of poverty, It made him to be little, or seldom, in night to be a resource for ease, or quiet. (L.)
night and the day; (IAar, Ksh," Bd," L, Jel;) motion. (Aboo-Is-hák, L., K.) - And, said of And in the same [ix. 104], ..." 3: 4:314 &l.
meaning, what the night and the day include God, He made him to be such as is termed i.e. [Verily thy prayers for forgiveness are] Q. Catase

within their limits: (Ksh,” Bd:) or, if from c: [d v.] (L.K.)–Andi's 4-1 (S. L.
&: (Bd,) what is still, or motionless, (Abu Msb, K,) or J#9, (MA,) He made him [or
l-'Abbās, Bd, L,) and what moves; one of the gave him] to inhabit the house, or abode; (S,"
two contraries being mentioned as sufficient [to MA, L, Mgb,” K;*) he lodged him therein.

of ease, or quiet, to them. (Zi, L.) [And " #:
seems to have a similar meaning: for] ISh says,
#. 2: * *śl #1-#, app. [The covering
of the face on the occasion of sleep is a cause of

show what is intended] without the other; (Bd;) (M.A.)

ease, or quiet,] in the case of loneliness, or of fear
app. meaning the creation, collectively, or all

5. c. 5, said of a man, is from #:l [i.e. arising therefrom. (L.) And it is said in a trad.,
created beings. (Abu-l-‘Abbās, L.)- And 3%, He had, or possessed, or affected, the quality thus Č. ū: & ū- J# 2:li, meaning O God,
(L, K,) aor. *, (K,) He became such as is termed termed; meaning he was, or became, or affected
send don'n upon us, in our land, the succour, or
c: [q v.], (L. K.) as also 3-, (K) and to be, calm, tranquil, grave, staid, steady, or relief, of its inhabitants, [app. alluding to rain,]
"cº-l, and "ck-3, and W &: (L, K:) and sedate; &c.]. (L.) See also Q. Q. 2, below: to which they may trust so as to be easy, or quiet,
[thus it means particularly] he was, or became, and see 1, above, near the end, in two places.

lonely, humble, or submissive; and lon, abject,

abased, and weak; as also "ck-l, (L.) and
* c :-3, and "3:5; (S," L;) the former of

8. U.S.), and its var. or syn.

&#1;

near the end.

in mind. (L)–Also it 3:4 (LR, L, and

see 1, Ham p.400.) See the latter word, in three places.
– And Fire; [app. first applied thereto as being

a cause of ease, or comfort;] ($, L, K;) as in the
these being the regular form, (S, L,) and the
Q. Q. 2. &: He affected to be like, or he saying [of a rājiz],
more common and more chaste; (L;) the latter imitated, such as are termed cºst- [pl. of
ow ~
* < 2.
• • & e.

* * *

of them anomalous, [from

from J.:”, and 6: from #1 (S. L.)

*

*

3-'ll like J: &c., q.v.]. (IAth, L.)—See also 1, near
the end, in two places. You say, # & " ":

aua- es:

****

9-2

[And a fire hindled in a large tent of hair-cloth,
He humbled, or abased, himself to his Lord; or or in a booth, or shed], (S, L,) describing himself
addressed himself with earnest, or energetic, sup as driven to have recourse thereto by the night,

and *.cs-1, (L, MSb) and '3', of the
J# (L, Msb, K) from #: (L, K) plication to Him: and 'c' - is like 3:5.

and by a moist wind, or a wind cold with

or from 3:1, (Msb) with added, (L, MSb) (Lh, L.)

moisture; and [afterwards used without any

the vowel of the medial radical letter being thus

allusion to its being a cause of ease, or comfort,]

measure

rendered full in sound, (L, Msb, K,) or it is of
the measure Js: from #9, signifying “evil
state or condition,” (Msb,) or from

&#, a quasi-pl. n. of "3+", like as #3 is as in the saying of another, describing a cane,
of *. called by Akh a pl., (L.) The inhabi | *
due2"> c: 36
o

- of

*

& Sl signi tants, people, or family, of a house or tent; (S,

fying “the [piece of] flesh in the interior of the L, K;) a household. (L.) - And The collective meaning He straightened it with fire and oils.
J-5 (L.) - And Mercy, pity, or compassion. (K.

vulva,” because he who is lowly and abject is the body of the people of a tribe: one says,
Bk. I.

|
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ié, [A blessing;

(S, L, Msb, K;) gravity, staidness, steadiness, or (L.) Hence the saying of Tarafeh, (L.) likening
sedateness;
($, L, Msb;) and a quality inspiring to it the elevated neck of a she-camel, as being
prosperity, or good fortune; increase; &c.].
reverence
or
veneration: (Mgb:) and, as some long, and quick in motion, (EM p. 73,) [and
(K)= See also &. := and Us:- := and
say,
mercy,
pity,
or compassion : [see also &: :] thus app. applying it to the upper and narrow
see Ú4-U".
and aid or assistance; or victory or conquest: part of a rudder,]
o

o ji

• O.J.

[#. A quiescence of a letter; its having no

and a thing whereby a man is calmed, or tran

**** J-s: c'é

*

vonel immediately following; opposed to āš-: quillized: (L:) pl. of the first word &ū.
(Harp. 62.) One says of a man who is calm or
pl. &.] —£- c.” :=#: See #.

(L, EM) i.e. Like the cit: of a resel of the
sort called

tranquil, or grave &c., #: * [Upon him is
#. : See 3%.
resting, or abiding, calmness &c.]. (L.) And it
#: A place; [properly] a place of habitation is said in a trad., respecting the Prophet, on the

*

Ges:

[ascending the Tigris]. (EM.)

=Also pl. of část. [q.v.). (L, MSb)
&: a word of well-known meaning;

(S,
occasion
of
the
coming
down
of
revelation,
Mob, K.) i.e. A knife; (MA, PS) i. 1 #34;
or abode: pl. - us.". (L.) It is said in a trad., ** - a
à: 4:#, meaning And calmness, or tran (L5) as also ***, (ISd, L. K.) a dial var,
(S, L, quillity, and a: [i.e., as here used, absence of
K,') i.e. Rest ge, or remain ye, at your places, mind from self and others by its being exclusively (ISd, L,) occurring in a trad., but the former is
that which is commonly known: (L:) so called
(S, L,) or in your places of habitation or abode, occupied by the contemplation of divine things], because it stills the animals slaughtered with it:
*

•

*

*

* @e

#:" shiff is sus. J's b:

(S, L, K.) for emigration has [ended, having] came upon him. (L.) And in the Kur [ii. 249],
become no longer needful. (L.) And one says, it is said, [with reference to the coming of the (Az, L, Msb:) of the measure Jess: (IDrd, L,
Msb:) or, accord. to some, its ù is augmentative,
2: c." Júl, [virtually] meaning, accord. ark of the covenant,] ź &- : 4:3, meaning so that it is of the measure 3: (Msb:) it is
to Fr, The people are in their right state: (S, [In which shall be] a cause of your becoming
masc., and sometimes fem.:

(Zj,1Amb," L, Mgb,

L:) and in like manner is expl. the saying, tranquil, [or easy in your minds,] when it cometh to

2: c." # and "...: and #:
but the approved explanation is, [I left them] at

their places of habitation, which is that of Th;
or, as in the M, their places of alighting, or

abode. (L.)- Also The part, of the neck, which
is the resting-place of the head. (S, L, K.) So in
the saying, (S, L,) attributed to several poets, (L)

K:*) not heard as fem. by IAar: (L:) held to
be only masc. by AZ and A5 and some others:
(Mgb:) but sometimes it occurs in poetry as fem.
"...the ground of meaning [as being syn. with
à:... or 5:], (Mgb,) and as such it occurs in a

you [from your Lord]: (Zj, L, K:) or, as some say,
there was in it a head like that of the cat; when
it uttered a cry, victory betided the Children of
Israel: (L:) or a thing having a head like that
of the cat [and a tail like that of the cat (Bd)],
of chrysolite and sapphire, and a pair of wings: trad. (L.) the pl. is Čás. (ISd, MA, L.)
(L, K:) or an image like the cat, that was with [See an ex. in a prov. cited voce (...]
them among their forces, on the appearance of
à:- : see i:.
6 * * *

•

•

*

>

*

* *

*

*

& •

*uš- cºe-W" Jej Pra.

"

n:hich their enemies were routed: or an animal

[With a smiting that removes the heads from having a face like that of a human being, com
pact [in substance], the rest thereof being unsub
their resting-places on the necks]. (S, L.)
stantial like the nind and the air : or the images

i:s

See
• *

#: : - and see also 3:
*~*

Us:=\; - : see &.

£ is an inf n. of 3: in the phrase 3: of the Prophets, from Adam to Mohammad :
&= - Still, motionless, stationary, in a state
#31: (MA, Mgh, L, J.M.) or a simple subst. (Bd:) or the signs, or miracles, with the per of rest, quiet, calm, or unruffled: [applied to a
therefrom: (Msb:) or a subst. in the sense of Jormance of n:hich Moses was endoned, and to
they trusted so as to be easy, or quiet, in letter, quiescent; i.e. without a vonel immediately
&l. like L.5, in the sense of ~09): (Mgh:) which
their minds: (L:) or by the * to which these following it:] still, calm, tranquil, becoming
see 1, in three •places:
or it is a subst. (S, L, K)
*
*-- of
words refer is meant the heart, [or rather the appeased or allayed or assuaged or quelled;
also (L) from 3:14:i, (§, L. K.) like as L: chest, i.e. bosom,] and the axes - is the knowledge, [dying anay, passing anay, or ceasing to be:
is from ~uel, (§, L.) and so is "&", (Lh, L, and purity, or sincerity, in the heart [or bosom]. remitting, or subsiding; becoming alleviated, light,
K,) [which is app. mentioned in the Msb as an (Bd.) In a trad. of’Alee, respecting the building slight, or gentle :] still, or silent. (L. [See its
inf n. of the former verb,] signifying, as also of the Kaabeh, it is said, #: <! aúl U-29, verb, &#, first sentence.]) - Inhabiting, divel
* &, [so in one place, as on the authority of meaning [And God sent to him] the wind snift ling, or abiding; an inhabitant, or a lodger: (L,
**

• &

6

ed

•o a

6

ed

* * *

** *

6

* * of.

o' s

Lth, in the L, and said in the MA to be, like
in its passage. (L.)
J*, an inf. n. of the verb first mentioned above,]

The making [or giving] a man a place, or an
abode, to inhabit, nithout rent; (L, and Ham

Mab3) and '3: signifies the same as &=t
[app, thus used]: (L:) the pl. of &= - is &.

#: fem of 3: [q.v.). (L.K.)

*

* *

0.

(L, MSb) You say, c.33 & 4 [They are
āş.J13,
lali
[The
hair
over
the
forehead
(of
a
p. 400 in explanation of the first of these words;) girl or woman) that is cut with a straight, or the lodgers of such a one]. (S, L.) And &:
the term J: being similar to &#. (L.)
Jill signifies The Jinn, or Genii, inhabiting the
even, edge, or neith tryo such edges one above the
house. (L. [Respecting the custom of sacrificing
See also 3:4, in five places.
other, so as to form a kind of border, after the
45 °43

| *3

An ass light, or active, and quick, or fashion of Sukeyneh,] is so called in relation to
Sukeyneh the daughter of El-Hoseyn. (S, L, K.)
snift: and # is applied to a she-ass (L, K)
in the same sense. (L.) - Hence the latter is
& A maker of cºst: [or knives], (ISd,
used as a name for + A girl, or young woman, or a

&:

L.K.)Flor:(1st Li)":=%

female slave, that is of a light, or an active,
spirit. (L.)- The former also signifies A wild (ISd, L, K,) which latter is held by ISd to be
ass. (L.) - And #" is the name of The post-classical, being formed from the pl., whereas
by rule it should be formed from the sing. (L.)
gnat that entered into the nose of Numrood [or
Nimrod]. (L, K.)

& The -ís, (Lth, S, MA, Mgh, L.) [i.e.]

an animal to the Jinn on the occasion of buying
a house, in order to prevent any injury from the
Jinn thereof, see
The belief that houses are

&

inhabited by Jinn obtains among the Arabs in the
present day.]) See also &#.-[Other Inean
ings are indicated by explanations of its verb.]

[ći More, and most, still, &c.]
&: and &: (S, L, Mgb, K;) the people

the rudder, (MA, KL, PS,) of a ship or boat, of El-Hijáz say the former, (S, L,) and the latter
# (§, L, Mab, K) and "# (Ks, L, K) (Lth, S, MA, Mgh, L,) by means of which it is is anomalous; (L;) [A place of habitation;] a
and *#, (L, Mgb) mentioned in the “Na rightly directed, (Lth, Mgh," L,) and made still, place of alighting, abiding, sojourning, or lodging;
an abode, or a divelling; (S, L, K;) a house, or a
wádir,” (Msb,) on the authority of AZ, (L) but of £ady (Mgh, L.) its - 3-3 (AA, L:) id.
of a measure of which there is no [other] known &#. and J#= [meaning the same, or its
instance, (L, Mgb,) Calmness, or tranquillity; tiller]: (A’Obeyd, L:) it is an Arabic word.

tent; (§, L, MSb) pl. &=u4: (Mab3) and
"3: signifies the same as 3:2, [thus in the
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Kur xvi. 82,] (Lh, L, and Ham p. 400,) as also mean the poor man], putting it in the accus. case S, L;) the latter being accord. to rule, for an
W J*, (Lh, L,) and *&#: you say, * % by the implication of &#, though it may be in epithet of the measure J.-- is regularly applied
* &&. and * 3:, i.e. " J: [or 3:4, mean the genitive case as a substitute [for the pro alike to a male and a female; (S, Msb;) or, as
noun], and in the nom. case by the suppression Abu-l-Hasan says, this is only when it is an
d_.j

ing A house in which is a place of habitation, or of 34 meant to be understood: (L:) in other
intensive epithet, which
a lodging]: (L: ['3% and * & are there

: is not:

(L:) the

mentioned as syn., each of them, with &: and cases, ($) it is syn, with #5, (§, L, MSb) pl is & st- and 3:2, (S, L. K.) applied
(Msb) destitute, i. e. possessing nothing : to men, (#) Or to a company of people, (S, L,)
L*, but in. Jifferent places; and I incline to meaning
(L, MSb, K:) or accord. to ISk, U.S.-- means
think that &, thus mentioned may be a mis thus; but the reas is he who possesses a suf and -uś- applied to females. (§, L, K.)
transcription for

&:

I have not found it else

where in this sense:]) and " J: &

es's,

in

which the last word is [said to be] virtually in
the accus. case, as a denotative of state, meaning

[My house is for thee,] as made [or given] to be
inhabited, or as being inhabited: (Mgh:) or

'J'. * us.'

&, meaning To tle this my

house is a lent divelling-place: and 39." " -ss

ficiency of the means of subsistence: (Msb:) or
J
the former means possessing somen'hat; (L;) or
0 &
3.
[rather] needy, i. e. possessing what is not suf
1. ‘L.J. J., (§, M, Mgh,) aor. *, (§, M)
ficient (L, K) for him (K) or for his family:
(L:) or caused by poverty to have little poncer of
motion; (L, K;) thus expl. by Aboo-Is-hāk; inf n. J%:15 (K; [in the CK, J.X.) is put
but this is improbable; for U.S.-2 has the mean in the place of JS-91;]) He drew the thing
ing of an active part. n., and his explanation out or forth from another thing: (Jel in xxiii. 12:)
[like one of the others mentioned above] makes it to or he pulled out the thing, or dren, it forth, gently:
have that of a pass. part. n.: (L:) Yoo says the (M, K:*) or he dren, or pulled, the thing out, or

in a 3-5 (S.M,Mg, K9 and "ā-, (M)

means The wife's divelling-place in which the
husband lodges her. (L.)
like of ISk: (Msb:) he used to say that the forth, as a snord from its scabbard, and a hair

&: J% Abundant pasturage, [that causes
people to abide in # m0t

reuiring to. go a'ay:

like : and J: (L)–3: b

U.S.-2 is in a harder condition than the eas: ($, from dough. (Mgh.) You say, -: 3-, (S,
L," Msb:*) he says, I asked an Arab of the Msb,) aor. and inf. n. as above; (Msb;) and

desert, Art thou was ? and he answered, No, by *4:-l, both signifying the same; (S;) [i. e. He

God, but rather U.S.-e; ($, L,” Msb;) but
'Alee Ibn-Hamzeh says that this man may have
meant that he was low, or abject, by reason of his
3:... (L, Mgb, K) The state of him who is distance from his people and his home; and that
termed &: primarily, lonliness, humility, or
he does not think he meant anything but that:
submissirenes; and meaning also lon'ness, abject (L:) [J also adds,] it is said in a trad. that the
ness, ignominiousness, abasement, or humiliation; c):<-2 is not he whom a mouthful or two mouth
and paucity of property; and an evil state or fuls will turn back, or away, but is only he who
condition; also poverty of mind; and weakness:
does not beg, and who is not known so that he
(IAth, L:) it is from &#" [an infn of 3: may be given [anything]; (S;) but Ziyādet-Allah
meaning as expl. in the first sentence of this Ibn-Ahmad says that the #5 is he who sits in
his house, not begging, and the U.S.-- is he who
art.]. (L.)

They became in the state termed i:. (L, K.)

dren, the sn'ord;] as also

**i-1,

inf n.

J%

(TA.) In the saying of El-Farezdak,
o * ~

* *

* *

~

* ** * * * *

$2-a-. Cl–=L--!>- 31-5

#

- o-

e- o

- of

*

**

"J:53-8: J &#
[In the morning when ye turned back, as though
your swords were čís (pl. of &# a species

of fungus) upon your necks, (for the sword was
hung upon the shoulder, not by a waist-belt,) not
drawn forth], he has separated the doubled letter:

and is given; and hence it is argued that thus the verse is related by IAgr: but by Th,
&#, meaning “an earnest,” or “earnest begs
the latter is in a better condition than the former; "Ji-5. [for J.:) (M.) It is said in a trad,

money,” and of which [as well as of c'-- the though it indicates that the former is more high

pl. is &su-2, belongs to art. 4-2. (TA)

minded than the latter: (L:) accord. to As, the assuredly draw thee forth from them like as the
U.S.* is better in condition than the reas; and single hair is drawn forth from dough]. (TA)

&c. (S,Mgh, L, MS, K, &c.) and 3:4,
(L, Msb, K) the latter anomalous, for there is no this is [said to be] the right assertion, (Mgh, L, And in another trad., J.'s ā- J: >"
Msb,) for the pl. of the former is applied in the
[other] instance of the measure J:sale, (L.) of Kur xviii. 78 to men possessing a ship, or boat, ! [O God, dran forth the rancour of my heart]:
the dial. of Benoo-Asad, (L, MSb,) mentioned by which is worth a considerable sum; (L, Msb;) and hence the saying J-3 A-l J: (#39.
Ks as heard by him from some one or more of but they may have been thus termed because
Júl ! [Presents draw andy feelings of ran

that tribe, (L.) others saying &-2, (MSb) of they were humbled and abased by the tyranny. cour,

Je: (L) from &:l, because

and loose, or

melt,

resistances, or incom

of the king who took every ship, or boat, that he
pliances]. (TA.) And J% said of a colt, means
found upon the sea, by force; (L;) and it is said
person to whom it is applied trusts to, or relies that these men were hirers, not owners, of the He was drawn forth a J." [q.v.]. (M,
upon, others, so as to be, or become, easy, or
vessel: (TA voce:#, q. v. :) 'Alee Ibn-Hamzeh TA)- Also He took the thing (Msb.) Hence
quiet, in mind: (Mgh, L, Msb:) primarily, (L) says, that the c- is better in condition than one says,
&l 4-5 J3 <: J-5, i. e.
the measure

the

2:

&:

it signifies Lonly, humble, or submissive; (IAth,
the was is shown by a passage in the Kur [The dead body] is taken [head-foremost to the
Mgh, L;) and therefore the Prophet said, źg [ix. 60], where it is said that the poor-rates are grave]: (Msb:) [or is drawn forth &c.; for] it

2 :(:* :-5,-->
* w> (*22
* te:> .es:
~~
5-j

for the

3: and the cºst.*, for you will find

is said of the Apostle of God,

-5 J: &- 3%

c'est..." [O God, make me to live lonly, and the classes to be there mentioned in such an order meaning He was drawn forth [&c.] from the bier.
maie me to die lowly, and gather me among the that the second is better in condition than the (Mgh.)- Also, aor, and inf n, as above, He
congregation of the lonely]: (Mgh," L:) and first, and the third than the second, and in like stole the thing : (Msb, TA:) or he stole it covertly,
hence it sometimes applies to him who possesses manner the fourth and the fifth and the sixth and secretly, or clandestinely; (TA;) and so **i.l.
little and [sometimes] to him who possesses much: the seventh and the eighth: and he says that the (TK. [But see 4, below, where U-1 meaning
(L:) sometimes, (S,) it signifies (S, IAth, L, same is shown by the fact that the Arabs some “he stole” is mentioned only as intrans.]) You
Msb, K) also (IAth, L.) lon, abject, ignominious, times used £-e as a proper name, but not say, J: * L###" 3. He dren away the
or in a state of abasement or humiliation; (S, Jeas: (L:) or when these two words are used
camel from among the other camels in the middle
IAth, L, Msb, K;) and weak; (8, L, K;) and together, they differ in signification; and when of
the night: and in like manner you say of other
subdued, or oppressed; though possessing riches used separately, they [sometimes] signify the
same:
(El-Bedr
El-Karáfee,
TA
in
art.
as:)
things. (TA)=3-, aor. -, (K) inf n. J.,
or competence: (Msb:) [therefore] Sb says, it is
one of the words expressive of pity, or com [see more voce: :] a woman is termed : (TK,) said of a man; (TA;) or −, aor. *,
passion; [and as such may be rendered poor;] (Sb, ş, L, MSb, K) and &c. also: ($, L. K.) [whence it would seem that the see pers, of the
you say, 3:1 4 × [I passed by him, I the former by way of assimilation to #; (Sb, pret, is <l-, and the inf n. J.,] said of a
*
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sheep or goat, su' (M;) He, or it, lost his, or . R. Q. 1. A.J. [as inf. n. of J—i. (see ( Xié), and defluxions (J's), or a long cough,
its, teeth: (M, K:) on the authority of Lh. (M.) U.J. below)] signifies A thing's being con and attended with constant fever. (K, T.A.)
=J., (M, Msh, K) in the pass form, (Msb) nected with another thing. (M, K.) [It is also Hence the saying, in a trad, #3 J's #
with damm, (K,) He was, or became, affected inf n. of J-i-, as such signifying The connect J#1 & 5-tail t [The dust of the shirt of the
with the disease termed
4: see 1,

J- [q.v.].

(M, Msb, K.) ing a thing with another

second sentence- J-1,

thing]+[Hence,

Or

vitious woman occasions the loss of property];
the reverse may be the case,] a.k.J., I bound meaning that he who follows vitious women and
(ISk, S, M, him nith the al-i- [or chain]. (O.T.A.)

Mgh) int. n. J5:1, (ISk, S. K.) also signifies

acts vitiously, loses his property, and becomes

3'-l cs: £ 4: I poured

the water
He stole: (ISk, S, Mgh:) or he stole covertly, into the throat, or fauces, [app. in a continuous poor: the diminution and departure of property
being likened to the diminution and wasting away
secretly, or clandestinely. (M, K.) See also 1, in
of the body when one has the disorder termed
stream.]
(S,
O.)—And
was
J.
L.
He
did
the latter half of the paragraph. You say, J

_*:I & He stole of the spoil (Mgh.)—
J): signifies also An open raid or predatory

And

not eat food: (K:) as though he did not pour

J. (TA)

it into his throat, or fauces. (TA.) = Accord. to
IAar, J- signifies He ate a al-i-, i.e., a long

it. The drawing of snords; (S, M, K;) as

incursion. (TA.)- And U-1 He aided another piece of a camel's hump. (O.)=See also 1, third

also "at-. (K.) Soin thesaying, at 13:eX:

to steal, or to steal covertly, secretly, or clan
destinely. (TA)-[See also
below. Ac

Sentence.

[We came to them on the occasion of the drawing
of
snords]. (S, M., K.)- And Theft: (S, Msb:)
R. Q. 2. U.J.5, said of water, It ran into the
cord. to Freytag, U.! signifies He received a
or
covert, secret, or clandestine, theft; (M, K;)
throat, or fauces: (S, O:) or it ran don’n a decli

J5-

* * * * *

bribe: but this requires consideration: he gives

like

J5-

[except that the former is a simple

no authority but the K, which does not justify vity, or declivous place: (M, K:) or t it became subst, and the latter is an inf n., i.e. of 4]: (K:)
[fretted neith a succession of ripples] like a chain,
this explanation.]=4|- He (God) caused him in
running [in a shallow and rugged bed], or one says, it. 9% & L. [Among the sons of
to
affected
with the disease termed J- [g v.]. n:hen smitten by the wind. (S.) - And, said of
(S,beM,
Msb, K.)
•

such a one is theft, or covert theft]: ($) and

lightning, t It assumed the form of J-3-, [i. e.
3:1 J, ###~" [Want invites to theft, or
5. Ji- : see 7: and see also 1, in the former chains, meaning elongated streams,] pl. of i-i covert theft]. (TA.) = Also t The rush (&ass)
half of the paragraph. - Also i. q. ** [It [q. v.], in the clouds. (M.) - And J: signi of a horse among other horses, in running:
was, or became, in a state of commotion, agita fies t The glistening, and [apparent] creeping, (TA:) or the rush (asis) of a horse in striving
tion, &c.]; said of a thing; as though it were of the diversified wavy marks, streaks, or grain, to outstrip: (§, TA: [I read ejū- L., as in a
imagined to be repeatedly drawn forth. (Er [resembling a chain, (see J~) and also likened copy of the S; instead of * Us', as in other
to the creeping of ants, (see
and +3) of a
Rághib, T.A.).
* > d > *

£,

copies of the S and in the TA:]) so in the saying,
sword. (TA. [See also $1)—And U-A-J said
drawn forth, gently; (M;) it became drawn, or of a garment, + It was n'orn until it became thin;

3:13:33 U.; ; (4 horse of which the rush &c.

fem, with 5: (M, K:) likewise applied to
(TA) And * > Jill & J-1 [The lead. a(K:)
sheep or goat (#5); on the authority of Lh;

consequence of his

7.

J- It (a thing) became pulled out, or

i.element].

($, TA:) and L* 4: <<
pulled out or forth, as a snord from its scabbard, (O, K.) like J-i-5. (O.)
J:
(S)
or
J:12:
Lis (TA) : [His rush
and a hair from dough. (Mgh.) You say, J-”
in
striving
to
outstrip
proceeded
against the other
* &- -:) The snord [became dran'n from J- (M, K,) applied to a man, (M.) Whose horses]. - And A revulsion of shortness of
the scabbard: or] slipped out from the scabbard. teeth are falling out; (M;) losing his teeth: breathing ( * #3) in the chest of a horse, in
ing-rope of the horse

slipped out or]

suppresing.such shortnes

of

came forth

(M;) and to a she-camel whose teeth have fallen breathing [so I render tax: 32: U-2, but this
[from his hand]. (Mgh.)- And [hence], as out from extreme old age; or one extremely aged, phrase admits of other renderings, as will be seen

also "Ji-3, (§, M, K.) He slipped anay, or having no tooth remaining; on the authority of in art. *]: (M, K:) when he is inflated
stole anay; i.e., went anay covertly, secretly, or IAar. (TA.)=See also it, in two places.

clandestinely: (M, K.) or he went forth, c

2:

[from among them]. (S.) And

#13,

3 *

U.: see what next follows.

4% c: 3- I went anay, and went forth, deli J. (S.M.M.,k) and 'J%&M,K)the
herately, leisurely, and by degrees, from before former
[the more common, and] often occurring
Or

him. (TA) Sb says that Gi-ji [used in this
quasi-pass. verb; but

in the verses of chaste poets, though El-Hareeree

or a similar sense] is not a

says in the “Durrat el-Ghowwäs” that it is an
is only like [a verb of the measure] - Jas; like erroneous term of the vulgar, and that the latter
J. & e •

&#

thereby, one says, 4:
[app. meaning he
has manifested his revulsion of shortness of breath
ing]; and thereupon he is urged to run with
vehemence, and made to sweat, and coverings
are thrown upon him, and that shortness of
breathing (#. 43) passes forth. (M.)- [In
a sheep or goat, or a ewe or she-goat, it seems to
mean Poncer, or force, of long continuance: see

Js: = See also J.-Alo
as #1 is like -#4. (M.) It is said in a prov., is the right term, (TA) signify the same, (S, M, #14,
A [basket of the kind called] as: (Ki) or a
&:# 34. L: [She reproached me with K) as also "J. and "āt, (K) [Consumption: thing like the *** (M.) or like the covered
or
phthisis:]
an
emaciating,
oppressive,
and
fatal
her on n fault, and slipped anay]: ($, Meyd,
VOce

malady: (T, TA:) a certain disease, well known; ă», which is also called 3.j: ; so says Az:

TA:) [originally] said by one of the fellow-wives said in the medical books to be one of the diseases (TA:) a receptacle in which fruit is carried:
of Ruhm, daughter of El-Khazraj, wife of Saad of girls, because of the abundance of blood in (Mgb.) [sometimes covered with red skin : (see
Ibn-Zeyd-Menáh, on Ruhm's reproaching her them: (Msb:) accord. to the physicians, (TA,)
22- :) in the present day commonly applied to a
(Meyd, T.A.
an ulcer, (K, TA,) or ulcers, (Mgb,) [or ulcera basket made of trigs, oblong and deep, generally
[See also Freytag's Arab. Prov, cap. x. no. 2;
in the lungs; (Mgb, K, TA;) succeeding between a foot and a foot and a half in length :]
and another prov. there referred to in cap. ii. tion,]
(~# [grammatically referring to al.]) either

with a fault that was in herself

no. 78.]) And one says also, 13& " J-1, Inean
ing He went anay with such

a thing

covertly,

aşi

<>'s [i. e. inflammation of the lungs] or

and "J. signifies the same: (M, K.) what is
J: #: [the bread-basket] is well

termed

- - -3 [i.e. pleurisy] (in the CK, -ís, known: ($ :) #. meaning as expl. above is not
8: see 1, first and second sentences: = and --" Sly 3 aş ->is is [erroneously] put in thought by IDrd to be an Arabic word: (M:)
[the dim. * : occurs in the K voce #, and
see also 7, last sentence.
the place of ~ Šiš # aş 343 <-iš. and
10. $:#. J- | The river had a rivu in what here follows, the gen, case is put in the

secretly, or clandestinely. (TA.)

let, or streamlet, branching off from it. (TA.)

place of the nom. in four instances:) or a rheum

in the Mgh voce is, &c..] the pl. is J5. (M,
K) and Ś- (Msb) and [coll, gen, n.] " 3-, of

Book I.]
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which Abu-l-Hasan says that it is in his opinion to Kr, (M, TA,) and of the latter accord. # As (S.) [See also

#1=Also A certain long
a rare kind of pl. [or coll, gen, n.] because it [and the S], (TA) or that of the latter is J13. fish, (K, TA,) having a long Jú. [app. meaning
denotes what is made by art, not created, and it
(En-Nadr, K, TA.) One says * & J.' beak-like snout, or nose]. (TA.)
should more properly be regarded as of the class
#: see it. (of which it is the dim.), in the
of + and # => [which are syn.] because like as one says 4: &: Jú. (S.) The phrase
latter
half of the paragraph.
this is more common than the class of i:- and * J." Jul. [lit. The wide, or wide and deep,
3 *

-

•

•

calley, &c., ifloned

with them] is used by the poet
#.; n. un, with 3; mentioned in the M and
Zuheyr
(S,
IB)
as
meaning t they journeyed K in this art. as well as in art. 5-: see the
ing-trough or tank, or in a [jar of the kind called]
sniftly. (IB, TA.) = The brain of the horse. latter art.

&:

(M.)=Also A fault, or defect, in a mater

*: (M, K:) or a breach betneen the ~.4%
(K) or [more properly] between the -:4, [i. e.

(M, K.)- The hump of the camel. (M, K.)
– The

as: [or spinal cord].

(M, K.)- And

3 -

6 * >

U.S.- : see Ul". = [And it seems to be some

where mentioned in the S, though not in the
kneaded clay, around the interior,] (M,) of a 2-in J.- The [portions that are termed] present art., as meaning A maker of the sort of
watering-trough or tank. (M., K.)- And Fis J-e- [q. v. voce i-e- of flesh : [the former baskets called J5- (pl. of #): for Golius ex
sures in the ground, that steal [i. e. imbibe] the word in this case being app. a coll. gen, n., of plains it, as on the authority of J, as signifying
water. (TA.) = Also One's sening [a skin, or
qui sportas qualosque contexit.]

the stones set up, and cemented together with

hide, with] tryo thongs in a single puncture, or

stitch-hole. (M, K.)
&

which the n, un, is "#" (q.v.); the more
probably as it is added
(TA.)

-

6*>

ā-, see al., first sentence.
-

6

#:

3

* *

J}- i. q. J., q.v. ($, M, K.)
-

J."
K.) –

A drawn sword; i. q. " Js:

that]

the pl. is

J%.

J: and "Jú- and "J-5C (S, M, K)

Sneet water, (M, K,) that descends easily in the
throat, or fauces; (M;) water that enters easily
What is, or becomes, drann forth, or into the throat, or fauces, by reason of its sneet

drawn forth gently, from, or of a thing : (M, ness and clearness: (S:) or cold, or cool, water:
K:) or so 'G' ăș. (S:) [an extract of a thing:
(M, and hence,] the clear, or pure, part, or the choice, (M, K:) or water that has fluctuated to and fro,

in the place where it has continued, until it has
offspring; [because best, or most excellent, part [of a thing]; (Mgh;
become limpid, or clear. (Er-Răghib, T.A.) And
(S, M, Msh, K) as also "###, and Ksh and Bd and Jel in xxiii. 12;) because the first and "second, Mellon, wine: (M, K:)

t A child, or male

drawn forth;]

(M, Mgh, Msb, K;) metonymically so termed: drawn from the thick, or turbid, part. (Mgh.) the former is expl. by Lth as meaning sneet and .
(Mgh :) or, when it comes forth from the belly It is said in the Kur [xxiii. 12), is 333 clear, that runs [easily] into the throat, or fauces,

of its mother; as also " the latter; the former so &” &: ań. &: &#, meaning [And when drunk. (TA) - And J: "… [4
verily we created man from] what was drann pool of water left by a torrent] which, being
which is termed] &. (Akh, TA:) fem. of the

called because created from the [sperma genitalis,

forth from every kind of dust, or earth: (Fr,
(S, M, Mgb, K,) applied to a TA:) or from a pure, or choice, or most excellent, smitten [or blon n upon] by the wind, becomes
[rippled so as to be] like the al-i- [or chain].
(AA, K.)—4 colt (M.K.) and sort of earth or clay. (Ksh, Bd, Jel.) – And (TA.)
[hence,] The sperma genitalis of a man, or human

former V #14,

daughter.
with , a filly; ($, M, TA) the being affixed,
though U2'-' is of the
Jess in the sense being; (§, TA;) what is drawn from the -t:

*

*

6 * & J.'

U- A boy, of young man, light, or active,
of the measure U2 alie, because the word is made [app. here meaning loins] of the man and from in spirit; as also U.M.J. (IAar, O.)
a subst.: (Ham p. 102:) or, as some say, (M, in the -3% [pl. of £, q.v.,] of the noman:
U- : See al-J., in two places.
the K “and”) the former signifies a colt that is (AHeyth, TA:) the water (43) that is dran'n
born not in a [membrane such as is called] aš-l. from the back. ('Ikrimeh, T.A.) – See also
#1: [as an inf n. : see R. Q. 1. = Also] A.
nor [in one such as is called] J.-: if in either
second sentence, in two places.
long piece of a camel's hump : (IAar, O, K:)
meaSure

6

&

*

-

6.-

©

*

J.",

6 * > d e

of these, it is termed

X: [not: as in the CK].

(M, K.) [See also as: ..]—And A young

6.-

•

*

>

allel- : see U.A., second sentence. — Also A accord. to AA, it is called ä.J.J. : accord. to As,
à-l-J. (O.)
sinen, (#44, (M, K, or #, K,) or a portion

camel when just born, before it is hnonn whether of flesh having streaks, or strips, (M, K,) that
à-i- A chain, i. 7 -5 in Pers; (KL)
it is a male or a female. (As, S, TA) = Clear, separate, one from another. (TA.) And The
or pure, beverage or wine; (K, TA;) as though oblong portion of flesh of the part on either side rings (#3 [app. used as a coll. gen, n., though I
do not know any authority for such usage of it,]
gently drawn away from dust or motes or par
of the backbone: (K:) or this is called #.
ticles of rubbish or the like: such is said to be the
K [in the M 5,313]) of iron (S, M,* *K)
or the
~ 0 &
beverage, or wine, of Paradise: or cool beverage &#91; (M:) [or] accord. to As, [the pl.] J% like (M, K) of metals: derived from al-Ji sig
or wine: or such as is clear from dust or motes signifies the long streaks, or strips, of flesh. eac nifying “the being connected” with another
or particles of rubbish or the like, and from tending with the backbone. (TA.) See also J.", thing: (M: [see R. Q. 1:]) pl. J.S. (S,
turbidness; of the measure J.: in the sense of last sentence. [Also] A small thin thing [or sub
Mgh, T.A.) It was a custom to extend a al-i
6.- -

*

J*:

or such as is easy [in its
descent] in the throat, or fauces. (TA.) [See
also āş, and Ju:..]=The channel of the
water, or place in nihich the water flows, in a
valley: or the middle of a valley, (M, K,”)
where flon's the main body of nater. (M.) And
the measure

stance] resembling flesh; pl.
_s:-.) And A:ll

J%.

(TA in art.

-

-

over a river or a road, the ships or boats or the

J%

Long slices cut from passengers being arrested thereby, for the purpose
the camel's hump. (TA.)- And the pl., Oblong of the taking of the tithes from them by an officer
<>(iâ [or portions of dry mucus or the like] in
set over it. (Mgh.)- [Hence,] 5. ā-i- # An
the nose. (M.)- Also [Goats'] hair separated,
elongated stream of lightning [like a chain] in
or plucked asunder, with the fingers, then folded,
A nide (S, M, K) and deep (M, K) valley, (S, and tied; then the woman draws from it one por the midst of the clouds: ($, TA; ) or 3:1 J-3
M, K,) that gives gron'th to the [trees called]

tion qfter another, which she spins: (M:) or means what have assumed the form of chains
L. : and ..., (§, K.) or that gives growth to the * c” al... signifies what is drawn forth from (3:3 (3), of lightning, (M, K.) in the clouds;
... and as 3 and a: and a 1-5 (M3) and
(M3) and -t-ill [i.e., of the clouds in like
a *, 3 of [goats'] hair, which is a portion

manner]: (K: [but I think that *:: in the
or pluched asunder, with the
fingers, then folded, and rolled up into long por K is evidently a mistranscription for ~~ -s’
channel of a torrent in a valley : (As, S, TA:) tions, the length of each being about a cubit, and the reading in the M:]) sing. i-i- (M, K) and
or a lon, place surrounded by what is elevated, the thickness that of the half of the fore arm
in which the water collects: (En-Nadr, TA:) pl. next the hand: this is tied, then the noman dran's "J-i-, (K) thus in the copies of the K, but in
of both &SC, (M, K,) or of the former accord. from it one portion after another, and spins it. the i.
which is [said to be] the correct

*jū. signifies the same: (M, K:) or this latter, thereof separated,
a place in which are trees: (TA:) or a narron,

"J-12,
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word. (TA. [See, however, what follows.]) sū, meaning a sheep or goat, or a ewe or she = 123And in like manner,

J% J-5-

* -

45ue

*

#~,

(Aş, S, M, K,”) [aor. and]

+ What have goat,] is One n:hose poners,3or forces, are of long inf n, as above, (M,) He inflicted upon him a
(2) of sands: continuance (tal,5 Js: J): and that one says hundred lashes of the nihip. (M, K.") - And
•

*.p

J. e.

assumed the form of chains (J:
(M:) or J-3- signifies tsands that become [of such] #. ū. U. [in which phrase (, seems < *.*, (A, S, M.K.) [or and infn.
as above, (M,) He payed him, or payed him in
accumulated, or congested, (*#) one upon evidently to have been preposed by mistake: see ready money, a hundred dirhems, (AS, S, M, K,”)
another, and extended along : (A’obeyd, S, O, it.] (O, TA)
promptly, or quickly. (K.)
K, TA:) you say J-5- 33 J% ! [sands having J: A thing having its parts, or portions,
8: see above, first sentence. [See also 8 in art.
portions accumulated, or congested, &c.]: and connected, one with another. (S, O.) - And
es"].
J-3- &#, which has been expl. as meaning [hence, (see
Chained; bound nith the
(TA.) [al-i-..." #3 is the name of 5. [Clarified butter;] the subst. from §:

i-i-)]
felongated sands: (TA) sing it." (M, TA) al-i-.
and "J-i-, (M) or " J-i- ; and J% 'J, i-, The constellation Andromeda;
* ** * * *

fet-h' [to

the first letter], is

described by

a dial. var. of

KZw and others.] - + Lightning that assumes

4-i-. (TA)- And + J-3- 17he
lines f book or writing. (o, K, TA)-And
J-3- 33 & +[A hackney] upon whose legs

the form of chains (J:) in its upper por
tions, and seldom, or never, breaks its promise

with

Cl

[of being followed by rain]. (IAar, T.A.).

3:1; Pl £i. (S, M., K.) El-Farezdak says,

<<i-śā:- 45.4 bits

*

* @

•

-

-

g

*

* **

*-*** A w8>

.

one sees what resemble J-ºk. [or chains]. (M.) Applied to hair, [as also "J-4, (K in art. [They were like a stupid female clarifying butter,
nohen she collected her clarified butter in a skin
=Also The 5-3, (0, K.) which is a small Ja--,) t Forming a succession of rimples, like not seasoned with rob]. (S.)=See also what
reptile, [a species of lizard, the same that is called water running in a shallow and rugged bed, or follows.
rippled by the wind; (see R. Q. 2;) or] crisp,
(see £i)] spotted, black and
or curly, or twisted, and contracted; syn. +.
# The prichles of the palm-tree: [a coll.
white, having a slender tail, nhich it moves about
(Mgh.) – t A sword having in it, or upon it, gen, n.:] n, un, with 5. ($, M, Mab, K.)—Also,
when running. (TA.)
diversified wavy marks, streaks, or grain, re (K,) or [correctly the n. un.] #, (M,) A sort
sembling the al-i- [or chain]. (TA.) [See also
U- : see J-, in two places.
of arrow-head, or spear-head, (M, K,”) in shape
6 *~ *
like the pricle of the palm-tree: (M, K:) and
U-2.]
–
t
A
garment,
or
piece
of
cloth,
J: See
figured with stripes, or lines; (K;) as also 3.)...", app. [58).] without teshdeed [and with
64 a
.
as though formed by tranposition. kesr], occurs in a trad, in this sense; for it is
J.- : see al-', in two places.

### ā-i-Il,
6

- d =

•

*

i-i-.

*

o

s

* J.

6 • O =

(TA) Also, and "J-i-, + A garment, or said that its pl. is "5-, of the same measure as
badly (M, K) and thinly. jū- (TA)= Also 4 certain bird, (M,K)
(M)—J-- **-t 4 tradition Irelated by dust-coloured, and long-legged, (M.)

-

piece of cloth, woven

U-)- : see U-A".

J-

[act. part. n. of 3-, Drancing out, or an uninterrupted chain of transmitters,] such as
forth : &c. - Stealing: or stealing covertly, when one says, I met face to face such a one who
secretly, or clandestinely:] a thief; as also said, I met face to face such a one, and so on,

"J% [which is commonly applied in the pre
sent day to a horse-stealer and the like] and

"Jä. (TA)=See also J.
Já. see the next preceding paragraph.
J5: A bribe. ($, M, K.) It is said in a
trad., J3-1 S3 J#! Ś There shall be no

d

Jee *

6 -

to the Apostle of God. (O, TA.)
d

• *J.

J-4:

1. a…", (S, A, K,) aor.”, (TA,) inf. n. J.
see the next preceding paragraph, in (S, K) and ---, (K.) from the former of which

two places. - Also + A garment worn until it the pl. * has been formed, on the authority
has become thin. (TA.)
of hearsay, (El-Jurjānee, Msb in art. ...a5,) He

seized it, or carried it off, by force; (S, A, K.)
'G' 4:,

5

as also V 4:-l. (S, K.) You say,

1. 3:1% ($, M, Mgh, Mih, K) aor. *,

aor. 2, inf. n.

<-- and *:

and

%, "4:-l;

treachery, or perfidy, and no [giving or receiving (M, Mob, K.) inf n. J.; (M, Msb;) and (M, TA;) He seized, or carried off, by force
of a] bribe: or, and no stealing. (S in this art.
*$-1 (S. K.) He cooked the c... [here [from him the thing; or he spoiled him, despoiled
and in art. U8. [See 4.])
meaning butter], (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K.) and him, plundered him, 9. deprived him, of the
J- in the phrase a: U-> ass-ae, in norked it together, (S, Mgh, K,) and melted its thing]. (TA) And #4:, (Mgh, Mgb)
the trad. of Umm-Zara, meaning [His sleeping 25 [or fresh, unclarified, portion], (M,) until it aor.”, (Msb) infin. -i-, (Mgh, Mgb) I took
place is] like a green palm-stick drawn forth became clear (Mgh, Mgb) from the milk remain anay from him his garment; (Mgh," Msb;) as
from its skin [by reason of his slenderness], or, ing in it; (Msb;) he cleared the Ú-- [or butter] also "4:- [perhaps a mistranscription for
* * *

*

J J -

d -

as some say, a sncord dranwn forth [from its scab from the * [or fresh, unclarified, portion]; * 3:1, but another instance of the former of
bard], is [originally] an inf. n. used in the sense (Ham p. 2, in explanation of the former phrase 5 these two verbs, in a similar sense, occurs in what
of a pass. part. n. (TA. [See also art. --la:..]) [i.e. he clarified the butter:] and L-o- &", follows]: originally, 3.j *::: <!- [I took anay
said of fresh butter, it was made into Ü-o-, [or the garment of Zeydl: but the verb has been
de

ā- A large needles3 -(S,
- M, Mgh, Mab, K.)
•

clarified butter; i.e., was clarified]. (Mgh.) made to have A25 for its object, and the +23 is

[a packing-needle:] pl. UV-2. ($, Mgh, Mgb.)

–And - 5-, (M, K,) [aor. and] inf. n. postponed, and put in the accus. case as a specifi
U.J. Subtle of machination in stealing. (TA.) as above, (M) He pressed the sesame, or sesa cative [though by rule the specificative should be
4 * * *

indeterminate]; and it may be suppressed, [so

elliptically,] A mum, (M, K.) and extracted its oil. (M.)= that you may say simply, #14, meaning I took
J#1%, (AZ,S) or ā-ā, (AHn, M.) or
man (Msb) whose testicles have been extracted. 3-1, (M, K,) and <-->l, [aor. and] inf. n. as anay from him what nas upon him or with him,
spoiled him, or plundered him,] the meaning
(Mgh, Mgb.) = Also Affected with the disease &
above,
(AZ,
AHn,
S.
M.)
He
plucked
off
the
being understood. (Mgb.)- [Hence] one says
termed J-: ($, M, Msb, K.) [regularly derived

J:

See

J.-[Hence,

•

J·, but] anomalous [as derived from ă]: prichles, (AZ, S, M, K,) i. e. (K) what are called also, alie; 33% 4: ! [He, or it, despoiled him,
the £, (AHn, M, K) of the palm-trees, (AZ, or deprived him, of his heart and his reason],
(S, M, Msb:) Sb says, as though the JS,) or of the palm-tree, (AHn, M,) or of the and 74.1.1. (A, TA) [The latter one might
put into him. (M.) = AA says that the as: palm-trunk, (M, K,) and of the [part called] think to be a mistranscription for "4:- were it
of... [meaning sheep or goats, i.e., applied to a --- [of a palm-branch]. (AZ, AHn, S, M.) not for an instance of the same verb before men
from

Were
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tioned, and for the fact that it is immediately + The she-camel went so quick a pace that she
followed in the A by Jiul *: 3%. perhaps, was as though she went forth from her shin : (S,
however, -: may be here a mistake for TA:) [or she outstripped: see an ex. voce £5.
-: - And ā-ail * J-Ci + Peel thou 8: see 1, in four places.

ropes are made: and some say that it is the Les:
[or leaves] of the A3 (or panic grass]: and this

s

this cane, or reed. (TA)— [In

grammar and

logic, <-- is used to signify + Privation, or
deprivation, in a general sense; and t negation;
opposed to

&# and *|| = ~

[as an

[says SM] is what is commonly known among
us in El-Yemen: (TA:) [accord. to Forskål,
(Flor. Aegypt. Arab., p. cx.) this name is applied
-i- The longest [thing] of the apparatus of in El-Yemen to a species of hyacinth, which he
the plough: (AHn, M, K:) or a piece of wood
terms hyacinthus aporus.] A poet says, (S,)
that is joined to the base of the as; [here meaning namely, [Murrah] Ibn-Mahkān [El-Temeemee],

ploughshare], its end being [inserted] in the hole, (M,)

inf n, of which the verb (app. 4.) is not men or perforation, of the latter. (M, K.)
tioned] + The going, or journeying, lightly and
-+. - Spoil, plunder, or
quickly. (M, K.) Ru-beh says,
: See

•o e

<

e-

:

l:" c

*

d.

9 * * : * ~.

(TA;) what is

*

* -->5 -A5

seized, or carried

booty;
off, by force,

• ?:

£ 42%

*

22

*

** Use: we als'
(... J:0 tiá. #

•

* @ e

• 6

z •

U.é

*

*

•

*

(M, Msb, K, TA,) from a man, of spoils, what (S, M,”) i. e. And he stripped off quickly the
• 2*

6

*

• *

6 *

Jºe

*...*

t--52 -->|-a-3 c)--all 5»ts

*

*

ever it be; (TA;) comprising all the clothing skin [from her, while she was lying upon her
that is upon the man; (Mgh, Msb, TA;) accord. breast, like as the two hands of the twister of

+ [The black of the eye became depressed so that to Lth and Az (Mgh) and the Bári’; (Msb;) or ropes strips off quickly the seleb]: (S in art.
it became a hollon in consequence of their going whatever one of two antagonists in war takes U: :) some read Jili, meaning [by the word
rvith much lightness and quickness: (#4, for G., from the other, of the things upon him and with
following it] “ what is seized, or carried off by

being an absolute complement to the inf n, in him, i.e. of clothes and neapons, and his beast: force, from one slain:” (M.) As read J55, with
&:]. (M. [See also 7.])= -1. [or <<, of the measure Js; in the sense of the measure -5; IAar, with 3: Th says that the right reading

from what follows], aor. *, + He [or J*, i. e., (TA,) i. q. * [used in the
is that of As. (S in the present art.)
she] put on black garments (K, TA) which manner of a subst., or as an epithet in which the
Light, or active, (K, TA,) and quick.
women wear at assemblies for the purpose of quality of a subst. is predominant]: (Mgh, TA:)
pl. +x+. (M, A, Mgb, K.) You say, 3-i
mourning. (TA. [See also 5.])
(TA) You say, cºil c.341 - J% A
man light, or actice, fin
of hands, in
J#
...
[He
took
the
spoil
of
the
slain
man],
2 : see 5, in three places.
and Já <> [the spoils of the slain men]. thrusting, or piercing: and cyst, call - ;33
[3. ...: 4-, if used, means He contended
A bull light, or active, in thrusting, Or piercing,
with him in a mutual endeavour to seize, or carry (A.)- Also + The hide and shanks and paunch
of a slaughtered animal. (K. [App. so called with the horn. (S, TA) Andžāl < J.;;
off, the thing by force. See 6.]
because given to the slaughterer, as though they A horse light, or active, (S, M,k) in the legs,
4. &.J.), said of a she-camel, (S, M, K,) | She were his spoil; or, in the case of an animal of the (M, K,) [i. e.,] in the shifting of the legs: (S:)
became deprived of her young one by death (M, chase, to the dog or dogs: see the verses cited or, accord. to Az, the right meaning is, long in
K, TA) or by some other means: (M, TA:) or VOCe &]) – And t The peel, or rind, [or skin,] the legs: (TA:) [for] —- signifies also Long
she cast her young one in an imperfect state. of a cane, or reed, (K, TA,) and of a tree. (TA.) or tall; (S, M, K;) applied to a spear, and to a
(S, M, K.) —3-#" J.1 f The trees became And [particularly] The bark, or rind, of a kind man [&c.], pl. -i-. (M.)

as appears

-:

the arms,

bare of their fruit, and dropped their leaves. of tree (S, K) well known (S) in El-Yemen, of

4

4 p.

-

s

*

-

*-ī-, as a sing., see -el-, in three places.
which ropes are made, (S, K,) and which is
coarser and harder than the fibres of the Theban - It is also a pl. of -- [q. v., last sentence]:
[or leaves, so that
palm-tree: (S:) hence it is that a well-known (M:) and of +S-, as a subst: (S, K:) and of

(K, TA)—#1 - (STA) +The+ for

panic grass] put forth its -**
it became fit to be cut: see S-l. (TA.) = See kind of [thick] rope [made of the fibres of the
also 1, in two places.
common palm-tree] is called by the vulgar " #: :

*
epithet applied to a spear: (Ham
p.
1713)
and
of the same, (S, M.) or of "3-,
5. -i-, (§, K.) said of a woman, (S) i. 7. (TA:) or the bark of a kind of tree of which are (M,) as an epithet applied to a she camel (S, M)
* * *

&:- [i.e. + She abstained from the wearing of
ornaments, and the use of perfumes, and dye for

made [baskets of the kind called] J%: (Sh,
TA:) there is a market called " &: &: in

a.S an

and to a woman: (M:) and of -rel" as an epithet
applied to a tree. .(S.)
*

the hands &c., and put on the garments of mourn El-Medeeneh, (Sh, S, K, TA,) and in Mekkeh
also, as being the market [of the sellers, or manu

ind.] Wei Ji [for her husband] (K) or, as
facturers, of what are made] of -1. : (Sh, TA:)
some say, 3.3-l is for the husband; (S, A.;) but
it is also [said to be] (K) a certain kind of tall
• 3--

J.J.5 is sometimes for another than the husband: tree, (M, K,) growing

symmetrically, which is
(S, TA:) [therefore] -i-J signifiest she put on taken and laid beneath hot ashes (J3), and then
the black garments of mourning; (M, TA;) as
split asunder, whereupon there comes forth from

also 's-J.-: (M, A:) you say, c.” "...:
*% or to:-- (Lh, M) t She puts on the black
garments of mourning [for her husband or her
loved and loving relation or friend] (M.) and

*: c.” * : +She put

on the

black ga:

ments of mourning for her dead one: "rel-5
having a general application. (A.)
*

...'"

[6.
ÜU.5 They both contended together,
each endeavouring to seize, or carry off, the

thing by force. The infn. occurs in the S and
6 p

* *

#:

i. q.

#.

[i. e. The denuded, or unclad,

part, or parts, of the body]: (IAar, K:) or a state
of nudity. (TA.) One says, (3: 3- us
[Hon goodly is nhat is unclad of her person 1
or, her state of nudity 'J. (K.)

#:

See

−, in the former half of the para

it a white ast: [or coarse fibrous substance] like

6

*

graph: - and see also -)-. = Also A string,
[the fibres of the palm-tree, called] -às); and it is

one of the best of the materials of which ropes are
made: the n. un, is with 3: (M:) and (M, K)
AHn says, (M,) it is a certain plant (M, K)
which gron's in form like candles, except that it
is larger and longer, and of which are made
ropes of every sort: (M :) and (M, K) some say,
(M,) it is the fibrous substance (-ā') of the
Theban palm-tree, (M, K,) this Lth asserts it to
be, (TA,) which is brought from Mekheh, (M.)

or cord, that is tied to the J.- [i.e. muzzle, or
nose,] of the camel, exclusive of the Ai- [q. v.].

(M.)–And A sinew that is bound upon an
arron : accord. to AHn, the sinen, that is mound
upon the las! [or skin of the reed, or cane,] of the
a?"?'07".

(M.)

*- sing. of −, which signifies The black
garments of women at their assemblies for mourn

and Lth adds, and it is white; but Az says that ing: (S:) MF says that the former is expl. in the
Lth has erred respecting it: A’Obeyd says, I K as meaning black garments, which necessarily
7. --J-31 + He went a very quick pace: (K:) asked respecting it, and was told, it is not the implies that it is a pl.; and the latter is there said
or he went nell; said of a horse and of a camel:
fibrous substance of the Theban palm-tree, but is to be its pl., which necessarily implies that it is a
K in art. U-14-, as a syn. of U-'ta-j.]

(KL) but mostly (TA) one says, #ül 4'-3' a kind of tree well known in El-Yemen, of which sing.: (TA:) [but it may be replied that the
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• * * * * *-* -

J# ! [which may mean whose young them : one says, #: _*-* [Among them is a
one
is
cast
abortively; or cast anay because performance of what is termed a 21-1]. (Lh, M.)
without a sing.; and the latter, as a pl. pl.:] or
both signify black garments worn by women; and abortive; or cast at, or shot at, and killed]: (L,
U.Kall <-- : see -el-, last sentence.

author of the K regarded the former as a pl. ūš L:

|

d =

J.

• 6

s

-:

:

See

-:

See

•

the sing is 'i: (M3) accord to the T, * TA:) and is also applied to a she-gazelle, as
s

signifies a black garment with which a woman meaning despoiled, or deprived, of her young one:
mourning for the death of her husband covers her and so "J-. (M.) Applied to a man, (M.)

aş-

[or piece it signifies also Jisi "...i. +[Despoiled, or
torn off from a garment or cloth] that is worn deprived, of reason] ; (M, K;) and you say [also]
head: accord. to the R, a black

-

---, in three places.
---, in two places. - (<! ū.

ū- 3%i i.e. [What

hath happened to me that

by a noman bereft of her child, or of a person Jisi "..…, [perhaps a mistranscription for I see thee] unfamiliar, not inclining to any one?
beloved, by death. (TA.)=See also +.
"--, see 1,] a tropical expression: (A:) pl. is a saying whereby a man is £d to a wild
-

*:

See

---,

in four places. = Also A

-

6

* *

spear that takes anay life: pl. --A-. (Ham
p. 171.)

animal : one says also, -: J-34 £),

:... (M, K.)

Imean

ing Verily he is unsociable and ungentle. (AZ,
<2:..., (Lh, M, K, TA, [in the CK, erro L., T.A.)
6

J - e.

neously,

**) of the measure **,

from

6

s 6 -

s

-

-

*-* : see rel", first sentence.

---

i. q.

**:

[as meaning Seized, or

'Gl £, (M) and * $2,

are [doubly in
**

*

** **

s

-

carried off, by force : - and more commonly tensive] epithets of which each is applied to a

U.Kall --~~ : see -ek-, last sentence.

spoiled, despoiled, plundered, or deprived of what man and to a woman; (Lh, M, K;) meaning
was upon one or with one]: (S, A," Mgb:) as also Wont to spoil, or plunder, people [very often, or]

*:

-- [but app. in the former sense only]. (S.) constantly. (TK.)
[Hence] one says --- # 1 A tree despoiled,

W

Dahbal. (K.)

Ś- [One who spoils, or plunders, people
or deprived, of its leaves and its branches: (M,
much or often. = And A seller, or manufacturer,
K, TA:) or of which the leaves and fruit have
of ropes, or baskets, made of -]: see its pl.,
been taken: (A:) pl. +, as in the phrases
---.
-: J: palm-trees upon which is no fruit, voce
2- * *
6

* *

* *

6

and J.C. 3-3 trees upon which are no leaves;
the sing being of the measure J.-:

the name of A snord of 'Amr Ibn
Kulthoom: and of another, belonging to Aboo

p.e. “

<!

1. L." -, aor =, (M.K.) and *, (K)
inf n.

<--,

(M, TA,) He extracted, or made

to come forth, [the contents of] the gut [by

4:9- : see "2:...".

compressing it] with his hand. (M, K.
in the sense

Js: (S:) and one says also
"...i. ##, [using <!- as a sing., like other

of the measure

s

-

s

•

it is expl. by *-

--Ju-: see ~, in two places.

fault has been

*::::

[In both

but it seems that a

accidentally committed by a copyist

*::: A

ron of palm-trees; as also *i. in the former or in its original, and thence passed
words of the same measure mentioned in what fol
(IAar,
TA
in
the present art. and in art. --. into the latter; and that the words which I have
lows,] meaning a tree of n:hich the leaves have become
supplied are necessary to explain the true mean

scattered, or strenun. (Az, T.A.) And --- is
applied to a woman as meaning + Whose husband
has died, or her loved and loving relation or

[This is app. the primary signification; as seems
to be indicated, by its occupying the first place, ing. That such is the case, appears from what

in the TA.])- A road, or nay, (M., Msb, K, here follows.]) It is said in the L that &#1
TA,) that one takes: (M, TA:) any extended signifies The griping, with the hand, a thing that

friend, and who puts on the black garments of road or n'ay: a way or direction [in which one is contaminated by dirt, or filth, so that what is
goes]: (TA:) a nay, course, mode, or manner, of in it comes forth; and thus is done with a gut.
(Lh, M.) or '-i-, so applied, signifies [sim acting or conduct or the like: (A, TA:) a mode, (TA.) It is also said to signify The extracting,

mourning for him; as also '... and " *:

ply] t putting on, or wearing, the black garments

manner, sort, or

species ; syn. 34: (S, M, Mgb, or causing to come forth, what is fluid, or moist,
($, M, A, Msb) You say, adhering to another thing. (MF, TA.) [Hence,]

of mourning. (M. [See an ex. of this last word TA:) pl. -sui

•g
with the affix 3, used as a pl., in a verse cited
VOce ++, and an ex. of its pl., •G-4, in a
folloning] a way of
verse cited voce &:..]) Also, applied, to a she
& •

** *

* ~

* >

.

4+ -i- i.e. * > *-* [He cleaned
2#1 *C. & Ps:
J's 3%,thei.e.*ple,
[He is his
nose of the mucus that was in it by com
th. way.'
-

Or

camel, and so "Jú and '*- and "J-5, party (Msb) And 3- es: L * [They

pressing it with his fingers]: occurring in two
trads.; in one of which, the Prophet is related to

(K,) the last in one instance in the copies of the are in a bad, or an evil, way]. (T.A.) And have been in the habit of doing this to El-Hoseyn
K erroneously written −, (TA,) and W +, &: 4. He pursued his nay, course, mode, when he used to carry him upon his shoulder.
(K, TA,) with damm to the first and second or manner, of acting or condu: Or the like (TA.) [Hence, likewise,] it is said in a trad,
letters, (TA) (in the CK -i-, and said to be (A, TA.) And J2all c” --J-1 vs J-1 He * : : * G - #, i.e. [And
began, or entered upon, modes, manners, sorts, or the fire of Hell shall penetrate to his inside, and]
species,
(meaning varieties, or diversities.] of shall ecscind and extirpate what is in it. (TA.)
and W
(M,) + Whose young has died: (M,
- You say also, ā-āl <, (S, A, K,) aor. *,
K:) or that has cast her young one in an imper speech; syn. &”, (S,) or &#91. (M.) And
..fect state : (S, M, K: and in this latter sense, as :-J'é £5& [His speech, or lan inf n <5 ($) and 'u~15 (K.) He cleaned
applied to a she-camel, '- is particularly guage, is according to good, or beautiful, modes, the bonyl by taking off with his finger what
mentioned in the M:) and in like manner applied manners, sorts, or species]. (A, TA.) And one remained upon its sides; (S;) he wiped the bonyl
(A, K) with his fingers (A) .or with his finger.
es: #í (M,
to a woman: (M, K.) the pl. (of £3,5, M, or says of him who is proud,

with damm,] or " : thus applied, (S, M.)

+,

<-

*:

*5-, M) is : ($, M, K, TA, in the last
expressly stated to be like +, but in the CK

(K) And s< & Gua- - -, (S, Msb, K.)
A) [His nose is kept in one direction], meaning

the looks not to the right nor to the left. (A.) aor. *, inf. n. <!-, (Msb,) She cast from her,
+) and 3%: (M, K:) and sometimes they [Hence it is said that] *::: signifies also or from her hand, the remains of her stuff for
dyeing the hands or hair : (S, K:) or she put
said ".
#, like #4 #3 and *:: J% ! Elevation in the nose, from pride. (K, TA.) anay, or removed, that stuff from her hand:
and numerous other instances that have been – Also The aperture of a natering-trough, or (Msb:) or she wiped off, and cast anay, that
enumerated by A’Obeyd, in which words of the tank, through which the nater flon's. (IAar, stuff from her hand: (TA:) or -La- -i-,
A in art. ---.) - And The neck of the lion.
measure J4, without 5, are used as fem. epithets:
aor. *, he took anay, and wiped off, the material
(K.)
(M :) or 'st- signifies : a she-camel whose
for dyeing the hands or hair; and in like manner.
** *
young one has been taken; and its pl. is <5
a/2). A certain game of the Arabs of the a similar thing; and sweat; and blood, (Mgh.)
(A:) and, applied to a she-camel, it signifies also | desert: or some action that they perform among Úe eji -J. occurs in a trad, as meaning He
J. J.

6*

•&e

> *

*

* *

-

--,

--
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removed the blood [from her or it]. (TA.)

a:34,123 & 4. (M, K) means, accord. to Lh, He

-

--

- - -

- *** ***

-

-

**

--

- - --

- - -- - -
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=& -

J:)—# £,

* >6 -

said of a
à:k-9 a.ks & *ś It (a thing, or an affair, (L. [See also
TA) escaped me: (K, TA:) accord. to some, young camel, He sucked the she-camel; (O, K;)

scraped off the blood of the āj-" [or beast brought à:... is here an imitative sequent. (TA.)

as also 's-12. (L. TA.)=J.' <----, aor. * ,

it: A woman who does not make frequent (S, K, TA,) inf. n.
to Mekheh for sacrifice, or there sacrificed,]
(TA) and <--,
with the knife: but [ISd says, (and in like use of it:- [for tinging, or dyeing, her hands]; aor. *; (K, TA;) or the latter only accord. to
mannel" ašči 33 3.1% is expl. in the L as on the
(S3) a woman who does not frequently tinge her AHn; (TA;) or the latter is better than the
authority of Lh,)] in my opinion the meaning is, hands with -Lā- (M:) or a woman who does former accord. to Sh; (O, TA;) The camels had
he scraped off the skin of the ag." with the knife
a looseness ($, K) of their bellies ($) from eating
so that he made its blood to appear. (M. [The not make use of -Uas for herself (M, A, K) at
all: so some say. (M.) It is related of the the plant called &: (S, K.)
explanation in the K is made up from the two
different explanations in the M, being as follows: Prophet, in a trad, that he cursed such a woman.

&:

5.

&:

see 1, first sentence. - Also He

(2% 3: L- 5:5, as though meaning he scraped (TA.)
persevered, or persisted, in drinking (Lh, O, K)
off the dried blood of the ag." so that he made its #): What is extracted, or made to come the beverage called **, (Lh,) or wine; (O, K;)
fresh blood to appear; but in the copy of the K forth, (M, K,”) from a gut [by compressing it] like &# ; (Lh;) meaning he made it to enter his

followed in the TA, a 3:1 (i.e. the scar) is put in with the hand. (M.) – What is taken off with
the place of a 331, and the former of these two the finger from the sides of a bonel, to clean it. cis-- (O;) or as though he filled with it his
(i.e. al-J) I regard as the right word.])- <1. (S, K.")
cis-i-, (K) i.e. his Asi-. (TA) and so
also signifies + He cut off a thing. (K. [This is −1. A man (S) whose nose has been cut off '*-1 (0 K)
said in the TA to be the primary meaning: but (S, M, K) entirely. (S, K.)
accord. to the A, the phrase here following,
£- Ś- [app. An instrument with which
in which it has this meaning, is tropical.]) You
* - of
* ~ *
say, *''.<!-, (S, M, A, K,) aor. - and *, £- is scraped off, or removed, from the hand].

inf n. E.I., (M,) t He cut off his nose (§, M, One says, &u= <5A, K) entirely (TA) with a sword. (S, A.) And me &c.]. (A.)
-: ** << t He cut off his hand, or arm,

J:

[Give thou to

Śs: That whereof the flesh that was upon
with the sword. (M.) And 9% -: t He it has
been taken off or anay, or removed. (K.)
shaved off his hair. (M, K.) And

& <--

– And A shaven head. (Aş, S, L.)

8: see what next precedes.
6 • O

*:
&:-

- -

see Cls-2-la-M-, below.

** A as-U, (0, K.) i. e. an oblong and
squared piece of wood of the tree called £, (1.8
brought from India, (TA in art. £2-) from
which a door is cloven, or divided off, lengthnise:

(O, K:) so says AHn. (TA.) = See also what
next follows.

! He shared his head. (As, S, L.)—4: + He
beat, struck, or smote, him: (K, TA:) and
flogged him. (TA.) You say, *s- ău. 4:
+ I inflicted upon him a hundred strokes of the

whip. (S, TA)—And *- : * ~ +He cast
forth his excrement, or ordure. (K.)

_*

:

A certain plant, (S, K,) upon which the
camels pasture, (S,) soft, flaccid, or fragile,- 3:2
of

<!- A calamity, or misfortune. (S, M., K.) the shrub-kind; (TA;) also called
–4. hard, or severe, year. (S, M, K.) – A
[goblin, or demon, such as is termed] J*. (S,
M, K.)- A she-camel having no tooth remain

&:,
(K, TA) or '3' is, (CK) like c-s: (Ki)
W

and 'is'. (TA) or the 'c's-i-, (0, TA)
&

7. C -i-. He stole, or slipped, anay from ing, and whose loner lip has fallen and she is

i. e.

c", with damm

to the U", and teshdeed

unable to raise it. (K, T.A.. [The explanation in and fet-h to the U, (O,) is a species of the
the
CK is faulty: the last words should be
2 - 0°
ax39 &b-i
: S.D.
is :
aug. (O, TA;) and this last is one of the largest of the
S.]) Some sayy that the >A *

&:

us without his being known to do so. (M, K.)

J.

8: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph.
hind of trees called Là- (O:) accord. to AHn,
<!- A species of .2% [or barley], (Lth, S, M, mentative. (TA) - One says also ruel L. (TA) or as is said by some one or more of the
Mgh, Msb, K.) having no hush, (Lth, S, Mgh, (~, [in the CK (~,] meaning He got not Arabs of the desert, (O,) the <!- is a large
Msb,) #: [which may mean either beardless anything. (K, T.A.)
or smooth], (Lth,) [in appearance] as though it
were n heat, (S,) growing in El-Ghonºr and El

IIjaz; (Mgh, Msb;) the Ges. [or meal of the
parched grain] whereof is employed as a cooling
diet in the -: [or summer]: (TA:) or i, q.
* [i.e. the common barley]; (M, K;) as some

kind of trees, like the tails of the [lizards called]

-> (pl. of J.3], green, and having thorns,

cº

and [of the kind termed] Ja:- (0, TA:) in

the T it is said to be a sort of Ja:- that ceases
not to be green in the summer, or hot season, and
and : £, (S, O, K.) He swalloned (S, O, Msb, in the & [app. here meaning autumn], and is
K) a morsel, or mouthful, or gobbet, (S, O, K.) neak, or weak and soft: Az also says that it
1.

&#, aor.”, inf n. 3'-(§, O, Msh, K)
•

say: (M.) or the sour (Ja-la-) sort of >3: and food, (TA,) or a thing; (Msb;) as also & grows in the plains, or level tracts, has a fruit, or
or, as
produce, with a sharpness in the extremities
some say, a species of n-heat; but the explanation aor. 2; (Msb;) and 7 *: (O, K:*) or &= (M, K:) or a white ×, without husk:

thereof, and is green in the [season called]

next preceding this last is the more correct, for
* * de

*Las:ll and

&

signifies the eating quickly. (TA.) Hence the and then dries up, and becomes yellon : and he

Šiši are mentioned in a trad, as saying, & itää13 &= - Jé9. [Eating is a adds, [contr. to what has been said above, from

distinct, each from the other, and by the former sn'allowing, and paying is a putting off], (S, his work, the T,] it is not reckoned among the
is meant wheat: (TA:) or a species of ex: with Meyd, O,) or s-Ji &: 3:S [Taking, or trees called Ja:-. (L. T.A.)
a thin husk and small grain: (IF, Msb:) or a receiving, is a smalloning, &c.]: (Meyd, TA:)
6 * >*
grain betn'een wheat and barley (Jea:), not i.e., when a man receives a loan, or the like, he
d's-k- or &: see the next preceding
having a husk like that of the latter, and thus devours it [greedily]; but when he from whom paragraph, in three places.
being like wheat in smoothness, and like barley he has received it demands his due, he puts him
TheAsi- [properly the nindpipe, but
6

&:-

(Jes:) in its nature, or quality, and in its cool off by promising to pay it: (S, O:) a prov.,
ness: (Az, Msb:) accord. to Es-Seydelánee, like (Meyd, O, TA,) applied to him who takes the here app. meaning the gullet: see 5]. (O, K.)
barley (>x5) in its form, and like wheat in its property of others and to whom it is easy to do One says, asts—i. L. an ele, [May Godsmite
•

-

** *

* **

nature, or quality; but this is a mistake: (Ibn so; but when he is sued for payment, puts off, him, or afflict him, in his d'a-M.J. (O.)
Es-Saláh, Msb:) [gymnocrithon (i.e. hordeum and it is difficult to him: (Meyd:) meaning that
and
and W
one loves to take, and hates to return, or restore.
nudum) of Galen: tragus of Diosc. (Golius.)]

£4->".
6 - d

Bk. I.

-

e >

6

£4.

*

&:

Good,
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or pleasant, food, (O, K, TA,) that is smallowed camels to void -3. [or thin excrement; i. e. it (accord. to the K) or " £- (accord. to the Mgb)
purged them]; said of
a herb.
(A, TA.)
[See and W 3.
, inf.
n. as above,
He rubbed

(K, TA) with ease. (TA.)
-

&: Bald in the fore part of the head; like

also 4.]= as
over his

£

L- [or

skin for holding clarified butter] ment, or instruments, of war; (A, K;) the thing
3, i.e. rol, or inspissated juice. (K, [or things] with which one fights in war, and

-

i; but the former is the more common. (TA
in art

nvith

£-)

4. 4-1-1 He made him to void -3-

-->

X-

and

">>

repels, or defends oneself; (M3b;) anything with
which one repels the enemy, as a sncord and
[or thin spear &c. : (Ham p. 73:) or a weapon, or

weapons, of iron: (Lth, Mgh, K:) it is of the

Tall, or long; (S, K;) as excrement]. (S, K.) [See also 2.]

epithets applied to a horse, and to a man, and to

i-,

(K,) [the last mentioned in the L
as a pl.,] A neapon, or weapons; i.e. an instru

J. e.

masc. gender, (§, Mab, TA) accord. to the more

5. -i-. He wore, or put on, [or armed him approved usage, (TA,) or that which most pre

the iron head or blade of an arrow &c.; (K:) or, self with,] a weapon,* or, weapons. (S, A, L., K.) vails, (Mgb,) because in the pl. it takes the form
-

applied to this last, the former word signifies long
and broad: (AHn, TA:) or slender; as also

• * ~ *

-

• *

•

—[Hence]
&# 3:) --~~5: see #2.
Excrement, ordure, or dung: (L, TA:
6 o e

...i.; and the pls of these two words are

, e.

i-i, which is a pl. form of a

masc. n., (S,
Mab,”) : in the instances of 5-i, pl. of X-,
and #23, pl. of #9, (S,) but it is also fem.,

of

[and evidently so accord. to the Msb; in my copy
(S, Msb, K,) and has also for pls.
of which, and so, app., in the copy used by SM,
heads or blades, signify [also] sharpened, or immediately after the mention and explanation of
pointed, or sharp-pointed: (TA:) and X-3 the verb , i., is added, 2-a-Jū ā-5 4-1-3A2; say £9– 55 Js; [A man having a weapon or
applied to arrows signifies long in the iron heads. plainly showing, by what follows asl., that this neapons]. (K.) And
* >; [A people, or
(S) = i, and "X-5- are also applied as epi word is a mistranscription for 4-i-, and that party, having weapons, or arms]. (S, A, K.) And
, an instance of
thets to a camel: (S, K: [in the former it is the meaning is, “and it is its 2
U-4 [He wore, or put on, the weapon,
or
implied that in this case they have the first of the
**- - 5
significations above; but see what follows:]) thus the inf. n. used as a subst, properly so called;” the weapons, or arms]. (S, A, K.) AndXi Já-l

>S-

and

&*: which, applied to such iron

£:

(L) and the Pl, fem is +1-52. (Mb) You
G3-

d =

£"

applied, they signify Advanced in age, and strong: i.e., the dung of a bird is called its -i-, for the X: The people, or party, took their weapons,
(K:) or £he former, so applied, signifies strong: verb is there said to relate to a bird; though in or arms, each taking his. (Mgb.)- A sncord
(S voce

... i2:) the pl. of each is *-3-, with truth it has a general application:]) or such as is (AZ, Mgh, K) alone is sometimes termed 3-.

fet-h [to the L-J. ($, K.)- Also the former, thin, of any dung: (L, TA: [and this is the
applied to the
[or jaw-bone], Strong, (K, sense in which it is commonly known:]) and
W CS- signifies [the same: i. e.] excrement,
TA,) full-sized, (TA,) and thick, or compact.
(K, T.A.) And, applied to a head, Long in the ordure, or dung, (S, A, MA, L, K, KL,) of a
Jú: [or jan-bones]. (K, TA)—Also A well human being, (KL,) or of a bird (MA) [and of
ancient (#28) and having much water. (K.) = any animal]: or thin excrement or dung: (MA:)
<-- is also the name of A certain well-known this latter is said to be the correct meaning in a
plant; (K, TA;) of those termed Js: Twhich is marginal note in a copy of the S: (TA:) the pl.
of the former is C*- and 3-1. (L, TA.)
6 *

6

* *

d

eaten; (TA;) [namely, colza; or brassica napus
oleifera : so in the present day.] .it is an arabi

*

- d -

[*-i- es:

frequently occurs in the Lexicons
cized word, [from the Pers. Loak,] originally &c., meaning He cast forth his excrement, or
t;
with L', but pronounced by the Arabs with L. : ordure; or properly, in a thin state.]
(AHn, TA:) one should not sayX-li, nor...is, * [lit. O dung of the cron'], an expression
or this is a word of weak authority: (T, K, TA:) used by 'Omar, means <-- (. + [0 foul, or
Az says that some pronounce it with L', but that filthy, man]. (Mgh.)

&l-

it is correctly with U". (TA.)

:

X-3:

is likewise thus termed. (TA)- And A staff,

£- means + The horns
of the bull. (S,” TA.) —cs:" * is t an appel
or stick. (K.)- *śl

&#" 5. ii [i. e. The star Arcturus].
(A, TA)-An ex-> 3+ s^4 and

lation of

G-:

* <--i- mean : The camels became

fat, and of goodly appearance; (A, L, TA;)
i. e. their fat became as though it were weapons
with which they prevented their being slaughtered:
(L, TA :) and the like has been mentioned before,
[voce ~2,] in art. 2-2 (T.A.)
d.o.

:* -

-

C- A man

having, (K,) or having with him,
(S,) a weapon, or weapons: (S, K:) an epithet

signifies : [i. e. Rob, or inspissated [of the possessive kind, having no verb,] similar
see the preceding paragraph, in two juice, generally of dates,] with nihich a shin for
*

*

, e.

s

•

to -u and c'). (TA)= And A she-camel
clarified butter is rubbed over, (K, TA,) for the that has voided excrement, [or thin excrement,]

places.
• * 0 e

(AZ, Mgh.)- And A bon without a string (K)

s

purpose of seasoning it. (TA.)

6 - e.

*-i- _2\,.

Arron's made long and broad
[in their iron heads]. (TA.)

• &

6

in consequence [of the eating] of herbs, or legu
minous plants. (S, K.)

•

: see z-\".

* -e

£i

&- &:
[More wont to mute than a
Rain-nater in pools left by torrents:
(K:) so says ISh: but not heard by Az from the bustard] (Meyd, A, Mgh) and *** &: [than
1.

£, (S, Mgh, K,) aor. *, (Mgb, K,) inf. n.

a domestic hen]: the former mutes in the time of

Arabs. (TA.)

£, ($, Mgh, Mgb) said of a man, (TA) He

£1. The young of the J-- [or partridge];

voided his excrement, or ordure; (S, K;) [or

(S.K.) like #1 and -iù. (S3) [a coll, gen, n.,

thin eaccrement : see

£-

6 -

fear; and the latter, in the time of security:
(Meyd:) a prov. (Meyd, Mgh.)
A certain plant, the pasturing upon

:

s

- -

and] said of a bird, it n. un, with 3: for] it is said in the T that as-J., and

which causes the milk (S, K) of the camels (S) to
muted, or dunged; (Msb;) like £5% (Mgh," #: signify the young one of the J.-- (TA:) become
abundant: (S, K:) or a certain kind of
Msb) said of a man: (Msb:) and said also [of
6

other animals, as, for instance,] of a camel, (S,
K, TA,) and of a bull. (K in art. Jalj.)

*

*

pl. 3'-i-, (T, S,K) like &. (T, TA)
C*- :
See

2.4-i- He armed him with a weapon or

6

-

C>.

0 p.

C)

-: *-i-, (K, TA,) and
J.5%), (TA) He armed him with the sword,
(K, TA,) and the bon.
(A, TA,) inf n.

£,

(TA) = J.' C-,
(TA,) It caused the

o

esert, “What is thy father's tree?” and she
answered, X:
#
5-5
d

*

d

&*:

•

weapons. (A.) And

tree, or shrub, that has this effect: (L:) [see also
£

it was said to an Arab woman of the

6 *

*

CŞ:

See

£e
•

-

-i...—[Also 4 loosenes, or flux C:#! [The tree of my father is the isleek: froth

of thin excrement from the bonels: diarrhoea.]

£3-, (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K, &c.,) as also " £

upon the milk, and milk free from froth; and a
long, or tall, hump: these are the consequences
of pasturing upon it]: (S," L:) or it is a certain

-
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C--&
*—ia-l

herb, or leguminous plant, of those that are

dren forth gently the day from the night: (K,

slender and soft (J.i.12%-i 3-), growing in
the ninter, that

--

TA:) or He separated the day from the night.

J: (AZ, Msh, K) and Li-i-, (Fr. K.) (Jel in xxxvi. 97) - See also 7, in three places.
c: pronounced
by the vulgar Ji-i-, (TA,) and
much of #: 3täs-J., [which is the most common of the –9-# <le 3-l £1. and [in an intensive

causes the camels to void

when they eat
(#), resembling the "eye dial vars.] (S, Msh, K) and itá-i- (Fr. K) and sense] 'as-i- t [The heat made the skin of the
[or rocket], growing upon tracts of sand such as ju-ti, (Mb) and £, (AZ, Msh, K) and man to peel off; or excoriated the man]. (TA.)
And •-le- *" &: ! [The mange, or scab,
are termed -si-. or a certain kind of plant,
£, (S, K,) [The tortoise, commonly so
[or thin excrement]

or a certain herb

groning conspicuously in plain, or soft, tracts, called ; and also the turtle, or sea-tortoise; ap excoriated him, i.e., a camel]: (A, TA:) [and
having a thin and delicate leaf, and a pericarp
so 4-1. without the mention of the skin:] see
plied to both in the present day;] a certain nell

(a:-) stuffed with grains, or seeds, like those of known beast; (K;) [and] a certain aquatic
poppy . which is one of the plants of th: pain animal; (Mgb;) called in Pers. 24.0 and C#.

£4. Andžiul #: + The ostrich had a dis

the

ease in his feathers [app. such as caused many of

of the -ā-2 [here meaning spring (see C-ej)],
and n:hich causes the cattle to void

cs:

I1. Ulll.

with 3: Aboo-Ziyād says that the places in

C*-

which the
* *

grows are sands. (L.)

* @ e.

ā-k-e A

(MA, PS) and # 3-5 (MA) applied to them to fall off]. (TA)--Gil #1, #[The
the male and the female: (Msb:) pl. -i-S-: plant shed its foliage, and then became altogether
(S, Msb:) or, accord. to Fr, the male of the green again: (see £- :) or] the plant became
s

--> is called #; and the female is called

green again after having dried up. (M, K.)

3ü-A. in the dial. of Benoo-Asad: (Msb:) [it

#3 &- "Q &# * * & B4-4,

Xà [or frontier of a hostile country]:

(K:) or a place of arms or weapons, (Mgh,) like is said to be derived from the Pers. Us! £9-5

2%

-3% [which is

an elevated place of
observation], (S, Mgh, TA,) wherein are parties
that watch the enemy, lest they should make an
invasion at unanares, and, when they see them,
inform their companions, in order that they may
prepare themselves for them: (Nh, TA:) pl.
(S, Mgh.)- Also, [in one of my copies
Ol

and a

&l-

in a trad, respecting Solomon and the as: [or
because there is a hole in the body, into which
hoopoe, i.e. + And they stripped off the surface
the foot enters: (Freytag's Lex.:)] its blood and
of the place of the water, like as the hide is
its gall-bladder are [asserted to be] beneficial to
stripped
off, and thereupon the water came forth],
him who is affected with epilepsy; and the
means that they dug until they found the water.
smearing with its blood, to the joints; (K, TA;)
which thereby become strong: (TA:) and it is
said that when the cold has become intense in a

of the S erroneously written a-i-.] A people, place, (K, TA,) and one fears for the seed
or party, having arms, or weapons; an armed produce from it, (TA,) and this beast is placed
people or party; (S, A, K, TA;) composing a upside-down, so that its fore and hind legs are
numerous body, in a place of observation, with towards the air, the cold will not alight upon that
the keeping of which they are entrusted, at the place. (K, TA.)- (ii-th or id: is also
..frontier of an enemy's country; a single person a name of ! The constellation Lyra; commonly
of whom is termed
(A," L;) and called Júl.]
ā-1: [also] is thus applied to a single person

(TA)–:: * > £, said of a child,
mother. (TA)--> £i- is + The substitu

means t He was drawn out from the belly of his

ting throughout the poetry, for the original words,
other words synonymous therenith: what falls
(TA. [See Har
p.263.])
short of this is termed

5: see the next paragraph, first sentence.

&l

in a saying of 'Omar: (Mgh:) they are thus

£4.

2: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

'*-*.

called because of their having weapons, or because

•

J. J.

7.

d

-

•

1. #1, (S, A, Msb, K, &c.) aor. *, (§, K,

&l-

and [in an intensive sense]

'*-ī-, [His skin became stripped off – and

of their occupying the place called i-i: (Nh:)
[as in the Kur xxxvi. 37,]) or -, (Msb, [but this
or the a-l-e of the army are a party of I find in no other lexicon,]) and *, (S, Mgb, K.)
capturers that go before the army, exploring for inf n. *-ū, (S, Msb) He stripped off (S,K)
them the nay, and searching as spies to learn
men's of the enemy, lest the enemy should make a the hide, or skin, of a sheep or goat: (S:) or he
sudden assault upon them; not suffering any one skinned a sheep or goat. (A, Mgb.) And
of the enemy to enter the territory of the Muslims, ū3'-[Its skin was stripped off]. (A.) - One
and warning the Muslims of the approach of an does not say of a camel, $41- <+1-, but
army. (ISh.)

slough: (L, K:) and in like manner one says of

&#, and #4, and £i (Ms)–

any creeping thing: (L:) and one says of the

#:

.*.p {

3

- " -

Cs-1-2 : see the next preceding paragraph.
--~~
Q. 4.

<--" It was, or became, right, direct,

*

>

the became excoriated by heat]. (A, TA. [The

latter meaning is indicated in the TA.])
ū, is &- #~1--" [The serpent cast off, or
dicested itself of its slough]: ($:) and * ><1.

#~), (L. K.) aor. 4, infn.£ (L) signifies
the same, or] the serpent withdren itself from its

[Hence,] + He pulled off or stripped off [a gar serpent termed : Júl [q.v.], *i-": [He
ment]. (K, TA.) You say of a woman, << casts off his sough]. (S)- One says also of
(32, (S, TA) and #2 * <<1, (A, TA) a man, 4.3 & &l- + [He became stripped,

! She pulled off her shift: stripped it off (S,
or divested, or he divested himself, of his clothes].

TA)—And
[hence] #1 * (S, A, M.B.)
#, (K,) aor. * (L, Msb) and *, (L) inf n. (S)-And: £-1(S, A, Msh, K): 3
(S) t The month Passed, or passed anay [from
+ and £, (L, Msb,) the passed the month,
its year]; (Msb, K, TA;) as also "#. (K.)

rightly directed, straight, or even. (S, K.)- It Or
(a road) nas extended: (S:) or conspicuous and
extended. (K.)- [And app. It was, or became,
spread out, or expanded: see the part n., below.] or his month; (§, K, TA;) came to the end of

it. (S, A, Msb, K.) #1 (+1, means ! We And J. & # £-1 (S, A, K) : The day

*-i-

A woman who cares not for what she passed forth from the month; having pulled off became drann forth gently from the night; (K,
does nor for what is said to her. (AA, TA.)
from ourselves every night one thirtieth part TA;) came forth from the night so as not to
5.
leave with it aught of its light. (TA.) [As used
--- Right, direct, rightly
directed, until the nights were complete, when we pulled in this phrase and in others,] 4: - M-51 means
3 - **
off from ourselves all of it: and * J> ūki
straight, or even: (S, K:) like -:#. (TA.)
13és means “We entered upon [the period of the + It became altogether separated from it; quitted
•

&

P

*

- Extended: (S:) or conspicuous and extended:
3

** *

new moon of] such a month; clothing ourselves it entirely. (MF.)
with it and increasing the clothing of ourselves
9.
inf n.

(K:) applied to a road: (S, K:) like --il.
He lay upon his
(L.)- I q. ck- [app. as meaning Spread therewith until the passing of the half of it:” then
side. (K.) .
out, or expanded].
& Js we pull off from ourselves [by degrees] the whole
of it: hence a verse cited voce ess'. (T, TA.)
£-: see
in two places.
means Our day was, or became, one ofprotracted
And one says of God,
&: £ *-i- the t The last, or end, of the month; (Msb, K;) as
journeying. (L., T.A.)
6

• & f

•

£-l.

(TA)—t-

-

5

d >

£),

£2,

—"

J:

177*
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verb.]-#5 ---,

also ''a<<: (K:) or the last day thereof. called] because it casts off its slough (al £-)

trations of this

(M.A.)

The palm-tree lost the stumps, or lower ends, of

every year: (S:) the female is called

6 d.

#. and

aor. *,

is not qualified by the epithet is ju.: (§, K.) its branches (Ibn 'Abbād, K.) as also "--Ci:
and the epithet applied to the palm-tree in this
−1. The spun thread that is upon the spindle. and you say: it. o's, i. (K,) not giving to the case is "J-3-; (K;), or, accord. to the Tek
*...* 6

.

£9–2, in two places.

See

(K.)
6 -

d -

6

as-k- : see

- d.

£2-2.

epithet the dual form, accord. to AZ and As; mileh and o and L, 'J.; but it seems that
but I Drd authorizes its being in the dual form, "J" # means a palm-tree that lets fall
though the former mode is the better known:
and stren's its unripe dates; and "J"--, that
(TA:) and
and
and
and
usually does thus: (TA) and "J-1. means
W i:, (K,) which last is extr. [i.e. anomalous].

#:

£-

i-lu. 3,0:

- * A skinned sheep or goat; (L;) as also

what falls from the palm-tree.

*::: (S.K.) and ': (TA) or this

(TA.) - Also t A plant of the kinds termed

(Ibn-Abbād,

TA)–:- - -, (inf n. 12, TA) The

last is an epithet in which the quality of a subst. Ja:- &c. that has shed its Joliage ($-1.) and piece of wood became old and crumbling and
is predominant, meaning a skinned sheep or goat, then become altogether green again. (TA.)
wasted. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)=U.l., (S, M, K.)
without head and without legs and without belly:
inf n. Ji- and U-, (IAar, M.) He became
:
£i,
applied
to
a
man,
(JK,)
+
Very
red
[as
(Mgh:) and the first is an epithet applied to a
sheep or goat until some part of it has been eaten; though skinned]. (JK, K.) - And [its pl.] bereft of reason. (S, M., K.)
after which, what remains is called 31%, whether J-, applied to camels, t Having mange, or
2. -i-, (Ibn 'Abbād) inf n. …, (K.)
He
set, fixed, or put together, a composite Orna
scab,
by
which
they
are
excoriated.
(JK.)
much or little. (L.)=:
A thing,
Also + Bald in the fore part of the head: (K:) ment, of the ornaments worn by women, not
(JK,) accord. to the K a person, but this is not but
is more common in this sense. (TA.) consisting of jjā [or beads]. (Ibn-'Abbād, K,"
in the other lexicons, (TA,) insipid; without
taste. (JK, K, T.A.)- And A man (TA) vehe
- ~! A certain plant. (K.) [Perhaps a TA.) c -- of
went in euss-, without impregnating. (K, TA) dial. var. of
4. --Li She (a camel) produced her young
or a mistranscription for this
one
before the completion of the days: (T, K:)
latter.]
•

£-

- of

&:

-

-

&:

6 *

> *>

* >

* >

ā-S-23 as-S., as In it (accord. to the K in

6

£, TA) is insipidity, or tasteless

the epithet applied to her in this case is "J-M",

- d.

A place in which sheep or goats are
and to the young one, W U-14, (TA)and "J-1.
L-A-.
skinned.
(Mgb.)
mess. (K,"TA.)
(Ibn-'Abbād, T.A.) - See also 1.
A skin, or hide; (JK, S, K;) as also
ā-5- [app. A piece of skin, or hide, stripped
Ji- A string upon which beads, (M.) or
W
(TA:)
or,
of
a
sheep
or
goat;
(A;)
as
white
beads worn by female slaves, (S, K,) are
off]. (K voce 3-) =The urine of the mountain
goat. (KL.) [In Pers. 4-3-3 thus, with C’ also "#, i.e. its skin, or hide, that is stripped strung: ($, M, K.) pl. J.," (S.M.) or [a
woman's ear-drop; i. e.] the woman's ornament
and with fet-h to the first letter, accord. to John off (K, TA.) [Hence,] one says,
& called Li. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)- And [the pl.]
son's Pers. Ar. and Engl. Dict. Golius adds, on 9-l #: ! [Such a one is an ass in the skin
the authority of Ibn-Beytár, that it is black and of a man]. (A, TA.)- And The slough of a Us: signifies also Women's mufflers, or head
coverings;
-ss-ex.,
[pl. of los-]: so says IAar;
viscous like pitch, and is collected from the rocks.] serpent; (JK, S, A, L, K;) as also V • ~, and
he citessyn.
as an
him, but see

-

£5£:

Le:-

•

is: + A certain perfume, or odoriferous (MA, KL, and so in the CK,) or " £, (TA,)
substance, resembling bark stripped off, (JK, K, and * is t. (L, and so in copies of the K and
TA,) and having -** [or forking projections]. in the TA.)- Also t.A. palm-tree of n:hich the
(TA)—t of the [plants called] --> (JK, S, unripe dates fall and become scattered about in a
K) and

&#, (JK, S,) [Such as has been stripped

of what was good for pasture;] the portion that

has in it nothing for pasture (JK, S, K, TA)

&*- ; and with 3: see #4.
>'' ££-.
* > & a

6

•

*

U-2-A->

*

•

*

5:
2%

• * *

*

* * *

*

-

4-6-3 co->
#3

*

• * *
*

watering-trough neith heads, as though there were
in it old women sitting, with grizzled heads,

o' --

See

having thronin off the mufflers]: they having

what has become dried up. (TA.)- And + The

oil of the fruit, or produce, of the cit [or ben

4

* : * * *

*}-e J-5

*

f o –

d &

Temaining; (TA;) consisting only of dry wood:
(S, TA:) and of the &e, such as is thick, of

•* > * ~

U-25, tax-> --

U-2'-3' <-āli U-25" las:
[They (referring to camels) had filled their

green state. (S, K.)
*

*

s

eaten of [the kind of plants, or trees, called]

U-1

1. U-1-, [aor. *,] inf n. .*

Jand

i-S-

so that their faces and heads had become

and

white, he likens them to old women that had
[It was, or became, loose, not tight; as thrown off the mufflers, (M.)
and [other] perfume, and then expressed, it is meaning slack; the only signification indicated J. and "i3-[said in the M to be inf ns.
termed J, #: and one says of it, Já. (TA.) by ISd; (see U-, below;) and also as meaning of U-, (q.v.) and in the K to be simply substs.,
Also t Offspring : (JK, K, TA:) because it has unsteady :] (M:) [in the K, Ji- and ā-3- are signify, as substs., Looseness; as meaning slack
been drawn out (; : i. e.
from the belly of said to be simply substs.: see the former of these ness; and as meaning unsteadiness: - and also]
two words below.]-J-1, (MSb, TA) aor. *, Easiness, gentleness, tractableness, submissiveness;
its mother. (TA.)
inf n. U- (Msb) [and app. ā-3- also, (see
compliance, or obsequiousness. (S, K.) [Hence,]
i: an extr. pl. [or quasi-pl. n.] of
J.- below,)] said of a colt, (TA,) ..[and of a one says, " #5- 22% & ! [In his speech is
tree] before it has been seasoned (K, TA) with

aromatics: when it has been seasoned with musk

£,

&#)

£,

q. v. (TA.)
-

horse, and, tropically, of a man, (see L-M-,)] He easiness]. (A.) = For the former, see also 1:

£5– A skinner, or flayer. (KL.)
£- Shinning, or flaying. (KL.)- + Mange,

nas, or became, tractable, submissive,

compliant,

obsequious, (TA,) or easy, (MSb, TA,) and
gentle. (Msb.) You say, Li- es' --- ! [He

and 4.

J.- part n of -i-, as also '... (M.)

not tight; meaning [slack; (see 1, first
or scab, in consequence of which the camel is nas easy to me in giving me my due, or right].
sentence;) and also] unsteady; applied to a nail,
J

Loos,

- d. J.

ercoriated ("5-1-3). (K.) – [A serpent cast (A, TA) And 4: …, (TA) infin. C-,
(A, TA,) and to any other thing. (TA.) A

ing off its slough. And hence,] A black serpent, (Msb,) + His urinejlowed involuntarily; he was rājiz says,
(JK, S, K.) intensely black : (JK, TA:) you say, unable to retain his urine; (Msb, TA;) by yeason
#, (S, K,) not prefixing the former word ofdisease. (Msb.) [The explanations of L.A. and

'*'C', 'J, #:

so as to govern the latter in the gen, case: [so

J'ai : 43 & 4~

£-

*

•

U-i- &c. below will serve to give further illus

*

• *

**

•

J -

*

d -

*
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22

***

*

-

[A female of slender make, whose loose tá,
(q.v.) required more than it had within it to fill
*t, laughing so as to discover cool and sneet
serrated and sharp teeth]. (M., T.A.)- Easy;
applied to a thing: (S:) easy, (Msb, K,) gentle;
(S, Msb, K;) tractable; submissive; compliant;
obsequious; (S, K;) applied [to a horse and the
like, and, tropically,] to a man. (S.) You say,
2%l U- J% [Ahorse easy to be led; tractable].

Lord, in gardens, drinking wine and fermented
5. 2: al-J He overcame them; prevailed
juice of the grape : but the meaning may be, the
choicest of nine, or the sneetest thereof, &c., (see or predominated, over them; or nas made to do
&-3) and nine easy to smallon, or the like]. 80; he had, or exercised, or n'as made to have or
(TA.) - And A certain fountain in Paradise exercise, superior power or force over them : (S:)

(A) And * - 3% and * * ~

[mentioned in art. U-, q.v.]: (M, K:) Aboo he had, or was made to have, mastery, dominion,

•

4 [Such a one is easy to be led, or. persuaded ;
tractable, submissive, or compliant]. (A.) –
t A man easy in private conference; expl. by
5: J.-. (Msb.) - Beverage, or wine, that
descends gently or easily [don'n the throat]. (TA.)
J% J- A man n-hose urine flon's involun
tarily; who is unable to retain his urine; (S, A,
*-m

(M;) or absolute superiority of power or force:
(K:) he gave him poner over him, and superior
5'-' (see" ():
* power or. Jorce.
(TA) [You say also, Li
[as though meaning Verily they are with their -PSSI asks He set the dogs upon him.]

* -, --, * *!
*

* * *, *

~

*

*

*** *

*

Bekr says that it may be a proper name of the or authority, and poncer, or absolute dominion or
fountain, and properly imperfectly decl. [i. e. authority and poncer, over them : (Msb:) he had,
superior poner
without tenween] as being determinate and of the or received, poncer over them; • and
* ~ * >
fem. gender, but made to be with tenween at the or force; quasi-pass. of2: alak". (TA.)
end of a verse in the Kur [lxxvi. 18] in order
4; d. •

that it may be conformable with other endings of
verses; or it may be an epithet applied to the

fountain, and therefore perfectly decl.: (TA:) Sb
Mşb, K;) by reason of disease. (Msb.)
mentions it as an ex, of an epithet: IAar says
#: A certain herb, bearing a near resem that he had not heard it except in the Kur-án:

blance to the C-3, (AHn, M, K, TA) except (M, TA:) I'Ab says that 5:... [in the Kur]
means that slips, or steals, (#) into the throats,

that it has a grain like that of the [species of
barley called] <!- ; (AHn, TA;) and n:hen it or fauces : [as though the radical letters were
dries up, it has an anon that flies about, when it only L- and U, which some assert to be the case:]
is put in motion, like arron's, sticking into the accord. to Aboo-Jaafar El-Bákir, it means soft in
eyes and the nostrils, and often blinding the the part betneen the 5:- [or head of the wind
pasturing beasts: (AHn, M, TA:) the places of pipe] and the 3'- [or fauces]: the explanation
its growth are the plain, or soft, tracts. (AHn, as meaning [S- J- i. e.]
&
4, J
TA.)
Jesúl [Ask of thy Lord a nay of access to this
J.S.: Loss, or departure, of reason or intellect. fountain] is a mistake, not allowable. (TA.)
The pl. is -3- and --> and the pl. of
(S, M., K.)

*

6 *

6 * >

> *

-

6 .. •

•

.

6

- d …

•

see ÚUla. ; for the latter, in three

#1.

Places.

&u: Strength, might, force, or poncer; (TA;)
as also "ist. (Bdin iii. 144:) predominance;
the possession, or exercise, of superior poner or
force, or of dominion, or authority, and poner,
or of absolute dominion, or authority and poncer;

(Mgh;) as also *ālai.; ($;) the former being

syn, with £3 [used as a subst] (Mgh;) and
the latter being the subst. from £3. (S:)
poner of dominion; sovereign, or ruling, poncer;
(M;) [in this sense, as well as in the first,] i. q.

• & e

6

* > d p

U-2 : see 4.
6 p.

6 * > *

alal- :

the present day it is applied to An artificial delegated poner, or ponier given to one who is not
fountain that thron's up water.]
a king; (TA;) also written dual. ; (M, Msb,
K;) which is the only instance of this form:
lal
(Msb:) it is masc. and fem.; (M, TA;) generally

U-ju- : see L-M-, in two places.

s

•

*āi, (Mab3) power of a king, (Lth, Mgh,
[the fem.] it: is #5-i-. (TA)—[In K;)
and of a governor; (Mgh, Msb;) [i. e.]

.

a...')- : see L-M-, in two places.
•

S-

s

*- : ] see la A.; for the former, in four
£1.. places; and for the latter, in seven.

-

P + y,

U-1-2 : see 1, in two places: - and see also 4.

masc., in the opinion of the skilful; but sometimes
fem.; so say I Amb and Zj and others: (Msb:)
J.: A sword having navy marks resembling
but
ISk says that it is fem. (TA) One says,
He,
or
it,
overcame,
prevailed,
or
predominated:
a chain : occurring in a verse of Ibn-Kilábeh El
(S,
TA:)
or
nas,
or
became,
firm,
or
established,
in
(ISk,) or some say, (Msb,) &ü: 4: <<
Hudhalee, as some relate it; but accord. to others,
J-1.1%, formed by transposition from J-i-. superior poncer or force : (B, TA:) he possessed (ISk, Msb) The sovereign, or ruling, power
poner of dominion or sovereignty or rule. (M.)
(TA.)
– It (anything, as, for instance, a solid hoof, (*#) decreed it. (MSb.) And Aboo-Zuheyr
says, I heard one, in whose chasteness of speech
U.S.- : see U-1- : - and see also 1, latter and a camel's foot,) was, or became, strong, or
I have confidence, say, #4. &ú. ūji [A
•

6 *

* *

1. i.i., aor.”, (M.) inf n. *%, (§, M, B.)

*

- ©

6

e

hard. (M.) – He was, or became, sharp. (TA.)
And the same verb, (M., Msb, K.) inf. n. as tyrannical sovereign, or ruling, ponier, came to
Jasi: Bereft of reason, or intellect; (S, M ;) above
(S, M, Mob, K) and is,", (S, M, K.) us]. . (Mgb.) It is said in a trad., Jú & Sl

part, in two places.

and [of bulk] of body, (M,

TA), as

some6 J say;
-

J 6 e

He was, or became, chaste, or perspicuous, in

qual. $, meaning Unless

thou ask the ruler, or

but accord. to the T, one says U-21-6 U- in speech, or eloquent, and sharp in tongue : (S:) or
governor, or the king, for thy due from the public
respect of his reason, or intellect, but Js: in
long-tongued; (M, K;) as also al., aor. *, (K,) treasury. (Mgh.) And you say, 4 &iss- 33
d :
respect of his body: (TA:) possessed, or insane. inf n. 4-3 (TS, TA:) or clamorous and foul
cºs & Li- + U+ duel. I have given
(K.)
tongued: (Mgb:) [or this verb, said of a man, thee power, or authority, to take, or receive, my due
• Ji

o

* *

• *

*

* > *

has the first of these three significations; but]

J-M"

<-ai, inf n. #5-, signifies she (a woman) from such a one. (TA) And J:"J: X#5
J: a quinqueliteral-radical word, (M,) was,
or became, long-tongued, and vehemently £ual. & [A man shall not take precedence of a
Easy [as a beverage] in the utmost degree:
man in his authority]; meaning, in his house,
-

**, below.]
2. * All-, (S, M, Msb) inf n. *::, (M,

and where he has predominance, or superior

(c', so in copies of the K,)] in which is K.) also written with J2, (Ibn-'Abbād, and K

cushion; for in doing so he would show him

clamorous. (Lth.) [See

(TA:) [applied as an epithet to milk, (c)3, so in

de •

a copy of the M, and so in the CK,) or signifying
smooth,

y

w

power, or authority; nor shall he sit upon his

no roughness: (M, K:) and sometimes applied as in art. Jale,) He (God, S) made him to over contempt. (Mgh.)- Strength, or hardness, of
an epithet to water, (M, TA,) or beverage, mean come him; to prevail, or predominate, over him; anything: (M, K:) sharpness of anything: force,
ing easy of entrance into the throat, or fauces. or to have, or exercise, superior poner or force or violence, of anything. (TA.) The vehemence

(TA)- And Wine: (K:) so accord. to some, over him : (S, K:) he made him to have mastery, of winter. (TK.) An excited and predominant
as in the saying of 'Abd-Allah Ibn-Rawáhah, dominion, or authority, and ponder, over him : state of the blood; or inflammation thereof.

in which it is [said to be] used as a syn. adjunct (Msb:) he made him to have, or exercise, abso (IDrd, M, K.) The flaming, or blazing, of fire.
to the preceding word:
lute dominion or sovereignty or rule, over him; (IDrd.) - A proof; an evidence; an argument;
-

1406
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a plea; an allegation; syn.

is-, (S, M, Mgh, strong, or hard, solid hoof (M, TA) And £5– Wide. (Lth, T, O, K.) It is said of
*u-ji *āk. #3 A beast having a strong, or rain [as meaning Wide-spreading]. (O.)

Mob, K.) and &s: (S, Msh.) a *- being
thus called because of the force with which truth

hard, hoof (M.) And C#1 *** - A

*

* de •

attacks the mind: (B:) or, accord. to Mohammad camel having a strong, or hard, foot. (M)—
Ibn-Yezeed, from **, (M, TA,) signifying Sharp; applied to anything. (K.) You say also, also V
“oil of olives,” because it enlightens: (TA:) and * >u. 4: Sharp edges of the fore parts of
6

in these senses it has no pl., because it is used in hoofs.

A wide open tract; (IDrd, O, K;) as
s

de 6 p.

•

ce &

p.

C*-

(S, TA)— Chaste

see what next precedes.

in speech, or eloquent,

the place of an inf n. (S, TA.) Accord. to I’Ab, (S, K,) and sharp in tongue: (S:) an epithet
it signifies a: wherever it occurs in the Kur. of praise when applied to the male, and of dis
(TA.) But in the words of the Kur [xvii. 35], praise when [with 3] applied to the female:
üü: 43. tiss- 3á, the meaning may be (IDrd, K. :) also, (K,) long-tongued; (M, K;)
either [% have given to his executor, or heir,] and so W £4, (M,) or **i. ; (K;) fem. #44,
authority, and poncer, or absolute authority and and *āua, (M, K,) and **u-, (K) or
power, or the like; or a plea, or the like. (Mgh) W âû-, (M;) the last written [thusi with tesh
And again, in the Kur [lxix. 29], L: <\ka
deed to the b in the Jm., and there explained as
asual, the meaning may be My dominion, and signifying long-tongued and clamorous : (TA:)
"y authority and poner over men, has perished Or *: signifies clamorous and foul-tongued;
from me; or my plea. (Bd, B.) And sometimes and so it." applied to a woman: (Msb:) or
it means A miracle; as in the words of the Kur
./

* @ J.

•

• 6 ed

* ~ * ~ 08 0

[li.38], c' cust: &# U1% $! [When
we sent him to Pharaoh with a manifest miracle].
(TA.) Az says that it is sometimes masc. be
cause it has a masc. form; and thus it is in the

* ~ *- -

£,

&:, aor. 4, (S, Mgb,) inf. n.
(S, TA,) He clare.9, split, his head, [i. e., the
skin thereof, (see axl.,)] (S, Msb, TA,) by
striking it, with a staff, or stick. .(TA) F1. a-'9

**,

a.o.A5, (S, K,”) aor. *, inf. n. &l-, (S, K,) His

foot became chapped, or cracked, (S, K,) in its
upper part and in its under, like +43. (S, TA.)
[See also 5.]-259
[so in the Land
the latter, applied to a woman, clamorous: (S:) TA, app. a mistranscription for &-,] inf n. &l-,
or long-tongued and vehemently clamorous : His skin became burned by fire so that the mark
(Lth.) or citill åk: is applied to a woman thereof was " upon it. (L., T.A.) - &",
in two senses; signifying sharp-tongued; and aor. * , inf. n. &l-, He was, or became, affected

*&

last of the instances above. (T.A.) - Also A long-tongued. (Az, T.A.) You say also, &L. with Jo; [i.e. leprosy, particularly the white,
ruler, or governor, or the like; a king; a sove *** (M.K.) and 'lu-, (M) or 'lú, (K) malignant kind thereof]. (IDrd, K.)

reign; (8, K, TA;) a khaleefeh : (TA:) these are A long tongue. (M,K) = Oil of olives; (S, M,
its most common applications [in the writings of Mşb, K;) so applied by the generality of the
post-classical times]. (TA:) thus applied because Arabs: but by the people of El-Yemen applied
the person so called is made to predominate; to to oil of sesame, or sesamum : (S, M.:) IDrd, in
have, or exercise, superior power or force; to the Jm, says the reverse; and IF has followed
have dominion, or the like: or because he is one him; but what J says is right, as Sgh, has ob
of the evidences of God: (Aboo-Bekr, TA:) or served in the O: (TA:) also, (K,) or as some
because he possesses proof or evidence [of his say, (M,) any oil expressed from grains or
right]: or because by him pleas and rights are berries (M, K.) pl. Guit. (Mab, K.)
• of
established: (TA:) or because he enlightens the
£i More, and most, overcoming, prevailing,
earth, (Mgb,” B,) and is of great usefulness;
or superior in poner or force.
(B5) the word being derived from #4 signi. predominating,
(Harp. 661)-dû`i;: JHe is the most
fying “olive-oil”]: (Msb:) it is of the measure
&#: (S:) and when [thus] applied to a person, chaste, or eloquent, and the sharpest, [&c., (see
it is masc. : (Mgb:) or it is masc. and fem.: (S, an eX. VOCe 3-)] of them in tongue. (S.)
TA:) accord. to Mohammad Ibn Yeweed, (TA,)

fem, because it is [originally] pl. of lack- applied
to “oil;” as though the kingdom shone by him;

cal

or because it has the signification of i:- and
sometimes masc., because regarded as meaning a

_Q. 3. -: It (a thing) was, or became, long

2.

3%l

&: [inf n. of &: as used in the phrase
al-

Ol'

J-3' &#3,

(see

#:)]

signi

fies a practice which was observed in the Time of
Ignorance, when the people were afflicted with
drought, or barrenness of the earth; which was
The hanging the [kind of tree, or plant, called]
£, with the [species of sn'allon-nort called] **,

to wild bulls, and sending them don’n from the
mountains, having kindled fire in the

and

A:s; seeking thereby to obtain rain: (K, TA:)
or the loading the backs of those animals with the
fire-nood of the &l- and #6, then kindling fire
therein; seeking to obtain rain by the flame of

the fire, which was likened to the gleaming of

&",

lightning. (TA.) [See also
where a mean
ing somewhat different from those above is indi

cated.])
4.

&l- He (a man, TA) had a [nound in the

man; (K, TA;) or because regarded as a sing.: and wide. (AA, O and L in this art.: mentioned head, such as is termed] a-3, (K, TA,) i. e., a
.)- It (a valley) became as: (TA:) or he had a [kind of ulcer in the
so says Mohammad Ibn-Yezeed; but Az observes in the S in art.
that none beside him says this: Fr says that he wide : (K:) accord. to IF, both the U and c are belly, called] a.s. (TA)
who makes it masc. regards it as meaning J% 5 added to give intensiveness to the signification.
5. * 1- His heel became chapped, or
and he who makes it fem. regards it as meaning (O.)- He (a man) extended himself or became
[app. on the ground]; syn. *::1: (L:) cracked. (Sgh, K.) [See also 1; and see 7.]
#:-- (TA) the pl. is 3.2%. (S, Msb.) It extended
or
he
became
thronin don’n upon hisface: or he
is also, itself, sometimes used as a pl.; as in the

-

7.

cut: £,

# It clave, or split, or slit, in an

lay, or lay as though thronin don’n or extended:

intrans. sense. (S, K.) [See also 1, and 5.]
or he stretched himself; or lay, and stretched
c +5: 3: [The lord of king]; i.e. the himself; upon his face, extended upon the ground: : A chap, or crack, in the human foot; pl.
halesfeh : [but this may be rendered the lord of syn. :- #: (O:) or he lay as though thronin
8×. ($, K.) - See also the next paragraph,
sovereign poner, &c. : or, as some say: the latter
donn or extended, upon the back of his neck : in two places.
word
here pl. of lack", like as ūlāā) is pl. of (Ibn-'Abbād, O:) or he (a man, L) fell upon his
-** is(M.b)
face: (L, K:) and upon his back. (L.)
&l- A cleft, or fissure, in a mountain, (Lh,
phrase

used by a poet, meaning

6

p.p.

•

s

#ú, and #úl-,

Or

id:

See

J & P

IAar, Yaakoob, S, K,) having the form of a
£, (K) or " £, (O,) A smooth crack;
(TA;) as also V &l-, ($ #) accord. to
mountain: (O, K:) so says Ibn-'Abbād. (O.)
some: ($, TA:) pl. [of either] 89- (Yaakoob,

*:::.

6 -

*: Strong, or hard; (M, K;) as also " i.,

- ©

-

ā-āi, applied to a girl, or young woman. $, K) and (of the latter, TA) £1. (K.) =
Broad.
(K.)
(M.) or " : . (K.) You say, "il- st-,
Also A like, or fellon; (AA, L, K;) and so
(M.) or "la., (TA,) and lag", (M, TA,) A C*- : See Cat
"&" (L, TA:) pl. &#. (IAar, L., K.) You
6 de

s

•

•

•

ty

o & J.

6

y o p
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i: A wound by which the head is broken, having some firewood of the xi hung to their

say, 3 &t= |* This is the like of this. (TA)
And
dre

cital- cks: Two boys, or young men, that

flows, or

1407

&l---al

equals in age: and

•

(S, L, Mgh, Mgb, K,) of whatever tails, [nith **, and then set on fire,] (S,” TA,)
kind it be; as also ***, or that [only] cleaves or having their backs laden therenith. (TA.)

syn.

iš,

[See 2, and see also

the skins (K) pl. &: (Mgb, K, [in the CK,
(Ibn-'Abbād, K.) And all &: £íHe gave erroneously,
--.]) and 83-, and quasi-pl. n.
him the likes, or fellons, of his camels. (L.) =
[or coll. gen, n.] &l-. (K) - See also what
And the pl. #: signifies also The portions of next follows.
flesh that cling to the &: [or tryo sciatic veins]

*:

A man having [the skin of] his head

a: or split; (Msb;) a man having [a asl.,
i.e. a 4-3,> as also ":.
&- (TA)
(
) [See
[
also
6 - d .d

•

* [A ganglion; a thing like the #, that &l-.] -

of a mare when she is fat. (Sgh, K.)

comes forth upon the body, or person; (K,"

&:

&:..]

Having a asl., i.e. [ganglion, or]

thing like the 534, &c. (K.)- is, . The

[originally inf n. of &:, q.v.,] Marks TA) as also "isi, (K) which is the form of main part, or middle, of a road; the part of a
left by fire upon the skin. (TA.) = A certain the word now commonly known, (TA,) and road along which one travels; syn. As *-*:
kind of bitter tree; (S, K;) which, in the Time 'i:, (K) and "ā- (Ibn 'Abbād, K.) or (Ibn-'Abbād, L, K:) because it is cleft, or fur
of Ignorance, was used in one or the other of the an excrescence (S, Mgh, K) of flesh, (Mgh,) that rowed. (L.)
-

6 *

manners described above in the explanations of arises in the body, (S, Mgh, K,) or a [kind of
(K, TA;) or they used, in the case of spontaneous snelling that comes forth upon the
drought, or barrenness of the earth, to hang body, such as is termed]
(Msb,) like the

&:

*

* @.,

&-:

6

See

>

*

p 6 -

ë".

&#,

somewhat of this tree and of the * to the tails

(G6

[a sing. used as a pl.]) of [wild] bulls or
cows, then to kindle fire therein, and make them
to ascend upon the mountain; and thus, they
assert, they used to obtain rain: (S, TA:) the
author of the K says that J has made a mistake

$34, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) that moves about when

&l
moved, (S, Msb, K,) or moves to and fro between
1.
#
**,
and
##!, aor. < , inf. n. is:
the skin and the flesh, (Mgh,) and varies from
[the size of] a chick-pea to [that of] a melon; The bovine animal, and the sheep or goat, shed
(S, K;) also termed

#3:

(S:) the physicians

the tooth [next] behind that called the J---,

say that it is a thick tumour, not adhering to the (§, K3) as also -á2: (S:) this is in the sixth
in saying L'Us, in the above-cited passage; that flesh, moving about when moved, having a cyst, year; (S, K.) and :s: in cloven-hoofed animals
he should have said -dii; but others had made or case which encloses it, and capable of increase,
is like U25 in camels: for it is the furthest of
this remark before the author of the K; and because it is extrinsic to the flesh, wherefore the
their teeth [that they then shed]: (S:) or bred
'Abd-El-Kādir Ibn-'Omar El-Baghdādee says doctors of practical law allow its being cut off,
its [tooth called the] >0 . (K:) or attained its
that the mistake is to be imputed to these, and when it is safe to do so: (Mgb } or Q, &#.
not to J, who has only used a sing. in the sense [vide supra] in the neck : (K:) or a 33: in the neck: full fatness: (TA: [or more probably, I think,
its full age; for I think that le:- in the TA is

of a pl., like as

#

is used in the Kur [liv. 45],

#91;

(Ibn 'Abbād, K.) pl. &c. (Mb)—[Hence,

a mistranscription for t..: see &#1)

the epi

(MF, TA:) AHn cites an Arab of A thing [i. e. a knob] that comes forth in a tree. thet is W #: and £4, applied [to the male
the desert, of the $54, as saying that the
(AHn, TA in art. lake.)-[Hence also,] A leech; and] likewise to the female, without 5: (S:) you
gron's near to a tree, and then clings to it, and (K;) because it attaches itself to the body like
climbs it, with long, green, leafless shoots, twin the #: (TA) pl. &". (K.)=A commodity; say &J. 55, and &L as a , (Lth, K) the
for

ing upon the branches and interneaving them an article of merchandise; ($, Mgh," Mab, K;") young one of the #3 in the first year being
termed
then
(S, Sgh, K) or, cor
selves, and having a fruit like bunches of grapes, a thing with which one trafficks: (K:) pl.
Twhich is small, and, when ripe, becomes black, (Msb, K.)
rectly, accord. to IB, in the first year
and
and is eaten only by the monkeys, or apes, not by
2-?2-?
(TA,) then
then
then
then
: see axl.- : - and axl.-l.
men, nor by the beasts that are left to pasture at
their pleasure; and adding, I have not tasted it,
then
and c:
and so
* >*

&#,

6 * > *

J---,

6 *>

&#,

J-2,

&".

&#,

: &:

J:
& 8%,
£,

ãal": See axl.".

but I think that it is bitter; and n:hen it is

•

broken, there flons from it a viscous fluid, clear,

on; and the young one of the st: in the first year

i:- |Nature, or disposition: so in the phrase being termed J.- &:4, then &#, then
£12,8 <! [Verily he is generous in respect & then 8%, then J---, then & C. (S, Sgh,
of nature, or disposition]. (TA.) [But perhaps K:) and &: is [the pl.,] applied ." [bovine
Or

and having strings: such is the description of the
man of the 31). (TA:) or it is a certain
poisonous plant, (K, TA,) not to be tasted, like
% [here meaning wheat or barley] when it first
comes forth, scantily scattered in the ground, and
having a small, yellow, prickly leaf, its prickles
being donny; it is a herb, or leguminous plant,

this may have originated from a mistranscription animals and] sheep or goats, like & (TA)
for ií..]
—You say also, jus--" &l-, meaning <!" [i. e.

&- The bitter aloe.

which spreads itself upon the surface of the

ground, like [the plant called] -is i-, having
no root, and it is not improbable that the ostrich
may feed upon it, notnithstanding its bitterness,
for it sometimes feeds upon the colocynth: (Aboo

Ziyād, TA:) or it is a species of aloes: (K:) or
a herb, or leguminous plant, (K, TA,) of those

(IAar, Sgh, K.)

The ass finished teething]. (TA.)

-

s

• • of

U.: see the preceding paragraph.
* A man, having the foot chapped, or
cracked: pl. :. (K.) - A man having his
skin burned by fire so that the mark thereof is
e-à
seen upon it. (TA.) - A man affected with
--> [i.e. leprosy, particularly the nihite, malig 1. -á, (S, M, Msb, K.) aor. 2, (S, M, Msb,)
nant kind thereof]. (Mgh, K.)- And Hump or, accord. to some, * , and accord. to IKtt, *
•

termed **ś [that are hard and thick, or thick, backed. (TA.)
and inclining to bitterness, or thick and rough],

and -, (MF) inf n -à, (§, K) or -,1-,
(Msb,) [both app. correct,] It (a thing, K) [and

&: [A man having a wound in the head,
(TA,) of bad, or nauseous, or disgusting, taste: £ch. as is termed as: (see 4; and see also also he (a man)] passed; passed anay; (S,
Msb, K;) came to an end, or to nought; or
(K, TA:) so says Aboo-Nasr: (TA:) [Forskål
found this name applied in El-Yemen to the &*:::) or] having a [kind of ulcer in the belly, became cut off: (Msb:) and, (K,) inf. ".. **,
• 6-4,

salanthus quadragonus: (Flora AEgypt. Arab., called] a keys. (TA.)
(M, MF, and so in copies of the K,) or Lál., (so
pp. cv. and 33:) and the cacalia sonchifolia:
A guide that directs aright: (Lth, K.) in the CK) and -5,-, (M.K.) he (a man, K)
(Ibid., p. cxix.:) and the name of J:
or
[and also it (a thing)] went before, or preceded;

&:

81-,

so called because he cleaves the desert. (TA.)

(M, K;) and so V -á'u~, said of a camel. (K.)

** A., to the senecio hadiensis. (Ibid.,
pp. cxix. and 149.)]

-

i:3# A

number of [n.ild] bulls or cons

In a verse cited voce

3%, -i is used by poetic
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Vâl
6

-

** *

-

license for Já.: but this kind of contraction is —And S. al-',(S, M,Mgh, TA) and "44-, see -āj-, in five places: = and see -āj-, last
allowed by the Basrees only in verbs of which (M, Mgh, TA,) He lent him property [to be Sentence.
the medial radical letter is with kesr or damm, as repaid, or returned, without any profit]. (M,
in is for 2%, and > for Aš. (M. [See Mgh, T.A.. [See, again, -:..]) [Whence one cit. Such as have gone before, or preceded;
&-J)—You say also, * J% * -á, says, tit-l al- and #Cl, and W al-, meaning (M, Mgb;*) [i. e. the preceding generations;] as

also " -i- and "#1" and " -,-,

meaning A good, or righteous, deed of his pre + He did to him, to be requited it, a good action
wordsceded [so as to prepare for him a future reward]. and an evil action; as iso àshown by the
• 0- d =
J

(TA)- And āū, Sā, inf n -is: The

- d.o.

J.

e. e.

•

&

**

*# * : ) - 5 #1 & # Us

became, among the foremost of

all quasi

pl. ns.; (M3) of which the sing is " -iu (M,
Msb:*) or such as have gone before, or

preceded,

of a man's ancestors ($, K) and of his relations,

in art. Lô,5 in the K, and by~ the
corresponding
0 < * ... • .
(K,) that are above him in age and in excellence;
the camels in arriving at the water. (TA.) words 5A-l &#2 9--! c” <-à- U in the same
[Golius and Freytag mention also -ā- as a art. in the S: see also Bd in xxxvi. 11: and see [but this addition is not always agreeable with
usage;] one of whom is termed " -it- (TA:)
trans. verb; the former explaining it as signifying
£5.
And hence,] a poet says,
the pl. of ~ is J%: and -#", (S, K.) [the
“Praeteriit, praecessit, rem;” and the latter adding
** * *
former a pl. of pauc. and the latter of mult..,] or
“tempore,” and assigning to it the inf ns. -ā
à:\s- G* (i): 3'-' " −āl
the latter is pl. of W -ā-, and so is -iù. [said to
2.2
and -is: as on the authority of the K; in
be, though this is more properly termed, as it is
--~
&all
'us'
&
'''2
which I find no indication of such a usage of this

she-camel nas, or

*-

d

6 -

-

• &

• d.

*

d

2d

•

*

*

* *

*

de

6

-

6 de

*

•*

*

*

-*, (S, M., K.) aor. *, inf. n. + [They (referring to camels) yield promptly to in the M, a quasi-pl. n.]: (IB, Msb, TA:) and,
-: , (S, Ms) and "ual-l; (M.K.) He turned the neighbour a draught of milk, n'hile they are accord. to Zj, -it is pl. of Y ---, and -i- is

verb.] =-39

over the land for soning : (M, K:) or (so in the thirsty, and going round about the nater, when

pl. of "it", which means a company (#)

K, but in the M “and”) he made it even with the nater is cronded upon, scanty in the source, that has passed anay: (M:) or * -iu and
by lot]. (TA. [See also some verses of
the aí. [q.v.] (S, M, K) – #1 -i-, divided
signify the same; going before, preced.
El-Akra' Ibn-Mo'ádh, in which the former hemi
inf n. -i-, [in some copies of the K -á,] He
stich occurs with a different latter hemistich, in ing; syn. Aviv. ($.) [Accord. to Abu-l
oiled, or greased, the 3215-2 [or leathern water the Ham p. 753.])=See also 1, last sentence but Mahāsin, -áil is particularly applied to 'Áisheh
bag]. (K.)
One.
the wife of Mohammad, the three Khaleefehs
2. -: signifies The making [a thing] to go
5. –al-J He received payment in advance: Aboo-Bekr and 'Omar and’Othmān, Talhah and
before, or precede. (§, K.) – And I q. -39-1. and W -āk- [perhaps a mistranscription for Ez-Zubeyr, the Khaleefeh Mo’áwiyeh, and 'Amr

* -:

(K.) See 4, in six places. - And Th: giving to * -āk-l] signifies [the same; or] he took, or Ibn-El-As. (De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed.,

another the portion offood termed aā). [q. v.]. received, what is termed -si-. (MSb.)– [And

i 156)] And £1 -šū is applied to the

4:

($) You say, J-31 -i-, (S) or Žil, (M)

hence,]

J.S., (Ibn 'Abbād, K.) inf n. iii., (Ibn

6. Laju.5 They tro took as their wives tro [A company of men came to me]. (M.) –And
sisters. (M, K.)
Any good, or righteous, deed, that one Pias done
8: see 5, in two places.
beforehand [by way of preparing a ficture re
10. Loal): a-2 <: I sought, or
demanded, nard]: or any 1.3% [i.e. cause of rensard, or
* ** ~ :
of him money as a loani is also V &#1.5. (S," recompense, in the world to come, such as a child

-si-. He received from him a first chief persons of the Tábi'ees. (T.A.) And
inf n. as above, (S,) He gave to the man, (S,)
loan; syn. J#: as also " -āk-l. (A in art. 33:1 -iù is an appellation of the prophet
or to the people or party, (M,) the portion of
food so called; (S, M.;) as also [4 -a-, or Jays.) And l&# * -si-. He received as a Mohammad. (Ham p. 780.) [Hence. *
2% -si-. (M.)- And The eating of the [por loan from him such a thing. (TA)- See -: The tenets of the early Muslims] – Also
tion of food termed] aii. (K.) [See also 5.]
also 10. – And -si-. He ate the [portion of 4 people, or party, going before, or preceding, in
food termed] a: (M.A.) [See also 2.]
journeying. (TA)- And [simply] A company
3. -ā'u~ : see 1, first sentence. = Cs; aut
of men; as in the saying, J.C. &- -i- L'

'Abbād, TA,)

i. q. % [i. e. He went, or kept
pace, or ran, with him, or he vied, contended, or
competed, with him in going or running, in the

land; as though striving to be before him]. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.)– And aut. He equalled him in an

•

* >

•

*d

* @

•

•

dying in infancy], that [as it were] goes before

TA.) Hence, 9% &# c” -ā- He sought, one. (A’obeyd, O, K)—And i, q i-, (T,

affair. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

4. au- He did it previously, or beforehand. or demanded, as a loan, from an Arab of the Hr, Mgh, O, K, TA; ) i. e. Any money, or pro
desert, a [youthful he-camel such as is termed] perty, paid in advance, or beforehand, as the

(O and TA in art. -āj.)–(Hence, J. Cal-l, ź. (TA.) – And 4:3 -u- He sought, or price of a commodity for n:hich the seller has

lis, (§, Mgh, Mab, TA) infn. -ij-, (TA)
and as " -i-, (Mgh, Mob, TA) inf n -is:

demanded, its price in advance; syn. 44;i.l.
(Har p. 530.).- See also 5. = [And -u
(M55, TA;) He paid in advance, or beforehand, He took as his nife the wife of his deceased
for such a thing, (S, Mgh, TA,) i.e. a commodity brother: so in a version of the Bible, in Deut.
described to him, (S,) or wheat or the like, for xxv. 5: mentioned by Golius.]
which the seller became responsible, [nith some
-: A [bag for travelling-provisions &c., such
thing additional to the equivalent of the current

become responsible and which one has bought on
description: (T, TA:) or payment for a com
modity to be delivered at a certain [future]
period with something additional to [the equiva
lent of] the current price at the time of such pay
ment; this [transaction] being a cause of profit
to him who makes such payment;

and 1.

also

price at the time of the payment, (see -:) as is termed] -ij-, (M, K.) of any sort: (M :) has this meaning: (TA:) or a sort of sale in
(TA,) to be delivered at a certain period: (S:) or a large +9-: ($, M, K.) [and the contr., which the price is paid in advance, and the com

2:

signifies the same. (TA.) You say,
15és es' #! <iti and <! * &#. [I paid in
advance to him for such a thing,
&c.]. • *(Msb.)
• * ~ ***
>
0
Hence the saying in a trad., -à-As * -ā- U-6
• #
2* J- es'!-29" exis: -** Jaé- es: i. e.
He who pays in advance for a commodity for
which the seller is responsible, let him pay in
and

so e

•

J Ö e

de •

+d -

i.e. a small one: (Freytag, from the Kitáb el modity is withheld, on the condition of descrip
Addád:)] or a hide not well, or not th"glly, tion, to a certain [future] period: (S, O:) it is
tanned: (M, K, TA:) pl. [of pauc.] -āk- and

loan

(-35) in which is no profit (Hr, O,

[of mult.] -, -, (M. K.)
Mgh, K, TA) to the lender (Hr, O, K, TA)

d e

-: [perhaps a mistranscription for -ā-, except recompense [in the world to come] and
q.v.,] A certain species of bird, not particular thanks, (TA,) and which it is incumbent on the
recipient thereof to return as he received it: (Hr,
ized. (TA)- See also -à-2.
6

advance for a certain measure, and a certain

weight, to be delivered at a certain period. (TA.)

a subst: from -3°C). (MSb, K, TA)- And
A

o y

O, K, TA:) thus the Arabs term it: (Hr, O,

-it- and its fem., with

5; and their duals: TA:) and in this sense also the word is a subst.

Book I.]
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from -###". (TA)= Also 4 stallion-camel.

(Mgh:) or the first that is expressed, of wine: or i.e. [I will assuredly fight with them, or combat

(IAar, M, TA)= Also, (M.) or "à, (0, the portion that flows without its being expressed: them,] until the side of my neck shall become
TA,) The prepuce of a boy; (M, O, TA;) so or the first that descends, thereof: (M:) or the separate from what is next to it: an allusion to
* -i. and * -ā clearest, or purest, and most excellent, of wine, death. (TA.)- And [hence, i.e.] by the ap
signify the same; for this is meant by <!-l aS such as flon's from the grapes without their being plication of the name of the place to that which
pressed, and nithout steeping, or maceration; occupies the place, tThe locks of hair that are
an explanation of -: and -iù in the K, in (T, TA;) and in like manner, such as flows from made to hang don’n upon the cheek [or rather upon
some copies of which +M is erroneously put dates, (T, TA,) and from raisins, before water the side of the fore part of the neck]: said by
has been added to it (T, M,”TA) after the eruding MF to be metonymical, or tropical. (TA.)
for £1. (TA)
the first thereof; (T, TA:) or the latter signi Also The fore part of the neck of a horse (K,
-i- and W -ā- The husband of the sister of of
fies the first that is expressed, of anything: (M:) TA) &c.: so in the O and L. (TA.)
.. • *
22 : * : .- : 29the wife of a man: ($, K:) and [the duals] or it has this meaning also: and the former is a
āş2'-' low-e: Between them two is "-2 [i. e.
has
this
(S:)
or
each
for
wine
[absolutely]:
name
glū. (M, TA) and "gui (M, K) signify the
affinity, app. by their having married to sisters:
tno husbands of tro sisters: (M, K.) accord. to meaning: (K:) or each signifies the clear, or
IAar, the epithet à- [or " #i-] is not applied pure, of wine, and of anything. (M.).- -> see C#-], (0, K.)
to a woman; (M;) one only uses the term clu *::1: See -i.
-:4, (S, M, O, L,) thus in some copies of
applied to two men: (M:) or, (M., K.) accord to -3% See -*. first sentence. - Also, ap the K, as in the S&c., but in other copies of the K,
Kr, 9:, (M.) or 'cèil-, (K) is applied to plied to a she-camel, (S, M., K.) That is among erroneously, " -à, (TA) A woman that has
the tico wires £. two brothers: (M, K:) [in the the foremost of the camels when they come to the attained the age of five and forty years, (S, M,
present day, " à- is used as meaning a woman's nater : (S, K:) or that precedes the [other] O, K,) and the like : (S, M, O:) or i, q. ->
husband's sister, and her brother's wi e:] the pl. camels to the watering-trough or tank : (M :) or [i. e. middle-aged, or forty-five years old, or fifty

says Lth; (O, TA;) and

-

applied to men is

applied

gears old]: (M:) an epithet specially applied to
that that precedes, or leads, the other camels; opposed
to *. (El-Keysee, TA in art. ...s.)- And A a female. (S, O.) A poet says,
(TA.)= See also

J%i, (M, K, TA,) and

to women is

-#%.

snift, or fleet, horse: (M, K:) pl. -i. (K.)
- And An arrow having a long head: (M:) or

S-āk.", last sentence,

...
*

O J -

~ 3

6

−āl--> -elé;

*

-

2

-2

-

--

Usealt= ~33 was "

-: The goung one of the J.-- [or part a long arrow-head. (K.)

[Among them three females like the images of
or of marble, &c., and one with snelling
ivory,
ridge]: ($, M, K.) or, accord. to Kr, of the su.5 --- See -*. first sentence, in three places.
and one of middle age, &c.]. (S, M: in
breasts,
that
he had =Also A road, or nay. (TA.)
[n. un, of
q.v.]: (M:) AA says

ths,

not heard āāA., applied to the female; but if one
said #14, like as one says £ as meaning a
single female of what are termed

ck-, it

would

the O with J1 in the place of 94.)
#5:

See

J%.
ā- An instrument with which land is made

-ā-

.They came [one before another; or, which is

(S, M, O, K, TA,) of stone: A’Obeyd says,
it is a stone made round [or cylindrical,
I
think
end, or to nought; becoming cut off: (Msb:) and
roller,] which is rolled upon the land
i.
e.
a
stone
going before; £receding: (S:) pl. J% and
(TA.) [In the present day,
it
even.
to
make
[quasi-pl. n.] -āk- : (IB, MSb, TA:) see -āj-,
applied to A harron..]
first sentence, in four places. [Hence,] 29
aś2'-- a'll J% occurring in a trad., The
The peoples going before, or preceding, [or
ground of Paradise is made even: (AS, T, S, O,
that have gone, or passed anay, before,] those
remaining, or continuing : (K," TA:) pl. -āb-. TA:) said by As to be of the dial. of El-Yemen
and Et-Táif: accord. to IAth, smooth and soft.
* - 5
-#

virtually the same,] one after, or near after, or

(TA) One says, aid "Si L 43 &t=

be approvable: ($) the pl. is & (S, M, K)
&: (M, K:) some say that öul- signifies
species ofbird, not particularized. (M.) [See

and
Cl

also

C- and

40...]

Passing; passing anay; coming to an

even,

4.-

6- -

6 - d.f.

aăl- : see -āj-, first sentence, in two places.
[Hence,] one says, aāk- aa. 123te-, meaning
* * 0.4

z - or

-*

*

d. Q -

#til

•

-

-

(TA.)

at the heels of another. (AZ, K.) - Also A
portion of food (S, M, TA) which a man takes

-āli: coil; [That was in the time of the
generations]:
peoples, and the 1preceding
preceding
#9
g peop
|
1
betimes, (S,) or with which one contents, or

&l
J. e. e. e.

-

4.3 °

the pl. in this instance being used because every
1. aal., (§, K.) [aor. 2,] inf n. G., (TK.)
satisfies, himself [so as to allay the craving of his | portion
of the J225 is termed ău. (TA.) He prostrated him on the back of his neck; (K;)
stomach], (M,) before the [morning-meal called]

also,], all -š, in the K, by impli or thren him don'n on his back; (S;) as also
cation, ><-> *-ij-, the former word like **t, inf n, fū-. (S, K.) You say, 4:1.
~% whereas it is correctly like & The van & 3 and " £i-, i.e. [I thrust him, or pierced
of the army, as expl. in the K. (TA.)
him don'n
(S.)
on hisc."
back.
thren t #:
him, tâll
and]335-J.
and Güí
W Ji
And
ău. [fem. of -ā-, q. v. - And hence, as a
subst..] The side of the fore part of the neck, He thren me don'n on my back: and so with Jo;
[Hence

* (§, M, TA) is is: (K, TA) and #:
(TA:) or a a: that is supplied betime, for a
guest, before the 44%. (TA.)- And #1 also

signifies That which a noman reposits, or pre
pares, or provides, [app. of food,] to present to
her visiter. (M.) = Also A piece, or portion,
of land of seed-produce made even [with the
• * 0.

from the place of suspension of the ear-ring to the
hollon, (>is [in the CK erroneously -is) of
Thin skin (M, O, K) which is put as a lining to the collar-bone : (S, K:) or the upper, or upper
- *

à-2, q.v.]: pl. -: (AZ, O, K.)= And

but more commonly with U". (TA, from a trad.)
And * J'é -" aí. The physician c.c

tended him on his bach. (TA.) And tâ., (§,

boots, (O, K,) sometimes red, and [sometimes] most, part of the neck : (M:) or the side of the Msb, K.) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He threw her
gellon. (O.) - See also -ā-, last sentence.
neck, (M, Mgh, TA,) from the place of sus down on the back of her neck [or on her back]

for the purpose of compressing her; namely,
pension of the ear-ring to the ast-[here mean his
wife: (Msb:) or he spread her, and then
the
(M.)
pl.
-*.
collar-bone]:
ing
the
pit
of
ău. J.; Land in which are fen trees.
; (§3)
In the saying -*: ā-U.3% Gl [Yerily she is compressed her; (S, K;) as also "usual.
He
(K.)woman.
a
girl,
or
young
namely,
(AA, K.)=[See also -i-.]
fair in respect of the aău.], mentioned by Lh, thrust him, or pierced him, (K, TA,) with a

#1-,

* -

and its dual: see

-i-, in three

places.

i.

the term āājL. is made

-35. (T, S, M, Mgh) and *āşş. (T, M,

applicable

to every part

spear; (TK;) and pushed him, or repelled him ;

Mgh) The portion that flon's before its being thereof, and then the pl. is used accordingly. and dashed himself, or his body, against him ;

expressed, (S, Mgh,) of the juice of the grape; (M.) It is said in a trad. respecting [the covenant
**. -ā (TA;) and *sūl, signifies the same; (K, TA;)
wine:
inf n, fū-: (TA:) [and he struck him, or
d

(S;) and this is the most excellent of
Bk. I.

at El-Hodeybīyeh, Jil. 3: J-X:üş

-
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smote him; for the inf. n.]

J: signifies

the act

(TA.S. 3%)=#3: Li':-"

of striking, or smiting. (TA.) [Hence.] 4: and &#: [This is his nature, to which he mas
>99%, (S, K,) aor. 3, (TA,) inf n. 3. (S, TA,) constitutionally adapted or disposed]: said by
! He hurt him, or displeased him, with speech;

Sb. (TA)=3:, [intrans, aor. *,] (S. K.)

(S, K, TA;) spoke strongly, or severely, to him; inf n. G., (TA,) He called out, cried out, or
(S, TA;) made him to hear that which he dis shouted; or did so vehemently; or with his
liked, or hated, and did so much : (TA:) and
*::: aí. + he said to him that which he dis
ā-,
liked, or hated. (Msb.) 23in the Kur xxxiii. 19, means 1They hurt you, or
displease you, (Fr, Jel, TA,) by what they say,
or bite you, (Fr, TA,) or are extravagant, or

utmost force: ($, K:) a dial. var. of .312: (S:)

whence the vulgar name 23%, and hence J-52-J;
so says ISh; i.e. in Pers.; in some of the MSS.
J.A:la- [a mistranscription for #1; a plant
having long leaves, and a root penetrating [deeply]
into the earth, the leaves of n:hich are tender, and
are cooked: (TA:) it clears [the skin], acts as a
dissolvent, and as a lenitive, and as an aperient,
or a deobstruent; exhilarates, and is good for the
Ji. [i. e. gout, or podagra,] and the joints: its
expressedjuice, when poured upon nine, converts
it into vinegar after two hours; and when poured
upon vinegar, converts it into nine after four

he raised the voice : (Ibn-El-Mubárak, TA:) or
he raised his voice on the occasion of the death
of a man, or on the occasion of a calamity:
(A’Obeyd, TA:) accord. to IDrd, the meaning
[of the inf. n.] is a woman's slapping and scratch
ing
her face: but the first explanation is more hours; and the expressed juice of its root, used
TA,)
S,
or
(AO,
you,
to
speech
vehement, in
as an errhine, is an antidote to toothache and ear
smite you, (Bd, Jel,) with sharp tongues: (Fr, correct. (TA)- Also He ran. (K.) You say ache and hemicrania. (K.) [See also L:- and
Bd, TA:) 3: signifying the act of assaulting, ā- 3. He ran a run. (Ibn-'Abbād, 0.)
&#.] £l &l- and #1 &l-, also, are the
and smiting, with force, with the hand, or arm,
4. G.), said of a man, His camel's back names of Two
plants. (K) =Also The he-nolf:
or + with the tongue: (Bd:) and the verb is became white after the healing of galls. (TA.)
also with Lo; but this is not allowable in the = And He hunted, snared, or trapped, a she (S, Msb, K:) and *ā- the she-nolf: (S, K:)
reading [of the Kur]. (TA.)- You say also, wolf, (IAar. K,) which is called ai-. (IAar.) or the latter signifies thus; but Ji- is not ap
&" #3-4, A339 -á, (TK,) inf n. 3-, =See also 1, in the latter half of the paragraph. plied to the he-wolf: (K:) the pl. of #i- is
(K) The feet of men, and the hoofs of horses or 5: see Q. Q. 8.-45: c.” Ji- (IAar, K, &: and &: (JM, TA;) or these are ".
of Gl-'; and the pl. of āāl- is G. and Gl-,
the like, marked, or made marks upon, the road.
TA) &#3 5: (IAar, TA) He was, or became, (K,) of Irather] this last is a coll. gen. n. of
(K, TK.)–And #1. He flayed him with a restles, agitated, or in a state of commotion,
whip. (K.)- He galled it; namely, the back of
which ail- is the n, un. (Sb.) Hence the prov.,
his camel. (TA)- He (a beast) abraded the upon his bed, by reason of anxiety or pain: '#- &: : (JK, Meyd) i. e. More clamo
inner side of his (the rider's) thigh. (TA.) (IAar, K, TA:) but Az says that the verb known

# *

* -d -

rous than a she-nolf: or it may mean more
He peeled it off; namely, the flesh from the bone in this sense is with -2. (TA)=#3-1 Gi-s, overpontering. (Meyd.) - And hence, (TA,)
C.K.' c”); syn. A-#5 (O, K, TA;) he re (S, K,) or £30-31; and * aii, inf n. &: *ā- is applied to a woman as meaning i Cla
mored it therefrom. (TA)- He removed its (TA; [comp. the Chald. php ;]) He ascended, morous ; or long-tongued and vehemeratly cla
hair, (Msb, K.) and its fur, (K,) with hot water, climbed, or scaled, the wall' ($, K, TA:) or morous, (S, K, TA,) foul, evil, or lend; (K, TA;)

traces thereof remaining; 3: signifies the ascending a smooth wall: or it likened to the she-wolf in respect of her bad
(K;) aor. 2, inf n. G. (Mgb.) – He boiled is like the Gi-j of the Messiah to Heaven. (TA) qualities: (TA) pl. &# and &#- (K)
it with fire: (K:) or he boiled it slightly: inf. n. 7. GM-3) [app. signifies It was, or became, -**i- also signifies A female lizard of the
as above. (TA.) You say, Jig" &#3 I boiled

(Msb, K,) leaving the

affected with what is termed 5%; said of the kind called .3, (JK) or a female locusa, (TA)

the herbs, or leguminous plants, with fire, slightly:
tongue: and in like manner said of the eye: or,]
(S:) or I boiled them with water merely: thus said of the tongue, it was, or became, affected
heard by Az from the Arabs: (Msb:) and in
n:ith an eaccoriation: and 35-5 in the eye is a
like manner, eggs, (S, Msb,) in their #hell, .#9
says Az. (Msb.) You say also, A.J. C.: -ā redness incident thereto. (TA.)
ju-ji [I cooked a thing with hot water]. (Lth, Q. Q. 1. #3 &c.; see 1, in five places.

TA) And 3... is said of anything as meaning

[boiled,

i. e.] cooked with hot water
$3. 3. The cold nipped,
shrunk, shrivelled, or blasted, the herbage, or

It

was

(TA) - <>Gl
plants; syn.

when she has laid her eggs. (JK, TA.) = Also
A nater-course, or channel in which water flows,

(K, TA,) between tryo tracts of elevated, or
elevated and rugged, ground: or, accord- to As,

an even, depressed tract of ground: (TA:) pl.

&#: (K) and 3×i and &ú, which

(i.e. the

pls) are also said to be
Q. Q. 3. Gift, of the measure J:sil, (S)
pls of 3: Iq.v.). (TA)
He lay, or slept, (20,) on his back; (Seer, S, O,
K;) like L: [which belongs to art. Us]; &: An even plain : (S:) or a smooth, even,
second and third of these

4-i [q.v.]. (K)—#43' 3-, (O, K3) as also "Ji-5. (TA)

tract, of good soil: (O, K: [a meaning erro

neously assigned in the CK to ää..]) Or Q.
(inf n. as above, TA,) He oiled, or greased, the &: The mark, or scar, of a gall, or sore, on
leathern water-bag : (S, K:) and in like manner, the back of a camel, when it has healed, and the depressed, even, plain, in which are no trees:
(ISh:) or a lon, tract, or portion, of land, that

23S (the hide, or tanned hide). (TA) And

place thereof has become white; (K;) [like

3-5] as also "3:... (S. K.) – And The produces herbage: (JK:) pl. [of mult.] &#.
£3. 3. (K, TA) #0 (TA) He smeared mark made by the [plaited thong called] &: (S, o, K) and čái (K) and [of pauc] jši.
the camel all over with tar: (K, TA:) from

(JK, O, K.) and &ú is also a pl. of 3-, or of
its pl. Jšči, as is likewise &c. (TA:)w £,
also, with an augmentative2, signifies the same,
and its pl. is &ū- (S:) or the pl. &lit. sig
in
he
&
or #1 U 3,4
TA)into
by the feet of men and by the hoofs of horses or nifies meadows (~9) in the higher parts of
other (S, stick
the loop [of the &l:]; aS the like upan the road: (K, TA:) and to these
serted the
[tract. such as # termed] 39: [pl. of āśr J and
also V a.a.l. (K:) accord. to AHeyth, G. sig the marks made by the [plaited thongs called]
nifies the inserting the [stick called] lau: at 8-9 upon the belly of the camel are likened. -sus (pl...of -*]. (AZ, TA in art. Já2.)
See also &M".
once into the two loops of the [tno sacks called] (TA.)
cºils:- when they are put and bound upon the Ji- [Bete; and particularly red garden-bete: aä. : see £2, in four places.
in. the present day; and also called
camel. (TA. [See also &ls: <-ki..])=5: so
ität. A certain mode of compressing, upon the
L-1 see 5-,+, ×, Jélé-ussi-i 2-32" and 2-4 and 2-, } a certain plant, (S, back. (Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA.) [See 1.]
Our mouths broke out with pimples, or small Msb,) or herb (ālā), (K,) that is eaten, ..(S.)
3. Pimples, or small pustules, that come
pustules, from the eating of the leaves of trees. well known; (M5b, K;) i, q, x-aa- [or "Cae-,

the side of the camel, (K, TA,) or upon his
Ibn-Abbād. (TA) = (#1 &, aor. *, upon
belly, from which the fur becomes worn off;
(TA) int. n. Giż, (S,TA) He inserted one of (TA;) and so W #: (S, K:") & [is pl. of
the tro loops of the [sack called] G13s- into the W the latter word, and] signifies the marks made

4 - d.

called

-

- -
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..forth upon the root of the tongue: or a scaling
in the roots of the teeth: (S, K:) sometimes it is
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321-3 (so in a copy of the S3) and the dogs, in a pl. used as a sing., meaning the uvula] of the
3,- which is the city of c \! [or mouth, internally: (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K:) or the

relation to

in beasts (+133). (TA)- And A thickness, or &S]:

upper parts of the interior of the mouth: (TA:)

roughness, in the eyelids, by reason of a corrosive

or the upper parts of the mouth, (M, TA,) those

matter which causes them to become red and

occasions the falling off of the eyelashes and then

the ulceration of the edges of the eyelids: (K:)
thus GX - of the eye is expl. in the “Kánoon.”
(TA.)
-

&: What fall off [app. of the leaves] ($, K)

from

(S, TA:*) or both are so called in relation
to #1, a town in the Greek Empire, (IDrd as
on the authority of As, and K,) said by El
Mes'oodee to have been on the shore of [the
province of] Antioch, remains of which still exist;
(TA;) and if so, it is a rel. n. altered from its
proper form. (K, TA.) – [It is also said in
the TA to signify A snºord: but a verse there
cited, after Th, as an ex. of it in this sense, is

to which the tongue rises: thus applied, it is a pl.
having no sing. (TA.)

3: <!-- and '35- and * 35.

! An

eloquent speaker or orator or Preacher: (S, K,
TA:) because of the vehemence of his voice and

his speech (§, T.A.) And ji:- öu. and " 33

trees, (S,) or from shrubs, or small trees;
! A sharp, cutting, or eloquent, tongue. (TA.)
(K;) or from trees which the cold has nipped, or mistranscribed, and casts doubt upon the ortho
3-2. see the next preceding paragraph.
blasted: or, accord. to As, trees which heat;.9r graphy of the word, and upon this explanation.]
3
- 2 cold, has nipped, or blasted: (TA:) pl. 3:.
essel- 25& [Natural, or untaught, speech;]
6.-

y o –

aş31-2, meaning A skinned fon:l cooked [i. e.

(K.)- And What has dried up of [the plant
speech whereof the desinential syntax is not much
attended to, but which is chaste and eloquent in
respect of what has been heard, though often
Honey which the bees build up (Ibn-'Abbād, O, tripping, or stumbling, in respect of grammar:
K) along the length of their hive, or habitation: (Lth, L, TA:) or the speech n'hich the diveller in
(K:) or, accord. to the T,
signifies a the desert utters according to his nature and his
certain thing which the bees fabricate in their proper dialect, though his other speech be nobler

called] 3:, (Ibn-'Abbād, K) and become
parched iy the sun. (Ibn-'Abbād.) = Also

boiled] with water, by itself, [and also any boiled
meat, is agreeable with a classical usage of the
verb from which it is derived, but] is [said to be]
a vulgar term. (TA.)

*ā-

hive, or habitation, lengthnoise: (TA:) pl. G.
(K.) = Also The side of a road. (K.) The two

and better. (L, TA) And ': [in3 like*

-

<ll

1. &#141, (IAar, MA, Msb) or 3:31,

(K) aor.”, (MSb, TA) inf n. 9,t: (MA, Msb,

manner, the 3 being affixed to the epithet L: K) and 4t, (K, [but I doubt this latter's being
sides of the road are called (5:," ū. (Ibn
'Abbād, O.)

-

-

-

to convert it into a subst.,] signifies The dialect correctly used as an inf. n. of the verb in the
in which the speaker thereof proceeds loosely, or sense here immediately following,]) He travelled,

#1.

What is cooked with hot water (3. ū), freely, according to his nature, without paying (MA,) or nent along in, (Msb,) the road, (IAar,
of herbs, or leguminous plants, and the like : (K:) much attention to desinential syntax, and with MA, MSb) or the place : (Ki) or & 41.
or, accord. to Az, what is cooked (# : Us) mith out avoiding incorrectness. (O, TA.) You say, he entered into the place. (TK.) [In these and
W a:02: • 53, meaning Such a one speaks
similar instances, it seems that the prep. es' is
Q
g
}
water, of the herbs, or leguminous plants, of the
according to his nature,
not3-2from having learned. suppressed, and the noun therefore put in the
s
*
[season called] & and eaten in times of famine:
(S, K.) And * 3:Jt. Wä2 &% Such a one accus. case, as in <: J-3 &c. : for it is said
pl. &%, which occurs in a trad., and, as some
reads, or recites, according to the natural con that] 4: as meaning He entered (J-5) is
•

*

*

*

• *

relate it, with U2. (TA.)- And Millet (3,5)
dition in which he has gronºn up, not as having intrans.: (Kull p. 206:) W =ll-ji [likewise] has
bruised, (IAar, IDrd, Z, K,) and dressed, (IAar, been taught. (TA.)
this meaning: (S:) * 40.1 as an intrans. verb [in
IDrd, K,) by being cooked with milk : (IAar:) or
*
**
&

the sense of 4...] is extr. (MSb.) [(i.* 41.
see L55.. = Also The sitting-place is also often used tropically, as meaning | He
mired [plants called] -3%. (K)= Accord. of the & [or captain] of a ship. (Ibn-'Abbād, pursued a course of conduct or the like..] = And
J. •

laji [a preparation of dried curd] neith which are

to Lth, (TA) The place where the [plaited thong
called]

: comes forth [from the ropes that

form the

breast-girth],

(O, K, TA,) in the side

#:

O, K.)
&

*

ju-Ji £u & &#14, because it is [as
though it were] burnt by the ropes: or, accord.
to another explanation, its pl., &%, signifies the
phrase

strips of flesh between the to sides. (TA.)
- See also 3-, in two places. = And see

&#14%, (IAar, Msb) or &l, and 2.3,
(K) [inf n, it: ,] and #1 **i-1, (Msb, K.)

*

***- : see Lä.", in three places.
•

*

this also is allowable, (IAar, TA,) and 4:3, and
*: (K;) He made him [to travel or] to go
A certain festival of the Christians; along in [or to enter] the road, (IAar," Msb,) or
(K;) that of the Ascension of Jesus into Heaven: the place: (K:) and so &#1." 4: 4. (Msb:)
(TK.) derived from £-l 3. [expl. above
signifies the same as
(see 5)]: said by IDrd to be a foreign word and **i., inf n.
9 & -

of the camel: said by him to be derived from the

5

6.- ©

&\": see GA-2, in two places.

&#

*::,

[& thus used, and] &c.l. (TA) And <

(J-5),

and in one place said by him to be
natural disposition
or constitution, (AZ, IAar, $, K,) of a man. Syriac, arabicized. (TA.)
(IAar, $.) See 1, in the last quarter of the para ău: A woman raising her voice, on the oc
graph. One says, aí." ",s <! Verily he is casion of a calamity, (K, TA,) or on the occasion
generous in respect of nature. (AZ.) [See also of the death of any one : (TA:) or slapping her
face: (K, TA:) thus says Ibn-El-Mubárak: but
the former explanation is the more correct: it

&". *= And The nature, or

&: [applied in the present day to A grey

occurs in a trad., in which such is said to have

.#1 & Gl, (S, Msb) in n. *, (S) I
made the thing to enter, or I inserted it, or intro
duced it, into the thing : (S:) or I made the thing to

go, or pass, through the thing: (Msb:) and " £i
signifies the same. (S. [See an ex. of the latter
verb in a verse of 'Abd-Menáf Ibn-Riba El-Hu

dhalee, voce $l; cited there and here also in the S.])
You say,
es' £ 41. He in ented the

#}

hound, and any hunting-dog;] a sort of dog : been cursed by the Prophet; and, as some relate

thread into the needle. (M.A.) And o.º.

(MA:) and a sort of coat of mail: (TA:) it, with L2. (TA.)
W

#s:

--"

[as a coll. n.] is applied to certain coats

).

J. He inserted [his hand, or arm, into

3: See 3: and see also art. Gl-o-'.
the opening at the neck and bosom of the shirt];
of mail: (S, K:") and to certain dogs: so called
3:
Quick,
or
snift;
a
fem.
epithet;
(Ibn
as
also V {&#: (K:) and so into the skin for
in relation to &si- [said by Freytag to be
'Abbād,
O,
K;)
applied
to
a
she-camel:
(Ibn
milk or water, and the like. (TA.) And it is
written in the K assi, but it is there said to be
'Abbād, O :) in the Tekmileh, 3.", which

like 3:2,] a town in El-Yemen; ($, MA, K, )
mistake: in the L, a she-camel

or a town, or district, in the border of Armenia,
trative energy in her pace. (TA.)
(K) called c5, [or cºl: (TA:) or the coats
of mail are so called in relation to the former

having

is a

said in the Kur [xxvi. 200], c. 50% suis

a pene

3-,-] -s: Thus n'e have caused it to enter
[into the hearts of the sinners]. (S.) And in the

& S. What is next to the -133 [app, here same […i.2), C#, J. &: < [And
*

178 *
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hath caused it to enter into springs in the earth]. also,] one says, j-" 400- es' + ! [Enter
(TA.)
thou upon the ways of truth]. (TA.)- See also
2: see 1. -[In the present day, al- signifies
IHe cleared a passage or way. And He cleaned

out a pipe
forupon
smoking.
wound
thread
a reel=
or And,
into a from
skein.]4-,

He

•

He tanned the skin with [3,5, i.e. leaves of] the
-... [or mimosa flava]. (S, K, TA.) –2

3:1,

(M, K,) aor.
finished making the
#: A border (#) slit from the side of a it firm, strong, or
garment, or piece of cloth: (K:) so called be strongly, or soundly.
cause extended, like the ai. (TA.)
-

2, inf. n. X", (M,) He
leathern bucket; and made
sound, or made it firmly,
(M, K.)

2.4-i-, (§, M, Msh, K) int. n. *, (K)

4: see 1, in four places.

<!-- Sender, or wan, (IDrd, K, TA) in
7: see 1, second sentence.

He (God) made him to be safe, secure, or free;

body; applied to a man and to a horse. (IDrd, saved, secured, or freed, him; (M, Msb, TA;)

al-

Thread, or string, (S, Mgh, K,) with TA.) And,ésil
which one sen's: (K:) or upon which beads are penis: and
strung; (Ham p. 42;) [but] not having beads
upon it; for if it have, it is termed la--, .. (S and

it: Sharp in the head of the <>(#1 &- [from evils of any kind], (§, Mgb.)

so,+:

s

4:4. (AA, TA.)

Or

AS 3- [from the affairl (M.) [Freytag

d

assigns the same

-*

Mgh in art. lae- :) [in the present day it signifies

1.3-, [aor...] infn. i.). (S.M., A, Mgh,

wire:] a pl. [or rather a coll. gen, n.] of which

359 &- [from ecil of any kind], (K) or

6 -©

meaning to "4-i- also, as on

the authority of the Ham; in which I find no
explanation of this verb except one which will be

the sing. [or n un.] is "äçi. : the pl. [of pauc.] Mob.k) and X. (A, TA) and X- and t found later in this paragraph.] – [Hence,]
of al- is 55: and [of mult.] *. (K.)– and -*, (Bd in xxxix. 30,) He was, or became, 2: is also syn. with ASCI1, (S, K, TA,) as
[Hence,] one says, at: & >= is This safe, or secure; or he escaped; (M, TA;) or he was, meaning The saluting, or greeting, one with a
or became, free; (TA;)

−69. &: [from evils of

ts speech, or language, [subtile; or] abstruse in
- * ~

3

prayer for his safety, or security, or freedom,

-

its course, or tenour; i.e. "sli Ji Usää-. (TA.) any kind], ($, Mgh,) or ași &- [from evil of any from evils of any kind in his religion and in his
kind], (K,) or $3. &: [ from trial, or affliction], person; and the interpretation thereof is [the

–And at: * : < ū, (AZ, TA in art (ATA) or, 91.3- (from the affairl: (M3) he
*::, (so in a copy of the A in

expressing a desire for] J*#1; (MEr, TA;)
or
the saluting, or greeting, one with a prayer
(a traveller) was, Or became, safe, secure, or free,
for
his life; or, by saying 3: >- [q. v.
that art.,) said to one who is shy, or bashful, from evils of any kind: (Mab3) and ~~13-...
+ meaning [Thou art] not free from shyness in
he was, or became, free from fault, defect, imper infra, voce X-], syn. £1. (TA.) You say,
appearing [before others]: (AZ, TA in that art. :)
..fection, blemish, or vice; syn. &#. (Msb in * 2'- [meaning He so saluted, or greeted,
or t thou art not celebrated, or nell-known. (A
him]. (M, Mgb.) [This, when said of God, vir
and TA in that art.) = Also The first of what is art. *) [Hence,] one says, &t= ū...i us.' S
tually
means 4:4, i. e. He saved hirn; and
emitted by the she-camel [from her udder], láéliès, (ISk, S, K, ) meaning No, by God [or
>,) or at:

should be rendered agreeably with this explana
Him] who maketh thee to be in safety, (ISk, S,
K.) [such and such things were not;] and to two tion in the phrase commonly used after the men
& The young one of the J-- [or part persons c.1: U.S.: ), and to a pl. number tion of the Prophet, < * # J.-- May
s: U43 S, and to a female &:•2 U.S.: ), God bless and save him. You say also, * ...
ridge]; (S, K;) like
(S in art.
:) or

before the to [or biestings]. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

£:

•

* *

•

$+",
of the bird called U.5 (K.) fem. #, (S,R)
and *āū, but the latter is rare: (K:) pl.

and to a pl. number [of females]

&:

L5-54 N.

(Isk, S.K.) Andžāusa as J-55, mean:

&, (S. K.) like Ös; pl. of 94 (8) [and
5-i- pl. of £1.
22.2

* o

āş. : see &M.".

c.: #. [A thrust, or piercing thrust,]
directed right tonards the face. (S, K.) And
J: [An affair] rightly directed; (K, TA;)

3:

&#

He saluted him

with the

acknor'.

ment ."f his being Khaleefeh; saying, £16 A)."
J:25:1 +21 (2 Salutation to thee, or peace be

ing, 4:9- J.S.: [i. e. I will not do that, by the 07. thee, &c., o Prince of the Faithful.] ā-āl
Author (lit. Lord or Master) of thy safety]; and signifies The salutation that is pronounced 07:

in like manner, c.: us.", and &s: (s:.
(Sb, M. [See also 2s.) Andžā J." -sil,
i.e. 4:3- J-3 [Go thou with thy safety;
or, with the Zuthor of thy safety to protect thee;

finishing every tryo rek'ahs in prayer: (Har
p. 180:) [and also that which is pronounced after
the last rek'ah of each of the prayers (i.e. after
the sunneh prayers and the fard alike), addressed
meaning go thou in safety]; and [to two persons] to the two guardian and recording angels: (see
“Modern Egyptians,” ch. iii., p. 78 of the
c.: us.' usil. (S, K.) (55 is thus prefixed my
5th ed.:) and Xi- means He pronounced either
to a verb (as virtually governing it in the gen.

[an opinion]: (TA:) or the former,
[an affair] folloning one uniform course. (ISk, case] like as a1 is in an instance mentioned of those salutations.] - [Hence also,] *~! Al
TA.)- In the saying of Keys Ibn-'Eyzārah,
under this latter word; but these are two extr. Gl. (8, K,”) inf. n. as above; (K;) and "L.A.!
instances; for only a noun significant of time is *L* agi; (M;) He gave to him the thing:
b: 1,463 335 is:
• *, *2 °
2.92
- 12:
[regularly] prefixed to a verb, as in the phrase (S, M, K;) or delivered it to him. '. (M:) [he
and so

*

*

• 6-

t

&j's "3 L-4 Gºl- es:

*

*

J#3, #4, meaning 24 J: (Akh, $9 it resigned it to him. :] and ãass" *~!---, (Mgh,)

he means [In the morning when they congregated, is not prefixed to any but this verb X: [and its or U-Ual ax322/1 -c., He delivered the deposit
then arose and determined upon my slaughter] variations as above mentioned]. (Sb, M, K.) [to him, or] to its owner: (Msb:) and "L.A.!
with a strong resolution in respect of which there And hence, (Mgh,) one says also, āşşâll a; <, *: ël *: (Mgh) signifies the same as
was no contention. (TA.)
*

f* >

-

<>2<!-, like

*

bird. (K.)
6*

*:

meaning [The landed estate] was, or became, free
4.- [i. e. He delivered the garment, or
[in measure], A certain from participation to him; syn. -á-. (Mgh, piece of cloth, to the tailor]. (Harp. 166.)
TA.)= *~, [app. 4.1%, or perhaps £, for See also 4, in two places. - You say also, -3. * * *

>o

als. :

See

4.

4 - d-

p.

•

some verbs of this measure are trans, as <-- and 4-0-0 a-à 3-9. The hired man gave himself
$93. inf n. *-, [app. X", q. V. infră,] JHe uff, Or gave authority over himself, to the hirer.

(TA)=#| || 22- : - (M.D.) And "4:i and 4: I left him in
and of anything;] a way, road, or path ; pl. (TA) int. n. *, (M, K, TA) The serpent bit the poncer of him who desired to kill him or to
4: [A place of passage of a man or beast made him a captive.

* - (TA)-(Hence, #31 (£ [The

2

him: (M," K," TA:) mentioned by Az, but he wound him. (Ham p. 115.) And

as: "4

vagina and rectum of the woman]. (M in art. adds that no one but Lth has said this. (TA.)= [He gave him up to destruction]: in this case
Jass. [See

#3 Usú in that art.]) - [Hence, £1..", aor. 2, (S. K.) infn. ..., (TA) with [the prep.] U only. (Harp. 166.) And
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J: W_...!, (S," M, Msb,”) or 3&l, (K.) He and so "L.A.-l: (S, M, Msb, K:) you say, L.A.! (S,) They, (M,) or they two, (K,) made peace,
1

-

|

left, forsook, or deserted, (M, K,) the man, (S," at [He resigned, or submitted, himself, or he was, or became at peace or reconciled, (§," M, K,)
M, Msb,”) or the enemy; (K;) or abstained from or became, resigned, or submissive, to God: see " with another, (S, M,) or each with the other.
aiding, or assisting, him; ($, M, Msb, K;) and also an ex. (before referred to)
in the last sen ($, K.) [See also 8.] – One says of a man,

thren him into destruction. (IAth, T.A.) And
tence of the second paragraph: or he was, or (M.) of a great, or frequent, liar, (TA) ju: )
- -

* (*, * *... He left him [to that bane which

became, sincere in his religion, or nithout hypo-

*%+, [for Ju-5,] (M.) or *%-3t. 9, (K,

was in him : app. referring to the bite of a ser
pent, or any evil affection: see +, third sen

crisy, towards God: see :]: (Mab3) [or]

TA,) [f His two troops of horses will not agree
in pace, each with the other;] meaning t [his

tence]. (S. M.)–And # Us! # A- and

-- signifies he entered into ill, (S, Msb)

which here means >3-9 [i.e. the state of assertions will not be found to agree together; or]

"4-1, both meaning the same, (§, Mgb, K, resignation, or submission]. (S.) - And He he will not say what is true, so that it may be
accepted from him : for <-5, said of horses,
TA) i. e. He committed his case to God. (TA) became a Muslim, as also "L.i.5, (M. K3) as means f they kept pace, one with another;
– And &#: -- He acknowledged the truth in the saying,
33 9ts &lés, i. ex: [He
(~2-3 [q.v.];) not exciting one another. (M,
[or justice] of the claim, demand, or suit; [he nas an unbeliever, or a denier of the unity of
conceded its truth or justice;] from #23" <! God, &c.; then he became a Muslim]: (M:) or
to-La, expl. above; denoting an ideal delivering he entered [the pale, or communion, of] the reli
[of yielding of a thing to another person]. (Mgb.) gion of AS-9. (S, Msb.) 2% as a prin
[Hence one says, 13és # Al- IHe conceded that ciple of the law of God is The manifesting of
it was thus.]- And + signifies also [The humility or submission, and outnard conforming
the lane of God, and the taking upon oneself
assenting, or] the giving (one's] approval (S, K, with
or to say as the Prophet has done or said:
to
do
TA) unreservedly, (S,) to that which is ordained,
for this, the blood is to be spared, and one may
or decreed, (S, K, TA,) by God; and

K, T.A.)

8. L.A.! He became at peace, or reconciled.
(TA.) Hence the saying, (TA,) J*: 53%

abs- He will not

become at peace, or reconciled,

during his displeasure at a thing. (K, TA.) [See
also 6.] –

&#. -*~!. The

seed-produce put

forth its ears (K)=4<--1-...- He touched,

(S, K,) or reached, (Mgh,) the stone, [meaning
demand
repelling
the
of
and
evil:
(T,"
M.:)
if
the
Black Stone of the Kaabeh,] by kissing, or
mitting to his commands; and the abstaining from
there
the sub

is therewith firm belief with the heart, it is with the hand: (S, Mgh, K:) or he wiped it, or

offering opposition in the case in which it is not

stroked it, with the hand: (Mgh:) or he kissed
becoming [to do so]. (TA.) You say, > Al &l: (T,) this is the doctrine of Esh-Shāfi'ee:
but the doctrine of Aboo-Haneefeh makes no the stone: or he embraced it: (M:) and £5:
* He assented to the command of God: [or he
difference between these two terms: (KT:) signifies the same; (M, K;) but is not the original:
gave his approval to it :] or he submitted to it; [agreeably with the former doctrine,] Th well (M:)
accord. to ISk, the Arabs pronounced it
as also "L.A.l. (M.A.)
and briefly says, A.S.) is with the tongue, and with hemz, contr. to analogy; (Msb;) or it
clos') is with the heart: and he says, in explain should not be pronounced
with hemz, though
3. A.J., (M, Msb) infn. #3. (S, M, MSb) ing verse 48 of ch. v. of the Kur, that
every some thus pronounce it, (S,) the original being
and >-, (M, Msb,) He made peace, or became
© -->

* *

prophet has been sent with AS-S), though the

at

peace or reconciled, with him;

* c > 0 & L.A.!, (ISk, Msb,) because it is from XS- [pl.
or he reconciled ordinances
differ. (M.)- One says also, --~~ | of :- signifying “stones,” (ISk, S," M, Mob,"

himself neith him : [implying mutual concession,
*, meaning I left it [app. an affair, as in an [in the Mgh, from #: signifying “a stone,”
or a compromise:] (S," M, Msb:) and Úu. explanation in the TK,] after I had been [en
and in the Mab the pl. of: is said to beX,
They made peace, or became at peace or recon
gaged] in it. (Ibn-Buzurj, K.) And L.L. occurs like X5's,]) accord to Sb, who says that it does
ciled, or they reconciled themselves, each with the intransitively
in the saying, # Aé Ge; &l= not denote the act of taking;
(M;) or, accord. to
other. (K.)
2", meaning [He was a pastor of sheep, or Sb, it is from £1, with fet-h, meaning “sa
4: see 2, in nine places. [The first of the goats; then] he left them. (M.) - [Freytag
lutation,” and it means the touching with the
meanings there assigned to this verb is, in my assigns to...! another signification “Adscendere
hand by way of salutation in order to obtain a
opinion, more than doubtful. In all its senses, it fecit (vid. a...)." as from the Ham, p. 39: but
blessing thereby: (TA:) but accord. to IAar, the
seems to be properly trans.: when it is used as this is app. a mistake, into which he has been led
original
is with hemz, from #1, meaning
an intrans, verb, an objective complement is app. by a saying, there cited, of Zuheyr, which I read
[“the coming together,” &c., because
understood. Thus,] 2: is syn. with citi [as thus:
denoting
contact]. (Msb.) Abu-t-Tufeyl is re
meaning He paid in advance, or beforehand];

&:}

(S, M, Mgh, Msb;) &#1 [the price] being sup

*

#1 & #3 & 4

*

J- # J” &#
J#3 *- : *%-5 Jº 4,42:
lated to have said,

*

Aft

pressed, though sometimes it is expressed; (Mgh;) (meaning, The descent, or as the descent, of the
as also "...; (M3) and "L.i.5, as occurring in bucket that the nell-rope has let go): and by its
Js-a-.' [i. e. I san, the Apostle of God (may
being there said that “you should not prefer any God bless and save him) circuiting around the
a trad, where it is said, 54 & J # 3. reading
(52* to that with damm, though it Kaabeh, upon his camel, touching the Black Stone
* c." 4,4 [Whoso pays in advance for a has beenofsaid
otherwise:” whereas the correct
thing, he shall not turn it over, or transfer it, to
another than him]; but Kt says that he had not reading is, in my opinion, (**, agreeably with
heard this verb thus used except in this instance. what here follows:] Er-Riyáshee says, on the
(TA.) So the first of these verbs signifies in the authority of AZ, that ë", with fet-h, is down
saying, Ask!' cs: A-1 (S) or j." L (Mgh) wards; and with damm, upwards; and he cites
[He paid in advance for the wheat], and L' the saying above as an ex. of the word as mean

[for the thing], as also V~. (M.) And ing downwards. (TA in art. U434.)
“2% * *
. .< * ~ * * * .2
hence the £aying, &a W*:
2) *: Ls "3-2-34- ls'
5. 4. A- He asserted, or declared, himself
-j--> &- [If he give in advance wool for felt, to be free jrom, or clear of, or quit of it, or
or goats' hair for a garment, or piece, of hair him. (M.) –Li- is also syn. with 2", in two
cloth, it will not be allonable].
(Mgh.) And so senses: see the latter, in two places. = And
* o eo 5
in the phrase, 2-1 --~! [I paid in advance to 4.1- signifies He took it, or received it; namely,
him]. (Mgb.) - Also [He resigned, or sub a thing given, or delivered. (S, M, MSb, K.)

'G'

-

&•

mitted, himself; 4: being understood: or] he

rvas, or became, resigned, or submissive; (M, K;)

with his hooked staff, and hissing the hooked staff].

(TA.) The primary signification of 23:S
[said to be] The niping, or stroking, the

is

a...,

i.e. the stone: afterwards it was used in relation
to other things, and one said ts: <:l, mean
ing I stroked, or kissed, her hand. (Har pp. 30
and

31)-4-3 +12feet soft [after he

rendered his

means The boot

had been accus

tomed to walking barefoot]. (TA.)
10: see 4, in the former half of the paragraph.
= C52,"_*:_2,.…' He went upon the middle

of the road, not missing it. (K,” TA. [In the

su:12:12, for &#1333, meaning
6. B.J., (M) and JLS, (K) infn. Jú, &" < A-12, is erroneously put <!-CK, after

[Book I.
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* * *

(K;) submits himself. (TA.) One says, U.1- £i,
[but accord. to SM,] this means the unreserved (M, TA, [in the TKA JU, ) He took him [a
approval of what is decreed; and this is said to captive], (TA,) or made him captive, (M,) with
be meant by the reading 2: mentioned above. out war: (M, TA:) or he brought him in a state

&*'', assigning to<!- a meaning belonging said that] X:
to Lok-l.])

Q. Q. 2.3-3 [from #1 He named, or

is the subst. from

+, ;

of submission, not resisting; and so, if nounded:
called, himself a Muslim ; or he named himself
(TA)And
[henceLi'l
signifies
also
#:
(IAar, M, TA:) and thus El-Khattábee has expl.
Muslim; his name having before been Moham [as
meaning The religion of the Muslims; be the phrase in the trad. respecting El-Hodeybiyeh
mad: (M, K:) mentioned by Er-Ru-ásee. (M.)
cause it is a religion of self-resignation, or sub cited above, voce X-. (TA.) = Also A sort of
_c. : see the next paragraph, in six plac: E. mission]: ($, K.) this is meant in the Kur
tree, (S, M, Msb, K,) (the mimosa flava of Forskål,
Also A leathern bucket (2/3) having one 3× [or (ii. 204], where it is said, & A. J 1,343 who writes its Arabic name in Italic characters
loop-shaped handle], (T, S, M., K.) with which [Enter ye into the religion of El-Islám wholly]; syllaem, and in Arabic characters Lockw, (Flora
the waterer walks, like the buckets (S3) of the (S, Bd, Jel;) and so "Lill, as some there read; Aegypt. Arab., p. cxxiii.,)] a species (M) of the
attendants of the camels or other beasts upon (Bd, Jel;) or both there mean submission and [hind of thorny trees called] •lae, (S, M, Mgh,
which water is drawn or which carry water, (T, obedience to God: (Bd:) [and] *L. : [also] has Mab, TA, [not suas, as in the Lexicons of Golius
TA,) or like the s's of the water-carriers : (S, the former meaning. (M.) = Also, (S, M, K,) and Freytag,]) the leaves whereof are the 95,
K:) expl. in the S as above as on the authority of and "..., (M,) A man, (S, K, TA,) [and] a with which skin is tanned: (TA:) AHn says, its
AA; but IB says that the correct explanation is, woman, (M,) who makes peace, or is at peace, branches are long, like rods; and it has no nood
4 d >

having one

3% [or

stick fired across from one with another; (S, M.

K.)

and in like manner, a such as is used in carpentry, even if it grows

part of the brim to the opposite part, serving as company of men (A35). (M.) This is said to be large: it has slender, long thorns, grievous nihen
a handle as well as to keep it from £ollapsing]:
(TA:) of the masc. ge: [whereas 2/3 is £1.

meant in the Kur [xxxix. 30], where it is said, they wound the foot of a man; and a yellon,
J: ū- 54%, as some read, i.e. And a man [fruit such as is termed] as [n, un, ofX, See

(M:) pl. [of pauc.] L.A.! and [of mult.] AS-', inho is at peace with respect to a man : (TA:) or this word, and see also #:-.] n:hich is the sneet
(M, K,) and Lh mentions as its pl. Jú, which ū- and " ū- and W ū- three different read est of the A: in odour; and they tan with its
leaves: and it is said, on the authority of the
is extr. [unless as a pl. pl., i.e. pl. of £il. (M.) ings, in the place of [the more common reading]
Ú-, are all inf ns. of2-, used as epithets [syn. Arabs of the desert, that it has a yellon floner,

i- Peace, or reconciliation; as also '...;

containing a green grain (#4. a:- [or this
or is is suppressed before them. may mean a grain of a dark, or an ashy, dust
and C#- and "X- are like Xi- [in significa. (Bd.) You say, &#U. 3. X- tà [I am one colour]), of sneet odour, in which is somewhat of

(S, M, Mob, K.) masc. and fem.; ($, Msb, Ki")

with

Ú-],

tion]: (M: [the context there shows that the n:ho is at peace with respect to him who is at bitterness, and of which the gazelles are very
signification mentioned above is what is meant in peace with me]. (S, T.A.) And a poet says, fond: (M:) the n. un, is with 3: (S, M, Mgh,
this instance:]) or ...A. signifies the making peace, [using this word in two different senses, the latter
or becoming at peace or reconciled, with another of which has been mentioned above,]

Msh, K) and pl.: Ci (M) and X is said by

IB to be pl. of then. un, like as Xuél is of iši.
-2":
*, *, *, *:
or others, (Ham p. 805) as also "...i.; and both * Use" -:U +9 * ---> --> J-5'-' " (TA) [Hence].2% & 4 and (-25) that
are sometimes fem. as being syn. with ā-JUae. [O Náileh, (J:0 being
for #, a woman’s gives gron'th to the [trees called] ---. (K.) See
(L voce & q.v.) In the saying of El-Aasha,
name, apocopated,) verily I am one who is at also col−.
• * : *:
* * * ~...~#
Ú---> -->4) --~$15!
peace with respect to thy family, therefore accept > Stones; (§, M5) as also "X- (M.) and
d:

d

6 - -

6

d.

-

- -

- -

- - -

-

O -

*

*

• C) •

J O -

J - d.o.

6 -->
-

".…" & 5-133.3%

*

*

thou my submission]. (TA.

[It seems to be

there indicated by the context that J.J. here

*:

[as n, un, of the former and sing of the

[War made them, or has made them, to taste its means my peace, or reconciliation; which is less latter, (incorrectly written by Freytag, in one
draughts, and verily war is disliked after peace], appropriate than the meaning that I have assigned place, #14, and incorrectly said by him to be of
he has transferred the vowel of the Le to the U, in
the dial. of the people of Himyer,)] signifies a
to it.])

pausing; or it may be that he has inserted a

6.-->

6

* >

o

stone : ($, M, Mgh, Msb:) [or] the pl. [or quasi

_*- : see A)- : and see also X-, in seven
pl. n.] of i- in this sense is *X, like 25&
places.
- Also, in buying or selling, (Msb) the
not an instance like Us!, in the opinion of Sb;
in measure: (Mab3) or 'i: signifies stones,
for in his opinion the latter is the only instance of subst. from 'Jim
and 2: signifying
(K) or hardstones; (TA) and "XS. is its pl.:
its kind. (M.) It is said in a trad., respecting

kesreh in imitation of the preceding kesreh: it is

Leź

El-Hodeghiyeh, '- #, Jai & 3: 34,

-í-i, (M) in C# (S, Msh, K.) i.e. Any (K.) [said to be] so called because of their free

money, or property, paid in advance, or before dom (a 5-) from softness: (TA:) or this last
or W U.I., or W (~, accord. to different relations, hand, as the price of a commodity for which signifies stones, the small thereof and the large;
meaning [He took forty of the people of Mekkeh] the seller has become responsible and which one and they assign to it no sing.: (ISh, TA:) or
peaceably: thus expl. by El-Homeydee, in his has bought on description : (T and TA in art. >>- [probably
meaning "X-1 is a quasi-pl. n.:
“Ghareeb.” (TA. [See also : below.]) – -āk. :) or payment for a commodity to be de (Aboo-Kheyreh, TA:) and it is also said to be a
Also i q. "L.S., (§, K, TA,) as signifying Self livered at a certain [..future] period with some name for any broad stone. (TA.) See also
resignation, or submission; (TA; [and thus the thing additional to [the equivalent of] the current c. A poet says, (namely, Bujeyr Ibn
latter is expl. in one place in the S;]) which is price at the time of such payment; this [tran 'Anameh, IB, TA,)
6

* *

6.-

-

also a signification of "L.A.: ($, M, K, TA:) and saction] being a cause of profit to him who makes

6 * . . • dao-

d e dao

*

+

this is meant in the Kur [iv. 96], where it is said, such payment: (TA in that art.:) or a sort of
• * * * * 29°
22# 9 * ... < *
sale in n'hich the price is paid in advance, and
*

@ s

>

d >

casts from behind me (i.e. defends me) with
the commodity is withheld, on the condition of [He
the
arron,
and the stone]: this [usage of Al for Ul]
TA,) or "...", as some read, (Bd,) [i. e. And description, to a certain [..future] period: ($ and
is
of
the
dial
of [Teiyi and] Himyer. (S, T.A.)
say not ye to him who offers to you submission, O in that art., in explanation of -i- :) but it is
f
Thou art not a believer :] or *L*S.J. here means said in a trad. that the term... as meaning -i L.:ll for-* : see-*, Second sentence.

t:# 3: "23: Ali & # 93, (BJ,

o

the salutation of23:) [by sayingX:X-]: was disliked; app. because the former is applied
(Bd, TA:") or salutation, and submission by to obedience, and self-resignation, or submission,
uttering the profession of23.9 ; and so "...l. to God. (TA.) = And The making [one] cap

6 -

w

& O -

-

6

so

-

-

a-ol- : see-**,

in two places: and

c.1%.

Also A woman soft, or tender, in the -\,:

[or

(Jel:) [or the latter here means, simply, saluta tive. (K. [See 1, in the latter part of the para Jingers, or other extremities]. (K) – And An
tion; and this is app. what is meant by its being graph.]) = And A captive; (K;) because he old and weak she-camel. (IAar, TA in art. *~.)

- -

- - -"-------
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d is de •

J.- A certain plant (K, TA)which

6

[and the same] meaning: but that if they con- & X% or *X%, expl. above]; (Bd in
green in the [season called] -ā-e [app. here sidered the language of the Arabs, and the dis- iv. 96;) a subst. (S, Mgh, Mgb, TA) from ...
tinction, or limitation, denoted by the #, they *, (Msb,) [i. e.] from * #1, (S, Mgh, TA,)
meaning spring]. (TA)- L- * The [species
of lizard called]

becomes

would see that between them is a great difference ike ...A
X5's from £
(M h. [See 2, third
*~1. (Mign.
&j3: (K:) or, some say, [as [inasmuch as the former has a large range of
>

&t.: *. (TA.)- See meaning which the latter has not, as will be seen sentence.]) - In the saying in the Kur[xxv. 64],
also the next paragraph. -[In the CK, by * from what follows]. (TA.) * X- is an U.S. bits &*-ji -** $13 [And when the
is said in the M,

z

mistranscription, a meaning belonging to U.S. announcement of the continuance of a 3.
is assigned to

J.-.]

- e.

J

[or ignorant speak to them, they say,

safety, &c.]: (Bd in xiii. 24:) [it may therefore

U.S.], this last

word signifies (~5, (Sb, M.) or £2 (£3 [for
2w • *

o yd

J.

** 6 &

be rendered Safety, &c., be, or light and abide, 'l-5 A.S.* i: We declare ourselves to be
A.J.Jl, accord. to Aboo-Mis-hal, as meaning
soã
on you; or, generally, peace be, or light and clear, or quit, of you], and Xi aët: [for
The earth, occurs in the prov., −1, alo' C. -áil abide, on you; for] it means nothing disliked, or
we relinquish you], (Bd,) [and
slok-J) us' [A nose in the nater and a rump on evil, shall befall you henceforth : (Bd in xvi. 34:) āść.
means]
there
shall
be neither good nor evil
the earth]: and if this be correct, it may be and *X- [may be rendered in like manner;
between us (Sb, M, Bd) and you : it is not the
derived from A')... [i. e._4}…] meaning “stones:” for it virtually] means I will not do to thee any
A')... that is used in salutation; for the verse was
thing that is disliked, or evil; (Bd and Jel in
and it may be originally
and lengthened
revealed at Mekkeh, and the Muslims had not
xix. 48;) nor say to thee hencefornard n:hat
for the sake of the rhyme. (Ham p.214) [But nould annoy thee, or be disagreeable, or evil, to then been commanded to salute the believers in
the reading commonly known is, £il es' ci:
a plurality of gods: (Sb, M.:) [in iv. 88 of the
thee. (Bd ibid.) It may also be [rendered May
Kur,
which was promulgated afterwards, at El
£1 J -->]
safety, &c., or peace, be, or light and abide, on
Medeeneh,
is a general command to return a
gou; as] a prayer for a.S., to those to whom it
a: &: 3. He is the special, or particular, is addressed, from the state in which they are at salutation with a better or with the same; but
friend of his [another’s] house; one n'ho mices the time. (Bd in xxviii. 55.) [It is generally the Sunneh prescribes that the salutation of X:
with him much : from the saying of the Prophet, held that this salutation may not be used by, nor *A* or Lose's >5. when addressed to a Muslim
-: Jai t. &: [Selman is of us, the people to, any but a Muslim..] In the beginning of an by one not a Muslim is to be returned only by
of the housei; referring to Selmán El-Fārisee. epistle, the approved practice is to write X saying 4:43 Or X:43: or the meaning in
(Harp. 472.):- &: *: See L*. - Also 4:4, without the article Ul; and in repeating xxv. 64 is, they say a right saying, in which they
are secure from harming and sinning. (Bd.)
A species of the [black beetles called] &= [pl. it, at the end, to write it with that article.
•

6

dee-

me •

X+):

• *d is

•

•

6

•

-

"L.",

• de •

of J: q. y]:

(M:) or i, q. Use-, (IAar, K.) (Durrat el-Ghowwás, in De Sacy's Anthol.
Gramm. Arabe, p. 72 of the Arabic text. [In

d p-o- -

6

Sb asserts that Aboo-Rabee'ah used to say, 3: #!
3-: * ~5
|
'. U.a5 U'X5, meaning (£3 [for * *:
2

* >

* **

* * *

•

or clºse- 2:1, with fet-h [app. a mistake for kesr]
2 *~*
to the 2- : (Kr, TA:) or the largest of the the latter case, the general practice in the present (c.5, i. e. When thou meetest such a one, say,
cº-: or a certain insect like the J*, having day is to write simply>5-13, suppressing *]) I declare myself to be clear, or quit, of thee]:

(TA:) or the male of the [black In saluting the dead, one puts * first, saying, and he says that some of them said X%,
beetles called] J-sús- [pl. of it #, q. v.]. &#3% *. (Ham p. 367.) You also say, meaning The case of me and thee is the [case of]
(IAir, TA in art. Jays.)
láē, liés & C. "4:3: 5 [No, by thy being clear, or quit, each of the other; and the [case
of] mutual relinquishing. (M.) [It is usual, in the
c). or &#13, accord. to different readings, safety, such and such things were not]. (S.) present day, to say, 25.1% 13& Jail, meaning
X):l is also a name of God, (§, M, MSb, K.)
occurs~5-in a trad. of Ibn-'Omar, in which it is [applied to Him in the Kur lix. 23, accord. to Do thou such a thing, and there will be an end
said, as 2 & Ale Uss cols" -->
2 Clé= [He some for AS: 35, i.e. a 35." *śl because of of altercation between us...] = See also X-. E
2used to pray
or certain his safety, or freedom, from defect, and imper Also A kind of trees; ($, M, MSb, K.) they
stones, in the road of Mekheh]: each may be a fection, and cessation ofexistence; (IKt, M, TA;) assert that they are evergreen; nothing eats
pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.]; the former, of or from variations, and as being the everlasting, them; but the gazelles keep to them, and protect
W #14, the “tree so called,” the latter, of 'i'i,
who brings the creation to nought and will not themselves by their shade, but do not hide among
“stones” [or a “stone:” but both of these ex come to nought; or, accord. to Suh in the R, He them; and they are not great trees, nor of the
Cl

pair of wings:

•

** *

£

* @

* * *

*

*

:

is so named [as being the Author of Safety, kind called suae : (AHn, M:) they are also
Security, &c.; i.e.] because He has rendered all called "X-5 (Ki) or this is pl. of £1.. [n un,
>~, (S, K, TA,) in its primary acceptation, his creatures safe, or free, from defectiveness, or ofX-l. which is of another kind; like as Xté!

planations are strange]. (TA.)

(TA) is syn, with 'is', (S, K, TA) as is also
*..., (S, [so in one of my copies, but omitted in

unsoundness, and mankind and the jinn, or genii,
from the betiding of injustice, or wrong, to them,

is pl. ofisi (IB, TA::) nun, with s. (S, M.)
* >): was said to an Arab of the desert;

the other copy,]) and signifies Safety, security, from Him; and the expositors who assert that
immunity, or freedom, from faults, defects, im He is thus named because of his safety, or and he replied, * *::1: and being asked,
perfections, blemishes, or vices, (S," [mentioned freedom, from imperfections, and evils of any
in one only of my two copies, and there as kind, utter an unseemly saying, making X- to
relating peculiarly to the third word,] K, [in be syn. with "L.JU, which latter applies only to
which it ostensibly relates peculiarly to the first him who is liable to evil of any kind, and who

“What is this reply?” he answered, “They are
two bitter trees: thou hast put upon me one, so
I have put upon thee the other.” (K.) = See
also_c., in two places.

word, but in the CK, by the omission of a 3 before expects it, and then becomes safe, or free, from it.

> see_ck.", in two places: = and the para

6

•

*

s

•

it, it is made to relate only to the second word,]
and TA, [accord. to which it relates to the first (TA.) >5:1.3% is an appellation of Paradise, graph here next preceding, last sentence but two.
and second words, as it is well known to do,]) and (M, K,) (applied thereto in the Kur vi. 127 and X: i.a. "...u., (§, M, K) which means Safe,
from evils of any kind: (TA:) or [simply] x. 26,] as being the abode of everlasting safety, secure, Ol' free, (Msb,) from evils of any kind;

safety, security, immunity, or freedom; as also or security; (Zj, M, TA;) the abode of safety, or (K, Mgb, TA;) applied to a man: (M:) pl.
*ā-j- (Sb, M.) IKt says that these two security, from evils of any kind, from death and i: (M, K, TA) in some copies of the K
words may be dial. vars. [syn. each with the decrepitude and diseases [&c.]: (TA:) or as es", like cs-y- pl. of C#)-; (TA;) [but
other]; or the former may be pl. of the latter [or being the abode of God. (M., T.A.) - See also this is probably its pl. only when it is used in the
rather a coll. gen, n. of which the latter is the X-, in four places. -[As is there stated,] it
n. un.]: (M, TA:) and Suh says, in the R, that signifies also Salutation, or greeting; (M, TA;) sense of 2-2,4- or the like, as seems to be the case
most of the lexicologists hold them to have one particularly the salutation ofA% [by saying from what follows.] Also, (M,) applied to a

-----
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-
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heart: ($, M:)--. -li, in the Kur xxvi. 89, 1:) in the hand and in the foot, (K) [i.e.] his maternal uncle El-Fárábee, (TA,) that it
The portion of skin between the eye
means With a heart free from unbelief (M, in each hand and foot: (M:) Kir says that the signifies
is a mistake; (IB, K;) and his
nose,
the
and
TA:) or, divested of corruptness, or unsound -->- are the 52% [app. a mistake for Auše
citation, as an authority, of the verse of 'Abd
ness: (Er-Răghib, TA:) in the Kur xxxvii. 82, i.e. bones] of the outer side of the hand and
Allah Ibn-'Omar (K) in which he says,
some say that it means with a grieving, or sorrow

foot: (Msb:) U.S. is also said to signify any

ful, heart; from <!- in the
lowing. (Bd.)- Also i. q.

sense here next fol

&: [meaning Bitten

small hollon bone : and any bone of a human
being: and ISh says that in every horse are six

* >''}; c." &###3

•

by a serpent]; ($, M, K5) as also "X" (§, K) •lee')... [app. in the fore legs and the same in (TA,) is futile: (K:) for, as IB says, Sálim was
seems to mean that the the son of Ibn-'Omar, who, by reason of his love
(K:) app., (S,) as implying a good the hind legs; for he
to each of the pastern of him, thus makes him to be as the skin between
applied
is
Us")term
omen, of safety; (S, M ;) or because the person
bones and to the coffin-bone; these three cor his eyes and his nose: or, as MF says, the truth is,
is left C.:) to that [bane] which is in him:
responding to the phalanges of a human being: that the said verse is by Zuheyr, and Ibn-'Omar
(IAar, S," M.:) and sometimes it is metaphori
to write used it as a proverb: and [SM says], if this be
cally used as meaning t wounded: (M:) or it see Jail: (TA:) it is not allowable
the correct, it strengthens the saying of J. (TA.)
termed
is
what
with
means wounded, at the point of death, (M., K.) Us")- otherwise than
* - of
as some say: (M3) pl. c. ... (M, and Ham short alif. (MF, TA)=U.4%, (M, K.) like L.A..
[More, and most, safe or secure* -orc = free
- 1
p. 214.) = Also, (M, K,) of a horse, (M). The Jáš, (K, TA, [in the CK like ce:, which is from evils of any hind.]. You say, &: Lok-l lja
part, of the hoof, that is betnceen the ź [or shown to be wrong by a verse cited in the M and
The [south, or southerly, .# [This is more safe &c. than this]; and 13:
hair, or extremity of the skin, * the hoof], TA,]) signifies also
wind called] -*. (M, K.)
X:S [This is the most safe &c.]; and o.k.a.
(M, TA) or that is between the ,<i [q v.], (K)
interior
the
and
(TA,)
but the former is the right,
&- A hind of tree, (S, M, K,) growing in * (Ham p. 214)=And -> (pp.
of the hoof (M, K, T.A.)
soft, or plain, tracts: (M:) AZ says, it is like the

and

">, <

X:S signific, like G+" (i.e. Gill, T.

6

- -

resembling the myrtle, which leaves (U-,+) of the 253 (or Thoban palm].
changes not in the midst of summer, and which (Ibn-Beytár, app. from AHn, cited by De Sacy
in three places. = Also n, un, ofX- applied to has a produce resembling the head [or ear] of in his Chrest. Arabe, 2nd ed., iii. 480.)
a kind of trees [described above]. (S, K.)
millet (#5), except that it is smaller than the Sl;
*

- -

-

-

-

#5. [the most usual inf. n. of ~1: see AS-, Si, which is a tree

J%

a noun of the fem.

>''} [inf n. of 4, q.v. - It is the general
gender, (Msb,) A tooth-sticks (42-3) are made from it; and its term for The religion of Mohammad : differing
of the 391; and it gron's in

certain bone that is in the U-25 [q. v., here produce is like that
meaning foot] of the camel: (S, k') this is said the sands and the deserts : (TA in art.
by A. Obeyd to be the primary signification: (S:) with 3. (M.)
Ol' the J-3- of the camel are £he bones of the
•

* 0° a

from

Sl :) n, un.

&%. shown
aS

above: see 4.- And

hence, for 29-)

Jal, or the like,] The Muslims,
collectively. (M in art. Jae', &c.)

- D -

ants [lit. the ants of Solomon].
cloak. U-•o Red
£
[Of, or relating to, *} as meaning
c-, [or foot]: (M:) [for] Us")- is used alike
3-.)
art.
in
(43-1,
voce
(TA
as sing. and pl., and sometimes it has also a pl.,
the religion of Mohammad. - And particularly]

&:

(S,) which is

**** (S, M, K:) or it is a pl.

ź 4. ladder,

or a

series of stairs or, stips, A poet of the class next after the cs:--

and

[or rather a coll. gen, n.], of which the sing. [or syn. 504, (M, K.) and as->, (M.) or 2-9-4, next before the c2% (Mz.49th 82°.) [See
n. un.] is #~, signifying the a: [q. v.] of (Msb,) upon which one ascends; (S, Mgh;) either
the Preface to the present work, p. ix.] The
[any of] the fingers: (IAth, TA:) [but this is a of nood or of clay [&c.]: (Mgh:) said by Zj to most celebrated of the poets of this class, it seems,
strange explanation:] it is said that the last parts
in which : [here meaning marrow or pulp and
the like] remains in a camel when he has become
2%. and eye; and when
emaciated are the
it has gone from these, he has none remaining:

($) the pl. &., (§, TA) or

J%.(M.

(4:3) to were Jereer, El-Farezdak, El-Akhtal, and Dhu-r
to go, (Mgh, Rummeh, who were contemporaries, and flourished

be so called because it delivers thee

the place to which thou desirest
TA,) i.e., to some high place, and thou hopest in the first and second centuries of the Flight.
for safety (a4)…) by means of it: (Er-Răghib, (Mz.ubi supra, and Ibn-Khillikán in art.”:')

TA:) masc. and fem.; (Lth, M, Mgh;) [app.,

—& Ki: A word, or phrase, introduced,

F, generally fem.; for] accord. or used in a new sense, on the occasion of the
J. 34; (Mgh;) promulgation and establishment of the religion
Lth, one says." Ge and

accord. to Lth and

Msb,) also signifies the bones of the &Ls), (S, to
M,) so says Kh, and Zj adds that they are also [and F says, it is sometimes made masc. : (K:) of 25-9), by means of the Kur-án &c. (Mz
called the -aš, (M5b,) of the hand and of the Pl.:- (S, Mgh, K) and 23-, (K,) [which 20th 83%)

foot; (M;) [i. e., of the fingers and of the toes;
latter is the original, for] the Us in .4% is added +8. [The vena salvatella;] a certain vein
and this seems to be the most common meaning,
in relation to a human being; namely, the pha by poetic license. (M, TA) [Hence] is (S, M, K) in the hand, (M,) between the little
langes of the fingers and of the toes;] that are
between every two joints [and what are beyond
accord. to Lth,
the extreme joints] of the
[or fingers
the U.S. are the bones of the
and are
and the
and toes] and the

&-f:
&4

+ Certain stars, belon [those called]

âûl, on

the

finger and the finger next to this: ($, K:) it

right of them; (K;) as being likened to the .." occurs only [thus] in the dim. form. (M.)
[above-mentioned]. (TA.)- And The

j%

[or

stirrup of the camel's saddle] (S, K) is sometimes .." act, part. n. of 4 [q.v.]. (Msb.) tà:45
thus called [as being a means of mounting]. (S.) & c: in the Kurii. 122, means And make
– And t A means to a thing; (K, TA;) because both of us self-resigned, or submissive, to Thee:
hard and compact bones like -tae (pl. of *] : it leads to another thing like as does the ... upon (Bd, Jel:) or, sincere in religion. o: Arithout
(TA: [see the words that I have here left untrans which one ascends. (TA)—And #1 is the hypocrisy, tonards Thee; syn. cºal- (M,

gé,

8-5

lated, for the senses in which they are here used are

doubtful:]) accord. to IAar, (M,) certain small
bones, of the length of the &: [or finger], (M,
K.) or nearly so, (M,) or less, (K,) of which
there are four, or three, (M,) [or app., five, for
the meaning here seems to be the metacarpal and
metatarsal bones, to which the terms
*

> *

> /

-

-

*} are sometimes applied, (see

J-3- and
* - of

name of The horse of Zebbán (in the CKZeiyán) Bd:) and therefore J:sk-2 is made trans by
means of U. (M.)- [It commonly means. One
Ibn-Seiyar. (K.)
holds, or professes, the religion of 23:\]
who
-2'-': See 24- ; and see X-, near the middle
one says, 'i: Ż * : #t= &t=
And
of the paragraph. [See also an ex, voce -č.
[He was an unbeliever: then, to day, he has be:
-[Hence,] ** A.J.- à-la- t A good word
come a Muslim]. (M.)
or expression or sentence. (TA.)=The saying 5-4 o –
6

-

* -

•

O.-->

* *

>

* >

-

-

8-5 and of J [in the S], (K) in which he has followed

ā-A-2:

see what next precedes,
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Al-'-3'

-

-:

is said to be used in the sense of

(Msbi) or 4-, (M.K.) aor. 3:3 (K) and
%,

"...#1 in the saying of El-'Ajāj,

#~,

*:::

want, of him, or

Or

** **

it]: or J- signifies -āls:

&: [he affected the being forgetful, &c., of a
person,
or thing]: (Ham p. 403:) [he made
J.-, on the authority of Esh-Shereeshee;) inf n.
i-: *s, * 3:
32t,
himself content, or happy: comforted, or con
[Between Es-Safa and the Kaabeh of which the 31..., (S, M, Mgb, K,) of the first, (S, Msb, TA,) soled, himself: diverted, or amused, himself:
Black Stone is touched with the hand, or kissed: and #4, (M, K,) [app. of the second,] and and, like š, (with which it is said in the Ham
first pers.

aoi".

(TA in art.

*

-

see 8]. (M.)

>:

See

X---Also

&#, (M, MA, K.) of the first, as also #4, p. 572 to be syn.,) or nearly so,] he became free
A hide, or skin, (MA,) or this last is a simple subst., (M," Msb, from, or he relinquished, anxiety. (M.A.) See

tanned with [33, or leaves of] the ... (S, M.)
**

J. & e

J3; A

ile:A-

land abounding with the trees
called ... (M, K.)– Suh says, on the au
thority of AHn, that its: is a name for A
collection ofź. like *:: applied to “many

K) and ::, & M, MA.K.) of the third, (5)
or of the first, (MA,) and &- [with kesr sub

also what next follows.

7. 9 * J-31 Anxiety became removed, or
cleared
anay, from him; as also "L.J. (S.)
stituted for damm because of the kesr of the

medial radical]; (M, TA;) He was, or became,

8: see art.

us".

forgetful, unmindful, or neglectful, (M, K, TA,)
5. Or J.-: See art. es".
or diverted from the remembrance, (TA,) of
him, or it: (M, K, TA:) he endured with pa #3, (M, Mob, K.) as also "#, (M,K) a
elders, or men advanced in age.” (TA.) .
tience the loss, or want, of him, or it: (Msb:) he subst, from 4: 5- (M, Mgb, K) [as such sig
*:21: see ...'. —c:* :* means was,
or became, content, or happy, without him,
nifying A state of forgetfulness, unmindfulness,

A man soft, or tender, in the feet. (TA.)

or it: (PS:) [or he experienced comfort, or con
or neglectfulness, or of diversion from remem
solation, for the3 *loss,
or want, of him, or 3it:]
*
**

brance, of a person or thing: patient endurance
of a loss or want: content, or happiness, in a
signifies the familiar's being content, or case of privation: or comfort, or consolation, for
a loss or want: accord. to the MA, the former is
happy, without the familiar: (Mgb:) or
an inf. n.]. One says, is: 4. J: and
[or * 3:
signifies the being content, or W &#: Thou hast made me content, or happy, [or
•

-*

accord to AZ,

Q. 4. **, said of a horse running, He
stretched

himself forth; or extended, or elongated,

&

5:1 [or rather ge *} 3.

*})

#

himself: (S: [the meaning is there indicated,
#)
and it is expressed by an interlinear explanation happy, without a thing. (Hamp. 403.) One
in one of my copies of that work:]) or he pressed says also, J- 9* S., meaning He was or hast infused into me content, or happiness,] with
onnard with a penetrative energy or force, or
out thee [or in thine absence]. (As, S.) And
with sharpness of spirit. (TA.) Some hold that became, free from love, or affection. (M.A.) J: &: #: & * He is in a state of life
the 2 in the words of this art. is augmentative: [And >" c” 5. He was, or became, free from ample in its means or circumstances, unstraitened,
others, [app. the greater number,] that it is anxiety. See also 5..]—Also J, & + . or plentiful, and pleasant. (AZ, S.)
radical. (MF.)
913, meaning I did not forget, but neglected, to
*#

of

,

say that: and one does not say 4,# Ul <!.
us. (AZ, TA)
TA,) Long, or tall; (K, TA;) as an epithet of except as meaning &# &
-

<!-, sometimes pronounced with Lo, (S,

<!-

general

application: (TA:) or a tall man: pl.

ãaj... (K.)-Applied to a horse, Long-bodied:

2 : 5-, (M,TA, ) inf n. #5, (TA)

is: see the next preceding paragraph.
s: [accord. to those who make the alif to
be a sign of the fem. gender] or s: [accord.
to those who make that letter to be one of quasi

(§3) or, so applied, large, (K, TA,) and long, and 2: * $9-1; (M, K;) He, or it, made him, coordination] A certain bird, (S, M, Mgb, K,)
or tall, (TA,) and long in the bones; as also or rendered him, forgetful, unmindful, or neglect [in the present day applied to the quail,] i. q.
*::, (K, TA,) which is applied to the male: ful, (M, K, TA,) or made him to be diverted Jú. [which is also applied in the present day
(TA:) and the former, likewise applied to a from the remembrance, (TA,) of him, or it: (M, to the quail], (Ksh and Bd and Jel in ii. 54,)
horse, that presses onnard with a penetrative K, TA:) [made him to endure with patience the
energy or force, or with sharpness of spirit: loss, or nant, of him, or it: made him to be con
(TA:) or, so applied, large and long or tall: tent, or happy, nithout him, or it: or comforted
and likewise applied to a spear: and tropically, him, or consoled him, for the loss, or want, of
[but in what sense is not explained,] to a wind him or it: see 1, first sentence:] and the former
(A)—The fem "i: signifies Cor. verb occurs, in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, fol

(#9).

[or] white [?], resembling the J.C., (M,) or like
the pigeon, but longer in the shank and neck than
the latter, and of a colour resembling that of the

L*, quick in motion: accord. to Akh, the
word is used as sing and pl.: (Msb:) [or] Akh
says, I have not heard any sing, thereof, and it

lowed by an accus, as a second objective comple
pulent, or large in body; (K, TA;) not an epithet ment, in the place of a gen. preceded by 34. seems that the single one is thus called like the pl.
number, in like manner as c.” is [said to be]
of commendation: (TA:) or, applied to a woman,
(M,
TA.)
And
one
says
also,
L*
&U.S.-,
applied to one and to the pl. number: (S:) or
it signifies tall or beautiful. (JK.) - And
the n. un, is #: ; (M, K;) of which Lth cites
inf
n.
as
above;
and
"JSCí,
meaning
[He
J.J. is the name of A certain dog. (K,”TA.)
as
an ex, this saying, [in which 4: should be
* ** *
.
freed me from my anxiety; or] he removed from
22-6°
6

* > *

**- : see -, -, in two places.

me my anariety. (S.) And $. [alone] He, or ly]].'',]
it, [made him to be content, or happy; comforted, *
?

*:

see what follows.

-

• * *

***

* ***

£14: #3:1 Jää Gés

*

or consoled, him; or] freed him from grief [or

** * *

#- and 'A'-, each as a fem, epithet,
(K, TA) and each with kest [to the U-], (TA)

anxiety]. (M.A.)

[Like as shakes the selnáh which the rain has
much wetted]. (TA.) = Also Honey; ($, M,

4: see 2, in two places. = Also żil es' K;) and so *āši, with damms (K) the
[but each in the CK is with fet-h,] Bold,
The
people, or party, were, or became, secure, or former is used in this sense by a poet, ($, M,)
daring, brave, or courageous. (K.)
namely, Khālid Ibn-Zuheyr; and Zj says that
safe, from the beast of prey. (K.)
Khālid has made a mistake, the word U451- sig
5. As J- quasi-pass. of * 5% (M) or of
-

.do

nifying only a certain bird; but, accord. to AAF,
* @*

* *

1. a = \", (S, M, Msb, K.) first pers.

&#13,

* #: (M, K) [and therefore signifying He

(M)-us:" signifies [also] Whatever renders

nvas made, or rendered, forgetful, unmindful, or thee forgetful, or content, or happy, in a case of
neglectful, or was made to be diverted from the privation; (#): U. Jé, M, K;) and honey
remembrance,
of him, or it: was made to endure is thus called because it renders thee thus by its
third radical is a faucial letter; (Ham p. 568;)
with patience the loss, or want, of him, or it: sweetness. (M.)
and $2, (M. K.) aor. 3:3 (Ki) and &: was made to be content, or happy, without him,
*, first pers. **, (S, Msb,) aor. &: 5 or it: or nas comforted, or consoled, for the loss, &#: A water which is drunk and which

(S, Msb) aor. 3:, (Mab, K.) and 5: also,
[or J-4) though neither the second nor the

Bk. I.

-
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31- -->

renders one forgetful, or content, or happy, in a *::1 [In him is a cause of forgetfulness of, or party, fell into the like of the secundine of a he
case of privation; or comforts, or consoles, for a freedom from, anxieties]: like #: [in form]. camel]; meaning they fell into a difficult affair
loss or want: (Lh, M, K:) or a thing that is (TA.)
or case; (S, K;*) or they fell into an unparalleled
given to drink to the passionate lover in order
that he may be forgetful, or content, or happy,

evil; (Meyd;) for the he-camel has no L.A. ($,

&:

The third [in arriving at the goal] of Meyd.)
without the woman: (Lh, M.) or it consists in the ten horses that are started together for a race:
it. A ewe, or she-goat, (S, K,) and a she
one's taking some of the dust, or earth, of a grave, so called because he renders his owner content, or
**@ •

and sprinkling it upon water, and giving it to

camel, (S) whose secundine(s)...) has become dis

happy (2::). (Ham p. 46.)

rupted [in her belly]. (S, K.)- And A ewe, or

drink to the passionate lover, (M, K,”) whereupon

J.-: [a noun of place from 5].

One says, she-goat, [or she-camel,] whose secundine (us$4)
[There is not any place in nhich has been pulled out or off, or removed from its
used to say that when the passionate lover drank one may be rendered forgetful, &c., of him, or it; place.* * (TA.) 5,
this water he became forgetful, or content, or or in nihich one may be rendered content, or
Us", [or L.A.,] mentioned in this art, in the
TA: see art. 2A".
happy, in his privation: (S:) or a certain medi happy, without him, or it]. (TA.)
cine which is given to drink to him who is in
* * *
_e3.
his love dies: (K:) or rain-nater poured upon a
certain bead (#) called W #3:, of n:hich they

5

• Jo

c: < ū.

•

grief and in consequence of which he becomes
happy; (S, K;) called by the physicians

£4:

6

1.

*

*

es'-

-

-

-

-

-

* >

1. a-, (S, Msb, K.) aor. *, inf n.L., (Mgb,)

<!-, (M, K,) aor. *, (K,) inf. n. es",

(S:) or a certain bead (#) for captivating, or said of a ewe, or she-goat, [and of a she-camel,]
Her secundine
became dirupted [in her

(*#)
fascinating, also called "###, (Lh, M, K.)
and W #14, (Sgh, K.) nith which women capti belly]. (M, K.)=\a)-, inf n. L.; (M;) or
vate, or fascinate, men, restraining them from *w-, infin. #3 (S. K.) He pulled out or
other women: (Lh, M ) or " #3: signifies [or, off, or removed from its place, her secundine

He put poison into it; [poisoned it; infected it
with poison;] namely, food. (S, Msb, K.) And
He gave him to drink poison. (S, K.) And
£3. 4: The azu [or venomous reptile or the
like] smote him with its poison. (M.)- [Hence,
perhaps, He suggested it,
to him: a significa
tion mentioned by Freytag, but without any

:

accord. to the K, signifies also] a certain bead (s.33), namely, a ewe's, or she-goat's, (S, M,
(#4, M, K,) transparent, (M,) which, when K) or a she-camel's. (So in one of my copies of indication of the authority.] - [And, app., It
one has buried it in the sand and then scraped the
sand up from over it, is seen to be black, and is
given [in water] to drink to a man, and renders

the S.) And āū &#: I drew [forth] the she perforated it; transpierced it; or pierced, or
camel's secundine (us)<) afte: the ringing £rth Paed, through its for it is said that - may
without letting it fall (A-, * or x-yl). be an inf n, of the verb [signifying #1, and

him forgetful, or content, or happy, in a case of (Lh, M.)=4: a dial. var. of #4, men
privation: (M, K:*) or a pebble upon which
water is poured and given to drink to a man, who tioned by Esh-Shereeshee. (TA.) See 1 in art.
thereupon becomes forgetful, or content, or happy, 3'-', first sentence.
in a case of privation: (M:) Ru-beh says,
2: see the preceding paragraph.
•

*

*

-

- - - 3

• of o

< ū 33:1 + 3
•

*

6

=

6*

f

+

-

3,8. (Msb)
And, (K.) aor. *, (§, TA) inf n. ..., (TA)

may also signify a place of

! He probed it; namely a case, or an affair; and

examined, or endeavoured to3.learn, *its= - depth.

8. 3.1:1 She (a camel, TA, [or a ewe or (S, K, TA.) - Also, inf. n. L- i. q. ex: [He
goat,]) cast forth her secundine (8%). (K, made it firm, fast, or strong, &c.]: (M.) [or

this may be a mistranscription for *:: for] you
say,
tax-> $5%l <--, (S, K,”) inf. n. as
(S, M,”) and Nugeyr Ibn-Abee-Nugeyr, in answer in art. 2'-', and TA in the present art.) = <-L-l above, (TA,) meaning $33. [i. e. I closed,
to a question of As respecting the meaning of (.- [i. e. ū:] She collected Ú-o- [or clarified stopped, or stopped up, the flask, or bottle, and
cl.", said that it is a bead (#4) which is butter]. (TA. [See also 8 in art. S-J)
the like] (S, K.")- Also, (M, K,) aor. *, infn.
bruised, or pulverized, [and upon which water is
&- or S- [thus differently written, the former
(TA,) i. q. 4-1.si [He rectified it; or put
then poured,] the water of which occasions in the the more correct, unless the word be derived from

* Cl2 + -s:# Us: L-

*

*

TA.)- She (a ewe, or goat,) became fat. (K

•*

d e-e

**

*

•

%

drinker thereof forgetfulness, or content, or happi #:1, as it is said to be in the Ham p. 656, but it into a good, sound, right, or proper, state;

mess, in a case of privation: but As disallowed this is improbable,] The secundine; i. e. the skin, &c.]; namely, a thing (M, K.) And &#2.
this, and said that it is an inf n. of 3,31..., and [or membrane,] (M, K,) or thin skin, (S,) in Aşil, (§, M) or 'X-, (K) aor. *, [for the
. . a 3 * - 2 # oz -.
that the meaning is 5:ll -e):l 3) [i. e. f Were I which is the foetus, or young, [in the womb,] (S, verb is trans, 3.9 being understood, Or &:
"made to drink forgetfulness, &c., I should not M, Msb, K,) of human beings, and of horses and
£i [He rectified, or reformed, or amended,
become forgetful, &c.: there is not in me freedom camels, (M,) or of human beings and of cattle, (K,) i. q.
or
[peculiarly]
of
cattle,
(T,
S,)
that
of
human
from want of thee, though I be free from want of
the circumstances subsisting betneen the people,
others]. (TA.) See also isi.
or between them troo; or he effected a rectifica
off from the face of the young camel at the time
ã12'- see the next preceding paragraph.
of the birth, or else it kills it, like as it does when tion of affairs, or an agreement, a harmony, or a
-

•

•

-

* @ e •

•

•

meaning £1 &#1 (M) inf n. ..., (S, M)
•

*

beings being termed is: (TA) it is pulled

6.- - d >

6.-

e 6 p.

* @ e"

6

- © p.

45'9": see (£34- - and see also &#, in it becomes disrupted in the belly: when it comes
forth, the she-camel is safe, and so is the young
three places.
one; but if it becomes disrupted in the belly, she
g", [said to be] like & [but it may be perishes, and so does the young one:
c: as there is no apparent cause for its being #: i. (M, Msh, K.) [Hence,] one says, al
imperfectly decl.,] A quality that renders for ck." L. L'il f [The secundine became dis.

reconciliation, between the people, or between

(S. M., K.) - And &#3" ź. He
3% [or convries]; which, when strung,
s
3*
• * *
3.
are termed i: and-a-. (M.)-a-, inf. n.--,
signifies also He appropriated it to a particular,
peculiar, or special, object. (M.) You say, X
getful of the objects of love or affection, or that rupted in the belly]; (S, Meyd, K;) i.e. artifice à: He so appropriated the benefit, or bounty.
renders content, or happy, without them. (TA departed [or came to an end]; (S;) a prov. (K) And £1 - The benefit, or bounty,
in art. Us".)
applied in the case of an affair's becoming beyond was, or became, particular, peculiar, or special,
them tro]
strung the

** @

J. [act, part. n. of 1:

as such often signifying]

Having his heart free from love, or

end; (Meyd;) like the saying, kal &:

* **

affection.

[The knife reached to the bone] (S, K.) And
5:Sl Jé13% t [He is the eater of secundines];

(Harp. 41.)
6 *> 0

#: [a noun of the class of *:
&c., originally

one's power of accomplishment, and coming to an as to its object: (S, K:) the verb being intrans.

#:].

One says,

°

and A.a

* #:

4e5

as well as trans. (K.) El-'Ajjāj says,
• a•

•**

• - ?:

.*, * *

--Mrs-

6

&2 *

** **

*

-

meaning fe is low, base, vile, or sordid. (TA.) *
<--> 9-1-1 & 23' us.”
And
-- & <sil
+[The people, or (S,) or the latter hemistich is

*

&#

*

-** Us" -> ** Us.' *

*

*
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Aft"
2
*

d : **

and pain of the hip and the back, and the wi: nor much. (K and TA in art. Lo-.) —- also
e. gout, or specially gout in the foot or feet]; signifies The loop (#) of the [girth called]
[i.
(M,) [He is the Being who has bestoned bounty
*

-o-'9

C# 3-1 L'

but the only part of its tree that is beneficial is cº, pl. 2: (TA (See :-)-And
its A. [or bark]: (K, TA:) when somewhat Anything like 23% [or comries] brought forth

that has been general and that has been particular
upon those who have become Muslims, or upon
the countries, namely, our Lord]: he means that

thereof, (K, TA) kneaded mith leaven, (TA) from the sea, (S, K, TA,) and strung for

orna

put into a pool of water, it intoxicates the fish ment. (TA) And also, (TA) or "... and " £,
it has reached all. (S)-[And i, q =34:] isthereof,
(K, TA,) so that they float upon the
you say, 4: <--, i.e. 33.4 × [which
surface of the water: (TA:) and its leaves burn (M) Strung 8% [or convries]: (M, TA:) pl.
means I tended, repaired, betook myself, or

in lamps in lieu of wicks, (K, TA) by reason of A9-o-'. (TA.)
directed my course, tonards thee; or I have
3 *
tended, &c.; and also I pursued, or have pur their oleaginous property. (TA.) --" X-: A.- : see the next preceding paragraph, in seven
(S, M, Mgb, K.) and places.
sued, thy way, or course, doing like thee]. (S.) See ź. * Also, and
E L. It was smitten by the wind called *:
3- .
(Mgb, K,) [but the last is thought by SM #
applied to a plant; and in like manner to a man: to be vulgar, in this sense as well as in the first,] -o-º: see_*, in two places.
• *o - 5 s
see its part, n., >: And] L222 --, with A perforation, bore, or hole, (§, M, MSb, K,) : The meatus of the vagina of a woman;
damm [to the U-], Our day nas, or became, of anything; (M;) or such as is narrow; (TA ;)
(A5, TA;) as also "X-, [which is shown to be
attended with the wind called>. (S, K.)
for instance, (S, TA,) [the eye] of a needle; (S,
thus used as a sing, by a citation from a trad.,
Msb, TA;) as in the Kur vii. 38; [see U->;] though said to be] from X- as signifying the
2. X: signifies The making loops to the and the hole of the nose, and of the ear: (TA :)
“eyes” (~# of the needle (or of needles]: or
[girth called] cº-5. (TA) [You say, L.:
3-9. He made loops to the cº-3; see the The *: and A- of a human being are His the rima of a woman, with the parts that are

*

'',

''',

pl. , , (M.) or X-, (Mab) or both. (S. K.)

the haunch and of the borders of the

next to it of
pass part, n., below. And also He adorned the mouth and his nostril and his ear, (S) or his vulva, i.e. of the labia majora. (TA) - See
convries: see, again, mouth and his nostrils and his ears; (K3) and

c” with*::, i.e. strung

the

also :- = Also #1 (AA, TA) or i:

pass. part. n.]

*: and '':

es: of a -il, (TA) The heart, or cerebrum, of the
human being, and of a horse or the like, are the palm-tree: pl.-- [App.3.−, or...]. (TA.)
clefts (5u:) of the skin thereof (M.) And the
*: of the horse are The thin portions of the 4-o-w: See > last sentence. = Also A mat,
hard bone, [extending] from the tro sides of * (AHn, M,) or a 5: [q.v.], (K,) or a thing like
the sing.

• * >*

R. Q. 1. Lo-- He (a man) walked, or nent
along, gently. (IAar, T.A.) . And He (a fox)
ran; [or ran in a certain manner;] inf. n.
i: (TK:) the latter signifies the running,

(S:) or the

s 3.

[i.e.]

a wide #3, (T, TA) made, (AHn, M.)
(K) or a sort of running, (M.) of the fox. nasal bone to the channels of the tears: sing.*:
(M:) or, as some say, (M,) the c-, (8, M,) woven, (T, TA,) of •es: [or leaves] (AHn, T,
(M, K.)

M, K) of the -ā-āā [a tree resembling a dwarf
(AHn, M.:) it is spread beneath the
palm-tree]:
Poison, or venom; (PS, TK;) or deadly mistake for the dual,]) means two veins in the
K, TA) when the dates are cut off,
(T,
palm-tree
poison or venom; (KL;) or the poison, or venom, 720.86 (-ki, M, or **, S, K, [which latter
upon it fall n:hat become scattered
and
TA,)
(T,
of the serpent; (MA;), a certain deadly thing, often means the same as the former,]) of the
or the ..., (K, [but this seems evidently to

be a

>

(T, K, TA) of the dates (T, TA:) pl. 1.-,

(S.M.M., K) was known (K) as also :

horse: (S, M, K:) accord. to Lü,2,..., as pl. of
(S, M, Msb, K,) which is of the dial. of the people X-, signifies the channels of the tears of the (AHn, M, TA) or ..., (K) or, as in the T,
X*. (TA.) = See also +. latter part, in two
of El-Aliyeh, (Yoo, MSb, TA) and is said to be
horse: AO says that in the face of the horse are

the most chaste; (MF, TA;) and "X-, (Mab, > * and the bareness of his >s- is approved, places.
K,) which is [said to be] of the dial. of Temeem, and is regarded as indicative of generous breed.
i:- The --> [here app.
(Msb,) [but is thought by SM to be vulgar, and] (TA.) By the >. of the horse are also meant
also "is- [q.v.]. (K.)
accord. to Yoo, the first is of the dial. of Temeem,
bones] in which is marron'.
(TA,) and this is the most common of the three: Any bone [or rather
(TA.) And the >. of a sword are Notches

ź. A sort of bird, (T, S, M.) less than the

(Msb.) pl. 2.- ($, M, Msh, K) and X,* (S,

uá, in make, (T, TA,) like the
J.- [or quaill : (M, TA:) [accord. to expla

*

therein, whether new or old. (TA.) —Msb, K:) and 7X- signifies the same, in the

species called

sing, sense. (ISk, K, T.A.) [In some copies of <-- [is app. from X- as signifying the “eye”
(~% Or >'', for of a needle, or the like, and] means t He hit, or
K, byà &a mistranscription
the
3*
3.
à3
attained, the object of his aim or pursuit: (M,
_2.J15 or Lo-J12) -o- or -o- is made to be syn. with K:) and in like manner, <--~3.4% [He
X- as signifying “a fox.” That the right is knowing, or skilful, in respect of the object of
-

nations of alolo- in the MA, mountain-smallon's :
or, accord. to the same and Meyd, birds like
sn'allows: accord. to Dmr, as stated by Golius,

•

i. q Jalil):le: but this is app. said in relation to
an assertion of 'A'isheh, mentioned in art. Us! in:
the Msb, that the birds termed J.' in the Kur

reading is that which I have followed is shown in his aim or pursuit]. (M.)- [And hence, per
the TA by an ex., in which L-o- is spoken of as haps, though another derivation is asserted in
*>
3.
- *~ 3 ~~ 3 - 2- drunk.] - [Hence,] 'all -- Arsenic; [in like what follows,] one says also, 3)):#_* S5 -- a U
3
manner called by us ratsbane;] syn. &#1, (K, and 2-S3 "L., (§, M,) meaning + He has no
3.
TA,) i. e. #1 [which is a modern word for object in his mind except thee; syn. Loa: (M'.)
• O =

-

cv. 3 were most like to swallows

:j the word is a

pl., (S,) [or rather a coll. gen, n.,] and the sing.

* /

--

[orn, un]is with **, (§, M,) pl.: (Meyd:)

3*

-

Loa- [alone]: or, accord. to Fr, it means

- And hence, as being iikened thereto,
an ensign, or a standard; syn. #:
so * à-. (K.)- And [hence, also,

See---.

A.

banner,

"...
(M:) or
he has perhaps, without 3, as in a verse cited by IB and

arsenic]. (TA.) [Also applied in the present and in like manner, 2- S3 > 4 U. and S;

day to The hyoscyamus muticus of Linn. (Delile's

meaning anus]; as

Florae Aegypt. Illustr., in the Descr, de l'Égypte, not any who hopes for him: this is from [-...-in the TA, for the coll. gen, n. may be used as a
* d ee
• * *
* * * *
• * *
-

• * >

no.242)]–And '-' ... The [tree called]
L” [q.v.]. (K.)-And *~12- The tree
called #20 [or # CAs), (K) which latter

-

-

-

<!-- and] →-- ~~- and 4. A --> meaning sing,] A swift she-camel: (S, IB, TA:) [pl.
3.
4)...a5 -aš; -o- and_o-being the inf ns, and X-, mentioned by Freytag, from Reiske, as,
:
3 ,
signifying snift she-camels.]- Also, and "X
"... and X- the simple substs. ; and the meaning
&
appellation is Pers, meaning the same, [i. e. is, he has not any who seeks after him; i.e. he and 'X-t- and '3'- and W us'-', ap
“fish-poison,”] (TA,) and also known by the name has no good in him for which he is to be sought plied to anything,[of men and of beasts &c.,] Light,
of £2,31; it is beneficial for pains of the joints, after: (Meyd:) or it means he has neither little active, or agile, and slender, and snift; (M, K;).
• • O -

J

O

= *

-

-

• J. O. J.

• J & J.

-

-

*

.../
-
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and so * is: (M: [thus there written; not
* >

[Book I.

Ayaw

* >

sing of it. (TA.) [See also

&:

in art.

(K, TA:) or a certain creeping thing resembling

6 -

i-, though both of these are app.
correct:]) or *Xu : and * &#. applied to
a man, signify light, or active, or agile, and

alele- nor

it. (TA.) - See also the next preceding para
graph, where it and its n. un, with 3 are men

J-.]
* > d >

3.

*

--~ : see Lo", first sentence. = It is also an
epithet, of which only the fem., with 3, is men

sniff, or quick, (S) and X: so applied, and tioned; seeX-- [Hence]: and 'A-,
*i.... and * £, applied to a woman, signify (M) or ~land 'A-", (KTA, [the latter
light, or active, or agile, and slender: (TA:) or
W2:, applied to a man, signifies [simply] light, erroneously written in the CKAL-M,]) The wolf,
(M, K;) because of his lightness, or activity, or
or active, or agile. (K.)
agility: (M:) orX: signifies the wolf that is
3.
3*

tioned.
6 - e. p 6 p.

6

* *

Uls-- : see Al-'.
s

• J & P

• *

us'-- *A*, in two places.
6

* @ e

*, * >

.

Al-- : see A−, in two places: - and see
also---,

likewise in two places.

•

> - a pl. of X- or X: ($, M, Mih, K.)— small in the body (M.K.)—And -: The 2-1. A species of bird, (M,K) resembling the
i:.-In
fox; (S, M, K;) as also 2- [without Ul],

and also used as a sing.: see

One

snailow; [but see what follows;] thus expl. by

* @ e

place, in the CK, erroneously put for Let-- as
• * *

syn, with----, q.v.]

(M) and -*. (K)

Th, who has not mentioned any sing. thereof;

(M3) and Lh adds that its eggs are unattain

6 p & P

~~; and its fem., with 5: seeX4, last sen
able: (TA:) so in the provox-l." J: J:=
tence, in three places. = Also, the former, and
M, Msb, K,) or, as some say, a cold nind, (M, "...--, or the latter is a mistake, [ascribed in [Thou hast imposed upon me the task of pro
[perhaps a mistake occasioned by a misunder the K to J,] Red ants: n, un, with 5: (K:) or curing the eggs of the -t...]; (M3) applied in
standing of the phrase
>", expl. below,]) i: (M) and i-- (S, M) signify a certain the case of a man’s being asked for that which he

>:, of the fem gender, (S) A hot wind (S,

9%

find, and which will not be: (TA:)
or
in the night or in the day, (M,) or generally (K) insect, (M,) a red ant; (S, M.;) as also V £- : will •not
*
• * * *
in the day, (Mob, K,) but authorities differ
(M:) accord. to Lth, an insect of the form of the --" is here pl. of "A-" (i.e.:" or
respecting it, as has been shown voce >;
allel [app. a mistranscription for ai', i.e. ant],
(Msb;) accord. to AO, it is in the day, and
of
a red colour: Az says, I have seen it in the
sometimes in the night; and the ,*- is in the

à-li], and means the red ants: thus some
relate the prov.: but others say, "A-1, pl. of

pl.-I., (S, TA) said by Aboo-Kheyreh to be

bird like the snallow, the eggs of which are un

is..., [n. un, ofX-.] which means a species of
night, and sometimes in the day: (S:) but some desert, and it bites, or stings, painfully: (TA:)

say that the former is in the night, and the latter

attainable. (Meyd. [By Freytag, A- is erro
in the day: (Ibn-Es-Seed in the “Fark,” TA:) certain things found in El-Basrah, that bite
neously
said, as on the authority of Meyd, to be
[in the present day it is commonly applied to a vehemently, having longish heads, and the colours
violent and intensely-hot wind, generally occurring of which incline to redness. (TA.) See --- pl. of £u in this sense.]) In [some of] the
in the spring or summer, in Egypt and the below,
copies of the K,>
is here erroneously put

*

*

Egyptian deserts usually proceeding from the
south-east or south-south-east, gradually darken
ing the air to a deep purple hue, whether or not

s

•

-o-o- [Sesame; sesamum orientale of Linn.;
applied in the present day to the plant and its

for ~". (TA)
o

• Jo

6

* >

* * > *

-o-'l'-' : see Al- : - and see also-o-o-'.

(according to the nature of the tract over which grain;] a well-known grain; (Mgb;) it is called
it blons) accompanied by clouds of dust or sand, in Pers. :=; (MA, KL) i. 7 &S. i., (M, X: [act, part. n. of ---, as such signifying
and at length entirely concealing the sun; but
K) said by AHn to be abundant in the Sarah Poisoning, or infecting with poison]. £u, aS an
seldom lasting more than about a quarter of an

(3:1), and El-Yemen, and to be white;

(M;) act, part. n. [in the fem. form because applied to
subst. [i. e. alone], and also as an epithet [qualify [by this is evidently here meant sesame, or the things of the fem. gender (such as the ~# &c.),
and to such as are denoted by gen, ns., which are
ing the subst.
(M.) pl. 3... (§, M, K.) grain thereof, or both; though it also signifies used
in a pl. sense], (Mgb,) Such as is, or are,
the “fruit of the coriander;” for otherwise, the
One says also 3,0: ><, meaning A>s- that is most commonly-known meaning of<-- would venomous (S, Mgb, K) of animals, (K,) or of
constant, continual, permanent, settled, or in be unmentioned in the M;] the grain of the J-; creeping things, [and insects,] but of which the
cessant. ($ and L in art. 2".) [See also &J
[i.e. the grain from which the oil called J- is venom does not kill; as the scorpion, and the
hour or truenty minutes :] the word is used as a

&2]:
*

-

so

•

•

*

>

-

hornet: (Mgb:) and such things (Sh, Mgb) and
**

* >

6

* >

4-le- : see Lelo", in three places: = and see expressed;] (S, K; [by the author of the latter
of which, this was evidently understood to be

6 p & p

--~. = Also A certain feather, (5:33, M, K,

different from the

c3+, which is

mentioned

TA,) which is approved (K, TA) by the Arabs,

the like thereof (s) are termed #4, (sh, Mih)
which is the pl. of £u.. (Mob.)—[And hence,I

.#3 (SM,Mg, K) and .35% as one

(TA,) in the neck of the horse, (K,) in the middle by him after the description of properties here word, (S and Mşb in art. Low, and the latter in
of the neck of the horse, (M.) or in the side of his following;]) it is glutinous, corruptive to the
neck. (TA)= And The Ja: [or corporeal stomach and the mouth; but is rendered good by the present art. also,) and .* "..., (K.) A
form or figure, or person,] (M, K,) of a man: honey; and when it is digested, it fattens; and species of the [lizard called] &#: (M.) or such
(K:) or, as some say, (M, but accord. to the K the washing of the hair with the nater in which as are large, of the #: (A in art. U2', and
and") £he aspect; (M, K;) as in the saying, its leaves have been cooked lengthens and improves Mab3) or [one] of the large [sorts] of the &#:
33t-h (* 3. [He is beautiful, or pleasing, in it: the wild sort thereof is known by the name of (S, Mgh, K) also called Xu Ji: (TA, from a
to the
aspect]. (TA.) - And A portion standing up of *:::, (K, TA,) thus, with fet-h to the z- and trad.:) [see more in art. Low :] applied
• •of a •
-P and *, and sukoon to the U and c), [but male and the female: (Zj, Mgb:) dual Lowl Lou";
ruined divellings. (K.)
written in the CK £-,] a Pers. word, [ori
44

dee ed e

J." A seller of.-- (Q. v.] like J; sig ginally &#-Jarabicized; (TA) its action is (TA) and pl. 2:2%. (M, Mg, TA)—
And * >: [as though meaning “a poisoning
nifying a seller of #. (IKh, T.A.)
&l. A certain plant. (K.) = [See &:

in

nearly like that of the 33- [or hellebore]; and
sometimes from half a drachm to a drachm is

day”] (M, K) and "X-, (IAar, M, K) the

administered to him who is affected with palsy, latter rare, (M,) [and anomalous, being from ...,]
and he is cured thereby, (K, TA,) speedily; and "Lex-2, (§, M, K.) A day attended with
&: The decorations, or embellishments, (TA;) but a drachm thereof is dangerous, (K, the wind called as: ($, M, K)=[äu is
(39%) of a ceiling: so says IAar; and in like TA) in a great degree. (TA)-(se:L-1: also fem. of > as part. n. of the intrans. verb
manner, Lh; and he says, I have not heard a see 62%, in art. g- = Also The serpent: X- signifying “it was, or became, particular,

art. Ú--.]

*

J & P
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peculiar, or special.” And hence,] £ül signi of religion [&c.]. (TA.) Accord. to Khālid Ibn (TA) upon, or over, a thing, (S, M, A, Mgb, K,)
fies also :The a2u. [or distinguished people, or Dabbeh, it signifies + The folloning the truth and or in any case. (TA.) One says, Lie <
people of distinction; and the particular, pecu the right way or direction, and being a good Alski t He mentioned the name of God upon,
liar, or special, friends, intimates, familiars, or neighbour, and doing little harm. (TA.) [But or over, the food. (TK)—And 5 -- and
the like] (S, M, IAth, K, TA) of a man; (IAth, more commonly, or primarily, it relates to the

TA;) and * £1, pl. ~,

(M) and so "4:'', like
£1: (IAar, TA :) or *:::::
lations, syn.

#1;

6 **

o

© •

signifies the same; course that one pursues in journeying.] An Arab **, inf n <--5, t He prayed for what was
good for him; prayed for a blessing upon him;
of the desert, of [the tribe of] Keys, says,
as i: signifies
& e

J.

e.

•* *

-

*

**): 3-2- -3
-

*::it: 'it':

*

or choice, relations : (TA:) and

o*

-

*

signifies the re
(K;) or the particular,

*

": Jai

as also --~. (L and TA in art. -->, q.v.)
In* *a* ~trad.
respecting eating, it is said, *::
ā- -

b-> b >>, meaning t [Pronounce ye the name

i.e. [Thou shalt traverse (addressing a woman), of God, and take what is next you of the food,
signifies the relations; syn. 369 ; (M;) or the or, more probably, ye shall traverse (addressing or make your n'ords to be near together, (see 2
a sū. [expl. above], (E-Umawee, $, K.) and the camels or other beasts), a land nithout a descrip in arts. 252 and 2-,) and,] when ye have ended,
relations. (K.) One says, £w; £1 -:= tion], journeying nithout any sign of the nay invoke a blessing upon him at whose abode or
+[Hon are the people of distinction, &c., and and nithout any track [for guidance], such table ye have eaten. (TA)-4-5 also
the common people, or people in general?]. (S.) being the meaning of u-, or thus, pursuing a signifies, (M. K.) or -blai -:3, (S, Msb)
And £t% ā-tail 4% ! [The people in general, right course, <:1. meaning £il. (TA.)
+ The praying for the sneezer; (M, Mgb, K;)
or the vulgar, and the people of distinction, &c., Accord. to Sh, #: signifies The seeking,
saying, -: & # 913. [May God guide
knew it, or him]. (TA.)
searching, or inquiring, for, or after, the right thee to the right, or good, course]; because the
&
i: [fem... of Al-: see the latter in several may or direction. (TA)--> also signifies person sneezing is disturbed and disquieted: so
places]. = £u-ji also signifies Death: (M, K:) &*" 3.25 [i. e. g.Jill <: signifies The #ys AAF: (M, TA:) or the saying to him,
but this is extr.: (M, TA:) the word commonly road's having a right, or direct, tendency]: (M:) * 3: [May God have mercy on thee]:
known, (M,) or the correct word in this sense, or [G] <-l signifies 'Jill * [i. e. The (Th, S, M.:) or <--> signifies the saying 4%
•

-

(TA,) is Atil, [belonging to art. A2-,] without thing's having a right, or direct, tendency]. (K.)
teshdeed (M, TA) to the A, and without 5. (TA.) [This last explanation has been misunderstood by

> A nose narron (K, TA)

a. *[May God bless thee]. (Ish, TA:) it is

with U- and with L3: (S, M, Msb:) one says
the Turkish translator of the K; who has hence
and fat (TA) in been led to assert that one says, 'G' <-- aS £, (T, M, Mgb,) i. e. J-ball <--, meaning

the nostrils. (K, TA.)

#: <--, meaning £325: it is 4: He prayed for the sneezer, [saying as above,]
(like #: <--) signifies $345; not (A,) and *::: (T, M, Mgb:) Th says that the

well as

X- A place of perforation, of transpiercing,

that

former is preferred, (S,) or is the original, (Msb,)
or of passing through: pl.A. (Mob.) [Hence,] **, for ~ is always intrans.]- Also The
being fom £1signifying:ii, ($, M, Mb)
~ X- (S, K) or c)331 (Mgb) The per journeying (S, M, K) upon the road (M, K) and s', and £91, (Mgb,) and £-J,

[or pores] of the body (S, Msb, K) [guided only] by opinion (S, M, K) and con
jecture: (S:) or, as some say, the journeying by (S,) or &#1; (M;) as though one made a
through rhich the sneat and the exhalation of conjecture and opinion, not upon a [known] road.
person his object by this prayer; (M;) and that
(TA.) A poet says,
the U" is changed [by some] into L3: (TA:) but
[thus] applied to the isú.. [of the body] is a term
A’Obeyd says that the pronunciation with L', is
of the physicians. (Mgh.)
of higher authority, and more common. (S,
[There is not, or nas not, in it, a road of any Mgb.). The Prophet said, When any of you
--~ : see Al-.
hind (see
for the journeying by opinion and sneezes, let him say, 4 :-" [Praise be to

jorations

the interior thereof pas forth. (Mb) ×

*

*

">" -: & © .

&J)

3 -

_*-* One nho eats what he is able to eat. (K.) conjecture of him who so journeys]. (S, TA.) God]; and he who prays for him (4: s:
- And The pursuing a course, or direction, [of
** * *

* ~ *

4 of

3 -

(or £1), #4,#; and Jet him [i.e. the

any kind,] and [particularly] + in religion and in
worldly affairs. (TA.) You say, 4:- +: 34 sneezer] say [in reply], Low C--as all L.:
---, applied to a [girth such as is called] + He pursues his [another's] way, or course, doing [May God direct you aright, and render good
c”, Having three >s-, i.e. loops (£) as he [the latter] does. (TA) [a... is here an your state, or condition, or case]. (Harp. 250.)
à-ell and 4--. Ja!: see-at-l.
s& e P

[attached to it]. (TA.) And also, thus applied, absolute (not an objective) complement of -: 5
Adorned with es:, i.e. strung cowries. (TA) like 9: in the phrase 3: 3- 34. See also
*

e >

*

*

•

*

*L,

inf n.

>

#.U., He, or it, faced, or

@ -

Jronted, or was opposite to or over against, him,
<-- below.] – Also ---, aor. *, inf. n. *---, or it. (Mgb, TA.)
~2-2 [Poisoned; infected with poison;] having
s

*

***

3.

•

a d -

had poison put into it; applied to food. (TA.) + He (a man) was, or became, grave, staid,
steady, sedate, or calm.

(Msh) - And2% <--,

And A man having had poison given him to

5 *-ī, (A, S, A, TA) [and] 4 -5,

drink. (TA.)- Also Smitten by the wind called aor. -, (Fr. K.) inf n. *-*., (Fr, TA) + He (M,) He directed himself, or his course, or aim,
or towards, him, or it; syn. 53-45, (S, M,) or
-*. applied to a plan, ; and in like manner to prepared, arranged, or disposed, for them, the to,
* * * **
mode, or manner, of speech, and of judging, or £3, and 3-3345. (As, A, TA)
a man. (TA) See also Xu.
Jorming an opinion, (Fr, K, TA,) and of work,
*

• * *

&: infn of 1 [q.v.). (M.T.A.)–Also A
road, or way; syn. G.,”, (§, M, A, Mgh, Mgb,

or action. (Fr, T.A.)
**

@ e

2. - The keeping to the -:- [i.e. road,

K) and *-*. (Th,S) and 3:3: (A) [Pl.
1. -- [as an inf. n.] is syn, with : [in an &c.).
* * ~ *(K.) It is said in a trad, skis&#3 *:..] One says, <: 1343, Keep thou to
intrans. sense], (S: Msb,) and s: [in the sense
<-- Uži S. "sti čí, meaning [And I de' this road, or way. (TA.)- And [hence,]+ The
of

3

+

=

•

•

of 36], and ist: (Mab3) or * 3:

parted, not knowing whither I should go, but] I nay, or course, that one pursues in his religion
(M, K:) you say, <--, aor. *, (S, M, K,) kept to the course, or direction, of the road: or and his worldly affairs: (TA:) t a way, mode,
and 2, (K,) or. in. this case the former only, as some say, I prayed to God. (TA.)- Also or manner, of acting or conduct or the like : (S,

(TA) inf. n. *~, (M, TA,) He pursued a + The mentioning of God, (S, M, A, Mgb, K,) TA:) the mode, or manner, [of life,] syn. aš,
right course; syn. ...a5: (S, TA:) or the fol. or, as in some copies of the S, the mentioning of (S, A, Mgh, Mgb, K, TA,) of good people, (S, A,
loned a good direction (M, K,"TA") in the way the name of God, [like :, inf n of L.,] Mgh, K, TA) in respect of religion, not in
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-

respect of goodliness of person: (TA:) a meta and W 8-, (S, A, O, Msh, K) like c4+(S, A, him : (A:) and # * *-ū he gave him such
phorical meaning, from the same word as signify
a thing. (Mb) And 4: G, &#, and

ing “a road,” or “way.” (Mgh.) One says,

*: &- 3. + Verily he is good in

o, Ms) from 3+, (S,0) and ':-, (S, A,
O, K,) like &: (S, A, O) from &#, (S, O,)

W

C-l. and "2-et-, He complied with my desire in

respect of
that thing. (L: see also a similar phrase below.)
the way, or course, that he pursues in his religion Foul, unseemly, or ugly; (S, A, O, Mgb,"K;) or
---, said of a she-camel, means She became
(S, O,
and his worldly affairs: (TA) or 3-34 devoid of beauty : (A, L, Mgb:) pl.
submissive, and went quickly: (L:) and " --~!
-: means the is good in his a: [i.e., as here
said of a beast (£3), it became gentle and sub
*

*

**

&K.) [of :] like X-> (pl. of -3, or of

used, mode, or manner, of life]. (Msb.) And

£, like £3 pl. of &#1. * *

missive after being refractory: (L, K:") and in

8.

4: &- u: ; Hon. good is his way, mode, or

!; (A;) and

like manner V

"C-, inf n.

of men, ($, O,) and, so applied, L-L-, [of C-,
like &#3- pl. of:- or of : 3, like L-3 C*-ī; (L;) said of a camel: (A, L:) or
steadiness, sedateness, or calmness. (Mgb.) : signifies the going an easy pace : (S, L,
<:M also signifies The region, or quarter, to pl. of &#| (IF, O, L.) and G-: , [of £-l K:) and the going quickly: (L, K.) or (so in
which, or tonards which, the course, or aim, is and &*- : (L:) W - 3 is of the dial. of
the L, but in the K “and”) the act of fleeing.
s

manner, of acting or conduct or the like 1 (S, A,”
Mgh," T.A.) - [Hence,] + Gravity, staidness,

© •

s

-

directed. (M.)- [And hence, The bearing, or

direction, of an object by the compass,

£d

Inore

Hudheyl, and is said by some

to signify possess (L, K.) And 7
! It became easy and sub
ing no good, or no good things. (L.) One says missive. (L.) You say, #2% W <--i. (S, A,

also: £-d and: ":--and:- '*-3-,
=

particularly, The azimuth. - And

J-5

<--

K.) and &#, as also V ---, (L.) His mind
became submissive, (S, A, L., K.) *ś 4.i. to

The zenith; or vertical point in the heavens. using the latter word in each case as an imitative

(“Zenit” appears to have been, as Golius ob sequent [for the purpose of corroboration]. (AO,
serves, a mistranscription for “zemt,” or “semt.”) S and K in art. & ', q.v.)- :- applied to
---> <-- The path of the sun; the milk signifies Greasy, and bad, or foul, in flavour;
cliptic: from <-- signifying “a road,” or # also W C-: (S, O, K;) and so 2
and
s

“way.” –

J.3%)

<-- The equinoctial colure.

And -359 -- The solstitial colure.]

that thing, (L)–:, inf n. £;
and

(L;)

'a-, (Mgh, L.) inf. £: (L, K ;)
Il.

6 - d -

-

•

* *

and "", (Mgh, L.) inf n, i-už; (S, A,
-•
W

: (S:) or havingg no flavour; (L;) or so
5

&:

(Msb:) and bad, or foul, in odour. (L.) L, K;) and 7 C-,(Mgh)and" C:- ; (L;) also
signify He acted in an easy, or a gentle, manner;

K3) and he made easy, or facili
~ : see the next preceding paragraph, in (S, A, Mgh, L,
es
tated; (L ;)." Us in an affairs (Mgh, L:) and
half of the first paragraph of this art.
three places.
"à-su. signifies the acting in an easy, or a
+: +Any one praying, or who prays, fy C-: See £, in four places.
gentle, manner in a contest in thrusting, or piercing,
what is good, (S and TA in art. -->,) 3-S
with spears or the like, and smiting with swords,
and running. (L.) It is said in a well-known
[for any one]; (TA in that art.;) as also *::
<-- [part. n. of 1]: see an ex. in the latter

-

s

(S and TA in that art. :) any one praying, Or
n:ho prays, for a return to the right, or good,
way, and continuance therein. (Msb.)
o:

• * ***

-

trad.,

C-.
6

1.8- (S.M. b. K.) or *, (Mi'k) if:
U- and ā-lo-' and C*- and ā-2- and
£- (K,) He was, or became, liberal,
* *

6 *

* *

6

p ,

6 -

d. J.

6

d -

&£

The acting in an easy, or a

gentle, manner, in affairs, is a means of gain, or
profit, to
the performer thereof. (L.) And you
g
J.

2.9

es' "a-el. He acted in an easy, or a
and
gentle, manner with him. (TK.) And 4 × and 23, and W
1, He made [a thing] easy to
bountiful,
munificent,
or
generous;
(S,"
Msb,"
monly called its **, extending thence] to its
Us:ll S--> The part of the sandal that is
below its * [or narron part, more com

K;) as also "

say,

1: (Msb, K:) but the un

him. (L.) And 4. &:~ &::1 (Meyd, Mgh
omitted in the K, is ;--, aor. *; and this is the L) and 4, (L) and 40 C-: W C- (Meyd,

extremity. (K.)

augmented verb commonly known, but faultily

**

•

* @ e o y

-

©

of

*

&

--, [aor. ..] inf n. *-ū (§, O, Msh, K)
and *::: (L, TA;) and &:- [aor. *,] (Lh,

only one mentioned by IKtt and IKoot and a L) and 4, (L.) a trad, (Mgh, L.) meaning
number of other authors: - , like<=, Ineans Facilitate thou, and facilitation shall be rendered

he became of the people of a-l." [i.e. liberality, to thee: (As, Sh, L:) or act thou in an easy, or
TA, and so in a copy of the A,) inf. n. i- 5 &c.]: (MF:) [but]
and W
both sig a gentle, manner, and easy, or gentle, treatment,
shall be rendered to thee: (Mgh :) or be thou com
(A;) It (a thing, S, O, Msb) was, or became,
pliant,
and compliance shall be rendered to thee.
nify
as
above;
he
was,
or
became,
liberal,
&c.;
foul, unseemly, or ugly; (S, A, O, Msb," K;)
and
he
gave
from
a
motive
of
generosity
and
(Meyd.)
And *-i- 4
and "--!, He
or devoid of beauty. (A, L, Mgb.)
liberality: this is the correct explanation of both;

&-

&-,

2.

*s-, (A, O, L., Msb, K.) inf. n. &: though some say that the former only is used in made easy to him the object of his want. (IAar,
L: see also a similar phrase above)—ithis sense; and the latter, in relation to com
* -

* *

J. J.

(O, K,) He, or it, rendered it foul, unseemly, or
(A, TA) and ā-3-, (TA) [app. infns of which
ugly; (O, Mgb," K;) or devoid of beauty. (L, pliance and submissiveness. (L.)You say, a *-*.,
the verb is ~. ...] in a branch, or rod, signify
•

• *

Cù-

Msh) one says, 's S sele 4: ... [No.

(S, A, Msb,) aor. *, inf. n.
and i-t- (S,
! The being even and smooth, without any knots
(Msb,) He was liberal, [or inequality of thickness: see
(A, TA.)
mation, but such a thing]. (A.)
bountiful, munificent, or generous, with it; (S,
•*
*
**
• • of
4. &
it. [Hon foul, or unseemly, is A, Msb;) and gave it; and complied therein
2 : see 1, in two places.- £2, C*- means
with that which was desired of him; as also t The straightening, or making even, of the spear,
his deed !]. (A.)
W C-l. (Mb) [And 4
He was liberal,

thing rendered it foul, unseemly, &c., in my esti A," Msb) and

£,

&:-l.

-

&:

($, K, TA) so as to render it smooth. (TA.
10.

4- He reckoned it, or esteemed it, &c., to him; as also V

1; whence,] God is [See 1, last sentence.])

foul, unseemly, or ugly; (§, O';) or devoid of
beauty. (L.) One says,

4:

&:

tà [I represented, in a trad, as saying, us… " b

3: see 1, in six places.

use: &l :-(+ Be ye liberal, &c., to my 4: see 1, in all but four sentences.
reckon, or esteem, thy deed foul, or unseemly]. servant, [meaning Mohammad,] like as he is
5: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph:
(A, TA.)
liberal, &c., to my servants. (L.) And es'
– and see also the paragraph here following, in
& ($0, K) like: from 2:2, (S,0) ($) or al, (A,) He gave (S, A) to me, ($) or to two places.
-

6

o' --

*

|

- -

-

-

-

- - - *.

-

-- - - -
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6. 12-20.5 They acted in an easy, or a gentle, gion in which is no straitness (K, TA) nor diffi
manner, one with another. (S, A, K.)-[Hence] culty. (TA.)- The saying of 'Omar Ibn-'Abd
−3 [as a conventional term in lexicology, or El-'Azeez t- üß &# means + [Recite thou a
in relation to language,] is [A careless, or defec call to prayer] without a prolonging of the voice,
tive, manner of expression,] when the meaning of and trilling, and without modulation. (Mgh.)

nifies [The cicatrix which is] the mark of cir

a sentence is not known, and, in order to its being
wnderstood, requires another n'ord or phrase to

&: see the next preceding paragraph.

be supplied: (KT:) [or the using a careless mode
of expression, relying upon the understanding of

t"

G2a-- Tall; applied to a palm-tree; (S, O,
K;) as also 3,- (S:) or tall and thin : (Lth,
TA:) not known to Az on any other authority
than that of Lth. (TA.)
[J held the A in each of these words, as he

cumcision. (TA)- And A wound by which
the head is broken

thin skin, or integument, thus called. (T, S,
Msb, K.)
*

Tents (>') made of skins. (Ibn-El.

the reader or hearer; as also " : or] a Faraj, K.)

£-

&: first sentence.
3: see &:, in two places.
£: and £: dims of &: q. v.

deficiency in what a speaker says, relying upon
[the hnon-ledge of] the person addressed. (Mar
ginal note in a copy of the KT, subsigned &

See

(i: [q. v.]) reaching to the

*

**

says, to be augmentative; and has therefore men
tioned them in art. Ga-..]

-

[app. to denote that the authority is Isma'eel
Hakkee].) [See also UAV-5, which is often used

wā-e

(K.)

1. 3., (§, M, &c.) aor.”, (M, L.) inf n.

: [More, and most, liberal, bountiful, **, He (a man, IAar) was, or became, high, or
mary meaning of : and * + i. [said to munificent, or generous]. See an ex. voce las'). elevated. (IAar, $, M, L, K. [:Sá in the CK is
a mistake for 5%.])-He raised his head; (L;

as though it were syn. with

C*-*. -The pri

*

•

-

5

be] The being wide, or ample: whence the phrase

*

*

e o e=

t-: * &# 3-0 #8, (A, M., K.)

£: j-" L (expl. ". ''')

[and the same is implied in the S; see

*:::)

Keep thou to the truth, for verily in it is ample and so **** (M., L.) [and] he raised his head in
[app. syn. with C-, or perhaps a scope for avoiding falsity; expl. by t: (A, pride. (S, L, K.) And in the former sense it is
said of a camel, in his going along. (Bd in liii. 61.)
mistranscription for the latter word]: see 2-> 51 Mob, K) and J59 &##~2:... (A, Mgb.)
7.

C-"

•

*

* *

•

•

*

:-(T, S, A, Mg, Mob, K) and ':, of

C-:

which the former is a contraction, (Msb,) [but
which is seldom used, as also '. :- and [in

an intensive sense] *

&:

- Also He (a man) stood, raising his head, and
nith his breast erect; like as the stallion [camel]
does when excited by lust: (A:) [for] it is said of

> 6.
* @ -

See

d

C-,

first sentence.

C-:

(T, M, TA) and
8---

*: (T. S. M. A.'''TA) and ':

6

-

©

3, applied to a she-ass and to a mare, (S,

occurring in the K voce U-2a, the last three fem.

a stallion [camel] when thus excited. (L.)- And
hence, (A,) t He sang : (M, A, L:) because the
singer raises his head and erects his breast: (A:)
but Th says that this is rare: (M:) accord. to

I'Ab, 3,... signifies the act of singing in the dial.

as well as masc.], Liberal, bountiful, munificent, O, K,) but not to a male, (AO, S, O,) and some of Himyer. (L.)- Also, (M, K,) aor. as above,
or genero": (T, S, M, A, Mgh, Ms), K, TA:) times to a she-camel, (TA,) Long in the back; (TA,) and so the inf. n., (S, M,) + He diverted
(O, K) and W
himself, sported, or played. (S, M, K, TA. [For
fem. i-... (T, S, M, A, K.) pl. Cl-, (Th T, (S, O, K;) as also V
& in the CK, I read (3, as in the M, and in
(O:)
[see
an
ex.
in
a
verse
cited
voce
<-áš:]
S, M, A, Msb, K.) applied to women (Th, S,
pl.
of
the
last
but
one,
or
of
the
last,
not
of
the
MS.
copies of the K, and in the TA; and agree
Mgb, K) only, (Th, S, K,) or to men and to
first
as
it
is
asserted
to
be
by
A’Obeyd
and
by
Kr,
ably
with
the S, in which the inf n. is expl. as
(~ : (TA:) and the first, a mare slender in
women, (T, M, TA) and it--, (T, S, M, A,
syn.
with
*])—
He was, or became, negligent,
Msb, K,) applied to a party of people, (S, A,)
[i. e.] to men ..and to women, (T, M, TA) aS the body, or lean in the belly, but thick in the inattentive, inadvertent, inconsiderate, or heed
though pl. of C*-, (S, K,) and C*-*, (T, S, part betneen the shoulder and shoulder-blade, (0, less; and went anay from, or relinquished, or

&= -

J.

&:

•

M, A, K,) applied to men and to women, (T, K, TA,) having thick and strong flesh: (TA:)
M, A,”) pl. of
(A,) or as though pl. of applied only to females. (K.)- Also, applied to
a bow, Long. (O, K.)
• * > .
c-, ($ K.) The dim. of C1S W C*
*: Length in anything. (T, O, K.)
and W --~; (K;) but the latter is by some6dis
-« »
&l- : See &
allowed. (TA) You say alo, C.' C- c"
and
W
[app. meaning Such a one is
go-: see &
.-Also Tall and hateful
very liberal, &c.; for in each case the latter epithet or hated; (O, K;) applied in this sense to a
is probably an imitative 6sequent,
and therefore a man. (O.)
- d > ** *
corroborative]. (L.)- a-- 4:13 [A beast that

Cù-2,

6

* d > *

•

ed

6 d >

•

©

e

o

*

+

d to

6

* d".e.

6 d -

6

*

> *

Qa-o-w
is submissive, or easy, or gentle: and probably
also quick: see 1]. (A, voce a-o-, q.v.) –
[Hence, app.,] ā-: is the name of A mare of
(T, Mgh, Msb,) or thin integument, (S, Mgh, K,)
Jaafar the son of
(K. [See also
above the skull: (T, S, Mgh, Msb, K:) and any
-~ * ~ *
aa-...])- And ā-- Al The she-goat. (T in thin skin resembling that; (Msb;) or [the peri
art. A.)–And i- C# tA plant bon. osteum of any bone; i. e.] the skin that is betneen
(K,” TA.)- And
* # A branch, or rod, the bone and the flesh, above the bone and beneath
that is even and smooth, (A,” Msb,”TA,) without the flesh; every bone having what is thus termed:
any knot: (A, K, TA:) or of even growth, so (TA:) [pl. &-l...-Hence] one says, -"
-

6 *

d -

5- [The perioranium; i.e.] the thin skin,

4".

•

&•

left, a thing. (L.)- He was, or became, con
founded, perplexed, or amazed, and unable to
see his right course; or affected with wonder;
or cut short, or silent, being confounded, or per
plexed, and unable to see his right course; syn.
**: inf n. as above: (M:) [or] he stood con

founded, or perplexed, and unable to see his right
course; syn. 5: A5 (K. [After this expla
nation and 3 immediately following it, it is said

in the K, #2: 3 & #9: meaning
that it is by reason of grieving, or mourning, as
signifying the “standing confounded” &c.; and
by reason of rejoicing, or being happy, as signify

ing the “diverting oneself” &c. See as an ex. of
its usage in a case of grief the verses which I

-

•

6 •

£-

6

that what is betnceen its two eactremities is not
*more slender than its two extremities or than one
6 •

•

-

©

...,

• *

*

•

have cited at the close of the first paragraph of

art. 3, and which are cited in the present art in
the L and TA.])- Also He kept constantly, or

continually, (M, L,) to an affair, (M,) or upon
the ground, or in the land. (L.) - He strove
laboured, or exerted himself, or he wearied him

~#,

(S, K, TA,) i. e. self, in nork, (K, TA,) and in journeying: (TA.)
! [Upon the fat that covers the stomach and And J.'s. (S M, K) sy. J., (S) aor.

*-* 92 &=l- 5u'll

of them. (AHn, TA.) One says also as-l. bonels of the sheep or goat is or are] a thin and inf. n. as above, (M.) The camels strove,
* *

* *

A-- 1 [An oblong squared piece, or a board or integument [or thin integuments of fat]. (TA.) laboured, or exerted themselves, in their journey
tablet, of the wood of the al- (q.v.), that is even - And £il &-t- # The [strata or] thin por ing : (S, K:) or knen, not fatigue, or weariness.
and smooth]. (TA.) - And i+A reli
(M.) [See also :- (which is likewise, perhaps,
•

& e

#2

tions of cloud. ($, K, TA)-3- also sig.
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an inf n. of the same verb,)
inf n. 3-, i. q. $3.25 [He

2-A-o

below.]=::, sheep and goats, wild oxen, and the like,] with

tended, repaired, ashes, (S, K,) or with earth or dust: (Mgh,
betook himself, or directed himself or his course or Msb:) or a manure consisting of strong earth.
aim, to, or tonards, him, or it; or

endeavoured

to reach, or attain, or obtain, him, or it;

(M.)

&#):

Q. 4, accord. to the M and K, 5-1,

2: and #243

+:

* q.

53- (A, K) [app. as meaning

and

and

- * *

Jo-o-o: see art. J-A-".

like: (M)=And.…S. 3-inf" -,

White, or whitened, flour: but said in the TK to
He made the land, or ground, plain, or smooth, mean fine bread]: accord. to Kr, i. q. ź. [app.
8

or soft. (M.)

as meaning wheat]; and said by him to be with
(§, K, &c.,) of the measure J#4, (Sb,
2, #2:-, (M, TA) inf n. 2:5, (TA) + He the unpointed 2: (K:) but more chastely, (K,) TA,)J-,
so
accord.
to the grammarians, but Aboo
and
better
known,
(TA,)
with
3.
(K,
TA.)
[In
diverted him : (M, TA:) [and in like manner,
W *-l; for] one says to a slave-songstress, the present day, applied to Semoulia; a hind of Usāmeh Junádeh El-Azdee says that it is of the
as syn. with
and
made of very fine wheat-flour, reduced to measure J#4, from
**, [in one of my copies of the $, erroneously, paste
small grains. See also *: below.]
*::, (Sgh,TA,) pronounced by the vulgar 8:
(**) meaning Divert
thou
us
by
singing.
• dé
with damm to the U", (IDrst, TA,) which is a
3- Any [man or animal] raising his head mistake, (Th, IDrst, S, K, &c.,) for there is not
(S, O, L., T.A.) = L35'9" …~, (M, Msb, K.)
[in
pride or otherwise]. (S, M, L.) - A man in the language of the Arabs a noun of the
inf n. as above, (S, Msb, K,) He manured the
land with su. [q.v.] : (S, Msh, K) he dunged, standing : (IAar; and so in a copy of the S:) or measure J#4, (IDrst, TA,) A lord, master, chief,
or manured, the land; syn. Øj. (M. [So in a standing, raising his head, and with his breast prince, or man of rank or quality; ('Eyn, S, O,
copy of the M: in the TA ulti, without teshdeed; erect; (A, IAth;) as the stallion [camel] does K;) to which Et-Teiyánee adds, from As, on the
and thus only, I believe, correctly; though it is when excited by lust. (A.)- [And hence, as is authority of Munteji Ibn-Nebhán, (TA,) of easy
*

>d > *

&:-

•

&

w

-

commonly pronounced with teshdeed in the pre indicated in the A, (see 1,)] + A singer; or sing nature or disposition, generous, and very hospit
sent day.])=% --, (M.) or 3:1, (K.) ing. (M, L; and so in two copies of the S.) And able, or in whose vicinity his companion has power
the latter is said to be the meaning of the pl. in
inf n. as above, (TA,) He removed utterly his the Kur liii. 61. (M, L.)-[Hence also,] Be or authority or dignity, not being harmed nor
inconvenienced; (S, K, TA;) and thus expl. by
hair, or the hair; (M, K, TA;) taking the whole
having proudly. (I’Ab in explanation of the pl.
of it [in shaving]: a dial. var. of --. (TA.) in the Kur' liii. 61; and IAar.) - Diverting AHát also; (TA;) generous; noble, or elevated
£a
•J-91 -- is The removing utterly te. hair of himself; playing; or sporting. (IAar, S, M.; in rank; liberal, bountiful, or munificent: (O,
K:) and also (K) courageous: (Lth, K.) and

the head [by shaving]: a dial. var. of '-5. (§.) and Bd in liii. 61,) - Negligent, inattentive, goodly, and stout, bulky, or corpulent: (AZ, Et
(Lth,
- And :- is also used [alone, the objective inadvertent, inconsiderate, or heedless.
IAar A.) Thus the pl. is said by Lth to mean Teiyánee:) pl. 82-. (IJ.)- The lion. (Ibn
complement being app. meant to be understood,] in the Kur liii. 61. (TA)- Standing in a state
as meaning The leaving off, or neglecting, the of confusion, perplerity, or amazement: (Mgh:)
anointing of oneself [or of one's hair], and wash and so the pl. is said to mean in the Kur liii. 61:
ing: and so *-5. (A’Obeyd, TA in art. *~.) (TA:) or confounded, perplexed, or amazed, by
4 : see 2, first sentence.
reason of inordinate exultation. (IAar.) - And
Silent. (So in a copy of the S.)- And Grieving,
9 : see Q. Q. 4, in two places.
d

Q e

Ed-Dahhán, T, S, O.)- And hence, [accord. to
SM, but the reverse I think more probable,] . A
chief, or person of authority. (TA.)- The
wolf, (En-Nadr, K;) because of his swiftness.

(En-Nadr.)- And hence, (TA,) + A man active,

agile, or prompt, in accomplishing his wants.
or mourning, and lonly, humble, or submissive. (K, TA.)- And A snord. (K.)

11 : see what next follows.

(So, too, in a copy of the S.) - In the saying of
J
Q. Q. 4. SU-9 (§, M, L.) infn. 34::), (S,) Ru-beh, (K,) describing camels, (TA,)
3- i. q. * [q. v.]; (K:) [said to be] more
He, or it, became snollen: (M, L:) or became
#9.
Jús
Jil
23*
chaste than the latter: (K in art. J-e-. :) [but]
much snollen : (AZ, M, L:) or he (a man) be
the meaning is, Continuing journeying, (K) or accord. to Kr, it is with the unpointed 3. (M in
came swollen with anger; ($, L;) or so *5t.", striving, labouring, or exerting themselves, or
that art.)
inf n. 3.3-l; and *::1, inf n, 3.3-l. (K.)
nearying themselves, [during the night,] having
35 - 0

*

One says,

*: •st-

snvollen: and

His arm, or hand, became no fodder in their bellies: (L:) F says that J has
J-e
erred in saying that the meaning is, “having no
1.
(S, M, K,) aor. *, (S, M,) inf n. ...,
snollen. (L., T.A.)—Also, fodder in their bellies:” but this is the explanation
of the words 312.j') -šū4-, as IM and others have and 22-, (M, K,) He held a conversation, or

ū: -St.- Her leg, or foot,

66 -

#:

became inflated and
said of anything, It went, or passed, anay: or

expressly stated; and this necessarily indicates discourse, by night: (S:) or he waked; continued

perished; and so '3-l. (LTA) And st that xel,- has the meaning assigned to it in the anake; did not sleep; (M, K:) and "J-1 may
-āli & He perished by reason of anger. (L.)

K; so that no error is attributable to J in this
case: or, as some say, 312.j') -ālā4- means not
J.- Continuing, or unceasing, journeying. having upon their Macks [much] provision for the
(M, L.) [Perhaps an inf. n. : see
<!--, riders. (TA.)- 32- as an epithet applied to a
and what next precedes it, in the latter part of -8; [or skin in which milk is put] means | Full,
the first paragraph.]- 14: 40 *. (K, TA,) or [so as to be] standing upright. (A, TA.)
" ..., (M) in my copy of the Mgh -o-, and
What is called in Persian :- [app. a
in the O 3...,] He, or it, is thine ever, or #
5 d >

-

-

•

J.'

:-

ever; syn.

3-, (Th, M, Mgh, O, K.) and £i.

(Th,M,Mgh)And 4:30; J.ii.5, or '',
(M.) I will not do that ever. (M, TA)

mistranscription for 3-3, i.e. n hite bread]; an
arabicized word: [so says ISd; and he adds,] I
know not whether it be the same as Jee- expl.
s

*

> -->

•

signify the same; or may be of the same class as

J# and 3-i. and thus signify he had, or came
to have, a 2- [or conversation, or discourse, by
* * *

night]. (M.) [See also 3.]-#3 * -e-,
aor. *, inf. n. **, + The cattle pastured by
night without a pastor; or dispersed themselves

by night: (M, TA:) [or simply pastured by
night; for] one says, 3: (#! & meaning

+ Verily our camels pasture by night: (TA:) and

ūé. ū: J.' $3.

1 The camels pastured

•

during their night, the whole of it, (A.) And
&#1 #1.” $3. t The cattle pastured upon

1: see the next preceding paragraph, in by Kr as signifying Alale, or not. (M.)
two places.
- i. Q. J-5 [i. e. A basket of palm-leaves; the herbage; (M, K;) aor. as above: (M1) [or
2L- A compost, or manure, consisting of probably one used for carrying st-, or manure]: pastured upon the herbage by night: like as one
6

* *

• * *

c”, (§, Mg, Mb) or c>, (K) [both so says Lh; adding that one should not say says,] £- 4-- t He drank wine, or the wine,
meaning dung of beasts, such as horses, camels, **-*. (M.)
(K, TA) by night (TA) and 32.4 bit.
6 * * @

•

* J. d >
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X- Conversation, or

discourse, by night; (S, certain colour, (S, Msb,) well known, (Msb,)
between white and black, (M, K,) in men and in
wine, or the wine, (A.)—See also 's-, in M, K5) as also 5-1-2. (S, A.") It is said in a camels and in other things that admit of having
three places. =3-, (S, M, Msb, K.) aor. *; trad, #s' & 3:1, or, accord. to one relation,

X-M ! They passed, or spent, their night drinking

• O e

J. “

it, but in camels the term

i: is more

common,

(K) and 3-, (§, K, in a copy of the M 3-) £1, Conversation

or discourse by night is after
and accord. to IAar it is in water also; (M;) in
aor. *; inf. n. of each #: (K) and "ju-',(S, nightfall. (TA) And you say, 3: &# •)
M, K,) inf. n. 5-1, (S;) He, or it, was, or #3 I will not do it as long as men hold con
became, [tanny, brownish, dushy, or dark in versation or discourse in a night n'hen the moon
complexion or colour; i.e.,] of the colour termed shines: (S:) or as long as men hold conversation
#: [expl. below]. ($, M, Mob, K.)=$.". or discourse by night, and as long as the moon
see 2, first signification. - [Hence,] axes - rises: (Lh, M.) or ever. (M.) [See also below.
i q ta', (M, K) which signifies He put out, The pl., 5-i, is often used as meaning Tales
the night, for amusement: but this
or blinded, (tā) his eye with a heated iron in related isin probably
post-classical.] - # Conver
usage
strument: (S and Msb in art. U-- :) or he put sation, or discourse, by day. (TA.) - A place
out, or blinded, (J-8) his eye with a X- [or
in which people hold conversation or discourse by
nail] (Mgh, Mgb, TA) of iron (TA) made hot night; or in nhich they wake, or remain anake;
(Mgh, Mab, TA) in fire: (Mgb:) o: [simply] he
J. ed. •

* * *

men, the same as

[in camels]; (IAar, TA;)

the colour of what is exposed to the sun, of a
person of whom what is concealed by the clothes
is nhite: (IAth:) from: signifying the “shade
of the moon.” (TA.)
2° 15

#:
63

s >

-

4)-

:

see 3-ol-J).

J.'

Camels that eat the tree called2:.

(AHn, M., K.)

#: The [demon called] J*. (Sgh, K.)
X- Thin milk : (S:) milk containing much

(M, K.) as also "3-5 ($, M, K.) which

put out, or blinded, his eye; syn. tää. (K)= latter is expl. by Lth as signifying a place in

&#13-1=and <-3-

#:

a colour inclining to a faint.blackness; (T, TA;)

water: (Th, M, K:) or [diluted] milk of which

see 2.

which people assemble for conversation or dis
composes too thirds: n, un, with 3, sig
course by night. (T.A.) - A people's assembling water
2, 3,..., (§, M, Mgh, Msh, K) in n. *:: and holding conversation or discourse in the dark. nifying some thereof (M.) - [See also a
(S) and "5*, (§, M, Mgh, £) aor. (M, (TA.)- And hence, (TA,) The dark; or dark tropical usage of this word in a prov. cited voce
Msb, K) and 2, (M., K.) inf. n. x-, (M., Msb;) ness. (As, M, K, TA.) So in the saying -ā Jää.]=[In the present day it is also applied to
A species of rush, growing in the deserts of Loner
or the former has an intensive signification;
2.8% 2: He snore by the darkness and the and Upper Egypt, of which mats are made for

(Msb;) [He nailed it; i.e.] he made it fast,
firm, or strong, (M, Mgh, K,) with a nail [or moon. (As) - Night: (M, K:) you say, £i
nails]; (S," M," Mgh, Msb, K;") namely, al door 5... I came to him in the night. (A)-A
[&c.]. (Mgh, Msb.) [See also 3-.] = -- night in which ther: is, no moon : hence the say
-āli: --Ji <03 Jaśl S I will not do that
&#1 (M, TA) inf n. *-ā; ($) and "%-, ing
(K, TA,) aor. *; (TA;) The made the milk thin when the moon does not rise nor when it does rise.

covering the floors of rooms; the juncus spinosus
of Forskål, (Flora Aegypt. Arab., p. 75,) who
writes its Arabic name “sammar;” the juncus
acutus 8 of Linn.]

*. applied to a she-camel, (K, TA) Snift:

with water; (S;) made it to be what is termed (Fr.) [See also above..] - The shade of the (K:) or generous,
3'-[d v.]. (M, K.) =~, inf. m. as 'ove, is moon. (M, K.)- The light of the moon; moon and snift. (TA.)

excellent, or strong and light,

light; accord. to some, the primary signification;

also syn, with 3:3 ($, M, K) and J-ji (M,

because they used to converse, or discourse, in it.

4:- 2- He discharged, or shot, (TA.)- The time of daybreak: you say, &#
his arrow, (M, TA) as also "%-" (K, TA:) 5- >il The people n'ere come to at daybreak.
K.) You say,

X- i. q. "><;
in conversation,

(M, A, K;) i. e. A partner
pr discourse, by night. (TA.)

You say, 9: ūj and 7 3-0. [I am his partner
&c.]. (A.)- Afterwards used unrestrictedly [as
(AHn, M)—see also:
signifying t.A. partner in conversation, or dis
j-. A certain kind of tree, (M, K,) well course, at any time]. (TA.) - [Golius and
quickly, for the game has become within thy known; (K;) i. 1. -is [the gum-acacia-tree; Freytag add the meaning of A place of nocturnal
; as from the K; a sense in which
power], and 4: L:- J5- [Discharge, or acacia, or mimosa, gummifera]; (Msb;) or [a confabulation
this word is not there found.]-* & The
shoot, deliberately, in order that it may become species] of the z-ii, (S) of the kind called suae,
within thy power]. (IAar, T.A.) One says also, (Mgh, Msb,) having small leaves, short thorns, night in which is no moon : [contr. of *:: & :]
• *d is
4:9- 2- He dismissed his female slave, or let and a yellon fruit (a4%) which men eat: there a poet uses the phrase 2- &# "3-i
ú, mean
her go free. ($ and M, from a trad) A'Obeyd is no kind of ouac better in wood: it is trans ing As long as the moonless night allon's the
says that this is the only instance in which -, ported to the tonns and villages, and houses are
or the former, he discharged it, or shot it, hastily;
(K;) opposed to J5-; for one says, is 's
3: <!-- [Discharge, or shoot, thine arrow
*** - d - e.

© p >

holding conversation, or discourse, in it. (M.
with U-, has been heard [in this sense: but covered with it: (M:) its produce is [a pod] [See also another explanation of this phrase in
i:- [q. v.]: (TA in art. U-:) [the
several other instances have been mentioned].

termed

(TA) You also say, J'L:- He let the camels

mimosa unguis cati of Forskål

(Flora. Aegypt.

what follows.]) —X- is also syn. with Xss [as

meaning Unlimited time, or time without end];

go, or left them: and he hastened them; syn. Arab., pp. cxxiii. and 176:)] n. un, 5-2- : (M, (Lh, S, M, K5) as also *::, (Fr, M, K,) whence
t£= ; as also "ts:í, originally with U:: Mgh, Mab, K.) [in the $3:- is said to be pl. of the saying 3: cºs * & Such a one is
(TA:) or he sent them, or left them, to pasture by :- : but i: coll. gen. n.:] the pl. of 5-- is
with, or at the abode of, such a one ever, or alnays.
themselves, nithout a pastor, by night [which is <>W,--, and -l, a pl. of pauc., of which the dim.
(M.) Hence, or because people hold conversa

perhaps the more proper meaning (see 1)] or by

day, syn. Či (M.T.A.) And £12:
He sent off, or launched forth, the

ship,

let it

go; or let it take its course. (M, TA.)

is

*::i. (S.) It is said in a prov, #5 £i

'':###Islannular-mi shariff

tion, or discourse, in them, (S,) 2- ū

means

The night and the day. (S, M, K.) You say,

afen, gum-acacia-trees were found there: Sharj 3- Gí"> < *ś (S.K.)and-rais,
is a certain valley of El-Yemen: for the origin of (M,) and * &: '3. ū, and *** ": Us,

3. i-, (M) inf n. #4, (S, A) He this prov, see Freytag's Arab. Prov, i. 662].
($) 5: ...it [0 people of the gum (M.K.) and,-- "3: ..., and 3: "2:fu.

held a conversation, or discourse, with him by

night. (S, M.) [See also 1, first sentence.]
4: see 1: - and
see also 2.

**, in four places: = and

in a saying of the Prophet, was
addressed to the persons meant in the Kur

2-, (L), M.K.) and #1's-its, (K) i.e.

xlviii. 18. (Mgh.)

ever, (S,) or in all time, (M.) or while. night

acacia-tree],

[f will

not do it, and I

will not come to thee,]

and

6 - d.

#: [A tanny, or

bronnish, colour, of various
- o &

day alternate. (K.) And Júl 3: £i j
-

(S, M) [I will not do it] to the end of the nights,
11. 5-1, see 1, in the latter half of the para shades, like the various hues of wheat; (see: ;)
5* is expl. by AHeyth, in
duskiness; darkness of complexion or colour;] a (M)-2-3
graph.
**
* * *
Bk. I.
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his handwriting, as meaning Two roads that camel of a nihite colour inclining to a: [which the collecting of the &l=5 (Ibn-'Abbād, ISd, O,
is a hue wherein whiteness predominates over TA;) a day when the foreigners, or Persians,
differ, each from the other. (Az, TA.)
blackness]. (M.) And #: it: [A tanny spear C*-*) levy the &b- at three several times
#: A certain kind of ships. (S.) (:

signifies

the same, (Golius on the

authority

of

Meyd.,) applied to A single ship of that kind.]
- IAar mentions the saying,

&: #:

** { **

* &: 3-3, &#2%, without explaining

shaft). (M.) And #: i:- [Tawny wheat].
(M)—[Hence] #: Wheat: (S, Msh, K.)
because of its colour. (Mgb.) And c5-9
Wheat and nater:

[or instalments]; also mentioned as written with
J. (TA.)
6- J --

as-y-...- : see the next preceding parapraph.

(A9, S, K:) or water and the

spear. ($, K.)-5-9, also, signifies Milk :
it: [ISd says,] I think he meant, [I gave him] (M.) or milk of the gazelle: (IAar, M, K:) app.
2: >53, i. e. dusky dirhems, as though smoke because of its colour. (M.)- And [for the same
7vere

U-o
s

& -

U-- : see art.---.

issuing from them by reason of their duski

reason] #: signifies also Coarse flour, or flour
ness: or dirhems of which the nihiteness was of the third quality, full of bran;
syn. *::..
fresh. (M.)
(K.) You say #: 3: Bread made of such
Q. 1. --, inf n. 5-, He acted as a X
3.
*: [The sable; mustela zibellina, or viverra flour. (L in art. &-)- And The [kind of [q. v.]. (K.)
•*

zibellina;] a certain beast, (Mgh, K,) or animal, milling." called] a.s. (Sgh, K.) – And
(Msb,) well known, (Mgh,) found in Russia, J-1 As t A year of drought, in which is no
beyond the country of the Turks, resembling the rain. (M.)
ichneumon; in some instances of a glossy black;
* *~ *
6 s of
* *> .
and in some, of the [reddish] colour termed $: >~! dim. of X-1: see J-o-, in two places.
(Msb, TA:) costly furred garments are made of

*

> *

5- - d -

> 6.

ju- A broker; or one who acts as an inter
mediary betnceen the seller and the buyer, (Lth,

Mgh, K.) for effecting the sale; whom people call

-

Jş, because he directs the purchaser to the
merchandise, and the seller to the price: (TA:)
A nail; a pin, or peg, of iron; (Mgh;) pl. 5-0-- (Mgh, K:) a Pers. word,
arabicized:
a certain thing of iron; (S, K;) a thing nith
(Lth,
Mgh
:) or one who sells wheat to the people:
which one makes fast, firm, or strong : (M, K:)
(M,

its skin: (K, TA:) pl. - ... (MSb) – Also XA 2: [or any garment] made with its fur. (TA)

:- A

companion of [or one who habitually
indulges in] conversation, or discourse, by night.
(M, K.)

pl. -t-. (S, Msb, K.) — Also, (K, TA) or
J.' £2, (A, O,) | A good manager of camels;
A, O, K, TA;) a skilful, g00ap
good pastor thereof. (A.

TA:) or (TA, in the K“and”) the possessor
of a thing: (K:) or (TA, in the K “and”) one

who has the care

of a thing.

senger, or mediator, (***)

(K.)- A mes

between two lovers or

2

:- A man holding, or who holds, a conversa

6

friends. (K.) -->}}

- O -

5-

! He who is ac

22-6 Nailed; made fast, firm, or strong, with

tion, or discourse, by night: (S:) pl. 5: (S, M, a nail [or nails]. (S," Mgh.)-t A man, (TA,) quainted with the land, or country; (K;) an
K) and: (TA.) It is also a quasi-pl. n.,
having little flesh, strongly knit in the bones and acute scrutinizer of its circumstances: (TA:)
K.) [as such occurring in a verse cited voceX,”, sinens. (K, TA.)- And, with 5, 1 A woman, fem. with 3. (K)—ts." &: 34 [app.
(M,) or girl, or young woman, (A, O, K,) com means + He is the careful and silful manager of

(M,

in art. A),] and is syn. [as such] with *. sig.

nifying persons holding, or n:ho hold, conversa pact, or firm, in body,

(M. A, O, #)

not flabby it]. (Fr, TA voce

U-)

tion, or discourse, by night: (S, M:) or persons in flesh. (M, o, K.)=3,... J.- : A turbid
waking, continuing anake, not sleeping; as also life: (M, O, K, TA:) from 5- applied to
W

#20 [a fem. sing, and

therefore applicable as milk. (M, TA.)

an epithet to a broken pl. and to a quasi-pl. n.
and to a coll. gen. n.]: (M, K:) 3- is a pl. [or
rather quasi-pl. n.] applicable to males and to

females: (T, TA:) or it is a sing., and, like other
sings., is used as a qualificative of a pl. only
when the latter is determinate; as in the phrase
5- X:## [I left them holding a conversation
&c.]. (Lh, M.) - Also A. camel pasturing by
might. (TA.)- See alsoxo-.

#44.

See

* =#"

(M, Msb, K) and

&

6

•

* *

J

*

- *

1. al., and *, and -, (§, M, Msb, K.) inf n.

.

2-et-e: see yes-, in two places.

£, (S, M, MSb) namely, a kid, (§, M, MSb,

K,) and a lamb, (M.) He removed its hair,
(Msb,) or wool, (K) or cleansed it of the hair,
[or wool,] (S,) by means of hot water; (S, Msb,
&
K;) in order to roast it; (S;) or it is generally
Q. 1. #: [inf n. of £ The collecting done for this purpose: (TA:) or he plucked
from
of the [tax called] &lr= (Ibn-'Abbād, O:) [and it the [hair, or] wool, after putting it into hot
the giving, or paying, thereof: for] one says, water. (A.)–(And It scalded it: for] you
à :2-, meaning Give thou to him [the tax so say, of boiling water, 'G' *: [it scalds the

called].

(ISh, O, K. [It seems to be intention

thing]. (TA)= <-, (M, K.) inf n as above,

ally indicated in the O and K, by what imme (M,) also signifies He hung it; suspended it;

*:::" (TA)[The Samaritans; a people said to

diately precedes the

explanation of this

phrase,

namely, a thing; (M, K;) as also " al-, infin.

be] one of the tribes of the Children of Israel; which explanation is abel, that £9-" is to be
*:: (TA:) or the latter, he hung it, or sus
(M;) or a sect, (Mgb,) or people, (K,) of the
understood after it.])
pended
it, upon, (S, K,) or by means of, (so in
Jen's, differing from them (Mgb, K) in most,
some copies of the K and in the TA) es: ($,
(Msb,) or in some, (K,) of their institutes:
:- [written without any syll. signs, and K,) meaning thongs, or straps. (TA.) And
(Msb, K:) Zj says, they remain to this time in

£-

&-,

sing of
(TA,)
Syria, and are knon n by the appellation of therefore probably
~ 3 -a.
* &23,-eu.J1: (M:) most of them are in the which signifies Even, or plain, places [or tracts] the coat of mail upon the hinder part of his
-

3

-

..

&#1 **-, (M) infn. "…, (TA) He hung

of land. (T," Ibn-'Abbād, O, TA.")

mountain of En-Nábulus: (TA:) * &^\- is the
6 * >*

rel, n, of #.U.M. (M, Mab, K.)
3

-

6 ** **

c£2-, and its pl.: see the next preceding of the Pers. 2. “three” and the Arabic 5.
paragraph.

* -o a •

"ás-, (S, O, K.) each a Pers. 2 see 1, in two places. - ...: -la-, infn.
word arabicized, (§, O,) [or rather a compound <--5, also signifies I kept, or clave, to the
---' and

5.

s

for

thing:

hence a verse cited voce

&33.

(TA in

time," The levying of the [tax called] art. cus.)
at
three several times [or instalments]: (S,
2-1 [Tanny, or bronnish; dusky; dark-com
5. i-3 It (a thing, TA) was, or became,
or the name of the day on which pay hung, or suspended. (K.)
flationed or dark-coloured;] of the colour termed
5... [q.v.] (S, M, K, &c.) fem #: (MSb, ment of the -5- is received; (K;) thus the
&c. :) and Pl.: (A.) You say 3: * A. former word is expl. by ISh; (O;) the day of
A thread, or string, having upon it beads
* - of

-

** a

5-

£)

*
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($, Mgh) or pearls; (Mgh;) otherwise it is called Take ye the tryo sides of the fresh, or moist. of J alone, or £ denotes what is intentional]
<li. : (S, Mgh:) a string of beads or the like; (TA) And 3-1, bu- #9 J**! Make thou You say, a -, (§, Msb, TA) and 24, (S,
(M, K;)

so called because it is hung, or sus the affair, or case, [uniform, or] one uniform |TA,) meaning I gave ear, hearkened, or listened,
pended; (M;) a single string thereof; like & thing. (Fr, TA in art.
part of a to him, or it; (S, Msb,” TA;) and a " --~,
3% [in Persian]; a necklace of two strings valley n:hich is betnceen the upper extremity and

&)—The

(Ms) or 4), and 4:), (§, TA) signify the

thereof being called cº- #3 (IDrd') or it the lowers (M. K.) pl. i. (K)—bu-same ($, Mil, TA) and so a 's---, (S,
signifies, (M,) or

signifies

also, (K,) a necklace Axial The thing upon which food is spread: Msb, K.) and all. (K.) It is said in the Kur
longer than the aâ:-e: (IDrd, M, K:) or [sim (K.) pronounced by the vulgar *:: [and |[xxxvii. 8], accord. to different readings, )
ply] a necklace: (Msb:) pl. *:: (M, K:) applied by them to such as is long, prepared for U.S. 53 c: &:4, and "3,4-45, They
-

which also signifies the things that are suspended a large company of people :] pl. al-i [a pl. of shall not listen [to the archangels]: (S:) or the

(#42) from necklaces. (TA) — A thong, or
strip, that is suspended from the horse's saddle;
(S, K;) sing of *: (S.)- The redundant

pauc.] and **. (TA.)

former has this signification, they shall not listen

-

to the angels (Bd, Jel) in heaven, (Jel,) or the
*~ and ***, applied to a kid, (§, M, exalted angels: (Bd:) and " the latter, they shall
part of the turban, which is left hanging down Msb, K.) and to a lamb, (M.) of which the hair, not seek, or endeavour, to listen &c. (Bd.) And
upon the breast and the shoulder-blades: (K:) pl. (Msb,) or nool, (K,) has been removed, (MSb, in the same [xvii. 50], W &: (~ * &
as above. (TA)- A coat of mail which the K,) or cleansed of its hair [or wool], (S,) by <! &: $! 4: [We are cognisant of that on
horseman hangs upon the hinder part of his horse. means of hot water; (S, Msb, K;) in order to its
account of which they hearhen n-hen they hearhen
(M, K.)–: A trail, or long and elevated tract, being roasted: (S:) or of which the [hair or]

(J.-) of sand, (K, TA,) regularly disposed, as

wool has been plucked off from it, after its having to thee]; a meaning *::, (Bd, Jel,) and *S,

though it were a necklace. (TA.) = See also been put into hot water: (M:) or the former, (Bd,) alluding to scoffing, or derision. (Bd, Sel.)
plucked of its [hair or] wool, and then roasted [For various usages of :- and other inf ns.,
£, in two places.
with its skin: (Lth:) and a roasted sheep or whether employed as inf ns. or as simple substs.,
the former word of the measure J* in the see those words below.]- It also signifies He
goat:
K.)
M.
(S,
'
'...",
and
K)
(M,
J.,
£:
the measure J*. (TA.)=See also understood it; (TA;) he understood its meaning;
of
sense
and " £i, (M.K.) which last is pl. of i-,
its pl. tú", VOce *:: the pl. in three i.e., the meaning of a person's speech. (Msb.)
and
*~,
(TA,) A sandal, or sole, that is of a single piece
You say, 3d << ū. &: # Thou didst not
[of leather, not of two or more piece, senced to places.
gether, one upon another], (3-3 Jue, S, TA) *u. Boiling water, that scalds (::) Ol understand what I said to thee. (TA.) And
such is the most obvious meaning of the verb in
in which is no patch: (S, M, K:) or the last, (S,)
Hanging a thing by a rope the saying, <-sk-l &: &= &l [If he under
or all, (M,) not having a second piece sened on to thing. (TA.) =
(So inoccurring
the K, behind him; from b:1 (pl. of £1]. (TA) stand the words of the preacher]; for this is the
**".
also(the
(AZ, S, M ;) as*::
it;
latter word
Voce 3%) -[
J. J.

1. *., (S, MSb, K,') aor. *, (K) inf n.

c-', or such as is of cotton: (ISh, K:) but

one does not say

** # =

nor

i- ā-12,

because such are not [ever] lined: (ISh:) or [ac

dered tropically, t if he hear the voice of the
preacher. (Msb.)- Also He hnen it: as in
the saying, 3% £f &- [God knen, thy saying].

&

* :- * A garment having no lining; [either]
Cl

proper meaning in this case: but it may be ren

*:: see *~.

twice in art. -ás-J in the TA, and there opposed
to &#, and said to be masc. and fem.) i, q.]

6 o' --

Msb, K) and
& (S,

&- or

this latter is a

simple subst, (Lh, K) and £, (S. K.) of this

cord. to some] i- signifies a garment that i. last [also] is a simple subst., (Msb,) and āclo
lined belon; expl. by saying, -Gil &- £il 3' and #21. (K) and
(TA,) [He heard it,

&:

#3 & # 2, (K, TA (in the CK, and in a (namely, a thing, as in the S,) or thim;] and
Ms. copy of the K, for ##, we find 3%) i.e. "x−, (Mgb, K,) also written and pronounced

3:# 4 J: (TA:) [but I think that 3:...is : ;
-

undoubtedly the right reading; and that la
means any portion that appears of a garment

with

•

*

o

-

. 1 so

(K, TA;) and * &-l; (Msb;) are syn. praise of him who praiseth Him: (Msb:) or may

&- (Msh, K) as trans by itself; (Msh;)

and W

(Msb.)- Also t He accepted it; namely, evi
dence, and praise: or, said of the latter, the
recompensed it by acceptance: (Msb:) the paid
regard to it, and ansnered it; namely, prayer:
the answered, or assented to, or complied with,
it; namely, a person's speech. (TA.) The saying
*:- c. 40 &- means May God accept the
praise of him who praiseth Him : or, accord. to
IAmb, may God recompense by acceptance the
God answer the prayer of him n'ho praiseth Him.

8-| [also] is syn. with 8:- [as trans. (TA, as on the authority of IAmb.)- Also

see -, last by itself]: (Hamp. 694, where occurs a usage of
garment:]
worn beneath a shorter
-- d =
d
bu." U239. Trousers, or drawers, its act. part. n. showing the verb to be trans. by
not stuffed. (M, K.) i.e., (K) or, as Th says, itself:) or " 8-| denotes what is intentional,
(M.) of single cloth, *-12 3ue. (M., K.) signifying only he gave ear, hearkened, or lis
tened: but &:- [as also " &- and W &-b]
: āū, (Kr, M.K.) and 'tū, (K.) A she what
is unintentional, as well as what is inten
camel without any brand, or mark made by 4 hot

sentence.—"

+ He obeyed him : as in the saying in the Kur
[xxxvi. 24], c”:X: <: &l + [Verily
I believe in your Lord, and do ye obey me].

(TA)- Lth says that the phrase J; -liás; 13& J: 13; means t My eye san, Zeyd
doing such and such things: but Az says, I know

iron. (Kr, M, K.)= las- is also a pl. of b" tional. (Mgb.) You say, 'G' &- [He heard not whence Lth brought this; for it is not of the
or listened to, the thing]. (S.) And **

[q.v.]. (K.)

W

&

way of the Arabs to say Lys' -- as meaning
my eye san': it is in my judgment corrupt lan

the sound]. (TA.) [And
Lü. A rank of people: (M, K.) or a side, or [He listened to, or heard,him,
it, utter, or pro guage, and I am not sure but that it may have
I
heard
*
-ū;4
lateral part or portion: (Msb:) each of the two duce, a sound; lit. I heard aorsound
originated by those addicted to innovations
attributable been
sides, or lateral portions, of men, and of palm
and erroneous opinions. (TA.)
trees. (S, Msb.) You say, c:" &: As to him, or it. And 4: 4: He heard it from
He stood betneen the two ranks. (T.A.) And him. And < *. He heard it as related from 2. &: [inf n of &- as also *::, q. V.
cºst- 45- Así As The people stood around him ; he heard it on his authority. And *~ infa, voce is...] is syn. with W £: [The
him in two ranks. (TA) And *** us" -> 13& Js: He heard him say such a thing.] And making one to hear]. (K.) You say, 4
*" and '4-l [He made him to hear the
2-13 They are according to one order. (K.) 4: &- [He heard of it; for * 2: &:
And gºal-Ji & Us". He walked between the the like]. (Kur xii. 31 and xxviii. 36 and sound]. ($) And <-- a-- (TA) and
tno sides. (S, Msb.) And uglal use" b xxxviii. 6, §, K, TA.) [When trans. by means *a*- ($, TA) [He made him to hear the narra
de

Or

* *

0 -

* w

• Co-

-

-

180 *
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&

the abstract sense of the former]. (Msb.) gYou
tive]; both signifying the same. (TA.) [And in
say, ääus; **, [for acule
* - - &#12
, . * * U* *~ * ~*
•

* *

'8:4, and ': (Er-Raghib, T.A.) and

J.

•

* - He made *to*hear
of it, or him.].
It * is*
l, an
is also used as a pl., (S, K,) being originally
• *.*.
* * *
• **
said
in a trad., & alji &** U-Ül &- c." emphatic mode of expression, meaning I hear and an inf. n.; but sometimes (S) it has for its pl.
+ d > *: o e
s a
•
£i (S, Msb, K) and £i, (Mgh, O, K,) a
•

-

&#2, #4 +&Ci(S, Mgh, TA) [Who"

I obey, or for āşu, <-ably ta- --~,

s

which

maketh men to hear of his deed,] God will make means the same, but more emphatically; isu.
the ears of his creatures to hear of him on the being a quasi-inf n. for £uel ;] the verb [of each]
day of resurrection; (TA;) or n:hoso maketh his
deed notorious, that men may see it and hear of being understood: and ācule5 8-, meaning

# of pauc., (TA,) [as is also the former,] and

&- s: My affair is

of the pl. pl., see 2:] the pl. of W &- is 82-;
(Msb, Ki) or this may be an irreg. pl. of *,

6 *

it, God will make notorious his hypocrisy, and

4% s: [i. e. isú,

& Ci is a pl. pl., (§, Mgh, o, K) i. e. Pl of

* *

&: (S) or of £i (Mgh, Q:) [for an ex.
s

fill nith it the ears of his creatures, and they hearing and obeying]. (K.), You say also, [in
shall be generally acquainted with it, [and He like manner,] tà: 5 ū: X'i, (K,) and S &:
will render him contemptible, and small in esti

6 de

4 o

* 2° 4.4
.:
And U252 U'X' ( ; Sl

4: is of 43. ($gh, TA.) You say,

like as

* @ e.

mation,] so that he will become disgraced; (Mgh;) & : (TA:)
(TA:) see
see &-.
-** & 3. 4: i.e. [Incline thine ear to me; or] hear
or the meaning may be, God will manifest to 405, (K,) [said to be] the only instance of # thou from me. (S, K.) And &: SS 5*
men his internal state, and fill their ears with
kind among inf ns. of trans. verbs except & [The speech struck the ear]. (Mgb.) &: is used

J."

the evilness of his secret intentions, in requitel of
his deed: or, as some relate it, [for eila- 82-) We

L', (TA

in art.

55)

[in a copy of the M, in

as a pl. in the Kur [ii. 6], where it is said, <

2:- L*, * 1é ài [God hath set a
should say, *
which is an epithet applied
to God; so that the meaning is, God [the Hearer U#3' "
and Us: "#", and es'3' *ā-- seal upon their hearts and upon their ears].
of his creatures] nill disgrace him : (TA :) [for] [My ear heard (lit. my ear's hearing) such a one (S.) One also says, "cº-Ji ...las & Such
(S.) The
•= 4
(S, Mgh, Mgb,) inf. n. &*-ī, (S, say that]. (K)-[As a simple subst., it signi ats, one
as is great :in the&:ears.
* means
+ It phrase
is not
fies]
The
sense
of
the
ear;
(K;)
[i.
e.,
of
hear
Mgh, K,) signifies [also] He rendered him, or
known whither he has repaired: (AZ, K.) or
it, notorious, and infamous: (S, Mgh, K:") or ing;] the faculty in the ear whereby it perceives
-off of

&:",

art.

č. written us'' &- and Uses &#

and

&:

&* > 0

8.-,

J.S.

he spread it abroad, for men to speak of it. sounds. (TA.) Thus in the Kur [l. 36], Li'l 2
• 6 &
(Msb.) – Also He raised him from obscurity to &-",
(TA,) meaning, Or who hearheneth. (Bd,
• 3
+
fame. (S, K.”) – And He made him to hear
Lei The brain; (Z, O,
what n'as bad, evil, abominable, or foul, and he Jel.) [And hence,] a. &"
* 2:
reviled him : (AZ, T and L in art. ... :) and K;) as also "&" Al. (O, K.) One says,

*a*- [also] has the latter of these two signifi
cations.

(S, K.)

*~!, inf

4.

n.

£1.

see 2, in four places.

J.

•

6

- d.

•

he is between the ears of the people of the land and
their eyes, [so that they neither hear him nor see
him,] the prefixed noun Jai being suppressed:

(AO, K,” TA:) or t in a void land, wherein is

no one; (ISk, K;) i. e., none hears his speech,

•*
-- ", 22 8-0 > Ae av-, [He struck him upon the nor does any see him, except [the wild animals
• *

-

the desert land: (Ki) or thetireen the length
brain]. (TA)- [It is also used for the inf n. of]
and breadth of the land. (K, TA.) You say
*
of &: Hence] one says, Lyl &- & 1905,
also, 5,23 J.S. 8- &: 4: Já + He ex
• *

* @ e

•

* *

- He told him [a thing]. (Msb)- He made

him to understand: the verb being used in this and in like manner, L'5!" &- and L'5!" &-, posed himself to perdition, or imperilled himself,
sense in the Kur (viii. 23), 5:… &#123; and U's "äst-, i.e. £1 [They said that and cast himself no one knen, where: (IAar,
* @ e

c + . . o #-

** * *

*

-

* * *

•

Th:) or the cast himself where no voice of man
He had made them to understand]. (TA.) (*: [making to hear]: this latter one says when was heard, nor eye of man seen. (K,” TA.)

Low-a-') [Had God known any good in them, making my ear to hear]: (K:) and one may say,
Jot ad

al}}

4: May. God not make thee to be deaf. he does not particularize himself (Sb, K.) And Also What rests in the ear, of a thing which one
e

e > 0

• * ~*
4-ols, with kesr, meaning, [He spoke hears. (L, K.)- See also &- in three places,
beside the two places before referred to.
to
him
making
them
to
hear,
or]
so
that
they
a female singer, *~ Sing thou to us: thus
heard. (TA.) And a poet says,
* T. &-, either as an inf. n. or as a
used in a verse of Tarafah. (TA)-->4:
&"
of e &

(TA)-4-

W-****

She sang. (TA.) One says to

6 o

6 & P

•

•

•

* 0

Thou hast said a saying that ought to be heard
*

and followed. (Ha; p. 308)=#18-11 He •
made, or put, a
[q.v.] to the bucket. (S, K,
TA) And in like manner, J.:” &-l.(K)
! He made, or put, what are termed 9->
o

to

of.

*.*. (TA)=#2: &#, and 25

J####"&*číg £3.4

<

a simple subst. (Lh, K.) You say, 5 (.-. X:
*

(S. K.) and #5" (#4, (K) and 5 #:
. *
& and & 5 "&", (TA,) a form of prayer,

[Making God and the learned men to hear that

I seek protection by the goodness of thy maternal (K) meaning O God, may it be heard of but
not fulfilled: (§, K:) or may it be heard but not

uncle, O son of 'Amr, or sula. si- 3,4,

i. e.

come to : or may it be heard but not need to be

I have recourse for protection to thy maternal come to : or it is said by him who hears tidings
&-2 44; see art. J-aw.
uncle;
thus in the TA in art. 25-;] using the subst. not pleasing to him: (K:) Ks says that it means
•* *
in
the
place
of the inf. n., as though he said te." I hear of calamities but may they not come to
5 : 5, also written and pronounced &-l:
2° 2 2
.#
a 0 ° 20°
“ ,
” o ~*
in
six
see 1, in the former half of the paragraph,
Jé. (TA) One says also, s- * $3,344, me. (TA).You say alo. J*. 9. &#1 &
o

o #.

•

J

and in like manner, "tets, [i. e. I received that <03:

places.
6.

See

&--- Also
2*

Jail 4: &*- (S, K) The people heard of from him by being made to hear, which virtually

~ *

•

?. Q.

•

êt-l:

J &

so in the

J. •

phrase Lisi & 4.3 bid (K.) and in the
it, [or him,] one from another: (PS, TK.) [or means, by hearsay, or hearing it from him,]
making
the
inf.
n.
[in
each
case]
to
be
of
a
diffe
the people heard one another talk of it, or him :] rent form from that of the verb to which it phrase 2:- *: (TA:) both explained
above: see &: - Also Mention, fame, report,
or it, or he, became notorious among the people.
belongs
[in
respect
of
signification;
i.e.,
using
an
(TA.)-8-at-5 also signifies He feigned himself
that is heard; as also W

hearing.

£,

also

8: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph,
in four places.

10: see 1, in the first sentence, in two places.

report; ($, Mgb, K, TA;) and so
i:..] – It also signifies The ear; (S," Wfame,
&- orandgood
W &- (TA.) You say, 4:- *3

Mgh, Mob, K.) as also '...", (S, Msh, K, Jail - His fame, or good report, went among
TA,) because it is the instrument of hearing,
(TA,) and 7 &:, [because it is the place thereof,] mankind (S) And the Arabs say, #1'g:35,

&- inf n, of £, (S, Mab, K.) like * & W(Aboo-Jebeleh,
and "āşti,
(S, Ki)
or
&: signifiesTA)
the ear-hole;
(TA;)
and so

(S, K.) [&c.,] or the latter is a simple subst. [used

&- and W 8.- : (K:)

infn of 8:- for that of £il (K, TA) (See

[or all

8-3) meaning 41 *:: 5 [No, by the

glory of God]. (TA)- [It is also used as an

Book I.]

&
epithet: thus,]
* J-, means &:- [A man cunning, or very cunning: (K, TA:) light of
who makes others to hear of him]: or one says, Jiesh, quick in work, nicked, and clever: (TA:)
2-33 # lis, and 7 g- 25, [This is a man of or [simply] light and quick: and applied as an
fame, or notoriety], (K,) whether good or bad. epithet to a wolf. (K.)- Also A woman that
(Lh, T.A.) = Also A certain mongrel beast of grins and fronns in thy face when thou enterest,
prey, (S,) the offspring of the nolf, begotten from and wails after thee when thou goest forth. (K,”
the hyena : (S, Mgh, Mgb, K:) fem. with 3: T.A.)- And A tall and slender man: (K, TA:)
they assert that it does not die a natural death, fem, in this sense with 5. (TA.) – And A
like the serpent, (K, TA,) but by some accident wicked, deceitful, or crafty, devil. (TA.)
that befalls it, not knowing diseases and maladies;
* @

6 p *
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(*. in lexicology and grammar, applied to
a word &c., means Relating, or belonging, to
what has been received by hearsay; i.e., to n'hat
is established by received usage. See

&

#: Light, active, or agile : and applied as an
epithet
to a U23. (K.)
el- [an imperative verbal n.] Hear thou:
(S.K.) like 9% and as, meaning 3,3 and : One who hearhens, or listens, much to
what is said, and utters it. (TA.) [Its primary
&: (S) '
signification is simply One who hears, hearhens,
8.- : See its syn. : first sentence. - or listens, much, or habitually: and it signifies
Also syn. with -l. as in three exs. expl. above; also quick of hearing.] See also &C. - A spy,
see : 3, in the middle portion of the paragraph. who searches for information, and brings it. (TA.)
[an inf. n. used in the sense of a pass. - t Obedient. (TA.)

and that it is unequalled by any other animal in
running, (TA,) its running being quicker than
[the flight of] the bird; and its leap exceeding
thirty cubits, (K, TA,) or twenty. (TA.) It is
said in a prov.,
&:
[More
quick of hearing than the
that is lean in the
buttocks and thighs; or than the light, or active,
&-]: and sometimes they said &" (2:
part. n., meaning What has been heard, or heard
[more quick of hearing than a &-]. (S.)
of:] a thing that one has heard of, and that has
ax-. A single hearing, or hearhening, or become current, and talked of (TA.) [Hence,
** ** **
used in lexicology and grammar as meaning
listening. (K.) – 405 Us: U2's
L'A'
as-: What has been received by hearsay; i. e. what is
* ~ * ~ * * **
..-See also aa-. =
See
J31. See established by received usage: as in the phrase,
*

Jiš' &:

** an infn of 8. (K) – And i ;
8-|, whence a phrase expl. above: see :
*

"&"

* *

&: ":

6 * o •

•

s o

*

J.

J. •

*

> /

•

-

s

•

&".
* * > y

6

axo~ is syn. with

6.- 6

& P

p

ing; and hearkening, or listening;] (Az, S, Msb,
K;) like X-

andź, and st; and #25.

(Az,

TA.) [? The latter has also. an intensive signifi
cation; and hence,] W &:l, applied to God,
8." J” ><i> restricted to n'hat has " signifies He whose hearing comprehends every
received by hearsay; &c.; and in the phrase SU: thing; who hears everything. (TA.) And [hence,

6 e o p

•

&t. and W &- are syn.; [signifying Hear

-

&:-3, like as 5,-- is with

also,] ' this same epithet is applied to The lion
deviating from the constant course of that hears the faint sound (K, TA) of man and
speech with respect to what has been receeived by
of the prey (TA) from afar. (K, TA.) You say

e'." U.

3:5. (TA) You say, is: #44 He did

it [to make men to see it and hear of it, or] in hearsay; &c.; which virtually means deviating

order that men might see it and hear of it. (S.) from nuhat is established by received usage: also,

#20. &#. and **, and "&", and

Andáš: S; 3, aia; (*, and 7 ā-, and W ā-, “what has been received by hearsay” always *::, and "is-, and 'is..., and *ist:<,
He did it not

making it

notorious so as to make

meaning “what has been heard, either imme
[men] to see and to hear [it]. (K.) And 4: diately or mediately, from one or more of the
* 3:3, and 3 is. 3, I did it in order that Arabs of the classical times.”] - [Also What is
heard, or being heard, of discourse, or narration,
thou mightest hear it. (AZ, K.) [See also

&:

and of matters of science. See an ex. voce

3.

and 7

&-

[the first

signifying A

hearing, or

a hearkening or listening, ear: and the last two,
and app. all but the first, an ear that hears, or
hearkens or listens, much; or that is quick of
hearing :] the pl. of V the last is
(K.)

&:

where similar phrases are mentioned and ex
in art. 3).]- And [hence,] Singing, or song s
also, signifies What is heard,
fem. of
[q. v.]. - [It is also used
and any [musical performance n'hether vocal or
of fame, or report, &c. : (Harp. 34:) and [par
instrumental or both combined, or any other] as an epithet in which the quality of a subst. is
ticularly] good report. (Id. p. 196.)
pleasant sound in n'hich the ears take delight: predominant]: see &-, in the latter half of the
es' <0. [He passed paragraph.
i:- A mode, or manner, of hearing, hearken as in the saying,

plained.]—i.",

&:

#20.

g"; *

* > &

•

J. J. &

e.

ing, or listening. (K.) You say, a-- a--- the night in the enjoyment of diversion and sing
a.a. [I heard it with a good ma: of hear. ing, &c.], (TA.) [See an ex. in a verse cited
ing]. (TA)-4, Js: ū55 Já #: See voce 24-2, in art. 5:..]- See also &*, in three
places.

&:

[More, and most, quick of hearing]: see

&: last sentence.
6 * 6 p.

-

&

is: [an inf. n. of 2]: see axo~.

6 * > *

ãa-o-º:

*- --

6 - 6 p.

* **

See axo-. = Ax-o- C3): see

4

- >

&:".

6

*

p >

.. •

.

82- : see &l-, in two places.

6 * @ =

A place whence [and where] one hears,
in six places. - It is also or hearkens, or listens. (IDrd, K.) You say,
-

*-

~

* **

*

>

s

6

-

as:- U}l: see &:".

See

&:-

6

•

&et-,

8-9 s:

d d

c.: 3. He is where I see him and
syn. with &:- [Making to hear; &c.]. (S, K.)
hear his
; (IDrd, K;) and
man',
Az remarks its being wonderful that persons
former accord. to AZ, the latter accord. to El should
explain it as having this meaning in order
Ahmar, (S,) and
(K,) or the second to avoid the assigning to God the attribute of
(M and K in art. Us!), q.v.,) and sometimes they
and third are without teshdeed, and mentioned
hearing, since that attribute is assigned to Him
by Yaakoob also, (TA in art. Alaj, [but this, I in more than one place in the Kur-án, though his
think, is a mistake,]) applied to a woman, Who hearing is not like the hearing of his creatures: Such a one is in a state in n'hich he likes to be
listens, or hearkens, and endeavours to see, and, he, however, adds, I do not deny that, in the looked at and listened to. (T, A, TA, in art. Alaj.)
not seeing nor hearing anything, thinks it, or language of the Arabs, 8- may be syn. with —see also : , in the latter half of the para

# £, and #4 #:, (S,K) the

":

in ''

&: (35. J. #3 (TA) and 4-3 us:
said us... (TA) And 3:

#: #",

•

opines it: (S," K,” [the latter in art. Alaj,] and &*- or &-; but it is mostly syn. with &l, graph, in two places.- It is also an inf. n. of
TA:) and one also applies to her the epithet
&:- (TA.)
like as "a is with X4, and ** with 26.
** * d

axo~, meaning who listens, or hearkens, and
(TA.) —Also [Made to
does so much, or habitually. (K.)
(of the measure Jats, S) Small in the to a man.

© e o ud

hear; gr] told; applied
(Mil)-3- Xi. see :=

6 - d > *

•o-

&- [pass. part. n. of 4, q.v.]. ”

o • 6--

&-12

8:4, in the Kur [iv.48], means [And hear thou

cl: Two long pieces of wood [fixed] in the without being made to hear; i.e.] mayest thou

head, (§, K) and in the body; for a:#15 in yoke with which the bull is
the K is a mistranscription for

#3:

(TA:) the land. (Lth, T.A.)

yoked for ploughing not be made to hear: (Ibn-'Arafeh, K:) or

mayest thou not hear, (Akh, S, Bd, Jel,) by

1430.
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&--4
s

reason of deafness, or of death; (Bd;) said by
way of imprecation: (Az, Er-Răghib :) or hear
thou without being made to hear speech which
thou wouldest approve: or not being made to hear

l

&:- Tall; applied to a man. (Kr, T.A.) [See uppermost part thereof being called #4. (Ham
also

p. 725:) or [the height] from the top to the

3-.]

bottom of a house or chamber. (K.) [And
hence, The canopy of the heaven or sky: or] the
Ji- Pure; sheer; unmired. (S, O, K.) You measure of the height of the heaven from the
what is disliked; accord. to which explanation, it
say 3- * A sheer, unmired, lie; (S, O';)
earth: or the thickness thereof, upwards. (Bd in
is said hypocritically: or hear thou speech which
thou wilt not be made [really] to hear; because and ā- -- pure, unmired, love; meaning lxxix. 28.) And The stature, or height in a
thine ear will be averse from it; accord. to which such as have overtopped (" ū...) every lie and standing posture, of anything: (Ki) thus expl.
by Lth: one says
[A camel tall
explanation, what follows the verb is an objective love. (O.)
complement: or hear thou without having thine
of stature]. (TA.) [In the present day, it sig
6 & 5
invitation assented to : (Bd:) or without having &2- : see 3'-'.
nifies The extent of anything from top to bottom;

*: J.;">

*

f *

what thou sayest accepted. (Mujáhid, K.)

3-

&:

[act. part. n. of 4, q.v.] - [Hence,]
ă. A female singer. (S, K.) [See an ex. of
the pl. in a verse cited voce Jú.]—And
hence, (TA in art. 245,) the former is applied to
! A shackle. (K, and TA in art. --j.)
8-

See

3-0. * The

dual,

Ji- signi

its height, depth, and thickness: and is vulgarly

4:..]
3. Fish, syn. +: (K;) a hind of aquatic

pronounced
fies The [yokes or] tno pieces of nood that belong

& J.

6 - d.

•

&- An instrument of hearing. (TA) -

to the '5, surrounding the necks of the two bulls,

(S, Z, O, K.) like the neck-ring, (S, O.) the two creatures: [a coll. gen. n.:] n. un, with 3: pl. of
extremities of each being made to meet together
beneath the bull's den lap, and bound neith a cord:

the former J." and J. (S, TA) (s.3

(Z, TA) pl. ii. (TA)- And [its pl.)

of a burning house] is a post-classical prov. of the

ií-i, Certain pieces of wood in the utensil
See

&:, in the latter half of the paragraph, in

which bricks, or crude bricks,
four places. = + A loop which is in the middle of veyed. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, L., K.)

(&#)

<-- Gay-ll L. [He broiled his fish in the fire

upon people of Baghdād, relating to the concealing,

disguising, or cloaking, of a fault, for the purpose
of seizing an opportunity; orginating from the
the [large bucket called] ~#, and into which is
fact that the thief used, when he saw the fire of a
Jú" (S, o, K) and "3,4-, (0, K) in the burning house in a place, to go thither for the
t a rope in order that the bucket may be even;
(S, K;) so called as being likened to an ear: (El Tekmileh with teshdeed, [i. e.
(TA,) purpose of theft; and if it were in his power, he
Mufradát, TA:) or the part of the [leathern [Sumach; the rhus coriaria of Linn.; or its did what he desired; and if he were lighted on,
water-bag called] 33% which is the place of the berry :] a certain fruit, (K,) well known; (S, he said, I came to broil a fish. (Mtr, in Har
Care

con

'3'-

loop: or what goes beyond, or through, the hole
of the loop. (TA) - Also, (K,) or 94-2,
(El-Ahmar, TA,) #The two pieces of wood that are
put into the two loops of the [basket called] J:i

K;) a certain acid thing, with n'hich one cooks; pp. 481-2)—áš: [is a name of The con
(O;) the fruit of certain trees of the [high stellation Pisces; also called Jú:1;] a certain

grounds termed] -šūs and of the mountains, acid, sign of the Zodiac; (K, TA ;) thought by ISd to

consisting of bunches of small berries, which are be so called because it is a watery sign; and also
when earth is taken forth with it from a nell. cooked; (AHn, TA;) not known to AHn as called &s-l. (TA)
(El-Ahmar, K, TA.)- And the latter, (i.e. the groning in any part of the land of the Arabs Jú- A thing with which a thing is raised,
dual,) A pair of socks, or stockings, worn by the except in Syria; and he says that it is intensely elevated, upraised, or uplifted; (K, TA;) whether
sportsman when he is pursuing the gazelles during red: in the T, said to be the acid berry called
midday, or during midday in summer when the -: n. un, with 5: (TA:) it excites appetence; a wall or a roof: (TA:) pl. 4:. (K) =
stops chronic diarrhaea; and the application of &l=l." is the name of Two bright stars;
heat is vehement. (TA.)
water in which it has been steeped, or macerated,

&- ! Shackled:

J#9 £1 and £25 4:1 (S. O.K.) the

the explanation in the6 * K,
~ *

as a collyrium, is beneficial for the [disorder former is a star [namely a] in Virgo, called by
shackled and collared, applies to 44-3-2 &" | termed] 35- and for ophthalmia. (K.)
astrologers #: [or Spica Virginis]; (Kzw;)
together; not to the former of these two words
• 3.
and is one of the Mansions of the Moon, (S, O,
alone. (TA.) [See &:
J2- : see the next preceding paragraph.
6 - d > y

and KZw in his descr. of the Mansions of the
35., & " " "

*: [Things heard].

See 4 in art.j2s-.

63 - d.--

āşū- >3: see à:Rye, in art rºs.

Moon,) the Fourteenth thereof; (Kzw ibid.;) it

-

is one of the # [pl. of #, q. v.], and rises
aurorally in J39. &: [October, O. S.; its
– As a pl. without a sing, it is applied to All plant, or herbage, and to a tree, and [particularly] auroral rising, in Central Arabia, about the com

&

is pl. of 8- (Mgb, K) [and of &:].

3- and '3- High, or tall; applied to a

the holes of a human being; such as are [the holes to a palm-tree. (L.) [See also 3-.]
of] the eyes, and such as the nostrils, and the
anus. (TA.)
6 * > 0 p.

A-o-'

3-, in the latter half of the para 3: See art. Ja...
3 - * *

:

S60

mencement of the era of the Flight, began on the
4th of that month]; it is called Uje') because it
has no star [near] before it, like the Ujel that has
with him no spear; or, as some say, because,

when it rises [aurorally], it is not accompanied

graph.
<!--

by wind nor by cold: (TA:) the latter sus-, i.e.
J

&
1. 4., [aor. *,] inf n. *::, It (a thing)

clad

£25), [thus called for a reason expl. in art. & ),

The two sides of the mouth, beneath rose, or became high or elevated or lofty. (S,
the two extremities of the mustache, on the right K.)- And, aor. and inf. n, as above, He as
and left; a dial. var. of cità-tail [q.v.]. cended. (TA.) One says,2: es' 4:í Ascend
(IDrd, K.)
thou the stairs. (S, TA. [See ź.])=And

q. v., is the star Arcturus, and] is not of the

**, (S, K,) aor. as above, (TA,) inf n. *::,

also called 3: $1.1 (AZ, TA in art. 8.2%)

*

Q-9-o

Mansions of the Moon, (S, O, TA,) and has not
any

3. [here meaning supposed influence in

bringing rain &c.]; it is tonards the north; the

-

former being towards the south; (TA;) and is

He raised, elevated, upraised, or uplifted, it. (S,
.1; 3., (§, O, L. K.) aor.”, (0, I) inf n. K.) So in the phrase, £il #1 4. [God [it is erroneously said that] the Ülé-Lo- are in
the sign of Libra : (TA:) and it is said that they
33: ($, o, L, K) and 3-, (L.) It was, or raised the heaven]. (S.)
are
the two hind legs of Leo (2-9 S*): (S, O,
became, high, or tall: (S, O, L, K:) or tall in the
K:*)
[for it appears, as I have before observed,
4: The roof of a house, or chamber: (S,
highest degree: (JK:) said of a plant, or herbage,

(JK, L,) of a tree, and [particularly] of a palm Mgh," K:*) or the interior uppermost part [i. e. (voce £93,) that the ancient Arabs, or many of
tree. (L.) - See also 3.
the ceiling] of a house, or chamber; the exterior them, extended the figure of Leo (as they did
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<!-- U

also that of Scorpio) far beyond the limits which and K in art. -- :) and he pulled it out: (Mgh:) - Said of a person's face, It became altered in
we assign to it: and hence,] Uje') 4/U-M was and ' '...-l signifies the same. (Fr, K.) consequence of emaciation. (TA)- See also 1,

also called 249 & . [the thigh, or the hind Us:-" J., (S.M. K.) inf n, as above, (M.)
shank, of Leo]. (Kzw in his descr. of Virgo.) and '4-, (M.K.) in n. J-35 (TA) He
The rhyming-proser says, J-45 £il &l. $! cleansed, or cleared, the watering trough, or tank,
26 9& (S, M, K.) from the A1., (M., K.) [i.e.] from
36i5 A:ll &# 913- 5-i, 53

last sentence but one.
6 - -

- - -

U- : see #4, in three places. = Applied to
a garment, or piece of cloth, Old, and worn out;

o

the black mud, or black fetid mud, [that was in

and 'J,..
'J.
(S, M.K.) as also ":- and
*
3 ** *
6

-

[When :) --Ji rises aurorally, (i.e. Uje') :)--Ji,) it,] and from the mud, or clay. (S.) And <! (M, K) and "J- and "J:: (K:) the pl. of
6. – of
* ** .
the sultriness has gone, therefore do thou put thy
(Msb.)
nell.
cleared
the
out,
or
I
cleansed,
£9.
says
one
(A’Obeyd, TA:)6.and
U-1:
is
U6 of
– of
6. – o # 6 o –
court, or yard, in good condition, and renew thy
n.
inf
and
aor.
K.)
Msb,
M,
like
»
and
(S,
J.-,
Staji
K.)
—:
M,
also
(§,
~53,
Jusandal, for the ninter has come to thee: £us and
as above, (S, M.) He effected a rectification of

215-being contractions of 93 and 933-, for affairs, or an adjustment, or a reconciliation, #: #. ($.) The phrase &laj J- OCCurs
in a trad. [as meaning An old and 7t'Orn-out
the sake of the rhyme]. (O, TA.) The * [here between them; as also "J-l: ($, M, K:) or he
garment
of the kind called ääglas]: and in another
app. meaning the rain consequent upon the strove, laboured, or exerted himself, in effecting
J.: [meaning troo old and worn
c:
trad.,
auroral setting] of Uje') :)-Ji [about the 4th a rectification betnceen them; and so 3:..." es'
of April, O.S. in Central Arabia] is abundant, [in respect of the means of subsistence]. (Msb.) out small garments of the kind called 35.] 5 #.
but disapproved, because it gives growth to the = J~, (S, M.K.) aor. *, (M,) inf. n. J. being a dim. of #5. (TA.) And "J-3- sig
*: [q.v.], which diseases the camels that pasture ($, M, K) and ā)2-, [or this is probably the nifies [in like manner] An old and worn-out
upon it. (Kzw in his de: of the Mansions of inf n. of the latter of the next two following syn. [garment of the kind called] 4.<, on the authority
the Moon.) [The epithet V C+" is applied to verbs,] (K,) It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) of Ez-Zeijájee. (M.)- Also, (i.e. J~) ap

mentioned.]–9." also signi was, or became, old, and worn out; as also plied to a ewe, Having ragged wool: – and
"J-1 (S.M.K.) and so J-, like #5 (K.) J- U- is 4 cry by which a ence is called to
fies, (K) or # 93-, (Ibn-'Abbād, O.) The and 'J', inf n. J#-l. (TA)-See also be milked. (O, TA.)
upper part of the chest, next to the collar-bone. the next paragraph.
the rain above

0 - -

*

-

*

*

(Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)

J.- : see the next preceding paragraph.
2.

&= -

© - -

J33- J-

see 1.

=-3-' J.-, (M,

#: Tears poured forth (AZ, K) by the eyes
affected with pain in consequence of hunger,
#: i.a. J-5 (S. O. K.) i. e. Certain tank, yielded but little water. (Lh, M, K.) And (AZ,) or on an occasion of vehement hunger,
small fish, which are dried; also called -āA. in like manner, (K.) #3" ---, (M, K,) inf. n. (K) as though putting out the eye. (AZ, K.)
as above, (K,) The bucket yielded, (M.) or pro See also the next following paragraph.
(O, TA.)
duced [from the well], only what is termed a1:1,
see the next preceding paragraph.

K.) inf. n.

J~,

(K.) The watering-trough, or

*** J.

i: A small quantity of water (S, M, K)

£- A fishmonger. (M.A.)

(K) i. e., (TA,) little water; (M, TA;) as also
"<-, (K) inf n. J- ; but the former verb
high,
and
long
high, (S, TA,) or

£emaining in the bottom. gf a vessel &c.; like
3.02. A
($ ) as also "à...: ($, M, K: [app.,
and plump, (TA) camel's hump. (S, TA)— is said by Fr to be preferable. (TA)=J als:
accord. to the M, the latter is syn. with the former
42- &#5 42d 4% ! [Thy nobility is lofty, J%. ū): He was soft, or tender, or easy and absolutely:])
pl. V J~, (S, M, K,) which is used
and thy good fortune is high]. (A and TA in sweet, or elegant, graceful, or ornate, to such a of wine, or beverage, &c., (M.) [or rather this is
art. 4-5.)
one, (4 &, in the CK 4. &#) in speech. (K.) a coll, gen, n.,] and [the pl. properly so termed
• * 6 J

&: The heavens; (K;) which are seven = And accord to IDrd, J-3 signifies A law is] Js: (AS, S) and J...i [a pl. of pauc.]:
in number: (TA:) or so

***::1:

(S:) or

this is wrong; or it is a dial. var. : (K:) the latter
word is used by the vulgar, but is correct. (TA.)

£- A pole of a [tent such as is called] £-,
(S, K,) which latter is raised thereby. (S.)

ness of the #3 on the occasion of else.

(AA, S:) and 7 &#: [app. pl. of W J~, agree
ably with analogy,] signifies remains of [the

(TA.)

4: see 1, in two places.
beverage called]

5, J-3, (K) or S- J-3, (M.) He drank,

*ś, (M, K,) and of water also.

(TA.) Also A remaining portion of nater in a

or took, remains in a vessel, (M., K.) of wine, or watering-trough, or tank : (M, K:) and, (K,) as

beverage, &c. (M.)- And 3: J- JHe some say, (M.) black mud, or black fetid mud,
persevered, or persisted, in the drinking of the (M, K) therein (M.) pl. "J., [or rather this
is a coll, gen, n., as observed above,] and J.-,
U-6
[J.-l
to
a
horse,
applied
[beverage called] ja:3. (Lh, M, K.)
(IDrd, O.)- And,
(M, K;) and J: is pl. of the latter of these pis.
8: see 1, first sentence.
in the CK being a mistake for J: &-l
35 - 0
** *
(TA.) = See also J~.
! Firm (Ibn-'Abbād, Z, O, K, TA) in the [ribs
Q. Q. 4. U-', (S, O, K,) inf. I1. U}:-), (S,)
See
**::1:
TA.)
(Z,
called] &#.
co)-2- : see the next preceding paragraph.
He (a man, O) was, or became, slender, lean, or
1.
&
lank, (S, O, K.) in the belly. (S," O,” K.)

9,< Tall; (IDrd, O, K.) applied to a man.

•

©

• & J.

•-

•• &

P

*

6

- d. ,

©

Said of the shade, It contracted; or went anay;

de

f -

* | * 3:..

4.- : and "3+. A tall house or tent. syn. Jais, (O) or &#!. (TA.) The phrase

•

(TA.)
s

&: J: $!, in a verse which is here cited in

-

• O.J.

Jú:

<\o-o: see what next precedes.

the S and O and TA, [and which Iàhave cited in
• *

*

*

[One who puts out the eyes of others].
Júl *% (M, K,”)

A certain tribe were called

&#: means [accord. to J,] Jiul & 13| J- * (S, TA,) because their founder had
*1 Jai Ji [app. When the shade cast by the put out the eye of a man. (S, M, K.)
art.
o

U

of

-

•

s

Or

aor. *, leaves of a tree returns to the loner part of the
One who strives, labours, or exerts him
branch; i.e. when the sun becomes high: vir
(M, Msb,) inf. : J-, (S, M, Mgb,) He put
(S,
tually the same as when the £e contracts]:
self, (S, M., K.) in, (S,) or for, (M, K,) the right
out, or blinded, (tāş,) his eye (S, M, Mgh, Msb,
is meant [the management of affairs for procuring the means
K, TA) with an iron instrument (S, Msb, TA) TA:) or, as some say, by
of subsistence. (S, M., K.)
made hot; (S, Mgb;) or with some other thing; star, or asterism, called] c53, and the phrase
sometimes with a thorn; (TA;) like taxo~ : (M means when Übi-All rises. (TA. [See art. &#.])
U-2- : see J-'.
1.

*: J.-, (S, M, Mgh," Msb, K,)

J2.

&:

- - -

* > d >

6 * *
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J.-

#23. A small [cup of the hind called] aiu's,
(S, M, K, TA) which latter is a post-classical

de •

And a -- I seasoned his bread for him with
U-o-'.

(L.)

&: and [of pauc.] 3: (M, L, K:) it
counteracts all poisons, clears anay the filth from

and

foul ulcers, matures all tumours, and removes

word, originally ãus is: or the
say, is a small as jū, an arabicized

al-es-, as some

3-5,
word from (K;) He, or it, rendered him fat, or plump ; (S, the [discoloration and spots termed] -āé and
J: from the face, applied as a liniment. (K.)
the Pers. *::: which is also called #: M, L, K;*) or caused him to have much flesh and
-** &- [Decocted juice of the colocynth,
(TA) and this is the same as the cits is. (TA fat: (Mab3) and '4-l signifies the same. (M, or of its pulp, or seed]. (TA voce &- q.v.)
L, Msb.) It is said in a prov., al: 3:= &:
voce 5'→le.)
<-,

2.

(S, M, L, Msb, K,) inf n.

•• d-

3 - * *
&- Fatness, or plumpness; contr. of J%;
eat thee]. (S, L,
U:... Slender, lean, or lank, in the belly; [Fatten thy dog, and he will
Msb. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov., i. 609.]) (M, L;) or the condition of having much flesh
(M, K;) applied to a man. (TA.)- See also • * * * *
Low-, (§, M, L.) inf n, as above, (S, L.) He and fat. (Mgb.) [See 1, first sentence.]

J. = Also 4 certain bird. (K.)

6- d-

G->

c-

ā-, (M., L.) or "à:, with damm, (K,) A

vision, &c. (S, M, L.)- See also 1, in two places.
&- also signifies The act of cooling, (S, M,
L., K.) in the dial of Et-Taif (S, M, L) and El
Yemen. (S.) A fish was brought to El-Hajjāj,
(S, M, L,) broiled, (L) and he said to the cook,
(S,) or to the man who brought it, (M., L.,) &:
(S, M, L.) meaning Cool it: (S:) the man who
brought it knew not what he meant; so "Ambeseh

certain herb, (M, L, K,) having leaves, and slen
der twigs, and a n'hitefioner: said by AHn to be

E.

&: An even plain; (K, TA;) like 3:
mentioned by J in art. GA.; or a desert in which
is no herbage: or an even tract of land destitute

of herbage, and [the pl] &c. signifies [deserts
such as are termed] &=3; or, accord. to El

Wāhidee, far-extending, long land. (TA.) [See Ibn-Sa’eed said to him, He says to thee Cool it
J#: and another (M, L) a little. (L.)

an ex. in a verse cited voce
Voce

6 *d in

for travelling-pro

furnished them with

& in art. &J.] - [Hence,] +A woman

of the ['ad called) :* (M. L.) which grows
forth -:) *# [which may mean either by
the influence of the stars of the season called
*-all, i.e., of its rains, or with the herbs of that
season, in either case in spring or summer,] and
is evergreen. (M, L, K.)
*- © a

ā- A medicine for fattening, or rendering
plump: (M, L, K:) or a medicine by which

4. Ö-1 He (a man, M, L) was fat, or plump,
that bears no offspring: likened to land that does by nature. (M., L., K.)- He (a man, S, M, L)

women are fattened, or rendered plump. (T, S,

not give growth to anything. (TA.)- + A possessed a thing that n'as fat, or plump : (S, M, L.)—see also :-.
woman bad in sexual intercourse; as also with 3.
L, K:) or bought such : (M, L, K:) or gave such
: A certain sect of idolaters, who assert
(TA.) And the latter, +A woman that has no
(S, M, L, K) to another. ($) And Žill c the doctrine of metempsychosis, and deny that

£l [or labia majora of the vulca]: (TA:)

The people, or party, became in the state of those
[or] a woman having no buttocks. (ISk, TA in whose cattle had become fat, or plump. (M, L, knowledge comes from informations; (S, Msb;)
a certain people, of the Indians, n'ho hold that
clamorous old woman: or,

art. 25).)- And t A

K.)—Also He bought c, -, (L)–And the duration of the present world is from eter

accord. to AA, one of evil disposition. (TA.)

12- They became in the condition of having

** *
-

&: "...# [like 3...] A sheer, unmired,

much

nity, or that it is everlasting, (M, L, K,) and

c- (M, L, K.)= 4-1 see 23-and assert the doctrine of metempsychosis: (Ki) the
• • ,

U-o

*; (L, MSb,
1. 3: , (§, M, L, MSb, K.) aor.inf
n. of the

K;)

,,

see also 1, in three places.

lie. (TA.)

and c-, aor.

*;

(Msh;)

former U-- (S, M, L, K) and ājū-, (M., L., K.)
or the former is a simple subst. (Msb) [and the
latter by rule inf n. of the latter verb]; He was,

or became, fat, or plump; (S, M, L;) or in the
condition of having much flesh and fat: (Msb:)

word is said to be an irregular rel. n. from *s-,
a
5: see 1. -[Hence,] c- also signifies + He town of India. (Msb.)
prided himself in the abundance of his nealth,
&- Fat, or plump; ($, M, L, K;") contr.
and collected it but did not expend it: (TA in
of J.3% ; (S, I. :) or having much flesh and fat;
art. ta.) or he made a boast of abundance of
goodness, or goods, which he did not possess; and (Msb;) and "J-u. signifies the same: (M, L,
laid claim to nobility that was not in him : or K:) fem. with 3: (M, L, Msb:) [see : pl. (of
collected wealth for the purpose of attaining to the first, and of its fem, Mgb) &t- (Sb,M, L,
the condition of the noble : or loved to indulge
Msh, K) used instead of £, which they did
himself largely in eatables and drinkables that

not say: (Sb, M, L:) accord. to Lh, (M., L.)
and "J-5 has a like meaning [i.e. he was, or are the causes of fatness, or plumpness. (L.)
W &: signifies fat, or plump, by nature; (M,
became, fattened, rendered plump, or made to
10. <-- He deemed, or reckoned, (S, L, L.K.) applied to a man: and some say #:
have much flesh and fat]. (S, L.") A poet says,

Msb, K.) or he found, (M, L, K,) it, or him, W à:-- meaning a woman fat, or plump, syn.

*

L-3 - Ust-#3

(namely, a thing, M, L, and flesh-meat, L, or a
*

man, K,) to be fat, or plump, (S, M, L, K,) or to
*

**, 3-till G. &

*

#-, (M. L.) or '#: #-l, like & [in

have much flesh and fat: (Msb:) or he sought it, measure], meaning [a woman rendered fat, or

plump,] by nature; (K;) and a:239, ":
[rendered fat, or plump, by medicinesi; (M, L,
or
demanding,
state of fatness, or plumpness, [but when the edges &: 1,3- They came seeking,
that c- [in the CK c- i. e. that nihich was K;) and woe, on the day of resurrection, by
of her vertebrae, and the ribs, became appa
reason of languor in the bones, is denounced in a
rent, . . .] (M, L.)-[Hence,] j." 3-, inf n. fat or plump] should be given to them. (S, M, trad. against women who make use of medicine
or demanded it, fat, or plump. (M., L.)= And

(IAar, M, L,) meaning We rode her during her

3-, + The nheat became full in the grain. (A
in art."..)=4<,(S, M. L. K.) aor. *, infn.

L., K.”)

to render themselves thus. (L.)-[Hence,] J:
&: Clarified butter, ghee, i. e. 5- of fresh ā- t [Fat land; i. e.] land of good soil, with
&:, (§, M, L.) He made it, for prepared it,] butter, (M. L. K.) or of milk, (L.) it is of the fen. stones, strong to foster plants or herbage:
namely, food, with c... [Q. v. infra]; (M, L, con, and sometimes of the goat: (S, L:) what (M, L:) or land consisting of oil in which is no
K3) as also "4:-, and '4-l: (Ki) or the first comes forth, (Mgh,) or is made, (Msb,) [or clari stone. (K.)- And J-- AS's t Chaste, elo
signifies, (S,) or signifies also, and so "the second fied, by cooking it, or boiling it, sometimes with quent, or excellent, language. (L in art. -as.)
and "third, (M, L,) he moistened it, and stirred an admixture of G-3 (or meal of parched See also &:
it about, ($, M, L.) namely, food, (S, L.) or bread, barley or wheat), or dates, or globules of gazelles'
(M, L.) with c-, (§,M, L): for them. (S) dung, (see #23-, and #3:s, and $35,)] from the L. [accord. to those who make the alif to
– Also, and '4-l, (L.) or # 3-, (M.K.) milk of cons, and ofgoats,(Mgh, Mih) or sheep be a sign of the fem. gender] or L. [accord.
aor, and inf. n. as above, (M,) He fed him, or the (Msb:) [n. un, with 3:] pl. [of mult..] UU- ($, to those who make that letter to be one of quasi
people, or party, with c. (M, L, K-) M, L, MSb, K, in the CK [erroneously] 3-) coordination] A certain bird, ($, M, L, Msb, K.)
6

d -

:
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U-6-4 - 9-o
s

s

•

•

well known; (Msb;) [the quail; tetrao coturnix : (TA.)- A land far-extending; that causes one -- and -i > [i. e. it signifies He was, or
so called in the present day: and also called to lose his way in it. (K, T.A.)
became, noble; or high, or exalted, in rank].

es:] used as a pl. and as a sing. (M. L. K.)
[or], the n. un. is

J. J. & S-[Hisambi.

(TA) -2.5
tion soared, or aspired, to high things, or the
means of attaining eminence;] he sought glory,

sometimes as a sing.: (M, L ')

ità: ($, M, L. K.) pl. #'s. (S3) one

•* > *

Q. 1. x-, said of seed-produce, It did not or might, and eminence. (MSb, TA)- Le t
multiply; as though every grain [of the seed]
ź &t= & 3: 3% [A yearning, or longing,
&: A seller of o: (S, M, L.) = Also had its [single] head. (T, K.)
of
the soul arose in me after it had ceased].
Certain dyes [or pigments] with which one deco
Q.
4.
3:
It
(a
spear,
TA)
was,
or
became,
rates, or embellishes. (M, L, K.) [See also
(TA)–: Jé &s: . They exceed [or
3-, in art.--.] = &-, the name of A cer hard. (S, K.) – It (a thorn) was, or became, are above] the number of a hundred. (TA.)
dry, or tough, and hard. (S.) - It was, or s: ($, K, TA) and '1,-i, (S) They went
tain flant, see in art. Lo-l.
became, strong; (said of a rope; TA;) or press forth to pursue the animals of the chase (S, K,

L", with teshdeed.

should not say

C-:

See

(S, L.)

&- - Also A possessor of c- ing, or severe, or difficult; (said of an affair;
:

•

*

6

6

•

TA) in their deserts: (TA:) [or] one says of the

*

(M, L, K:) like U') and 20 as meaning “a TA;) or intense; (S, K;) said of darkness: hunter, or sportsman, J-3' *:: and W G-#,
(S, TA:) and, said of darkness, it became dis meaning he sees, or looks to see, (#) the
possessor of milk” and “of dates.” (L.)

agreeable, and intense.

(K.)- He (a man)

*
coming forth of the mild animals, and pursues
Waist-norappers; syn. 3jl [pl. of%ll: became vehement in fight. (S.) – It (a penis)
them.
(M. [See also 8 below.])—J-il U-,
and old and n:orn-out garments or pieces of cloth: became straight and erect. (K, T.A.)
inf n. #4, The stallion sprang, or rushed, upon,
*
* G -d23 (S, K.) and 422,-- #5, (S) 4
(L:) or old and morn-out 2.j}. (K.)
(S,) or he overbore, (S," M, K,) his she-camels
• 9

•

&:

o y

•* *

&:

6

hard spear, (S, K,) and a hard spear-shaft: that had passed seven or eight months since the
(S:) or so called in relation to a man named period of their bringing forth. (S, M., K.) =
U-2; and its fem., with 5: see Ú---- #: , (S. K.) husband of #5, (K) who (as *: U.: see 4 = See also 2.
well as his wife, K) used to straighten spears:

&:
s

see its fem., with 3, voce

of

-

&
s

-

•

*

&#- >;
o

d

6.--> d e

6

#: Xú. [Food that is a cause of Ibn-Bekkär, but Sgh distrusts this; and the
fattening to the body]. (M, L, K:" in the CK former opinionow is the more common. (T.A.)
t", [Hard spears; &c.].
a:
[erroneously] a-...) [See also an ex voce You say 3also
- 2 - 5- aláče.]
(S.)- Už» - 5: A strong bon-string. (TA.)
s 3 - 2
- Už». 3 A straight stature. (T.A.)
U-2 : see its fem., with 3, voce J-e-.
Lo-0

6-

-

J.

relation, to a town or village of 2. CŞ3 U- and 9%, (§, M, Mob, K.)
Abyssinia, (K,) called X-: so says Ez-Zubeyr accord, to Sb originally with ~, but Lh says that

have become fat, or plump. (L.)
-

>*

A people, or party, whose cattle (S, K:) or in

*@ e

d is

•

* *

the former is that which is usual, (M,) [inf n.

#: and in like manner * st-, (S, ) i.e. st
ūšš and 9%, (M, K,) and accord. to Th,
ūšš it... and &#, (K, [in the correct copies

of which the form of the verb first mentioned is
without teshdeed, while in the CK the first and
last
are both alike with teshdeed, or, as is said in
&: Food made [or prepared] with c X: A tough thorn. (TA.)- A penis hard the M,
Th has mentioned 3-, but none other
(L:) or moistened, and stirred about, therenith: and strong; or distended and erect and hard:
has mentioned it,]) He named him, or called him,
(S:) [and "C+" signifies the same; for] a (L, TA: [but in both, 32°, as an epithet applied Such a one; (S, M, Msb, K;) as Zeyd; i.e., he
to
#3,
is
put
by
mistake
for
3%)
:)
or
the
penis
rājiz says,
made Zeyd to be his name, his proper name.
[itself]. (K.)- Straight. (AZ)
(Msb)–: [One says also, * us's all Us", or
simply
** Us", which is the more common,
9-o
[And a capacious bowl came to us early in the
meaning He pronounced the name of God, say
-

s

•

•-

6

•

*

• *

morning, flesh of a slaughtered camel, lean, pre
pared with clarified butter]: i.e. *s-, from
./ o e

3:1, not from 3:1 (S. L.)

1. L., (§, M, Msb, K.) first pers. <-

t ad

like

> *

-

d

ing able- (In the name of God), upon, or over,

&#é, (S) aor. 3:, (Mab, TA) inf n.5:

a thing; such as food, and an animal about to be

(S, M. K3) and J-, first pers. --, (Th;S,
TA) like 3:2; (5) He, (a man, Th, S,) or it,

slaughtered.] The Prophet said, 12525 b-2 12-,

3- -

J w * *

3-

its plumage burned: (Kr, M, K:* [mentioned

[cited, with some variations, and expl., in arts,
[Pronounce
upraised, uplifted, upreared, exalted, or elevated; ge the name of God, &c.]; i.e. whenever ye eat,
it rose, or rose high: (S, M, Msb, K:) and
W Jeu: signifies the same. (MA. [See also 5.]) [before ye begin to do so, accord. to the general
custom, or] between two mouthfuls. (M.)

in the M as a quadriliteral-radical word; the cy

—G. & U. The thing became raised from afar

J.-• de •

J:

[The phenic;] a certain bird that is
in India; that enters into the fire without having |
-

(a thing, M.) was, or became, high, lofty, raised, 353 and -e-,] meaning 3i

,-

*... •

*

being regarded by ISd as augmentative:]) also so that I plainly distinguished it: (K:) or, as in

3. *u-L, (S, M, K, TA) inf n, itsu:, (TA)

Ja: & ū.. the form, or figure, seen

He vied, competed, or contended for superiority,
in highness, loftiness, or eminence, or in glory, or

called J.:, with ~ [in the place of Al: it is

the S,

said that nhen it becomes extremely aged, and is

from a distance, rose, or became raised, to me
without offspring, it casts itself into burning coals, [i.e. to my view so that I plainly distinguished excellence, [or in an absolute sense,] with him;
syn. 89%, (M.) or 5-0, and 5%. (K.) It is
and returns to its youthful state. (TA.) [See also

it. (TA)- J%l U. The moon near the

J:, in art. J-J
Júw-o-'
• b > *

said in the trad. respecting the lie [against

t:

[app. meaning "preared, not 'Aishah], -āj: "...#983, meaning
decumbent : see &#). (TA.) – [a. ū- or #: There was not any noman that vied with her
He rose, and betook himself, to, or tonards, him, in eminence (*** and ūlā) except Zeyneb;
change rose

or it. Hence,]X; <-

u. I will not [or (unless

Joe • . .”

epithet, (S, K,) applied to a
itsu: meaning###"J #5u:l. (TA.) And
the phrase be an apodosis) I did not] rise and
boy, in praise of his fleshiness; (Fr, $;) a boy
one says, *u. 3. 5% 35; J.' •) 3% [Such a
fat and fleshy. (TA)- 1 The penis, (K,) as hasten to fight you. (TA)–94 – His one will not be vied with in highness, &c.; and he
likened to a fat, or fat and fleshy, boy. (TA) sight, or eye, rose, or became raised. (§, T.A.) has overcome him who vied with him, &c.]. (S.)
• * ~ *
Applied to a country, or region, (*) Ample, [And 4% U- lit. signifies the same; but means
+
His
look
was
lofty;
or
he
was
proud:
see
A.,
And
Jewis
a Jewi č, said when one Rars
(S, K,) wide, or far-extending, in its limits: or
all affair, or event, before him; on the authority
below.](~
is
also
said
of
him
who
is
termed
in nhich the sight is perplexed by its levelness.

34: Fat, as an

•

-
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[Book I.

4-6

of IAar; meaning [Verily before me is an affair, ing of gazelles, in the time of heat. (M.) And

though it were pl. of " £3, [or rather its coll.

or event,] with which I cannot vie. (M.) A poet (M, in the K“or”) su. He asked of him the gen. "...] like as A- is of £- (Mob, TA:)
loan of the socks, or stockings, above named, for Er-Răghib says that the A. as opposed to the
cited by Th says,
• - oë
• *
>~ of
, oes • *
that purpose, (M, K,”) i. e. for the hunting of
J-5 is fem., and sometimes masc.; and is used
L-39, Ust-: *2] Us! ~"
gazelles at midday. (TA.) And L-1, (M, CK) as a sing, and as a pl.; as the latter in the
Ol' £i Use-1, (so in some copies of the K and
*

*

*

*

# L-J-1A" L
and he says that L*.
&#, and 4:2:

Kurii. 27 [where it is shown to apply to seven.
in the TA,) He sought, or pursued, the gazelles heavens]; and that it is like J: and: and
in their caves, or hiding-places, (% us', M,
other [coll.] gen, ns. : (TA:) in this sense (M)
but [it seems that the verse should be rendered,
and so in copies of the K, by the &# being the pl. is i: [a pl. of pauc.] (S, M, K) and
Ibn-Admá passed the night aspiring to reach the
meant the U-#, M,) or in what nas not their
heap of reaped wheat: he aspired to attain the
3-, (M.K.) the later [originally &s: of
wheat of the tribe until it attained to maturity: time, or season, (Øi2: es', thus in some copies
the measure J.4. and both [also] pls of #: in
for ISd says,] in my opinion he means, as the of the K,) at the auroral rising of Canopus
seed-produce rose by growth, he rose to it, until (J: [which rose aurorally, in Central Arabia, another sense, mentioned in what follows, (TA,)
it attained to maturity, when he reaped it and about the commencement of the era of the Flight, and +3.- or +, −, (§, M, Mob, K.) and
stole it: and he cites also the saying,
on the 4th of August, O.S.]): (M, K:) so says accord. to the K, [in which all of these are men
• 294° 4
IAar. (M.) [Freytag says, on the authority of tioned as though pls. of £ in all its senses,]
IneanS

• d e >

*

5-120: ** @

*

scholia to the Deewan of Jereer, as follows: In

* -, [in the CK (~,] but in the M #: [like

[And raise thy hands, then endeavour to reach the time of the greatest heat, they drive out a the sing., as mentioned above], where it is said
the mindpipe]; explaining 3--" _e\" as mean wild animal repeatedly from its hiding-place,
ing raise thy hands to his Ji- [or throat, pro permitting it to return thither at night, when,
thus disturbed, it does not issue from its place;
perly, fauces]. (M.)
in order that they may be able to strike it.] 4 *-ī He raised, upraised, uplifted, up And He hunted, or chased, wild animals. (M.)
reared, exalted, or elevated, him, or it; as also - See also 1, latter part, in two places. - And
4: * ... [lit. he ££e, with him, or it]. (M, See 4. =: also signifies I made him the
R)-.” &- 4: I made him to go up, or object of a visit: or I perceived in him good, or
anay, from a town, or country. (TA)-ul-, goodness, by a right opinion formed from its out
(TA,) or " ū:l, (M,) He, or it, incited us to ward signs. (K.)- And *U- He chose it,
hunt, or chase : so says Th. (M, TA.) = Also took it in preference, or selected it. (IAar, L
IAar mentions the saying,
He looked at, or tonards, his, or its 33- [expl. VOce

that it must be a pl. in the Kur ii. 27 for the
reason already stated, as though pl. of i: or
**

* *

#'s. (TA) and a poet assigns to #: the
anomalous pl. £, by his saying,
*

&: e. &####:

*

[The heaven of God, above seven heavens]: (S,

M :) the dim is "#... (Ham p. 452)–And

| Any canopy, or covering over-head, of a person.
(S, Msb,"TA.)- And hence, (S, TA,) The
&#)-And
ceiling, or roof, (S, Msb, K, TA,) of a house, or
2-8- - - o --of - 6°
immediately before the mention of this phrase in .### 5-s & * -se-; Je''' () 5,8." chamber, or tent, (§, K, TA,) and of anything;
the M as meaning the form, or figure, seen from
(K, TA;) in this sense masc.; (Msb, TA;) and
• Ö.e.

•• & P

•

*-d-->

&#3

us-l. as meaning [The youthful she '#' also has this meaning. (S.) - And The
a distance, and the aspect, of anything]. (M,
TA.)= And
| He (a man) took the direc camel] is tested for the purpose of discovering 35, (M, K,) i. e. the ai: [or oblong piece of
tion of (S) or came to, (M.) Es-Semáneh whether or not she be pregnant [after fourteen cloth] that is beneath the upper, or uppermost,
(*~, S, M) a certain water in the desert nights or after one and twenty]; but Th dis #, (M.) of a -: [or tent]; (M, K.) in which
(*sūl, M) or a place betneen El-Koofeh and allows this, and says that the word is L: sense it is fem., and sometimes masc.; (M;) as
from £1, which means “the period by the end
Syria, (K,) a well-known desert. (TA.) = See

also "à-, (M. K3) [and so, app, *ā-,
for] one says, <!-- ~. £i, with kesr, [He re
is pregnant.” (M.)
paired his al-J meaning, his 5%. (TA)
10. Use-l [or ūšš Cs-1, the word US's - And The clouds; (Zj, K;) because of their
of which one knows whether or not the she-camel

also 2.
5.

J-

[expl. by

Golius,

first, as meaning

Altus fuit, eminuit; like Us"; but for this he

names no authority, and I find none for it. = } having app. been inadvertently omitted by a height: (Zj, TA:) or a cloud. (Msb.)- And
copyist,] He asked, or demanded, his [or such a Rain; (S, M, Msb, K;) because it comes forth

He named himself (KL)–: L-J He

one's] name. (TA.)

-

was named Zeyd: (S," M, Mob, K:") L
13& means Such a thing became his name: it is 2- and 2. and X- See >, in three places,
quasi-pa". of £ and : (TA)-And near the beginning of the paragraph; and in four
& Us: ess-, (M,) or 22*, (K) and-oy"), places near the end of the same.
(M, K,) He asserted his relationship to the sons L*- : see Bls- : = and see also Lo-l, near the
* >

6 o

* * *

of such a one [by the assumption of a name of
beginning of the paragraph.
relationship to them], or to the people. (M, K.)
*

6: see 1, first sentence.

—J-l L'é #23

from the 4- [i.e. sky or clouds]: (TA:) or a

(£- #k). (K, TA:) or a nerv
rain (i.e- #4): (T, TA:) or, as some say,

good rain

rain that has not fallen upon the earth; so called

in consideration of what has been said above [of

its meaning the “clouds” &c.]: . (E-Răghi,
TA:) [but] one says, L:- £1 ta: ū; U.

s

U." and - see >, in two places, near the >úi [We ceased not to tread upon the rain

of the paragraph; and in the last sen until ne came to you]: (S, TA:) applied to rain,
They mounted upon the horses. (TA.)- And beginning
tence but one of the same.
it is masc., and fem. also because of its connexion
1,-u.5 They vied, competed, or contended for
with the 4... that canopies the earth; (M;) or
superiority, [in highness, loftiness, or eminence,
#. The higher, or upper, or highest, or upper it is fem., as meaning #1-3 (Msb:) the pl. [of
or in glory, or excellence, or in an absolute sense, most, part of anything: [in this sense] masc.
(see 3,)] one with another. (S, K.) = And (M.)-[In its predominant acceptation,] a word mult..] is J- ($, M, Msb, TA) and [of pauc.]
12-el-5 signifies also They called one another by of well-known meaning; (K, TA;) i. e. (TA) i:i. (S, TA) £1 & s: is an appellation
their names. (TA.)
[The sky, or heaven;] the canopy of the earth : of The Arabs; [signifying the sons of the water
8. Us:- He (a hunter, or sportsman, [æual (M, MSb, TA:) in this sense (M, Mgb) masc. of the heaven;] because of their keeping much to
and fem.; (IAmb, S, M, Msb, K;") sometimes the deserts which are the places of the falling of
in the CK being a mistranscription for £1,1) fem.; (M;) rarely so, and thus as having the rain [by means of which they subsist]: or by
attired himself with the socks, or stockings, called next but one of the significations here following: A-" * is meant Zemzem, which God made to
*~, (M, K, TA,) to protect himself from the (Fr, Msb:) Az says that it is fem. because it is well forth for the Arabs, who are therefore like
heat of the burning ground, (TA,) for the hunt pl. [or coll. gen, n.] of i: (TA:) or it is as the sons thereof. (TA)- [Hence, app., as
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being likened to rain by reason of the swiftness * [app. an elliptical phrase, #: (which is rejected, and the hemzeh [or l] being substituted
of his running,] a certain horse, (M, K,) belong expressed in the explanation) or a similar word for it, so that its measure is J.' [or J#1; but
ing to Sakhr the brother of El-Khansa, (M.) was being understood; i.e. + I repelled the pride, or this is a weak opinion, for, were it so, the dim.
named £1. (M, K.)-[Hence, likewise, as haughtiness, of him who was lofty in look;] would be2: and the pl. would be 23. (Msb,
being likened to rain, + Bounty.] One says, meaning I contracted to him [or to the lofty in
TA.) One says, liés 13. X- [The name of this
£- &: #
+ [He gave me a gift look] his soul, and annulled his pride, or haughti is thus, or such a word]; and if you will you
from his store of bounty]. (A in art. -5,-) nes. (S, TA) And -38 'J'.
[lit. High may say, lje las Xi, and in like manner,
Also + Herbage; because produced by the rain, nosed] means t disdainful, Or scornful. (T and K W 4- and "4: Lh says that &#4: [His
which is thus called. (TA.)- And The back of in art. -ājl.)- [Also act, part. n. of 1 in all its
name is Such a one] is the [common] phrase of
a horse; (S, Msb, K;) because of its height: senses. - And hence,] it.", (S, M, K,) of which
the Arabs; and he mentions &% a-o-' as heard
coupled with [its opposite] J: [q.v.]. (S, TA.) it is the sing, (M,) signifies Hunters (S, M, K)
from [the tribe of] Benoo-'Amr-Ibn-Temeem :
- And of a sandal, [in like manner opposed to going forth to the chase: (K:) an epithet in
and Ks cites, as heard from some of [the tribe of]
Jäl The upper part [of the sole, i.e. the upper which the quality of a subst. predominates: or, Benoo-Kudá'ah, the saying,
surface thereof], #pon which the foot is placed. as some say, hunters in the day-time, peculiarly:
(M.)=See also 53'-'.
or hunters wearing the socks, or stockings, called

L'-

• J

J J O J.

"4:5, Jé L. us:

[In the name of Him whose name is in every

** (M.)

3- see #~.

...), (S, M, Mob, K,) with the conjunctive 1,
[i.
competitor, or contender for superiority, in high e. written Lo-l,] but this is made disjunctive by
ness, loftiness, or eminence, or in glory, or eaccel poetic license [as well as when the word com
mences a sentence], (S,) usually with kesr [when

&-

see AU, in two places. - [Also] A

lence; i. q "At 4, (S, TA) and J.U. (TA ) the is disjunctive], (Lh, M, TA) and -i, (S,
thus the word, in the accus. case, is said to sig

chapter of the Kur-án], and * :- as heard from
others, not of Kudá'ah. (M.) 41." c." 3- is
°,"
an elliptical phrase [for 2-l +3 Cs's '--> -->
dao

--

-

d

•

*

d

* 0.

all Journey thou relying upon the mention of the

name of God]. (IJ, M in art. U2 : see J.'s.)
M, K,) of the dial. of Benoo-'Amr-Ibn-Temeem – [Hence,]_-) signifies also + Fame, renonn,
nify in the Kurxix.66: (S, TA:) or it there has and
of Kudá'ah, (M, TA,) mentioned by IAar, report, or reputation, of a person: (TA:) and so
the meaning here next following. (S, M., T.A.)
- A like, or an equal: (S, M, K, TA:) and this (TA) and "X- and "... ($, M, K) and "..., "U-, in relation to good, (K, TA,) not to evil;

(K) and "u" (M,K) and "U- and "U", (K) mentioned by Az. (TA.) One says, £f -*ś

meaning the word, in the accus. case, is said by

some to have in the Kur xix. 8: or in this [The name of a thing; i.e.] a sign [such as may
instance it has the meaning here following. (M, be uttered or written] conveying knowledge of a
TA)- A namesake of another. ($, M, K, TA) thing; syn. #: and a nord applied to denote
a substance or an accident or attribute, for the
—The fem is : . (M, TA)
purpose of distinction: (M, K:) [or a substan
3 ->
Use- dim. of ~!, q. V.
tive in the proper sense of this term, i.e. a real
substantive; and a substance in a tropical sense
: dim off-, q.v.
of this term, i.e. an ideal substantive:] as expl.
#
3 -2
3 *
by El-Munāwee, in the “Towkeef,” the L.1 is
Uşş-> and US:- : See ess-l.
that nihich denotes a meaning in itself unconnected
#: See #~, in three places. - Also The neith any of the three times [past and present and
form, or figure, seen from a distance, (S, M, K, future]: if denoting nhat subsists by itself, it is
TA,) [or] such as is high, or elevated, (TA,) of termed c: .."; and if denoting what does not
anything; (S, M, K, TA;) and the aspect thereof: subsist by itsel ; [i.e. an accident or attribute,]
pl. [or rather coll, gen, n.] "#... and "5-; the n"hether existent, as *" [i.e. knowledge], or
latter mentioned by Ks. (M., T.A.) El-'Ajjāj non-existent, as J.-l [i. e. ignorance], it is
© d

-

J-Ul es', i. e. His fame &c. [nent, or spread,
among mankind, or the people]. (TA.)
d

! [Of, or relating to, a name or noun or
3

s

-

-

substantive;] rel. n. from > ; as also 'Uss
3 **
6&
34 ° 2
and " (s:... (S, T.A.) [Hence, à-la-> A
oad

nominal
proposition or phrase; as distinguished
63 o
from

aska, or verbal.]

-

says,
*

65

o

[äss-l The quality of a name or noun or sub
stantive.]

i- The socks, or stockings, worn by a hunter,
(M, K, TA,) to protect him from the heat of the
burning ground. (TA.)

L- [Named]. -[Hence,] one says, &- *

termed G: ) (TA) the pl. is £i [a pl. ** L- andź. meaning + He is of the

of pauc.] and $5.4% (S, M, K,) the latter said best of his people or party. (TA.)
by Lh to be a pl. ofX, but it is rather a pl. of
3 [The form, &c., of the moon when near the change,
Al:
see
-ss
£i,
otherwise
there
for
of
accounting
no
is
way
until it became curved]. (S.)

* - JSA #:

*

• Jº

-

£-:

See

#~, in the middle of the para for it, (M) and 2C (S.M.K) and J.C. (M.
K) are [likewise) pl. of £i (K, TA:) the

word." [i. e.> or...i is derived from **,

graph.
3 - --

3

--

U

1 * (M.L.K.) for 'lif n :- (M)
He (a man, M, L) bit him (another man, M, L)

C:\- and US3L- [Qf, or relating to, the sky (S, TA) or fiom #1 (MA, E-Raghi, TA) with
his clusi [of teeth], (M. L. K. # in th:
heaven; heavenly; celestial;] rel, ns. from because the Lowl is a means of raising into notice
the thing denoted thereby, and making it known: K, with the du-l.) [Hence, app.,] J2j}) <
#... (MSb, TA)
or

($: Er-Raghib, T.A.) it is of the measure & [or

The herbage of the land was eaten. (L, K.)

_*u. [High, or lofty; as also " 3- pl. £f the $1, accord. to different dialects], the last radical, And, (M, L, in the K “or,”) aor. and inf. n. as
former 25-3 applied to women as pl. of #20, 5, being wanting in it, (S, Msb, TA,) and the above, (M, L,) He broke his (a man's, M, L)
whence the phrase -: ce's- in a verse cited hemzeh [or rather l] being prefixed by way of cći for tell (M. L. K.)—#43 + .
voce # #: and to irrational animals, as in an compensation for it, accord to a general rule; and # G. : see 4.—Also, (accord. to the M

(Mgb, TA) for it is originally :- (S, Mab,

and L, but accord. to the K “or,”) aor. and
inf
n. as above, (M., L.) He pierced him, or thrust
The stallions [meaning the stallion-camels high in |Er-Raghi, TA) or 2-, (S, Msb, TA,) its pl.
him,
with the ce [or spear-head]. (M, L, K.)
their heads, or] raising their heads high. (S, £ing £i, and its dim. being V J: [originally
2: He pierced him, or thrust him,
TA) And £20, (pl. of £20,] applied to |2:...]: (S, Msb, Er-Răghib," TA:) some of the And
camels, That raise, or raise high, their eyes and Koofees hold that it is from X-9, meaning nvith the spear. (L.)- And He fired, or mounted,

instance here following]. One says J.'"22:1

|

6 o

o

-

#

their heads. (Hamp. 791.) And J.C. &: $53, &l, the 2, which is the primal radical, being upon it (i. e. the spear) the

c:

[or iron head];
181*
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(M, L. K.) and ':íhe put to it a co-, (L)

horse by plying him hard, in order that he may &l." c:- + He made the speech good, or beau

- Also, (S, M, L, Msb, K.) aor. and inf n, as become lean, or light of flesh: and
and

& 4 3-,
č, An issue, and issues, of his sweat, was, and

tiful; (M, L, K;) as though he polished it. (M,

£9.

above, (M, L, Msb,) He sharpened it, whetted it,
to-And
<! c. -, (M. L. K.) inf n.
or made it sharp-pointed, (S, M, L, Msb, K,) and were, made to flow. (L.) 8:30 * 3-, (S,M, L, &:3, (M, L,) He directed, or pointed, the
polished it, (M, L, K,) namely, a thing, (M., L.,) K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (S, M, L,) He put spear tonards him, or it. (M, L, K.)

or a knife; (§, L, MSb, K.) and so "4:... (M,

(lit. poured) upon him the coat of mail ($, M,

3, #13-, infin. :- and & 2, (S,M, L,
L, K:) and &- he sharpened, whetted, or made L. K.)—áš. J-M1.3- The stallion thren,
sharp-pointed, a spear-head upon the 3-3 (L.) down the she-camel (#s, in copies of the K K.) He (the stallion-camel) bit the she-camel
and he rubbed, or grated, a stone upon a stone. [erroneously] **) upon her face. (L, K." with the fore part of the mouth : (L:) or he
(Fr, L.)-[Hence,] ić lää Jé- + This thing [See also 8])-3-k' J. He plastered pot opposed himself to her, (M, L,) or drove her, (S,
L.) or bit her with the fore part of the mouth,
[sharpened my appetite;] made me desirous of tery neith the clay: (M, L:) or he made the clay and drove her, (K,) to make her lie don'n, ($, M,
food. (K.) The Arabs say [also] &: J:-" into pottery. (M., L., K.)- <, (S, L, K,) aor. L, K,) in order that he might cover her: (S, M,”
#" c." J.' + The [plants, or trees, called] as above, (S,) and so the inf. n., (S, L,) also sig L, K:) or he covered her without her desiring it,
Jae- strengthen the camels [or sharpen their nifies He formed it, fashioned it, or shaped it; or before she desired it, by force. (IB, L.)
appetites] for the [plants, or trees, called] al-, (S, L, K;) namely, a thing: (K:) and some say,
he made it long. (L.) - And [from the former 4, 3-, (§, M, L, Mob, K.) inf n &l,
like as the whetstone strengthens [or sharpens] the of these two meanings, app.,] He instituted, (Mgh, L, Msb,) said of a man, (S, M, L, MSb,
edge of the knife. (L.) – [Hence also,] & established, or prescribed, it, i.e. a custom, prac K,) and of other than man, (Msb,) i. q. 3,4
4-95, (M, L, K,”) [aor. and] inf n, as above, tice, usage, or the like, whether good or bad; [meaning He became advanced in age, or full
+ [which means
(M, L,) He rubbed and cleaned his teeth with set the example of it; originated it as a custom grown], (S, L, Msb,) or
the stick used for that purpose; (M, L, K;) as &c. to be folloned
by
others
after
him.
(L.)
the same]; (M, L, K;) as also "3-1: (K:)
* *** * * > d > * > 0~ *

+

though he polished them. (M. L.)—And 3
J.'', (ISk, S, M, L.) or Júl, (K.) aor, and

You say, us,”: ā: X & . [I have instituted but Az says that &:

inf n. as above, (M, L,) He tended well, (K) or usage, or the like, to be followed, therefore follow
pastured and tended nell, (ISk, S, L.) or pas

1 in the case of an animal

&c., for you an institute, a custom, a practice, a of the ox-kind and of the sheep or goat, is not the
same as in that of a man: for in such animals it

ye ill. (L.) And '-' & it,” & 3-, aor. means [the attaining to the age of] the coming

tured, and rendered fat, or plump, (M, L,) the and inf. n. as above, Such a one originated [or iforth of the [permanent] a: [or central incisor]:
camels, (ISk, S, M, L,) or the cattle; (K;) [so instituted] an act of goodness, or piety, [or a (Msb:) or in such animals it means at least [the
that they became in good condition, free from
mange or the like;] as though he piled them. good, or pious, way of acting,] which his people attaining to the age of] the shedding of the [tooth

knew not, and which they afterwards folloned, or called] as: [which is generally said to be in the

(ISk, S, M, L, K.)– And Júl b: They sent pursued. (L.) And J-Cu 4: # 3- God
the cattle into the pasturage. (El-Muirrij, S, L,
K.) – And J.' 3-, (M, L, K.) [aor, and]
inf n. as above, (M, L,) He drove

t; camels

quickly: (M, L, K.) or, as some say, 3: sig
nifies

*** 3:

[i. e. the making to go vehe

3:1;

mently; #: being here syn. with
(M,
L:) you say, āśāl < I made the she-camel

to go (3,-, S,# or
3:, L) vehemently. (S. L.)
-a
**

•

-

-

—3-9 U-31 (<!, occurring in a trad., meaning
I am made to forget only that I may drive men

third year]; and at the utmost in such animals,
manifested, or made known, his statutes, or ordin [the attaining to the age of] what is termed
ances, and commands and prohibitions, [i. e. his
or
[which is in the sixth year];
lans,] to men: (M, L:) and # * 3- God and at the utmost in camels, [the attaining to the
manifested, or made known, a right way [of age of] what is termed J.3% [which is generally
acting &c.]: (L:) [and in like manner one says in the ninth year]. (Mgh, L.) [It is also expl.
of any one,] 3.9 & . He manifested, or made in the K as meaning His tooth gren forth: but
known, the thing, affair, or case. (K.) – And the right explanation is one given in the Mgh
# 3-, (M. L.) or #5, (K) [aor, and] and L; i.e. his tooth whereby he became 3
inf n. as above, (M, L,) The pursued [a nay, gren forth.] &: X, occurring in a trad. of
course, rule, mode, or manner, of acting or con Ibn-'Omar, as some relate it, is a mistake for
duct or life or the like]; as also "t...!; (M, L;) J-3–2. (Mgh, L.) And #&#1 * -: a phrase
or "Ú-l; (so in the K3) and % "J-1: (Kin mentioned by Kt, as meaning The teeth of the

&:

d

& J

&:

& e.

by directing to the right way, and show them
what is needful for them to do when forgetfulness art. "- :) and *" 3- &# "b:- [They as." gren forth, is also a mistake [for −il.
occurs to them, may be from &- [expl. above as] folloned, or pursued, d good, or pious, way of
meaning “he pastured and tended well” the acting]. (L.) It is said in a trad respecting the
camels. (L)–: a: č, [aor, and inf n. Magians, -tol J# W # * ls:, i. e. Pursue
as above,] He poured forth the water upon him, ye with them the way of the People of the
or it; (M, L, K;) as also * 2:.1: (Hamp. 611:) Scripture, or Bible; act with them as ye act
or he discharged the water gently upon him, or it. with these; granting them security on the con

(M, L.) You say, Jr.; J. A." <:, (§, L.)

or: Jie, (Mb) or * (###" 3-, (L)

(L.) – You say also, aăuji U-- 3- The
[tooth called] U-3- of the she camel gren forth,
i.e. in the eighth year. (S, L.) = Also, said of
God, He made a tooth to grow forth. (S, L, K.)
#1 * @, [referring to the teeth of a 4:34,] a
phrase mentioned by Kt, is a mistake [for #.

dition of receiving [from them] the [tax called] (L.) – See also 1, in the former half of the para

#-

(Mgh, L.')=3. is also expl. as mean graph, in two places.

He, or it, became altered for the worse, or
Or * es', (Mgh,) aor. as above, (Mgh,
5 * c: [He took him, or it, as an exem
and so the inf. n., (L.) I [or he] discharged the stinking: so in a trad. of Barwaa the daughter of plar, example, or object to be imitated]. (K voce
water without scattering upon Mi: face: if scat Washik, where it is said, # 3 & #3; &#
#)-2,3- es: c: He (a man) went at
[Her husband had become altered for the norse,
L.,) ing

tering it in pouring, you say, -->; (S, L:) or

random, heedlessly, or in a headlong manner, in
I, or he, poured the water gently (Mgh, L, MSb) or stinking, having died, in a nell which he had his running; as also * :-l. (M., L.)=See also
upon the face, (M'.) or upon his face. (Mgh, descended]: from the saying in the Kur t- &

[see &: :] but some say that he [who 5 in art. 4-, last signification.
6. Ji-ill <ti i. q. --235 [meaning The
used this phrase] meant [to say, or meant there
by,]
i.e. his head became affected with stallion-camels bit one another with the fore part

cl:

L.) And

*::1 3. He poured the dust, or

earth, gently upon the ground: ($, L:) and he
put23),
it gently
upon a corpse. (L.) And &l *:
aor. and inf. m. as above, The eye poured
•

J./

jorth tears. (M, L.) And 4.3% &#

6

p. 9 p.

U--"

Make the [issues of] sneat to flow from thy

&-i.

vertigo by reason of a foul odour that he smelt, of the mouth]. (L, K.)

and he snooned. (L.)

8. 3-1 He rubbed and cleaned his teeth with
2. a+": see 1, near the beginning.-[Hence,] the 913- [or piece of stick used for that purpose];
.,

w

-**
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&#.

because the &# is one shedding [or
one that is not of the double, or molar, kind; as [pl. of
shown
by
a
description
in
what
follows:]
of
the
it over his teeth. (L.) – And He took, or
•o 3
that has shed] his £5, and the gazelle has no

($, M, L, K5) he made use of the 934, passing

seized, with the teeth. (K.L.) = &#1 --> fem, gender: ($, M, L, Mgb.) pl. &# ($, M, : [in the upper jaw), so that he is always [one
The eye poured forth its tears. (M, L.) L. Mih, K) and #-i and 3-i, (M. L. K.) the
that may be termed] a &#. (S, L.) It is said in
3-1 said of the blood of a wound made with a last of these mentioned by Lh, and this and the
spear or the like, It issued in a gush. (AZ, L.) second anomalous; (M, L;) or the second is a £d, -#" 1,4: -*. es' X:0 #!
–Said of the -9. [or mirage], It was, or allowable as pl. of the first of these pls.; (S;) or w", [expl. as] meaning When ye journey in the
became, in a state of commotion, went to and it is pl. of the cit. of the spear; but may also be land abounding neith herbage, enable ye the ridden
•
3

Jro, or quivered. (M, L, K.)- Said of a horse,
beasts to take of the pasturage:(S, L:) but Az states
i. q. J-5 [app. as meaning He pranced, leaped, pl. of &: as pl. of Ü- applied to herbage upon that A’Obeyd says, I know not : except as pl.
sprang, or bounded]: (S, K:) he frished; or was which camels pasture, in an instance to be cited of the ÚU. of the spear; and if the trad. be [cor
brisk, lively, or sprightly: he ran, in his friski in what follows: • **(A’Obeyd, T, L:) the vulgar
rectly] preserved in memory, it seems to be pl. of
ness, brishness, liveliness, or sprightliness, in one say c- and Jū, which are wrong: (Msb:)
- of
direction : he ran, by reason of his friskiness, the c" of a human being consist of four #3, clu-l; for c> [sometimes] signifies the [portion
of] herbage upon which camels pasture; and its
brishness, liveliness, or sprightliness, a heat, or tro
and four *ü, and four *i, and four Jelš,
pl. is &: one says, L#." &- &: and
heats, without a rider upon him: (L:) he ran to
and
sixteen
U-54.
or,
as
some
say,
four
tel:3,
and
and fro, by reason of briskness, liveliness, or
the pl. of 3: is #-i Aboosa’eed says that
sprightliness : from 3. as signifying “he poured four-lesú), and four-rºl, and four-is-125, and four this last is pl. of
not of &#, and W 3
forth” water, and as signifying “he sharpened” 4-34, and twelve & : (Msb:) or the cú
iron upon a whetstone. (Harp. 47.) It is said and U-54 together make up the number of is applied to the [plants, or trees, called] J.-,
in a prov., J% L:- Juas'
(S, Meyd, thirty-two; the tal:3 are four, two above and two as meaning t a strengthener [i. e. a sharpener of
the appetite] of the camels for the [plants, or
L,) or &#1, (Meyd,) i. e. The young neaned below [in the middle]; next are the -llect, trees, called] ai- [see a phrase in the earlier
camels leaped, sprang, or bounded; (S," L;) even which are four, two above and two below; next part of the first paragraph :] in like manner, also,
those affected with the small pustules called 2,5; are the -leil, which are four [likewise, two above [he says,] when they light upon what is termed
and two below]; and next are the L-L-3!, which
•

•

&:

*::),

(Meyd, L;) which are small white pustules, the

• * >

•

5

are twenty, on each side five above and five User:Ji č, c,” [a portion of pasturage], this is
remedy for which is salt, and the butter (~0-)
below; and of these [last] the four that are next
termed ': c." * 3:- [a strengthener, or
of camels' milk: (Meyd:) when the healthy
to the Pl:51 are the slo-l:-3; next to each +\},
young weaned camels do thus, those affected with
sharpener,
for journeying]: this explanation is
such pustules do the like in imitation, but become above and below, is a ul-U3 ; next to the Gla-la-3 approved by Az, and likewise that of A’Obeyd:
disabled from doing it by weakness: the prov. is are the c-sh, also called the ā-, which are it is also related, on the authority of Fr, that
à
applied to the man who introduces himself among twelve, on each side [above and below] three; U-M
signifies the eating vehemently : [a signifi
a people, or party, to whom he does not belong: and next to these are the ja-la”, which are the
cation
mentioned in the K as well as in the L:]
(L:) or to him who speaks with one before whom last of the teeth in growth, and the last of the
and
Az
says, I have heard more than one of the
he should not speak by reason of the greatness of U-L-al, on each side of the mouth one above and
(Zj in his “Khalk el-Insán:”) the Arabs say, L#." &- ū- #9 J.'
his rank: and some related it differently, saying, one below:
3
L##1 (which is the dim of Gill, (Meyd) dim. of C- is "ä: , because it is fem. (S.) [The camels have obtained to-day a good portion of
when they have eaten well •of the
best of
and
[which is pl. of
q. v.]: and
3
One says, J-M 3- 4:15 ($, M, L.) i.e. I pasturage]
the pasturage: Z says that * @..i *>yll I £i
some say that Juail - signifies the young will not come to thee as long as remains the tooth
neaned camels became fat, or plump, and their of the young one of the [kind of lizard called] means + Give ye to the ridden beasts what will
shins became [sleek] like &l- [or n'hetstones]. J-4; (M, L;) meaning, ever; (§, M, L;) prevent their being slaughtered; for when their
owner pastures them well, they become fat, and
because the U-- never sheds a tooth: (S, L:)
goodly in his eye, and therefore he withholds
J-M &: (<>
&: %, meaning [1 or, as Lh relates it, on the authority of El himself, with niggardliness, from slaughtering
J: [using the dual form of them, and this [condition of them] is likened to
san his father] exulting with brishness, liveliness, Mufaddal,
-

<<i

6.- d.e.,

&#9),

&#

• *

(L.) And it is said in a trad of Omar, &#,
:

J-

or sprightliness, and brandishing his sn'ord, [like 3- ;] and [it may be rendered, accord. to the a-i [as meaning “spear-heads”] pl. of 3
as the camel exults with brishness, and lashes with former reading, t during the life of the young one
:]
his tail.] (L.) See also 5. – [Also He took, of the -*. for] he says, they assert that the <--> [see also Ú-ú,3 $34, said of camels, voce
held, or folloned, the c-, i.e., road, or nay, or lives three hundred years, and that it is the or if the pl. of C- be intended by it, the meaning
main and middle part thereof: and he, or it, nas, longest-lived creeping thing upon the earth. (M, is, enable ye them [i.e. the ridden beasts] to take of
a 22- . ~ * *
or lay, in the nay. Hence,]one says, C.M Le ja-, L.) A poet (Aboo-Jarwal El-Jushamee, whose
the pasturage; and hence the trad, &: 1,4-i
meaning [Take thou what lies in the nay;] what name was Hind, L) says, describing camels taken
&:
&- wi-, i. e. Give ye the possessors of the
as easily attainable; what offers itself without as a bloodwit,

&

3- [meaning tooth] their share of the &- which

difficulty. (AA, TA voce *:1) - See also 1,

near the end of the paragragh, in two places.

&#233; J.i.13+ £4
24-#94-#####

is the pasture. (L.)

&:"

is also used for

$133

& Ji [The possessors of the tooth] as meaning the
10: see 4: = and see also 1, near the end of
slave and horses and the like and other animals,
the paragraph, in two places. –&" -:
3.
[And they came; + like the age of the gazelle was [collectively, in like manner as -ādand }st- are
The road was travelled. (K.)
the age of every one of them: I have not seen
in
R. Q. 1.
<: The nind blen, coldly, the like of them for an equivalent of a slain used,] in a trad. of 'Omar. (L.) And it• * :is *said
~
*
a trad. of Ibn-Dhee-Yezen, * &: &#e3%
or coolly; as also -: , so in the Nawādir. (L.) person, or a milch camel of one hungry: (I have
- of
given
a
reading
of
this
verse
that
I
have
found
in
#
axe, for ~, all &l-l uses, meaning [I will
U- i. 1. J: [as meaning A tooth; in which the M and TA in art. U.), instead of that in the assuredly make] the great men and the nobles [of
sense this latter word is often used; though it is present art. in the S and L, in which al- and the Arabs to tread upon his ankle]. (L.) [But
*

*

•

&:

Jºe & e

• •

•

-

d

3
frequently restricted to a molar tooth, or to any £ are put in the place of #3, app for #2, an
of the teeth except the central incisors]: (M, L, inf n, of itsu, and as such here meaning a sooth JL-1 in this instance may be pl. of Ü- in the
K:) [or, accord. to some, a single tooth; i.e. ing, or the like :)] he means that they were &#, sense here next following; so that cou-1 US 23
-

--
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* *

may be rendered the advanced in age.])- Hence, 2-1, A2-, meaning he fell into a state of enjoy of right direction] is that of which the observance
(L,) | Life; (S, M, L, Msb;) metaphorically ment, or welfare; (Meyd;) the former some is a completion of religion, and it is that to the
used in this sense as indicative of its length and times expl. as meaning, [he lighted upon, or came omission, or neglect, whereof attach blame and
its shortness; (L;) [for the teeth vary with the upon, what equalled] the number of the hairs of misdemeanour; and 33%;" #: [the a: of super
length of life;] the measure, (K,) or extent, of his head, of nealth, or good: (A’Obeyd, Meyd:) erogatory acts] is that of which the observance
life; (Msb, K;) [the age attained;] used in re or n hat equalled [the hairs of] his head, of is good, but to the omission, or neglect, whereof
lation to human beings and others: (M, L, K:) abundance of herbage, or of the goods, conveni neither blame nor misdemeanour attaches, such as
of the fem. gender in this sense also, (M, l, ences, or comforts, of life : (Az, L, and Meyd" the nays of the Prophet in his standing and
on the authority of IAar:) the saying is a prov. sitting and clothing and eating: (KT:) &: is
Msb,) because meaning #: (Msb:) pl.

&#.

à -

(M, L. K.) only. (M, L.) You say &v= J~

(Meyd.) = C-J also signifies The nild bull.

3:1, meaning + A young man. (S, Msb, K, all

(L, K.)

*

*

de

o#

- -- 0 &

the pl. (Mb) &#9 it, in the Kursviii.53,
i. e.

2 o - --

&#9

-> u: [The way pursued by us in

in art. ---) And J. J. &#3'-tti

#, (K,) or " #. (so in the L,) A she-bear; respect of the former, or preceding peoples],

have exceeded] the lives of the people of my house.

syn. 353. (K: in the L &3.) And A she-lync: means the destruction decreed to befall them;
(Jel;) or extirpation; (Bd;) or, as Zj £, their

6**

•

&

(L.)
And:# 3- c.4% (and # 3-, expl. syn. #33. (L. K.)
in art. ,<!]. (L.) – And t A like, an equal, ''
Cl

match, in age, of another; (M, L, K;) like Ü5;

6**
beholding punishment; (~1%) b's *i; [or,
ă. A nay, course, rule, mode, or manner, of as expl. in the K, +3*) #: ,]) for the

acting or conduct or life or the like; syn. ii.*,
believers in a plurality of gods said, [as is related

(M, L.) as also '3-, (M. L. K.) and '3-,

(Mgh, L, MSb)as also '3-, (S. L.) and 5-5

in the Kur viii. 32,] O God, if this be the truth
from Thee, then do Thou rain down upon us
and [therefore] the dim, is 'i: , (L.) one
stones from heaven. (M., L.)- Also Nature;
says, 3:1 #: L: [My son is the equal in age -:ol J: £, expl. in the first paragraph of natural, or native, disposition, temper, or other
of thy son]: (El-Kanánee, L:) and the pl. is this art, last sentence but one, (Mgh,) and the quality or property: (M, L, K:) pl. &: (M,
3 *

(L.) or " : : (M, K:) in this sense also fem.;

(S.M.L.M., K9 whence the "ying a #:

• Ö

&:

and

&:

(L.)- Also t A tooth

• Ö

6

o:
ed

Us- [or rapitol : (M, L, K:") pl. Ju-l,
signifying its 25i. (L and K in art. 2:1.) –
[And + A tooth of a comb.] The Arabs say

*: c. * meaning + [Like the teeth of the
comb] in equality, in respect of any state, or con
dition: but if they mean equality in respect of
evil, they say

saying of the Hudhalee [Khālid Ibn-Zuheyr]
cited in the first paragraph of art. '"; (S;) and
this is [said to be] the primary signification;
(L;) whether good, or bad; (M, L;) approved
or disapproved : (Msb:) or, accord. to Sh, a nay
[of acting &c.] that has been instituted, or pur
sued, by former people, and has become one pur
sued by those after them; and this, he says, is
the primary signification: (L:) it signifies also
[particularly] a nay of acting &c. that is com

L.)- And The face; (M, L, K;) because of
its polish and smoothness: (M, L:) or the ball
of the cheek (*#)
or the circuit (#3)
of the face: or the form: (M, L, K:) or the
form of the face: (S:) or the forehead and two

#):

sides thereof: (M, L, K:) all from the meaning

of polish and smoothness and evenness: (M, L:).
or the principal part of the face; the part thereof
in
which beauty is generally known to lie : (M in
• of ~
3'-' cºlás
mended, or approved, and right; wherefore one art al.) or the side of the cheek: pl. &: (L.)
says, a: Js &- &% [Such a one is of the You say, a: . # J% A man foul, or ugly, in
[Equals like the teeth of the ass]; a-'2" being
people' of the commended and right way of respect of the form, and £f what confronts one,
an anomalous pl. of #3. (Harp. 39.)- And
of the face. (L.) And £i, #: : 4:13: He
+The nib, i.e. the place of paring, of a writing acting &c.; generally meaning, of those who
is the most like thing in form, and face, and in
follon,
the
institutes,
or
ways,
of
the
Prophet];
reed: (S, L, K.)[and each lateral half of that part;
and is from * 3: signifying “a way,” or stature. (L.)- And The black line, or streak,
for] the writing-reed has a right &- and a left
6*

* *

*

“road;” (T, L;) and is also syn. with

&:

on the back of the ass. (L.) = Also, (S, K,) or

art. "5">:) [and *#. occurs in (L:) and [the lan's, i.e] the statutes, or ordi "#, (so in the L.) A sort of dates, of El
the K voce aale- as meaning the point of a nances, and commands and prohibitions, of God: Medeemeh, (S, L, K,) well hnonn. (L.)
6&
writing-reed.] One says, '': 4:15 &- Jeí (Lh, M, L, K:) [also a practice or saying, or the al: see 3-, in the last quarter of the para

&:

(TA in

&: &is -5-3 [Make long

the nib, or pared practices and sayings collectively, of Mohammad,
portion, of thy writing-reed, and make it thick or any other person who is an authority in
(lit. fat), and make thy mode of cutting the matters of religion, namely, any prophet, or a
extremity of the nib oblique, and make it to Companion of Mohammad, (see Kull p. 203,)
incline tonards the right]. (S, L.")- A tooth as handed don'n by tradition:] when used un
[or pin] of a key [app. of the kind of wooden restrictedly in matters of the law, # means
lock called a 4, q.v.] (MA)–See also & only what the Prophet [Mohammad] has com
– Also, (M, K, and A and K in art. Jes) or manded, and n:hat has been handed don’n from
him by tradition, [or, as in the JM, and what
*ā-, (§, JM) A clove, (Jai, Š and A as syn. he forbade,] and what he has invited to do, by
in art. Laš, and JM in explanation of word or deed, of such things as are not mentioned
in the present art, or ă, S and L in expla in the Kur-án; wherefore one says, in speaking
nation of :-) or a £- [app here meaning small of the directions, or evidences, of the law, *:Sl

with 3-

#.

distinct

portion] of the

head [app. here meaning

bulb], (M and L and K in explanation of Ü-,)
ofgarlie G. M. A. L. K. JM)={Accord. to
some,] one says, 2-5 3- & 3% &#3, meaning
Such a one fell into [nhat equalled] the number
of his hairs, of good, (M," L, K,”) and of evil:
(L:) or, as some say, into what he willed, or

#:

meaning the Kur-ān and the Traditions:
(L:) [thus used, it may be rendered the institutes
of the Prophet; or his rule or usage:] or in the
law it signifies the nay of acting &c. that is pur
sued in religion without being made obligatory,
or necessary; it is what the Prophet persevered
in doing, or observing, with omitting, or neglect
ing, [it] sometimes; and if the said persevering is
in the way of religious service, it constitutes

graph, in two places.—Also i, q. #-, meaning
A ploughshare; i.e. the iron thing with which
the ground is ploughed up : (AA, IAar, S, L:
[see also # :]) pl. &- (L.)- [And] A tro
headed J.' [i.e. hoe or ads or axe]: (K:) or
[its pl.] 3- signifies [simply] i. q. Još [pl. of
Jü]. (L)= See also ::=and see #, last
Sentence.

&: A nay, or road: (T, L:) the main and
middle part thereof; (A’Obeyd, Mgh, L;) the
beaten track, or part along which one travels,
thereof; as also "…: (A’Obeyd, L:) the
[i. e. plain, or open, track] of the road; and so

&

"3: and '3: (M, L, K) and '3: (K.)
and, all of these, the course, or direction, of the

road: (M, L, K:) but ISd says, [in the M,] I
know not W

&- on any other authority than that

of Lh. (L.) One says, Glül c. 3: £5

(S,

wished, and had authority to decide: (L, K:)
L., Msb) and 7 *: and "a" [Go thou anay,
but this is a mistranscription:
(Meyd:) the cor [nhat are termed] es: &: ; if in the way of or aside, from the main and middle part of the
3- rect saying is 4-0 vs. L3, (Az, Meyd, L.) and custom, 33%;" &: so that es: #: [the a. road, or from the beaten track thereof; &c.]:
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U-'
**

* *

(S, L:) and

J: 9: 34

(S, Msb) from the

**

.

ot.", also pronounced ÚU.: see U-, in art. resembling the

way of the horses, (Msb,) or from the course, or 3- and Us:-", last sentence.
* *

*-**

direction, thereof ($) And c- 40 &\s

• * *

* *

*

+):

es:

but stopping short of the
8×3: (M, L:) or the upper part of the hump of a
camel: (Hamp. 689:) [or the middle of the loner
part of the hump; for,] accord. to Az, c->
J.

J.

&:, (K) or ~, &, S, M, Mgh, Msb)
4.-- (Lh,M, L) and "4:(L)and
&#1 and "4:
A spear-head; (K;) the iron [head] of a spear: ><l signifies the flesh that is

between the tro

* 2:... (Lh, M, L) [respecting which last see so called because of its polish: (M, L:) pl. #-i. sides, or halves, of the hump
what precedes] Such a one left, or has left, to

of the camel; nihich
is the best of the sorts offlesh, and is marbled with
ithee the course, or direction, of the road. (Lh,
one to whom the spear-head is subservient, hon fat: (L:) or &- signifies bones [in general];
Soever"
will. (K.)- See also an ex. of its pl. as also &: (IAar, L:) and (S) accord. to
* 3: (M) Go along on thy course. (M., L.)
voce c-, in the middle of the paragraph. = Ibn-'Amr [or Aboo-'Amr 7] and others, (L) it

(T, S, Msb, K.) One says, Jül &# ** He is

!"

M, I.) And 4: U → and "4:(L) or

3: also signifies A way of acting or the like;
syn.:#; (S, L;) as also: (Mgh, L, Msb:
see the latter word, in the former half of the

And 3: " " :- 1 v. & M.L.)—
See also 3-, near the middle of the prograph,

paragraph, in two places:) you say, 3% A: in two places. = Also Flies; syn. dux (pl. of
c- c." [Such a one went on undevia +\}]. (El-Muårrij, L.)

*-19

ingly in one way]: (§, L, Msb: ) and [in like

&: A dentifice; ($, M, L. K.) a medica
£3. * The mind came in ment
with which the teeth are rubbed and cleansed,

manner] " &:

signifies the heads of the aiu- [app. here mean
ing vertebrae]; (S, L;) and [it is also said that
the sing.] &- signifies the head of the āt
[which signifies a vertebra as well as vertebrae, or
is more correctly without 3 when applied to the

latter]. (K.) = Also Thirst. (K.)

#~ : see the next preceding paragraph.
compounded for the purpose of strengthening and
&: [app. A blast of smoke]. One says
freshening them : (L:) pl. +03:. (K in art.
clés &- J. : and &#, meaning [of] the
by- [where, in the CK, *:: is erroneously
smoke offire. (L in the present art. and TA in
put in its place].)=See also #4.
art. U-5.)
[The people, or party, built their houses, or con
structed their tents,] in one mode, or manner.
&:- and U2-, pls of ā- : see this last in art. ail
A cold, or cool, wind; as also
one way, (S, K,) in one course, or direction, and
one way, (M, L,) not varying : ($, L:) and
[similar to the former of these two• phrases
*~
22 is the
saying] 9-12 9-* A* Us: i. e.
• *

•

-

••

o Jºe

J.J.

-

•

•

* *

6* >

6.- . . • d >

(M, L.) Also The aim, or intention, of a man.

place, or tract,

£

> d >

à-la-i. (L.)

(Ish, M, L.) [Accord. to Fei,] 3:1 also sig
nifies U-59 3- 4:3" [by which may be meant
The

6*

4-.
6

•

U.e.- : See &: in two places. - Also What
3- More [and most] advanced in age : (M,
flon's
[upon, or from, the nhetstone] on the occa L, K:) a correct Arabic word. (M, L.) You
or quarter, of the land,

sion of sharpening iron [or a knife or the like],
tonards which one goes; or it may mean the face, and which is always stinking. (Fr, L.) And
or surface, of the ground]; and so "3: and

say,

lás 3- 3-i lák This is more advanced in

speak
What falls from a stone when one rubs, or grates, age than this: (M, L, K:") and Th says,
* ~ * * * o • of

* 3:. (Mgb) = 3:1 also signifies J.'

(*, * -> &:

[app. meaning The camels that

it (Fr, S, L, K) upon another stone. (Fr, L.)= ing of Moosa Ibn-'Eesa El-Leythee, c-1 are 2.
...” Jai [meaning I lived in his time, he being
See also 3- in the latter half of the paragraph.

leap, spring, or bound, in their running; (see 8;)

J.'' &: &:

or rather

o

the most advanced in age of the people of the

5

Je:- : see Ú-, in the latter half of the para ton'n, or country]. (M., L.)

has this meaning, as

=See also #3 (of which it is a pl.) in
appears from what here follows]: (K:) or [a graph.
art. 4-w.
horse, or camel,] that perseveres in his running
and advancing and retiring: and one says, £
J.-l 2 3-, i. e. b% [app. meaning There
came a number of horses running a heat; for

3
•

*

Advanced in age, or

Julgwn:

(L,

Msb;) applied to a beast, contr. of J: : (S and

: Elevated sands extending lengthnise upon Mgh and Msb in art. 2's :) or, applied to an
the ground: or sands having the form of Ju animal of the ox-kind and to the sheep or goat,
(pl. of J.-, q.v.] and " &: is syn, therewith [at the least,] in the third year: (L, [see the
les: in this explanation seems, from the phrase in the former or latter of these senses: (M, L:) verb, 4:]) fem. with 5: (Mab3) pl. Gu-o, (L,
•

to which it relates and from what immediately

precedes the mention of that phrase, to be an
inf n. used as an epithet in which the quality of a
subst. predominates, and therefore, agreeably with
a common rule, applied to a pl. number as well

&:

has the former of these meanings, and Msb,) which, applied to camels, is [said to be]
i: is its sing. (S. K.)= Also Wind: (M, L, syn. with us [as meaning advanced in age, or

Or

*ed

3 -

K:) [or a gentle wind: (Freytag, from the full-grown], (K,) contr. of # [pl. of G] so
Deewan of the Hudhalees)] pl. 3:1:... (L)– applied. (S, L.)
as to a single individual]: (M, L:) and 3- as See also the pl., in relation to wind, voce 3-, 5- A n'hetstone; i.e. a stone, (S, M, L,
* 3: •) U- J:-" [app. meaning, in like near the middle of the paragraph. = See also Msb) or anything, (K) with which, (§, K) or
*

> *

manner, There came, of the horses, a number
running a heat, the course of n!hich was not to be

turned anay]; (S, L; not expl. in either;) and

so, J.' & [of the camell. (L)– And Sh
explains &: as applied in a verse of El-Aasha
to People, or a party, hastening to fight, or slay.

(L.) = Also, [as a quasi-inf. n.,.] The leaping,
springing, or bounding, [so I here render

clu-,

3- in the latter half of the paragraph.

upon which, (M, L, Msb, K,) one sharpens, or
n"hets, or makes sharp-pointed, (S, M, L, MSb, K.)
i: "3-, of which it is the dim, in the and
polishes, (M, L, K,) a knife and the like;
former halfot the paragraph: = and again, in the
(Mgb;) and 7 &: signifies the same. (S, M, L.)
latter half of the same = See also i: (of which
C2:... [Bitten with the teeth: whence...app.,
it is an irreg. dim.) in art. 4-l.
what next follows]. You say a 2-2 U3, and
&- The edge (S, M, L, K) of a vertebra (S, W &- meaning Land of which the herbage has
M, L) or of the vertebrae (K) of the back; (S, M,
been eaten. (L, K.)- Sharpened, or whetted,
L. K.) as also "i- and '3-i (M. L. K.) or made sharp-pointed, and polished; as also
6 *de p

6

y de

inf n. of 8, which see for other, similar, mean
ings,] of camels and of horses. (L. [It is there pl. 3-1 (S, L5 and the head [of any] of W &: (M, L, K;) applied to a knife (K) or
mentioned in another place, and in the M, as a the bones of the breast: and the extremity of
thing [of any kind]. (M, L.) Made smooth. (S,

subst., meaning a quasi-inf n., from 3:13)

the rib in the breast: (K:) or, as some L.) Formed, fashioned, or shaped... ($, M, L.)
A face
&: see the next preceding paragraph, in six say, &- signifies the heads of the extremities Made long. (L.) You say ös:
of the bones of the breast, which are the soft heads in which is length, without breadth; (b5)- ;)
places. - It is also pl. of #: [q.v.]. (Mgb, &c.)
of the bones of the ź. or the extremities of the smooth and even ; or smooth and long; or long,
U- : see Ú-, in five places.
ribs in the breast : or, of a horse, the prominent and not high in the ball; or soft, tender, thin,
&#~ : see & 4, in three places.
and even; as though the flesh were ground (co
[ribs, or anterior parts of the ribs, called]

*...t

* f is
•- ?

*

>

*

> *

- •

o

83-,
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-

ground in sharpening and to the back of her head]: (K, TA: [in the CK,

[like as a thing is

polishing) from it. (M, L.) And 3: J:
*" t A man beautiful and smooth in the face:
(Lh, M, L, K:) or a man in whose nose and face

Ale: is erroneously put for A: :]) the *As of
the &: are its...#. (O.)- + A rugged region

• *.

*

.

-

•

3

e.e.

2. J-50 ---, inf. n. *-j, He put - 5:...,

(S, K,) meaning c”: [i.e. cumin, or cumin
or tract of the earth or land, in which is little, or
seed],
(S,) into the cooking-pot. (S, K.)
is length: (S, L, K:) or beautiful and long in the no, good : (S, O, Mgb, K:) likened to the 4).
jace. (L.) cs:
32, in the Kur [xv. 26

|the solid hoof (8,0) And J.S. &.
and 28 and 33), (L.) means +[of black mud) of
+ The extremities of the earth or land. (TA.)

3.

Jáš. 12:50.

They sought after the herbage

of the land, doing so diligently, or nith labour or
altered [for the n'orse in odour]; (AA, S, L;) – + The first of rain: (O, K:) and, (TA,) as
perseverance, or time after time. (M, K.)
in which sense cis- is also applied to water;

some say, (Msb) of anything. (MSb, T.A.) One
4. 12:- They experienced drought, or barren
(AHeyth, L;) [or] stinking: (AA, S, M, L, K:) says, £il 4: Guai +[The first of the rain
from 's--" Us" --" &: “I rubbed, or fell upon us]. (TA.) And one says also, *: ness: (S, M, A, K:) derived from : the 3
grated, the stone upon the stone;” what flows 15& &: + Preceding such a thing. (O, K.) And being changed into -, [for # is originally
- -

- -

-

J.

#4, or, accord.

between them, termed cº, being always stink

ing: (Ksh and Bq in xv. 26: [and the like is *: c." 43

3té + That was in the time

said in the L, on the authority of Fr:]) or, thereof, (O, K, TA,) and in the first thereof.
accord. to I’Ab, it means moist : accord to AO, (TA.) = It is also said to signify The [tax called]
poured forth: or, as some say, poured forth in a -5-3 (0:) so says IAgr. (TA)= And A
form, or shape: (L:) or formed, fashioned, or sort of run. (K.)
shaped: (Ksh, Bd .) or poured forth in order to
its drying [or hardening], and becoming formed,
J
fashioned, or shaped, like as molten, or liquified, sub
Q. 1. ##! J: The seed-produce put forth

stances are poured forth into moulds. (Ksh," Bd.)

-- of

so a

to one dial.

between this verb and

i:..] to distinguish

L-

as signifying “he

remained in a place a year:” or, as Fr says, they
imagined the [meaning 3, in i: ] to be a
radical letter, finding it to be the third letter, and
therefore changed it into - : (S:) accord. to Sb,

the - [in -i is substituted for the us [in

L# ; and there is no instance of the like except
gu: [in which the - is substituted for the final

its U. [or ears]; (M, K;) as also U-1 [q.v.]: radical, us], (M in the present art,) and in words

&:

23is said to mean The place of the the former of the dial. of Temeem, and the latter of the measure
[as 3: for 3-#!]. (M in
running of the -5- [or mirage, app. in conse of that of El-Hijaz. (TA)=4, J., (K.)
art. Us".)
quence of the hot wind]: or the place of the vehe inf n. i:, (TA,) He (a man) dragged a skirt
*** ment heat of the hot wind; as though
it were
3 - 0 - -3 #
of his garment behind him; so says Khālid Ibn 5. (3:5 [He married her, or took her as his
running to and fro therein (3% *: 2°2 witée): Jembeh: (TA:) or he dragged his garment wife, he being an ignoble, or a lon-born, but rich,
man, and she being a noble, or high-born, but
or it may mean the place n'hence issues the [hot] behind him or before him. (K.)
poor, woman; or] he, an ignoble, or a low-born,
wind: but the first is the explanation given by
J: [Ears of corn: n, un, with 5: pl. J:
the preceding authorities. (M., L.) = &: [an and Ś:, the latter pl. occurring in the Kur man, married her, a noble, or high-born woman,
because of the paucity of her property and the
epithet used as meaning] The lion. (K. [Thus xii. 43 and 46: it is said in the M, in #t. J-,
abundance of his property. ($) And -3
applied, act, part. n. of 3:..])
that à:... signifies one of the U- of £25; in the
Ji #:* He married the noble or high
3 -> * >
3 ** *
K, in this art., that it signifies one of the Jiu born, woman of the family of such a one in the
U-2 and C-: see what follows.
of % : See J-]. i: is also the name of A gear of drought, dearth, or scarcity. (TA.)
: A travelled road ; (T, M, L, and so in

J:

•

9%

*

- d -

3

-* >

certain sign of the Zodiac [i. e. Virgo]; (K, TA;)

the CK; in some copies of the K W &-: ;) as the sixth sign; the third of the summer signs:
3 - -- also V J-2.

(TA:) [or Spica Virginis;]

a certain

star in

6 * >

d >

-s;

- Lowla', for

iš,

Drought, or barrenness,

afflicted them, or befell them. (S, TA.)

(K.)
Virgo. (Kzw.) [See, again, U-.] – Also A
5:

<-- J% (S, A, K, ) or '-' < Já,

certain perfume; (M3) a certain plant of sneet (M,) A man possessing little, or no, good;

©
do p
-

J: A small 3% (or shiff], (§gh, K, TA)
made on the coasts of the sea : a word of the

dial. of the people of all the coasts of the Sea of
El-Yemen: (Sgh, TA:) whether the co be radical

requires consideration: Sgh says, in the Tek
mileh, that the word is of the measure Usas,

odour, also

called 'was' J: (K,) and &:

possessing fen", or no, good things; or poor: (S,
(TA;) [spikenard, called in the present M, A," K :") pl. &: (M, K:) it has no
day
;] the best whereof is the broken pl. (M.) And the former, Aman afflicted
with drought, or barrenness; (TA in art. & ;)
(s)", (K,) what is brought from 93: [or &"), as also V
(TA in the present art. :) and
a town, or district, of El-'Irak; (TA;) and the
of possess
weakest is the 3+. it is an aperient; a discu **: J% a man indigent and desolate,
ing nothing: probably from i: J: or >
tient offlatulences ; (K,” TA;) strengthening to the
brain and the spleen and the kidneys and the bonels; −, [both expl. below,] or from b: mean
s of

če:
&e: J:

+:

•

•

from 3:1. (TA)
<!--

6

p.

•

6 *

•

>

and diuretic; and has the property of arresting the

ing as expl. above. (MF)— And #: J.3%
excessive flon of blood from the womb. (K, TA. and "ā: Land that has not given growth to
[Mentioned also voce J% as called -:) J:..])
anything, (AHn, M, K,) in consequence of its
3.
à
3

4: [mentioned in the S and Msb in art.
31..., and said in the latter to be of the measure
J#, The toe of a horse or mule or ass; i.e] the
extremity of the fore part of the solid hoof; (S, U22, J.J. [also signifies Spikenard, or
Mgb;) or the extremity of the solid hoof (Lth, haps a variety thereof;] i. q. & 2,51. (K.)
J wo

per not having been rained upon: but if containing
any of the dry herbage of the preceding year, it
is not termed as:-e: it is not thus termed unless

O, K) and its tryo sides anteriorly: (Lth, O :)
6.--> *

pl. &ü. (S, O, Mgb.)—t The extremity (T, al. The [kind of trees called] •uae [q. v.]. having in it nothing. (AHn, M.) [See also
O, K, TA) of the J% [or iron shoe at the loner (Fr, K.) [It is said in the TA that the c in this
* |

end of the scabbard], (T, TA,) or of the

£- [or

*

word is augmentative: but the same is held by
some to be the case in other words mentioned in

gold or silver ornament], (O, K,) of a sword.
this art.]

(T, o, K, TA)—t The J-35 (or tapering top]
of an iron helmet. (O, K.) - Of a &#, + The

<s:
[See
alsoJ: A man evil in disposition. (M., L.)
-*-*.]
6

J Ö e

s

J.S.: J-5

A shirt ample in length, or

+: Xé and ': A year of drought, or

A. : [meaning each, or either, of the two threads, reaching to, or towards, the ground; or so called barrenness. (AHn, M., K.) [See also ---...]
Ol' strings, of the face-veil called &#, by nihich in relation to a town, or district, in the Greek Em
the woman dran's and binds the tryo upper corners pire. ('Abd-El-Wahháb El-Ghanawee, K, T.A.)
**, also pronounced
(S, M, K,) the

+,

*- :- - - -
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latter a dial. var. mentioned by Kr, (M,) and sand, preponderating]: or, as some relate it, with damm and sukoon and the third with two
dammehs, (TA, [but written in the CK - and
+, a form mentioned by IAth and others, but
the first is that which is commonly known, and
# An idea, or an opinion, presented itself,
as-- i. 7. #, [i. e. Blackness mixed with
the most chaste; (TA;) a word of which the
On" occurred, syn. -3%, (S, A, K,) or appeared,
J. •

O =

* -

meaning is differently explained, as

£ows:

C#)

© tº

speckles of white: or the reverse: or speckles of
white, and of black, and of red, and of yellon, in syn. »ls, (Msb,) to me, (S, A,” Msb, K,) respect

(M, TA:) Honey: (S, M, A, K.) i. q + [i.e. an animal]: (AA, O, K:) pl. &#, (O, K, TA, ing such a thing. (S, Mgb.) : ... is also said of
rob, or inspissated juice, &c.]: (M, K:) a species
in the CK
of date: fresh butter; syn. Júj: cheese: (K:)
i. q. &:= [i.e. cumin, or cumin-seed]; (Yaakoob,
S, M, K;) so in the dial. of El-Yemen: (M.:)

&#) like -- (K, TA, in the CK poetry, (L, K,) meaning + It presented itself, or
occurred, syn. J.3%, to me (-): (L.) or it
like :-) as pl. of £--. (TA)
£: The mark,

or effect, of the

became easy; (L, K;) and in this last sense, said
(Mgb.) And it

£5:

[i. e. of a thing, aor. *, inf n.

£:

certain plant resembling the cosé (IAar,

Or 0.

'Áisheh, that she said,
lamp, or its lighted wick], (A, O, K.) upon the
M :) i. q. --- [i.e. anethum graveolens, or dill, wall. (O, K, TA.) One says, &: &: 3: ; [referring to the Prophet,] *: & $44, Inean
of the common garden-species; in the CK -:]: et: [The lamp, or its lighted wick, cannot but ing I dislike that I should confront him with my
and i, q. &#93; (M, K;) which last is what is have the mark, or effect, thereof upon the wall]. hands [engaged] in prayer; from &: as signify
is related in a trad. of

called in the Egyptian dial.: [a name given in (A.)- Also The c5- [itself, i.e. a lamp, or ing - # (L)-38 - f|He mentioned
Egypt to the anethum graveolens, above men its lighted wick]: (ISd, K.) as also W ==
&:- (K) such a thing obliquely, or indirectly, (S, K,) in
tioned, and to its seed; and also to the anethum
terms understood by the person addressed but un

&: : see what next precedes.

foeniculum, or fennel]. (TA.)
6

& 4

* all.

* .*

•

| inteligible to others, (S) not speaking explicitly.
6 * > d 66.4
(K)–: ;bs." &- i q. Su- f [The mind
= ~ 2× A [garment of the kind called] s:

:

<-2; and its fem., with 3: see -, in three
s

•

*

•

places: and see also -e-.

striped. (O, K.) [SM thinks that it may be a granted it liberally]. (Mgb.)=4< He turned
him anay, or back, (O, K.) 35i t: [from that
</2. One who associates with another and is mistranscription for : 4, meaning “wide,” ap
which he desired, or meant], (0,) or 45 &=
angry without cause, (K, TA,) by reason of his plied to a C*: but this I think improbable.]
[..from his opinion]. (K.)- And 4: -- and
evil disposition. (TA) [See also :]
*

+ d >

* He caused him to fall into strainess,
or
* * ~ of
difficulty; or into sin, or crime; syn. 4-3-1;

-P'--

*

*:-

**

[a Pers. word, arabicized; in the pre

1. 2-. He smeared anything with a colour Sent day applied to The squirrel; and particularly
different from its on n colour. (O, K.)
the gray squirrel: and the minever:] a certain
animal, of the length of the jerboa, larger than
The -t: [or jujubel (IAir, K.)
the * [or rat], the fur of which is of the utmost
2 - 22
äs--,
as also #4, but the former is the softness: furred garments are made with its
more chaste, (T, O, Mgb, K,) accord to Fr, (O,) skin; and the best skins of this animal are the
because Lo and *- do not both occur in any smooth and gray. (Dmr, TA.)
[genuine] Arabic word, (Msb,) or the former
Gray; of the colour of the ~~.
only is allowable accord. to Fr, (T, Msb,) or,
accord. to ISk, (T, O, Msb, and S in art. 2-2,)
and IKt, (T, Msb,) the latter only is allowable;
C
(T, O, Msb, and S and O in art. &:- ;) an arabi
1. -- is syn. with -3% [signifying It showed,
cized word, (O, Mgb, and S and A. and K in art.
**) from [the Pers.] £1.. [or &:, aS mean or presented, its side: and hence, it presented
ing “a weight”]; (O;) [or rather from the itself; it occurred]. (A, O, L.) One says of a

&:

(#

Pers. 2:

meaning “a balance” and “a

weight;" i.a. 35. [A balance]: (A in art.

(K, TA; in the CK, [erroneously,] as #1;)

(i.e. ::= -2 *i;] and diaevil to him. (K.)
3: see 1, second sentence.
5: see

10 =c, &: : means #2, #:

[i. e. Shelter thyself from the wind]: so says
Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee. (O [and so, pro
bably, in correct copies of the K: in my MS.

copy of the K, "2:}; in the CK, U-32:
in the TA, strangely, t- 5-1, and expl. as
meaning 35' W-

<-tei, in the TK, " "..A-1,
and expl. as meaning 9×k U: Freytag, app.
having to choose only between the reading in the
CK and that in the TK, has followed the latter,
without mentioning their disagreement; though,

gazelle, (S, K.) or of a bird, (S, A, Msb,) or if the meaning were “turn thy back towards the
some other thing, (IF, S, Mgb, as implied by wind,” the explanation should be
explanations of the part. n.
&: (S, A, • * * * ~ *

t:l,

InOt

&)

*-2:) [in the present day, applied to a steel
yard: and also, more commonly, (agreeably with
the explanation of is: in the MA,) to a weight a-, (A,) aor. *, (§, L.) infn.
- and C-: (L;) and
of a balance; which last seems to be intended in
the S and O and Mgb and K &c. by the expres

t" x

Mih, K) J, (S) or 4, (A) and *, (L)and
* *

**

'd

6 & 4,

6 * *

#CU,(S, L,*K)
•

•

I1.

•

*

9 •

10. 1.je Us
* f d

*> 0 &--

J., & e > * >

*-->),

and

"4:5,

?. Q.

e 6 ed

a-ai-l [meaning I asked him, or desired him,

to explain such a thing]: (O, K:) and so

c5-" is: and £2, unless these C": (S, TA;) [It presented to me, or to him, as cle 4:1, and #5 (TA)
its right side, or its left side, in its passage;] it
expressions be instances of what is termed #t31 passed
along from the direction of my [or his]
*: &l 'G' (i.e. the prefixing a noun, govern left hand to the direction of my [or his] right £: Prosperity, good fortune, good luck, or
ing the gen, case, to another noun signifying the hand: (S:) or it passed along from the direction quipiciousness i. blessing, increase, or plenty: #y".

sions

same thing), which I think unlikely:] pl.
*

£:

**

of [my or] his right hand (A, L, Mgb) to the J-3, and āśw. (O, K.)- Also, (K) or "--,
direction of [my or] his left hands (L, Msb") with two dammehs, (O,) The middle of a road:

(A, Mgb)
#! and +:. (Mgb.) One says, &# contr. of & (K. [See
3--" &: [He received by weight
•

*

-

•

ow

from me with the inclining balance, or with the A: es' es:
preponderating weight], and

23%."

•

*

of

e o e

below.]) And

&: He presented himself to me in

£u [nith sleep; syn. L3%: occurring in a saying of 'Alee,
s 3.
referring to the Prophet (O.) And us!, L. C

also inf ns. of 1, q.v.]

&: in J2 (i.e. origin, &c.], like &:
[q.v.). (0, TA)—And i, q + and it:

> 35 -

*

will as-- wºu-

*

(S, A, Msb, K) Liê Li, (S, Msb) aor,”, infn.
6

[As though it, or she, were the weight of a thou
Bk. I.

(o, K.) like [~ or] £-. (O.) [Both are

* * *

the full weights]. (A) And a rajiz says,
6 *

8-,

p.p.

C*- and

[i. e. Form, aspect, appearance, &c.]. (O.)
6 p.p.

£: and £, (K, TA,) the second

6 d p

C-: see C-.
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5

Ala- 5% [app. as meaning An incursion into had his teeth eroded at the roots. (A, TA.) five, planets], or others: some say, [and so IAgr
is stated in the TA in art. --> to have said,]
the territory of an enemy taking by surprise], And said of the mouth, It lost the roots
* :
* ~*

(*)

":". to one reading of a trad, is from :
&#1

of its teeth.

(MSb.) - Also, (JK,) inf. n. as

that they are called only 22--"

£i [q.v.].

[expl. above]: but the reading commonly above, (K) i. q., as [meaning + It became altered (L, TA.")
for the worse in odour or othernise, stinking,
rancid, bad, or corrupt]. (JK, K.) It is said

known is ... [q. v.]. (IAth, TA)

#.

Xú. ! [Food altered for the worse in
Pearls; or large [in this sense] of oil, ($, K,) or food, (A, L,) &c., odour or othernise, stinking, fancil, bad, or cor
as a dial. var. of
(S, K,") or from rupt: see 1]. (A.)- And &:- Jú t A town,
pearls; syn. 32: (O, K:) or (K, but accord. to (L,)
•o &
the O, “also ’’) the string upon which they are du-'91 -, and therefore tropical; as also or country, in nihich is fever, or much fever. (K.)
to be strung, before they are strung thereon: (O, W
(A3) its odour became bad (S, TA) is: and "i-u. A fetid odour: and the
K:) when they have been strung, it is termed
latter, [and app. the former also,] dirt; and
Aslal &He ate much food; syn.
3ie: (O:) pl.
(TA.) – And [Ornaments And
remains of matter used for tanning. (K, TA.)
~42 #
3:=l. (L, K.)
aor. *, inf. n. £2-, (L, One says is: 4 + (S, TA) and *ā-u:
such as are termed] J.- (O, K.)
K.) He, or it, was, or became, firm, steady, (TA) or " i- (so in three copies of the S) [A
à-la- i. q. #: [i. e. Anything by which a steadfast, stable, fixed, fast, settled, or esta tent, or house, or chamber, that has a fetid odour;
(L, K.") So in the phrase as is indicated in the S and TA]. And Aboo
person or thing is veiled, concealed, hidden, or blished; syn.
s

.*

".

£- = Also

•

•

See
*.d
*-*-*

&

J.

e. e.

6 - ©.e

£5

-

&:=ć,

£.

6

**

£3.

covered; &c.]. (O.)
: A man who sleeps not during night :

* J #4 (S.L. Ms) or -, (L.) or *,
(Mgb,) inf. n. £, (S, L, Msb,) [He was, or

Kebeer says,
** ***

***

* *:::

'a-t- >: # 5. 3:15

*

J.N. C a man who is vigilant; became, firmly rooted or established, in knon (so in three copies of the S,) or
who sleeps not; whojourneys during the night. (O.) ledge, or science;] and this means also he attained
*::: *:::: # #4.3%

*

C
(K :)

o:

*

or

*

to eminence therein. (L.)

£- (S, A, Msb, K, &c.) and " £: (S, A,

(so in the TA,) i. e. [And I came to, or and I
entered,] a tent, or house, or chamber, not one of
'Jim * -: He tanning-matter nor of clarified butter. (S.)
&c., (S, Mgb,) Turning its right side towards sought, desired, or demanded, from him the
cit: The measure of two statures of a
the spectator; thus expl. by Ru-beh to Yoo, thing. (TK.)
man. (K.)
in the presence of AO; i. e. passing from the
à-la- or ās-U-: see as-, in five places.
direction of the left hand of the spectator 5: see 1.

2. -: The seeking, desiring, or demanding,

K) both signify the same, (S, A, K.) applied to
a gazelle, (S, K,”) or to a bird, (S, A, Mgb,) a thing. (K.) You say,

* *

**

•

•

* >

*

de

6 -

• J.

d-

-

de

towards the direction of his right hand: (S:) or
: : The J: [i.e. origin, source, root, founda
äs-e- <: U}\} <: means [The house of such
coming from the direction of the right side of the
spectator (Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, IF, A, L, tion, &c.,] (JK, S, Mil, K) of anything: (JK, a one is a house of unstableness; or] is not one of
Msb) towards the direction of his left hand; Msb, TA:) as also C+: (L:) pl. [of pauc.] stableness. (JK.)
[ * 2° i, as stated by Freytag, is expl. by Reiske,
turning towards
him its left side, which is that
(L, Msb) and [of mult.]
(L.) One
& •
*

£i

6

termed

us'':

contr. of

*

z

£.

-

&"

[q. v.]: (Aboo

in his additions to the Lex. of Golius, as meaning

&:

says, 2.8.
ël &% & [app. meaning
'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, L:) the pl. [of the former] Such a one traced back his lineage to an ancestor Pulled out from the root ( &:-): but no autho
is . %. and &l- and [of either]
and
who was the origin, or source, of generosity or rity for this is named by him.]
this last is also employed to signify auspicious nobility: or such a one returned, or reverted,
*
and inauspicious gazelles [&c.], accord. to the to the original state, or condition, of generosity:
different opinions of the Arabs. (L.) The Arabs the latter I think the more probable, as it is
1. <! <, ($, M, Msb, K.) aor. * , (S, M,
[who apply the epithet in the latter of the two immediately added], and < * j,
Msb,)
inf. n. 22"; (S, M, Msb, K;) and J.",
senses first explained] regard the -u- as a good

£:

[which seems to mean, to his bad original state].
omen, and the % as an evil omen; (Aboo-'Amr (L.) And it is said in a trad.,
*" J:
Esh-Sheybánee, S, L;) because one cannot shoot
Je: & būji i.e.
à: [meaning
at the latter without turning himself: (S in art. The very essence of fighting against unbelievers,
*:) but some of them hold the reverse of this: and the first principle thereof, is constancy, or
(Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, L:) the people of perseverance, or assiduity, in the way, or cause,

*::

#ff

*

aor. *; (Mobi) and "-i, [which is the most
common,] (S, M, Msb, K,) and "Ju-5, (S, M,

A, K,) and "...!; (M, TA;) signify the same;
(S, M, Msb, K*;) i. e. He (a man, S, Msb, [and
in like manner it is said of a thing,]) leaned,

Nejd hold the 2-3U- to be a good omen; but of God]. (L.)- Also The place of growth

rested, or stayed himself, against it, or upon it;
syn. 3:1; (TK;) [or * **!;] namely, a

sometimes a Nejdee adopts the [contr.] opinion

thing, (S, M, MSb) or a wall, (A, Msb) &c.

(~)

[i. e. the socket] of a tooth: (K:) or the

of the Hijázee. (IB, TA,) It is said in a prov., part of a tooth that enters into the flesh [of the (M'b)– J.- c, -, (M, K) aor.*, inf n.
al." *A*: c:-" J. J.-- (expl. in art. g: gum]; (Zj in his “Khalk el-Insán;”) [i. e.] the 22:...', (M,) He ascended the mountain; as also
(S, K.)- [It is said in Harp. 671 that C-" : ū of the teeth, (S,) or of the central incisors, "-l. (M.K.) And [hence, cºš J, * 3:
also signifies slau Jū." "...", as though (Msb,) are the roots thereof (3,4). (S, Mgb.) ! I ascended to such a one. (A.)–And L3 3:
meaning The person auguring, or who augurs, – And [The tongue, or tang, of a blade;] the part cº-os-M, (M, and so in some copies of the K.)
evil or good, from birds: but 5I think that the of a knife, and of a sword, that enters into, or is Ol' 3-0, (so in other copies of the K.) I He
*3
** ~ *
inserted in, the handle: and the part of an
right reading is 22elali co-2 & U 2” 13 *::::A; arrow-head that enters into, or is inserted in, the approached, or dren, near to, [the age of] fifty:
i. e. what is regarded as an evil omen and as a head of the shaft. (L.)- And The paroxysm (K, TA:) [likewise] from J'-' (-, ... (M,
*

J see e.p

e

good omen, of birds.]

—es: £i.

accord. to

TA.)—#1-# 3-, (K) or "4:i, Go in

IAar, as is related by Th, means The stars that the O,) The tail of the she-camel tossed about, and
do not make their [temporary] abode in the lashed her croup, or rump, on the right and left.
* * * of
ast-l <----, (JK, A, TA,) [aor. *,] inf. n. Mansions of the Moon, which [latter] are called (O, K.)
o

1.
s

of a fever. (K.)

•

•

-

e f

, (A,) His teeth became eroded at the roots.
(JK, A, TA.)- And
said of a man, He
* -

£,

J.

J.

p.

Já-S1->2- : ISd
says, I am not sure whether 2. <-, inf n. :, He set up [pieces of]
**
he mean the U-21 [a term applied to the seven, or wood [as stays, or props] against a wall. (KL.

1443
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[See the pass. part. n., below. And see also 3 The verb is made to have Zeyd for its object.
and 4.]) = Also, inf. n. as above, He (a man) And issua, c5-0 <! * is said (in the TA
wore, or clad himself with, the kind of s: called

~. (IAar, K.)

3. Jä &l £u

(A) And * : *- :[A tradition
respect of the authority upon which it
rests, or to which it is traced up or ascribed].
(A; TA. [See also
below.]) - See also

valid in

ess- of the yerb in the phrase : es:
Sú,
lää es' * *::::: so that it means Two and
more agents are assigned to it.] - es' **) ---. = Also A sort of garment of the kind
in art.

see 4. [Hence,] £2.
Jā')." [The sick man was stayed, or propped | U->J1 He made him to ascend the mountain.
up, against a pillow or the like]; and Jú (K) * A-ll as an intrans, verb: see 1, in four
J2:- [He (the sick man) said, Sigy ye. me, places,- You say also, 3-all L. --!, (M, L,)
or prop ye me up]. (A, TA.) And a-ax: Ju inf n. st-l, (L,) He was vehement in running; he
uá: [One part of it stays, or supports, and so strove, laboured, or exerted himself, therein. (M,
renders firm or strong, another part]. (Sh, O, K. L.)- And He (a camel) went a pace betn'een
[See #4.])— [And hence,] ū- **, re

called 25, (IAar, K.) of the fabric of El
Yemen: (IAar:) pl. St:í. (K:) or the pl. is

like the sing.: (IAar, K.) one says : *#
[meaning garments of the kind called x*]: (TA,
from a trad.:) Ibn-Buzurj says that 3:1 means

*: &: £9,

i. e. garments of those called

that called J-3 and that called is 1:8. (L.)

*: and he cites, from a poet, the phrase £.
ferring to a she-camel, t Her frame, or make, 7*as
6: see 1, first sentence. —# Júl.j means su-, which, he says, means a red jubbeh of those
symmetrical; or conformable in its several parts. The people went forth, every commander of them [made] of n:hat are called *#. (TA.) Accord.
(Ham, p. 788) – And *L, (§, K.) infn. with a [separate] corps. (Ham p. 783.) [See to Lth, it signifies A sort of clothing, [consisting
#1-2, (S,) He aided, or assisted, him; namely, also the act, part. n., below.]
of] a shirt with a shirt over it: and in like
another man. (S, K.)- And He requited, com
manner, short shirts made of pieces of cloth, one
8: see 1, first sentence.
whereof is concealed beneath another: whatever
pensated, or recompensed, him, (A, K, TA,) J*
J.<!! [for work, or for the work or deed]. (K.)

4. Gil J, #3: (AZ, S, M, Mob, K,

+, (S, L,) or £1, (M, L, K,) A certain appears (# U. Jé) thereof is termed :
country, (S, L, K,) well known, (K,) said in the [q. v.]: (O:) [this app. explains the meaning of

what here follows:] 3:1 is [a term used in the
TA) I made him, or it, to lean, rest, or stay “Marásid” to be a country betn'een India
case of] thy wearing a long shirt beneath a shirt
himself or itself, against, or upon, the thing; (*#) and Karman and Sijistan : (TA:) or a
(K;) [the people of that country;] a
(TK.) and 24; "4:U signifies the same. (AZ, people;
well-known nation; (M, L;) a nation bordering
TA.) You say, 1.3-li

c: 3: J.A.)

shorter than it. (M.)

&:

:

See

: [of which it is the n, un.].

He leaned

upon India, whose colours incline to yellonness,

his back against the wall. (M.A.) And 3.x-l

and who are generally slender: (Mgh:) or one

&:, with fath,(Mgh, Msh,K) or'3-,

IIe stayed, propped, or supported, it; namely, a of these meanings is the original of the other:
thing leaning i."y".
(TA in art.-->>.)– (TA:)
signifies a single person thereof:
[Hence,] us," e.g. --! t [I rested, or stayed, (S, K:) and : is the pl., (K,) or [rather] is
upon him my affair]. (A.) – And ~!
applied to the people collectively; (S;) these two

(thus in a copy of the M, [and thus I have gene
rally found it written, agreeably with the common

#.

'êe:

agú (41 & 2-1, (T, M, L, Msb) inf n.
St.

modern pronunciation,]) The 5%, (M.) or #,
(Msb) [both meaning anvil,] of the blacksmith.
(Msb, K.)

words being like J-5 and &# (TA) the pl. &: Great and strong;
of :- is: and # (M.L.) : is also

[q.v. infră], (S, &c.,) t He traced up, or
applied to a man
ascribed, or attributed, the tradition to the author
and
to
a
wolf.
(K.)
=
See
also
the next preced
thereof, [resting it upon his authority,] (T, S, M, the name of A great river of *: [or India; ing paragraph.
L., Msb, TA,) by mentioning him, (Msb,) or by i.e. the Indus], and of a district in El-Andalus:
#: A she-ass [either domestic or nild:
mentioning, uninterruptedly, in ascending order, and of a tonn in Western Africa (*#). (K.)
probably
the latter, because of her strength]. (K.)
the persons by whom it had been transmitted, up
3: The part that faces one, of a mountain,
to the Prophet; (T, L, KT;) [or by mentioning
&- [The ilex, or evergreen oak; so called
the person who had related it to him from the and rises from (os) the * - [i.e. base, or foot];
in
the present day;] a kind of tree. (TA.) [See
Prophet if only one person intervened;] saying, (S, K;) the acclivity, or rising part, in the face,
“Such a one told me, from such a one,” [and so or front, [or side,] of a mountain or a valley: st-l.]
on, if more than one intervened betnceen him and (T, M, A:) or a rising, or an elevated, portion *, applied to a she-camel, (S, M., &c.,)
the Prophet,] “from the Apostle of God;” of ground: (Mgh:) pl. Sú, (M, A,) [properly
Strong: (K:) or strong in make : (AA, S:) or
(KT;) [or it may be with an interruption in the
a pl. of pauc., but] the only pl. form. (M.) tall in the hump : (M.) or long in the legs, (A,
mention of the person by whom it had been A thing, such as a wall &c., against, or upon,
L,) and elevated [so I render 3.x-e, conjecturally,
transmitted * See :, below.]- &l 3: which one leans, rests, or stays himself: (Mgh, as
though meaning propped up,] in the hump :
Ut. 3. (As-l 3: [is a conventional phrase, used Msb:) and "3:... and * : [the latter in the (L:) or lean, and lank in the belly; (AO, M, L;)
in logic, meaning t The judging a thing to stand TA said to be with fet-h, but this is evidently a but Sh disapproves of this last explanation. (L.)

*

to another thing in the relation of an attribute to mistake, occasioned by a copyist's writing 2-à22

its subject, affirmatively or negatively]. (Kull for>] signify [the same,] a thing against, or
p. 157, in explanation ofX-l as a logical term wpon, which one leans, rests, or stays himself;

6 * @ is

3-.

See "A-0.

*
•

* * of

J.' [a comparative and superlative epithet
[meaning
is [and the former of these two particularly signifies
from <!--" £i. q. v., though (like 3: and
another conventional term, used in lexicology a cushion, or pillon, and more particularly a
J: when used as epithets of this kind) deviating
and rhetoric, meaning + A tropical attribution of large cushion or pillon, against which one leans;
from a general rule, which requires that such an
an act or a quality or a meaning; as in i: as expl. by Golius on the authority of Meyd;] epithet be formed from an unaugmented triliteral
for
and in & (q.v.) in one of its pl. £4. (L, Mgb.) - Applied to a man, i. q.
radical
- o#
23 -É verb]. You say <-2-0 £i, meaning
senses: see Harp. 432.-:45 Us! Jai!! --), : [meaning f A person upon whom one leans,
a Jaji, q.v. (TA in art. Jaj.)
another conventional phrase, is said of the verb rests, stays himself, or relies]; (S;) a man's
in the phrases & At and .# * and Ālā .#, *: [i. e. fstay, support, or object of reliance];
Sú infn of 4 [q.v.] (S, &c.)—[Used as
a simple subst, signifying t The ascription of a
meaning The verb is made an attributive to (#, TA;) as also V 3:. (TA.) You say
Zeyd: and, in an unusual manner, it is said (in - 1 [A lord, or chief, upon whom people lean, tradition to an authority in the manner expl.
COce 3: it has a pl., namely, *Li, as in the
the Mśb in art. --...) of the verb in the saying

"judgment")–(3)- Sú:

#%

#44,

de

•

y &

-

•

•

*

:

* =0<

* 9•

+

d > *

&c.], (A, TA) And use: * and "use:

• *

* - **

*
'9" .…j <- so that it means in this instance ! [He is my stay, support, or object of reliance]. saying,] -->l-S X',

*

* *

*

'L') : [The ascrip
182 *
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tions to authorities, whereon they rest, &c., are said in the “Sirr es-Siná'ah” of IJ. (TA.) [See |[I am he whom my mother named Heydereh,
the fundations of traditions]. (A, TA. |See also De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., vol. ii., p. 122 like a lion of forests, thick in the neck : I will

also :..])- Also used in the sense sf £3, of the Ar. text, and 311 of the transl.]- And measure you with the snord with a quick measur
[q.v., as a simple subst.]: pl. as above. (Har i.g. £3, [i. e. Time, from the beginning of the ing:] meaning, I will slay you quickly, before
flight. (TA. [But see what follows.]) - A
p. 32.) = Also A certain kind of tree. (M.) norld to its end; or time absolutely; or a long
[In the TA, it is said that the name commonly time; or a long unlimited time; or time nithout large, or an ample, sort of J'é [or measuring]:
known is ck- but I think that this is a mis end; &c.]. (S, M, A, K.) So in the saying, (M, K:) so expl. by some in the saying of ’Alee
•+13+14: 5 [I will not do it to the end above quoted: or in that saying it is from #:
take: see the latter word.]
of time]. (A, TA.) One says also, 3. *::1 •j as the name of a certain woman, who used to sell
J.. A place in, or upon, which one leans, -A-Ji, meaning [I will not do it, or I will not wheat and give full measure, or of a man who did
so. (TA) [See also #: as a subst, below.]–
rests, or stays himself: [and hence applied to a come to him or it,] ever. (IAar, T.A.)
Also The being bold, or daring: or boldness, or
couch, and a throne:] pl. Ju-8. (KL. [See
(TA) - And The being sharp in
daringness.
*-*: see J.-, second sentence.
also x-2, voce A-.])
affairs, and acting with penetrative energy: or
[pass, part. n. of 2, q.v.]. In the phrase sharpness in affairs, and penetrative energy.
+: [pass. part. n. of 4, Made to lean, rest, * * :
** * * * *
&c., against, or upon, a thing: and stayed, 5.x:- -ā-, [in the Kurlxiii. 4, meaning Pieces (TA.)
propped, or supported; or set up. - Hence of nood made to lean, or incline, against a wall,
(Jel,)] the latter word is with teshdeed because of 2- : see the next paragraph but one.
6- d -

6.-->

6* >

6- d

-

6 **

© e d

used in the sense of 3:2, as

being a thing set
up]: see 3:...—Also A tradition (**)
traced up, or ascribed, or attributed, to the author

its relation to many objects (#). (S.) = 3: A man bold, or daring, in his affair, not
#: also signifies. A certain sort of cloths, or frightened at anything. (TA.)
thereof, (T, L, K, TA,) [rested on his authority garments; and so * #: (M, TA.)
** - d -

5)-A-, [said in the TK to be the inf n. of Q. 1,
q. v.,] ($ in #. 2-) or "#, (so in a copy of

by the mention of him, (see 4,) or] by the mention,

*

uninterruptedly, in ascending order, of the persons

ag-A-2 : see what next precedes.

by whom it has been transmitted, up to the Pro
phet; (T, L, KT;) [or by the mention of him who

#1- (O, K, and Ham p. 783, in the CK and the M,) or " &: (IAar, K, TA,) A J& [or

-d -

*"...e.- - -

TK [erroneously] isú) + A she-camel having measure, for measuring corn, &c.], (S, M, K.)
has related it from the Prophet."hen only one
well known, (M,) of large size, (S, K,) like the
has intervened;] opposed to J% and &bí: 5 the breast and fore part prominent: (As, O, K:) Já'í and the -*: this is said in explanation
or n hereof one part of her frame stays, or sup

(T, L;) or it may be Alai.e., i.e. interrupted in
ports, (su:) [and so renders firm or strong,] of the first of these words as used in the saying of
the mention of the persons by whom it has been another part: (Sh, O, K:) or having prominent 'Alee quoted above: (S, TA:) i.e., the saying
has hence been expl. as meaning, I will make a
transmitted: (KT:) pl. £4, (K,) agreeably
withers: (Ibn-Buzurj, L:) or strong in the back:
wide and quick slaughter of you: (TA:) or it
with analogy, (TA) and #4, (Esh-Shāfi'ee, or n:hose frame, or make, is symmetrical, or con may
be a measure (Ulese) made of the tree called
K,) which latter has Us added to render the sound formable in its several parts: or, as some say,
of the kesreh more full; or, accord. to some, it is
a dial. var.; and accord. to some, agreeable with
[as meaning
analogy. (TA)- And i, q.
+ One nho claims as his father a person who is
not his father; or an adopted son; or one whose
origin, or lineage, or parentage, is suspected];

&

(S, M, L, K.) as also "...:-5 (M, L, K, [see
#) opposed to
accord. to Sb, signifies
+ The first portion [i. e. the subject] of a proposi
tion; and <! 3:1, + the second portion [i. e.
the attribute, or predicate,] thereof: (M, L:) or,
accord. to Kh, a proposition consists of a. *:
and a 4." -->; and in the phrase U-2 20. ***
'4, [for ex.,] all J.s is a J...", and Cu- Je.

an ex. in a verse cited voce

*. (L)–:l,

s

n:hose frame, or make, is dissimilar, or uncon 5.x: (Kt, TA:) [for]—it is also the name of
and
..formable, in its several parts; because the hump A certain tree, (S, M, K,) of which bons
arron's are made. (M, K.)

differs from the other parts; so that it is from the

phraseXil 33t-3 meaning as expl. above [see 6]:

&: A man quick, or expeditious, (K, TA,)

(Ham p. 783) and #1 ixit.: ; a she camel in his affairs; who strives, exerts himself, or is
hard, firmly compacted, in the back. (M, L, TA.) diligent, therein. (TA.) - And the pl. #20.
signifies [the contr., or] Persons without occupa
*-*: see A-, in two places.
tion; people of sport and idleness; as also
c: ls-j- 1 They two went Jorth aiding, 52%. (TA.)-Also, the sing, Bold, or daring;
or assisting, each other; (A," L, TA;) as though (O, K, TA;) who makes a boast of more than he
each of them leaned, or stayed himself, upon the possesses. (TA.)- The lion; (K;) because of
other, and aided himself by him. (L, TA.) The his boldness, or daringness. (TA.) – Strong,
latter word is used, in this sense, of two men
or vehement; (O, K;) thus applied to anything.
going on a hostile, or hostile and plundering, ex (TA.)- Tall, or long; (O, K;) thus in the
pedition: and of two wolves attacking a person.
dial. of Hudheyl (O.)- Large in the eyes.
(A.) And one says, 3:44. b*, meaning (K.)- Good: and the contr., i.e. bad. (M, K.)
! They went forth under sundry, or different, - A certain sort of arron's, and of arron-heads
6.--> & e

© •,•

is a 4&l A-2: (O, L:) [but accord. to other
authors, and general modern usage, and agree banners, or standards, (S, A, M, L, K,”) every or the like: (M.) or the white of these, (M, K.)
ably with the proper meanings of the terms, party by itself, (A, L,) the sons of one father i.e. of the latter: (K:) and a spear-head very
[separate] banner, (L) not all under clear or bright, (K, TA,) and sharp : (TA:) or,
3: (meaning the attributed) signifies the attri under one
bute, or predicate; and #! 3:1, (meaning
that to which a thing or an accident is attributed)

the banner of one commander. (S, L. K.)

applied to an arrow, it means made of the tree

called £: ($ in art...", and M, and TA:)
63

2-A

–o–

40 d >

and āj- J-35 means a bon made of that tree:

signifies the subject.] - Also The Himyeree, or
2Himyeritic, character of writing; the character Q. 1, #3: (M,K) infn of £, which sig. (TA:) or a bony having its string braced, and
of Himyer; (S, M, A, O, K;) differing from nifies He (a man) went quickly: (TK.) [or strongly, or skilfully, or well, made. (K, TA.)–
the modern Arabic character: (S, O:) they used was quick or expeditious :] syn. of the former Also 4 species of bird. (K.)- See also the next
to write it commonly in the days of their rule; #: (M, K:) Sgh mentions it in art. J.A., re preceding paragraph.
•' de

*

and AHát says that it continued in use among garding the Ü as augmentative. (TA.) Hence,
U-->
them in El-Yemen in his day [i.e. in the latter accord. to some, the saying of ’Alee,
... .2%
25 •*
half of the second century of the Flight and the
[or silk brocade]:
U--- Thin, or fine,
former half of the third century]: (M, TA:)
Jel in xliv. 53,
30,
xviii.
in
and
Jel
Bd
M,
(Th,
Abu-l-'Abbās says, 3:1 was the language of
3-aii 1.1% - C -:=
©

de • Co-

od-p

&e

*

de • *

-

-

O.-->

*

Msb, K, TA:) or thin, or fine, "… [q.v.]:

the sons of Seth; (O, TA;) [i. e. the language

de - © &
*

written in the character so called;] and the like is

• * >

d :

6 - d.

g

* -'l Jaš +-'l'-.' 1

*

(Bd in xliv.:) opposed to 3:1; (TA:) or i, q.
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la

[expl. by IB as meaning thin, or fine,

ru's so in the TA in art, c']: (S) or a kind
of cl:#; (Lth, K, TA;) made of [the kind of
don'n called]

es:

*:

#,

[pl. of

1.

£, aor. 4; (M, K;) or £,

[as though meaning When a people are unable to
aor. *, inf. n. find the right way to bind the -šū-, in conse
quence of the affair that is uncertain to #

*:: (Mab3) or both; (TA) He was, or (thus related by Meyd; but in the TA with U
[q v.]. (M,

(Lth, TA:) or a kind of became, such as is termed bu

in the place of 225, and L'é in the place of U-2 :)]
Az, however, says that this is not the meaning:
i: [The mimosa Nilotica.; also called acacia that JU.S. here signifies the advancing, or pre
Nilotica;] a 1:5, [or this is properly the name ceding; and that the meaning is, are unable to
of its fruit,] (M, K.) which grows in the 's find the right nay of advancing, or preceding;
[or Upper Egypt], (M,) or [rather] in Egypt; (Meyd, TA;) from -: said of a horse, expl.

q. v.]: (M, K:) [accord. to Msb, K.)

Golius, praestans et subtile panni serici genus;
as on the authority of Ibn-Maaroof: and Attalicus
Pannus, aurum argentumve intextum habens;

as on the authority of J, who, however, explains
it only by the word &#. :

it is mentioned in the

below. (TA.) = See also the next paragraph.

[for it grows in Lower, as well as Upper, Egypt;]
S and Msb in art. U--- and in the latter, is said (K;) it is the best kind of firewood of the people
to be of the measure J: ; but accord. to the of that country, who assert that it has most
K, the d is a radical letter:] it is [said to be] an of fire, and least of ashes; so says AHn, on the
arabicized word, without contradiction, (Lth, K,) authority of a person well informed; and he adds
as well as 3:1; (Lth:) but both these words that they tan with it [or rather with its pods]:
occur in the Kur-án, and Esh-Shāfi'ee and others the word is foreign: (M:) and is also written
deny that any arabicized word occurs therein: £2: Sgh says that is an arabicized word, from
[though they are opposed by Bd (xvii. 37) and the Indian j-. [So in the TA, doubtless a mis
others:] some say that they are instances of the transcription. In the CK, £1 is erroneously
agreement of different languages. (MF.)

Jú:

4. -ā-l, inf. n.
see above, in two
places. - Hence, i. e. from this verb in the sense

expl. in the first sentence, (S, TA,) £i *-ā-l
! He performed his affair skilfully, soundly, or
thoroughly. (S, M, K, TA.) = Also He (a
horse) preceded the other horses: (S, TA:) and

-ā- she (a camel) preceded the other camels
(K, TA) in going, or journeying, or pace; (TA;)

as also '-'. (K, TA.)

put for £1.]

[See the verse cited

in the preceding paragraph, and the explanation

Lü (S, M, Mgh, Mab, K) and Lú (M, O,
J.--

L. CK) and 't,' & M, K) and ':
&#: dial. var. of&#, q. v.; (Fr, L, K;)
like J3-5: (TA:) pl. &2u-, (L.)

(S, K) A man (Mgb) having no beard: (M,
Mgh, Msb:) or having no hair at all upon his
face: (M:) or having no hair upon the sides of his
face [so I render
and no beard at all:

advanced, or preceded. (TA.)- Said of light

(S, K:) or having little hair upon the sides of the
face, (Mgh, Mgb,) or upon the side gf the face,

Hust. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

&#],

J.--

J:

see art. U-A".

of it by Az.] Said of a camel, it means also He
put fornard his neck, to go on: (K, TA:) or he

but not reaching to the state of the &->= : (IAar,

ning, It appeared, or was seen, near; and so said

of the clouds (~~). (K) – And -a
-: The wind blen violently, and raised the
-: see the next paragraph.

de

*:

K:) or i, q.
(Mgh:) or whose beard is
-:- A leaf; (M, and so in copies of the K,
on his chin [only], having nothing on the sides of and in the TA ;) or leaves: (so in other copies of

J

1.3-, aor. : , (TK) inf n.:, (M.K.) He

the face : (As, K:) or this last signification, the K:) pl. +: thus in the copies of the K,
accord.
to As, applies to b: : (TA:) the pl. (of [like the sing,j but this requires consideration;
(a man, TK) was, or became, illnatured, or very
perverse or cross: (K, TK:) or narrow in dis b: accord. to some copies of the K and the and it seems that it is Js:, a pl. assigned to
position. (M.) Hence is derived

5:-

in the

TA) is £ (IAar, K) and £i (which is a pl. -: in a sense

that will be mentioned in what

first of the senses expl. below. (M.) [Or per of pauc.]: (K:) lot... is used as a sing. and pl. follows: (TA:) [or the pl. is #, likewise men
epithet: it is used as a pl. by Dhu-r-Rummeh.

haps the reverse may be the case.]
-

%, £:
Or

tioned, as a pl. of

(IB, TA.)
see the last paragraph.

-:-, in what follows, in three

places:] also (K) the leaf of the [tree called]
*::: see the next preceding paragraph. =

3: A coat

made of thongs, (S, M, K,) worn Also A well-known medicine. (K.)
3.
*>
in war, (M,) like a coat of mail: (S, K:) [and]
Uses:: see £2.
any weapon of iron : (A:) and weapons, or arms,
collectively: (M, K:) or, accord. to some, 23.2
coats
&

&:

(AA, S, O, K:) or the pericarp of the

&": (S, M, O, K:) this, says IB, is the correct

-

meaning, as those acquainted with the #-re
affirm; for, as 'Alee Ibn-Hamzeh says, the &”

* *

-

of mail: (M:) so As means in explaining 22-J)
as signifying what consists of rings: (TA:) or,
as some say, a coat of mail: (Ham p. 352:) or
all iron. (AO.)

#- The cat;

has not leaves, nor thorns, but consists of slender
inf. n. twigs; it grows in [water-courses such as are
-:; (M, K.) and '4-15 (S. M. K3) or, termed] -4: (TA:) a poet likens thereto the
accord. to As, the latter only; (S;) He bound ears of horses: (S:) the pl. is ā-: (M:) or
1.

*" -ā, aor. - and *, (§, M, K.)

3
the -su. [q. v.] upon the camel: (S, M., K.) the pericarps of any tree having a produce CO7t
of the masc. gender; syn. »; and the latter, he put to him (i.e. the camel), or
sisting of grains in a long pod, (AHn, O, K,)

(M, A, Msb) as also "::, (K) or *%: (as made for him, a -à: (K, TA;) thus expl. by that become scattered, when they dry, from that
in a copy of the M:) fem. with 3: (Mgb:) pl.
*::: (S, Mgb, K:) but x- is rare in the lan El-’Ozeyzee. (TA.) [Hence, accord. to some,] pod, the shale thereof remaining; (AHn, O';)
guage of the Arabs:

* and &:

one says, in a prov., of a person confounded
are

more

common (IAmb, Mob) And #1 & The

in his affair, W -'9 J*,($, Meyd)

J-, [or -, i.e. litten, or the file]. (T in

He was confounded, or perplexed, and unable to
see his right course, by reason of fright, like him

art. L:)-A lord, master, or chief (M, K;)

one such pod is termed "#, (AHn, O, K.)

or perplexed, and unable to see his right course, and the pl. [or coll. gen. n.] is -:- (K;) and

meaning

(AHn, O, K:)
Aboo-Ziyād says that it is like [the pod of] the

this last has for its pl. ā-:

J% [or

bean], except that it is wider, and

in some copies of the K, * is erroneously who knows not where to bind the -st: (Z, TA:) pointed at the extremity; wherefore a poet likens
put for 2.; (TA;) a chief of a tribe: (Sgh:) it originated from the fact of a man's being thus thereto the ear of a horse: (O:) or, accord. to
pl. as above. (Sgh, K.)- A vertebra (M, K) confounded, or perplexed: (Meyd:) a poet says, AHn, *ā- signifies any pericarp, whether
of the upper part (TA) of the neck (M, K) of a (namely, Ibn-Kulthoom, TA,)
oblong or not oblong; and the pl. [or coll. gen. n.]
camel: (M, TA:) pl. as above. (TA.)- The
is -i-, and the pl. of C++ is #2 (M.) (see
root of the tail: (Er-Riyáshee, K:) pl. as above.
also
£: and the shale of the [bean called]
(K.)
& &#1:9'3*

*

*** * * *

*

*
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55%,

and of the [species of kidney-bean called] put to them, to keep the saddles in their places. Any [hill of the hind termed] ass=1; pl. as

£, and of the lentil, and the like; (IAar, TA;)

above: so accord. to Sh:

(M.)
* -

(T, O, TA:)

or it is

d -

or the shale of the first of these three when what āā-e A mare, (S, M., K.) and a she-camel, the name of a particular assi, (T, O, K, TA,)
well known; occurring, without Ul, in a poem of
was in it has been eaten; (K;) and the pl., is (M,) preceding others in going, or journeying, or
-*. (IAar, T.A.)- Also, (K,) or * -: , pace; (S, M, K;) as also "Jú: (M:) and Imra-el-Keys. (T, O, TA)—And 3:1, 4
with fet-h, (IAar, O, L,) A branch, or twig, -:- [being pl. of the latter] signifies the same; certain white star. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)
(**) stripped of its leaves. (IAar, O, L., K.)– and is applied to camels: (Th, TA:) or [so in
-- -

2-33 [i. e. the K, but more properly “and”] i:, with
Lo
c)3.j, q v,] which is sometimes in wheat and fet-h to the cy, is specially applied to the she
barley, (O, K,) and which vitiates them, and camel, (K, TA,) in the sense first assigned to it .1. L., (M., Msb, K.) aor. *, (Mab, K.) inf. n.
saying
loners their prices. (O) = Also i, q, x-2 [4 above: (TA:) or #:, (K, TA,) with kesr to *; (M, Msb;) so some say; others
in the pass. #m; and "...i. as some say;
2:
sort, or species]. (K.) One says, cut-Asi lá: the cy, (TA,) signifies a [youthful she-camel such
[This is food, or wheat,] of tro sorts, good and as is termed] .# that has completed the tenth others saying "...i. (Msb;) He (a camel) was,
And the former, The [grain called]

bad. (AA, O.) - And A

company...of

men, month of her pregnancy, and whose udder has or became, large in the A:... [or hump). (M,

(Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) One says, c, -ā- List become snollen. (Ibn-'Abbād, K, TA) - Also, Msb, K.)

Jä

(El-’Ozeyzee, O, K,) or

-: and W -ā-, (AA,

A company of men came to me. (Ibn

2. 4.-, (M. K.) inf n. *:3, (K.) It (herb

M,) applied to a she-camel, Lean, or light of age, or pasture,) made him (a camel) large in the
in A... [or hump]; as also "4-1: (M, K:) or
or lankalso
M, is:
O, K,)signifies
El-’Ozeyzee,
(AA,
..flesh,
M.) - And
(AA,
the belly.
ā-, see the next preceding paragraph, in two
both signify it made him fat. (TA) - And He
places.
Land affected with drought, barrenness, or dearth: made it gibbous, namely, a grave; i.e. he raised
'Abbād, O.)

J.

(El-’Ozeyzee, O, K:) or a year of drought, barren
dú- and c. Two pieces of nood set up ness, or dearth : [thus expl. as a subst, or an epi it from the ground like the A# (Msh:)--5
right, betneen which is put the [pulley called] thet in which the quality of a subst, is predomi (S, K) of a grave ($) is the contr. of
at- [by means whereof water is drawn.] (K.) nant:] pl. -it- (AHn, M.)
(S, K.) He raised it, [app. so as to make it
•,• C. J.

<!-i.

gibbous,] namely a thing. (M.) - And He

Jú. The [breast-girth called]. - 4: (Ki) or Jú- 1 A camel that males the saddle to shift filled it, namely, a vessel, (AZ, M, Msb, K,) and
the appertenance of the camel that is as the -: backwards; (S, M, K, TA;) wherefore a -su
then put upon it what n'as like a A: of n-heat
to the horse or similar beast: (Kh, S:) or a cord
which you tie to the * [or breast-girth of the
camel], then you bring it fornard so as to put it
behind the callous protuberance upon the breast,
[and there, app., make it fast in some manner,]
and it keeps the 2...a5 in its place : (A5, S, O,
K:) this is done only when the belly of the camel
has become lank, and his re-aj has [conse
quently] become unsteady: (S, O, K:*) or a
cord that is tied from the hind girth of the camel
to his breast-girth and is then tied to his neck,
when he has become lank : (M:) pl. [of mult.]

is put to him: (S, TA:) and, (K,) or as some or some other thing, (AZ, Msb,) or so that there

say, (S,) that makes it to shift forwards : (S, K, was above it what was like the A. (M.)–
TA:) so says Lth: but ISh disallows his expla See also 5. - [And seeX: below.]
nation, saying that it means a she-camel that
makes the load to shift forwards; and that it:

that males her fore. girth

to slipfornard; contr.

£9-2 (

&2).) - See

&

jū. <-s:

of
yf -3-2 and -ll-o. (TA in art.
•

The fire became large in its flame:

(M, K:) or the fire had a high flame. (TA.)

DJ

also aä -e, in two places.

5. #1 2: He mounted, or rode upon, the

Aü... [or hump] of the she-camel. (Harpp. 332,

-: (M.K.) and C# (K) and [of pauc] is:
(TA:) and a leathern strap or thong, or some
other thing, that is put behind the [breast-girth
called] -->4, in order that it may not slip [from
its place]. (M.)

4: see 1, in two places: - and 2, first sen

[a word which I have not found anywhere except tence.–3:31--, (S. K.) inf n >! ($)
in this instance] signifies the contrary: (TA:) or The smoke rose, or rose high. ($, K.) And

and 390.) – He (the stallion) mounted the she
camel; (M, TA;) he leaped the she-camel. (TA.)

J

1. 3 (S. K.) aor. *, (K) infn 3%, (S) –And 4--. He, or it, mounted, ascended, got,
He (a young camel) suffered indigestion (S, K) was, or became, upon it, (S, M, MSb, K,) namely,
9:0 &: Lfrom the milk], (K.) One says, of a a thing; (M, Mgb, K;) as also "4:-, (M, K.)
young camel,

3: L:- *

He drank until, or

that shifts the saddle forniards. so that, he suffered indigestion. (S.) And one inf n...:3. (TA. [Freytag adds 4-1 in this
sense, as on the authority of J, whom I do not
(Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) [See also Jú:...]
says, of an ass, and of any beast, 3-, inf n. as find to have mentioned it.]) And He mounted,
above, meaning, He was affected with what re or ascended, upon it from its side, namely, a wall.
-: A cloth that is put, (AA, O, K,) or tied, sembled
indigestion from eating fresh herbage. (TA.) And He rode upon it, namely, anything,
(M,) upon the shoulders of the camel: pl. -: (TA.)
[meaning any animal,] advancing, or retiring.
(AA, M, O, K) and -: (K:) the cloths that
upon• * *him,
Q. 2% [i. e. Ease and plenty (TA.)- Also It became abundant
ai-li.
4.:
**
are similarly placed upon the hinder parts of
of hoariness; as also a.o.e.:5;
and
said
spread;
camels are called it: [pl. of J.'s]. (AA, O.) caused him to exult, or to exult greatly, or ex
cessively, and to behave insolently and unthank (IA, M.T.A.) like 4 × (TA)-And

-is: A horse

– Also The assus [properly meaning selvage, fully, or ungratefully: or nealth made him to

J.S. *: ---. The clouds rained copiously,

or selvedge,] of a carpet; (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K;) enjoy, or lead, a plentiful, and a pleasant or an
or abundantly, upon the land. (TA)–:
i.e., its J.- [which generally means map; but easy, and a soft or delicate, life; or a life of ease
also signifies The taking, or seizing, suddenly,
this addition I think doubtful]. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.) and plenty]. (O, K.)
unexpectedly, or by surprise. (M., K.)
* * > d J.

A she-camel having the -st. [q.v.] tied 3: Satiated, or sated, like him who is suffer
upon her. (S, TA.)-And *: J: IHorses ing indigestion: (A’Obeyd, TA:) applied by
ää

> [a coll. gen, n.]: see #: [its n. un.].
X- A camel having a large A:... [or hump]:
Lebeed as an epithet to a horse. (TA.)
having the [nithers, or parts called] 8-4 high,
sos."
(Lth, S, M, K.) fem, with s. (Lth, TA)—
or elevated: denoting a quality approved in them; &:- A house, or chamber, plastered with Also A tall plant, of which the a..., (§, K.) i.e.
-

(Ibn 'Abbād, o, K.) pl. &# and the head, resembling the ear of corn, (S,) or the
thereof: and when they are thus, the saddles &ú: (K:) or, accord. to Sh, these are pls of lossom, (K) has come forth. ($, K.) [And]
recede upon their backs; wherefore the Jú. is the word in the sense next following. (TA) is: signifies Any tree (5-3) that does not

for it is only in the best, and the generous, gypsum

Lo" - d…w
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bear; its extremities having dried up, and be X: which signifies the highest part of a thing. bread and beverage &c. means the becoming
..[In the TA, the word in this (EM ubi supra.) And '-31A: + The highest mouldy, or musty, or spoiled. (S: and so in some
sense is said to be a- : but the former is app, [of a people] in respect of glory. (TA.)
copies of the K and in the TA: in other copies of
come altered. (M.

the K,

the right reading.]) - Also, (TA) or use --

4:1, like -:=, is put in the place of

2: The ox, or con; syn. #31: (M, K:) or, • 3-3
a-J); and &&." in the place of the explana
only mentioned as
• * ~ ** de
£, 6,2 are z
said of water) Water rising, or rising high, and as some say, the wild 3%. (TA.)
tion
&#1)
a-:
.
&#
424
&
#C3,
2: The fruit, or produce, of the J.- [q.v.];
appearing upon the surface of the earth. (TA.)
•

J w * * *

•

L-39 *3, (S, in which it is

in the Kur [ii. 261], means + [But look at thy

(M, K, TA; [in the CK, of the Ui-;]) men food and thy beverage,] it has not become altered
ão. The blossom (M, K) of a plant; (K;)
tioned by Seer on the authority of Aboo-Málik:
* * * *

[for the worse] by the lapse of years: (Fr, S,
TA:)
Az says that this is the right way of read
corn, ($, TA) [or] it is of the ais, [q. v.], not
fies A certain herb : (see à... :) or a species of ing, by pronouncing the 2 in a: in pausing
of the [herbs called] Ji (M3) and signifies tree: pl. [or rather coll. gen, n.] 2: (M.)
after it and in continuing without pausing: Ks
also the extremities [or an extremity] of the
i. e. (TA) the head thereof, resembling the ear of

(M:) n. un, with 3.

c.1.2, which are [or is] shed thereby: (M,
TA::) and the head of a tree [or plant] of the
kind termed J3 [q. v.], in form like what is upon

(K)...And the latter signi

used to suppress the 2 in the latter case and to
[originally inf. n. of 2, q.v.,] A certain pronounce it in the former: and Aboo-'Amr Esh
water in Paradise; so called because running
Sheybánee says that the original form [of &#
above the elevated chambers (S, K*) and the is
&#: the like change being made in it as is

+:

the head of the reed, or cane, except that it is pavilions: mentioned in the Kur lxxxiii. 27: (S:)
made in 4:3 [for & #] and in us): : *
soft, and the camels eat it in the manner termed or a certain fountain, or source, (#) in Para
ź (inf n of ~34, q.v.]: (TA) (it is the dise: so they assert; and this requires its being [for usual 4:3). (TA. [See also 5 in art.
n. un. of W24, the latter being a coll. gen, n., as determinate, imperfectly decl.: or, accord. to Zj, 3- and Us", last sentence.])
is shown by what follows:] AHn says, some a nater coming upon them from above, from the
i: a word of which the final radical letter is
chambers: (M:) or a certain fountain,
assert that the a... is such of the produce of elevated
rejected,
(S, Msb,) and of which there are two dial.
or source, coming upon them from above. (K
herbs as resembles the produce of the 24-31 [Q. v.] [and in like manner Az explains it].)
vars., (Msb,) being, accord. to some, originally

and the like; and such as the produce of the reed,

6 e

or cane; and that the most excellent of the ...

4-2 Lāy. A land that gives growth to the accord to others, #, (S, Msb,) like

o d

i:,(S, Msb) like:-(S) or i-,(MSD) and
is: and

seg

are the ... of atheherbcamels
calledeatthe it'a<!
[n un, of *:l, n, un of: (K, TA)
in the manner

Al-l]; ."

6: * *

upon each of these originals are founded modifi
cations of the word, (Msb,) therefore it is men
tioned in the K [and S and other lexicons] in the
present art. and again in art. 3-, (TA,) A year;

--> A camel left unridden [so that he is made
to have a large hump). (K, TA)- And £5
X: An elevated [or a gibbous] grave: from syn. U3-; (Msb;) or Ale: (M, K:) or, as Suh
A:l. (Mgh.)- And...: : + Great glory. says, in the R, the ai. is longer than the Ae; the
>a< of the camel, (S) of the he-camel and of (M, T.A.)

termed Lo-ad-, because of its softness; or, as in
some of the copies [of his work], the camels do
not eat it. (M.)
-

latter word being applied to the [twelve] Arabian

the she-camel, [The hump; i.e.] the highest part
of the back: (M, TA:) [in substance,] it is to
the camel like the agi [here meaning the fat of
the tail] to the sheep : (Msb:) pl. i: (S, M,
Msb, K) [and app. A: also, as seems to be

indicated by an explanation of this latter pl. in

months [collectively], and thus differing from the
former word: (TA:) with the Arabs it consists
of four seasons, mentioned before [in art. Ú-ej,

4-w

1: see 5, in two places.
VOce

34. :

but sometimes it is tropically applied

3. *L, inf n. #3 and £5 and ul-,
inf

to ; a single J.: [or quarter]; as in the saying,
n. #Gu: (K;) or ău: <e, and ićt-, ūji= #1 *: >'s, meaning [The rain con

what follows]. Hence, in a trad., &c.; c." #3 (Msb;) He made an engagement, or a contract, tinued] during the J: [or quarter, all of it]:
-: * [Women upon whose heads are twith him for work or the like, by the year: (K:) (Msb:) [see more in art. 3- and L- :] the dim.
* -- ~ * * * * ~ *the like of the humps of the Bactrian camels];
is *: (S, Msb) accord. to those who make
meaning such as wind the head-coverings as tur
the original of £ to be #, (Mab) and ':
bans upon their heads so as to enlarge them [in the year :] (S:) #: and ič from #1 are
# *

>

/

and #4 #3, and ič, [I hired him by

appearance] thereby. (TA.) [Hence, also, A: like #3% from tall, and #su: from 3:1, and
ašū! t The name of a star in the constellation of #: from &#1, &c. (TA in art. & )
Casiopea : mentioned by Freytag, with a refer #: -*t. The palm-tree bore one year and
ence to Ideler Untersuch. p. 84.] – Also The not another; (AS, K;) as also <5%. (As, TA.)
highest, or highest part, of anything: (TA:) and
4. In this form of the verb, the final radical
the best, or choice part, (M, TA) of anything;
(TA;) because the Aù is the best, or the choice letter is changed into -->, so that they say ls:,
part, of what is in the camel. (M.) [Hence,] meaning They experienced drought, or barren
Júl #: The protuberant, or elevated, parts ness. (TA. [See also art. --..])

(S, Msb) accord. to those who make the original
of £ to be is: (Mgb;) and some say i:,
but this is rare: (TA:) the pl. is −0- (Msb, K)
accord. to those who make the original of i: to
be #: (Msb,) and $3: (Msb, K) accord. to
those who make the original of # to be is:

(Msb;) and &s:- also, (S, Msb, K.) like the
masc. perfect pl.,

(Mgb)

[agreeably with a rule

applying to other cases of this kind,] with kesr,

of the sands; as being likened to the hump of 5. £e *::, (S,) and *.xls 4:3, (S, Msb,) to the J-, (§, TA) and 3:- [in the accus. and
J% £f the I remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, with him, or gen. cases], (MSb, TA,) so that one says, **

the she-camel: (M, TA:) and

&: [These are

years], and

&- <: [I san,

backs of the sands, that rise from the main por.

at his abode, a year : (Msb:) both signify the

tions thereof. (TA) And J.S. A. The -:

same. (TA) [See also 5 in art. 3- and L-.] gears], (TA) and the c) is elided when it is pre
—£1 - + The palm-tree undern ent the fixed to another noun, governing the latter in the
lapse of years; ($, Mgb;) as also ".….: (S:) gen. case, (Msb,) and some say &*, with damm
and in like manner one says of other things. to the U"; (§, TA;) and in one dial, the Us is
in all the cases, and the c is made a
(Mgb)-4-3 said of food and of beverage, retained
letter of declinability, with tenween when the
(Fr, S, TA,) + It became altered [for the worse];
as also "4:..., aor. 4, inf n. 2: . (TA) or it word is indeterminate, [so that one says &-l

[q. v.] (S, TA [in Sonne copies of the S 2-4, per
haps correctly As-, i.e. high, or elevated, part])

of the land: (§, TA:) and the middle of the
land. (S, K.) And J: A: The rising part
of the middle of the upper side of the sandal,

which is in the place of the hollon of the foot.
(Harp. 559.) And JöA: The highest parts of became altered [for the worse] by the lapse of and is not elided when the word is prefixed to
another noun, governing the latter in the gen.
23 - a
a fire: (EM p. 156, and TA ')2: being pl. of years: (Fr, S, TA:) and a: in relation to case, because it is [regarded as] one of the radical
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letters of the word; and of this dial. is the saying by want of rain, and when he returned, being cloud watered, or irrigated, with rain], aor.:

ā-1, meaning

and G: (M, TA) And £1.<, aor. 3:5,

of the Prophet, cis-à &- 'is'."
-** [O God, make them to be to them gears

asked respecting it, he said,

like the years of Joseph]; (Msb; [but in my

is said in a trad, #3: J. J.", i.e. #31,

copy of the Mgh, I find

: £

! Drought, &c. [has befallen it]. (TA.) And it inf n. 3.
2:..., | The sky rained.

-: -ás;]) or with ! [O God, aid me against Mudar] by drought &c.

3:

J

-

£ [and ten

• *

*

(TA)---

J: (M in art. Us-3) or <,
(K, TA) aor. L-3, like L-35 (K, TA:) The
aOt.

(TA.) = It isof also [used as an epithet,] applied
(L:), as meaning t Affected with beast [by which is app, meant, in the M, the
horse, for it is there added ts:, meaning that
of the measure & Ass, like cel-s, with a rejec drought, or barrenness; (As, S, K;) as also the verb is said in like manner of other animals,
to

ween], there

like

ar: two opinions ; one is, that it is

to land
*ed.»

tion [of one letter], though this

** @*

* it... and #3:... (Mgb.) One says likewise, which is the case, for it is generally said of a
pl., for there sometimes occurs among pls. that 3-33. ** # These are countries, or tracts, camel,] n'as used for the drawing of nater upon
which has no parallel, as

is an anomalous

esse, and this is the opi

affected with drought &c.; and Et-Tirimmáh it [to irrigate land: see

nion of Akh; the other is, that it is of the measure says
J-4, changed to Jeas because of the kesreh of *
the second letter; the pl. being in some instances
of the measure Jess, like ~£- and +;

*

•

&

w

2.

•"

2

£4,

below]. (M, K.)

And t: , aor. s: said of a beast [turning a

**
*

: * ~" c- 3

water-wheel], He e turned
round about the well.
of
•

* > *

> d -

(R, TA). And -49 co: 23:1 (S. K.)
but

inf n. #ü-, and sometimes àgu, (TA) The

opinion makes its final Ú to be ! [In a gusty tract, the wind moaning therein people, or party, dran water jor themselves;
a substitute for 2, and that of āfile a substitute like the moaning of the milch enes or goats (see (S, K; [in some copies of the former of which,
for Us: ($:) you may also suppress the tenween -si-) in the country affected with drought, or '#'í $! is erroneously put for #:
í Šl, the
in &- [in which case it seems that one says the countries, &c., x: being regarded as a coll. reading in both of my copies;]) and so ****
&-in the nom. case (assimilating it to &:-) gen. n. and therefore qualified by a pl., like >: ---.S. (M. T.A.) And 2:31 Já ú, inf n:
as well as in the accus, and the gen. ; like as one in the phrase &sistê-3). (TA)
#: [app. a mistranscription for #ū-], JHe dren,
he who holds this

does in the instances of Ü:* and dºw, pls of
#, accord. to the K, though, as I have shown

in art. 2", there is some doubt on this points]
but the suppression of the tenween in Üs:- is
more rare than its pronunciation: (I’Ak p. 18 :)
and

another pl. is

&

[originally

#) of the

d=-

d -->

a... a ., also pronounced with teshdeed to the water upon the camel; which camei is termed
#ú. (M.A.) And *
A camel upon
& see :, in art. 3- and Ls-, last sentence.
n:hich
water
is
drann.
(Mgh
and
Msb
in expla
Xú. + [Food, or n heat,] that has under nation of #ū) And '. J: X: [A nell
from
gone the lapse of years (AZ, K3) as also c-. which water is dran'n, app. by means of the camel
(AZ, TA)- See also ax->.
called āşūl. (M.) And # <, inf n. #ć,
al- als- t A palm-tree that bears one year
I dren the bucket from the well. (TA)=<-and not another: (S, K:) or a palm-tree affected

L:

*:

6* * * *

*-6 •

measure U2 a5. (Er-Răghib, TA in art. 2".) The

* > d

*

>

&: £u. <-i, in the Kur [xviii. 24],
#1 (M, K) aor. :, inf n. #, (M.) The
is said by Akh to be for cle:"c" #1: [Three by a year of drought. (S.) And #: i: A Jire became high in its light. (M, K.) And

phrase

hundred of years]: and he says that if the

co

gear in which is no herbage nor rain. (TA.) –
6**

be an explicative of the aius, it is in the gen. case See also a ..., last sentence but one.

[to agree with #2]; and if an explicative of the

&#1 -, (M, K) aor. 3:, inf n. *, (TA)
The lightning shone, shone brightly, or gleamed:

6 *d, * *

6&-

-

***

aweand22-:. (dims. of ā-), and the pl. (M, K, TA:) [or gleamed upniards, or shot up :
&- a
J5, it is in the accus. case [to agree with J.3]. ~le- : see al-', in five places: and see also as: for, in the Kur xxiv. 43,] some read, it: ś
- ofioso
* * **
(S. [See also Bd on this phrase; and see De in art. 9- and Us".
2'-a')- -a.j: %
as
meaning The rising and
Sacy's Ar. Gr., 2nd ed., i. 423.]) [a-, relating
gleaming
upwards
of
his
lightning [nearly taketh
#, applied to bread, (S. K.) and so * :
to an animal or a plant or the like, means To the
6&.e.,

*

-

6* **

the comple applied to bread and to beverage &c., (CK, but
tion of his, or its, year; i. e in his, or its, first see 5, third sentence,) + Mouldy, or musty, or
spoiled. (S, K.)
year.] And one says, " < * * [I met
him some years ago; three or more, to ten, years
3- and Us:
ago]: a phrase like-** <'s £5. (Az, TA in
1. G., [aor. *] inf n.
and #ū- and
art.-23s.) And W #: is a dim. of enhancement,
# -, i. q. Ji- [as meaning He watered, or irri.

completion of a year: and

4:3, to

:

of #3 one

says

#:- #:

A severe year of

anay the sight, lit. sights]; others reading u-,
of which *... is not a dial. var. (M.) And * es-"
& Ji signifies [in like manner] The lightning

gland ; or diffused itself, and rose.
(M.) And *9. &: č, G. t He rose [or
aspired] to the means of attaining eminence. (M.)

shone, or

And 4--J #4, inf n. *, +He became high,

land]. (M.) [Hence,] one says Jä or exalted, in his grounds of pretension to respect
drought or barrenness or dearth : (TA:) and W is: and W #~, (S, M, K,) meaning Watered, or honour. (M.) And G:, like G#, He (a
Jae'' " +. -> b% [They lapsed into the
man, TA) was, or became, high, or exalted, in
severe years of scantines of herbage]: these were
rank. (K,"TA.) = See also 2, in two places.
changed into us, (S, M.) in the opinion of Sb, * And see 5.

gated,

or irrigated, and (M'.) the in #: being

years that pressed hard upon the people of El
Medeeneh. (K, TA)–: [alone] also signi
fies t Drought, or barrenness: (Msb, K, TA:)
or vehement, or intense, drought : (TA in art.

(M) like as it is in ass; ($;) for he knew not

w: [as meaning I watered it], holding : 2. it., (M, TA) inf n. #5, (TA) He as:
to be from [lau. having for its aor.] ūs: (M.) cended, rose, mounted, got, was, or became, upon
*: (S, K.) it, namely, a thing; (M, TA;) as also *%-5.
3- ) an instance of a noun used especially in One says [also], âûl **,
one of its senses, like #3 applied to “a horse,” inf n. [as above, or] #: and #ć, (TA,) The (M.) And ājūl sqi " ... The he camel
and J. applied to “camels:” pl., in this, as in
she-camel watered, or irrigated, land. (S, K, mounted the she-camel to compress her. (K.)=
the former, sense, +: [and *] and &: TA) And #9 - 5 #: (S, Ms) The And su-, (§, K.) inf n, as above, (K.) He
8.01".

(TA.) One says of a land (~$5. cloud waters the land. (Msb.) And 90. opened it; ($, K, TA;) namely, a knot, and a
lock: (TA:) and made it easy. (S, K, TA. [In
à: Čí ! Drought, or barrenness, befell it. & t[The rain gave thee water for thy land, the last of these, said to be tropical.]) A poet
(Mgb.) And in like manner one says of people, or may the rain give thee water], inf n. 2

and

&:

says, .

£4:(Drought, &c.,"fu them]. (TA) and G-: [app. 5: and G:l. (TA) And
A seeker of herbage and of a place in which to ** 3: ...A-il t [The clouds send down
alight was sent to a tract, and found it dried up rain]. (TA) And #39 4-H -- +[The

* * * * f.
*

• * >>

*

• 6-

a•

* - of

* Gill, L-3 wieżis
5: G is J. & 6)
Ö

e

- © we

**

*** *

*
wn.

*

9- and Us"

Book I.]
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[And I know with a knowledge that is not mere
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and 508.)–And i, q. 23. L J-5, said of a *..." ū, in a verse of El-Jagdee, the plant
[above mentioned] may be meant, as though it

opinion, that, when God opens, and makes easy, man, (K,) i. e. He found, or experienced, ease,
the tying, or knotting, of
a thing, it becomes
easy]. Or facility, in his affairs. (TK.) = Also i q.
o &
• 0<
(S.) And one says, “C.” ---, and "Sl, t / J.35: so in the phrase ü's L- [He sought
opened the way of doing the thing, and the affair. to please, content, or satisfy, such a one; or he
(TA) And A31',(K) inf n. L- [app. pleased, contented, or satisfied, such a one, after
G-l. (TA,) I opened the door; as also '453-; striving, labouring, or toiling]: (K:) but it is
(K, TA;) the verb in this sense having (4 and 5 said in the M, [app. a mistake, perhaps for the T,
for in the M I do not find it,] that U2's
for its last radical. (T.A.) = See also 5.
*

ow-

(TA) [and ::... (see what I have said respecting

J. •o

-

a verse cited voce U-)], t I vied with the man in
being pleased, well pleased, or content; or I agreed,

is like that of light. (M.)= 3, (JM) or ú.
ū., (TA) without teshdeed, and also with tesh

deed, to the cy, is an Abyssinian expression,
meaning &- [q. v.], (JM, TA,) occurring in a
trad. of Umm-Khālid; but it is differently related;
[by which may be meant either's: or *č: some saying *: *:: and some, cº-; and pro
means ~#. (TA)= <= <-5 I remained,
nouncing each with, as well as without, teshdeed:
so in the Nh. (TA.)
stayed, divelt, or abode,
with
him,
or
at
his
abode,
.* ow. -->
a year; like *.xls --5: (Mgb in art. 4- )
c- ź. [Food, or wheat,] that has under
** * * ~ *
or it means ' •le- 0.A.'s &# [I remained, &c., gone the lapse of years; as also aw. (AZ, TA
with him, or at his abode, some years; three or in art. 4- )
more, to ten, years]. (TA.) - Hence, (TA,)
-

3. 3.} &#ö, (S, M. K.) inf n idt

were mixed with musk: or it may be from U.
signifying “light;” because the diffusion of odour

J

ed

-

* os

•

z

6

*

consented, accorded, or nas of one mind or opi
nion, with him : (S, M," K:*) and I treated him
with gentleness, or blandishment; soothed, or
#4, applied to a portion of time, (M,) signify
coaxed, him: and behaved well to him in my * . signifies also It became altered [..for the ing A year, syn. J.-, (Mgh,) or 24, (K,) but
social intercourse with him: (S, K.) or jūu worse], (S, K, TA,) accord. to Er-Răghib, so that a distinction is made between > and #, [as
signifies the treating one with gentleness, or it lost its freshness, by the lapse of years: (TA: has been stated in art. a...,] (TA,) belongs to
blandishment, in suing for a thing : (Az, TA:) [see also a:]) but accord. to AA, it is from arts. 3- and a ... [in both of which it is men
or the endeavouring to conciliate one. (TA.) = the phrase in the Kur [xv. 26 and 28 and 33] tioned in many of the lexicons: see what has been

And suu.., inf n idu.. and #~, He hired him c”: (2-3-, one of the cis being changed said respecting it in art. a. in the present work]:
for [or by] the year; (M, K;) or he made an into us; and is similar to J: for Jaai ($,
(M.) accord. to Suh, in the R, it is from 3,
engagement, or a contract, with him for work or TA.)
*::, said of a beast [turning a water-wheel],
the like, by the year; like <0. Kin art. 4.- :)
meaning “he turned round about the well;” so
aOl".

and

iču :

* and idu-

3-t')

8 -# 3:1, see 1 =#| J.- He

signify the
looked at the light of the fire. (IAar, M.)

Same aS

#1- [q. v.].

that it signifies a single revolution of the sun;
and it is sometimes termed

(M., T.A.)

%:

he says also that

ū. Light: (Mab, MF) or the light of light it is longer than the Aé, which is applied to the
4. au- He raised, eralted, or elevated, him, ning, (S, M, K,) and of fire: (M:) or the point, [twelve] Arabian months [collectively]: but :
or it. ($, Meb, K.)—jöl U- He raised the or extremity, of the light of lightning : (T, TA:) is also applied to twelve revolutions of the moon:

light of the fire. (M) – #1-14 U-1 He

or light shining or gleaming, or diffusing itself

raised [in value], to him, the 555us- [i. e. gift, or and rising: (Er-Răghib, TA:) or a high light:
present]. (T.A.) And äläs-A 4. ū: We made and applied also to the shining, or gleaming, of

the

:

a: [or solar year] is three hundred

and sixty-five days and a quarter of a day: and
the a:2.5 a: [or lunar year] is three hundred

weapons: (Ham p. 271 :) MF says that the ap

much and high [in amount], to him, the pay. parent particularization in the K [&c.] seems to and fifty-four days and a third of a day: it is
said, on the authority of Er-Răghib, that
(Harp. 134) – And 53- J-1 i t <-- have been taken from the verse of the Kur also
[app. meaning He made good his covenant of [xxiv. 43], and that the word is correctly a i: is used as denoting a year in which is diffi
protection]. (TA.)=&#1 Us:- The lightning general term, meaning as expl. in the Msb: culty, and drought, or barrenness, or dearth; and
sent its light into the house, or tent, or chamber: (TA:) [it is originally 3%, though mentioned in X4, as denoting that in which is ampleness of the
or fell upon the ground; or flew along in the the K as belonging to art. L- ; for] the dual is means, or circumstances, of life, and abundance
clouds; (K, TA;) or, sometimes, elsen here, not 9%: As knew not a verb belonging to it. of herbage or the like; and by this is explained
in the clouds: but it is only in the night. (TA.) (TA.):= Also [The cassia senna of Linn.; the the nice point in the wor: of the Kur [xxix. 13],
See also another explanation near the end of the common senna of medicine; so called in the pre Uels co-o- 9) :- call [a thousand years save
first paragraph. = sil Us-l, (§, M, K.) inf. n. sent day; and also called a: t: , and &js-- ū. ;] fifty years]; because the fifty years passed before
£), (S,) The people, or party, tarried a year a certain plant, (S, M, Msb, K,) used as a medi. the mission of the prophet [Noah], before which
(S, K) in a place: (S:) or it signifies :
cine; (S, TA;) and recommended in a trad.; no harm happened to him from his people; but
Als' [the year passed over them; meaning they (TA;) an attenuant of the yellon bile and the after his mission, the years were difficult to him.
remained to the end of the year]. (M.) But black bile and the phlegm, (K, TA,) hon’soever (TA.) [Respecting the dims, (which are :
#, the former accord. to those who make
b: signifies They nere afflicted with drought, used; (TA;) [and] used as a collyrium; (M;) and
the
original of # to be #, and the latter
AHn
describes
it
as
a
shrub,
or
small
tree,
of
the
or barrenness : (S, M," K: [Freytag has erro
accord.
to those who make it to be #:) and the
neously assigned this signification to #: :]) the
n:ith :-, and improves and strengthens its pls., (which are +3- and +: and &: and
2, (S) or the us, which is originally 5, (M.)
* - - of

Li

[cias called] -\#(pl. of &l, which is mixed

•

J. J.

s

-

being changed into -, (S, M,) to distinguish colour, and blackens it; and which has a fruit U2-, and U- and de-, the last whereof is
s2 - .
between this verb and US-1 in the sense expl. of such hind that, when it dries up, and is put in originally de-, and J: also,) see àin art.
-

above. (S. [See art. --~.])

s

-

motion by the wind, it causes to be heard a sound
-

6.-->

-

J% [q. v.]: (M in arts. 2 a- - Also respecting a ... used alone as sig
5. L- : see 2, in two places. – Also i, q.
and L-, and TA:) its name is as above and nifying ! Drought, or barrenness, or vehement or
3.5 L = [in the CK # L5 and in my MS. W:(3,- (M, K:) and the n. un, is jū, and #: intense drought, see that word insart. a... =
word used as an epithet,
copy of the K # tà, but correctly & meaning (M in arts. 3- and Us- ) the dual of u is Also respecting the same
6 of
He ascended : agreeably with this rendering, the
applied
to
land
(Là)),
as meaning t Affected
9:, and some say 9%. (M in art, L-.)
such as is termed

-

-

** de

-

*- - -

with drought or barrenness, like #12:... and £,

inf n. is expl. in the TK as meaning as .e32

&sie :] said of a man. (K," TA.) = Also It [Accord, to a gloss. in a copy of the S, as stated see that same word in art. a...]
opened, or became opened or open: said of a lock by Golius, the dual 93- is applied to The leaves
#13- à: t A hard, rigorous, or distressing,
[&c.]. (TA.)- It was, or became, facilitated, of cyprus (or :-) and senna mixed together,
*> d >

or easy; and ready, or prepared. (Harpp. 159
Bk. I.

with which the hair is dyed black.] In the phrase

6.

gear. (M., K.) And #: .# + A land affected
183
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** >

•

• * of

**

*

> *

-

with drought or barrennes [like: ; ) (TA)
[See also

£, in art. 4-.]

TA,) from which one draws water only by means ---, not -v-1, is meant,] inf n. PW-1, signi
of the camel called agu. (Az, M, TA)
fies he (a man bitten by a serpent, or stung by a
scorpion,) lost his reason and lived. (TA. [See

#: inf n of ~ said of fire, (M) and of
t: said of lightning, (TA) and of 3:... (M)
[Used as a simple subst.,] High, or exalted, rank
or condition. (S," Mgb, K, TA.) = See also ū.

• &

* >

6 p.

*

-

•

of

1. -- The act of taking. (J.K. K.) You
-

*

say,

dim. of

#,

mind's being

d-

8: see 4, in the middle of the paragraph.

-- A desert, or

waterless desert; syn.

#:

(S.K.) pl. - (TA) [See also : ]=A

accord. to those who make the latter word to be
2.

-: The departure of reason, or intellect:
•
**

horse nide of step in running, (S, K, TA,) and

-",

(TA) vehement therein, (JK, K,” TA,) slow to

• * *

(K and TA in that art., and TA in the present its verb [which was probably --w, like

sweat, (JK, TA) and " - and "--,

art.) See 5, last sentence but one; and see also q.v.,] is obsolete. (TA.)
4-, in art. 4-, in four places.
*.*.*

-

'Jim --~, aOr. * , inf. n. ---, He took the

(S and Msb in art. a-,) thing. (TK.)

originally #: ; (Mob in that art.) pl. #.

*

-", not of -:) means The

confounded, or perplexed, by [love of] a woman.
(JK.)

*

:

* *

•

3 -

(S.M.) as also '..., applied to a man. (K,'

*

also the part. n., ..", below.]) --Ul-P'-l
the former word is probably the inf. n.
a- and a~ : see -l, in art. 4-, in four places. [in which
• **

U- High, or eralted, in rank or condition:
TA.)

• 3

J.

4-w

(K,) but the latter of these is said to be peculiarly
4. ---! He nent far, or to a great or an the chaste form in this sense, (TA,) signify the

: # (S,R) and #2: (S) He took
it wholly. (S, K.)
-

3

- -

-

extraordinary length, in a thing; for instance, in
journeying; as in a trad., in which it is said of
horses, or horsemen, ;: &: They went far

****

•?

same. (K.)-a- + A deep well; (S, A, O,
K;) as also " i:#: (S," O:) or the former,

for a month; and in eating and drinking; as in a deep well (JK, TA) £rom which sand comes

Wu- : see Us".

forth (JK) or from which nind, or a current of

[and drancing water:] applied another trad.: (TA:) it is from ---, signifying air, comes forth : (TA:) and " the latter, a nell
[as an epithet] to a man and to a camel: pl. “a plain and far-extending land;” as though of which the coarse sand baffles one so that he
5ú.; which is applied by Lebeed to men [as meaning He traversed a plain and far-extending cannot reach the nater [in digging it]; (K;) or

9- Watering :

meaning]
•

tract of land; like as one says
drancing water by means of cºś

J:

and

&-i.

a well that people dig until they reach pouring

(pl.

s

-

(Harp. 572.) He (a horse) ran with wide steps, earth, which baffles them by its pouring down, so
and preceded, or outstripped. (S, TA. [See also that they leave it; (Sh, TA;) or a well of n:hich

of agū, q.v.]. (TA.)

#ū. [a subst: from clu, made so by the ---, below.]) And [hence,] He was, or became,
affix 3,] A she camel, (§, M, K) or a camel, loquacious, or profuse of speech; (IAar, S, K;)

the bottom and the water are not reached; (Ks,
TA;) or a nell that is dug until one reaches the
(Mgh, Msb,) a he-camel as well as a she-camel, like Low-l; (K" and TA in art. Low-;) [and] so nater upon which is the earth. (Az, T.A.
(TA,) upon which water is drawn (S," M, Mgh, £1 J -li (JK) or he doted; or was [See 4.])=A portion of time; as in the saying,

Msb, K, TA) from a [deep] well (Mgh, Msb) disordered in his intellect ; but when a man

J: 32 - J - A portion of the night

[by a man riding or leading it anay from the makes many mistakes in his speech, you say of passed]. (TA.)
well, it having the tro extremities of a long rope him 3i: (As, TA:) or he doted much, or
.." A plain and smooth, or plain and smooth
tied to the saddle, and the upper end of the nell often; or nas much, or often, disordered in his
rope being tied .." the middle of the former rope, intellect: (AO, TA:) [and it seems from an ex and soft, tract of land: pl. *:: (K:) or the
as expl. voce #úl, i.Q. ā-ā: (S, TA:) [it planation of the part. n. --~ that it probably pl. signifies plain and far-extending tracts of
seems also to signify, sometimes, a camel that signifies also he was eloquent, or profuse of cor land: (JK, A, TA:) or wide land [or lands (for
carries water for irrigating seed-produce; a rect speech :] or he was very greedy, and (in the sing is expl. in the TA in one place as signi
meaning likewise assigned to A-3U and C-3U :] some copies of the K “or”) covetous, so as to fying a wide land)]: (AA, TA:) or 5%) ~~
* *

and a beast

(#2) that

•

s

-

turns round about a nell

refrain from nothing: (K, TA:) and you say signifies, (K,) or signifies also, (JK,) tracts, or

also 43% •r" He prolonged, or was prolic regions, of the 395 [i. e. desert, or naterless
desert,] in which there is no nay. (JK, K.) [See
called -3,3]; (R, TA) pl. c.'s. (S, Mgh, in, his speech: and ~! *Šás U. In his an
ex. in a verse cited in art. U5), conj. 4: and
[raising nater from it by means of the machine

TA.) Hence the prov.,
6 -

* >*

>

* > *

speech is prolicity. (A, TA.) Also He (a man)

*

• *

* **

abi: ) > -ss-lix-

gave much, or largely; and so " -:-1: (Lth,
K:) [or, in this sense,] you say, ** us --l.

see also
*

---, above, first sentence.]

- 6 d.

#th to the 8, [contr. to rule, being
[The course of the beasts that dran, water in (A.)- 12:- They reached sand, in digging [a of the measure Jake in the sense of the measure
either of the ways described above is a journey well], and water came not forth: (S:) or they J*] Going far, or to a great or an extra
that does not end]. (S, Mgh, TA.)- Also the dug, and came upon sand or a current of air: ordinary length, in." thing: and prolonging.
~# [or large bucket with n'hich water is drawn] (K:) or they dug, and came upon a current of (TA.)- See also --~ : and its fem., with 5,
together with its gear, or apparatus. (M, Mgh, air, and the water disappointed them of its see in two places in the same paragraph. - Also

*

*

---, with

K.)- And t A cloud natering the earth. (Msb.) coming: (Az, TA:) or they dug without attain Long, or tall: (JK:) applied [in,

the latter
• &

p

6

*

ing any good: (K:) or -r-,-) signifies he dug
52- Jól and à:- : see 1, second sentence. until he reached sand: and, accord. to Th, he dug sense] as an epithet to a man: and --> Júl
a nell and reached nater. (TA.)- #! *w-l
They left the beast alone, or by itself, (K, TA,) to both said to have been mentioned by ISk, (TA,)
dam; i.e. a thing constructed [or raised] to keep
or the former, but not " the latter, (AZ, IAar,
back the water of a torrent; (Mgh;) a [kind of] pasture [nhere it would]. (TA)=#| *w-l IKt, Zbd, S, TA,) though the former is extr.
wall built in the face of water: (Msb in art. ul-J3 Her young one sucked, (K) or licked, [with respect to rule], (S, TA,) Loquacious, or
so so -

e os

6.5 d >

excessively tall. (A)—Also, and '-r-, (K)

#: i, q X, [Q. v.] (S. K.) [or rather] A

co-:) so called because there are in it sluices, or (TA,) the enve, or she-goat.

(#)--

JHe

profuse of speech: (AZ, IAar, ISk, IKt, Zbd, S,

openings for the water, according to what may be (a man, S) lost his reason, (S, K, TA,) as some K, TA:) or, accord. to Aboo-'Alee El-Bagh
required; from 'Gl <: and,29, expl. say, (TA,) from the bite of a serpent, (S, K, TA,) dádee, as is stated by IB, the former signifies

above: so in the T (TA:) pl. &c. (MA)

or the sting of a scorpion : (TA:) or his colour profuse and erroneous in speech: and the "latter,
became altered in consequence of love or fright or eloquent, or profuse and correct in speech: and

#: (M, TA) or #:#, (A, TA) A disease : (Ki) or, accord. to AHát, ~1, [so in in like manner says El-Aalam, adding that "the
rvell (Az, M, TA) of which the rope is long, (Az, the TA, in which it seems to be implied that latter is shown to have this meaning by its being
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* -->

applied to a horse that is fleet, or snift, and ex The people, or party, passed their night journey rendered
him sleepless. (S, A, L., K.) And &
* ** *
cellent : (TA:) or the former signifies doting; ing (S, K) continually. (TA.)= * --~ *w- Such a one is not suffered to sleep. (L.)
or disordered in his intellect : (A5, TA:) or

J#9 [like --- The wind pared the ground

:

doting much, or often; or much, or often, dis (S, K:) or pared its surface. (TA.) - And 4; see 2. = 4; V ->~! She [a woman]
ordered in his intellect : (AO, TA:) [and similar *" & (S, K.) aor. and inf. n. as above, brought forth the child with a single moan, or
explanations of it will be found below
:] other
hard breathing; (IAar, K;) [or nith a single
• - of
(TA,) He bruised, brayed, or pounded, or he impulse;] like as &#, &c. (IAar, L in art.
instances of verbs of the measure Uasi having
•
pounded small, pondered, or pulverized, the per *-.)
Usale as the measure of the part. n. used in the
Jume
:
(S,
K:)
or
:signifies any bruising,
sense of the measure J: are
and 34:
[5 -- is said by Freytag, as on the autho
braying, or pounding. (TA.)
and J.' *:::: and £i: aS used in the first of
rity of the K, in which I do not find it, to signify
the senses expl. in this sentence, -- is from
ex-g: '' £- (0, K) and" *-($0, He was sleeples; like 3:... if used, it more pro
-- signifying “a wide land:” or, as some say, K) and " "::, (S, A, O, K,) in the last two of bably signifies he was rendered sleepless; as
-

-

* - d .d

*

*

**

*

45 - d >

* * >*

which the & is asserted by Yaakoob to be a sub
above; as though
quasi-pass. of £-.]
the person to whom it is applied were left to stitute for 9, (Az, TA,) and "ās: , (TA,) A
: +: # A good, or beautiful, thing:
wind. (S, A, O, K.) And you say also
speak what he would, or made to have ample violent
6 ** * *
(L,
K:) -- is here an imitative sequent to
scope to say what he would. (TA.) - Both &" ck, (JK, S, O) and -la-et- (JK) [both
*w- (L.)
<-- and '-- signify also Very greedy, pls of 7 is-atand signifying, accord. to
and covetous, so as to refrain from nothing.
*A*- : See 3% in two places.
the context in the JK and O, Violent winds : or,
(TA.)- And the former, One nho has lost his accord. to the context in the S, winds that pare the
reason; as some say, from the bite of a serpent, ground: the sing, like *~
: One who sleeps little; (S, A, L, K;) as
and #au. &c.].
or the sting of a scorpion: or one who talks
also "3: (A:) and some say :, like #:
it is from

#31 b: expl.

* * * de

*

>

•

£9.

* @ p

s

&2

* *

irrationally, or foolishly, or deliriously, in con

•

6

6 * *

*

>

6

-

•

a-Al> , P.
pl. &
2
le, and -la-Al: see but this is [of a measure used] only in proper
-- ~25
Co,
- ***
sequence of doting, or disorder of his intellect: or
names: (Ham p.39:) and an eye (U-2) that
Ju: Dust
whose colour has become altered in consequence of the next preceding paragraph. sleeps
little. (L.)—[Hence,]t Vigilant; cautious;
love or fright or disease. (TA.) And -- .rising high. (J.K.)
applied to a man; as also V : (A, TA)
2+" A man n-hose body is nasting anay in
3, and with 5:
And Little sleep. (L.)

&et-

© ed

©

pe

consequence

See C*
of love: so says Yaakoob : and Lh
i: # Vigilance: so in the saying, :- es25 *
mentions the phrases
".…", with kesr, &x-:
à
and --", and --~, which is formed by sub
t[He is possessed of vigilance] (A, K) * (#
stitution [of A for ~l, as meaning a man whose
[in his affair]. (A.) - You say also, <: us
reason is departing, and whose body is nasting (JK, O, K) of running, (JK,) or of going, or 5.4- 4 -e, meaning ! I experienced not, or I have
pace, (O, K,) or, as in one copy of the K, of the
6

p. 6 e

Jisi

*

J

- *

*

*Citike 4-0 and Čech various sort

* * * >

*d

ancay, in consequence of love: and accord. to
not experienced, from him any mindfulness of
AHát, --, [app." --~, as the context seems going, or pace, of camels. (TA.)- And Varie
ties of false, or vain, things or sayings or deeds. what is good, nor any desire for it: (A, TA:) or
to imply,] applied to one bitten by a serpent or
anything upon nihich to place reliance, of words
(JK, TA.)
stung by a scorpion, signifies who has lost his
or of good actions, (S, L, K,) or of good actions
: [like 3: A place where the wind or satisfactory words. (L.)
reason, and lives. (TA) - Also Land far

extending, and plain, with depression, consisting
of low tracts, the depression whereof is little,
extending for the space of a day and a night [of
journeying], and thereabout: the c”: [or lon,
tracts] of land of which it consists are in [deserts
such as are termed] &-4, and in elevated and
plain, or hard and elevated, tracts of ground,
and sometimes they flon, [nith torrents], and

passes along [or blon's violently]. (AA, S, O, K.)
AA cites, as an ex., the saying,
*

*::: &###!

*

3: (S, A, L) and ': (A, L. K.) Seoples.
ness. (S, A, L., K. [Both mentioned in the L
and, TA a: inf ns of 1.]) One says *: es:

[When they descend into, or enter, a place of ": and 3%. In his eye is sleeplessness. (A)
confusion, or perplexity, where one is unable to
33% applied to a boy, or young man, Tender,
see his right course, a place where the nind blons, or flourishing, and fresh: (Sh, K:) or tall and
or blon's violently]. (S, O.)
strong. (K.)

sometimes they do not flon, for they comprise
* ** *

&:

One who runs on, in speech, like the
parts that are rugged, and parts that are plain,
J-1 [More, and most, sleepless.] - [Hence,]
28- 2 - * * ~ *
or soft, producing much herbage, and in them wind: (JK:) eloquent; or fluent in speech: (O,
4. tel, J-1 * 1 He is more cautious and vigi
are places wherein are trees [or shrubs], and K, TA:) applied to an orator; (JK, T, TA;) as
places wherein are none. (L, TA)- Also A also *~. (T, TA.) - And One who speaks lant in judgment, or opinion, than thou. (A, K,”
TA.)
place that does not obstruct nor retain water. on every true andfalse subject. (O, K.)
•* > *
(TA.)
J.-- Rendered sleepless. (S, L, K.) - See
6 de
also £, in two places.
--->: see ---, second signification: - and
6

& p

6

•

•

•

**

* 6 J,

see -r-,-2, in seven places. - Also A man who
overcomes, or surpasses, and is bountiful, in his

1.3-, aor. 3, inf. n. * He waked, was sleep
these are mentioned as inf ns. in the L and TA, less of wakeful, or did not sleep, by night; (S,
and app. in the K, but the first seems to be men K;) he abstained from sleep by night; (Lth;)
&"
tioned in the S as a simple subst.,] He was sleep he remained anake all the night or a part thereof:
S-a-", (S, A, K,) aor. *, (JK) less: syn. &: (S, A,” L, K;) he did not sleep you say J: 3-, Or J: J#, IHe remained
(TA,) The wind blen violently: C: 3); contr. of 35. (L.) [See also * an ahe during the night, or a part of the night :
below.]
(Mgb:) [he passed the night, or a part of the

gifts. (TA.)

*

1.

*

*

C#"

inf n.

JW

1.3-, aor. 4, (5, L. K.) inf n. *: (S, A,”
L) and 3: (A, L. K.) and ::, (§, L.) [all

* *

&:

(S, A, K, TA: [like -<:]) or continually and

•
*:
*", (S, A, L., K.) inf. n. *- : (PS;) night, sleepless, or without sleeping :] and *
fourneyed, or went, quickly, or hastily. (JK.) and "*-ī; (A, TA;) He, (a man, S, L, K.) ā-yū I remained ancake last night. (A.)
and it, (anxiety, or grief, A, L, and pain, L.,) *** ** a U. What aileth him? May he be
*

violently. (TA)-3:?" -- The camel.
6 J -->

d e >

-

•

2.

-

- -

-

-

*

—£il 8:- (S,R) int" as above ($).

183 *
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Jr. - 41

-

sleepless by night, and may he grieve, or mourn, mountain of Jerusalem: (Wahb Ibn-Munebbih,
is an imprecation of the Arabs. (AZ, TA in this K:) or (TA) the land of Syria. (Mukátil, K.)
art. and art. '..s.)- & 3: ; The lightning
#20. fem. of:- [q. v.]. - See also }**C.
gleamed, or glistened, during the night. (A.)

for you say of the perfumer, * juś, 4.
*i- Ú, # all c." [The perfumer bruised,
brayed, pounded, or crushed, coarsely, the per

..fume, upon the stone used for that purpose, and
#A. A certain perfume : [so called] because did not as yet ponder it, or pulverize it]. (IDrd,
• 23
3. 5, at... signifies The being sleepless, or ancake, one is caused to be sleepless in preparing it, and
with another: (KL, and Harp. 329:) [and the making it good. (Sgh, K.)
of
of:
vying neith another in remaining sleepless or
Jā, Sl &”, (K,) or Jay') 4-2 de -95), (TA,)
6.--> ... • *

•d

*

*

•* *

o)–And -49 &#1 * (o) or *
d

*

*::
* = Also The sheath of the
anale:) and [like X-1, but I think this doubt. moon,
(S, K,) which it enters when it is eclipsed,

=

<>

*

See

ful,] £he making [one] sleepless or anake. (KL.)

The nind made the dust to fly [from the ground,

or from the surface of the earth]. (O, K, TA.)

(TA,) accord. to the assertion of the Arabs; (S, [And J.3%
means He passed the night sleepless
TA;) as also *#au. (K.) One says, of the
like as do the stars. (Har ubi supra.)
meaning.]

&;" --~~, q.v., has a similar

>s-" A.

moon, when it is eclipsed, *- : J-3 It
9-

He, (S, Msb,) or it, (A,) as anxiety, has entered into its sheath. (Kt.) [Or] The
33 (S, O, Mgb, K) and "āś- (Fr, O, K)
or trouble of mind, and pain, (TA,) caused him shade, or shadon, of the 5*, i.e., of the surface and "#. (O, K) A disagreeable smell which
to nake, to be sleepless, or nakeful, or to remain
of the earth. (S, K.)- The moon (K, TA) one perceives from a human being when he sneats;
ancake. (S, A, Mgb, T.A.)
itself; as also *::: of Syriac origin, accord to (Msb," K;) and the smell of fish; (S, O, K;)
of the rust of iron; (S, Msb;) or they sig
JV- : see 23A-.
IDrd. (TA)- The halo (#3) of the moon: and
nify also the rust of iron; (O, K;) and the foul
(K) a Syriac word. (TA)-Andissúl, The ness of the smell of stinking flesh-meat: (K:) and
#~ :
4.

45 - >

6

*

>

| see:-.

last nine nights of the lunar month: (K:) or so Har uses V iés: in the first of these senses for
because the moon is absent in its
the purpose of assimilation to **, agreeably
3: A state of making: sleeplessness, or wah first part. (ISk.) - Also 23A...", The source with a practice often observed. (Harp. 449.)
fulness; (K;) i. q. St., (T,) as also "34t. of a spring of water. (K,”TA.)- And Multi The first is also inf n, of six. [q.v.J. (MSb.)

&5:

*: Jú.

tude; abundance. (K.)

(K.)

c5:9

6 J.

3'-' :

see", in two places.

| Two ducts

@%) in the tryo nostrils,

4-

Having a disagreeable smell proceeding

(S, K,”) in the inside, (TA) which, when an as is from sneat. (K.) You say,

a' 4: <!

by lust, flon, with water, (S, TA,) or with Verily he is one who has a disagreeable smell, &c.
*u and '3% ($, Msh, K) and ': (K) excited
blood:
(TA:)
so in the verse of Esh-Shemmákh, Moheet, L.) And i. C-: *: &- use:
and "#", (S, K) the last of which is an inten
* 0-- * *
* *
**, *:
sive epithet, (S,) [and so is the third, and some
# *- [My hand is disagreeable in smell
a:-a <la. J-e J5'5"
times the second,] Waking, sitting up, sleepless,
fromfish and from the rust of iron]; like as you
.. 3
• -- of
*
~ *
wakeful, or not sleeping, by night; (S, K;) [ab
cºil' +/- --'bsay 5% when it is from milk and butter, and
staining from sleep by night;] remaining an ahe
[She
seeks
to
escape
from
a
strong
(he-ass)
whom
5:4 when it is from flesh-meat. (S.)
all the night or a part thereof: (Msb:) and the
the
ducts
of
his
tn:o
nostrils
flowing
with
mucus
last, [and third, and sometimes the second,]
#- and #: See 4.
wakeful, or waking much, &c. (S.) You say, have fatigued]: (S3) or the nose and the penis :
(Sh, K:) or (TA, but in the K “and”) two
c." "jū. J: A man whom sleep does not ducts in the flesh and sinen' next the back-bone, *: , and *ist (K) and "4: and
ocercome. (Lh.) —Al- & ! Lightning gleam
and **u. &c.] A tele
through which runs the seminal fluid into the **:($ K)[like
ing, or glistening, during the night. (A)-J: penis: (K:) or (TA) tivo ducts rising from the ment, or violent, wind, (S, K, TA,) paring [the
d

*

*

*

-

•

*

*

*

6.-

-

&

£-

* >* > *

>. ! A night of waking or

sleeplessness or nake tno testicles, and meeting together in the interior
fulnes: (K:) like as one saysź J#. (TA.)– of the penis, (K,) or of the ai: [or glans of the
&='' #el. +A she-camel that yields milk long penis]; n:hich are the ducts of the seminal fluid :

and abundantly. (TA.)- #4. &: ! A running (TA:) or the tro veins or ducts of the penis
spring or fountain: (K:) d spring or fountain n:hich become prominent when it is in a state of

ground]; (TA;) as also V & ... : (O, K:) [pl.
of" the second &als...] El-Kumeyt says,

ise, 42: &#5

*

*

[Ashes which the violent winds made to fly anay
that runs night and day, unremittingly. (A," erection : (TA:) and tro veins or ducts in the reduced to the most minute particles]. (S.) : (K:) but As disallows as w!, and says that
TA.) It is said in a trad, jat. &. J.31% eye
the
true reading, in the verse of Esh-Shemmákh, * The eagle. (K.)
a:0 c:* ! The best of property is a spring of
is £i, meaning, [that] Mave not suffered him
mater that runs night and day nihile its on ner is
J. de • o

sleeping; (TA;) its owner having his mind unoccu to sleep. (TA) [See also Ju-J
pied by it. (A.) – #4. J3; | Land that pro

*** see #~.

5:

<!
duces plants quickly: as though it passed the
night doing so. (A.) - Also jet. [alone], 1 A
1. 4.-, aor. 4, (Mgb, K,) inf. n. 4% (Msb,)
wide, or an extensive, tract of land, the traverser He (a man, Msb) had a disagreeable smell pro phrase,
of n:hich remains anake during the night : (A:) ceeding from sneat. (Msb, K.) [And app. It (a (TA.)
or the earth, or land: (K:) or the surface of the thing) had a foul smell from fish, and from the

See

*.

*u. Ophthalmia,

syn.

+3.

(K.) So in the

i.e. 2: [In his eye is ophthalmia].

—ist. &2 :

see

*~, in two places,

6 -d -

earth: (Fr., Lth, S, K:) because it produces rust of iron, &c.; see 4'-' below.] = <-Q
plants or herbage alike by night and day: (Ibn
The mind won "ently (S. o. [And
Es-Seed:) so in the Kurlxxix. 14: (S:) or (TA,

£;"

but in the K “and”) a desert, syn. $53, (K,)
the traverser of which remains ancake during the

night: (TA:) or (TA, but in the K “and”) an
untrodden land: (K:) or (TA) a land which
God will create anen, on the day of resurrection:
(K:) or a land on which none has disobeyed
God: (Ibn-Es Seed:) or (TA) Hell: (Katádeh,
K:) or (TA) [in the Kur ubi supra] a certain

so --~~..]) - And al-Ji <<-, (§, O, K.)
inf n.

*.

*:
*:

| **.

4×i [like : stil Various sorts of running

(O, K,) The beast ran lightly, or

with agility: (S, O, K:) or frished anay to the (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K) of beasts; and their frisking

right and left. (O.)=4<<, (§, O, K.) aor. 3, anay (K, TA) to the right and left. (TA.)
6 - d >

inf n. *, (S. O.) i, q &- [He bruised,

<!-- [like

&:

A place where the wind passes
brayed, or pounded, it; &c.]; (K;) a dial. var. along [or blon's violently]; as also V #~. (S, K.)
of the latter: (S, O:) or it is like the latter, ex
cept that 4: appears to be coarser than 3- ;
A horse snift in running; (S;) that

*:

Book I.]

<!-- U

runs much; (K;) that runs like the wind. (TA.) trad.
- And [like

&:

respecting

q.v.,] Eloquent, or fluent, Minë],

1453

the throwing of the pebbles [at and soft : (Msb:) or anything inclining to smooth

J.-: occurs as meaning He betakes him mess or softness, plainness or levelness, or smooth

in speech; running therein like the wind; (O, K;) self to the interior of the valley. (TA)- Also mess and softness; (JK, M, K;) inclining to have
They used smoothness, or easiness, (**) with little roughness, or ruggedness and hardness; (JK,
as also W Jú. (Kr, K.)
22,~ * *
men: opposed to 1,3-i. (TA.) [See also 3.]= M, TA) and "J- signifies the same. (K.)
aš-e: see 9.2- : – and see also 4-2.
U-M is also trans., signifying He found [a thing, You say #: J% [meaning the same as J
a place, &c.,] to be smooth or soft, plain or level, used as a subst, expl. in what follows,] (S, Msb,)
J
or smooth and soft. (Ham p. 675.) – U-l contr. of #- (T.A.) See also 2, last sentence.
6

d >

6 * @ e.

– Also .Easy, or facile; (MA, Mgh, XI.3)
1. J% said of a place, (S,) or of a thing, and,
accord. to IKtt, they said also J- and Jr., (S, Msb, K.) It relaxed, or loosened, the bonels;
contr. of ~2. (Mgh.) You say Gis-Ji U- Ja-y
(Msb,) and $44, said of land, (…) aor. *,
[A man easy of disposition]: (§, Msb, TA:)
(K) infin. #2:., (S, Msb, K, KL) It was, or J:* : *[The
man was relaxed in his bowels]: [and] #: J- [easy to be led]. (TA.) And
~ * **
became, smooth or soft, plain or level, or smooth and a la U-M [His bonels were relaxed]. (K.)
J: >Sé ! [Language easy in respect

i: (S) or 3:41, (Mob, K) said of medicine,

syn &S, (K) or āsā (M) And J:

*

and soft; (S, Msb, K, KL, TA;) i.e. contr. of [Hence the inf n. J.- signifies A diarrhoea.
&- and <-3-, (S, K, TA,) inf n. #23 And U-1, likewise said of medicine, signifies of the source of derivation]. (TA.) J.- J:
*śl, (K, TA,) a phrase mentioned, but not ex

(TA)—And J., (MA, Msh, K) infn.á, -,

also It attenuated a humour of the body..] - plained, by Lh, (TA,) means A man having
(MA, KL) or ić, (K,) [but the former is the as J-l She brought it forth (i.e. her foetus, or little flesh in the face, (K, TA,) in the opinion of
more common,] It (a thing, Msb) was, or be offspring) prematurely; i. q. 4: <<1% [q.v.]

came, easy.

(MA, Msb," K,” KL.) - One

Isd; and [it is said that] c'3- J., in a

&c. (Abu-l-'Abbās [i. e. Th], TA in art. Ja...)

description of the approved characteristics of the
says is: 4-3 X% ! [Language, or speech, in
5. J- [It was, or became, rendered easy, or Prophet, means having expanded cheeks, not
*which is smoothness, or easiness]. (TA.)
facilitated;] quasi-pass. of 2: (Msb:) or [like elevated in the balls thereof. (TA.) = [As a
J- it was, or became, easy. (KL.) You say, subst.,] A smooth or soft, plain or level, or smooth
5: #: [which may mean He rendered it 29. % J- [The affair was, or became, ren and soft, tract of land; [generally meaning a
smooth or soft, plain or level, or smooth and soft; dered easy to him]. (Msb in art. Lil.) And sqft tract, or a plain;] (IF, S, MA, Mgh, Mgb,
namely, a place &c.; or what next follows]. 2.9 &* <!- [The way of accomplishing
cy-: (IF, Mgh, Msb, K, TA:) it is one of the
(TA)- He made it easy; he facilitated it;

2. £-, (Msh, K) inf n, J.: (S. K.) in

K.T.A.) i.e. contr. of J.-, (S, MSb) or of

the affair was, or became, pendered awl (TA nouns that are used as adv. ns. [of place]: (TA:)
* -> J-3, said of a [for ex. you say, S: ls;, (a phrase occurring

(S, K;) namely, a thing; said of God (Msb) in that art.) – And

[and of a man]. - One says, £l J- J- [He
smoothed, made easy, or prepared, the iray, course,

man, (K in art. L-,) He found, or experienced, in the TA,) meaning They alighted and abode in

passage, or channel, of the water], ($ and K in ease, or facility, in his affairs. (TK in that art.) a J.-:) pl. J." (MA, Msh, K) and is: [of
which latter an ex. occurs in a verse cited voce
art. Lil) in order that it might pass forth to a
6. Jäuä is syn, with
(S, K.) You
J%l. (M.A.) = Also The crony; i. e. raven,
place. ($ in that art.) And L. S.-- U- [He
smoothed, made easy, or prepared, a channel for say 121*U.5 meaning They acted in an easy, or a carrion-cron, rook, &c.; syn. *%. (K.)
facile, manner, one with another; (MA, TA in
water]. (M in that art.) - And 4: #f J art. 3-3 ;) or gently; syn. bi-li. (TA in that
J.-: See J.-, first sentence. - J- X3, (S,
#9), and 4, a form of prayer, meaning May art.) – See also 3. - [In the present day it is
God [make easy, or facilitate, to thee the affair; used as meaning The being negligent, or careless, K) and ii. Jä. (K.) [A river, and a land.]

£4.

*

or] take upon Himself, for thee, the burden of the
L; in an affair.]-(As a conventional term
affair; and lighten [it] to thee. (TA.) [And in
in lexicology, or in relation to language, it means
à:
like manner &
As *.*...
at U is often said with £9. A careless mode of expression occasioning] a
Or 3: understood.]- [And J-3 4: Jii, Or
deficiency in the language of a [nºriter or] speaker
*:: #, inf ns.
and J~, JHe said to without reliance upon the understanding of [the
or] the person addressed: (KT: [in one
him "S: Sãi, meaning (as expl. in the Msb reader
of my copies of that work, this explanation is
in art. Us!) S:
Sãi u: &#, i. e. Thou omitted in the text, but written in the margin;
hast come to a people who are like kinsfolk, and and it is there added that it is what commonly
to a place that is smooth, plain, or not rugged: obtains:]) or it means [sometimes such a mode
See Jai and Jai. and see also Ham p. 184.]
of expression] that a phrase is not correct if held
to be used according to the proper meaning, but
3. *-, (MA, K.) inf n. *sū, (TA) He is correct if held to be used according to a tropical
Twas easy, or facile, with him; (MA, K;*) or meaning: or the mention of the nhole n'hen mean
gentle with him; syn. 3-0 (K) and "Jals ing a part. (Marginal notes in the copy of the
* [has a similar meaning, i.e. he acted, or KT above mentioned.) [See also
for
affected to act, in an easy, or a facile, manner which it is often used.]
tonards him; or gently]. (S and K in art. Lack:
8. U-1, of the measure J<3 from J:l,

J.A.

ū4%

(S.)

having,
termed

or abounding with, (K,) what is
($, K.)

i: [q. v.].

6* o
-

al- Sea-sand: (IAar, TA:) or sand such as
is not fine : (S:) or coarse sand, such as is not

fine and soft: (IAth, TA:) or a sort of earth
like sand, (JK, K,) brought by water: (K:) or
sand of a conduit in which water runs : (S in art,
- * :)

a' #: is sea-sand that is made an

ingredient in the substance of glass: (Mgh :) Az

a:- except
on the authority of Lth. (TA) [And Coarse

says that he had not heard the word

sand that comes forth from the bladder; (Golius
on the authority of Meyd;) what we commonly
term gravel.]

&:

see 4 in that art.) [See also the paragraph here
•

*

>

d

>

&

with damm, [Of, or relating to, and
groning in, and pasturing in, the kind of tract

termed J.; a rel, n, from J., (§, Mab, K.)

occurs in a trad, where it is said, & "...#= U-0 or from i: Jä, (Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā,
2:
& * J%: *, meaning [He who lies TA,)
irregularly formed. (S, Msb.) You say
4 bi- They descended to the J: [i.e.
3

following.]

o a

de

O e

smooth or soft, or plain or level, or smooth and against me] takes for himself easily his place of J: #[A plant growing in the J-]. (The
3 **
soft, tract]: (JK, Msb:) or they betook them abode in Hell. (TA.)
Lexicons passim.) And
* A camel that
selves to the J.-: (S:) or they became in the
10. *~! He reckoned it J.-, (S, K.) i. e. pastures in the J.-. (K.)
J.-: (K:) and they alighted and abode in the easy, or facile. (TK.) [See an ex. in a verse
3* of
J.Laxative to the bowels; syn. 3:2; (O,
J.-, after they had been alighting and abiding cited voce 31,
p. 123.]
in the ci- [i.e. rugged, or rugged and hard, or
*

*

G:

J. •

rugged and high, ground]. (TA.) Hence, in a

J. Smooth or soft, plain or

K; in the CK [erroneously] 3:2;) as also
level, or smooth "J-3; applied to a medicine. (MSb, T.A.)
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6 de J,

&#

4.- : Ax-li, 7.
[i. e. He ordered, or
Jew. A certain star [nell known; namely, people's saying J*, unless an express autho
commanded, them to cast, or draw, lots, or to
Canopus]; (T, S, K;) not seen in Khurásán, but rity be found for it. (Msb.)
practise sortilege, or sortilege with arrows, among
seen in El-'Irak; (T, TA;) as Ibn-Kunáseh
U-2 : see U2-, [Also an attenuant medi
themselves, for a thing; or he prepared, or dis
says, seen in El-Hijāz and in all the land of the cine.]
posed,
them for doing so; or he cast, or dren,
Arabs, but not seen in the land of Armenia; and
6

& a

6

de

•

between the sight thereof by the people of El
Hijāz and the sight thereof by the people of El
'Irāk are twenty days: (TA:) it is said that
Uet- was a tyrannical collector of the tithes on
the road to El-Yemen, and God transformed him
into a star: (Lth, TA:) [it rose aurorally, in
Central Arabia, about the commencement of the
era of the Flight, on the 4th of August, O.S.:
the place where it rises, in that latitude, is
S. 29° E.; and the place where it sets, in the
same latitude, S. 29° W. : (see 10 in art. --~ :
and see * :)] at the time of its [auroral]

Ar"
6 de

•

£,

1.

, inf n. *- : see 8 = ~,
(S, MA, K,) aor. 4; (K;) and ~, aor. *; inf. n.
6

aOr. *

lots, or practised sortilege, or sortilege with arrows,
among them : see #). (S)- And 4 &: I
gave him a lot,
or portion. (Mgb.) =

£,

Andží is syn, with -i, (K, TA) meaning

* d

>2-, (S, MA, K,) of both verbs, (S, TA,) and He was, or became, loquacious, or profuse of
of the latter

is:

also, agreeably with analogy; speech: its A is said by Yaakoob to be a substi

(Harp. 449;) He, (a man, TA,) or it, (one's tute for ~. (TA.) [See alsoX-, below.]
face, S, MA, and Har ubi suprà,) was, or became,
6. 12-cal.j: see 8. - [Hence, They shared
altered in colour, (MA,) or he was, or became, lean
together.]
El-Hakam El-Khudree says,
or lank, in the belly, and altered [in colour]; (S,
K, and Har ubi supra;) [or, accord. to an expla
529
Usk Val-55 Al-J
6* *

*

•

w

e

> d-

e >

* *

*

&#"

in the Ham p. 360, he, or it, was,
* * * * * ** *
°,5: , *
.. •
*
or
became,
altered
in colour, and emaciated, and
J.'s "42, 9'5" b/* L:2
rising, the fruits ripen, and the 1: [q.v., here
dried up;] and<, also, aor.: inf n. >~,
i.e. Her two garments shared together; for in
meaning the greatest heat,] ends. (K.) [Jú
has
the
first
of
these
meanings: (MA:) [see also the shift was a soft, or tender, body, with a slender
J% which is a prov., and the saying of a poet,
>: below:] or~ signifies he (a man) was, or waist, and within the naist-wrapper were too
became, lean, or lank, in the belly: (TA:) or he thick thighs whereof the part above them, behind,
nation of>~

*

6 * **

de l'

•

*

*

*

*

* * J. J. J.

have been expl. in art. U2'.] 'Omar Ibn-'Abd (a man, S) nas, or became, smitten, or affected, was large. (Ham p. 579.) - Also They con
Allah Ibn-Abee-Rabeea says respecting Suheyl by the heat of the [n'ind called] **, (S, K, [see tended [for a thing], one nith another. (J.M.)
Ibn-'Abd-Er-Rahmán Ibn-'Owf, and his taking X'...,]) or by the burning, or vehement heat, of
8. b- ($, Msb) and "b-al-J (S) They
in marriage Eth-Thureiyā El-'Ableeyeh of the summer. (K, TA.)

cast, or dren, lots, or practised sortilege, [or
sortilege with arron's,] one with another; syn.
making
a
garment
to
be
marked
to be a strange thing by likening them to the stars
with stripes or lines [like >0~, i.e. arron's: see 126,31 (S, Msb) and 125,035, (S,) both of which
named Eth-Thureiyā and Suheyl,
signify the same. (S &c. in art. &#)
* *~ *
4-3
the pass. part. n. below]. (KL. [And the same
Sev- '' | &#." tä
meaning is indicated in the TA.]) Dhu-r-Rummeh _ow- An arron; i.e. one of n hat are called
says,
describing a dwelling, [or rather the traces
9.5%: *** all 4),-->
J., (Msb, K, TA) having the iron head [and
thereof.]

Benoo-Umeiyeh, deeming their coming together

2.

4

X: The

-6 J

*

*

*e >

•

ed

* @ e.

•* *

** > *

*

*

• *22 ore, - ...”

sa

#

*

*

***0<

*

*

* * * * *

• * *

* **

the feathers] affixed: (TA:) the Low- before it

* *
*

-la-' U. S. ā'ū Le

*

w cºa Ju- ~ Wité

*

* ** * *

has its feathers and its iron head affixed to it is

*

£:

[generally] called
(S and K in art. C.” :)
accord.
to
some
it
signifies
the iron head itself;
[0 thou marrier of Eth-Thureiyā to Suheyl, by [As though it were, after years had passed with
thine acknon ledgment of the everlasting existence respect to it, in El-Ashyaman, a garment of i. q. J: ; (Msb;) ISh says that this is its mean
of God, (or, as it sometimes means, I ask God El-Yemen in which was a marking nith stripes ing; and he says, if one pick up a U-as, you say
to prolong thy life,) tell me, hon can they meet or lines: the epithet clu. being often applied to “what is this
, you do not say thus; and the U.a5 is
together? She is of the northern region when she a garment of this kind, and *:: being here up a
rises, and Suheyl, when he rises, is of the southern understood]: (TA:) c'S', or, as some call the broad and long~, and may be nearly of the
region]. (Harp. 276. [But I have substituted them, cúš), 8 re two places, or two mountains, length of the space between the extremity of the
aft for %, and J.' for &#. See also the mentioned by Dhu-r-Rummeh in several places thumb and that of the fore finger when they are
stretched out; and the Jeíš. is of half the size
notice of the poet above named in the work of in his poetry. (TA in art._*:..)
Ibn-Khillikán: (I have the express authority of
of the J4: (TA:) [but this meaning of X:
3. 4-, (§, MA, Mgh, Msb) inf n issu:, seems to be very rare, and little known:] the pl.
the TA for thus writing this name:) and De
Sacy's Anthol. Gramm. Arabe, p. 139.]) [Frey (Mgb,) He shot arrows [Al-] with him [in com [of mult..] is
($, TA) and [of pauc.] >i.
tag states that J: U-35 is the name of Two petition] (MA) – (And hence,] He cast, or
stars which are behind Canopus; on the autho dren, lots [or more properly arrows for sortilege, (TA) [Hence, L-5. ... +[The arrow of the
rity of Meyd: and also mentions the name of as expl. in the PS,] with him; practised sortilege archer], (K,) or [simply] .." [the arron'],
Al-Ji Jew-, and 2,41 Jew, as given to Certain [or sortilege with arron's] with him; or competed (Kzw,) a certain constellation, (K,"Kzw,)[namely
him in doing
so. (S,
MA,orMgh, Mgb.)
You Sagitta,] one of the northern constellations, com
stars in the constellation Anguis; adding that with
say, W #:
£1.5
(S;)
:*:
*

&\s: Já'í šl J-5

*

2- : * :#;

... with thee?” but if one pick

6 **

* *

*

•

Canopus is distinguished from AL:Ji Uew- by the
-* *
name of c-sell Jew-.] The name of U. G-1
[The tro sisters of Canopus] is applied to &#1
5* [or Sirius] and ità: &# [or Pro
cyon], together. ($ and K in art. **) [See also
d = p.

34-and 39.]

&

e* * *

posed of five stars, between the bill [meaning the
TA;) aor. of the latter verb #, (S,) and inf n. star 8] of à-la-3, [which is Cygnus] and 3:
X- (TA;) I competed with him in casting, or £ual [which consists of the stars a and 8 and y
drancing, lots [or arron's for sortilege] or in prac of Aquila], in the Great Milky Way, having its
tising sortilege [or sortilege with arron's] with head tonards the east and its notch tonards the
him, and overcame him therein; or He did so with west; and its length, as it appears to the eye,
them, and overcame them therein. (S,” TA.) n:hen it is in the middle of the shy, is about two
*: See
(Kzw.) - Also
Hence, *u-3 in the Kur xxxvii. 141, (TA) cubits
where [the objective complement] 3: Jai is The
[or featherless and headless arron'] with

(9.4%

£&

4+ is a prov., (o, K) said to

&#).

c:

mean [More lying than] the wind: (O:) or understood. (Jel.)- [And hence, He shared
n:hich one casts, or dran's, lots, (IAth, Mgh, TA,)
nvith #", 13& J. in such a thing. See an ex.
in the game called -:"; (IAth, TA) and the
J: Relared, or loosened, by medicine; ap voce :4, and another voce <56. - And app. 35 with which one plays at a game of hazard
plied to the belly: no credit is to be given to He contended with him for a thing: see 6.]
[of any kind; i.e. an arron for sortilege, and a

āker- was a certain liar. (K.)

-
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gaming-arron]; the primary meaning of the several authors, (TA,) Leanness, or lankness in [nchose reason is departing]: mentioned by Lh:
word being the missile~5 (Mgh;) or the pri the belly, and an altered state (S, K, TA) of the (TA:) and so "L.", in both cases: (TA voce
mary meaning is the 33 with which one casts, colour, and dryness of the lips. (TA)- And ---, q.v.:) the A being a substitute for ~".
*

> d is

or draws, lots in the game called -- 1: (IAth, the former, [in some copies of the K the latter, (TA in the present art.) - And2-4, (K, TA)
• * >

but the former, as is said in the TA, is the right,
TA:) pl. > (K) [and >i. as above]. See a agreeably with analogy as a word signifying a or Wź. (CK,) [both app. correct,] from-owl,
is like --~ [q.v.], (K, TA,) or ---, (CK)

verse cited voce

-3-Then

applied to The disease,] A certain disease incident to camels.

from -i. in measure and in meaning; (K,
thing won by him whose arron is successful [in (El-Umawee, S, K.)
TA;) meaning Loquacious, or profuse in speech:
the game above mentioned]. (IAth, TA.)- And
then (IAth, TA) applied also to A lot, share, or >~, with fet-h [to the U", by Freytag erro the Le, accord. to Yaakoob, being [in this case
portion, (S, IAth, Mgh, Mgb, K, TA,) whatever neously written >;-, in consequence of his also] a substitute for ~. (TA.)

it be; (IAth, TA) as also 'i: ($, Mob, K.)

having been misled by a double mistranscription

6

&

d

pl. of the former &: (S, Mgh, Mgb, K) and immediately preceding in the CK], The flying _*- : see the next preceding paragraph, in
X- [both pls of mult..] and X: [pl. of pauc.] eagle : (K:) the epithet “flying” being here two places.
used only as an explicative. (TA.)
(Mgh, MSb, TA) and (quasi-pl. n.]" £, (M,
X: A [garment of the kind called] *marked
k, TA) this last like #i (TA) It is said in >. an inf. n. of 1. (S, &c.)- Also A-fronning nith stripes, or lines, (§, K, TA,) like Al- [i. e.
a trad, as # 3:3:13 – 4 &t= (C2', K, TA) of the face by reason of anxiety. arron's]. (TA.) = See also the following para
[There was, or is, jor him a share of the spoil (TA. [In the CK, as " and J.” are erro graph.
whether he were, or be, present or absent]. (TA.) neously put for *:: and J.'": in the TA,
And one says, liés lää &: &% Was. The Ax-ji is expressly said to be with damm, in this A94-0, applied to a man, Lean, or lank in the
share of such a one, of this, is such a thing : and case, and the meaning is shown by two verses belly: [see also L.A. :] or affected with n'hat is
s

y d >

A e o s

it may be from A..." meaning the arrows

(~1%)

termed Althere cited.])

[app.2% and meaning the heat of
>-l. (TA.) - And, applied

the wind called

that are shuffled among the persons competing in

X: A maker of arrows (MA)

sortilege, in order that each one may appropriate

to a camel, Smitten with the disease termed

2%, and so ":" applied to camels. (S. K.)

to himself what comes forth for him as his share.

(Ham p. 579)–: ... [The mast of the
ship : so called as being likened to an arrow,
because the curved yard of the sail, resembling a

*śl >0, applied to a man, Altered in face.
(TA) The saying of 'Antarah,
9*

ū'91: J's
J:-" &#93; Já'í

*

bow, is suspended from the top]: ($ and K in
art., J52 :) [in like manner] called in Pers.

J:#23 (Ps in that art)–:"... The

*

*
*

1. * ~ (S, Msb) or 24, (K) aor. 3:4,
3. *

•

inf n : (S, Mob, K) and 3:, (M, K.) He

is expl. by Th as meaning And the on ners of the was, or became, unmindful, forgetful, neglectful,

beam (#) of the house or chamber; (§, K;) horses were altered in their complexions in con or heedless, of it, or inadvertent to it; (S, Msb;)
[similarly] called in Pers. 25. (§ voce }*, sequence of the state of difficulty wherein they namely, a thing; syn. As Jáš: ($, Mgb:) or
* @*

-

q.v.) —- also signifies The measure of six were [as though they, i. e. the riders thereof, were he forgot it, or neglected it, (4-3) and nas, or
cubits [as used] in men's sales and purchases in given to drink infusion of colocynth]. (TA.) became, unmindful, forgetful, &c., of it, or in
their measurings of land. (K.)- And A stone [But] *" >0, is applied as an epithet to a advertent to it, (£ Jáš,) his mind adverting to
which is placed upon the entrance of a chamber horse as meaning Urged, or made, to perform a another thing or affair or case; (K, TA;) thus
constructed for the purpose of capturing therein distressing act of running : and in like manner to expl. in the M and T; so that #: and ###!
the lion, so that, when he enters it, it falls upon the a man when he is urged, or made, to perform a
are made to be one [in signification] 5
the entrance and closes it. (K,” TA.) [The word distressing part in war, or battle. (TA.)- [The and
in this sense is also mentioned in the K as written fem.] i.e., applied to a she-camel, means Lean, (TA) but accord. to Esh-Shihab, 3:1 is a
with U.]
or lank in the belly: (S. K. [see also Xx:]) slight aii: [or unmindfulness &c.] of that which
~, thus, with two dammehs, [The fine filmy and [its pl.] >'', applied to camels, altered by is nithin the scope of the retentive faculty, such
as when one's attention is roused by the least
substance termed gossamer,] with the article J, journeying. ($)

&:

rousing thereof; whereas Úl-Ji denotes its
* >e p

i. s. v.-: c. J# [lit: the spun-thread of the

_*-* A horse half-blooded, got by a stallion passing away from the memory entirely; though
rays of the sun]: (IAar, K.) and 'X'... [signi of generous race out of a mare not of such race; all are used in one sense by a careless reliance
fies the same], with the article Ji i q. *u syn. C-8. (K:) to [the rider of] such is given upon the understanding of the reader or hearer:
cu: [q.v., lit. the snivel of the devil]. (K.) less than the ~~ [or share] of the spoil that is in the Msb it is said that a distinction is made
–And Overponering heat. (IAar, K.) = Also given to [the rider of] the horse of generous race. between
and
by the latter's being

Jet"

J-"

[a pl. of which the sing is not mentioned, signi (TA.) [It is applied in this sense to a stallion applied to him who, when he is reminded, re
fying] Intelligent, knowing, or skilful or judicious, camel as well as to a horse.] A poet says,
members, and the former's being applied to him
£it
#*
working men; (K, TA;) and so with L. (TA.)
who is in the contrary case: accord. to IAth,
"Jäl
& to: IneanS he neglected, or omitted, the
4-ow- : see ~, in the latter half of the para
• * * ** * *
6 * > -of
*
thing unknowingly; and are tr-, he neglected, or
graph, in three places. - Also Relationship. (S,
-*-* - - -> <--~!">
*

o J.

** *

*

*

•

* > d is

6 *

o

*

omitted, it knowingly : or, as some say, 3: is
[Sons of Yethribee, keep ye your she-camels and
your mares from the being covered by one that is the doing wrong from unmindfulness (añá 34),
>0. The heat of the [wind called]>, >, (S, red, (i.e. of goodly appearance, for the red among as when an insane person reviles another, which
K;) and the burning, or vehement, heat of camels are the most admired by the Arabs, and is pardonable; and as when one drinks wine and
summer; (K;) and the clouds of dust thereof: in like manner the bay among horses,) but half then some unpleasing action proceeds from him
or a hot wind; and hot winds; used alike as sing. blooded]: he means, keep ye your women from unintentionally, which is punishable. (TA.) One
and pl. (TA)—See also...—Andsee what being taken as wives by such as are not their says,
es' "..., and (*, i. 4. Jää [He was,

k) whence 1:1. A relation] (S, TA)

55 all

next follows.

equals. (TA.)- You say also, -->2: J% or became, unmindful in prayer, and of it].
A
>" (§, K) and X*, (K, and only thus in man whose body is wasting anay in consequence (TA)- [Hence, app., as implying an unex
some copies of the K,) the former mentioned by of love: (K:) and in like manner, Jāall Low pected event,] 3. <- She (a woman, S)
6 *

* *

@ J.
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5*

conceived in menstruis. (Az, S, Z, K.) And <-shows
me the moon]. (S, T.A.. [See also Freytag's behind,] a *:: (TA:) or the like of a -3.
|

5us, [app. meaning a kind of arched construc
tion
with a flat top which forms a shelf, against a
W-115 J: J:
Hon can Suheyl [or
mall; or simply, a shelf, or ledge projecting from
Canopus] meet Es-Suha? for the former is
$, K) and &#1 (JK, $) [app. as an inf n, i.e. southern
and the latter is northern. (Harp. 276.) a nall, (see -3% and &b.) in nihich, or upon
as meaning The being still, or quiet, and gentle;
which, a thing is placed: (ISd, K:) or a small
though it is immediately added in the S that the :- [an inf. n. used as an epithet,] Easy; ap
*** ***
Prov. vol. i. pp. 527–9.]) And one says,
13- aol as His mother conceived him in men Arab.
~3 *
6.- p.

and

** -

Uí

stri. GK)–: also signific &"GK,

-: [or chamber], (S, K,) descending into the
pl. is #1. ; for it seems that an early transcriber plied to a man, and to an affair, (K, TA,) and to earth, having its roof elevated above the ground,

s

&#1

the an object of want: (TA:) and so [the fem.]
(S,) resembling a small aş- [or closet, or store
One 32-, applied to a mare; and applied to a she
mule as meaning easy in pace, that does not room], (S, K,) in which are [deposited] the house
says, 5% 12- akas He did it voluntarily, without fatigue her rider: the epithet 3. however, is hold-goods, or furniture and utensils; thus as
heard by A. Obeyd from more than one of the
its being ashed, or demanded; (K, TA;) and

of the

has omitted to insert after

6 -d -

words

&#3 &="3:
•

* >*

See

:

below].

* ***

not applied to a he-mule: so in the T : (TA:)
without constraint : (TA:) or quietly, or calmly, [but] it is applied to a he-camel, meaning easy to people of El-Yemen: (S:) or it signifies, (K,) or
signifies also, (JK,) four sticks, or pieces of wood,
without being hard, or difficult. (TA in art. 2”.)
ride; and is: to a she-camel, (K, TA,) meaning
(JK, K,) or three, (K,) n:hich are placed cross
And <! * He looked at him, or, .#, with
gentle, easy to ride: and
motionless eye. (MSb, T.A.) And aeś 2-3 Jeal
a he-camel, means

•% * •u, applied to wise, one upon another, and upon which is then

[likewise) gentle in pace; and

put anything of the household-goods, or furniture
The eye expatiates in it; syn. *—#. (JK.) = so [the pls.] 2% *%- applied to camels: (TA:) and utensils: (JK, K:) so in the M: (TA:)
#%, as denoting a quality of a camel, The being
(K,)
[and so **: applied to a mare; for] a certain and (accord. to the T, TA) i. q.
easy to ride; (K;) an inf. n., of which the verb
mare was named #: because of the gentleness which means a small closet or store-room: (TA:)
is *. (TA)=\,: $; c.: S.J. [Cat" of her pace. (TA.) Also, applied to water, Cool, and i. q. &#3; and #= [i. e. a nindon, or mural
of which the end is not to be reached. (AA, JK,
sneet, or limpid; easy of descent in the throat. aperture]; and a [kind of curtained canopy, or
S.K.)You #y, " J. &. JS J. J." ~!”
the like, such as is called] als-- and a curtain,
Us": S5 L5-3 S [There returns from the place
or screen, before the court, or yard, of a house,
of pasture in the evening, or afternoon, to the pliant, (K, TA,) and easy. (TA.) And 5- 2-2 (K, TA,) and sometimes, surrounding the house,
sons of such a one, of cattle,] what is not to be A gentle wind : [or a quiet, gentle wind:] pi. like a mall: (TA:) its pl. (in all of these senses,

£,

•

*

*

• d

e

= *

*

**

(K, TA) And is: J.; A bow that is can.

numbered for multitude : (T, TA:) or n:hat is à- : (TA:) a poet (said to be El-Hárith Ibn
not to be computed, 9. computed by conjecture. 'owf, TA) says,

K, TA) is #2 (JK, K, TA) and #2 (JK)
** > *

(IAar, TA). And so S. J.-: * ~ *
meaning jejö S [i. e. Temeen nent anay, and
will not be remembered, or mill not be mentioned]:
a saying of El-Ahmar. (TA.)

3. *-, inf n, itsu:, i. 4.43% (app. mean
ing He acted with him in the manner of him who
is unmindful, forgetful, neglectful, heedless, or

inadvertent]. (TA.) [Or] the inf. n. signifies
[The acting with moderation with another; or]

the abstaining from going to the utmost length in

* 2: &#1 *-*

*

&

* 2: J.5

*

*

*

# -, (IAar, JK, S, TA) like #- and #3,
*

all with kesr, on the authority of IAar, but in the
i. e. [The minds blen violently for the loss of K "43-, (TA) A_{portion, or short portion,
'Amr; but they were before his death] quiet
and
oë
such as is termed] acu., of the night; (S, K, TA;)
gentle. (S, T.A.) One says also #- J. Soft and (S, TA) the first part thereof: (JK, S, TA:)
land, without barrenness. (TA.) = And s: or it may be like 'J', [which is app. in this
means The moon, in the language of the Naba case with tenween, and] which seems to mean a
thaeans. (J.K.)
period in which people are unmindful of the
#.
places,
or ways, in which things are, or should be,
9- : see #19w.
sought by them; or claw may be from #*,
33- An instance, or a case, of unmindfulness, expl. below; and Jill & "3- signifies the
forgetfulness, neglectfulness, heedlessness, or in Same aS *- and *- [and 3.] and 45-.
*3 •

66

•

social intercourse: (S, K:) or the being easy, or

*

-jū->

6 o'e

#12- : see 2- :=and see also what here follows,

*

s

-

6 -d -

facile, with another: (A, TA:) or the behaving
in a good [or pleasing] manner in social inter
course : (T, TA:) or the comporting oneself with advertence. (Msb.) = A rock, or great mass of
another, or others, (iii-x) in a good manner, stone, (K,) in the dial. of Teiyi, who call nothing
(Ham p. 708.) One says,
in social intercourse. ('Eyn, M., T.A.) And one else by this name: so in the M: or, accord. to
<-- Le- * He comports himself nith the T, in that dial., the rock, or great mass of
his companions, or does so mith good nature; syn. stone, upon which the waterer [app. of camels]
Xàts: (TA) And Susu means also He stands: (TA:) or a rock, or great mass of stone,
standing up, not having any foundation [app.
mocked at him, or derided him. (TA.)
meaning not partly imbedded] in the ground:
4. L. He (a man, TA) constructed what is and in the dial. of Teiyi, a single stone, great or
termed a #: (K, TA) in a -: [or chamber small (JK.)-A -: [app, here meaning
&c.]. (TA.)
booth, or the like,] which the Arabs of the desert
set up at the nater, and by the shade of which
-3
• 3
to Ji [often written Ust-I] A certain dim star, they shelter themselves. (TA.) A ai: [or hind
(S, K.) in [the asterism called] es: Já -uś, of roofed vestibule, or the like, or a covering for
(S, [in the K, erroneously, Ug# all U-> <>W,]) shade and shelter], (K, TA,) between troo houses:
says,

3% #
J.

&: #;"

J:

i. e. [I met him after a portion, or short
portion, of the night; or] after the first part of
the night had passed. (JK.)
• & •

•,•

•

Cl2- : see

•

:- : = and see also #".

ū dim. of Úl, q. V.
•u. Unmindful, forgetful, neglectful, heedless,

or inadvertent (JK, S, MSb, K.) as also " 5%;
(S, K;) whence the prov.,
c

-d >

*

> 0& - 3

&

#

*

&lx- ** U-23's Cl

(S) i. e. Only the unmindful [lit. the sons of the
by the middle star of those thus called; (TA;) (TA:) or a thing like the ais, which is before, unmindful] are such as require to be enjoined:
[i. e.] a small star by that called 5úl, (n:hich or in the front of houses : (As, JK, S:) or [in ($, Meyd:) or, as some say, by d'er- 5: are
latter is the middle star [ć] of the three in the tail of some copies of the K “and”] a kind of closet
Ursa Major, Kzw,) by looking at which persons (
between two chambers, (K, TA,) in n'hich
try their powers of sight; (Kzw, TA;) mentioned the neaterers of the camels shelter themselves: or,
in art. 3, [voce '55, q.v.];, (K;) [it is the as some say, a small wall n:hich is built betn'een
star 80, by :] also called " ...", which is the the two [opposite main] walls of the chamber, the
- # roof being placed over the nhole; n-hat is in the

84-3)

6

meant all mankind; because all become unmind

ful: but the most correct explanation is, that those
who are enjoined to do a thing are subject to un

e.

mindfulness: it is applied to him who is unmind
ful of pursuing that which he is commanded to
do: and Úlx- may be syn. with [the inf. n.]

diminutive. (TA.) It is said in a prov., v.2) middle [or main part] of the chamber being [called] *: or it may be an epithet, syn. with eu, and
3.5" Us:# (...) [I show her Es-Suha and she Q. *: [see J: ;] and what is within it, [app. is applied to Adam, because he forgot his cove

1457
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nant, so that dix- 24 may mean the sons of is a contraction of that next preceding, (Kh, S,
Adam, and hence, the unmindful. (Meyd. [See

28- d -

6e

» -

also Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 3-4]) - See also ginally 313-6, (Harp. 81,) and ā.5L-2, which is
*~.
originally issu:, (Kh, S, M, K.) and #13,
issu. A tract of and long and wide, without (S, M, K,) which is a contraction of that next
any covert of trees, or the like, [to obstruct the preceding, (Kh, S,) and #4, (M, K) this last
vien, or] to repel the eye. (JK, and Hamp. 708.) written in the L with two Uss, [i.e. #4.]
£5 e -

£i and £i:

and 4 and a: and as (TA) He did evil or ill,

M.) and #3 (M, K) and it., (§, M, K) ori or acted ill, to him. (S, K, TA.) - [See also
* @

s:

in several senses, in art.

&s-J={

He corrupted it, or marred it; (M, K;) [did it
ill;] did it not well; namely, a thing. (M.) It

is said in a prov., J. L. &l= ää [An unnilling
person did ill what he did]; relating to a man

who was compelled against his will, by another,
(TA) [He did evil to him;] he did to him that to
do a thing, and marred it, or did it not well: it
n:hich he disliked, or hated; (M, K;) he dis

see what follows.

is applied to the man who seeks an object of want

(JK, TA) in the K, erroneously, pleased, grieved, or wered, him; contr. of 5. and does not take pains to accomplish it. (M,
W £i, (TA,) i. q. &# [generally signifying (S.) One says, J: &#, meaning I displeased, Meyd.*) See also 1, in two places, in the former
Colours; but also meaning sorts, or species; and grieved, or vexed, the man by n hat he san' [or half of the paragraph. [And see 2.]

J-i,

here used in this latter sense, as is indicated in the

experienced] from me. (S.) And 43: 4%

8. G. He experienced evil, or that which he

grieve,
or ver,
TA]: a pl. having no sing.: (K, TA:) so in the and 4:U- [I desired to odisplease,
* *
**
*
*
* 0.5
&
disliked or hated, (S," K, TA,) or displeasure,
M : (TA:) or it signifies, (JK,) or signifies also, the]. (Lth, T.A.) And 3-3 S. Jugle J20 &l (TA) or grief, or anxiety. (M, TA.) (3 :
•

6 *

* > *

*

,

i.

(TA) various sorts (āāli:- -2-3, JK, TA)
of pace of -camels;
like
of

&*-i.
•

sing is "#. (J.K.)
9

•* .

all [Verily the night is long, and may the state
thereof
not displease, grieve, or vex, me]: mean
(TA:) and its
ing & L: S; and expressinga prayer. (Lh,
M. [In the TA, in the place of ajú is put a le;
as though meaning *5-0 &: * u, or the like,
i. e. its events, or accidents, &c.]) And
3
£5 #3 U. [I have, belonging to him, or I owe
him, what grieved him, and oppressed him by its
neight], and #: #: us [nhat does, or nill,

es:

•6 •
-

2- ?. Q. -99-', q. V.

b

occurs in a trad. as meaning He (the Prophet)
became displeased, or grieved, or anxious, on
account of it; i.e., on account of a dream that
had been related to him: or, accord. to one rela
tion, the right reading is (3:1, meaning “he

sought the interpretation of it, by consideration.”
(TA.)

#~ is an infn of £, (Lth, S, M.K.) intrans,
(Lth, M,) and trans.: (S, M, K:) and is also used

as an epithet, applied to a man, (M., Msb, and
Ham
p. 712,) and to an action. (Msb.) You
left,
or
has
left,
what
will
grieve
him,
and
oppress
inf n. 4-, (Lth, M) or #4, like "..., (K.)
# (S, M, Msb, K) [A man of evil
[but the former is that which is commonly known,] him by its weight, on the day of judgment, by the say 3nature
or
doings;
or] a man nho does nihat is
responsibility
that
it
has
imposed
upon
him,]
is
a
It (a thing, Lth, M) was, or became, evil, bad,
abominable, foul, unseemly, unsightly, or ugly. prov., said of him who has left his property to his evil, displeasing, grievous, or ceratious: (M, TA:)
(Lth, M, Msb, K.) It is used in this sense, (IKt, heirs. (Meyd, TA.) It is said that El-Mahboobee and 3: J% [the man of evil nature or doings
TA) or [rather] is like J-5, (BA, Jel) in the was possessed of riches; and when death visited
Kur [xvii. 34], where it is said, S.: #. [Evil, him, he desired to make a testament; so it was nature &c.], as in a verse cited voce J-i, in art.
&c., is it as a way of acting]: (IKt, Bd, Jel, said to him, “What wilt thou write?” and he U2- : (S:) and £- J* [a deed of evil nature]:
answered, “Write ye, ‘Such a one, meaning
TA:) which is like the saying, Us: lás A.
himself, ‘has left what will grieve him, and op (M, Mgb.) and 3:1 J* [the deed of evil
[Evil, &c., is this as a way of acting or believing,
press him by its weight:’” i.e., property which nature]: (Ham p. 498:) and * << [an epi
&c.]: the noun being in the accus. case as a
his heirs will devour, while the burden thereof thet of evil nature]: (O and K in art. Ga- :)
specificative. (IKt, T.A.) And so in the saying,
4.] and #2- -: a bad commodity: (O and TA in
• 20 × 5
t:< &% J% ū ā. [Evil, &c., as an action, will remain upon him. (Meyd, TA.) [See also
, is 'that which such a one has done]. (TA.) - One says also, c5% 4-> <>3-, aor. 255-1, art. Jäx. :) and if you make the former word
[by means of the article Ul], you use
inf n is: and #30-3, (Lth, TA) in 4×a-3
4: determinate
One says also, ū; as $34, and &#" a. *
the latter as an epithet [also] (M, MSb, and

1. R., (Lth, M, Mob, K.) aor. ::, (Lth, Msb) grieve him, &c.J. ($) # 3: ... 35 (He

&c.] (S. K.) and 3: … [the wolf of evil

o •

•O e

-

J & J.

&ti

[lit. I was evil in opinion respecting him, or it, [i.e. I said, May God remove the person (lit. Ham, p. 712,”) and you say is: J: [the evil
and I made the opinion respecting him, or it, to the face) of such a one far from good, or pros man, or the man who does what is evil &c.]:
be evil, each virtually meaning I held, or formed, perity, &c.]. (TA. [It is said in a copy of the (Mab, and Ham p. 712.) and 3:1 J31 [the
M, that * 4 &#: neanS *::: but I think
an evil opinion respecting him, or it,] the noun
evil deed]: (Msb:) [this last phrase I hold to be
that the
right explanation
is £3,
being determinate, with the article UI, in the deed,
meaning
I said to him,
* without tesh correct, regarding i: in this case as originally
ai/ -5: see an inf. n. of the intrans. verb £, and therefore
latter case, (ISk, S, Msb, TA,) because it is an art. *])
C*
a t so

* **

objective complement, for the verb is trans., (IB,

capable of being used as an epithet applied to

TA,) and the noun being indeterminate in the

anything; though] IB says that is: used as an
former case, (IB, MSb, TA,) because it is in the 2. is- [He corrupted, or marred]. You say,
accus. case as a specificative; (IB, TA;) but &5-5 ), 3- Rectify thou, and do not.corrupt, or epithet is applied to a man but not to a deed:
some allow it to be indeterminate after * &ti, 772.017". (ATA) [See also 4]-2-le 12. He said (TA:) [in what here follows from the S, denying
d

the correctness of another phrase mentioned above

which is here the contr. of <!--i. (Msb.) =

to him -- (£ hast an ill.

(M.)

You',

It is also trans.: (Lth, TA:) you say, $43, (S,

M, K.) aor $34, (S) inf n. #3 ($, M, K) and &-e U. × <!--, (S) or ***, (K) i.e. als,

on the authority of lexicologists of high repute,
there is, in my opinion, an obvious mistranscrip
tion, twice occurring,

is:

for

#,

which I

(TA) infn. #3 and 'Us, 3, I discommended to

#~,

with damm also, (TA, [and said to be an
what he had done, or his deed; and said to him
inf n. in the Ksh and by Bd in ii. 46, but as it is him
- 82 #2 * *
not mentioned as an inf. n. in the Snor in the M
nor in the K, but is expressly said in all these to J'é &:- [If I do ill, say thou to me, Thou hast

ŠtíThou has done ill (S.K.) And &ti &

be a subst., I think that it should be rejected, or done ill]. (S.)
regarded as a quasi-inf n, like >Sé and *:
#e..]) and #. (K) and #- (AZ, M, K) and

#34, (S, M, K) of the measure #4, like
* * *

4.

£i,

[inf n.

suppose to have passed from an early copy of that
work into most other copies thereof, for I find it
alike in all to which I have had access:] Akh
says, one should not say
though one

"J%

says

##|

He did evil, or ill; or

acted ill; contr. of 3-i. (S, M, K:) [and so]
d

#%, (Kh, ś, M) and #3-, (§, M, K) which * - Ll (Msb) You say, #1 Cl (S. K.)
Bk. I.

&#. 3-

as well as

is not the same as
aS

£1.

•3

*

/

9:3) 3-;

for

is:

J#1, but &#1 is the same

he says, also, nor

should one say, .#

>

as Ji Jež, with damm : (S:) [here the expres
184
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sion “with damm” may perhaps be meant to
refer to ex-II in all of the three instances above;
not in the last only:] IB says, [in remarking on
this passage
of the S, in which he appears to have
&

and xlviii. 6], (TA,) mean Defeat, and evil; cord. to different copies of the K; [the latter

#: like the former, of the same

(K, TA;) and trial, or affliction, and torment; perhaps fem. of W
(TA;) and perdition, and destruction, or cor class as Jús and
ruption: (K, TA:) and in like manner in the

sts, or fem. of "&#~, like
Uíke fem, of &le;]) or so both of these;

- - - -- * *
3:1, with damm, in all of the three in saying, "
: :"...i,
(K, TA) in the Kur (TA;) or so Wii, #3: ($) [or this last means
*3
stances,] Akh allows one's saying *: J% and
property, &c., that is very evil &c.] One says,
[xxv. 42] : (TA:) or 3: means harm, injury,
3. J%, with fet-h to the U" in both; but " hurt, mischief, or damage; and evilness of state gºal 3:2- May a disgracing action or thing
3: J%, with damm to the U", because is: or condition; [as expl. before;] and "3:1, cor befall such a one; [or disgrace, or shame, to such

read

d

is a subst., meaning “harm, injury, hurt, mis
ruption, or destruction, or perdition: (K, TA:) a one;] using the accus. case because it is an ex
chief, or damage,” and “evilness of state or con Or 3: in the phrase 3: #13 means defeat and
pression of reviling and imprecation. (Lth, TA)
dition;” and J4% is prefixed, as governing a
[See also #. and s:-.] –" s: #: [or
gen. case, only to the inf. n.: and he adds that evil; and the reading *:::M is from [i.e. syn.
not prefixing [the
former noun to the latter, but using the latter as

with] sit.' [as inf n.] (S. [See also #3, in *#1 #1) also means The contrarious wife
art. 222.]) Accord, to Zj, in the saying in the or woman. (TA.)

an epithet]. (TA.)- See also the next para

Kur .[xlviii.6),
" : &# & 35uvi, (TA)
.
• *... • *... a .

one says,

is: J#1 lás,

-

graph, in six places.

-

-

**

#ū. as used in the saying c53 J% &#34
*

z

meaning *-13-91 &l [i. e. Who opine, of God, ast. is held by some to be originally with *, and

3. is the subst, from £; (S, M, K,) [so, the opiningà of the evil thing], (Bd,) it is allowable
app., accord. to the generality of the lexicologists;] to read *: &#; (T, TA;) and thus some read
or infin. (Ksh and Bq inii.46) of £, (Ksh in this instance: (Jel:) but AM says, in the
ibid.,) or of £, *On". #4, (Bd ibid.,) or of %
saying in the Kur [xlviii. 12), "...#1 & #3
[q.v.]; (TA;) signifying Evilness, badness, abomi [And ye opined the evil opining], it is read only
nableness, foulness, or unseemliness; [and dis with fet-h, and damm to the U" is not allowable
pleasingness, grievousness, or vexatiousness;] as, in this instance, for there is in it no meaning of
for instance, of natural disposition, and of doings: trial, or affliction, and torment: (TA:) [for this
(Ksh ubi supra:) vitious, immoral, unrighteous, distinction, however, I see no reason; and it is
sinful, or nicked, conduct : [hence, #: * : See
not correct; for] ex-Ji is with fet-h and with
art. Le J anything disapproved, or disallowed; damm to the U- in the three sentences [whereof
or regarded as evil, bad, abominable, foul, or this last is one] in which it occurs in this chapter.
unseemly: (S, TA:) [an evil action or event:] (Jel.)- In the Kur vii. 188, it is said to mean
evilness of state or condition: harm, injury, hurt, + Diabolical possession; or insanity, or madness.
mischief, or damage: (IB, TA:) anything that (M, TA) - | Leprosy, syn. -3% (Lth, S, M,
is mentioned as being &: [i. e. evil, &c.]: (Lth, K, TA,) is said to be its meaning in the Kur
TA:) any evil, evil affection, cause of mischief xx. 23 and xxvii. 12 and xxviii. 32. (S, TA.)

of the measure

#4, from is: ; so that the say

ing means Such a one did to such a one a thing
that caused displeasure to him; and did evil to
him: others hold that the saying means such a one
made a nay to do nhat he desired to such a one;
in which case, azu." is of the measure ää from

$3.5

#4, which is changed into
#ú, in like manner as 35,
is changed into &#2 (Aboo-Bekr, TA) (See
£,

originally

and then into

the same word in art.

ess

6 d -

s:

see 52-, in two places.

us: is [fem.of" #4. q.v., as meaning More,
and most, evil, bad, abominable, foul, unseemly,

unsightly, or ugly: and is also] a subst, signify
ing an evil, a bad, an abominable, a foul, or an
or harm or injury, noxious or destructive thing, + The fire: so in the Kur xxx. 9, accord. to the unseemly, action; (Mgb, TA;) i. q. i: 3% of
• 3
calamity, disease, or malady: (M, K, TA:) [pl. reading 3-Ji: (K, TA:) said to mean there Hell: [and i: alone]: in this sense, [as well as in the
#, accord. to a general rule.] The saying but the reading commonly known is " s:

3. &:

former, (TA) contr. of L:- ($, M, K, TA)

3: U. means I do not disacknowledge

(TA.)- And + Weakness in the eye. (K. [Thus, - In the Kur xxx. 9, (S, TA,) accord. to the
[i. e. evilness, &c.,] that I i.e. with damm to the U", in the CK and TK: reading commonly known, (TA,) [as contr. of
• 3

thee in consequence of 3.
have seen in thee, but only in consequence of my

little knowledge of the ($) : * ~ *
£13, in the Kur [xii. 24), is said by Z to

in the TA said to be

*;

but this is evidently

a mistake for...au.])
6 **

•* *

*Us":

See

• & J.

J.--Ji,] Use-li means + The fire (S, K, TA)
of Hell. (TA.) See also 32-, last explanation
but one.

Use".

mean, [In order that we might turn anay from

The # for pudendum], (S.Mgh, Mih)
(M, TA) And PC-1 5%, in the Kur (xiii. 18, i. e.#(Mgb)
the & [which means the same, or
i. e. The evilness of the reckoning], is expl. by
him as meaning a reckoning in which no good
work will be accepted, and no evil work passed
over; because infidelity will have made the former
to be of no avail: or, as some say, it means a

3. * *

*g, *

*:::

him] unfaithfulness to his master, and adultery.

See

is:

(of which it is said by some to
6 & e

be fem.) in two places: - and see also
four places.

#4, in

the external portion of the organs of generation],
(Lth, M, IAth, Msb, K,) of a man, and of a &ls- &já. is [app. an instance of the altera
woman: (Lth, Msb, TA:) and the anus : (Az tion of the latter of two 't to assimilate it to
and TA in art. Us:- :) dual c.63: and pl. the former, originally #: &#, meaning
• *e e

s

ed

reckoning pursued to the utmost extent, in which +3. so called because its becoming exposed to Ashamed, or base, or vile, or ignominious, and
(M, T.A.)- See also
no evil work will be passed over. (M, TA.) 5 men displeases [or shames] the owner thereof; evil, bad, &c.,] from
(Msb;) or because of its unseemliness. (Ham 589-'.

&#1.

6 d -

*: J; es' * means There is no good in thy
saying : [i.e. a thing that is evil; J, being
here used in

p. 510.) In the Kur vii. 19, for U.5% SOme
read (~13. ; and some, *:::. (Bd.)- In the

&: [originally &: (as will be shown below,

its original sense of an inf. n.]: but
Kur v. 34, it means The dead body, or corpse;

if you say "...", [you use J, in the sense of

VOce

#), then &: and then &

applied to

(Bd, Jel;) because it is deemed unseemly to be a thing [of any kind], (Lth, TA,) Evil, bad,

J,33, and] the meaning is, in evil speech. (TA seen. (Bd.)- Accord. to IAth, the former is the

abominable, foul, unseemly, wnsightly, or ugly;
as from the K, but not in the CK nor in my MS. primary signification: and hence it is transferred (Lth, Mgb, TA;) contr. of Ü--: (Msb:) some
copy of the K.) #: accord. to one reading, and to denote Any saying, or action, of which one is times contracted into " *Us", like as Uža is con
6 *

-

W

's- accord. to another, (K, TA, [but all that is ashamed when it appears: (TA:) any evil, bad,

tracted in

&#,

and

&:

6 *>

•

-

&# as in the

into

given in this sentence as from the K is so given abominable, foul, or unseemly, saying or action;
only on the authority of the TA, not being in the (S, K, TA) as also '... (M3) any disgracing saying of Et-Tuhawee,
CK nor in my MS. copy of the K,]) the latter of action or thing: (Lth, TA:) an evil, abominable,
sus-: *- : * J2j-e ‘92
6

*

* -

e

•

J. & e

**

*

which readings is the more common, (TA,) in the or unseemly, property, quality, custom, or prac

phrase 3: #3, (K, TA) in the Kur [ix. 90 tice; (K, TA) as also "i3-, or 'us'. (ac.

d 6
*

*

**

•

*
*

-

* c - c.25
-

')2

*
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•

• *

-

*

* *

-

-

-

-

[And they will not requite good with evil, nor the saying, 422L-e & A. His acts of disobedience, woman that goes along gently, or softly, by reason
will they requite roughness with gentleness]. (S.) and vices, faults, &c., appeared: (Msb:) and of decrepitude]. (O.)
* **

6 o'e

You say &- J35 [An evil sayingi or].".”ying west- c." US* J:

Horses run, notnith
that displeases. (M, TA) And a:- alas [An standing their vices, or faults, &c., (S, Meyd, K,)
evil action or deed].
(TA.) And it is said
in the and diseases; (S, Meyd;) for their generousness
* * *.*.*.*.*** *
was so - d ->
•

2.2% Lie &- (A, MSb) ,-43 (MSb) He

made a *-ū-, i.e. an enclosure (A, Msb) com
posed
of thorns and the like, (Mgb,) around the
impels them to do so: (S, Meyd, K: but omitted

**

K: [x:y:41), 3-ºx." G-: S: 3-2-2
alal'

grape-vines (A, Msb) and the like; as also ---,
S! [And in the plotting of that which is in the CK:) and in like manner, the ingenuous with U4, agreeably with the word glū- [from
generous man bears difficulties, and defends, or

evil; but the evil plotting shall not beset any save protects, what he is bound to defend or protect,
the authors thereof]. (M., T.A.) One says also, or to regard as sacred, or inviolable, though he
£9. &: 3% [Such a one is evil in respect be weak, and practises generosity in all circum
of choice, or preference]. (S.) [See also the next stances: (Meyd, TA:) or it is applied in relation
paragraph.]
to the protection and defence of what should be
sacred, or inviolable, or of wives, or women under
#: [fem. of 3: q. v.: and also a subst., covert, and the members of one's household, not
being transferred from the category of epithets withstanding harm, or injury, and fear: or it
to that of substs. by the affix 5], originally means that one may seek to defend himself by
a;-, ($) An ecil actor action; contr. ofa--, means of a man though there be in him qualities
**

6-

© e - e.

(Mgb;) a fault, an offence, or an act of disobe
dience; or such as is intentional; a sin, a crime,

or an act of disobedience for which one

deserves

punishment; syn. Asia- (M, K.) pl. ~us-.

(TA.) It is said in a trad, c': &##--"
[The good act is between the tico evil acts];
meaning that the exceeding of the just bounds is

a £, and the falling short thereof is a aī., and
the

pursuing a middle course between these two

is a a:-. (TA) [See also #.

and

es:

-

a:

properly so termed [i. e. as expl. above]. (Māb
in art. ,< *.)- An evil, or evil accident; a
calamity; a misfortune; (Ksh in iv. 81;) a
trial, or an affliction; opposed to :- (Ksh

and Bd in iv. 80;) scarcity of herbage, or of the
goods, conveniences, and comforts, of life; strait
ness of circumstances; and unsuccessfulness; thus
[likewise] opposed to # - in the Kur iv. 80.

(Er-Răghib, TA in art. Ú--.)
3. * *

13-1; fem.

es:

see the latter word.

One

2%l #: 34

He is the most evil, &c., of the
people, or party; syn. >:#: and
&
says,

s:

She is the most evil, &c. (Mgb.) And the

J%-9 £i,

[common] people say
meaning The
[norst, or] most scanty, and weakest, of states or

conditions. (Mgb.) = [Also,] applied as an epi
thet to a man, (El-Umawee, M, TA,) Evil, bad,

abominable, foul, unseemly, unsightly, or ugly: (El
Umawee, M, K, TA:) fem. " #4, (El-Umawee,
M, K,) which is thus applied to a woman; (El
Umawee, S, M.;) or this is an instance of the
*e d >

measure
:) as having no [masc. of the measure]
* ***
Jaśl. (M., T.A.) See also #4, in four places. It
is said in a trad. ...(M,
TA)
•
*~
6 - of the Prophet, or of
d

'Omar,

6 o' -

6

y --

*O -

*

-

barren one]. (M., T.A.)

in art. --) of thorns and the like (TA in that
art.) around his garden of palm-trees or vines.
(K and TA in the same art.)

£"

J.

• * @

•

*

*

*

&

*

•

be 34.3-, [and thus it is in the CK.] but this is

(TA)-2,5- *u-> d x2+ 292 Wils. a mistake. (TA.) You say, &",

[An ugly prolific woman is better than a beautiful

&:

: he made an enclosure (K and TA

[The teak-tree; tectona grandis; to which
the name of 2-L. is applied in Pers.; remarkable
..for its huge size, and enormous leaves: or the
disapproved: (MF, TA:) but accord. to Lh, Indian, or Oriental, plane-tree : or the Indian
us?--" has no proper sing, like &-t-.' plantain-tree: (see De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec.
(Meyd, TA:*) accord. to some of the writers on ed., iii. 473:)] a certain species of tree, (S, A,
inflection, it is the contr. of &--", and an Mgh, O, Mgb, K.) of great size, (Msb,) growing
to a very great size, (Mgh,) that grows only in
anomalous pl. of i:l, being originally with e. India, and is conveyed thence to other countries;
(TA.)
(Mgh, Msb;) so they say: (Mgh:) Z says,
(Msb,) it is a black, heavy, wood, which is brought
su: ; see the next preceding paragraph.
..from India, (A, Msb,) in pieces made of an oblong
form, and squared, (A,) and which the wood
fretter can hardly, or not at all, near, or naste;
***
såe 2
(A, Msb;) and he says that its pl. is
a 2- A long, or far, journey; like 5";
(K, TA;) of which it is a dial. var.: a short (Msb: [but this is said in the A only to be pl. of
<!- meaning “a rounded, wide, cl: :”])
journey is termed #. (TA.)
some say that it resembles ebony, but is less black :
#'s. A well-known [beverage of the kind (Msb:) accord to the A, Noah's ark was made
called] *, prepared from wheat, and much of it: but several authors say that it is related in
drunk by the people of Egypt, (L, TA,) at their the Book of the Law revealed to Moses that it
festivals: (TA:) and also prepared from rice: was made of the * [or pine-tree]; and some
(MF, TA:) [also from the pips of a species say that the "3-2 is a species of the Gl- : (TA:)
of melon, called in Egypt (35%: (see art. AHn describes it, (O, TA,) on the authority of
<e; and see also White's “Abdollatiphi Hist. one who had seen it in its places of growth, (O,)
Aegypti Compendium,” pp. 52-3; or De Sacy's as a species of tree that grows to a great size, tall
transl., pp. 34-5;) moistened and pounded, and and n ide, having leaves like the shields of the
steeped in water, which is then strained, and Deylem (...", q. v.), with one of which leaves a
sneetened with sugar:] it is mentioned in a trad. man may cover himself, and it will protect him
and by several writers. (TA.)
from the rain, and it has a sneet odour, like the
odour of the leaves of the walnut, and is fine and
soft, or smooth; (O, TA,) the elephants [he says]
£
are fond of it, and of the leaves of the banana,
1. *-* as:--> C-, said of a weaver, He both of which they eat : it is not of the trees
passed the **, i. e. the sprinkling instrument, that grow in the land of the Arabs, nor does it
to and fro over his web [to dress the warps with gron in any country except those of India and
the Zenj; nor does any tree grow so tall, nor
the preparation termed 2 :-} (A, TA.") –
any so big (o:) *ā-u is the n, un., and its
[Hence, app, unless the reverse be the case, the
pl. is +": (Msb:) and it signifies a piece of
inf n.] Cla-2- signifies The act of going and nood of the tree called Gl-, made of an oblong
coming: (AA, O, K, TA:) asserted by some to
6*

Also, tropically, ! The recompense of a

which it is derived] (Mab3) and sixtinf n.

6

Il.

aOI".

$24, inf.

joundation and the like: (Mgh:) one says, L3

* * *

&- [and due-5-),

He, or it, went and came.

(TA) - And Cl-, (IAar, O, K,) aor. as above,

it: an inf n, of: (S, M, K:) and [also a (IAar, O,) inf. n. :-

and

form, and squared, as brought from India; (A,"
Mgh, TA;) such as is cut and prepared for a

i-u. * U- [In the foundation of
building is a piece of nood of the Gl- cut in

his
an

£3. and 3-3

oblong form, and squared]: (A:) a as-l- from
subst. signifying An evil, as being] a cause of He went along gently, softly, or in a leisurely which a door is cloven, or divided off lengthwise,
grief or vexation; contr. of 5: originally manner. (IAar, O, K.) IAar cites the following is called is: (TA:) and the term ā- is
derived]:
also applied to the board, or tablet, [of wood of
#: and therefore the pl. is " 3-3, for &*; [as an ex. of an epithet hence
*3
e - o- ***
the 2-L.,] upon which stand [or rest] the two
&:" W £25-9 -: *L*
*
(Msb;) signifying also vices, faults, defects, or
imperfections; (S, Msb, K, TA;) and diseases;
scales of the balance when one weighs with it.
($, TA;) and acts of disobedience: (Msb:) so in [A female fair in face: she is not the ugly old (Ham, p. 818.) = Also A [garment of the kind
o

-

*

184 *
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*: L#9 $5.2 i. q. u-9., q. v. (L.)
house:
(Msb
in
the
present
art.
:)
or
a
wide,
or
meaning a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour]: (S, A,
L-3- |Mud retired very watery by rain.
O, K:) or a black cyl-l-le: (IAar, O, K:) or a spacious, place, among the divellings of a tribe:
large, thick, or coarse, cyl-l-le: (TA:) or a and a side, region, quarter, or tract; or a lateral, (L.) See a-b- Už»l Sle, above.- Also,
cit...le made of a round form, (A, TA,) and or an outnard or adjacent, part or portion; syn. and '#3:, Tumid earth that breaks in pieces
[or rather this is a when trodden upon. (L voce #3)—is :
wide : (A:) or a Ju-Jele holloned out in the #-3: (K:) the pl. is "
middle (#): so woven: (Az, O, Msb:) this coll. gen, n, of which As-L. is the n; un.] and [the
called]

cú” of the colour termed 5:

[here or its yard; i.e. a spacious place in front of a

£

L+5. [A wide water-course, or channel of a
torrent, containing fine, or minute, or broken,
said that the Prophet used to wear in war such the last like J.N. pl. of as.…', and -ā- pl. of pebbles, &c.,] into nihich the feet sink, or in n:hich
U-35 [pl. of is:, q. v.,] as were [made] of
the feet sink and become concealed. (L.)
last is said to be meant in a trad. in which it is

pl. is] --- (S, Msh, K) and C-5. (S. K.)

#4. ($) the dim, is "à-33. (TA) (See
cis- (TA) 3- is the pl.: (T, S, A, O, also 7 in art. ..] One says, 4:-0. ***

-

6 -

# dim of L-34. (L.K.)

&#3%

Msb:) the dim. is V
(TA.) It is tropically [May God people thy court, or yard; or make
applied to signify t A [garment of the kind called] it to be well stocked with people and the like].
in a case of drought you say, >
A = made of a square form, or four-sided; and (A.) And
#.
#ff [The air, or atmosphere, has
is described as a sort of aí-i-, woven. (TA.)

£f

As meaning a tol-Male, it is said

d > g.

6 *

> 6 -

44-3-2 : see

•

L*.*.

•

39-w

by some, that its become red, and the courts, or yards, have become

30, aor. 3, 4, inf n is:-(Mg, TA) and
(A) You sy also, 3-Ül ić# <!, 3,-1. and
* [and its vars. inentioned in the
a phrase like 5,521 it sy. <! [expl. in art. Jüs]. next sentence] and #3:. (TA,) or $3. is a

! is originally Us. (L, TA.)- It is also used, by very dusty].
a poet, in the manner of an epithet, as meaning
Of the colour termed 5: [expl. above]. (TA.)

(TA in art. ...is.)

:3. A preparation of clay, (app. made into a

simple subst, signifying as expl. below, (Msb,)
He was, or became, [a ---, i.e. chief, lord,
master, &c.; or] possessed of glory, honour,
dignity, eminence, exalted or elevated state, or
nobility. (MSb, T.A.).-[It is also trans.:] you

6 * * * *

ăa-2- dim. of i-u, q. v. (TA.)
sort of ooze, and] cooked; with which the weaver
does over [i. e. dresses] the narps of the web.
(TA. [See 1, first sentence.])

ès

say, *:: 30, (S, M," A,) aor; **, (S, A,)
1.4% +44 (S.M., K) or #31.3% inf m. 52'-' ($, M, K') and 33- (M, K') and

ā-tl, n, un of £, q. v. (Msb.)

&#. [an epithet from *-ū in the last of the
senses assigned to it above]: see 1, last sentence.

of

of

(A,) ->}}| es', (S, Mgb,) or Jº", (A,) aor. 3.22., (S, M, A, K,”) in which last the [final] x

& 3, (S, A, Msb) inf n. £- (L, Mgb) and

is added to render the word quasi-coordinate to
Jú, as ~~- and
• & J.

words of the measure

*

* 6 p.

•o."

&#,

&: A small clu-š of the kind called £, £3. and 3%-, (L.) His legs, or the legs of
($) and 33, and #4 (M, TA) and #4,
the beast, sank into the ground: (Msb,” TA:) (M, K, ) of the dial of Teiyi, (M) and #23:,
£- An enclosure (A, Msb) made with thorns or sank, and became concealed, in the ground or (S, M.) He was, or became, the '... [or chief,
and the like (Mgb) around grape-vines (A, Msb) earth: (S, Msb,” TA:) and so <<1, aor. £-i, lord, master, &c.,] of his people; (§3) [he ruled
*

* *

q. v. (TA.)

•

and the like: (Msb:) an enclosure made with
trees around grape-vines or a garden: (L in art.

(S, Mb, TA) inf n : (Ms) and 3.4%

his people, or held dominion over them;] and

8- :) an enclosure (O and K in that art.) of any see art. --J: and in like manner one says of the

*>3' signifies the same. (M, L.) And $30,

kind (O) around a thing, such as palm-trees and

grape-vines: (O, K:) and a n'all (O, K) of any
kind, whether roofed or not roofed : (O:) pl. [of

feet: (A, TA:)like +4.0. (S. K.)—And £t% inf n is:- and St. and 33, [&c.], He ever
(L, K,) aor. £4, (L.) It (a thing) sank [in cised rule, or dominion, over him. (M.A.) [See
water &c.], or subsided; syn. --) (L, K.) also * below.]-[Hence,] gua." J#0 <su.

** (A, Msb;) And C#12 ---, (A. L. Mab, K.) aor. ! My she-camel left behind the [other] camels or
the latter originally £, like .# pl. of. +. £, (L, MSb) int. n. 2- (L, Mih, K) and beast (A, TA)—4: J%: see 8 =
(Msb.) Fei makes the medial radical letter to be £3.
3.4% (L, K.) The ground, or earth, * and su.. as syn. with 3:1; see this last, in
three places. = $30 as
with 8330.
pauc.]

is:

and [of mult.]

and

syn.
: see this
2, and so do [Z and] AHei and most of the gram sank n'ith them; or sank with them and sn'allowed
latter.
=30,
aor.
$34,
also
signifies
He
drank
marians: Az [and $gh] and IM hold it to be us.
them up or enclosed them; syn. <<), (L, K,) mater such as is termed #34, n:hich occasions a
(TA.)
s

6 * * *
6 *

or *-ā-ā : and so

> 0

++",

*Of.

de

&:-á, inf n. £". disease termed 23. (M, K)—And 3-, (M)
*::, like &#, (K.) He was, or became,

ā-,-- The sprinkling instrument (#2, A) (Msb.)
which the weaver passes to and fro over his web
[to dress the narps with the preparation termed
4. a-Li He (God) made him, or it, to sink
into,
or to sink and become concealed in, the
£-l. (A TA")
6 ** *

ground or earth. (Mgb.)

**

Or

affected with 3:1 (M.K. [In the former, the
context indicates that this means here a disease

that attacks the liver from eating dates: in the

- Co- *u-ā- A [garment of the hind called]
latter, that it here means a disease incident to
al-e made into a 2-L. : (A:) or, made round 5. &- He fell into a place rendered very sheep or goats.])
(O, K, TA) and
or ample: (TA:) and slimy by rain; (L, K;) or into mud rendered
2, #33-, [int n. *. His people made
also applied to signify such as is made square, or very watery by rain; as also &55. (L.)
him a '... [i.e. chief, lord, &c.; generally mean
four-sided. (TA.)

.#

C*
6

*

-

-

W

*:: *
> 2 (L.K) and "úš-(L)and
(L, K,) or " J-34, of the measure

J-5,

ing over them].

(S.M. A.) It is said in a trad.

of Omar, bí: & J.5 bià, (M) or 'b:

* > *

C- [originally C*-l : see what follows.
ā-tl, [originally i-,-] The court, or

Jú, (S) said in the K to be a mistake, but the

[for b55-5], (O) meaning Learn ye knowledge,
S is not the only lexicon in which it is thus or science, before ye be [made] chiefs, looked at;
open written, (TA,) The earth became very slimy by for if ye learn not before that, ye will be ashamed
area, of a house; i.e. a spacious vacant part or reason of rain. (S, L, K.)
to learn after becoming advanced in age, or attain

portion thereof, in which is no building; (Msb

J-3-3

see the next preceding paragraph.

voce a.oys ;) a part of a house in which is no

building nor roof: (Harp. 33:) its a-': (S:)

#4. * In it is much mud. (K.)

ing to full growth, ( 3:9. 3%) and so will remain
ignorant, taking it ti. e. knowledge] from the
younger ones, and that will lower your estima
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tion: (M:) or the meaning is, before ye be enticing to (*: or, as others say, &=" itself
married, and become masters of houses, or tents, [if the question put to her were the last mentioned
and be diverted by the marriage-state from [the above]. (M, L)–23- also signifies + He
acquisition of] knowledge, or science. (Sh, O.) acted deceitfully, or guilefully, nith him: (K:)
[See also

5]->;-

also

signifies

pleasure, occasioned by fear [5c.]: (Bdin iii. 102;)
he became grieved, sorron ful, or displeased; and
confounded, or perplexed, and unable to see his

right course, by reason of shame, or in consequence

IHe slen: :

or he endeavoured to turn him [to a thing] by of a deed that he had done (Bd in xvi. 60) [yc. :
(Az, TA:) or [the inf. n.] :2-5 signifies the blandishment, or by deceitful arts; or to entice and often meaning he became disgraced]: opposed
him; as shown above. (TA.) - And + He

to # (Bdin i. 102)

laying of *u. [i.e. chief, lords, &c., pl. of

:-l. (K) – [And accord, to the K, #49-5 is drove him anay; namely, a lion. (O, K.)

11: see 9, in three places.

also syn, with # The being bold, daring, brave, And < ūl J.'" -> t The camels aboured

& £e o

Q. Q. 4. 212-1: see 9, first sentence.

or courageous: but accord. to the O, $5. signi at the herbage nith their lips, and could not
fies &94. BIe voided his excrement, or ordure; master it, because of its shortness (O, K) and its

33- A -i- (M,K, TA) of a mountain, (M,

scantiness. (K.)
as though from what next follows: which of these
two explanations is right (for it seems improbable

4.

that both are right) I find no ex. to indicate.]=

*:

£32, (S, M, TA) or *%+ 4.3-, inf n.

signify, (O, K,) or signify also, (S,) he begat a

sū and 3:

He begat a boy that was a

[or chief, lord, &c.]: (S, O, K:) or they

**, (Mgb,)

TA,) [app. meaning, in this case, a lon, tract at
the base, or foot, of a mountain,] forming a
narron strip of ground, (M, TA,) rough and
black, (M,) or level, abounding with black stones,
(K, TA,) which are rough, and the predominant
colour whereof is blackness; seldom found but at

I blackened it; made it, or ren black boy: (S, O, K:) or he had a black child
dered it, 2:1 [i.e. black], (§, M, Msb; ) I born to him : (M:) and <>2-1 she brought forth a mountain in which is a mine: so says Lth: or
changed its J* [or white"] to 23. [or black black children. (A.)
a piece of ground in which are blach rough stones
ness]. (TA)-[Hence, age-> 33- lit. He, or it, 5. 25. He became married: (Ki) or he be resembling dry human dung: (TA:) or land, or
blackened his face: meaning trendered his face came married, and master of a house, or tent. ground, in which blackness predominates, which
expressive of sorrow, or displeasure; or grieved, (Sh, O.) See 2, second sentence,
is seldom anyn here but at6 a* ofmountain in which
or displeased, him ; and also, disgraced him : see
8: see 1 – c.3% &# 1220.) They slen the "...a mine: (Msb:) pl. 312-1: (M, TA:) and
the contr. J: and see also 9. - Hence also
* 5x3- signifies a portion theref, (M, Mgb,
25- meaning He wrote anything in a rough ... [or chief, lord, &c.,] of the sons of such a K, TA) and the pl. of this is $35, and the
manner, as one writes the first draught, or ori one: (AZ, S, M, O, K:) or (so in the K, but pl. of £33- is '+'.33:1, which occurs in a trad.
ginal copy, of a book or the like; contr. of .# in the S and O “and in like manner”) they took (TA.)
him captive: (S, O, K:) or they asked, or de
in this sense also: probably post-classical]
manded, of him a woman in marriage. (IAar,
22- : See 33.9".
-

•

*

•

*

6*

j,

And J.'ss-, (§, M, O.) inf n. ***, (S. K.)

+ He beat, or pounded, old worn-out hair-cloth, S.M. o. K.) And25:1 su-, and 2%l J, and
and applied it as a remedy to the galls, or sores, X: He asked, or demanded, in marriage, a
on the backs of the camels. (Fr, A’Obeyd, S, M, 5: [or woman of rank or quality], among the

6 6.e.

6* *

* - a contraction of A-, q.v.
s

*A*- : See art. Ae".

X: b$3. + Feed ye your people: (M.) or 9% & vs 2"), andž,
Also, + Land in which are
guest with something to allay the craving of his he married one of the chief, or noble, women of 3.25- : see #4.
stomach before the morning-meal (£). (El the sons of such a one. (IAar, O.) And 20-l palm-trees: opposed to a.a.s. (TA in art. Jax.
33% near the end.])
Umawee, TA in art. &")
He married among 530. [or chief, lords, &c.]. (L.) [See also 33:1,
** * **
* a subst. from su, inf n. #-; signifying
O, K.”) - And

6* > *

6 de

•-

WOce

•

3. *ā:433%(S, A, K, &c.) He vied with
me, or contended with me for superiority, in the
rank, or quality, or qualities, of a ... [or chief,
lord, &c.], and I overcame, or

surpassed,

him.

9. ,-i, (S, M, Msh, K) inf n, 3.3," (S,
K.) and '39-1 (S.M.K.) in n. *::), (S,
K;) and in poetry it is allowable to say * #",

[The rank, station, or condition, or the quality or
qualities, of a *; i.e. chiefdom, lordship,
mastery, &c.; or] glory, honour, dignity, (Msb,)

to avoid the concurrence of two quiescent letters; or eminence, exalted or elevated state, or nobility:
me in blackness, and I surpassed him therein. imperative [of ' the second] 32%-3, and the last (M, Mgb:) or this word, (S, M, K,) and its vars.
two letters in this may be incorporated together 33, and 333. (M, TA) and #5, (M. K.) of
(M, K,) are
him in the blackness of the night. (M., L.) - [so that you may say 31,-]; (§;) said of a the dial. of Teiyi, (M.) and
syn.
with
(S,
M,
K)
and
#3:
as inf ns. .
thing; ($, Mgb;) and "33", (S, M, Mgb,) said of

therein: (S, A, L, K:*) = and also He vied with

&

(S, L. K.)—And *-, inf n. *, He met

*

#34,

> 0

*:::,

#:

And #32, (S, A, O.) inf n. #3 (S,0, K")
and

• &

4 * @ -

•

(S,) # I spoke secretly with him; a man, (S, TA,) and of a thing, (TA) aor. 32-3;

of su. [q v.] ($, M.)

(S, A, O, K;") because you bring near your 23. (Mab3) and '30, (M) first pers. 3., a form
[or person] to his [when you so speak with used by some; (S;) It, and he, became * [i. e.

#3. fem. of #: [q. v.].

another]; or [because] originally meaning I

black]: ($, M, Mgb, K.) and "St.- it, or he,

45'23" or ăils:- : see à:122-.

brought near my 23%, i. e. person, to his: (S:)

became intensely so. (TA.) Nugeyb says,

6.- * d >

or 322-, inf n. *b-, signifies he spoke secretly
nvith him, and so brought near his 2%. to his [the

Joe &
*

e-

4-55

* *

# e.e.

6*

s

65

*

•

*

-

451.xe- : see Ae-', in art. Ae".
...)

-

U52'3- *::: "+,-

*

other's]; as also *%u, inf n. $3.

*#et z <
* , *, *, , , , . *
*
(M.) It
*-i- Jae: Usessil & Jess
was said to the daughter of El-Khuss, Wherefore
didst thou commit fornication? (S, O, L,) or [I am black, (for Nugeyb was a slave,) and
What caused thee to commit fornication ? or
am not master of my person; but beneath it, or
Wherefore didst thou become pregnant? (M, L,) nvithin it, is a shirt like the cloth of Koohistán,
thou being the mistress of thy people? (S, O, L:) the gores of which are white: by this Ua'.5
and she answered, 23: J* 2-y .#, (S, he means his heart; Je-il, Or -til Je-i,
M, O, L, [in my two copies of the S *:: and tropically meaning “the pericardium ;” and, by
*

*

se •

(Mgb.)

*

Js", as though a verb were understood,]) i. e. a synecdoche, “the heart itself, with its apper

#3,-,(M.A, TA)oriš, (Mgh,0) and
'#', (M,0) or #3,-, with damm, like the
first (TA) and "#23 (A, K) and "3," (K)

(TA)

all signify the same;
A certain bird, that
eats grapes: or i, q. 234-2s [i. e. the sparrow;

or a bird of the passerine kind]: (K:) or a cer
tain small bird, (A, Mgh, O, TA,) having a long
tail, (Mgh,) resembling the 224.2c, (TA,) some

time (MgH) called also "3:513:1 (Mgh,

[The nearness of the pillon, and the long conti tenances”]. (S, TA.) - [Hence,] 4: 32 O) of such a size that it may be grasped in the
nuance of] secret speaking with another: (Lh, [lit. His face became black: meaning] this face hand, that eats grapes (A, Mgh, O, TA) and
M, L:) or, as some say, 212-J here means the became expressive of grief, or sorron, or dis dates (A, TA) and locusts. (Mgh, O, T.A.)
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#: Blacknes; contr. of Jús (M,Mgh.) 5.I.

and the

à-l

and the

**, these being

a certain colour, (S, Msb,) well known. (Mgb.) called 3'3" 3×i. it is also used as meaning
One says, J: 23- & 4: [He met him in the + Household goods or utensils or furniture and
blackness of night]. (TA) And J C': it: the like, absolutely. (Har p. 495.) [And in like

the former, but it is authorized by AO and others.
(TA.) = Also A certain disease incident to sheep
or goats. (K.) - And A certain disease incident

to man; (K;) a pain that attacks the liver, in

consequence of eating dates, and that sometimes,
manner] the sing, is also used as meaning t The
or often, hills. (M., T.A.) - And A yellonness in
travelling-apparatus and baggage and train (Jā) the complexion, and a greenness (#4. [app.
or goat, walks in blackness, and eats in black
of a commander: (S:) and + the tents and appa
here meaning a blackish hue inclining to green
ness, and looks in blackness]; meaning the black
ratus and beasts and other things, collectively, of
ness]) in the nail, (K, TA,) incident to people
ness of its legs and of its mouth and of what is
an army. (TA) - Also, the sing., + Property,
around its eyes. (Mgh, Mgb.) And 3:= $! or cattle, &c.; syn. Jú: (Aboo-Málik,TA:) or from [drinking] salt water. (TA.)
3'," J; -3% [When n'hiteness becomes much, much thereof; (A’Obeyd, S, K;) as in the say *", (S, M, K, &c.,) of the measure
blackness becomes little]; by whiteness meaning ing #- &# [To such a one belongs much pro [originally J-3-, for a reason to be mentioned
milk; and by blackness, dates. (TA.) – Black perty, &c.j. (A’Obeyd, S.) - Also t A collec below; the kesreh upon the 2, being deemed
clothing. (Mgh in art. *... [See its contr.

* G #3: J=633-(The "p.

***

J4,

tion, company, or collective body, of men; (M, difficult of pronunciation, is suppressed, and the
A, L;) as in the saying use':2::" $3. &#s quiescent 2 and Us thus coming thgether, the
and "33%" (M) and "4:3: and "33:(SM, ! [I increased the number of the collective body of latter receives the rejected kesreh, and the 3 is
K) and 7 $43, (S, M, A, K,) the last a dim, the people, or party, by my person]: (A, TA:) changed into L4 and incorporated. into the aug
(TA,) The heart's core; the black, or inner, part and **: and 3,0. are used in the same mentative US; as in the case of **- with those

-3%.])–(Hence,] ... ii.13% ($, M, A, K.)

of the heart : or a black thing in the heart : or
sense; (M;) or (rather] as pls of this meaning: who hold it to be originally *y-, or, accord. to
the black clot of blood that is within the heart
(L,
TA:) or all these as meaning tsundry, dis the Bagrees, it is of the measure U.x:#; [originally
[resembling a piece of liver (Zj in his “ Khalk el
6

de

-

-

tinct or separate, sorts of men, or people: (M:) *:::) ($) and also "3:; (Mz, 40th 89,
Insán”)]: or the heart's blood: i. q. 4:-: (S, [but] &: 3%. means + the collective body
section on the class of &: and 3: ;) A chief,
M, K, TA:) or, as some say, 4%. (M, TA.) of the Muslims: (Mgh, Msb:) and so #:
lord, or master: (M, L, Mgh, Msb: [accord.
One says, 4.6 25- & #: (A, TA) and
W £3. (A) ! [Place them in the inmost part 2:9), a tropical phrase [in which &: & to the last of which, this is a secondary significa
is understood]: (A:) or this means

#the great tion, as will be seen below:]) a prince, or king :

of thy heart; i. e. give them the best, or most number of the Muslims agreed in obedience to the (Fr, L.) one who is set before, or over, others: a
intimate, place in thy affections]. (A, TA.) - Imām. (TA.) + The commonalty, or generality,
ck: $; signifies The liter. (L, TA)— of men or people: (S, K:) + the bulk, or main
3]2- is also syn. with Ja: #[as meaning A part, of a people: (M, TA:) or + the greater
person; and also, in a more general sense, a number. (Msb.) And + A great number (S, Msb,
bodily, or corporeal, form or figure or substance]; K) of any kind. (S.) - t A collection of palm
(A’Obeyd, S, M, A, Msb, K;) of a man, and of trees and of trees in general; on account of
other things; (Msb;) expressly said by A’Obeyd their greenness and blackness, because greenness
to be of any article of household goods or utensils nearly resembles blackness. (M., L.)- And! The
and furniture and the like, and of other things: rural district of any province; i. e. the district
(M:) because appearing black when seen from a around the tonns or villages, and the 3.30% [i. e.
distance: (TA) pl. #, and 320i, ($, M, A) districts of son n fields with tonns or villages], of
any province: (M, TA:) or the environs, con
the latter a pl. pl. (S, M.) El-Aasha says,
sisting
of tonns, or villages, and of cultivated
• ze
L* colás *32 tie Los Al
land, (A, TA,) [but more properly applied to the
*

> *

6

d

master of a household: (L:) a woman's husband:

(Fr, M, Msb:) a possessor, an on ner, or a pro
prietor : (L, Msb:) a slave's master, or on ner:
(Fr, M, Msb:) a superior in rank or station or
condition; one possessing pre-eminence or excel
lence; a man of rank or quality; a personage;
a man of distinction: (L:) one who surpasses
others in intelligence and property, and in re
pelling injury, and in beneficence, or usefulness,

who makes a just use of his property, and aids
others by himself: (ISh, L:) one possessed of

glory, honour, dignity, eminence, exalted or ele
wated state, or nobility; (L, Msb; [accord. to

-

J. J.

•

**

*

if f de

• *

*

the latter of which, this is the primary significa
tion;]) generous, noble, or high-born : (L:) the
• * > 0 < * * de
-d - *
~*
latter
than
to
the
former,]
of
a
city,
(A,)
or
of
the
*
ū; --> -s (sº-> 33
chief city of a province: (TA:) or the tonns, or most generous, noble, or high-born, of a people:
villages, [but properly with the cultivated lands (Msb:) a liberal, bountiful, or munificent, per
[Ye refrained from retaliating upon us when there pertaining to them,] of a province or city: (K:) son: (Fr, L:) clement; forbearing; one who
•

*

were among you prostrate persons the slain thus [particularly] of El-Koofeh and El-Basrah:
whereof had not been pilloned in graves]: by the
(S, O:) hence, (A,) 55*" 3%, (A, Mgh, O,
25ul meaning the Les: of the slain. (S.)
Msb) or [simply] 33:1, (K) the district of
And it is said in a trad., $3. >4- & $!
tonns or villages, and cultivated lands, of El

endures injurious treatment from his people :

(L:) devout, abstaining from unlan ful things,
and clement, or forbearing : (Katádeh, L:) one
who is not overcome by his anger: ('Ikrimeh, L:)

6*

accord. to As, the Arabs say that it signifies any
'Irāk; (O, K;*) or the district betneen El one who is subdued, or repressed, by his principle
aits 5 [When any one of you sees a bodily form, Basrah and El-Koofeh, with the tonns, or vil of clemency, or forbearance: (L:) and *:
or a person, by night, let him not be the more lages, around them; (A;) or extending in length signifies the same as : or one inferior to a
concardly of the tro bodily forms, or persons; from Hadeethet El-Monsil to 'Abbadán, and in *:: (K:) or, accord. to Fr, one says, 3: lás
for he feareth thee, like as thou fearest him]: breadth from El-'Odheyb to Holwān; (Mgh;)
1312- here meaning La-3. (L.) The saying so called because of the 5: [which means both 3.31.2% [this is the lord, &c., of his people to:
4.4% &23- J.5% S is expl. by As as meaning greenness and a colour approaching to blackness] day].; but if you announce that he will be their
•

12.2%

Je: J# 5 [i. e.

of its trees and its seed-produce; (Mgh, Msb;)
My person

mill

for that which is

*:

the Arabs term

-- after a little while, you say 3: ** £1.3%

s: J.'s,

: [and of.
3%. Secret speech with another; as also 33-3 *:::) is with s (M, L, Msb:) pl. of:, (S,
(M, K, TA:) each a subst. from $330, accord. Mgb.) or of '33., (M,K)#30 ($, M, Mab, K)
and 3% ($, K) and (pl. ofäu.]+30 (Mab3)
to A'Obeyd: (M, TA:) but [ISd says,] in my
and

*:

(S:) the fem. of

not separate itself from thy person]: 212-, with because it appears to be thus at a distance. (MSb.)
6

o' --

the Arabs, meaning Las-à, and in like manner
*

-->

• #&3

-

- -

Jals. (IAar, L.) [Hence, app.,] .312: us Us
93%. [as though lit. signifying Evil said to me,

Erect thy person]; meaning + be thou patient : opinion the latter is the inf n, of 330, [and as
a prov. (TA) - As its pl. 3× means the such it has been mentioned above, (see 3,)] and
J22s-à of the vessels of a house, [accord. to the the former is the simple subst, the two words

statement of A'Obeyd cited above,] such as the being like

£5. and £5: (M :) As disallowed

[J says, that] 530, is of. the measure #3, [ori
nally #3-l because : is of the measure
J.2% [as has been before mentioned;] and it is
like #. as pl. of &", the only other instance

1463
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of the kind; this being shown to be the case by A certain bird. (M.)- And Salt tracts
the fact that

: has also

as a pl.

[and with the s changed into $5

3%,

with e,

becaus: i. is so

(£)

changed in the sing] like as J-31 has J39, and plant], without describing it. (M)
like as as: has &: 5 but the Basrees, who hold *::: See :, in the middle of the paragraph,
3: to be of the measure Jaś, say that it becomes in three places.
of the measure #3 in the pl. as though it were

35u, like 336, which has #5 as a pl., and like
3%, which has #6 as a pl.; and they also say

were it an epithet [used as such], its pl. would be

of [plants of the kind called] J.- : Kr explains *: it is also called #: #, because it casts
it by # [app. a mistranscription for à: (l
off its slough every year: you do not say #:

#: (S) the female is called "###, (S. M.)
which is extr.; (M;) and to this the epithet

išu. is not applied. (S)-cis, S.

Imeans

# Greater, and greatest, in respect of estima f The serpent and the scorpion; (sh, Mgh, Mab,

K;) which are to be killed during prayer: (Sh,
Mgh, Mgb:) so called by the attribution of pre
dominance [to the former]. (Sh, T.A.)- And
| Dates and water; (El-Ahmar, A5, S, M, A,
Mgh, Msb, K;) both together being thus called
- [In the present day it is also particularly ap
by
a term which properly applies to one only,
He
is
greater
&c.
(3*)
than
such
a
one.
(S.)
plied to signify, like -ā2#, Any descendant of the
* ~ of
[acord.
to some,] for [they say that] #:S alone
C-2 23-'91 means The greatest &c.
3 - * Ležall
*
Prophet.] - One of the poets has used it in And
signifies
dates, not water, and especially, or
relation to the jinn, or genii; saying,
tion, rank, or dignity; syn. J.i. (S, K:) and,
as some say, more [and most] liberal or bountiful
that £, with *, as pl. of '-', is contr. to or munificent: or more [and most] clement or
*~* * ~*
analogy; for by rule it should be without ... (S.) forbearing. (TA.) One says, c)3 &- 33-15A
• *

6 *

•

•

(3-5) of the people, or party (K, TA)=

•-

- --

mostly, the dates of El-Medeeneh; and in like

3

Also Black; i.e. having 3%, (M," Mgh,)
Aboo-Bekr and 'Omar together are
* J.A. c-e ce. " which is the contr. of -*: (M, Mgh:) and manner,
called 99.41: and the sun and the moon
3 - •# . .
* - of
[Genii that were roused from their sleep by night, * Uss3.j signifies the same as 35-i: (Hamp. together, &#1; (TA:) or, as some say, it
summoning, or perhaps benailing and eulogizing, 379:) [or has an intensive signification, like
their chief]: Akh says that this is a well-known 3 - 0
verse of the poetry of the Arabs: but it is asserted &:-il the fem of #isis: (Mgh, Mab3)
by one, or more, likewise deserving of reliance,
that it is of the poetry of El-Weleed [and therefore
[as is shown by an ex.
post-classical]. (M.)- And the wild ass is allowable to say
* * >

means water and milk; and is applied by a rájiz

* @ “

the dim of 3:4 is '+' (S.M.) and it is
*::::

to water and the herb called Eill, of [the grain
of] which bread is made, and is eaten [in time of
dearth or drought]. (M, L.) See also £3.
•

Also + The

5-

[or tract strenn with black and

WOce à-il meaning [a little black thing;
or crumbling stones] and night: (S, M, L:) so called
blackish, or] approaching to black; (S;) and the because of their blackness. (M, L.) A party came
as guests to Muzebbid El-Medenee, and he said
latter on the authority of Aboo-'Alee, (TA,) abbreviated dim. is " :*: (S, Mgh, Mgb:) the to them, 'There is nothing for you with us but
applied to a he-goat, + Advanced in years: (Ks, dim. ofāşş- is W #3: : (Mgh:) the pl. of 3: the 933-19" and they replied, “Verily therein

called t the '... of his female. (TA)- Also,

(Ks, S, M, Mgh, Mab, K.) and ':, (K) the

S, M, Mgh, Msb, K:) or in its third year: (M, MS) and ofíš-(Mg) is 3, (M, MSB)
(Mgh:) or great, though not advanced in years: and Cl32-, [which latter is especially applied to is a sufficiency: dates and water:” but he said,
(TA:) or it is of general application, for it occurs human beings]. (M.) &: is said in the R “I meant not that: I only meant the 5- and
in a trad. applied to the camel and the ox-kind. (M,
the night.” ($, M.) And as to the saying of
TA.)-And the former also signifies + What is to denote [The negroes;] that particular people, 'Āisheh, that she was with the Prophet when
most eminent, exalted, or noble, of any things: or race, who are the most stinking of mankind in they had no food, but only the &#, which is
and is applied by Zj to the Kur-án, because, he the armpits and sneat, and the more so those who expl. by the lexicologists as meaning dates and
says, it is 2% *: + [The paragon of speech]. are eunuchs. (TA.) [It (i. e. Cl23-JI) is also water, [and thus by Mtr in the Mgh, ISd says,]
sometimes used for

(M.)
6&

o's," .# o: $$,
Or

only meant the 5- and night.
(The land, or the country, of the negroes) or the in my opinion she
* - of ~ *
like: it is thus used in the TA voce #:..] And (M.)–:Sl 22- 24 [lit. He is black-livered]
*

Je.: see the last sentence but one above.

the epithet #: is also applied by the Arabs to a means the is an enemy: (A, TA:) and su=9| $2.
means f enemies.
say also,
Msb:) see the latter. - Also [as a subst., or an thing that is *: [i. e. green]; because it 99"all 22- ** U}\} &le-, and, in like manner,
to be thus
at 2.
a distance. 24,
(Mgb.
[See
* - d =
*~*~
2 °2
epithet in which the quality of a subst. predo appears
6 6.e. p.

3: the abbreviated dim of # (S, Mgh,

* >

*

*

**

*

(M.A.)—You

•

and see 'loax āfiz-A- and a cue-o, voce J's 3-, both meaning t Such a one brought
minates,] Water; (M, Mgh, L;) as also " #: 2-as-i:
* - of
(M: [but see cs:9, WOce ##!) the former >>.])- [Hence.] -li 3: and 25'32- : see his sheep, or goats, in a lean, or an emaciated,
*** 6 -

is [said to

bej

used in this sense in negative
phrases only: (M, L:) one says, &: Xià- U.
z-e Q e.

3%.-[And #3: The black bile; one of the

(AS, S, and A in art. ---.) - And

four humours of the body; of which the others

* - J. : He shot with his lucky

are the yellow bile (#4), the blood (23.1),

arron', (A, K,) that was smeared with blood,

de J,

3) laş J.23. He gave them not to- drink
a drop of
33

state.

J e o e

g

* - of

the phlegm ( : !).]->2-1 as opposed to (A,) by means of n!hich he looked for good
water. (M, Mgh," L.) —23. _el means The and
* - e #
fortune, (K, TA,) because he had shot with it
-- -4
X->! [and meaning The Arab race, and also,
anus; syn. <-Sl; (K;) [and] so Wii. 33.31. accord. to some, in this case also, the black]: see and hit the object shot at, (TA,) or as though it
were black (K, TA) with blood, (TA,) or by its
(M.)
*

@

£-i, in two

-ii #3. :

See

3%,

near the beginning

of the paragraph.

& [or perhaps &#. i; e." belonging to

bird: see

places. - As applied to a certain
in two places. - Also, as a

#3,-,

having been much handled. (K, TA)- And

à: $; 335- G" 3 (3 + 1 I spoke to

subst., (S) or an epithet in which the quality of a him, and he did not return to me a bad nord nor
subst. predominates, (Sh, M,) so that it is used as a good one : (S, L:) or a single word. (A.)
* @ -

a subst, (Sh, TA,) but imperfectly decl., (TA,) #122-

#3 means + A footstep, or footprint,
the Sawád of El-'Irák,”] i. q.j:go (M) A well ! A great serpent, (S, M., K.) in which is black
that
is
becoming effaced: a recent one is termed
known sort of dates, (K voce #2 w") found in ness: (S, M.:) the norst and greatest and most #:- (S)-is: + Cultivated, or planted,
noxious of serpents, than n-hich there is none more
abundance at El-Basrah. (TA ibid.)
daring, for sometimes it opposes itself to a com land; opposed to #1 [q, y]. (TA in art. Là.".
24 - 3:... • *
423'2- : see à:122-.
pany of travellers, and follows the voice, and it [See also 525-l.]) - [But $122- a-- means + A
is that which seeks retaliation, and he who is very severe year; more severe than such as is
* >d £
£1.43-dim. of $33, fem. of£i, q.v.: (Mgh:) bitten by it will not escape death: (Sh, TA:) it termed !!)->; which is more severe than the
pluralized
as a subst., •(Sh,
S, M,) its pl. being •lae', and still more so•e othan
- see
also 3'-', in two places: - and 333- : – is
the el: ; see
* - of
*
**
*
is
* > *.*.*

* @ e

6 * *

**6 =

6 d> y

* > 0.e.

Jo

and 33-1, near the end of the paragraph. - Also

• *@

320i (§, M) and *sū and '+'ss-i: (M.)

**o •

-

** >

arts. ** and --.]-il2.5-li as-J), said in a
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(TA:) he climbed, ascended, or scaled, it,
trad. to be a remedy for every disease except
29
*
3
(namely, a wall,) like a thief; (IAar, S," M,
death, (TA,) i. q. 5:32:Ji [q. v.], (K,) as also ..!. 2'-', aor. 23-3, ($, M, #) inf 323-, (S,) or
A, K,” TA;) as also **-ī; (M3) and "$u,
-- * ~ *
** *
W i3:3:1, (TA) [i. e.] this latter signifies ā 33-, (M,) or both, (K,) or 5,3-, (Mgh,) [but this inf n. as above: (#) and he climbed, or
-

*

• *

* *

•

*

* *

•

***", (M,) or properly *śl,
Arabs called it accord. to IAgr:

for thus the

or, as some say,

in art, -], because:

last is an inf. n. of un.,.] He leaped or sprang, ascended, and took, it; as also dele

3–3,

and

(S, M, A, Mgh, K) 231 to, or towards, him, (S, * *- : (TA: [this last from a trad, in which,
M, K.) and as: upon him. (A)- He leaped,

however, the verb is, in my opinion, probably
or sprang, [or committed an assault, upon mistranscribed:]) he climbed, or ascended, its
Arabs [often] call black -a-, and green 32-l. another,] like as he does nho behaves in an annoy
(TA.)= It is also used as an epithet denoting ing manner tonards his cup-companion in his * [or wall]. (Bd in xxxviii. 20)= And 5-3
excess; but as such is anomalous, being formed intoxication. (TA. [See also 3.])-[Hence,] He put on himself [or decked himself with] the

i. q.

###" #~

[q.v.

from a verb
whence the simple epithet is of* ~the
* - of
* *
-

• •

•

$.

measure Jaši; so in the saying, Al- d. 22 4-9 Ja

~%l

* *
5%. [or bracelet; or he decked himself with
el-M 3-, (§, M, A, K,) inf n. bracelets]. (S.)

*

&

[Blacker than the blackness, or

intense 3-

and

*

*

.

#.

(M, K) and *. agreeably with
6 * *

6.

#: signifies The leaping, or springing,

blackness, of the crow, or raven: see Al-J. the root, (M,) and 3.3-, (TA,) t [The wine one with [or upon] another. (KL. [See also 3.])
(I’Ak p. 237. [See also its contr. .# VOCe assaulted, or rushed into, his head]: (A:) [or] – And 3 4×3 neans J-5 ū < *, [I

-*.

the nine circulated in his head, and rose into it :
(M, K:) or *: 30, inf n. #- and #4, the raised, or elevated, my person to her, or it, or
q. v., used as a subst. wine had an overponiering influence upon the them; or stretched myself up &c.; like <āşūj].
£2
a~ *
(TA.)

and see Har p. 286.])
• of

#:

$3%

fem. of

•

(S, M.)
•

- - of

6 d >

* - of

© • •

*low-l: see 29- :- and 2'2- : - and 2.5-l.
3

- of

&s:

* - of

See

8.

£1.

See

s:

in art. 52-, from which it

is formed by transposition.

$3:1, fourth sentence.

•- #

*

heads (Msh:) and Jül ("-4 & the force
or overponering influence, (#) [or fumes,] of
the cup of nine mounted, or rose, to his head, or

*-~*

&: rel. n. of 3-1 with the movent Us re

into his head. (TA in art. Uss-)- And it.",

*: The n'all of a

city [or town &c.]: (S, M,

aor, as above, t He was angry. (Msb.)-3\", A, Msb, K:) [properly] masc.; but Ibn-Jurmooz,
6

jected, Of, or relating to, [a blackish colour, or] aor. as above, inf. n. 3-, also signifies He (a in a verse, makes it fem., because it is a part of
a colour approaching to black. (S.)
•*

* -- *

*-1 and 3:

man) rose, or became elevated. (M.)

the *** (M.) pl. # (S. M. M., K) and

- of
:

See

$3. fourth sentence.

30-

(S, K.)- And The upper, or uppermost,
part
of
the head; occurring in a trad., as some
st-, A skin for clarified butter, or for honey. means I rose to him [upon the upper, or upper relate it; or, accord. to others, it is *::::: Or
most, parts of the n'all of the city of town &c.].
(TA in this art. [See also art. -->; and see
(TA.)- And one says to a man, '-' " [Rise coś, which is said by some of the later authors
st-, in art. st-])
thou, rise thou, to eminence,] in enjoining aspira to be the reading commonly known. (TA)=
See also 5*, in three places. = And see 3'-'.
3, ... One over whom rule, or dominion, is tion to the means of acquiring eminence, or
= Also An entertainment of a guest or guests;
exercised; or of whom another is *: [or chief,

*J. G. : +

*

6

* >

/

-

-

*

-

nobility (IAar, K, TA) from £-1 +,

meaning I ascended, or mounted, upon the wall. (K;) a repast to which people are invited : (Abu
l-'Abbās, TA:) a Pers. word, honoured by the
33-2 [act, part. n. of 32-, q.v. :] with 5, i. e. (TA)- See also 5, in two places. =: 2-3 Prophet; (K;) i.e. by his saying to his com
see 2 in art. ".

lord, master, &c.]. (TA.)
6

-> of

@ y

-

* *

#,*-*.

bring: furth

panions, as is related in a trad.,
2.
[3-,
inf
***,
He
walled
a
city
or
town
[Arise ye, for Jābir has made an enter,
dren: the contr. is termed ala-e, (Fr, K in art.
&c.
(See
2
in
art.
As-.)]
See
also
5.
=
And
tainment,
or a repast]. Abu-l-'Abbās, T.A.) =
Jae,) or, more commonly,
(O and TA * * * *
[It
is
also
the name of A species of fig, called by
až»-, [inf n. as above, (see an ex, voce &#3)]
in that art.)
Forskål
(Flora
Aegypt. Arab., pp. cxxiv. and
I put upon him [or decked him with] the 2'- [or
333-6 it. Water that is a cause of [the disease
180,)
ficus
sur,
(not “mimosa sur,” as in
bracelets; or I decked him with bracelets]. (S.)
Freytag's Lex,) observed by him at Jubleh, in
called] als: (M, K, TA) to such as drink it.
3, 5,50-2 signifies The leaping, or springing, El-Yemen.]
(TA.)
A woman who

black chil

5***

#4.

*** 6 -

-

6.--> . .e. p.

*

J- d >

* > 6 -

of two antagonists, each upon the other, or their

&P

133-2 awa-3 Uls, in the Kur [xvi. 60 and xliii. assaulting, or assailing, each other, in mutual
16], means + [His face becomes, or continues, or

continues all the day,] expressive of sorrow, or
displeasure.
(Mgh. [See the verb, 9.]) And
63 - d .. 6
325-2A: means t [Days of] evil state or con

dition, and hardness, or difficulty, of living.
(Harp.

304)–(5:

The first draught, or

#.

A leap, or spring.

(TA.)- + The

assault of wine upon the head; or its rush into
fight. (Har p. 329) – And syst., (§, M, K.) the head : and in like manner, the assault, or
inf n. #3: and 53-, (M, K,) He leaped, or
rush, of venom, such as that of the scorpion:
sprang, upon him ; he assaulted, or assailed, him; (S:) or the force, or strength, of wine &c.; (M,
syn. #3. (S, M, K.) You say, 33-3 #~
K, Msb, and MF voce :- ;) as also *%+, (M,
J-syl [The serpent springs upon, or assaults, K;) and in like manner, of hunger: (Msb:)

original copy, of a book, or the like: (not called the rider]. (A) And it is said in a trad, of the overpontering influence of wine upon the
#5- :) opposed to i:, q. v.: probably post 'Omar, 55: &
$33, meaning And I head: (Msbi) or '#' signifies the creeping of

%

nas near to leaping upon him, or assaulting him, wine in the head: and #- is said to signify the
assault, or force, or intoxicating operation, or
33-2 Guts (c.94%) containing blood dran'n by and fighting him, during prayer. (TA.) [See
overponiering influence upon the head, (::)
also
1.]
You
say
also,
As:
1
[Anarieties
venesection from a she-camel, bound at the head,
produced
by the creeping of wine, in, or through,
roasted and eaten. (IAar and K as expl. by assaulted, or assailed, me]. (A.)- Also i. q.
the drinker: and in like manner, G: '3'
3: [which, as it is mentioned immediately

classical.]
6 * > *

Lás-

**

* * *

-:

J -* *

333. The partisans of the dynasty of the

means + a motion of joy like the creeping of wine

after:- in the last of the senses assigned to that

'Abbāsees; [so called because they made their word below, is app. said of speech, or language, in the head. (TA)- [t A paroxysm of fever.
- + An ebullition, a fierceness, or an impetuous
clothes black;] opposed to the a: (S and K meaning t It had an overponering influence upon
in art. Jael.)
6

his head]. (M, K.)

nes, of anger; as when] one says #3-4 *: &

|

+ [Verily his anger has an ebullition, a fierceness,

s 6 -

353-e part. n. of *: (K. [See 1, last signifi
cation.])

93– He ascended, or mounted, upon it; or an impetuousness]: (S:) [t an outburst, or
(namely, a wall,) as also '9", inf n. 3 outbreak, of anger: and] tanger itself: [or t a
5.
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29-' T U-49
©

-d -

and (pl. pl.,M)3C (S.M.K.) accord to Aboo

fit of anger, or irritation:] pl. 395-. (Msb.)

•

• Ö

-

U-49*

* *

- [+The flush, or impetuosity, of youth : see 'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā pl. of #4. •(S,)
* * * and #sui,
... '" ...", aor. J.", (A, Mg.)int n.
(.-.] Impetuousness in war. (A.), [It is said
(M,
TA)
K)
also
pl.
of
3or
£i,
(S,
Msh,
(TA,) He managed, or tended, the beasts,
4-le",
in the TA that > & 52- 23 U}\} means
or of #4. or perhaps of30 ; (S;) and (pl. of
(£25) and trained them. (Mgh, TA) [And
** * 35, i.e. Such a one has strong inspec
• d

•

-

• de •

6

-

p.

J. J.

•

tion in war; but I think that Xà is here a mis mult; M) "33", (M, Msb, K,) originally 53, U.J.' J-U- He managed, or tended, the camels or
transcription for *~, i. e. impetuousness.]— like --> pl. of -t:=, (Msb,) and 55%., (K, [in other property. See Jú.]— Hence, (Mgh,)
a copy of the M 3:) said by Sb to be used by £l J-U, aor, and inf n, as above, (S, A,”
Violence, force, or oppression, and tyranny, of a
J.

6

J.

*

-

f y

Sultán: (S, K:) and might, or valour, (MSb, poetic license. (M, TA.)
TA,) of a Sultán. (TA.)- + Wehemence, or in 33- is an epithet applied to a dog [as meaning
tenseness, of cold: (K:) or £ement, or intense,
Wont to spring or leap or assault]. (A.) – And
cold. (M.) You say, 5:1 #4 it Intense cold
it signifies The lion; (TS, K;) because of his leap
seized him. (TA)—see also #3.
ing, or springing; (TA;) as also "33". (TS,
is: ! Eminence, or nobility: (S, A, K:) rank T.A.)- Also One who is nont to leap or spring
or station: (S, M, A, K:) or high, or exalted, upon another, or to assault him; (S;) who be
rank or station: . (Ibn-Es-Seed:) excellence: haves in an annoying manner tonards his cup
(A:) pl.:- and *},... [the latter of which is an companion in his intoxication; (S, A, Mgh;)
anomalous pl.; or a coll. gen, n. of which is: is who assaults [or insults] his cup-companion n'hen
the n. of un., as in another sense mentioned he drinks. (TA.)- + One into n:hose head wine

K:) as though it were he
below:] (M3) and #3", (M.) or '#', (K.) a quickly rises: (M,(M.)And + Speech, or lan
that
rose.
himself
mark, or sign, of glory, honour, dignity, or
influence upon
has
an
overponiering
that
guage,
nobility; and height thereof (M, K.) You say,
g
£a
* #.

es' is- 4 : He has eminence in glory. the head (U-9L J-u (431). (M, K.)
(A.) And 3: is: a ! He has superiority,
&: Height: so expl. by Th as used in the

2-3

and rank or station, over, or above, thee; he is saying,

of higher rank or dignity than tho' (A.) And

-a

2- 5 -

J.'3", (M.) [in the AJ' & 3..] or '3 es:- -, - (< * U435- a

23

Mgh, K, &c.,) # He ruled, or governed, the sub
jects; presided over their affairs as a com

mander, or governor, or the like; (S," Mgh;)
he commanded and forbade them. (A, K.) And
o 4

J

s

-

J.-, ! They were, or became,

_2^2-w, inf n.

heads, chiefs, commanders, or the like, over them.

(TA) One says, * v- J.L. is 5-4 & 53
(S, K) t [Such a one is experienced: he has
ruled and been ruled: or] he has commanded and

been commanded: (S:) or he has taught and been
taught; or has disciplined and been disciplined.
(K.) --~9 U-U, aor, as above, inf n. £-,
1 He managed, conducted, ordered, or regulated,
the affair; syn. %2, (Msb,) and as 25: (M,
Msb, TA:) ā- signifies the managing a thing
(J: c." >3) in such a manner as to put it in
a right, or proper, state. (TA.) [Used as a
simple subst., the inf n. may be rendered Manage
• of

-

- -

-

*

le- 4:-"
" "ment, rule, government, or governance.] =U-,
".

J.''', (K,) mean: The excellent ones of camels: [I love him with a love that has height (i. e. ($, M.A.K.) aor. J.", (S, M. K.) and J., 4,
(M, K:) sing. 52-, which, accord. #9 some, rising to a high degree), like as the bustard loves (Kr. M.) inf n. 4-, (M) or J.: ; (Ibn
signifies hardy and strong. (M.) – 5,3- also her young one]: meaning that the bustard is 'Abbād, K3) and J.”, aor. 3:3 (K, TA;
signifies What is goodly and tall, of structures. stupid, and, when she loves her young one, is but the aor. is omitted in the CK;) or J.", aOn".
J.

(M, K.)–And The extremity (3-) of anything.

excessive in stupidity. (M.)

(IAar, T.A.)- See also 23-...- Also A ron of
stones or bricks of a wall: (L, K: in the ..I.,

s

* - 3% & 3 in the K. J.; c. 3%

J. *

U-2-3, inf. n.

3: see the next paragraph: = and see also

2'-'.

U.5-

and

J.-: and U-U, aor.

U-34, int". J.5-5 (Mab3) and - (yoo,
K.) and "...is and 'J'. (S, M.A, Ms.
K; but the last is omitted in the TA;) and

* ~**

6 - d.

"J-u-l; and "J-5-5 (M, TA:) It (wheat, or
5'-' ($, M, Msb, K) and 75%-i (S, M, K) other
food, [&c.,]) had in it, or became attacked
(#) of a structure: ($) pl. "3-, (S. K.) The leader of the Persians; (M, A, Msb, K;)
by,
[the
grub called] U-,-, [the grub called]
[or this is a coll. gen, n.,] like as 3: is of #: like the > among the Arabs: (Msb:) or their
fell
upon it, or into it. (S, M, A, Msb,
Jes.
(S,) and 3. (K.)- Hence its application in greatest king: arabicized [from the Pers. 53-1:
relation to the Kur-án, [to signify A chapter (TA: [but said in the A to be tropical:]) or a K, TA) One says also, #: --~, aor.
thereof,] because each of what are thus called horseman of the Persians, (A’Obéyd, S, TA,) Jú, infn Cú-; and '-Li, [The tree had
lažla-Ji, or, as in the CK, s-J)

&: :)

any degree

forms one degree, or step, (S, M," K,) distinct who fights: (A’Obeyd, TA:) or one who is firm in it, or became attached by, the grub called
on the back of his horse: (K:) or one who excels

Jes.] (AHn, M, TA.") And itāl <<1, aor.

in sitting firmly on the back of his horse: (M:)
or (so in the M, but in the A and K “and”) one
who is skilful in shooting arron's : (M, A, K.)

Jú ($, M.K.) inf n. 4-, (§, K) or 4-,

from another, (S, K,) or [leading] to another:
(M:) or from the same word signifying “emi
nence:” (IAar:) or as being likened to the wall
of a city: (B:) some pronounce it with hemz;
(see art. X- ;) but it is more common without:

pl. #Ci(S.M.A., Msh, K) and sui, (M.K.)

are also allowable. (S.) - A sign, or token.
(IAar, M, K.) You say, 5,3- low-e Between

the K, I find J.5: in another of the S and
the us of the original form, which is sui. (8) another of the K, and in the CK, and in a copy

6 * *

(M3) and "--, (§, M, K.) inf n, i.u.),

(TA;) The sheep, or goat, abounded with U.5.
(TA) pl.: (S, Msh) and #5, and #: in the former of which the 3 is to compensate for (AZ, S, M., K. [In a copy of the S and in one of
6*

,

• , e.De

- See also

#4-l. * And see 3

of the M,

them two is a sign, or token. (IAar, M.)
*

> /

3'2- : see

#4,

in three places: = and see

X-

A leathern pillon, upon which one leans,
6.-- e.

•

*

33- (S, M, Mob, K) and "33. (M.M.'
and *%-i (S, MF, and others) and "#"

(TA.)
*.*.* @

2'>>]: (B, TA:) pl.

[5%: or #:

K;) like as X: signifies the “place of the
Or

[of p': of 52-, (§, M, **.” (M.)
6

Msb,) and of 32-, (M,) 5,3-1, ($, M, Msb, K,)
Bk. I.

...]) You also say, when you are
gradually perishing by reason of grief, (<ālā $1
U.4) * $33, J." "J-3- ! [My bone has
syn. with

-

5,5-2 : see what next precedes.

65 • *
(M, K) A noman's bracelet, (S," M, Msb," K,)
[Decked with a bracelet or bracelets. And
23-2
syn. −is, (M, K, [in the CK, erroneously, -r]:5,])
hence,] t Made a king [or chief]. (A, TA. [See
bracelet
of silver or of gold; (Zj;) [and a3 *man's
*
&#3)– And The place of the bracelet; (M,
see 2 and 5, and see also: :] all arabi

also:
cized, from the Pers. 25.2

for this last word is said by some to be

* *

or reclines; as also "5%-e: (M, K:) pl. 2-2.

what here follows.

J#:

J#: the right reading apears to be

* *

6 *.

29-2: See al-'.

bred grubs, and so my flesh], (A.) --~~2.
s

•

*

#3), inf n. U-3, The beast was attached by
the disease termed J.- [q, v, infră]. (TK.)
2.

*::-

! They made him, or appointed him,

TA;) as also
(M,”
ruler, or governor, over them;
a • **
* **
J.

* - /

'*-l-l. (TA)-->3' 33-i Jaśl J., (S,
K) or JAM2, (as in the TA,) or *##. (A,)
185
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U-2- - b:

| The man was made ruler of the affairs of the drink; and its inspissated juice is called * grull. (TA) And 'J'-' is, (M) or i-,
people; (S;) [or of the affairs of his people, ...+1=Natur ; natural disposition: (S, M, (TA,) A sheep, or goat, abounding with U-25
accord. as the phrase is given in the A:] or nas A, K:) and origin. (S, A, K.) One says, ā-tail [i. e. J: : see 1, near the end of the paragraph].
made king. (K.) Accord. to a relation of a verse
*: &: (S, M) Chasteness of speech, or elo (M, TA.)
of
El-Hotei-ah,
he
uses
the
expression
<-3
*
* > .
* ~**
quence, is [a quality] of his nature. (S.) And U--~ : see C-2-2,
in two places.
&: ,<! [as though meaning Thou hast ruled
s

the affairs of thy sons]; but Fr says that <-3
is a mistake. (S. [Thus I find it in one copy
of the S: but in another copy of the S, I find

* & #1 (Lh, M., A) Generosi'yi, [.

J.

6 & P +

*

* * * *

*>

.

L-3-2 and U-2- : see U-2-2, in three places.

quality] of his nature. (A.) And ->2- c, č,33
5-2 Such a one is of good origin. (S.)
6 * *

U-'9"
J-3- A certain disease in the rump of a horse
TA, *:::, which Fr can hardly be supposed or similar beast, (M, K, TA,) betneen the hip
C-54, (M, Mab, K.) like #: [in measurel,
* * * *- - to have disallowed.]) - 9-ol a U-2- t He made and the thigh, occasioning, as its result, neakness (Msb, K,) by the vulgar pronounced 3-,-, with
of the hind leg : (TA:) or a disease that attacks damm to the first letter, (Msb, [and thus written
an affair easy to him; syn. 4.4% and 43.
the beast in its legs. (M.) [See 1, last sentence.] in one of my copies of the S, in the other of those
# *• *
* * *
(TA.) You say, 4.4×5 5: a) & U-5- t| Such
cis- A certain kind of tree: n, un, with 5: copies, and app. in most others, omitted,]) a
a one made an affair easy to him, or, perhaps,
Pers., or foreign, word,
current in the
commended it to him by making it seem easy, and (M, K:) AHn says, (M, TA,) on the authority
so he embarked in it, or undertook it]: like as of Aboo-Ziyād, (TA,) it is of the kind called language of the Arabs, (M,) [i. e.] an arabicized
having a pericarp like word, [app. from the Pers. 3-,-, in Hebr.
you say, 4 J.-, and 4 &#j. (AZ, K.”) - •láe, resembling the
39-J U-2. He slit the vulva of the woman. (TA.) that of the &”, (M, TA,) without thorns and !ghw,] ($) [applied in the present day to The
without leaves, growing high; and persons shade lily: and also the iris: and the pancratium :
= See also 1, in two places.
themselves beneath it; one of the Arabs said that and app. to other similar flowers :] a certain
4: see 2: = and see 1, in three places.
it is the same that is called * U-13. (written with plant, (M., Msb, K,”) of sneet odour, (K,) re
sembling what are called cº-0, with broad
5:
see 1.
the article J-5-); and AHn says, I asked him
8:
respecting it, and he said that this and the &” and leaves, but not having an odour that diffuses

--~3-, which is clearly wrong; and in the

6

-d >

-

J e

• *

(*#)

&

}

*

*

6

p.

itself like the Je-lay; (Msb;) it is nell known,

---, see ----- Also A canker, or corro

the 2 : all three resemble one another, (M;) and it
sion, (2-205,) in a tooth: (AZ, K:) without - and
is one of the best of materials used for producing
without teshdeed. (AZ.) = And A tooth that fire, (Lth," M, K,”) not giving a sound nithout
has been eaten, or forroded : (L, K,” TA:) ori emitting fire, (M,) or because it seldom gives a

ginally Ju.; likeju and #8. (K)—See also

sound without emitting fire. (Lth, TA.)

J.-, in two places.
...” [The grub, or larva of the phalaena tinea

J.'s.

A certain disease in the necks of horses,

and of many kinds, the sneetest of which is the
n hite : (S: [but only, as mentioned above, in one
of my two copies thereof:]) there is a wild kind;
and the garden-kind is of tno sorts, namely, the
25, n:hich is the white, and the #9), [i. e. the
iris, in the CK, erroneously, U%] which is the
w

* @

e o"

rendering them rigid, (ISh, K, TA,) so that they G3-5-4, [i.e. azure-coloured, from the Pers.
and of the curculio; i.e. the moth-norm and the die. (ISh, T.A.)
&# &: beneficial as a remedy against the
weevil;] the hind of worm that attacks wool (S,
dropsy,
an attenuant of thick matters; and the
--|3- (with the article J-45"): See ...'.

A, K) and cloths (TA) and wheat or other food:

z

•

(S, TA:) and with 5, [a n. un.,] i. q. #; (Mgh, *= And for the same word, and
Msb;) as also " J.", (TA;) i. e., a worm that àe-'2- : see art. L55-.
attacks wool and cloths

or other food (Mgh:)

is-3-

35i is of a delicate, or subtile, nature, [so I here
and

render -i.", but it has other meanings,] bene
.ficial as a remedy for cold disorders in the
(Mgh,Msb) and wheat
brain, a discutient of the thick hinds of flatus
and ..., the hind of Jú. [A groom, who has the care and manage that collect therein; its J: [app. here meaning
ment of a horse or horses or the like;] one who
6.-

- -

•

worm (M, Msb) called &#, (M,) that eats grain
root] is a detergent of the skin, discutient; and
(M, Msb) and wood: (Msb:) n. un, with 3: (M, manages, or tends, beasts or horses or the like, and its leaves are beneficial as a remedy against the
trains them : (TA:) pl. i- and ... (A.)
Msb:) and any eater of a thing is termed **,

Jú. Jú. [A manager, or tender, of camels burning of hot water, and against the sting of
venomous reptiles or the like, and particularly of
J.' --> J.-l + [The persons who compose a or cattle or other property]. (Kin art. USjl, &c.) the scorpion: the n. un, is with 3. (K.)

whether worm or other thing. (M.) One says,

And

household are the grubs of property]: i.e., they - [And hence,] | A manager, a conductor, an
consume it by little and little like as --> Con
sume grain, which can scarcely be cleared of them
when they attack it. (Msb.) = [The licorice
plant; so called in the present day;] a kind of
tree, (AHn, M, K,) or plant, (Mgh,) well known,

orderer, or a regulater, of affairs: pl. as above.
(M, T.A.)

123

1. 480, [aor. 8,4,] (M) inf n. *s-, (S, M,
the disease termed .*.
K.)
He mixed it, (S, M, K,) one part with
(K.) [Freytag, misled by an ambiguity in the K,
another,
(S,) and stirred it about, and beat it;
assigns to it a signification belonging to J4

J: A beast having

(Mgh, K,) with which houses are covered above

(M3) as also "4e5-, (M.K.) inf n.

*:::
* Also, [or J.3% unless originally an epithet,]
the roofs, (AHn, M, Mgh,) the expressed juice
(K) or b3, signifies the putting together two
A hind of• of
stone
upon
which
is
generated
the
salt
2 - 0°
of which is an ingredient in medicine, (AHn, M.,)
things in a vessel, then beating them with the
called
L-2-1
5×
the author of the “Minháj”
the leaves of which are put into [the beverage
hand until they become mixed: (Jm, K:) or,
called] :5, and make it strong like [the strong says that this may be caused by the moisture and accord. to some, it relates particularly to a cook
dew of the sea falling upon it. (TA in art. U--.)
drink called] ($33, (Mgh) in the roots of which
is sneetness (AHn, M, K) intense in degree,

ing-pot, when its contents are mixed: (M:) you
*

f -

6

- -

U-9-6 Alal. and

* ~ *

"...-, (TA,)

* * * *

Or

W

*::" £s *u. [he mixed, and stirred
about, and 'beat, the contents of his cooking-pot

“2-, Say,

(AHn, M,) and in its branches is bitterness, [which is app. the more correct,] (S,) and 7 J.C.,
(AHn, M, K,) and it abounds in the countries of (M,) Wheat, or other food, attached by [the grub

nith the

*s-, q.v.]:

(TA:) but you say also,

the Arabs: (AHn, M.) or a hind of tree that
grows in leaves without twigs: (M:) or a certain

herb resembling [the species of trefoil called]

called] --> (M, TA) and "#3-4 is: à-val su, and * (#53, he stirred about the [food
wheat so attached. (Mgh.) And #2- Jä and called] a-e, a with a piece of wood, in order that
Wä.u. [Land attacked by such grabs]; (M, TA) it might become mired: (TA:) or "4e5- signi
it much. (S.)- [Hence,] *
in like manner. (TA.) And "J-- 5-3 [or fies he •mixed
**
ā- A tree containing, or attacked by, such Use" + - and -5°2 &- + [The love of thee is
6 *

E.5. (TA.) [The root is vulgarly called, in the
present day, •- &= and so is a strong infu
sion prepared from it, which is a very pleasant

>

•

•

d

-----------
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**--&

mixed with my blood]. (TA.)

And £9. *: *

+ He turns over the affair [in his mind.]. (TA.)
And

<-l is: &%

one superintends,

and

'*: + Such

a

manage, or, conduct, in person,

the war. (A, TA) And 3,4 & 33 "bs, inf n.
as above, (S, TA,) t Such a one rendered his
affairs confused, or disordered, or perplexed:

ment: or it means,] a mixture, prepared for them, copy;) as though (TA) keeping it in store.
of various punishments: or it is designed to show (S, TA.)
that what befell them in the present world was,
is: fem. with 5: see **.
in comparison with what is prepared for them in
the final state, like the whip in comparison with
the sword: (Bd:) or the meaning is t a kind of
82
punishment. (Jel.) [Agreeably with this last ex
1. J.' **, aO1". &”, (S, K,) inf. n.
*

- d -

J.

e.

&

planation, it is said that] the phrase £: (*
(TA:) and in like manner, 4, [his opinion]. 4-3 us:- means ! They tryo are agreed upon (S,) The camels were left to themselves, (S, K.)
(M.) And # * £5. 1 He created confusion, or one mode: (A:) or the meaning is t [they troo without a pastor; (K;) as also -cl. with
for its inf n. (Sh.)
disorder, in his affair, or case. (K, T.A.) = enter, or plunge, into; or venture boldly upon, &: for its aor. and

&:

abu, (M) aor. £24 ($) inf n. *s-, (M. K.)
He whipped him; struck him with a

*s- ;

and do;] one thing, or affair; (S, and K; but 3. #3: <le [He bargained neith him for
(S, wanting in one copy of the former; and in the
work by, or for, the hour,] is from ā-tl, like

M, K;) namely, a beast, and a man. (TA) - latter, in the place of Usa is put le;) i.e., one sort
** * **
* *

*

[of thing or affair]. (S.) - [bs. 3.5 The mea £3% from #31. (S, K. [See also the last sen
sure of a nihip, i.e. a whip's length, is an astro tence of the second paragraph of art. (...]) [It
2: see 1, in six places. = &#1 53-, (M, K.) nomical measure, which seems, from several in is added in the S, that neither of them is used
inf n. ** (K,) t The leeks put forth their stances that I have noted, in the work of Kzw &c., otherwise than thus: but accord. to SM one says
also,] *s-, inf n. 's-, He hired him, or took
to be the same as . % is in modern usage; i.e.
him as a hireling, for the hour. (TA.)
-

axia-3
Ala-

Us:b:3'-' : see 3.

* [or seed-stals: see #5-] (M, K, TA)
3. **:

J:#50, aor. of the

latter

**i.

four degrees and a half, by rule; but, like the
4. aet. He left to himself, or itself, left alone,

latter, not precise nor uniform in every instance.]

thus mentioned by Lh, without any addition: – [The pl] ... also signifies The seed-stalks or neglected, and lost, or destroyed, him, or it.
app. meaning He acted roughly with me with of leeks; (TK;) the stalks, of leeks, upon which are
his whip, or he contended with me therencith, and
I overcame him [n'ith my whip]: a mode of ex the Guj thereof (M, K.) so called as being
pression which is rare in relation to substances; likened to the bu- with which one strikes. (M.)
– And by- signifies also tA remaining portion
rather relating to accidents, or attributes. (M.)
(A, K) of water, (A,) or of a pool of water left
8. £, which is extr., [for by rule it should
by
a torrent, (K, [in some copies of which Ježl
be
It (a thing) "gs, or became, mixed.
is erroneously put for **śl,]) extended like the
(M.) – [Hence,] ovel asks les-1 f His affair, *5- [nrith which one strikes] : (A:) pl.
or case, was, or became, confused, or disordered,
(TA.)- And t A place where water collects and
to him. (M, K," T.A.)
stagnates: (K:) pl. t; i. (TA.) – And A
*:: [A whip;] a certain thing, (S, M.,) road, or track, of little width, betnceen two eleva
?] and *::: so in the
namely, plaited skin, (Bd in lxxxix. 12,) [or a tions: pl. £i [or
lash,] with n'hich one beats. ar strikes, (S, M.,)
A : but some say £33, q. v. (TA.)- Also t A
well known; (Msb;) i. q às, i.e.: (K:) so called hind of t". of [goats'] hair. (Ibn El-Kelbee,
because it mixes the flesh with the blood (IDrd,

£1.

*.

*

(K.) Er-Rághib says, [but why, I do not well

see,] that the meaning of neglecting, or the like, is
imagined as derived from āsūl. (TA.) You say,

3:) -- I kf the camel to themselves, in
them alone, or neglected them. (S.) And
J

“w

* ~* * *

**

* *

**

*

*

*

>

-

8-"

aláel-J U- a--!> &- asu, meaning
[Scarce, or many, a she-camel] leaves to itself, or
leaves alone, or neglects, her young one [so that
the beasts of prey devour it]. (TA.) [See also 4
in art. &-.] E.
He (a man, Zj) passed from

8:

act- to act... [i. e. time to time, or hour to hour];

(Zi, K.) as also al-', int. n. à-l: (Zi, TA:)
or he remained behind, or held bach, or delayed,

for a ast. [i. e. a time, or an hour]. (Ibn

TA voce -es, q.v.) – And Jet b5- t Light 'Abbād, K.)
M, K) when a man or a beast is struck with it; entering from an aperture in a wall, in sunshine;
(IDrd, TA;) or because its several component (K, TA;) also termed J% *:: but as some
&£u see #14, in two pplaces.
parts are

mixed. together:

(Bd,

ubi supra:)

pl.
say, with U3. (TA: and it is mentioned with

[of pauc.] bis-1 and [of mult:] ble": ($, M, U: in art. 125: in the $, and again in the K.)

Msb, K.) the latter originally ki>. (TA) The
des- 14; &#4
*s-, 'í +:

saying

meanS

6

&- and W &: i. 1 #4, as used in the phrase,
Jill &- g:- & 0: [He came to us after a

J e

•

la:3-; fem. with 3: see

**.

period, or portion, of the night; or after about a
or fourth part of the night had elapsed,
#- "The &# [or officer of the prefect of third
is one of those rare instances in which a prefixed
when men were asleep, or at rest, and the night,
n. is suppressed; being originally *s- #4 £4 police] who has with him the *s- [or n hip]. (TA.) and the foot of the passenger, were still; or after
[I struck him a stroke, or lash, of a nºhip], mean
a third part of the night]: (S, K:*) or this

[I struck Zeyd with a whip]: (M, Msb:") or it

ing

*:: #4 [a stroke, or lash, with a

whip]:

b: Mired. (TA) So in a trad of Alee phrase means he come to us after a azu [i. e. a

with Fátimeh, [in which the former expresses the
[one stroke, or lash, intimacy of her union with him, as though they short period, or an hour,] of the night. (TA.)

*5- 53-3 #4
whip]. (Mgh.) One says also, äu. 43.4 two were one person,] Uss-J2 (52." U.-, b*

(M:) or

6 * >

nvith a

-

•* d

>

*

•

*s- [He struck him a hundred strokes, or lashes, + Her flesh is blended and miced with my blood
of the whip]. ($ and K in art. J-.) – In the and my flesh. (TA.) You say also, X:
Kur [lxxxix. 12], where it is said, 2: -á X: "ies. Their possessions are mired among
-lje *s- 453, (S, Msb,) it signifies : A portion, them; (AZ, §, K.) i. 1; "ies: (M)
or share: ($, K.) or (S, Msb, but in the K,
de •

“and”) ; vehemence, or severity; (S, Msb, K;)

*:::

see what next follows.

as being likened to the paining of a whip; (Mab3)
because punishment is sometimes with the *s-,

is. [An houri] one of the divisions of the
night and the day; (Lth, K, TA;) both of n:hich
together consist of four and twenty of those divi
sions; each of them, when they are of equal

length, consisting of twelve such divisions; (TA;)
[also termed

#

ãau. (an astronomical hour;

fifteen +3 of time; sixty minutes of time;)
because act. alone is often used in a vague
sense, as meaning what is termed #ú act. ;
i. e.] a time of night or of day: but used absolutely
by the Arabs as meaning a time; a while; a
space, or period; an indefinite [short] time; and
a little while; (Msb;) a [short or] little portion,
or division, [or space, or period,] of the night and
• •

b;-- A thing with n'hich one mixes a thing,
($, M, K) and stirs it about; (M3) i. e., a

(S;) and this word is used by the Arabs to denote
every kind of punishment when it is extreme, stich, or the like, used for that purpose; as also
though there be in it no beating: (Fr.:) [there ***-*. (K)= A horse that will not put forth
fore,] the above-cited saying in the Kur means, his power of running unless by means of the n'hip;
! [And thy Lord poured upon them a portion, (Ibn-'Abbād and K; and so in a copy of the S,
or a share, or vehemence, or severity, of punish on the authority of AO, but omitted in another

6 -

-

of the day: (TA) and #1 signifies the pre
185 *
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&

(S, Msb, (hour or time]; (S, K;) like the phrase # TA)- And ătă Jäl." + The she-camel became
sent time: (S, K:) pl. &lau, and "
apart, or alone, syn. $33, (K, TA,) or ran, syn.
K.) [or the latter is rather a coll. gen, n. of which #):J. (S.)
act." is the n. un.,] and *- (Mgb.) It is used
unrestricted in the Kur (vii. 32 and in other
places], where it is said, ääu.

&:

See

& = Also, G. K.In the cK

erroneously without tenween,]) and

's-,

+33, (JK, and so in the CK and in my MS.
of the K,) and went far anay. (JK, TA.)
copy
(Kh,
* See also 4, in two places.

&:# S (Msb) K,) A certain idol (S, K) which belonged to the

They will not remain behind (Bd) for a time, or

people of Noah, (S,) in n'hose time it n'as nor
shipped; then the deluge buried it, but Iblees ex
they
:
or
time
any while, (Msb,) or the shortest

shall not seek to remain behind, by reason of humed it, and it was worshipped [again]; (K;)
intense terror. (Bd.) And so in a trad., where so says Lth; (TA;) then it became the property
it is said, J.S. asu: es' & 3. Whoso goeth of [the tribe of] Hudheyl, (S, K,) and nas at
Ruhát, (S,) and pilgrimage was performed to it:
in the first time; not in the first astronomical
(S, K:) or it belonged to [the tribe of] Hemdān:
act.", for then it would necessarily mean that he
(Bd, TA:) Abu-l-Mundhir says, I have not heard
who should come in the latter part thereof would the mention of it in the poems of Hudheyl: but
be on a par with the former person, which is not one of the Arabs, in verse, mentions Hudheyl as
the case. (Msb.) [ääu. signifies, as shown above,
For, or during, an hour: and anhile; for a
little while; during a short time; as in the
phrase,] ā- 3:- <+ I sat nith thee, or at
thine abode, for a little while, or during a short

āsūl, Non : just

You say, 20-it-4-3-,(JK, TA)infn. &:
(JK,) + He made pleasant, or agreeable, to him
what he attained : or, as some say, he left clear
to him what he had attained. (TA.) - And

*s-, (inf n. as above, K,) t He made it allon
able, lawful, or free, (S, Msb, K.) 4 to him. (S.)

And SL* as:- 1 [He made property allonable,
paying devotion to it: (TA:) it is said that it &c., to him]: so in the “Mufradát.” (TA.) had the form of a noman : (Harp. 362:) [if so, And is 4 3- t He gave him such a thing.
as a fem. proper name, it would be without ten (IDrd, K.) - [See also *::, below.]
ween: but] it is mentioned in the Kur [lxxi. 22,

and is there with tenween]. (TA.) [See also 33.

time. (TA) [And a G, In a short time:
in a moment. And

2. [+,- is app., in its primary sense, syn.
with *-i- and hence what here follows.] -

* : * He is left to himsel , left
&\- &-> *

non': this

alone*

moment. And 3:éu, Then; at that time: or in or neglected. (S, K, TA) *āsū [is pl. of
6 -

-

. 4. *L, (JK, Msb) inf n. #3), (JK) or
ël-l. (Msb,) said of God, (JK,) or of a man,
(Msb,) [He made it easy and agreeable to
smallon;] he made it easy of entrance into the

that hour.] And ist: 3: [A little while ago;] &-;

and also signifies] In a state of perdition fauces; (Msb;) [or made it to pass the fauces
in the first time near to us: (Kin art. -āli:) or or destruction; perishing; or dying; in a pl. easily and agreeably;] namely, beverage [&c.:
this signifies ā-tl, [expl. above]. (Zj, T and M sense; like ists as signifying &- (K,) and see 1, first sentence]; (JK;) as also *ašu.
in art. -āj}.) [And *u. &: At the moment isu as signifying &*. (TA.)
(Mb)—[Hence] L24 J [Make thou
to me to snallon, the thing that is choking
easy
thereof; instantly. Hence, asu. X. An instan
: see the following paragraph.
me; or let me sn'allon it;] meaning + grant thou
taneous poison.] - āsūl also signifies : The re
:- A she-camel that leaves her young one to me some delay, or respite; or act gently, or in
surrection; (S, K, TA;) the raising of mankind
a leisurely manner, tonards me, or nith me;
for the reckoning; also termed &#8. āsūl: so hat the beasts of prey devour it: (Sh, K:) or
K;) and do not hurry me. (S.) - And £i,
(S,
that goes anay in the place of pastur
a
(Er-Răghib, B:) or the time thereof: (K:) be she-camel
Msb,) inf n. as above, (S, Msb, TA,)
Mgh,
(S,
art. &-,
cause of the quickness with which its reckoning ing : (S:) belonging to this art. and to
I sn'alloned it: (Msb, and Jel in xiv. 20:) or I
will be accomplished: (TA:) or because it will q. v. (K.) You say also, J.i. &- el-ā- J-2 received it into my fauces easily (S, Mgh, and
come suddenly upon mankind, in a moment, and [A man who is nont to neglect the camels or the Bdin xiv. 20) and agreeably; (Bdibid.;) namely,

&-

&-

6

- d.

* - d.

6 *
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all creatures will die at one cry. (Zj, Az, T.A.) like; or to leave them to themselves, or alone; or beverage, or wine, (S, K.)

Hence, in the Kur [liv, 1], i.e.: C-33 tThe
resurrection [or the time thereof] hath drann
nigh. (Jel, T.A.) And [in vii. 186 and lxxix. 42,]
asūl c” *: ! They ash thee concerning the
resurrection [or the time thereof]. (Bd, Jel,
TA.) And [in xxxi. last verse and xliii. 85,]

asual #e £e With Him is the knowledge

to lose them]; and accord. to A’Obeyd,- &:

W

d

or food, (Mgh,)

Ol'

each of these; (TA) and "4: and #2, aor.

-

J.

4, and *-i (S. K.) infn. &- and #4,

&- ($)

(TA in art, &".) signify the same. (S, K.) USA, US$ $U.l means t Such a one completed

ès

£, (S, Mgh, Mob, K.) or Gi-li (, ë",

his affair by means of such a one, (Ibn-Buzuri,

(JK) aor. £, (S, Msb) in n. #3 (JK, S,
&:
Mgh, Mgb, K) and 83-,

K, TA, [in the CK, as %3 is erroneously put

1.

for as £) and accomplished the object of his
of the resurrection, (TA,) or of the time thereof.
: (Ibn-Buzurj, TA:) the
(Bd, Jel.) - Also + The death of one genera different copies of the K, (TA,) and &#3-, (CK, want by means of him
tion; termed, for distinction, Ji-9. āsūl as [not in my MS. copy of the K nor in the TA,]) case is that of one's desiring a certain number of
(MA,) It (beverage, or wine, JK, S, men or of pieces of money of which one remains
in the saying of Mohammad, when he saw 'Abd and
to complete the affair: when he obtains it, one
accord. to

Or

à-,

• *

& J -

* * *

d.

K, or food, Mgh, or each of these, TA) [nas easy
He
agreeable to snallon;] was easy of entrance says, 4 &t-l. (Ibn-Buzuri, K.) =<
£uil 3, # U- +[If the life of this boy last and
fauces; (S, Mgh, Mgb, K;*) or passed (a man, Lh) was born with his brother: (Lh,
long, he will not die until the death of the genera into the
easily and agreeably. (Bd in xiv. 20.) K:) or he was born [next, or immediately,] after
fauces
the
tion shall come to pass]: accordingly it is said
in a verse cited voce ---.]
ex.
an
[See
his brother. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) [See what next
that he was the last that died of the Companions.
any [Hence,Jonesays, "ta- 3.3-3. U.S. es' &: follows.]
(Er-Rághib, B.) - Also t The &death• of
*
~0
man; termed, for distinction, U5,5-all ăst 1: as + Enter thou into the land while thou findest a
in the Kur (vi. 31], is bias &#x-- 3: place of entrance. (TA) - And Jä J: ël mean t This is he who was born next after this,

Allah Ibn-Uneys, &#32%l 1343. J. &

8:

-

3, #3-4 and #4 (S.K.) and '4-(K)

:* - e >

* * 0 =>

* > * *

#! J.- £f + [They have ! The doing of the thing was allonable; or passed (S, K, TA,) or, as in the “Mufradát,” imme
is also
suffered loss who disbelieved in, or denied as false, for lawful (MSb) And Jai U. × ë- : What diately after this; (TA;) and the like
*
* ** *
the meeting with God until, when death came to he did was allowable to him; or passed for lanful said of the female: (K:) one says, a.s.l Us.”
sister that was born
them suddenly]. (Er-Răghib, B.)- Also t Diffi to him. (§, K, TA) - And #3 ë- The day 4:5- and " £3. [She is his
* * c > * * * *
culty, distress, or affliction; and so * *u-ji. (TA.)
&c.], (§,TA)as well as 45-5,-134 and "4:
- And + Distance, or remoteness. (TA.) = nas, or became, easy. (TA)- $ 4 -ël-,
(K,) inf n. ès-, (TA,) i. q. --4-U" +[The ground, [He is his brother that n'as born &c.]: or ès
See also
or earth, sank with him; or sank with him and J:" means he who was born after the man,
sues. Act. A severe, grievous, or distressing snealloned him up, or enclosed him]. (AA, K, or near after him, though not his brother: and Fr

a: āsu-Ji _*u-

* * **

J J -d -

J - *

6d -

©

•

*

-

&C.

-

--- d -
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heard a man of Benoo-Temeem say

#4,

and

£2---is
**L, (M, TA;) and **u-i, (M, Mob, K.')

*
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until he did not complain of the murrain :] a

Jú:1; (S;) [and, accord. to Freytag, prov., (Meyd,) applied to him who has become
another of the same tribe say * £, meaning
but he has not named his authority; if accustomed to casualties; ($, K3) or to him who
W
*s-,
is
èsof
he who folloned him : (TA:) [the pl.
inf n.

correct, probably having an intensive significa has become inured to calamities, (A’Obeyd,
tion;] He smelled the thing. (S, M, Msb.) A Meyd, A,) so that he is not impatient of the
those n'ho were born neith the man in one case of
vicissitudes of fortune. (A’Obeyd, Meyd.) –
poet says, (Msb,) namely, Ru-beh, (S, M.,)
childbirth, after him, no other childbirth having
z.2° " ", , a
• * of
9.9% -su. The two parents lost their child by

#:

and it is said that]

J:"

8%

IneanS

& J.

occurred between him and them : (TA:) or those

born next after him: (JK:) and

&: #: dial

var. thereof: but IF says that '...A.

ès-

l.i.a

means This is of the cast, mould, form, or fashion,
of this; and that the U- may be a substitute for
J2; as though the one were cast, moulded, formed,
or fashioned, like the other: (TA:) and [in like
manner] one says,

lää

&-

•

3: J%-i" -jū J.J." is!

his death : in which case, the child is said to be
[When the guide smells the natures of the roads * -šu.<; and his father, W -ā-, and his mother,
to know whether he be pursuing the right course
*

*

or deviating therefrom]. (S, M, Msb.)- [And 'Ju-2. (Ibn 'Abbād, K.)=# all God de
hence, He hunted. (Freytag, from the Deewan stroyed him, or took anay his life. (M.) –
el-Hudhaleeyeen.)] = -ā- is also Syn. with:4. j: −5t-li q. <- [i. e. He spoiled the sening

(IAar, K.)

You say, of a man,

* -āl-', inf. n.

of the skin, or hide; as when one uses a thick

13% this is propor –33, He endured it with patience. (TK) = instrument for sening or perforating, and a thin
thong; or as when one rends tryo stitch-holes into

tionate to this, or of the proportion of this. (TA -šū, (§, M, O, K) aor. -is: ($, O, K) and
&:-)
-i-, (O, K.) inf. n. -,-, (M,) said of a man,

in art.

onel (M) Andj)-1 -su. The sever of a
skin, or hide, perforated, or sened, in such a

#:- : see the next preceding paragraph in four (M) and of cattle, (UU, M, O, K.) He, or they, manner that the troostitch-holes became rent [into
perished, or died: (S, M, O, K:) or, said of one]. (A’Obeyd, K.)

places.

cattle, they had a murrain occurring among

#- A thing nhereby one makes to enter easily them. (K.)=[-šū expl. by Freytag in this art,
that

into his fauces [and to pass donon his throat]
as though having for its aor. -#4, and meaning
which is choking him. (S, Msb, K.) One says, He smote a person with a sn'ord, is a mistake,
J-45" &: it." [Water is that whereby one caused by a mistranscription (of £ for *::) in
makes easy of entrance into the fauces and of art. -ā- in some copies of the K.]
passage donen the throat the things that are

8: see 1, first and second sentences.

Jú. Any ron, or course, (S, M, L, K, TA,)
[i. e.] a single row, or course, (Mgh,) of bricks,
($, M, Mgh, L, K, TA,) or (so in the Mgh, but
in the TA “and”) of clay, (Mgh, TA,) of a

wall, (§, Mgh, K, TA,) or in a wall, (TA,) or in a

2.45-, (§, M, K) or 4 -5,-, (Msb) infn. building; (M, L, TA;) as also 3.43. (TA:) pl.
(S, M.M.b, K.) He said to him time of pane. -: [formed by transposition, like #1
#4, applied to beverage, or wine, (JK, K, -#3:5,
after time Jaff -3- [I will do such a thing]; pl. of #3,] (L) and &üu. (Mgh:) Lth explains
TA,) and food, (TA,) Descending easily [and
(S, Msb, TA;) derived from the particle -3 -iù as signifying what is between the -tsu, of
agreeably] don’n the throat; (JK, Msb, K, TA,
he delayed, or de
and Bd and Jel in xvi. 68 and Bd in xxxv. 13;) (IJ, M:) and hence, (Msb,)
the building: its is originally 2. (TA.) [äu.
put
off with pºmi's ;

choking him]. (S.)

him
with him; or
[or easy and agreeable to snallow;] not choking; ferred,
syn. Allae; ($,"Msb, K, TA;) saying Jaśl -52- :
(Jel in xvi. 68;) and 7 #: signifies the same;
(TA;) or promising to be faithful to his engage
applied to food ment; (Msb;) mostly used in relation to a promise
(IDrd, K, TA;) and so *
accord. to Freytag, that is not to be fulfilled; as is said by Ibn-Abi
[&c.]; (TA;) [and 7

£,

£4,

as from the K, in which I do not find it.]
5 w.e.

&- : see the next preceding paragraph.
* - of

6

mentioned by Freytag as signifying “a single
series of stones in a wall,” on the authority of the
K, I do not find there, nor in any other lexicon.]
= Also A certain bird, that preys. (M.)

l-Hadeed: (MF, TA:) and "assu signifies [the

-#4, for which one also says --, (M, Mugh

same, as is implied in the M, being syn. with]

nee, K,) rejecting the medial radical letter, (M,

aiku: see an ex. in a verse cited voce -3-, last Mughnee,) and 3-, (M, Mughnee, K,) rejecting

*

[Freytag assigns to it also sentence. (TA.) -ás: is [also expl. as] Syn.nith the final radical, (M, Mughnee) and (, , (M,
Mughnee, K,) rejecting the final radical and
another signification, which belongs not to it, but 3-till [app. as meaning the postponing, putting
changing the medial into (4 for the purpose of

83-1.

to

See

&l-.

ès-.]

off, delaying, or deferring, anything]. (TA) alleviation [of the utterance], (M, Mughnee,) and
[And it is implied in art. --lie of the TA that it accord. to the Lu, (TA) is a particle, (IJ, M,
post-classical
term,
a
c.15-l *: is
is
Syn. with &: and': so that you say, K,) denoting inception; (K;) or a word denoting
(O, K.) from 2. #4, inf n. &: meaning
He him
or accustomed,
inured,
it with J-5, (Sb, S, M, K,) i. e. amplification, because
to endure
and made
“I made it allowable, lawful, or free, to him:” * *s-, meaning
it;
to
him
it changes the aor. from the strait time, which is
(O:) and what is meant by [the sing of -\#22-5
present, to the ample time, which is the future;
the
say
You
above.]
-ā-,
*
patience:
see
the Sultán] for
•

6

C -

i. e.] &?-, is The permission [of

•

of , 293 (Mughnee voce J. [q.v.];) i.e., denoting U-să:5
the taking of that which is one's right, or due, also, (4,-- 4:32-, meaning I made him (a man)
which has not yet happened;
on a particular account, with facilitation thereof to have the ordering and deciding of my affair, with respect to that
(M;) and is used
postponement;
and
K;)
S,
(Sb,
to the taker. (MF.)
or case, (S, K,) to do what he would: (S:) and
* ****

à- [A place of easy entrance or passage for

so a 25-. (TA.) = See also 1, first sentence.

in terrifying and threatening and promising;
(IDrd, K;) or it is a word denoting promising or

beverage, or food, into the fauces or throat.
3. *- : see 1: = and 2. = Also i. q. oil." threatening: (Msb:) it is syn, with J. accord. to
And hence,] + A place of entrance into a land [He spoke, or discoursed, secretly to him or with some, or has a larger meaning than this latter
[&c.]; as in a saying cited in the first paragraph him; or acquainted him with a secret]. (K.) accord. to others. (Mughnee.) You say, -3
of this art., q.v. (TA.)- And [hence] one says, And #31 -, - . . . . [He slept with the Jasi [I will do such a thing] (Sb, S.) And one

ūt- 5 - 5 & This, I do not find to it a

and its verb, [except in a case mentioned in what

passage, or an [easy] entrance; or a way, or

place, of entrance. (TA.)
6

**

* > d a

8-

See

-

&l-.

may not introduce a separating word between it

woman in, or on, one bed]. (K.)

4 -sul, (S, M, K) inf n. *sūl, (TA) said

follows,] because it occupies the place of the U.
of a man, (S, M.) His cattle perished, or died: in J: [&c.] (Sb, S.). [But] it is distinct from
(S, K:) or he had murrain occurring among his J. by its [sometimes] having U prefixed to it;
:*~*
•*
-),
cattle: so in a verse of Tufeyl, cited voce Uss-,
. 24 as in [the phrase in the Kurxciii. 5], 4-lax: -5,-i,
:
-3
• *-in art. 34-). (M.) [Hence,] one says, J- v.5u-l
• d >0

-

-55

• -3
Users & [And thy Lord will give thee, and
1. C." -jū, aor. 4,-4 (S. M, Ms) and -#" Us: -, (AA, S, Meyd, K) or -'l', thou
nilt be nell pleased]: (Mughnee:) in this
-ā-, (M) inf n. -,-, (S, M, K;) and so (A5, Meyd,) [He had murrain among his cattle phrase, [however,] the U is [considered as] pre
-

-

• O.-

-
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* 55- - 33

Ji-. A man whose cattle have died. (TA.)
fixed to the verb, not to the particle: (M:) or the
–
And A father having lost his child by death:
phrase is elliptical, for *: -3- <5. (Bd.)
see 4. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)
And it is distinct from J. in this, that it is some
ău- [properly A place of smelling : - and
times separated [from its verb] by a verb divested
of government both as to the letter and the mean

ing; as in the saying,

32

1. £ 5.4,

(S, K,) or

2:31, (Mgh,) or

#3", (MS) aor. 3, 4, (S, Mgh, Msb) infn.
53- ($, Mgh, Msh, K) and 3%-, (§, [so in both

hence,] t Distance; ($, K, TA;) and " Ju- and of my copies, but it is said in the JK that this

*ā- signify the same in this sense [or in others

latter is used in relation to death, and such is
(K:) [a space, or tract, or an generally the case,]) or 3-, like −, (TA,
c£2 Júl -32-2 (5,2' >>
extent, over which one journeys:] a far-extending [but this I have not found elsewhere, and I doubt
of
* ** *
tract that one traverses: originally a place of its correctness,]) and ā- and 3-, (O, K, TA,)
3- Al J-a-- Ul A3-5)
smelling of the guides, in order that they may He drove the cattle [or the beast]; he urged the
[And I know not, but I shall, I think, know, know whether it be far or near, out of the way or
•*

*

*

•D = •

of

~*

following]:

here

*

*

&

* *

*

*

nºhether the family of Hisn be a company of men in the right way: (A, TA:) or a [desert, or such cattle [or the beast] to go; (Mgh;) and " LSU-l
or nomen]. (Mughnee.) – When you desire to as is termed] jū. (M:) said to be from -ā signifies the same, (S, K.) as also "t,50-1, and
make it a subst., [i. e. to use it as a subst.,] you
"us:- (TA) or 3:5, the infin. [of this last],
make it to have tenween [when it is indetermi 'G' meaning “he smelled the thing;” for the signifies the driving well: (KL:) [and accord.
guide smells the dust of the place wherein he is;
nate]. (IDrd, K.) IDrd cites as an ex,
*** 20~ : * * * ~
*
and if he smell the odour of urine and dung of to Freytag, 'Ju-l, followed by an accus, sig
*we we di: G3- Cl
camels, he knows that he [or some other] has nifies the same as ju, as expl. above; but for
[Verily -ā- and verily <: are a neariness]: traversed it; but otherwise, not: (Msb:) or be this he names no authority.] Hence, in the Kur
cause the guide, when he is in a desert, (S, M, K,)
" one reading is is: &!: and
and has lost his way therein, (M,) smells its thy Lord, and his judgment, on that day, shall be
is cle; and there is no such reading as G3-cl. dust, (S, M, K.) in order that he may know, (S, the driving. (Bd, Jel.) And the saying, in a
(o, T.A.) One says also, 3:1 &# & [lit. K,) or and thus knows, (M,) whether he be in
*

*

[laxv. 30), 5:13: $; c. (TA) i. e. To

another.' #.

trad, 30.5 & J., &# U-4st 13,55

meaning the right way, (S, M, K,) or not: (S, K:) then, suáš. Jú. &: [properly rendered The resur
! Such a one lives by means of things hoped for: by reason of frequency of usage of this word [as rection, or the hour thereof, shall not come to pass
(S, K, TA:) and in like manner, -: S! 3,5 U. meaning “a place of smelling of the guides”] it until a man come forth from the tribe of Kahtan
became a term for “distance:” (S, K:) pl. -à
[lit. His food is not anything but, or other than,
driving the people with his staff], allusive to his
Such a one feeds upon the word

-#-l;

(A, TA) and #4. (Msb) One says, X having the mastery over them, and their obeying
the word -3.J. (A, TA)—In the following U-59
*āt- and " (30- and W #- ! [Hon:
verse of Ibn-Mukbil, cited by Sb,
him; the staff being mentioned only to indicate
long
is
the distance, or hon, much is the extent, of
< *
.0 2 * :* ~ * :
his tyrannical and rough treatment of them.
•

•

*

'-5 &– 's- " -:43-3.

" this land?]. (TA) And #3: #4.: +[B (TA) [And hence the saying, & J.'s J
tween them is a far-extending distance or space]. + He urged such a one to intercede for him with
(Msb.) And w: &: ău. G. : [Between me..]-[Hence also,] % 33; U. & 3% asu.

** +1 & #1-#

[Had she put us off with a -3- as part of her us is the distance, or space, of twenty days]. + [Destiny drove him, or impelled him, to that
greeting, with the putting off even of such as is (TA.)- In the following saying of Dhu-r which was destined for him]. (TA.) [And in like
affected with dislike, the riders had gone con Rummeh, it is doubly tropical:
manner one says of desire, &c.]—And ë'. &l
tented], -3- is put in the accus. case [for āşş-;
- - - 0 < * ~ *
tex- 59-Ji, (K) or wāl-2, (§, Msb) inf n.
ā-āl-e Lo-A-a-'5
i. e.] as an inf. n. with the augmentation [meaning
&

•

6

*

*

the augmentative letters] rejected. (M.)

*

*

SUc

• à

•

of

•

Ji-, (TA) and "ast-l; (Mab, K.) : He sent

*

<\,: 53 - 9 to 13|

*

to the woman her don'ry; (K, TA;) or conveyed

! : [And the furthest of them in the extent of the
depth of intelligence when the affair, or case, in
[q. v.]: (M, K, TA:) so says AHn, (M, TA,) on n:hich are dubiousnesses overcomes and is onerous].
the authority of Et-Toosee. (TA.)=See also (A, TA.)

it, or caused it to be conveyed, to her; (Msb;)
though consisting of dirhems or deenárs; because
the dowry, with the Arabs, originally consisted
of camels, which are driven. (TA.) And hence,
#! <-- 4, meaning # What didst thou give her

6*

6.e.

ää- :

*

* *

see ast-2, in two places.

•

J%

The [cucumber commonly called]

it's

what next follows.

** ~ *

Jä2-2. One who does*n* hat
he will, [as though as her don'ry? occurring in a trad.; or, as some
*
he said time after time Jaśl -$2.,] whom no one related it, ū. <-i- us, i.e. What didst thou give
neill make to turn back. (K.)- And, with 3, A for her, or in exchange for her? (T.A.) And
•Q e

*

-#3, and "-35%, with damm accord to As,
and so, he says, all the names of diseases, as j
and

sts: and *% and J.- [&c.]; accord. to woman who will not comply with the desire of her

'G'

<! (5U. f [He made, or caused, the thing
AA, not so, but with fet-h, and in like manner husband n:hen he calls her to his bed, and strives
to
go,
pass, or be conveyed or transmitted, to
said 'Omárah Ibn-'Akeel; (S;) or none relates with him to repel him in respect of that which he
him; he sent to him the thing]. (M and K in
it with fet-h except AA, and his relation is desires of her, and says Jää -is-, such is said,
art. Lil.) And 9: <! Gu. f [He caused good,
nought; (IB;) Disease of cattle, and death
in a trad, to be cursed. (TA)- Also, with 3,

thereof: (S:) or each signifies death among man

A well

(i.e.)

of which one says, Water nill be

or good fortune, to betide him]. (TA.) And

ūji --> 5u. f [He made a rivulet, or a channel

kind and cattle: (M:) or the latter, a mortality,

or murrain, among camels; or so the former: or found (** -3-) in it: or of which the nater for water, to run to his land]
is smelt (-iù.), and disliked, and loathed. (Ibn
the latter, a mortality among mankind and
- [Hence likewise,] --"

(M in art. Gl.)

&#. Šát. ! [The

cattle: (K:) and the former, disease of camels; 'Abbād, Z, K.)- And, without 3, Very patient
wind drove along the cloud]. (S," TA)
(AHn, M, K;) and so the latter. (K.) One says, or enduring. (TA.)
-*- Júl -> &# [or -**) Death [or a mur Jú: A place of smelling, or that is smelt. [And <-2-1 50, inf n. 5- and 53- and
gu..., | He carried on the narrative, or discourse.]
rain] happened among the cattle. (S.)
(O, K.)

-

Jú. The nose: because one smells (-iù. , K,

You say, 3'- &- <---" &: &#1(Such

-à-

A mother having lost her child by a one carries on the narrative, or discourse, in
i.e. <3, TA) with it: (K:) so in the Moheet. death : see 4. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)
the best manner of doing so] (Mgh, TA.) And
• *~ *
(TA.)- See also #1-2, in two places.
<!--"
&: <! ! [To thee as its object the
2: issu: l, [app. referring to a she-camel]
Ju: A child taken from his parents by death: Verily she is one that has ability for journeying. narrative, or discourse, is carried on]. (TA.)
And jë & aiu- >$é ! [Speech whereof the
(M.)
see 4. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)
3-2

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -- --

-

-

**

*
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carrying-on is pointed to such a thing]. (TA.) camels, to drive them : (S, TA:) or t I made him a case or an event, and to tell of the terror
occasioned thereby. (K, T.A.) Thus, the saying
And ass- J" <-2-9 4:- ! [I uttered to to possess camels. (TA.)

>il 35- The people, or party, [traffiched JC 3 -: *, (§, K, TA) in the Kur
(xviii. 42), (§, TA) [lit. On a day when a shank
in the J.-, or market; or] sold and bought: (S,
shall be uncovered,] means t on a day when diffi
like manner also one says,] C-1 × 9 &l TA:) the vulgar say "1,53. (TA)
culty, or calamity, shall be disclosed. (I’Ab,

tie narrative, or discourse, after the proper
manner of the carrying-on thereof].
(TA.) [In
- > * * * **
thee

5.

*

-

Ju: t [He carried on, or prosecuted, affairs, or

It is like the saying,
6. J.' <-520.5 ! The camels folloned one Mujahid, S, K, TA.)
the affairs, in the best manner of doing so]. (A another; (Az, O, Msb, K, TA;) and in like J. L.' '-' '40, (§, TA) which means
in art. *-)-9: 3t- 2: 33- [from manner one says >3%; (0, K, TA;) as # The war, or battle, became vehement, (Msb in
&-Ji Gu expl. above] means t The asking though, by reason of their weakness and leanness, this art. and in art. -->,) so that safety from
respecting that which one knows in the manner some of them held back from others. (TA.) And destruction was difficult of attainment : (Id. in
of one's asking respecting that which he hnon's -*. <-53U.5 ! The sheep, or goats, pressed, one art. -->:) and 3. &= <- <=, [as also
not : a mode of speech implying hyperbole: as upon another, (K) or folloned one another, (O,)
nºhen one says, 3: Xi * 4: [Is this thy in going along, (O, K,) as though driving on one
another. (O.) [See also 7.]- The lawyers say,
face or a full moon?]. (Kull p. 211.) – 3
<-521-5, meaning + [The truo demand
said of a sick man, (K,) and 4: Gl-, [app, thus
ings of a woman in marriage] were simultaneous:
originally,](Ks, Mab, TA)and
(TA) but [Fei says] I have not found it in the books
aor. &2-3, (Ks, S, O, Mgb, T.A.) inf n &l-, of lexicology in this sense. (Msb.)

9:"

-:3-,

(S, o, Msh, K) originally 33-, (TA)and 33

Usu. &= &#| i. e. + The nar, or battle,
became vehement. (Jel in lxviii. 42.) And in
like manner,

Júl, 5:1 *:#5, (K, TA,) in the

Kur [lxxv.29], (TA,) means + And the affliction
of the present state of existence shall be combined
with that of the final state : (K, TA:) or it means
nhen the [one] leg shall be inn rapped with the

7. £1 -su. The cattle went, or went other leg by means of the grave-clothes. (TA.)

(O, K) and &#, (TA,) t He cast forth, or along,
vomited, his soul; (Ks, TA;) he gave up his

being driven; [or as though driven; or One says also, Jú. c." >il źts + The people
drove along;] quasi-pass. of Újū. (S, TA) And or party, became in a state of toil, and trouble, or
spirit; or was at the point of death, in the
agony of death, or at the point of having his soul J.' <-5u.}} [has the like signification: or means]
drawn forth; (S, O, Msb, TA;) or he began to + The camels became consecutive. (TA. [See from one's striking the shin of his camel in order

distres (TA) And £83, [originating

give up his spirit, or to have #oul dranwn forth. also 6.])
see 1, first sentence.
(K.) You say, 3: ūšš <: ! I san, such a
•

one giving up his spirit at death. (S, O, TA.)

}

to make him lie down to be mounted; lit. He

10:

And 3: 53 &# for 3: J', as in the

Jú. The shank;

Msb,] t I saw such a one in the act [or agony]

i. e. the part betneen the knee

and the foot of a human being; (Msb;) or the
of death; and
6 d -

Jú [having his soul expelled],
J

• j = d e o e

we

part between the ankle and the knee (K, TA) of a

inf n. 3.- : and 5'-- a--a di ;IVerily his soul human being; (TA;) the GL of the human foot:

struck his shank for the affair;] meaning + he
prepared himself for the thing, or affair; syn.
£5: (JK:) or he was, or became, light, or
active, and he rose, or hastened, to do the thing;
or the applied himself vigorously, or diligently,
or with energy, to the thing, or affair; i. q.

is being expelled]. (ISh, T.A.) = 45L., (K,) (S, TA:) and [the part properly corresponding

43.3 [q v.] (TA;) or 43-5. (A and TA in
&45 [q. v.: see also **, in several places].)
[It is also said that] Gu: &# means &i=
-āk; of the horse and mule and ass and camel,

first pers. #, (S,) aor. as above, inf. n. 3-, thereto, i. e. the thigh commonly so called, and
(TA,) also signifies He hit, or hurt, his (another also the arm, of a beast;] the part above the

man's, $) Gu [or shank], (§, K.)

33-, inf n. &: see 1, first sentence. 3: ū53 35- + He made such a one to have the

and the part above the &#

of the ox-kind and

2.

art.

Jaff [i. e. I nearly, or almost, did what I pur.
posed: but this explanation seems to have been

sheep or goat and antelope: (TA:) [it is also
derived only from what here, as in the TA,
sometimes applied to the shank commonly so

ruling, or ordering, of his affair, or case. (Ibn called, of the hind leg, and, less properly, of the immediately follows]: Kurt says, describing the
'Abbād, K.)- See also 5. = Said of a plant, fore leg, of a beast: and to the bone of any of the wolf,
(TA,) or of a tree, (K,) more properly of the parts above mentioned : and sometimes, by synec
* c < *-* G -->
former, (TA) + It had a Ju [i.e. stem, stock, doche, to the hind leg, and, less properly, to the
•* *
• * * * * * ~ * ~ *# * :
or trunk]. (K, TA.)
fore leg also, of a beast: it generally corresponds
*

@

•

* @ ee

w

t =

-

*

*

*

-

3'-' -às, -52 Jasi-sis

with him, in to &: of a bird, it is the thigh commonly so
[i. e., app., But I shot at thee from afar, and I
3: Us', is put called: and sometimes the shank commonly so did
not what I purposed, though it (the shot,
called: and, by synecdoche, the leg :] it is of the
U. :]) or he vied, or competed, with him to fem. gender: (Mgb, TA:) and for this reason, #1, I suppose, being meant to be understood,)
*

ass-

He vied, or competed,
driving: (K: [in the CK, for
3.

3:

decide which of them train was the stronger;
from the phrase 3. c." <-l <<0. (S.)

(TA) the dim, is 'i: (Mab, TA:) the pl. [of

mult] is 3,- (S. Mgh, o, Mob, K) and čá

maimed a shank: which virtually means, though
I nearly did nhat I purposed: the poet, I as

camel and [of pauc.] 34-i. (S, O, K,) the 5 in this last sume, says &l-' -A5 for the sake of the measure
and rhyme, for tit. &#: see what is said, in
that vies with the animals of the chase in driving being with e in order that it may bear the dammeh.
the explanations of the preposition +', respecting
on, or in strength]. (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, O, K, TA.) (O, K.) A poet says,
[Hence,] one says

3: &: * ! [A

J.

—#: is also syn, with #:

[app. as mean

*

4:

*

s & e.

*: Jās

**d

<ā

g

*

the phrase # 9:#1 (TA)- By a

secondary application, 5- signifies +[A greave;
• * * ~ *z, *
•2 + 6 ing t The making to be consecutive, or successive,
**
ast.
Lé-x,
-ei. e.] a thing that is worn on the GL. [or shank]
for it is added], as though driving on one another,
or as though one portion were driving on another. meaning The young man has intelligence whereby of the leg, made of iron or other material. (Mgh.)
(TA. [See 6, its quasi-pass.].)- [Freytag also he lives when his foot directs aright his shank. - Also f [The stem, stock, or trunk, i. e.] the
assigns to 32-, the meaning of He, or it, followed (IAar, T.A.) And one says of a man when diffi part betnceen the J: [here meaning root, or foot,
(secutus fuit), as on the authority of the Hamáseh; culty, or calamity, befalls him, ast. &= -ášás (though it is also syn. with 3L" in the sense in
but without pointing out the page; and it is not [lit. He uncovered his shank; meaning the pre which the latter is here explained,)] and the
pared himself for difficulty]: so says I Amb: and place where the branches shoot out; (TA;) or
in his index of words explained therein.]
hence, he says, (TA, [in which a similar explana the support; (Msb;) or the *: (S, K;) of a
4: see 1, in two places.–5: & I made tion is cited from ISd also,]) they mention the tree, or shrub: (S, Msh, K, TA:) pl. [of mult.]
Jim to drive camels: (K:) or I gave to him Ju- when they mean to express the difficulty of 3. (Mb, TA) and č, and 3,4- and 3,3:
*

*
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32

and [of puel 3: and #4 (TA) It is

dial. of the people of El-Hijáz, and the latter in but it is likenise thus called when dry; and in

related in a trad. of Mo’áwiyeh, that a man said, that of Temeem, (S and Msb voce 3%, q. v.,)
I applied to him to decide in a litigation with the the former the more chaste, or the making it
son of my brother, and began to overcome him masc. is a mistake: (Msb:) pl. &#: (TA:)
therein; whereupon he said, Thou art like as the dim. is W. #3. [with 3, confirming the opinion
Aboo-Duwäd says,
of those who hold 3. to be only fem.]: also sig
*
as
* - d -

* * @

...) e.

*

nifying
merchandise,
syn. 39's 5;
as in the
phrase,
#. *
[Merchandise
came].
(TA.)
–
J.

•

3 -

conveyed to the mouth, or licked up: (see -jū-,

and ~5:) it is also made of other grains beside
those mentioned above; and of several mealy

fruits; of the fruit of the Theban palm; (see

-

-

3-a-i
il-)-4 C: J"
a "

*

this state is taken in the palm of the hand and

Gū ū-: 5 &til J– 9
[Hence,]

-j-" &s.

3-9

and of the carob; (see * ;) &c. :]
it is also, sometimes, with L2 : so says IDrd in

! The thickest, or most the Jm : and he adds, I think it to be of the dial.

[Whencesoever, or honever, a preparation is made vehement part (a:-) of the fight; ($, K, TA;)
for him, to catch him, he is like a chameleon and so -j-" W #3: ; i. e. the midst thereof. of Benoo-Temeem: it is peculiar to that of Benu

l-'Ambar: (O, TA:) the n. un. [meaning a por
of a tree of the kind called -ā, he will not
tion, or mess, thereof] is with 5: (AAF, TA in
(TA.)
loose the stem thereof unless grasping a stem]:
art
- ) and the pl. is is, i. (TA)-And
he meant that no plea of his came to nought but
33- Length of the shanks : (S, K:) or beauty
he clung to another; likening him to the chame thereof: (K:) or it signifies also beauty of the Wine : (AA, K.) also called 2,81 &”. (AA,
TA.)
leon, which places itselffacing the sun, and ascends shank. (S.)
half-way up the tree, or shrub, then climbs to the ău. ! The rear, or hinder part, of an army:
3- [an inf. n. of 1 (q.v.) in several senses.
branches when thesun becomeshot, then climbs to a
As a subst, properly so termed,] : A don'ry,
(S,
Mgh,
K,
TA:)
pl.
of
7
&C.,
being
those
who
higher branch, and will not loose the former until
drive on the army from behind them, and who or nuptial gift; (K, TA;) as also W 35- [which
it grasps the other. (O, TA.")–(Hence, per

haps, as it seems to be indicated in the O,] one says, guard them: (TA:) or as though pl. of &C., like is likewise originally an inf n. : see 1]. (TA.)
3- Us" Je: ã595 a.3).5 * (#, [in the as #36 is of 36. (Mgh.) And hence, àu. - [Also, as a subst. properly so termed, + The
following part of a discourse &c.; opposed to
copies of which, however, I find +5.3 put for £-l ! [The rear of the company of pilgrims].
• *

•

•

*

** * *

** * *

o

e >*

•

J.- :

#3,]) or 2-3 jū. L'é, (S) or 53-6, (9)

you say

*2%

(TA.)
and folloning parts of the

&- + the preceding
discourse; the context,

i. e. f Such a woman brought forth three sons, one is,. +A subject, and the subjects, of a king; before and after : see, again 1. And + The drift,
after another, without any girl between them: (K, TA;) so called because driven by him; thread, tenour, or scope, of a discourse &c.]
(S, O, K, TA:) so says ISk: and #53 cS: * (TA;) contr. of 4.5 (S, Mgh, Msb;) whether
3. c.” üu. 2% i.e. : Three children were practising traffic or not: (Mgh:) not meaning of *:- dim. of 30, q. v. : (Msb, TA:) = and
born to such a one, one after another. (TA.) And the people of the J% [or markets], as the vulgar of G2-, also, q.v. (TA.)
* >d > /

-

*-ū 3. L'

3">" es + [The people, or

party, built their houses, or constructed
tents, in one ron, or series].

(TA:)-3-

think; (Msb;) for such are called

&*, sing.

33-

:

See

&ú. * Also A seller, and a maker,

their

also

Js:

(Ham p. 534:) it is used alike as sing. of 342-. (Mgh.)

signifies + The soul, or self; syn. U-à : hence the and pl. (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and dual (Mgh, Msb)

-

33: Long in the 3- for thank], (AA, K.

saying of 'Alee (in the war of the [schismatics and masc. and fem.: (S, K:) but sometimes it [See also &#)-And + Having a Ju [or
stem]; applied to a plant. (Ibn-Abbād, K.)
called] ##), Ju 4, 53.95 & J #5
+ [There is not for me any way of avoiding com the CK, erroneously, *:::) The part of the And + The &u= [or spadic] of a palm-tree, when

has 3," for its pl. (S. K.)=<'': lá, in

bating them, though my soul, or self, should perish [plant called] -->5,12 that is below the as: [or it has come forth, and become a span in length.
by my doing so]. (Abu-l-‘Abbās, O, TA.) So too asš or asá, which is the head from the top to (K.)
in the saying, asu. & £3; [as though meaning the extent of a finger, or the flower at the head

&l. [Driving, or a driver;] the agent of the
verb in the phrase £ & as also V 35
Ibn-'Abbād; (O:) AHn says [of the +23,12],
it is like the penis of the ass, and there is no part (S, K) in an intensive sense [as meaning Driving
of it more pleasant, nor sneeter, than its as:- ; much or vehemently, or a vehement driver]: (S,
n:hich is in some instances long; and in some, TA:) pl. of the former isú, q.v. (TA.) (2
short. (TA.) = See also 3”, last sentence.
* &L, in the Kur [l. 20], is said to mean
&: [of or relating to, the 3", or market]. Having with it a driver to the place of congrega- .

! He cankered his very soul]: (IAar, TA in thereof]; (O, K;) sneet and pleasant : so says

art. P-u5:) [or] he deceived him, and did that
which nas displeasing to him : (L in that art. :)
or the impugned his honour, or reputation; from

the action of canker-worms (~2%) cankering the

stem, or trunk, of a shrub, or tree. (A in that
art.) =3- 3. [is said to signify] The male of
the &#3 [or species of collared turtle-doves of Its pl.,

tion [for judgment] and a nitness to testify

&*,

means The people of the

3. against it of its works: (TA:) i. e. an angel

&:

(Ham p. 534.)- [Hence,]
A skin,
(S, Msb, K.) i. e. the cit:3: (S, Msb:) the or hide, prepared, or dressed; in a good state :
former appellation being given to it as imitative or not prepared or dressed: it is ascribed to the
of its cry: (As, K:) it has neither fem. nor pl.: vulgar: and there is a difference of opinion re
specting it: the second [explanation, or meaning,]
(AHát, TA:) or āū is the pigeon; and 5-1, is that which is commonly known. (TA.)

which the female is called # (see &#)];

its young one : (Sh, K:) the poet Ibn-Harmeh uses
the

phrase)- c: Jús.
z:

*

(O, T.A.) [See more

*

in art. 4-.]
* de

* >

&2- : see

3:

&:- Meal

driving it, and another angel testifying of its
works : or an angel performing both of these

offices: or a writer of evil deeds and a writer of
good deeds : or its on n person, or its consociate
[devil], and its members, or its works. (Bd.)

3-, [originally 3:..]t Clouds(*, AZ,

or of Aş, $, K) driven by

the wind, (AZ, As, S,) con
of parched barley (*#),
[the species thereof, or similar grain, called] <i>. taining no water, (AZ, §, K,) or whether contain
likenise parched; and it is also of n-heat; but is ing nater or not. (AS.)

&le".

mostly made of barley (>x5); (MF, TA;) what
[A market, mart, or fair;] a place in is made of wheat or of barley; (Msb, TA;) well

#, [a subst. formed from the epithet &: by

the affix s,]originallyā:,(TA) Beasts(#)
which commerce is carried on; (ISd, Msb, TA;) known : (S, Msb, K, TA:) [it is generally made driven by the enemy; ($, K;) like ā-3: so in
a place of articles of merchandise: (Mgh, TA:) into a kind of gruel, or thick ptisan, being
moistened with water, or clarified butter, or fat a verse cited voce t: (S:) or a number of
so called because people drive their commodities
thither: (TA:) [in the S unexplained, and in the of a sheep's tail, &c.; (see 33 ;) and is therefore camels, of a tribe, driven anay together, or
K only said to be well-known:] of the fem. gender, said (in the Msb in art. 3- and in the KT voce attacked by a troop of horsemen and drivenanay.
and masc., ($, Mgh, Msb, K,”) the former in the

J=i, &c.,)

to be supped, or sipped, not eaten: (Z, TA)- [Hence,] one says, 9-all ase- i)."
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+[Man, or the man, is the impelled of destiny]; (K, TA:) so says ISk. (TA.) One says, * i. e. [Hudheyl] asked of the Apostle of God as a
beyond measure evil]:
i. e. destiny drives him to that which is destined 35-5 J.'', [for 93-5] i.e. The camels came thing wished for• *[something
*
for him, and will not pass him by. (TA.) – inclining from side to side, in consequence of it is not from Uu",
[i.
e.
it
is
originally U2-, not
• **
*

*

p.

*

i: signifies also An animal by means of which weakness, in their going along. (S, O.) [Or] formed from UL. by the substitution of 1 for 1,]
[in the O t, for which was is erroneously put in J.' <-á-3U.5 means The camels had an agita as many of the elegant scholars say. (Er-Rághib,
the K,] the sportsman conceals himself, and then tion of their necks in consequence of leanness.
TA.)=U2-, (M., K.) [aor. J3-3,] inf n. J3-,
shoots, or casts, at the wild animals: (O, K:) (IF, Mgb.) In the M it is said that .31 -its (M,) He, or it, was, or became, law, flaccid, or
like #3: (A in art. 2, .) said by Th to be a 93.3 U. means The sheep, or goats, came, 720t uncompact; or it hung don’n loosely; was, or
•

* * > *

*

6 * *

•

she-camel [used for that purpose]: (TA:) [so moving their heads, in consequence of weakness. became, pendent, or pendulous: (M, K:) [or,
called because driven towards the objects of the (TA.)
said of a man, he was, or became, flaccid, or pen
chase: see £* :] pl. &ū. (K.) [See also
dulous, in the belly, or in the part of the belly
8 : see 2.
belon,
the navel; as appears from an explanation of
32-2.]
6 - e.

•

•

J e 0.

93- and '5%: signify the same; ($, Mgh,

5: A man (S, TA) long in the shanks (S,

J%

and from what here follows:]

J%

(S,

O, Msb, K;) i. e. A tooth-stick; a piece of stick TA,) in the K, erroneously, W *s-, (TA,) signi
or thick in the shanks:
fies flaccidity, or uncompactness, or pendulous
nvith which the teeth are rubbed [and cleaned, the
(IDrd, TA:) or it signifies, (K) or signifies
ness,
(S, K, TA,) of the belly, (K,) and so * J:
end being made like a brush by beating or chen
also, (S,) beautiful in the shank or shanks, (S, K,) ing it so as to separate the fibres]; (K," TA;) and 3-3, (TA,) or of the part of the belly below
applied to a man: and so #3. applied to a
[commonly] a piece of stick of the [kind of tree the navel; ($, TA;) and of other things, (K,
woman: (S:) Lth explains the latter as meaning

K: [see also

J3. :])

a woman having plump shanks, with hair. (T.A.) called]
from

âû (Lth, O, K, in the CKasū) The strap
of the horse's strirrup. (Lth, O, K.)

&- * (JK, O, and TA as from the Tek

9%

(Msb:) accord. to IDrd, derived TA,) as, for instance, (TA,) of a cloud also.
meaning “I rubbed, or rubbed (S, TA.)

'G' <:

well, the thing;” (O, Msb;) accord. to IF, from

J.' <-->3'-5 [expl. above]:

(Mgb:) accord. to

2 : + 4 +32, (S) or 38,01, K) or
‘Gl, (Mab) inf n. J., 3, (TA) His soul em.

Lth, (T, TA,) £12- is masc. and fem., (IDrd, T, bellished [or commendedj to him ($, M, Mgb, K)
M, O, K,) though it is the more approvable way

a thing, or an affair, (S,) or such a thing, (M,
to make it masc.; (O;) but Az holds this to be K.) or the thing: (Msb:) or made it [to appear]
a mistake, and the word to be masc. [only]; and
[i. e. t A camel that vies with the animals of the Hr says that this assertion of Lth is one of his easy to him, and a light matter in his eyes; from

mileh) or 3:, like 3-, (K, [but this I
think to be a mistake,]) means <</ &: es:

chase in driving on, or in strength]; (JK, O, K;)
so says Ibn-'Abbād: (O:) accord. to the L, a
camel by means of n:hich one conceals himself

foul mistakes: (TA) its pl. is 3: ($, o, Mob,
K) and #4 (Az, TA) and #, (AHn, TA)

ié, i.

3:

and the pl. of W
from the animals of the chase, to circumvent and [of pauc.]
them. (TA. [See also #, last signification.]) 4×4. (TA.) In the saying, in a trad,

(#- A
driven: pl.
6. • 6 p.

staff, or stick, with nuhich cattle are

&l- perhaps post-classical.]
6

is

Js: signifying “laxness” or the like: (Bd in
xii. 18:) the inf n. signifies the embellishing, a
thing, and making it to be loved or approved, in
order that one may do it or say it: (TA:) or the

embellishing a thing that is eagerly desired,
#. soul's
and picturing nhat is foul thereof as goodly :

9: Júl J%-, a prefixed n. is [said to be] (Er-Raghib, TA:) and it is said to be from J,"
suppressed [so that the meaning is The best of the signifying “an object of a man's desire, which
habits, or customs, of the faster is

the use of the embellishes to the seeker thereof that which is

*

&l- i. q. &G [app. as meaning t Afolloner, tooth-stick: but see 2, where 912" is said, on the false, or vain, and other things of the deceptions
of the present world.” (TA)- You say also,
or servant; as though driven]. (Ibn 'Abbād, O, authority of the Msb, to be also an int. n.].

K.) – And +A relation; syn. --eys. (Ibn

33-

See

ljé úl Us- Such a thing is imaged in the
mind to me; is an object of fancy to me; or
seems to me. (L in art. J.A.)- And 4 Ji- said

93-, in two places.

'Abbād, o, K.)—And ju: * +4 mountain
extending along the surface of the earth. (Ibn
'Abbād, O, K.")

of the Devil, He led him into error; or made him

Us

to err: (M, K.) or facilitated to him the com
*

1. Ju, aor. Jú, (Akh, and $, M, MSb, K, all mission of great sins; from Ji- meaning as expl.
in art. Ji-) like -its-,
-ā-, (Mgb and K above in this paragraph: or incited him to indul
aOr.

1. J.: 90, (IDrd, o, Mab, K.) aor. 3, 4, ibid.) first pers pret & i-, [like -i-.] (Sb, M

gence in appetences, or lusts;

from

J," meaning

inf n. 9, (IDrd, O, Mgb.) He rubbed the

in the present art, [in the K in this art., erro [by implication] L:1: (Bd in xlvii. 27.) or
thing, or rubbed it well. (IDrd, O, Mgb, K.) neously, <i>]) and aor. Jú, (Sb, M and K in [as though meaning] let don’n his rope [to him to
See also 2. = And see 6.

J-, (S, Mgb, K, TA, all in aid in the accomplishment of his desire], (Ham
J-) dual 5%, and pl. ls:, these, two p. 748.)

this art.,) imperative

2. * *s-, (§, O, Msb) or * * *s-,

art.

s

5: see 5 in art. Uw: = and 1, last sentence,
being irregular, (Msb in that art.,) inf. n. Uls-,
(K) infin. &# (S, O, Mgb, K.) and '4-0, (M
in
the present art.
and K in the present art.) mentioned by Sb
(O, K,) aor. and inf n. as in the first paragraph,

6. c.35u: (* [They trvo ash, or beg, each
(O,) or inf n. 912", (Msb; [there said to be and by Th, (M ibid.) and J22, (Mand Kibid.,)
an inf n, as well as a subst: syn. with 33-, mentioned by Th, (M ibid.,) i. q. Ul. [He asked, other; i. q. &#, q. v.]: (M, K:) a phrase
but without the mention of its verb;]) and &c.], (Akh, and S, M, Msb, K, all in art. J-) mentioned by AZ. (M.)
* 9t- and "45-5, these two used without the and &: a dial. var. of the verb with 1, (Sb, M Js: i. q. it: [as signifying A petition; or a
mention of the mouth (S, O, Mgb, K) or the and K in the present art.,) the medial radical
request; meaning a thing. that is, or has been,
stick; (K;) [He rubbed and cleaned his teeth being originally 3, (M and K ibid.,) not a substi
with the 913-, or *::
5: see the next preceding paragraph.
6.

3×3 and 33- [each an inf. n., the verb of

the latter, if it have one, being app. 75u,] A
weak manner of going: or a bad manner of
going, resulting from slowness or emaciation :
Bk. I.

or begged; see Uš-J; (TA;) as also
1, (M ibid.) as is shown by the phrase asked,
W is: ; (K, TA;) each, (TA,) a dial. var. of the
& 95% (*, (M and K ibid.,) mentioned by word with : (K, TA: [but it is also said in the
AZ: (M ibid, :) it is of the dial. 9f Hudheyl.
latter that J3- is the original of U2-, because the
(TA in art, JL.) [For the pass. (J.- &c.), see readers of the Kur-án read the word with e in

tute for

J&J
*

A certain elegant scholar says,

#-G#J8% 3.3s +iu.

chap. xx. verse 36:]) or an object of desire or
wish
which one asks: (TA:) or an object

(#),

*

186
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of want, which the soul eagerly desires: (Er **-* I left him to do as he pleased. ($, M. K."
Rághib, TA:) or an object of a man's desire [In the CK, #2, U. × 34 is put for $4.
(#). which embellishes to the seeker thereof $3.* (~ <-3; and the like is done in one of
that which is false, or vain, and other things of my copies of the S. See also 2.]) - And
the deceptions of the present world: but there is A., (S) or J.' *~, and
(M, K,) or

&#,

a difference between
hand and

:

J.-

and 7 is: on the one

on the other hand, in that the

£", (S,) inf. n. as above, (S, M,)

(335);

you say,

L:- L: WA: when he is the person

who offers to thee the price [i. e. it means he
offered to me a price for my commodity; or he
sought to obtain from me the sale of my commodity

by offering a price for it]: (TA:) and 3% WA:
He, or it,

(S,) or the camels, and the wind, (M, K,) or the he contended [by bidding] against me in a sale:

former relate to what is sought, or demanded,
and a...el relates to what is meditated

price at nihich I would sell my commodity]; and

£1 J'é *2C, which means
Jes- J.--- [i.e. he sought to obtain the sale

(S, PS:) or
winds, (S,) passed, went, or went on or along:
(S, M, K:) or X- signifies the passing, &c.,

(TA;) [for] this last primarily signifies “a thing quickly; one says of a she camel, -U, aor, and of the commodity in opposition to me, or to my
that a man meditates (#) in his mind,” from inf n. as above, she passed, &c., quickly; (As, seeking it]. (Mgb. [See also 3.]) Hence,
[Mo
* * *
* ** *
L” signifying 335, (Bdin ii. # ;) so that: TA;) and hence the saying of Dhu-l-Bijädeyn hammad is related to have said,] c." U-AL^2- )
or the passing,

* 25% (Mg) or *- : * **-ī-,- 9

&#- in the first of the &c., quickly, with the desire of making a sound
senses assigned to it above, and [from] Ji- said in going along. (TA)- And c." £ill <!

aes-l, (Mgb,) i. e. [The man, or any one of you,]
shall not purchase [in opposition to his brother]:

wa, seems to be after the a:í. (TA:) J3.
J. J. & e

may be from 13&

cited in art. Laye, voce

J%:

ye

4-ā; 4)

of the Devil in the last of the senses assigned to it
*

> /

above. (Hamp. 748.) [See also U2-, below.]

'J',

(M, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) (Mgh, Msb:) and it may mean shall not sell; the
The birds went, [or hovered,] or circled, round case being that of a man's offering to the pur

about the thing: (M, K:) or, as some say, >; chaser his commodity for a certain price, and
6.- o •

ã)2- : see 1, last sentence.
6°

*

4.

*

.

signifies any going, [or hovering,] or circling, another's then saying, “I have the like thereof

round about. (M.) =|As

mentioned in the first

for less than this price:” so that the prohibition

ã):- : see U2-, in three places.

sentence of this art.,]_^2- is also in selling and relates in common to the seller and the buyer:
ă), (M, K,) applied to a man, (M) One buying ($) You say, £12-, (Mgh, Mob) (M:) and the saying is also related otherwise, i. e.
who asks, or begs, much; (K;) i, q. [45- and] aor. and inf. n. as above, (Msb) He (the seller) 'X' S, meaning shall not purchase. (Mgh.)
offered the commodity, or article of merchandise,
U23-.. (M.)
6.--> y
-

And it is said in a trad, exit 35 ** La

(Mgh, Msb,) for sale, (Msb,) and mentioned the
J: an inf n, of Ju as syn, with Jć (Sb, price: (Mgh:) and it is also said of the purchaser, U-->'', meaning, accord. to Aboo-Is-hák, 3i
Th, M, K:) [and used as a simple• subst,
like like V (2:1, (Mgh, Msb,) meaning he sought to <!-- "3," [i.e. He (Mohammad) forbade
of
J," and #", for] IJ mentions #: as its pl. obtain the sale of the commodity, or article of the offering a commodity for sale before the rising
merchandise: and one says also of the seller, and of the sun]; because that is a time in which God
(M, T.A.)
J

•

Jo

of the purchaser, as: Leu-, meaning he men
J.-- An equal. (M, K.) So in the saying, tioned the price of thé commodity [in offering it
3:9. Lik es' ** tà [I am thy equal in this for sale, and in offering to purchase it]: (Msb:)
and in like manner, J.-- ūšš <--, inf n. as
affair]. (M.)
above,
I said to such a. one, “Wilt thou take [or
* - of
U2-1 Lac, flaccid, or uncompact; or hanging purchase] my commodity for such a price?”
domen loosely; or pendent, or pendulous; in the

is to be praised, and one should not be diverted
by other occupation: or, he says, it may mean
the pasturing of camels; because, before sunrise,
when the pasturage is moist with dew, it occasions

a fatal disease. (TA.) You say also, 4:

ā-- " :- 9× [I have mentioned to thee a
thy camel]. (S.) And as *2.
(TA)
and
2:
U20
he
(the
seller,
Msb)
loner part: (M, K:) or a man flaccid, or pen mentioned to me the price of his commodity [in # *ā- [He demanded for it a dear price).
good price für

(TA in art -) And J.: 4. [He made to

dulous, in the part of the belly belon, the navel:
offering it for sale]: (MSb, TA:) [and, agreeably
fem. #: and pl. J. (S.) And J: *~
him an offer of working, mentioning the rate of
with these explanations,] Kr says that 2: sig
Clouds that are uncompact, (S, TA,) their skirts, nifies J#4 [i. e. the act of offering, &c.]: (M, payment; or bargained, or contracted, with him
or fringes, hanging don’n; ..and in like manner,
for work]. (K in art. J.e. [See also 3.])
TA) or asl.u -, inf n >;- (M, K) and The
Arabs also say, aïté 25- &# J% [He
J.- <-5 sing. #5- ā- (TA) And >'',
with damm, (#, TK; [in the former only
offered to me in the manner of offering water to
#92-, 2/3 A large bucket. (M., K.")
said to be syn. with A2-, in selling and buying;])
camels taking a second draught]; , meaning like
the saying of the vulgar, &:- •: (Ks, TA:
A9"
(* * : and #3; signify + [which [see art. 4- :]) a prov. applied to him who offers
means I offered the commodity for sale, mention
1. >s-, inf n. of Au, primarily signifies The
to thee that of which thou hast no need. (Sh, TA.
going, or going anay, engaged, or occupied, in ing its price, and was exorbitant in my demand: [See also art. Ue; and see Freytag's Arab. Prov.
seeking, or in seeking for or after, or in seeking to and also I purchased the commodity for a dear, ii. 84.])- And you say, £9. <!-, (M, K,)
find and take or to get, a thing: and sometimes or an excessive, price: and both these meanings
aor. as above, (TA) inf. n. X-, (M, TA,) He
it is used as meaning the going, or going anay; are app. here intended]: (M, K, TA:) and in like
imposed upon him, or made him to undertake, the
as when it is said of camels [or the like]: and manner, āsūl "4: [I offered to him the
affair,
as a task, or in spite of difficulty or
sometimes, as meaning the seeking, or seeking for commodity för sale, &c.; and I purchased of trouble or inconvenience; or he ordered, required,
or after, or seeking to find and take or to get; him the commodity, &c.]: (TA:) or, as some
* - d >

6 de

and '-su, (M.K.) inf n. *- : (TA) and

or constrained, him to do the thing, it being diffi
as when it relates to selling or buying. (Er say, (so in the TA, but in the M and K “and,”) cult or troublesome or inconvenient: (M, K, TA:)
this last, as also as: c." **::), InCanS

Raghib, TA)—You say, £1 - (S,

Mgh, Mab, TA) or : (M) or Júl,(K)aor.

• *0 , , of ~
or he brought upon him the affair, or event;
Wu-o,- a jū. [i. e. I asked him the price at which (Zj,M,K,TAs) as also ***, (K) infin...:

the commodity was to be sold]: (M, K, TA:)

(TA:) or he endeavoured to induce him, or in

Msb) The cattle pastured (S, M, Mgh, Mgb, K, and 'su, (M.) or " :30, (TA, [but the

cited him, or made him, to do, or to incur, the

former is app. the right,]) means 's- es'#3

affair, or event: (Sh, TA:) it is mostly used in

>2-5, (§, M, Mab,) inf n. *s-, (S, M, Mgh,
TA) by themselves (Msb) where they pleased;

and in like manner, X: [the sheep or goats]: or [i.e. he mentioned to me the price at which it was relation to punishment, and evil, (Zj, M,K, TA,)

Twent anay at random, or roved, pasturing where to be sold] (M, TA:) you say also, * W -: and wrong-doing; and hence the saying in the
they pleased. (TA.)- [Hence, A., infn. as Usal: when you mention the price of the com Kur [ii. 46 and vii. 137 and xiv. 6], Loš3-2-e
• *o-c

& p

above, He did as he pleased.] You say, 4: modity [i. e. it means I mentioned to him the -ljali s- They bringing upon you evil punish
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A9"

ment or torment: (Zj, M, TA:) or seeking, or or the camels: (M, Mgh, K, TA:) or he sent water remains, or stagnates, and collects. (K.
desiring, for you evil punishment: (Ksh and Bd forth, or took forth, the cattle, or the camels, to [For the verb in this explanation, which is
in ii. 46:) or endeavouring to induce you to incur pasture : (S, TA:) or he made the cattle [or the written &: in the CK and in my MS. copy of

it: (Ksh ibid.) from ti - 420. [expl. by what

camels] to pasture by themselves [nhere they the K, I read

&#.])= Also a pl. [or rather coll.

here follows]. (Ksh and Bd ibid.) You say, pleased (see 1)]: (Msb:) and [in like manner] gen. n.] of which the sing. [or n. un.] is i.u.
: I brought upon him --- [i. e. J.' * - I left the camels to pasture [by (M, K:) the former signifies Veins of gold : and
wrong, or nurong treatment, as expl. in the Ksh themselves where they pleased]. (Th, TA. [See the latter, a single vein thereof: (S:) or the
and by Bd ubi suprā]: • or* * * I~5 endeavoured to also 2.]) Hence, in the Kur[xvi. 10], &:- 4:3 latter, a vein in a mountain, differing from its
induce him to incur it (* a335): (S:) [see also (S) Upon which ye pasture your beasts. (Jel.) [general] nature; (M, K;) if running from east
-: : and -ā-ā âté. *:: expl. in art. lad-:] - [And accord. to Freytag, Al…! occurs in the to west, not failing of its promise to yield silver:
Deewan of Jereer as meaning He urged a horse (M.) or the former, (M,) or latter, (K, TA,)
and -ā--J) > He was constrained to incur, or to run: or, as some say, he marked a horse with
gold, and silver; (M, K, TA;) accord. to As and
to do, what is termed --" [meaning abasement some sign. See also 2.]-><: 2:42- He IAar: (M, TA:) or, as some say, an ingot of
or ignominy, or that which was difficult]: (TA:) cast his eye, or eyes, at him, or it. (K.) = See gold, and of silver : (TA:) or veins of gold, and
and $ 4: I abased him. (MSb)= 420, aor. also ist.
of silver, in the stone [or rock]: (M, K:) En
Nábighah El-Jaadee, (M,) or Edh-Dhubyánee,
as above, also signifies He kept, or clave, to it,
5. >s- IHe set a mark, tohen, or badge, upon (TA,) uses A.J) as meaning silver; for he likens
not quitting it. (M,"TA.)=See also 4.
whereby he might be known [in war &c.]. thereto a woman's front teeth in respect of their
.*.*-i-, (S, K,) or J.''', (M,) [infn. himself,
(S.) In a trad. (S, TA) respecting [the battle of] whiteness: (M, TA:) and Aboo-Sa’eed says that
* @ e

-

d •

*

•& •

• Ö e.

~,

and in Ar. >0.

_2, .5,] He sent forth ($, M, K) the horses, (S, Bedr, (TA,) occur the words, āşş J. &# b:

silver is called in Pers.

K.) or the camels, (M,) [sometimes meaning] to
the pasturage, to pasture nhere they would.
(TA.
2 -0 <e < * *
[See also 4.])-[Hence,] 4-3-means 4-23-5 °54-,
(AZ, S, M, K,) i. e. [He left him] to do as he
pleased; namely, a man. (AZ, §, K. [In the
CK is a mistranscription in this place, before

(TA:) but the meaning most commonly known

mentioned: see 1, fourth sentence.]) Whence the
prov., *::: * A slave, and he has been left to
* c &-

do as he please. (TA)—And J 6% -23

J - e.

<<: 35, (§, TA) or as ac)." & " 15-2

•

to different relations; i. e. Make is gold. (M, TA.) A poet
Keys Ibn-El-Khateem, (S,)
ge a mark, token, or badge, for yourselves, whereby
< . 6- 29% - 4 g. 6 ge may know one another [in the fight, for the
u-ā- J35 Alä.

<---, accord.

says, (M,) namely,
• * ~*

# <\!

»

*

* * * ****

*

*

angels that are assisting you have done so]. (TA.)

*

6: see 3.
6* *6

• *

p.

s of

8. A # *ā-,(M)or 3:1:2:5-3,

(S, M,) [i. e. If thou thren'est colocynths upon
our helmets, they would roll along from nuhat is

(TA,) means A land in which the camels pasture
I gave such a one authority to judge, give by themselres where they please ('s**): (M:) gilded thereof, they being near together: &#3;
is for aff 5. and] the in azu relates to the
judgment, pass sentence, or decide judicially, re or a land into n'hich they go andy [to pasture].
Uael [which are described as] gilded therewith :

&:

specting my property. (AO, S: and in like
(TA) [See also Xu...]=áš:LU-1: &c.;
mannel' * & 4.5- is expl. in the M and K.) see 1, in ten places.
of 2.2 o a •
And es” are:- I made him to have the order
ing and deciding of#y.'fair, or case, to do what X- Death : (IAar, S, M, Mgh:) and #20.
he would; like Us" 4:3. (TA in art -5,-) [as its n. un.] a death: (IAar, TA:) but the
•

(S:) the poet is describing the party as being
close together in fight, so that colocynths, not
withstanding their smoothness and the evenness

of their parts, if they fell upon their heads, would
not reach the ground. (Th, S," M.)

former [signifies the same in Pers., and] is said to
- And

2% c.">;- He urged his horses [4:

be not Arabic. (TA.) It is related in a trad., >;- [is originally an inf. n.: see 1, passim: =
being understood] against the people, or party, respecting the salutation of the Jews, that they and is also used as a subst, signifying The price
and made havoc among them. (S, K.) – And used to say, ź Xu Ji [Death come upon 3/ou, of any commodity, or article of merchandise; like
o o- e
> * *
>: signifies also The making a horse to sneat instead of...Qe-2).jl];
and that he [i. e. Mo W * and ****). You say, 25- £, and
well (KL.) – See also 1, in the last quarter of hammad] used to reply, L.S.A.s, accord. to the "3- Us! jáss, referring to a axi- [or com
the paragraph. = And J#L:- (M, K,) inf n. generality of the relaters, ź3, but correctly
modity]: see 1, in the former half of the para
& so **

• *O =

>4, (K,) He put a mark upon the horse: (M,
K:)

he marked the horse with a piece

gf sil

without the 3, because the 5 implies participation:
and it is related of 'Aisheh that she used to say
2 #4 -

(3,4)- [perhaps a mistranscription for 5.44
i. e. with an iron such as is used for branding]),

to them,

23:

.*.do

#3 2:13 Au Ji sã, as mentioned

graph. And #-':- 3:43:., andź.

# *ā- es: see again 1, in the latter half of
the

paragraph.

And W 3:

Jú <! (S, M, K)

Al- (TA:) the Jews are also related to
* ... s.
*-3
or with something whereby he should be known.
and 'a<x<1, meaning 2: [i. e. Verily it is
have
said
[to
the
Muslims],
al."
Al-M
-: dear in price], (M, K.) " i- and " *: al"e
(Lth, TA) See also 5. [And see 4.]
meaning #13, $33. (TA in art. A53 : see: both substs fromA. as used in the phrase L
in art.

J. d.o.e. e.

J. J. de

3.4% ($, Ms) #9 (MA) [and J.

in that

art.) = Also A hind of tree, of n!hich

are

as: agreeably with what here follows and with made the masts (Júi [pl. of J$3]) of ships: 2: 3: [and the likel; (TA) syn, with
an ex, in art. *], inf n. Als- (S, Mgb) and (Kr, M,TA:) accord.toSh, (TA,) the [tree called] £3. (Harp. 435 in explanation of the former.)
#34, (TA,) [I bargained, or chaffered, with &#. (K, T.A. [And accord, to some copies
#20. [as n, un, ofXu. see the latter, first sen
him, or] I contended with him in bargaining, or of the K, isu, also has this signification, and the
chaffering, for the commodity, or article of mer signification expl. in the sentence here next fol tence, and last but one. = Also] A **, (M, and
chandise, (MA, Msb,” TA,) and in deciding the lowing: but accord. to the text of the K as given so in copies of the K.) or 5*, (Kaccord, to the
price. (TA) and * (#13 ($, Mab, TA") L. in the TA, £1, has been erroneously substi TA,) [i. e. hollon dug in the ground, app. to be
as: (TA) [and 3: agreeably with what
stituted in the copies above referred to for #ülş, filled with water for cattle,] by a well (#é, L'é):
its pl. is > [originally >]: and you say,
here precedes] We bargained, or chaffered, for
which, by reason of what precedes it, means that
the commodity, or article of merchandise, [or isu also signifies the same as ău, and if the W taci, (M, K, TA,) inf. n. £1. meaning He
contended in doing so,] one offering it for a
former reading were right, the context in the K dug it [i.e. the a-]. (TA)= Also i, q it.
certain price, and another demanding it for a
would imply that alet.Ji is also the name of a son [q. v.], (K. accord. to the TA, [as mentioned
loner price. (Mgb.) See also 1, in three places.
of Noah, which is incorrect; the name of that son above, see_*u...,]) on the authority of IAar. (T.A.)

4. &#131 Aul, (§, Mgh, Msb) or

J.'', (M, | being

only >ū.])= Also A [hollon, or cavity,

K.) int. n. #4, (Mgh,) He pastured the cattle, in the ground, such as is called] 55,

in which

is,..., see #4, in three places. = Also, (S,
-

186 *
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M, K) and *i- (M, K) and " J.", also of pasturing sheep or goats, there is a poor-rate].
written (*-, (S, M, K, TA, but omitted in some (TA) And in another trad, #3:1, i.e.
copies of the K.) and "ić- and W ić-, (S, M, The beast (#3) that is sent anay into its place of

U.65
1.

ës, 3.01". s:

see 3, in

two places. =

K,) the last mentioned by AS, (TA,) [and it pasture, if it hurt a human being, the injury com [Accord to Golius, ess, inf n. *s-, signifies
occurs with tenween by poetic license, being pro mitted by it is a thing for n'hich no mulct is He intended, or proposed to himself: this he says
perly like #, a rare form, q.v.,] A mark, exacted. (TA.) And it is related in a trad. re as on the authority of the KL, in which only the
sign, token, or badge, by which a thing is known, specting the emigration to Abyssinia, that the inf n. is mentioned with the explanation ...a5
who had emigrated to his J335- sai, : and to this, Freytag adds the
(S, M, K,) or by which the good is known from Nejáshee saidofto those
*
* *the bad: (TA) accord, to J, (TA,) the a2,... is country, Us-à," Xs: #6 b£i, i. e. [Tarry ye, authority of Meyd; and also that the verb governs
* @.,

a mark, &c., that is put upon a sheep or goat, and ye will be] secure [in my land]: IAth says the thing which is its objective complement in the

and such as is used in war or battle; (S, TA;) that thus it is explained: and A2-, is [said to be] accus. case. In the S and other lexicons of good
whence the verb As: [q. v.]: (S:) and accord. an Abyssinian word: it is related also with fet-h repute, I find the meaning of 345 assigned to
to IAar the * as:- is a mark upon the wool of to the U"; and some say that>: is pl. ofX ess- followed by Ll, but in none to us:-.]
sheep; and its pl. is

>

[see also

i-, in art.

[like as 3,
7"Ove

-o-,5:] accord. to IDrd, one says,

'cs: *

:--, meaning Upon him, or it, is a good mark
&c.; and it is from <-3, sor -i, being ori
ginally J-3: the 3 being transposed, and

changed into Us because of the kesreh before it:
(TA:) this form occurs in the Kur [xlviii. 29],

where it is said, es: J.A.- [Their mark
is upon their faces; and in several other places
thereof]. (S.)
• * >

*-

.

*** : see 25-, in five places: = and see also

# is said to be of *] ;

(3,4,-4)

in my

i.e., ye shall

country like the sheep, or

2, #3-, (S, M., &c.) inf n is: (K.) He

uniform, even, level,
goats, pasturing where they please (3:31:1L.<ls),
no one opposing you: (TA:) or, as some relate flat, plane or plain; (S," M, MA, Msb, K;) or
equal in respect of elevation or of depression;
the trad, it is...'. (TA in art….)
(Er-Rághib, TA;) [and straight, right, direct,
[ X- A place n'here cattle pasture by them or rightly directed; (see its quasi-pass. 8;)] and
selves where they please; a place where they rove **b-l signifies the same; (M, K.) namely, a
about, pasturing : like *: J.-Freytag place, (Mgb, K,) or a thing, (S, M, Er-Rághib,
explains it as meaning A place of passage: - TA,) or an uneven, or a crooked, thing. (Mgh.)
and A quick passage: from the Deewan el It is said in a trad, 434-03-6 (And he
Hudhaleeyeen.]
gave orders respecting the ruins, and they were
made it equal, equable,

6 *

* >

ā-el-e A wide and thick piece of nood at the levelled].

(TA in art. -->4-.) And in another
[For the meanings “pactus.” bottom of the citàet [or two side-posts] of the trad., # c." &: meaning We buried Ru
and “pastum missus,” assigned to it by Golius, door. (K.) –And 4 staff in the fore part of keiyeh, and made the earth of the grave even, or

is,..., in two places.

as from the S, and copied by Freytag, I find no
level,
over her. (Mgh.) [Hence also,] +43.
the [nomen's camel-vehicle called]
(K.)
* of
foundation.]
Jā)'); *: See $. geAnd he', th: saying in the
*** * *
2° 2
.
A-29-.'" J: means The pastured horses: (S,

cs:

•

6*

-

•

Uses", also written use: ; see à-3-, in two Msb, TA:) or the horses sent forth with their

Kur (iv. 45], J58 a us: 5, (TA) i. e.

That they were buried, and that the ground were

places.

riders upon them : (AZ, Az, Msb, TA:) or it

*

* *

means, (TA,) or means also, (S, Msb,) the marked made level over them; (S,” Bd;) -- being here
syn. with J'é: (TA in art. -- :) or the meaning
horses; (S, Msb, TA;) marked by a colour

*

aloe- : see à 23-.

#:

See

is, that they became like the dust of the earth;
the present day it is differing from the rest of the colour; or by (M, Jel;) thus expl. by Th; (M;) or that they
branding: (TA:) or the horses of goodly make.

*— [In

applied to Natural magic: from the Pers.

*]

(Ham p. 62, and TA. [See the Kuriii. 12.])– had not been created, and that they and the earth

Two small hollon's

3-5-4, in the Kur [iii. 121], may mean, accord.

(c)3;á) beneath the eye of the horse. (K)=

to Akh, either Marked [by the colours, or the
like, of their horses, so as to be distinguished from

>;--

See

Xu. = Also

[And accord. to Freytag, it occurs in the Deewan others], or sent.forth; and is thus with Us and c)

39's

were alike. (Bd.) [Hence also,]
&
< &: 3i c.", in the same (lxxv. 4], is said
to mean [Yea: we are able] to make his hand
like the foot of the camel, without fingers: or to
make his fingers uniform, of one measure or size:

el-Hudhaleeyeen in a sense which he explains by [because applied to rational beings, namely, angels,
“Malum” (an evil, &c.).]
and] because the horses were marked, or sent (TA:) or the meaning is, we are able to put
and upon them were their riders. (S) together the bones of his fingers [consistently] .."
>;- [The offering a commodity for sale, &c.: forth,
And 4,
#3: &ck &:
(S," M, they'. (Bd, Jel.) And &: W ess" #!
see 1. = Also] A certain bird. (K.)

*

J.

5'-->

K,') in the Kur [li. 33 and 34], (§, M) means cº-all, in the Kur [xviii. 95], means U43

**

loe

5: see art. Uss-.

• Jede

[Stones of baked clay] having upon them the
U* [i. e. Until, when he had made the space
semblance of seals [impressed in the presence of
X- [Going, or going anay, engaged, or occu thy Lord], (S, K, Er-Răghib,) in order that they betnceen the two sides of the mountains even, or
pied, in seeking, or in seeking for or after, or in may be known to be from God: (Er-Răghib :) level, by filling it up]. (TA.)- [Also He made
seeking to find and take or to get, a thing: (see 1, or marked (Zj, M, Bd, K, Jel) with n'hiteness it uniform, equal, or consimilar, with another
first sentence:)] going anay at random, or roving, and redness, (Zj, M, K,) as is related on the thing.] One says, as £3-, (M, K,) inf. m. as
wherever he will. (TA.) And [particularly], (S,) authority of El-Hasan, (Zj, M,) or with a mark above; (Ki) and a "2:5u, (M, TA, TK.)
as also "Lels- (As, S, M, K) and ā.3L", (As, S, M, whereby it shall be known that they are not of
and 4: *::::i, I made it uniform, or equal,
•

© •*

6 *- *

6 •

•

6*

*

Mgh, Msb, K,) Cattle, (UU•, S, TA, or à:le, the stones of this world (M, K) but of the things
Mgh, Msb,) or camels, (As, M, K, TA,) and wherenith God inflicts punishment, (M,) or
sheep or goats, (TA,) pasturing (S, M, Mgh, [each] with the name of him upon whom it is to
Msb, K, TA) by themselves (Msb) where they be cast : (Jel:) or sent forth : (Bd, TA:) but
please; (TA;) or sent forth to pasture, and not Er-Rághib says that the first is the proper way of
fed with fodder among the family [to whom they explaining it. (TA.)
belong]; (A5, Mgh, TA;) or pasturing in the alow-e, applied to a land (C3): see 8.
deserts, left to go and pasture where they will:
* > *d is

(TA:) the pl.

of jü. and of: is 33-

the pass. part. n. X:
6

* *

(S:)
J9

is not used. (Mgb.) It is
>>

•

•

said in a trad, stej-e ā'i 3.5L L. [In the case

• 3--

with it; or like it: (M, K, TA:) and '-su.
913, lik I raised this so as to make it equal in

measure, or quantity, or amount, with that. (TA.)
• *-o-

ea •

And U." -: , and "4:3", (S, M. K.) I
made them uniform, or equal, each with the

other; or like each other. (M, K, TA)- [And
He made it symmetrical or symmetrically, by, or
with, a just adaptation of its component parts;
made it congruous or consistent in its several
parts, or with congruity or consistency in its

-

5. Ö3-5; see 1 in art. U2-, last sentence.

several parts: he made it, formed it, or fashioned
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it, in a suitable manner: he made it to be extent, to the mounds, in their height. (TA.) [And
adapted, or so as to be adapted, to the exigencies,
'Jim U53U- means The thing equalled in
or requirements, of its case, or of noisdom: he height his head: see an ex. of the verb tropically
made it complete, or in a complete manner; com used in this sense VOce
One says also, 13.

Jree from $3- as meaning an evil affection, (as
though the£e ofverb were in *this
sense likewise
#
, .
originally £i, the incipient 1 being privative, as
it is in many other instances, like the Greek
pleted it, or completed its make: he made it
privative
ox,)] after a disease, or malady. (TA.)
• *o- of
right or good, or in a right or good manner; '42 c52'- This is north, or equal in its value
•

-

•

-

-

•

, -

&

rectified it; adjusted it; or put it into a right, to, a dirhem : and in a rare dial., one says,
or good, state.] In the Kur xxxii. 8, it means He (*): W &*, aOn". *::: (Mgb, TA;) which AZ
made him symmetrical [or symmetrically], by the disallows, saying, one says •bu', but not #4.

fit, or suitable, formation of his members. (Bd.)
And

#3-

in the same, xv. 29 and xxxviii. 72,

= 4: 4:22-1 : see Q. Q. 1 in art. 3-1.
5: see 8.

6. (30.5 They two were, or became, equal, like

(Msh) And Liè (s3t- 5:11: This thing each other, or alike; as also '93:1. (M, K.)
is not equivalent to [or is not north] such a thing:
"ess- has two and more agents assigned to

it:

I made his creation symmetrical : (Bd:) or I (Fr, S:) or t: ess: 5 [It (a garment, or some
completed him, or made him complete. (Jel.) other thing, M) is not worth anything]: (M, K:) one says, is J #4, #3: ss- [Zayd
And ess- in the same, lxxxvii. 2, He made what W es: S is of a rare dial., (K,) unknown to Fr, and 'Amr and Khalid were equal, or alike, in
He created congruous or consistent in the
parts. (Jel.) And 9: &#14- us:

several (S,) disallowed by A’Obeyd, but mentioned by this]; i. e. 53-3: whence the saying in the Kur
others: (M:) Az says that it is not of the language

[ix. 19), -ă = '3: 5 [They will not be

same [lxxxii. 7], means [Who created thee,] and of the Arabs [of pure speech], (MSb, TA,) but is
made thy creation to be adapted to the exigencies, post-classical; and in like manner * us." •) is

equal, or alike, in the sight of God]. (TA) And
one says, Júl es' 53-3 They were, or became,

in the

damm to the equal in respect of the property, none of them
ūs-, in the same, [xci. 7, means By a soul and [first] Us: MF says that the generality of authori exceeding another; as also as: *:::). (Msb.)
what made it to be adapted to its exigencies, i.e., to ties disallow it, and the F8 expressly disallows it, It i:aid in s trad, as some relate it, V ess" &:

or requirements, of wisdom. (TA) - J 53

not correct Arabic: this last is with

the performance of its functions, for it] is indicative but the expositors thereof say that it is correct and U2:* * *L*, in which the meaning is said to
of the faculties of the soul: this explanation is more chaste, of the dial. of the people of El-Hijáz, be ess": [i. e. He whose tryo days are alike,
proper than that which makes us to mean [Him though an instance of a verb of which the aor, only neither being distinguished above the other by
who, i. e.] God. (TA) And tâ; ; (3: 8%, is used. (TA.) One says likewise, # J: US5' any good done by him, is weak-minded]. (TA.)
in the same, lxxix. 28, means He hath raised The man equalled his opponent, or

competitor, in And in another it is said, U. * Jö. J% S

high [its canopy, or] the measure of its elevation knowledge, or in courage. (TA.) - See also 6.
from the earth, or its thickness upwards, and = And see 2, in four places, in the former half

lsås issu: ; 1,143, (§, TA) i. e. [Men

made it symmetrical, or even, (Bd,) or completed of the paragraph.

mill not cease to be in a good state nihile they vie

it by adorning it with the stars, (Bd, TA,”)
4. LS3-1 as a trans. verb: see 2, in two places,
agreeably with what is said in the Kur xxxvii. 6,
in
the former half of the paragraph. - es: •)
(TA,) and by means of the revolvings [thereof],
in the sense of ess- S is not correct Arabic:
£c. : from the saying next following. (Bd.) ess

in excellence,] but when they cease from vying in

5: &%

excellent qualities and are content neith defect
[and thus become alike, they perish]: or when
they become equal in ignorance: or, when they
form themselves into parties and divisions, and
Such a one rectified, or adjusted, his see 3, in the latter part of the paragraph. = As every one is alone in his opinion, and they do not
an intrans. verb: see 8. - Also He was like his

affair; or put it into a right, or good, state.

(Bd in lxxix. 28.) [Hence,] one says, S;

3.

agree to acknowledge one exemplar or chief or
son, or offspring, [in some copies of the K his
leader [so that they are all alike]: or, accord. to

father, which, as is said in the TA, is a mistake,] Az, when they are alike in evil, there being none
in make, (M, K,) or in symmetry, or justness of among them possessed of good. (TA.)
(A and TA in art. 9-.) [One says also, US: proportion; (Fr, TA;) or simply he was like his
A& He cooked the food thoroughly: see 8 as son, or offspring. (M.) [In this instance, and in 8. U43:... [seems, accord. to Bd, to signify

&: Rectify thou, and

do not corrupt, or mar.

its quasi-pass.] And #24:

&# ess- [Such

a all the senses here following that are mentioned primarily He sought, or desired, what nas equal,

one framed a stratagem, or plot]. (TA in art. in the K, the verb is erroneously written in the equable, uniform, even, or the like: for he says
--as.) = es:- [as an intrans. verb, if not a mis ck s”.1-5." A s-li i < (M, (in ii. 27) that the primary meaning of #3:9.
transcription for &;-). inf n. as above: see 8. = K, TA,) i. e. He inserted the whole of his #3 is 3:1 * ; app. indicating the sense in which

&#, [app. for &:l inf n. as above, signi into the & [of th::man]. (TA.) = Also, [as 4,- is here used by what follows. - And hence,
fies It mas,
became, altered [for the norse]; though originally 12-1,] He was, or became, base, accord. to him, but I would rather say primarily,
as being quasi-pass. of $54,] It was, or became,
syn.: (TA.)
And

Or

abased, abject, vile, despicable, or ignominious; equal, equable, uniform, even, level, flat, plane or

3. *bu, (§, M, Msb) inf n. #3t: (M, Er syn. (5-; (M, K3) from #1. (TA)-And

plain, [or equal in respect of elevation or of de

Răghib, Mab, TA) and #3-, (M.) It was, or be. He voided his ordure; syn. ---!; (Az, M, pression, (see 2, first sentence,)] straight, right,
came, equal to it, (§, Er-Răghib, Mab, TA) and

K;) [likewise] from

#1,

as meaning “the direct, or rightly directed; syn.

like it, in measure, extent, size, bulk, quantity, or anus.” (Az, T.A.) - And hence, in the opinion

J:

(S, M,

Msb, K, TA, and Ksh and Bq in ii. 27) : J,

amount, and in value, (Msb, TA,) or in linear of Az, and thought by J to be originally #: [as (TA,) said of a place, (Msb,) and Xi+1, said of
measure, and in weight, and in the measure of he says in the S], (TA,) [though trans,] He a stick, or piece of wood, &c. (Ksh ubi supra.)

dropped, left out, omitted, or neglected, (S, M,
capacity, [as well as in value:] one says 3. K,)
and did so through inadvertence, (S, K,) a
+35. 4.i. W 3'- *::: [This garment, or piece

And W

#: [if not a mistranscription for &;"|

thing, (S) or a letter, or word, of the Kur-án,

inf n.

is 5, signifies the same as U43-1 [app.

of cloth, is equal in length and breadth to that (M, K,) or a verse thereof: (M:) mentioned by meaning as above], accord. to IAar; and so does
garment, or piece of cloth]; and +5. l: A’Obeyd: (S:) and in like manner, accord. to W s: as also L: formed from it by trans
*::" 3ui. " st- [This garment, or piece of IAth, in reckoning, and in shooting, or casting: position. (TA.) One says, J% *: &: [lit.

cloth,

equivalent

to that dirhem]: and some and Hr says that s#, with L', is allowable, as
The earth, or ground, became equable, uniform,
times it means in mode, or manner of being: one meaning ai'i. (TA) - Also He was, or be even, &c., with him, he having been buried in it],
came, affected with -eń [or leprosy, which is meaning he perished in the earth; as also
W &#. (M, K.) And <>2:...'
ness is equal in quality to this blackness]. Er sometimes termed is: ; so that.' verb in this W $34, and
is

says, 23.1 & "3: $;" |& [This black.

*

o

of

Rigi, TA) It is said in a trad, Jill us," sense also seems to be originally 12-1]. (TA.) – X-35. Their land became [even in its surface,
J}: The shade, or shadon, was like, in its And He was, or became, restored to health, [or being] affected with drought, or barrenness. (M,"

-
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&:

nithin his grasp; agreeably with what here Mughnee, K.) and "t. S is a dial var.thereof,
follows]: he then adds, it is said to mean that (Mgb,) a compound of &: and us, denoting ex
a:-" [i.e. The water became even, or level, with everything is alike in relation to Him in such
S, i. e. Ji. •S
the piece of wood]. (TA) See also 6, in four manner that no one thing is nearer to Him ception: (S:) one says,
places. One says also, £ U52:- [or
than another thing, since He is not like the *j [lit. There is not the like of Zeyd; virtually,

TA) And #3 it." U53-), meaning

: (+

&#9

and generally, meaning above all Zeyd, or espe
of an
(as in the MA) i. e. # crooked, or uneven, bodies that abide in one place exclusively
**
• ** *
became straight, or even]: (Mgh:) and U42-l other place. (TA.) The saying a cox-1 U. cially Zeyd]; U. being redundant; and U. S.

£4 &” [It became even from a state of un

#3: c." 4:i-9 means [When his riding came] .# also; like as one says, : U.

& : (M, K:)

evenness]. (S.) ** c." &#, in the Kur ascended with him upon the desert: or stood up [J says,] with respect to the case of the noun
xlviii. last verse, means And has stood straight, with him straight upon its legs. (Mgh.) And following le, there are two ways: you may make
to be in the place of es.", and mean that an
or erect, (Bd,) or become strong, and stood one says, £3 * J'é U43-1, (§, TA) or us
is to be understood, [namely, 3A or the
inchoative
straight, or erect, (Jel,) upon its stems. (Bd, e;" L'é, (Msb,) He was, or became, firm, or
Jel. [Golius erroneously assigns a similar mean steady, [or he settled himself, or became firmly like,] and put the noun that you mention in the
ing to ess--, * verb which I do not anywhere seated, or sat firmly,] upon the back of his beast, nom. case as the enunciative; thus you may say,
5
5.3% c. *, meaning
find.]) And U45-5 in the same, liii. 6, And he or upon the horse : (S, Msb, TA:) and (42-l 9,44
stood straight, or erect, in his proper form in ul- [He became firm, or steady, sitting; or he 3,4 34 [i. e. The people, or party, came to me,
which God created him : or was endoned by his settled himself in his sitting place; or sat firmly].
and there was not the like of him who is thy

s: C-

*

strength with poncer over the affair appointed to
(M5b.) [L42-1 as quasi-pass. of 35- also signi brother; or above all, or especially, he who is thy
him: (Bd:) or became firm, or steady. (Jel.)
fies It was made, or became, symmetrical; con brother]: ($, TA: [thus in a copy of the S: in
U£2:...! said of a stick &c. means It stood up or
several parts: was other copies of the same, and in the TA, for
gruous, or consistent in its
erect: and was, or became, even, or straight:
made, formed, or fashioned, in a suitable manner:
hence one says, J--'l-er-l's 24! ess:- He, was made, or became, adapted to the exigencies,
or it, went towards him, or it, nith an undeviating, or requirements, of its case, or of wisdom: was
a direct, or a straight, course, like the arron shot made, or became, complete: was made, or became,
forth: and hence, £ -:) s: > is meta right, or good; became rectified, adjusted, or put
phorically said of God, in the Kurii. 27 [and xli. into a right o, good state. And hence,] (4.2-l
10]; (Ksh;) meaning! Then He directed himself J: i. q. *.x:l & [q.v.]; (M, K;) [generally
by his will to the [heaven, or] elevated regions, meaning] The man [became full-grown, of full
(Ksh, Bd,) or upwards, (Ksh,) or to the heavenly vigour, or mature, in body, or in body and in

Ge. (**) but this rendering is invalidated
& * 55 by the supres

in such a phrase as

sion of the correlative of the noun in the nom.

case where there is no lengthiness, and by the
applying to to denote a rational being: (Mugh
nee:) or you may put the noun after it in the

gen. case, making to redundant, and making C
to govern the noun in that case because the mean
ing of G: is J: [and this is the preferable

bodies; (Bd;) syn. ...<, (Zj, M, K) and 345 tellect; i. e.] attained the utmost limit of [the
way:] (Mughnee:) in both of these ways is
(Zj, S, M, K, and Ksh and B4) #33%; (Ksh, period termed] his -(3; ($) or attained the recited
the saying of Imra-el-Keys,
Bd;) for when #:9 is trans. by means of & utmost limit of his +03, and the completion of
ef
0- is
* **
•
-

it imports the meaning of the directing of oneself, his make and of his intellect, by the completion of
or, as in this case, of one's design : (TA;) you from trenty-eight to thirty [years]: (T, TA:)
say of any one who has finished a work and has or attained to forty (T, M, K) years. (K.) And
directed himself to another, al s: 25 and <! : Axial ess- Thefood became thoroughly cooked.
(Harp. 631 :) or the meaning here is *4, (Zi, (Mgb.) [3:9. £4 means The equinoctial line.]
5
3 M, K,) or # << [i.e. his command ascended];
U-, [app. a dial var. of Us"l: see C- '), in
:
3-2
by
here
is
intended
(M;) and this is what
the next paragraph.
(TA:) or (# J3; [i. e. He advanced to it,

*

& ex- "2" >, >|
J D /

*

• •

60 *

: **

*

-

Js-l-5-4-2 (- ),

*

[Verily many a good day was there to thee by
reason of them; but there was not the like of a
day, or above all a day, or especially a day, at
Dárat Juljul, a certain pool, where Imra-el-Keys
surprised his beloved, 'Oneyzeh, with others, her
Us", originally &- and its dual: see #34, companions, bathing: see EM pp.9 and 10]: you
namely, the heaven]; (Fr, Th, M, K;) like as one
in ten places, all except one in the latter half of say also,
meaning $3
(* $3 2%
**

*

.

the paragraph. - [Hence,] of him who is, or

J: and Gl also, meaning J# [i. e. Such a

has become, in a state of wealth, or welfare, [or

one was advancing against such a one, then he
advanced against me, and to me, reviling me, or
contending with me in reviling]: (TA:) or it

a- ~4 Ji.

[i. e. I will beat the people, or

party, but there shall not be the like of the beat
rather, of abundant wealth or welfare,] one says,
2- ... -- ~
3- (s" -> * and a~!, "#", (Fr, S,) or &#2 ing of thy brother] and if you say, 9,4 (*- $3,
4-9
* * *.
* es: J:- S; [and there
U.' [in the CK (erroneously) G- and the meaning is, 9,4
• J.

7

-

•

J 4-9 Gmeans Js:), (M, K,) as some say: (M:)
says, [in the S,] but not explaining thereby the -, *ā- (M, K) and -i, 's-, (K) or 8%
verse above cited, that it signifies also J: and
a-i, "3- G 3: 32, (Ks, M.) i.e. f [He is
Ayls [as meaning He had, or gained, the mastery, in, or has lighted upon, or come upon,] what is in
or victory]: and hence the saying of El-Akhtal, the predicament of his head (4-5 -**) [in point
cited by him [in the S,]
of eminence, of wealth, or welfare]: or what
* 2°4.
•?
•."
covers his head [thereof]: (M, K:) or what
59:ll use " Uss-l 95
•:
.*.*
...* a *
equals his head [in eminence] (£ us.'); of
$9-"-232 +++ -wealth, or welfare: (T, TA:) or n hat has equalled
[Bishr has gained the mastery over El-'Irah his head [in eminence], of nealth, or welfare; i.e.

shall not be the

like

of him. who is thy

brother]:

in the saying # 5 - S, X,* (# &
losts, accord. to Akh, u is a substitute for the
affixed pronoun

3, which is suppressed;

the mean

ing being, 4-3 &# & 4: $; [i. e. Verily
such a one is generous, and there is not the like

2.

• *

of him if thou come to him sitting]: (S, TA:)

*

*
-

*.

*

says, J., &#3 & J S. &#&#

• *

it is said in the Msb, [after explaining that Le in

*

d

t- may be redundant, and the noun after it

*

governed in the gen, case as the complement of a

and filled [or prefixed noun; and that Le may be used in the
nvithout snord and without shed blood]: Er what has accumulated upon him,
sense of us." , and the noun following put in the
Rághib says that when this verb is trans, by satisfied] him: (M:) or [nhat equals] the number nom. case as the enunciative of the inchoative 3A
of the hairs of his head, of wealth, or good;

L*, it imports the meaning of 3:) 5
as in the saying in the Kur [xx. 4], L* J-->''
ës: -: * [which may be rendered, The Com
means of

(A’Obeyd, S, K;) as some explain it. (A’Obeyd, which is suppressed;] that, accord. to some, the
noun following may be in the accus. case, as
S.) See also Ú-', last sentence but one. - being preceded by an exceptive; [or, as a speci
passionate hath ascendancy over the empyrean so [Hence likewise,] G- S, (S, M, Msb, K.) also ficative; (Mughnee;) in which case we must re
•

* * 0 &-

as to have everything in the universe equally pronounced

U. S., without teshdeed, (Msb, gard u as a substitute for the affixed pronoun *;]

--
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but that this is not a good way; [and in this case, thee. (IAar, M.) = The strangest of the mean

L'5", meaning My waist [broke], or my middle.

accord. to the generality of the authorities, it must ings of ess-, in this sense with the short alif and
be an indeterminate noun, not, like £, deter with k', is £5. (Mughnee.) &# ess

(TA) And '3' is means The middle of the
day. (M, K. [In some copies of the K, 4:

minate: (Mughnee)] also that t... should not

means •...a5 [i. e. The tendency, or direction, of is erroneously put for

be used without 9 preceding it: and that it

the thing] (M). And one says, us:- 4:34

denotes the predominance of what follows it over &\s, meaning "...a5 -- as [i. e. I tended, or
what precedes it: but it is added that y is some betook myself, in the direction of, or tonards,
times suppressed [as is said in the Mughnee] such a one].

(S, K." [In the CK, and in my

because known to be meant, though this is rare. MS. copy of the K, %. is erroneously put for

4:2:..]) – [Hence, per
haps, as being generally the middle or nearly so,]
The summit of a mountain. (M, K.) And An
[eminence, or a hill, or the like, such as is termed]

[stony tract such as is termed] 5the head of a 5-. (M.) = It is also used as

a.o.el: or a
Ol'

:

(TA) One says also, 3% (3 - 5 (Lh, M, *-J)

And hence, (Mughnee,) a poet says, an epithet; (Mughnee;) and signifies Equal,
K) i.e. There is not the like of such a one: (TA:) (namely, Keys Ibn-El-Khateem, TA,)
equable, uniform, or even; syn. *::: (M,
and &% U 3:- 5 (Lh, M, K) i. e. Such a one

is not the like of thee. (TA) [In both of these
instances, le is obviously redundant.

(similar) usages of G-

*

*

(Mughnee;) as also, thus applied, " , , and

Other

are mentioned voce

Mughnee, K3) applied in this sense to a place;

#34, [And I will surely turn tonards Hodheyfeh my "U-5 (M, K3) or these two signify, thus
eulogy]. (S, Mughnee.)

plied, [like #3- as expl. hereafter,] equidistant in

to which reference has been made above..] 3

Us– also signifies A [desert such as is termed]

#3: [in some copies of the K erroneously "espect of its two extremities. (TA.) And as

written without J in its primary acceptation is an
35ule; (S, M, K;) because of the evenness of its inf n., [but without a proper verb, used as a
routes, and its uniformity. (TA.) [Hence
simple subst.,] meaning Equality, equability,
is the name of a particular tract, said in the M to uniformity, or evenness; syn. #: (Mughnee;)
be a certain smooth place in the assú.] – See as also W #s- (M, K.) or [rather] it is a subst.,
- - -

&#

syn. with 7 #4, it is applied [to a fem. noun as
well as to a sing, and] to one and more than one,

because it is originally an inf. n.; whence the

phrase #. '''

[They are not equal; in the
Using it in this sense,
one says #2- Jay [An even land]: and #12- #3
Kur iii. 109].

(Mighnee)

- -

also art. 3-.

(S, and Ksh and Bq in ii. 5) meaning #3:1,

-

do

-

£- •

d

f

w-

6 *

-

> d >

(Ksh and Bq ibid.) from us: in the sense of
house uniform (? **-*) in respect of the
J: (S;) and signifies [as above: and] equity, A[appertenances termed]
&%: and #: * A.

:- : see 43, near the end of the paragraph.
es:

ap

justice, or rectitude; syn.

.

see #12-, in seven places: - and see
also

-

*::::

(M;) and

J*: (S, M, K;)
'ss- and 'ess",

as

garment, or piece of cloth, equal, or uniform,
aS

("5-3,) in its breadth and its length and its

also us2-, in two places.

#34, accord. to Fr, are syn. with -: 5

two0. *
lateral
era edues:
edge but
: Joes not say ā-,1
£12- U_*-,
TA,)
(TA,)
(S,
him,
to
and
and
accord,
Akh,
to
U£2- : see #2-, in seven places. - Also, and
nor #12-2">, nor £12- J- . (M, TA:) though
with J33; (§, K, TA;) [but app., only syn.
likewise 'us', (Akh, S. Mab, Mughnee, K.) syn,
one says ck." #. J% A man whose belly is
and "#, (Akh,S, M, Mughnee, K,) £nd W #", with J: and -ia, not as a subst, but as an even with the breast : and 2.33:1 #. having no
(Mughnee,) i. q. &, (Mughnee) or X', (Akh, epithet, like *: thus used, as will be shown by hollon to the #l. of his foot. (TA.) One says
.* *
S, M, Msb, Mughnee, K.) accord. to different what follows, although] each said by Er-Rághib
well as

f

* *

-

authorities: each used as an epithet, and as de

noting exception, like *: accord. to Ez-Zeijájee
and Ibn-Málik, used in the same sense and manner
*S

*:

but accord. to Sb and the generality of

authorities, an adv. n. of place, always in the
accus. case, except in instances of necessity:

#3 ess- J% s:

* f -

• o

p

to be originally an inf n. (TA.) One says, us." also Gl-'l'C, J., (§, M) meaning *, *
A man uniform in make, or symmetrical;
£5. l: &: *::: L'é, meaning #. [i. e. or[i. e.full-gron'n,
of full vigour, or mature in body,
They tryo are on an equality, or on a par, in
or,"
body and intellect: see 8]: (S:) and J:
respect of this affair, or case]: (§, TA:) and
*::: L'é Xs, meaning [likewisel #: [i. e. W &” A man equally free from excess and defi

They are on an

equality, or on a par], (M., K.)
[in this affair, or case]. (M.) And

ciency in his dispositions and his make: (Er

Răghib, TA:), or sound in limbs: (TA voce #.,
3- J.S.: A boy, or young man,
*::::g (# 'G' <--i, (S,) meaning J.",
[i. e. I divided the thing betneen them tryo nith uniform in make, or symmetrical,(Gi-ji" s:4)
Zeyd]: (Ham p. 570, and TA:") [but] one says equity, justice, or rectitude]. (TA.) And it is without disease, and without fault, or defect :
[also], 9; J4% &; and '9%. and "4:3", said in the Kur [viii. 60], 3. c." <! 3:(3, (Mgh:) and the fem. is *** (M.) Accord. to
meaning 3: [i. e. I passed by a man other than meaning J.'s [as expl. in art. 5:5, q.v.] (S," Er-Răghib, W &: signifies That which is pre
thee]: (S :) and * 95%. c. * [and ** &c.
from excess and deficiency: and hence
TA) [Hence,] 3:1 # The night of the served
W &" *:::/ [in Kur xx. last verse, as
(Mughnee :) one says,

*

*Silja -

meaning *

J% and * & [i. e. I have nith
me a man instead of Zayd and in the place of

q. v. :) and W

Other than thou came to me], using it as an thirteenth [of the lunar month; the first being
[and 93- &c. I saw that on which the new moon is first seen]; (As, though meaning The road, or way that neither
other than thee], using it as an objective comple S, K, TA;) in which the moon becomes equable exceeds, nor falls short of that which is right];
ment: and '33. 3-i c. * us [and 93- &c. or uniform (ess:4) [in illumination]: (TA:) (Er-Răghib, TA;) the right, or direct, road:
Jel:) and some read #", meaning the
None except thou came to me]: and 3-i J* ū. or the night of the fourteenth. (M, K.) - And (Bd,
4. * [as meaning The middle, or midst, of a middle, good, road: and *: (Ksh, Bd) i. e. the
*3%. [and 93- &c. None other than thou i.thing];
($, M, Mughnee, K.) as also 'us'. and evil, or bad, road: (Bd:) and s: [i. e. most
came to me]: (Mughnee :) and ess: A* ---as
•j, meaning "j 3: [i. e. I betook myself to, or 'ess". (Lh, M, K.) Hence, Gil #3. The evil, or n:orst; fem. of #, for £9 all is fem, as
towards, the people, or party, others than Zeyd, middle, or midst, of the thing; (S, M ;) as also well as masc.]: (Ksh, Bd.) [and] W &#. of the
which is virtually the same as except Zeyd]: *%- and "33-. (Lh, M.) It is said in the measure J: from #3:1, [with which it is syn.,.]
Kur [xxxvii. 53,1 *** 3. es: 5% [And he
or originally us: [mentioned above]: (K:)
see him] in the middle or midst [of the fire of
shall
% us, meaning [If thou do that] when I am in

agent; and '943. &:

(M*) and J. # 93-8; £3:

a land other than thy land, [what thou dislikest, Hell]. (S," Mughnee, T.A.) In like manner also
or hatest, shall assuredly come to thee from me.] one says J: #. [The middle of the road]:
(Ibn-Buzuri, TA)—The Arabs also said, alie or, accord, to Fr, it means the right direction of

413-, meaning Thine intellect has departed from the road or way. (TA.) And one says,

&#

and '3" (Kl, BA) which is dim of £,

(Lih, TA) [or] as dim of : [in which case
it is for

as:0.

(Ksh, Bd.) - [Hence,] it sig

nifies also Complete: (Mughnee) you say, lik

** *
e
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(M, Mughnee) This is a complete from the 5 in #-,-, in which latter some pre L in art. -->,) or palm-fibres (-i), (M,) or
dirhem; (Mughnee;) using the last word as an serve it to show that it is the final radical: (M:) the like, (S, M, and Lubi supra,) resembling the
*12-

>

epithet: and 3. also, using it as an inf. n., as accord. to Fr, #-3- has no sing, and relates only as: [q. v.], (§, and Lubi supra) which is put
on the back of the camel, (M.) or on the back of
though you said #: : and in like manner in the to equality in evil: (T, TA:) so in the saying,
• of ~
6*
**
the ass &c., (Lubi supra,) and which is one of the
Kur xli. 9, some road #3: ; and others, $3.
*
3'-'. Jú-lé- à-lavehicles of female slaves and of necessitous per
*

(M.) – And Equitable, just, or right; syn.

J%:

sons: (M:) and likewise such as is put upon the
used in this sense in the saying in the [Equals like the teeth of the ass]. (TA.) It re

quires two [or more nouns for its subjects]: you back of the camel, but in the form of a ring
because of the hump, and [also] called #
[Come ye to an equitable, or a just, or right, say, *:::: : #~, meaning #. 33 [i.e., lit., [q v.]: pl. lab-l. (S.)
sentence, or proposition, between us and you]. Two possessors of equality, or likeness, are Zeyd
(Az, TA) - And Equidistant, or midway, and 'Amr], (M, K,) because it is [originally] an J-5- and is-9- and #-3- : See #, in the
(J33, and *~3. S, or -4, Mughnee,) betneen inf n. (M3) and #~ * : J & [They latter half of the paragraph; the last of them in
tno parties, (S,) or between two places; (Mugh tno are in this affair, or case, like: (S:) and three places.
nee;) applied as an epithet to a place; as also căș, U.4 (S, M, K) and 'c' - i. e. They two

kur (iii. 57), #3 & # * u, ü.

#3; #4, each of the measure Jú, irregularly

* (53- and "Jas"; (S.Mughnee :) of which are likes: ($, M, Mgh, Mob, K.)and #33-# and

three words the second (#) is the most chaste; # and '-', i. e. They are lies ($: derived from es: and &#1; a prov., applied
(Mughnee;) or the last two signify equal ( ::) [the first and last of these three are mentioned in to women, meaning Straight and bending, and
collecting together and separating; not remaining
in respect of its two extremities; and are used as the Mgh as identical in meaning;]) or, accord.
in*** one state,
or condition. (Meyd.) - And
g
epithets and as adv. ns.; originally, inf ns. (Er to Fr, the last means they are equals in evil, not

J.

Raghib, TA) * u, üç and "uss", (M. K.) in good: (T, TA:) and W 3-, 43% He is not

#12-

in the Kur xx. 60, accord. to different readings,

like sand. (IAth, T.A.)

Land of n!hich the earth, or dust, is

a person like to thee: and #: & * ū. [They
means A place equidistant, or midn'ay, (Ksh,
#ú. is [held by some to be] of the measure
Bd, Jel,) between us and thee, (Ksh, Bd,) or to are not persons like to thee]: (Lh, M :) and, # from #: [inf n. of ess-]; (K;) men
the comer from each of the two extremities: "J- & ë U. (Lh, M, K") i.e. She is not a tioned by A on the authority of Fr; but in
(Jel:) or ess- & and s: IneanS ź [i. e. person like to thee: (TA:) and #: & 3: U. copies of the T, # from £1. (TA.) One
a place marked], (so in a copy of the M and in [They (females) are not persons like to thee]: says, ău. -> 34, meaning He prepared for me
one of the K,) or X*, (so in other copies of the and 93 Ja; &: W C- S [There is not a like to
a speech: (Ki) or an evil speech, which he
K and in the TA,) which is for* 33 , meaning him who did that and 93 & #1 * 3: 5 framed (ùi; ) against me to deceive me: men
having a mark, or sign, by which one is guided, [There is not the like of thee when thou doest tioned by Az on the authority of Fr. (TA.) [See
or directed, thereto. (MF, TA.)- [Also Equal, that]: (Lh, M, K:) and 9% *ā- S (K) the same word in art. i-J
*

*

J. & e

or alihe, in any respect.] One says, Jež -->

[There is not the like of such a one: in the CK,
perhaps the right reading is &% W 4: S

A&#3,(M, Mughnee, K.) and 33.3% " #", &#:
(K) and 34.1% W s: and ><\; W & (M,

Such a one is not the like of thee]. #3, and

K,) meaning #.

** **

[i. e. I passed by

W

9- should not be used with 3. in the place of:

s: [More, and most, equal, equable, uni
form, or even ; and more, or most, equitable,
&c.]. One says, ac.9) ** s: & 3.
i. e. [This place is] the most even [of these places].

a man n'hose existence and n:hose non-existence except by poetic license: one of the exceptions to (M.)
are equal, or alike, to me, or in my opinion]: this rule is the saying of Aboo-Dhu-eyb,
#: An even place; occurring in a trad.: the
s
* > * >
āş
(M, K:") and Sb mentions the phrase, * #.
t: 13-y-e S 9'> &l=>
- is augmentative. (TA.)
><1% [as meaning His existence and his non
* 3
- ***** * * * * * * * *
[act, part. n. of 4]. One says in answer to
existence are equal, or alike, to me]. (M.) And
C*-* * * *-i- 3
<& # <: 3% #3. [It is equal, or alike, to
him who asks, “How have ye entered upon the
[And they were two like cases that they should
morning?” (S,) or “How have ye entered upon
me, that thou stand or that thou sit, or nhether
*

*

*

*

*

*

.

*

9 J,

thou stand or sit; or that thou stand or that thou not send forth cattle to pasture or send him forth the evening?”
with them when the tracts were very dusty by

sit is equal, or alike, to me: see Kurii. 5, and reason of drought]. (M.) For two other exs. of

the expositions thereof). (S.) [And 'cs- is #, [as well as
used as an adv. n., or as an inf. n. adverbially,
meaning Alike: see an ex, in a verse cited voce

+..]—Also A like; a similar person or thing;

of its syn.

3

Ge. and

for

(*- S &-

*

also,] see C-. – See also ess: in six places.

#3:

See

te. second sentence, in two places:

le:

(S, M, K;) and so *
[each used as masc.
and fem, ; and the former as sing, and dual and

(M, TA) &s-it- co:

enunciatives of
W

[as

&- understood], (S, M,) or

&: [as enunciatives of £ior

ū: understood, but I think that &s: is a
mistranscription for
, meaning in a good,

&:

right, state, nith respect to our children and our

#3. also, in the latter half of the paragraph: cattle. (S, M, TA.)
– and see ess- —£13 #3:lu b%
3: : see 3, in three places.
pl., though having proper dual and pl. forms:]
+ They sent seeking, demanding, did,
the pl. of the former is #, (S, M, K,) and also,
s:*: see #, in the former half of the para
(S," K,) but anomalous, (S) or [rather] quasi-pl. (K in art. (52). [The proper signification of
ns, all anomalous, (M) *i-'3- ($, M.K.) and 33:1 in this instance I do not find explained.]) graph, in six places: and see also *. [JS
and

means

g

or

Or 8?/CC02/".

4.- of

• d p

W

"3- : W #% :

(M, K :)

and # is also

pl. of "U". (TA:) as to '*', Akh says,
#3. is of the measure J%, and :- may be of

5

graph, in six places.
&

5

• J.

#3, in the middle of the paragraph.
# , in five places.-[Also fem. of

U.62- : see

into US in ae" because of the kesreh before it, for

& – And

-

-

-

* 2-0

• ,

-

o

&

#:

•

•

See

U.5"

•& •

* *

the measure is or is, the former of which is the
more agreeable with analogy, the 2 being changed
- -

*

see G$21.]
U#2- : see #2-, in the former half of the para *- :
** *

*

U.5" i. Q.

–32-,

3 -

:

q. V.

Us- and Us: : see art. Us:- ; and see the latter

hence, as a subst.,] A kind of in art. 22-.

* 0° of

it is originally ass"; and it is from *-* -43 vehicle of female slaves and of necessitous persons:
meaning “I neglected the thing:” [see 4:] (S:) (K) or a [garment of the kind called] -->,
accord. to Aboo-'Alee, the Us in #-3- is changed stuffed with panic grass (23), (S, M, K, and

t
**

2, #1 t-, (K) or '-' (M) or both,
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(TA) He drew forth the she camers ...-, or turned tonards you. (S.) --U., (Mgh, Msb,) horse. (M., K.) = And A pole with which a ship
milk that descended before the full flow: (M, K:) aor, as above, inf. n. &% said of a horse and or boat is propelled. (M, K.)
the like, t He went anay at random: (Mgb:)
from El-Hejeree. (M.)
-- A place, or channel, in which mater runs :
5: see above." --, (S, M, and so in copies or the [app. a horse or the like] went any, or (S, M.K.) or so : - (A) pl. ex: (M.)
every, way: (Mgh :) or #31 - 1 The beast
of the K,) or 3:1, [a variation of the former,]
*= And The apple: in this sense a Pers. word
(TA, as from the #) She (a camel) emitted her was left alone, or by itself, to pasture, without a [arabicized]: and hence the name of [the cele
(S, A, TA)—And * G -- brated grammarian] 45-5 as though meaning
milk, (Fr, S, K) i.e., what is termed J., (M.) pastor
! He took every way [or roved at large] in his
without its being drawn*a---forth. 4.5(Fr,
S, K.) speech: (TA:) or he dilated, or was profuse, “the scent of apples ;” (M, K,” TA;) accord. to
# *
(M, TA) and Seer: (TA:) by some,
Hence, J., & J # 33 &lt[Verily without consideration, in his speech. (A, TA.) And Abu-l-'Alā,
[app.
such
as
mispronounce it,] this name is said
such a one yields me, or gives me, little]. (TA.) 2%l & -u t He entered into talk, or discourse,
to be from the Pers. &: signifying “thirty” and
--i- t- + He acknowledged my fight, or with loquacity, or irrationality. (TA.) It is said 42" signifying “odour;” as though meaning
due,
after he had denied it. (K.)- Usks -'-5 in a trad, L3
"thirty odours:” (MF, TA:) and some say that
* **
3,291 + The affairs have become discordant, or >iol, meaning t (Verily art, or skill, in speech is #3 is an ejaculation; and that the relaters of
diverse, to me, (K,” TA,) so that I know not more eloquent, or effective,] than n hat is loose, or traditions dislike pronouncing this name therewith,
with film opine (TA) ***. unrestrained, [or rambling,] in nords; i. e. * also other similar names, and therefore say
*

•

•

*: 3 #4: i.e." &

elegance of speech, nith paucity, [is more eloquent,
(TA in art. U.)

or effective,] than profusion. (L, TA.
7.

&: t-

[…" is

The milk, such as is termed ..., here an inf. n.])

issued without being drann forth. (Fr, S.)

****, changing the * into 3, but pausing upon
it [so as to pronounce it •]. (TA.)

* and ' ' ($, M, K) and '' (K)
-- + He left, left alone, or neglected, a [Unripe
dates in the state in which they are
thing. (M.)-1 He left a beast, (S, A,) or a
2.

‘.... (Fr, S, M, K) and 'C' (M, K) The

C#:

(S, M, K.) or [in the state in which
milk that issues without being dran n forth; (Fr, she-camel, (Mgh,) alone, or by itself, to pasture called]
S;) the milk (S, M, K) that is in the extremities where it would, without a pastor. (S, A, Mgh.) they are called].'' (K:) or green 2: (AHn,
of the camel's teats, (S, K,) or in the fore part - + He emancipated a slave so that he (the M :) As says that the flowers of the palm-tree
of the udder, (IAth, TA) descending (K) before, emancipator) had no claim to inherit from him, when they have become £ are termed +,

(33, so in copies of the S and M and K,) or at and no control over his property; he made him without teshdeed: (TA:) [but see:] then un,
the first of, (J.i. so in the TA as from the K,) to be such as is termed agu. (MSb)-See also is #-($, M) and £($)[and #1: Shsays
the full flow. (S, M, K.)=See also the former what next follows.
that they are called £, in the dial, of El.
word in art. 13-.
4. Pl.], said of a horse, [and 4512,4- '-- Medeeneh, and one is called äule, in the dial. of
* : see the next preceding paragraph.
has the same or a similar meaning,] . q Jāş, Wádi-l-Kura: and he adds, I have heard the
32"Bahránees say * ~ and £. (TA.)
q. v. (TA in art. Jaś).)
&e": and *- : see art. 12-l.
#: n. un, of *: (S, M.;) like as #: is of
7: see 1, in seven places.
*se
*

-

**

* **

> 0 p.

s

#U., occurring in a trad, is expl. as meaning

6 de

-

•

* [is an inf. n. of 1, used in the sense of

One who sells grave-clothes, and [therefore] wishes
for people's death: it may be from

#31 or from

is:

<- (q.v.), as will be shown in what follows in

and

'J" meaning “the milk that

+: (S)-Also Wine (K)
+: and *::

See

+, in three places.

this paragraph. - And hence,] | A gift: (S, M,

A, Mgh, Msb, K:) and a voluntary gift, by way
-- Running water. (Mgb.) [See also ---,
is in the fore part of the udder:” or it may be of alms, or as a good work : (TA:) and a bene first sentence.]

from

(#. meaning “I milked her.” (IAth, TA)

faction, an act of beneficence or kindness, a favour,

or a benefit: (M.K.) pl. 2:... (L, TA) It is
said in a trad. respecting a prayer for rain,
**

tasö (...

£1,

#30.

! Any beast that is left to pasture where

it will, without a pastor (M, A, K,') pl. J.3%.

1 And make Thou it to be a and

...

(A.) + A camel that has lived until

1. *, (S, MA, Mgh, Mih, K) aor. -4. beneficial gift: or the meaning in this instance his offspring have had offspring, and is therefore
(S, A,) inf. n. ---, (S, M, A, K,) It ran; (§, may be, a floning rain. (TA.) And one says, set at liberty, and not ridden, (M, K,) nor laden
J.C.
J3; t His gifts flowed abun with a burden. (M.) In the Kur v. 102, (TA,)
M, A,” Mgh, Mgb, K;) said of water: (S, M, A,
us's 4×
**

* * de

Msb:) and W -t-il, likewise said of water, it ran dantly upon the people. (A, TA.) [See also an + A she-camel that nas set at liberty to pasture
where it would, (S, Mgh, Mgb, K,) in the Time
of itself (Msb)—[Hence, £1 -, (M.)

aor. as above; (M, A;) and " -:U-31; ($, M, A,
Mgb;) I The serpent ran : (S, A," Mgb:) or went
along (M, TA) in a uniform, or continuous,
course, (M.) or quickly. (TA.) + L- and
W-L.J. both signify t He, or it, walked, or went
along, quickly: (K, TA:) [or] so the former
verb. (M.) It is said in a trad., respecting a

t:...] - Also i

Q.

jús,

of Ignorance, (S, K,) on account of a von (S,
! [i.e. Metal, or mineral; or pieces of gold or silver, Mgh, Mgb, K) and the like : (S, K:) or the
that are extracted from the earth; or any metals or mother of a 5-3, (§, Mgh; [in the Msb, said

ex. in a verse cited voce

other minerals; or buried treasure of the people of

to be a 3-3 (itself); and in one place in the TA

the Time of Ignorance]: (A, Mgb:) or so *::
(A’Obeyd, S, M, Mgh, K;) which is the pl.: (A,
Msb:) the latter signifies, accord. to Th, metals,
man who drank from the mouth of a skin, or minerals: (M, TA:) accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed,

said to be a she-camel of which the dam is a

5-4, but both of these explanations require con
sideration, as will be seen from what follows;])
or (K) a she-camel which, having brought forth

* <13, ! A

serpent entered and veins of gold and of silver, that come into exis females at ten successive births, was set at liberty
ran into his belly with the running of the water: tence, and appear, in the mines: so called to pasture where she would, (S, K.) and not ridden,
wherefore it was forbidden to drink from the because of their running (*-39) in the earth: nor was her milk drunk except by her young one
mouth of a skin. (TA.) El-Hareeree, in [his accord to Z, treasure buried in the Time of Igno or a guest, until she died, nhen the men and the

#- * &

first Makámeh, entitled] the San’āneeyeh, [p. 20,] rance: or metal, or mineral: (TA:) because of
uses the phrase, # c." * * -t-il, meaning the gift of God, (M, Z, Mgh, TA,) to him who
The Prophet said, (Mgh, TA,)
He entered into it as the serpent enters into its lurk finds it. (Z,2 T.A.)
3
U->}
+”-M
us,
i. e. In the case of jay, the
ing place. (TA.) And you say of a viper, -el- and
W-L-51, meaning t It came forth from its lurking fifth part [is for the government-treasury]. (A,
place. (TA) And #3: " - t He re Mgh, TA.) = Also The hair of the tail of a
* 6

Bk. I.

p.

women ate her together; and the ear of her last
female young one was slit, and she was [therefore]
called

5-,

and was a

a:

like her mother :

*

(S:) or a she camel of which a man, (M, IAth,
K.) in the Time of Ignorance, (M) when he

came from a far journey, (M, IAth, K,) or re
-

187
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covered from a disease, (IAth, TA,) or had been surface of the earth. (S, A, Mgh, K.)- And

*** -#1: Já
- C & L: L'-'

|

*

saved by his beast from difficulty or trouble, (M,
IAth,) or when his beast had been saved therefrom,
(K,) or from war, said, #1. če: (M, IAth,
K;) i.e. she was left to pasture where she would,
without a pastor, and no use was made of her
bach, nor was she debarred from n:ater, nor from
herbage, nor ridden: (IAth, TA:) thus it sig*

£:

hence, (TA,) J59. es'
as above, (S, Msb,) inf n.

&

25-9

(TA.) It is said in a trad, “I saw 'Amr Ibn
Lohef dragging his intestines in the fire [of
Hell]:” and he was the first who set at liberty

-3%. , the doing of which is forbidden in the

Kur v. 102 (TA) And it is related that a
hostile attack was made upon a certain man of the
Arabs, and he found not any [other] beast to

ride, so he rode a 330, whereupon it was said
to him, “Dost thou ride what is forbidden?” and
he replied, * J5-S 3.25-l +: [He

said of the dawn [as meaning + It broke]. (TA.)
And it is said in the trad. relating to the cave

Gül [mentioned in the Kurix. 40]) <-u:G
5-all, meaning t [And the mass of rock] became

© &•

6 o' -

see

approvable.] is t Fasting. (TA.)- [Hence (A, TA) and W £- (A) Water running upon

allowed]: and this saying became a proverb. also,] Jill

c'u'll

said of a garment, or piece of cloth, (K, TA,)
&c., (TA,) + It became much rent, or rent in
several places. (K, T.A.) In like manner it is

impelled and riven : and hence, [accord. to some,]
the
"a-U. of a house [expl. in art. C*-l: but as
land, or earth, in the way of devotees, in El
Islám: or] no quitting of the cities, or towns, some relate it, the verb in this instance is
and going, or journeying, through the land, or [S-à-laji,] with U2 and & (TA.)
Running water; (S, Msb;) an inf n, used
earth: (TA:) or no quitting of the cities, or
tonns, and divelling in the deserts, and forsaking
the being present at the congregational prayers as a subst.: (Msb:) or running external nater:
and at assemblies: or no going about through the (K:) or external water running upon the surface
land, or earth, doing evil, or mischief, and calum of the earth: (T, TA :) the water of rivers and
niating and corrupting. (IAth, T.A.) The A-ū valleys: (Mgh:) pl. C*-. (T, TA.) [And it is
of the Muslims [in a religious sense, and such as used as an epithet:] you say also (TA) C- #le

rides what is forbidden who has not what is is

(M.)

"

£2: and 3-4, (S. K.)

nifies in the Kur: (M:) or a she-camel from vices or exercises: (L, K:) or in this restricted
whose back a vertebra or [some other] bone was sense, which MF asserts to be unmentioned in
taken forth, (M, K,) so that she became known most of the older books, and thinks to be con
thereby, (M,) and which was not debarred from ventional, the verb has only the first of the
water nor from herbage, nor ridden, (M., K.) nor inf ns. above, and in the absolute sense it has
the second and third and fourth. (TA.) It is
milled: (TA) the pl. is :, like
pl. of
said in a trad.,
J as-(- 9 (§, A, TA)
and >: pl. of £30, (S;) and -3%.
i.e. f [There shall be no going about through the

i-jū,

*

*

! [I make the secret thoughts of the soul to wish
for thee after my grief, or sorron, returns to
said of a man, (A,) He went, or journeyed, me; and then the state, or condition, thereof,
through the land, or earth, (S, L, K, &c.,) for becomes free from straitness]. (S, O)—ct
the purpose of devoting himself to religious ser
(Msb,) or both, and

|

(S, A, Msb,) aor.
i-, (A,) or :

£-

The shade changed, or turned, the surface of the earth : (A, TA:) pl. of the
former
(TA.)-Also + A striped [garment

£i.

means The cità: [i. e. two or moved, from side to side, or from place to

or cows or bulls, for sacrifice.] n:hich the place. (S, K.)
Prophet brought as offerings to the House [of
camels,

2.

of the Find called]

(C- is said by Golius, as on the authority

God at Mekheh], and which one of the believers
in a plurality of gods took anay: they are thus of the K, to signify He made water to flon; and
called because he gave them up (1...) to God. this is probably its primary and proper significa
(TA.) - Also t A slave emancipated so that the tion, whence other meanings, which are tropical:
emancipator has no claim to inherit from him, but it is not in the K.]- See 4 - C'):
inf n.
| Such a
(S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) except, accord. to Esh [app. for 4×4=
*

* *

w

9

C-l

Shāfi'ee, in the case of the slave's dying without one talked much.

£,
(A, TA.)- And &: inf n.

appointing any heir, in nihich case his inheritance

belongs to his emancipator, (TA,) [for] such an
emancipated slave may beston his property where
[or on whom] he pleases, (S, Mgh, Mgb, TA,)
agreeably with a trad.: (Mgh, TA:) [in the S,
and in the Msb as on the authority of IF, it is
added, that “this is what is related to have been

forbidden:” but from what has been stated above,

as above, +It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) had

=, (K, TA) with which

one covers himself, and which one spreads: (TA:)

or a striped [garment such as is called] #: and
a sort of [the garments called] *: (S:) pl.
6

* *

C*- (TA) See also £-~.
i-t- see 7; and see also art. C*

:

! An itinerant, a roamer, or frequent

traveller (A, MA) from #9 J Cú (A.)

•.
in it [or was diversified with] various stripes.
c:
; see ~. - [Hence,] t A man going,
(L.) [And in like manner
it is said of other
6 *~ *
or journeying, [as a devotee, or othernise,] through
things: see its part, n., C-.]
the land or earth. (A.)- And, as being likened
6 & e

•

a de

4. W., P-L) He made a river, or rivulet, to thereto, t Fasting, or a faster: (A:) or a faster
, or run. (A, K.) [See also 2.]- ?-l-l n:ho keeps to the mosques: (K:) the faster is said

to be thus called because he who journeys as a
devotee does so without having any provision
these words have been misplaced in the S and forth his veretrum from its prepuce; (L;) and with him, and eats only when he finds provision:
Msb, and that they relate only to the she-camel * -- signifies the same: (A, L.) or both of therefore the faster is likened to him. (TA.)
termed a;u. :] a slave is thus emancipated by his these verbs, said of a horse, are syn. with Lää
3-sul in the Kur ix. 113 means ! The fasters:
owner's saying to him,
&#. (S.) 'Omar [q. v.]. (TA in art. Ja: ) - And 43. Cl-, (Bd, Jel, TA:) so say Zi and I’Ab and Ibn
said, ** #3 all; #30: [The saibeh and alms said of a horse, + He let his tail hang don’n Mes'ood: (TA:) or those who observe the obli
are for their day]: i. e. for the day of resurrec loosely: (K:) accord. to the K, J is in error in gatory fasts: or those who fast constantly: (TA:)
writing this verb P-Lāl; and Az says that Cl- is
or those who journey to war against unbelievers,
tion; so that one may not return to the deriving
of any advantage from them in the present world. right, and that 2-15) is a mistranscription: the or to seek knowledge. (Bd.) And <l-3- in the
like is also said in the TS: but 2-U:l is asserted Kur lxvi. 5 means + Women who fast: or who
(AO, Mgh, TA.)
by more than one to be the right word. (TA.)
forsake their country or homes [for the sake of

this appears to be a mistake; and I think that

# 341 (A) or #3 (L) : The horse put

išū.

&

7.4% - t His belly became large (K, God]. (Bd, Jel.)- This last (-la-50. [if not a
TA) and 7cide, (TA,) and approached [the mistranscription for -t-u-)) also means t Swift

Co

ground] by reason of fatness. (K, TA.) One horses: - and + The planets. (KL.)

2. ~:

g
&:

See art.

s

•

1.

£-

i-t-, the latter of the measure
C
isis, from ā-Q!, [each app. meaning t.A
Cl-, (S, Mgh, K.) or & 9 4-> us." Cl-, (IAar, T.)–40 cu-" [[His, or it, state, or place of a-a-, or journeying,] is sing of &-,
condition,] became free from straitness, or un
says of a she-ass, t£4 U-5), meaning t Her
belly became big, and approached the ground.

-

ef

© •

**

*

*

(A) aor. --4 (S. K.) inf n. £- (S, A, Mgh,
K) and

Or

3-4-, (K.) It (water) ran upon the

straitened. (§, O, K.) A poet says, (S,) namely, in which the U4 is like that in J.", as in
Dhu-r-Rummeh, (O)

other

similar words of which the medial radical is an

------

-

------ *

*
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C--infirm letter, except -*, by rule *. and Ham p. 274;) [and] so " i: (Ks, S;) or among the people; [as also "3:5, alone; (see
***

(Harp. 15.)- [The pl.

£- is also expl. by

this is not allowable.

(Ham ubi suprā.) One

Har p. 318;)] i.e. a proverb, and a saying. (M.)

J% 3- [A wolf of sands; i.e., that fre –And : -2'- t [A way, course, mode, or
+ The part of the head betneen the temples as far quents the sands ; meaning a savage wolf]. (S.) "manner, of acting, or conduct, or the like, ob
as the forehead (where the hairs are).]
Hence, W #3- #. ! A bold noman, (M, A,) tained, or was usual, among people]. (M.)=
... t Striped; applied in this sense to a like the she-wolf (A5–And A lion ($, M,K) 5'-' is also trans., syn. with 3:. (S, M, Msb, K.)
the latter, in five places.-[Hence,] iu.
[garment of the kind called] s: (S, K;) and is sometimes thus called, (S,) in the dial. of See
also, with 5, to a [garment such as is called] Hudheyl. (M.) The former is the primary sig £ t He made, or caused, a way, course, mode,
Freytag as applied in the Deewan of Jereer to

says

* J.

nification accord.
J and others; though the or manner, of acting, or conduct, or the like, to
*: (S:) or applied to [the garments called] contr. seems to be to
indicated in the K. (TA.)
obtain, or became usual, among people. (S, M,"
£ as meaning having alternate stripes of white
T.A.)
The Hudhalee (Khālid Ibn-Zuheyr, M)
and black, the latter not intensely black: every i:- fem. of 3-, q. v., accord. to Ks: (S:) says,

3-Le also is termed "

&: and i-, but that

but said to be not allowable. (Ham p. 274.)

~2°

*

which has not stripes is a U.e., not an 8.us.
(ISh, T.A.) So too applied to locusts (2%);

6

-

s

d'-'-' : see A-.
*

*z, *

(K;) and with 3 applied to a single locust [i. e.

6

6 6.e.,

3: dim of 3-, q v, (Sb, M)

or streaks. (A5, TA.) It is also applied as an

45 w -

epithet to the [bird called] cus:- (S)

6

of

2, 3-, (M.A, Msh, K) infn.: ; (TA;)
and "%-" (M, A, K.) and "#L, (K) inf n.
and #- and ju- and 5- [or 3-,
below], (TA) and a "J-, (ÍJ, M, K3) He
X:

aS

made him (a man, A, Msb) to go [in any manner,
Je"

termed. (TA.)

3:" &#39

[Then by no means be thou impatient of a way
of acting which thou hast made usual; for the
Jirst who should be content with a way of acting

J-2 mentioned by Ez-Zarkeshee as a dial. var.
3- [q. v.]: thought by MF to be post

9: in different copies of the K) are rendered
apparent (K, TA:) likened to the #: thus

12-2

2,5 f :

is he who makes it usual]. (S, M, L, TA: but

TA)–: A road of which the tracks (.9% or writing is taught]. (TA.)

c=-39

. ."

O. -

rump streaked] is an epithet applied to the [wild] classical: and in the [classical] language of the
ass because of the whiteness on his rump. (A, Arabs i. q. << [A place where the art of

st-: so in the trad, S;

*

* 2 #* *

in theM and TA, in the place of Jej=-3, we find
*

that makes a division between the belly and the

pl.

*

L*-

J

*- : and -*- : see art. 33-.

! The mild ass: so called because of his streak

making mischief, in the land: (S, A, K.)

* * * * ~ *f;

āl-e- : see A-, in three places.

marked with black and yellon, and white stripes

£: ! One who goes about calumniating, and

*

*: & a-- -30 J2-3

-

33%-]: (TA) or, applied to locusts, it means

side. (K, TA) # = <!! #~ : [He that has the

• ?: .**

* ~ ā- 32 &#: S3

1. jū, aor. :- in n. :-

and

3-3, (S, M,

A, Mgh, Msb, K.) which latter.js.extr,

or any pace]; to go, or pass, along; to march,
journey, or proceed; to go anay, pass anay, or

depart: (M, A, MSb, K, TA:) and 4: *** [for

for by
rule it should be of the measure Uxão, with fet-h 4: * the reg. pass. form of 4:

ju,] is men

[to the g], (S) and #- (M, K) and #2: tioned, like * and J.'s. (M.) And #31 (M, A, Msb;) and "u/L', (M3) and

! [They are not of those who go (M, Mgh, K) like a/2.5, but [Mtrsays] we have
about calumniating, &c., nor of the babblers who not heard it, (Mgh,) and X: (S, M, K,) which

"", (S.M.M.) in n.s. and 5- andź.

cannot heep secrets.] (S, TA.) Sh derives it, not last denotes repetition or frequency of the action, and '-' [or 5-2, as above]; (M;) He made
from 4-(4:1, but, from *śl &: (L, TA.) (M,) He, or it, went [in any manner, or any the heast to go &c. : (S, M, A, Mgb:) or " <
pace]; went, or passed, along; marched, jour älä signifies I rode the beast [and thus made i.
neyed, or proceeded; went anay, passed anay, or to go &c.]: (Ibn-Buzurj, TA:) but when you

&:

£,

1.

aOr.

#4. inf n. &:

and

departed; (M, K, TA;) by night and by day.
&: (Msb, T.A.) You say, #31 $5: [The heast ride it to pasture, you say, 7 #-i, (Msb,) or
$8. -:) ū-1 (Ibn-Buzuri, TA) or L#." es".

& and £d [both app. as signifying It sank

went, went along, &c.]. (S.) [And I.A.A: W* 2L
He (a camel or other beast, and a man.) ?vent a
into the ground: or by the former may here be vehement pace, or vehemently. And &l 2'
meant it was, or became, firm, steady, steadfast,
He (a camel, or a horse,) went the pace, or in the
stable, fixed, fast, settled, or established]. (K.)
i. Q.

See also 1 in art.

manner, termed G31, and the like..] And bi

&”, in two places.

* * &- [They went, or journeyed, from
(JK, TK,) of any town to town, or from country to country]: (A:)
hind: (JK:) pl. £2-. (JK, TK.) In the or : ū. * &: ju. [he went, &c.]. (Mgh.)

£- A building gf£ay,

copies of the K,

c." it: is

erroneously put for

among the people. (TA)- And 5->

+ He

*}- Go thou related stories of the ancients. (M, K)=9:
from thy place; pass thou from it : (L in art. [from: meaning “a thong”] He made stripes
upon it; namely, a garment, or piece of cloth,

valail it'. (TK.)

bless thy journeying]. (S.) And

jāj:) or + feign thou heedlessness, and bear, or
endure, or be forbearing; an elliptical phrase;

***
*D -

And 9- J # 4% i. e. 3'- [May God

(A.) And ** & 2 ×- He made him to go, or
depart, from his tonn, or country; expelled, or
banished, him from it. (S, A.)- [Hence] *
! He removed, or put off, or took off, the horse
cloth, or covering, (S, A, K,) from the horse, (K,)
or beast, (A,) or from the back of the beast. (S.)
– And t He made a proverb, (K,) and a saying,
(TA,) to become current; (K;) he published it

s

and an arrow. (M.) And 'ua- $: She (a

her dye to have the form of stripes,
as though it were originally * * 822 - like thongs. (K,"
A,” TA.)
3- A n'olf: (S, M, A, K: mentioned in the &#3 [go thou, and leave wrangling and doubt].
K in art. 53- ; and in the S, at the close of that (S.) - [Hence, #: <2\,. 1 The ship went, or 3. *-, (§, M., A) inf n. #4, (A.) He

... a contraction of £, q.v. in art. 22-.

woman) made

-

:

3: is a tropical phrase.
art. :) accord. to Sb, its medial radical letter is sailed: for]
U5; its dim. being *::: not like
[of (Mgh)—And ii-à- A- : [He pursued a
which the dim. is i-sil, nor like £2. (M:) good nay, course, mode, or manner, of acting,
and "#13- signifies the same: (Ki) or so or conduct, or the like], (S, A, Mgb,) and 5
w &@*: (Mi) which is the pl. ($, M, A) also: i-, [a bad way, &c.). (Mb)–And J X
(M:) and W #12- signifies a she-wolf; (M, A, J-31 + It became current, or commonly known,

£4

nvent, went along, &c., (3%) with him : (M:) he
nvent at an equal rate, or kept pace, with him :

(PS3) he ran with him; syn. #'s. (S, A)–
[And He vied, contended, or competed, with him

in going, or in running: and hence, + in any

affair, like 3%-.] See also 6.
4; see 2, in three

places.

[Book I.
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of the paragraph. = x- [from X:

6.- 3 -

meaning “a (Mgh, Mgb.) You say, i:-

thong”] said of a man's skin, It peeled off, (A,
K, TA,) and became like thongs. (TA.)
6. Wet. They tro [nent, or went along, (see 8.)
or] went at an equal rate, or kept pace, each with
the other: (PS:) or ran, each with the other.

(A:) and #4,
for 5'→ ăclo-, (Mgh,)

and # (M, K) and #34. (Mgh.) pl.: #: A journeyer, or traveller:

5: see 8: - and see also 1, in the latter half

5-> 30. 1 [He (S.M. Mgh, Mşb, K.)

6 -

- -

pursued with them a good way ofacting]. (S.) or £235, (A,) a company of persons journey
And *-ā- : J J'913-1(The prefect, ing: ($, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) [accord. to ISd,]
or governor, pursued among the subjects a good

#: is made fem. because meaning #, **.
or

nay of acting]; (A, Msb;") and in like manner, (M.)—#: [and &#:0 + The five planets;

i-; 5- [a bad nay of acting]. (Mgb.) Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.

(S, A.) – One says of a great, or frequent, liar, + The record of a man's actions and pious works;
*%- £1.3 •) [lit. His two troops of horses will the prefixed noun aä - being understood.
not run together, each troop with the other: (Mgh.)–: Stories of the ancients: (M, K.)
meaning + his assertions will not be found t". agree [or so &: 5- :] you say, 3:59, 5- es' 13.
together]: (so in a copy of the M3) or, *::: ‘y ! [This is in the stories of the ancients]. (A.)
$:.. (So in the K and TA voce J-A-, q.v.; [Hence it is used in the present day as meaning

(TA in art. U-á-.)

X- [part. n. of 1, Going, &c. - Hence,]

+A

proverb [and a saying] current, or commonly
known. (TA.) = Also, and *ju, (S, M, K.)
both are syn., (K,) signifying The rest, or re
mainder, of a thing: (M:) [and accord. to some,]
and so in the TA in the present art. [See also 6 +The mention of a person or thing: and + a the nhole, or all, of a thing or gf people. (S, TA.)
in art....])-[And They too vied, contended, matter, or subject, of discourse.] - Also, as a [See the former word in art. Ju..]
or competed, each with the other, in going, or in law term, (Mgh,) or so [the pl.] Je", (Mgh,
J -

-

running: and hence, t in any affair.]-One Mgb,) + Military expeditions; or the memorable
says also,

J-45"

* &= 34:

29-6 :

see the next paragraph.

X- an infn of: (S, M.A., &c.)—[Also

! Anger went actions thereof; (Mgb;) or the affairs thereof.

place, and a time, of going, or journeying.]
** And pass part. n. of: (Ms), MF;) [and so

[or disappeared by degrees] from his face. (TA, (Mgh.) And they say:013: [meaning + The
from a trad.)

A.

great book of military expeditions; for
£8. £1; using a masc. epithet in lieu of the

"js-, for] you sayis- &b, (K) or &4%

(as in the CK,) + He pursued his way, course, [suppressed] prefixed noun *. (Mgh.)

****, (IJ, M) [A travelled road,] and J:

8. 3- e-l, (0, K, TA) or 4- "X
mode, or manner, of acting, or

conduct,

or the

like. (O, K, TA)= And it:- [from 5: in the

*

- -

Also, the sing., + Mode, or manner, of being; 4: 23-2 [A man made to go, or journey, &c.]:
state, or condition; syn. #, (M, O, Mgb, K.) (1J, M, K:) accord. to Kh, in this case, and in

last of the senses assigned to this word below] He and #1- (O, Mgb.) So in the Kurzz.22. (M, others like it, the Us is changed into 5 [so that
procured for himself wheat, or other provision, O, T.A.) = Also Wheat, or other provision, that *::, the original form of X- and of *:::
* @ e

from a place, to be laid up in store. (S, O, K.)
* *

-

becomes 323-3, and is then contracted into ,-]:

(M.) or, accord. to Kh, the Us is rejected: but
(S, O, K.)
to Akh, it is the 2 that is rejected [so
accord.
#: That goes, or journeys, much : or a great

e.

©.

is brought from a place to be laid up in store.

5- : see Al-'.

: an inf n. of 1 (q.v.]. (§, M, A, &c.) goers (IJ, M. K.) and '3' is applied as an

* becomes : ;
then:]. (TA)
that

and then,

X:

and

[Used as a simple subst, Agoing, in any manner, epithet [in the same sense] to a hackney, and to
or any pace; passage, march, journey, progress, an ass. (Az, TA in art. 2,3.)
5'- A space which one traverses in journey
or course: a pace: pace as meaning degree of
a journey as measured by the time that it
ing;
#2 (§, M, K, &c.) and # (TA) [which
celerity, or rate of going : departure: see also
ten
with
be
should
analogy,
to
according
occupies; as in the phrase, 2× 5'-- a month's
5-.] * Also A thong, or strap, or strip of skin latter,
ween, but perhaps it is without tenween as being journey; (TA;) and 2: 5- L* [Between
or leather; (S, Mab, K;) i. q \, : (M:) pl. [of a contraction of the former,] A sort of garment,
them two is the space of a day's journey]. (S,
Ms) and £ and (pl. of
6-

-

6*

-

*

**

-

*

• * *de

mult]: ($, M, A,

pauc.] £i.

or cloth, of the kind called 25, (Fr, S, M, Mgh,

TA.)
(M.) It is said in a prov., #: 3.35 Mşb, K,) having yellon stripes; (S, Mgh, Mgb,

4-si 3- [His thongs have been cut from thy hide]:
applied totwo things exactly,resembling each other.

(AHeyth, Meyd.) And 5. Vasil L J-3 is a
post-classical prov., (Meyd,) meaning There is
not in the staff, or stick, a thong: the Jew in this
case being the thong that is inserted into the per

2: 5'- [A day's journey] is twenty-four

K;) or mixed with silk; (K;) or mixed with [the miles. (MF in art. L:le, 5.)
silk termed]ji: (AZ, A’Obeyd, Mgh:) or a sort #: A garment, or piece of cloth, figured with
of * of silk : (A:) or a sort of garment, or stripes ($, M, A, K) like thongs, (S, M, A,) made
cloth, having stripes, made of55: or certain gar of silk: or a 2× mixed with silk. (TA) [See
ments, or cloths, of El-Yemen; (M;) which are also #-.]— And #: Jü: A striped eagle.
** * *
** *
non commonly known by the name of -: (M.)- And *re-J),
(K,) or e” re-e, (TA,
-

foration of the head of the staff, or stick, and (TA) or a sort of 22% mixed with silk like
[but the orthography of the latter word I think
whereof a ring is tied, into which the hand is put: thongs; and hence its appellation, from *. ** a
doubtful,]) A certain sneetmeat, (K, TA,) well
the prov. is applied to him who is unable to per thong:” it is asserted by certain of the later known. (TA.)
form that which he desires to do. (Harp. 232.) writers that it is a subst, not an epithet; and he
©ed e.

who says so cites Sb as asserting that a word of

5... : see the next paragraph, in two places.

the measure

#-

[i. q.

*

as meaning A going, in any

manner, or any pace; &c.: see above:] a subst.

#: is not an epithet, but is a subst.:

hence, he says, it is used with a prefixed noun, as
in the ex. #- #-; and is expl. as signify

from 1 in the first of the senses assigned to it ing clear silk. (IAth, TA)- Also : The dia
above. (M, K.) Lh mentions the saying,

<!

5:" &- [Verily he is good in going, &c.].
(M. in the TA, W 5:1, as having the meaning

phragm, or midriff': (M, K:*) metaphorically
used in this sense by a poet. (M.)- And t The
peel [or pellicle] adhering to the stone of a date.

(M, K.)- And A palm branch stripped of its

#: [A place whence one procures wheat, or
other provision, for subsistence, to be laid up in
store: from #: in the latter of the senses assigned
to it above, agreeably with analogy, and as is in
dicated in the S]. A rājiz says, [namely, Aboo
Wejzeh, as in a copy of the S,]
*

*::::1:ff Jisk:
3:13:2:14:13
d = & J.

*

• & J

- d-

< 0°

*

52

*

here next following)– Also, (M.) or " £, (K.) leaves. (M., K.)- And Gold: (M:) or clear,
[I complain unto God, the Mighty, the Very
[but the former seems to be the right, being

pure, gold. (K,”TA.)- And A certain plant,
agreeable with analogy, whereas the latter is (M, K, TA,) not described by Ed-Deenanaree Forgiving, then unto thee, this day, the remoteness
of the place whence I have to procure provision
anomalous,] A mode, or manner, of going, &c.
the
resembling
(TA)
say,
some
as
AHn];
e.
[i.
for subsistence]: or, accord. to some, *::", in
(M, K.)- And the former, t A way, course,
(TA)
Tekmileh.
in
the
so
TA:)
(K,
al-[q.v.]
this verse, is of the measure J: from £
rule, mode, or manner, of acting or conduct or
[and, like it, meaning the journey]. (S.)
life or the like; syn, ā'i ($, M, Mgh, Mab, K) 29* : See 5/8".
6

**

6.--> *
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a piece of wood made smooth, used by skilful

&
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&- - -ā
aOr.

&#,

inf n.

&: and &”, It

8.

-#:

signifies The act of [putting to the

*ord,]. d:troying, or killing. (KL.) One says,

plasterers with mud. (Lth, K.)

&: A she-camel that goes anay in the place

Leżall Cáe:- [app. meaning The people, or party,

?vere put $o the snoord]: (K:) a phrase mentioned
in a state of commotion, upon the surface of the of pasturing : (K:) mentioned by J in art. 83-, by Lth. (TA) - See also 6.
ground; (§, O, K;) as also " al-' (S:) or the q. v. : (TA:) or that bears, or suffers, neglect, or
latter, said of water, it ran upon the surface of being of alone, (#1 J: Ji [for the last -: A sword, (MA, PS, &c.,) a certain

(water, and the -9. [or mirage],) ran, and was

the ground; as also " A.J. and "su-ji, said of of which words we find in some copies of the K thing with which one smites; (M;) well known:
its names exceed a thousand: (K: in which it is
a thing in a congealed or solid state, signifies also à:1, but it is said in the TA that the former is
added that its author has mentioned these names

it melted; became fluid, or liquid. (TA.) - the right reading, as is shown by its being added,])

-,1-3 Jáš. ) [for the
names of particular parts thereof, see Jú :] pl.
(Sh,) The camels were left to themselves, without TA;) thus expl. by Ag: (TA:) or upon which
[of pauc] -ići ($, M, o, Mob, K) and J:
one
journeys
and
returns;
(K;)
thus
expl.
by
a pastor; (Sh, K;) as also -el. having &:

J.' *-au, (Sh, K) aor, as above, inf n. &

for its aor, and
in art.

in [his book entitled]

and bad superintendence or management; (K,

(Sh, S*and K” Sgh, but this is the explanation of
£, aor. as above, which it is coupled. (TA.)

#. for its inf. n.

82-) - And '...'"

&”,

with

(Lh, M, O, K) and [of mult] -# (S, M, o,
Msh, K) and [quasi-pl. n.] '#: like #4,

(O, K, TA) or ā-, like à:2. (CK)
The thing became left, or neglected, or lost; or
it perished. (TA.)

*" -:

+ [The snord of Orion;]
1. asi-', aor. aše-l, inf n. &- : see 4, in art. the three stars [m, 6, k, beneath the girdle] of
*ll, in a sloping direction, near together, ,
2. £: The act of plastering with mud [or ê".
disposed in a ron. (Kzw.) - + A certain fish,
with &l. (K.) You say, £30-Ji &: I
lja &- ja see ja &- lis, in art. 83-, in (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K,) resembling a -: [or snord];
plastered the wall neith mud and chopped stran.
[Hence,]

&

**

* 2°

* *

* 6 -

* *

* .

***

-

d =

(Ibn-'Abbād, O3) as also " -i-. (K.)- The

(S.) - And The act of anointing with fat and two places.
the like. (K.) You say, 33% #31 -: The &: See 80, in art. ê".

-: , (M) [i. e.] the hair of the tail, (K) of a
horse. (M. K.)--'981 -: *i.? &#1;

woman anointed [nrith fat, or the like, her leathern
-ā

water-bag]. (TA.)

4. aet. He left it, neglected it, lost it, or de

1. *sū, (§, M, o, K.) first pers. #', (§, O,

(K;) A certain plant, the stem (J-5) and leaves
of which are exactly like those of the saffron, and

the bulb of which is enclosed in a covering of
Mab, K, [in the CK, erroneously. 4:..])
stroyed it. (TA.) [See also art. ex-l
[fibres of the kind called] -āj; (AHn;) so called
because
its leaves are slender at the extremity like
-ā-,
(§,
O,
Mgb,
K.)
inf
n.
-:
,
(M.)
He
5: see 1. = Jig" &- The herbs, or legu
struck
him,
or
smote
him,
with
the
-:
[or
the -i- or sword] (AHn, K.)--à:íž
minous plants, dried up; or became yellon. (TA.)
a.01".

* - of

sword] (S, M, o, Mab, K.) as also '. *~.

7: see 1, in two places.

[lit. They are sn'ords] means

os.

*5-i [i.e. + they

(TA) - See also 3. = -ā-, inf n. -ā- ; and are bodies, or parties, of men prepared, or ready,
Water running upon the surface of the * -su-ji; [app, as seems to be indicated by the for fighting,
&c.].
(Ibn-'Abbād,
O, K.)- And
* - *
** >
0 <- - e.
context, said of palm-trees (J-5) or of palm one says, Ayle Vá- 2:3 &: 1 [Betneen his two
ground. (Lth, K.)
branches (C#), as meaning They had upon jan's is a sharp tongue; lit., a cleaving snoord].
8.-, (K) or 8', (S,) or both, (MF, TA,)
6 de

6

**

6 *

them what is termed Lā-, q.v.:] (M, TA:") (TA.)

Mud : (TA:) or mud [mixed] with chopped and -i- and '-su-ji are said of a palm-tree
stran, with nhich one plasters. (Kr, S, K.) The
(#3) (app. as meaning it had -ā- upon it]. -- The shore (J-u) of the sea or of a great
saying of the poet, (S, K,) namely El-Kutámee, (TA.)
rivers (SM,0,Mgh,Mgb.K.) and theside(J-L)
of a valley: or [the margin of the shore of a sea
(K) describing his she-camel, (TA,)
•of
3-3. Aagu... signifies The contending with another or of a great river; for it is added,] every Jet.
J-- Us,' & '..."
in fight, or in smiting, with the snord. (S, Mgh.) has a -ā- ; or -: is applied only to the Jä
<:
(..*
* £-3 &:40, a phrase mentioned, without [or sea-shore, or seaboard,] of ’Omán: (K:) [if
*: £
•

6**

• de •

6

* *

•

*

*

*

*

his

adding anything thereto, by

Lh, app. means

presents an inversion, the meaning being (..*
otherwise applied,] its pl. is Jú. (S, M.) One
&&. e'": <l. [i. e. And when fatness ex [He contended with me in smiting nith the
tended upon her, as when thou plasterest nith

mud and chopped stran the pavilion]; c)3&l

sncord, and] I was more skilled in the use of

*y-, *, *: Jáž (They are people of

the sword (-# &#) than he. (M)—see

the shores of the sea or of a great river, and of
the tracts of tonns, or villages, and cultivated

also 6.

signifying >il. (S, K: [but in the former, only
4. 2% JāL! The people, or party, came to
the latter hemistich is cited; and in some copies
of the former, and in the O, we find <: in the the Jā-, [or sea-shore]. (AAF, M.) = -$U.)
place of <:..]) - Also Fat nºith n'hich a 33% i- ($, K) i, q. ** (S, TA) [expl. in art.
[or leathern water-bag] is anointed. (K.) - -32-) is said to belong to the present art., in
which it is mentioned by IF as well as J. (TA.)
And t Pitch, or tar; syn. &# ; as being likened
5: see 1. = [Accord. to Freytag, -: sig
to mud, because of its blackness. (TA.)

&: #4, mentioned in
See art.
• * of

this art. in the TA:

ex
6

lands]. (TA.) = Also A thing that adheres to
the loner parts, or roots, of palm-branches, like
[the fibres called] -ás, but not the same as Jā-j.
(S: in which is added, “this I have taken from

a book, without having heard it:”) or the [fibrous

substance called] -ā, (K,) or the thick, or coarse,
-á), (M.) adhering to the loner parts, or roots,
of
palm-branches, which is the norst sort thereof,
nifies He was slain nith the sncord: but he men
[i.e.
of Jäg,] (M, K,) and the harshest, and
tions no authority for this. Perhaps the pass.
coarsest.
(M.) [See
* See also -:
form of this verb may have this meaning.]

-*.]

6 -

•*

-

6. 1242.3 They contended, one with another,
ää- : see art. -53-'.
in smiting with sn'ords; (S, M, K;) as also
of the ground, (see 1,) and] in a state of commo W 1.5. L. :
1.41:
tion : (S,” TA:) or, as some say, [in a state of 1242U. ; (K;) and so WWW250-1,
(M, K,) as expl
&#, applied to a man, Tall and slender,
by the lexicologists; but this last properly sig (Ks, S, M, o, K) like the -: [or sword], (M.)
exceeding commotion; for] the form of the epi nifies they took, or took hold of, the snords.
lank in the belly: (Ks, S, O:) and with 3 applied
thet in this case denotes a 3%. (TA.)
(IJ, M.)
to a woman, (Ks, S, M, O, K,) meaning tall;
resembling a snºord-blade : (O:) or it is peculiar
i: A plasterer's trowel; syn is jus: ($) 7: see 1, in two places.

&- ~9- A mirage [running upon the surface

-

•
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to women; (K;) [i. e.] accord,to

Kh, one

3.

does

<- :

v-ie- - Je

[Book I.

J-.

which, when these are pluched, there issues what
resembles milk : (AA, M, K:*) certain trees

see 3 in art.

not apply to a man the epithet Clas". (O.)
4. &L, (S, M, Mob, K.) inf. m. iCl, (MSb)
lank branches and white thorns of which
Jú. An on ner, or a possessor, of a -: [or He made it to flow, or run, ($ M, Msb, K;) having
the bases resemble the middle pairs of the teeth of
sword], (S, M, o, K.) as also "J-4 (M'.) as also "4:-, (§, TA) inf n. J-5.• * (TA)
It virgins: (TA:) or, (K,) accord. to Aboo-Ziyād,
*
~6 -5
pl. [or rather coll. gen, n.] of the former #: is said in the Kur [xxxiv. 11], & 4 (1.3% (AHn, M,) tall2- [or gum-acacia-trees]: (AHn,
(S, M, O, K:) or this last signifies a people, or jkill (M, TA) i. e. And we made [the source of M, K:) accord. to the A, the trees called ->
party, whose cis-a- [or fortresses] are their copper, or of brass,] to flon, or run, for him. [now applied to the salic Aegyptia of Linn.] in
-is: [or sn'ords; i. e. whose only means of (TA.) – And + He made it long, (M., K.) and the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)
defence are their snords]. (Lth, O, K.") – Also complete; (M;) namely, the point of the iron
J. [Flowing, or running, much]. One says,
! A man who is a frequent shedder of blood; or head or blade of an arrow or of a spear &c.
J.
#23 J. 4: * (# [We alighted in a
who sheds much blood. (TA.) [An executioner (M, K.)
who slays with the snord.] - And A maker of
valley the herbage whereaf nvas inclining much,
ci,... [or scords]. (TA) [And A seller of 6. 35i <-Met-5 1(The troops of horse] by reason of its luxuriant growth, and the nater
poured [together] from every quarter. (S, T.A. whereof nas floning, or running, much, by reason
sn'ords.]
-: Striking, or smiting, with the -: [or [See also 1.]) =934-3 ū: see 6 in art. J of its copiousness]. (TA.) – [And Distilling

3.] * Also A certain mode of
calculation.
(O,for
K,+-l.])
T.A.. [In the CK, c'-' is
erroneously put

much :

J: A torrent, or flow of water; (MA;) [i. e.]

sword]. (S.) - And A man having a cis- [or
snºord]: (S, O, K:) or having with him a

-*.

much water, (M, K,) or a collection of rain

see

•

*

water, (Msb,) flowing, or running, (M., Msb, K.)

(Msb.)

[More, and most, skilled in the use of in a valley, or n’ater-course, or torrent-bed:
#: see #U.-Also 4 bending in a sea or
(Msb:) or water that comes to one [from rain,
the snoord]: see 3.
in any case, or] from rain that has not fallen great river. (TA.)
-ā- One having upon him a -: [or snord]; upon one : (TA:) originally an inf n.: (Msb,
See J: - Also Fluid, or liquid.
(S, o, K.) having hung upon himself a -: TA:) pl. Js: (S, M, Mgb, K.) *ā:12, also,
(Ks:) and (K) accord, to Ibn-'Abbād, a coura signifies the same as J.-: and its pl. is J%. (M.5)--589, J.C., in a description of the
Prophet, means + Extended in the fingers : or, as
geous man having with him a -: (O, K.) - [expl. in the M as meaning flowing, or
some
relate it, &C., with Ú, which has the same
See also -iù. = And see art. *32-.
waters]. (TA.) - And they said also, U- ?Lo, meaning. (O.) And āşū. # means + [A blaze
meaning " Ji- [i.e. Floning, or running, water];
āā-e, or āāe-* : see -á-.
upon the face of a horse extending, or spreading,
ão * *** * * * * * * *z-- ~ * * * ~ *
-:4, applied to a [garment of the kind called] epithet. (M.) \- \le alo: Sū5 S.K. S.A.-2, long and wide : (S:) or [extending so as to be]
or uniform, upon the bone of the nose:
*. Having upon it what resemble the forms of meaning I found herbs full-grown and large and equable,
or that has extended upon the extremity of the
->. [or swords]: (M, TA:) and, so applied, tall, and herbs not full-grown and therefore small, nose so as to make it white: (M, K:) or that has
having broad stripes, like the -ā- [or sn'ord]. [and water among trees, floning, or running,] is a spread widely upon the forehead and the bone of
(TA.) – And, applied to a dirhem, of n!hich the saying of one sent to seek for herbage and water;
the nose: (TA:) if narrow, it is termed £9-3.
sides are plain, or clear of any impress or the like. mentioned by Th. (M.)
(S,
T.A.)
(IAar, O, K.)

-:

J%:

"nig,

6 * > 0 e.

*>

•

6 de

* *

(M, K.) putting the inf n, in the place of the
•

-

**

-à- A wind

(**) that cuts like the -:

al: A mode, or manner, offlowing or running
of water. (K.)

#U. [as a subst. formed from the epithet J.
by the affix 3]; pl. J%- See J.
[Hence
-

[or snoord]. (M.) = See also art. -#2-l.
Je

&S- The £: [or

tongue] of [meaning that the saying,] J-5 &- ău. &#, + I san, a
enters into] the hilt, or handle, of a sn'ord (M, company of men that had poured from some

K) and of a knife (M) and the like; (M, K;)
1. Ju, (S, M, Mgb, K.) said of water, (S, the part, (S, TA,) in the A the tail, (TA,) that quarter; and so * #. (TA.)- The pl. J%
Mab, TA) or of a thing, (M.) aor. J-, (Mob, enters into the hilt, or handle, of a sn'ord and of also signifies Valleys [app. flowing with water,
or because they flow with water]. (Tin art. --53.)

K.) int. n. J. and 3% ($, M, Mab, K.
TA) and J- and J., (TA) It flowed, or

a knife: heard by A’Obeyd, though not from a
learned man: (S, TA:) but AA cites the follow
ran : (M, K. TA:) or, said of water, it rose so ing ex. from Ez-Zibrikán Ibn-Bedr:
as to become excessively copious, and floned, or
ran: and UL said of thing, it was, or became,

6 * *

#

- -

--

- - - - -#

s

•

c: Ju: [app.

* ~~

J34 J2% X-'4 C-3

6 * >

U-* : see U-2.

*

meaning ! Having ex

panded cheeks, not elevated in the balls thereof,

* - 0 ee

like c:3-1 J.-l is a tropical phrase. (TA.)
fluid, or liquid, contr. of 3:-. (Mgb.) – The
J' CŞ.:"J" as *19
Arabs say, 3-3 (# 3-5 J:12: Jú. [The
– J: St.: + The two sides of the beard of
torrent floned with them, and the sea estuated [And I will not make peace with you while I
*

have a horse and my thumb grasps firmly upon
with us so as to be unnavigable;] meaning, + they the tongue of the snºord]. (El-Jawáleekee, IB,
fell into a hard case, and me fell into one that
TA.)
was harder than it : (M, Meyd:) a proverb.
(Meyd) – And J-148 -iù. : [The horse. J. pl. of # £, (K,) [or rather the former is
men poured upon him]. (TA. [See also 6.]) - a coll. gen, n. of which the latter is the n. un.,
And #! <-JU- + [The blaze upon the face of a applied in the present day to A species of mimosa,
or acacia, mentioned by Forskål in his Flora
horse] extended, or spread, long and nide : (S:)
Aegypt. Arab., pp. lvi. and cxxiv., and by Delile
[or, simply, extended don’n the face; as appears
in
his Florae Aegypt. Illustr. (in the Descr. de
from an explanation of the word • 9: in the S

the man : (O, and so in one of my copies of the
S:) or, of his jan's : (so in the TA and in my
other copy of the S; i.e. *: instead of *: :)

sing Ju-, and pl. & Su-4 (S, 0.) And also
+ The truo sides of the man [himself]; syn. sui.e.
(S, O.)

J- A place [or channel]

in which a torrent

flows: (Mab3) or "J-and: "J-3,(S. K.)

the latter anomalous, so much so that a parallel
and K &c.; see also āşu, below." And in like l'Égypte), no. 965: and to a species of thistle; to it is scarcely, or in no wise, known, (MF,) a
carduus lacteus; or wild artichoke :] a species of
manner UU" is often said of flowing, or defluent,
water-course; i.e. a place [or channel] in which
trees having thorns, of the kind called •uae : (S:)
hair.] = J- &c. for J% pass of J.-: see this
nater flons, or runs; pl. [of pauc., of the
certain trees having white thorns: (M:) or the former,] ā-ā, (S, K,) and [of mult.] J.-- and
last word, in art. UU•.

[thorny plant called] a 3: (AA, M.) a certain

2 : see 4.

plant; (K;) said to have white thorns, from

J. and 354, (S, Msb, K, TA;) the second

-- ~

* **"

- = -- ~~~~ -

-

-- - -

?

J.-->
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pl. regular, without -, (TA, [though written in the
CK with *,]) and the rest

irregular,

the sing, being likened to C#, (§,

t- 5 and 1.- ') and (~ '):

1487
-

See art. US3-l.

(S, TA,)
Mgb, TA,)

#U^*

which has for its pl. iíčí and -# (S, TA) and
(S, Msb, TA)—It is also an inf. n.
(TA. [See 1, first sentence.])- Also Rain Ca208

&#.

ing much floning; opposed to

&ir"

9*

&- one of the letters of the alphabet: (S, M,

The curved part of each of the two ex

tremities of a bow: pl. +: (S, K:) the 3 in
the sing is a substitute for 5: AO says that
Ru-beh used to pronounce it
with e; and

[#2,]

L, K:) [i.e., the name of that letter: (see art.

the3-.]
Arabs, [ä-,] without 2. (S, T.A.)
[Seerest
alsoofart.
[q. v.]. U.:)] of the masc. gender as being supposed to the
be a -ā- [or letter], and fem. as being supposed
•

(Ham p. 632.) [See also what follows.]

to be a a lés [or word]. (L.) The saying & #5
<- &- 5 means Such a one will not form
courses ( 893) to flon; opposed to &j." [q. v.].
well one of the three -: [i. e. teeth, or cusps,]
(S in art. &j), and Ham p. 632.) [See also what

J- Rain

that causes the

calley: and 7vater

3 -

-

Us": see art. U£2-.
5

•&

U-5",

with the compound Lee: ; see art. U42-.

of his U-. (S, L.)
- [Hence, perhaps, because of its uniformity,

next precedes.]

3

:- -

ić- Certain stones, (M, L, K,) so says Zj, and, if so, belonging to art. Us:-",] Us: Sé.
Quasi-oe
6 -

•

** and Us" and ić- and **- :
A2-.
6

See art.

(M, L,) well-known: (K:) whence the name of Much, or abundant, herbage: mentioned by Sgh.
a certain mountain in Syria. (M., L.)
(TA.)

:**

**, *

-

-

- -

-

A certain tree; (M, L, K;) mentioned

A*- : see L-3'- [of which it is said to be pl.], by AHn on the authority of Akh: (M, L:) pl.
in art. A2-.

ae": see art. US 2-l.

-

&: (M. L. K.)

3

-

•

Us?-- Of, or relating to, the as: of a bow. (S.)

[Book I.]

U”
The thirteenth letter of the alphabet: called i. e. When he runs vehemently [tonards them, or
rather n:hen his vehemence of running is directed
tonards them], thou seest a wrinkling [or wrinkles]

&: It is one of the letters termed as: [or
non-vocal, i. e. pronounced with the breath only,
without the voice]; and of the

£3,

(TA,) from

£,

letters termed

which means “the

like manner says Th. (TA)=4:3, (S, O,
K) and 4 &#, (AZ, O, K) aor.”, (K)int n.
•

6, o, K) in the Bai Jé, with Rehm
in his diffel-Idual of #es, q.v.] (S,0) Jú,
the
,
(TA) and #5 (o, K3) and * <āş,
The first appearance [or bloom] of beauty. (K.)
n +, omited in the Klands, and O], but
One says of a girl, or young woman, #~~ ū if
correct, as Sgh has indicated in the Tekmileh;

place of the opening of the mouth.” (TA on the
letter 2-. See also U.2% in art. Ú:..) It is some 4-5/l <rest: Verily she is goodly in respect of the
times substituted for the affixed pronoun of the first appearances [or bloomings] of beauty of
second
fem., 3);
as in “: for *#. and countenance in the eye of the beholder. (O.)
as in thepers,
following
verse,

(TA;) I hated him; (§, O, K;) like à élix: ;
($ and O in art. -ā- ;) namely, a man: (S, Ö :)

The vehemence of the heat of the sun. (K.) or the first and second signify, (K,) or the first
signifies accord. to IAar, (O,) I feared, when
And The aís, of the sun: (K:) J-: < also
I
san,
him, namely, a man, that I should smite
signifies the ines, or streaks, (3%) of the sun
ts:
A*
=
..."
him
with
an evil eye, or should guide against him
: ...”
o
... *
• *- :
one
whom
he disliked, or hated; (O;) or I feared
when it rises (o)–:1-3: What flows, that he would
&:5, J-2 3'-'l'-." &
smite me with an evil eye, or I
of the [manna, or gum, called] * [q. v.], and
[And thy tryo eyes are her two eyes, and thy neck remains like strings, or threads, between the trees guided against him one whom he disliked, or
is her neck; but the bone of thy shank is slender];
hated. (K)—And -íš He (a man, A’obeyd,
i. e. Jú: and 93- and 4:2: this substitution and the ground. (T, L.) [See also ::..]
O) was frightened, or afraid. (A’Obeyd, O, K.)
for the affixed pronoun of the second pers, fem.
*

•

•

•

*

>* >

** * *

*

*

te

*

*

e

10. ść, said of a 4-3, [so in the TA, an

*t.

is of dial. of Benoo-'Amr and Temeem; and

is not restricted to cases of pausation, as is shown

by the verse above cited, though some assert it to
be so: it is also substituted for the 4) of *2,

when with kesr, so that they said J-2 also for
£ as in J-34 [or J4%), for : << [or
6

c. ****, for --

* d is

&-- :

5

p 6 e

6

evident mistranscription, app, for a-33, and so in
<< A horse that has a habit of stumbling; the next paragraph, i.e. an ulcer, or imposthume,]
or that stumbles often : (S, K:) it has no corres IneanS J: Úju- [It had, or acquired, root, or
ponding verb: and accord. to As, it signifies (S) rootedness, or permanence; as though it became
-# a horse whose hind hoofs fall short of reaching
[the spots that have been trodden by] his fore a äšūj. (TA.)
hoofs: (S,K:) [but see * :] pl. <2%. (TA.)
-ā: [part. n. of -áš, and properly meaning
6

y d
o e
r==

and for U", as in

[See also

3-il
-st:

->

1. *, *, ($,0, K.) aor.”, (K) inf n.
-#5 (S, O.) and al-, +:#; (0, K.) His

* *

*0 1

4:2:3:
*

* *

&

34-# U. tśl
**

| *

*

• oš

*

*

Us-as 45°-J -el,
Bk. I.

*

23.

āşū,] is applied as an epithet to a heart, in the

6E.-

*

•

Having an ulcer, or imposthume, such as is termed

(MF. [See also De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, sec.
ed., iii. 530-31.]) = [As a numeral, it denotes
Three hundred.]

*# A shoner, or fall, or what pours forth
at once or without intermission, of rain (S, A, O,
K) &c.: (S, O:) or of rain with hail; for other
wise this term is not applied to rain: (ISd, TA:)
pl. :*: (S, A, O, K:") this is the pl. of
*# (K, TA) in all its senses: (TA:) or rain
that falls upon one place and misses another; like
3: and £3. (AZ, TA.) – [A thin, not wide,
cloud, of n:hich the rain falls with vehemence.
(Freytag, from the Deewan of the Hudhalees.)]
- A heat, or an unintermitted act, of running.
(TA)- Sharpness, vehemence, force, or strength,
of anything: (K:) violence, or vehemence, of
impetus or pushing or driving, (S, A, O, K,) of
rain, (A,) or of anything. (K.) Kaab Ibn
Zuheyr says, speaking of a he-ass and she-asses,

*

following verse, cited by IKtt,
e

•

*

-6 -

55

d

... •

• 38 -

–5,455 Jats. U-19
oe is

*z, * * 62

*

*:: *%

foot became affected with an ulcer, or imposthume,
such as is termed
breaking out in it. (S, [in which ă4% is doubtless a mistranscription (like
O, K.)- Accord. to some, (O,)
-#3 (O, that in the next preceding paragraph) for ā-5 ;
K, [in my MS. copy of the K
and so the obvious meaning of the verse being, + 0 thou
accord. to the TK, and in the CK without -, but ignorant one, wherefore nilt not thou revert, when
I think that the right reading is -ić, and that its thou hast not cured the sore of an ulcerated heart?].

#,

c:

-č,

verb is -ić, or it may be -its,

(TA.)
and inf. n. of

-##,]) signifies The nound's becoming in a corrupt at: An ulcer, or imposthume, (#) that
state, so that it will hardly, or not at all, be breaks out in the bottom of the foot, and is cau
cured. (O,

K)—J's #34 -#3

His bosom

bore concealed enmity and violent hatred, or
rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite, against

me. (TA)-4-is-is, (A,0,K) or £,
(M, TA,) His fingers, or his hand, became
cracked, or disintegrated, in the parts around
the nails; (Az, M, O, K;) as also <āş, (O,

TA) and -i- so say AZ and IAir, and in

terized, (S, IAth, O, K,) or is cut, (Yaakoob,
IAth, O,) and goes anay; (Yaakoob, S, IAth, O,
K;) and the word is also pronounced without [i. e. #3]: (IAth, TA:) or an ulcer, or impos
thume, in the foot of a person, who dies if it is
cut: (O, K:) and it is also said to be a tumour
in the hand, and foot, from the entering of a piece
of wood, or stick, into the flesh of the foot, or the
palm of the hand, and its remaining therein, so.
188

<!--Ali,
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that the place sncells, and becomes large. (T.A.) he became unlucky by means of him, or it:
* --8- > "* * - - #2 *
a:st: at U20.1 (S, O, K) is a prov. (S, O) (MA:) or As signifies he had ill luck, or evil
'meaning + May God cause him to go anay like as fortune. (KL.) See also 6. - And A: IHe
the ast: above mentioned goes anay: (§, O, K:) took the direction of his left hand: (K, TA:)
or this means may God extirpate him : for and in like manner 3%, [whence it seems that

# is also syn. with J-

the house, and selling the horse: or, as some
say, the A5% of the wife is her not producing
children; and that of the house, its straitness, and
the badness of its neighbour; and that of the

horse, one's not going to war upon it. (J.M.)

- See

also

>}+4. * Also

Black camels: and

A: in the sense expl. above may be a mistake Suá- signifies “white” camels, (K, TA,) and is
K:) so says Sh. (O.) [See also 10 in art. U-21: for "Alt-J,] “he took the direction of his right also written and pronounced tâ- : (TA:) neither
and see what here follows.]- It is also said to hand.” (TA.)- And He asserted his relation of these has a sing.: (K:) both occur in a verse
signify The family and household of a man: and ship to [the people of] Lü [i.e. Syria]: (S, K:) of Aboo-Dhu-eyb: but accord. to one reading
• *--83. *
[i. e. Root, &c.]: (O,

* * *

*

*

hence the form of imprecation,---su all J-eu-, a verb similar to -53s and J-5. (S.)
[May God extirpate their family and household].
(TA.)- And 1 Enmity. (TA.)

thereof it is_*; pl. ofX: so says AA : and

6, a b-sus, (S, Msb, K, TA, &c.) in some
*

#t3,

thus with fet-h to the e, is an epithet
applied to a man, meaning Mighty, potent, poner

IJ says that >4, [without •,] being originally
so p

6 d.o.

**

L*,
of the measure Uas, may also be pl. of
*~ of

of the copies of *the K V L-L-3, (TA,) [and in
L*. (TA.)
-8like manner as Au:5, which is often opposed to

-

•

-

*

#3 and * : The left, meaning the left

** *

ful, or strong; inaccessible, or difficult of access. at U-5, (see an instance in Bd xvii. 14,) is used
side or direction or relative location or place;
(TA.)
in the kin art ---, and 4. As in the TA
-

#: J:

authority

A foot affected with an ulcer, or
imposthume, such as is termed it, breaking out

in the same art. as on the
of IKh,
whence it seems that both these verbs are correct

in it: (O, K.) from 2: &#. (0, K, TA)

in the sense here following, though the former is
probably preferable, and a VA-lis used in the

– And

J.3%,

-á, Frightened, or

from

afraid; (A’Obeyd, O, K;) applied to a man.

p. 83, as mentioned by Freytag, so that asAs
and

At- are the contr. of an c: and c-se",]

s

Let',
6 6.e. e.

•

J.

ā-> and ā-see. (K.) One says of a man, was
e-8
* [He sat on the left]. (S.) And one says,
ā-t: * 3+ i. e. [Take thou with them] the
direction
of the left hand. (S.) And ā-> →lá;
* ~ *-àels: [I looked in a right direction and in a left
direction]. (TA.) And hence? at: *-i,
in the Kur [lvi. 9 and xc. 19], (TA,) meaning
*- d -

They augured evil from him, or it; regarded

*

@ e •

him, or it, as an evil omen; (Mab, KL;") like [The occupants of the left: or] those who shall

6 of

-

6.- e o e

--

same manner in “Les Oiseaux et les Fleurs,”
(A’Obeyd, O.)

6- d -

(S.K.) i.g..[5- and] 5-3 (S3) contr. f

1. Love's--", (S, MA, K,) inf. n. 253, (MA,) *: b: (Msb:) deemed him, or it, unlucky, have their records given to them in their left
or inauspicious (KL)–24:3, thus, with medd, hands: or the occupants of the lon, or ignoble,

He (a man, S) was, or became, unlucky, or in

auspicious, (3: 302, §, K, in the MA -->4)
to them : (S, MA, K;) as also źts, and Alā also signifies He took the direction ofXià
* ~ *-

•* *

[i. e.

Syria]. (TA.)- See also 5.
Lowels, and Lovels A3+ . . (K:) or -o,-\, (AZ,
10: see the next preceding paragraph.
es -f

• J. e.

place, or station: or the havers of unfortunate
3
*SS (2:1). and asses!" * is expl. as
•• d e

i

e.

having the contr. senses. (Ksh and Bdin lvi. 9.)
* Also, the former, A mole (Utá-) upon the
t£1, the name of a certain country [i. e. person:
thus, with *, as mentioned by IAth:
(TA) aor. 4, (S, TA) inf n. *, (TA) he drew Syria],
is masc. and fem.; (S;) sometimes masc.: also mentioned without - in art. "... (TA)
upon them ill luck, or evil fortune; (S, TA;) or
caused ill luck, or evil fortune, to befall them (K) and may also be pronounced still [as it See also #23 as meaning “a black she-camel,”
from him : (AZ, Ham ubi supra, TA:) or A$: commonly is in the present day]. (Msb.) in art._*.

Ham p. 224) or *Als, (S,)3.or both of these,

*

*

**

•

6o p

as an inf. n. signifies the being unlucky: and the [And as this country lies on the north of Arabia,
#: Nature; natural, native, or innate, dis
rendering unlucky: and £9 A3: [as it is com Xià also signifies The northern region; opposed position, temper, or other quality or property:
to &#1.
s

p

monly pronounced: see A5% below]. (KL.) =

<!,

(K, TA:) mentioned thus, as with -, by AZ and

?.

* * **

nXts,

>}, (S, Mil, K, &c.,) thus, with *, but always

Lh, and said by IJ to be sometimes thus pro
nounced;
but the pronunciation thereof with e is
pronounced A3+, without *, (TA,) is an inf. n. :
"L*05, inf n-...:5; but the former is the right; (MA, KL: [see 1, first sentence, in two places:]) held by ISd to be extraordinary. (TA.) [See
£a
(TA;) He made them to go, or journey, to Lelål and signifies [as a simple subst.] Unluchiness, in art.-ce".]
#
auspiciousness, unfortunateness, unprosperousness,
[i. e. Syria]. (K, T.A.)
Uset, ($, Meb, K, TA,) withoute, (TA,) and
evil fortune, o: ju luck; contr. of &: ; ($, K;) *Lú, (S, Msb, K.) of the measure Júš, (S) an
2 : see what next precedes.

And
d.o.

.#

inf.

s

•

so in the L.; in the K,

e?:
•

[i. e.] i. q. U-5: (Harp. 158:) evil [of any allowable form, without Us, (Mgb,) like Aft and
Take thou the direction of
5
(Mgb:) [and particularly] an *2, (TA,) and W use", (Sb, S, K,) [Syrian;]
the left hand with thy companions: (S, K, TA:) kind];
the same
£:
3-0 signifies “take thou the direction of the evil omen: (PS:) and Y
(S, Msb, K:) one
aS >} : (TA:) [or, like ā-3, a cause of un of, or relating to, Al:J1:
right hand.” (TA.)- And A: He (a man)
3.

4-4. X:

**:

**

•e

*

-

£ignifies

£a
luchiness, &c.:] L250-2 is a pl. of Leś, [or of should not say A3; any instance [of this] occur
came to Al-Ji [i. e. Syria]: like Ü-el: signifying
*ā-t: if of the former.] irreg, like as its syn. ring by poetic license being accounted for as a
“he came to El-Yemen.” (TA. [See also 4.])
*

4.

As

*

*

He desired the left: like as

&:

sig

of the use of the name of the country for the
J-3 is said to be] of C-5. (TA in art. case
rel. n.: (S:) the fem., applied to a woman, is
J-3.) It is said in a trad, J# &l= &! * and *#3, the latter without teshdeed:

nifies “he desired the right.” (TA in art. c. 4.)
- And He (a man, S) came to at: [i. e. Syria]: J.3% 3:1;
(S, K,

TA:

#3 −53, meaning If there be

that whereof the consequence is disliked, or hated,

6, TA) the rior: æ, like # in

[see also 3:]) or he went thither:
measure]. (TA.)- [And hence, Northern.]
and &: signifies “he came to El-Yemen.” and feared, [or if there be unluckiness,] it is in
2 - # of
~
three things, the wife, and the house, and the
the fem. of the former; and
(TA.) = <tiu. (S, K, TA) Hon, unlucky, or horse: i.e., if any of you have a wife whose A3, and
: see the next preceding paragraph.
inauspicious,
is hel (TA:) the vulgar say, U. companionship he dislikes, or a house in which
* ~ * of
he dislikes dwelling, or a horse that he dislikes
as:'. (S, T.A.)
see #4.
*
** *
taking for the purpose of keeping post on the
enemies frontier, let him separate himself there _{i [More, and most, unlucky, inauspicious,

#3

£

2:3:

5 * Alas, (MA, TA) from Žil, (TA) He

Jound him, or it, unlucky, or inauspicious : and from, by divorcing the wife, and removing from unfortunate, or unprosperous]. The Arabs say,
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>

*

de

&" Jé. Xtti, (Meyd, TA) as some
relate it, or, as others relate it, 2:3, which means
aes- Jet

the same, (Meyd,) [app.

meaning

accord. to the

©: &: & *: S).

(L.) [And one says,
1. Aju. --ju i q. *-as ---as [meaning I &# U. What is thy affair? or what is thy case?
pursued his (another's) way, or course, doing as And &#, for at: & i.e. Pursue thy nay
Jú

*:::

* **

,

* * **

* * **

•

2-8-

TA, The most unlucky thing of every man is

- #2

he dia]: ($, L. K. in the K, & 36 and

or course, or thy affair; or do nhat thou dost
between his two jan's, or the two lateral portions •.A.a5 J.a5;) and in like manner one says, well; or keep to thy affair: or the like: and to
of his lonerjan; but it is said that] Xtti is here
this is often added, 3.9: ū; i.e. and n:hat thou
used in the sense of% [i. e. the unluchi's &c.];
will, or wishest, or desirest. And &
J

-

d -

*

* *

& 'cus (K)—And at & Do"

: &:

what thou dost well. (S, L, K.") And Keep thou

and in a similar manner [the contr.] U-21 is used
!...+ Uxã2 It is of his business, or of his pro
[in the sense of c: : so says AHeyth: (Meyd:) He did not know, or had not hnon-ledge of, him, perty, or nature, to do, or that he should do, such
£3

to thy affair (A.L.)—And & &

o e

6 y >

the prov. meaning the tongue. (AHeyth, T.A.) or his affair or case or state: (Lh, IAar, L, K:) a thing. And guill J: U- (a phrase occur
The fem. is U-35. (TA.)- Hence, (TA,) 33. [from a passage in the L, imperfectly written, it
ring in the S #! K in art. U+A) A man of easy

L4+ The left hand or arm;
(K, TA;) i. q. Jus: 1. (TA.)

t'. ,

respecting camels,

contr. of L#1; seems, accord. to Lh, to be said of one who does nature. And & 4, sometimes meaning There
It is said in a what another likes or dislikes, app. without is for him, or he has, a great thing or affair to

&: Sl ts:

U. 5

regard to his liking it or disliking it, agreeably perform or transact: but more commonly, great

with what here follows:] or (K) this means, (S, importance attaches to him, or to it: see 1, last
At:9 (25ts- [Their goodness comes not save from K,) or means also, (L.) he did not care for, sent'. And a grandee, or a prince, is said to
their left side] : i. e. they are milked and mounted mind, heed, or regard, him. (S, L, K. [In the S be £ * i. e. Of great importance or rank
only from the left side. (TA)- See also_^23:-2, and L, the verb in the sense thus expl. is in the Ol' dignity.]= Also [A suture of the skull; i. e.]

in three places. -Zuheyr, in the following say first pers.: and in one place in the L it is expl.
by 3%, which often has this meaning.]) One the place of junction of the
ing,
•* *

-č of

~ :* >

d xe

* * *r

-*>" c."-s as

*

22: 2 . *: *# , 12

*

* * #2

2: &#5-3 sley-(+
uses it in the sense of the inf. n. 4: ; (S;)

[or principal
bones, namely, the frontal, occipital, and two

X:

ô -6.1
*

*

J%

says also,
&#5, meaning I will assuredly parietal, bones,] of the head: (K:) sing of
know, or try, prove, or test, (#5) their
&#, (Mgh) which signifies the places of
affair or case or state: (L:) or this means I junction, (AS, S, Mgh, L.) and of meeting, (S,
nvill assuredly corrupt, or pervert, or mar, their

mean affair or case or state : (S, L, K:") and

ing 233 &#: ($, and EM p. 124) he says, #, (L,) or ź. (K,) means

L.) of the J33 (As, S, Mgh, L) of the head;

&#5

(S, L;) between every tryo of which U30.5 is a
I will assuredly cit: (As, L.) [it is fancifully said that] from

And it, i. e. war, nill bring forth for you boys know, or try, prove, or test, [his, or their, state,
them come the tears: (As, S, L:) the pl. is also
of ill luck, or evil omen; all of them like Ahmar or] him, or them. (L, K. [In the CK and in my
o 25- 0 +

of 'Ad: then it will suckle these boys, and wean MS. copy of the K, L*):á-9, is erroneously put for expl. as meaning the J-3. [i.e. sutures as being
likened to the U.S. (or lines) of writing] that
2.
£them: by Ahmar of 'Ad, he means Ahmar of
Thamood, for Ahmar was the surname of him X::$)= 93% & Ineans & % 3-2 [i.e., unite the J5us: by Lth, as the L.A. [likewise
J*.*.*

•

•

* ~ *

*

* *

*

who hamstrung the she-camel of Sálih, and his app., He became a person to whom importance meaning sutures resembling lines of writing] of
(accord. to the general meaning of a) the skull; betneen the U5u.5: by AHát, as the
name was Kudár: he says thus for the sake of attached
£
the measure: or, as some say, Thamood were &:) after thou knenest, or sanest, or mettest, -** [meaning serrated edges] that unite the
called 'Ād-el-Akhireh. (EM.)
him; 94% being for 4: 92% 3% agreeably U3.5 of the head. (L.)- And The channel by
n:hich the tears flon, or run, to the eye: pl. [of
6 - # e.
*** .
with common usage]. (K.)
ãol-e :

see A55, in two places: - and see also

2-8-

-8

[4.

ästs, likewise in two places.
J. e.

>#4, (S, MA, K, KL) and X,+2, (S. K.)

pauc.] &##! and [of mult..] U.5%: : (L, K:)

-

ź cal

is mentioned by Golius as [perhaps thus called because supposed to come
meaning “Corrupit ac pervertit rem: eorum,” from the sutures of the skull: but they may have
as on the authority of the S, (the right reading in been supposed to come thence because tears are

the latter like U25.2, (TA,) [a contraction of the which has been given above,) and on that of the
former,] Unlucky, or inauspicious, (S, MA, K, KL, in my copy of which I find nothing of the
KL,)

* J'é." his people,

or party], (S,
[to himself]: (Ksh and

MA, K.) and a-i Lle
Bd in lvi. 9:) [and so "L.5%; (as in an ex. in

sort.]
8: see 1, first sentence.

.# A thing, an affair, or a business;

called

co;i it. (as in a verse cited voce 2-3);

for this phrase may have been misunderstood as
signifying “the water of the sutures of the skull,”
whereas it seems to be properly rendered “the

syn. water of the channels of the tears:”] it is said

the first sentence of this art.;) this being an epi J-ol; (§, L, K;) and -las- [in the same sense, that the co# connect the U3.5 of the head
thet as well as a subst., like its syn. L-a-3; syn. or in that next following]: (L, K:) a great [expl. above] to the eye: Lth says that they are
with >}#4, like as U-4 is syn. with J.-: ; thing or affair: (Harp. 274:) state, condition, the ducts (G,4) of the tears from [the interior
and app., like J-3, used alike as sing and pl., case, quality, or manner of being; syn. J.-: (S, of] the head to the eye; and Th, that they are
for it seems to be originally an inf. n. :] and so L:) [also property, or nature: and importance certain ducts (5242) above the U3.5, which
WX3; (K;) or this signifies draning ill luck, attaching to a person or thing:] pl. &# and become strong by degrees as the man advances in
or evil ifortune, upon his people [and upon him &#, (L, K,) the latter mentioned by IJ on the age : (L: [but it seems that Th has confounded
explanations of c)35: in two different senses:])
self] (S.T.A.) and Ži, a pl., likewise signi. authority of AAF, and &# occurs in poetry for accord. to ISk, (S,) or AA and others, (L.) the
fies unlucky, or inauspicious; (KL;) contr. of the former of these, or as another pl. originally cous are two ducts (9%) descending from [the
(S, K, TA;) these being pls of w_t: &#, of the me: Jš. (L.) It is said in the upper part of] the head to the eyebrm,and then
[lv.29], cl: es' 34 -: Jés [Every day to the eyes. (S, L.) - [The pl. c.25% is also
and 3:1 (TA) the plot: is 4.4% ($ Kur
He is employing Himself in an affair of some expl. as though meaning Tears themselves, in a
KL, TA,) which is extr., for by rule it should be

&:4,

&***.

(TA.) One says also w_ti Xu.
meaning [An omen] happening, or occurring,

kin'],

expl. as meaning that, of his business phrase mentioned voce }% (q, v.), on the autho

(a là &:

[which may also be rendered “of his rity of the K.] – And 2:-" &# means t The
property”])
it is to render mighty one who is
(*) with unluchiness, or inauspiciousness; [i. e.
brought
low,
and to bring low one who is effluvia of wine that creep (As-"# -() -> ")
an unlucky, or inauspicious, omen;] (K, TA;)
mighty, and to enrich one who is poor, and to in the veins of the body. (L.) – & also signi
and [in like manner] * : # and the pl. is impoverish one who is rich; and no affair occu fies A vein of earth in a mountain, (L, K,) i. e.
-

35i (as above]. (TA)

pies him so as to divert him from an affair

-

a cleft therein, (L) in which palm-trees are
188 *

Jú - ~~
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planted; (L, K;) or in which trees of the kind this [passage in the S], however, is taken from c'el; (M, K;) but the more approved word is
called &: grow; or that produces plants, or herb what is said by A’Obeyd, in [his work] “El [50] with J. (M, TA)= Also The nose-rein
Ghareeb el-Musannaf,” which is as follows:

age. (L.) pl. &#: (L, K.) which is said #9. L*, like Jesú [in measure], and L',
by ISd to mean lines, or streaks, in a mountain:
or, as some say, cracks, or clefts: and to these like c£3, mean the affair, or event, grieved

(>0}) of a she-camel. (Lth, K.)

#.;

see the next preceding paragraph, in two

cracks, or clefts, the poet Keys Ibn-Kurāa likens me; and thus in the verse of El-Hárith Ibn places.
[imaginary] clefts in the liver, occasioned by Khālid, which he cites; and the same is said in
#: [part, n. of 8, q.v.: - and] i. q. -:
love. (L.)

the T on the authority of IAar, who says that
the poet has used two dial. vars. : [accordingly [app. as meaning Disagreeing, differing, or dis
<!--a d! & du: a) is a saying men
cordant]. (TA.)
tioned by Lh, expl. [only] by the words. p' Us! the verse may be rendered, The camels neith their
saddles upon them passed along and they grieved
- -

on

of

#2

* * * * * *. .

*

*

4)2- L. J.” [i. e. 33t-3 c. U-5 &l, aPP. thee not at all; but I see thee that thou art
meaning Verily he is busying himself in the doing grieved by the women borne in the camel-vehicles:]
of a thing in order that we may labour in causing it is said in the M, 'Jim
thee to be in a bad, or corrupt, state]. (L.)

*

1. 3, aor. , , (§, Mgh, Mab, K.) inf n.

L!' means the thing Jú% ($, Mgh, Mob, K.) and #3 ($, Mab,

preceded me, or outnent me: and also the thing K*) and *: and -*. (TA,) He became a
grieved me: formed by transposition from c. *, 3/outh, or young man; i.e. he attained to the

leak:A+
is proved by its having no inf. n. ; IAar says state termed rºl, meaning as expl. belon; (S,
*: [a Pers. word, and also used by the as
that they are two dial. vars, because of his not Mgh, Mgb, K.) said of a boy. ($, Mgb.) [And
Arabs in the present day, applied to The chestnut]:
also written by: *. (TA voce b: and voce being a grammarian. (TA.) [See also 8.] = in like manner &# is said of a girl, i. e. She

And #14% (LR, TA) or,913 -> (S)

* > *

J.-:)

became a young woman.] - +

used as a noun:

"...#, (K, TA,) I dren forth the earth from see below.-[Perhaps as an inf n, of which the
the nell: (S, K:*) or I dren forth a basketful of verb is -á, (as Freytag has assumed,) but more
inf.

deal:

(#)
tryo TA.)
basketfuls of earth &#) probably of 3-3, which will be found mentioned
&As A certain well-known bird, (K, TA,) earth
from the
nell.or (Lh,
of those that prey; (Msh: TA;) it is of the
in this paragraph, for I do not find the former
birds called * [pl. of Xia], as are also the
3, #3: see 1. ess' occurs in a verse of verb in the requisite sense,] * signifies Any
&#9 and the esjø and the & and the #:
2.
thing's being, or becoming, raised, or elevated.
•

*

J

- d.

Milhah El-Jarmee, meaning Gal-e, from 3t:
[said by Golius, on the authority of Dmr, to be meaning Gil one says #, *Ol". #, meaning aor. 2, and *, (§, K,) inf. n. ** and * (S,
the white falcon; and to this bird it is perhaps *::
the verb of the measure regularly formed Msb, K) and **, (K,) He was brisk, tirely,

(AHát in “the Book of Birds,” TA in art. G+3)

(K)-- said of a horse, (S, Msb, K.)

''

applied by some of the Arabs; but some of them,
I believe most of them, and I believe also that

they do so most properly, apply this appellation
in the present day to the gerfalcon, which is not
wholly white; and some, to the falcon gentle:]
the word is [of Pers. origin,] not genuine Arabic;
(TA;) it is an arabicized word: the pl. is

&*%, and sometimes &* is used in its
stead, formed by substituion [of Us for >] for

from

Still

is

cs: ; so that U23' is formed by or sprightly, (S, Msb, K,") and raised his fore

transposition and by the change of the into (4. legs (S, Msb, K) together, (S, Msb,) as though in
(Ham p. 786.)

leaping, (TA) and played. (S. [See also :
in art. 2:, said of a mare.]) And likewise He

6. (...: t: usáā, (§, K, TA, [in the CK, was or became, restive, or refractory: one says,
essus;]) like Jää [in measure], “A.” &- <! &# and *:::: and **Las and

erroneously,

(S,) The space between them two became far

a.a. as [I am irresponsible to thee for his being
restive, or refractory, and for his biting] (S.)
facilitating the pronunciation. (MSb.) - Also
—5.
-:#, [aor, accord to rule, 2,] (Mab,
8. us: He preceded, or outnent: (S, K:)
+ The * [meaning beam] of the balance.
K,) and -: [pass. of the trans. verb 3-3, q. V.
(K) – And i, q is: [which signifies A so says El-Mufaddal. (S.)- And He gave ear,
extending. (S,K.)-Andź &: The people,
or party, became scattered, or dispersed. (S, K.)

infră], inf n. * (which is of the intrans.,
balance, and a steelyard, and a neight of a hearkened, or listened. (S, K.)
balance]: so in the Expos. of the “Muwatta.”
The utmost extent, term, limit, point, TA) and J-3 (which is of the trans, verb, TA),
(MF, TA.)
reach, or goal. (S, Msb, K.)- And A heat, or The fire burned, burned up, burned brightly or
single run to a goal or limit: so in the saying, fiercely, blazed, or flamed. (Mgb, K. [See also
*
5.]) [And hence,] 2: <-l -: #[War, or
1. 2% &#, (AZ, S,) £r. *, (JM, PS,) TA) ran a heat]. - And i, q. i.e.: thus in the the war, burned, or burned fiercely, between them].
(A, TA)=-3 It was raised, or elevated. (O,
or -, (Ham p. 786) inf n. 5ts, (AZ, S, K.) I saying,
3.23
<!
+[Verily he is far-aiming,
preceded, or outnent, the people, or party. (AZ,
–50 −3, aor. *, (S, O, Mgb,) inf. n.
S, K.") Accord. to [several of] the copies of the or far-aspiring, in purpose, desire, or ambition]:
.# ($, o, K) and 's', (§, K) or the latter is
K, # i.e. like asts in measure, which is in (Lh, TA:) and % is a dial. var. thereof. (TA.) the inf. n. of the intrans. verb mentioned above,
correct, [in other copies W$1%, agreeably with * Also A [basket such as is termed] Jej; and (TA,) He kindled the fire; or made it to burn,
what is said in the S,] signifies He strove, or so "#.: (Ki) or "the latter signifies a J.; in burn up, burn brightly or fiercely, blaze, or
contended, with him to precede him, or outgo him: which the earth of a nell is taken forth; of the flame; ($, O, Mgb, K;") as also "t.:, inf n.
or he preceded him, or outnent him : but in the measure of
and the pl. is #: (S:) and -: (L;) and V tº:1. (A and TA in art.
S it is said, $43, of the measure 420, signifies he
signifies, (S,) or signifies also, (K,) the earth U-:) and so üüş. (TA in art. 2:...) And in
strove, or contended, with him to precede him, or
that is taken forth from a well (S, K) with the like manner, 3-1 J-5 + He kindled war, or
outgo him; and #3 like #, [the former belong
like of the *2, (as in a copy of the S,) or such the war; or made it to burn, or burn fiercely.
ing to art. is: and] formed by transposition, sig
nifies he preceded him, or outnent him; and both as fills the #2: (so in another copy of the S (S.)- [Hence,] J-3, aor. *, said of the black

#

# = (s) or its us: (Ms).IH (a home,

.#

TA)

#2;

s

•

w

#

of these are used by the poet (El-Hárith Ibn [agreeably with what next follows].) a Jej of
Khālid El-Makhzoomee, TA) in his saying,
the earth of a nell. (AS, T, TA.)- And hence,
*** - - - of- - - - *
* *
**
i.
e. as being likened to a Užj of the earth of a
5,55 &5% to: £2--" "
well, f The dung that the he-ass and the she-ass
casts forth : (A5, T, TA:) or the dung of the she
clai', tà 9% is

*

*

ness of a garment, (Sh, A, TA,) t It heightened
and increased, (A,) or made to appear bright
and beautiful, and [as it were] burning, or glon

*

&

ing, (Sh, TA) the whiteness of the wearer. (Sh,
A, TA.) And

ū; −3

(aor, as above, S) + It

-

-

- - --

-

-

-

A.
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*
s
- **

(a woman's hair) showed, [or set off.] and ren tropical. (A, TA)—J-314:#1 excited the
dered beautiful, her colour, or complerion: (S:) horse to be brish, lively, or sprightly, and to raise
it (a woman's head-covering, and her hair,) in his fore legs together, as though in leaping, and
creased, and showed, [or heightened, and set off.] to play. ($, K, TA)—35. J-31; see 1.—
her beauty: (K:) it (a woman's black head J#1& + inf n. *#1; as also " -: ; : The
covering) increased her fairness, : rendered

[but

s

& -3, as also * alone, is a name now

commonly given to alum :] or it is a certain

thing resembling 2-\, : (S, Msb:) or a species
thereof: accord. to El-Fārābee, the stones from
which come 8-5 and the like: Az says, it is one
man appeared before my upraised eyes when not of the minerals produced by God in the earth,
with n'hich one tans, and resembling 2-15, and the
her
beautiful.
(TA)
And
£91
-á,
said
of
and
patience, t It gives beauty and colour to the hoped for. (AZ, TA)—And 34 J
name [correctly] heard is thus, with Jo, but is by
countenance. (TA, from a trad.) – See also 4, "J-3, Such a thing was prepared, or appointed, some mistranscribed with the three-dotted &',
or ordained, for me. (S, K, TA)=<i: He [i. e. +3) which is a kind of tree of bitter taste,
in two places. *

+.

33 --> inf n. -: : see the preceding became one whose child, or children, had attained
to the state of ~3 [i. e. youth, or young man
paragraph. - Hence, *śl -: ! The making hood, &c.]: (Ki)[or] & J: 3. ! the man
2.

and I know not whether one tans with it or not:

accord. to Mtr, in the saying that one tans with

J-3, this word is a mistranscription; for '-' is a

the commencement of poetry elegant, or ornate, became one whose children had attained to that dye, and one does not tan with a dye; it is mis
by the mention of women: (L, TA:) or the pri
state : (S, TA:) and in like manner, $$. &: transcribed for 3-3, which is a kind of tree like

mary meaning of *::1 is the mention of the
days of youth and of play or sport, and amatory
language; and it is in the commencing of odes;
and the commencement thereof is so called, abso
lutely, though there be not in it any mention of
youth: (TA:) it means <--5, (S, O,) or
su-dw <--", (K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously,

the dwarf apple-tree, whereof the leaves are like
[the species of bovine antelope called] the wild those of the -354- [q. v.], and with them one
bull, (S, K.) He became such as is termed -: tans: El-Fārābee also says, in the section of +,
[q. v.], i.e., (S,) he became advanced in age, or that the 3-3 is a species of mountain-tree, with
full-grown; (3-4, S, K;) one whose state termed which one tans: from all which it appears that
one tans with both of them; for an affirmation is
[q. v.] had ended. (S.)

is said of a woman. (TA)- And 3 said of

c-

to be preferred to a negation: (Mgb:) and it is a

[šči -: The fire became kindled; or well-known medicine; (K, TA;) as some say:
burn, burn up, burn brightly or fiercely, so accord. to the correct
of the K, in some of
āşi, J.:, (§, 0) and a " -: [if this be blaze, or flame: see also 1.] One says on the which, #3 is put for #33.copies
(TA)
not a mistranscription for <l, (TA,) meaning occasion of kindling fire,
.# and +3, though originally verbs, are used
• 3- -

A-dw

&#) i. e. &ei=#

(TA:) one says,

5.
made to

w

o

de

*

āşşâ: -:, inf n. *,

*

4--~! ~ Us:
ð -

<

-

**2

•

2.

*

(A, TA:) and W --> is used in

10. It is said in a trad.,

the sense of 3: 5.9 J'é

as nouns, by the introduction of C-2 before them:
& 4

*

* -

means, t He spoke of such a female in amatory
language [in the commencement of his ode], [Be thou kindled like the state of kindling of the
(Mgb, TA) and alluded to the love of her: calumny that Temr brought to Temeemeh : but
(Msb%) and 33.25 --> t He embellished [the to what this alludes I know not]: it is like the
commencement of] his ode by the mention gf saying, 56 *:::U 3# [He hindled a fire with
women: (Mgh, Msb:) and ăși, 45.” --> calumny]. (A, TA) - See also 2.
1 [He embellished the commencement of his ode by
mentioning, in amatory language, such a female]:

,

&

to 3-# (S, o, TA:) (see this fully expl."
art. -: i. e.]

*

3**

9:l #% is:

[The boys' giving testimony

•

*

*

-*-* *

o

-

"

-

one says, *2 (4) --> J-2 (sees and --> J-2

* L'

£ art.

221 ($) and in like

manner they are used in another saying expl. in
art. --> [q. v.]: ($ in that art. :) or, without
tenween, they may be regarded as verbs used in

the way of ast-[or imitation]. (MF)

#

The burning, burning up, burning brightly

or fiercely, blazing, or flaming, of fire. (TA.)
6 -->

*: thus a **** is said to be *" ā against those that are full grown is allowable, -: and " **, applied to a [bovine antelope
of the species called the] wild bull, (A5, S, K,)
3
*
| [Beautiful in the mention of " *: ; and when they (the former) are deemed to have
attained to the state of youths, or young men]: and to a sheep or goat, (K) and " -: *, applied
Jereer is said to have been (# Jets' & ! [The
it is as though it were said that if they take upon to the former, and 7 +. (Aš, S, K,) some
most elegant of men in the mention ofwomen &c.].
themselves the bearing witness in boyhood, and
(A, TA)- Hence, i.e. from **śl -:, may give their testimony when full grown, it is allow times, applied to the former, (AS, S,) or to both,

(-4. S,

be derived *: as a conventional term in the able: (TA :) or &: means they shall be (K,) Advanced in age, or. full grown,
science of the division of inheritances; meaning sought youths, such as have attained to puberty, K.) whose state termed cu-" [q v.] has

+ The mention of daughters according to the
different degrees [of descent]: (Mgh:) it is as
when one says, “he died, and left three daughters
of a son, subordinate one to another, and three
daughters of a son's son, in like manner, and

ended;
(As,
S;)
and
"
:
is in like manner applied to
or maturity, in the case of giving testimony: or

they shall be waited for, in the case of giving a she-camel as meaning i: (TA:) or " *ś,
testimony, until the period of becoming youths,
(AA, K,) applied to both, (K,) as also "
or young men. (Mgh.) – And it is said in
another trad, J% &3: c."
i. e. (TA) or to a bull, (AA) is syn, with 'e
three daughters of a son's son's son, in like Sit upon your shanks as one does when preparing [meaning youthful, or in the prime of life]:
manner, and the sons died and the daughters to rise, not stooping with the whole body near to (AA, K, TA ) and accord to Ao, J-3, applied
to a bull, means that has attained to the end of
remained.” (O.) --š' -** signifies + The the ground; [having your feet only upon the

commencing of books, or writings: and hence
• **
occurring in a trad., meaning t He
49'>
commenced answering him: not from the *
of women in poetry. (TA)
4. Aft 2: God made him, or may God make
him, to become a youth, or young man; i.e.,
J./

•

J.

A.

raw?

Ö & •

+.

*:

-U.3 [i.e. youthfulness,
the prime of life]:
ground; in the voiding of urine:] from << (S, TA:) or, as some say,or that
has attained to

J%l meaning “the horse raised his fore-legs
together from the ground.” (TA.)

the end of his full growth and strength; as also
W **, which is likewise applied to the female;

R. Q. 1. -: He completed [a thing]; (AA, or, accord. to AHát and ISh, when he is a year
old, and weaned, he is called .# and then,
+. and its fem. # : See # =Also The stones -: [meaning more than a year old]; and the
to attain to the state termed "V" meaning as of £5 [or vitriol]: (K:) or the stones from which female, #. (TA.)
expl. belon : and # #1 J.: means the same:
* and " : [both mentioned above as
-lj and the like thereof are obtained; the best
O, K;) said of a man. (AA, TA.)

(S, A, TA:) the latter [lit. means God made, or &
may God make, his equal in age to become a whereof is that which is brought from El-Yemen, infins.] (S, Msb,K)[and " à:k: which is a simple
-

youth, &c., (see Har p. 572)

and therefore] is

n:hich is nhite

s

• -

**, and is very glistening : (TA:) subst.] Youth, youthfulness, the prime of man
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hood, or young manhood; syn.

#13-;

:

[Book I.

*: [pass. part. n. of 1].

#3; (K;) or a thing. (S, TA.) One says of a woman's head

You say #: 36

** *: *

! [It is a thing that A fire kindled, or made to burn, burn up, burn
puberty to the completion of thirty years; or serves for giving an appearance of additional brightly or fiercely, blaze, or flame: £3. in this
from sixteen years to thirty-two; after which al brightness and beauty to her face]. (A.)
sense is not allowable. (K.)- [Hence,] applied
contr".

of #: (S:) or the state from

covering,

man is called J:s: (TA;) the age before als,<l:
(Msb:) or the state between thirty and forty:
(Mgh:) or, accord. to Mohammad Ibn-Habeeb,
the state from the seventeenth year to the comple

tion of fifty-one years is termed " #:

the

*..

to a man, (A, TA,) t Comely, (S, TA,) of goodly
countenance; (A, TA;) as though lighted up:
bright, or fair, in complexion, and of goodly

see the next preceding paragraph.

* =
-

*

* *

: see -rºl.:, in five places.
3

countenance; as though his countenance were

.

J.A. J. Honey of Shebabeh (#3); (A, lighted up with fire; pl. - (TA) And
TA;) or, of Benoo-Shebab
people

eh, (Mgh,) a
of ! A man of acute mind. (T.A.) And -ā
--->
• * **
Et-Tāif, (A,Mgh, TA,) of [the tribe of] Khath'am,
Jú,4}''
&:
[or
&###"
?] ; Venus and
possessed
who
hence
bees,
and
thus
it
called.
was
and in the period after, a man being called C-:

period before, from birth, being termed #2, #:

**

J Ö -

4 d•

*

Jupiter, so called on account of their beauty and

until he dies. (TA.) One says, -as all Lä (Mgh.)
6* * *
* 3:1 [May God freshen as with rain the ā-A," see A.", in two places.
*

times, or mornings, or afternoons, of youth, &c.],
*::" * [the times, #e, of the states of

splendour, rose. (A, TA.)

**

-:

£5 13: i, q 3:- [q v, in art. --]. (Th,

and

TA.)

gouth, &c.]. (A, TA.)-[-æ, often signifies
+ The sap, or vigour, of youth or young manhood.]

*

[Anethum graveolens, or dill, of the

*

part. n. of J-5 said of a boy; (Msb;) common garden-species;] a certain herb, or legu
One says, ū: 3-#, as in a verse of Aboo. [Youthful, or in the prime of manhood; a youth, minous plant, well known: (K:) it is said that
or a young man;] in the state from puberty to
Dhu-eyb, + The sap [or vigour] of youth (sue the completion of thirty years; or from sirteen ë- is an arabicized word from ++, but it has
beenstated before [in art. --, q. v..]that both these
+) flowed in her. (IB, TA in art-) And gears to thirty-tno; after which a man is called are arabicized words from #: [or 3,3]; and that
ū: $: + [He became full of the sap, or vigour, J:=; (TA;) in the age before 3,31 (Mab3)
is a dial. var. (TA.) [See *~!
of youth or young manhood]. (The lexicons, &c., or in the state betneen thirty and forty: (Mgh:) la:- [i.e.
[or
in
the
state
from
seventeenth
the
year
to
the
passim.) [But] *: it. signifies [also] t The
completion of fifty-one years: (see * :)] and
*

i-

*

freshness, or brightness, and beauty, of youth.

IAar mentions "J-3 as an epithet applied to a
+ Youthful folly, or the like; (see an ex. voce man [in the same sense as *]: (TA :) a female

1: see the next paragraph, in two places.

(Harp. 340.) [And " : app signifies also

#) and so, probably, does *] -[Hence,]

is termed #3 (S, Msb, K) and * #; both

-U.3 also signifies + The first, or beginning, or nifying the same: (S, K:) the pl. of
the new, or recent, state, of a thing; (K, TA;) &#
(S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) and #3

sig

:

is

(S, A, K.)

5. 44

-: He, or it, clung, caught, clave, or

adhered, to it, (S, A, L, Mab, K, TA) namely,
thing; (§, L, TA;) as also V 4: <5, aor. *,

al

inf n. --> : (L, TA:) or, accord. to Esh-Shiháb,

and so *:::. (TA.) One says, -á J.A.” and 'A3, (S, A, K,) or the last is an inf. n. in the Expos. of the Shife, to a thing in which
2: (A, TA) ! He came, or arrived, in the i. used as an epithet applied to a pl. number, (Mgh, was weakness: or, accord. to the 'Ináyeh, he, or
and Ham p. 50,) or it is a quasi-pl. n.: (TA:) it, clung, &c., to it with neakness; and therefore
* ** (A, TA) t I met him in the beginning females, (Msb,) or women, (K,) are termed * : is used as an epithet applied to a spider;
of the day: (TA:) and #1 ** -> 4:- and * (Msb, K) and 44%, (K,) the latter said and 4.5 signifies a stronger action; and -:
ź. *: + I came to thee in the beginning of by AZ to be allowable in the sense of the former, as is also expl. as meaning he, or it, took fast, or
the day: (Lh, TA:) or 3: *: means the (TA) which is pl. of £3, (Msb) <-303, accord. firm, hold upon it: (L, TA:) and he stuck, or
Jixed, or struck, the claw, or talons, or nails,
period when the sun has risen high, when one to Az, being pl.(not of £ but) of#3, like as:

ginning of the month. (TA) And G &#

ififth of the day has passed. (A in art.sp.) And one

is

of$3:

(TA:) the dim of # is V #, and

into it: (MA, PS) and Gill 3.3 he laid

hold upon the thing, and took it : IAar was
**::::: & 43 Jai He did that at some of the Arabs say " £33, changing the US asked
respecting some verses, and he said, U.
into 1 before a double letter [as in #3; for £33).
the commencement thereof. (TA.)=See also :
* And see 2.
(ISd, L in art. J.A.) One says, : Js' $3. : &: J-2 (.432. I know not whence I laid
hold upon them [and took them]. (L, T.A.)
* an inf n. of * said of a horse. (S, meaning ce: [i. e. I passed by men that were Q. Q. 1, accord.
and
says also

•* *

* **

of

-

youths, or

person in

63 - d.
> -t- - -

J -

* : see

<, in three places. - Also A

horse whose hind feet pass beyond his fore feet;
(K;) which is a fault: accord. to Th, such is
termed

L,

&#:

See

art. *-*.

(S.) - See also -->.

places.
-

to the S

the prime of manhood].

Msb, K.)=See also the next paragraph, in two

"...#

IM says that the correct word

:

-

}

< *

dims. of

3 -

# fem of -t, q.v.

** :

< The spider: (K:) or a large spider,
with many legs. (TA.)- Also (K) A certain

small creeping thing, (S, A, Msb, K,) having

-3% The scorpion.

(IAar, K.)- And The many legs, (S, A, K,) of the

Jú-

[or creeping

louse; syn. J.5 (K in this art. :) or the ant; things &c.] of the earth : (S, Msb:) it should not
is +: : [but] see this in its proper place. (TA.)
syn.

J:

(K in art. -->: ) fem. [or perhaps be called 3: (S:) or a certain small creeping

*= Also A thing with which a fire is kindled, or n. un.] with 5. (TA.)

thing, having six long legs, yellon in the back,
and
in the outer sides of the legs, black in the
blaze, or flame; ($, K3) and so " …. (K.) *. and its fem., with 5: see <, in three head, and blue in the eye: or a certain small
– And [hence, as also " *] ! A thing that places.—Also the former, A lion: (K:) or a creeping thing, having many legs, large in the
serves [as a foil] for beautifying, or setting off, full-grown lion: syn.:* 3-i. (TA.)
head, of the L-L-l of the earth: or a certain
(K) [or making to appear bright and beautiful,] −2: See -3.
small creeping thing, wide in the mouth, high in
or for increasing, or enhancing, and strengthening,
the hinder part, that perforates the ground, is
[or heightening, in beauty,] (S, TA,) to another A89 *: [or rather *śl, pl. of the pl. found where there is moisture, and eats scor
* **
thing (S. K.T.A.) So in the saying, "...# 3. # Or of 3,4,]
! Having sharp-pointed nails pions; and it is what is called *# 4-o'
:- - - :

made to burn, burn up, burn brightly or fiercely,

- d.

6

liš ! This is a thing that serves for increasing,

ed

or talons or clans; as though they flamed, by (TA:) pl. Jú:... (S, A, Msb, K.) The [marks
or enhancing, [or heightening, in beauty,] to such reason of their sharpness. (A, TA.)
termed] ji of the blade of a sword are likened by

*

*

1495
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# a word occurring in the K and TA voce

a poet, (S, TA,) namely, Sá'ideh Ibn-Ju-eiyeh, man, K) stood erect [as though drawing himself

& It (a thing)

up] to us. (O, K.) - And &

(TA) to the tracks of cit: ($, TA)

s

?

3

J.

and in the TA voce 's-e &c. [app. as mean
appeared, or became apparent, to thee. (L.) = ing A broad piece of wood]. - cú-5 signi
<-- U- A man whose nature it is to cling,
: He was, or became, attached, or
catch, cleave, or adhere, to a thing. (S, K.) And *
fies The two pieces of wood of the *, (O, K,)
<< *-* C-2-3 [A tooth, or molar tooth,] that addicted, to an affair; or fond of it. (O.)
which is the thing upon which bricks are carried
2. 4-> see 1. – Also, (K,) inf n.
catches, or fastens, to a thing. (TA.)
from place to place: the pl. is &l-El and
(S,):Hesignifies
made italso
(a thing)
nide.
(S, K.)orAnd [the coll, gen, n., of which ä-3 is the n, un,
The
act
of
paring,
peeling,
#, (K) or i: #, (TA,) A man (TA)
ovho cleaves to his c: [i.e. opponent, or adver
is] *
(O.)
or the like. (O. [See also 1.]) – And The act
sary], not quitting him. (K, T.A.)
c-3 [whether with or without tenween is
of pulling, or plucking, out, or up. (O.) = And
3
3.: [erroneously written in some copies of the & (O, K,) inf n. as above, (K,) He (a man, not apparent, as the fem. is not mentioned,] Tall;
*

>

5 i •

-

•

-

6

•

6

•

6

@

&#.

s

&#1.

•

**)

(AA, S, O, K3) an epithet applied to a man.
TA) became aged, and san, a [thing such as is (TA.)
hnonn plant; (AHn, L, Msb;) a. certain herb, termed] C# appearing as though it were two.
i-3 sing of
(O,) which signifies
or leguminous plant; (K;) [i. q. +: and -->, (O, K.)
See C-,
4.in two pplaces: = and see also Pieces of wood, (O, K,) broad, (O,) placed
q. v.; i. e. anethum graveolens, or dill, of the
transversly, (O, K,) contrarinoise, or on contrary
common garden-species :] $gh says that -: is a
C**.
sides,
(0,) in the [camel's saddle called] -3
foreign word of which --- is an arabicized
form;
3
(O, K) that is of wood: so expl. by Shujáa. (O.)

K 3:2, and in the L

A certain well

&#,

6 d >

•

* •

-

-

and it is made of the measure J2, because this

£: (SA, o, M., K) and ': ($0.5)

measure has many examples; whereas the mea i. q. Las: [i. e. The body, or bodily or corporeal
sure Uss, of which
ordinary. (Mgb.)

&: :

J.' is an instance, is extra

see what next follows.

[so in the CK and in my
MS. copy of the K, but the latter is strangely

said in the TA to be with kest,] sings of £3,
which signifies The flesh-hooks (~.4%) of the
fire. (K.)

£i,

&:

t”.

says,

&## es. & meaning

&:

:*< [i.e. A body, broad in the fore arms: (S, K:) or long therein:

but AAF and Ibn-El-Jowzee2:
preferAttached,
the former
or
or bodily form, appeared,
loomed,
or gleamed, to explanation. (TA.) =
• of
~
- of e

*

>0 &

*~!:
3.

piece of wood,] Pared, (K, TA,) and cut, or
hened
[app. so as to be made wide: see 1]. (TA.)
appears to one : (L:) and a thing that is per
*= And A species of fish. (TA.)
ceived by sense (A, O, L) and by sight: (O, L.:)
+: Wide between the shoulders. (L.) –
pl.
(A, O, Msb, K,) which is of the former,
c:#;"
and &##, W
A man
(A, Msb,) and [of the latter]
(K.) One

other creature, of which the Jaśā [or body, &c.,]

+s: and * > .

*

.#4,

applied to a [garment of the kind called]
form or figure or substance, of a man or some
other thing or object, which one sees from a -ás, Strong, or stout: (O, K: ) or, as some
distance]: (S, A, O, Msb, K:) a man, or some say, wide. (O.) - And [applied to a stick, or

me]. (A) And Gl, S.

See art. -->.

£i A [They are

&Úl:

**

*

s

3

addicted, to an affair; or fond of it. (O.)

bodies without soul (A). And ~ & #

6 * * * *

•

•

de

o

* *

&: an epithet applied to a spider: see 5.

+:

Jew, (A, O,) and Je" less- c.2, a prov., (0,)

meaning [More minute, or inconsiderable, than]
1.33, aor. * (S, A, Msb) and -, ($) inf. n.
the atoms that are seen in the rays of the sun
i-3, (TK) said of a entering from a mural aperture in a chamber: (IAar, K;) He measured by the #: [or span]
man, (S,) He was, or became, broad in the fore (A,” O:) or, as some say, than the thread that (IAar, S, A, Msb, K) a garment, or piece of
arms: (S, K, TA:) or long therein. (TA.) = comes forth from the mouth of the spider; cloth, (S, K,) or a thing: (A, Msb:) from
gossamer;] called by the children *u
4-3, (A, O, Mgh, L, MSb, K.) aor. *, (K,) [meaning
• # -- e • o &
• o # =- 0 g
like as one says 4: from
(S.) d! 40 co
inf n : #, (TK,) He extended, stretched, or
&

#5 (IAar, $, Mab, K.) and "...inf n.:#;

1 & #, (S. K.) inf".

#1;

•a •

&l.

* >d #

cu:1 (0.) And g.: £ic's 'S'

stretched out, it, or him; (A, O, Mgh, L, MSb, Jú £, meaning [Nouns are of tno sorts,]
K;) namely, a thing; (IF, L, Msb;) a hide, or the names of things perceived by sense, and the
skin, (A, L, K,) or some other thing, (L) between names [of actions, or rather of accidents or attri

āk-3, 3: ! [Who will be guarantee for thee
that thou will measure the earth with thy span 21
is a prov. applied to him who imposes upon him

pegs, or stakes; (K;) and a man, (Mgh, L, Mgb,) butes, i. e.] of other things; like as they say self that which he is unable to accomplish. (A,
• of
~ of
-- o #
T.A.) – #3 3%, inf n. as above, + He com
between two things, to be flogged, (L.) [i. e.,]
• **

* *

betneen two stakes inserted and fixed in the &#9 it." and Júlit-i (A) And as pressed the woman. (TA)-53, (ISk, S, A)
ground, (Mgh, Msb) which are called glū, * £ The known ones of his camels, and sheep aor. * and >, (TA,) inf."...as above; (S.K.)
(Mgh,) when he was beaten, or crucified, (Mgh, or goats, and other cattle, perished. (O, K.”) and W *', (S, A) inf n.jū; (K3) and * *, *,

Msb) or like him who is crucified; and 7 4-> = . # also signifies A door or gate, of high
is used, accord. to some, in the same manner. structure; (O, K;) and so V
(K:) [but
(L.) And 4% &# He extended, or stretched the latter may have originated from a mistran
forth, his arms, or hands: (L:) or -3 [alonel scription; for Sgh says,] and so &#. (O.) =

£3:

* *>

he extended his arm, or hand, to offer a prayer,

or supplication; (K;) or he extended and raised
his arms, or hands, in

his prayer, or supplication.

See also

i-43.

inf n. *:5; (TS, TA;) He gave him (ISk, S,

A, TS, K) wealth, or property, (ISk, S, A)
or a sword, (ISk, S,) or a coat of mail. (S, IB.)

=3.3, aor. 4,
excessively;
Or

He exulted; or exulted greatly,
and behaved insolently and un

thankfully, or ungratefully. (TS, K, TA.)

i: A rafter, or timber, (**) of the ceiling,

(A.) And * c.” -: #~ 1 The chame or roof, of a house: so in a trad. where it is said,
leon extends (S, A, O) itself (S, O) or its fore # *-* L' -ā- #3 (And he pulled aff
legs (A) upon the branch. (S, A, O.) - Also, the roof of my house, rafter by rafter, or timber
inf n. as above, He cut, hened, or pared, it, by timber]. (JM,”TA.)
namely, a stick, or piece of wood, so as to make #: of horses: what is thus called is well
it wide. (O, L. [See also 2.]) - And He clave known [as being A rope which is extended from
it, or split it, (K,” TA,) namely, another's head, a horse's fore leg to his hind leg: so in the present
or anything whatever. (TA) - W C* He (a day]. (TA.)

2: see 1, in two places. - Also £, (AHeyth,
s

de

K,) inf n. 2:5, (AHeyth, TA,) He magnified
him, or honoured him; namely, a man: (AHeyth,
K, TA:) and made him a near companion, a

familiar, or a favourite. (AHeyth, TA.)
4.x: He (a man) begat children tall in the
- * :" .
2.5i, i.e. statures: and he begat children short
-

** * * * *

therein (IAir, TA)=9:1; see 1.
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He was, or became, magnified, or seeking to ingratiate themselves thereby: (TA:)
honoured: and made a near companion, a fami or the Eucharist (c)(3) itself: (K:) or a thing
n:hich the Christians give ( *#), one to another,
liar, or a favourite. (AHeyth, T.A.)
6. Lú. They (two bodies of men, S) drew as though seeking to ingratiate themselves thereby :
5.

2:

not broad, is likened to this fish; and this fish, to

the law: the pl. is £5. (TA) (See &:]
&:

near, each to the other: (S, K:) as though they (Kh, Sgh, TA:) or (TA, in the K “and”)
1. #4,
*****,
* * Mab
&: (IDrd,* S,
&".[aor. “..] inf n :
became a span ( >) distant, one from the other; bodies: and poners, or faculties: (K, TA:) or
K) and &#, (IDrd, Msb, TA,) which is a con
or as though each extended the span to the (TA, in the K “and”) the Gospel (K, TA.)
2

6-d

other. (S.)

traction of the former, or accord. to some it is a
subst., having the signification assigned to it
(Ibn
below, (Mgb,) or it is both, (TA,) and

6*.*

69 -

5: ; see #: - and see also ".

&#9),

3: The

by
measure [of the width (see
the span, of a garment, or piece of cloth: so in

: A trumpet;

syn.

&:

&#,

(S, K;) a certain

thing in which one blons: (Mgh:) said to be an 'Abbād, K.) He was, or became, satiated, sated,

the saying, &### > [Hon: much is the mea
arabicized word; (S;) not genuine Arabic: or satisfied in stomach; : being the contr. of
sure of the width, by the span, of thy garment, or (Mgh, TA:) accord. to IAth, it is Hebrew:
(S, K.) and one of those inf ns. [which are
piece of cloth?]. (Mgb.) – Stature; (Fr, K;) (TA:) [app. from the Hebr. "Elvi, as observed of a measure often] denoting natural affections or
***
and so W #: whether short or tall: (TA:) pl.
qualities [such as & and &- &c.]. (S.) You
See
also
*:#.
Golius.]
by
[app. of the latter] #. (IAar, T.A.) You say,

&”

J. J. • *

3: J#

L. How tall is his stature! (TA)

Life, or age; as also

"#.

say 4-2-3

&#: # J.; t A man that is a thif

•

*

<<3 35 * A country

of n!hich the

sheep, or goats, have become completely satiated, or

(TS, K.) Thus in (Sgh, K.)

satisfied,byabundanceofherbage. (TA)And 3.3
#, and 1.-1. (S, Msb, K.) and * 3-, and
2- : * >3
shorten, or God shortened, his life]. (TS, TA)
c”, (§, K.) I was, or became, satiated,
>
–!The act of giving : (A, IAth:) like as & So in the saying, a-L% 3-3: ** [He is nider sated, or satisfied, with bread, and with flesh
in span than his companion]. (A.)
and * are said for “generosity.” (A.) - See
meat. (S, K.) - Hence, metaphorically, -:
* **
also **, in two places.-tThe due for marriage,
*: A certain jish; (K;) called by the *** 2.9 1% &- ! I have become, or I
and for concubitus; ($h, S," K;") such as what
became, disgusted [of satiated to loathing] with
vulgar "25%. (TA)
4 -d -

d 1 so - G

the saying, # * 3:5 and *::::

[May God

* - of

*

4:l Wider in span; syn.

J. • O

5: &#.

(A, TA.)
-

are termed X-2 and #2. (Sh, TA.) You say,

ts: #3 <: I gave the noman her due for
marriage, or for concubitus. (S.) - t The hire
that is given for the stallion-camel's covering of
the female. (IAar, T, S, Msb, K.") The taking
of this is forbidden. (T, S, Msb.)-; Marriage:
(IAth, K:) because it is accompanied by a gift.

this thing, or affair. (S,"TA.) – [See also

(TA) 3.which signifies
#3 sing of £3,
* >*

another metaphorical usage of this verb voce
Certain notches (525- [pl. of 5-, in the CK #5-.] =2#. : t His intellect was, or be
erroneously written #J) in the cubit, by means came, full, perfect, (K,) strong, or solid. (TA.)

of which buying and selling are transacted: (K,
2.4: <<3, (S, K, [in some copies of the
and the notch of the half of the span, and of the former, erroneously, -->: ,]) inf. n. &: ; (K;)

TA:) of them is the notch (j-) of the span,

o

•

*

o

-

de

(IAth, TA) (#3 J &#3% May God bless quarter thereof: every notch of these, small or and -: ; (as in one place in the TA;) I His
gour marriage is a saying mentioned in a trad.
great, is termed "... : mentioned by $gh, from sheep, or goats, were, or became, nearly, but not
(IAth, T.A.)
Aboo-Sa’eed. (TA)=#4 also signifies Rivers, quite, satiated, or satisfied. (S, K, T.A.)
*- d -

-

X: A span; the space between the extremity

or rivulets, ( Aft) that are depressed, so that the

4 * * [signifying It satiated him, sated

of the thumb and that of the little finger (Msb, water comes to them from several places, (K, him, or satisfied his stomach,] is said of food and
K) when extended apart in the usual manner: TA,) of such as overflows from the lands: (TA:)
of abundance of drink. (TA)- 4:1 [I
(Msb:) of the masc. gender: (K:) pl. jū, (S, pl. of: and "#4 (K,TA)
satiated him, sated him, or satisfied his stomach;
Msb, K,) the only pl. form. (Sb.) [See also
or] I fed him so that he became satiated, sated,
24, and & [Hence]: #23 (applied to 5:-e: see what next precedes.
6.--> d >

e'."

&- # [I
or satisfied. (Mgb.) And
a man, S) { Contracted, or short, in make : (S,
5,2:... A liberal, bountiful, or generous, woman. fed him so as fully to relieve him from hunger].
A, K:) or, accord. to some of the lexicons, in
(IAar,
K.)
step. (TA.) - [As a measure in astronomy, it
The
be
to
law-books
the
of
(S) t I saturated the garment, or piece of cloth,
several
is said in
la:
with the dye. (TA)—[Hence also,] as: : He
©e

p d -

(S.K.) [Hence]:#1-#6, TA) £3.

© y

tnelfth part of the

»; and therefore twenty

bu& (AA, K) and £, being perfectly and
tno minutes and a half, accord. to modern usage:
imperfectly decl., (AA, TA,) The name of a
but there is reason to believe that ancient usage
differed from the modern with respect to both month in Greek; (AA, K;) i, q. *..., q. V.
of these measures, and was not precise nor uni (AA, TA.)
–2: Jús + The serpent : *: (S, K) and #. (K,) the latter men
form. See
(IAar, K:) and so &# Jú. (IAar, T.A.) - tioned in the O on the authority of Lth, but in
the L on the authority of Lh, and said by him to
See also "", in two places.

3:...]

be a Greek word, (TA,) [a coll. gen, n.,] n. un.
with 3, and sometimes that with fet-h is without
(Mgh, TA) and "5: (IAar, TA:) and wealth, teshdeed, (K,) i. e. #, mentioned by ISd,
or the like i. syn. * ‘. (K :) the first is a word but with the expression of a doubt as to its
correctness, (TA,) [now applied to A species of
similar to las- and Jaa; ; and he who says that
cyprinus, or carp : or, accord. to Golius, a fish
it is used by poetic license for: [as it is said to resembling the alosa, or shad, but three times
be in the S] is in error: *::: and : are said to
larger; wont to be brought from the Euphrates
be two dial. vars., like 335 and £5. (TA.) - to Aleppo :] a species of fish, (Lth, S, K,) slender
Also 4 certain thing which the Christians give, in the tail, wide in the middle part, soft to the
one to another, (usua: sustaš, K, TA, 2: feel, small in the head, resembling a *::: [or

: A gif: (S.Mgh, K, TA3) as also ":

*TA) the the cláfor Eucharist],(K,TA)

made it (namely anything, TA) full, without lack
or defect, or abundant, or copious. (K,"TA.)
It is said of other things beside substances; as,

for instance, of blowing, and ofreading or reciting,

and of any expression. (TA) You say also,
t: S.: Us-oll 13. us Gl. [He carried on,
respecting this idea, a full section]. (TA.) [And

ié- &:

He rendered a vonel full in sound,

by inserting after it its analogous letter of pro
longation. And such a letter of prolongation is
said to be inserted, or added,
the sound full; as in & for

£i, and 8.4% for &#94.

at:}; to

render

Šá, and £i for
And

tà: is also

used as signifying For the sake of, or by nay of,

pleonasm, or giving fulness of expression.] =
Jeżll

:

The man's beasts were, or became,

completely satiated, or satisfied, by abundance of
Persian lute]: (Lth, K:) the lazy" when long, herbage. (TA.)

Book I.]

&:-4:
5. &: He ate immediately after eating. (K.)
&#: &:- &é * A beast that
- He feigned himself satiated, sated, or satisfied has attained to eating; an epithet applied to such
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<\,:

See

1.4%, aor. -, (K, TA) inf n. 4:3; (TA;)

in stomach, not being so. (K, TA.) – [And a beast until it is nearly weaned. (TA.)
and "4:3, inf n. 4:5; He infixed, (K, TA)
hence,] t He made a boast of abundance or riches,
and inserted, (TA,) one part thereof into another,
&#3
&
es'
&%
[Such
a
one
is
in
a
state
(Msb, K, TA,) or of more than he possessed;
and invested himself with that, n:hich did not in which he is satiated, or satisfied, with drink or parts thereof into others: (K, TA:) so in the
and food]. (T, A, TA, in art.") [See:) M : (TA:) [but the latter more usually signifies
belong to him. (TA.) [See &*.]
he infired, and inserted, many parts thereof into
&: a subst., signifying A thing that satiates &: pass. part. n. of 4 [q.v.]. See also &#, others: (see 8, first sentence, respecting its quasi
pass.:) and hence, he made it reticulated, reti
one, sates one, or satisfies one's stomach; (S, in two places.
see
#1 [or i:') form, like a net; and like a lattice, or trellis, or
6 *:-o:
* *
Msb, K;) consisting of bread, and of flesh-meat,
grating, or cage: and both signify also he made
&c.; (Msb;) as also *::: (K:) accord. to
it commingled in its several parts, intricate,
The
letter
r'.
(TA
in
art.
U-M'.)
some, the former is an inf. n.: (Mgb:) or it is an
: 2” ! One who invests himself with, and makes complicated, perplexed, or confused; either pro
inf n, and also a subst, signifying as above.
perly, as when the object is a fabric, or anything
(TA.) You say, Je: -##" The cake of bread a boast of, more than he possesses; who invests made by art, or created; or tropically, as when
[is that which] satiates me, &c. (Msb.)
himself with that which he does not possess; (S, the object is ideal:] primarily, (TA) #1
s

3-8:

s

&: inf n. of 1 [q. v.]. - Also ..! Thickness in

TA;) who affects goodly qualities more than he
possesses;
like him who feigns himself satiated,
the shanks. £A)=see also &#. You say,
or satisfied in stomach, not being so : (TA:) or
&# <>15 U3) A land having abundance of he who feigns himself satiated, or satisfied in
herbage, and plenty. (Mgh.)
stomach, not being so; and hence, t a lying
Asi. &- is: The quantity with which one is person, who affects to be commended or praised
satiated, sated, or satisfied, once, of food. (S, K.) for, or boasts of, or glories in, that which he does

# * in 2: &# II. v.] (Mgh)

signifies £" [i. e. the mixing

together a thing

or things]; and [implies] Já-lä, [i. e. the
entering of one part of a thing into another part,
or of parts of a thing or things into other parts;

or the being intermixed, or intermingled]. (S,

TA) Hence, 8.49. "4:#,(S,TA) meaning

not possess. (Mgh.) Thus in a trad., (S, Mgh,) The inserting of some of the fingers [i. e. those of
*: •) (~ : | one hand] amid the other fingers; (Msb, TA;)
which it is forbidden to do in prayer: (TA:) one

in which it is said, J-34-

&: Satiated, sated, or satisfied in stomach; * &#, (S, TA) or * : * (Mgh)
(S, Msb,” K;) as also V &ć, but this is allowable ! [He who invests himself with, and makes a says, [*-i *::, or] * &: a:, He in
serted, or interserted, his fingers together [so as to
only in poetry: (K.) fem. of the former Us":, boast of more than he possesses, &c., is like the conjoin his two hands]: (MA:) or, as some
• *
wearer of two garments of falsity: or] accord.

(S, Msb, K.) and # (Sgh, K) is sometimes
used: ($gh.) the pl. of cita: and of Us": is
at: and Use'". (TA.) [Hence the saying,]

* bits $1.4 × 1,4+ s^4 $1%
[A people who, when they are hungry, are

fearful and conardly, and thou seest them to be
beasts of prey when

they

are

satiated].

(A, TA.)

–[And hence,] Jus-l-Ji L-3 A woman who
fills up the anklet by reason of her fatness. (S,

K, TA) And #3: Us: Who fills up the

& •

to A’Obeyd, it means [that such is like] the hypo
crite who wears the garments of the devotees in
order that he may be thought to be a devotee, not
being so: or, as some say, the person who wears
a shirt to the sleeves of which he attaches two
other sleeves in order to make it appear that he
is nearing truo shirts: or [the wearer of the gar
ments of the false witness; for] it is said that
there used to be in the tribe the man of goodly
exterior, and when false witness was needed, he
bore [such] witness, and was not rejected, because

interpret it,

&l-Sl 4:

which is forbidden in

prayer is t the mixing, and entering, into con

tentions, or altercations. (TA.) [Hence also,]

"...#

&;" +jēs, a saying of Mohammad

Ibn-Zekereeyā, meaning + The nind had made

them like the as: [or net], in the interkniting
and contraction of the limbs. (Mgh.)- 4: £3,
inf n. as above, means + He, or it, diverted him,

or occupied him so as to divert him, from him, or
it. (TA.)

bracelet by reason of fatness. (K, TA.) And of the goodliness of his apparel. (Mgh.) [See
2: see above, in three places: = and see also
tú," Us: 1 A woman large in the belly. (TA) also art. 235, in which this trad, is cited with a 8, in two places.

And &#" L: ! A woman bulky in make: (A.

small variation.]

O, L, TA:) in the K erroneously written L-4:
•

A,

863, and expl. as meaning bulky in the fore
arm. (TA.)

1.

3. (# <\t, inf n. ##, [app. t He caused
an embroilment between them tryo,] occurring in
a tradition, (TA.)

&#, (S, M, O, Mgb, K.) aor. 4, (Msb, K.)

4. 12: They dug wells (O, K) such as are
6 # Food that satiates, sates, or satisfies the inf n. &#, (S, M, Mgh, O, Mgb,) He was, or called £1.5 (O) or such as are called as: . (K.)
stomach. (Fr.) - + An arrow that,Mill, much o: became, affected with vehement lust, or carnal – And &# It (a place) had [such] nells dug in
many or often. (Ibn-'Abbād)-Jäll &: * desire: (S, M, Mgh, O, Mgb, K:) said of a man; it by many persons. (TA.)
6 *

! A garment, or piece of cloth, [of full texture, (M, Msb;) and in like manner one says of a
or] of many threads: ($, K, TA) pl. &: *3. woman; and also, sometimes, of other than human

beings. (M, TA)-And--il 3: 3: He
(TA) And 8: J-, (K) or #1&#, (TA) suffered
indigestion, or turned anay with disgust,

* * **

5: see 8, in four places,
6: see 8, in three places. -

&:

<-QL:

The beasts of prey leaped [the females]; syn.
+A rope abundant, (K, TA,) and firm, or from flesh-meat. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)
&#: (K:) or desired to do so (#) *#).
strong, in the nool, (TA,) or in the hair, or fur,
T.A.) - USA: 5 [app. t They became em
&: Affected with vehement lust or carnal (IAar,
[of which it is composed:] (K, TA:) pl. &#.
broiled, each with the other;] quasi-pass of
(Mgb, TA;) applied to a man; and some
(TA)—Jisi &# 34, t A man full, or per desire;
times
to
other than man: (Msb:) fem. with 5. U.: #5. (TA)
..fect, (K, TA,) and strong, or solid, (TA,) in
8. &#1, quasi-pass. of £3, It had one part
intellect; (K, TA;) from IAar; (TA3) as also (Msb, T.A.)
thereof infixed, (K, TA,) and inserted, (TA,)
*4:... (K.) And -is W &: J% [or per
&s: A certain wooden implement of the baker, into another, or parts thereof into others; as
haps

-li W &#

+ A man strong, or firm, in

or maker of bread; (K;) a baker's rolling-pin; also "4:5, quasi-pass of 4: (K, TA:) so in

(MA;) [thus called, and also **, in the present the M: but W the latter imports muchness, or
day;] an arabicized word, (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) multiplicity: (TA:) [i. e. it signifies it had
#: A portion of food that remains, or is from
[the Pers.] * [or **, or from the many parts thereof infixed, and inserted, into
redundant, after one is satiated, or satisfied.
Pers.
(TA.) [See also -:*]
others; and hence, it was reticulated, retiform,
(Ibn-Abbād, K.")
heart. (TA.)

£).
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like a net; and like a lattice, or trellis, or grating, so accord. to El-Kutabee: (TA:) or wells sepa also a pl., of which the sing, if used, is probably
or cage: and both signify also it was, or became, rate, one from another: (M and L in art. st- :) W 46, accord. to analogy; as a possessive epi
commingled in its several parts, intricate, com and, (K) or as some say, (TA,) wells (O, K, thet, meaning # 25, like Ś meaning 9% 25,
plicated, perplexed, or confused; either properly, as TA) that are open to vien, (K, TA) dug in a &c. :] one says, 3: A." us' &# I san',
when said of a fabric, or anything made by art, or rugged place, of the depth of the stature of a
upon the nater, the fishermen with the nets. (Az,

created; or tropically, as when said of what is man, and tn ice and thrice that measure, in n'hich Z, TA.)
the rain-mater becomes retained: so called be

ideal.] One says, As: <-->4, and "-Qū,
and 7 <,

[or the last may be a mistranscription cause of their mutual proximity, and confusedness:

ié, (S, o, KL) or '#, (Mab, T.A.) A

a single one of them is not called #3; for this thing formed of grating, or lattice-work, (t #4,
for 7-c.:,] The stars were intermixed among
themselves, and confused '' (TA !). [or were clus i: only a name for a plural number; but the pl. $, o, or ::, KL, TA) of iron, ($, o, Mob,
tered together:] or 25- 0:1 signifies the Ju: is applied to aggregates thereof in sundry K, TA,) and of other material [i.e. of wood &c.]:
stars being numerous, and being intermixed places: (0, TA) or Jú, (S) or #3, (MSb) (TA:) and [particularly] a windon, so formed:
signifies nells that are numerous and near together
among themselves; from Júl # [“the net of
the fisherman” or “sportsman ”]: (Mgh:) or
& #: [I san, him looking from the
their being numerous, and [as though] gathered *::1 (Mgb:) or, accord. to As, # signi grated, or latticed, windon']. (TA) - See also
[or clustered] together: (Mgb:) or, as some say, fies wells, or other pits or hollon's dug in the

(KL) pl. 4:3. ($, o, TA) one says, #,

in a [tract of] land, (S, Msb;) from 9: * 9:#.
*

£.

the appearing of all the stars [which causes them ground, that are numerous; and the pl. is 5.2.

3.1% [app. a possessive epithet, meaning *
aš]: see 5:. - [Also meaning Jú:#f 25.
intricately intermixed or intermingled; syn. water and produce salt, nor such as give growth
<3:1 (o, T.A.) And #9: 4: The to plants, or herbage : (TA:) or [the pl.] 5.3 One says &# &* A road, or way, that is
confused and intricate. (O, K.) - [Hence,]
to appear confused]. (TA.) And 5.3%) -**! (IDrd, O.)- And A (tract of] land in which
The veins were knit together, commingled, or are many wells, (K, TA,) not tracts that exude

became intermixed, or confused. (TA.) signifies places, of the earth, that are not such as
• *
2 &
33
Aft <l.…) | The darkness became con exude water and produce salt, nor such as give <\als: Leża-31-21 may mean The sun; as being
chief of the [confused] stars: or the milky
fad (S, o, TA) And # =>, and growth to plants, or herbage; such as the Jú of the
way,
[as being composed of confused stars;]
El-Basrah, (Lth, O.)–And The burrow of the

mirage
And

* -<us,

and * ><>, (K, TA) and "-c:,
*::" (pl. ofaçúl] meaning "a:l. (Ham
(TA,) + The affairs became intricate, complicated, [field-rat called] *: (K, TA:) or the burron's
perplexed, or confused. (K, TA.) And <<:l thereof, which are near together: pl. Júš. (TA.) pp. 43 and 44.) - And # i: ; see 4:4.
X: <-

+ The nar, or fight, became intricate,

3.3, (thus in the 'Eyn and O and L and TA,)

and entangled between them; syn. -:5. (TA

in art. -->) And &#### -<> [His
canine teeth locked together, and nere dissimilar];

Or
a 3."

* 3:, (thus in the K, there said to be like

—And 4.1% applied to a lion, Having the
canine teeth locking together,

(~39. * 3:,
J -->

305,) but [SM says that] the latter is a manifest K, TA, [see 8, near the end, in the CK 3:

(TA) A thing, (K, TA,) or anything, +A59,]) disimilar (TA) and '91 it:
referring to a lion. (O. [See also &#.]) Jú: mistake,
(Lth, O,) composed of canes, or reeds, (K, TA,) is applied to a camel, (O, TA,) in like manner.

-->

means ! The close [or intimate] connexion or such as canes, or reeds, (Lth,
O,) firmly bound (TA.) [Hence,]

of relationship by birth: (TA:) [and in like together, (Lth, O, TA,) in the manner of the
manner,

A&S.

V &t:3 such connexion of re manufacture of mats: (Lth, O, K, TA:) a single

The lion.

&#1 is one of the names for
(TA)- And one says & J:

#, meaning A man whom

one sees, by
lationships by birth: see an ex of its part. n., piece whereof is termed W iéu, (Lth, O, TA,) C
his skill, thrusting with the spear [indiscri
"#. (So in the K.)- And likewise, of
4:..]
minately] in all the faces. (O, TA.)
43.
#.— Also The teeth of a comb; (i.e. 04, as in the 'Eyn and O and L, but in &:
iét:. 4: is A certain sort
reaSon

Or

Voce

See

See

(O, K;) because of their nearness together. (TA.)

the K '53, TA) What is between the curred
pieces of wood of the [vehicles called] J.L.-,

-

of food. (TA.)
(K,) Or
#, (S, Mgb,)
4: : See
in two places. —#43-,
; Between them tryo is [a close or an intimate [pl. of J>, q.v., composed] of net-work of
S, TA) means t [Relationship by birth]
connexion of] relationship by birth: (S, K, TA:) thongs (33ll
[… being here used as (A’Obeyd,
closely,
or
intimately,
connected. (A’Obeyd, TA.)
and --~ # Asil &: ! Between the people, or a coll, gen, n.: see art. As]). (K, TA.)
And
one
says
also,
X-j (# ! [Be
party, is an intermingling [of relationship]. (O,
: see the next preceding paragraph.
tneen them tryo are relationships by birth closely,
TA.)

# (#,

Sr-

&#,

*: 3:

*#):

ié:

intimately,
and "āśā is:
[which
means theconnected];
[a pl. of which the sing, is not men or
like]. (TA.)
fisherman, and fooler or sportsman]; (K;) the tioned,] Contentions, or altercations. (TA.)
g
# The aë;3 [meaning net] of the * [i.e.

4%
3:

•

6.- : * * *

**

&#1 J< 34 [app. A
(S,) that is used in the water [i.e. for catching maker of soft netted fabrics of thongs for U.l...;

***, (Lth, O, TA) or instrument of 2:1,

fish] and on the land [i. e. for catching forwls or (see
wild animals]; (Lth, Q,' TA;) applied by some be for

Ineans

£, latter sentence;)
*śl,

supposing **

*

*

āśl.">< : see what next precedes.

J:
to

agreeably with a well-known

1. 33, (K) aor.”, (TK) inf n. J, #, He

peculiarly to the 3-a of the water; (TA;) license]. (TA.)

(a boy, TA) became a youth, or young man, (K,)

and

or gren up, and became a youth, or young man,

w 5: signifies the same: (K:) pl. of the

3:#:

#, in two places: - and Jú", (TA,) in a state of ease and plenty. (K, TA.
[coll. gen. n.] * #: (Msb, K:) and the pl. of likewise in two places: - and iétá, also in two [In the CK, as: ... is erroneously put for L'
*54% is 4:3 (K) – And A certain thing places. - Applied to a & i. q. iès: [app. a:..]) Accord. to Ks, one says, & & <1%
for the head; (Lth, O';) [a small net, for the as signifying Woven well, or well and compactly;
in which sense this epithet seems to be more pro &#, meaning I gren up, or became a youth, or

former jū. (S, Mab, K) and Šuš (Msb) and

See

• O

head, a veil of net-work, in order that the face
the sons- * of such a one: (S,
**
* ~ of
may not be known. (Golius, on the authority of perly applicable to a woman's “shift” than to “a young man, among
• * *

> *

Meyd.)] = Also Wells near together, (K, TA,) coat of mail;” but #2 in the former of these TA:) and J* c-a-l-A) all U: A5 The boy
of n:hich the water is near [to the mouths], com senses is seldom, if ever, fem.; and in the latter has grown up, or become a youth, or young man,
municating [app. by filtration] one with another: sense, seldom, if ever, masc.]. (TA.) = [It is in the best manner: (S:) but accord. to others,
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2: see what next precedes.

it is not said except in the case of being in a state

originating from the fact of a woman's breaking
the
of a lion, and then hearing the cry of a
X: Cold, or coldness; (S, Mgb, K;) accord. crow,neck
or
raven,
and being frightened: applied to
4. tax & #3 <# + The noman bore to the M, of water: (TA:) but one says #3: him who advances
boldly to undertake that which
with her children, [tending them patiently, after * # ..[4 morning having coldness]: (S:)
is of high account, [or attended with peril,] and
the loss of her husband,] nithout marrying : (S, and -o- 25 A2: A day having coldness. (Mgb.) fears that which is contemptible. (Meyd, K.)
O:) [and] us.” c.” <-lèl t She (a woman)
Jureybeh Ibn-El-Ashyam El-Fak'asee says,
>: [and V3:) A kid, or lamb, having the
applied herself constantly to the care of her chil
&#3",
£34,
piece of wood called A. put into its mouth and
dren, after [the loss of] her husband, (K, TA,)
tied behind its head, in order that it may not
and bore with them, (TA,) not marrying : (K,
-: , s: , .33%
such
its mother. (TA.)
TA) and the epithet applied to her is 'J:
of ease and plenty. (TA.)
6*

* **

*

-

*

*

*

*

[And they likened our horses to the camels carry

[without 1 (TA) one says, #! (A &

ing provision of corn; but they found their provi
4×

Ül." Gle 52-01- ! [She is, in her constant sion to be something having coldness]; meaning,
application of herself to the care of her children, accord. to Aboo-Riyásh, that they found death;
&c., like the lioness over her n helps]. (TA.) for death is cold; and poison also is cold: but
And * U:l t He inclined to him; affected there is another reading, accord. to which the
last word is 24, meaning “heaviness,” such as
him ; or was, or became, favourably inclined
results from food. (Ham p. 363.) See also the
tonards him : (S, O, K, TA:) and he aided,
next paragraph.
helped, or assisted, him. (K, TA.)
Cold, as an epithet, (S, Msb, TA,) applied
[7. U.:l is expl. by Golius as signifying
to
water,
(S, TA,) and to rain; and one says
“Leviter e loco exivit, effluxit;” as on the autho
i:
#34,
meaning A cold morning. (TA.)
rity of the KL ; but I do not find it in my copy
of that work; and think that it is some other [And] Feeling cold: (K:) or feeling cold to
gether nith hunger. (AA, S, K.) - Also A
word to which this meaning is there assigned.]
neapon, or neapons; as being cold: and such has
J: The whelp, or young one, of the lion : been said to be the meaning [of "...# 13] in the
(S, Mgh, O, Msb:) or the young one of the lion verse cited above. (TA.) - And Death; because
Twhen it has attained to the seeking, or taking, of of its coldness: - and Poison; for the same
prey: (K, TA:) [and Freytag says, on the au. reason. (K. [But see the verse cited above, and
thority of Meyd, of any nild beast :] pl. Jüši the explanation of it.]) = And as: 3,5: A fat

ź

(S, o, Mih, K) and J: ($, o, K) [both pro

ow or conv, or beast of the bovine

hind: (K, TA:)

* : *: and 4 (MA, K.) in n. 4:3,
(S, K, KL,) He made it to be like it, or to re
semble it; he assimilated it to it; (MA, KL;)
i. q. at: [meaning thus: and also meaning he

likened it to it, or compared it with it; agreeably
with the explanation here next following] (S,"

K.) Gü G +: I put the thing in the
place, or predicament, of the [other] thing, by
reason of an attribute connecting them [or common
to them]; which attribute may be real and ideal;
real as when one says, “this dirhem is like this
dirhem,” and “this blackness is like this black

ness;” and ideal as when one says, “Zeyd is
like the lion” or “like the ass” i.e. in his strength
or his stupidity, and “Zeyd is like 'Amr” i.e. in

his power and his generosity and similar qualities;
and sometimes it is tropical, as when one says,
“the absent is like the non-existent,” and “the
garment is like the dirhem” i. e. the value of

perly pls of pauc.] and [pl. of mult..] U2: and but the epithet commonly known is A-, [meaning
“having a large hump,”] with U- and c). (TA.) the garment is equivalent to the dirhem. (Mgb.)
Ju%. (K.)
4:3, [app. for £ t: <>] accord. to IAar,
3.
© •

J.3

such as lock together, dissimilar; expl. by the
words £i &#fessi. (K. [Perhaps, in this
sense, a

_*:

A lion whose canine teeth have become

mistranscription for £3, q.v.])-And

See

Al:.

means He made a thing equal to a thing, or like

* 4:3, inf n. as
2.3 A certain plant, (AHn, K,) resembling in
above, He rendered it confused to him [by making
colour the U- [q. v.]. (AHn, TA)
it to appear like some other thing]; (JK, TA;)
a thing. (TA)-[Hence,]

(K) + A boy, or young man, full [or plump] in > A piece of nood which is put crossnise in
body, by reason of ease and plenty and of youth the mouth of a hid, (S, K, TA,) or, as in the M,
fulness: (IAar, O, K"). and SO &#, and in the two sides of the mouth of a kid or lamb,
ja-a-. (IAar, O.) – [álet, expl. by Golius and tied behind its head, (TA) in order that it
aS signifying “Diminuta lacte camela, pulli
may not such its mother; (S, K;) as also
septimestris mater,” as on the authority of the (K.) and so #13-. (IDrd and $ in art. 4--.)

he rendered it ambiguous, dubious, or obscure, to
him. (M.A.) See also 8, [with which it is, in its

pass. form, and in its act, form likewise, nearly
or exactly syn. in one of the senses,] in two places.

#14:14:3, or J-1, The mind, or
"> —[AndJ
the case, imaged it to him; like axles- : see art.
• *-* -

U-4-.] See also 5, [with which, in its pass. form,
this verb is nearly or exactly syn. in one sense.]
Two threads, or strings, attached to the [kind of
[*: used as a simple subst, means A com
(3:1, expl. by Golius as signifying “Magno face-veil called]
by nihich the woman [dran's parison, simile, similitude, or parable: and has
veretri praeputio camelus,”* >as
on the authority of
*
and] binds [the two upper corners of] it to the for its pl.
Hence,
c." By nay
the KL, is a mistake for U-31.]
back
of
her
head:
($,
K.)
[also
called
3×3:]
of
comparison.]
pl.: (0 in art, 4-)
: A lioness whose whelps, or young ones,
3: see the next paragraph, in four places.
63.- d.
accompany her, (S, O, Mgb,) going nith her. _2:.e.:
see the following paragraph. Applied
(S, O.) And A she-camel whose young one has
to a lion, it means Having his mouth tied, or
become strong, and goes nith her. (AZ, S, O.) bound; from > * in the former of the senses ăvil: *;] (S, K;) He was, or became, like him;
- See also 4.
he resembled him; syn, 4Gū. (K.) One says
expl. above: (Meyd, TA:) thus in the following
KL, is a mistake for

ājū.]

– Also, (K) or the dual, cl.", (S, TA)

•-

&#,

*#.

*:

•

-

6

*

..4 c.2, [int n +1;] and **, [inf n.

4

+ d >

|2:… A place in which are lions n helps or
young ones. (Ham p. 416.)

#3; #, and ***, The child (resembled

prov.:
** * *
*

# <!-- &
*~ *

*
*

Are"

-~ *

J.

his father, or] shared nith his father in some one
*

&-ā

of his qualities, or attributes. (Mgb.) And

& e-e

X: 3–9 × 3.

*

* (#####32,(Meyd, TA) or "&#3.
-

-- -

- - - - -5

Lolls U.5 asl, as some relate it, (TA,) [Whoso re

1.2.3, (§, K) aor. 4, (K) inf n., (TA)

[She is frightened at the cry of the crow, or sembles his father, he has not done that which is
It was, or became, cold; (S, K;) said of water, raven, and breaks the neck of the lion whose n'rong:] a prov., meaning, he has not put the

($)=&#123, (K) aor.", in n.

4, mouth is tied] (Meyd, K, TA:) or, accord. to

likeness in the wrong place; for there is not any

(TK,) He put the> * [q. v.] in the mouth of the another relation, -:l, [meaning “the grim one more fit, or proper, for him to resemble than
Kid; as also "4:3, (K) in n. *ś (TA) faced,”] from *śl #: (Meyd:) a saying he: or it may mean that the father has not done
189 *
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that which is wrong. (Meyd. [See also Har and "4:3 and "4:3 [Such a one is the like, copies of the K) or " &#, or " &#. (so in
of thee]. (J.K.) [And * * * * This is different copies of the S, [the latter of these two I
pp. 67's.) And # 3: ..., (Asr, K.) &c.,
like him, or it. And hence, in lexicology, find in one copy only,]) A kind of trees, of the
and 7 %, (K.) [The man resembled his mother,]

meaning t the man became impotent, and weak. £u: #Sl The words that are alike in form :
(IAar, K.) And it is said in a trad. of 'Omar, generally applied to rare instances.]- See also
* 4: &ll & [Verily one becomes like by the next paragraph, in two places.
feeding upon milk]: i. e. the infant that is suckled
a: ; see the next preceding paragraph, in
often becomes like the woman who suckles it, three places. -[Hence,]
syn. with U.S.: [signi
because of the milk: (JK:) or 4: U-V1 [app. fying A likeness, resemblance, or semblance, as
for * *: 3:1; i.e. one acquires a likeness meaning something resembling]; (AA, K and TA
to the natural dispositions of the woman who in art. Us: ;) and " # is syn. with J:- [in the
suckles [him]: or, as it is also related, " *: same sense]: (K in the present art. : [see exs. of
6* *

[kind called] elae; ($, K.) or the A3 [i. e.
panic grass]: (K, TA, but not in the CK:) or
the A. (now commonly applied to wild thyme,
thymus serpyllum], (S, K), one of the sneet
smelling plants, (S,) having an elegant red flower,

•

Xià:])

[app for 2: &#1 (TA)=[4:1 is also a

the latter voce

verb of wonder: hence the saying,

sense, as is indicated in the S,] * £4,

copies of the K. [See
6 - e.g. *

* - e.d."

&#.])=See also #.
• * *

&", or U", or
ceding paragraph.

&#:

see the next pre

# (Lth, J.K, K) and # (CK [but not in
my MS. copy of the K nor in the TA]) A certain

COntr. to

called "X-

*** **i.

*

pl. of the former [in this

&c., as in the next preceding sentence. (So in

*

grain, like that
(Lth, JK, K) in
rule, like &-- and #34; ($, TA;) or this
colour,
[see
-5,- and st:y,] which is taken, i. e.
is a pl. having no proper sing (TA.) One says,

snalloned, as a medicine. (Lth, J.K.)
Hon, like is this night to yesternight ! expl. in * (# [Between them two is a likeness, &c.].
art.

C*..]

(S,) And 2:

5. 4: 4: [He became assimilated to him, or

& * c. &#

[He inclined to

&#.)

his father in likeness]. (S, in art.

And a

it; and he assumed, or affected, a likeness, or poet cited by IAar says,
resemblance, to him, or it; he imitated him, or
it;] he made himself to be like, or to resemble,

* *

• ***

him, or it: (MA, KL; ) i. 9, J.J. (S, TA:
*

*

~

*

* *

*

*

d

*

[in the former, this meaning is indicated, but not

expressed:]) said of a man. (S.) See also 4, last [He became so that there was in him a resem
J-

so.

>

.

.# [More, and most, like]. 5.5

&: £i

5-3U [More like than the date to the date] is a
•

6 * *

- c- ~ +4 C** 3: …" ske &

*

*

ae: ; see a:, in four places.

prov: and so Jú (Ji &- # [More like than
water to nater]. (Meyd)—[And More, or
most, suitable. One says, & £i lák This is
more suitable to thee. And £5. lák This is the

-

sentence but one, -[Hence,] láé ài & 4-) blance of his mother, in respect of bigness of the most suitable.]
*** *
It became imaged to him [in the mind, i. e. it head, and of his nose]. (TA.) And one says
*:
[see its verb:- and] see 4:...
seemed to him,] that it was so; syn. J: (S also, * * # 4: i.e. J:- [In him is a likeness, Also, applied to the plant called Ge. Becoming
and K'in art, Já-) and J&t=5 ($ in that art.) or something having (l likeness, to him, or .#l. yellon. (TA.)
* -

*

> d is

-

and is aff
it n'as

#! * 2: [signifies the same; or] (TK.)- Also, (JK, S, Msb, K, &c.,) and " 4:3,

imaged to him [in

the mind] that it was

(JK, S, K) and " &3, (K, TA, but not in the

*- :

J.

©

-

<2*

4:2: [see its verb: - and] see 4:-2.

CK,) [A sort of fine brass;] a metal resembling
*A*: see &, of which it is said to be an
gold in its colour, the highest in quality of , i.e.
anomalous pl.
6. £35 signifies The being equal, or uniform; [or brass]; (Msb;) yellon, U-- : (K;) a sort
: [part. n. of 8, q.v.]. &#, (S,) and
syn. #: (TA:) [or rather the being consimilar.] of U-5 (JK, T, S, M") rendered yellow by the
addition of an alloy (lit. a medicament): (T, M,"
You say, 'A35 They were like, or they resembled, TA:) so called because resembling gold in its * +, [thus agreeably with an explanation of
its verb by IAar, (see 8, last sentence,)] (JK,) or
each other. (M.A.) And 4:3 ***" The lines
colour: (M, TA:) pl. #. (K.) One says 3,4
are like one another; the lines resemble one
####, and ':hkei: (K) Things,
43 and " *: [A mug of 4:..]. (S.)=See also or affairs,
another. (Mgh.)- See also the next paragraph,
that are confused
- -

so; syn.

J:

** *

(PS in that art.)

*
6

in two places.

a

or dubious [by reason

•

** *

of their resembling one another or from any other
cause]: (JK, S, K:) [and uncertain : (see an ex.

J".

8. (2:1 and * (## They resembled each other

#:
£, in two places. -[Hence,] of 4: in this sense in a verse
voce -:)]
Confusednes: 9. dubiousne: (S, K.) pl. *: **:::::: to:#, in the Kurcited
(vi.
99), means
dubious. (K.) And a:l (S, MA) and " all: (TA) [and <!--' and ~\,: and <>W, *: whence
resembling
one
another
so
that
they
become
con
(MA) It (a thing, S, MA, or an affair, MA)
the
phrase
*:
**
Those
persons
who
are
founded,
or
confused,
or
dubious,
and
not
re
was, or became, ambiguous, dubious, or obscure,
of dubious characters: those who. are objects of sembling one another &c. (TA.)
(MA) is [to me], (S) or *[to him] (MA) suspicion]. One says, ar: ** U-- [There is not
*A: Consimilar, or conformable, in its several
and 3.9 * * 2: the thing, or affair, was any confusedness, or dubiousness, in
respect of it]: parts : thus ūš. means in the Kur xxxix. 24.
rendered confused, or dubious, to him: (K," TA:) referring to property. (Mgb voce #3, in art.
(Jel.) And &: Things like, or r:embling,
and 'U' * 2:3, also, [see *:::,] the thing nas,
See

so that they became confounded, or confused, or

:

**.)

or became, confused, or dubious. (IAar, T.A.)

£2 and * * are syn, ($, Mob, K.) like Ji.
and J% and J: and J% and J: and Jš,
the only other instances of the kind, i.e. of words
of both these measures, that have been heard,

having the same meaning, (Sand TA in art. U.A.,)

i. s. ***, (S, Msh, K) syn. J., (K) [i. e.]
A like; a similar person or thing; (MA, Msb;)
[an analogue; a match;] a fellon: (MA:) pl.

(of all, TA) # (K, TA) one says, lik

4: [and "4:3], i.e. " * [meaning This is
the like, &c., of him, or it] (S.) And 3: 353

one another.

(JK, S.) - See also a:-...
Verses that are

&% and **ś, (K accord to the TA,) the +: in the Kur iii. 5 means

latter on the authority of IB, (TA, [and men equivocal, or ambiguous; i.e. susceptible of diffe
tioned also in the M voce J. on the authority rent interpretations: (Ksh:) or verses unintelli
of AA,]) A certain thorny plant, (K accord. to gible; such as the commencements [of many] of
the TA,) resembling the *: [or gum-acacia-tree], the chapters: (Jel:) or the al: in the Kur is
(TA,) having an elegant red blossom, and grains that of which the meaning is not to be learned
like the 2. #: [or hemp-seed], an antidote for from its words; and this is of two sorts; one is
the bite, or sting, of venomous reptiles, beneficial that of n:hich the meaning is known by referring
for the cough, lithotriptic, and binding to the it to what is termed--- [q. v.]; and the other
bonels. (K accord. to the TA: but see what here is that of n:hich the knowledge of its real meaning
follows.) And '3%,(K accord. to the TA) is not attainable in any way: (TA:) or it means
what is not understood without repeated con
Or &% (so in a copy of the S,) or both, (so in

-

- - - -- - - -

*-
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sideration: (TA in art. -$:) Ed-Dahhák is re

coll, gen, n.] and [the pl. properly so termed is] God as the agent;] He dissolved, broke up, dis
lated to have explained −1·s−." as meaning −3% ($, K.')—And The sting of the scor composed, deranged, disorganized, disordered, or
“what have not been abrogated;” and *: pion; (K;) [and] so 'u' [mentioned above as unsettled, syn. &#, (S, K,) the state of affairs
as meaning nhat have been abrogated. (TA in having a pl. meaning]. (Sh, TA in art. U2: ; |[&c.], ($) and the state of union of a people or
the present art.)
and Ham p. 385.) - And The portion with party. (TA) Andone says also, Jes: ce" -->
which one cuts, of a sword. (Harp. 17.)- And |My people, or party, dissolved, broke "p, &c.,
The two sides of the aú [i. e. toe, or tapering
| my state of affairs. (S, TA.) And J: * 3.3
1. 3, (K) [aor. *,] infn.:, (TA) It was head or foremost part,] of a sandal: pl. as above liès like Such and such things discomposed, or
or became, high, elevated, or lofty. (K. [See [app. in all of the senses of the sing.]. (K.)
disorganized, (#, [which may also be rendered
also 4, first sentence.]) —J," <3, (K,) inf n. [And app. t Sharpness, as a quality of a man:]
|frightened,]
) my mind, or heart. (A5, TA.)
Also
The
see
4.scorpion: (Fr, TA:) or the
as above, (TA,) The mare stood upon her hind
scorpion when just born: or a yellon, scorpion: And of 2: God separated, disunited, dis
&

*

• *

-

-

-

legs. (K.) [It is added in the TA that the vulgar

say

(K:) so in the M. (TA.) [See also the next persed, or scattered, them. (A.)
-: , but see art -à, where a similar paragraph.]
- And A. mare raising her head

meaning is assigned to

<-3 said of a horse.]—

4:3 ū: His Jace shone after having become
altered. (K.) =jū tā, (K) inf n, as above,
(TA,) He kindled the fire; or made it to burn,

(#54) in the bridle. (K.) And [A mare]

4: see 2, in two places. =[4: &# It (a
thing) was, or became, distinct, or clear, to thee.

standing upon her hind legs. (K.)

(Freytag, from the Deewan of the Hudhalees.)]

is: The corpion; (A’obeyd, S, K, TA; in

5: see 1, in two places.

burn up, burn brightly or fiercely, blaze, or the CK, r*all 52: is erroneously put for #

flame; (K5) as also #. (TA)

5* ;]) a proper name thereof;

7 and 10: see 1.

it may be from
3 -

t£1 signifying its sting; (Ham p.385;) deter

an inf. m. of 1 [q. v.] (S, Msb, K.) 4.5:1 <i, (S) or # Us", (K) minate; (TA;) imperfectly decl.: (A’Obeyd, S, And-:signifying
Separation, disunion, or disper
infn. ##!, (TA) The tree, (S) or the trees, (K.) TA:) it is said in the K, “and [the article] Ul sion: so in the saying, &: ū: s: # £-l
became tall, (§, K, TA,) and tangled and dense, is prefixed to it;” but this is a mistake: it should
by reason of luxuriance (K, TA) and sappiness. be, “and U1 is not prefixed to it: (TA:) [but, <-- [Praise be to God who has brought us
(TA.) – Us: said of a man, He begat a boy although a proper name, it. has a pl.;] the pl. is together from a state of separation, disunion, or
[sharp] like the point of iron (*~1 (#): </12:... (S.) [See also 3\", which signifies “a dispersion]: (TA:) a saying mentioned by AA,
(Yz, TA:) or he had a son born to him sharp in scorpion,” and of which $3% is a pl.]- #Jú. as heard by him from an Arab of the desert:
(S, TA:) and * 3×3 is [similar in meaning,
intellect: (S, K, TA:) or he begat generous, or
#
A girl, or young woman, that is bold, much being] likewise an inf n. of 1; (S, A, K;) or it
noble, children, by nºhom he had sharp means of
is a subst. from the intrans, verb $3, (Mgb,) and
attack and defence, like the points of spear-heads. in motion, foul in speech or actions. (TA.)
* 6 p.

(Ham p. 384.) = J: &: i. q. 2. <<3
Us:- [pass, part. n. of 4,] Honoured [&c.]. signifies a state of separation or disunion; as in
the saying, &úl 2: Júi [I fear for you
W #3. [app. meaning I found the man to have (TA.)=See also what next follows.
separation, or disunion]. (TA.) = Also i q.
sharpness]. (Hamp. 385.) - And su: He ex
-:- [act, part. n. of 4,] A man having a son
&#. [meaning Dissolved, broken up, discom
alted him, syn. 44%, (S,) and honoured him;
namely, a man. (S, K.)- And He cast him born to him sharp in intellect; (Th, K, TA;) posed, deranged, disorganized, disordered, or un
'd so W L4. (K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously, settled; and separated, disunited, dispersed, or
into a nell, or into an evil, or a hateful, plight:
thus having two contr, meanings. (K.) = (x:l J. :,]) accord to IAar, but disallowed by Th. scattered]; as also **, (S, A, Msb,) [and
is also syn--with &#3 [He impelled, pushed, (TA.). And the former, accord. to IAar, A man *303, as will be shown in what follows;] or
thrust, &c.]. (K. [But perhaps this is a mistake n:ho begets generous offspring. (TA.) - And **ś is syn, with #, [which is virtually the
for &”, a syn. of: mentioned before: if not, #: A woman affectionate, hind, or favourably
5
& J.

&

it may be from 5u: signifying the “point” of
anything.]) = And i. q. J* [He gave]. (K.
[In this sense, accord. to the TK, trans. without

same: &#| and #: : (K:) the pl. ofé:
is −t: (S) [and <>< also, as will be shown by

inclined, to her children. (TA.)

we
-

•

an ex. in what follows]; and 7 U.5" is pl. of

*

O

W

which I think doubtful.]) - And i, q.
a• *prep.;
of
U:1, (K) meaning 3íčí [i. e. He was, or be
came, favourably inclined; &c.]. (TA. [In this

1, 3, (S, A, Mgh, K) aor.-, (Mb) infn.

$3 (S.M., K.) and &c, &, A.K.) or the

sense, also, both Us: and U45), accord. to the latter is a simple subst, (Msb) and G-: (K, by
TK, are trans. without a prep.; but this I think implication,) and &#: (MA;) and * 3:31,
a mistake with respect to both of these verbs, the (K) and "3-4-1, and " -:5; (§, K, [but the
latter of which is well known to be trans, only by last, app., has an intensive signification;]) It

++,

like as

&#" is

s

of Jaz-e ; (Jel in xx.

55, and MF;) or, accord, to some, it is a sing.
noun. (MF.) One says &## i.e. &#. [A
state of affairs dissolved, broken up, &c.], (S;)
and [so] V &t: *i. the latter word being an
inf n. used as an epithet. (Ham p. 176.) And

* (#2.34 i. e. 5: [Their company, or

means of Jel) * [And i. %. £i]

One says, (the state of affairs, S, or the state of union of a congregated body, became separated, disunited,
people or party, A, TA) became dissolved, broken
dispersed, or scattered]. (A.) And ūtā bjū
33% (3 J-1, (S) or # 13 J-1, (K.) up,
discomposed, deranged, disorganized, dis
His •children
resembled
such
Zeyd;
a
or,
one,
They came separated, disunited, dispersed, or
*-os
ordered, or unsettled; syn. 5%, (S, A, Mgb, K,
syn. •2:1. ($, K.)
scattered; syn. &#: (S, Msb, K:) and so
TA,) or &#, ; (CK;) and of the third and

t:

See

#3, in two places. = Also The green

* & & 135ts-, (K) in one copy of the K

fourth verbs, [or rather of all,] ...:l. (TA.)
substance that overspreads stagnant water; syn. And *1,5: They became separated, disunited, 3.3% <t's ; and MF allows 7 <1%, like &#3
and &: but there is no apparent reason for the
...i-b, (K)
dispersed, or scattered. (A.) = See also 2, in
repetition; and accord, to the L, the phrase as
3: [written in my original *#) i. 4. CSX' [i.e., two places.
transmitted from the authorities worthy of confi
app., (55), A state of annoyance or molestation:
<+, (S, K.) inf n. * ..?: ; (S;) and dence is v Út: X%l
and &
The
• * d

-

or annoyance, molestation, harm, or hurt: or a

thing that annoys, &c.]. (TA.)

*
-

* 3: ; and 7 3-3, aor. 2, [which is anomalous
in the case of a trans. verb of this class,] inf. n.

# The point (S,K) of the extremity (S) of &:

£i.e.
people, or party, came separated, &c. (T.A.) And

Jä # (S, Mab, K.TA). A people, or party,

and & and *: (K;) [the first and separated, &c.; syn. &#": (MSb, TA:) or
anything: (§, K:) pl. " (# [or rather this is a second mentioned in the # only with reference to consisting of sundry, or distinct, bodies; not of one
•

*>

[Book I.
<-> -->

says, in his Expos. of the F5, that it is an inf. n.
says that this phrase occurs in the verses of of a verb not used, [namely 3:3,] and is indecl.,
nce, Abu-l-Aswad Ed
s:
e
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tribe (k) And 3 (3: 3:: …" &
Júl, (S, TA) and J-3, 32 "G8, Verily the

for insta

chast Arab

with fet-hah for its termination, because it is put

Duälee says,

assembly comprises sundry, or distinct, bodies of
men; (TA;) or men not of one tribe. (S, TA.)

> -e--

*

de"

being equivalent to
in the place of a pret verb,
• *-* o

-

us: £2 (£ " &#3
> of
... • * * > *
&lai, _*- J- Já- Us.”

*

*

33, or&#Ji.e., 3-&#3; #[as expl.
pying

and Zj says that it is an inf n. occu
abov
it: [Things of sundry, or different,
• of
the place of a verb, of the measure c, \aş, and
or distinct, kinds or sorts]. (S) = \,: &: *%jl [And different, or nidely different, &c., are I therefore indecl., because differing thus from
W L*, in the Kur xx. 55, means Sorts, of plants, and thou: for I, in every case, go erect, and thou
others of its class: Aboo-Othmān El-Mázinee
*

*e of

3.

And W U.:

*

-

P

e]:

-

*

--

various, or different, in colours, tastes, &c. (Jel.) haltest]: and similar is the saying of El-Ba'eeth, says that cit: and cl- may receive tenween,
3:
a. * * * ~ *
W -*-*! see expl. voce_ol. And -235 W Us"
whether they be substs. or occupying the place of
J. *

J.

we

• ***

•

*

we -

*- : 3:3 J. &

•

d = - e.

a la-Ji, a prov., see expl. voce <!

de

&

* * * **

Ö-

substs.: upon which AAF observes that if cit:

. . < * -:

be in its proper place, it is a verbal noun, mean
ing 33: if with tenween, it is indeterminate; if
[And different, or widely different, &c., are I without tenween, determinate; and if translated
places.
and Ibn-Khalid Umeiyeh, with respect to the
3 supplies for the nants of life that are divided from its office of a verbal noun, and made a subst.
-už: see -->.
answering to <āl, and determinate, it is
g
ind]. (TA.) One says also, &:
* -- ***
# -2. : see -->, in four places. -->
x. amon mank
-*
similar to Cla-- in the phrase # 3: &:
means [Fore teeth] separate, or wide apart, 07te (< *; (S, A, K.) and #3: ... &#5 (S. 2-wl, which is a subst, answering to 4.£1.
K;) Different, or distinct, or widely different, &c.,
from another. (S, A, K.) Tarafeh says,
are they two; and 'Amr and his brother: [lit., (TA.) The c, in colá (sometimes, TA) receives
separate, or distinct, are they tro; &c.; or remote kesreh; (K;) though this is contr. to what is said
are they tro, one from the other; &c.:] or hon, by AZ and by IDrst: its being sometimes with
[meaning From separate fore teeth like white greatly, or widely, are they two separated; &c." kesreh is mentioned by Th, on the authority of
chamomiles of the sands: £2. being understood, (S, A, K:) here U2 is redundant; and in the Fr: and Er-Radee seems to infer that its being
former phrase, L.A. is the agent of cit: ; as is the so was an opinion of As; and gives two reasons
andź being for:l. (TA.)
former of the two nouns, to which the latter noun for his disallowal of the expression c's U. citiz;
3 **
: see -3, in seven places: - and see is conjoined, in the latter phrase. (TA.) El first, because & occurs with kesr to the U; and
also the last sentence of the following paragraph.
second, because its agent cannot be otherwise than
Aasha says,
what denotes more than one: [but see what has
- - -•U.' &#, (K, TA, but omitted in the CK)
=
due
"
Uses:
sle
|
tags
been observed above on this point:] IAmb says
with damm to the d of Jew, (TA,) [Different,
* * **
# * * *
* &: U. că,
that one must not say
or distinct, are they troo: or noidely different or
6

*-

-

.

3 *

f **

-

-----' Us.' Jig" us *-*-*!

*

*

<>U: and -t: and Últ : see -3, in five

•

*.*

.

*

•

# J%l cité

*

•
**,

d.
*

*

z

•

• J. foe

•

-

J

- -

*

*

*:::

-

2--> -sé d'->s->

*

distinct are they troo: or hon, very, or nºidely,

,
y different, &c., are (or were) because, in this case, cit. [virtually] governs
different or distinct, are they troo! lit., the union [Different or widel
my day upon her (the camel's) saddle, and the day only one noun in the nom. case: but that one may
of them two is severed: or the interval betneen
them two is far-extending, or wide: or hon, of Heiyán the brother of Jabir, in which, for Ge:
greatly is the union of them tryo severed! as will and A24, some read Jes and 2%). (S, TA.)
be shown below.] AZ quotes, in his “Nawādir,” And in like manner, [but without U*,] one says,
> 3>
* *** * * *
with Úe in the nom. case, the following verse: **): •24-1 du: [Different, or widely different,
&c., are his brother and his father]. (TA.) [See
•** #
...?"
*...* .
#: J= -, --> &
also an ex. in a verse cited voce .513, in art. A22.]
• -5
- Sol:, is a preterite verbal noun, signifying
13: Le: 4% + 4*
-

-

-

- || -

*

* *

* *

•

* >

-

*

*

9,3, 4×i 9%, and * 4×f us 9%,

using £ as the dual of $4, though correctly
& is a verbal noun: MF, however, observes

*

* +

*

say,

that the Expositors of the F8 seem to say that Fr
makes

9:

to be the dual of

£3, but that he

only mentions it as a dial. var. of &#
lowing is adduced as an ex.

the fol

of - - - - #
*e,] accord. to many
[Different, or widely different, &c., are they tro &#, [and so expl. abov
es: 3+ U$3.43 c£2' le glū
]
ans,
s,
mari
uding
ritie
gram
the
of
most
[incl
autho
in every predicament: this fears, and this hopes,
ever]. (TA.) The mangoob form, however, is and therefore they have made it a condition that [Different, or widely different, &c., are that
also employed (K, TA, but omitted in the CK) its agent must be what denotes more than one: which I intend and that which the sons of my
6.-->

*

*

[for 23," " (, bb,”, I read & blu

by some of the Arabs in the above-mentioned
• J. ede

phrase, so that one says, low:

•

&#,

* being

understood, as though one said, (£ U43' <<
[meaning, as above explained, Different, or
neidely different, &c., are they tro: lit., sepa
rated, or disunited, or severed, is that which is

3.xx: alcts, which agrees with what is afterwards
said in the TA and here; though the former phrase
may be so rendered as to convey essentially the
same meaning: but this condition is not necessary
if we render cit: by 3: :] (TA:) or it signifies

father intend]: in which cit: is read with both
fet-hah and kesreh; and it is said in the O that
9: is a dial, var. of &#. (TA.)- IJ men
tions "...# as an accidental syn. of cit: ; and
says that it is not the fem. of the latter: therefore

the assertion of some, that it is used by poetical

between them troo: or far-extending, or wide, is 343 and &#1; (Ibn-Umm-Kásim;) or 34; license in the following verse of Jemeel requires
the interval betneen them tryo: or hon greatly [and so expl. above ;] (S, A, Msb, K;) and is in
separated, or severed, is the union betneen them flected from Šá; (S, K;) [which is a verb not
used; in the CK, incorrectly, <:#;] the fet-hah
troo!]: Hassán Ibn-Thábit says,
• ****

•&
*

of the c, being the fet-hah originally pertaining

*~ *

C4-d' us: U.S.: d=2
• De

*

*

-

• * ...

$..

*

."

Ala-'l' + l2 +'." -->

*

consideration:
£4

*

+

2*

,” “...f.

*

*

es: -4352 W-3-2 3,"

*
-

•

w

•

8:

< *.

*

:: *

C*-el, es: & J.'s
to the [final] - [of the verb]; and this fet-hah
shows the word to be inflected from the preterite [I desire to make peace with her, but she desires
and 3% from to slay me: and different, or widely different,
verb, like as &- is from
*

&-

[And different, or widely different, &c., are ye 4%: (S) or, accord, to Er-Radee, it implies &c., are slaying me and making peace]. (TA.)
*o in munificence and in valour and internal
state and external appearance]. (TA.) In lik
&
*-i-de

wonder, [like several verbs of the measure J%,
as shown in remarks on # &c.,] and means hon,
greatly separated, disunited, or severed, &c.

--

manner also, [but with L.,] one says, 't &#,
(A, Msb, K.) accord. to Th. (TA) This [as also, (TA:) or, accord. to El-Marzookee and Hr and 1.3%, aor. *, (S, Msb, K, &c.) inf n :#;
consequently, the same phrase without U-J is
okee (T, S, A, Msb, K, &c.;) and #; (S, K;) He (a
disallowed by As and IKt: IB, however, Zjand some others, it is an inf. n.: El-Marzo
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Book I.]

man) had an inversion in the eyelid; (T, S;) stance of a verb of the measure Jaú denoting an

says,

ū-ji 2: &% t Such a one is displeasing,

seldom natural: (T:) or an inversion of (A) act of a single agent when it has an unaugmented or hateful, in countenance. (S) = Also, and
or in, (Msb,) the loner eyelid: (A, Mgh, verb of the same radical letters [and the same W >, An obstruction (5:) of the fauces, com
Msb:) or an inversion of the eyelid above and signification], as 's-Ji 4-2-2 meaning a 2-2, bined with foulness, or ugliness, offace. (TA.)
belon, (M, K,) or above or belon, (Mgh,) and and 4-5 meaning <-j. (Msb.) Hence the
-

*

*

J e •

*

-

** *

*

is:

a contraction thereof: (M:) or a cracking

a subst., (S, Msb, K, and Ksh in lxxiv.
41, [by Bd, in explaining the same passage of the
reviled, let him say, Verily I am fasting], which
the TA, I read it:-),] became separate: (Mgh, may mean that he should say this with his tongue, Kur, improperly said to be an inf. n.,]) from
TA:) or a flaccidity of its longer part. (K.) which is the more proper meaning, or mentally: 4:3, (Msb, K,) in the sense of -: [meaning
- And & –3:3, and -3% (K,) and or W 3.4 &#, which is allowable, though the The act of reviling, vilifying, or upbraiding; re
" -> *śl, (§, K.) The eye had an inversion in the former is the more proper. (Msb.) – : proach, obloquy, or contumely]; ($,” and Ksh

thereof, (K,) so that the edge [for

3:1,

in

saying, Xu Ji Ji:32: &# [And if he be

lid: (S:) [or in, or of the loner lid:] or an a...:*: see 3. =_*, aor. *, (§, K.) inf. n. 4-t-.
inversion of the lid above and belon, (K) and a
contraction thereof: (TA:) or a cracking thereof, (S, IB) and #3, (IB, TA) + He (a man, $)
(K,) so that the edge became separate : (TA:) nvas, or became, displeasing, or hateful, in coun
or a flaccidity of its loner part. (K.) - And tenance. (S,K) = [x:3, trans by means of ~,

#5, (TK) inf n.5%, (K.) He (a man) had his
lower lip cracked. (K, TA)=%, and '9:1,

expl. by Golius as meaning He rejoiced at evils,

or misfortunes, of an enemy, is, I doubt not, a

ubi supra;) as also " #4, and "#2, or, as

mentioned above, [see 1, first sentence,] these two
are inf ns. (TA.)

ź

[One who reviles, &c., much]. (Ham p.

310.)

i: One who reviles, &c., [very] much. (TA.)
6

* >

(S,) or the latter but not the former, (Sh, TA,) mistake for 3-3 ; though it might be supposed - See also_*.
He caused him to have an inversion in the eyelid. to be formed by transposition, like £- from

[Jú act. part. n. of 1, Reviling, &c. - It is

(S)-And 3.41%, (K) aor. :, inf n : +3+..]

also said by Golius, on the authority of the Mirkát

(TA;) and 'u',:1; and 'u',:; (K;) He [2. *, accord. to Reiske, said of a camel
caused the eye to have an inversion of the lid when haltered, and of a lion, as mentioned by
above and belon, (K,) and a contraction thereof: Freytag, signifies t He was harsh, and surly, in
(TA:) or a cracking thereof, (K,) so that the countenance, and uttered a grumbling sound: if
edge became separate : (TA:) or a flaccidity of
used, it must be 2:#, agreeably with the part. n.,
its loner part. (K.) —# also signifies The
expl. below.]
cutting off of the loner eyelid: for which a
quarter of the whole price of blood must be paid.
3. iść is syn. with £, (S,) signifying
(TA) = * 3: He reviled him; (K;) found The reviling, vilifying, upbraiding, reproaching,
fault with him; blamed him; or censured him; defaming, or giving a bad name to, each other:

el-Loghah, to signify Rejoicing at another's evils,
or misfortunes: but this I believe to be a mistake
for
see 1, last sentence.]

<-3:

Ale:')', with kesr, [which seems to indicate
is aexpl.
by IB as meaning
&

that it is

+\,

J

•

-->

-Pley J.-3, [app. Ylä-, U-5. The headman,
or master, of the riders: but whence this is
derived I know not, unless it be arabicized, from
- ~ **

the Pers. Al U.1 (if there be such an appellation),

in verse or in prose: (TA:) and as ", , inf n. (KL) and [in like manner] "...# is syn, with meaning “the master of the post-horse”]. (TA.)
*#. he detracted from his reputation; found Jú, (S,) signifying as above [but used in rela
* > * de

fault with him; blamed him; or censured him; tion to two persons and more than two]: (KL:)
(S, TA;) made him to hear nhat was bad, evil, you say, juś and "újvá meaning Gu-3 [They
abominable, or foul : (TA:) Sh says that it is reviled, vilified, &c., each other]: (K:) and

6 * + d >

© e.

•

as:- and āc" : see Ace:.
*** *

6

6* * *

•

: see_se:; and see also_*-*.

*, and he disallows 7 2: but IAar and AA * 12.5t: They reviled, &c., one another; like
X,+: Revied, vilified, upbraided, reproached,
say:; and AM holds this to be correct. (TA) b:5 (MA) [4: may therefore be rendered defamed, or called by a bad name: and so with
[See also as 2:...]
He reviled him, &c., being reviled, &c., by him: 3 applied to a female, as also "* ; (K, TA;)
2:

see 1, in three places.
see 1, in two places.
7: see 1, second sentence.

4:

3:

A man having the affection of the eyelid
#: (S, A, Mgh, Msb:)
or having the eyelid slit.: (IAar, TA in art.A)" :)
described above, voce

fem.

#. (Mgb.) - A man having his loner

lip cracked: and # # a cracked lip. (TA.)

but sometimes it is syn. with 4: :] see 1, in two this last, without 3, mentioned on the authority
places. - One says also, W 4: £3, aor. * , of Lh. (TA.)
meaning [He vied, or contended, with him in
>: Exasperated by reviling, &c., and ad
reviling, vilifying, &c.,] and he overcame him
dressing, or applying, himself thereto. (Ham
[therein, i. e.] in reviling, &c. (TA.)
p. 310: there expl. by the
words -×jū
&=e
* 2° 25
2”
[5. -: is said by Freytag to signify He ex a Jára-23 [i. e. a! cº-” – '' *- :
posed himself to contumelies; on the authority of see 5].)
the Ham p.310: but I there find only the part. n.,
9***

-

Je

6 * >

•4.

X:4, signifying as expl.

below: so that the

• A

verb, if used, means he became exasperated by
1. #1 &, aor. *#, inf n. 2: [app.
reviling,
vilifying, &c., and addressed, or applied, The winter commenced: like as one says, &
1.43, (MA, Msh, K) aor. - (Mob, K)
himself thereto. - He also explains it as signify
inf n.
(TA) - And # (#, aor.
and, , (K).inf n. > (S, MA, Msb, K) and ing
+ He contracted the face very austerely; on
ão:-- and as: o, (K, TA,) the last of these the authority of the Deewan of the Hudhalees.] as above, The day nas, or became, intensely cold.
[written a: in the CK] with damm to the co,
6: see 3, in three places.
or this and the next before it, though said to be
and 4: (#, aor. as above, inf. n. #, (Msb,)
inf ns., may be simple substantives, as A’Obeyd *: see the next paragraph.
He, and I, and we, remained, stayed, divelt, or

#.

_o

&l,

* * > d >

&l.

• y d >

(Msb) – And * (#, (K) and 2: &#, (S)

inclines to think them, (TA,) He reviled him,
vilified him, upbraided him, reproached him,

6

•
--

Loe: ; See

* d •
• &

+4. - Also

t Displeasing, or abode, (S, Msb, K,) during the

a bad name to him; ($," hateful, in countenance; (S, K;) applied to a
*:: (K, TA:) or, as some man, and to a lion; (S;) and to an ass, as mean Msb, K,) namely, a place, (S, Msb,) or a country

defamed him, or gave

M.A.K.T.A.)

syn.

A: [or winter,

&c.], (S) or during a #, (Msh, K) in it, (S,

say, or signifies [the addressing nith] foul ing thus, and foul, or ugly: (TA:) or to a lion
speech, without -3% [here meaning the casting as meaning tyrim-faced; or stern, austere, or
an accusation, though commonly used and expl. morose, in countenance; as also *::: and
as syn, with :]: (TA) and "4.5u: signifies *#; (K, TA;) the last like #: [in mea
the same as £, (MA, Msb,) being a rare in sure, but in the CK written ast:..]. (TA.) One

or town; (K;) as also " Jä, (K,) inf. n.

#:

(TA) and W L#, (S.K.) 'id by AZ to be
from it:Ji, like -ā-aj from -ā-all: (TA:) [and

all are also app. trans. in this sense without a
prep.:] or, as some say,

&:

t: means he re
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mained, stayed, divelt, or abode, in the c. * sense in which it is most commonly used, i. e.
[q.v., meaning a particular place and also a parti Winter]; (S;) one of the quarters [of the circle]
cular sort of place,] in the £; and W tal:5, he of the seasons; (K;) and 7 júš signifies the
pastured [his cattle] therein in the #3. (TA) same; ($gh, K;) [and so does *#3; (see an
Andžāl tá, (K,) aor. as above, (TA) The eX. Voce
and so does "jū: (Msb,
people, or party, experienced drought, or barren TA:) [also the half-year commencing at the
ness, or dearth, in the : ; as also V $1. (K.) autumnal equinox :] Isk says, £1 is with the

ë)

•-

- See also 4. =

G#. like & [in measure],

He was smitten by the A-5. (IKtt, T.A.)

L*, inf n. #:

2.
*

A:

[or winter, &c.], as also "##: (K) pl. ~1%.
3

6 p.

*>

-

•

-

-

*~ : see us?”, last sentence. - It is said in
a trad., as some relate it, &s: & : Júls,
meaning The people being in a state of straitness,

Arabs a name for twelve months: then they or dearth, and hunger, and paucity of milk : but
divided it into two halves, and commenced the IAth says that the reading commonly known is
a: [or year] at the commencement of the #: J2-*. (TA.)
-

d ..."

see 1. - One says also,
because this word is masc. and the word

-:

&: *L," lák This
my

:

or abides, during the season] of the

(TA.)

*

d is

** *

dwells,

thing will suffice me for [meaning in this case the “half-year commencing
at the vernal equinox”] is fem.: then they divided
[or ninter, &c.]. (S.)
the #: into two halves; the U.45% being the

3. ità: & (S, K) and # (K) [He bar former; and the sel, the latter; [but this is a

'."
%t [He

gained with him for work by, or for,

45 - d >

*...

•

* @ e

it: ; see #4, in two places: - and Us:-2.
*

33 A species

*

of tree, (As, IDrd, ISd, Msb,)

manifest mistake, probably attributable to a of those that gron, upon the mountains, (As,) or
copyist; for, as is well known, the former half is a certain plant, (S, K,) of sneet odour, (S, Msb,
called £]; and in like manner,
called
the
% ; and the latter, the £ or W s: ;] K,) but bitter to the taste, (S, Mgb,) with which
hired him, or took him as a hireling]: (TA:)
each consisting of three months; and in like one tans, (§, K,) growing in the mountains of
from #1 [i.e. the subst.] (Si) like #% manner
the -: and the 1:5 consist, each, of El-Ghowr (ADk, Msb) and Tihámeh and Nejd;
from
&c.: (TA in art. & :) à: being
three months: (TA:) also one of the six seasons (ADk;) a kind of tree like the divarf-apple-tree,
here in the accus. case as an inf. n., not as an
into n'hich the year is divided, each whereof con (AHn, Mgh,) in size, (AHn,) the leaves of n:hich
adv. n. [of time]. (TA.)
sists of tno months; namely, the season [com

&#,

are like those of the -354. [q.v.], (AHn, Mgh,)

4 : (S,K) and &#1 (Mb) They, and mencing in November and ending in January,] and are used for tanning therenith, (Mgh,) with
(S and K voce out thorns, and having a small rose-coloured
ne, entered the [season called] A: ; (S, Msb, K;) next after that called
and * (#3 signifies the same as us: in this |&ey: [see this word; and see, again, the former [fruit of the kind called] as, in which are three
sense. (Ham p. 117.)- See also 1, near the end. of the two tables mentioned above:]) accord. to or four black grains, resembling the je: [q. v.],
Mbr, (S) #2 is pl. of "#5 (S, Msb, K.) it which, nhen scattered, are eaten by the pigeons :
5: see the first paragraph, in two places.
is said to be so by IF on the authority of Kh, n. un, with 5. (AHn:) the word occurs in a
t: A rough, or rugged, place. (K.) – And and by some on the authority of Fr or some trad, as the name of a tan: Az says that it is a
The 334 [i. e. higher, or upper, part, or front, or
other: or #2 and 'i: signify the same, (K.) mistake for J-3, though he knew not whether the
fore part,] of a valley. (AZ, K.)
as is said in the M; (TA;) [i. e.] some say that 3-3 were used for tanning, or not: (TA:) [Mtr,
"< *
,
it:l is a proper name for the quarter [&c.]: however, says that] ... is a mistake in this case,
09- : see U.:, in three places.
(Mgb.) the pl. is # (S, Msh, K) i.e. pl. of for it is a species of 2 5, and is a dye, not a tan:
3
*3 -3 *>

-###".

6.- ©.e.

•

**

(33: and Us:, (§, Mgb, K.) like C#)- and

&#.

#, (§, Mab) because i-ii, as pl. of Jū, is

(Mgh:) accord. to some, (TA,) the 3-3 is the
(#) #). (K [in which this last is

wild nut

Gignifying

Of, or relating to, the peculiar to a masc. [noun]; (Msb;) and
mentioned
season called U.A.,] are rel, ns of *u. (S, Msb, K)
also,
(K,
TA,)
originally
[a mistake for [See also
regarded as pl. of #: (Msb:) 9. it may be

(S,)

&#

&#

&#). written

in the Tekmileh

that they formed the rel. n. from 32:, and dis

as a distinct signification] and TA)

*] = The honey-bee.

(AA, K.) =

Us:, as on the A broken portion of the head of a mountain,

carded that of £, as is said in the M. (TA:) authority of Fr.: (TA:) the pl. of its syn. W 5t:< remaining in a form like the hind of. acroterial
or those who

regard #: as a sing. make its rel. n. is *. (Msb) — Also, i.e. ::, Hail, syn.
3, (K,TA, [in the CK #1) that falls from the

ornament of a wall called] as): ; pl. ~\#. (K.)
* Also Many, or much, of anything.

(TA)

to be ''' and "5* (M., TA)—

sky. (TA.) - And Drought, or dearth : (K,
and Ham pp. 117 and 150:) this meaning being
(K) signifies also The rain of the [season called] assigned to the * exclusively of the -:4 be:
3.
&
1.
4-5,
aor.
*and
-,
(S, MSb, K.) th: former
£ ; and so W
(S, K;) the latter occur cause in it the people keep to the tents, not going
reg., (Mgb,) [the latter irreg.,] inf. n. £, (S,
ring in a verse (S, TA) of En-Nemir Ibn-Towlab. forth to seek after herbage. (TA.)
5 oz .
(TA) [See the latter of the tables inserted voce || 3 Msb,) He broke it, [so as to cleave its skin or its

&: I, (S,K) thus with fet-h to the C and <!,

&#1;

J-oj; and see also #.] - Also The increase, or
offspring,
of sheep and goats in the
[season

(£)
called] &

the season called

[by which is here meant

J39. &#" and $3. &

CO771

U.: ; see (55%, in two places.

flesh,] namely, another's head: (S," K, TA:) or

#

: See

3- -

#: [with which it is syn.].
3

.

3

o

C#: and espué: see ess".

mencing in January and ending in March : see

he clave his skin of the face or of the head; or
he clave its skin, i. e. the skin of the face or of the
head: (Mgb:) originally he struck it, namely,
the head, so as to wound it and cleave it [in the
skin or flesh thereof]; and then used in relation

El Entering the £, which, with them, [i.e.
3.
"Arabs, and app. in this case,] means [a season to other members: (TA:) or a:\, L3 as-> and
(Aboo-Nasr, TA voce &#43 [q
v.]:)3 [and
in of] drought, or dearth. (Ham pp. 149-50.) - *: U. [he wounded him so as to cleave the
•-lik manner, of camels; for] (4.2% and C#2: and * X: A. day intensely cold: (Mgb:) or a day skin or the flesh in his head and in his face]. (A.)

the former of the two

t;" mentioned above]:

* * *

the

in which is 2% [i.e. hail (accord, to the CK 2×)]; Accord. to some, [contr. to the authority of the
forth by her that is termed " -:, meaning and in like manner A.Jú 31.Aé [a morning in A,] it is from 3-3, £1 --> [expl. below].
W

3%

are applied to the young camel brought

-

6

d d

&” [i. e. that
&]. (TA.)

z

which is hail]. (K, TA)

brings forth in the (season called)

#3: see its syn. #.

-

*

•

(Mgb.) - [Hence,] it is said in a prov., &%
- * : * ~ * * # * Such a
U£4-9 3-le: + &2 [Such
z

one breaks a head

nith one hand and cures with another]; meaning
*

f: a word of well-known meaning [in the

J:

The place [in which one resides, stays, t such a one corrupts, or mars, one time, and

Book I.]
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rectifies, or repairs, another time. (TA.) And The as: of 'Abd-El-Hameed, [who was the
•8--

***

23 -

3

inf n.

+3.

i. e.

&-

[which seems to mean

-

3- 3-le: 3-2 2-3 : ! Zeyd does, or says, goodliest man of his age,] the son of 'Abd-Allah The affair grieved him and he grieved at it,] and
the son of 'Omar the son of El-Khattāb, was the
wrong one time, and right one time. (A, TA.)– subject of a prov. on account of its beauty [and is [in like manner] <-# 3:S **i. (TA,)

or shot,

And 3-3 #: -: ! The ship clave the sea: said to have increased his goodliness]. (MF)

– And He cast,

(S, A, L, Msh;) and [in like mannerl #1 *

gazelle, (O, K, TA,) with a spear, (O) or with
6

*

at him, namely, a

*

->: The mark, or scar, of a nound by which an arrow, or some other thing, (TA,) and severed
one of his legs, so that he could not move from his
! He traversed the desert. the forehead has been broken. (S," A, K, TA.) place. (O, K, TA) - Also He dren, or pulled,

the clave the sea; (K, TA;) said of a swimmer.

(TA) And jū."

&#

£ + He tra

(S, A, K.) And 2:1-5: J:S

versed the land, with his camel that he

(TA)- And *#.

zehement rate.

TA,) or

£g 3: £,

rode,

at a

&#, (K,

aor. * and 2, inf. n.

L-3

&# [or magpie]; .(K. TA; him, or it. (O, K.) One says of a horseman, and
omitted in the CK;) [and] so "L-54-5. (K of a horse, 20:1 <-- and 4:4, He pulled
The

and TA in art. 3-5.)
-

the bit and bridle, and he pulls it (0.) And &

&: and W *** A head broken [so that

c:-le- &= L'+5

Verily thou dranwest me

Jrom the thing that I want. (As O.) – And

: 3, [as above,] (TA) | He mixed the beverage,

its shin or its flesh is cloven]: or a man having IHe occupied him, or busied him, or occupied him
or the nine, (K, TA,) with water. (TA.) Hence, his head [so] broken: (S, TA:) pl. [of the former] so as to divert his attention [from a thing]. (ISk,
t: & : # &, occurring in a trad, means L-5, you say J*-*. (AZ, TA.)- Each § 0, K.)–And I'_*: 4-5. He stopped it
is also applied as an epithet to a wooden peg or

! And it was as though it mixed with her odour
stake [as meaning + Having its head broken, or
of mush the breath of wind that reached my mangled,
by blon's]; and so is " : s #4, but in an
organ of smell. (TA.)
intensive sense. (S, L.) – And both the first and
2.
[The breaking of another's head * last signify tA wooden peg or stake; (A, TA;)
much, so as to cleave the skin or the flesh: or the each as an epithet in which the quality of a subst.
breaking of heads so as to cleave the skin or the predominates: because its head is separated, or
flesh. – And hence, perhaps,] tThe acting with uncompacted, in its component parts [or fibres by
penetrative energy, vigour, or effectiveness; syn. its being battered]. (TA.) One says, Jill, L.
-*-ai. (O, K.)
and ': ; There is not in the house
3 -[even] a nooden peg or stake. (A, TA.)

with a stopper; syn. 2'3- 3. (S, O, TA.)
4: see the preceding paragraph.
5. --- i. Q. &- [app. as meaning He ex

**

s

6 *

£-

9.e

6

moaned]. (O, K.)

6. --Lā It (an affair, Nh, Mab, TA) became
confused: (Nh, Mgb, K, TA:) and (Mgb, K, TA)
it (a thing, IDrd, TA) became intermiced, or
intermingled, one part of it entering into, or

within, another; (IDrd, Mab, K, TA;) as also

3. * : (A, O, K) and ': (ATA)
Between them is a mutual breaking of heads.
(A, O, K, TA. [In the CK, Gls-> is erroneously
put for

Pressed pain, grief, or sorron, or he lamented, or

* @ e

>

*

*

*

-** [app."<l, infn. --> [app.

Use-5'-' see Us"-".

3].

•

£-5.)

6

(IDrd, TA.)

* *

&ls->

-- | A sn'immer that cleaves the
nater vehemently. (TA.)

6

d

>

*: Want, or a want, syn. # =: and
anxiety
: (A, O, K:) pl. *#. (TA.)= Also,
3 -£
6: see what next precedes.
as
an
epithet,
applied to a skin for water or
-:l A man having a mark, or scar, of a nound
i: A single act of breaking of one's head [so by which his forehead has been broken. (S, A, K.) milk, as though a contraction of -: meaning
as to cleave its skin or its flesh]. (TA.) – And
perishing.” Old, and n:orn out; (ó, TA;") as
6 * ~ *
also W --5: (O :) or the latter, so applied, sig
A wound by which the head is broken (S, A,” L,
G-: see C++, in three places.
Msb) so as to cleave its skin or its flesh: (L:)
mifies dry. (TA.) – And [as a subst., or an epi
and [such] a wound in the face: (A, Mgb.) pl. G-: See
thet in which the quality of a subst. is predomi
(S, A, L. Mab)and &l:3. (Mgb.) What
nant,] A skin for water or milk of which half is
*

6

y

44

•

*

*

o e

*

:

£5.

£:

are termed

Gls:

L) distinguished by the following epithets: [1]

#2'-

--->

are of ten different kinds, (A,

£external]

which peels off the

skin, but

cut off and the loner part made into a bucket:

<-3, aor. 4, (S, A, O, Mgb, K,) inf. n.

(o, K.) pl. --5. (TA) And A dry skin for

<-35 ($,0, Mb, K.) and ~#, aor.”, (S,

water or milk into which pebbles are put and
then shaken for the purpose of frightening camels.
(L, K.") Az says, on the authority of an Arab
of the desert, that it signifies An old, worn-out,
skin for nater or milk, of which, sometimes, the
mouth is cut off, and fresh ripe dates are put in

1.

does not bring blood: [2] as 212, which brings A, O, K,) inf. n. *# ; (S, O, K;) He perished:
blood: [3] #4, [which cleaves the flesh slightly, (S, A, O, Msb, K:) or, accord. to AO, he perished
and brings

blood, but does

not make it to flow:

in relation to religion or the present worldly
(but in art. &”, voce
q. v., what are here state: the former verb said by Ks to be the
mentioned as the second and third are transposed:) better: (TA:) or the former, (S,) or each, (O,) it. (TA.) Suh says, in the R, that A mater-skin
4,
which cleaves the flesh much: [5] signifies he grieved, or mourned; or was sorron was thus called [app. meaning absolutely]. (MF,
ful, sad, or unhappy. (S, O.) [See also -5, TA.) And it is said in a trad. that a man of the
which leaves between it and the bone
below.] – And --5, aor. *, inf. n. -: and Anşār used to cool water for the Prophet es'

#23,

£-3:..]
3-,

only a thin skin: these are five &ls-> for which
- og
: *#, It (a thing) ment, went anay, or £ased
there is no retaliation nor any determinate mulct, anay. (TA)- And -->>, aor. *, inf. n. -->4, ā-ā' [app. a mistranscription for asts: L3,
but respecting which a judge must give his sen said of a raven (~%), It uttered the croak that meaning in his water-skins, or worn-out water
-

tence: [6]

***, which

reaches to

-

skins; and cited to show that

the bone,

is ominous of separation: (TA:) [or it croaked
and for which the mulct is five camels: [7] as:le, vehemently: or it (a raven of separation) be
which breaks the bone, and for which the mulet

*#

is a pl. of

++, like "# is pl. of #1 (TA)=Also

moaned, by its croak, a misfortune: see -(5.] Qne. £f the poles of a tent: (A, K.) pl.
##, from which bone is re - See also 6. = 4-3, (S, K.) aor. *, inf n. **** [agreeably with an explanation in the
moved, from one place to another, and for which -:4, (S) He (God, Š) destroyed him: ($, K.) S]. (T.A.) = And [as an epithet,] Long, or
tall. (K.)
is ten camels: [8]

the mulct is fifteen camels; [9]

is:

also
one says

* ** 4 : [What aileth him? May

-** Grief, or sorron; and anxiety: (K,
God destroy him 'J: thus the verb is trans, as
TA:)
but the word more commonly known is
only a thin skin, and for which the mulct is one well as intrans. (S.) - And He grieved him; or
third of the whole price of blood: [10] iš-š, caused him to mourn or lament, or to be sorrow
sad, or unhappy: ($, K, TA:) [: So,* ~ app
which reaches the brain, and for which the mulet ful,
(like &') occurring in the O. See also ->3,
** * o 5
* of
, of which it is the inf. n. : and see ***, first
is also one third of the whole price of blood. (L.) * as: 1; for] one says, a.
called

£1, which leaves between it and the brain

with p [i.? &#1 (TA) [The pl. is £i

•y

.*

Bk. I.

*

* *

190

A.

&
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sentence.]- And Distress that befalls a man by

reason of disease or of fight. (K,"TA.)

* * *... •

*

*
*

also '3' + (TA) You say, #3-9 3-3
(Ms), K.) aor. *, inf n. #3 (Mob, TA) and
*

part. n.] is applied to anything collected together,
and then scattered, or dispersed, by something

(K, TA,) The affair, or case, was, or be (TA.)
<-- and '-3 Perishing : (S, O, K:) 22*.*,
came, complicated, intricate, or confused, so as to
2. J:
[accord. to an explanation of their verbs by AO, be
a subject ofdisagreement, difference, between
&

or

in relation to religion or to the present worldly
state:] or the former, (S,) or each, (O) signi them; syn. Pyla-al; (Mab3) and so-ce: 's->
fies, grieving, or mourning; or sorron ful, sad, or [in which £5 is understood]; syn. -##1; (S:)
it nas, or became, an occasion of contention, Or
unhappy. (S, O.)

4

& e

**

•

#e: i. 1 ##, (K) The laying

of the racemes of the palm-trees upon the branches,

lest they should break: (Kin art. 's-à:) this is
done when the fruit is much in quantity, and the

racemes are large, and one fears for the heart of
the tree, and for the base, or lower part, of the

+ Three pieces of nood [set up as a tripod]

dispute, or of disagreement, or difference, between

upon which the pastor hangs his bucket (K, TA) them. (K, TA) : *-* (*, in the Kuriv,
and his skin for water or milk. (TA.) [See also 68, means Respecting that which hath become

raceme. (TA in the present art.)
3. Júl J-U- The cattle pastured upon 2-3
[i. e. trees, or shrubs], (ISk, S, A, K,) having
consumed the herbs and leguminous plants. (ISk,

Jets: (voce --~~), of which it is said in the complicated, or intricate, or confused, [so as to be
a subject of disagreement, or difference,] between
TA to be pl]
them : and hence the word X-5, [“trees,” and
**: See +..—Also A stopper; syn. “shrubs,”] because of the intermixing, or con
fusion, of the branches: (Bd:) or respecting the

S. A.)—üş 333 x-u, (K) inf n.5-144,

disagreement, or difference, that has happened

4 -391--> The land produced: [i. e.

-

(S,) Such a one contended, disputed, or litigated,
with such a one. (S," K, TA.)

$132. (S, O, TA)
**

A woman affected with anxiety, whose betneen them. (Zj, Mgh.) And it is said in a trees, or shrubs]. (K.)
heart is given up thereto. (O, K.)
trad., J.- &: 3-5 us, >0} Avoid ye the
6: see 8, in three places.
disagreement, or difference, that hath occurred
7: see 8, in two places, and see 7 in art. 's--".
A raven (*#) croaking vehemently, or that among my companions. (TA)=9-3, (K,)
8. 's-à! It was, or became, knit, or connected,
croaks vehemently: (S, O, K:) a raven uttering aor. 4, (TA) in n. **, He tied it; namely,
the croak that is ominous of separation: a raven a thing. (K.) 5-3. He thrust, or together, one part with another; as also 4:51:
of separation that bemoans, by its croak, a mis pierced, him with the spear, (S, A, K, TA) So it was, or became, commingled, one part amid,

S-3:

See

+ : - and

<--5. - Also

c:

fortune. (TA)- Also Irrational in talk, and that it stuck fast in him. (TA)—4: 94-3, or within, another; (TA;) and so Wi-U.3 :
-

* *

*

loquacious. (K.) It is said in a trad., #53 J."

(S, A, K.) aor.”, (TA) infn.:#, (S) He, or

(Ham p. 161:) it was, or became, intricate,

Jú Xuà -č,

i. e. Men are [of] three it, averted, or diverted, him, from it; (S, A, K;) complicated, perplexed, confused, or intricately
[sorts ;] a speaker of n:hat is bad, or an utterer of namely, an affair: (K:) he removed, or put anay, intermixed. (TA: see 1, first sentence.) It is
said in
relating to conflict and faction

",".

foul, or obscene, language, aiding in wrongdoing; (TS, K,) him, (K,) or it, (TS,) from it: (TS,

•ö

&

•* *

*

>

de

-

•

*

*@ =

and a speaker of what is good, and an enjoiner K:) he withheld, or debarred, and repelled, him (as), Jºl Gull is: we cºs-à They
thereof, and a forbidder of what is disapproved, from it. (K.) You say, * 3-3 u. What has become knit together therein, like the knitting
so that he obtains good fortune; and one who is averted thee, or diverted thee, from it? (S, A.) together of the bones of the head that interjoin,
silent: or, accord. to A’Obeyd,

-č signifies

--" 3-3, (S, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, one with another, one entering into another: or

perishing, or in a state of perdition, and sinning. (TA,) He propped up the -et [or tent] with a the meaning is, they disagree, or differ, one with
(TA) [or] the Prophet said, #53 J-3 pole. (S, K, TA. [In some copies of the K, another. (TA.) You say,2-2, 12,4-#! (TA)

--> żu; Jú, meaning [Assemblies are of * is erroneously put for *])

In like

and a "lay-us (S, A, Msh, TA) They became

three sorts;] secure from sin; and acquiring re manner #: is said of anything as meaning I
compense; and perishing, or in a state of perdi propped it up with a pole or the like. (TA) And
tion, and sinning. (O.)
#13-5, (T, K, TA) and <15, (T, TA)
inf n, as above, (TA,) He raised the hanging

knit together, or commingled, one with another,

-

...+. Pieces of wood, (T, Msb, K.) bound
branches of the tree, or shrub, (T, K, TA) and
together (at the top], upon which clothes are

of the plant. (T, TA) And #1 *-* He

[in conflict,] with their spears: (TA:) or they
thrust, or pierced, one another with their spears.

(S, A, Mgh, Msb, T.A.) And 12"><! (Zj, S, A,
Msb, K) and W 12,4-l:5 (Zj, S, A, Mgh, K) They
became commingled, or confused, or embroiled,

spread, (T, Mgb,) or upon which clothes are put; raised the garment, it having gone donn. (T, TA.) disagreeing, or differing : (Zj, TA:) they con

as also "...t-2, (Ki) of which latter the pl. is And 3-3, inf n. as above, is said of anything as

tended, or disputed, together; (S, A, Mgh, Mgb;)

...: :

or disagreed, or differed. (S,"A," Mgh, Msb,”

(TA:

(see this last word above:])

pieces

meaning

It was raised, upraised, uplifted, or

of wood, or sticks, of which the heads are joined
together, and the feet parted asunder, upon which elevated. (TA)-30 3-3. He opened his mouth
clothes are put, and sometimes the water-skins (A, K,"TA) with a stick, or a piece of wood,
are hung thereon for the purpose of cooling the (A, TA,) by inserting this into the part of the

K.) – Also He preceded, outnent, or out
stripped; (K," TA;) and so "L-51. (K.)
And, said of sleep, It withdren, or kept aloof,

from one; (K," TA;) as also "ws:1. (K) =

water: (Nh, TA:) or a piece of wood upon mouth called its #5, (TA) 5:5 (and then Also (S, K) said of a man, (S,) He put his hand
which clothes are put: (S:) Suh says, in the R, put, or poured, medicine, or water, &c., into his beneath his **, against the part beneath his
that they used to call the water-skin -á, and mouth], (A, TA) And # 3-5, (TS, K, chin: (S:) or he put his hand beneath his chin
they used not to hold it otherwise than suspended, TA,) aor. and inf. n. as above; or, accord. to one and leaned upon his elbon, (K, TA,) not laying
so that --- properly signifies the piece of relation of a trad. in which it occurs, W ts: his side upon the bed. (TA.)- [And, said of a
wood, or stick, to which the nater-skin is sus ū--"; (TA;) He made the beast to open its£| horse, He was bridled, reined, or curbed: (Frey

pended: then they amplified the application of mouth by jerking its bridle to curb it. (TS, K, tag, from the Deewän of the Hudhalees:) or
perhaps the verb in this sense is in the passive
this word so as to call thereby the thing upon which
TA)And
£1.3-3.
He
threw
the
thing
form:] = see 1, last sentence but two.
clothes are suspended: (MF, TA:) the pl. is upon the 's-> [q. v.], (S, K,) i. e. the --~.

** A discordant, or complicated, or confused,
(S.) =3-3, aor.*, i. q. ** 3:= [app. mean
affair, or case. (O, K.)= Also The part, of a
ing Its aggregate became large in quantity; or
J- [or camel's saddle], that is between the 95* *
Je
it became much in the aggregate]: (TS, K, TA:)
(K,
TA, [this word erroneously written in the
1. ** is an inf. n. of 's-3, and signifies The but accord. to As, [it seems to signify it became CK with j,]) which are the a 25 and the #1,
being, or becoming, intricate, complicated, per collected together, and then scattered, or dispersed,
[its reg.
plexed, confused, or intricately intermixed; as by something: for he says that]

<-- (A)

*

•6

•

* *

*

-

-

***

(TA in art. ,<) [i. e. the 9.4%] the #

Book I.]
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being what conjoins the clius [in the fore part see in arts. G' &c. - In the saying in a trad., mouth of a kid, to prevent its sucking. (TS, K.)

5-3

5-

are of, or from, - And A certain brand, or mark made with a
part]: the part between the c5+ is also called Paradise, by the former is said to be meant The hot iron, upon camels. (S, K.)
grape-vine: or the tree beneath n hich allegiance
the **. (TA in the present art. . [It is there
nvas snorn to the Prophet; and which, it is said,
said that this part is also called the # as well as WaS 8. #: [or gum-acacia-tree]: (TA:) and by A,) but not the latter, (S) and
(K;)
Já, (S, TA,) and
(A, K,)
the #3: but this is a mistake.]) - And The the latter, the 5-2 [or rock] of Jerusalem. (TA and
of the saddle and in like manner in the hinder that the

and the

***3, and '3'-' (K) or the former (S,
***;
*5-3,

5-5

chin : (As, O, K:) or (TA, in the K “and,”) in art. 's-2, q.v.) – By #! ##1, Inen and W #4, (S, Msb, K.) and W ##, (AHn,
of opening ( &#, [as in the K voce tioned in the Kur in xiv. 29, is said to be meant S. K.) A. cally, and a land, abounding with

the place

&#,] in the Khere erroneously written &-, The palm-tree : or a certain tree in Paradise: *# or
** > *

C#)

**

the meaning being
of the mouth : (K,"
TA:) or the part between the troo loner jan's:
(AA, S, K:) or the hinder part of the mouth :
or the side of the mouth, where the upper and
loner lips unite : or what has opened of the part
where the mouth closes [when medicine or the like
is put into it]; expl. by All
&:
:

*

*#

[i.e. trees, or shrubs]. (S, A,

•

and by a 's-Jl 5×ll, in the next verse but one, Msb, K.) - ** also signifies Strange, or a
the colocynth, and the •+: [see art. -->4-:] stranger; applied to a man, (S, A, K,) and to a

or each may have a more general application. camel. (§, K.) – And An arron, that is used

(Bd in xiv. 31.) And #153-#1, mentioned in the game called 2:l, thronin among arron's
in the Kur xvii. 62, means The tree calledA,51: not from its kind of tree: (S, K:) or one that is

and some explain it as meaning the Devil : and borrowed, and from the winning of which [on
Aboo-Jahl; and El-Hakam Ibn-Abi-l-'As. (Bd.) Jormer occasions] one augurs good. (TA.) –
or the place of meeting of the cö: [q.v., a - 5× also signifies 1 The stock, or origin, of a Also Bad, corrupt, or disapproved. (Kr, K.)

&#1.

5:

6* *

*

– And A companion: (M, K:) or a friend:
word variously explained]: (K3) or the part
man: (O, TA:) [hence,] one says,
323s
nvhere the two sides of the loner jan, unite,
(A:) pl. #9-5. (M, TA) - And Asnord. (K.)
! [He is of a good stock or origin]; and 3
beneath the hair that grows between the loner lip
see 's-: *.
and the chin : and, in a horse, the part betneen
33-3 ! [of the prophetic stock, meaning of &la-5:
2.
2the upper, main, portions of the two sides of the the stock of the Prophet]. (A.) [And + A genea +!» [pl. of 5-15 fem. of 's-tal : see ye-o.
loner jaw : (TA:) pl. [of pauc.] ** and [of logical tree; a pedigree.] - Also, (CK) or - Also Withholding, or debarring, and diverting,
W 5-3. (O, and K accord. to the TA, [but pro

53-3

:

6e. *

*

6 -

d.

#

J.

mult] is:# and X-3. (K)
.# (S, A, Mgh, Mob, K, &c.) and "# and

•

s

*

*

•

s

•

* *

• 6 p.

* *

© e >

*

things. (TA.) You say, jel: as L.5-3
bably thus in the TA only because found to be so
in the O,]) + A small speck, or speckle, on the

[Withholding, or debarring, or diverting, things

3:, (K,) in which last the & is changed3 into
(4, chin of a boy: (O, K:) on the authority of IAar. withheld, or debarred, or diverted, me from it]. (S.)
* > of
•

*" : s is changed
ged into G, as in s: "

like as th

1S

-

:=

ori

** *

(TA) - And one says,

&#4 5-3 &- ū,

#;

*

and its fem., #:

•

see:-3-Also

(so in my copy of the A, and accord. to the CK,) (K) Containing more,4-3 [i. e. trees, or shrubs]:
.* *
* * **
* of
not changed from 8- because it remains (4 in the or Wey-à "###, (O, and so accord. to the text (S, K:) so in the saying, #3 & 2-5) Jay') *
dim., in which, where it so changed, it should be of the K as given in the TA, [but Z has, in the [This land is one containing more trees than this].
A, distinguished the phrase as tropical, and hence
($, K.") It has no known verb. (TA.)
changed back into ?-, whereas the dim. of #: is
ginally

Us:#, or, accord. to IJ, the Us in Je:

IS

-

•

it seems that he held the former reading to be
the right,]) t Hon goodly are the shape, (A,) or *# (S, K, TA) [and] '5: (Mg,Mg)
instead offet-h to the .# [whence it appears that the size, (O, K,) and the appearance, of her A place ($, Mgh, Msb, K) of growth (Mgh, K)
IJ knew not *-*.] (TA) [as coll, gen, ns, udder 1 (A, O, K:) or the veins and skin and of ** Or ** [i. e. trees, or shrubs]. (S, Mgh,
Trees; and shrubs, or bushes; which latter are flesh thereof, referring to a she-camel. (O, K.) Msb, K:) or, as some say, the former signifies
said to be

#: and #, and because it has kesr

*

*

•

: see 1, last sentence: = and its fem., many 's-5. (TA)- The former also signifies
also called, for distinction, ** 33; and some 3-3
... " A place of 5-li: [i.e. contending, disputing, or
times applied to plants in general; and, as a with 5, see voce Jes:.
litigating]: pl. 3-54. and, some say, it is an
gen. n., sometimes meaning the tree, &c.;] the +: ; and its n, un, with 3: see 's-à.
inf
n. (Harp. 473)—see
intwo places.
kind of plant that has a trunk, or stem : (S, A,
g

* -

6 *

*

also:#2,

4e o

K:) or the kind that has a hard trunk, or stem,

(Mgh, Msb) like the J: 5c. : (Mab3) or such
as produces seed, and does not come to an end in
its year: (Mgh:) or such as rises, or rises high,
of itself, nrhether slender or large, and nohether
it withstand the ninter or lack strength to do so:

(K:) called: from 3-3, because of the inter
mixing, or confusion, of the branches: (Bd in
iv. 68, and TA:*) n. un, with 3, (Msb, K,) i. e.

#4 (S, Mgh, Mab, TA) and "### and #:
(TA) the pilot:lis: (S.M.) and of

##1&# (Mab, TA) and [of #1 &#:

e

6 *

*

3×3: see ja:, last two sentences.

##,
fem.

as a quasi-pl. n. : see
of: as syn. with

s

2”

d

2.

**

* *

s of

->~: see Je=-3. – You say also 5'-e Jā,"

*#. * Also

meaning A land giving growth to ** [i. e. trees,

**.

6 e

o

–

or shrubs]. (TA. [See also '..e.])

###1-###" (The letters of which the #3 #2 i. q. <+. [i. e. A

thing composed of

is the place of utterance; (in the CK, à:g-ăl ;)] pieces of wood, or sticks, the heads of which are
the letters

& and C# and Jä. (K.)

bound together, and the feet parted asunder,
upon which clothes &c. are put]: (S:) or pieces
of nood, or sticks, tied together, like the ---,
** : See 3-#2, in four places. - Also The upon
which articles of furniture, or utensils, are
wood of a nell, (S, K, KL,) by means of which put (M, Mob') pl.:-1:... (M, TA)- And

# see:#2, in two places.
:

the bucket is dranwn out therefrom : (KL:) pl.

hence, (M,) The wood, (K,) or pieces of nood,
(TA:) *:::::: also signifies the same as 3:3: }: (S:) this pl. occurs in a verse, accord to (M,) of the [kind of camel-vehicle for women
(£ !) or it is a pl. [or rather a quasi-pl. n.] of J; but the right reading in that instance is J~, called]
(M, K;) as also *:: # and

*:

5'-->; a pl. [or

quasi-pl.n.] of which there

as is shown by the rhyme of the poem. ($gh, *** and '3: (L, K:) n. un. ### and
few other instances; it...a5 of ā-aş, and its) le of TA.) – Also [A wooden bar of a door;] a piece
#, and ul- of #1-, or, accord. to As, the of wood which is put behind a door; called in *###: (TA:) or a vehicle used by nomen,
sing. [or n. un.] of ital- is iii-, and accord. Pers. -3% (S, K, TA,) written by Az J:. smaller than the C#, having the head un
to Sb, #: is sing, and pl., and so are it: and (TA) - And A piece of wood with which a covered; (AA, K,” TA;) as also *::: and
(£2-) is repaired, by its being W2'--> and W 5'-3: (K:) accord, to Lth, V Jus-à
10% and #1-: (S:) or # signifies tangled, couch-frame
affixed as a a: [q. v.], (S, K,) beneath it. (S.)
signifies the wood [or frame-nork] of the C*,
or luxuriant, or abundant and dense, is 3: (A:)
or a collection of ,<-5. (TA)- $3. ## &c.; – And A piece of wood which is put in the l which when covered becomes a C*: (TA:) As
are

6

6

s

t

190 *
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signifies the pieces of wood of a applied to a she-camel. (S, K.) And &ls 2. 2.

3%

epithet] peculiar to men: (K,"TA:) AZ says,
J%, but
“I have heard the Kilábees say,
C* : AA, that it signifies vehicles smaller than Quick, and light, active, or nimble, legs. (TA.)
do not apply this epithet to a woman:” (S:)
&2%, having the heads uncovered; also called - Mad, applied to a camel. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) they
w is: and W *#, however, are applied to a
&= see els-à.
*~, of which the sing, is "jū-3. (S.)
says that 3-(i.

6 •

6

*

-

&#

d.

woman, and signify bold, (Ibn 'Abbād, K.) long

#:

See

2* * *

#2 * :

ass-à : see 2\s-à: = see also ass-à : - also tongued, and vehemently clamorous, tonards men;
Tall, and uncompact in frame: - and crippled (Ibn-'Abbād, TA;) audacious in her speech, (Ibn
'Abbād, K, [but these two epithets as applied to
disease:
by disease; or having a protracted
• of a woman and signifying “bold” &c. are omitted
2 * * < * 2°

X-3: - and see also X-#4.

3: Figured work (TA) having the form of

*

-

/

2-3 [i. e. trees, or shrubs]: (K,” TA:) and silk [whence] it is said in a prov., áss-à 325: Usel in the CK,]) and in her length of tongue, and
brocade (~2) figured with the forms of 's-3. [A blind man leading one crippled by disease, or
relement clamorousness. (Ibn 'Abbād, TA) having a protracted disease: but in Freytag's
Arab. Prov. ii. 119, the last word is written
ass-5, and said to be pl. of * &ets, and to sig

(S, K.)

tú" *:-

[The place of the comminging
of spears; or of the thrusting, or piercing, there
nify, app., suffering paralysis]. (TA.)
with]. (Ham p. 161.)

8-5 (S, Msh, K) and "&# (K) also signify
fThe serpent (Ki) and so does "...# (TA:)

or t the male serpent: (Mgh, K:) or a certain
species of serpent, (Sh, S, Mgb, K,) as also V &#,
3-#4 and **-ū: Commingled [and con #: See *#. * Also Convardly, weak, (S,) small, (K,) or slender, and asserted to be the
fied) : you say # ū, and W #-li: and (Ibn-'Abbād,) lacking strength or poncer or
boldest of the serpent-hind: (Shi) pl. Öts:
ability, lean, or emaciated, and small in body, (Lh, IDrd, K) and &#,(IDrd, K) the former
WJ-13: Spears commingled and confused. (TA.) having no heart; (Ibn-'Abbād, K;) as also
of which is the more common: (IDrd:) the pl.
s

* >

6

*#3:

-

X-li:

(Lh, K:) the former seems to have the
q. v.,]
meaning of a pass. part. n., [i. e.

see what next precedes, in two places.

3. is &=& ; or, as some say, this is pl. of

of

ofć,-4,

-

1.

is-à, which is pl. [of pauc] of els-, signify

like #~ and other words. (Ibn 'Abbād)

&=

ing the serpent. (TA.) [See also ***, above.]
- Also ! The serpent called *4, that presents
itself in the belly (S, K, TA) of a man, as the
See
£3]:
Or
[or ***
Arabs assert, when he has been long hungry: (S,
signifies
A bulky serpent: or a malignant and TA:) but As says that ck."

is:

&#, aor. *, ($, Mab, K.) inf n. *s-,

(S, Msb,) He (a man, S) was, or became, coura

ić-3

geous, brave, valiant, bold, daring, or strong
hearted (S, Mgb, K) on the occasion of nar, or
fight, (S, K,) making light ofwar, by reason of his

***

See

&#.

&#.

&#

serpent: regarded by Sb as a quadri t vehemence of hunger. (Az, T.A.)
boldness. (Msb.) AZ says that ästs- sometimes audacious
See &#, in two places.
denotes a comparative quality in relation to him literal-radical word. (TA.) [See also &#.]
*

*

8-#3

who is weaker than the person to whom it is

&# : see what next follows.
#, in three places.
fem. with 3: see 8-,
&e=}
&# and '-' (Lh, Isk,5, Mil, K) and &eta; See ax=.
"à-3,(Mb, K.) which is of the dial of Benoo. &# ; fem. # . &#, in four places.
'Okeyl, being made by them to accord with its
s

6

-

*

p

ascribed. (Msb)=4<-3, aor. *, [which in
this case is contr. to the general rule, notwith
standing the guttural letter, for by rule it should
be 2,] He overcame him, or surpassed him, in

s

-

** * *

See

asu-3 [or courage, &c.]. (K.) [See 3.]=8-3, contr., which is 3'-, (Msb) and * &** (Lh, You say also, its: # 1 bold liones. (TA)

3-3,

(IDrd, Msb, K.)
aor. 4, (Msb,) inf n.
He was, or became, tall. (IDrd, Mgb, K.)

S, Msh, K) and '-' (S,K) and "#-3 (K)
and W

&#,

(as

£ copies

of

£

or

&#.

- Applied to a man, accord. to some, it signifies,
(S,) or it signifies also, (K,) In whom is light
ness, or unsteadiness, like what is termed 2-2A,

(K.) He en ****, (as in other copies of the K and in the
2. ***, (§, K) inf n.
couraged him; or strengthened his heart; (S, K;) TA) for all which forms the first is the most (S, K,) by reason of his strength. (S.) See also
and emboldened him: (K:) or he said to him, common,] Courageous, brave, valiant, bold, &#. - Mad; or possessed by a devil: (TA:)
[or courageous, &c.]. (Sb, S, K.) daring, or strong-hearted (S, Msb, K) on the Lth says that, applied to a man, it signifies one
Thou art
* , d e ee
p. 6 occasion of war, or fight, (S, K,) making light who is as though there were in him madness, or

as:

-

3.2:35 & 13 [I strove to overcome or
-

* :

diabolical possession; but Az says that this is a
surpass him, or contended with him for superiority, of wars, by reason of boldness: (Msb:) fem. [of mistake; for, were this its meaning, the poets
the 1st and 2nd and 3rd respectively] #1-# and
in ast-3 (or courage, &c.), and] I overcame
would not have used it in praise. (TA, in another

ists: ($, Msh, K) and ist: (Mob, K) and part of the art.) – Tall: (IDrd, Msb, K:) and

him, or surpassed him, therein. (TA.)

es: also [without 3] (M5b) and [of the 4th]

so the fem. applied to a woman. (IDrd, Mgb.)

4. axe-à! to [Hon courageous, brave, valiant,
bold, daring, or strong-hearted, is he, on the occa

***** (Mab, K) and [of the 5th] "is: and

- Bulky; big-bodied; or stout: or, as some

sion of war, or fight !]. (TA in art U-".)

[of the 6th] "iss: (K.) pl. masc. (of the 1st, say, youthful; or in a state of youthful vigour.

4 * * of

e

$, Msb) is: [a pl. of pauc] (AO, S, Msh, K) (TA.)- The lion. (Lth, S, K) - It is said in
5. x: He affected(C#) courage, bravery, and [of the first three, and perhaps of the 4th the K that &#Sialso signifies: [i. e. Time;
valour, boldness, daringness, or strength of heart also] is: ($, K) and (of the 1st, S) 36:
on the occasion of war, or fight; (S, K;) [he
(Lh, S, K) and (of the 4th, Š) &ts: (Lh, Isk,
encouraged himself; made himself, or constrained
$, K) [or, accord. to IDrd, Uta~ is a mistake,
himself to be, courageous :] and he feigned, or
as is said in the TA, but the word is there written
pretended to have, courage, &c., on the occasion

or fortune; &c.]; and J says that £isis what the
poet means by the expression, Sui-l

without any syll. signs,] and (of the 4th, S, Msb)

: 3 Penetrating energy; boldness. (As) Quickness of the shifting of the legs, in camels,

(S, K.) or, accord. to IB, in horses. (TA.)

&# ; fem. with 5: see &#, in three places.

* * d >
*

ass-

0 &

3 #

-

* > of

*." us.” 3'- &**

*

&#. (K,) and also, (but these

by Ra-5') meaning himself, or some other thing.

are quasi-pl. ns. TA) 'is' 3 (AO, S, K) and
*ā-ā (K) and * *-* [app. a mistake

(TA)= Also, (S,K) and 3-5), (K) or the

of others also,]

latter accord. to some, but this was not known to

for its++ or £3]: (TA:) pl. fem. [all of Abu-l-Ghowth, (S) sing of £i, [in some
tëi, but the former,
copies of the S written
ãaes-à, or the last of itsa- or of asa-5,1 &\s->
6 •

-

•e

d

-

*-

-

- -- -

-

•

£4 Quick in the shifting of the legs,
applied to a he-camel; and so is: and W it:-3

but

this cannot be the correct meaning, for the poet,
namely El-Aasha, says,

of war, or fight, not having it in him. (TA.)

* (*# (S, Mob.k) and [of the 4th, and perhaps

&=1:

-

-Aśl

y

and

&# and &#: (Lh, K:) or &# is [an

which, as is mentioned in the TA, is found in the

•

A.

-

U

-

*
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5: see 1, first sentence. =#| cº-: The
handwriting of J, is that which is commonly
were, or became, tangled, or luxuriant, or
trees
known,] which signifies [The knuckles nearest
by]
meant
is
what
being
this
to the n:rist;
abundant and dense. (L, K.)
* *
the bases (U2-21) of the fingers, which are C-3 (S, L, K [in the CK 3-3, but expressly
connected with the tendons of the outer side of said in the S to be c:VD A road of a valley;
the hand: ($, K:) in the T, we find the heads (S, L;) or a road in a calley: or in the upper,
(~#) of the fingers, instead of U2-ol: (TA:) or uppermost, part thereof: as also " i-ts:
*

or 8-> in the hand and foot [but see what

@

K; [in the latter of which these pls are men
tioned after all the explanations of the sing. ;])

-

(J:

£

get:5's."

tendons apparent. (TA.) [See also as-L and

£]=::

(Hamp. 404.) [See a verse cited voce

J3%,

in

which it means A cause of anxiety..] – And The
soul's love, or its inclination, or its blamable in

clination: (L:) [or] love that is followed by
(Kull p. 165.) – And A

anariety and grief

(K) pl. of the former 3:3: (§, L. K.) and want, (§, L, Mab, K.) as also 3-3, (L)
of the latter 3-98: (Ki) or "à-3 signifies wherever it be: ($, L. K.) pl. Ös: ($, L, Mob,

follows] signifies the tendons extended above the
J-3- [here meaning the metacarpal and me a valley in which are many trees; ($, L;) or a
tatarsal bones] from the wrist to the *
place in nihich are co-3, which means tangled
y# fingers or toes, which are called
is its pl.:
&#29 -uki, above the outer side of the hand: trees, (Ham pp. 761-25) and 3-33 signifies
a
"
:-tä
or
or the bone which connects the finger with the (S, L, and Hamp. 762)
wrist; [i. e. the metacarpal bone;] every finger sort of valley producing good herbage: or, as
having to # a bone thus called: he who says that some say, 3-6% signifies the upper, or upper
the 24-U" [so here instead of x=l as above] most, parts of a valley; and its sing is " 3-5
the easi. [thus written in the L in this instance], as ISd
tendons calls those
are
mentions on the authority of A’Obeyd, but adding
(TA) Aboo-Bek' is described as
that, as such, it is irregular, and that it is more
8:49 J.2% &#, meaning Having little flesh properly to be regarded as pl. of " £1. (L.)
upon what are thus termed: or having. their

£

the former a pl. of pauc., and the latter of mult.

—[Hence] one says, cis-à 23 - 2-M, (S,

K) and 3-# (L, Mil, K.) the later being
pl. of C-5 also. (L.) A rájiz says,
*

*

*

-

-

A.

- * *
&

es:

*

* >

9">

*

* :

*

* >> -s cis->

&

des

e

•

>

*

*

[I have truo wants; a want in Nejd, and I have
a want in the country of Es-Sind]. (S.)= Also
An intricately-intermingling branch of a tree;

a: [i.e. branch, or branchlet,
or the like] of anything; (Ki) like * : and
* £3 and " i: (L, K) in the former sense:
(L, K;) and a

(L: [accord. to the K, app., in the latter sense:])

to IAar, one says * # and 7 &:
&: 4-# [More courageous Meyd, L. K.) co-3 being pl. of 3-3, with the or, accord.

mean meaning a branch of a tree, [or the latter app.
than a cock] is one of the proverbs of the Arabs. * quiescent; (Meyd;) a prov., (Meyd, L,)
ing + The story is involved, or intricate; (S, means branches, for it seems to be a coll. gen, n.,.]
(Mgh.)
and W i: and W 3-5, and [the pl. of " £:

Meyd, L;) or has several ways [in which it may

&#, like J-, (K, TA) i. e. having the

be understood]; (Meyd;) or has several modes, is]

+:

and

Šiš. (L:) or, accord. to J,

form of a pass. part. n., (TA,) [in the CK &**, or manners; and objects of aim : (L, K:) applied (L) \ i: and W # signify roots of trees in
like U-2,] In the utmost state of madness, or to a story by which one calls to mind another:
tricately intermingling : (S, L:) [but] the pri
diabolical possession: (K:) so says Ibn-Abbād; (A’Obeyd, Meyd, L:) the first who said it was mary
signification of W i: # and 7 i: # is a
and hence, accord. to him, £la-: [but in what Dabbeh Ibn-Udd Ibn-Tábikhah: he had two
sons, named Saad and So’eyd: and some camels branchlet (a a: of a c. **) of a tree: (L:) or
sense he does not say]. (TA.)
belonging to him ran away by night, so he sent * #: signifies tangled, or luxuriant, or abun
- ** * *
•
*...* Overcome, or surpassed, in a cla-à [or his two sons to seek them; and they separated; dant and dense, trees. (Mgb.)- See also :-.
courage, &c.]. (K, TA.)
and Saad found them and restored them; but - And see &#. - Also, (K,) or ā-ā, (L,
So’eyd went on seeking them; and El-Hárith [this written without any syll. signs, perhaps fem.
U->
Ibn-Kaab met him; and there were upon the of Ús-à, i.e. a 's-à, but it seems to be indicated
man two [garments such as are called]
young
(S. L. K.) aor. * (#3) and 3-3,
*

f

d -

-

-

1. 3-3,

aor. *; inf. n. [of the former] cº-à [in some

the context in the L that it is " £4,]) A
burds (33%), which El-Hárith asked him to by
she-camel compact in make, of which the several

and [of the latter, or of give to him, but he refused to comply with his parts are interknit, one with another, (L, K,”)
both,] c)3*: ; (L, K;) He grieved, mourned, or desire; whereupon he slew him, and took his two like the parts of a tree. (L.)
saw a dark object
lamented; or was sorron ful, sad, or unhappy; burds: and Dabbeh, when he
6 o' - s of
(S, L, K;) and was anxious: and 7 c- sig in the night, used to say, Jes. Al : [“Is it ass-à: see the next preceding paragraph.
22 °
• * : .
nifies the same: (L:) or this last signifies, (K,) Saad or So’eyd?” (see *~)]; and this saying
als: : see Ús-à, in six places: and is:... =
or, as Lth says, it seems to signify, (L.) he re of his became current as a prov.: some time after Also, as some say, Leanness; or slenderness, and
membered; syn. #35. (L, K.) And <-->: this, having gone on pilgrimage, he met El leanness; or leanness, and lankness in the belly. (L.)

copies

of the K 3-5]

* > d >

• *

6-0

āsū-ji, [app. both ~~3 and <-3,

inf n.

p.

-

Hárith Ibn-Kaab at 'Okádh, and saw upon him

£-> See 3-3, in five places. - Also, i. e.
the two burds of his son So’eyd, and asked him
had
that
he
respecting them; and he answered
with kest, (K) or "3-5 and 'i: , (L.) A
tive manner. (L.) [See also C-5 below.]=
and slain him, branchlet of a bunch of a grape-vine of which all
them,
wearing
man
a
young
met
<-5, (S, L, K,) [ao: #. accord. t? the usual
and taken them: Dabbeh said, “With this thy
rule of the K,] inf. m. cº-: and d2=3, (L, K.) sword?” and he answered, “Yes:” and he said, the grapes come to maturity. (L, K)–:
signifies the same as ***, (§, L, K) i. e. He, “Give it me that I may look at it, for I think it signifies also + Relationship closely, £r
(another person, S,) or it, (an affair, or an event, to be sharp:” and El-Hárith gave it him: and connected. (L.) One says, 2-, 3-a-' assi: Us:,
or a case, L, K,) caused him to grieve or mourn he took it, and shook it, and said, * <!--" & and---, w £4, + Betnceen me and him is a re
or lament, or to be sorron ful or sad or unhappy.
lationship closely, or intimately, connected. (S.)

&#, The pigeon cooed in a nailing and plain

#imately,

(S, L. K.)=#|- L'â, (§, L)and £3,
(L, K,) aor. *, inf. n &#, (S, L,) Want, or

co-#3 and slew him with it: whereupon it was
said to him, “O Dabbeh, in the sacred month?”

And it is said in a trad, #3- #2 *-ji.e.
13-9. is derived from c:1. (S, L: [see

and he said, Jisi -: 3: [“The sword pre
the want, detained, or withheld, (S, L, K.) me, ceded the censure”): these three provs. he ori
X- :]) or, accord. to AO, (L) the meaning is,
(S, L.) or him. (L, K.) And us as # U. What

ginated. (Meyd.)

detained, or withheld, thee from us? (L.)

4. 4-31; see the preceding paragraph. =
2% cº-: The grape-vine had a branchlet of a

&# and &: :

[--> is] relationship, from God, closely, or in
see the next paragraph.

timately, connected, like the roots of trees. (S,

L.)- Also A crack, or cleft, in a mountain.
(Lh, L, K.)
(S, L, K;) and anxiety:
bunch of which all the grapes came to maturity. sadness, or unhappiness;
6 - of
à:: see the next preceding paragraph.

&#

Grief, mourning, lamentation, sorron,
J.

(L. K. [See:J)

J.

(L. K.) pl. 3:1 (S. L. K) and 3:#; (L,

6.-->

-

-
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c-*-Cs.
8 * ><lii, (A, T, K, TA) said of a

&#" &#3 is a saying of the Arabs like
their saying J* J: [i. e., app., My with

5

•
*

Use-à: see the next preceding paragraph, in

woman of the desert with reference to a young two places.
man
who had been dallying, and holding amorous
holder is death, or shall be death alone; for
iš-š jū [A desert, or wateries desert,]
converse,
with her, (A5, T, TA,) + She resisted
J2a-> a. s.3 may be rendered Death withheld
difficult to travel. (S, K.”)
him, like as J* 4:3 is rendered “death sepa him, and expressed grief, or unhappiness, to him, (***, with fet-h to the &; rel. n. of &#. (S.)
or on account of him, [i.e. on account of his
rated him”]. (L.)
advances,] saying, Alas, my grief, or my un
Use-2s-à, (§, K.) of the measure J% [and
happiness! (AS, T, K,” TA.) And said of a
see
Ja->.
Je=:
therefore with tenween], (Mz.40th ës', and MF
woman with reference to her husband, meaning
** >

J.

*

J 6.e. e.

*

*

se

•

* @ e •

s

*

6

*

©e

*

&

3-3

Grieving, mourning, or lamenting; or

t She expressed grief, &c., as above. (A, TA.)

sorron ful, sad, or unhappy; (§, L;) and anxious.
": A bone, or some other thing (S, K) of the
(L.)=See also an ex of its fem., with 3, voce like sort, (K,) sticking fast, (S,) or lying across,
J%-".
or forming an obstruction, (K,) in the throat, or
• e < .
is is [as a subst.]; pl. 3-5%: see Us-à, in fauces, (§, K,) of a human being, and of a beast;
(TA;) a thing in the throat, or fauces, that
five places.
•

*

and TA) like L: &c., (S, and Mz ibid.)
and W £,

(K,) applied to a man, (S,) Long
in the legs: (S, K:) or very tall: or very tall,

with bigmes (-,+, in the CK-->4) of the

- -

bones: or long in the bach, short in the leg; (K;)
thus in the M ; but Az says the reverse, i.e. long

[chokes one, or] prevents from smalloning : (Har in the legs, short in the back. (TA.)- Also,
*

p. 69:) an inf. n. used as a subst. [properly thus (K) or the former, (TA,) A bulky horse. (K.)
termed]. (Harp. 33.)- See also the next para - And The Jai- [or magpie]; (K;) [and] so
1. G-#, aor, *, inf. n. U-3, He was choked;
graph.
U-35 (K and TA in art. &#3) fem. with 3
or his throat, or fauces, became obstructed; (§,
[i.
e. it:-3]. (K.)- And Anind continually
s:
+
Anxiety,
or
disquietude
of
mind;
and
K;) as by it; i. e. a bone or the like. (K.) One
grief, mourning, lamentation, sorron, sadness, bloning; as also is 5-3. (K.) All this is in
says, ". <--5 5% * 3: [Keep thou or unhappiness; (S;) [and] so *u-3: thus the M. (TA.)
to self-restraint though thou be choked by the termed because a man is choked thereby. (Har
£3 : see the next preceding paragraph.
bone]. (TA.)- And, [hence, by a metaphor, p. 33.)- And t A want; an object of nant.
(see Harp. 33,)] aor. and inf. n. as above, t He (AZ, K, TA) One says, #3 & #3 UK, [app.
& 2: An affair, or event, grieving; or
grieved, mourned, or lamented; or nas sorron ful, meaning t Such a one wept for his object of nant]:
causing to mourn or lament, or to be sorron ful or
sad, or unhappy : (S, Mgb:) and he was, or be and is: à-la-l *** [app. t. The pigeon called
sad or unhappy. (TA.)
came, anxious, or disquieted in mind. (S.) 9*

-

for its object of nant]. (TA.)
Also, aor. and inf n. as above, said of a creditor
t Grieving, mourning, or lamenting; or
(>x5), He went anay, * [from him]. (K.
sorroning,
sad, o: unhappy; applied to a man;
[See 4.])=X: ls. It was, or became, an
(S,
Msb;)
and #e3, of the measure
ap
occasion of contention, or dispute, or of disagree

*

C

&#

#23,

j

originally syn. with *::: in

and

3
C#,

e

J.;

J: [mentioned and expl. voce Jé, in art.

the first of the senses

assigned to the latter in the next paragraph: – 3.14-, where each of these epithets is written with
and hence,] + It (anxiety, Mgb) grieved him; or teshdeed to the US; and likewise in another say
caused him to mourn or lament, or to be sorron ful

-

aors. agreeable with analogy as the verb is
intrans., and the former deviating therefrom;
(MF;) and sec. pers. <-3, aOr. 3 #: (S, O,
Msb, K;) [the first of which,
for its aor.

having

3 **

J.

ing there mentioned]: ($:) or, in this saying, C-, is the m: com" ;] inf. n. C- (S, A, O,
Msb, K) and

(K.) And, said of wealth (&), inf n. 3-3,
It excited his griefs, mournings, &c., and his
desire. (TA.)- Also, and W **, + It caused
him to be mirthful, (Ks, K, TA,) and excited
him. (Ks, TA.) Thus each of these verbs has
two contr. significations. (K.) But MF observes
that 4%, the explanation here given in the K,
is said by the author of the K [in art. -yk] to
denote a lightness arising from joy or grief (TA.)
[Generally, however, it means as rendered above.]

£,

4 * >1, inf n. ##!, It choked him; or

*

*

may mean occupied by a bone choking, or ob Us" relates to single things, or particulars; and
structing, his throat, or fauces, or by anxiety,
in general: or Us" relates to
and not having found a way of escape therefrom; wealth,to orthings
property; and • à, to wealth, or pro
or by his opponent, or adversary, whom he has

been unable to nithstand: (TA:) and sometimes perty, and to kindness, or beneficence: or ~,
3
one says * >3, like as one says ö)- and signifies he was, or became, niggardly, &c., as
•

&sj-, though this is rare; (Mgb;) it is men above, in the utmost degree : (TA:) or he was,
tioned in the 'Eyn; but ~3 is more known; and or became, niggardly, &c., as above, (S, A, O,

with which it is also

syn. in another sense; for]- It signifies [also]
+ It, or he, caused him to fall into grief, mourn
ing, lamentation, sorrow, sadness, or unhappiness.
(K.) See also 1, in two places. - Also t He
subdued, overponered, or overcame, him, (K,
TA,) so that he grieved, or was sorron ful. (TA.)
– And t He angered him. (Ks, TA) - And
+ He made him to go anay. (Az, TA.) And

J

= •

K.) and covetous, or vehemently or greedily or
excessively or culpably desirous, (K,) or with
covetousness, or vehement or greedy or excessive

&

or culpable desire. (S, A, O.) You say, as
*
(T, M, K;) by the former meaning

and

•

•

only, syn. with 3: [i. e. grieved, &c.]; (S;) his property, or the like; and by the latter, he
and so it is said to be by Az and Z: and Az adds, was, or became, niggardly, &c., to him, i.e., to an
the second way of accounting for it is, that they asker, or a beggar, or a seeker, or the like:
(MF:) mentioned
or [in some
cases,(see
as will 3)]
be seen
from
often lengthen Uas with a US, saying, U-35 US$ phrases
below,
meaning
“. .
6

*

6

*

6

- 2

s

s

•

6

•

s

•

*

*

'8" c”, and &:- and C-, and + and

by the latter the same as by the former. (L.)
Uçée: and the third way is, that they assimi

&
* J” #. (A.)

* [He is niggardly,
lated one word in measure to another, as in ū13&l [Thus] one says, £
&c.,
of
his
property;
and
sometimes,
in the same
what contented him, so that he went anay. tal:all2, the [proper] pl. of 5l.As being only
o " " o e < *
•

* *

•

(TA.)

&#

but if you make it3 *to* be
* from *ls-3, it is " Ge: He was, or became, niggardly, &c., of it, i. e., of

L' *::: + I gave him. (i. e. a creditor or peti
tioner)

C# and C*, (ISk, O, K,) of which

(K, TA;J [in the CK, ts-3) is erroneously put
three inf ns.the first is the most approved; (TA;)
for use:1;]) and L's means “free [there He was, or became, niggardly, tenacious, stingy,
from]:” so says AZ: and in this instance J-5 penurious, or avaricious; syn. J-4: (Mgb:) or

caused his throat, or fauces, to be obstructed; is said by Az to be the chaste form : (TA:) Mbr
syn. *i; (S, TA;) said of a bone lying across says, the Ús of L's Ji is with teshdeed, and the
in the throat, or fauces. (TA.) [This is clearly Us of J-5 is without teshdeed, (S,) and some
shown to be the meaning in the $, as well as in times this Us is with teshdeed in poetry; ($, K;)
#

*f;

*

(S, O, Mgb, K,) the latter of these

or sador unhappy; ($, Mab, K.) as also 's-l. (TA,) it signifies occupied Qy anxiety or grief];

the TA, intended by

3 * *
8.01".

e “

ment, or difference, betnceen them. (K.) = \s-à, plied to a woman: one says, &- us=-0:
(S, Msb, K,) aor. *, inf. n. *-ā, (S, Msb) [app.
4 &

£, (Msb,) sec. pers. <-3,

1.

*

6

* >

* *

|+33*. (TA)

sense,

And Lorax: C*

–––.--
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6 g
f
Ja: c." [Some of them were niggardly, &c., (IAar, TA:) the pl. (of C*-*. S, Msb) is A-3 (O, K, TA;) in which the places of alighting are
to some; meaning they were niggardly, &c., one [a pl. of pauc.] (S, A, Msb, K) and
(S, A, far apart, and in which is no herbage. (TA.)
to another]. (Msb, K.)
K) and £i. (Msb, K.) You say,
*
: see the next preceding paragraph.
-

•

£->
[**

3.

láš: U-4 3: [He is niggardly, tenacious, * and] # L* £-5 He is niggardly, &c.,

&c., as above, with me, of such a thing]. (A.)

&#
£-5-$: see

- 31–and see also : 3,

of a thing. (Lin art 2) # Use #, in

in five places. - Also, applied to a woman, Re
[The inf. n.] à-la- [in the CK erroneously
the Kur [xxxiii. 19], means [They being nig sembling a man in her strength, (O, K,) and her
written *] is syn, with
(K, TA:) hence gardly, or vehemently desirous, of the good things,
* *
* exertion, or energy. (O.)

#:

the saying, c'e:9 J

£u: 5 [There shall i.e.] of the wealth and spoils: (TA:) and A->
be no acting in a niggardly manner, of one with #4, in the same verse, means [They being

6 - e

>

d

>

‘s

•

d'a-t-à: see C*-* :-and see also

6

* >

*

&

&

C-,

another, in the making of peace, one with niggardly] of aid [to you]. (Jel.)- [Hence,] in four places.
J:l, [in which the latter word is pl. of
another]. (TA.) And one says, L'é cl: U}}
Niggardly, tenacious, stingy, penu
s

•*

cS: Such a one
* 3 -4 & al. (§, L.)

Xil

*

* *

is tenacious of such a one; syn.

£-3
i-śl (o, K) or £, (A) | Camel, that

rious, or avaricious; [like

yield little milk. (A, O, K, TA) And "...t-3.3%

sessing little, or no, good. (O, K, TA.)

•

*

d

•
*

J.

&-áil (TA;)

pos

! A piece of stick, or wood, for producing fire,

£us The people, or party,

were nig
does not yield fire. (S, A, K.) And #.
gardly, tenacious, &c., as above,
[see 1,] one to that
* -t-.5 + Water little in quantity; not copious.
g
another, (Msb, K, TA,) 2.9 J. [in the affair], (K.) And 7
Jät Land that will not
6.

s

£-3

(K, TA) and a: [for it], (TA) and vied in

*

1. J-3, aor.” (S, A, O, K, &c.) and *, (A,
O, K, &c.,) but the former more commonly

flow with nater unless in consequence of much

hastening to it, (TA) fearing lest it should be rain; (S, O, K;) as also " +3. (O, K:) obtains, (TA) inf n. *-#5 (S. O. K.) and
<--, (Fr.S.A,0, K, &c.) inf n. *s-, (Fr,
come unattainable. (K, TA.) And L* t-tá
and also, (ISk, L, TA,) or 7 the latter word, (so S, O, K,) but this form of the verb is disapproved

t£3,4 & 9.3, 5,291 ($ 0, KTA) They

accord. to the K,) + Land that flows in conse by AZ and 'Iyád; (TA; [in which, however,

tno (i. e. two men, S, O) contended together for quence of the least rain; (ISk, K, TA;) as nine authorities for it are mentioned;]) said of
the thing, or affair, each of them being unnilling though it were niggardly of itself to the water; one's body; (Fr, S, O;) or of one's colour, or
that it should become beyond his reach, or attain (TA;) like Sú- [in this, or in the former, complexion, (A, K,) and so -á, (A, O, K,)
ment. (TA) And £1 -t: [or su-tail i, q. sense]: (ISk, L:) thus having two contr. mean inf n. *: (A;) [It was, or became, altered
stašu.3 [i. e. They straitened each other in press ings. (K.) And accord. to AHn,
signifies [for the worse, wan, or haggard], (Fr, S, A, O,
ing to the nater, and vied, each with the other, +[Small water-courses such as are termed] →ts: K, &c.,) in consequence of emaciation, (K,) or
in endeavouring to satisfy their thirst]. (TA in
(A, K,) or sleeplessness, and the like,
any one of which is made to flow if a skinful of hunger,
art. &:-)
(A,)
or
travel, (K,) or work, or disease, or im
water is poured into it. (TA.)

£->

© •

o

•

&

•

R. Q. 1.5-4-3 [inf n, of ,--5] The being

#:

See

£-3, in three places. - Also

cautious, wary, or vigilant; or fearing. (O, K.)

-The crying of the [bird called] ×3. (K.)
You say,

$." -- The

patience, or distress or fatigue: or, accord. to the
author of the “Wá'ee,” *# signifies emacia

tion itself: (TA:) in this sense, it is of the dial.

Evil in disposition; (O, K;) and so " +3.

of Benoo-Kilāb (A, TA) = <$ 2-3,

29-2 uttered its cry. (TA)- Very jealous; (Fr, S, O, K;) as also

O, K.) aor. 4, inf n <-3, (IDrd, O.)
* -- and '3'---5. (Fr. O. K.)— (IDrd,
He pared the ground, or scraped off its super

(O, TA.)- The camel's reiterating of his voice,
[or his being not clear, or his being sparing,] in Courageous; ($, K;) and so

'*-*.
'tū-3,

&#

(TA.) ficial part, with a shovel, (IDrd, O, K,) or some

– Also, (S, O, K, TA) applied alike to a male other thing : of the dial. of El-Yemen. (IDrd, O.)
(K, TA,)
** & [He reiterated his voice, or] he was and to a female, (TA,) and
-á : see what follows.
or
W
3-#,
(S,"
O,)
One
who
keeps,
attends,
not clear, (S,) or he was sparing, (L) in his
braying. (S, L.) - And The flying sniftly. or applies himself, constantly, perseveringly, or
*-ū A man having his colour, or complexion,
assiduously, to a thing: ($, O, K, TA:) who altered [for the worse, wan, or haggard], (TA)
(S, K.)
strives, labours, or exerts himself, therein: (TA:)
On SO c: --(5, (A,) in consequence of disease,
or, as some say, (S, O,) penetrating, sharp,
vigorous, or effective, therein : (S, O, TA:) the Or travel, or the like: (TA: [see 1:]) and ema
<--> :- & J.-: means [He made his first, (S, O, K, TA,) and "second, (TA,) applied ciated, or lean; (TA, KL;) as also V -á.
will during his state of soundness, or health, and] to an orator, or a preacher, (S, O, K, TA,) in
in his state of which he is tenacious [or the state this last sense, (S, O, TA,) or as meaning elo (KL) It is said in a trad, S. &#1 & #5
U-U: [Thou wilt not find the believer othernise
Twhich he is reluctant to quit]
Ji 4-c.: quent (K, TA) and ponterful: (TA:) and both, than wan, or haggard; or emaciated, or lean];
as epithets of general application, penetrating, because *** is one of the effects of fear, and
treks). (O, K.)
sharp, vigorous, or effective, in speech, or in
of paucity of food, and of little enjoying of plenti
see the next paragraph in four places. going or journeying: the first is also applied to
his braying. (K.) You say of the camel,

* @

e.

(#

• *.*.*

£-3:
*# (S, A, Msh, K) and '-' (S. A. K.)

an orator, or a preacher, as meaning skilful : fulness and pleasantness or easiness, and softness
(TA:) and " the last of these three epithets is or delicacy, of life. (TA.) - It is also applied

applied by Dhu-r-Rummeh to a driver of camels, as an epithet to a sword, meaning Altered in its
colour by blood that has dried upon it: used in
(K) applied to a man, Niggardly, tenacious, who urges them by singing to them. (S, O, T.A.) this sense by the poet Taäbbata-sharrà. (TA.)
stingy, penurious, or avaricious: (Msb:) or nig - Also the first, applied to a raven, or crow,
gardly, &c., as above, in the utmost degree: (~%) That croaks much. (O, K.) - And
(TA:) or niggardly, &c., as above, (S, A, K,) Light, or agile; applied to an ass; as also
(O, K,) as some say. (O.) - And 1. &-> aor. * and >, inf. n. &= (S, O, K)
and covetous, or vehemently or greedily or exces

and "# and ':-3 and "5-5-3,

•

s

*

'#,

sively or culpably desirous, (K,) or with covetous

Shift in flight; applied to a su.5. (§, O, K.)–

ness, or vehement or greedy or excessive or cul Also, and 7 3-3, Tall, or long, (Fr, O, K,

and :-3 (A, S, o, K) and 3-3 (0, K)
£-#;
'*-*; and 'e-l;

(O, L;) and
pable desire: (S, A:) and *#3 Já signifies TA,) and strong. (TA.)- And the former, ap and
the same as i--> [a soul that is niggardly, &c.]: plied to a [desert such as is termed] 3%, Wide; (L, TA;) He uttered his voice or cry; [brayed;

[Book L.
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croaked;] said of a mule, (§, O, K, &c.,) and of looked sharply at him. (K, TA) And 3-3 Low AV 5-ka-i-o-eye i [This is discourse that is a
an ass, (ISd, O,) and of a raven, or crow ; (S, O, 3.4 . *" + Hunger made his stomach heen,
K, &c.;) and sometimes, 1 of a man: (L:) or and strengthened it, (L) and inflamed it. (L,
: # is used in relation to a mule; and J'a-->, K.)- Hence also, i. e. from 3-3 in the sense
in relation to a raven, or crow: (T, TA:) or the first expl. above, (Harp. 377,) Júl .# &%,
former of these two signifies the reiterating of the (inf n. 3-5, K,) | Such a one begs importunately

voice or cry of the raven, or crow; and when it

cause, or means, of sharpening of the under
standing]. (A.)

3-#2 An [elevation such as is termed] assi,
nvide within, (O, K, TA,) not rough in the stones
[thereof], but extending long upon the earth, not

of men: (A, K," and Har ubi suprà:) and #~5 having in it trees nor soft ground: (O, TA:) or,
stretches forth its head [and croaks], you say I begged importunately of him. (Mgb.)- And accord. to ISh, (O, TA,) level ground, (O, K,
-á; and accord. to the L, the first and second 53-3 + He drove him. anay; namely, a man; TA,) in which are pebbles like those [that are
inf ns., used in relation to an ass, signify the (K) as also "4:3,(CK, and so accord, to the stren’n in the court] of the mosque, and in which
uttering certain of his voices or cries: This Q.) 9: **.*.*, (K accord. to the TA) int. ". is no mountain; but he says that ADk disapproves
thought by ISd to have mentioned also C-5 J.-:5. (TA.) [See also 5 below.] And 45.5-5, the word: (O, TA:) accord. to Fr, (O,) the
head of a mountain, (O, K, TA,) when sharp, or
but the latter doubts its correctness: and ** (o, TA,) inf n. as above, (K) + 1 drove, him
pointed: pl. 3-34. (O.)
is also expl. as signifying the raising of the voice; vehemently. (O, K,” TA.)- j-: also signifies
3, #4:: see
3, #:*- &% I Such
but as used more especially in relation to the mule + The being angry. (K.) You say, * 3-3
and the ass. (TA.) --3 is also said of a raven, + He was angry with him. (TK)-And i. q. a one is an object of anger. (O, T.A.)
or crow, meaning He, being advanced in age, }: [The act of paring, or peeling, &c.]. (O, K.)
la->
had a rough, or harsh, voice or cry: (O, K:) [he You say, 3-3, i.e. # [He pared it, peeled it,
croaked roughly, or harshly, by reason of age :] &c.]. (TK.)
1. K-3, aor.”, infn. b-; (S, K) and b-;
it is said in the M that &== and &l= signify
2: see above, in two places.
(K) and b-# (§, K) and b-#5 (K.) and
the crying of a raven, or crow, when advanced in
*-ā,
aor. *, (K,) inf n. #-3: (TA;) It was,
3. &3-5, inf n. St-4, He assisted me, by
Or became, distant, or remote : (S, K:) or ***
age. (TA.)
alternating with me, (G.9) and did like as I and E-3. signify the being distant, or remote, in
•

J.

3-5-4-

5: see the preceding paragraph.

did, in sharpening a sn'ord and the like. (Ham all states or circumstances. (TA.) You say,
3%l a-# The place of visiting was, or became,

:...] [He desired a raven, or crow, to p. 533)=āū. <>.ja-l: The she-camel raised
croak]. One says of ravens, or crows, cº->-l her tail, and then twisted it vehemently, when in
&= -$5 [They were desired to croak, and they labour, being near to bringing forth. (O, K.)
croaked]. (O, K.)- See also 1.
10.

•

•

•

*

*

o

d in d o

* *

4:

see 1, first sentence.

5.

4: #. ! [I san, him

#, applied to

a mule, an ass, and a raven
or crow, that brays, or croaks, or raises its voice,

distant, or remote. (S.) And *** L* £1.5 ‘j

21:9 I will not forget thee notivithstanding the
distance of the dwelling. (TA.) And El-'Ajjāj
says,

applying himself

- 3 & # 4-#5
much; and by Er-Rá'ee it is applied to 1 a to importunate begging]. (A, TA. [In both this
c3%. (TA)-3-3 &c., (S, A, O, K.) and meaning is indicated by the context.])=U.S.-: [And distance is the severer of the hope of him
W

3-3, (L.) Mule (S, A, o, K.) and ase.

(A, TA)—And £3 and " £-: The nild

&% + Such a one drove me anay, and subjected who hopeth]. (TA)—23.
far, or far from what was
me to trouble, or difficulty. (TA.) See also 1.

L. i. He went
right, and

exceeded

35-5 + [Having a keen appetite;] hungry. the due limit, in the demanding of a price. (TA.)

ass: (S, O, K.) in the L said to be the wild (S, M, L, K.)- And + A vehement driver. (K, — Hence (TA) 23:1 U. × 5-3, (K,
pigeon : [but As- is evidently there a mistrans
TA, [in the CK, and in a MS. copy of the K,
cription for 5'-- :] each an epithet in which the TA. [See also J-2.]) – And t Light, or *#) aor. *, inf n. £-3, (TA,) He went to
active, in his work (*- Us.). (O, K.)
quality of a subst, predominates. (TA.)
the utmost of the value of the camel in the demand
4 -

***3

J

•

-->

* >

J.

d.

-

&t.: see &ta-à. ---|->
<>W
Cels- [p
[pl. O
of

ing of a price: (K, TA:) or he went far from

3.

$34-5,

applied to a man, i. q.
+ [Light, n:hat was right, and exceeded the
due limit :
and
unsteady,
or
lightnitted;
&c.].
(TA.)
3.13] Ravens, or crows: which are also called
(K)
and
a-3
signifies
the
same;
(K;) or is
6
* > deo a
* &ls--- and " &ls #4, meaning desired 3-3, applied to a knife [&c.], Sharpened; thought to do so by ISd. (TA.) Hence, also, what
is said in a trad., by Rabee'ah, respecting a man
to croak and croaking. (6, K.) Dhu-r-Rummeh (Lth, A, TA;) as also "33-#4. (Lth, TA)
uses the phrase 5% W
[Ravens
emancipating a portion
a slave: J= &#
2 * of
*7A: ~ : ** * : * . ...
**
it: ! An importunate beggar: (A, K:*) one *...** 5 i = <3
&
Lo
Ú-~!
la-e
43'-y' al-a’i aces & Ji
croaking by reason of separation]. (O, T.A.)
should not say &#: (K:) the latter is said by
See
IB to be a vulgar corruption; but several authors #. [The value of the portions of his copartners
assert it to be correct, because 5 is changed into shall be imposed upon the emancipater;] the
&#: see the next but one of the pre & without any error in speech, as is asserted by price of the slave shall be carried to the utmost;
ceding paragraphs, in three places.
El-Khafájee and others; and accord. to the A, [then he shall emancipate the whole of him :] or
both these words signify as above: (TA in art. the meaning is, the price of the slave shall be
-

-

-

++:

J

J.

*

-

J.--

-

•-

-

***$2.

• *

-

£3.

Ja->

āş,

1-3, which see below.
1. 3-6, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor.”, (§, Mgb, K.) [it is said, however, that] $1.3 meaning a beggar (TA.)- US$ *~$ He preceded, outnent, got
inf n :-3, (S,) He sharpened (S, A, Mgb, K) does not occur in the language of the Arabs. before, or passed beyond, such a one, and became
a knife, (S, A, L., K.) and a sword, and the like, (Harp. 377.)
far from him: (K, TA:) and in like manner,
(L.) or an iron implement, (Msb), with a whet 3-5. A whetstone;
or thing with which, or J-M (the horses, or horsemen]. (T, TA) One
stone or other similar thing; (TA;) * also
says also, *" -*** s: <-- The sons of
which, one sharpens. (S, K.)- And [hence,]
* 3-21, (Ki) and "J-3, inf n. *-ā. upon
A rough, severe, or violent, driver: (O, K: [see Hashim surpassed, and outstripped, the Arabs
(KL)–[Hence]
&
#
3.3-3
||Thou
hast sharpened against us thy tongue]. (A. and also 33-5 :] and applied also as an epithet to a [in general] in excellence. (TA.)=#91 *-*
&--", and partly repeated in the present art.:) collected; from

He filled the vessel, (Fr, K.) = See also 5.

driving. (O.)

TA in art. -āA).) And 4:3 <>, < 3-5)
5.ja-e [A cause, or means, of sharpening: a
! [Sharpen thou for it the edge of thine intellect].
2. al-, inf n. *-ā, (§, K.) He made
(A.) And : 33-5, (K,) or 9-4, (A) | He word of the class of 44-6 &c.]. One says, lja him (a slain man) to struggle, or founder, a...:
4 * *
-

o

* *

*

6.--> d

-

• *

C -

la-à ---->
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in his blood: (S:) or he besmeared, bedan bed, (TA:) or he was, or became, abundant in the fat art. PJ- ) and #5 £3 the heart (£)
of his person. (Msb.) And <! <-5 (K) of the palm-tree. (M, TA)— &:" # The
befouled, or defiled, him, –2-0: neith blood. (K.)
His
camels were, or became, fat. (TA.) And cssla+ [or marsh-mallow]. (K.)- J-49 X-5
-a
4. al->l He made him, or caused him, to be, asul -->; and <-3, aor.*; of the classes The truffle; as a gen, n.; syn. 1.6 (TA in art.
or become, distant, or remote; he put him, sent of G: and 34; inf n. ** and X-3: The loše '), ind J.S. # the truffle; as a n. un. ;
*

•

J.

• *

*

him, or removed him, far anay. ($, K.)
syn. 31.91:
(K:) or the white truffle; syn.
she camel became fat after leanness. (TA)
#0 5. ix.43 He (a slain man) struggled, or -o-, (S, K,) aor. *, (K,) inf. n. Lo-à, (TA,) Lae-ji 31.391. (S.) [It should be observed that
foundered, a 2& in his blood: (S:) and "la-> He was, or became, eagerly desirous of fat. (S, 1.8 is generally held to be a n. un. ; and #:31,
-

[inf n. of a-3] also signifies the struggling, or
floundering, in blood: (Lth, ISd, K:) or the
former signifies he struggled, or floundered, and
rolled, or n alloned, * L. in his blood: (TA:)

* * de

d

K.T.A.) And Heate much fat. (TA)=4<-3, to be a coll, gen, n., contr. to analogy: but they
her: evidently used in the reverse manner.]
(K) or 4-i-4-3, (S) aor. *, (K) inf n.
are

vá,') ā-ā also signifies A certain nihite
neith fat; or gave him, or them, fat to eat. (S, K.) worm : or is of (ć- [which is omitted in some of
or became besmeared, bedan bed, befouled, or de
4. Lo-#! He had much fat in his possession: the copies of the K]) the [long worms, found in

X-5,

(TA,) He fed him, or his companions,

E-

filed, (Mgh, K) and he rolled, or walloned, like as Lo-J signifies “he had much flesh in his moist earth, and in the mud of rivers, called]

&#9- (K, TA:) or a white × [n. un, of
(Mgh,) or struggled, or floundered, (K.) *** ë possession.” (TA.)
in his blood. (Mgh, K.") And It (the foetus)
£uás, q.v.], not big : or, as some say, it is not
struggled, or floundered, L: U, in the mem X-5, (S, Msb, K,) of an animal, (Msb,) a word of the [species called] use; it is more pleasant
** *

of well known meaning, (S, Msb, K,) Fat; [to the taste], and better: and [because it divells
MA, KL;) the substance of fatness: (ISd, TA:)
in the sand-hills,] they say [i.e. call it] also £-3
*::: see what next follows.
ā-sa-3 is a more special term, (S, Msb,) [i. e. a
(#1, like as they say #3 &: (TA:) it is the
A distant, or remote, place of n. un.,] signifying a piece thereof: (K:) the pl.
[reptile called] aš-, which dives into the sand,
abode; as also * £3. (TA.)–
5-53, of the former is»-3. (Msb, TA) It is said of and
to which the fingers (ca.) qf virgins are
the Jews, in a trad., ū,43 2-#12: <
[the former word being pl. of
The dis
likened. (TA in art. Lawl. [See ā-, and see
£1.5 List, [Fats have been forbidden to them; also &#.])
* is an appellation of The
tant, or remote, parts of the valleys. (TA.)
but they have sold them, and have devoured the
*~# Certain trees, (K,) a species of the trees prices thereof: see Lev. vii. 23]: the fat that is
of the mountains, (S,) meaning of the mountains forbidden to them is that of the kidneys and of in art. --5, q.v.) – [See also i: below.]
* > 0&
of the 5%, [the mountain-range extending from the stomach and of the intestines into which the
2-4,
with
damm,
[as
though
pl.
of
~#1,
near 'Arafāt to Nejrán in El-Yemen,] for there food passes from the stomach; but not that of the
which
I
do
not
find
mentioned,]
White;
applied
they gron, (TA) of which bon's are made : (S, a'i [meaning the “rump,” and also the “tail of to men. (IAar, T.A.)

brane enclosing it. (K.)

6* @

e.

*-ū J:

#59

ié-uś,

*--->

small species of that is called 33 jū- (TA

K:) AHn says, One acquainted with [the kind
of trees called] the las-2: has informed me that
it grows in the manner of the 3. [or pine-tree],
many rods growing from one stem; its leaves
are thin and long, and it has a fruit like the long
grape, [the word here rendered “grape” is a:s,

a sheep,”] nor of the back. (TA.) One says,

$54- --~ &# [lit. I met him, or found him,
with the fit of his kidneys,] meaning, t in his

2-3
says,

Eagerly desirous of fat. (S, K.) One
man eagerly desirous of

> > * J% A

fat and of flesh. (TA.) -->

state of briskness, liveliness, or sprightliness. (K,
TA.) And of him who is deemed weak, one says,
&% f [lit. Such a one is fat for
but it has been altered in the MS., and may
the smalloner]. (Ham p. 771.) - Also The
therefore be incorrect,] except that its extremity
hump of the camel: (TA:) heard by Az from
is more slender, and it is soft, and is eaten :

&: X-

Arabs in this sense. (TA in art._s=-)- And
&#: (IB:) or a species of the the
The whiteness [app. meaning the white part] of
c., (K) of which hors are made (TA) or the mily. (TA)-cis #3 (The ble, or
the las-2: and 2.5 and d\,, are one; the name

(TA:) or i, q.

*

Grapes

having littlejuice (K, TA) and thick skin. (TA)
–Andi-3 #3; A pomegranate having thick
a-5 [or pulp amid the seeds]. (TA.)
6 *

#: [n. un. of 2-3, which see throughout.
= Also] A certain bird. (K. [For £us, which I
regard as the right reading, in the CK, I find in

lobule, of the ear;] the part, of the ear, to n'hich other copies of the K 3ül as an explanation of
ā-āl.]) = And A certain game of the chil
the L; [i. e. ear-ring or ear-drop] is suspended;
dren of the Arabs of the desert. (K,” TA.)
what is upon its base, or foot, (S, Msb, K;) i. e. the soft portion of the loner X--> Fat, as an epithet applied to a man:

varying according to the excellence of their places of
gronth; what is upon the summit of the mountain
being called

&;

part of the ear: or the place of the perforation

or lonest or loner part, Jū): ; and what is in
the depressed tract by its base, laa-3: . (Mbr,
Az, K:) IB says the same with respect to the
5, but that the las-2: is that nihich is upon the
lonest part of the mountain; and this is confirmed
by what is said by AZ and others: El-Ghanawee

for the bj (TA)- c.41: The aii. of (ISk, S, K:)

or abundant in the fat of his person.

the eye; (TA;) i.e., what comprises the n:hite (Msb.)

and the black of the eye: (Zj in his “ Khalk el

2: A seller of fat; (S, K;) as also 'X-ts.

Insán;” and S and Msb and K voce #:) (K.) - And One niho feeds men much with fat.
[this is what is generally meant by it; i. e. the (TA.)
El-Aarabee says, the & and la-5: and 3. are globe of the eye:] in the T it is said to be the
aš- [i.e. black, or what is in the middle of the
one: as to the Jū):, no one holds it to be of the
- And A man having, or possessing, fat; like
5 except Mbr: Aboo-Ziyād says that bows are n:hite,] of the eye: and some say that it is the _2-9 signifying “having, or possessing, flesh:”
made of the cols):, and they are good, but of a a: [app. meaning the whole substance] that is possessive epithets like 3.9 and X-0. (TA.) –

-ú One who feeds men with fat. (S, TA)

black colour tinged with redness: and AHn says beneath [or behind] the aśā- (TA) – # See alsožň-3.

•

• .

in one place, that the & and las-3: are yellow J:-" [and 4-5, as in the K in art. Uláis-,]
in the nood, heavy in the hand; and when they The inner part [i. e. the pulp] of the colocynth,

X-#4, (S, [so in my copies, see 4, of which
it
is the part, n.,]) or "X-4, like +3- [in
become old, they become red: (TA:) the n. un, is exclusive of its seeds. (K.) – 90% # The
measure],
(K,) [both perhaps correct,] A man
with 3. (K.)
*

_o

thin yellow [pulp] that is amid the seeds of the
having much fat in his house or tent. (S, K.) –
pomegranate; (K;) or, as in the M, the sub
And the former, Aman whose camels are fat. (K.)

1.2-3, (S, Msb, K.) aor. *, (K) inf n. stance that separates the seeds of the pome.

£3, (MA, Msb,) He (a man, S, K) was, or granate.

(TA.) – J: --

The heart

63

- d.

6

y

o e

&

•=-2 : see A*-*.
; see_*-*-*.

s

w

e

/

s

o p

became fat; ($, MA, K.) as also 2-3, aor. *: pith, or cerebrum, ( **) of palm-trees: ($ in
Bk. I.
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# [thus written, with fet-h to the L3, but I panions of the Apostle of God: or he who
to think that it is correctly Vää-: ,] The Jorsakes the institutes, or rule and usage, of his
incline
put; (TA;) [and so "L.-: *, for] one says
been
* > * > * 6-o.
Prophet; who speaks against his people; who
as-e 5-5-[a cake of bread, &c., into which fat contents of a ship, that fill it. (L.)
sheds their blood. (TA.)
_*-* Food, and

-

* -

bread, into which fat

has

6.- d.

-

has been put]. (K in art. Gly.)

#:

see what next precedes. - [Also] A
9*
body of men sufficing for the guarding, control
ling, or firm holding, of a province, or city, on the
1 -á, (K) or * (#, (Ks,S) aor. *, (Ks,
part of the Sultán. (Az, L, K.") And (K) A TA) or *, ($) inf n. 3-5, (Ks, S, TA) said
troop of horsemen keeping post (S, L, K) in a of a man, (TA,) He opened his mouth; (S, K,
country or town. (S, L.) IB says that the TA ;) as also V Ls-àl [or app., sts Cs-à!], (K,)
vulgar usage of this word as syn. with X- [i. e. and * 'J-3, inf n. *-5. (TA) # U-3
A commander or commandant, &c., being used [meaning as above] is also said of the ass when
app. only in post-classical times, from the Pers. about to bray. (TA.) And one says of the bit,
4-3, meaning in Pers., and hence in Arabic £13, 2 -: [It opened the mouth of the beast].
also, a viceroy, prefect, chief of the police, or the
(TA) [See also art. L-3.] = And *, *-3,
like,] is a mistake. (L.)- And The quantity of ($, K,") aor. *, ($) inf n. as above, (TA,) His
fodder appointed to beasts as sufficing them for
*

U->

1. 3-3, (§, L, Msh, K) aor. 4, infn. 3-3,
(L, Msb,) He filled (S, L, MSb, K) a ship, (S,
L, K,) or a house, or chamber, &c.; (Msb:) he
filled, [or laded,] and completely equipped or
furnished, a ship. (L.) And in like manner, It
(i.e. what was in it) filled a ship. (L.) And, (S,

L, K,) as also "J-5), (K.) He filled a town or
city (S, L, K) J.-u [n'ith horsemen or the
horsemen]. (S, L.) =Also, (L, Msb, K.) aor. as

above, (L) and so the inf. n., (L, Mgb,) He

drove anay (L, Msb, K) a people, or party, (L) a day and a night. (Az, L, K.) = See also what mouth opened; (§, K;) as also 2,5 W L-> 5
(TA;) but one should not say 225 us-àl. (IAar,
or him. (Msb.) And (L) one says, '-'. 3%, next follows.
TA) - And t-3, inf n, as above, He stepped,
(S, L,) inf n. as above, (S,) He passed along

driving them anay, and pursuing them. (S, L.) it: Rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite : paced, or walked. (TA.) Hence it is related in a
AZ heard an Arab of the desert say, 4: 3-5) (L:) or vehement hatred: (Msb:) and enmity; trad. of 'Alee, that, having mentioned sedition, or

(S, L, Msb, K;) as also Wi-5. (§, L, K.) Hence conflict and faction, or the like, he said to ‘Ammār,
of a the saying, £-3 * &: 4: &= i. e. &
from thee such a one. (L.) And one* says
J.'" as: j :=# (a 33-#4,
* * * **
Thou shalt assuredly go [or step or pace]
meaning
thing that is intensely acid, * co-: *l [There was betneen him and his brother] enmity.

ūšš, meaning

Remove thou, and put far anay,

quickly, and advance, therein [so that the swift
man shall not overtake thee]. (TA.) And it is

i. e. Verily it drives anay the flies. (TA.) = (L.)

&#3 also signifies The running vehemently. (L.)
co- in the following verse, cited by

And 3-3, He went far, or far anay. (K.)
And one says,

** 6 • *

+39. <-3, (L,) [and <-3,
*

as appears from what follows,] aor. 3-#

and

ISd,

*

C

*

*

--

-

- c =

w!'

said that as U-3 signifies He went jar; and

took a wide, or an ample, range; in it. (TA.

• * **

*

#####: J &#6
*

*

*

[See also 5.])

*< e<

0

m-1 ..."

*

•

& *99

*

3-5 (L:#)like £and #5 and #,G#)
3-3, (L.) The dogs went far in pursuit
n. of 3-3, Or an
without catching any prey, or game. (L, K.) E may be, accord. to him, an inf.
* &-5, aor. #, (L, MSb, K.) inf. n. Ú-: ; extr. pl. of: (L.) [but I rather think that
it is a pl. of V 3-3, like as * is of *: and
(L, Msh;) and 3-3, aor. “, inf n. 3-3, accordingly I would render the verse (which
(Msb;) He bore rancour, malevolence, malice, or
spite, against him; (Msb, K;) and (MSb) bore, evidently relates to ships) thus: They kept close
(L.) or showed, (Msb,) enmity tonards him. in the port, then they left it, and laders had per
sisted in contention by reason of their burdens,
(L, Msb.)

inf n.

2: see the preceding paragraph, in two places.
4: see 1, first sentence.
5. J-5, accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed, primarily
signifies He took a wide, or an ample, range in
anything. (TA: [See also 1, last explanation.])

- [Hence,]

* J-

He spread out, or

stretched out, his tongue, [or he gave wide range
to his tongue,] respecting him [or against him].
(K.)

i. e. the burdens of the ships, because of the
t-3, (K) thus with the short , (TA) Wide;
[2. 4: He made him, or appointed him to labour that they occasioned.]
to anything; and '3-3, applied to a
applied
the office of, a 4-#, q.v.; occurring in post
[act part n of 3-3]. see the next well, signifies the same: (K:) or the latter, thus
3-3
classical works.]
• Ö

-

-

s

*

@ -

preceding paragraph. - See also cº-o. = applied, wide in the head [or upper part]. (TA.)

3. *-ū, (L. Mih, K) in n. *-ū, (L, Also A dog going far in pursuit without catch
is: A step, pace, or single act of stepping or
Msb, KL,) He regarded him, or treated him, ing any prey, or game; pl. 3-133. (L.)=And
with rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite; Bearing enmity [or rancour &c. (see 1, last pacing. (S, K.) One says, 53-#1 & J; A.
(Msb;) or with enmity; being so regarded, or sentence,)] towards another: one says, 3-3 * horse having a far extent of step: ($, TA:) and
treated, by him : (L, Msb, K, KL:) or, as some & [He is bearing enmity &c. tonards theej. (L.) # * ($ in art. -->) a horse wide of
is such reviling, and blaming, up
say, i-li
step; that takes a large space of ground with his
so in the Kur [xxvi.
braiding, or reproaching, reciprocally, as does 3-#4 A ship
not amount to fighting one another; from it: 119 &c.], S, L, or --> -e, K [in the L, errone legs. (TA: but there, ,-i, [which is the

(#,

ously, -éil.) Filled [or laded, and completely infn.])—[Hence,] ...eli. es' ##" * J<

meaning “enmity.” (L.)

or furnished: see 1, first sentence]; ! [A man who strides along in his pursuits].
4. J-31: see 1. - Also, (K,) inf n. &#!. equipped
(S, I, K;) as also V 3-3, like:- in the sense (TA)- And 53-#1 & #1 i.e. : [A vessel
(L.) He sheathed the sword: (L,"K:) and he

of X, <, (L, K) mentioned by Kr. (L.)
* **
#
tions. (K.) = Also, (§, L, K.) inf n. as above,
3+. Becoming angered; or made

wide] in the interior. (TA.)

dren, the sword: thus having two contr. significa

angry.

(S, L) He (a boy, or child, S, L, and,as some
say, a man, L) was ready, or about, to weep: (K.)

4-3 ; see the next paragraph.

#-3 see t-4. — Also A she camel wide of
• * : *~

(S, L, K:) or his eyes watered at the approach
3-(+. 3.xe [An enemy who regards, or treats, step: and it is said in a trad. that the Prophet
of weeping. (L)– And -*- & U-:l He another with rancour, &c., being so regarded, or had a horse named *A-4J, thus related, with
expl. as meaning
prepared himself to shoot him, or to shoot at him, treated by him : see 3]. (S, L.) 3-0.1 as medd, [app. £1, like
with an arron. (K.)
used in a trad, means The schismatic innovator the wide of step : so says IAth. (TA.)

£9b]

-

*

* -

or the
The regarding, or treating, one an in religion: (L, K:) soit. says El-Owzá'ee:
transgressor: (L:) or Imeans he who has in his
other [nith rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite;
(see 1, last sentence; and 3;) or] nºith enmity. (L.) heart rancour &c. (“U-:) tonards the Com
6.

3-13

£ [act, part. n. of 1: fem. #-G, pl. of the
latter

&# and *]. One says, J: *
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The horses came opening their

mouth: flon

[or stream], blood; the last word, when

*:

The sound of the streaming of milk.

this is the meaning, being in the accus. case as (S, O, K.)- [And it seems to be used as an

(S, A, K, TA:) and so *-ū J: *i. an objective complement:

but the former is that
(M, TA.)- And u-ti, Găs. He came to us which is commonly known. (Mgh.) And
stepping along. (TA.)- And t He came to us <1% :- 31% << + [His hands flowed, or
nithout any n'ant. (TA)-L-53 is applied streamed, with blood, until he died : or poured
by the vulgar to The large pieces of wood resem forth blood, &c.]: said, in a trad., of one whose
•

epithet;
for * it* * *is added that] one says, ū
• &
*
Jell-9 -9-59 [app. meaning Verily she is one
whereof the orifices of the teats produce a sound
by the streaming of the milk]. (S, O.)
6

bling columns : but [SM says,] I have not seen

knuckles, or finger-joints, were cut. (TA.)

any mention thereof in the [classical] language. * --~31, also, is said of blood [as meaning t It
(TA.)
flowed, or streamed]. (TA.) And ū, '-s',
said of a vein, means + It flowed, or streamed,
us->
with blood. (S, K, T.A.) And it is said in a

•- [or pool (of the
1. G-3, like G#, in a J-3, is "id by
ISd and in the K to be a dial. var. of ta-à, inf. m. Apostle)], a 'll &: £5.2 * +: + [Two
3-3, i. e., as ISd says, meaning He opened his spouts will pour forth into it from Paradise].
trad. respecting the

mouth; but the latter, he says, is the better (TA.) And one says,

-

d >

--~ : see the verse in the first paragraph.
*

--

&

1 <+3, (S. K.) aor.”, inf n. ###, (K)
said of a man, ($,) [and app., in like manner, of
anything,] He [or it] was, or became, thin, or
slender, (S, L, K,) lean, and lank in the belly, not
in consequence of emaciation. (L, K.)

Cláš. &: I milled the
*

-

0<

**

known: this, however, requires consideration:

milch camels. (A, TA.) – And L. --~ *

for it is said in the Tekmileh that & G-3,: U.S. + He went, or passed by, (O,) or ran,
aor. Us-3, inf n. G-#, is a dial. var. of [la-à,
(El-Fáik, TA,) sniftly [in the land, or upon the
&

2.

&\l. (K.) One says, #!

4:

He brought it, &c., to him. (TK.)
5

aor.] *#. inf n. 3-3, on the authority of Lth. ground]. (El-Fáik, O, TA.)

*: The bringing, conveying, or causing

to come; syn.
d

-

*

<--> and "

+++, (S, A, K,) the former also

(TA.)

++, (K, TA,) by some, (TA,)
applied
to
a
man,
(S,) Thin, or slender, (S, A, L,
*
<-s-à: see the next paragraph. - Also
K,)
lean,
and
lank
in the belly, not in consequence
1. -4.3, (Mgh, TA) aor. [and *], inf n. + Blood. (K.)
of emaciation : (A, L, K:) slender in the body:
-á, said of milk, (Mgh,) and of anything, It J-44 Mill coming forth, (A) or mill that fem of the first with 5: (TA) pl. &#: (S,
7: see the preceding paragraph, in three places. pronounced V
6

o'

--

*

6

Joned. (Mgh, TA) And 4: I made it to

has come forth, (K,) from the udder, (A, K,)

o' --

•

•

A, K.) or ~ signifies thin, or slender, as ap

jlon. (Mgh.) You say, &: <--5, aor.” when drann therefrom ; (TA;) and so " −5; plied to anything: thus it is applied to him who
and *, (S, o, CK) inf n +3, (S, O.) The (A, K;) which is also an inf. n.; (TA;) or this is thin, or slender, in the neck, and in the legs:
milk flowed in an extended stream from the udder latter is an inf n., (S, O,) and the former [is a one says, [of a beast,] 55:1 &# <! Verily
when milked; ($, O, CK;) and t in like manner subst, properly so called, and] signifies an ex le is thin, or slender, in the legs: (TA:) and
one says of blood: (O:) or &: <--, aor.”
and *, he made the milk to flon in a continuous
stream from the udder (K accord. to the TA [and
accord. to the context in the K, in which it is
immediately added -##, showing that
V --~! has the former. of these two significa
tions as quasi-pass. of -s-à, and the like is said

tended stream of milk, (S, A, O,) like a thread,
•ls: a .3125 His legs are thin, or slender: (A:)
or string, (A,) when it is dran'n from the udder;
(S, A, O';) of the measure J: in the sense of the and +++ -ā- Slender firewood. (TA)—
IneaSure J*: (A:) or the milk that comes [Hence,] ***** 4. + Verily he is one nho
forth from beneath the hand of the milker at gives little. (TA) And Gi+1 &# 343
each squeeze of the udder of the ene or she-goat. ! Zeyd is lon, ignoble, or mean, in natural dispo
sition. (A, TA.) – Some say that it is arabi
(TA) It is 'id in a prov,
cized, from the Pers. ---. (TA.)

#9 (A +

J.S. c. --#5, ($, Meyd, A, O,) i. e. One

in the A,]) between the vessel and the teat. (TA.)
Hence, i. e. from &: <--5, the saying of El extended stream of milk from the udder into the
vessel, and one &c. upon the ground: (Meyd:)
applied to him who hits the mark one time and
misses another time (S, Meyd, A, O) in what he
says; or says right one time and wrong another

Kumeyt,

*

@*# 3-5- c. 83-3
"...# ******::,

.

[And he who lay upon his side with her, or her
bedfellon, breathed audibly, by reason of the cold,
in the bosom of the young noman, and there was
not, among the she-camels that had no young ones
living, and that should therefore abound with
milk, because not suckling, any floning of milk
fin a continuous, or an extended, stream, or any
time, or place, thereof, for -** may be, agree
ably with a general rule, an inf. n. or a n. of

6
*
• -->

>
*. .

*** *
6

see the next preceding paragraph.
6

•

d

-

<-es: : see -->+: - and also what here
follows.

<--> and W <--> and <-->

Dust

(#)

time. (Meyd.) And in another prov, , i. +
An extended stream of milk from the udder that rising, or spreading, or diffusing itself. (K.)
2 * #:
has fallen upon the ground so as to be unprofit
see what next precedes.
•

*

able; for such is the meaning of *-* in this
case: applied to a man who has made a slip,
2-&
or mistake: or it means a good hap that has
escaped one's opportunity to avail himself of it.
1. 3-3, aor. :, in n. *# (S. K) and:#,
(Meyd.) See also the next paragraph.
(K,) He raised his voice, with snorting ; said of
# A single stream of milk from the udder; an ass: (S:) he uttered a sound from the fauces:

or from the nose: (K:) or from the mouth, with
time or of place]. (S.) And some expl. --> (A, K.)pl.: [G. v.] (K-)oritsignifies (K) out the nose: (TA:) he (a horse) neighed: (K:)
as signifying The sounding, or sound, of milk or so "...#, (TA) an extended stream of milk or uttered a sound after neighing : (TA:) or
when
it is also,
being us
dran'n
from* the
udder. (TA.) (K, TA) when it is drann (TA) from the udder, uttered a sound from his mouth, (K, TA,) without
One says
J:ál
- of
-123) +: i. e. streaming continuously (K, TA) betneen the the nose : (TA:) As says that among the sounds
made by horses are those termed 's-> and >
f [The externaljugular veins of the slain person] vessel and the teat. (TA.)
streamed, or flowed with blood: (Msb, TA:*
** Milk when it is drawn from the udder: andź,és; the first of which is from the mouth;
[and the like is said in the Mgh:]) and tif 4: (A, K: [in which latter it is also said to be pl. the second, from the nostrils; and the third, from
+ [I made it to stream, or flow]: the verb being of ###]) of the dial of El-Yemen. (TA)
the chest: some say that 3-3 is like 3-3 [he
snorted]. (TA.)
intrans, and trans. (Msb.) And w; +: *
s

•

6

33 + [An external jugular vein] cut

-** &
: The first period or stage of youth; (K,
last word being in the accus. case as a specifi so that its blood has floned, or streamed, forth.
TA;) and the sharpness thereof: like
(TA.).
cative: and he, or it, pours forth, or makes to (TA.)
+ He, or it, flows [or streams] with blood; the

#.
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[or camel's saddle], that 6. U-4-l:5: see 1: and 3.- It (a crack in a S, Msb,) also signifies He went, or nent anay,
from one town or country to another: (S, A, K:)
is between the a-st; and the 5-1, (O, K, TA,) wooden bowl) was made by the repairer to incline,
so that it remained not closed up. (TA.)-It, said or he went forth from one place to another, (Mgb,)
which are the cys: (TA) [said to be] also of the upper part of a man's skull, (i.e. said of his or from his place of alighting or abiding: (TA:)
called the &#, [which is an evident mistake, ---, IDrd, O,) or said of his head, (K,) became or [so accord. to the TA, but in the K “and”]
perhaps originating from its having been said that severed in tnain, in consequence of a blow: he journeyed upniards. (K, TA.) You say also,

-The part, of a

• d

-

J-

6 d -

2-3 and

&+: are syn., meaning in another sense, (IDrd, O, K:) or said of the two [lateral] bones

mentioned above,] (O, TA,) and the # [q.v.]:

ori had (-;

), meaning u-2 w";

** 3. Jas: He went forth from his people:
2: Ja-5 he returned to them. (TA.)
Also, (M, K,) aor, and inf. n. as above, (M,) It

and

(TA:) or the space betnceen the upper part of the [but the former of these two verbs is app. a mis
tno extremities [at the fore part and hind part] transcription for új; and the meaning, they (a thing) rose; or snelled; or became swollen :
of the [saddle called] -ā. (JK.) – And The became separated, each from the other, and not (M:) it (a wound) rose, and became snollen:
chink of the buttocks. (JK, O. [In the K, for fitting together:] and it is sometimes said of the (M, K:) [it was, or became, protuberant, or
-

- -

(# <--> :#3, the reading in the JK and O, thumb; and of a vessel. (TA.)-->41 U-á-l: prominent.]=#4 Ja-5, (Msb, K, TA,) or
+ The people, or party, became distant, or remote, 24: Jas-à, (Mgh,) or both, (TA, [in which it
to be tropical.]) and & *: Ja-3
one from another. (JK.)-2% £i U-4-05
or often, the sound + The state of affairs of the people, or party, A-J), (MSb) or Jas: [alone], (so in a copy of
termed2-3 : (Ki) or, as in some copies of the became divided, (O, K, TA,") and conflicting, or the A, [in which it is mentioned among proper
expressions,]) + He raised his eye, or sight, (K,
K [and in the ol, - . (TA) [see 3- and inconsistent. (TA) And Asil 3: ... J-us TA,) tonards the sky, and did not move his
3: :] applied to an as in this sense, (O,) or as + The state between the people, or party, became eyelids; said of a dying man: (TA:) or he
bad, or corrupt. (ISk, S, O, K.")
signifying vociferous. (TA.)
stretched and raised his sight: (Mgh:) or he
opened his eyes, (A, Msb,) and did not move his
U-5 + An affair, or a state of affairs,
eyelids, (A,) or [looking fixedly,] not moving his
U-s-s
disorganized, disordered, or unsettled; syn. 3:.
1. U-3, aor. *, (K) inf n + š, (S, A, O, (K.)- + Speech in which is a sour, a crabbed, eyelid. (Msb)—U's # 93 454, Ja:
K,) It was, or became, conflicting, incongruous, or an austere, look: (JK: [like J-5 :]) or -ai-t [He raises his voice, and is not able to
or dissimilar, in its several parts; J-3 being ! incongruous, or discordant, speech; (o, K, TA;) ioner it]. (K.)- *: J-5, (S, K,) coordinate
syn. with * and -#: [here used in the as also " J-už, (A’Obeyd, TA, in art. Las: ,) to G#, (K,) or . as:s: [alone], (so in a copy of
same, or nearly the same, sense]. (S, A, O, K.)
the A,) or }: a Jas-5, coordinate to -5, infn.
-

#.£id

is put i <-93-53.])
** That utters much,

(#)

(Kibid)—[A man] adverse to

and U-ui
- Also, (K,) inf n. as above; (Lth, O, K;) or
* U-4-U"; (so says Lth, TA; and so in a copy of that which he is commanded to do. (TA.)
the A;) and "U-4-U:5; (O, K;) said of an ass,
: see the next preceding paragraph.
d

J-U-

(Lth, A, O, K,) He opened his mouth on the
occasion of gaping (Lth, O, K) and smelling the
•

A

urine of a she-ass: (Lth, O:) or he opened his
mouth, raising his head, after smelling the dung.

J-3, (Mgb.) ! [He was disquieted by a

thing
that happened to him: or] a thing that disquieted

- -

him happened to him : (S, A, K:) or a thing
happened to him and disquieted him: (Msb:) as
though he were raised from the ground by reason
of his disquietude. (TA.) . [See also 4.] =

1. Jas-à, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. *, (A, Msb, Jaš-š, aor.”, (§, K.) infn. i4-š, or

(A). It is said that the primary signification of

this is a

simple subst., [for] ISd says, I have not heard a
c.: is The opening of the mouth to gape. K,) inf. n. Jes-5, (S, Msb, K.) He, or it, rose; verb of which it may be the inf. n., (TA,) [if used,
or became raised, or elevated. (S, A, Msb, K.)

(Ham p. 196.)

–[Hence,] It (a star) rose. (K.) And Jas: signifying] He (a man, S) was, or became, big,
©

d

e

de

3. 36 U-4-U", said of time, It caused his teeth Jas: a) [A figure seen from a distance rose to bulky, or corpulent. ($, K.)
to become incongruous; (ISk, A, O';) some of his view). (TA in art, J.J.)–$4 Ja-5 ($
them being long and some of them being broken: Mgh, Msb, K, [in some copies of the K, $4.
(ISk, O:) this is the case in extreme old age: but this occurs afterwards in that work,]) is said
(A, TA:) J.A.: and ā-uś, [as inf ns of the when a man opens his eyes and then does not
pass. verb,] in relation to the teeth, signify their move his eyelids; [and signifies f His eyes, or
being in such a condition that some of them incline lit., his eye, became firedly open :] (S, K:*) or it
TA:*) signifies his eye became raised: (Msb:) or his
out ;o (JK,
and some of them have fallen
–
* * ~ of
one says, [•ls U-5-3", or aju-' -á-3-3, and] sight became stretched and raised. (Mgh.) [See
J

-

*

2. Jill C- (A) if n C++, (TA)
1 He individuated the thing; syn. 4:4. (A, TA.)
[From U-5, q. v.]

4. 4-a-> [He made him, or it, to rise, or
become raised or elevated]. You say, 4: Jas-"
[He raised himself; or dren, or stretched, him

J.

J.

self up]. ($ and K in art. --Me.) – Jas-à!

* * > of
** "U-4-05, (A,) or 450. <-a-tá, (§, O, K,) the Kur xiv. 43, and xxi. 97.] You say, Ja-3 -- ! He made his arron to pass beyond the
J.

J.

-

-

&- <!

! [My eye, or eyes, became fixedly butt, or object of aim, going above it. (A.) –
raised,
or my sight became stretched and And 4-as-- He made him to go, or go anay,
or
open,
some of them inclined and some of them fell out,
(A.) And <1% Ja-3, from one town or country to another: (S:) or to
thee].
raised,
tonards
($, O, K,) by reason of extreme old age. (S, A,”
C-G-lis, said of the repairer of a (A,) inf. n. as above, (IAth,) | [The eye, or eyes, go forth from one place to another: (A, Msb:)
O, K.) –
or to go, or journey : (A in art. Xe- ) or to jour
wooden bowl, He made the crack of the bowl to of the dying man became firedly open: or] the
ney upniards. (TA)- He disquieted him,
upwards,
incline, so that it remained not closed up. (O, eyelids of the dying man became raised
and he looked intently, and became disquieted, or (K, TA,) so that he went anay from a place.
His teeth became incongruous, (S, A, O, K,) and

8:4)

K.) = See also 1.

disturbed. (IAth)—sil & #81 -a

(TA.) [See also 1.] = Las->| | His (an archer's)

4. U-s: t He showed a sour, a crabbed, or + The word, or sentence, rose ffrom the mouth] arron passed beyond the butt, or object of aim,
an austere, face, (Aboo-Sa’eed, O, K.) a to him, tonards the palate : this is sometimes natural: (S, A, Msb, K,) going above it. (S, A, Msb.)
(Aboo-Sa’eed, TA,) ge." c. in speech as also i.e., one's raising his voice, and not being able to *=The time of his journeying, going anay, or

arrived. (S, K, T.A.) =
Jas-#1. (Aboo-Sa’eed, O, T.A.)- And a~~!, lower it. (K.) –2. Jas-à (inf n, as above, departing, came, or
him a sour, a crabbed,
shoned
He
Jas:l
<!
(O, K.) and as U-s-àl, (TA,) t He spoke evil of Msb,) t The arron rose [so as to deviate] from
looked at him
countenance;
or
face,
austere,
an
or
him behind his bach, or in his absence, or other the butt, or object of aim : (K:) or the arron
wise, with truth, or though it might be with passed beyond the butt, or object of aim, going in a sour, a crabbed, or an austere, manner; (A,
truth; syn. 4:#; (O, K, TA;) as also Las-:) above it: (A, Msb:) or rose in the sky. (ISh.) TA ) or so 4 Ja->', (TA in art. U-->)
|--a-3 (aor, as above, Msb, and so the inf. n., 3: C. in speech; as also U-sl. (Aboo
4. (TA.)
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Jass'& - J."
&

Sa’eed, O and TA in art. U-s-à.)- Jas-à! austere, speech.

(Ibn-'Abbād, A, K. [See also

cº: ! He spoke evil of such a one behind his U-----.])
back, or in his absence, or otherwise, nºith truth,

hate me]-4-3, aor (S, L) and , (L)
it "...# (S, ) and $245, (L.) He charged, or

#25-3 Bigness, bulkiness, or corpulence: or made an assault or attack, upon him, in war, or
or though it might be with truth; syn. &# ;
battle (S, L.) You say, i: 3.3 J'é 3:
(Yaakoob on the authority of AO, S, A, K;) as greatness of Je: [or person] and make. (TA.)
5-12, and 5×e =13, He made one charge, or
[Said to be a subst.: but see U+3]
also U-s:l. (AO, Yaakoob, S.)
assault, or attack, upon the enemy, and many
U-5 [part. n; of the intrans, verb Jas-ál.
5. Ja: [quasi-pass of 2; t It was, or be. [Hence,] Last: '...a 1 [An eye fixedly open: or charges, &c. (L.) And 9: *::: c." 3, Ol'
came, individuated; it, or he, had, or assumed,

raised :

the quality of individuality or personality; syn.
*

sight

or
al

e

e •

stretched and raised: see 1]:
•

was, He made an assault, or attack, upon his

adoersary, with a knife, or nith a staff, as also

Qe

you say, J-4 & J.'s 42: 3: ** 3:1 (Mgh.) Andžā'i U's 33 33
U-3 Jets-- <-5 us.” J*% ! [I have The molf asaulted, or attacked, the sheep or goats.

w.e. “

Jail.

*:# The body, or bodily or corporeal form or heard of thy coming, and my heart is throbbing (L.) In the phrase,
figure or substance, (**) of a man, (S, A, Msb, betneen my tryo sides, and my eye beneath my
t

#} b3, the meaning is

#9 |2: [They made a charge for the purpose
K,) or some other object or thing, (S, A, K,) which bone of the eyebron fixedly open, &c.]. (A, TA.) of a sudden attack upon an enemy, or a predatory
one sees from a distance : (S, A, Msb, K.) apply With the pl., ju-ji, you say i4+13, (A, Msb,
incursion]; and therefore 5,0-91 is put in the
ing in common to what is termed # and what is
TA)
and
U-93,
(A,
TA)
or
C*-*
[like
accus
case, not as an objective complement.
termed Ulle, in relation to a man; i.e., in relation

* as pl. of 343, if not an inf. n., as which it
to a man sitting or sleeping [or lying don'n], and
in relation to a man standing erect: (Msb, voce may be applied, in the place of an epithet, to a

(Ham p. 8)—33, (S) aor. and -, (TK)
inf n. *, (§, L. K.) also signifies He ran (S,

# :) or it is applied only to a body, or material pl. subst.]. (Msb.) – U-5 ~ # An arrow I, Ki") and so "3:1 ($, L. K.) L, 33 :
substance, composed, [not simple,] and having passing beyond the butt, or object of aim, going just [Many a run is in the sack] is a prov.,
height: (El-Khattábee, Msb, TA:) or any body, above it. (S, A.) You say,

*L*-ūl, &

originating from the fact that a man riding a

or material thing or substance, [that is somen'hat ! [He was shot at neith arrows which passed pregnant mare was pursued by an enemy, and

high, and conspicuous, or] having height and
appearance: (IAth, TA:) Pl, (of pue, S) U++
(S, K) and (of mult., S) ---> [which is pro
perly another pl. of pauc.] and U23s-à (S, A, K.)
and J.--> (TA.)- Then used as signifying

beyond him, going above him : perhaps doubly she cast her foal, which ran with its mother,
tropical, meaning he was assailed with invectives whereupon the horseman alighted, and carried it
n:hich did not harm him].

(A)---d:

also

off in a sack; and the enemy overtook him, and

signifies A man prosecuting war [during three or
more days together,] not on alternate days: and
of such it is said in a trad., that he may shorten
+ A man himself; a man's self, or person; his
•'s ; (Msb;) [i. e.,] a person; a being; an indi prayer. (TA)=-a-ú as the act, part. n. of
(Msb,) + [A
vidual; syn. U.: [also syn. with Šiš] ; (L, TA;) the trans. verb, [for 94.
as in the following verse of 'Amr Ibn-Rabee'ah, man raising his eye, or sight, and looking fixedly;
as does a dying man: or stretching and raising
cited by Sb:
&#
* *
his sight: (see 1:) or] a man opening his eyes and

said to him, “Throw to me the foal;” and he
replied in these words, meaning that the foal was
of generous race: it is applied to him whose
internal, or intrinsic, qualities are commended.
(Meyd.) And one says,
es' 33, (A, Mgh,

U+3]

6

*

*

*

w •

*

* *

*

L#1-# 34 & 3 J.- &

*

-- clies -2,+ +3

*

*

L.) inf n. *; (L5) and "3:1; (A, Mgh, L.)
He hastened, or was quick, in running: (Mgh,
L:) and

juá-)

33 [meaning the same]. (S in

not moving his eyelids. (S," Msb.)

art. 2')—5% +,(S, L.) and J-à, (L)

[...+x, as though signifying The place of a inf n. 33; (L, K, but in the latter, Júl is erro
+[And three persons, namely, tryo girls whose Je: used in the sense of 5* accord. to
neously put for 231; TA;) and "3:1; (L;)
breasts were beginning to snell and one who had modern usage sing of] J*-ū. deenárs [or pieces The day, and the morning, became advanced, the
attained the age of puberty, were my shield of gold] figured [or stamped with effigies]. (TA.)
sun being high. (S, L, K.) [See also 33 below.]
against such as I was fearing]: meaning #53
=833, aor.” (S, A, L, MSb) and 2, the latter
J-#: (L:) [the poet making the word in question J: ; A thing individuated. (A, TA)
£m, because it relates here to females: but] Ru
£
behis related to have said Ja: ă55.3, meaning,
j e

> *

-

U-ui Discordant; (A’Obeyd, K;) applied
to language, or speech; (A’obeyd, TA) and to

anomalous, for the aor. of a trans. verb of this
class, of the measure J*, should be * only, and
that of an intrans. verb of the same class and

of women. (M, voce U-4) A Ja: [meaning a thing, or an affair; (TA;) and U-s-U-2 signi
measure should be 2, and this is the only instance,
fies the same. (A’Obeyd, T.A.)
a person] ceases to be a Las-à by its being
or almost the only one, of its kind, with both of
divided; whereas, when a-- is divided, no part
these forms of aor., except J- [and &l and 3
of it ceases to be a_2-e-. (Er-Răghib, TA in art.
*A*
•

*

<--~1, but there is one trans, verb of the same

---.) It is said in a trad., £32% U2: ;
! [There is not any being more jealous than

1.

3. as an intrans. verb, aor. 2, inf. n. #:

#3:.

see 8; and see also
- [Hence,] us 3: is an
God]; Las: being here metaphorically used for
<>($: or the meaning is, a person (Las-à) should expression used in the same sense as U.5% (A
not be more jealous than God: but accord. to one and Kin art.js) and U. 3-3, (A and TA in that
relation, the words are
'G' •) [which art. :) [and in like manner without the U: thus]
has the first of the two meanings mentioned one says, * & U. 33, meaning * aff &
above]. (IAth, TA.) [It is also used in a pl. [i.e. It is aistressing, or it distresses me, that
sense: see a verse of Ziyád el-Aajam in art. L'I.] thou art going anay]: and if you please, you may
consider 33 as similar to
; as when you say,

ii 323:

2:

class having the latter form of aor. only,

ly,

<-, (Fr. S. L.) inf n. 53, (L, MS, #) He
made it, or rendered it, hard; used in relation to
substances and attributes: (L:) he made, or ren
dered, it, or him, firm, compact, or sound; and
strong, ponterful, or forcible; vigorous, robust, or
sturdy; syn. <-i. (L) and #; (S, A, L, K;")

as also '93, [inf n. *aš, i.e. as syn. with

4.<- (L) and #3 (S, A, L.) he bound, or tied,

Ja-3 Big, bully, or corpulent: (S, K, FA ) 3- Js: ai J." > [Excellent, or most him, or it, firmly, fast, or strongly; syn. #:
great in Je: [or person] and make : (TA:)
[which may also be meant to convey the signifi
excellent,
is
the
deed,
thy
saying
the
truth].
cation
immediately preceding this last:] (S, L,
applied to a man: (S:) fem. with 3; (S, A, K;)

or

applied to a woman. (S, A.) – A lord, master, (Sb, T.A.) [And it is also used to render intensive Msb, K:) and [simply] he tied, bound, or made
following it; as in the saying, Le J.J fast, him, or it; syn. 41.3. ($ and Mab and K
chief, man of rank or quality, or a personage. a verb
• - of
(AZ, K)-- *** &: ! Sour, crabbed, or Us: a**! Much indeed, or greatly indeed, did he &c. in art. laxy.) One says, $34 33 i.e. He
-

•

w **
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strengthened [his fore arm, or perhaps his upper this religion, and withstandeth it, or opposeth it, came tied firmly, fast, or strongly; or became
arm, but the former is app. here meant]. ($, L.) and tasketh himself with religious service beyond
And * L'é 33. He strengthened him, [lit. his his poncer, it (the religion) will overcome him: a

tight] (A, Mgh, Mab.) And #2 & 3-1

The time, or fortune, became hard upon them;
arm, or hand,] and aided him. (L.) And 3: trad. (L.) And -45 - 3:3:13.43. No or severe, rigorous, distressful, afflictive, cala
<i. #, and 7 $33, God strengthened, or may one shall contend for superiority in strength with mitous, or adverse, to them. (L. [See also 2.])
God strengthen, his dominion. (S, L. [See also religion, &c. but he will be overcome by the reli And £9. *: 3: [The affair, or event, distressed,
a similar ex. voce

j.])

And 53:15: [He tied gion. (K,” T.A.)- See also 5.

firmly or fast or strongly, or he pulled tight, or

tightened, the knot], (A, Mgh, Msb) and

4. 3-1, (S, A, L. K.) inf n, 333), (K.) He,

or afflicted, him; like * 3:). (L in art. As-,
&c.) – See also 1, former half, in four places.

503"

(a man, S, L, K,”) or they, (a company of men,
3.
[the bond]. (Kur xlvii. 4.) [And £1.33 He A, L.,) had, (A, L,) or had neith him, (S, L, K,) ** an inf n. of 1 [q. v.]. (S, L., &c.) –
-a
3• *
* *
bound the saddle on the beast : see an ex. voce [or had neith them,] a strong beast, (S, L, K,) or
[Hence,] 9" …, and (s-all ×, The time
J.'s] J.-:) 33 [lit. The binding of the camels' strong beasts. (A, L.)=[1+ 33iu. How hard, when the day, and the morning, is advanced, the
saddles upon their backs] is a metonymical phrase hard to be borne, vehement, violent, intense, or
sun being high. (L.) One says, J% 3: 4+,
for ! the going a journey. (Mgh, Msb.) And the like, or hon great, is such a thing !]

2:...' 33, occurring

in a trad., [lit. The binding

5. 2: He acted, or behaved, with forced

and L-à 53, (L, and the like is said in the
A.) and #13 L., and J-31 : L', (L)

of the naist-nºrapper upon the waist] is a metony hardness, firmness, strength, vigour, hardiness,
mical phrase for 1 the avoiding of women: or the courage, vehemence, severity, strictness, or rigour; I came to thee in the time when the day, and the
exerting oneself, or employing oneself vigorously he exerted his strength, force, or energy; strained, morning, was advanced, the sun being high.
or laboriously, in work: or for both of these or strained himself, or tasked himself severely; (A, L.)
together. (L.) & 53 133 &: us [lit. I syn. Ciás (A and TA in art - ) and *
#3 [inf n. of un, of #3, as such signifying]
possess not poncer to tighten nor to slacken] means #: (L;) [G: L in the thing; as also A single act [of making, or rendering, hard, firm,
I am not able to do anything. (TA.) [And *: * WStâ; for] Gl & $5us." and *:: $:
compact, or sound; strong, ponterful, or forcible:
also signifies He pressed, compressed, or squeezed,
it: and he pulled, or strained, it.] c." 3:1;
_ow3A5, in the Kur [x. 88], means And put Thou
a seal upon their hearts, so that they may not
heed admonition, nor be disposed, or directed,
to
• -- 3 - :

signify the same: (S, L, K:” [see an ex. of
23: in the first paragraph of art. Al-J) [and]
both of these phrases signify the shoning hardness,
&c., in the thing. (PS.) You say also
2:
He applied himself with hardness, firmness,
vigour, hardiness, severity, or rigour, to the

and] of binding, or tying, firmly, fast, or strongly.

as also Júl without teshdeed, means &# [q.v.]: affair. (M.A.) And #1 - 3: The slave
(K:) a strange saying. (TA.)
songstress strained herself, or tasked herself
severely, in raising her voice in singing. (L.)
2: see the preceding paragraph, latter half, in Also He (a man) was, or became, hard, or diffi
two places. – $233, inf n. 3:45, also signifies
cult : you say, u: s: ā-l- ü% ūt. [We
He made it, or rendered it, namely, a beating, and
asked of such a one a thing wanted, and he was
anything, hard to be borne, heavy, vehement, hard, or difficult, to us]. (TA in art. 's 2.)
violent, intense, severe, strict, rigorous, or ex And He was, or became, niggardly, tenacious, or

i: infn of": (L, MSB)assyn with #1;
(L:) [and] a subst. from [i.e. syn. with] #1;
attributes; (L;) firmness, compactness, or sound
ness; strength, ponyer, or force; vigour, robust
nes, sturdiness, or hardiness; (MA, L; see

cessive; he intensified it, or aggravated it: (L:) avaricious. (MA, KL.)

33i,

•

that which
is good. (L.)=13& &l= sā 3.5i,
* * *

£9,

(Msb.)- See also 2, last sentence but one. =

Also [inf n, of un, of the intrans, verb 33: as
such signifying] A single charge or assault or
attack in war or battle. (S, A,” Mgh, L, K.")

* > 0

*: is the

contr. of -: [in this sense and
6. bju: [They vied, contended for superiority,
in other senses here following]. (S.) [Hence, the
or
strove to surpass one another, in strength,
objective complement being understood,] one says,
poner, or force: see 3]. (TA in art. L-o-:
* 2: (A, Msb) which is the contr. of Cài. there coupled with
See also the next
[i.e. of * -ā- ; thus meaning He rendered his
paragraph.
burden, suffering, distress, uneasiness, or the like,
hard to be borne, heavy, vehement, violent, intense,
8. 3-1; (S, A, L, Mgb;) and "33, aor-,
severe, strict, rigorous, or excessive; intensified it, (L, Msb,) the only form of its aor., (L) inf n.
or aggravated it; or he pressed hard upon him; $34, (S, Msb,) whence the former verb; (S;)
treated him with hardness, strictness, severity, or
and "sus, (L.) It was, or became, hard, (L,
rigour]: (Msb:) and * #1 3: $: 3. and MA and KL and PS in explanation of the
[Whoso treateth others hardly, God will treat first,) said of a substance and of an attribute:
him hardly]. (A. [See also 8])—[...e5, aS (L:) it, or he, was, or became, firm, compact, or
opposed to -##, also signifies The character sound; (L &c. as above;) strong, ponterful, or
izing of a letter by a lengthened pronunciation forcible; vigorous, robust, or sturdy; (L, and
equivalent in grammatical analysis and in prosody A and MA and KL in explanation of the first,
to doubling, denoted in writing by the sign called and Msb in explanation of the second:) [also it
* 3:, i.e. by the sign
"over that letter; as also was, or became, bound, or tied, firmly, fast, or
** * *
strongly:] and the first of these verbs, [and the
J:#] - See also 82-'.
second also,] it was, or became, hard to be borne,
heavy, vehement, violent, intense, pressing, severe,
de •

-

ls:#)-

(K.) The attribute denoted by the epithet &-3:
(S:) hardness, (A, MA, L,) in substances and in

which, accord. to some, is a pl. of #32;)

courage, bravery, firmness of heart: (L:) nig
gardliness, tenaciousness, or avarice: (A : [see
also 5, last sentence:]) vehemence, violence, in
tenseness, stress, pressure, severity, strictness,

rigour, tightness, straitness or difficulty: (MA:)
hardship, rigour of fortune: (MA, L:) famine,
dearth, want of victuals; hardness, straitness, or

difficulty, of subsistence [&c.]: (L:) trouble, dis

tress, affliction, calamity, or adversity; (MA,

L;) as also [*us:, in these as well as in some
of the preceding senses, and]

'#23,

[rather

meaning a hard, or distressing, event, an afflic
tion, or a calamity, and rarely used,] of which,

(L.) or of $32, (MA, L.) the pl. is #3, (MA,
L,) agreeably with analogy if of #23, but
extr. if of $32, and this pl. also signifies seditions,

* >

s

discords, or

disensions, whereby men

are put into

•

3. *sū, (A, L.) inf n ist: and $32, (L)
He vied nith him, contended with him for

supe

a state of commotion: (L:) and the rigours, or
pangs,

(>94%) of death: ($ and Msb in art.

strict, rigorous, tight, strait or difficult, distress **:) accord. to Sb, the plof #3: is **, which,
he says, preserves its

original

form

Twithout

ing or distressful, afflictive, calamitous, or

riority, or strove to surpass him, in strength, adverse. (MA, L., KL.) It is said in a trad., idghām] because it does not resemble a verb.
power, or force. (A, L.) [Hence,] 3:30 22: &: # = ~~ b: S i.e. [Ye shall not sell (L.) One says, i: 4. &: [I endured, from
** **
• *

* : * >

d

>

grain] until it becomes hard, or firm, or strong. him, hardness,
Whoso contendeth for superiority in strength with (L.) And you say, #1 - 3: [The knot be

#, (A) or 4:# 3-5 14 Suá č, i. e.

&c.; or.from it, hardship, &c.].

(A) And gº "us: + meaning 6:
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.*-**
.

.

3: ..

* ** .

6 * o &

-le is of -têi,
[i. e. I feared the hardness, &c., of such a one]: n:hite in the eye.] —i.e.: -is- [The (S:)3 or its sing is Jú, like6 as
*>*
strong
letters]
are
those
letters
which,
in
a
state
of
so says AZ: and he cites this verse:
or Jú, like as .# is of ~351; ($, 3.K;) accord.
* *
*
*
*
quiescence, prevent the current of the voice in to some; (S;) but neither 33 nor 33 has been
"es: J5-i- d. 9 Us"
s

*

&

e.

*

*

*

3* *

* * *

***

**-J & "3-i-jū- 33

*

*

*

*

*

-

•

*

[And, or for, I will not become gentle for a hard
saying, (lit. a saying of hardness,) though i.

their utterance; namely 1, --, -, 2-, 2, P, &,
and 3); (TA;) the letters comprised in the words heard from the Arabs [as sing of # ; and they

are only deduced from analogy: (S, K:) or it is
pl. of 33i, and the i is not regarded in the for
3.A.A.: [as a subst.6 &from AA+, rendered such mation of this pl. (IJ, from A’Obeyd.)

** **i. (K.)
6 -

s

•

•

should be harder than iron], (L.) And G:12
W s: meaning #3: [i. e. Hardship, &c., befell

•

-

by the affix 3]: see 5.x:.

• -

3 - -

à Laxll J.:… [The place, or part, where the
3-£

*

J.: [Possessing the quality of $33, in a greater, fillet, or the like, is bound, or tied]. (A.)
me]. (AZ, S.) [And #3: also signifies Astrong,
an intense, or a great, degree of any quality &c.] and in the greatest, degree; i. e. more, and most,
: A man Marino, (A, Mg, L.) or Maring
hard,
&c.]. See an ex. in a verse cited voce $33.
w ~*
with
him, (L,) a strong beast, (A, Mgh,L,) or strong
s: see the next preceding paragraph, in *'S' ...su.Jū <!-, or •=}|
is a prov., beasts; (L;) contr. of
* ~ * W:M-,
~ *
(Mgh, L.) It is
four places.
expl. in art. ---. And *.x:1 U.S. [The hardest said in a trad., **
[He
Possessing the quality of *::: (S, L:) part of it has remained] is another prov., applied
among them who has a strong beast, or strong
i.e. hard; applied to a substance and to an attri to him who attains a part of that which he wants,
beasts, shall give back a portion of the spoil to him
bute: firm, compact, or sound: (L:) strong, and is unable to attain the completion thereof.
of
them n'ho has a weak beast, or weak beasts];
ponserful, forceful; vigorous, robust, sturdy, or (TA. [See also Freytag's “Arab. Prov.,” i.169.])
meaning that the strong warrior and plunderer
hardy; (A, Mgh, L, Msb;) applied to a thing, [With an indeterminate subst, or inf n. following
(MSb,) and to a man; (A, Mgh, L;) as also it in the accus. case, it supplies the place of a shall share with (>4) the weak in the plunder
he gains. (L.)
simple epithet denoting the comparative and that
&# **: (Mgh :) pl., applied to men,
* = <2*
2.
5.x:-o: see #~.
superlative degrees; as in iss- # More, and
and $33, (Sb, L,) which last preserves its original
most, black; and (# £i More, and most,
J

•

* *

*

Cee -

*Jö • *

•

-:4.

*

Jºž: #:

&:

#3:
and applied to things and men] #3: (A, B)

s

form [without idghām] because not resembling
angry.]- 3: # The time when the day is
a verb: (L:) also courageous, brave, firm of 7most
a'anged, the sun being at the highest. (L.
heart: (L, K:") and niggardly, tenacious, or

avaricious, (A, L, Mob, K.) as also "3: [See 3'-Ji ….])
3,
(S, A, L., K.) and [as is implied by the first ex #.
(S, A, Mgh, L, K, &c.,) also pronounced
planation above, and shown by frequent usage,]
vehement, violent, intense, pressing, severe, strict, 3:1, (Seer, K,) but the latter form is rare, (TA,)
rigorous, tight, strait or difficult, hard as mean is both masc. and fem., (Zj, TA,) and as used in
different meanings: (Az,
ing hard to be borne, troublesome, distressing or the Kur it has somewhat
* * * £ * { *3.
distressful, afflictive, calamitous, or adverse. (L, TA:) in the phrase 2.x:l &: us-, £, K.) and
KL, PS, &c.) You say,
L” **** [He other phrases in the Kur, (TA,) Júl is expl. as
is hard, or severe, or rigorous, to his people]. (A.) meaning The state of strength; (S, Mgh, L, K;)
[And 13& J'é
Miggardly, tenacious, or which is from eighteen to thirty years: (S, L,
•

*

*

**

avaricious, of such a thing.] Aboo-Dhu-eyb K:) or from about seventeen to forty: (Zj:) or

C-5,
~349- stää-

&"
1. #33, (S, A, Msb, &c.) aor.”, (MSb, K,")
inf n.

£, (S, A, Msb, K, &c.,)

crushed, syn.

He broke, or

3+, (S, A, Msb, K.) and #,

(TA, and Ham p.363) or *, (TA) a hollow
thing, (S, A, L, TA,) or a soft, or tender, or an
easily-broken, thing, (A,) or a moist thing, (K,)

or a moist and soft thing, such as the 2-3% and
the like, (L, TA,) a person's head, (S, A, L, MSb,
TA,) and a colocynth, and an unripe date, (A,)
and any hollow bone, and a rod, (MSb,) or, as
some say, a dry thing, (K,) with the hand, or
with a stone &c.: (Ham ubi suprà:) or he pressed,
or squeezed, syn. 5-4, [app. so as to crush,] a
hollow thing, or a soft, or tender, or an easily
broken, thing, as a head, and a colocynth, and an
• * *

from thirty to forty : (Zj in another place:) or
puberty: (Az, Mgh, L:) or firmness, or sound
ness, of judgment, produced by experience : (L:)
es'
or puberty together with such maturity as gives
evidence of rectitude of conduct or course of life; unripe date. (A.)-[Hence,] --5-3"> *-*
(Zj, Az, Mgh, L;) which may be at, or before, the a 23.5 t He made their blood (lit. bloods) to go for
[We lonered him, with the grave-clothes, into the age of eighteen years; accord. to most of the men of nothing, or to be of no account. (A, K.") And
bottom of a cavity in the ground, the sides science, and among them Esh-Shāfi'ee; (Zj, Az, [simply] £1
+ He made the blood [of
says, using ***

in the sense of

•o e >

*

*

#: **
%-3-ol (A24 - J -es

*

£3%

whereof were tenacious of what was comprised in L;) and the extreme term of which is three and

the lateral hollow which was the place of the thirty years: (Mgh:) or the age ''.forty years; men] (lit. bloods) to go for nothing, unretaliated,
or uncompensated by mulcts; or to be of no account.
corpse]. (L.) And the words of the Kur [c. 8],
as
in
the
Kur
xlvi.
14.
(L.)
#
[originally
**" <-- <!3, accord, to Zj, mean And 3: is a sing. having a pl. form, like 3:1; and (Ham p. 91) And J-33 - £1 +3
verily, on account of the love of wealth, he is these two words are [said to be] the only instances + I made the bloodwits to be of no account [so
that they should not be exacted]. (Ham ibid.) –
niggardly, or tenacious, or avaricious. (L)
gºal *** applied to a man, and ci- $3.3 of the kind: (S, K: [but see 3:1;]) or a pl. And 4-33. He hit, or hurt, his #4, i.e. the
having no proper sing, (S, Mgh, K,) like
g" metaphorically applied by a poet to a she Jú and J.' and * and #34. (S:) or part of the neck so called. (K)=And £3%
camel, mean Whom sleep does not overcome.
aor. *, (TA,) inf. n. £: (K, TA) and £45,
its sing is " #, (AHeyth, S, Mgh, K.) accord.
(L.) And &: means The lion; (K;) because
to Sb; and this is good with respect to the mean (TA) He, (a man, TK.) or it, (a thing, or an
of his strength and hardiness. (TA.) […:
affair, TA,) deviated, or declined, (K, TA,) from
ing, because one says, 3: X& &; (S;) but
with a subst, or an inf n. following it in the gen.
6 * of
the right course, aim, or scope, (TA,) or from the
case, the latter having the article U1 prefixed to #: does not form a pl. of the measure Uasi; [proper] way. (AO, TA)-3" <-->>, (§,
it, or being prefixed to another noun in the gen. (S.K.) for as to £i, (S) which is said by TA,) aor. 3, (TA,) inf n. £" (K, TA) and
case, supplies the place of an intensive epithet; as in AHeyth to be pl. of £, (TA,) [and respect

** ing which Mtr says that] # is said to be pl. £2% (TA,) The blaze on the horse's forehead
Spread widely upon the face ($) [from the fore
-āśl Wehemently, or exceedingly, or very, angry;

23: * Intensely, or very, black;

and

of

and] 3-#"

* 4-

#: like as: is of :, formed by regard

Strong-smelling musk;

lock to the nose, without reaching to the eyes :

ing the 3 as elided, (Mgh, [and AHeyth says the See i-st: : or spread, and extended don’nnards,
(L;) [and c:* ->'' *** J% A man intensely like,]) it is only pl. of: in the phrase -sa A32: (K, TA,) filling the forehead, without reaching
O y

z

J. de
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to the eyes: or covered the face from the root of father, (G being for ü) then slen him,] and nes of the gi. (TA)- And Eloquence.
committed a bad and notorious deed in slaying (8," T.A.)– And t A bending, or ninding, in a
the foreloch to the nose. (TA.)
him. (S.)
valley. (TA.)
4 o ż 23
•
2. U-23531 -à-33 I broke, or crushed, the
* 33i A horse having a blaze such as is termed
3.3% A certain brand nith n'hich a camel is
heads; or did so much : the verb is with teshdeed
to denote muchness, or frequency, or application

to many objects. (S, T.A.)-[And -.'

£" He

i-Sū; fem. #35 (K, L, TA)— &#9

marked upon the J.x:... (M., T.A.)

-

The lion. (K.)

the unripe dates, so as to
pressed, or squeezed,
6 * ~ *

£-.]

crush them : see

5: see what next follows.

7. *-x: It was, or became, broken, or

6

-

6 d.

&.A. : see J.A., in two places.

£:

Unripe dates pressed, or squeezed, (#,
3 ** *
*z e <
in some copies of the S and K and in the L and _*...* and Us:5.x: see the next paragraph; the
TA3: , [but the former I think to be evidently former in three places: and see also art. L.5.x:.

the right reading,]) until they become broken or
crushed

(£), (S, A," L, K,)

3: A man wide in the 3: (M:) or a man

and dried for

crushed; (S, A, Mgb, K, TA;) said of a hollow

wide in the cits:: (Mgh, Msb :) or nide in the
thing, (S, A, TA,) or a soft, or tender, or an the winter, (A,) or then dried in the winter. &:, and inclining therein in any manner:
easily-broken thing, (A,) or a moist thing, (K.)

(L)=: i. 4. * &: [app. meaning

or a moist and soft thing, (TA,) a person's head, The part of the neck where it is cut up by the (TA:) fem. #33:

(M.K.) and pl. &# (K.)

and '3% and W J: signify the same as
(S, A, Msb, TA,) a colocynth, and an unripe butcher]. (K.)
3:1; the_e bein augmentative, asin: #and
date, (A,) and any hollow bone, and a rod,
(Msb,) or, as some say, a dry thing; (K;) and £4. [A post-classical term] A surgical in 2: or, £ 1, it is nial :
:)

£

£:

so W
[but app. implying muchness, or fre strument nrith which the head of the factus is whence, i. e. from 3: in the sense expl. above,
quency, or relation to many things, as quasi-pass. crushed [in the womb]. (Albucasis de Chirurgia, (I'Ab, TA) one says also "...# 33% meaning
of 2, q.v., whereas the former verb is quasi-pass. p. 342.)

a wide 5.x: (I'Ab,M,TA:)and #### means

of 1]: (K:) or it was, or became, pressed or
squeezed [app. so as to be crushed; or it was, or
became, crushed by being pressed or squeezed : see

a lip wide in the part where each

J."

5: is cleft

1. J.A., inf. n. G-: , said of a man, He was [by the extremity of the mouth], (M., T.A.)
It is also applied as an epithet to an orator, (S,
£-l. (A.)
wide in the 3: [q.v.). (M., T.A.")–And He M,
K, TA,) meaning Eloquent; (M, K, TA;)
good and eloquent in speech; (M," TA;) and so
£3% An abortive factus, (L, K, TA,) in a soft, nas eloquent. (TA.)
5. 3: JHe twisted his cº, [i. e. the tro "...#33. (TA)
or tender, state, before it has become firm. (L,
sides of his mouth, or the quivering flesh of his
TA.)- See also £25, in two places.
3: One who trvists his cli: in order to
~

*

* ~ *

.

-

mouth, inside his cheeks,] in order to affect clear
* -

d -

ää-33. A soft, or tender, or succulent, plant: ness, or distinctness, of speech, or to be more clear,
(K:) applied in the M as an epithet to the species or distinct, in speech. (K.) And 225's & 3:
of plant called al-e (TA)
He opened his mouth and was diffuse in his

* A child

(M., T.A.)
that is soft, or tender; (K;) as speech.
2

affect clearness, or distinctness, ofspeech,

or to be

more clear, or distinct, in speech. (S. [See 5.])
- Diffuse in speech, without preparation, or cau
tion, or precaution: or one nho ridicules men,
tnisting his 96%: with them and against them.

D -

also V

£: (IAar, L:) or £25 > signifies

G.x: : see what next follows.

And
(TA) (TA.)
speech.

a youth : (A:) accord. to IAar, a boy is called
l
* ...2.3% then,
***
then, w &*;
A*-;
then, &;
&:";

&: (Lth, S, M,Mgh, o, Msh, K) and '3%
(Lth, M, O, Mgb, K) The quirering flesh (askie)

£)=

of the mouth, inside the two cheeks; (Lth, O, K;)

and then,

**.

(TA. [See also

* J 3: Diffuse in his
- - -

•

*

Quasi-.5.x:

or so the dual of each: (M:) or the side of the

Also A thing, or an affair, deviating from the mouth; (S, Mgh, Msb;) so says Az: (Msb:) pl. ź Wide in the 3: [or side of the mouth];
right course, aim, or scope, (K, TA,) or from its
(S, K;) applied to a man; as also "
[proper] way. (AO, T.A.)- See also the next (of the former, S, Ms) 333i (Lth, ś, M, o, (TA;) and "...#133; (K, TA:) [mentioned under

&#:

Mob, K) and (of the latter, Mob, TA) 3,43.

paragraph.
(M, Msb, T.A.) One says,

ā-sts,

*:::: & #

[He this head in the S and K, but] the A is augmenta
tive. (Az, S.) It has been erroneously said that
it is with the pointed 3. (MF.) – See also

[as a subst.,] (S, L, K, TA,) or # blen, in the sides of his mouth so as to distend
*ā-st3, (A,) A blaze on a horse's forehead
spreading [nidely (see 1)] upon the face, (S,) or [Verily he is nide] in the 3: ; using
the pl. as
covering the face, (A,) from the forelock to the
(M,
TA)
Lh.
by
a
sing.;
a
phrase
mentioned
nose, (S, A,) without reaching to the eyes: (S:)
the
of
Už
mouth
means
The
the
chink
(33of
or spreading, and extending don’nnards, (K, TA,)
of]
[the
place
at
thereof
extremity
horse,
the
to
filling the forehead, without reaching to the eyes:

them] (S) And 3339 & 3, meaning

* - of

J.x:1. - Also The lion; (K;) and so "...sláš.
(IB, TA.)- And A certain stallion-camel be.

longing to En-Nogmán Ibn-El-Mundhir, whence

+:

Certain camels, so called in relation
to that stallion. (S, K.)
W

6 & - d 3 - "or covering the face from the root of the forelock the bit [on each side], (M.) & 3: ...&#
Us:54:
and
<!-5.x:
*see the preceding para
to the nose : (TA:) or such as is long; such as Lúl [app. meaning t She goes at random, (like
graph.
is round being called 5:3. (AO, T.A.) – 2 - #2 * ~ *
W-9 +:5) by reason of briskness, liveliness, or
[Hence,] + A notorious, and a bad, or an evil,
sprightliness,] is said of a woman and of a she >|< see the first paragraph, in two places.
-

•

an abominable, or a foul, deed. (S, T.A.) A rājiz
says,
de • *
*

e

w

-

al-e- U- <>'s-J)
of 22

*

* @

a2

g

**

*

&l-sa')

als -- a--' Us.” Us,
c- 3

> *

•

•

&

*

52

-

*

camel and of a mare. (K voce $42)—And
! The two sides of a valley; as also " &*: (K:)
or the duals, cli: and cli:3, have this signi
fication; the
(O;) or so

3%,

* 3:33. (O.)
s
i. e. [O God,

(#5 being for 2:1)

verily El

3:

1. 343 (S. K.) aor.”, ($) inf n &# (S,

sing. signify the side of a valley;

- -

-

J-5

K,) said of a gazelle, and of the young of any
with kesr; (Mgb;) and so cloven-hoofed animal, and camel, and solid-hoofed
animal, He became strong, and in no need of his

mother: (K:) or he became strong, and in a good
of body, and active and grown up, and vied
state
[mentioned above as inf n. of 1] Wide

Hárith Ibn-Jebeleh straitened, or oppressed, his ness of the G-3: ($, K.) or, as in the T, wide with his mother in his faculties [so I render

Book I.]
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|

£i & of which I do not find any explanation] bereft him of his reason or intellect; syn. # 5
!”, (S, K,) or ăus, (S,) + He sang poetry, (S,
so that he went along with her; and
* @

[in this sense]
it is said of a colt also: (TA:) or, said of a
young gazelle, he became strong, and his horns
came forth, and he became in no need of his

se

(K) as also * *.x:1: (A’obeyd, K.) or the K,) or a song: (S:) or he recited it with a
former

verb, in the act. form, has not been trilling, or quavering, or prolonging and modula
heard: (Harp. 64:) and [it is asserted that] one
ting of the voice. (S)- And £3 133 i. 1.
mother: and sometimes it is said of a colt [in a does not say * **'. (JK.) = 4% **ś i, q. 3-5 t-3 + [He tended, repaired, betook himself,
or directed his course, tonards him, or it; agree
similar sense]. (S.) Hence, it is said of a boy, 44-33 [i. e. He broke his head] (K)
meaning He became strong, and active and grown
4: see the preceding paragraph, in two places. ably with the explanation in the TK: or he pur
posed his (another's) purpose]. (K.) - And
up. (Harp. 536.)
7 and 8: see 1, first sentence.
ūšš ü% |< t He assimilated such a one to such
4 -j-Atl She (a gazelle) had a young one that
a* *one; or he likened such a one to such a one; syn.
****
ex: : see what next follows.
had become such as is termed &25. (S, K.)
-

6 d -

* * *

•ul 44%. (ISd, K, TA. [In the CK, GS3 is not

# (S, K) and * $33 (S, and so in some

&: A kind of tree, (K, TA,) having weak,

repeated.])

or soft, and thick stems, (TA,) the flower of which copies of the K and in the TA) and " $33 (so in
4. U4.x:l + He became a good, or an excellent,
is like the jasmine (K, TA) in form, but tinged some copies of the K in the place of the second, modulator of his voice, or maker of melody. (K.)
with redness, and more pleasant [in odour] than and in others together with the second, and in the
the jasmine; said by IB to be of pleasant odour. TA) [app. A state of confusion, or perple city, so
that one is unable to see his right course; or a
(TA.)
state
of alienation of mind;] substs. from *:::
&: Certain she-camels, so called in relation
to a place in El-Yemen, (S, K, and EM p. 229,) (S: [but in the K they are mentioned after 44%
• * > of
* -- of

13 A remnant of strength; and a portion, or

somewhat, thereof: (Ki) a dial var. of 33.
(TA. [See ###, in art. 3.j:..]) A remnant, or
remainder, of anything. (TA). A small quantity
or number: (TA:) and so

*333, (M, K,) what

named c.3: (TA, EM ) or in relation to a and al-AM meaning a £31, and * meaning ever it be, (M, TA,) of much or many, (M, K,)
certain stallion. (IAar, K, T.A.. [In the CK, Jaú, as being the substs, ; so that they may whatever the latter be. (K.) And The extremity
signify as above, and also business, occupation, or of anything: (K:) a dial. var. ofláš. (TA.) =
employment, &c.; agreeably with renderings in Also Heat. (K.) = And Mange, or scab: (K:
&2& A young gazelle that has become strong, the TK.) and '34 is a subst: from ** [app. [in the CK, <-l is put for *" :]) a dial, var.
and whose horns have come forth, and that has in the former, or in
both, of these senses]. (K.) of 133. (TA.)

J-5 is erroneously put for J-4.)

become in no need of his mother: (A’Obeyd,

}

TA: [see #1) when used alone, [not as an
-

epithet, in which quality it seems to be applied
also to the young of any cloven-hoofed animal,
and camel, and solid-hoofed animal, (see 1,)] it

see the next preceding paragraph.

3: :

see the next preceding paragraph.

sū act part, n, of 1; signifying Driving, or a
6

y o e

623:... A man confounded, or perplexed, and

driver of camels, &c.; (K, TA:) pl. ii.33.

unable to see his right course; or bereft of his (TA.) - [And particularly] t One who acquires
reason or intellect. (S, TA: [But accord. to somen'hat of polite literature, (S, Msb,) and of
&: [without 3] A doe-gazelle whose young AZ, it seems to signify only J, #4, i. e. Busied, science, and guides himself thereby to the know
one has become such as is termed catá: ($, K, occupied, or employed, &c.; see 1, first sentence.]) ledge of somen'hat more. (Msb.) - Also t A
reciter of verses, who sings in reciting, or prolongs,
TA:) or who has a cºst: following her: and in
sat:... [a pl. of which the sing is app. #3:...] or strains, his voice, as in singing: a singer of
like manner applied to other animals ofthe cloven
hoofed kind, and of the solid-hoofed, and to a Things that cause one to be busied, occupied, or poetry: (TA:) [and simply] a singer. (S.)

means [simply] a young gazelle. (S, TA.)

camel: (TA) pl. Galá and &su:, (S. K.)

employed; or busied, &c., so as to be diverted
from something; or diverted from a thing by

like Jsu and Jáuš, (8) (pl. of J:..] the being busied; syn. Jets (pl. of #2), (Z,K)
latter pl. anomalous. (TA.)

: A

*

1. 33, (S, M, A, &c.,) aor. - and *, (§, M, L,

#3:2, applied to a girl, i. 1 #1 (i.e. That

Msb, K,) the former agreeable with analogy, and
which is mentioned by the leading writers on
that
has nervly attained to puberty, and has not been
K.)first pers. $3%, (S,) aor. *, inflection, and the latter anomalous, (TA,) and
1,
133,
(Msb,
married; or that is between the periods of puberty
(Msb) inf n. 333, (S, Msb) He drove camels: Esh-Shiháb mentions *, but this is not known,
and middle age; &c.]. (IAar, K.)
5*

(S, K.) or he collected and drove a detached and there is no reason for it unless Jaş be estab
number of a herd of camels. (Msb.) - Hence,
lished as a form of the pret., and this has not
3.x:

at
re, (S,
Msb, K, TA,) or of science, and guided himself
man, JK, S) became confounded, or perplexed, thereby to the knowledge of somen'hat more,
and unable to see his right course; or became
(Msb,) and likewise of song; (TA;) as though
bereft of his reason or intellect; i. q. J.4. (JK, he drove it and collected it: (S, TA:) or &- 1%
$, K:) and also, (K,) or, accord. to AZ, only,
and £132, (MA, TA) #5, (TA)
(S,) he was, or became, busied, occupied, or A-",
inf n, as above, (MA, TA,) he acquired some
employed; or busied, &c., so as to be diverted
what of science,
of song: (MA:) or he knen,
from something; or diverted from a thing by being well some sort ofand
science, and of song; and so of
busied;

1. 323, (JK, S, K.) inf n. 23, (S) He (a

syn.

J#:

been

(Mgb,) 133, (Mab, K.) inf n, as above, (TA,) mentioned, (MF) inf n. $34% (S, M, Mgh, L,
+ He acquired somen'h of polite literatu

(S, K:) and he was caused to

Msb, K) and is, (M, L, K.) It (a thing, M, L)
nas, or became, apart, (S, A, L., Msb,) and it
fell, or went, or came, out, or forth, (S, M, L, K,)

from the generality of things, or the general
assemblage, main body, bulk, or common mass,

(S, M, A, L, K,) to which it pertained, (M., L.,)
or from other things: (Msb:) it (anything) was,
or became, apart, or alone: and he (a man) was,
or became, apart from his companions, or alone:

other things. (TA.) 3: signifies + A man's (Lth, L:) and the [app. a
beast] took fright, and
become confounded, or perplexed, and unable to
doing well, or knowing well, somen'hat of a thing ran anay. (Msb.) You say, *
3: It ?vas, or
see his right course; (K;) as also V 2.x:51, or or an
affair. (TA.) And #: J: 4: 3.3%
" *.x:l, (K, accord. to different copies: the
became, apart, &c., from it. (S, L.) And 33
means
knew

[somen'hat of] him, or it, [but] not
I
former accord. to the TA.) Accord. to Az, *: well. (TA.) - Also + He recited a verse, or tro as' c” He nas, or became, apart from the
collective body [or generality] of people. (Mgh.)
is not from L'il, as it is thought to be by some
verses, (S, K,) singing, (K) or prolonging, or
[and as is implied by what here follows]. (TA.) straining, his voice, as in singing [and as is com And : * # U +[Nothing is out of his
- *.x: He confounded, or perplexed, him, so monly done in the driving of camels; whence, way, or sphere, or compass]. ($ and K in art.

that he was unable to see his right course; or app., this meaning of the verb]. ($) And 33
33-.) And J.--" 5: The pebbles became scat
Bk. I.
192
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* *

tered, or dispersed. (L.) –33, aor. : and *,
inf n. $34% and 33, also signifies t It (a word,

**

a similar sense, but is an epithet of the measure
3 -

• Q -

--

3 -

*

~*

* --

-

1.

&#, not pl. of su. (L.) S. su &S es us

form or measure, construction, or government)
deviated from the common, or constant, course of
speech in respect of analogy, or rule; deviated
from common, or constant, analogy, or rule; was
extraordinary, or exceptional, as to rule; or was
anomalous, abnormal, or irregular: and it (the

43

S!

**, aor. - and *, (K,) inf n. .#,

150 [Such a one does not leave any one (TA,) He stripped off, or removed, the bark of a

apart from his companions, nor any one taking tree; as also '-33, infn. *: : (K:) he cut
fright and running anay, but he slays him,] is off portions of a tree, or the bark thereof (TA.)
said of a courageous man whom no one encoun He cut, or cut off, a thing; (O, K;) aor. 2,

**.

(O.) He cut, or lopped, a tree: or
one says 2% &# Those, of a people, who have he divested it of its bark. (A.) He pruned, or
same) deviated from the common, or constant, become apart, or separate, from their companions. pared, a tree by cutting off its -á, i. e. its

ters without his slaying him. (IAar, L.) And

inf n.

course of speech in respect of usage; deviated (L, from a trad) And J-ty $3& Those who are straggling branche', or its thorns, or its bark;
from common, or constant, usage; was extraordi
among a people but do not belong to their tribes aor. 2, inf n. 233; and "-j- has the like

nary, or exceptional, as to usage; or was un

usual: [the verb is used absolutely to express each (S, L) nor to their places of abode : (L:) and
of these meanings; the context in general showing those who are scattered, or dispersed, of people;
clearly which meaning is intended: the former is (A, L.) as also-ji'āti,(S, L.) and #.
that which is most frequently intended: and] the (L.) And $133 X; A people not among their
former meaning is also expressed by the phrase onn tribe nor in their on n places of abode: (L,
--Gill & 33 or U-Gil ce: and the latter, by K:*) or a people among another people, not
the phrase Jú:9. & 33. (Mz, 12th g".) among their on n tribes nor in their own places of
*
- - --~~
3 [See also the contr. 2,2}: and see Stă, below.] abode. (M, TA.) And 3.35 $5: The strangers.
*= See also 4.
(Harp. 352.) And $133 bit- They came fen,

meaning, but importing muchness, or relation to
many objects: and 3.35 also signifies he trimmed,

or cleared, anything by removing another thing
from it: (Msb:) or he pruned a tree by lopping
off its branches so that it became apparent: (K,
TA:) and he pruned a palm-tree by cutting off

from it its -53, meaning its branches: (TA :)
and [in like manner] "-j-, (§, TA) inf n.

-*. (S, K, TA,) he pruned a tree by cutting

off its ~33, meaning its straggling branches not
in
the choice, or best, part thereof: (S:) or he
in number. (L. K.") And J.' * & 33 and

2 : see what next follows.

$133

trimmed a palm-trunk(K, TA) by lopping off the
Those that are scattered, or dispersed, of

4. #21, (S, M, K.) and "33%; (K3) and the camel. (L.) And L-a-1 & # (M, L) and
w833, aor. 2, only; (M, K;) but As disallows U4-1 "33% ($, IJ, M, L, K) What are scat.
this last form of the verb; (IJ, L;) He, or it,

stumps of the branches: (TA:)
[likewise] signifies the

9-3" "...#

prunind,

or cutting off,

the superfluous portions of the straggling ex
terred, or dispersed, of pebbles; (S, L, K;) what
caused it to be, or to become, apart, (§, L.) to have flonn about, and become scattered or dis tremities of the sprigs of sneet-smelling plants:
fall, or go, or come, out, or forth, from the persed, thereof: (M, L:) and in like manner one (Mgh:) and * Jé, said of anything, signifies

generality of things, or the general assemblage, says of other things, (L, K,) or of similar things. it n'as removed from it, namely, another thing.
main body, bulk, or common mass, (§, M, L., K.) (M, L.) - Applied to a word, form or measure, (TA.) - See also 2, in two places.
to which it pertained: (M, L:) and the first construction, or government, it signifies # Deviat

signifies he removed it, and put it far anay;
namely, a thing: (K:) and he set him, or exposed
him, apart from his companions, or alone: (IJ,
L:) and he scattered, or dispersed, it. (IKtt.)
A poet says,
&#2 *

*

J

.* :#

to

Us:-jū-> -->42- us--"

*

•

of

*

a£

6

•*

*
*

cicle 3! --&le
J29
* *
* ~ * J-a=

*

•

w

J)

d =

•

2. ~54, inf n. --!...+5: see above, in four
ing from the common, or constant, course of
speech in respect of analogy, or rule; deviating places. - [Hence,] ** signifies also The
from common, or constant, analogy or rule; shaping an arrow by the first operation: (AH,
extraordinary, or exceptional, as to rule; or K:) the second operation is termed J-45,5.
anomalous, abnormal, or irregular: such a word, (AHn)– And £32, (Sh, TA) infin, as above,
&c., though itself admitted if agreeable with (Sh, K.) He drove anay him, or it, (Sh, K,”

common usage, is not taken as an example to be TA) from a thing; (TA;) as also "4:33, aor. 2,
imitated: also, applied to the same, deviating

*

inf n. 2: (Sh, TA:) and 4: "...# he re

from the common, or constant, course of speech in
from him, or defended him. ($, K) –
[And he, or it, (perhaps meaning fortune,) ex respect of usage; deviating from common, or pelled
And Júl +:3, (Kt, TA,) inf n. as above,
posed me apart from my companions, to their constant, usage; extraordinary, or exceptional, as
passing by, or by reason of their passing anay, to usage; unusual: [used absolutely to express (K,) + I dispersed, or scattered, the property.
so that I was as though I were a branch that each of these significations; the context in general (Kt, K,"TA.)-[And accord. to Golius, on the
should become a prey for the first lopper or showing clearly which signification is meant: the authority of a gloss in a copy of the KL, -3%

stormy wind]. (IJ, L.) And one says of a she
camel, J.--" -j-i She scattered, or dispersed,
the pebbles [with her feet]. (TA) - 5:1 also
signifies 30 *ść J# As t [He said what
deviated from the common course of speech]. (K,

former is that which is most frequently intended:] also signifies He made long.]
a word, &c., may be ju in respect of usage but

&# The [species of ot-tree called]2+. (K.)

5. b: t They became dispersed, or scattered.
agreeable with common analogy or rule; as the
(A,
K.)
pret. of 3% and & ; and the regular phrase
* Pieces, or cuttings, of trees; (A5,
3. * * &, the epithet more commonly heard
being Jsú: and ju: in respect of analogy, or rule, A’Obeyd, K;) n. un, with 3 : (As, A’Obeyd:)
•* 0 #
or bark of trees: (K:) pieces of bark, and pieces
but agreeable with common usage; as J%:
of wood, or sticks, or twigs or branches, in a
&#1, and 3.9 &: and ju, in respect of dispersed,
or scattered, state; (O, K;) pl. *::::
analogy, or rule, and of usage, together; as *:: (K:) what fall from, or of the branches of a

#3

&*, and -is: (MA, 12th 8, : [and

TA.)

-

•

3 -

Ulj: : see St., in four places.

A thing that is, or becomes, apart, (S, L,
Mgb,) and that falls, or goes, or comes, out, or

the like is

said, but less fully, in £e. Msb:])

tree, [when it is pruned,] in a dispersed, or scat

the tered, state: or, as some say, the thorns: and the

forth, from the generality of things, general pl. masc. is $153, and pl. fem, 59%. (Mz, ib.) bark: (Msb:) the stumps of the cut branches
upon the trunk of a palm-tree, and other portions,
assemblage, main body, bulk, or common mass, See 4, last sentence. [See also the contr. :*: which are lopped off; (O;) [i. e., also] the
(S, L) to which it pertains: (L:) anything apart,
and see

33, atter part.] - Applied to a tradition,

or alone: and a man apart from his companions,

or alone: (Lth, L:) and [app. a beast] taking
fright, and running anay: (Mgb:) &l: is a pl.
thereof, like as 3: is of *: [and so is #,

agreeably with analogy;] and "cl: is used in

+ Having a single ascription, attested by a [single]
sheykh, whether he be trustnorthy or not : in
the latter case, not accepted: in the former case,

one hesitates respecting it, and does not adduce it
as an argument, or evidence. (KT.)

branches thereof which are lopped off: (TA:) and
in like manner, (O,) as pl. of #3, (S)[or rather
as a coll. gen, n. of which the n. un, is with 5,]
what are cut off from, or of the branches of trees,
(S, O,) others than palm-trees, (O,) i.e. of the
straggling branches, (S) such as are not in the

--~~~~
-

- ---

-- -

*

*
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choice, or best, part thereof: (S, O:) also the
superfluous portions of the straggling extremities
of the sprigs of sweet-smelling plants, which are
pruned, or cut off (Mgh.)-Anything in a
scattered, or dispersed, state, (Kt, T.A.) –
| Somervhat remaining of herbage [&c.]: (S, A,
O, K: [in the first and third of which is added
3.43 $43, app. referring to the herbage of
which the remainder is thus called, meaning, “it
being
what has been eaten:”]) pl. as above, i. e.
• of
*

~ *

o

strung beads with other beads. (O. [See #, for # or st']. ($) And i, q &#5 (A, K,
below.]) - Hence, by way of comparison, (TA,) TA;) i. e. A [garment of the hind called] …,
* 44%. 25: ! [He interspersed his language which is slit [in the middle], and worn by a
with poetry]: but this is post-classical. (O, T.A.) woman, who thron's it upon her neck, [putting
- 4: 2: He rendered him notorious, or in her head through the slit;] having neither sleeves
famous: or made him to hear what was bad, nor an opening at the bosom: (TA:) or [a gar
evil, abominable, or foul: (O, TA:) and in like ment] like the **, [n:hich is said by some to be
the same as the -#) worn by a young woman:
2:. (TA.)
55:) a garment which a woman wears
2: It (a people, or party, TA, or a (Harp.
beneath her ~#: (Fr.:) a certain garment which

manner &

5.

£i ($, o, K.) One says, -áš +59. J.

collected body, K, and a flock of sheep or a herd
of goats, TA) dispersed, or became dispersed, a woman and a girl near, extending to the extre

ye C-2 1 In the land is somervhat remaining of

(A, K, TA) and went in every direction. (TA) mity of the upper half of the arm. (Lth.) [The

* > *

d

•

J. • &

-

•

*

herbage. (A, TA.) And one says also, * (#2 --" 2: He turned back the extremity of modern 23'- of Persia and El-'Irák seems to be
Jú &- ** ! [There remained in his possession the garment betnceen his legs, and stuck it in the generally what is commonly called in Egypt a
a remnant of property]. (A, TA) And &# U. part where it was bound round his waist, behind. “milāyeh,” correctly “muláāh” (#4), figured
and described in my work on the Modern Egyp
£ &- *: Sl 4 : [There remained not to (S, K.) And -35/U 3: He put the tail be. tians:
or, in some instances, a similar covering of
him save a relic of the army]. (A, TA.)- Also tnceen his thighs, making it to cleave to his belly. plain white, or dark blue, cotton; the former of
+ Household goods, or furniture and utensils, (S, TA.)- Hence, (TA,) 43 2: IHe mounted which is now called in Egypt an “izár.” (See
consisting of what are termed c.; [q. v., per his horse from behind. (S, K.)- Also, 2:, Dozy's “Dict, des Noms des Vètements chez les
haps here meaning the meaner sorts thereof,] &c. : He prepared himself for fight, (S, K, TA,) and Arabes,” pp. 216-219.)]

(A’Obeyd, O, K:) pl. as above. (K," TA.) = for a charge, or an assault; he equipped, or

#:

A very jealous man; (K;) as also
And A dam; or thing constructed, or raised, to accoutred, himself for it. (TA)- He threat
keep back the nater of a torrent. (S, O, K.)
ened; (S, A, K;) and became angered: (K:) ## and #2. (TA)
32;" * J% +A man n'hose reins. Q?"e A’Obeyd says, I doubt not its being with 5; but 23:..." The lion : (K:) because of his brisk
apparent. ($, R.)=And * [app. -j-.] is some, he adds, say 2}s, with j (S.) [See a
ness, or quickness to act, or readiness to leap.
syn. with J-lác, meaning A man alighting, or verse of Lebeed cited among the exs. of the pre (TA.)
abiding, in places of dried-up herbage, and in a position +..]- He was, or became, brisk, lively,
Or sprightly. (K.)- He hastened to do a thing;
9-AA
waterless desert. (TA in art. --lác.)
J w * **

* ! Going, or being, anay from his home, (TS, K, TA;) or in a thing, or an affair. (So in láž, aor. *: see 4 = Also He perfumed
copies of the K)---" & by: i, q.
or place of settled abode. (§, K, TA)–: Soli some
12/5thaj [app. as meaning They behaved overbear himself (+5) with mush, (K, TA) which is
tary, or alone, and n:hose prosperity is despaired

termed

of; (K, TA;) as though stripped of good. (TA.) ingly in war]: (S, K:) or 3: signifies the
9 * * * .
protracting of nar. (KL.)- âûl −3: The
-52- : see ~~, in three places.

343, or, as in copies of the M, 3.

(TA.)

–And '-' is, (K, TA) int. i. 343;

6 * @ e.

|

or,

accord, to the Tekmileh, 's-Jü' " es:, there

she-camel pastured upon herbage (K, TA) that written with teshdeed; (TA;) t He knen, the
*:- A pruning-hook. (O," K,” TA.)
rejoiced her, (TA,) and she shook her head by information, or story, and made it known, or
*: A palm-trunk pared (S, O, TA) of its reason of joy thereat. (K, TA.) And The she understood. (K, TA.)
prickles (TA) [or of the stumps of its branches or camel dren, together her two sides, and raised her
2: see the preceding paragraph.
of its loner branches: see the verb of which it is tail. (TA)- And #: i: The whip in
the pass. part. n.]. - 1 Tall; (S, A.;) as also clined, and became in motion. (K.)
4. U4.jël He annoyed, molested, harmed, or
W *#: (S;) the former as an epithet applied to
hurt:
or he did nºhat annoyed, molested, harmed,
}: Pieces of gold that are picked up from the
a horse, (S, A,) from the same epithet as applied
or
hurt:
syn. &ší: (S, Mgb, TA:) and (TA) so
mine (S, A, K) without the melting, or smelting,
to a palm-trunk: (A:) and + tall, and goodly in (S, K,) of the ore : (S:) n. un, with 5: (S, K:) * 13, (K) aor. *, inf n. 133, (TA) or #.
make; (A, K;) and so **#3; (Mgh, K;) as and pl. 324%. (A.) And Beads made of gold to (TK [accord. to which the latter verb is trans.].)
though pruned: (Mgh:) and 7 the latter, applied iform divisions betneen pearls and jenels: (TA:) –And * *.*, (K) inf n. #5, (TA) He
to anything [meaning any animal], t tall, and ex
or beads by means of n!hich other beads of a string put aside, or anay, and removed far off, him, or
cellent or of high breed or strong and light and
are divided: (K:) or small pearls: (S, K:) or it, from him, or it. (K, TA.)
snift: A’Obeyd says that the former signifies
small things of gold, like the heads of ants, which
33 Annoyance, molestation, harm, or hurt;
texcessively tall, and is applied in this sense to
are
affixed
to
a
[ring
of
the
kind
called]
35
or
a thing that annoys, molests, &c. : (S, Msb,
anything [i. e. a man and any animal]: Kt says,

after explaining Juji &:3 as it has been expl.

(Sh:) or, as some say, green beads: (Harp. 600.) K:) and evil, or mischief; (S, Mgb;) as also
#. (K.) = -kā [app. *] signifies

n. un, with

above, that he who is excessively tall is as though
his frame were disconnected, and not compact;
and therefore he is thus termed: but I Amb says
that Kt has made a mistake in asserting that this
epithet signifies t tall, conspicuous for tallness,
and that it is from the palm-tree from which the
branches have been lopped off, (in consequence of
which, as is said in the Fáik, it becomes taller,

*#33; as in the saying cºs

$133

J#5 &l

[also, like 3:5. Brishness, liveliness, or spright i. e. [Verily I fear, or dread,] the evil, or mis

liness: and quickness in an affair. (Ham. p. 54.) chief, of such a one. (TA.)- Dog-flies; (S,

3% 33% b%, and 34: 3.3%

They [dispersed, K;) which also sometimes light upon the camel:

(S:) or flies in general: (K:) or large blue flies
or became dispersed, or] went, or nent anay, in that light upon beasts, and annoy, or molest, or
every direction: (S, L, K:) it is not said of a

people coming: (L:) the A in JJ-2 is sometimes

hurt, them: (TA::) n, un, "#33 (S. [It is said
in the Msb that

13, of which the n. un, is ić,

MF, TA,) and that he who is t conspicuous for changed into ~ ; or, accord. to some, ,-i, is the is also with kesr (i. e. " 13%) ; but in what sense
tallness is not thus called unless somen'hat defi original, being from 3:3:1, but MF thinks that is not specified.]) One says of him who is vehe
cient in flesh : it is applied to a horse as meaning Jüo is the original, as it is only an imitative mently hungry, *: 2-3 [lit. His flies have
$ tall, and not very fleshy. (TA.)

of “dispersion.” (TA.)
$3% A [garment of the kind called] aí-i-.

*

J.J."
• 9 &

w

s

sequent, in which no regard is had to the meaning

6 •

2. Lola: 253, inf n. 23:3, He divided the arabicized word; (S, K;) from the Pers.

an

become vehemently hungry, or burning with
hunger]. (S.) - And [app, because of the an
noyance that it occasions,] Mange, or scab: (ISd,

33 K.) and so ...

(Kin art, 3.x:.) - And [app.
192*
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5.x: -->

because of its pungency,] Salt : (S, K:) said in and K.) —#, *Ol". #. also signifies He in which is extr. with respect to form, but more
the M to be pl. [but properly coll. gen, n.] of creased in evil, wrongdoing, &c. (L.) It is said commonly used than the former, meaning Hon
Vilá, which signifies a piece of salt. (TA.) in a prov., 3: £ ūé. [In proportion as thou evil, wrongdoing, unjust, bad, corrupt, wicked,
See also 3:...-Also Fragments of aloes-wood growest old, thou increasest in evil, &c.]. (AZ, mischievous, vitious, or depraved, is hel] phrases
(S," K,"TA) with nihich one perfumes himself. L.)- % U.: see 4, last sentence. =%, (O, similar to £i U. and 3: us [which have the
contr, meaning]. (TA in art. Jes..)
(TA. [The same is also indicated in the S.])
with
:
n
,
(0,K)
if
TA)
(o,
K)*::,
of
K,)
T,
And Sharpness, (S) or strength, (Fr,
8. -l, said of a camel, [and of any cloven
damm, (K, [which is said in the TA to indicate
Pungency of odour; (Fr, T, S, K;) accord. to the that the aor., not the inf. n., is with damm, but
hoofed animal,] i. 4.3-, i. e. He ruminated, or
M, of sneet odour. (TA.)- See also # - this is inconsistent with the common practice of chened the cud: 2- and U" being from one place
Also The extremity of anything: (TA:) and so the author of the K, and is evidently wrong,])
14. (K and TA in art. 3.x:.)= And A sort of He blamed him; found fault neith him; attributed of utterance. (IAth, TA.)
trees, (S, K,) used for **u- [i.e. sticks with or imputed to him, charged him with, or accused 10. X- He became possessor of a great herd,
ovhich the teeth are cleansed], (K,) growing in the
him of, a vice, fault, defect, blemish, or something such as is termed 3,93), of camels (K.)

Sarah (#1) and having gum. (TA)= And

amiss. (O, K,"TA. [See also 4.]) One says,

A sort of ships or boats: (Lth, S, K:) n. un.

4% * £5 t£13 4: 93 &# U. I said not

R. Q. 1 ###, (A’obeyd, K.) inf n. #3,

(S,) He split it, or clave it: (A’Obeyd, S:) and
*#3: (Lth, S.) [or] "#33 signifies one of a that to find fault with thee, but I only said it for cut it much, or in many pieces. (A’Obeyd, S,
sort of small ships, or boats, like those called a different purpose than that of finding fault with K.)- He bit it, and then shook it; namely, a
+jú (pl. of £1, and its plis #33. (Mob) thee : (S, TA:) or this3.has a different meaning, thing. (O, K, TA: [In the CK, ai is erro
which see below, voce J. (TA.) One says also, neously put for 44.])–:-" # The
li: see the next preceding paragraph.

3, ###3: 4: $3.3 ×es £1.5 is serpent bit him. (L.K.')-->0.1 #13 ->
accepted thy gift; then I
The cattle ate the herbage. (K)-3-#" >
without rejecting it to
Musk,
thee]
to
back
it
given
have
(TA)
"3:1,
[i.e.
kest
with
M
of the
He sharpened, (K,) or rubbed, (O,) the knife upon
6 o' --

-

-

•

-

#, so accord. to the K, but written in copies £4, meaning [I have

(IAar, K, TA;) as also " 1.33: (IJ, TA:) or the thee or blaming thee [and without injuring thee].
a stone, (O, K, TA,) so that its edge became
odour thereof: (As, T, Sgh, K:) or the colour (IAar, T.A.) = Also #, (S,) or J-5 & #, rough. (O, T.A.) - See also 1, latter part. =
thereof. (K.)
3: see the next preceding paragraph.

(A) [aor. and inf n. as in the next sentence;]

#, inf

n. as above, It (a bird) expanded and
flapped its wings, without alighting; like -#.
(A;) He spread it (i.e. a garment, (TA in art. L55.)

and "#, (A) infn.: ; ($) and '5-1,
and W #:

#3: see 33, in three places. - Also Sharp or piece of cloth, S, or some other thing, TA) in
R. Q. 2. 3: It became separated, or scat
ness. (TA.)- And Strength, and boldness, of a the sun: (S, A, TA:) this is the primary signifi
man. (Lth, TA)-IOr] A remnant of strength: cation. (TA.) And [hence,] 33, (S, K,) aor. tered. (A.)
3.
3.
(S, K.) pl. #35 (TA)and [coll, gen, n.] "13.
2: (S, A, M5b, K, &c.) and WX5, (Kr, K,) £e
(S, TA. [See also 13, in art. 5.x:..]) = As an 34, ($).inf n :35 (S. K5) and "5:1. (K.)
inf n. 29:15 (TA;) 'd W *. (K,) inf n, as former of which is the more chaste, (TA,) and 7 5:
epithet applied to a man, (TA,) Evil in disposi
tion, (K, TA,) sharp in temperament, that annoys, above; (TA;) and 6% [or 3% without tesh (Hamp.629) Evil,[moral and physical;](L, Mgb;)

or molests, or hurts, by his evil, or mischief: in deed?]; (K;) He put it (i. e. [the preparation of n:rongdoing, injustice, badness, corruptness, wicked
some of the copies of the K, &: "Jäl is erro curd called] usi, and flesh-meat, S, K, and the ness, mischievousness, vitiousness, or depravity:
(Msb:) [and evil fortune, misfortune, woe, *or
> .
neously put for g: 'J'. (TA.) = See like, and salt, S, and a garment, or piece of cloth, unhappiness:] contr. of res-: (S, A, K:) pl. 52%.
and the like, K) upon a aīā-, (§, K.) i.e. a (Msb, K.) It is said in a trad., in a form of
again 153, last sentence.
6C -

mat, (TA) or some other thing, (K,) to dry. prayer, (TA,) used by the Prophet, (Msb)

* >

- -

4-

33.5%: see I.i.5, last sentence.

(S, K.) And

He sprinkled it; namely, salt.

** *

* * **

~

*

** ~

meaning [And all good is in thy hands, and evil
2.

1.53, (L. K.) see pers. #3 (S. Mil, K,
MF,) aor. # (L, Mgb, MF;) and sec. pers.

*

inf n.

:£,

IHe rendered him noto

i. e.] wrongdoing, or injustice, or corruptness, is
rious, or infamous, among men. (Yz, K.) = See not imputable to Thee: (Msb, TA:) or evil is not
also 1, latter part, in two places.
a means of advancement in thy favour, or of

£ord.

to some copies, L, Mgb, K,
3.5e, (K) infin. #4, (S) He acted with
MF,) aor. £2; (L, Msb, K,"MF;) and sec. pers. him in an evil manner; (K;) he treated him
<>,>, (Saccord. to some copies, M, K, MF,) with enmity, or hostility: (L, TA:) he contended,
disputed, with him: (S, L, TA:) he did evil
*::: (M, K, MF;) of which three vars. the orto him,
obliging him to do the like in return. (L,
first is the best known; and the last is strange, TA.), [See also 3 in art. U&#: and see an ex.
and disallowed by most authorities; (MF;) inf. n.
(S

~ *- : *

• *-

<! #3:1; 4:3: Alès 3:15, (Mab, TA)

(R, MF.)

&

_y

<āş,

3.

• de •

[of the first or third] # (S, K) and [of the first]
33% (S) and [of the second or third] 5%, (S, K,)

j-.]
4. 3: He

VOce

attributed, or imputed, to him evil,

obtaining thine approval: or

“: speech

does not

ascend to Thee. (Nh, L.) –% also signifies
+ Poverty. (K.)- And t Fever. (K.) - It is
also an epithet, applied to a man, (Yoo, S,) and so
is "###, (Akh, S, A, Msb, K.) meaning Evil,
wrongdoing, unjust, bad, corrupt, wicked, mis
chievous, witious, or depraved: (Yoo," Akh," S,"

A, MSb, K: ) [fem. of the former #, like as
5: is fem. of its contr. *: and &#, fem. of

wrongdoing, injustice, or the like: (S, K:)* but
3-f
#, is used in the same sense,3. as will be shown
ox:l
also
1.])
[See
(S.
this.
disallow
some
He
unjust, bad, corrupt, wicked, mischievous, vitious, They banished him, or drove him anay, and in what follows:] the pl. of 53, (Yoo, S,) or of

and

#2 also is an inf n. [syn, with #1; (§3)
(a man) nas, or became, evil, a wrongdoer,

caused him to be alone. (TA.)=See also 1, latter
in two places.-[Hence, app.,] 5: signifies
K mentions 53 with the two aors. part,
also t He manifested it, revealed it, published
[only, omitting the most common it, or made it known. (S, A, K.) Thus in a verse

s

6 - d.

-

or depraved. (S, L, MSb, K,” &c.) The manner

'#3, (Akh, S, Msh, K) is ##, (Yoo, Akh, ś,

in which the
X: and #

Mab, K.) and of the former 5%; (Ham p. 514;)
-3

&

& -

3.

-

and you say '9: X; [pl. of £, or of "#,3].

aor., i.e. #) obviously demands consideration. of Imra-el-Keys, where he says, J: &: 5. (S.) A woman of the Arabs, (S, L,) who, accord.
to
(L) is related
Benoo-'Amir,
(MF.) One says, J4% g &# [Thou hast been + [that they might publish, or make known, my to some, was of* the
• *
* >
by As; but it is better with have said, "es: cases:- v.i. c- all 23:21,
evil, or a nurongdoer, &c., O man], (S, K,) and slaughter]; as*related
*
**
-

*~

• DJ-

-

- -

so "y# and &2:...

-

-

0--

•

Ö

* -o

*

(Saccord. to different copies, l U", (S) = #ite, and 7% U3, [the latter of meaning [I charm thee by invoking God, against
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* - ***
*-

•

*f

#

a thirsty soul, and] an evil, or a malignant, eye :
[Emitting
'y sparks]. One says, 9.2:1
• of.- 6° 3.- 6 (S, L:) or an eye that looks at one with vehement * 59% W. &-ji; 5% jū [Thy father is a fire
hatred. (TA.) And #1 [The evil one] is an that emits many sparks, and thou art a spark
appellation of Iblees. (K.)- [It is also used to from it]. (A.)
•

* *

*

-

expl. as used in the saying mentioned above: or
it there signifies + neight, and whole person: or
the reduplication implies intensiveness; as though
this word originally signified weight of evil: but

F, in his comments on the Preface of the Ksh,
objects to this, as the word does not imply the
like the contr. Jes-.] You say, *: ** [He is gnats], (S, K,) which cover the face of a man, contr. of £, but dispersion. (TA.) Also t Self:
•*
worse, or more evil or wrongdoing &c., than thou].
(K, TA:) and the saying mentioned above is expl.
denote the comparative and superlative degrees;
- *

©o e

- -

-

3-

&: Certain insects (K) resembling Jas: [or

3- ~*

-

(K) And 93 & # 3. [This3 - is2 worse,
&c.,
-2
than that] (Mb) And J-313; &# [Such a
•

but do not bite; sometimes called (53% . (S:) of
the dial. of the people of Es-Sawád: (T, TA:) [it is as meaning t He thren himself upon it, through
inordinate, or eager, desire, and love. (S, T.A.)
with tenween; for] the n. un, is with 3. (K.)
And t Love: (K:) or + love of self (Kr, T.A.)

one is the worst, &c., of mankind]; (S;) and X: (S, A, K) Abounding in # [or evil or
*::i, (S, Msb, K;) this latter being the original, wrongdoing &c.; very evil &c.], applied to a man: #: see the next preceding paragraph.
(Mgh, Mgb,) but rare, (K,) or bad, (S, K.) (S, A) pl. &# (K) and ##, which latter is
#: A piece of anything. (K.) = See also
peculiar to the dial. of the Benoo-'Amir, (Mgb,) anomalous. (Ham. p. 699.)
J.J.".
or unused. (Mgh.) The £m.
is #, [like
3%, (IAar, S, K,) or (so in the S, but in the 22: A certain bird, (K, TA,) of small size;
as the fem. of its contr., +, is 3×-.] (K,) and

[...'

6

y o y

K“and") *%+, (Ibn-Ziyād, S, K.) A certain

said by As to be thus called by the people of El

plant, (S, K,) which extends along the ground like
W s: (S, Kr, K.) And [using the dim. form
ropes, (Ibn-Ziyād, AHn, K,) in the same manner
3of 3,] you say, 3: " :# 34. [He is a little as the -á, but having no thorns that hurt any
worse, &c., than thou].* ~ (Ibn-Buzurj,
TA in art. one: (Ibn-Ziyād, AHn:) Az says that it is a
*
* - 6 -nell-known plant, seen by him in the desert;

Hjaz; and by the Arabs of the desert, J-3, [a

(of #5, or of #, which is used for:#; KO
• &

60 - p

= p.

mistranscription for J:l. it is said to be dust
coloured; in elegance, like the 5:- ; and to be a
little larger than the * [or sparron']. (L,

*o-

T.A.) [Freytag, on the authority of Dmr, says
that it fattens the camels, and makes their milk that it is the same as is called L:59: 2:1: (but see
# A vice, fault, defect, blemish, or something plentiful; and that it is mentioned by IAar and J#) and describes it as being of an ashy
amiss: (TA:) a thing disapproved, disliked, or others among the plants of the desert: " #: is colour, with some mixture of redness; and of the
hated. (K, T.A.) You say, 3: * 1: 4.5% U. expl. in the K as though it were the name of passerine kind.]
3-5
**
3.
*# I did not give this back to thee on account another plant; but it is not so; for X: is the 4:1;
and its fem., (4): : see #, latter half, in
pl.
[or
rather
coll.
gen.
n.]
thereof:
it
is
a
herb
of any fault &c., in it, but I preferred to give

2:4-. [See :-.]) => to for £1 le: see 4.

-

it to thee. (TA) And # 93 &# U. I said smaller than the &#, having a yellon floner, and
not that on account of a thing that thou dis tnigs, or shoots, and large dust-coloured leaves:

three places. – &# is also applied to a woman
as meaning A great imputer of vices, faults, or
the like, to others. (AA, L.)

approvest, &c. : (K, TA:) or this has a different it grows in plain, or soft, ground; and spreads
meaning, expl. above in the first paragraph. (TA.) nide, as though it were ropes, by reason of length,
###! 4 as a+, (S, K,) i. e. mat, (TA,) upon
3
of
the
measure
of
a
man
in
a
standing
posture;
which
[the preparation of curd called] así (S,
- See also 24, first sentence.
and has berries (.--), like those of the J-5s. K) and other things (S) are spread (S, K*) to
#: See #, first sentence. - Also The in

3.
3.
(TA.) =# #: Roasted flesh-meat, of n:hich
dry;
(TA;)
[as
also
"X:...
or
"X-2,
as written in
ordinate desire, or eagerness, (S,) and sprightliness, the grease, or grary, drips; (S, K;) like J:
of youth: (S, K:) and in an absolute sense, in and J%. (TA.)
different copies of the S voce -: ,] or a piece
ordinate desire, or eagerness; and [simply] desire;
of cloth, of those whereof a tent is composed, used
and sprightliness: (TA:) [and] sharpness, and 2:): : see the next preceding paragraph.
for that purpose: (TA:) or a tablet of stone or
wood,
upon which flesh-meat is dried: (Lth,
angriness. (Harp. 35.) It is said in a trad,
###, ('Ináyeh, and so in some copies of the K,) IAar:) pl. £i. or this pl. signifies pieces of
there is an eagerness for this Kur-ón : then men or W ###, (so in other copies of the K, accord. to flesh-meat cut into strips and dried: (S:) or the
the TA,) sing. of:53, (K,) which signifies The sing, signifies also flesh-meat cut into strips and
have a neariness of it]. (L.)
fringe-like extremities of a tail; (S,"K," A, TA;) dried. (K, T.A.)=Also A great herd of camels:
• •

6

o

# * > 0 & #52 &#1 & 3) [Verily
6* >

3.x: ; n. un, with 3: see what next follows.

and of wings. (TA.) - Hence, metaphorically, (K:) because scattered. (TA.)
39:, (S, A, O, Mgb, TA,) accord. to. the K [or synecdochically,] the pl. is used as signifying 3 - - 3
55%, but this is a mistake, (MF) and W *: (S, #The whole: and hence the saying, * Já 2-2 or +2: see the next preceding paragraph.
6 * *

6 *

* *

A, O, Msb, K,) which is a contraction of 59%, % ! He betook himself altogether to it; as 3: The lion : (Sgh, K.) from ###| “ the
(Msb,) Sparks of fire : (S, O, Msb, K:) n. un. though, says A5, by reason of his eagerness, he biting” a thing “and then shaking” it. (Sgh,
of each with 3. (S, A, O, Msb," K.) See an ex. threw himself altogether upon it: accord. to Esh TA.)
VOce
*

Shiháb, it means he betook himself [to it], openly
or secretly: or 3% signifies + the whole body;

$$.
*

3.

4:2:: see :, in three places. = Also The side
of the sea, or of a great river; (AHn, K;) the
shore thereof: (Kr, TA:) or the* part
that is near
5
to a sea or great river: pl. #i. (AA, TA:)

(K;) and 2,59: 42's Lall and &# and **i.

*>

1.3%(S.A.K. &c.)aor.”, (A.K.)infn...:

provs. mentioned by Meyd, all signify the same
[app. the thren upon it the weight of his body:
and #3 (S, A, Msb, K.,&c.) and #,(S.A.K.)
see Freytag's Arab. Prov., ii. 409 and 410: and
agreeably with three different readings of the Kur
which signifies also seas or great rivers [them see art. Leye-]: or the first of these means + he lvi. 55, (S, TA,) the first of which (with damm)
selves]. (TA.)- And (as some say, TA) A kind loved it so that he courted death, or destruction, is that generally obtaining, (Fr, TA,) and is the
of tree that grows in the sea, or in a great river. (4:1) in his love of it: (TA:) or he loved it only one admitted by Jaafar Ibn-Mohammad,
with a love that he would not give up, because of
(K, TA.)
notwithstanding which the second form (with
3.
his necessity : (Lth, TA:) or the desired it in fet-h) is said by MF to be the most chaste as well
:2: dim. of >: see the latter, last sentence ordinately, or eagerly, and loved it. (A.) [See as the most agreeable with analogy, (TA,) or the
* /

but one.

also

#.2% A [large needle such
(K, TA) of iron. (TA.)

as is termed]

#*

L#. voce &.

Accord. to dif

second (with fet-h) is an inf. n., and the first is a

ai ferent authorities,]++9: also signifies + Burdens, simple subst., (AO, S, Msb, K.) and so is the
or weights; (S, K i) sing: ###: (S:) and it is so

third, (AO, S, K) and #2, (S. K.) which is
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! [And the seed-produce, or corn, had imbibed, or mouthful, with grease, or gravy]. (TA in art.
been made to imbibe, the farina, or] had
had
(S, K, TA,) a form used when muchness of the
hardened in its grain, and near to ma
become
is
meant,
(TA)
and *#, which is anoma
act
- **
S-95, (A’Obeyd, K,) + I rendered the nater
means the same: skin sneet; (K;) I put into the nater-shin, it
lous, (TA voce &#. Q. v.) He drank, (KL, turity. (TA.) [And " * `i
*
* *
***
PS, TK.) or he snalloned, syn. 894, (A, K, [but for one says,] &j}) * ! [The seed-produce, or being new, clay and nater, in order to render its
the former meaning is evidently intended by this corn, was made to imbibe the farina; or] became armr sneet. (A’Obeyd, S.) - And
*
explanation, and such I shall assume to be the pervaded by the farina : and in like manner, J.3.1: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.
4 ow
• **
case in giving the explanations of the derivatives in Jes.All &#" -->l, i.e. f [The seed-produce, or
the A and K &c.,]) water, &c., (S,) or a liquid,
.3. 499, (S, A, K, TA) inf n. #3 and
corn, was made to imbibe the farina, or] its
properly by sucking in, or sipping; and othernise
alimentary substance. (TA.)- One also says, *W*, He drank with him; namely, a man.
tropically; (Mgb;) [generally, gulping it; for]
(TA)—[And He watered his camels, &c. with
% Us" Jéi ! [He ate the flesh of my sheep, his, i.e. with another's: or he dren water with
you say, #= & £ * [He drank the nater
at once, or at a single draught]; and J W 45: or goats, and drank the milk of them]. (TA in him for the natering of camels &c.:] see an ex.
*: [He drank it leisurely, or gently, or slowly]: art. Us!.) And [in like manner] J% &% Jé of the latter inf n. in a verse cited voce -23.
* * ~ of
(Mgh:) * signifies the conveying to one's 4.9% t[Sucha one fed upon, devoured, or consumed,

also a n. of place [and of time], (S,) and

*#.

£2,0–And #1 &#, (A’obeyd, S.) int. n.
&#.

•

*

4: see 2, in two places. One says, &#1

inside, by means of his mouth, that in the case of my property]. (A) And **** * Jéi
made the camels to drink
which chening is not practicable: (KT:) [but] ! [Time wasted him, or nore him anay; as though &# J.- J.' [I
until they were satisfied with drinking; or I
Es-Sarakustee says, one does not say of a bird it fed upon him]. (A)-Andź U. W

J:#

£

**,

but su- (Msb.) In the saying of

Aboo-Dhu-eyb, describing clouds,
* ~3-2 a:

*

• *, *-

2* :

*

*>3)-.' Ace &g:

watered the camels, or gave them to drink, &c.];

3%

[lit. Thou hast made me to drink n'hat I
≤ is syn with Ji (K)—
have not drunk,] meaning t thou hast charged (STA) <[for]
• * *
* *, * * * * * * *
against me, or accused me of doing, what I have [Hence,] &all * ~2:41: see 5. And Pºl
** 6

p.

-

not dones (S, A, K.) like Jé13 - Užiči.

d ...

-

*

5- -2:Il t The garment, or piece of cloth, was
[which is evidently best rendered They drank of ($ in art. Jésl)=-2,3 also signifies He was, imbued, or saturated, with redness. (A.) And
the water of the sea, then rose aloft, agreeably or became, satisfied with drinking : (TA:) and in &#" *:: ! He saturated the colour [nith dye].
with what has been stated respecting - in the
&- in p. 143, it is said that] the -P is

sense of

redundant,

* **
**
like manner >3% is said of camels. (A’Obeyd, (K, TA) And ü,
-951
+ It was intermixed
S, T.A.) And He nas, or became, thirsty; (K,
(TA.) And
colour;
also
W
a
*#1.
as
neith
or, as 34% is rendered trans by TA;) thus having two contr. significations; (TA;)
* **
#
*...* o o

means of +, [though I do not think that this is

* - d.

(K, TA.)- Also, and " *::: 5-0- Jae-'91 -rºl t The white was suffused,... or
•*
the case unless ~ be used as meaning “by means His camels were, or became, satisfied nith drink tinged over, with redness. (S, T.A.)-[Hence, 3,5
of,” and I do not remember to have met with an ing : and, i.e. both these verbs, his camels n'ere, is also said of a sound, as meaning + It was mired
as also V

$1.

-

instance of it,] &# is thus rendered trans. or became, thirsty: (K, TA:) or the former verb neith another sound; as appears from the words
- J
3
• -d
(TA.) [See a similar ex. in the 28th verse of the signifies, or signifies also, (accord. to different
here following:] *9:l S (*-*All Js -2-all -->
Mo'allakah of 'Antarah, EM p. 232. One says copies of the K,) his camel nas, or became, weak.
> −5° &- 4 + [The faint, or gentle, sound of
also, #! es' *. meaning He drank out of a
the voice in the mouth, of such kind as has no
6 &

(K, TA)=< *, and * '33. He lied

vessel; agreeably with an explanation of āū-2, against him. (K)=-33, aor.”, (0, K, TA) mixture of the voice of the chest]. (K in art.
in the S and K, as meaning as &# #!.] And
* * *
* **

inf n. 53, (0, TA) He understood (o, K,

one says,

à.

(# U. 9:3# &£5 J'.

In ean

(* *:: us [i. e. Verily I tarry the two
days not drinking in them water]. (O.)- [**
ing à.

#31, in

the conventional language of the
sicians, as is indicated in the Mgh, voce

(q.v.), on the phrase

phy:

&# *ś, and as is shown

U->.)-[Hence also,] 82." *:l: see 1, latter
3*
•* *
*
TA:) on the authority of A.A. (TA.) [In a
Us:
*
a-45),
2.5i
or
And
(S,)
half
–
copy of the A, the verb in this sense is written
<2%; and app. not through the fault of the J% <--, (K,) or āşş --, (A,) t [He was
transcriber, for it is there mentioned as tropical: made to imbibe into his heart the love of him, or
but in the O, it is said to be like +, aor. *, of such a man, or of such a female;] meaning
inf n. +: and in the K, to be like 34.] One that the love of him, or of her, pervaded, or com
•

•

•

mingled with, his heart, (S, A, K, TA,) like
says, <!
U. <35, i. e. He understood [n'hat
beverage. (TA.) Whence, in the Kur [ii. 87],
in many instances in the K &c., means He took,
* * ** *
i.e. snalloned, the medicine, whether fluid or was told to him]. (TA). And one says to a J*-* A b%, for J-> <-- (S,
stupid person, 35iX. Ji- Kneel thou; then
solid. - And in the present day, they say, *
TA,) i.e. + And they were made to imbibe [into

&#

• *

dad

J

J &

understand. (O, TA. See also 1 in art. --Ja-.)

their hearts] the love of the calf (Zj, T.A.)
He inhaled, properly imbibed,
2. [4,3, inf n. -- #3, JHe made him to drink
And aláš c." * Júž #9 $5 $34 &
smoke of tobacco; or he smoked tobacco, or the
K ! [He raised his hand, and made the air to
tobacco.]- One says of seed-produce, or corn, water &c.; and so, as is indicated in the S and
* 0&-->
"
aw:l:
known,
well
and]
is
&c.,
and
as
sn'allon, it up, (i.e. raised it so high and so
when its culms have come forth, # * 35
A so - of

&#, meaning

s

-

* -- of

-ál C. t [The seed-produce, or corn,

has

A.J. I gave to drink the water; as also * &#i. quickly that it became hardly seen,) then gave a

his head]. (A,
of
[Hence,] one says, J## Jú Ji. blon with it uponoftheo- back
imbibed into the culms]: (O, TA:) and when the (TA.)-o- of
* * * **
#3
TA)—And
U.
: see 1, latter
Us:
"
< * +):5 [lit. My cattle passed the day made to eat
sap (43) has come into it,
a. * *

&#

+ [The culms of the seed-produce, or corn, have and made to drink,] i.e. + pasturing as they

pleased (§, TA) And #, J. : [lit.

half – And one says to his she-camel, a.x:
Jú-l ! [I n ill assuredly put upon thee the ropes,
Or cords], and Júall [the cord, or rope, with

imbibed]. (TA) And one says, 3: * He made people to drink my property, and made
&#39 ! [The ears of corn imbibed the farina; or] them to eat it; or to drink the milk of my cattle, which the fore shank and the arm are bound
became pervaded by the farina; (En-Nadr, A, and to eat the flesh thereof;] i.e. + he fed people,
together]. (A.) [Or] * means ! He put the
O;) or had in them the alimentary substance; (S,) or gave people to drink and to eat, (TA,) rope, or cord, upon his neck; namely, a man's,
as though the farina were water which they [of] my property, or cattle. (S, TA.)- And (K, TA,) and a camel's, and a horse's or the like:
drank. (TA.) And 5:30

&#133 33,

U-415 J39 -> + He gave drink to the land (TA:) and J: *! he put the ropes, or
* * --> cords, upon the necks of the horses. (K.) And
ring in the story of Ohod, (O, TA,) as some and the palm-trees. (TA)- And #
relate it, or " * as others relate it, means 4:39 t [He imbued, or soaked, a morsel, or <! *** { He tied his camels, every one to
OCCur

*
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*2)."

*# an infn of 2.3 (Q. v.] (S, A, Msh, K, such as is drunk and also such as is eaten.] =
another. (K, TA.) = +):l as an intrans, verb:
see 1, last quarter, in two places. – Also He (a &c.;) like V *: (S, A, K :) or a simple subst. Also A palm-tree that grows from the date stone:
man, TA) attained to the time for the drinking of [signifying The act of drinking]; (AO, S, Msb, (K:) pl. &#. (TA. [It seems to be there
his camels. (K, TA) = ** Pºl: see 1, near K;) as also W +. (AO, S, K.)= In the phrase added that −3% and -.5% are also its ple.:
the end of the paragraph.

used as [an epithet,] meaning * the former may be like 35-5 pl. of #: the
5: see 1, first sentence. - Hence one says, ~# [which may be regarded as virtually syn. latter is app. a mistranscription, and should per
(Mgh,) 5%l *: ~, (S, Mgh,” K,) and with * or as similar to this latter but intensive haps be -3%, for ~%; like:-- for:---,
&c.])
(A, Mgh, L,) t The garment, or piece of in signification]. (Hamp. 194)

+ 9,4 it is

&#1,

*

cloth, imbibed, or absorbed, (S, A, Mgh," L, K.)
the sneat, (S, Mgh, K,) and the dye; (A, Mgh,

*:

see the next preceding paragraph, in two

#, (K) or #3 & #, (S) The quantity

of mater that satisfies thirst. (S, K.) - a, is
L;) as though it drank it by little and little: places: – Also Water, (K, TA,) itself; so some also syn. nith **::1 [originally an inf. n.]
say; (TA;) as also " +2, (#: accord. to the
(Mgh:) and [in like manner] one says, −55.
meaning t A colour tinged over with another
&#" -P-2 [app. **::, (like as one says TA,) with kesr, (TA,) or " .#4, (so in the colour; as in the saying, #: &- # 4.5 + [In
CK and in my MS. copy of the K,) i. e. nater
#:- *::: as shown in the next preceding that one drinks; so says AZ; pl. of the former him is a colour tinged with redness]. ($, TA:)
paragraph,) meaning + The garment, or piece of
cloth, is made to imbibe, or absorb, the dye].

(TA.) [It is said that] the verb is not used in
transitively in the [proper] language of the Arabs.
(Mgh.) [But] one says, *śl es: ##" -*,
meaning 1 The dye pervaded the garment, or

– [And A [and] I somen'hat of redness; as in the phrase,
draught of milk: see an ex. in a verse cited in # * : [In him is somewhat of redness]. (A:)
art. -ă].", conj. 4.] - And A share, or portion or t a redness in the face: (K:) or + n hiteness
that falls to one's lot, of water : (S, Mgh, Msb, mixed with redness. (IAar, TA voce :-)

*::i.

1 [The dye pervades the garment, or piece of

cloth]. (TA) [See also the explanation of a
verse cited voce

10.

&#

*%.]

K.) or so #: 32 35. (ISk, T.A.) It is said in

originating from the watering of camels; because It is also allowable as a pl. of
the last of them sometimes comes to the water

Ji-i]

-->

t Hi, or. its,

colour became

# The act, or habit, of] much drinking.

Ú- Wiś uš-1 [The

last of them is the (K.) One says, # 2% £), meaning Verily he
one of them that has the least share of nater]: is one who drinks much. (AA, AHn, TA.) =
a prov.,

piece of cloth: (K, TA) and #13: £; al

(TA.) [See also

when the watering-trough has been exhausted.
(S. [See also Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 61.]) As a law-term, it means The use of water [or the

* [q. v.].
(Mgb.) = Also A small trough, (§, K, TA)
made, (S,) or dug, (TA,) around a palm-tree,
(§, K, TA,) and around any other kind of tree,

intense. (K.) And 5-o- U-2 all --9:-l t The right to use it] for the watering of sonn-fields and filled with water, (TA,) holding enough to
bon, became intensely red: such is the case when and of beasts. (Mgh.) - Also A watering irrigate it fully, (K, TA,) so that it is plentifully
it is made of the [tree called] &#. (AHn, place; syn. *: (AZ, K:) pl. as above. (TA.) irrigated thereby: (S, TA:) pl. V Ś [or rather
(TA.)
–And t 4 time of drinking : (K:) but they say this is a coll. gen, n., of which the former is the
n: un.] and [the pl. properly .#9. termed is]
that it denotes the time only by a sort of tropical
11.

5% :

see 4, near the beginning.

Q. Q.4 #1 (S, A, o, K) inf n :#1,
(S, O.) t He raised his head like the camel that

application; and they differ respecting the con *... (S)- And £9.5', 3,4-, (K, TA)
nexion of this meaning with the proper meaning. which is syn. with 5ta.e : (TA:) [from a com
parison of the explanations of all of these words, it
(MF, TA.)
seems to mean A channel of water for the irri
3: : See #, in two places.

gation of a plot, or tract, of son n land: or, if the
A single act of drinking. (S.) - And explanation 5ta-e, in the TA, be conjectural, the
A, O, K:) not improbably, from *: in its A single draught, or the quantity that is drunk meaning may be a portion of such land, having
well known sense, as though he did so when at once, of water. (S.) It is said in a prov., a raised border to retain the water admitted upon
has satisfied his thirst on the occasion of drinking:
(A:) or he stretched forth his neck to look : (S,

#

preparing to drink: (O:) or, as is said in the L, 3. #1 &- ~ [Excellent, or most excellent,
from #: as syn. with #: (TA:) you say, is the traveller's drinking-cup, or bonyl, that will
4
(S, A,) or #!, (K) or both; (TA;) hold a single draught, namely, this l]: the 3:
[the former of which may be rendered He raised is said by As to be a drinking-cup or bowl which
his head at it, or he stretched forth his neck at it the rider upon a camel suspends [to his saddle]:
to look; or, as also the latter, he stretched forth (Meyd:) it is said in describing a camel: (TA:)
his neck to look at it;] namely, a thing: (S:) or and it means that, to the place of alighting to
** originally means he stretched forth his which he desires to go, he is content with a single
neck in preparing to drink water: and then, in draught, not wanting another: (Meyd, TA:) the
consequence of frequency of usage, he raised his prov. is applied to him who, in his affairs, is
head, and stretched forth his neck, in looking; content with his own opinion, not wanting that of
# [The
and hence is trans. by means of &!: (Harp. another person. (Meyd.) -*"
152:) or he
raised, or exalted, himself. (K,”TA.) draught of Abu-l-Jahm] is said of a thing that is
* ~*
<<! • *:::,
occurring in a trad., means ! They sweet, or pleasant, but in its result unwholesome :

*:::,

c.

-

it; pl. -93 and [coll. gen, n.] "...# [as
above]. (TA.) = Also Thirst. (Lh, T, O, K.)

2% #3 4." J#3 He has not ceased
to have thirst to-day (Lh, T.A.) And -ić
# % J.' The camels came thirsty. (T, O.)
And 33% 25 2xl. Food wherenith one has not
sufficient water to satisfy thirst. (O, TA.) Ac
One says,

#3 signifies The thirst

of cattle
after the being satisfied with fresh pasture; be
cause this invites to drink. (TA.) – And Ve
cord. to the L,

hemence of heat. (K.) One says, 33% 25 X: A.
day of vehement heat, in which is drunk more
water than at other times. (TA)

•

*ill raise their heads at his voice to look at him. (MF, TA:) Abu-l-Jahm was a frequent visiter of
# One who drink;*.*much, (ISk, S. K.) as
the Khaleefeh El-Mansoor El-'Abbāsee, who, also ''x'
and "-53. (S.) One says J.,
3:2 i.
(TA) And 3-1 -3.3% & 3.5% in

6 p >

* *

6* > /

finding him troublesome, ordered that a poisoned à-> ālā) A man who eats and drinks much.
draught should be given to him, in his presence: (ISk, S.)
[and the Arabs apostatized, or revolted from their which having been done, Abu-l-Jahm, pained by

another trad., means

f Hypocrisy eralled itself

6

religion]. (TA.)

*# an int n of , [G. v.] (S, A, Mob, K,

y o p

•* *

the draught, rose to depart; and being asked by
**, applied to herbage, i, q. (..*; (O, K;)
the Khaleefeh whither he was going, he answered, i. e. Tangled and dense, one part above another.
Whither thou hast sent me, O Prince of the (O.)

&c.) = And a pl., (S, Msb,) or [rather] a quasi Faithful. (MF.)- In the Mo'allakah of Tarafeh,
** *
3.w",
[said to be] the only word of this form
pl. n., (ISd, TA) of £3, q.v. (S, ISd, Mab, it is applied to A draught of nine. (EM p. 87.)
except
åge-,
(K,) [but to this should be added
TA.) = [Golius assigns to it also the meaning - [In the conventional language of the phy
of “Linum tenue,” as on the authority of Meyd.] sicians, it is a term applied to A dose of medicine, ā-ā, inf. n. of asat,] A way, mode, or manner,
6** *

63~ *

J ee e

&
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*

of being, or acting &c. ($, O, K.) One says,
33-3 # c." &% J% U. Such a one ceased

TA) ≤ signifies the #: altogether, (A, K,

[Many a one who waters his camels with thine,
or n:ho dran's water with thee for the watering of TA,) as some say; but this is not correct. (TA.)
not to be [employed] upon one affair. (S, O.) = camels, having an evil disposition, his watering One says, 2%l * }* [The mustache of the
And A tract of land, (K, TA,) soft, or plain, &c. is like the cutting with razors]: i.e., thy boy, or young man, gren forth]. (S.) - And

waiting for him at the watering-trough is [a cause
hence, as being likened to the two long portions
(K, TA.) – [And] The side of a valley. (Mgh.) of] killing to thee and to thy camels. (TA.)
of hair on each side of the aí. , the cityū of the
~% A beverage, or drink, (Mgh, L, Msb, K.) # is expl. in the S as meaning A sheep, or sword, (T, TA) i. e. f Two long projections
of any of the liquids, (Mgh, Msb,) or of anything goat, which one drives back, or brings back, from (9% cuși) at the loner part of the hilt,
that is not chened, (L,) or of whatever hind and the nater, when the sheep, or goats, are satisfied (A, K, TA,) [extending from the guard,] one on
in whatever state it be; thus in a copy of the K: with drinking, and which they follow : but in one side and the other on the other side of the
(TA:) and syn. with *% are W -* and some of the copies is a marginal note stating that blade, (T, TA,) the as: [or leathern covering
****, (K.) accord. to a saying attributed to the
correct word is à:2)., with the unpointed U". of the scabbard] being beneath them : so says ISh.
(TA.)
AZ: (TA:) or these two have another meaning,
(TA) - *: also signifies t The 3× [or
(TA) producing herbs, but having in it no trees.

•

expl. in the next paragraph: (K:) the pl. of

*% is #i,

3 -of the 2,4- [or windpipe]: (A:) or cer
Us!" A cup-bearer: or a butler: and a seller ducts]
tain ducts (3*) in the Ji- [i. e. fauces or

(Mgh, TA;) or it has no pl., as is

[accord. to one or more of wine or of sirup. (M.A.)
throat], (K, TA,) that imbibe the nater [or
• 3-,
* £.
of the copies; but see 5% , where it is shown that
:L: a subst. (K) from : [q. v.; as such saliva 2], being the channels thereof: (TA:) and,

said in

the K in art. x:

in copies of the K, as well as in the $, the word signifying # A raising of the head like the camel (K,) or, as some say, (TA,) the channels of the
to which this statement relates is +, with the
that has satisfied his thirst on the occasion of

water [or saliva?] (S, K, TA) in the 3'-[i. e.

unpointed U.]. (TA.) The lawyers [and gene
& J. G. K.T.A.) like: [Rom
& £e o
rally the post-classical writers, and sometimes arming
others, mean thereby [Wine, and] such beverage &\le'). (K, TA)
**
as is forbidden. (Mgh.) [Also Sirup: pl. +0%: +%
: see à: : and what here next follows.

fauces or throat] (S) or in the neck : (K, TA:)
or certain ducts (52j4) adhering to the windpipe,
and the loner parts thereof to the lungs: so says
IDrd: or rather, some say, the hinder part
so in the language of the present day.].
thereof [adhering] to the cº; [or aorta], having
Addicted to -3% [i.e. drink, or wine]; tubes from n:hich the voice issues, and in nihich
* and 7
are syn. with *%, q. V. :
choking takes place, and whence the saliva issues:
or both signify Water inferior to the ** [or
sweet]: (K:) or [brackish water; i. e.] water W * and W *. (TA.) = See also *. and those of the horse are said to be [certain
ducts] by the side of the z # [or external
between the salt and the sneet : (AO, S:) or water
drinkable, or fit to be drunk, but in which is
jugular
veins], where the veterinary surgeon
(# A tassel: so in the language of the
*

6 *.e.f.

-:
(S. K.T.A.) like: (S) as also '54 and

*

disagreeableness: (Msb:) or the former signifies

draws blood by cutting the 2-1221: the sing, seems
water that has some degree of sneetness, and is present day: probably post-classical: pl. ~~9%.] by implication to be * (TA.) Hence the
sometimes drunk by men notnithstanding what is
in it; and 7 the latter, water inferior to what is * Drinking, or a drinker: pl. &* phrase >''' --~~ *- + An ass that brays
*

sneet, and not drunk by men save in cases of (Ms) and ':, like as - is of ~,
necessity, but sometimes drunk by cattle : (IKtt, (S, Ms) or, accord to Isa, (TA) ##, which
TA:) or w the latter, the sneet; and the former signifies people drinking, (K, TA)and assembling
is said to signify water that is drunk : (TA:) or £ drinking, is a quasi-pl. ". of -*, being like
w the latter, water that has no sneetness in it, but
is sometimes drunk by men notnithstanding what
is in it; and the former, water inferior to this in

sweetness, and not drunk by men save in cases of
necessity: (AZ, T, M, TA:) or, accord. to Lth,

'-93

and

"...#

signify water in which are

bitterness and salines, but not abstained from as

* £1. and ..." are syn.: and
**::... it is syn, with * : this last word is

drink : and

** * &: & * #.

tel. (TA.) = Also, **, A. man

in art.

relemently. (S, TA) And ~#1 *-* : [A

Jú, like as: is of 3-35 (TA3) # also
*,

to maturity. (TA.) = Also + Weakness, or

may be an anomalous pl. of *: (MF:) the feebleness, in any animal: (K,” TA:) or a strain
pl. ~# occurs in the saying ofTl-Aasha,
(3:2) thereof, as in the saying, 9 3. 4-3-3X:

*#1 *:: ***
6

**

•

* **

•

•

& •

*

&l de-2 42-' cº-: *
[He is the giver of female singers to the

**

** & + [Excellent, or most excellent,

n’ere the camel, this one, mere there not in him a

*

*

[expl.

* *

man] having a disagreeable voice: thus likened
to an ass. (A, TA) - Accord. to IAar, *:
signifies [also] cºs' es: £1 sys-2, which AM
J.-è, and J-3; and 25%, which is said by supposes to mean The channels of mater in the
IAs, [and in the S] to b: pl. of 3%, # pl. of spring, or source; not in the eye. (L., T.A.) 64. * J: means | Ears of corn becoming,
is allowable as a pl. of
like as #= is pl. or being, pervaded by the farina : (A, TA:) or,
of st=5 (Msb;) and *:: is pl. of **, or it in nihich the grain has hardened, and nearly come

sk

used alike as masc. and fem, and sing and pl.
(TA.) It is said in : prov., originally in a trad.,

* *

*

strain of neakness or feebleness]. (TA.)

drinkers,

drinks some clad in silk and some in linen]. (S.) - See #.3% [a subst. from *. made such by the
vehemently. (TA.) See also #: and -:4%. also -3% – [Hence, The mustache; i. e.] the affix 5.] A people, or party, divelling upon the
n:ho

– And + A she-camel desiring the stallion. (K.) defluent hair over the mouth; (Msb;) or so

side

(#4,

in some copies of the K

ai-)

of a

-*: See *%: and * ; the latter in £3, (Lh, A, K.) which is the Pl, (th, ś, river, (S, A, K,) and to whom belongs the water
five places. = Also One nho drinks with another: Mgb) as though the sing applied to every distinct thereof (S.)
(S, K.) and one who waters his camels

with those

of another: of the measure J.” in the sense of
the measure Jeu: (S:) and one who dran's
neater, or is given to drink, with another. (IAar,
K.) You say, ce," 34 [He is my companion in
drinking; or in watering his camels with mine :
&c.]. (TA.) And a rājiz says,

part: (Lh:) the two [halves] are called 99":
(S, TA:) or, as some say, only the sing is used,
and the dual is a mistake: (TA:) accord, to

AHát (Msb, TA) and AAF, (TA) the
is scarcely ever, or never, used;
AO, the Kilábees say

&93, with

dual is
but accord. to

6

- ©

-

32 °:

-95 as syn, with āū- : see the latter.

+. is a noun of place, [and of time,] as well
as an inf. n.: [i. e.] it signifies [A place, and a

regard to the time, of drinking : or] the quarter (**) n:hence
the pl., (A, one drinks: (S, TA:) and a place to which one

*

--> ****

two extremities: (MSb, TA:) and
K.) or, accord. to the T &c., the dual, (TA,) come to drink at a river or rivulet : (TA:) and
W * ($, Meb, K, TA) not, as is implied in
signifies the long portions [of the hair] on the two

•

L-5. U 3-'> * *

* sides of the ai... [q. v.]: (T, A, K, TA:) or (K, the K, #4 also, (TA) signifies [the same, as

*

-----------------" -- ~~~~

----------

-
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*=&
&#

clas.[of men]. ($ #)

*

- of

(S, TA,) i. e. [Cursed is he] who takes entirely to

us 19-->
g”
[They
+*Si
e.
lja
i.
became,
in this
1. &#: see 4.- Also, (S, A, O, TA,) [aor.*,]
two
affair,]
And
parties.
said
(S.)
it
is
in a
inf n. &#, (S, O, K, TA,) He put, or set, to
* &
gether bricks (c)-3), in order, side by side, or one trad., ji-ji c. 94-# Usúl &: [The people,
upon another, compactly; (S, A, O, K, TA;) and or men, became two parties in the journey];
meaning, half of them fasting, and half of them
(O) so '84, (O, Mgh, Msb) with teshdeed,
breaking the fast. (TA)- And The like of

himself, debarring others from it, “. place whence

(Msb) in n. :-)5. (O, Mgh)–And He

drink, (Mab,TA; ) i.a. i4:3 (Ki) or like a
a&#3 (S. T.A.) One says, Asil '+ 4* and
W

X: [This is the people's, or party's, drinking

6 d >

• w

place, or place whence they drink], (A.) And it
is said in a trad, " #: J” *4 & 3.4%

One says,

•

© • 6 •

• * of

'*:

another; (S, K;) as also
(O, K:) the
collected together, (O, K,) or put together, or
latter from the same word as meaning “a piece
joined, (L) any thing or things, one part to
wood [or a branch] that is split into two
of
5-> --> t A man whose complexion is another, or one thing to another; (O, L;) as also
halves;” each of which is the &£ of the other.
tinged over [or intermixed] nith redness. (TA.) W
(L.)- [And app. He " palm-leaves :

people drink. (TA.)- See also :».
*-d

/

* -d a

&

[See 4: and see also

* J4% A

+4.]

man whose camels

hire drunk

see à-A, below; and see also la:..]- And
He mixed (A, O, K) beverage, or wine: and in

(0.) One says, 3 & # This is the like of

($)–And 4 sort, or species. (S, K.) One
like manner * : he mired honey &c. with says, *b & L.A. They tno are one sort, or
And

[until satisfied with drinking: see 35i near the
end of the first paragraph]. (TA.) And A man water. (O.)

—And, 9 es: 44%, aor. 4, (TK,)

this.

species. (S)-

glas: Any two different

whose camels are thirsty, or who is himself inf n. as above, (K, TK,) He was, or became, a colours: (S:) [and] * 9-y: signifies [the same,
thirsty. (TA.) * &# L: is a saying partner, or sharer, (K, TK,) with him in the i.e.] two different colours (K, TA) of anything;
mentioned by IAar, and expl. by him as meaning affair. (TK.) = Also, (O) inf n, as above, or, accord. to IAar, two mixed colours, not black
&#: it means [Give thou me to drink, for] I (K.) He lied; (O, K;) like &- and G-: (O.) and white: (TA:) and "this latter, also, the tro
lines of the &!” [or too ornamental borders] of
am thirsty or my camels are thirsty. (TA.)
=&#, (O, TA,) with kesr to the 2, (0,) He a [garment of the kind called] * (O, K,) one

*:::
#:

See

See

*:::

**,

and see also
in three

*#.

was, or became, beautifully fat, (O, T.A.)

places:- Hence,

(A, TA,) An upper chamber; syn, āśā; (S, A,

Mob, K, TA) and #5 (S. K.) both of which

2.

& inf. n. &#

*::::

(S,

see above, in three

ashy, dust-colour], and the other white or red.
(O.) - And

places. – Also, said of pasture, or herbage, It
caused the flesh of an animal to be intermixed

signify the same; (MF, TA;) because people nith fat. (L.) And &#,
drink therein; (A, TA;) as also

• & #

of n!hich is 24: [here meaning of a dark, or an

said of the flesh of an

&#1, like J-is [in measure, not to
&#1], signifies The [peri

be confounded with

naeum, or] part between the anus and the testicles.

animal, It was intermixed with fat: (§, O:) or (IKtt, T.A.)
was made to be of two colours by reason of the

Msb, K, TA:) pl. Juá3, (TA) syn, with J%, fat and the flesh. (TA) and
2-#9 " &:

&#

it

($) and #4. (TA)- And the former,

The loops (S, Mgh, O, Mgb, K) of the
[leathern receptacle called] £, (S, Mgh, O,

(K, TA) not, as is implied in the K, the latter (the flesh) became intermixed with fat. (S, O, Msb) and of the [tent called] a.s., (0, TA)
also, (TA) A £3 [i.e. roofed vestibule or the K.)= And £5 also signifies The sening with and the like, and of the -ā-2. [or copy of the
Kur-án, &c.]: (TA:) [the loops here meant
like] (K, TA:) or the like of a £4 in the front stitches far apart. (S, O, K.)- See also 4.
of a as: [expl. above]. (TA.)- Also the for
3. #4. The being like, one to another. (O,
mer, (K, TA,) not, as is implied in the K, both
K.) One says, * He was like to him; or it,
words, (TA,) Soft, or plain, land, in which is
always herbage, (K, TA,) i. e. green and juicy to it: and tsjö. They too were like, each to the

herbage. (TA)—See also #2 =[Also 4
cause of drinking% a word of the class of āś.
&c.] One says avy:-e Axle Food [that is a cause
of drinking, or] upon which, one, drinks much

mater: (T, TA:) or āū- 35 Alale food upon

other. (TK.)

4. £2, (AZ, S, A, o, Ms) if : &#

being such as are inserted one into another, to
close a bag &c. : see 4:] pl. #. (S, Msb.)
[And it seems also, from what here follows, to
signify A single loop.]-tThe anus: (Msb,
TA:) or hence
#5 signifies t the anus.
(Mgh.) - And t The vulva of a woman: (0,

.#

(K) and "5*, (AZ, 0) int". &#5 (K.) K.) pl. as above. (TA)- Andžej." &#
and "&#, (AZ, O,) inf. n. #3; (K;) He [The purse for money]. (M and K in art. Bre: in

closed, or made fast, the [leathern receptacle
which the eater drinks. (A)
called] al-/- (AZ, O, K), or a:, (S, A, O,
#: see the next preceding paragraph.
Msb,) by inserting its &l," [or loops] one into
#2, (S, A, K,) and MF says that W #: is another. (S, A," O, Mgb.) - [Hence,] &”
-

the CK,

&#) *= Also A place of expanding of

a valley : (S, O, K:) pl. as above. (S.) - And
The Milky Way in the sky: (S:) or so

&#1.

(K.) = Also A splitting, or cracking, (#1,
as on ačke 3.2 t [He closed his bosom upon it], (A,
S, and so in some copies of the K, or 5tíč, so in
the authority of Fei, [in my copy of whose lexicon,
TA.)
other copies of the K and in the O,) in a bon.
the M5b, I do not find it,] (TA,) A drinking

allowable in the same sense, mentioning it

vessel. (S, A, K.)
*- d e

de •

Jºe d -

5: see 2.

o &- a

5-> --> t A man whose complexion is much
tinged over [or much intermixed] with redness.
6-3 - 2

(TA.) [See also +4.]—#4 is an epithet
applied to Certain letters the utterance of which,
in pausing, is accompanied with a sort of bloning,

but not with the same stress as the [generality of

&#1,

(S, O, K.)- And in a beast, The having one of
the two testicles larger than the other. (S, O, K.)
6 - d -

(K) or -->}:51, said of a bow,
as-y: : See
A hollon dug in the
(ISk, S, O,) It split. (ISk, S, O, K.)
ground, in which a piece of skin is spread, and
from which camels are watered, (O, K.) water
A place in which water flows from a being
poured upon the skin. (O.)
[stony tract such as is termed] 5- to a soft, or
A branch, or rod, that is split into two
plain, tract; (S, K;) as also *::: (TA:) or
7.

&#.-Also

£

those that are termed] 3,*: they are -55 and the latter signifies [simply] a place in *hich 7vater &*
haires, and "is-25, a bon' that is made thereof:
* and J's and 203: [and Lumsden (in his Ar,
Jon,
and some elide the 3, saying &” (Mgb:) (S, O, K:) or the former, a branch, or rod, from
i.
states that
Gr.
p. 47)
3, belongs to the same
class, likewise: and, as some say, cs: when pl. &# (S, Mgh, Msb, K, expl. in the Mgh which are split two bones: and either of the bon's
accord. to
movent:] Sb says that some of the Arabs utter agreeably with the former explanation above, and thus made: or a split ban, ; pl.

£%:

with more vehemence of voice than others.

(TA.)
Bk. I.

said in the M5b to be pl. of as: ,) and 2-2,+. AA, a bow that is split from a branch, or rod,
(S, K.)= Also A party, or distinct body or in truo halves; also called & : accord, to Lh, a
193
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&#-G#.
or case. (A, TA) And it: &#

(#.

[Book I.

(A, TA); He

bow in which is a splitting
used as an inf. n.),
discourse. (KL.) – See also 1, latter half, in
and [such as is] a 3, by which is meant the explained a question; (TA;) he explained, or four places. - [Also The dissecting, or anato
subst. [i.e. half of a branch or rod divided length. made manifest, the ansner to a question. (A.) mizing, a body.]
+ He expounded, explained, or
wise]; R-4 being used by him as an epithet: And Jāsūl
7. •)--> 94' (S, A, O). His bosom became
and some say that "is-, signifies a bow that interpreted, what was obscure, recondite, or ab dilated, (O) [with joy or the like, or] 23:
is not [made] from a sound, or n:hole, branch; struse. (S, O.) And <--"
inf n. as
[for the acceptance, or favourable acceptance, of
like &#. (TA.) - Also An arron used in the
above, t He expounded, explained, or interpreted, El-Islám]. (S.)
game called –" belonging to the person who
the tradition; shoned, or made apparent, its
10. Q- He asked for language to be ex
plays with it, not borrowed. (TA in art. 's-à.)
meaning. (Msb.)- And
aor. as above,
pounded, explained, or interpreted, to him : or
– See also
in three places.–3: 5:
(K,) and so the inf. n., (O, TA,) He opened (O, for flesh-meat to be cut for him in the manner
253.33% J.'# is a tropical saying [app. mean K, TA) a thing of any kind, of any substance or
termed &". (O.)

&#

J. P. ©

e.

&#,

&#,

#,

6 o' --

ing t Man is between the two different conditions material. (TA) - | He defloured a virgin:

#

of grief and happiness]. (A, TA.)

inf n. of 1. (S, O, &c.)- [An exposition,
(O, K, TA:) or the compressed a woman, (A,
L.) or a virgin, (K,) lying on her back; (A, L, explanation, or interpretation, in the form of a
ā-,5 A thing (S, Mgh, Mob, K) that is K;)
or he thren, or laid, upon her back, and running commentary, comprising the entire text
77'0"e/2 (S, Mgh, Msb) of palm-leaves (S, Mgh,
then compressed, his female slave, or young of the work which it expounds; distinguished
Msb, K) and the like, (Msb,) in which are woman. (O, L.) - He widened, or dilated, a from a a:-, which is a commentary only on
particular words and passages: pl.
carried melons and other things (S, Mgh, Msb,
thing. (K.) - Hence, (TA,) 3.2 #1 &#,
K) of the like hind: (S, Mgh, K:) pl.
(S, A, Mgh, O, Mgb, TA,) aor, as above, (TA,)
* * •%
(Msb.)–A door, (Mgh,) or a thing like a door, and so the inf. n., (Mgb, TA,) + God dilated his 4->> : See i-,3-##" &- is: R'lesh
(Msb,) made of reeds, or canes, for a shop. bosom, (Mgh, O, Mgb, T.A.), :- J: [for the meat of gazelles cut in the manner termed #

&#)

•

£%.

***

(Mgh, Msb.) - A cage, or coop,

(***) of

reeds, or canes, (0, K, TA,) made (TA) for

acceptance, or favourable acceptance, ofrvhat

was

[i. e. into oblong slices], (TA,) such as is brought

in a dry state, just as it was, not s: [which
pigeons. (O, K, T.A.. [The explanation in the K for the acceptance, or favourable acceptance, [of means cut into strips and then dried by exposure
is strangely misunderstood and rendered by Frey El-Islám, or] of the truth, (Mgb, TA,) as in the to the sun]. (ISh, O, K, TA.)

good], (0, TA) and 2% (Mgh, Mob, TA)

-

tag as meaning “Zona ex arundine facta, qua Kur [xxxix. 23]. (TA. [Said in the TA to be
utuntur in balneo.”]) - And The sinen with tropical; but not so in the A, being mentioned in
which the feathers of an arrow are attached: (O, the latter as proper.]) [And hence, an objective
K:) if it is fathered by means of glue, the glue complement being app. understood,] &# U}}
is called áo.2). (O.)- [Also, accord. to Golius, (#31 &l | Such a one manifests desire for the
as on the authority of Meyd, The tie, or hand,
things of the present world: (A:) or such a one
(“ligamentum”) of a book.]-See also &y", becomes dilated in the bosom at the prospect of
in two places.
the things of the present world, and desirous of
acquiring them, with large desire. (O, L.) And
(Msb, TA,) or
(so in my copy of
the Mgh,) or the latter is not allowable, (Msb,
that I see thee manifesting desire for everything
TA,) vulgarly pronounced £re, [q. v.,] with
occasioning doubt, or suspicion, or evil opinion?
U” and kesr, (TA,) an arabicized word, (Mgh, (A, TA.)- Also He cut; and so W & (K.)
Msb, TA,) from [the Pers.] ×, (Mgh, Msb,) You say, 2-hl &#, (A, O, Msb, TA,) inf n, as
•**

&#,

*

**

£,

* >

Cl” The discovery, disclosure, or explanation,
of an affair or a case: so in the prov., &:
c: [The accomplishment of one's nant is neith

£1

the discovery, or disclosure, or explanation, there
of]; meaning, discover thou, or disclose, or

explain, to me my affair, or case, for the doing so
is one of the means of accomplishing my want:
thus expl. by As. (Meyd. [In the TA, C-2 is
put in the place of &”. See a similar prov. voce
s

#, Jé J, &#9; J . . What allot me £5.])
&23, applied to flesh-meat, i. q. W £2: [i.e.

*

Oil of sesame, or sesamum :

6

(MSb, TA:)

Cut into oblong slices]. (O.)- See also i-25,
in two places.

-

and

andTA;)
"4-#5,
O, Mgb,TA)infn.
*:(O)
(S, O,
the (A,
former
meaning He cut
white oil (Mgh, Msb, TA) is sometimes thus above;
# The vulva of a woman; (O, K;) and
called: (Msb, TA:) and expressed juice (**), &
(K) so *
(A, Mgh, K:) or a proper name
(Mgh, Msb, TA,) or [beverage of the kind called] the flesh-meat lengthnise [or into an oblong for the vulva of a woman; like as : is a
J., (Mgh) before it alters; (Mgh, Mab, TA;) slice or into such slices]: and the latter, he so cut proper name for “the penis.” (TA in * -2.
as being likened to oil of sesame because of its it much or into many [such] pieces [or slices]:
(Mgb:) or the former, he cut the flesh-meat from [Golius appears to have found in the K -ji in
clearness. (Msb, T.A.)
the joint or limb : or both signify he cut the flesh the place of:-l.])
# A beast having one of his testicles larger meat upon the bone (L, TA:) or *-iji
than the other. (S, Mgh, K.) - A man having signifies *::: and so "4-9: (O:) or ā-, A cut piece offlesh-meat, (S, A, O, K.)
s

&#:

6

-

&#

one testicle. (A, TA.)
6 &P s

&#

[2-):... ow- An arron, having cracks.
tag, from the Deewan of the Hudhalees.)]

as:

as also V
and "#, (K) such as is
i. e. the cutting a
(Frey piece of flesh-meat thin, so that it is translucent [or cut into oblong slices]; (O;) [i. e. an oblong

-:45 is a kind of 'C',:

6 6.e.

by reason of its thinness, and then throning it slice of flesh-meat :] or a thin piece, or slice, of
upon the live coals. (TA.) – Also, (K,) inf. n. flesh-meat: (L, TA:) and any extended piece of
(S:) pl.
*:: & [in the CK, erroneously, as above, (O,) He understood (O, K) speech, or fatfiel-meat: (S, o ;) as also V
of the first &#. (A.)
also signifies The
•l-juá,] Young women equals in age. (O, K.) language. (TK.) – And
act of keeping, preserving, or guarding. (TA.)
[An expositor, explainer, or interpreter,
[And particularly The guarding of seed-produce

&#:

&#

£5

of a book or the like. - And] A keeper, or

o:

from the birds; (see a" ;) as also a-95; (see 1
1. &#, aor.”, (K) inf n.
(S, O,) He in art. Bas-, fourth sentence;) each an inf. n., of guardian. (TA.) In the dial. of El-Yemen, (O,
TA,) A guardian of seed-produce from the birds
uncovered, laid open, displayed, exposed to vien, which the verb is &#.]
(O, K, TA) &c. (O, TA.)
discovered, revealed, or disclosed. (S, O, K.)

#,

[Hence,] one says, #

% 1 He shoned, dis

2. The inf. n.

&2:3 signifies The expounding, #: see £33.-[Also] The #4 (i.e.

covered, disclosed, or made apparent, his affair, explaining, or interpreting, well, language, or podex, or anus,] of a man. (O.)

}
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framel,

[I drove him anay from me]. (A.) And 3.9:

mirage] (K: [in the CK, #1 is put in the (Msb,) [i. e.] consisting of the young ones of signifies also The act of dispersing, or scattering.
place of 29: :]) mentioned on the authority of camels, (S, K,) in any year, (S, Msb, K,) or of (K) [Hence] × 3 × 3.3, in the Kur
Th: and
[q. v.] is a dial. var, thereof. camels &c., of one year, while they continue small. [viii. 59], means Disperse thou, or scatter thou,

to:-

999 £" & lie This is of the by them, those [who shall come] after them: (S,
(~") [of the camels &c.] of such a one. L:) or terrify thou, by them, those [who shall

(L.) One says,

(TA.)

increase

(AO, L.)-An equal in age, a contemporary in come] after them: or make thou them notorious
birth; (S, A, K;) an equal, a match, fellon, peer, to those [who shall come] after them: (L:) [for]
(S, K.) You say, 34. – 4: * (inf n, as above, TA) signifies He
(S, K) and ës”, (L, K,) said of the "U [or or compeer; pl.
Tendered him notorious by exposing his vices or
tush] of a camel, It clave the flesh, (S, A,” L, K,) Je: He is my equal in age, (A, TA) or my Jaults. (L, K.)
equal or match. (TA.) And Jus-X: Los They

&:

1. 33 (S.A.L.K.)", , (L) if n &

and came furth, (L)–And £5, inf n &s:
(S, L) and #, (L) said of a boy, He became

J. J.

• J.

£2:.
A.

tno are

equal (in age,] or matches. ($, K.)=

4 * He made him to be driven anay, or
signifies
[Trees
&?23,
the
also
of
kind
expelled,
(L, K.) and not received into a place of
$/outh, or young man, such as is termed &95.
Tefuge,
covert,
or lodging. (L.) See also 2.
called] suáe. (K.)
(S, L.)
Ol

[The pl.]

#

The rising, protruding, prominent, or

t33: se the next preceding paragraph. You
projecting, extremity or edge of a thing. (L, K.)
&Jú C:- meaning A young boy. (A.)
[Hence,] G," a #, (Ish, S, A, TA) or 4%
say

5.

2% s: The people, or party, went anay,

or departed. (L.)
6* >

6

-

3): : See 22%.

-:), (Mab, TA) both alike in meaning, (TA)
extremities [or cusps], (S, TA,) of the arron,
(ISh, TA,) [i. e.] of the notch of the arron, (S,
A, Msb, TA,) betnceen which is the place of the
bon-string.

3% an inf n, of 3%

>

The cit., (Ish, A, MSb, TA) or two edges or

1.3%, aor. 4, inf n. 32% ($, L, Msh, K) and

3%,

simple subst. from

[q. v.]: (S, L, K:) or a

$ [and as such signifying A

taking fright, or shying, and fleeing, or running
(S, L, K,) or the latter is a simple subst.,
anay at random; &c.; or a disposition thereto].

(Ish, S, A, Msb, T.A.) And in like (Mgb) and 3% (K) and #5, (L) said of a (Msb.) You say, of a camel, 3% a. [He has a
camel, (S, A, L, Msb,) and of a horse or the like,

manner, (S,) J-3 (# signifies The 5-1 and (L,) He
took fright, or shied, and fled, or ran disposition to take fright, or shy, &c.]. (A.)
al-'5 of the camers saddle; (S, L, Msb ;) the tovo anay
* ,”
.
at random; or became refractory, and
extremities of the camel's saddle; or, as some say, nent anay at random, or ran anay, or broke >>): : see 2)", in five places.
4;

p >

[more precisely,] its two [upright] pieces of wood, loose, and went hither and thither by reason of
:# Driven anay, or expelled: (S, L, K.)
[corresponding to the cks: of the horse's his sprightliness; syn. 3%, (S, L, Msb, K,) and
or, accord to Aboo-Bekr, when following &25,
saddle, rising from it] behind and before [or at
33: (Msb:) and [simply] he fled, or ran anay;
the fore and hind parts]: (L, TA:) [whence] one said of a camel &c. (Aboo-Bekr, T.A.) The it signifies fleeing, or running an ay: or, as As
says of him who journeys much, &: &% J% •) saying of the Prophet, 4: 4: 3: wi ! [Does says, alone, or solitary. (TA)- Also A re

* J#

[Such a one ceases not to be betnceen not thy camel take fright and
run anay with
the two uprights of his camel's saddle: for between thee?], addressed by him to Khowwāt, who
them the rider sits: see J#. 5-1, VOce *]. answered, 53 >} $3.5 3: ū
[As to the
TA)—The
(A,
-6 for tush] of a camel. (L.) period since El-Islám shackled him, no], men
– A snord-blade (J-4) that has not yet been tioned in the A, points to a story related of
tempered (:
nor had its hilt afficed to Khowwát Ibn-Jubeyr, (TA,) that, being found
it : (S, K:) pl. £2". . (S.)- The origin, source, by the Prophet sitting by some strange women,
he endeavoured to excuse himself by saying that
or root, syn. J: and &e, (L, K.) of anything; he had a camel which took fright and ran away,
like #~. (L.)—The beginning, commencement, and he was seeking for something wherewith to
or first period or state, (S, A, L, Msb, K,) of a shackle him: the Prophet used afterwards to
thing, or an affair, and also, (S, A,) of youth; taunt him by inquiring of him respecting the
(S, A, L., Msb, K;) the prime and best part or running-away of his camel: what Kr says, and

3:Ž),

mainder of anything; as of water in a vessel, and
as of property, or camels and the like; pl. 3%,

deviating from rule: or 5%, is a syn. [or rather
fem.]

of: [and 3% is its reg, pl.].

3,3

(L.)

$35,

(S, A, L., K.) applied to a
camel, (S, A, L.,) and to a horse or the like, (L.)
Taking fright, or shying, and fleeing, or running
and W

anay at random; or refractory, and going anay
at random, or running anay, or breaking loose,
and going hither and thither by reason of spright

liness : or that takes fright, or shies, &c. : (S, L,
K:) [or] the latter [signifies wont to take fright,
or shy, &c.; and] is applied to a male animal and

period of youth, (A,) and its beauty and bright J in the S [in art. L-3], is incorrect. (IAth, to a female: (L.) [the fem, of the former is with
ness, and its strength. (L. [See also:#J)— A. L.) You say also,
youth, or young man, such as is termed *: and
youths, or young men; originally an inf. n., and

&% L: 3: Such a one s:] pl. of the former # (A, L) and "343, (S,

fled, or nent anay or aside or apart or to a dis L, K,) [or father this is a quasi-pl. n.,.]

like

aS

tance, from me; syn.3%. (A) [Or]3% said of >3- is of 224 ($, K.) [and the pl. of #3 is
[therefore, when used as an epithet in which the a man, inf. n. $235, means He departed, driven # and 9% ;] and the pl. of V $3.5 is #, like

quality of a subst, is predominant,] applied to one anay. (L.) And you say, Aff c." $33, meaning

and to two and to a pl. number: (L:) or it is a He departed from obedience to God, and seceded, as# is of 25 (S. L. K.) You say '32: 3:
pl. of * * Jú in the sense of £13, (S, L, K,) or or separated himself from the community [of the A horse, or mare, refractory tonards the rider:
and W 3×3 âû A she camel that runs anay, or
Irather] a quasi-pl. n., (L,) like as --- is of faithful]. (L.)
breaks loose and goes hither and thither by reason
−-l.2, (S,) [i. e.] a noun used as a pl. in the sense
expl. above: (Sh:) or, accord. to some, it signifies
strong young men, profitable for service: and
accord, to others, young children: (A’Obeyd,
L:) it has also for pls.
and #: (L:) and

2. *, (L. M'b) inf n. *, *, (§, L, MSb,

of her sprightliness. (L.)-[Hence,]." 3× āşū

K,) He made him to take fright, and flee, or run
anay at random; or to become refractory, and to
go anay at random, or run anay, or break loose,
and go hither and thither by reason of his spright
6 & d 6 × 4
&:
++: 2-3): is an expression used in an intensive liness; namely, a camel [and a horse or the like:
sense. (L, K.)- The offspring of a man; (K, see 1]: (Msb:) or he drove him anay, or expelled
(L;) [and so
TA:) or the sperma by nihich offspring is pro him; ($," L, K;") as also "
* ow
duced. (TA.)- The increase, or offspring, or * *: for] you say use as: and * >2/4

! A rhyme, or verse, or poem, current through the
countries, lands, or regions, or through the cities,
or tonns. (S, A, K.) – And $35 * ($ in

£2%

#:

w-

art. All) and

3: -#155 (K ibid.) [pls of #36

#3) ! Strange, unusual,

unfamiliar, or extra
*

-5

ordinary, rhymes or verses or poems; syn. '''2''.

J- 9A -

($ and Kibid.) And [in like manner]iščiai,
193 *
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Prov., ii. 96,) *śl W w: t;%, and expl. as
in lexicology, signifies + A barbarism; or a nith enmity, or hostility, (S, O, K.) and con
strange, or an uncouth, unusual, unfamiliar, or trariety, or perverseness. (TA.)
lit. meaning the trees called J.) - See also
extraordinary, word6 &or d expression
or
phrase;
as
-->
UU-2,
(S,
O,
TA,)
and
W
U-9",
(S,
[both
24
-".
also à:# alaal and ā'-3 and 32%-3 opposed of these forms I find in my two copies of the $,
Jy- Whoe camel. pasture6 of:upon the [trees
the former in a poetical ex., and therefore it may
to i-a; au. (M2, 18th c".)
perhaps be a contraction of the latter by poetic called] …. (S)-i: Léol: see J-95.
6 d e

**

>

o

e.e.

*

>

9 de

•

J.

*

@ y

6

*

•

license,]) and "J-53, (TA) A place that is
A3)
6 -

d.

rugged, or rough, (S, O, TA,) and hard: or, as in
of:

*-ā->

•

the M, rough to the fel (TA) And J.:

ã22,5 : see the art. here following.

** * *

4

• *

* >

#3%

* U.5%, and W vel», and * U.93, (O, K, TA,
[the last written by Freytag

Leys

J.5%)

Badness of natural disposition; ill

nature. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)
Land that

J, # The -is: [or cartilage] attached to
is rugged, or rough, (O,) or hard, (K,) or hard
and rugged or rough. (TA.)
each rib; (S, O, K;) like the -52, as of the
or people: (S:) or a small company: (TA:) or a
scapula : (S, O:) or the extremity of the rib,
J: Such as are small, of thorny trees; projecting
small number of men, or people: (K:) and so
over the belly: (S, O, K:) or the head

*::: A party,

6.-

d.

or company,

-

•

(£u.)

of men,

-

ă23%, with the unpointed 2, on the authority of (Mgh, K) as also "J.3%; (K) the latter word of the rib, next the belly: (IAar, O:) or a rib
AA : (IB, TA:) the former occurring in the Kur thus expl. by AHn: (0 :) or the suae of the having a -** [or cartilage] at its extremity:
xxvi. 54. (TA.)- A piece, or portion, ($, K,) mountain, which are the small kind of thorny
of a thing, (S,) of a quince &c.; pl. 23% and trees, (S, O, TA,”) having yellon, thorns, or, as

(ISd, TA:) pl. -á-93. (S, O.)=A camel

shackled. (IAar, O, K.)- And A camel hocked,
some say, such as have slender thorns, groning in or hamstrung, in one of his legs. (IAar, O, K.)
depressed tracts, and in the deserts (5–4). - And A captive having his arms bound behind
>3% +3. (K,) A garment, or garments, old but not in the plain, or soft, tracts of valleys; his back. (IAar, O.) = Calamity, or misfortune :
and n:orn out, (S, K,) much rent. (K.)
(TA) such as the A' and
and the commencement of hardship. (K.) One

23% (K)—[Hence]>3% # (S) or

st- (S, 0) and

c”

Jáš andstä.

(O. [See Jas.]) See also .#

says,

-á-95 Jail <

The commencements

of hardships befell the people. (IF, O.)

6 * >

1. U-3, aor. 4, (Mab,TA)inf n.J.3%(Mil,
TA, TK) and #3 and J.9%,(TK, the first and

U* : see next preceding paragraph.

second also mentioned and explained, but not

J., (S, A, O, Msh, K) and "J-93 (A, O,

24 - * : *
4A")-e

it: A sheep, or goat, having in its sides

a whiteness covering the -ā-9: [pl. of

-,+,

said to be inf ns., in the S and O and K, and K) and "Jøi ($, o, K) A man (S, o] evil in
the third in like manner in the K,) or the second disposition, or illnatured, (S, A, O, Msb, K,) and q. v.]. (Lth, O.)
is a simple subst., (MSb,) or an inf. n. of very perverse or cross or repugnant, (S, A, O,
which the verb is with damm [to the medial K) and averse: (TA) and #33 and " *:::

q. v., (Lth, O, K) and the Jelš (pl. of iété,

low:
radical letter, as shown below], (TA,) He was, [both fem.] abounding in evilness of disposition or
or became, evil in disposition, or illnatured, (S,” illnature, and in excessive perverseness &c. (TA.)
1. 134- aels £33, (S, Mgb, K,) aor. 2 and *,
A,” Msb, K,” TA,) and very perverse or cross or One says also " i.e., U-à A mind evil in die (S, Msb) inf n. *%; (Mab3) and age **
repugnant, (S, A, K,”TA,) and averse. (TA.) position, &c. (A, TA.) And "J-3): āsū, (TA) 1jë; (S," Msb," K,"TA;) both signify the same;
And:###, (Mab,TA) inf"...#(TA) Or U-95 Šiš, (O,) or the latter also, (TA) i. q. (S, Msb, K;) [He imposed such a thing as a
de •

6 •

•

*

and 3.3%, (MSb, TA) inf n. #3 (TA;)

a

7-

6.- -

-

i: [A she-camel evil in disposition,

&c.]. (O.)
[His mind was, or became, evil in disposition,
* > of
6 :
&c. :] ISd and others make this distinction [in See also U-751. J&S Cyå, (0, K.) or, ac
respect of the inf ns.] in the usages of the two cord to AHn, Jé.S. "J-3, (TA) Yelement
verbs. (TA.)- And J. He showed, or mani in respect of eating. (AHn, O, K.)- See also
fested, or he made himself an object of love, or
J.33 = i, and "i-, [A land (C3)]
affection, to men. (IAar, O, K.) [Thus it has
two contr. meanings.] = Also, J%, He hept abounding with U-35 [or .# i. e. the trees thus
J.

-

e.

.#

#131 -35, (AZ, AHn, O, K,') aor. -, (AZ,
O, K,) or, written by El-Umawee and AHn, 2,
aS

(TA) inf n. 4.9%, The cattle ate vehemently:
(AZ, AHn, O, K:) thus expl. without the par

s e<

* >

[as the pasture eaten].

(TA)= And 433, (Ibn 'Abbād, O.) inf n.
J%

obligatory upon him in the sale, and took it upon

himself as such. (TK)=##, aor. - and *, (S,
Msb, K.) inf. n.

#, (Msb, K.)

He (a cupper)

tarified; syn. &# (S, K.) as also " by:, inf n.
*::. (JK in art. ë", and TA.) [Hence,

(K,) He pained him, or distressed him,

.

[Many a condition of one making a condition is

more painful than the scarifying of a scarifier].
(TA.)- He slit the ear of a camel. (TA.)–

ø d >

U-95 : see U-9.
g
s

J:

&

the saying] by: % 3- # * * *
6

U-9:: see U->, in two places.
• •

ticularizing of the

condition, or by stipulation, upon him;] he made
such a thing a condition against him. (TK.)
And
& * *:: IIe imposed a thing as

called]; (TA;) [and]." # Jä a land abound
and from the verb in the sense first mentioned,
(IAar, O, K.)= And ing with U-94. (Yaakoob, S.)

continually, or constantly, to the pasturing upon
the trees called

**

6 o'e

•

*

-

<

.

-

* - 0&

He slit, and then trvisted, [or wove together, (see

U-23 see U-95, in six places: and U-val.
•o &

£,3)] palm-leaves. (TA)=1, He fell into

* - of

•

J23. Hence, (O,) U-25') The
lion, (0, K.) as also "Jill, (O) or "J-,+1;
J:

See

(Ibn-'Abbād, O, K,”) namely, his companion,
(K,) with speech, (Ibn-'Abbād, O,) [i. e.,] with (K;) because of his evil disposition. (O.)
Tough speech. (K.)
And Bold, or daring, in fight: (O, K:) or this is

o,

momentous, or formidable, case. (O, K.)
2: see the next preceding paragraph.

-

3, 4-,e, (A, TA) infn. 6+ (A,0, K) and

a mistranscription for

&#.

mentioned in the T

3. Abe, (K) inf n is: (TA) He made
a condition, or conditions, or he stipulated, with

him, mutually; each of them made a condition, or

#4,

(O, K,) He treated him, or behaved as having this meaning. (TA)- Also i. q. # conditions, or each of them stipulated, with the
tonards him, or dealt with him, with hardness, [More, and most, evil in disposition or allnatured other. (O, L. K.) And a: "bus is like #3

(A, O,” K,"TA,) or harshness, or illnature. (A, &c.). (TA in art al.)–: e." 35,
meaning + [He stumbled upon, or chanced to meet
TA.)
6. 12-ol: They treated one another [nith with,] hardship, calamity, or adversity: a prov.
hardness, or harshness, or illnature, (see 3,) or] (O, K. [In Meyd (and so in Freytag's Arab.

[app. meaning He made a condition, or conditions,
with another, or others; or they (a party of per
sons) made a condition, or conditions, together;

against him]. (TA)

* ---------~~~~~~
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12%

* > **

and pre (TA)- [The pl] ...; also signifies Roads the verse of Hassān Ibn-Thábit cited above,
pared himself (S,K) & (K) or 3+ 3.9 [for leading in different directions. (TA) = See also *::$l is said to mean The guards, or natchmen,
4. a...a5 lo):l He marked himself,

* * *

such an affair]. (S.) - He (a courageous man) low:, in two places.
marked himself for death. (TA.) - a-à loyal
*:: A sign, token, or mark, (S, Mgb, K.)
2:5 & & 4.2% He put forward, or offered, which
men appoint between them; (TA;) as also
himself and his property in this affair. (TA.) –
<! lo): He made known that his camels ?vere ** 3: (TA) pl. of the former, 8% (Meb,
K.) And hence, (Msb,) asūl £i The signs
for sale. (K.) And *:::: 4's J-2 aæus by:

and the lonest or basest or meanest sort of people;

* * de

of the resurrection, or

of the

(S, Sgh;) [so that ***

must be understood in

the sense of “a light sleep in the first part of the

night;"] but the correct meaning is that expl.
before. (Sgh.)- Also *#, The noble, eminent,
or honourable, sort of men: thus the word has

time thereof; (S, two contr. significations. (Yaakoob, S, K.) =

He set apart a portion of his camels, and of his MSb, TA;) mentioned in the Kur[xlvii. 20]: or And A small water-course coming from a space
sheep, or goats, and made knon n that they were the small events prior thereto, n:hich men deny: often cubits: (AHn, O, K.) or what flows from

for sale. (TA) And * 52 b", (S. K.) and

(El-Khattábee :) or the means thereof, exclusive even tracts of ground into the [larger water

a.<, (S,) He prepared for sale some of his of the main circumstances thereof, and of the courses called] →. (TA)
camels, (S, K.) and of Mi. sheep, or goats. (S.)– event itself. (TA)- [Hence also,] club,<!! The
13és J* ü53 <-6: I prepared such a one tno stars [o and 8] n'hich are the two horns of
#3 A single act of scarifying; a scarifica
for such a work, or such an agency or employ Aries; (S, K, Kzw;) the brighter whereof is tion. (Msb.)
ment, and made him to have the charge, or called &#61; (Kzw;) [and the other, &:1;] is: A thing which one has made a candition.
management, thereof (AA.) – Js:" #! by: the First Mansion of the Moon : (Kzw:) to ($gh, K.) You say, 4: 34. Take thou that
JHe hastened to him the messenger, (K,”TA,) wards the north of them is a small star which which thou last Inade a condition. (Sgh, K) =
and sent him forward: from *:::: signifying the some of the Arabs rechon with those two, saying Also, and "###, (Mgh) or £3, (K,) which is
“beginnings” of things. (TA) = 2 b", and that it (namely this mansion, K) consists of three the pl. (Mgh, K) of the former, (K,) The choice

'', He held it to be, or made it, a thing of mean stars, and calling them *::$l. (S, K:) IAar men of the army: (Mgh:) and such as compose
account, and perilled, hazarded, or risked, it. mentions an instance of the use of the sing., the first portion of the army that is present in the
(TA.) [It is not said to what the pronoun refers.] *::I ; but the dual is more approved, and more war or fight, (Mgh, K,) and prepare for death;
commonly known: (TA:) the tryo stars above (K;) [the braves of an army;] they are the
& *: He acted, or performed, mentioned are the first asterism of the spring. Sultan's choice men of the army; and the term
well, soundly and skilfully, or, nicely and exactly, (ISd, Z.) [See #1 Jú, in art. Ujj.] Hassán is: is applied in a trad. to a party making it a
5.

*

in his nork, (O, L., K.) and constrained himself Ibn-Thabit says,

condition to die, and not return, unless victorious:

to observe whatever conditions n'ere imposed upon
•

him. (L.)
*

6: see 3.

-

•

J & J.

*

J. J.

*

(TA:) or this appellation, and "āś, which is a

**

-2' = ****'' - as ess'." Us:
• of

• *

&

e

•

6

•

*

• **

by:9) ā--> -- b-;

*

8: see 1, first signification. – [lor:l It was

rare form, are applied to a body of soldiers; and
the pl. is *#: and the pl. is applied to the aids
(c): [here app.meaning guards]) of the Sul.
tan: (Msb:) ##, also, is applied to a nell

made conditional, or a condition. And He, or it, meaning [Among fair-faced, generous cup-com
was made to be conditionally intended, in, or by, a panions, roused from sleep after] the setting of known body of the aids (c)3% [here meaning
the blº!: though another meaning, which see armed attendants, officers, or soldiers,J) of the
saying, * &” exclusively of any other.]
below, has been assigned to the last word. (Sgh.) prefects [of the police]; (K;) pl. *#: (TA:) the
10. Ju Ji by:- The camels, or the like, – And hence, (ISd, Z,) lo): also signifies + The *#, (As, S, Msb,) or the al., (K,) are so
became in a bad state after having been in a good beginning of a thing; (ISd," Z," K;) as also called because they assumed to themselves signs,

**::::: (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) pl. of the former,

state (§gh, K) (See #.

or marks, whereby they might be known (As,

*::i, which is applied to the beginnings of any $, Msb, K) to the enemies: (Msb:) or the b%
*:: [A condition; a term; a stipulation; said event
that happens because the cluž are the are so called because they were prepared: (AO,
to signify] the imposition of a thing as obligatory
[upon a person], and the taking it upon oneself as first asterism of the spring: (ISd, Z:) the pl. of
such, in a sale and the like; (K;) [but this is a " by-2 in the sense here expl. is £2. (K.)
loose explanation, as is observed in the TK; the Hence, accord. to some, asu: *:::i.expl. above.
meaning being a thing imposed upon a person as (TA.) = The refuse, (S, Mgb, K, TA,) such as
obligatory, and taken upon oneself as such: in the the galled in the back, and the emaciated, (TA,)
S, it is merely said to be well known:] and and the young, (K,) and the bad, (A’Obeyd,) of
W

S:) or as being likened to the b%, or “refuse,”
of goats; because they were low persons: (Mgb:)
[or, probably, because they were prepared, or ex
posed, to be slain:] a single person of the *:: is

called # (S, Msb) and 7 &#: (S) or
W

J% and W &# are applied to a single person

i.e.: signifies the same: ($, Mgb, K.) pl. of camels or the like, (§, K,) or of goats, (Msb,) or
of theas: (Ki) ' &# is a rel. n. from is: 5

the former, 9.5%: (S, Msh, K) and of the latter,

of goats also: (S:) used alike as sing and pl. and

i.3%. (Mab, TA.) It is said in a trad, j9- )

masc. and fem.: and applied particularly to the

''
#; not from
# because this is a pl. (Mgh) # 3-2

and such also is

from

of camels, as a pl. and as a sing. : also, to
cus: [Two conditions in a sale are not foung
a she-camel and to a he-camel: and to such, of signifies The governor, or prefect, (Mgh, Mgb,)
incailj, as when one says, “I sell to thee this camels, as is brought, or driven, from one place

:

&

garment, or piece of cloth, for ready money for

[of the police, or] of a tonn, or city, or district,

a

to another for sale; as the aged she-camel, and the or province; to whom formerly pertained both

deenár, and on credit for two deenárs.” (TA.) camel that is galled in the back : (TA:) also the
3: at: £ same, not *:: as in the K, [without restriction religious and civil affairs; but now it is not so.

And it is said in a prov., 3% Xi

(TA) The condition is most valid, or

binding, of its application,] lon, base, vile, or mean; (K,”

[whether it be against thee or in thy favour :]

TA) and so ***. (TA) pl. ###, (S. K.)
(Mgh in art. Ale:) relating to the keeping of and pl. pl. *jū. (S," TA.) You say, X:
conditions between brothers. ($gh, T.A.) [by:
also relates to other things beside sales. and the Júl £5% [Sheep, or goats, are the refuse, or
like: for instance, you say, láš. 13é- *" £3, "meanest sort, of beasts that people possess]. (S.)
meaning What is required to justify the applica And #5 is also applied to men; (S, TA:) #3

Jim signifying The refuse, or lonest or basest or
The two banks of a river. meanest sort, of mankind or people. (TA.). In

tion of the term »ae is such a thing, and such a
thing.]=

* ū:

(Mgh. [See -391) [In later times, this title

has been commonly applied to The chief, or
préfect, of the police.]- Also The best, best part,
or choice, of anything; as also V ić73: the latter
occurring in a trad., as related by Sh; but Az

thinks it should be the former word. (TA.)
2, * *

ste e >

.

alow: : see alo», in two places.
5 . ..

Geº Of, or relating to, [the asterism called]
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*-g:

*%

the cluś, and the

as also "

&#,

the

noun of superiority without a verb; which is

"&#. gi"

(S, K) The easiest mode of

latter being formed from the pl., (IB, TA) extr.: (K, TA:) this is from the “Isláh el-Al watering is the making of the camels to enter into
because the stars thus called are regarded .# fādh” of ISk: but in some of the copies of that the water: applied to him who takes an easy way
composing one thing. (TA.) You say, à.32) work, we find *% in the place of
#, meaning [A garden, or meadon, &c.,] TA.) See #.
3. * * *
3 -rained upon by the 3. [q. v.] of the club;3. (S.

*#.

(ISd,

W

&#:
TA.) In the A we find

"C": #:

* ,

3

->

889) — 39" c. 39. & He made the

fem, with 5: see User:, in two places. door, or entrance, to communicate nith the road:

but pro

(Msb:) and G, all J. "4e" (S, Msb, K, TA)
*#. A lancet (S, K, TA) with which the signifies
the same; (Msb, TA;) or he opened it

bably it should be Je;3. (TA)
3

6

-

* d.

cupper scarifies; (TA;) as also "bly:... (S, K, (i.e. the door, or entrance,) to the road. (S,

* 6 p.

Usky: and Usk”: see #, in five places.

TA.)

** A rope, or

*::::: [pl. ** :] see *#. : = and
***
*#, in two places. = ** J-2X 34-1

cord, of twisted palm-leaves:

Mab, K, TA) And Gl," Ji Cús' "&"
•

(S,

of performing an affair, and does not exert himself
therein. (Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii.

Msb :) and threads of nool and of fibres of

-

&#

the road. (Msb.) – And
(K) and
He wards
W e” (§, K, TA) and "
(TA) He directed
for the

&

($, K, TA) a spear, (S, TA,) or spears, (K,) and

a sword, (TA) 2: (S) or #3 (TA) [i. e.
towards him]: or " £1 signifies he inclined

&:

bier, [app. meaning the part thereof upon which
a man or corpse lies,] and the like: (O, K:) so
called because its palm-leaves are split, and then
twisted together: if of fibres of the palm-tree, it is
called X-> (TA:) or a wide rope [or flat plait]
woven offibres or leaves of the palm-tree: (Mgh
in art. Ja.s:) or a rope of any kind: pl. 1.3%

and #. (TA) Also Threads of silk, or of silk

He put the 2-us- [meaning projecting roof] to

• * *

the palm-tree [tnisted together]: (TA:) or palm took his apparatus, [or prepared himself.]
leaves tnisted together, with which is woven thing, or affair. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)
(*#, as in the K, or, as in the O, accord. to the
TA,
[app. a mistake for &#) a couch, or

&#,

see

a.

(Mb)–And 8% (Mgh, Ms, TA)
1. G. G. "#">3% ($ K) or (S) spear.
aor, as above, (M5b,) inf. n. ë", (TA,) He
inf n. &: and : 2,3, [the latter of which is the
made apparent, manifest, or plain, (Mgh, Msb,
more common,] and 7 82: (TA, [there said to TA,) a road; (Mgh, TA;) as also V &#1;
be syn. with &#, like as *: is with X:..])
"&", inf n. &#3: (K, TA:) and in like man
6 o' -

and

The beasts entered into the nater, (S, K, TA,) ner, an affair, or a case; and religion. (TA.)
and drank of it: (TA:) and
aor. as above, Accord. to Az, this meaning of # is from
and so the inf ns., he (one coming to water to *}
[which see in what follows]. (TA.)

&#,

&#

and of gold, twisted together [or woven,so as toform drink) took the water with his mouth : (TA:) or One says, 13s ū #1 8% God made apparent,
a kind of flat lace, like tape]; so called as being £l es' <āş, inf ns. as above, I drank the
manifest, or plain, to us, such a thing. (Msb.)
likened to the threads of wool and of fibres of the
water with my hands: or I entered into the And &% &# Such a one made apparent, mani
palm-tree [twisted together]. (TA)- Also The mater : and Júl &# the cattle came to the nater
[sort of basket, or small box, called] *: in
which a noman puts her perfumes (IAar, O, K) to drink : (Msb:) and #31 '# [if not a
and her utensils or apparatus. (IAar, O.) And mistranscription for -:) the beast nas, or
The [sort of receptacle called] a: [q. v.]. became, at the watering-place. (TA.)-[Hence,]
(IAar, O.)
2.9 es' &#, (S, Msb, K,) aor, as above, (Msb,)

ii.*:

*::: - and

#,

fest, or plain, the truth, or right. (TA)- And
& de

• * >

* @*# 4. 3- [i. e. He instituted, established,
or prescribed, for them, or to them, a religious
ordinance, a law, &c.]: (S, K:) whence [accord.
to some,]
and
(TA.)– *}

#3%

#.

&#,

&#, (S, Msb, K.)

He entered into the (S, K,) aor, as above, inf n. &#, (S,) He stripped
sentence. = Also A she camel having her ear affair; (S, K;) he entered upon, began, or com off the hide : (S, K:) or, accord. to Yaakoob, as
slit.: (K, TA:) of the measure is: in the sense menced, the affair. (Msb.) – -' −0 &# heard by him from Umm-El-Homáris El-Bek
See

of the measure

**.

see also

last inf n.

(TA.) - And A sheep

&£1, inf

n.

82% The door, or entrance, com

reeyeh, he slit the hide in the part between the

or goat having a slight scar made upon its throat, municated with the road. (Msb.) And J: 8): tno hind legs, (S, TA,) and then stripped it off:
or he slit the hide, [and then stripped it off,] not
like the scarification of the cupper, without the
The divelling nas upon, (S, K,) or had its door making of it a & [q. v.], nor stripping it off
severing of the [veins called]
and nithout
* -

&#.

making the blood to flon copiously: thus they
used to do in the Time of Ignorance, cutting a
little of the animal's throat, (K, TA,) and then
leaving it to die; (TA;) and they considered it a
lawful mode of slaughtering it; but the eating of
such an animal is forbidden in a trad.: (K, TA:)
or one scarified on account of some disease; and
when such died, they said that they had slaugh
tered it. (TA.)
3

-

3

[opening] upon, (TA,) a road that was a thorough
[entire] by commencing from one hind leg. (TA.)
fare. (S, K, TA.)
said of a spear, It
- U-M
He loosed, or undid, the rope, or
pointed directly [towards a person: see an ex
planation of the trans, verb in what follows]. (S, cord, or the slip-hnot thereof, ( £i) [then, app.,
K: but in the latter, <3, said of spears.) See doubled it in the middle, to put that part round
something to be carried,] and inserted its two

–85

8%

also #3. – And, said of a road, (Mgh) and of

halves

an affair, or a case, (TA,) It was, or became,
apparent, manifest, or plain. (IAar, Mgh, T.A.)

'G' &#

= Júl &#, aor, as above, [inf n., app.,

(*#)

into the loop. (O, K.) - And

He raised, or elevated, the thing

&#) much; (K) as also "4e". (TA)

He brought the cattle to the watering-place; as

Use'" ; see Cleº.

also "ae" : (Msb:) and the former is trans, in

£32, applied to a man, Tall:
applied to

-

->

(O, K:) and,
a camel, (Ibn-'Abbād, O,) or to a he

2: see 1, in six places. = #:

this sense by means of ~ : (Harp. 21 :) or 8% *#, He made, or put, a sail
(TA) and 7 &*, inf n. of the latter &#, (S, ship, or boat. (TA.)

&*, inf n.

(8%)

to the

camel, (K,) snift : (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K:) or it is TA,) he made the beasts, (S,) or his camels,
applied in the former sense to a man, and is also (TA,) to enter into the water [to drink]: (S,
applied to a camel, male and female alike, ('Eyn, TA:") and 230 W 8): he made his she-camel to

4: see 1, former half, in two places. -

[Hence,] one says, 52. Ji sã: e” t He

S,) as meaning tall and slender: ('Eyn :) or it

#| put his hand [to and] into the 5, lae [or vessel
means tall, spare of flesh, slender; applied to a enter into the watering-place: (TA:) or " &2: for purification]. (TA.) And it is said in a trad.
man and to a camel, and to the female likewise, signifies the bringing camels to the watering (respecting th. [ablution termed] 34%), J.
place to drink without requiring in doing so to
without 3. (L.)
•

•**

> --

J.' b;#3

dran, with the pulley and its appertenances nor *-aall es: &: meaning Until, or so that, he
Sheep, or goats, are the vilest to give them to drink in a watering-trough or made the upper half of the arm to reach to (lit.

sort of beasts that one possesses: an instance of a

tank. (0, K.) It is said in a prov, (S) &

to enter) the water. (TA. [This ex. is elliptical

-------------
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&”
6 :

6 * *

6 & e

-s: & &: J.-J)
&" 2-9 and "&#, (S, Msb, K,) the latter a nose extended, and long. (TA. [See &#)
And J: Já'í + The man sufficed me; or contraction of the former, (Msb,) allowed by Kr See also #2, in three places.
and Kz, but disallowed by Yaakoob, (IDrst,
gave me what sufficed me: and 'G' User:l
• - of
&# Courageous; (O, K, TA;) applied to a
and inverted; for it."

*

-

+ The thing sufficed me. (TA) - And

&"

&#

said of a plant, or of herbage, [app. for J.'
+ It became full-grown, and satiated the camels.

TA,) The people are in this affair equals: (S,
Msb, K:) in this sense, used alike as sing. and man. (O, T.A.) = Also Good, or excellent, flax.
pl. and fem. (S, TA) and masc. : (TA:) [of (K.) – And The -ā- [or fibres that grow at the

#) Az says

that it seems to be pl. [or quasi-pl. base of the branches of the palm-tree] of n:hich the

(TA)- See, again, 1, latter half, in six places. n.] of Y &č, like as >< is of st-, i.e., [the prickles (9%) are strong, and such as, by reason
phrase means] the people enter into this affair of their thickness, are fit for the sening of leather
8. *::: &# & [meaning Such a one (4: &#) together. (TA.) One says also, therenith. (TA.)
originates, or embraces, or follon's, his may of
3-3 # Jail and 2-, " meaning The ### Courage; (O, K;) as an attribute of a
religion] is similar to the phrases
* -a

3 - "-

*

• *-*

- e.

&#,

#31: and
*

man. (O.)

people are one sort. (K.)

*

* J: ; from 9:00) #: and 45,laš and #.

6 *> *

(TA.)

asy: : see the next paragraph, in two places.

is, and "#:(s, o, Mob, K) and "#.

-

s#,

originally an inf. n.: - then applied as a

(Msb, K) and 7

ãe: ; see

#, in two places. - Also

A

&: (TA) and 7 &: (O, TA")

and 1. " 8% (TA) A natering-place; a resort

name for A manifest, a plain, or an open, track, custom. (TA) - See also 2):, first sentence, in of drinkers [both men and beasts]; (S, O, K,
or road, or way: – and then, metaphorically, to three places. = Also A snare jor the birds called TA;) a place to which men come to drink there

The divine way of religion; so says Er-Rághib; uš, (Lth, o, K, TA) with which to capture from and to draw water, (Msb,”TA,) and into
(TA;) syn. with #, q. v. (MSb.)- In the them, (O, TA,) made of sinen's: (Lth, O, TA:) n:hich they sometimes make their beasts to enter,
pl.

&#.

(O.)—Also, (S, O, K.) and "#, to drink : (TA:) but the term "ae):..., (Az,

saying 4: J* +33% (so in the K) or ~~
J% &: 4% £, (so in the S and O, [for

(K.) A string, or chord: (S, O, K, TA:) or such
as is slender: or nhile continuing stretched upon
4% 34,]) with kesr and with damm to the & [of the bon; (TA;) and so W &#3; (Lth, O, K;) or
*

Msb,) or axe, , (TA,) is not applied by the
Arabs to any but [a watering-place] such as is

permanent, and apparent to the eye, (Az, Msb,
TA,) like the water of rivers, (Msb,) not nater

&:

eley:], (TA) i.e. [I passed by a man] sufficing upon the lute; and so W
(TA:) the pl. [or from which one draw: with the well-rope : (Az,
thee [as a man], (S, O, K,) the meaning is, of the
MSb, TA:) the pl. of #4,# is
and that of
S, O, [i. e. of this
sort to which thou directest thyself and which rather coll. gen, n.] (of W
*#3 or "
[or of both] is
which
thousehest (£3, * *
(S, O:) and the n. un, meaning the “chord of a lute,” as is shown
is
also
expl.
as
meaning
gaps,
or
breaches,
in the
by exs. in the O and TA,]) is 7
(S, O, K)
word in this sense is used alike as sing, and pl.
banks
of
rivers
or
the
like
by
nihich
men
or
beasts
(O, K, TA,) like
(S, O, K) and dual, because it is,£originally] an and (that of "33%, TA) *
as:
is of #, (O, TA,) and [the pl. properly come to water: (TA:) and [in like manner it is
inf n. (S, O.) You say, J.A. &le, [and Ölja
said that] à:23 signifies a place of descent to
and #] i. e. Sufficient for thee [is this and are
and pl. pl.
7tate?" - (Lth,TA :) or a nay to water. (Bd in
these two and are these]. (S: and the like is said (S, O, K:) and the pl. of W
as a sing syn. v. 52.)- And hence, (Lth, Kr, Msb, TA, and
in the Mgh.) And it is said in a prov.,
(TA.)
Bdubisupra)####!, (Lth, Kr,S, Msb, K, &c.)

&#:

#,

&#

&#):

&#:

&:

&#,

so termed] (of #4, S, o) &#,

&#

8%

with # is &#.

S-31 & # 34%

*

*

6.e.

6 ** *

*

--

•

ãs): i. q. aaaa... [i. e. A roof, or covering, such
thus correctly, for it is a hemistich; not J-31,
as projects over the door of a house &c.; or a
as in the S and K; (TA;) i. e. Sufficient travel
place roofed over]: pl.
(O, K.)
ling-provision for thee is that which will cause
5
thee to reach the place [of alighting] to which thou
[ć Of, or relating to, the religion or lan.
repairest: (K, TA:) applied to the case of being
content with little. (S, K.) - See also
in - And Accordant to the religion or lan; legal,
or legitimate.]

&#.

•

&#,

two places.—And see #4.

8% A plant, or herbage, full-grown, (O, K,
&: [in the C#, "oneously, &#| The like of TA,)
that satiates the camels. (TA.)
a thing; as also Vác):: (K,TA:) [but the former

#:

#23. =The 5: of a ship or
is masc. and "the latter is fem.; for] one says,
13. #: lák This is the like of this; and so * boat ($, Mgh, o, Msb) is called in Pers. cks.
• * * #: : and cés cl: these two are likes. [i. e. A sail]; (MA, Mgh, KL:) i. q. &#; (MA,
($, O, TA.) [The pla, or rather coll. gen, ns. and TA;) a thing like a nide 38). [q. v.], (O, K,
See

* #1,

as also

(Msb, K, &c.,) and

"&#,

(MSb) signifies likewise &#15 (MSb, and Bd
ubi supra;) because it is a way to the means of

eternal life; (Bd ibid.;) or because of its mani
festness; (Msb;) [i. e.] The religious lan' of God;
(Lth, Kr, S, O, K, TA;) consisting of such ordi
nances as those of fasting and prayer and pil
grimage (Lth, Kr, TA) and the giving of the poor

rate (Kr, TA) and marriage, (Lth, TA,) and
other acts (Lth, Kr, TA) of piety, or of obedience
to God, or of duty to Him and to men: (Kr,

TA:) pl. as above. (Msb.) is:25 signifies also
[A lan', an ordinance, or a statute: and] a
religion, or way of belief and practice in respect

of religion: (Fr, TA:) and a nay of belief or
conduct that is manifest (Ibn-'Arafeh, Mgh, K)
pls., following this meaning in the K belong to TA,) of cloth or of matting, (TA,) [raised, or and right (Ibn-'Arafeh, K) in religion; (Mgh;)

#.

(K.)
in another sense; as is shown by attached,] upon a piece of wood [i. e. a mast or a and so "
exs in the O and TA.] = Also The chords of the yard]; which is beaten upon by the nind (#4:
and causes the ship, or boat, to go along:
as an epithet applied to A spear-head
*3, (O, K, TA,) which is the [Persian] *

#:

and

#

£)

&#.

and a spear, of Shurāa, (TA,) which was the

[or lute]. (TA) [In this sense, a coll. gen, n.:] (O, K, TA:) so called because it is raised (&#
#2. - And hence, as being likened i. e. &#) above the ship, or boat: (TA:) pl. name of a certain man who made spear-heads and
spears, (K, TA,) as they assert: but, IAar says
thereto, (TA) 1 The [thong called] 25% of a #i and #: (O, K;) the former a pl. of pauc. that
it may be a reg. rel. n. from 89%, Ol' an
sandal. (O, K, TA.) It is related
in
a
trad.
that
(6) – And hence, as being likened thereto, irreg, rel. n. from some other name of which the
**
* ~ *
&
#
a man said, L': &# -s (s- U-M --> es: (TA, [and the same is implied in the S and O,])
radical latters are 2: : and [SM says also that,]
see its n. un.

•

•

d

-

(O, TA) i. e. f [Verily I love elegance, even] in ! The neck of a camel. (S, O, K, TA.) Sometimes
they said of a camel, 44%
meaning t He
the 99% of my sandal. (TA.)

&

applied to a spear, it signifies long : (TA:) or
&#. thus applied, has this meaning, a rel. n.

W

raised his neck. (S, O, TA.)- One says also
43 - e.

&#:

See

is:93. = One

says,

3. &

Júl -:) 8% J%, meaning

t A man having the [from

&#1.

(S, O.)

### and W #% [in the
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&#-->
*...*

CK without teshdeed], applied to a she-camel, as meaning The legislator: or the announcer of
signify t Long-necked: (O, K, TA:) thus expl. the lane :] or because he made manifest and plain
by ISh: but Az thinks the latter to be the more the religion, or religious law of God. (TA.)
probably correct; the neck being likened to the
# A nose of which the end is extended (K,
1, of the ship or boat, because of the height
TA) and elevated,
and long. (TA.)

thereof. (O.)
-

-

&#

; and its fem., with 5: see the next pre
ceding paragraph.

2*

-

&#:

*

.

see axe, , in two places.

6 - d. J.

-

ex-:

-

3°

6-4, & e

6* * * *

8% A seller of the flax called &#. (IAar, K.) ās;
#3 Entering into water [to drink]: pl. &# &:

2.

s

-

see its fem., with 3, voce
*

&".

.

and #2: see axey', in four places.

** *

mentioned above.] One says, £1%f-#, (0,
K, TA,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) [God rendered, or
may God render, the Kaabeh an object of honour, or

glorious] from -##1, (0, K, TA) i. e. 3:31.
(TA.) [-.* is also used as a subst. properly
so called; and as such is expl. by itself in this
art.] - Also He put to it -## [pl. of #,
q. v.]; (O, K;) namely, his house, (K) or a
[palace, or pavilion, or other building such as is
called] 24, &c.; inf. n. as above. (O.) [See also
1.3-li -##1-#3 -> expl. in the K as

+: A high, or lofty, house or tent. syn, with as," and *A*, is a mistake for *:::
[q.v.]. (TA)-à -#4, inf n, as above,
and : *::: (KL:) these pls are applied in this sense (TA.)
means
He almost severed the teats of the she
to camels. (S, K.)- [Hence,] Entering into an
$2: : see its fem., with 3, voce &"
camel by binding them [tightly] with the 29
affair (* J), (A,TA) See&#-And-ing. also 1, first sentence.
(q.v.]: (IAar, O, TA:) this being done for the
-

•- -

•

6

-

-

: = See

of

&# in the phrase &# &-, (TA) which

R

preservation of her [stoutness of] body, and her

&

**

means Fishes longering their heads to drink :

fatness, so that burdens may be put upon her in
the coming year. (TA.)- I-55, app, for ->

<* *
(S, O, Mgb, K,) aor. * ..(#) inf n.
(Aboo-Leylä, TA:) or raising their heads: (K, 1. -54,
TA:) or directing themselves, or repairing, J% (8, O, Msb, K, TA) and #5, (TA) &l, is also said by Reiske, as mentioned by
(#) from the dep mater to the bank, or

said of a man, (S, O, TA,) He was, or became, Freytag in his Lexicon, to signify He (a camel

side: (S, TA:) and 82.3 c.- signifies the high, elevated, exalted, or eminent, (§, O, Mgb, going along) raised the neck: but his authority
same: (TA:) or t: in the Kur vii. 163, re K, TA,) [in rank, condition, or estimation,] in for this is not stated.]
ferring to fish, means appearing upon the surface respect of religion or of worldly things: (K,
of the water. (Bd, Jel.")—Also, applied to a TA:) [generally meaning he was high-born, or
place of alighting, or an abode, (U}*) Situate noble:] part. n. -ie): [q.v.]. (§, O, Mgb, K,
upon a road that is a thoroughfare; and aegu, TA.) [See also -##, below.] - [Hence one
applied to a house (53) signifies the same; (K;) says,] "Gl c” 4: $4% His soul nas above
or having its door [opening] upon such a road;
(TA;) or near to the road and te. the people [or the thing;2 - 3disdained, or scorned, it. (L in art.
-āl.)-asūl S-95, and <-šā, (O, K,) aor. of
passengers]: (Mgh, TA:) and aest: 122 houses
4

•

3. * u, (S, o, K.) infn. #3, (TA) He
vied with him, or contended with him for supe
riority, in -#3 [i.e. highness, elevation, or
eminence, of rank, condition, or estimation; or

nobility]; (§, O, K, TA;) "4:3 and he over

came, or surpassed, him therein. (TA) - See
also 5. - Also He was, or became, near to it;
he dren, near to it, or approached it; namely, a
having, their doors opening into the streets: or each *, inf. n. J.3%, (K,) reg. as of the former thing: and
he was, or became, near to attaining
2'>>>, as expl. by IDrd, houses upon one open verb, and irreg. as of the latter, (TA,) The she it, [and in like manner * -štá, as used in the
road. (TA). It is said in a trad, ~12.9 -jū camel was, or became, such as is termed -#3 S and K in the beginning of art. &R, he nas, or
3-3 -' #5 The doors were opening tonards [q. v.]. (O, K.)= aš):, aor. *, (IJ, S, O, K,
-- -

*J •

the mosque. (TA)- And Anything near. (K, TA,) inf. n. -5):, (TA,) He overcame him, or
TA) to a thing, or overlooking it: whence asju. surpassed him, in -#3 [i.e. highness, elevation,
applied to a house (312) near to the road and to or eminence, of rank, condition, or estimation; or
the

people,

&% X,

as expl. above. (TA.) [Hence,]

became, at the point of reaching it, or attaining
it, namely, a place,] or of obtaining it, or getting

possession of it: [and he was, or became, at the
point of experiencing it, (See Bd in lxxviii. 14,)

nobility]; (IJ, S, O, K, TA;) and so 2:= -$3: and doing it; followed by 3i and an aor...]

3 Stars near to setting. (K.)– (Also (Z, TA:) or he excelled him (aju, K, TA, in the and, as some say, he looked for it, or expected

Pointing directly toward, a person;

applied

to a

CK [erroneously]

45ue) in

the grounds of pre it; his mind told him of it; he looked for its

spear] One says aegu, Cl-, and 8'2" (K, TA) tension to respect or honour (~~~ us'). (K, coming to pass. (TA.) See also 4, in two places.
and

#

as in some of the copies of the S (TA)

TA) See 8.- : " -##, (K, TA) aor. *,
6d -

•

• & J.

4. –3): ' It rose; or it was, or became, high

Spears pointing directly: and " #2: &

a 35% or elevated; [so as to overtop, or overlook, what
and inf n. -5):, (TA,) He put to the *n'all
**
W #: spears directed. (K, TA.)- Also [used [q. v.]. (K, TA.) [See also 2.] = 0.5'). --5):, nvas around it or adjacent to it: overtopped, sur
*

-

mounted, overpeered, overlooked, overhung; was,
or became, protuberant, prominent, or projecting:
(TA,)
The
ear,
and
in
like
manner
the
shoulder,
(Mgh, TA,) or so &" &g”, (Msb,) t a road, or
and rose into vien, came within sight or vien, or
way, into n'hich people enter (Jai £, Msb, nvas, or became, high, (K, TA,) and prominent: became within a commanding, or near, view :]
Or Jail **
Mgh, TA) in common, or in or, as some say, stood up. (TA)= And -3,3, said of a place [&c.]. (Msb.) One says of a
[from -3% signifying the “hump” of a camel, piece of ground, 45- U. L'é -# [It rose
general; (Mgh, Mab, TA ;) by a tropical attri
as a subst.] A main road:

(§, O:)

or it signifies,

and -c. 4:3, aor. *, (K, TA) inf n -#,

&#,

bution; (Mgh;) [i. e.]
meaning of
meaning

ë'.

(O, K,) said of a man, (O,) He hept constantly,

in this case has the

$2: [or 2.5 82:1;

gi-l &: g: *

or continually, to the eating of the [camel's]
hump.
(O, K.)
(Msb;) or as

[having an enter

ing of people]: (TA:) or it signifies a manifest,
road or way: (Mgh, TA:)
[in the present day, £ commonly signifies any

plain, or conspicuous,
great street
that
(Msb.)
=is

£5%.

a thoroughfare:
thelearned
pl. is
also means The

•#1

man who practises what he knon's and instructs
others: (K, TA:) or so
(O.) And

&G &#1.

hence it is applied to designate the Prophet: [or

above, or overtopped, what mas around it]. (Sh,g
• • C)

TA) And J.- …+xi < * ~# J wä, äl

# [An eminence rose into vien to me, and I
ceased not to urge on my beast until I ascended,
him high, elevated, eralled, or eminent, [in rank,
or mounted, upon it]. (TA.)- [Hence,] &#
condition, or estimation; or ennobled him :] (S,
* I looked upon it, or vienced it, (S, O, Msb,
KL, PS.:*) and he held him, or esteemed him, to
be so. (MA, PS.) ISd thinks that the verb may k,") from above; (S, O, K;) [I overlooked it, or
also mean He regarded nith more, or exceeding, looked don’n upon it: and I came in sight of it:
honour. (TA.) [And Golius explains it as mean got a vien of it: and got knowledge of it; became
ing He decked with a royal garment; on the acquainted with it; or knen it: all of which
authority of the KL; in my copy of which I find meanings may be intended to be conveyed by the
:]
no other meaning assigned to it than the first explanation in the M8b, which is *

2.4%, inf n. C#,5, He (God) rendered

<:
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->

G#. * &#&signifies the same as * &#

the thing, (Msb,) or looking at the thing, (S,)
[app. in the first of the senses expl. in this sen and expanded his hand over his eyebron, like as
tence, as well as in another sense expl. in what does he who shades [his eyes] from the sun. (S,
follows]. (S, O.) and "X", is signifies the same O, K.) A poet says,
and

• 205--

as # 95%. (TA)- And <''J's ->

* > 0 - 6 - d -e-

-#

He (a sick man) was, or became, on the brink, or

.

6

- og

• *

*

>

6.e. o.o.
•

•

* 0-

- of- *-

:

*

*>*

men raise their eyes, and look, or n:hich they
smite nith th

J-591 & #4 #

*

6 *>

that of ~ is ~(~1. (TA) -5%. 343 à:
means Spoil, or booty, of high value, at nihich

> 0- - -

-

a 295 a -5,-12 - Juaj

*

regard that as a favour, and a glory or an
honour]: (O:) the pl. of -: is J#, like as

•,

**1.1 : 4° 32°.t.

:

ith the [evil] eye: [see …! -3):…]

*

verge, or at the point, of death. (O, K.) And

b: the phrase is also related with L. (TA. See
[I stretched up myself, and raised my eyes -5-)- See also -##, with which, or with
brink, or verge, or at the point, of death]. (T and tonards him, expanding my hand over my eye the pls of which, it is said to be syn. - Also
bron, like him who is shading his eyes from the
An elevated place; an eminence: (S, Mgh, O,
K in art. -3.3.) – And C# c. * 4: &#

$5." c: * -5,-1 [He made him to be on the

sun; and I said to him, Art thou Zeyd-el
His soul was vehemently eager for a thing.
(Mgh. [See also 10.]) -##! signifies The being

K:) accord. to Sh, any piece of ground that

Aramin (o) — Hence. (TA) & 3.

overtops what is around it, whether extended or

eager, and the being vehemently eager: and hence

&#3 & #5, (Mg,'o, K, TA) in a

not, only about ten cubits, or five, in length, of

w: -## &# 3- 3.

trad. (O, TA) relating to the sheep or goat to be
slaughtered as a victim on the day of sacrifice,
(TA,) means We have been commanded to pay
much attention to the eye and the ear, and to
examine them carefully, in order that there may
not be any such defect as blindness of one eye or
mutilation (Mgh," O, K, TA) of an ear : (TA:)
or, (Mgh, O,) as some say, (O,) [in the K “that
is,”] to seek that they be of high estimation, by
being perfect (Mgh," O, K) and sound: (Mgh,
O:) or, accord. to some, it is from ##! signify
ing “the choice ones,” or “best,” of cattle; and
the meaning is, we have been commanded to select

the saying, in a trad.,

(* % #: X; [Whoso takes the enjoyments of the

present

norld with eagerness, or vehement eager
ness, of soul, he will not be blessed therein].
(TA.) - And * -5): He regarded him with
solicitous affection or pity or compassion. (O,"

K.) – [And L. -5,-1 He, or it, came within
sight, or vien, to me; or came within a command
• - of
ing, or near, view £--of me: see an ex. Voce Awe-l;
**

and another voce by..] – And [hence,] all -5,-4)

'Jim

The thing became, or has become, within
thy poner or reach; or possible, practicable, or
easy, to thee. (TA.) = See also 5, in two places.

them. (TA)-And,”’ & -5,' He
desires, or seeks, [or Taises

his eye to:

the means

little or much breadth in its upper surface :

(TA)

pl.

J#.

(TA voce

#3 :)

and

-à:

Jay) signifies the high, or elevated, places, Ol'
parts, of the earth or ground: (S, Msb, K:)

sing '-##, with feel to the and 2. (Ms.
[See also

-#4.])
6 *

A poet says,
* ** *

* *

*

*

*

es"> * > US-31 (<!

*

-

.*

; :

*

• *-

-

&\se &#1 - 9:0 3359

*

*

[I come to the assembly, and my sitting-place is
mot made near to the chief person or persons, and
I lead to the high elevated place my ass]: he
means, I have become unsound in my intellect in

consequence of old age, so that no profit is gotten

of a man, is from -##, (O,)
of attaining eminence. (MSb in art. -$2:...) - from my opinion, and I am not able to mount my
and signifies (#. 34 [He became elevated, or
ass from the ground, unless from a high place.
5.

-##, said

&J -

exalted, in rank, condition, or estimation; or

L.A.! -i- means He (a man) smote their

or exalted, in rank, condition, or estimation; or
ennobled; by, or by means of him, or it: (MA:)

the [evil] eye. (TA)- 45-4-1. He de

(S.) - [Hence, tThe brink, verge, or point, of
camels with the [evil] eye; syn. '3: ($, TA:) some
ennobled]. (K.) – a -54. He became elevated, or
event of great magnitude, or of any im
he looked at them (#4). to smite them n'ith
portance: not well expl. as meaning] the being on
the brink, or verge, or at the point, of some event

[or he gloried, or prided himself, by reason of it, Jrauded him of his right, or due. (O, K.) = See of great importance, good or evil: (O, K:) one
also 5: = and 8.
or in it; i. e.] he reckoned it, (S,) or regarded it,
says in the case of good, Lää &- -#3 c." 34
*:-! [He is at the point of accomplishing the
(O) as a glory or an honour
[to
himself],
(S,
£e o –
w

Q. Q. 1. &#1 &# I cut off the -9%

O) and a favour. (O) = u-Ji -543, ($, O, [q. v.] of the seed-produce; (S, O';) and so object of his want]: and in the case of evil, 3%
TA,) in the K, erroneously, 43%; (TA;) and 4: : (O and K* in art. -āj): :) of the dial. of

95%l &- -# Us: #[He is on the brink, &c.,

El-Yemen: but Az doubts whether the word be

of destruction]. (O, TA.) - And t The hump of

* *, *, (S, O, K.) and * *, *, (K) inf n.

(TA;) He (a man, S, O) ascended, or with Ú; and the L4 and Ü are both held by him a camel. (O, K, T.A.) - And app. sing of
J% in a sense expl. below: see the latter word.
mounted, upon the elevated place of observation. to be augmentative. (O.)
-#: see the next paragraph, near the end. (TA.) = And A heat; a single run, or a run at

#: ;

(S, o, K.) And G# "-i" and G# Use

signify the same as [4:45 and] age -545, i.e.

once, to a goal, or limit: (O, K:) or, (K,) accord.

-#3

Highness,
He ascended, or mounted, upon the thing. (TA.) nence, [in rank,
- It is said in a trad., with reference to certain respect of religion
future trials, or conflicts and factions, (c)3,) 3. first sentence of

elevation, exaltation, or emi to Fr, about a mile : (O, K:) or about two miles.
condition, or estimation, in (TA as from the K and on the authority of Fr.)
or of norldly things: (see the One says, &# 3. (#3 lás [He ran a heat, or
this art. :)] (S, O, Msb, K:)

*4,533 (3 -: i. e. Whoso finds a place of [generally meaning high birth :] glory, honour, tno heats]: (O:) and [in like manner,] &:
refuge [for escaping, or avoiding them, let them dignity, or nobility; syn. +: or not unless &# 3. (#, (O, K,) occurring in a trad, said
invite him, or cause him, to seek, or take, refuge, [transmitted] by ancestors: (K:) [for] accord. to of a mare, or of horses. (O.) = Also, (O, TA,)
virtually meaning] let him seek, or take, refuge ISk, -#3 and : may not be unless [trans accord. to IAar, (O,) A red clay or earth: and
i. q. #. [i.e. red ochre]; as also " -#3 : accord.
therein. (O, T.A.") = ź. -## The people, mitted] by ancestors; but -- and X= may be
or party, had their

-# [or

to Lth, a kind of trees, having a red dye : and
eminent, or noble, in a man though he have not ancestors [endowed said to be the same as [the Pers.] úl.j}: jls [i. e.
therewith]: (O:) or, (K,) accord. to IDrd, (O,)

men, pl. of -à,5,] slain (0, K.)

ck: 53, meaning

Brazil-wood, which is com
8. -5): He, or it, stood up, or upright, or grounds of pretension to respect or honour, con monly called in Arabic-...]. (O, TA:" in the
erect; ($, O, TA;) and (TA) so " -5):... [ifthis sisting in any qualities (either of oneself or of former of which, the Pers. word here mentioned
it signifies highness of -- [which means

be not a mistranscription, which I incline to think one's ancestors) which are enumerated, or re is written without the points to the P; and in the
it may be as the former verb (of which see the counted, as causes of glorying]: (O, K:) and latter, d'Al-Ali.)

part. n. below) is not mentioned in the K]. (K,

*# signifies the same as -#35 (TA) or the

TA.)

same as U.a5 and -5): [meaning a favour and a
- -2

&2 #

#:

see the next preceding paragraph, first

quarter. — Also The choice ones, or best, of Ju

glory or an honour]; as in the saying,ź. Jel (meaning cattle] ($, o, K.)—The as: of a
,) He raised his eyes (S, O, āş: [I reckon your coming a favour, and a glory [palace, or pavilion, or other building such as is

10. G. ---,($0, M., K.)and Giu,
(Msb in art.

* - d ...,

M5b, K) towards the thing, (O, K,) or to look at or an honour]; (O, K;) and āś,
Bk. I.

•

*

*

ź Us,' [I called] * (S, O, Mgb, K) [and of a mosque] is
194
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well-known; (K;) [An acroterial ornament,
forming a single member of a cresting of a wall
or of the crown of a cornice, generally of a
fanciful form, and pointed, or small, at the top :]

(IDrd, O, T.A.) See also

***

J.e.

# &#,

-#.

£ing

pl. -##, (§, Mgh, O, Mgb, K, TA) a pl. of jacent to the land of the Arabs. (As, O,
mult., and +0% and &# and &#, which
aš): ; pl. -ā2» : see à53.
* - 3.4

J.

•*

K.")

And #3 & A long ear; ($, o, K.) standing

6- d ...,

up; rising above what is next to it: and so Uyl

are pls. of pauc., or, as some say, -llä): [i. e.

&#1 is pl. of 'is', with two dammehs: Esh
Shiháb says that −0% is expl. as meaning the

-:

O.)- -##
A high shoulder; (S, O, K;)
- Also A hind of white garments or cloths: such as has a goodly rising; which implies what
(O, K:") or a garment, or piece of cloth, that is is termed 33% [inf n. of £i, and here app.
purchased from a country of the foreigners ad meaning the
curved in the back”]. (TA.)
WOce

**

-*

* ###. (TA) - See also

&#.

[-#

also

-:42 ($, o, K) and -ić (O and K in art.

signifies Having g prominent, or an apparent,
Jāj):) [but see Q. Q. 1] The leaves of seed
ear: opposed to 33, q. v. – Hence,] -#9 is
highest portions of a *: but what are thus produce that have become so long and abundant
an appellation of The bat; (O, K, TA;) because
termed are only what are built on the top of a that one fears its becoming marred; wherefore its ears are prominent and apparent: it is bare of
wall, distinct from one another, [side by side, like they are cut off (S, O, K.)
downy and other feathers, and is viviparous, not
merlons of a parapet,] according to a nell-known
-#3 See -i.23. - Applied to a she-camel, oviparous: so in the saying of Bishr Ibn-El
form : (TA:) the as: is what is called by the +High [app. meaning much advanced] in age: Moatemir,
*~ 0 < *- : * >
[common] people *ašš: (Ham p. 824:) the (A, TA:) or advanced in age; (S, O, K;) de
*
>>
a.
U-42%ue.”
"
32-33 -9:12:02: "
35% of a mosque is a word used by the lawyers, crepit; (IAar, K;) as also
(K:) [see
and is one of their mistakes, as IB has notified: &#3, in three places:] pl. -#, like J# and * [And a flying thing that has prominent and ap
so says MF: its pl. is -#9%. (TA)- The pls of Jú and isle, (S, 0) or -#, like #, parent ears and a denuded body, and a flying thing
–0% (thus with two dammehs, K) of a horse (K,) or the latter is allowable in poetry, (O,) or that has no nest]: (O, TA:) in the K is added,
are The neck and 3U.5 [i.e. croup, or rump, or the former is a contraction of the latter, (IAth, and another bird, that has no nest, &c. : but this
is taken from an explanation of the latter hemi
part between the hips or haunches,] thereof. TA,) and -### [also pl. of
(O, K) and stich of the verse cited above; which explanation
(O, K.)
-# and -is: (K:) it is said that -#3 is not is as follows: (TA:) the bird that has no nest is
applied to the he-camel; but it is so applied, *S one of which the Bahránees [so in the TA, but
# : see the next preceding paragraph.
well as to the she-camel, accord. to the Towsheeh accord. to the O “the sailors,”] tell that it does
-i.* High, elevated, exalted, or eminent, (S, of El-Jelál. (TA.) Hence, as being likened to not alight save while it makes, of the dust, or
O," Msb, K, TA,) [in rank, condition, or estima black decrepit she-camels, (Aboo-Bekr, TA,) earth, a place in which it lays its eggs, and which
it covers over; then it flies into the air, and its
tion,] in respect of religion or of worldly things: &*"
with two dammehs, [which I think eggs break open of themselves at the expiration
(TA:) [generally meaning high-born, or noble :] a mistake, unless it mean with a dammeh to each
of the term thereof; and when its young ones are
possessing glory, honour, dignity, or nobility:
able
to fly, they do after the habit of their parents.
word,]
(K)
or
òs:
-##,
(0,
IAth,
TA)
or such, and having also [such] ancestry: (TA:)
occurring
in
a
trad.,
meaning
+[Trials,
or
con
(O,
L,
TA: and the same is said, less fully, in the
[using it as not implying highness, or nobility, of
flicts and factions,] like portions of the dark K.) – # #4 A city having -##, (Mgh,
ancestry,] you say, 2% -i.2% 3% [He is high, or
night: (O, K, TA:) thus expl. by the Prophet:
J#
noble, to-day], and
3:
as meaning (O, TA:) but some relate it otherwise, with 5,
** *
and of #3, accord. to rule, is -#. (Mgh. [In
one who will be -à, [after a little while]: (Fr, (K,) saying J3-I) &:ll, pl. of &#, (O," TA,) the copies of the K, -#" is erroneously said to
$, K:) the pl. [of pauc.] is -## and [of mult.] meaning “[trials, &c.,] rising (O, K, TA) from
of Ibn
the direction of the east.” (O, TA.) - Also be pl. of #1.])- - It- is- - -said- - in- - a trad
- -- * * * * *
#($, o, Mob, K) and "-53, so in the K, app. applied
to an arrow, as meaning Old : (S, O, 'Abbās, '-3-9, $#&@ G: & G
denoting that this last is one of the pls of -āz):,
K:) and applied to a garment or a piece of cloth i. e. We have been commanded to build cities
and it is said in the O that -#3 is syn, with [app. in the same sense]: (A and TAvoce :* :) nvith -## and mosques without -##. (Mgh, O.")
3 but in the L it is said that it ..is sy, with
4 o

e

de

e de 6 -

e >

• DJ

*

-

*

#3:

#3]

-##,

J.”

o, K.)p, of #[q.v.] (O.) the pl. of

* -#3

*

-

w J.

•

#

−ā2++; and hence the saying 4.e55 -5,-, 3A or an arrow long since laid by [expl. by *
J# The ears and nose of a man: (O, K,
meaning He is the Jä2y: of his people, and agalu …"; but I think that the right reading TA:) its sing in this sense is not mentioned: it
is âûâû Jyaji Jež, and have assumed this to be
is app. 7 -#3 ; like ---, sing of £i. (TA.)
X* = meaning the 2,ás of them; and thus it
has been expl. as used in a trad.: (TA:) [but the case in my rendering]: or of which the
both these assertions are probably correct; for it feathers and the sinen's [nherenith they are
Ji,5 inf n, of 2 (Q. v.] (S&c.) – (And
or slender and also a post-classical term applied to An honorary
seems to be, agreeably with analogy, an inf. n. bound] have become • uncompact:
3
used as an epithet, and therefore applicable to a long. (TA) - -#3 U2 [A wine-jar] of which present, such as a garment yo. : and a letter, i.e.
single person and to a pl. number, and also to two the wine is old. (TA.) - And 5× [alone] A an epistle, considered as conferring honour: pl.
& J J - -

*

persons, and likewise to a female as well as to a
male.] - [By the modern Arabs, and the Turks

6

*

receptacle for wine, such as a £4. and the like

and Persians, it is also applied, as a title of thereof. (O, K.)
honour, to Any descendant of the Prophet; like
Jijū A kind of cord or rope; syn.

*#)
*- d >

6.- -

J.-:

... And, with the article J, particularly to the [so in the O, and in one of my copies of the S:

*

-5:...: see -5,-, in the middle of the para
graph: and see also what here next follows.
6- © a

• & •

-á, -e, (O, K,) like X% (K) or * 3:
of Mekkeh; now always a vassal of the Turkish i. e. the name of a certain mountain :] a post [q. v. voce -##!. (so in my two copies of the $,)
A place from which one overlooks, i.e. looks upon,
Sultán.]
classical word. (S, O.)- And -3% also signi
or vien’s, [a thing] from above. (S, O, £) –
3 ->

descendant of the Prophet who is The governor in my other copy of the S, and in the K, J.-,

fies A broom : (S, O, K:) a Pers. word, (S,)
13% &: Jala- Vo
U-49%, applied to a [lizard of the kind called] arabicized, from £, (0, K) originally (3 Hence the saying •in0 , aso trad.,
- of-3, and to a jerboa, Large in the ears, and in +x, which means “a place-sweeper.” (O.)
#3 J.A. § 3: # G#, Júl (0, TA)
i. e. [What comes to thee of this property] thou
• of
the body: (TA:) and so #% applied to a she
J & J. e.

camel, (0, K, TA) as also " (#3. (TA) And
63

- *

*

•

**

•

-## [More, and most, high, elevated, exalted, not coveting nor looking for it [nor asking it,
or eminent, in rank, condition, or estimation; take it]. (O.)

## 35i i. 1 #43 (Q. v.], (K, TA) or An &c.; generally meaning more, and most, high-born
ear that is high, long, and having hair upon it. or noble; (see -i.2%)] surpassing in -93. (S,

-,+, [part, n, of4;] High; (§, Mgh, Mab3)
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[or overtopping; &c.;] applied to a mountain, upon it; as+ d foed
also V &# (M, TA;) [whence,] U.'s." G-: means Prayer is disapproved when
twº y” -á, 9 W >5% occurs in the Kur
(S,) or a place. (Mgh, Msb.)
the sun becomes yellon: and 3: 43 &
63 - c >
* **
[xxxix. 69 as meaning And the earth shall shine L#." I did that when the sun was becoming
ă.5%. -52. Certain sn'ords, (§, O, K.) so
called in relation to -#4, (S,) or in relation to with the light of its Lord]: (M:) [in other in yellon. (TA)=#1-3,3,(S, MSb, K.) aor.*,
stances,] J:S -3% means The earth was, or
(Msb, K,) inf. n. 3% ($ Msb,) The sheep, or
Aül -##, (O, Mgb, K,) i.e. certain towns, or
became,
bright
with
the
sunshine.
(TA)—
goat,
had its ear slit (S, Msb, K) in the manner
villages, of the land of the Arabs, near to the [Hence, perhaps, or, though not immediately,
expl.
voce
$3. (Msb, K.)
Jä2, [q. v.]: (S, O, Msb, K:) so says AO: ($, from what here next follows, some other applica
O :) or, as some say, this is a mistake, and they
***

.#

•

tions of this verb, to denote redness.]–.5%

2. G3, (TA) inf n. 3,35, (§, O, K.) He

(Msb:) [or, accord. to some, in relation to -##1, **, (§, M, Msh, K) and £9, and the like,

took to the direction of the east, or place of sun
rise : (S, O, K, TA:) he went to the east: he came

are so called in relation to a place of El-Yemen:

certain towns, or villages, near Howrán: (see

(M.) aor. 4, (Msb) inf n, 3.3, (M, Msb) He

to the east: (M, TA:) and he directed himself to
De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., iii. 53:)] and it is (a man, M, Msb) was, or became, choked with

-:

the east. (TA.)- And He prayed at sunrise :

his spittle, (§, M, MSb, K.) and with water, &c. and hence, app., He performed the prayer of the
who made swords: 3(TA:)
one says L5- -ā-, (M.) [And -3, and Jaé and G-5 are some. Jestival of the sacrifice : (TA:) or this meaning is
- times used in the same sense in relation to spittle
from #1 <33. (Mgh: it is also mentioned
(S, O, Mgb) not Ligu-2, because a rel, n, is not
said that

was the name of a blacksmith
3

• &

6 d =

-#4. &c.]—[Hence].23% &: &# + The wound

in the M.) —-49 -53, inf n. as above, The
became [choked or] filled with blood. (Msb.) land became affected nith drought, and dryness
And
&% ! The place became [choked of the earth, being [parched by the sun and] not
[Elevated, or exalted, in rank, condition, or] filled and straitened by its occupants. (TA.)
reached by water: whence the term V J%

formed from a pl. of the measure of
(S, O.)

–5:

e.

* &#91

or estimation; or ennobled]; (K, TA;) an epithet – And -glut - 3,5 : [The body became
applied to a man; from -##1. (TA.) = Also A choked in its pores with perfume]. (TA) [q. v.] in the dial. of Egypt. (TA)—&x:
garment, or piece of cloth, dyed with the red clay [And Jesú-u *: 3,3 + The garment, or also signifies The being beautiful, and [sunny or]
shining in face. (Sh, O, K.)=2~ &#, (M,
or earth [&c.] called -5%. (IAar, TA)
piece of cloth, became glutted, or saturated, with

-, * (S.TA)and <-3,4-(Z,TA) oper.
-#3 [i.e. highness, eleva
tion, or eminence, of rank, condition, or estima
tion; or nobility]. (S, Z, T.A.)
come, or surpassed, in

-: A horse high in make.

(S, O, K.)

Mgh, Msb,) inf n. as above, (S, M, Mgh, O,
3,3] – And Msb,
K,) He cut the flesh-meat into strips, and
4: +5% | His eye became red [being surcharged dried it in the sun, or spread it in the sun to dry :
the dye of saffron: see the part. n.

with blood], as also &#1 (M, TA:) and so
*: U × 53. (K, TA:) or this last signifies

(S, M, Mgh, O, Mgb, K:) or [simply] he cut it

into pieces, and into strips. (Mgb.) [In like

the blood appeared in his eye: (M:) and −5% manner also]>: &: signifies The throning
230 it (the eye) had the blood apparent in it, barley in a sunny place in order that it may dry.

1. J.i.1%, (S.M. Mgh, Mab, K.) aor.”,

were choked therenith,] without its (Mgh.) And one says of the [wild] bull, &:
running from it. (TA)- And 4% 5%, infn. 4:4, meaning He exposes his back to the sun in
&#. + His colour, or complexion, became red, by order that nhat is upon it of the den of night

(S, M. Msb) in n. 32: ($, M, Mgh, Mab, K)

reason of shame, or shame and confusion. (TA.) may dry: in this sense the phrase is used by

c5):

[as though it

and 5):, (S, Msb,) The sun rose; (S, M, Mgh, - And [hence, app.,] 'U' 3,3, inf n. as above, Aboo-Dhu-eyb. (M.)- G22:5 A: is an ap
Msb, K;) as also V <āşi. (K:) the sun rose from + The thing became intensely red, with blood, or pellation of The three days next after the day of
the east; and in like manner one says of the

moon, and of the stars: (M:) or the sun rose so

neith a beautiful red colour. (M., T.A.)- And sacrifice : (S, M, O, Msb:) [i. e. the eleventh and
twelfth and thirteenth days of Dhu-l-Hijjeh :]

also + The thing became mixed, commingled, or

that its light began to fall upon the earth and

these days were so called because the flesh of the
blended (M, TA)—J.: -.5%, inf n, as victims
trees: (T and TA in art. 23:) and " --5):l signi above,
was therein cut into strips, and dried in
means | The sun had a dushiness blended
the sun, or spread in the sun to dry: (S, M, Mgh,
fies, as distinguished from -##, (S, M, Mgh,
Msb,) or signifies also, (K, TA,) for both verbs with it, and it [app. the duskiness] then became O, Msb, K:*) or because the victims were not

are correctly expl. in the K as above, (TA,) it little : (TA:) or it was near to setting : (M, K:) sacrificed until the sun rose: (IAar, S, O, K:) or
shone, or gave its light, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K, or became feeble in its light; (O, K;) app. from from the prayer of the day of sacrifice, which
TA,) and spread (M, TA) upon the earth, or 5# applied to flesh-meat as meaning “red, having they follow: (Mgh:) or because they used to say,
ground: (TA:) or, as some say, -$3, and no grease, or gravy,” and applied to a garment, [on that day,] (S, M, O,) in the Time of Igno
* -5,-1 are syn., (M, Mgb,) as meaning it (the or piece of cloth, as meaning “red, that has be rance, (M) is: Lees- X: W &#. (S, M, O,)
sun) shone: (M:) and &: [as inf. n. of the former come glutted, or saturated, (3,5) with dye;” which means Enter thou upon the time of sun
verb] signifies the shining of the sun. (K.) because its colour, in the last part of the day, rise, Thebeer, (addressing one of the mountains
And J: 5%, and " &#1, The palm-trees when it is setting, becomes red. (O.)- The of Mekkeh, M, Mgh,) that we may push, or
showed redness in their fruit: (M, K:*) or phrase L3: 53 U15% &##, (§, M, O, press, on, or fornard, (M, Mgh, Msb,) to return
showed the colours of their dates. (AHn, M.) K, [in the CK, erroneously, 3%) occurring in from Mine: (M: [see also 4 in art. 2, ..]) Aboo
•& e

&# in what follows.] = ità &#, (S,
O, Mgb, K) aor. *, (§, O, Msb) inf n. #3,

Haneefeh used to hold that G2#1

[See also

a trad., (S, M, O,) in a

saying of the

(O, K,) is expl. as meaning Who postpone, or
defer, the prayer until there remains not, (S, M,
K.) in the manner expl. voce $3. (Msb.) – O, K,) of the sun, (S) or of the day, (M, O, K,)
And #5, #3, (AZ, K) inf n &3, (IAmb, save as much as remains (S, M, O, K) of the life,
Az, TA,) He plucked the fruit: (Az, K, TA:) (S,) or of the breath, (M, O, K, [but in the CK,
He slit the ear of the sheep, or goat, (S, O, Msb,

or cut it. (IAmb, Az, T.A.) One says in crying

55%

[or beans],

& 513&l &: The cutting of

the morning, fresh! meaning what has been cut,
and picked, in the morning. (I Amb, Az, T.A.)
=&#, [aor. <,] inf. n. &#, It (a place) was,
or became, bright by reason of the sun's shining

IneanS

*:

Prophet,
[i. e. the saying #i

àij;

but none beside him

has held this opinion. (TA.) It is said in a trad.
that the days thus called are days of eating and

drinking, and of celebrating the praises of God.

(0)–:#1 &

He made [or dyed] the

e-i: is put in the place of J-3,]) of the dying garment, or piece of cloth, yellon : (Ibn-'Abbād,
n:ho is choked with his spittle : (S, M, O, K:) or O:) [or he dyed it red: (see the pass. part. n.,
the meaning is, until the sun is [but just] above below:)] or &# signifies the dyeing with saf
the walls, and [diffusing its feeble light] among fron, (M., L.,) so that the thing dyed is saturated,
the graves (M, O, K*) as though it were a great (L,) or not so that the thing is saturated: (so in
expanse of water. (M, 0.) AZ says, #3, # a copy of the M:) it is not with safflower. (M., L.
.de d.f.
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w

[See also 4, last signification.])= L33-Ji & is the sun : (M:) and one says, & # U 3.5i S (A5, TA:) or # applied to an ear signifies cut
He plastered [I n ill not come to thee as long as a sun, of the at its extremities, without having anything thereof
the watering-trough, or tank, with 3×3 [q. v.], upper limb of a sun, rises, or begins to rise]. separated: and applied to a she-goat (#4),
Ol'
(M in art. &”)
(S, M.)- See also &#, in three places. – having its ear slit lengthnise, without its being
Also A place where the sun shines (5: &: separated: and, as some say, applied to a 5t,
4. &#1: see 1, in six places. One says also, J-:) (K.) See #4. - The narmth of the having the inner part of its ear slit on one side
4:3 &l, (S) and #, (M.) His face, (S) sun. (TA.)- The light that enters from the with a separating slitting, the middle of its ear
and his colour, or complexion, (M,) shone, (S, chink of a door; (IAar, Th, K;) as also V & being left sound: or, accord. to Aboo-'Alee in the
“Tedhkireh,” #3 signifies having its ears slit
M,) and was bright, with beauty. (S.)- Some
(K.)
In
a
trad
of
I'Ab,
(TA)
it
is
said
of
a
with
too slits passing through, so as to become
allow its being made trans.; [meaning It caused,
gate
in
Heaven,
called
V
&:"
(q.v.],
5,
6
three
distinct pieces. (M.)
or made, to shine;] as in the saying,
sometimes said for

£2, meaning

&#2.

./

•
*

*

- d

-

- o 3

a- ?:

2

-

**:

z, * *

*#-

-

3

# S & 3 J- (0, K, TA) i. e. It had

-

W--> -->ll &#5 a-33-3
• *:

*

*

**b &l- >> -s-all U->
[There are three things, with the beauty of n:hich
the norld is made to shine; the sun of the bright
early morning, and Aboo-Is-hák, and the moon]:
but there is no proof in this, because [the right
reading may be

& #, and so]

le:Ji may be an

&: [of, or relating to, the east, or place of

been closed so that there remained not save its

light entering from the chink thereof: so says
I'Ab. (O, T.A.)- And A chinh, or fissure.
(K, TA.) One says, 'G' J.' &# J-3 (.
Nothing entered the chink of my mouth. (Z,
TA.) = Also A certain bird, (Sh, M, K,) one of
the birds of prey, (M,) between the hite and the
hank, or falcon, (Sh, K,) or betneen the hite and

sunrise; eastern, or

oriental]-# % # S,

(K, TA,) in the Kur [xxiv. 35], (TA,)

means

Not such that the sun shines upon it at its rising

only (Fr, K, TA) nor at its setting only, (Fr,
TA,) but such that the sun lights upon it morning
and evening: (Fr, K, TA:) or, accord. to El
Hasan, it means not of the trees of the people of

agent; therefore the making the verb trans. [in the [species of falcon called] cºes [q. v.]: (O:) the present world, but of the trees of the people of
Paradise: Az, however, says that the former ex
2 *:
this sense] is said to be post-classical, though it is pl. G.223.
(M.)
planation is more fit and more commonly re
mentioned by the author of the Ksh. (MF, TA.).
– It signifies also He entered upon the time of
ceived. (TA.) And J: & signifies A place,
&: see the next preceding paragraph.
sunrise: ($, M, Mgh, Msb, K:) similarly to
of the earth, or ground, in, or upon, which the
3-3, and
and #1 (TA) See 2. = &: [inf n. of &#, q. v. - And also a subst.]: sun rises, or shines. (TA.) See also &#3 [and
*:: &#! He caused his enemy to become choked See 3%, in three places. - Also A thing [such &# and #3) = Also A certain red dye.
[with his spittle, or with water, or the like: see 1]. as spittle and the like (see 5,3)] obstructing, or (TA)
(0, K.) And * (#3 &## 1 [I choked the choking, the throat, or fauces. (S, and Harp.
5

&:

utterance, or

impeded the

&#:

action, of such a one;] 477.)

I did not allon, such a one to say, or to do, a

thing (Z TA)–: 3:5, 3-1, (Moheet,
&#" -3% (K,) t He exceeded the

A, O,) or

good,

&: A place bright by reason of the sun's
shining upon it; as also "3,44. (M,TA)-A
man choked with his

pl.

See

&#. - Also A boy, or young man,

or beautiful, (K, TA,) in face : (TA:)

&#, (K, TA, [in the CK 53, but correctly])

with two dammehs. (TA.)- And A woman

spittle, or with water, or the small in the vulva : (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K:) or

usual degree in dyeing the garment, or piece of like. (M., T.A.)- + A plant, or herbage, having having her vagina and rectum united by the
cloth; [saturated it with dye;] or dyed it tho plentiful irrigation; or flourishing and fresh, rending of the separation between them; syn.
Toughly. (K, T.A.. [See also 2, last signification or juicy, by reason of plentiful irrigation; syn. juá. (M, K.) – And &:
but one.])

is the name of

&.

(TA.)- + A garment, or piece of cloth, A certain idol (M, TA)
red; that is glutted, or saturated, [so I render
5. &: He sat in a sunny place (S, O, K) [at
&# &# with dye : (O:) and &>''
[## The first part of the rising sun. (Frey
any season, (see #2) or particularly] in win
tag, from the Deewan of the Hudhalees.) See also
applied
to
a
garment,
or
piece
of
cloth,
[app.
ter. (O, K.)- And ls: They looked through
: 12.
**:
the G2> of the door, i.e. the chink thereof into signifies tolutted, or saturated, with the dye of &\", voce &#.]
saffron: see also 5*, and see 4.] (TA.) One
which the light of the rising sunfall. (O.)
J% [The lands that are not reached by the
says also *:
+ [Prostrated,] dyed
water,
or inundation, and that are consequently
7. &# <-5-31 The bon, split. (Ibn-'Ab with his blood. (M., T.A.)- Flesh-meat (S, M,
parched
by the sun]: a word of the dial. of Egypt.
bād, O, K.)
O, TA) that is red, (M, O, TA,) having no
(TA.)
See
2.
12. £ −3,5: : see 1, latter half- 3% grease, or gravy. (S, M, O, TA.)- + A thing
intensely red, with blood, or nith a beautiful red
#U ! He became dronned in tears. (Ibn-'Ab colour. (M.)- And t A thing mixed, com 55: See &#, in two places. - Also The
side that is next the east; (O;) the eastern side;
bād, Ó, K, TA)
mingled, or blended. (M.)
(K;) of a hill, and of a mountain: you say,
2.02 .
22° 2 *: *>
33 [an inf. n.: see 1, first sentence. - Also] aš- : see &#,
in two places:- and see a5-2,
The sun; (§, O, K.)andso" (#3: (K, and thus in two places.
side of the mountain], and J.--" * lja and
in one of my copies of the S in the place of the
23 o
#
+
Anaciety,
grief,
or
anguish;
syn.
in
Pers.
former:) [or]." # has this signification: (M,
* [in the opposite sense]: (TA:) pl. &#.
Msb:) and 3% signifies the rising sun; (M, *5-51. (KL.)
(O, K.) Hence, in a trad., as some relate it,

&:

&# &”

-

6.- d -

-

-

•

•

J£1 & # and "4:3: [This is the eastern

o

TA;) as some say; (M;) thus accord. to AA

4 of

#:

&: : - and

[meaning t Trials, or conflicts and
brand with which a sheep, or goat, such as is factions, like portions of the dark night, rising

*#, and "###, (M.K.) and "#, (TA)and
W & (S," M, K,) and W &#: (M, K:) one

termed Ašš, is marked. (O, K.)

**O =

6.-

&#

<<i> The sun rose; (S, M, O; in
one of my copies of the SW &# ;) but not
says,

See

see

#4. *= Also A &” &#

and IAar, (TA) and so * 3:3, (M, Msb,) and

-

6d >

ã5× : see &#.

from the direction of the east]: but it is otherwise
related, with -s [in the place of the J: see

4,6]. (TA.)- And &ül is the name of A
certain idol, of the Time of Ignorance; (IDrd,

#3 it: A sheep, or goat, having its ear slit
(S, Mgh, O, K) lengthnise, (K,) without its being M, K;) whence 3: £, a proper name [of a
come to thee every day that the sun rises: or, as separated: (TA:) or having the ear slit in trvo, man]. (ID", M.) = Also [if not a mistranscrip
some say, &: signifies the upper limb (č) of (As, Msb, TA) as though it were a 3.3 [Q. v.]: tion for J2ju:, q.v., app. Clay, or some other
&#1 <= (M3) and ' Gü Jés àjí I will
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substance or mixture, with which a place is to a man] signify Of the east; or eastern: (Msb:)
6-

plastered,] & 2 & 4. (Ibn 'Abbād, O.)

3.3%

signifies [The kind of plaster called]

© o

*

-

f

s

this last word: and see also the last sentence of

o e

•

inf n. 4:5, (§, K.) He put a 99% to the

&: A place of prayer;

syn.

J-4;

sandal; (S, Mgh, Msb, K;) as also " $#, (S,
(AS, S,

*

J-lè, [Q. v.] (Kr, M) i. 1, 5*. (K. (See

(Mgh, K)=3: 32, (S. Mgh, Mil, K.)

- -

pl. ašt-o. (TA.)

M, Mgh, K;) i. e., in an absolute sense: (TA:)
or the place of prayer of the festival (Jeall):

TA) inf n. 99:1 (TA)
* *

*

3. 353 & #5, (S,TA) infn, iéjū. (TK)

(TA:) or the place of prayer of the two festivals: [I shared, participated, or partook, with such a

the next preceding paragraph above.])

&#1 is said to mean the place of prayer of one;] I was, or became, the 4129% [or copartner
the festival at Mekheh : (M, TA:) and the mosque &c.] of such a one. (S, TA.) El-Jagdee says,

and

&#:

see what next follows.

of El-Khellf

(S, K.) – And The festival
• 6 e

3, #4 (S, M, O, Mgb, K.) which by rule (*!)[itself]: because the prayer thereon is after
should be "3:2, (M, MSb) but this latter is the aš, i. e. the [rising] sun. (M.) = Also

:

> *

*

ustii U

étá,

*

*

c. * *** *-ij,

*

rarely used, (Msb,) The place, (M,) or quarter, Flesh-meat [cut into strips and] spread in the sun
or direction, (Msb,) of sunrise; (M, Msb;) [the [to dry: see its verb, 2]. (M.) See also &#, [And we shared with Kureysh in their piety and
signifies the same; last sentence. - And A garment, or piece of in their several grounds of pretension to respect,
(S, M, O, Mgb, K.) as also 'J',:2: (Seer, M.) cloth, [dyed yellon : or with saffron: see, again, with a sharing exclusive of other properties].
the pl. of the first is 5,154, and the pl. of *::: its verb: or] dyed with a red colour. (O, K.) = (S.) See also 1. [And see 8.]
o:
* o - 0&
is 3%. (M.) The dual, c5:1, means The And a fortress [or a watering-trough or tank (see
4. 4-29) L' £i I made him a £2,3, [or
2
o is place of sunrise of summer and that of ninter 2, last sentence,)] plastered with Joë. (O, K.)
east, or orient;] and

*3%

•

[E.26° N. and E. 26° S. in Central Arabia]. (S,

6- -

5:

Taking to the direction of the east, or

copartner &c.] to me in the affair: and "3-&
Júl es' 2: I made them copartners in the

O, TA.) And also The place of sunrise and the
place of sunset; [or the east and the nest;] (M, place of sunrise: one says, G-2 c): &: property; and_*, occurring in this art. in the
O;) the former being thus made predominant -3% [Different, or neidely different, (are 072e TA, on the authority of Esh-Shāfi'ee, means, in
w • Jo

because it denotes existence, whereas the latter

going tonards

*

~ *

the east and one going tonards the like manner, he made them copartners; and
_ow-e 3: is used in this sense in the present art.
o 4 ede

denotes non-existence: (M :) thus in the saying,

(M, Q,) in the Kur [xliii. 371 (0.) J: < .

• 0~

4.e. f d

&#:

*

See

-

35#4. *= Also A man accustomed

c: : 4:3

[0, would that betnceen me to make his enemy to be choked with his spittle.
and thee were the distance of the east and the (Z, T.A.)
west]. (M., O.) And [in like manner] one says
&#. : See &# : - and #4. - Also,
W c: &: us, meaning What is betneen
thé place of unrise and the place of sunset. (M.) (M, Ó, K.) of a door, (M, K.) A chink into
which the light of the rising sun falls. (M," O,
– See also #3.—The saying, cited by IAgr, K.*) - And 3, ..." is the name of A gate for
•*
* **
repentance, in Heaven. (I’Ab, O, K.) See &#.
• & •

& e.

5,599 se

*

•

*

•

- --"
6

*

*

• 6* *

3,5×

g-Ju La-Jū 4's

*

*

he explains as meaning [I said to Saad, he being
at El-Azárik (a certain water in the

#20,

&#: and its vars.:

see art. Gyää.

TA

*

in art. 3,3)], Keep thou [to pure mill, and] to
the sun [or the places of sunshine] in winter: but

•

in the K1 (MS) usic, *, *, in the Kur
[xx. 33], means And make Thou him my £2,3,
[or copartner, or associate, or colleague,] in my
affair. (S.) And one says also, & * 4==
2.9 He made him to enter [or engage] with him
in the affair: and
es' ü): <). He made

&

such a one to enter [or share] with him in the
sale or purchase. (TA.)- [Hence,] aut, +):l
He attributed to God a 49% [or copartner
&c.] (Mgh, TA) in his dominion: (TA:) [or he
attributed to God Aé i.e. copartners &c.,

such as the angels and the devils: (see Kur vi.
100, &c., and any of the expositions thereof:)
i.e. he believed in a duality, or a plurality, of

and [in a wider sense,] he disbelieved [or
1. * +3, aor. 4, inf n. # (S, Mgh," gods:]
misbelieved]
God: syn.jáé : (S,"Msb,K,TA:)
#, the former a contraction of used in thisinlatter
sense because *śl is not free

[ISd says, in my opinion, Júl is here pl. of
* 3: applied to flesh-meat that is “ [cut into Msb, K) and

strips and] spread in the sun [to dry];” and this the latter, but the more usual, (Msb,) and 4)):
(Mgh, Msb) and 3,3, the former of these two a
is confirmed by his saying Ja-Jū, each of them
contraction of

being food. (M.)

the latter,

See

*. (Kull p. 49.) = See
•

-

but the more usual,

(Msb,) or 3: [q.v. infră] is a simple subst.,
Entering upon the (S, K,) [He shared, participated, or partook,
time of sunrise: the pl. occurs in this sense in the with him in it;] he was, or became, a 4,3 [or
Kur xv. 73 and xxvi. 60. (TA.)
copartner &c.] to him in it; (Msb;) namely, a.

&#:

from some kind of
also 1: = and 2.

6: see the next paragraph, in three places.

&# - Also

8, 194×l and " bet:5, (Mgh, Msb) and
(ex.:l and " text:5, (K,) and ué):l and

* Leyt:5, ($) [They, and they two, and we,

#2 and #4 (S, M, o, K) and #5, (M,

sale or purchase, and an inheritance, (S, K,) or shared, participated, or partook, one with another,

an affair; (Msb;) and as * ** [signifies the
O, K,) the last mentioned by Ks, (O,) A place of same]. (Mgh, Msb,” K." [It is said in the TA, and each nith the other; or n'ere, or became,
copartners, &c.;] 'é es' [in such a thing]. (S.)

sitting in the sun; (S, O, K;) accord. to some,
peculiarly, (TA,) in the ninter; (O, K, TA;)

and "#3 and '5%:... (S, O, K) and 'J',:

after the mention of

*:: with its inf. n. #,

– [Hence,] '91":S1 in lexicology signifies The
homonymous; Tit, the being shared, or par

that it is more chaste than 7 *="; by which it being

(O, K) signify the same: (S, O, K:) or a place is implied that this latter is sometimes used as ticipated, in by several meanings: [used as a
subst., homonymy:] (Mz, 25th 82'; and Intr. to
wpon which the sun shines; accord. to some, syn. with the former; for which I do not find any
the TA ') one says of a noun [or word] that is
express
authority..]
And
He
entered
with
him
peculiarly, in the winter (M) as also *# and

into it; [or engaged with him in it;] namely, an termed 9× [q v.], 5:= g" ** 2:5
affair. (TA)=J: -ás, 3, aor. *, The sandal
[Many meanings share, or participate, in it].
* 3:2, of the pl. of which, or of one of the first
had
its
99:
broken;
(Ibn-Buzuri,
K;)
inf.
n.
(TA.)
– And 3:9. •),<! + The affair, or case,
three words in this paragraph, see an ex. in a

'# (M.TA) and '53 (M) and 3- (app.
3: if the explanation
verse by IAar be correct]. (TA.)

verse cited voce

of that

33. (TK.)

2 : see 4.- [The inf. n.] &2: also signifies
The selling a part [or share] of n:hat one has
&#:- (Mgb, TA) and L#):- both [applied purchased for that for n:hich it was purchased.
3

* >

was, or became, confused, and dubious. (TA.)

£3.

see what next follows.

3 -2 -

6 o

*

-

-

5* is an inf n, of +5, as mentioned in the
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first sentence of this art.: (Mgh, Msbi).

#, which means a net]: (TA:) and
subst, therefrom: (S:) and is syn, with " āşerā, the pl. of 3: is £, with two dammels, which
or a nation of

trad., the shadow at the base of a wall, on the
eastern side thereof, when very small [or narrow],
[signifying A sharing, participating or partici is extr. [with respect to analogy, like A5 pl. of showing that the sun has begun to decline from
+A
pation, partaking, or copartnership, and men &]. (K.) Hence the trad, #5 &: 4. # the meridian. (Mgh, Msb,) - [Hence,]

streak of herbage: ($, O, K.) pl. 53, (S, O,

tioned before as an inf. n.,] (K,) as also are
W

4,3 and W #, [likewise mentioned before as +% Juá, meaning **** *::-

[i. e. TA) expl. by AHn as meaning herbage in
I seek protection by Thee from the mischief of streaks; not continuous. (TA.) One says, #Gl

inf ns,] and '53 and "###, (MF, TA) and the Devil, and his mare.] (TA)—3,514:
4% £5% -: L. tThe herbage among the sons
so is "äé%, with damm, (K,) this last said by
means The main and middle parts of the road; of such a one is composed of streaks. (Aboo

MF to be unknown, but it is common in Syria,
almost to the exclusion of the other dial. vars.

mentioned above. (T.A.)

An. ex, o: the first

occurs in a trad, of Mo’ádh, g-g Jal de ju

(S, K;) syn. 33- or the tracks that are [con Nasr, S, O.)–(In the K voce & it is used as
spicuous and distinct,] not obscure to one nor meaning t.A ron of shoots, or offsets, cut from
blended together: (K:) pl. [or rather coll. gen, n.] palm-trees and planted, such as are termed, when
of the road; (AS, planted, 3: and 3:..]—[Hence] one says,
of W #: (S:) or the

at:

3:1, meaning [He allowed, among the people

49%

L'é #4. ! [They went anay in one
TA;) i. e. the furron's of the road, made by the 2-5
of T-Yemen,] the sharing, one with another,
beasts with their legs [or feet] in its surface, a uniform line or manner]. (TA.) And J*
(99.5%) in

land [and app. its produce], by its "aé): here and another by the side of it: (TA:)
owner giving it to another for the half [app. of Or £i [is its pl., and] signifies the small tracks
its produce], or the third, or the like thereof: and that branch off from the main road and then stop,

13-3 4%. 3.5 t Male thou the affair, or
case,

[uniform, or] one uniform thing. (Fr, TA

in art.

&)

a similar ex. of the same word occurs in another

trad. (TA.) See also an ex. in a verse cited

or terminate (sh, TA) (see Cil
6

above, conj. 3. And one says,

Xé: us' Gé,

&#

-

act. part. n. of

*:::

(Mgh;) i. q.

4): :

* 3:

© D

meaning We are desirous of sharing with you in
affinity, or relationship by marriage. (K,”TA.)
– And A share: (Mgh, O, Mgb, TA:) as in the

[A sharer, participator, partaker, or

6 - d-

partner, with another;

ae): : Y see 4):, first sentence.

a copartner, an associate,

or a colleague, of another]; (K;) and 7 *
signifies the same: (Az, K, TA:) a sharer in

4:

& [A share of his ho' âs): ; see £, first sentence. - Also A n:hat is not divided: (K and TK in art. Jaks. :)
saying, 9's &:
was sold]: (Mgh:) and as in the saying, Gel
piece of flesh-meat; of the dial. of El-Yemen; or a sharer in the rights of a thing that is
& 4. të [He emancipated a share : originally, of a slaughtered camel, in n'hich people
solds (Mgh in that art.) pl. Ré, and #,

*

longing to him in a slave]: (Msb:) pl. 3/931. share, one with another. (TA.)
(O, Mgb, TA.) [See a verse of Lebeed cited
6 *

~*

($, o, Mob, K, TA) like # and J%iple of

6 * *

-##5 (S, o, TA) or the latter is pl. of '3:
(Az, TA:) a woman is termed #: (S, o, K.)

aš-- : see :):, in six places.

#4.] –It is also a subst: from & 3:1;
(Mgh, Mab, K, TA;) thus in the Kursaxi. 12;

VOce

2<

(Mgh, TA;) meaning The attribution of a **
[or copartner &c., or of Aé: i. e. copartners

&c., (see 4,)] to God: (Mgh:) [so that it may be
rendered belief in a plurality of gods:] and |in al
wider sense,] unbelief [or misbelief]; syn. Jáše.
(S, Msb, K, TA.) And it is also expl. as meaning

6o

z

āśa): : see :)):, first sentence.
:

.

3

:,

Us: and Læ: A quick, or snift, pace:

ź A (S, O, K.) Az mentions his having heard one of
(K:) so says ISd. (TA.) And
quick and consecutive slapping, (S, O, K,) like the Arabs say, £5% &y: 3% meaning Such a
the camel's slapping when a thorn has entered one is married to the daughter, or to the sister, of

Jé

his foot and he beats the ground with it with a

Hypocrisy: (Mgh, TA :) so in the saying of the consecutive beating.

Prophet, #1 Jai J's -i-

-is-i &

such a one; what people call the cis- [of such a

(S,” O.) Ows Ibn-Hajar one]. (TA.)
6

says,

[Verily the most fearful of what I fear for my
*

es;

+

: Sl čič,

people is hypocrisy]: (Mgh :) " so in the trad.,
w.e. J

JO-

0

-

• *

5

o p

J.

&# and 'C'):, (§, O, K) like as one
**

*

* 5

*l we

-

says 32 and U533,

•

3

-

•

and :5
-as and &#, (S, O,)

&

*

J: -; & J. J. L'i 4:1 (Hypo:

which is applied to a man's 5'- [i. e. wife, or
object of love], (TA;) and the pl. of this is 43%.

-** * * * *

crisy is more latent in my people than the creeping [And I am none other than one who is ready, as
of ants]. (IAth, T.A.) - See also &23, in two thou seest; one in the habit of quick and consecu
tive coming to nater; not one who is dilatory]:
places.
i.e., one coming to water time after time, consecu
*:: The ājū- [properly a sing, meaning tively: he means, I will do to thee what thou
snare, but here app. used as a gen, n., meaning dislikest, not delaying to do that. (S.)
snares, as will be seen from what follows,] of the
•302 [i.e. sportsman, or catcher of game, or nild 3% The thong, or strap, of the sandal, (Mgh,
animals, or birds]; one of which is called Msb, K, TA,) that is on the face thereof, (TA,)
W i=# : (S, O:) the meaning of the 4% of the upon the back [meaning upper side] of the foot,
(Mgh, Māb,) [extending from the thong, or strap,
25u2 is well known; and the pl. is 3:1; like that passes between two of the toes, tonards the
6 - of
* -- and ~\-l: or, as some say, 3: is the pl. ankle, and having tro arms (its 9.44), which
of W ##, [or rather is a coll. gen, n. of which are attached to the
(q.v.), or pass through
W #3 is the n, un.,] like C-4s and #25.
these and unite behind the foot: see also alolys-,
(Msb:) [i.e.,] 3 signifies the J%-[orsnares, and 4.33, whence it appears to mean also each
-

&

or by this may perhaps be meant the cords com arm, and the two arms, of the 95% properly so
posing a snare, for J%- is an anomalous pl. of called: and see *. where it appears to be used
J.-.] for catching wild animals or the like; and as meaning a thong or strap, absolutely il, the
what is, or are, set up for [catching] birds: •)): of the sandal is well known: (O:) pl. 4):,
(K, TA:) one whereof is said to be called "ié% ( o, K, TA,) and accord. to the K £i also, but
[a term used in the K, in art. &#, as the expla this is a mistake. (TA.) To this is likened, in a

One niho attributes to God a sle2% [or copartner
Aé: i.e. copartners &c. (see 4)]: (O:)
[i. e. a believer in a duality, or a plurality, of
gods:] and [in a wider sense,] a disbeliever [or
misbeliever] in God. (S, O, K.) Abu-l-'Abbás
explains [the pl.] &** in the Kur xvi. 102
as meaning Those who are c)34-)-- by their
&c., or

obeying the Devil; by their worshipping God

and worshipping with Him the Devil. (TA.)
[In one place, in the CK, the former word is
erroneously put for 4:4, q. v., last sentence.]
w

Us=}*: see the next preceding paragraph.

#: àjíl, (O, K, TA,) or it:

#31 (Mab) for as #1 (Mab, TA) is
That [assigned

portion of

question relating thereto
for

inheritance, or the

(#): it:

####" aä'," #1-),

being

in which the brothers

by the mother's side [only] and those by [both]
the father's and the mother's sides are made to

share together; (O, Msb," K, TA;) also called

"áš:

[that makes to share], tropically;
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(Msbi) and called also "####" (or #"

because “participated in” by the five senses: several places; (S, K, TA;) quasi-pass. of #.

It0 <is* * said
in a trad. of Kaab, * Li
Ús i.e. that is shared in]: (Lth, K, TA:) this is but it is vulgarly used as meaning common sense.] (TA.)
•*
~
*
9: applied to a man, [for 4-5 #4,] 4-3 &# 5 -t: i.e. &#: [meaning
the case of a husband and a mother and brothers
by the mother's side and brothers by the father's means + Talking to himself, like him who is af He brought to 'Omar a book of which the sides
and mother's sides: (O, K, TA:) for the wife is fected with an:ity: (As, S, K, TA; [in the CK, were slit, or rent, in several places]. (TA.)
half; and for the mother, a sixth; and for the erroneously, 3): 2;]) his judgment being shared 7: see 1, near the end.
6 ** * *
• ** **

-

brothers by the mother's side, a third, and the in ; not one. (TA)
brothers by the father's and mother's sides share
with them: (O, TA:) 'Omar decided in a case of
AJ
this kind by assigning the third to two brothers
by the mother's side, and not assigning anything
1. a…, (S, K,) aor. - , (K,) inf. n. ź, i. 4.
to the brothers by the father's
and
mother's
sides;
* &
5 -# [meaning He slit it; or rent it; and perhaps
whereupon they said, Cl * de-3-ºl " ' also he clave it, split it, &c.]. ($, K.) - It is
--> --> - - -: *

ź A canal, or cut, (**) from a 2-

[i. e.

&

J. • * *

*

d :*

sea, or large river]: (S, K:) [now applied to a
creek of a sea:] or the as: [i. e. main body, or
fathomless deep,] of the D- [or sea]: (Ki) or

6 y

-

* *

-

ūšii;i, Č, Š A-3's Gū [o Prince of als: said in the K thatX:
the Believers, suppose that our father was an ass,
and make us to share by reason of the relation
ship of our mother]: so he made them to share
together C: 3% [thus in the O and K, but
correctly-ow:- 3:4, or, as afterwards in the TA,
•

X =#): (O, K, TA:) therefore it (i. e. the
aä.£, TA) was called *: [and a=#| and

signifies

&: U. &:

3.591; but c = L should be struck out: and the

the deepest part thereof: (TA:) or a 5: [or
submerging deep] thereof; pl. >5. (IB, TA.)
– And Any fissure in a mountain or rock, not
passing through. (TA.) = Also A certain kind

passage, moreover, is defective: it should be, as
of tree (K)— Also, (K) or X: ...+, (§, [in
in the M, X: and "2,5 signify The cutting one of my copies of the S 2,3]) Abundant herbs
(
[or rather & i. e. slitting or rending]) of or herbage, of which the upper parts are eaten,
the end, or tip, of the nose, and of the 2: [here the middle parts not being required, (S, K,) nor
meaning the vulva, or the orifice of the vagina,] the loner parts. (S.)

&l:

of a she-camel: specially said of these two things.

s

•

>s: :

see what next follows.
$34,51.3%,
aor. and inf. n. as above, and the latter, by poetic
also a:J.-: (K, TA:) and it is also called a:J.--,
_23): A woman having her vagina and rectum
license, X4, He ate of the sides, or of the edge,
because it is related that they said, üüí à * of the 5.Ne55 [or mess of crumbled bread moistened united by the rending of the separation betneen
X." es: J: 5- &t= [suppose that our with broth] (TA)- all & 4.3% ($, K.) them; syn, juá: ; ($, Mgh, K) as also "X2,3,

a=#, [in

the CK, erroneously,

a=#|]

and

(TA. [See also 2; and see

:)

-

s

•

father was a stone thronen into the sea]; and aor, as above, (K,) and so the inf n., (TA,) He (S, K,) and 7 # ; (K;) or the last of these in
[therefore] some called it. : and it was called gave him little of his UU• (i. e. property, or cat this sense has not been heard, though mentioned .
in the sense here following. (Mgh.) - Also A
also :*. (TA. [More is there added, ex tle] (S,K)=2,3, aor.*, is quasi-pass of 4% ;
she-camel having her * [here meaning the vulva,
plaining different decisions of this case.])
[i. e. it signifies 1. nvas, or became, slit, or rent;]
or the orifice of the vagina,] cut [or rather slit
(TA;) as also "Leºl. (S, TA. [In the former or rent]; and so W £33, and W is: (M, TA:)
####1; see the next preceding paragraph. it is implied that the meaning of the latter verb is
or W #3: applied to a she-camel and to a she-ass,
3.4%; See * – 9: 8, means A. 3:1.) - Also, aor, as above, (Msb) inf. n. accord. to the Tekmileh, means having the vulva
ovind to n'hich the # [q. v.] is nearer than the 23, (S, MSb, K, ) He (a man) had his nose slit, or rent : therefore the first-mentioned mean
slit: (Msb:) or he had the end, or tip, of his nose ing of this epithet, applied to a woman, if correct,
tno ninds betnceen which this blons. (K.)
cut. (S," Msb, K.")
may be tropical. (Mgh.) - Also The
[or
* *

w

6

•

s

-

5

*

s

&

&#, applied to a road (G,k, Mgh, MSb,
TA), is for aes
in : or] in

9:4, (Msb,) meaning [Shared

which the people are equal [sharers].

3-9.

(TA.) - Hence, 4:
[in my copy of
the Mgh, erroneously, £1.] The hired man

[that is shared in; i. e..] whose

nork no one has

X.2: i. Q. &: [meaning The slitting, or
rending, and perhaps also cleaving, splitting, &c.,
2.

>3 An arrow that slits, or rends, ( 4:4) the
much, or in several places]: (S, K, TA: [see 2 in
side of the target. (S, K, T.A.)
art. Ajá-.]) one says, 4.x: [he slit it &c.], in re
lation to the ear &c. : (TA:) [it is used in relation
to a man, (IAar, S, Msb, K.,)
to the end, or tip, of the nose; and to the orifice
i. q →Sl "L22:... ; ($, K;) [i. e.] Having the
of the vagina of a she-camel; as shown above:]
see 1, second sentence. Júl ~2: is [The scari nose slit; (IAar, Msb, TA;) like źi. (IAar,
ifying of the vulva, or of the orifice of the vagina, TA:) or having the end, or tip, of the nose cut :

2:...applied.

for himself exclusively of others, but who works
for every one who repairs to him for nork, like
the tailor in the sitting-places of the markets;
(Msb;) or n:ho works for whom he pleases: as to for the purpose of] the making a she-camel to

9:#">, it is not right, unless the word thus

vulva]; (K;) because of its being cleft. (TA.)

(Mgb.) and having the lower lip slit, like "tii:
>i. and
having the ear slit; like .# and having the

affect and suckle a young one not her on n [by and having the upper lip slit; like

governed in the gen, case be expl. as an inf. n. causing her to imagine, from the pain thus oc

+: £1, above. - casioned, that she has recently brought forth that eyelid slit; like £i. it has all these meanings:
one]; (TA;)_*):5 in this phrase signifying
3: X- [in like manner for 4.5 9: A. young
&#. (T in art. ju.) It is said in a trad. of (IAar, TA:) fem. #, applied to a woman.
noun shared in by several meanings; i.e. a homo
(Msb.) - For the fem., see also X.23, in three
Ibn 'Omar, that he purchased a she-camel, and, places. - The fem. is also applied to an ear
nym ;] a noun shared in by many meanings, such
&: and the like: (Mz, 25th 82'; and TA seeing in her what is thus termed, returned her:
(S:) in this instance, Jülali Lo:5 means The (#). meaning Having a small portion cut from
in the present art. and in the Intr.:) or 3: laceration of the two edges of the vulva on the
the upper part; and so "aori:... (TA.)
signifies a word having two, or more, meanings;
(Mgh.) - See also

CIS

6** * *

occasion of juk. (T and TA in art. ju. :

see 1 in

and is applied to a noun, and to the pret. of a verb
*2: is The nounding of the >: Slit, or rent, in several places: so in a
as denoting predication and prayer, and to the that art.) –
*-*
shin
of
the
animal
of the chase without piercing trad.,
- of where it is said, A-2 "ka-a->
aor. as denoting the present and the future, and
into
the
belly,
or
inside,
(L
in
art.
G-,
[see
8
to a particle: (Mz ubi supra:) (#4 used as
-#9 [And he brought him a copy of the
a subst, meaning a homonym, has for its pl. in that art.,]) so that the animal escapes wounded. Kur-án having- ofthe extremities slit, &c.]. (T.A.)
(S, K.")

*::"

**

-

+:#1-###" -", for as #1,
signifies, in the conventional

language

of the

-

*

•

& 4

*

* * *

•

- See also #1, last sentence.

5. Afts, (S,K) said of the skin, (TA) or of

philosophers, The faculty of fancy; so called a thing, (S,) It was, or became, rent, or slit, in

6

y o e

* - of

•

-

_*::::: see 2-1 : - and see also-way".

*

[Book I.
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AHát says, I think it to be originally us!” (à la

Quasi -āj):

with right direction,] meaning, f who have taken

#1 & #3, mentioned under this head in the [which is inconsistent with the Hebrew]: and al')...all in exchange for U.S.A.): (Ksh, Bd, Jel:)
Ibn-Buzurj says, they said '* (# and Ús ū in or f who have preferred a Salt to Ug.xvi; (Ksh,
O and K: see Q. Q. 4 in art. -5%. The d is speaking to one from a near place. (TA.)
Bd:) [for] of any one who relinquishes a thing
• 0 <

* 0-0 -

held by Az to be augmentative, if not a mistake

and lays hold upon another thing, one says oftl;

(K, TA;) which is thus tropically used [as mean

for U.S. (O.)
2):
*.*.*

ing the took it in exchange

*, * *

:--

*

•:

by giving up

*

*SU):: see -3.3A, art in -#".

#

Honey: (K:) or n hite honey: mentioned another thing]; (TA;) and hence this saying in
by Sgh: formed by transposition from 22:: (TA:) the Kur-án. (K, TA.) - [Hence,] -: es#
Aşı ce 1 He advanced before the people, Or
and also written "3:... (K.)
69 •

*

6 d

0)

# (S, MA, Mg, Mil,K)2-inc." (MA,
Mgh, Mgb)', (Msb) or +1 J1 (TA,
[perhaps a mistranscription,]) aor. *, (Mab, K.)

inf n. 93, (S, MA, Mgh, Msb) said of a man,
(S,) He was vehemently desirous, or greedy;
(MA;) or very vehemently desirous, or very

party, (K, TA,) to their enemy, (TA,) and fought

6

*:

see what precedes.

* @ e

in defence of them : or the advanced to the
Sultán, and spoke for the people : (K, TA:) [as

• Ö •

U£225, originally (2 × .
3

-

-

-

3

See art. USA.

-

U£2%, originally User::

though he sold himself for them; the -r in a-à:

being app. redundant:] or, as in the Tekmileh,

2%l & *: es: I he advanced to the people,

or party, and fought them. (TA.) – And L&#
greedy; (Mgh, Msb;) or overcome by vehement
U2's
US$, (K,) inf. n. (4): , (TA) + He mocked at,
desire, or greediness; (S, K;) of the food (MA,
scoffed
at, laughed at, derided, or ridiculed, such
J%:
is
[said
to
be]
a
dial.
var.
of
J.-:
Mgh, Msb) &c. : (Msb:) or, as some say, he was
(K:)
IAmb
says
that
Es-Sijistánee
mentions
his
a
one:
(Ki) [and] so *%. (TA voce as:
affected with the worst of vehement desire, or of
having heard some of the Arabs of the desert say [q.v.: thus there written, perhaps for the purpose
greediness. (TA.)
* - - of
J% for J33-3 but that it seems he heard them of assimilating it to *3-]) – And i, q.4.4%

3,3 (S, Msh, K) and '3% (Lih, K) [Yehe. use the Pers word, [which, it

appears, is J% +[He angered such a one; or did evil to him,
3,13] and knew it not: (O, TA:") and angered him]: (Lh, K, TA:) and so £i,
vehemently desirous, or very greedy; (Msb;) or U2,+ is a vulgar word, [now commonly pro and sus: [or perhaps suse, for both are expl.
overcome by vehement desire, or greediness: (K:) nounced J%] and some of the vulgar say
alike]: all said of God. (Lh, T.A.) And Jas
or, accord. to some, affected with the worst of ve
3%,
with
fet-h
to
the
J.
(TA)
# U. as t He did to him that which occasioned
hement desire, or of greediness. (T.A.)

mently desirous, or greedy; (see 1;) or] very

&#: see the next preceding paragraph.

as well as

*

U.5/

Gl: (*!, with kesr to the e in L.A.!, and with

1.3%,(S,Mgh,Msb,K, &c.) aor.-, (S, Msb,

evil to him ; or that which displeased, grieved, or
vexed, him; syn. £3. (TA.) And #3 # st-1
+ [May God remove him far from good or pros
perity, or curse him, and do evil to him, or dis

fet-h to the in 51, and to the U", (K, TA,) and K.) inf n us: ($, Mgh, Mab, TA) and #4, please or grieve or per him]. (TA) = £f &#
with the quiescent, (TA,) [mentioned in this
(S, Mgh, MSb, TA) the former inf n, the more ūšš, (K,) inf. n. es: (TA,) also signifies God
art in consequence of the supposing Al with teal
in repute, (Msb, TA,) and this is of the dial. of smote him, or may God smite him, with the
after it to compose one word,] but this is not its
Nejd, the latter being of the dial. of El-Hijáz, or

proper place; (K, TA;) so says $gh; (TA;) an the latter may be said to be with medd for the eruption termed es: [q. v.] (K, TA) = And
ancient Greek expression, (K, TA,) or Syriac,

purpose of assimilating it to a preceding word, #, (K,) aor. 2, inf. n. es: (TA,) i. q. %,
or, more correctly, Hebrew; (TA;) [the truth is accord. to El-Munādee, or it may be regarded as (K, TA,) i. e. He spread it [to dry]; (TA;) [in
that it is a mode of writing the Hebrew words
an inf. m. of $3, (TA) i, q & [in the sense copies of the K, in art. '5, written, in this sense,

"N WS T8 “I shall be that I am,” in

in which this is generally used, i. e. He sold it]; *%;] namely, flesh-meat, and a garment, or
(S, Mgh, K;) he gave it for a price: (Msb:) and piece of cloth, and [the preparation of curd called]
sion “I am that I am;”] said in prayer; (TA;) i. q. " *::: [in the sense in which this is generally
[virtually] meaning The existing from eternity,
used, i.e. he bought it]; ($, Mgh;) i.e. $ sig said of lightning, (§, K, &c.,). It shone, or
that will not cease to be : (K:) Sgh says, thus one
nifies also he took it, or acquired it, for a price: gleamed, much : (S:) or it shone, or gleamed,
of the learned men of the Jews pronounced it to
me in 'Adan Abyan : and some say 'A',: tea, as (Msb:) or this and " "): both signify asū [as (K, TA,) and spread in the face of the clouds, or,
meaning he sold it]; (T," K, TA;) but the former as in the T, became dispersed in the face of the
though abridging it, meaning As: G G- Ú
is more used than the latter in this sense: (T, clouds: (TA :) and * (4):l signifies the same;
[which may be rendered O Ever-living, O Self TA:) and both signify also [he bought it; i. e.] (K;) or it shone, or gleamed, consecutively: the
subsisting by Whom all things subsist; but the he possessed it by sale; (K;) which is the more latter verb mentioned by Sgh. (TA.) - And
Exod. iii. 14, rendered in our Authorized Ver

as (K)=&#, aor. “, inf n (sis, (S. K.)

latter epithet is variously explained]; so says usual meaning of the latter: (T, TA:) thus the hence, (S,) said of the nose-rein of a camel, (S,
Lth: (TA:) the people now say (25% Qi, (so in former has two contr. meanings, (S, Msb, K,) TA,) It was, or became, in a state of commotion,
some copies of the K.) with fet-h to the in teal, and the latter also: (K:) for the two persons (TA,) or, of much commotion. (S, TA.) [See
and dropping the

in what follows this word, selling and buying sell and buy the price and the also 12.]) - Also, (K,) aor. and inf. n. as above,

[which,
however, probably means that they say thing upon which the price is put; so that each of (TA,) He (a man) was, or became, angry: (K,
•o # 6 - -teal ', *] or, as in the handwriting of Sgh, the things given in exchange is sold in one point TA:) or he was, or became, flurried by reason of
with medd to the in the former; (TA;) [in my of view and bought in another. (Msb, T.A.) It anger. (S, TA.) - And, said of evil, or mis
MS. copy of the Kual,3 usi; in the CK, ū is said in the Kur [i.203), (5:34 - 3% chief, It spread: among them : (K, TA:) or
became great, or formidable; and in like manner
(a): ,] which is said in the K to be a mistake # 54 &# * i.e. [And of men is he] said of an affair, or event. (Nh, T.A.. [See also
who sells [himself in the endeavour to obtain the
accord. to the assertion of the learned men of the

10.]) - Also, and " (4):-), He (a man, $)

Jews: but this, which is said to be a mistake, is approval of God]. (S,” TA.) And in the same, persisted, or persevered, (S, K.) in an affair, (S,)
what commonly obtains in the books of the [xii. 20), C-: c. 3% i. e. And they sold or in his error, and his corrupt conduct: and the
people, [i.e. of the Jews,] and they seldom, or him [..for d deficient, or an insufficient, price]; former, said of a man, is like &* in measure
never, pronounce it otherwise than thus: As says (S, TA) And in the same [ii. 15), &# 939, and meaning [i. e. he persisted, or persevered, in

that the vulgar say a ū, which is post-classical;
us: # "15:1, originally b% ($) his anger]. (TA.) One says of a horse, J., &#
correctly %
[or $ ), with fet-h to the 2: [lit. Those are they who have purchased error 9:, (§, K) inf n, as above, (TA) He per

1545
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sisted, or persevered, in his pace, or going; as also |[And that I, wherever love makes

* U.S.-l: (S:) or he exceeded the usual bounds

my eye, or

eyes, to incline, wherever they travel, approach

phrates: (TA:) and

23- #

the adjacent

tracts of the Sacred Territory; syn. 4-133. (S.)

therein, (K, TA,) and went on nithout languor: and look : 2,135ts being for #]: or, as some - And A mountain. (K.)= Also The bad, or
(TA:) and * U. " (5:- he (i.e. a horse) relate it, # Já [i. e. turn myself, or my more, or worst, of cattle: accord. to J, [in the
persisted, or persevered, in his running : (Mgh:) eyes, and look]. (TA)- [Also He put it in $1" (š, [said in the S to be like Jül (433,]
and *: & &# he (a horse) strained his motion; namely, a bridle. (Freytag, from the which is [said to be] a mistake: (K:) but El
Deewan of the Hudhalees.)]
Bedr El-Karáfee questions it being so. (TA:)

bridle. (A, TA) And es: £ 44, His

and,the good, or better, or best, thereof, as also
"5%: thus having two contr. significations:
(k :) and so says ISk: but ISd says that Jil
&#, (K, TA). He, (TA) or his skin, broke (S,) or of a party, or company of men, (TA,) "###, like #3, means choice camel. (TA)=
out with the eruption termed es: [q. v.]. (S, He, or they, became like the 5% [pl. of 5 q. v.] And A certain eruption upon the body, resembling

eye persisted, or persevered, in the shedding of

us:

It became scattered, or dispersed:
tears, the tears pouring forth consecutively. (K:) accord. to the M, said in this sense of a
(TA)= And 3,3, (§, K, TA) aor. 4, inf n. company of men. (TA.)- Also, said of a man,

K, TA.)

2: see the preceding paragraph, in two places.
3. 3%, inf n. #1: and #, i. q. 44% [as
signifying He sold and bought with him; and he
bartered, or exchanged commodities, with him :
that obl:, has both of these, meanings (like 4x2')

is shown by the fact that 550-2 is also expl. in

5.

dirhems: (TA:) or small pimples or purulent
in his, or their, actions; ($, TA;) and so * (5):1. pustules, having a burning property: (S:) or
(IAth, T.A.)
small pimples or purulent pustules, red, itching,
at once,
6. (#5 They sued each other; or cited each and distressing, generally originating
(TA,) and
gradually,
sometimes
but
TA,)
(K,
other before a judge; syn. (.335. (A, TA)
becoming [more] severe by night in consequence of
8: see the first paragraph, in three places.
a hot vapour breaking forth at once upon the
(K, TA:) thus in the “Kānoon” of Ibn
see 1, latter part, in three places: body:
10. Ls).l:

the TA, on the authority of Er-Răghib, as sig and see 3. - Also He persisted, or persevered, in Seenā [or Avicenna]. (TA)=&#1 25 A
nifying the same as Júl. (K.)- Also, (Mgh,) consideration, or examination. (TA.) - And certain idol of [the tribe of] Don's (~$). (K,
inf n. 39t:-2, (TA,) He persisted in contention, 4:22 Us (5)-- He strove, or exerted himself, or TA,) in the Saráh (#): so says Nasr. (TA.)
litigation, or wrangling: (Mgh ) one says, 3% nas diligent, or studious, and was careful, or * Having the eruption termed &#, described
in his religion. (TA.)
29: (T, M, K) He persists in contention, liti mindful,* -o-or *regardful,
**
in the next preceding paragraph. (S, K.)
The affairs, or events,
):25-291
2:
And
gation, or wrangling, with him : (M, TA:) or he
& (S, TA) an infn of us;3, aor. Us,',
contends in altercation, disputes, or litigates, with were, or became, great, or formidable, betnceen
him; or does so vehemently, or obstinately; syn. them, or among them. (K,"TA. [See also &#.]) (TA) [when used as a simple subst., signifying
A sale and also a purchase,] has āśi for its pl.,
42'-' (K, TA ) and it is said of the Prophet, - And see 4.
in a trad., es." S; &# 5 &u= [He used not
which, as pl. of a sing of the measure J3 , 1S
12. 5: It was, or became, in a state of
to persist in contention, &c.] : (Mgh, TA:) mean
anomalous. (S, T.A.)
ing accord. to Th, 3:0 W es: 5 &tés [he commotion. (K. [See also &#.])
: See &#. in two places.
used not to persist, or persevere, neith evil con
&# The colocynth: (S. K.) or it signifies,
#: See &#.
duct]: (TA:) from * & es: [expl. above (K,) or signifies also, (S,) the plant thereof: (S,
6.-

0 &

-

(see 1 near the end)] as said of a horse: (Mgh :)
or, accord. to Az, (TA,) originally #: ; one of
the 2s being changed into U.S. (K,” TA. [See 3
in art. " : and see also 3 in art. USA-.])
4. (5):1, said of lightning: see 1, latter half.
- Said of a camel, He sped, or nent quickly.

(IKH, TA)–: us." He excited discord,

3 K:) n. un, with 3: (S:) and 7 clux: also signifies
Sold: and also bought: applied in this
Us!"
the colocynth; as a dial. var. of Us," : or the sense to a male slave; and ă» to a female slave.
leaves thereof. (TA.) One says, &: J-f 34 (Mgb.)- Also A horse that persists, or perse
Jill 3.3% &S [He, or it, is sneeter than veres, in his pace, or going : (S:) or that exceeds
honey and more bitter than colocynth]. (TA.) the usual bounds therein, (K, TA,) and goes on
a choice horse: (A,
And &#3 &ic's 4 × [Such a one has without languor: (TA:) or horse.
(TA)
tnoflavours, that of honey and that of colocynth]. TA:) or an excellent, choice
-

6

strife, or animosity, between them, or among them.
(S, T.A.) - And Any hind of plant that spreads
#2% A nay, course, mode, or manner, of
(Az, K)-J.-l U£l (K accord. to the CK,
running [or creeping] and ex acting or conduct or the like: and a nature; or a
ground,
the
upon
[which, I think, evidently gives the right reading,]

in the TA and in my MS. copy of the KJ-1) tending; such as the melon and the cucumber. natural, a native, or an innate, disposition or

£u:,

for the signification that he thus assigns to assie:])

q.v., and TA" in the present temper or the like. (K.) = Also, of women,
(AHn, O voce
females. (K.) One says,
bring •forth
as
art.)- And Palm-trees that grow from the date Such
***
3 *
* ~.
stones: (K:) and with 3 [as the n. un.] one of such
->jj He married among women
palm-trees. (S.) - And, accord. to IJ, A kind such as bring forth females. (TA.)
of tree of n:hich bon's are made. (L voce ë-,
&#, in which the 2 is a substitute for Us, as
q. v. [See also &#.]) = See also &# =

mentioned by $gh. (TA)—###1 -> The

And see

i. q. &a=&# [i. e. The lamb had its n'ool
cleaving open, or becoming cleft]: (K: [Freytag,
following the TK, and reading J-1, explains
the verb as said of fruit, and meaning “diffissos
habuit nucleos;” but I cannot find any authority

*

&#.

it is in essa; and the like, (TA) The like (S, K)
-

of a thing: (S:) because a thing is sometimes
sense. bought with the like thereof: (TA:) [used alike
general
a
in
TA,)
(K,
road,
A
cucumber and the melon; as also " -->4:...l. (TA.)
(TA.) And, (K,) with the article UI, [particu as sing, and pl.: and, accord. to the TA, it seems

plant [crept upon the ground, or] was like the

s:

—See also 5. =#| He filled it; (§, K.)

larly] A road of Selma, (S, K, TA,) the moun that W &# signifies the same.] It is said of
namely, a watering-trough: and in like manner tain so called, (TA) abounding with lions: (S, K,
s: *: &# £il &: &lé
# us," he filled a bowl, (S) or ætis his TA:) whence they say of courageous men, * ū. Shureyh,
& [He used to make the washer responsible
bonyls for the guests. (TA.)- And He made it
[They are no other than the lions for the like of the garment, or piece of cloth, that
S.
s:
us#"
to incline, (K, TA) 13& 3-0 U. [in the di
of Esh-Shard]. (TA)- And i, q àe-U [as he destroyed]. (TA.) And it is said in a trad. of
rection of such a thing]. (TA.) Hence the say
meaning An adjacent tract or region]; ($, K;) 'Omar, relating to the [collecting of the] poor
ing of a poet,
as also V # : (K:) accord. to some, of the right rate, all &: &: 3: 3: Sl * 54 [i. e.
*
.#2” ( ~3° US) at US2" Us.” --- (*12
•
hand: (TA) pl. # (S. K.) Hence, us: And he shall not take any save of that age, of the
* -

*

* * *#4

- -

***

21%ts 252)
Bk. I.

• 40 °

d

ls: to:- c."

*

9%) The adjacent tract (as-0) of the Eu

likes of his camels]. (TA.)
195
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-

6.-

-

3, in which the 29 is a substitute for U6
U.4, angry,” and “he persisted, or persevered;” and
U£925,
he charges J with error in his explaining it as

e > *

(K) as also # 41%, (S, A, Mgh, Mob) he

from the outer angle of the eye, (S,
Of, or relating to, above, from their saying “we have sold our
A, Msb, K,) with anger, (S, K,) or neith aversion,
selling, and also of, or relating to, buying,] are selves” &c.; but this charge is senseless, for J like as one looks who hates another, (A, Mgh,) or
and W

ë. [both signifying

rel, ns.; the former, of the inf n.

&:

and the

has followed herein more than one of the leading
authorities: the author of the K has followed ISd,
who, however, adds, as to themselves, they say
&# See &#1–and see what next fol “We are the 5% ” because of the saying in the
lows.
Kur ii. 203 [cited in the first paragraph of this
&# and" &#, (S, K,) the former of which art.], and the saying [in ix. 112] “Verily God
is the more in repute, (TA) the former said to be hath purchased, of the believers, themselves”
[&c.]; and the like is said in the Nh, with this

latter, of the inf n. #3. (Msb, TA)

quasi-quadriliteral, like U23'-, [and therefore

looked at him

like one who is averse and angry: (Msb:) or
# signifies he looked at him with the look of an

enemy.

(TA). The saying of 'Alee,

bk-il

# b: #1, is expl. as signifying

Look ye
from the right and left [and thrust ye straight
forward]. (TA.)- Also %, (Fr, K.) aor.
and inf n. as above, (Fr.) He smote him with the
[evil] eye. (Fr, K.)- Also %3% He thrust him,

mentioned also in the TA in art. cx+,] but held addition, that # is the pl. of A3; i.e., it is from or pierced him, (K,) with a spear-head. (TA.)
*

&s,

by IB to be of the measure

&#,

tlOn".

s:#;

or it may be from

#:

(TA in art.

* @ -

d > * >

And bj: axle He thrust him, or pierced him,
• &

cus.) A hind of tree, (§, K, TA) of the tae

meaning

[q. v.] of the mountains, (TA,) of which bon's are
made : (S, K, TA:) n. un, with 5: the tree thus
called grows in the manner, and of the height and

is $5

e.

£l moreover, the part. n. of &# sidenays. (A)-J-1355, aor. : and *, (K)

# for its pl.

35, (TA,)

He tristed the rope, or cord,
from the left [by rolling it against his body from
3
left to right]: (ISd, K:) or he twisted it upniards
U23', ; see the next preceding paragraph.
[by rolling it upwards against his thigh or body]:
width, of the [species of lote-tree called] 23-, and
*:: See * =es: A certain star, (S, (A5, AM ) or he twisted it from without [by
has a yellon, sneet aä. [or drupe]: so says AHn:
and he adds, Aboo-Ziyād says, bon's are made of K,) nell-known; (K;) [Jupiter;] one of the Seven rolling it against his thigh], and turned it tonards
his belly [contrarily to the usual manner, which is
the cou)", and the bon made thereof is good, but Stars. (TA.) = And A certain bird. (K.)
black tinged nith redness; its wood being of those
woods of n:hich good bon's are [commonly] made;
and they assert that it seldom, or never, becomes
crooked : Mbr says that the
and a-3: [q. v.]

&:

and Ülº are one kind of tree, but differing in
name and estimation according to the places of
growth; such thereof as is upon the summit of the
mountain being the & ; and such as is at the base,
or foot, or lonest or longer part, thereof, the
Jú. (TA. [But see i-#.]) - Also sing of

and this has not

(TA.)

inf n.

termed

*

3-4,

and which is the twisting down

wards, by rolling the rope or cord downwards
either against the body or against the thigh];

1. 38, (S, A,0, K.) and #5, (0, K.) aor. (Isa, K.) as also '55-1. (K) (See also:33,
of each *, (K) inf n. *ś (S, A, O, K) and

below.]

6 d -

* (K,) He was, or became, such as is termed 3. %jë, inf n. #jú4, He treated him, or
Jú meaning as expl. below: (S, A, O, K.) regarded him, with enmity, or hostility: whence

(mostly] said of a horse.

(S, A, O, T.A.)

2.43, (0, K.) inf n -ji, (K.) He, or

[the manner of looking termed] £1. (AA.)
./ " wo

4. alji

%j:l God cast him into an evil case

caused it (a rod, O) to wither: (O, K, TA:)
3-55 signifying The arteries; i. e. the puls it,
and he, or it, made him to become lean, or light
ing veins; (S, K;) which spring from the offlesh; slender, and lean; or lean, and lank in

from which he could not extricate himself. (TA.)

heart: (S:) but the anatomists assert that they the belly. (TA.)

- He prepared himself,

spring from the liver, and pass by the heart.
(TA)with kesr, signifies also A crack,

and *

&#,
-

6 -d-

#:

see what follows.

5.

23: He was angry. (K.) [See also 23:..]

Júl, for fight,

(K,)
[for prostration in prayer]. (Mgh.)

3 -

-

*

or fissure, [in a rock,] such as is termed C-5.
6. 12,ju: They looked, one at another, in the
Lean, or light of flesh; slender, and
manner
termed :#, (S, K.) from the outer angle
(Az, T.A.)
lean; or lean, and lank in the belly; applied to a
*= .
*... . .
horse: (S, O:) [or] " # signifies thus, applied of the eye. (TA.) [See 1.]

us!» : see (£3.5.

to a she-ass, (K, TA,) and a she-camel: (so ac

*

(Mgh, TA:)

10. 25:..!: see 1, last sentence but one. =

*, lean, &c., as above; Also It (a rope or cord) was twisted in the man
buying, or a buyer: as also "x: [in both senses, and tough; (A, K;) applied to a horse, (A, TA,) ner described above, in the explanation of 3%
Selling, or a seller:

and cord. to the CK:) and

• O e

but generally in the latter sense; whereas Juá is and to a man, &c. : (TA:) or lean, or light of J.-J. (K.)
generally used in the former sense]: (TA :) pl. of iflesh, though not emaciated: (AS, TA:) and, ap
# &: A thrusting, or piercing, from the
the former 59:... (Mgh.)- Also, (S, TA,) and plied to a man, very slender or slim or spare: right
and from the left: ($, M, TA :): with the
:
W U%)", in which latter the Us is not the Us of a (A:) pl. 53, (S, A, O, K) applied to horses,
*

rel. n. but is an affix corroborative of the
-

* > d 5

3

- * *

hand and the left. (TA.)–25: J-34
epithet, (S, A, O,) and [as also of #júl J%. (K.) And right
ājú A she-gazelle lean, or light of flesh; or twisting upwards, contrarily to the manner in

* - of

as in the cases of 23-) and U4/2-1 [or 2-o- and slender, and lean; or lean, and lank in the belly; which the spindle [usually] turns. (S.) [See 1.]
3 * **
* *
3 : * *
J# Spun thread [app. tristed in a man
&:-il and is and J., (TA) one of the in consequence of her having come from afar: pl. —5%
ner the reverse of that which is usual: (see 1; and
people to whom is applied the appellation #1, +j%. (TA)- And Rough; (§, K, TA;) see also & :) or] that is uneven. (K.)- &-l.
(S, TA,) which means the [heretics, or schis applied to a place. (S, T.A.)
# L-39, [in which 5% appears to be an
matics, commonly known by the name of] &23

I' of '', 1 v.1, &M, MA, K, & "

inf n., though its verb is not mentioned,] He
ground with the hand-mill turning it from his
#, and : #, aor. -, (K,) inf. n. 33, right: [i. e., making it to revolve in the same
>

1.
called because they said, We have sold ourselves
in obedience to God, i.e., for Paradise, when we (TA,) He looked ashen, or sidencays, at him, course as do the hands of a watch:] (S, A, K:")

separated ourselves from the erring Imāms: (S:) (IAmb, K.) not turning his face tonards him,
or because they sold themselves for the sake of (TA,) [or with a slight turning of the face, (see
what they believed: or because they said, Verily 43-3)] by reason of hatred or of ane: (IAmb:)
God has purchased us and our possessions: or he looked at him with a look of aversion: or
(Mgh :) but ISk says, because of their vehement he looked at him from the right and left: (K:)
hatred of the Muslims: and the author of the K or from the outer angle of the eye: generally, in
says that it is from &# signifying “he was anger: or with hatred and anger: (TA:) or,

the contrary [which is the common way] is termed
G. (A, TA.) - And # J% u. He ceased not
to be taking the wrong way. (IAar, T.A.) =

# also signifies Difficulty (K) in an affair.

X

(TA.)

% al: U. [In his glance is a sidelong and

2}:
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W *-* übič (a 24*
angry look, from the outer angle of the eye: see
4-aw
1]. (S, K.")-25: signifies [also] Disquietude. [I urge them on by singing to them, with the
.# 545, (A’Obeyd, O) aor. *, (0,) inf n.
(Mgh.)
interdigital thong of my sandal broken]: (Lth, O, 2-a+, (A’Obeyd, S, O, K.) He sented (a garment,
&

6.- -

(3. J: S 5:3# # [Time, or fortune,

TA:) the pl. of £ is &: (S, O, Msb, K,

or piece of cloth, A’Obeyd) with wide stitches, or
brought him a calamity from which he was not to TA) and &#. (O, K, TA:) ISd and Zaffirm with stitches far apart, (S, O, K,) as in the
be extricated;] meaning, destroyed him. (TA.) that it has only the former pl.; but AHei contra manner termed &#. (A’obeyd)-3: 3.4%
# 1 Redness in the eye, and, or with, (so in dicts this: (TA:) the latter pl. [a pl. of pauc.] &#9, (S, O,) aor. and inf n, as above, (S,) He
the K accord. to the TA, but in the CK “or,”) occurs in the saying of 'Obeyd Ibn-Eiyoob El sened up the eye of the hank. (S, O.)-3-4%
'Amberee,
âûl, (M, O, K.) aor. * and -, (O, K,) inf. n. as
what is termed 35: in the glance thereof. (K.)
< * * * # 2.
• * * * *
above, (S, M, O, K.) He transficed the sides of
Ú- 3-5 4----, -ēj-.
# 33 Red mill. (TS, K)—333 3:
the she-camel's vulva with small sharp-pointed
< 2, * * : * ~ * * • ??
! An eye that is red, and (so in the K accord.
tååll 3-5 Lowel-ā' Ux=
pieces of wood, or prickles, (M, O, K,”) and
to the TA, but in the CK “or,”) with what is
6 * >

*

...,

*

4 - 6

-

*

*

[He turns round his sandals, in order that they
may not be known by their prints upon the ground;
3.25:... J.- A rope, or cord, twisted from the putting the interdigital thongs thereof in the
left; (Lth, A, Msb, TA;) which is the stronger direction of the back of the neck]. (O, TA.)
way: (Lth, A:) or upwards: (AS, T, S:) [see 1:] [Hence,] &# Jú signifies + The serpent;
termed
*

- d

# in the glance thereof.
-

(K.)

tnisted round behind them sinen's, (M,) or a string

made of hairs from her tail, (M, O, K,”) on

6 d

account of the protruding of her womb on the
occasion of her bringing forth; (M, O, K;) syn.

*#. (S.) See also jue, below.
by IAar with 2:1 Jús. (TA) –And #1343, (K) intn as above, (TA)
and "-ji:#34, (S.T.A.) and "-j-, mentioned
And : also signifies #The extremity of a
•

d e o J. J.

6

-

of the inf. n.

* > d e o 4

(TA,) [Pendent locks of hair] so trvisted.
TA.)

(S,

signifies also He inserted the piece of wood called

£3.

&:

ū
+ [We alighted in the extremity of the sandy
25:… : see the next preceding paragraph.
desert, or of the desert called Ed-Dahna]. (O.)
- And t A narron, tract of land. (O, K.)
&
And I Somen'hat remaining of property or cattle.
1. J: &#, (S, O, Msh, K) aor. *, (MSb, (IAar, O, K, T.A.) And (K) t A small quantity
or number of property or cattle. (Mohárib, O,
K,) inf. n. &#, (O, K.) He put a &: [q. y]
K, TA.) One says, Jú &: 4 : He has a small
to the sandal; ($, Meb, K.) as also "…#, quantity of property, or a small number of cattle;
and W G-#. (S,
<--3, aor. * , (Mohárib, O, K, TA;) or a small collection of
The sandal had its &-> broken. (Ibn-Buzurj, O, camels and of sheep or goats: (K, TA:) and Fr
K)-3al 8-3, aor. as above, inf. n. &->, adds Jú W &: [app. in the same sense: but see
The horse had a gap, or space, betn'een his cen another explanation of Jus. : in what follows].
(O, K.) One says,

place.

6 - d > 0 ,

A.

o,K)=J:

34: between the nostrils of the she-camel; and so
****, (K) inf n >5.
# (TA)- 45.4%
6 -

d -

ää-34, (O, K.) inf. m. as above, (K,) A thorn
pricked, or pierced, him. (0, K) –943

c£9,

(O) inf. n. as above,

(O, K*) with the spear.

H. pierced him

(0)–:

also signi

fies A bull's, (O, K,) and a gazelle's, (TA,)
smiting (O, K, TA) a man (O, TA) with his horn.

(O, K, TA)= And 343, (IAar, O.) inf n, as
above, (K.) He leaped, or leaped upniards; syn.

6 * >

*

tral incisor and the tooth next to it. (Aboo (O.)- And f The greater portion or number of
aor. as above, property or cattle. (El-Mufaddal, O, K, TA.)
Malik, IDrd, o, K.) E
inf n.
and *::, It was, or became, distant, Thus it has two contr. [?] significations. (K.)
J-48 # The greater portion
or remote; said of a place of alighting, or abode. One says, als
(K.) And, said of anything, i. q. cs: [It was of his property, or the greater number of his
cattle, went, or passed, anay. (El-Mufaddal, O,
or became, far from another thing]: and -***
&% | Such a one is a
T.A.)- And
[it rose, &c.]. (TA) – 4: &: He put, or

&#,

&:

&:

Jú &:

jál. (IAar O, K.")- #4. 343, aor. - , (O,
K, in the L *,) inf n. 3.4% His eye, or eyes,
became fixedly open, or raised, or stretched and
raised, or his eyelids became raised and he looked

intently and became disquieted or disturbed, (syn.

Jas-3,) and the eye became inverted; at the time
of death: (O, K:) thus, nearly in the same words,
expl. by Lth and IF and Ibn-'Abbād; (O:) or the

correct word is las, or 3%; (so accord. to

manager of cattle or camels &c.; (S, O, K, different copies of the K, the latter being the
sent, or removed, him, or it, anay, or far anay; good
TA;) one who keeps assiduously to the tending, or reading in the TA;) or both; for Az says that
as also '4-l. (TA)
pasturing, thereof: (A, TA:) and Fr says, 3% this explanation of ow-a- +a+ is in his opinion a
Jú W &#, as syn. with Jú &#. (TA: [but mistake, and that it is correctly 34 Lää and
2 : see the preceding paragraph.

343, meaning that he was as though he looked at

see above.])

4: see 1, first and last sentences,

thee and at another. (O, T.A.")
3 - 2

9 * .

A.

&: (S, O, Msh, K, &c.) and : (K) and
W

5*. so in some of the copies of the K, (TA,)

6.

/

d

>

£2-

See

.

&-3, in two places.

U-a- : See

2: see the preceding paragraph.

-

&.

**, and its dual:

see

**.

[thus in my MS. copy of the K, and also in the
•

O,] with an augmentative cy, (0, TA,) The Uus
of the sandal; (K;) [i. e.] the appertenance of
the sandal that is attached, or tied, to its A.

,

we

so .

.

'Ju- &: ; see &-3, in two places.

3-3 A man having his &: broken. (Q, #)

: - Also Distant, or remote; and so

343 (A’obeyd, S, K) and 'X-tä (Lth,S, K)
'3.2% (K) The young one of the gazelle,

and

when he has become strong and active: (A’Obeyd,
$, L., &c. :) in the K, when he has become strong,
strips of leather, of the sandal, being that nihich (S, O, K:) both applied to a place of alighting, or but not active; but this is a mistake: (TA:) or
passes betneen tryo toes, of which the [loner] abode: (O, K:) pl. [of either, irreg.,] &#. (K.) that has become old enough to smite with his
end enters the hole, or perforation, that is in the One says ā-0. $$. [Distant countries or tonns]. horn: or that has become a month old : or that
W *-* :

(S;) [meaning] one of the thongs, or straps, or

has not yet cropped the herbage [but only sucked
his mother]; expl. by 4: X us.'"; (K:)
[at its upper end] to the Aus [or, as it is also
or abode, or country, is distant. (TA.) A’Obeyd states that it is said by more than one of
called, the 99%, a thong, or strap, or strip of house,
A far journey. (TA.)
And
the Arabs of the desert that the young one of the
leather, extending towards the ankle, and having
and when his
gazelle is called Se; then,
tno arms, (its cl:44) n:hich are attached to
*r
horns come forth, Üxt: ; and when he has become
the cità (q. v.), or pass through these and unite
fore part of the sandal, and which is attached

(Msb) And #3 & J: A man whose
&#1334.

-**

s

•

& &

*

behind the foot]: (IAth, TA:) a poet says, re
ferring to camels,

-d -

-

-

-

6 * >

-

-

[as is
of which the* fem.
-: , mentioned in the K under this head strong and active, 2-a:,
~ *
:... ?" * *
and in art. -r-, see the latter art.

also said in the K] is 5-a: ; then,

&:

195*

and
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&

The nine-skin being filled with wine, its legs be
came
raised, or raised high. (TA) - And
until he dies: (S:) [perhaps correctly correspond
J-3,
aor.
2; (Ks, S, TA;) or Laš, aor. *; and
ing to our six terms which are as follows: a fawn
(applied to a buck or doe of the first year), a and Use: aor. *; (K;) but this last requires
pricket (to a buck of the second year), a sorel consideration, differing as it does from what is in
(to a buck of the third year), a sore (to a buck of the S [without any allusion to the latter's being
the fourth year), a buck of the first head (to one wrong]; (TA; [see also L* ;]) said of a corpse;
of the fifth year), and a great buck (to one of the (Ks, S, K;) Its arms and legs rose, or rose high;
sixth year):] or *%-20% is applied to a young (K;) or it became inflated, or snollen, and its
gazelle when his horn has come forth: (Lth:) arms and legs rose, or rose high. (Ks, S.)- And

then,

which name he continues to have

pl. [of X4, #23. (K)–: also signifies * Lé
A certain bird, smaller than the * [or spar (TA.)
- -

--

latter aor. is mentioned in the L, (TA,) inf. n.

£3, (MSb, TA,) in the K, erroneously, i.e5,

(TA)and b, … also, (M.B.) and "1.21 (Mgb,
K3) and "la-l; (Ki) or £ail & " ":1; (§3)
He acted unjustly, wrongfully, injuriously, or

tyrannically, (S, Msb, K,) in his judging, or
exercising jurisdiction or rule, or passing sen

tence, (Msb, K,) or in judging, &c., (S,) *

against him. (K.) And * <-kai, (§, L.)

He raised, or raised high, his leg.

*

9 • of

aor. *, (L) and W & Jalaši; (S, L;) I acted
unjustly, wrongfully, injuriously, or tyrannically,

row], (AA, O, K,) of the colourthereof (AA, O.)

5.4%

(K, TA,) only, (TA,) or 2 and *, (Mgb,) the

J.-

- -

4, 5-a- Usa:) [He made his eye, or eyes, to against him: mentioned by A’Obeyd. (S, L.)
The small sharp-pointed piece of wood, become fixedly open, or raised, &c.: see 1, first It is said in the Kur [xxxviii. 21], ## S3, or

or prickle, (K,) or the small sharp-pointed pieces sentence: or] he raised, or he raised high, his eye,

W

£5,

Or

* :,

or W Leu5, accord. to dif

ferent readings, And go not thou far from what
of wood, or prickles, (IDrd, S,) with which the or eyes. (S, K, TA.)
6 is right: (K, TA:) all having this meaning:
operation termed 3.3% [which is that described
3-a:
i.
q.
5:
[app.
as
meaning
Hardship,
(TA:) or exceed not the due bounds. (Bd.)
above in the explanation of âûl 343] is per
*

6 -

-

distress, or adversity]. (Az, K.)=And A 25
formed; (IDrd, S, K;) as also *:::: (K:) or [or piece of stick with which the teeth are cleansed j. *: signifies The exceeding the due bounds
(AA, S, Mgh) in selling, and in demanding or
W 99.4% Ol' 95.4%, is a term applied to trvo
(IAar, Az, T.A. (See also -23%.])
seeking, and in exercising jurisdiction, &c., (AA,)
pieces of wood, nhich are thrust through the edge
Jets; fem. #24, pl. of the latter ** and or in everything. (S.) It is said in a trad.* (3
of the rectum of a she-camel, and then bound with
al: S; J-#3 •) (a. [She shall have the don'ry
a strong string of the fibres of the palm-tree, ->3%; part. n. of 1 (S, TA) as said of the eyes
of her like:] there shall be no falling short nor
behind them: this is done when they desire to
[i.
e. Fixedly open, or being raised, &c.]: (TA:) ecceeding. (S.). And you say of a just sale,
make a she-camel affect the young one of another:
and of a water-skin, meaning Filled, or inflated,
they take a stuffed as: [q.v.], and insert it into so that its legs are raised; and of a wine-skin, *** * * ~ 9, ($ in art --) or S,
her rectum, and transfix the rectum with two meaning
filled, so that its legs are raised: and of **ś, (T and TA in that art.) [There is no
sharp-pointed pieces of wood, which they bind as a corpse, meaning Inflated, &c. (S, T.A.) It is deficiency in it nor excess.] You also say £3
above described: this operation is termed *::: said in a prov.,
J% Us', aor = and *, inf. n. ** and **ś,

*#.

3 * > 0-> *
<
(ISh.) [See also 1.]- Accord. to
>> 13]
the T, 24 piece of wood, which is bound between
the two edges of a she-camel's vulva. (TA) - [expl. in art, co->), q.v.]. ($, T.A.)
And A piece of nood, which is inserted between

and

• *

the nostrils of a she camel. (K.)

X-e: A prick of a thorn.
6

(O, K.)

6 * >

-

2-20: ; see -a+, in two places.

> *dad

*

-

*

He was rough, harsh, or coarse, in speech. (Mgb.)

= 1.3 used transitively, [aor. *,] He passed, or
passed beyond, [or, probably, passed far anayfrom,]
a place. (TA.) –0% Lé, (K,) aor. *, (TA,)
la:
inf n. E3 and ***, (K,) He distressed, or
1. ić, aor. - and *, (S, Msb, K,) [the latter afflicted, such a one, and treated him, or used
contr. to analogy,] the pret like 34 and J3, him, unjustly, wrongfully, injuriously, or tyran
(Msb, [and the like is said in the TA,]) inf. n. nically: (K:) so say AZ and Aboo-Malik. (TA.)
** ** **
#: and #,A#, (S, K,) It (a house, or dwelling, —al: abus: see 3.
s

•

6 * * *

6 * >

4-22: : see 4-a:.

S, Msb, TA, and a place of visitation, TA) was,

#-G

or became, distant, remote, or far off (S, Msb,

One of the snares with which beasts of

prey are caught. (O, K, T.A.)
3-a+ and

-**

K)—2: U is, (Msh, K) aor = and *,

. 1. 54: Lač, (§, K.) aor.”, (§, TA) inf n. common; (K3) and " ":1; ($) He went far,
(S, K,) or beyond the due bounds, in offering a
34%, (S, TA, and so in copies of the K, accord. thing for sale and demanding
a price for it, or in
to the CK

$45,

2. al., inf n. *.i.5, He strove, laboured,

exerted himself, or did his utmost, in acting
unjustly, wrongfully, injuriously, or tyrannically,
(Ms) infn, is and #3 (TA) or **śi, and exceeding the due bounds. (K,"TA.) See
(S;) or both, (Msb, K,) but the latter is the more also 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

[and this, though wrong, is bargaining for a thing : (S, Msb, K:) the verb

3. Abu, (K) inf n. #3, (TA) He vied
with him in bus: [i. e. going far, or beyond the
due bounds, in offering a thing for sale and de

agreeable with a rule generally observed in the in this phrase is also followed by * [against
manding a price for it, or in bargaining for a
K, as it is not there followed by any indication of him].
(TA.) IB says that Lá signifies & thing; or acting unjustly, wrongfully, injuriously,
the form,]) like #. (TA,) His eye, or eyes, [meaning H.e, or it, was, or became, distant, &c.]: or tyrannically, in judging, &c.]. (K.) You
became fixedly open, or raised, or stretched and and that " £i signifies 3: [meaning he went
say, "4:3 aku [He vied with him in so doing,
raised, or his eyelids became raised and he looked
and surpassed him, or overcame him, therein].
intently and became disquieted or disturbed, syn. far, &c.]. (TA.) You say also, cell. &#"
(TA.) See also 1, in the latter half of the para
Jas-à, (§, K, TA) [at the time of death, (see They went far, or very far, or to a great or an graph.

bis

34%)] as though he looked at thee and at another. extraordinary length, in seeking me. ($, K.")
And ū. es' 23:1 " ići The people, or company
(TA)-

And al-Ji La: The clouds rose, or

rose high, (T, S, K,) in their first appearing. of men, sought us walking and riding. (TA.)
(T, TA.) And La% said of anything, It rose, or And 5:1 -> Visi He went anay in the

4: see 1, in nine places.
8: see 1, in two places.
3-

rose high. (T, TA.)- [Hence,] āşill <3, desert: (K.) as though he went far in it. (TA)
la: The bank, or side, of a river: (S, Msb, K:)
(K,) inf. m. as above, (TA,) The water skin being And *: es' 1.3, inf n. #14, He eacceeded the and of a valley: (S, Msb:) or, of the latter, the
filled with water, (K, TA,) and in like manner, due bounds, and went far from n'hat was right, in rising ground next the bottom: (AHn:) pl.
being inflated, (TA,) its legs became raised,
or respect of his commodity, or article of merchan *** (Mab, K) and čuš; (Ki) the latter
3- -

raised high. (K, TA) And thus also, 391 was,

dise. (K.) And *- : *, (Mob, K.) aor-,

occurring in a verse, accord. to one relation; but

1549

la: - -la:
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&#,

accord. to another relation, it is

pl. of

3.

-

&bts, which is syn, with #3. (TA)–: The

wife. (K.) [And ta- and tâ signify the same.]

Ula: ; see the next preceding paragraph, in two

—áč tas, (AA, S, K,) aor. * [as in other places.

side of a camel's hump; (S, K;) any side thereof: senses], (TA,) inf. n. #3, (AA, S,) He bound

#o –

-

#3 [app. a n, un, of #3, q. v. - Also] A
• * ~ 3 - -(S.) or the half thereof. (K.) pl. 2,45. (§, K.) the saddle upon the she-camel. (AA, S, K.) green palm-branch : one says, st:J.5 ly. She
And J.-u tää He burdened heavily, or over
3 6 & P

āla: ; see lot.
:

See

burdened, the camel with the load; (Ki) inf n. has a figure like the green palm-branch. (A,
(TA.) [But see what follows.]= T.A.) – And A slice, or strip, i.e. a piece cut
Accord. to ISk, (TA,) this last phrase signifies lengthnise, of a camel's hump, and of a skin, or
also, (K) or J.-u &tas, as in the L, (TA,) hide. (A, TA.)
He, (a man, K.) or she, (a camel, L, TA,) had
&bts (S, Msh,
as above.

buš, in two places.

£3, for £3333. (Mgh) and bass; J's,
(Bdin boxii. 4) An action, or affair, (Mgh,)

K) and ':3 (K) The bank,

and a saying, (Bd,) that is extravagant, or strength, or poner, to bear the load. (L, K, T.A.) or side (#4, S, K, and ~4, S, Msb) of a
exorbitant, or exceeding the due bounds. (Mgh, =4: Sta. She (his mother) cast him forth valley (S, Msb, K) and of a river: (K:) and
Bd.) [See 1, of which it is an inf n.]
[from her womb]. (K), One says, t: Aft & some say that the former signifies the extremity,

*u-3 Distance remoteness; ($, K, TA;) as * >uas, and so as &tas, May God curse a or edge, or side, (-5%) of a river; and the shore
bu: and W #2, with kesr, (K,)and 7 i:. mother who cast him forth [from her n'omb]. of the sea: the pl. of the latter is ### ; and of the
-

also V

former,

(TA.)

(TA) tissailin a trad, & 4, #31:
-: *** **śl #3; #1 &; i.e. [o
God, verily I seek

protection

by Thee from

2.

t:,

tno sides

inf n.

#,

(%bü,

It (a valley) had its

&### and &: ; (K, TA;) or this last,

as is said in the M, may be pl. of #3. (TA.)
Accord. to the S, one says also
&#3

#59

TA) floning [n'ith water].

[meaning The sides of the valleys]; not assigning
trouble of travel, and grievousness] of distance of (IAar, K.)
the space to be journeyed over, [and evilness of
228
*

to esbú any pl.: but the truth is that the pl. is as
-

-

-

stated above. (TA.)

return to my home.] (TA.)- And Distance,
3. Ajust: I walked upon one &ku [i.e. bank,
or farness, betn'een the tro extremities of a man; or side, of a river or valley,] while he walked
as also bus: and "ābū. (K.) And Tall upon the other &bt. (§, K.")
ness, and beauty of stature: (K:) or justness of
stature: (IDrd, S, K:) as also W Buś, (S, K,)

in either sense. (K)= Also, and *ku-, Frag.
ments of baked bricks.

(K)—[Freytag

ta-1, (S, Msb;) or " té, aor. *, inf. n. 1 −3, (K, TA) aor.”, (TA)inf n. 4.3,
#3 and ###, (K;) or both; (TA;) It put (AZ, TA,) He cut (K, TA) into oblong pieces, or
4.

forth its .# [or sprouts, &c.]; (S, K;) syn.

erro

neously assigns the first and last meanings in this

& (MP) aidofred produce (S.M., 5.9

paragraph to #3: and he adds, from Reiske, a and in like manner said of palm-trees (US-3);

meaning belonging to 5us:..]

Buś,

See

buš, in four places.

-la:

strips, flesh-meat, and a camel's hump, and a
hide, or leather: (TA:) or he cut into strips, but
without separating them, a camel's hump. (AZ,

TA)-And's 1-4.3, [aor.*,] infn.

63,

and the former verb, said of trees (*#), they She (a woman) split the palm-sticks, or palm
put forth sprouts around their bases, or stems. branches stripped of their leaves, to make of them
(K.) And 3.4% #: <ta. The tree put mats: which being done, says A’Obeyd, [or
forth its branches. (TA.)- And the former when they have been peeled,] the a let: [q. v.]

*** A she-camel having a large hump; (As, verb, + He (a man) had a son who had attained
throws them to the as:. (S.) [Ór] <āş,
S, K;) as also V Uskºla: ; (K:) or large in the to manhood and become like him; (AHn, K;) aor. *, inf. n. **, She removed the upper peel
two sides of the hump : (TA) pl. 1.30-3. (K.) like --- (TA)

See

(TA,) i, q.

*3.

tà,

or [fresh, green] palm-branches.

(K, TA,) meaning He was deviated, and became
distant, or remote; (As, O,

weak (TA) in his opinion, or judgment, (K, TA,)

£u: A certain bird: (K:) IDrd says that and in his affair. (TA.)
it is asserted to have this meaning; but is not of
established authority. (O.)

Bé Anything

-k3.

(ISk, T.A.) = -la. also signifies It inclined, or
Q. Q. 1. U-la:, (K, TA,) said of a man,
declined, turned aside or anay, deflected, or

iku: see bus.

J***

of the

#~ 6 -

K;) and so -áñā; and both signify it went
anay. (AS, T.A.) One says, 4: -la. It turned

s

th: (S, Msb, K, &c.) and 7 ū: (TA as from aside or anay, and became distant, or remote,
the K [but not in the CK nor in my MS. copy

Distant, remote, or far. (TA.) of the K, though a known dial. var. of the former

from him, or it. (K.) Thus, in a trad, Ja:

2: &:

& The spear deflected from, and

– A man whose two extremities are far from as will be shown in what follows,]) The £5: [or
each other. (K)—iku: #, (S, K,) and sprouts] of seed-produce, (IAar, S, Msb, K.) and failed to reach, his vital part. (O, TA.") And
one says also, jäll -: The divelling was, or
W #3, (K,) A girl tall, and ofbeautiful stature:
of plants, or herbage, (S,) and of palm-trees: or became, distant, or remote. (O.)
(K:) or of just stature. (S, K)=List: &
Verily thou art acting unjustly, wrongfully, in
juriously, or tyrannically, tonards me in judging:
occurring in a trad. (A’Obeyd, Az, S.)

the leaves thereof; (K. TA;) i.e. of seed-produce:

(TA:) and the shoots that come forth (Msb, K)
7. --la: It flowed; ($, K;) said of water,
from, (Msb,) or around, (K,) the bases, or stems, &c. (K.)
(Msb, K,) of plan: Or herbage, (Msb,) o: £f
... pl. of " £3, (S, Msb) [or rather a
#: see bus.-Also Difficulty, distress, trees: (K:) pl. £ua: ), (S,) or $3.23. (K.) & coll, gen, n., of which the latter is the n. un.,] like
£3, in the Kur xlviii. last verse, means That aS : is of #: (Msb;) Fresh, (A,) or green,
affliction, trouble, or inconvenience. (TA.)
has put forth its &# [or sprouts]: (Bd, Jel:) (Msb,) or green and fresh, (S, K,) palm-branches
or, accord. to Akh, its extremity: (S:) or its (S, A, Msb, K) stripped of their leaves: (A:) or
ta:
ears, (Msb, TA,) accord. to Fr; each grain, he they are less than what are termed **, of
1. tas: see 4 = Also He

walled on the

says, producing ten, or eight, or seven: or, accord. which the sing is " i.e. ; and the -3Ula: are
i.e. bank, or side, of the river. (K,"
to Zj, its plants : (TA:) and some read W #3, less than the -49s: [i. e. the -iù' is the
TA.) = And He cut lengthnise [into slices, or
(Bd, Jel,) which is a dial. var.; and *u.3, and thickest part of the palm-branch; next is the
strips,] the hump of a camel, and a skin, or hide.

&#5,

6- d -

asks; and next to this, the a.k: or '#k:
(TA.) = He subdued, overcame, overpontered, £3, and 41.3, and #. (Bd.)- [See also
w * * *

or mastered, a man. (K.) - He compressed his

#.] = And see &#6.

signifies a green palm-branch. (K.) J->

1550
W

-la: -'la:

£3, in a trad. of Umm-Zara,

[as expl. in art.

J-

q. v.,] means Like a green palm-stick dran'n
forth from its skin: or like a sn'ord drann forth

[Book I.

£1.3 A slice, or strip, of flesh-meat: (TA:) Msb, K) a little, (K,) not much, (Msb,) by a
piece cut lengthnise of a camel's hump; (S, torrent. (A, M5b, K.) - And + Floning [water
o, K, TA;) as also ":: (0, K.) or a piece &c.; because of the streaks, or lines, with which

Ol' (,

surface is diversified].
(TA) - See also
[from its scabbard]: (TA in art. U. :) [for] cut in the form of a strip, but not separated, of a its
2~
2.
**.
And
see
-la:,
last
sentence.
* 3: signifies also A snord. (Aboo-Sa’eed, camel's hump; and so V the latter word: pl. of the
K.)- [Hence, app.,]

-:

s

A.
-

-

o

Juá. (AZ, TA) - And A piece cut
*:: see the next preceding paragraph. epithet, meaning ! Tall, and well made; (A, K, lengthwise of a hide or of leather; (S, O';) as also
Jasi:
c: *** J% means A horse snollen
TA;) applied to a man and to a horse. (TA.) * 3:la:... (O.) - And A piece of [the tree called]
is used also as an

former

6

6 *

* - d.

And, applied to a boy, or young man, 1 Plump;
or fat, soft, thin-skinned, and plump : and so

* #3 applied to a girl, or young woman: (A:)

with fat in the troportions of flesh and sinen,

& of n:hich a bon is made.
6

(S, O.)- See also next the back bone, on each side, [and in the

6 -

-la. - And see #4. — Also, applied to a rump,] (O, K,) and whose creases of the skin are
or the former, applied to a boy, or young man, she-camel, Tough; syn. i-A. (K.)- And [the far apart (O.)—see also -ič, last sentence.
well made, and neither tall nor short: (TA:) or,
pl.] -:U-3 Different, or various, parties, sects,
so applied, light, or active, in body, and sharp
Or classes, (K, TA,) and sorts, of men &c. (TA.)
Ala:
headed : (IAar, TA in art. -as, voce ---as :)
And
Difficulties,
or
distresses;
(Abu-l-Faraj,
or it means, so applied, long and even (**) in
1.3%, (A, MA, O, TA) [aor. *,] inf n.
the bones, light offlesh; likened to the palm-stick O, K.) as also -jua. (Abu-l-Faraj, O, TA) *** (M.A.) and '9">, (K) int. n. 4-5,
that is split: but this epithet is mostly used with
(TA;) He halved it; divided it into halves. (A,
(as in the TA,) or " ###, (as implied
5, i.e. "###, which is applied to a mare: (Ham
MA,
O, K, TA) -uś, aor. *, ($) inf n.
p. 298.) or this epithet, #3, applied to a mare, in the K,) A quilted *ś [or cloth that is put X4, (S, K.) He milked one,: of her, (namely,
means lank (ii:) in flesh; (K, TA;) or tall; beneath a camel's saddle]. (K, T.A.)
a camel, or a ewe or goat, S, [i. e., in the former
case
one pair of teats, and in the latter case one
(TA;) as also V #: in the former sense, (K,
+3 A butcher. (Fr, TA in art. "la".)
TA,) or in the latter and the masc. is not thus
teat,]) and left the other £3. (S, K.) = &#3
[act. part. n. of the transyerb *] and #3, aor.”, (K) inf n, just, (TA) She
used, applied to a horse: (TA:) and 7 £3, (S,)
or W i:, (K,) or both, but the former is the [Hence,] -b% [the pl. of à:kü] signifies (a ewe or goat) had one of her teats dried up :
more approved, (TA,) beautiful; plump; or fat,
Women who cut skin, or leather, into strips, or had one teat longer than the other. (K.)
soft, thin-skinned, and plump; (K, TA;) and after having shaven it or measured it: so accord. [jus: seems to be also Syn, with ölä- as expl.
tall: (Ki) or simply tall, (S, TA;) as also to different copies of the K; i.e. 4: to AA+ or in this Lex.: see also the latter word in Freytag's
W : : and * -: applied to a man. (TA.) aii: (TA.) - And Women who split palm Lex.: Reiske, as cited by Freytag, explains the
leaves, and peel the [palm-branches stripped of former word as meaning “quando latus unum
#3: see the next preceding paragraph, in their leaves, or the portions thereof termed] ---, vulvae prae altero propendet.”]- #4 Ala#, (S,
seven places: - and see what next follows.
to make of them mats, and then thron: them to the K, TA, and so in the O voce 34, q. v., [in
6.- 8 w
−i: (TA:) or the sing., #bts, signifies a some copies of the S and K and in a copy of the
woman who peels the ---, (As, TA,) or n:ho A, erroneously, 3,4,]) aor. *, (S,) inf. n. **
and W ###, (K,) which last is said by some to be splits the palm-sticks, to make of
them mats, (S,) (S, K) and **, (TA,) He was as though he were
a n. un, of -: [mentioned in what follows as a
and then thron's them to the a£, (AS, S, TA,) looking at thee and at another: (S, A, K:) on
pl.], (M.F.) A [raised] line (ai,i, S, O, or who removes all that is upon them with her hnife
the authority of Fr. (TA)- $1.3 × He
&25, K, [meaning a ridge, and sometimes also until she has made them slender, when
she thron's repaired, or betook himself, in the direction of
a depressed line, as shown voce -:4, i. e. a them back to the ā.lot: : (As, TA:) or a woman him, or it: or 3: in the
sense of 4-H and
channel,]) in the c: [i.e. broad side, or middle n:ho makes mats of -4, i. e. [green, fresh]
has no verb belonging to it.

#3,

+3

•

* 0 °

J.

* *

* * *

-

# (S, K) and "#k:(K) and * : (TA)

i-th

(K)

|

of the broad side, of the blade](S, O) of a snord: palm-branches [stripped of their leaves]. (ISk,
• * * *

(So.
K.) pl.:"d -ič, (§ 0) or 2,43
and -ić and -ić: (K: [in which it is said

TA:) the pl. occurs in a verse cited voce

#: *ś The

house, or abode, nas distant, or

&#.

($,TA)= Also, [from the intransverb <-las,] remote (Mgh, Msb)—#5, (S, K.) aor. *;
--let: G2/k. A road inclining, declining, or (K;) and #5, aor. *; inf. n. ău.3, of both verbs,

that the pl. is *** and ** like -# and
.# but I think that * is a mistranscrip turning aside or anay. (S, K.) – And axlet: áč, (S, K,) or this is a simple subst., (Msb,) and
tion, and that, the right reading is -** and A shot, or thron, that deflects, or deviates, from *# (L5) [and", bus, (A in art...ie)] He
-la.like ** and -->:]) hence it would seem a vital part; as also #bü. (TA) - And J% was, or became, or acted, like a Abū [q. v.]. (S,
that -la and -: are pls of one sing.; but J~ -bú i. 4. &bts [i. e. A man remote, or K) And #34% (A, Ms) or £33,
•

6-

-

6.- © =

Ibn-Hishám El-Lakhmee expressly states that the distant, in respect of the place of alighting or (S. K.) aor.”, (MSb) inf n. *ě and #3

former is pl. of #4; and the latter, of "£1.3;

juś, (K,) or

this last is a simple subst.,
(Msb,) He withdren far anay (S, A, K*) from
+: A sword (S, A, K) having -: [pl. of his family; or broke off from them, or quitted

abode]. (TA.)

(MF;) of which just also is a pl., (Lin art.
**;) and which signifies [the same as ###,

and

i. e.] the rising ** [i. e. the ridge] in the c: ##!, (A, K.) i. e. (A, TA) having &#1 [here them, in anger : (A, K:) or he disagreed neith his
family, and wearied them by his wickedness
of a."ord. (IS), TA.) [See also -: and
meaning ridges, as, expl. above, voce #l, (S,
(MSb,
TA) and baseness. (Msb.)
see 25-os and U-2.]
A, TA,) in its ù"; [or ridges and channels,]
#: : See
(near the end) in two places: these being in some cases elevated and depressed 2 : see 1, first sentence. – 4:50 **, (S,) or
-

+:

(line], (TA) as also 'ski: ; (K, TA:) said a:50, (K) inf n. *ś, (S, K,) He bound two
- and see also a la: : - and ācala:, in three by some, [but not
so accord. to the A,] to be of the teats of his she camel with the 29-2 [q. v.],
places.
tropical, as being likened to pieces of a camel's (S, K) leaving [the other] two (unbound). (K.)
2*, *
hump cut in strips. (TA.) And in like manner,
à la: ; see à-la:.
© •

-

6.- 0 is

A garment, or piece of cloth, having 33% [as
d

3.

J% #3 Ihalved with him my property;

-

-U> The instrument with which a as: [or meaning lines, or streaks, or stripes]. (S, TA.) (S, K;) I retained half of my property and gave
cloth put beneath a camel's saddle] is quilted. (K.) And #: # 1 Land that is furrowed (A, him the other half (M, TA) - And &#13

- - ---

*
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Ala# - Ula:

L: I left for my lamb, or kid, one teat [of the another. (TA.) - Also A direction in which cause of their inviting him to carnal lusts, and
mother], having milked the other teat and bound one looks or goes or the like. (S, A, Msb, K.) accustomed ways [of the world]: (TA:) [in the
One says, $1.3 3.25 He went in his, or its, present day, it is applied to a sharper, or clever
it with the 25- [q. v.] (S.)
direction; tonards him, or it. (S, A.) And it is thief: and to any clever, or cunning, person :] pl.
said in the Kur [ii. 139 and 144 and 145], Xuâ. (TA)

6 : see 1, last sentence but one.

*:##3 4-3 J% Then turn thou
# The halfora thing, (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K.) 25-f
thy face in the direction of the Sacred Mosque.

is: [Halced. – And hence,]A verse of the

as also "X: (TA) pl. [of pauc]:í(S,K)

(Fr, S.) The noun in this sense has no verb metre termed j<'', (0, K.) and of that termed
and [of mult.] *#. (K.) It is said in a prov., belonging to it: or one says, #3 ji: [expl. &2", (TA,) having three of its six feet wanting;
% & Ú- <!- [Milk thou a milking of above: see 1]. (K.)- Also Distance, or remote (O, K;) properly, having half thereof taken
which half shall be for thee]. (S.) And one says ness. (TA.)
ancay. (O.) = Also Bread done over with [the
c;3 × Hair [half] black and [half] white. *::
seasoning,
or condiment, called]
(O, K.)
[of which it is both a syn. and

&#.

see:

(A) Accord, to Ibraheem El-Harbee, (O) the
a pl.].

02::1: ..."

&:

saying of the Prophet, ts:: ū; #34
3.
alu. 3.3% [Whoso refuses to render a poor-rate,

%rily ne take it from him, and

#: &# 3% The offspring of such a one are

They are persons whose houses
adjoin ours. (O, K.)

half males and half females. (S, A, K. [In the
half of his pro

& -

Ham p. 478, it is written 3, la:..])

perty], thus related by Bahz, is a mistake, and
&#">
the right wording is, *u- 35%, meaning and his
&#3, (S, A, K,) fem. &#3, (K,) A bowl,
property shall be divided into two halves, and the (S, K,) or vessel, (A, K,) half full. (S, A, K.)
some say the former; and some, the latter;

&#(0,L, MS,K)and:# (L, Msh;)

collector of the poor-rate shall have the option

* A ewe, or she-goat, having one teat
longer
than the other; (S, O, K;) like 3,4- in
better of the two halves, as a punishment for the
man's refusal of the rate; (O, K;) but it is said this sense [and perhaps in others also, agreeably
given him and shall take that rate from out of the

that this law was afterwards abrogated: (O:)

with what is said ofju:

(Msb;) the latter said to be of established au

thority, as a dial. var., though disallowed in the
K [and in the O]; but the former is the more

in the first paragraph of approved on account of its being conformable
with Arabic words, (Msb, TA,) such as J-3-,

Esh-Shāfi'ee, however, says that, in the old time, this art.]: ($ in art. Ú-aa- :) and (so in the S and
when one refused the poor-rate of his property, it O, but in the K “or”) one having one of her
was taken from him, and half of his property was teats dried up: (S, O, K:) and a she-camel
taken as a punishment for his refusal; and he having truo of her teats dried up; for she has four
adduces this trad. as evidence thereof; but says teats. (S, O.) And A garment, or piece of cloth,
that in recent times, only the poor-rate was taken having one of the tryo extremities of its breadth
from him, and this trad. was asserted to be abro longer than the other. (O, K.) - See also the
gated. (TA. [More is there said on this subject, next paragraph.
but I omit it as unprofitable.]) - It occurs in
>ela: ; see *3, in two places. = Also Distant,
two trads, as meaning Half a
[q. v.], or Or remote; (As, S, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) applied to

meaning that trouble departs from him who plays
at it; (TA;) [or from
st: “the royal care or

half a 3-3 [q. v.], of barley. (TA)—[In pro a town, or country, (AS, S,) an abode, (A, Mgh,

sorrow;” or from

s

•

*:::

sody, Half a verse.] – Also f A part, or por

(TA,) which the latter is not; (Msb, TA;) and
sometimes it is pronounced with the unpointed
U", (O) this being a dial. var.; (K;) A well
known game; [namely, chess:] (O, L, K:) a
Pers. word, (TA,) arabicized; (Msb, K, TA;)
[said to be] from &: 32 “a hundred strata
gems;” or from -3 3& “trouble departed,”

&

<3, Já

“six species or

Mb) and a tribe (A) And so *#4 in the

ranks,” because the pieces are of so many species:
tion, or somen'hat, of a thing; (Mgh, K;) and so phrase la: (43. [A distant tract, or region, (Richardson's Pers. Arab. and Engl. Dict.,
**3. (TA.) In the trad. of the night-journey, towards which one journeys]: ($, K:) so too Johnson's ed. :)] or [accord. to some] it is from
• e o e

#

[which may mean
Leyla:
means + [And He remitted] part, or *::: in the phrase *
somen'hat, thereof; (K;) i. e., of the prayer. as above, (like ösks #) or a remote, or far
(TA.) And similar is the saying in another trad., reaching, intention, or aim, or purpose]. (T.A.)
9.4% #3 35.1." +[Purification is part of - Also A stranger; ($, O, Msb, K;) because
faith]. (TA.) – Either the fore pair or the of his remoteness from his people; (TA;) as in a
: (S, O :) or one who is alone,
hind pair of the teats of a she-camel: she has two verse cited voce
pairs of teats, a fore pair and a hind pair, and or solitary: (A:) pl.: (TA.)
each pair is thus called: (S, K:) and either of the
** [One who withdran's far anay from his
tno teats of a ewe or she-goat: (IAar, TA:) pl.
family; or breaks off from them, or quits them,

8.4%

til

5uail,

(O, K,) or

#bu:'',

referring to the

word * (TA) or from £, (0, K.)
referring to the word 2-3)]a. ; so says Ibn-Hishám
El-Lakhmee: but, as IB and others have said,

these derivations are only partial, making the c,
and the 2- to be augmentative letters, and are
manifestly incorrect. (MF, TA.)
&la:

3:.

(S, TA.) Hence the saying, (S) &% in anger: (see 1, last sentence:) or] one who
1. 31.3, (§, TA) [aor. *,] inf. n. &#.
# £ <-- : Such a one has known, or disagrees
with his family, (Msb,) and who (PS,) He was, or became, distant, or remote, (S,
tried, varieties of fortune : (S," TA:) has ex nearies them by his wickedness (S, Msb, K). and

perienced the good and evil of fortune; (S, K,
TA;) its straitness and its ampleness: being
likened to one who has milked all the teats of a

TA) * [from him, or it). ($) And <3
baseness (MSb) and guile: (TA) i. 1 & 4. #1 (Mab, TA) aor, as above, (Ms) and so
[meaning as above, and having other similar

the inf. n., The abode, or divelling, was distant, or
camel, that which yields plenty of milk and that meanings; generally vitious, or immoral; bad, remote. (Msb, T.A.) - And + He was, or be
which does not; the fore pair being the good; evil, wicked, or mischievous]: (A:) accord. to came, remote, or far, from the truth, and from
and the hind pair, the evil: or, as some say, some, it is post-classical: Aboo-Is-hák says that the mercy of God. (Msb.) – And L3 &l:

it signifies one who takes a wrong course: it is
also expl. as signifying one who outstrips; like U.S., (K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) It entered
like manner] one says, 4; 33.3% <-- (TA) the [messenger called] *”, who takes a long into the earth, either t-6 [app. as meaning
And, as is said in the “Kámil” of Mbr, one says journey in a short space of time: and hence, [as a becoming firmly fired therein], or S4; [app. as

*: means streams, or flows, of milk: and [in

of a man experienced in affairs, -i- 35 &% conventional term of the mystics,] it is applied to meaning penetrating, and becoming concealed].
### | Such a one has endured the difficulties one who outstrips, and is quick, in attaining (K)= 4:3, (§, K) aor. *, inf n &lá, (S)
J - e >

and [enjoyed] the ampleness of fortune, and nearness to God: or as meaning one who has He turned anay in opposition to him (namely,
managed his affairs in poverty and in wealth: wearied his family, and withdrawn far from his companion, K) from his design, or aim, or his
lit., has milked his pairs of teats, one pair after them [in spirit], though with them [bodily], be direction that he was pursuing, and his way, or
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• 35

course; expl. by the words

#3; *: 3. &.

*

** *L*.*- c-b-> t--.'
• of

(ISk, S, K.) = And

4:3, (S, K,) aor. *, (S,)
*

~

O

-

•d >

*

J#93 o'c, L:25

named

3.5%: Joã, (S, TA;) which is expl.

in the K only as meaning a certain plant. (TA.)

<
*

–54 & [lit. The devil of the wateries

inf n &l:3, (TA) He bound him with the ca: [Whatever
bad one disobeyed him, he bound him deserts] means + thirst. (K.) – čuš signifies
[or rope, or long rope, &c.]. (S, K.)

in irons; then he was cast into the prison and the also t Any blamable faculty, or power, [or pro
4. al.: He made him, or caused him, to be, shackles for the neck and hands]. (S, TA.)
*#y,] of a man. (Er-Răghib, TA.) One says,

or become, distant, or remote. (S, K.)

öu.3 a word of well-known meaning [i. e. A asula.: 442, i.e. t [His anger got the ascendency

3: IIe acted as a cu: [i.e., as devil; and with the article UI, the devil, Satan]: over him; or] he was, or became, angry. (TA.)
(S, K:) any that is excessively, or inordinately, And £u: &# He pluched out his pride.
implied in the
Q. Q. 1.

context, a devil; or one excessively,
or inordinately, proud or corrupt or unbelieving proud or corrupt or unbelieving or rebellious, or
or rebellious, or one insolent and audacious in that is insolent and audacious in pride and in
pride and in acts of rebellion]; (K;) and acts of rebellion, of mankind, and of the jinn, or
genii, and of beasts; (A’Obeyd, S, Msb, K;) as
'3:3: (S, K;) both signify the same; (K, is shown in relation to the first and second of
TA;) he became, and acted, like the cu. these by what is said in the Kur vi. 112, and ii.
(TA.)
13 and 96: (TA:) the c is radical, (S, Msb,
TA,)
the word being of the measure Júš, from
see what next precedes.

(TA) - Also, [probably as being likened to a
serpent,] + A mark made nith a hot iron in the

upper part of the haunch of a camel, perpendicu
larly, upon the thigh, extending to the hock; (K,
TA;) from the “Tedhkireh” of Aboo-'Alee;
6 --> d > *
-

*

(TA;) likewise called "à la:... (AZ, K, TA.)
2*., f * :

-

#U.:) A certain sect of the extravagant
zealots
of [the schismatics called] the as: , so
&la, (MSb, TA) signifying “he was, or became,

Q. Q. 2. &#:

&#3 A rope, (S, Msb, K.) in a general sense:

distant, or remote,” (TA,) or signifying “he was, named from [their founder] Júl &úš, (TA,)
(K:) or a long rope: (Kh, S, K:) or a long and or became, remote, or far, from the truth, and from an appellation of Mohammad Ibn-En-Noamán.
strongly-twisted rope by means of n:hich one the mercy of God;” (Msb;) as is indicated by the (K and TA in art. U2 le.)
draws water. (TA) pl. Jusã (S, Msh, K.) pl. &b.5 ; [for] the reading of El-Hasan in the
&eta; One niho dran's out the bucket from
Mention is made, in a trad., of a horse as being
Kur xxvi. 210, &#1, is anomalous, [like
the well c: (K, TA,) i. e. with two ropes.
c: ** [i. e. Tied with two ropes, or long
for
&sju3:..]
said
by
and
is
Th
be
to
a
ropes, &c.,] because of his strength. • (TA)
And
(TA.)
6 •
do-ow
mistake: (TA:) or, as some say, the d is aug
ed
one says of a strong-spirit horse, c- 25: a) mentative, (S, Msb, TA,") and the U4 is radical, à-la:-e: see Útlas: , last sentence.
c:* [Verily he leaps betneen two ropes, or so that the word is of the measure c. *, (Mgb,)
long ropes, &c.]: a saying applied as a prov. to from £3, aor. ::, (MSb, TA) signifying “it
lá:
him who exults, or exults greatly, or excessively,
was, or became, null, void, of no account,” and
1. £3." #3, (S,) or #y, (K,) aor. *,
and behaves insolently and ungratefully, and is
the like, and “it burned,” or “became burnt,”
strong. (TA.) An Arab of the desert described
inf n. K, (TA,) He fastened its lsus: [q. v.]
a horse (S, Msb) that did not become abraded in (Msb,) or signifying “he burned with anger:”
the sole of his hoof (so in a copy of the S) by but the former opinion is the more common: upon the sack: (S.) or he put the bus: into the
(TA:) [in the Kur, the word is always perfectly bag; [meaning into its loop, or handle;] as also
saying, cus' es' čuš £é- [As though he
decl.; and so it is said to be by SM, in art. lae:
were a devil in ropes, or long ropes, &c.] (S, of the TA; unless used as a proper name: but J * Ak:1: (Ki) or the latter signifies he put to it,
or made for it, (namely the sack,) a bus:... (S.)
Msb.)
says,] if you make it to be of the measure J&
from 31: said of a man, [or rather because
4: see the preceding paragraph,
6** d> y
-

&#3 & (S) or ö,

6

- O-

*

ä (K) [A place to

they say of a man clas:,] you make it perfectly buí. The stick, or piece of wood, which is
remote (S. K.) And 3,43 ## [A marring decl.; but if you make it to be from 1: [“he inserted into the loop, or handle, of a sack; (S;)

which one purposes journeying] that is distant, or

and plundering expedition] that is distant. (K.) burned” a thing], you make it imperfectly decl., a curved piece of nood, (K, TA,) with a pointed
because it is of the measure cºs. (S.) - Also
And &: *i- [Distant war: or] + n’ar that
extremity, (TA,) n'hich is put into the two loops,
is difficult [because distant]. (TA. See an ex. in The serpent : (S, K:) or a certain species of or handles, of a pair of sacks, (K, TA,) when
serpents; (Fr, S, TA;) having a mane, of foul they are bound upon the camel: (TA:) there are
a verse cited voce #:-) [See also &#, and
aspect: or, as some say, a slender, light, or active, two such pieces of wood: (S,” TA:) pl. à-i.

&bu..] – 3:3: A deep well, (§, K, TA)
curring in its interior: (TA:) or a well from

serpent. (TA) – Respecting the saying in the (K.) And A piece of wood, or peg, with which
Kur [xxxvii. 63], cºb'll •: âté. ū.

nehich the bucket is drawn out by means of two [Its fruit is as though it were the heads of the they make fast the rope of a burden. (Ibn
ropes, from its two sides, wide in the upper part Jelale: ], Fr says that there are three ways in Maaroof, as cited by Golius.)
and narron, in the longer part; (K, TA;) so that which it may be explained: one is, that the
i: A sack made fast, or bound. (Fr. K.)
if one draws out the bucket from it by means of
=
A stick, or piece of wood, split in several
likened
is
the
to
heads
the
of
cºlle:
[meaning
one rope, one dran's it against the £ing, and it
devils] in respect of foulness, or ugliness, because places. (Fr, K.)
becomes rent. (TA) And &sia: 2-2, + A long these are described as foul, or ugly: (S:) or it is
ilā:
and crooked spear. (TA.)
likened to the evil in disposition of the jinn,
because these are imagined as foul, or ugly: Zj
&: Distant, or remote. (TA. [See also says, in explaining it, that one says of a thing 1. *-āl Cié, (S, 0, K.) aor. * (Ki) and
deemed foul, or ugly,
* £é- [as cía, (0, K.) aor. * (Ki) inf n. #ü3, (0,
&#3, and &bū.])
K.) of the former verb; (O;) The trees, not
* 8. *#2
being sufficiently watered, became hard, without
though
it
the
were
a
devil],
of
face
and
U-1,
astë
&bus [Distant, or remote, in respect of the
cu:
[as though it were the head of a devil]; losing their moisture. (S, O, K.) - And Šál:
place of alighting or abode]; i. q. -bê [q. v.].
för though the dula: is not seen, he is conceived *: His hand became rough, or coarse. (Harp.
(TA in art-i-. [See also 3,43, and 3.1.3.) in the mind as the foulest, or ugliest, of things: 70) — And J's -āli: The means of subsist
- And + Far from the truth [and from the (TA:) the second is, that [the meaning is foul,
ence became dry and hard. (K, TA) = -ál:
mercy of God: see 1]. (TA.) - And i, q. or ugly, serpents; for] the Arabs apply the name 2:l, (S, Msb, K,) aor. *, (K,) The arrow
<-- + [Bad, corrupt, &c.; like &bul, (K.) Julae: to a sort of serpents, having a mane, foul,
Umeiyeh (§, TA) Ibn-Abi-i-Salt, referring to or ugly, in the head and face : (S, TA:") the entered between the skin and the flesh. (S, Mgb,
third is, that a certain foul, or ugly, plant is K. Omitted in the TA.) = Jill &: £5,
Solomon, (TA,) says,
6

•

o

-

gue:
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caláà - Usla:

(o, TA) inf n. #3, (0, K.) I withheld, re displaced, syn. &sj. (A, TA,) or became un
strained, or debarred, him from the thing. (O, steady, or cabbling: (K:) and so * cks, (K,
K, TA)- And #3 signifies also The dran TA,) this latter on the authority of ISd: (TA:)
ing forth the testicles of a ram : (O, K:) or the or [the inf. n.] #, accord. to some, signifies
compressing them between tryo pieces of wood, or the sinews becoming split, or slit: (As, S, Mgh:)
stick, and binding them with sinen, (~#4, in the Or' L* has this meaning also; (K;) and so
CK [erroneously]

-#)

so that

they wither. * 33

(ISd, K, TA) = Accord. to the K,

TA)- And Portions of a thing that are sepa
rated, or dispersed, or scattered. (Harp. 160.)
It is said by ISd to be a pl. [or rather it is a coll.
gen. m.] of which the sing. [or n. un.] is juś.

(TA)- Also A portion of fur upon the mark
left by a gall, or sore, on the back [of a camel],
such as reaches the utmost extent thereof: (K,

accord. to the TA: IU# being there expl. by
(K.)
G#, said of a corpse, is syn with &*: but * words * &: Cs-- 3,4-xyl ºl Lake *'':
5. –al: He subjected himself to a hard, or correctly, the former verb is Lla:, aor. 2, inf. n.
in the CK, and in my MS. copy of the K, 3,3]]
difficult, life. (L in art. .xxo.)
and the latter verb is la: [q. v.], as they
C# A splinter, or piece split off, of a staff, are said to be by Az: and in like manner, Uslää, which Freytag renders “sulcus ad latus alterius
aor. 2, is said of a elä. [or skin for water or in arvo ductus, ut ejus extremum attingeret;”
or stick. (IAar, O, K.)
milk], meaning It being filled, its legs became but which, I think, evidently presents a mis
-#: Dry bread (0, K.)–And A small raised, or raised high. (TA.)
transcription and an interpolation:]) the pl. is
piece of wood, or stick, like a peg: pl. ääk.
#i.
sometimes there are ten [?] portions
2. Liz, (TA) inf n. #5, (K, TA) He of fur [ofand
(Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)
this
description, app. meaning, upon one
separated into several, or many, portions or
2

*

&#.

Jú:

and

** 8: G-#3 J #1 # Use:

* -jū: Straitness; and hardness, divisions; or dispersed, or scattered; (K,” TA;)

or difficulty, or distress; (AZ, S, O, K;) like [a thing; or] a company of men. (TA.)
-#4: (AZ, S, O.) ISd thinks that the second is And He made [a horse] to be such that his
a dial. var. of the first; and IB mentions that, in esla: (su:) became unsteady, or wabbling.
a verse of El-Kumeyt, as related by some, it is (TA.)
with kesr, i. e. -sus: [which see in what here
.4. sus: He, or it, hit, or hurt, his Lla:

camel: the word that I here render “ten” is

more like a.s. than £e; but the final letter, as is
often the case in the MS. of the TA, is written in

a form differing little from a common form of ,]:
mentioned by ISh, from Et-Táifee; as is said in

the T. (TA.) - Also t The folloners, and in
corporated confederates, of a people, or party;

follows]. (TA:) and (K) as some say, (TA,)
($, K3) contr. of the 2-3 thereof: (S:) or the
dryness, and hardness, of the means of subsistence: (2UA:): (K:) Sgh says, by rule it should be
freedmen
and folloners. (M, TA.)
(K:) or -#3 signifies hardness, and straitness, su: [i.e. the verb should be thus, being derived
3
5
of the means of subsistence: (Msb:) or hardness, from Ukill, like & from tâl). (TA)
Usk and Usk see the next paragraph.
and coarseness, or roughness, thereof;

from

*: Šilić [expl. above]: (Harp. 70:) pl. Jú. 5. cks, said of a stick, or branch, or piece of #3 A splinter, or piece split off, (T, S, M,
(K.) - Also A disintegration of the Jesh, wood, (A, Msb, K, TA,) or of a thing, (S, TA,) Mgh, Msb, K.) of a staff, or stick, and the like,
It split, or became split, in pieces, or in several (S,) or of wood, (T, Mgh, Msb,) and the like,
or many places: (A, Msb, TA:) or it became (Msb,) or of a reed, or cane, (T, Mgh,) or of
scattered, or dispersed, in splinters, or pieces silver, (T, TA,) or of bone, (T, Mgh,) or of any
split off : (S, K:) and it [i. e. anything, nothing thing: (M, K.) pl. quá ($, Mgb, K, &c.) and
(K, TA. [See 1.])– Evil in disposition (0, in particular being specified,] became separated W G#, (K,) [or rather this is a coll. gen, n.,] like
K.) – Wehement in fight. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) into several, or many, portions or divisions; or
- A man alighting, or taking up an abode, in dispersed, or scattered. (TA.) One says also, aS Jé is of
(TA,) or a quasi-pl. n., like

separating it from the border around the nail.
(TA.)
Jia: Dry and hard means of subsistence.

#é,

places where the herbage is dried up, and in a

• &

•

** *

*

-5-all g” $3.0 Usla: ; [The pearls became
desert where is no water (5%). (TA in art. separated, or scattered, from the oyster-shells]. *. improperly said by IAar to be pl. of L*,
-*)—b%-" -ál: * [A stallion-camel] (A, TA.) See also 1, in two places.
(Isa, TA) and 'J', (KTA, in the later
vehement in leaping, Ol' compressing, the she
as omitted in the K, with kesr to the U: on
7. Ja…! It broke, or became broken. (TA) account of the same vowel-sound following,])
camels. (S, O, K.) – āli: J.; Rough, or
rugged, land or ground. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)

#: Bread that has become burned. (IAar,0.)
see -iñ3.

Jü: Distance, or remoteness.

(O, K.)

isk 3. ** Trees that, not being sufficiently
watered, have become hard, without losing their

moisture. (S, O, K.)

-ā- one who utters oblique, indirect, or
ambiguous, speech or language, deviating from

the right way or course. (O, K. Omitted in the
TA.)
l:
1.

#-G#.

Já.31 The [tooth called the] mentioned by Sgh, from Ks. (TA.) AO terms
the #! [q. v.] at the head of the elbow [of
ãect, broke, or became broken. (TA.)
the horse] a a: adhering to the
but not

853,

Já3, of a staff, or stick, The like of a ai.

•

−3Ulá:
ju: ;

One says,

G#, [aor. and

&

[i. e. a piece, or sharp piece, of the eacterior por
tion], that enters into the hand, and nounds it.
(Ham p. 474. [But #3 is more commonly
used in this and similar senses.])-A small bone,
(#4, K, TA, [in the CKXàs, i.e. a bone, and
so in my copy of the Mgh,]) or a slender small
bone, (As, S,) adhering to the
[here app.
meaning the arm-bone of a horse], (AS, S, K,) or
to the bone of the
(Mgh) which sometimes
moves from its place, (As, S, Mgh; [see £a: ;])
or to the hnee; (K;) thus in the M; (TA;) or to

8%

853,

[forming a portion] of it. (TA. [See cks.])
Also A bon: (K:) because its wood is split: on
the authority of AHn. (TA.)-And The shank
bone. (K.)- And Agreat mass of rock wrenched
from the side of a mountain; (K, TA;) as though
*

it were a piece split off, broken [off] but not
parted so as to form an interstice, or a gap: and
also a piece cut from a mountain, like a house or
a tent: and it is said in the copies of the K that

#, with kest, signifies the same; but the word
correctly W £2, with an augmentative cy, as

is

in the T, and mentioned also by Hr in the

the -a.e., [app, here meaning the fore shank of a “Ghareebeyn.:” pl. of the former quš. (TA)
horse] ; (K;) thus in the A: (TA:) or certain —See also iu:

inf n, as in the next sen

small sinen's (-as) therein; (K;) i. e. in the 1st: part n of
tence,] said of a stick, or branch, or piece of −äck: ; thus in the T. (TA.) AO says that
wood, [&c.,] It was, or became, split. (AHn,
(TA.)
TA)- Said of a horse, (As, S, Mgh, K.) aor. *,

[q. v.] said of a horse.

Jää 3-5 [i. e. The motion of the Ja: from

place (see 1)] is like what is termed Jú:
inf n. La., (K.) His usia: (AR, S, Mgh, K.) its
-awl, except that the horse has more power of

i. e. the small bone called Gaill, (As, S, Mgh,")

G#.

ju: The head, or top, of a mountain, (K,
TA,) [and so W #3, (Freytag, from the Deewan

moved from its place, (AS, S, Mgh,) or became endurance of the latter than of the former. (T, of the Hudhalees,)] resembling the as: [q. v.]
Bk. I,
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&#, q. v.].

(Ham, p. 246.) - Said of become dry, as long as it remains on the ears; as
(Lth, O.)
[likewise] signifies the heads, or tops, of the the month It nearly came to an end; little also

of a mosque; pl. guá; and Jús' " J%

termed

"&#.

mountains. (TA.)

occurring
in a3.trad.:
TA:) thereof,
remained
it is
but
accord.oftoit:one(K,relation
d

- -

&#6, ok) and "# (AA, K) (The ray,

-

2*... <

2°, 9

aela: ; see à la:, near the end.

*

from

&:5;

* *

“the being distant, or remote:” and or beams, of the sun; or] what one sees, (S, O,

ex-

K,) of the light, like rods, (S) or extending
like spears, (O, K,) at the rising, or the beginning
•
IU#4, pl. J'é, A fragment of nood: 3 - see : (3, first and last sentences. = Also of the rising, (S,) or a little after the rising, (O,
(Freytag, from the Deewan of Jereer:) but the Haste: (IAar, K, TA:) and so &: accord. to K,) of the sun; (S, O, K;) or what one sees, like
cords coming tonards him, when looking at the
-

U.-J)

Ls”:

2 £ 22.

-

• *

see 5U:.

> * *

accord. to another, &-~, with two L's. (TA.)
*

pl., when indeterminate, is correctly

£4.]

the K; but this is wrong; the meaning of the sun; or the dispersing light of the sun: (K:)
latter word being only that given below, voce n. un, with 5: (S, O, K:) [and Freytag states that
(TA.)
* 3: is said by Jac. Schultens to signify

A

&

&"
-

. . &#, (0, K, TA) *::(0, TA) it ".
& (S," O,

K, TA) and &, (TA,) It became

scattered, or dispersed; (S, O, K, TA;) said of a
(TA;) of the urine
*OI".
thing; like

rays: but this I do not find in any lexicon:] the

3,

& A spider's neb, (AA, K.) - See also
6

* *

&l=>.

&#

&

pl. (of £, 0) is i:i, (0, K).'ord to
analogy, (O,) [a pl. of pauc.,] and &= (O, K)
and 7 &: (K;) the last anomalous. (TA.)

& [an inf n. (see 1) used as an epithet, and
of a camel; (O, K;) and of a people, or party; therefore as masc. and fem. and sing, and pl.;] Hence, in a trad, respecting [the night called]

(IAgr, O, K;)

[like

#) and [in like manner]

Scattered, or dispersed; and disordered, or un

£145, it is said, as * > &: U.S. &

ūš is used in relation to blood, &c., as meaning settled; syn. &#; (S, K;) as also " #. [like Ú & 5 [Verily the sun will rise on its morron,
the being scattered. (S, O, K, TA. [See also wise an inf n. used as an epithet,] applied [like having no rays]. (S: in the O, us.' &2) – In

&#, below; and &#)= 4:33, (S, o, k)

aor. 2, (S, O,) inf. n.

& (O, TA) and g",

the former] to anything, (K, TA,) such as blood, the verse cited voce Jú, AS is related to have
and an opinion, and a purpose, or an intention; read & instead of £1, as meaning The

(K,"TA,) He (a camel) scattered his urine; as (TA;) and * & which is wrongly expl. in the
also "4:1: (S, O, K:) or both signify he scat K as syn. with 3: in another sense, as stated
tered his urine, and stopped it. (TA) - And above; (TA;) and 7
(S, K.) One says,
3.
3 -** 59tall &, (K, TA,) inf. n. &; and têts: 4% <-s; His blood nent scattered, or dis

&#.

&

de •

-

-

light, [or brightness] and redness, and scattered
state, of the blood: ISd says, I know not whether
he said it meaning by original application or by
last
way of comparison. (TA)- See also
sentence, in two places.

&

&:

applied to blood signifies
* : ; (TA;) He poured upon them the persed: (TA:) or
horsemen making a sudden attack and engaging spirtling from a wound made, with a spear or the
in conflict, or urging on their horses; (K, TA;) like; as in a verse cited voce jū. (Az, T.A.. [See
And as: b'ss They went gray
also
and in like manner, J.J. (TA)

ge:
8".

& £i A

&:

&J)

4: see 1.

=&#1

-: The sun spread, or scattered, or dispersed. (K.) And

*** *
6

6

* >

6

* *

See

ë", last sentence: - and see also

See

8", first sentence.

- d.

6

-

#,G#,0)
&#, or "&#,(K) or both, (TA)

nation, or people, scattered, or dispersed. (TA,
from a trad.) And tax was <u. The staff, and W
(S, TA,) Shade that is not thick,
or stick, broke into scattered pieces; as when one or dense; (S, O, K, TA;) or n:hich has not wholly
(S, K, TA) i.e., its ann. (TA.)- And
has broken it by striking with it upon a wall: shaded one, having in it interspaces. (TA.)
9, 2 oz.
.
in two places.
J.J. The ears of corn became compact in their and in like manner, ā-āl the reed, or cane. See also

at: [or beams], (S, K,) or its light.
(TA.)- &#. & The corn put forth its &#,
diffused, its

&

&#,

grain, (K, TA,) and dry therein. (TA.)

(TA.) And

&: & A. disordered, or an un

* J.
f d

J)
* – A.

: see the next paragraph but one, in two
* ***
7. L. &l us' Jää" &: The nolf made an settled, opinion. (S, K.) And ex: U-#4
places: and see U.K.
incursion among the sheep or goats. (O, K, TA.) of which the purposes, or intentions, (9->, as in
mind

* -

• J.

d.

-

*

J. J.

as: :

- * > d >

the S [and O], for which, in the K, L,~3.4 is
erroneously
substituted, TA,) and the opinions,
(TA,) He miced it, namely, wine, (S, O, K,)

R. Q. 1, 4:3, (§, o, K.) inf n is:,

are disordered, or unsettled, (S, K,
with water. (O.) And He mixed one part of it, (Z, TA,)
so
that
it is not directed to a decided affair.
TA,)
namely, a thing, with another part, (O," K,) like

See

6

* /

&l=>.

-

-

:

V: : see

*ś, in

two places: and

• 2. *
-

– Also, (§, O, K.) and " &#3

(0, K)

and

&# (IDrd, S, O, K) and "Jú:3, (0,
as one mixes wine with water. (O.) And &: (Z, TA) And tsu: 83% jus [His mind fied in *K,)
in which last the relative Us is without cause,
a disordered, or an unsettled, state, as though
$34,51. He mired the 5-, [or mess of crumbled
bread] with olive-oil: (O3) or he put much

J

o “3-...

J

dissipated; expl. as] meaning *** <-5×5 [a as in &- and (533, (TA,) applied to a man,
(S,) Tall: (O, K:) or tall and goodly (S, TA)
clarified butter to it, (ISh, O, K,) and much mistranscription, as before: correctly 4:- −5:
grease, or gravy: (K:) or he raised its head; i.e. his purposes, or intentions, became disordered, and light of flesh; applied to a man as being
(O, K;) as some say: (Sh, O:) or he made its or unsettled: see also Ham p. 44, and Harp. likened to the thin [or much diluted] wine termed
as: or the first signifies long-necked; and
366]. (K.) And a rājiz says,
aS
head high; (O, K;) as some say; from

&:

so "the third, and " the fourth; applied to any
an epithet applied to a man, meaning “tall.”
2-all "eu + x' still G-2
thing, or the last, accord. to the R, applied to a
(O.) But the verb is used more in relation to
man
only: and the first, long applied to a neck:
wine than to 24,3. (TA)- See also 1.
meaning [Firm, or steady, in encounter, or con (TA:) and light, or active: (O, K:) or so in
R. Q.
2. &-~,
x:5, said of a man, is from W gu: flict,] not disordered, or unsettled, in respect of journeying; as also *&# like *.*, applied
Q. 2.
'...',&
purpose, or intention. (S.)- Hence, app., (TA,)
applied to a man as meaning -ā-ā- 3M- [i. e. Milk mixed with much water; (ISh, O';) syn. to a man, or, accord. to Th, to a boy, or young
“such as is excited to briskness, liveliness, Or
or light in spirit: (TA:) see also R. Q. 2:
£4. (ISh, O, K, TA.) = Also [as a subst.] man:
as some say, (O,) the first signifies
and
(K)
sprightliness, and esteemed pleasing in the eye,
or beard, of the ears of corn; (S, goodly, or beautiful, (O, K, TA,) in face : (TA:)
anºn,
The
and is light, or active;” so that the verb may be
"&": (K) and
C - -

• & •

J C~

J

*-

-

*

• * * * *

>o

O -

*

*

- d -

-

6

* >

6

* *

6

-

O, K;) and so "&" and
with
(so in the O,) or
and
it
has
when
or
beard,
or
the
anon,
(TA:)
W
as
is
such
briskness, &c.; or he was, or became,
damm to the L3, (TA,) a boy, or young man,

"&#,

rendered He was, or became, such as is excited to

&#:

"&#,
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&:-->
• * of

*

~ 0 -

0 °

•

offe

e

>
*

*

rendered unsound, impaired, or marred, several
things;
or he corrupted, &c., much..] = It is also
TA;) on the authority of AA. (TA.)= Also
&
well
-->
intrans.:
see 4.- Thus, said of seed-produce, It
Certain trees; or a hind of tree. (TA.)
branched
forth,
or forked, after being in leaf, or
+[And n:hen thou seest the man break up his

goodly, or beautiful, in face, light in spirit; (O,

2-2. ----' 2-0 - 9 512

*

&:

&=" G.

*

&#, in two places.

With 5, state of affairs as with the breaking up of the
applied to a she-camel, meaning Tall: (§," O:) staff, and persevere in disobedience, or rebellion].
or large in body: (TA:) pl. &üú:3. (§, 0. (A’Obeyd, T.A.)- Also, aor. as above, (MSb,)
[In the TA, &öts: is said to be mistran and so the inf. n., (S, A, Msb, K.) He repaired
scribed in the Scots: 3: but it is not so in a cracked thing [such as a wooden bowl or some
other vessel, by closing up its crack or cracks, or
either of my copies.])
by piecing it : see 2, which has a similar signifi
See
in two places. Also cation, but implying muchness] : (S, Msb:) and
[in a general sense,] he repaired, mended,
Long and thin; applied to a camel's lip. (TA.) amended, adjusted, or put into a right, or proper,
state : (A, K, TA:) and it signifies the contr.
See

&:
6 - d - d.
* - &

:

See

&#,

&#3. – With 3, applied to wine

(::), Miced with water: (O, EM p. 1833)

blade; (TA;) like *-*::, (K, TA) [Hence,]
-** jã & & + [Verily I see

one says,

the evil to have grown like seed-produce n'hen it
branches forth]; like as one says, <s, and −.

(TA in art. --5.)

3. 4.eu. He became distant, or remote, from
him; (K, TA;) namely, his companion. (TA.)

[Hence,] 50-J -eu + [He quitted life]. (TA)
And 4: <<1% (K, TA) His soul [departed,
or] quitted life; (TA;) meaning he died; (K,

also [of the former meaning and] of this, in the TA;) as also *-* [i. e.
same, or in another, dial. : (TA:) [i. e.]he cracked [See also what next follows.]

34 -1]. (K.)

accord. to some, [much diluted; i. e.] mixed so as a thing [such as a wooden bowl &c.]: (A, Msb:)
4. --x: He died: (S, K: [see also 3:]) or (so
and he corrupted, rendered unsound, impaired, or in the S and TA, but in the K “and”) he sepa
to be thin. (TA.)
marred. (A, K, T.A.) * -: 32:4 -*, rated himself from another or others, never to
occurring in a trad. of Omar, means A little
s

•

6

o •

*

return; (§, K3) as also '-s' or "J-3, accord.

****

1. 3, (S, Msb) aor.”, (Msb)int n <,

repairing, of, or amid, much impairing. (TA.) to different copies of the K, the latter as in the L.
- [He gave a portion of property; as though he (TA.) A poet says, (S,) namely, En-Nábighah

(A, Msb, K,) He collected; brought, gathered, or broke it off.] One says, Júl &: # es' J-45 El-Jaadee, (IB, TA,)
* - ofdren, together; or united; (S, A, Msb, K;) a Give thou to me a portion of the property. (TA.)
***
****
thing, (S,) any thing or things, and a people or - He (the commander, or prince, S) sent a mes
party: (Msb:) and he separated; put apart, or
J. J.

*

3. Coil's,

*

g

asunder; divided; disunited; or dispersed or

senger (S,K)4(to him],(K) or 4+ 84% U3, ($ IB, TA) or -ič ' ','e', accord.

[to such a place]. (S.)- He turned, or sent,
scattered; (S, A, Msb, K;) a thing, (S,) any him, or it, anay, or back : (K, TA:) aor. and to different readings: [app, meaning, And they
were men of divided races or tribes, or were
thing or things, and a people or party: (Msb:)
inf
n.
as
above.
(TA.)
And
J-3813-0
-:
divided races or tribes of men; so they perished;
thus having two contr. significations: (S:) so
The bridle turned anay or back, or withheld, or or separated, never to return :] IB says, after
expressly state A’Obeyd and Aboo-Ziyād: (TA:)
but accord. to IDrd, it has not two contr. signifi
cations [in one and the same dial.]: he says that
the two meanings are peculiar to the dials. of two
peoples, (Msb, TA,”) each meaning belonging to
the dial. of one people exclusively. (TA.)
[Hence, as it seems to be indicated in the S and
A, or from -: meaning “a tribe,” as it seems

restrained, the horse from the direction tonards mentioning the former reading, i.e. they were of
which he was going. (K.)- He, or it, diverted men who should perish; so they perished: having
a man by occupying him, busying him, or en previously mentioned the latter reading, and

gaging his attention. (K, TA.) One says, U. added, i. e. they were of those whom +3*:
L# & [What diverted thee, or what has should overtake. (TA. [IB's explanations seem

diverted thee, &c., from me?]. (TA.) = It is at first sight to indicate that he read * and
also intrans.: see 4.- [Thus it signifies He (,43; neither of which is admissible: each of
to be indicated in the Ham p. 538,] one says, quitted his companions, desiring others..] One his explanations app. relates to both readings; as
J-45 (K, TA) liás 2% L (TA) He though he understood the poet to mean, they
X: &#, (S) or : +3, (A, Ham) says,
! [Their union became dissolved, or broken up; or yearned tonards them [with such a number of were men separated from different tribes, to be
overtaken by others; so they perished.])
their tribe became separated;] meaning they men], and quitted his companions. (K, TA.)
became separated after being congregated: (S, And He, or it, appeared [distinct from others]: 5. -: and " -->431 are quasi-pass verbs,
Ham:) and -: At it (S, A, Ham) ; [Their (K, TA:) whence the month (c)3, q. v.,] is the former of 3-53 and the latter of<< (TA:)
separation became closed up, or their tribe dren: [said to be] named. (TA.) = Also, (K, TA,) [the former, therefore, is most correctly to be
aor, and inf. n. as above, (TA,) said of a camel,
together;] meaning they drew together after being He cropped (2.4%) the upper, or uppermost, regarded and used as intensive in its significations,
or as relating to several things or persons: but it
separated. (S, Ham.) And #" 2: Death

2:

parts of trees [or shrubs]. (K,

TA)=-25,

is said that] both signify alike: [app. It became

separated them : (S:) and *** 4: [Death
aor. 3, (K) inf n. 43, (§, K, TA) He (a collected; it became brought, gathered, or drawn,
separated him from his companions]; (TA;) goat, S, TA, and a gazelle, TA) was nide, (K,) together; or it became united : and also] it became
said of a man when he has died, (O in art. U.e.: or very nide, (S,) between the horns, (S, K,) and separated, put apart or asunder, divided, dis

in the K, in that art, " :#1 (perhaps a mis betn'een the shoulders. (K,” TA.) [See also united, or dispersed or scattered: (S, K:) and
* Lo <, below.]
it, or he, became distant, or remote (K.) One
*::" * & b: [They became sepa
J.C. (2 : Gif Gül i. e. [What is this 2. ~~ [app. signifies He collected several says,
rated, &c., or they separated themselves, &c., in
-

•

transcription].) And it is said in a trad,

judicial decision] with which thou hast divided

the people? (S. [In the TA, on the authority of

things; or he collected much: and] he separated search of the waters], and

IAth, Ali J & J-1, which means,

Also He repaired a cracked wooden bowl [or

several things; or he separated much. (O.)

*#) es: [in pre
datory excursions]. (TA) And L: " -->:

“which has excited evil among the people.”]) some other vessel] in several places [by closing up &% Such a one became distant, or remote, from
its cracks, or by piecing it]: (S, O:) [and app., me; or withdren to a distance, or far anay, from
in a general sense, he repaired, mended, amended, me. (TA) And &#1 * ~ [and -:)
adjusted, or put into a right, or proper, state, The road separated. (S, A, Msb.) And "-->
several things; or he repaired, &c., much : and it # and -*: The river separated [or branched
follows,)] his state of affairs: (As, A’Obeyd, seems to signify also the contr. of these two ..forth] into other rivers. (TA.) And W -->:1
One says also, %i J: J-45 f The man broke
up, discomposed, deranged, or disorganized, [or
rendered unsound, impaired, or marred, (agree
ably with another explanation of the verb in what

TA:) whence the saying of 'Alee Ibn-El-'Adheer meanings: i.e. he cracked several things; or he
El-Ghanawee,

5:1 & 24 ($, Mab, TA) and ~~ (TA)

cracked in several places: and he corrupted, The branches

of the tree separated, divided,
196 *
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K,) upon camels, (K,) peculiar to
straggled, or spread out dispersedly; ($, TA;) or these classes are agreeable with the order obtain hot iron, (S,
the Benoo-Minkar, in form resembling the
the
is
man;
the
the
structure
of
ing
in
-a+
branched forth from the stem, and separated,

divided, &c. (Mgb.) See also 2. One says also, greatest of them, derived from the -: [or [hooked stick called] c- (S:) or a brand
J:" 3. -->43 + [The state of affairs of the suture] of the head; next is the āle:5, from the upon the thigh, lengthneise, (consisting of] two
meeting at the top and separdied at the
man became broken up, discomposed, deranged, āleā [which is a term applied to any one of the lines
four principal bones] of the head; then, the 55tec, bottom: (ISh, TA:) or a brand united [at the
disorganized, or (agreeably with another explana
upper part and] at the longer part separated:
tion of the verb in what follows) rendered un which is the breast; then, the Ula [or belly];
then, the J-5 [or thigh]; and then, the āk-aš, (Aboo-'Alee in the “Tedhkireh,” TA: [but there

sound, impaired, or marred]. (A)- Also "the

latter verb, [or each,] It became closed up; [or which is the shank: to these some add the 5:4, is an omission here, so that the reverse may
which consists of few in comparison with what perhaps be meant:]) or a brand upon the neck,
repaired by having a crack or cracks closed up,
or by being pieced;] said of a cracked thing: are before mentioned: (TA:) and some add after like the c- (Suh in the R, TA:) in a mar
(TA:) and * both verbs, i. q. , £, [which this the *: some also add the 23- before the ginal note in the copy of the L, it is said that
-* : (TA in art. Ula :) the pl. is as above. -x: signifying a brand is with kesr to the L:
means, in a general sense, it became rectified,
repaired, mended, amended, adjusted, or put into (TA.) It signifies also A nation, people, race, or and with fath [i.e. : and ':]. (TA)
a right, or proper, state; &c.; but I have not family of mankind; syn. J- as expl. by IM See also -*. -[And see the pl. *: below.]
51) in its proper art. in any and others: in the K, [and in a copy of the A,]
found this verb (
of the Lexicons]: (K, TA:) and "the latter signi erroneously, J'-[a mountain]: (TA:) but it is < Width, or distance, (A, K,) or great
fies also it became cracked; (A;) [and in like [strangely] said by Aboo-'Obeyd El-Bekree that width or distance, (S,) between the horns (S, A,
manner the former, said of a number of things; accord. to all except Bundár, the word in this K) of a goat (S, TA) and of a gazelle, (TA,) and

+, with kesr.

(MF.) And the pl., betneen the shoulders, (A, K,) and between two
is [said to be] especially applied to denote branches. (A.) [See also 1, last signification.]

or it became cracked in several places when said sense is "

of a single thing: and hence "both signify, in a **,
general sense, it became corrupted, rendered un the foreigners (..**): (TA:) [thus it is said

©

* - d -

d -

à:*:: see -->, second sentence. - Also The

sound, impaired, or marred; a meaning which

the phrase, in a trad., *: &: S+, & space, or interstice, betnceen tro horns: and
may justly be assigned to the former verb in the that]
LoA-1 means [Verily a man] of the foreigners betnceen tro branches: (K:) pl. -: and **,
phrase mentioned in the next preceding sentence.]
(-**) [became a Muslim : but see ###". (K," TA,) in this and all the following senses.
7: see 5, in nine places: and see also 3.
(S.) - Also, [as implying separation,] Distance, (TA.) – And A cleft in a mountain, to which
8: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph.
or remoteness. (A, K.) So in the phrase -: birds (#1, for which ji." is erroneously sub

J.: inf n, of 3-3 [q.v.] (Mab.)—[Used 213) [The distance, or remoteness, of the abode, or stituted in [several of] the copies of the K, TA)
as a simple subst, it signifies Collection, or

dwelling]. (TA)- And 4 crack (S, A, K,

union: and also separation, division, or disunion;

TA) in a thing, (S) which the -t: repairs.

resort: pl. as above. (K, T.A.)- Also A branch
of a tree, (S, A," Mgh," Msb, TA,) growing out
apart, or divaricating, therefrom : (Msb,” TA:)

and] a state of separation or division or disunion; (S,” T.A.)- And The place of junction [i. e. the
or the extremity of a branch: (K, TA: [said in
(K, TA 3) as also #: (S, TA:) pl. of the
suture] of the J% [or principal bones] of the the latter to be tropical in this latter sense; but
former *#. (TA.)- And [hence, perhaps,
as implying both union and division,] Such as is head; (K;) the c: which conjoins the U31.5 of why, I see not:]) pl. << ($, Mgh, Mil, TA)
divided [into sub-tribes], of the tribes of the the head: the U30.5 in the head being [the frontal and els:, as above. (T.A.) And Ú-aăll -->
Arabs and foreigners: (S: [in my copy of the bone, the occipital bone, and the two parietal The dicaricating, or straggling, [branchlets, or]

Msb, +, all U3.5 as -ál Le, as though bones; in all,] four in number. (S.)- [Hence, extremities [or shoots or stalks] of the branch.
it meant the tribes of the Arabs collectively, perhaps,] ck: 1.4 + They tro are likes [or like
(TA) And [hence] & & J - A
agreeably with another explanation to be men each other]. (S.) - See also <--> * Also staff having at his head two forking portions or
tioned below; but I think that there may be a

Distant, or remote; (K;) as in the phrase #U. projections]; (A, TA;) and Az mentions, as
mistranscription in this case:]) pl. -->: : (S, -* [Distant, or remote, water]: pl. --2:.. heard by him from the Arabs, W cºś, without
Msb:) or it signifies, as some say,..(Msh.) or (TA.)
<!, instead of £ in this phrase. (L, TA)
signifies also, (S,) a great tribe; syn. as:ke a's,
<-4 : see the dual c. * WOCC £3.
And c-, &- # [A sprig, spray, bunch, or
(Msb;) the parent of
(S, A, K,) or *
branchlet, of sweet basil, or of sneet-smelling
* A road: (Msb:) or a road in a mountain: plants]: and * &: # [and * &: A.
the [tribes called] J%, to which they refer their
6

d -

6 -

J -

&-

origin, and which

comprises them : (S) or, as

some say, a great tribe (*

&- forming a

(S, A, O, L., Msb, K:) primarily a road in a

mountain (Harp. 29) and in valleys: (Id. p. 72:) lock, or flock, of hair and of wool]. (JK in art.
afterwards applied to any road: (Id. p. 29:) [see 3,b) And 4-3, 3- # Uí (I am a

branch of a aīā; or a aíč itself: (TA:) also :] pl. ". (S, O, Mgb.) And A
A’Obeyd says, on the authority of Ibn-El-Kelbee, nater-course, or place in which waterflows, in [a
on the authority of his father, that the -: is lon, or depressed, tract, such as is called] a ck:
greater than the a: ; next to which is the a. *; of land, (ISh, A, O, K,) having two elevated
borders, and in nidth equal to the stature of a
then, the 5%; then, the ck: , then, the is 3:
man lying don'n, and sometimes betn'een the tro
(S, TA:) but IB says that the true order is that
faces, or acclivities, of two mountains. (ISh, O.)
which Ez-Zubeyr Ibn-Bekkär has stated, and is Or it signifies, (K,) or signifies also, (A,) A
as follows: (TA:) [i. e.] the genealogies of the ravine, or gap, [or pass,] betn'een tryo mountains.
Arabs consist of six degrees; (Msb;) first, the (A, K.)- Also [A reef of rocks in the sea : so
-#3 then, the à-5; then, the 51%, (Msb, in the present day: or] a 3.j or ājj (accord. to
TA,) with fet-h and with kesr, to the &; (Msb;) different copies of the K in art. Uwe- [but neither
then, the ck: then, the J-5, and then, the of these two words do I find in their proper art.
ai-aš: thus, Khuzeymeh is a -a+, and Kināneh, in any Lex.]) in the sea, such as is connected with
the shore: if not connected with the shore, a bow
8. ai.” and Kureysh, an 5)"; and Kusei, a
; and Háshim, a j-3; and El-'Abbās, a shot distant, it is called &: (K and TA in art.

branch, or branchlet, of thy great tree]. (A, TA.)

-: #:= it: #[4

question having
(Msb.) And
[the pl.] -->: [as meaning] [The fingers: (K,
TA:) one says, •.' -: * Jāś ! He laid
hold upon it with his fingers. (A, TA.) And

And

many

tranches, or ramifications].

•0,ee

ū':

• de

• **

U: …a5 ! He sat betnreen her two legs:

(A:) and &S 2: &#1 (He sat (in the Mgh
325, as implied in the A, and in the Mśb J-i-)]
between her arms and her legs; (A, Mgh, Msb,
K;) or betneen her legs and the &# [dual of
(A, Mgh, K;) occurring
*ś, q.v.,] of her

&#

&e.
(A, Mgh, Mab, K.) And J#1 (#4 # The

in a trad.; (Mgh, Msb;) an allusion to

al-as: (M5b, TA:) and Aboo-Usámeh says that &v=-)- And 4 brand, or mark made with a &l=> [or tryo upright pieces of wood] of the

- - - ** = -- * =

4.
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(Mgh.) he says that the poet describes tribes assembled thus in the L. (TA.) One says of a person when
together in the [season called] &#5, who, when he has been at the point of death and then escaped,
** # [Death became near to him]. (TA.)
the flesh-meat upon the prongs of the roasting they desired to return to the watering-places,
differed in their intentions, or designs; wherefore And it is said in a trad., &: t-s: <3 (.5

camel's saddle; its a 23 and its

And * -- J - A Huff. "
instrument]. (A, TA) And J.- : +[A

* o-3
**
tooth of a reaping-hook]. (K in art. J.--) And he says, Nor did I think that various intentions **** # Us:- 29- Usks, i.e. [And I ceased
would divide [one n:hole body of men who before
c" -: &- # +[A tooth, or cusp, of the had] a consentient intention. (L., T.A.) - [See not putting my foot upon his cheek until] I made
death to visit him. (TA.)
teeth, or cusps, of the U-1; the -- of the J also the pl.
below.]
•

J.

*:

s

being three ($ and L in art. U-) And ~#

* ! The outer parts, or regions, of the horse
(£usii, A, or 2-6, K); all of them : (K:) or
J. J.

e.

w

*#

•

**

A [leathern water-bag such as is called]

&#, imperfectly decl., (Msb) The name of
a month [i. e. the eighth month of the Arabian 33% [q v.]; (A’Obeyd, S, K;) as also #3% and
i-e- (A’Obeyd, S:) or one that has been

the prominent parts (S, K) of them, (K,) or of Syear]: pl. &: (S, Msb, K) and &="4:
him; (S, and so in some copies of the K;) as the (Mgb, K.) so called from ~5 “it became
neck, and the
[or neithers, &c.], (S, TA,) separated;” (K, TA;) because therein they used
to separate, or disperse themselves, in search of
and the crests of the hips, (TA,) or such as his water [when the months were regulated by the
head, and his 25- [or withers, &c.], and the solar year; this month then corresponding partly

&:

crests of his hips. (A.)- Also A small water
course, or channel in which water flons; as in
the phrase Jst- # a small water-course filled
with a torrent: (S:) or a water-course in sand;

e.

to June and partly to July, as shown voce

č,

repaired, or pieced: (TA:) or one that is made

of two hides: (K:) or one that is made of two

hides facing each other, without As at their
corners, Aus in [the making of] '5% being the

taking of the hide and folding it, and then adding
at the sides what will widen it: or one that is

q. v.]; or, as some say, for predatory expeditions pieced ( Xà) with a third skin, betn'een the tro
[after having been restrained therefrom during skins, that it may be rendered nºider: or one that
the sacred month of Rejeb]; or, accord. to some, is made of tro pieces joined together : (TA:) or

(K;) or in the elevated part of a depressed tract as Th says, from *: “it appeared,” because of one that is sewed (#33-3, K and TA, in the
into which sand has poured and remained. (TA.) its appearance between the months of Rejeb and
CK #25-3) on both sides: (Ki) called thus
And A small portion of a [nater-course such as Ramadán. (TA.) – &: J% A certain in
because one part is joined to another: (L, TA:)
is called] asä, or n:hat is smaller than * asij,
sect, (K,” TA,) a species of the **, or of the pl. -->4. (K,” T.A.) – Also An old, worn-out
J

Ö

is

accord. to different copies of the K; as: being -Pas-- (T.A.)
skin for water or milk : (K:) because it is pieced,
expl. as meaning as: &: #2 ū, and, in one
or repaired: (TA:) pl. as above. (K.) – And
*: pl. of .# (S, O, Mgb:) and of #3. A camel's saddle; syn. J-3: because it is joined,
copy, as: c”. (TA.) And Such as is large,

(K, TA)-333-&# 4% is a prov, part to part: so in the saying of El-Marrár,
TA:) or, as some say, a branch from a axis, and [expl. as] meaning The abundance of the food describing a she-camel,
5 *
o 3°
from a valley, or torrent-bed, taking a different [that I have to procure for my family] has occu
pied
me
so
as
to
divert
me
from
giving
to
people:
*
c
=
c-22-(se is]
course therefrom ; pl. as above. (TA) - And
• * * **
(S,
TA:)
[Z
considers
-ts:,
here,
as
pl.
of:
A portion, part, or piece, of a thing; or some
U-2-3-2 -----| <- --->

of the channels for irrigation of valleys: (K,

-

•

&

•

d

•

•

*

*

•

*

> &

6

•

-

5 *

*

*

what thereof: (S, Msb, K, TA:) pl. as above. “a branch,” and as meaning duties, and relations:
Júl &- à: es' -:) Give (Freytag's Arab. Prov., i. 653:)] but El-Mun [When she falls don'n, or fell don'n, there falls

(TA.) One says,

thou to me a portion of the property. (TA.) dhiree says that L': is a mistranscription: the don'n, or fell don'n, from her right side a saddle
And * # * & +[In his hand is somen'hat other reading is J.-, meaning “my expending by reason of which was her fevered and jaded
of good, or of wealth]. (TA.) And it is said in upon my family.” (Meyd. [See also #4, in state]. (TA) - And --> J4% i. 4. *
a trad.,

c' &- # it-l

+ Modesty is a

part of faith : and in another, &- #:

*:

art. 3- and Us".])

[A man who is a stranger, &c.]. (AA, TA voce

**, (S, A, Msb, K,) without the article U),

cs:-" + [Youth is

a part of insanity]. (TA.) and imperfectly decl., (Msb,) and *#1, (A,
The art, or craft, of repairing cracks [in
In explanation of the phrase, in the Kur [lxxvii. Msb, K,) with the article, and perfectly decl.,
wooden bonels &c., by piecing them]. (TA.)
30],
+% c5? Ji. & [Unto a shade, or (Msb,) but several authors disallow this latter, 5
shadon, having three parts, or divisions], it is accounting it wrong; (TA;) a name for Death; Us”: see what next follows.
said that the fire [of Hell], on the day of resur (S, A,” Msb, K;*) so called because it separates
2a
3

#:

**

J. J.

rection, will divide into three parts; and whenever men: (S, Msb:) the former is a proper name:

assa: A sect which does not prefer, or exalt,

they shall attempt to go forth to a place, it will (Msb:) J says [in the S] that it is determinate, the Arabs above the 'Ajam [or foreigners or
repel them: by Ji. being here meant that the and does not admit the article J in the L, it is Persians]: ($:) or a sect which prefers, or
fire will form a covering; for [literally] there said that * and *: both signify as above; exalts, the 'Ajam above the Arabs: (Msb:) or
will be no Ji in this case. (Th, L.) – And A and that in either case it may be originally an those who despise the circumstances, or condition,
Arabs; (A,” K;) one of whom is called
piece such as is called 33, with n:hich a wooden epithet, being like the epithets J# and *:
W &#: (A, K;). a "l. n. formed from the pl.,
bonel [or the like] is repaired. (S.) – Accord. to and if so, the article in this case is as in J.C.'
ap
Lth, (T, TA,) *: *: means ! The changes, and 3--" and +1. and this opinion is con (IM, MSb, TA) - 5: being predominantly
3
- 2
firmed
by
what
is
said
of
its
derivation:
but
he
or vicissitudes, of time or fortune; (T, A, TA;)
plied *to- 05the 'Ajam, (IM, TA) like & Lai
and he cites the saying of Dhu-r-Rummeh,
who says **ś, without the article, makes the [from juas'))]. (IM, Msb,” TA.) In the phrase
• - of
23
a * >
*
word a pure substantive, and deprives it literally A-1 + 2* J-2 > el, occurring in a trad.,
a 0 < * * 2: .4°
tas --55 S5
of the character of an epithet; wherefore the
article is not necessarily attached to it, as it is not [and mentioned before, voce +3] ***M may

y,"

•

•

*

<< 3-0

*

which he explains by saying, i. e. I thought that to J-U- and <!- ; yet the essence of an epithet mean A-41, or it may be [used as] a pl. of
3
à
one thing, or state of things, would not be divided
is
in
it
still,
as
in
the
instance
of:&:
**,
a. Uses:ll, like as 22" and -->-J are [used as]
into many things, or states: [i.e. Nor did I think
à
à
that the vicissitudes of fortune would divide one name for “bread,” so called because it rein pls. of U$22,3] and Us-2-Q'. (IAth, TA.)
whole body of men into many parties:] but Az vigorates the hungry; and as in 1-3, [a certain
disapproves of this explanation, and says that town] so called, accord. to Sb, because midway
* A repairer of cracks [in wooden bonels
-: here means Intentions, designs, or purposes: between El-'Irák['Irákel-'Ajam] and El-Basrah: %c., by piecing them]. (S, MSb, T.A.)
J.

J-

J.

J. “

*

*

J.

•

*-*
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cked The two shoulders: (K:) because wide each,] also signifies f The being separated, or He took his property. (TK.) – And + The
disunited, (S, Msb, K, TA,) and spread out, eating little of food; (K, TA;) and so * 4-5.
apart: of the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)
(Msb,) and uncompacted, (TA,) like as is the whence one says, Axial &- &: I ate little of
<--> A goat, (S, TA,) and a gazelle, (A,
the food. (TA)
TA,) wide, (A,) or very wide, (S, TA,) between head of the 93- [or tooth-stick, by its being
the horns: (S, A, TA:) [and app., between the bruised, or battered, or mangled by blons].
&: see the next paragraph.
shoulders: (see -aš )] fem. £3: (TA:) and (Msb, T.A.) You say, 9: .# W -:,
•

6

•

pl. -*. (S, A, TA) = It is also the name of (MSb, TA) and 333", (A, TA) :The head of the
<< inf n of 1 [q v.] (L, MSb, &c.) –
a certain very covetous man [who became pro tooth-stich, and of the wooden peg or stake, [Hence,] & #5, (S) and £3, (A) i.e.
verbial for his covetousness, and hence it is used became disintegrated; or separated, disunited, or ! [May God rectify, or repair, and consolidate,
as• -an0--epithet]:
(S, K:) so in the saying, &: •) uncompacted, in its component parts [or its fibres; n:hat is discomposed, deranged, disorganized, dis
- - of
--~~3 -x:l [Be not thou an Ash'ab, for in that or rendered brushy; by its being bruised, or bat ordered, or unsettled, of thy, and your, affairs;
case thou wilt become fatigued, or nearied, by thy

tered, or mangled by blons]. (TA.) And * b: (see art. LJ;) or] consolidate thy, and your, dis

endeavours]; (K;) a prov.: (TA:) and so in the ! They [meaning men] became separated, dis organized, disordered, or unsettled, state of af
united, dispersed, or scattered. (A.) - And fairs: (S, A:"[in the latter expressly distinguished
prov.,

& bi

<--> &-

[More covetous than

Ash'ab]. (S.)

<-23, aor, as above, (TK.) inf. n. 3-3, said of as tropical.]) [and so * 4:3, and £35 per

the state of affairs, t It was, or became, dissolved, haps by poetic license; for] Kaab Ibn-Málik
--~ A way, road, or path, (S, Msb, K.) broken up, discomposed, deranged, disorganized, El-Ansáree says,
ge e < 0 [in an absolute sense, or] branching off from disordered, or unsettled. (S, A, K, TA, TK.
*
>>
t > * #:
another. (Msb.) 3-l ** means The way [In the S and A and K, this is placed as the first
* ~** * ** ~
* ~ **
[of truth, or] that distinguishes betnceen truth and of all the meanings in this art.; and in the A, it
+: "92 * >
falsity. (K.)
is mentioned among the meanings that are proper, + [God rectified and consolidated,
by him, a dis
not tropical; but in my opinion it is tropical. See
composed,
deranged,
disorganized,
disordered, or
<--> An instrument by means of which a also : below.])
crack in a [nooden bonel or some other] thing is
unsettled, state of affairs, and repaired, by him,
repaired [by piecing it]; an instrument used for
2. *:::, inf n. ++, He rendered it (i. e. the affairs of his people, when the state of affairs
was broken up]. (TA.) It is said in a trad., as a
perforating, a drill, or the like, (K, TA,) by
*

*

*

*

hair) [shaggy, or dishevelled, and frouzy: (see 1:)

means of which the -: repairs a vessel. (TA.) or] matted, or compacted, and dusty: or he

--

-

3 - *~ * ~

* ** *

form of prayer, Lia: we 26 a-o-, *Mul i. e.

6-5 à: ās as [A wooden bowl] repaired in rendered him [shaggy, or dishevelled, and frouzy, ! [I ask of Thee mercy] whereby thou shalt con
6 - © -

several places [by closing up its cracks, or by in his hair: or] matted, or compacted, and dusty, solidate what is discomposed, deranged, disor
in his hair. (T.A.) - <--> also signifies + The ganized, disordered, or unsettled, of my state of
piecing it]. (S.) - See also what follows.
separating, disuniting, dispersing, or scattering, affairs. (TA.)

***

applied to a camel, (K,) and " : a thing. (S.) And t The making to separate

3-3, applied to hair, Shaggy, or disherelled:
applied to a number of camels, (TA) Marked
like as do rivers and branches. (L.) [Hence,] (MA') [or shaggy, or dishevelled, and frouzy, or
with the brand called -*. (K, T.A.)
9: .# -** {{He made the head of the altered in odour, in consequence of its being
tooth-stick to become disintegrated; or separated, seldom dressed: (see 1, first sentence:)] or defiled
disunited, or uncompacted, in its component parts neith dust, and matted, or compacted, in conse
Q. 1. j. x+, and its inf. n. 5.5: : see 53: and or its fibres; or rendered it brushy;
22 - 0 < .
by bruising quence of its being seldom anointed. (Msb.)
552-5 in art. …".
battering
it,
mangling
it,
or
it
by
blons:
see 1]. And in a similar sense applied to the head of a
* 0< *
(A.) – ūl -: , He took of the straggling 93- [or tooth-stick, meaning t Disintegrated;
**-o: See 32-0 in art. Ja...
branches, or sprigs, of the senna, without pulling Or separated, disunited, or uncompacted, in its
*-*
it up by the roots. (TA, from a trad.) – See fibres; or rendered brushy; by its being bruised,
&c.; and so as applied to the head of a wooden
1 & 23, aor. 3,(MSb)inf n. 4-3, (A, Mgh, also 5, in two places. - 9: es' J-d <--> peg
or stake; as indicated by an explanation of its
Msb,) It (hair) was, or became, shaggy, or * t The people took, or began, % impugn his
verb].
(M.A.) [And in the TA it is applied to a
dishevelled, (A, Mgh,) and frouzy, or altered in character, censure him, reproach him, or speak
meaning + Straggling.] See also &#.
plant,
as
odour, (Mgh,) in consequence of its being seldom against him, by befouling his reputation (>:
- And + A man dirty in the body. (Mgb.)
dressed: (A, Mgh:) or it was, or became, defiled
× # A place of [or in] the hair that is <-23
with dust, and matted, or compacted, in conse **) (TA, from a trad)–And 4
quence of its being seldom anointed: (Msb:) or, + He detracted from his reputation; syn. U:
[or shaggy, or dishevelled, &c.]. (TA.)
accord. to El-Ghooree, it wanted oil, or ointment:
Jää

*-d-

-

-

24- 9%

• • 6 -

-

d

o • ,

•

* and ~#: from £1 (as infn of 1 in the

(Harp. 50.) and " -->43 signifies [the same: or] last of the senses assigned to it above,] meaning
it was, or became, matted, or compacted, (K,
TA,) and dusty. (TA.) And the former verb,

£5. 5:1.

J

-O -

£:

,

• O e.

&#3, and U-9M CU's: : see what next fol
lows.

(L.) – And also, inf n. as above,
* >0 &
$3
-**
*-*l, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) and J.''' *~!,
repelled
from him, or defended him : (K:)
[and app. " the latter also,] It (the head) was, or +He
became, dusty, not being renovated [by dressing or he defended his reputation. (TA.) [Thus it
or anointing], nor cleansed. (Msb.) Also the has two contr, meanings.]
and W &#, (TA,) and
&#, (K,)
former verb, aor. as above, (L, K, and Ham p.
4. &% J: <-x: t Such a one was angry by applied to a man, (A, Mgh, Msb,) Having the
469) inf n +3 (§, L, K, and Ham) and £3,
reason
of me; syn. -*. (A. [But this I have hair shaggy, or dishevelled, and frouzy, or altered
(L and Ham,) He was, or became, shaggy, or
in odour, in consequence of its being seldom
dishevelled, in the hair, (JM, PS,) and frouzy, not found elsewhere; and I almost think that
dressed:
(Mgh:) or having the hair defiled with
or altered in odour, in consequence of its being **!, in my copy of the A, may be a mistran
dust,
and
matted, or compacted, in consequence of
seldom dressed: (JM :) or it signifies (or signifies scription for <--> ; and -*, for Já.)
its being seldom anointed: (Msb:) or having the
also, JM) he had a dusty head, (S, L, K, JM,)
head dusty, (S, A, K, TA,) and the hair pluched,
and plucked hair, unanointed; (L;) or he had
5: see 1, in six places. = &: also signifies
and
unanointed: (TA:) fem. of the first #3,
matted, or compacted, and dusty, hair : (L, and + The act of taking; syn. 3:1; (K, TA;) and so
applied
to a woman: (A, Msb:) and &: [is its
Ham p. 4693) and in like manner " :J. (L.)

(K) and '4-4, 0's, TA) and #14:3)
.#

'--5.

(TA.) One says, ** 4:3 + Time, pl., and] is applied to horses, as meaning [having
(TA.) And * < *s shaggy coats,] not curried: (S:) or dusty by

–34, (MSB) or "&#, (§, K, TA) [or or fortune, took him.
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reason of long journeying. (Hamp. 130. [See knen it; knen, or had knowledge, of it; was namely a beast destined for sacrifice at Mekkeh,
an ex. from a poet, voce à.]) The first [or cognizant of it; or understood it; ($," A, Msb, (S," Mgh, Msb," K, TA,) by stabbing it in the
each] is also applied to a head, as meaning Dusty, K, TA;) as also 4 ×3: (Lh, TA:) or he knen right side of its hump so that blood flowed from
not renovated [by dressing or anointing], nor the minute particulars of it: or he perceived it by it, (S,) or by making a slit in its skin, (K,) or by

means of [any of] the senses. (TA.) Lh mentions stabbing it (K, TA) in one side of its hump with
(l
à: or the like, (TA) so that the blood ap
stake: (A, K, TA:) so in a verse of El-Kumeyt the phrase 4.- : ū% # and U. c5% £i
cited in the first paragraph of art. Jia-; an epithet * [I know what such a one did or has done], peared, (K, TA,) or by making an incision in its
in which the quality of a subst. is predominant: and 4.- : 353 << U. [I knew not what such hump so that the blood floned, (Msb,) in order
cleansed. (Msb.) —&#9 ! The nooden peg or

(TA:) so called because its head is disintegrated; (I, one did], as on the authority of Ks, and says that it might be known to be destined for sacri
or separated, disunited, or uncompacted, in its that they are forms of speech used by the Arabs. fice. (S, Msb.)- [Hence, app.,] t He wounded
so as to cause blood to come. (TA.) It is
component parts [or its fibres; by its being bat
(TA) [See also #3, below.]–33, (A, Msh, him
said in a trad. respecting the assassination of
tered by blows]. (A," TA.) – And + What has K.)
aor. *, (Msb, K.) inf n. * and X3, (K,
dried up of the [barley-grass called] L.: (K, TA,) or *ś, (so accord. to the CK instead of 'Othmān, Lai- # + He wounded him so as
to cause blood to come with a Jai:- [q. y:li
TA:) [or] it is so called when its prickles have
3:)
He
said,
or
spoke,
or
gave
utterance
to,
dried. (TA.)
poetry; spoke in verse; poetized; or versified; (TA:) and in another trad., 3-#" * *:
+ [The Prince of the Faithful was wounded so
syn. 5: Jú; [for poetry was always spoken by
Jia:
that
blood came from him]. (S.) - And He
the Arabs in the classical times; and seldom
pierced
him neith a spear so as to make the spear
Q. Q. 1 #5, (A, Msb) inf n. #3, (A, L, written, if written at all, until after the life-time head enter
his inside; and üü- 9-> ! he made
Msb, K,) He practised the art termed ####, of the author;] (A, Msb, K.) as also #: (K.)
the spear-head to enter into the midst of him :
expl. below: (A, L, Msb, K:) as also 4:3, or the latter signifies he made good, or excellent,
[but this is said to be] from 4: ** “he made
(Msb, K,) inf. n. #: (A, Msb, K:) so some poetry or verses; (K, MF;) and this is the signi
fication more commonly approved, as being more it to cleave to it.” (TA.) 3-# is said specially
say. (Msb.) [See what here follows.]
agreeable with analogy: (MF:) or the latter sig
of a king, meaning He was slain. (A, TA.) –
#: Legerdemain, or sleight-of-hand, (A, L, nifies he was, or became, a poet; (S;) as also

Also He made it to be a distinguishing sign: as
when the performance of a religious service is
said, or spoke, poetry, &c., to such a one. (TS, made, or appointed, by God to be a sign [whereby
o, TA) And 3% (3 **i. # 5 [Had he his religion is distinguished]. (TA.) – And
known his deficiency, he had not spoken poetry, or 12×l They called, uttering their *: [whereby
versified]. (A.) = % 543: see 3. =% they might know one another]: or they appointed

K.) and false miracles, (TA,) and fascinations, 3-3, aor. *. (TA.) One says,

(K) or fascination, (A, L.) or a hind of play,

(Msb) like -, (A, L, Msh, K) making a
thing to appear different from what it really is,
(L, K,) or shoning a man what has no real exist

cº: <<

I

ence: (Msb:) or making what is false to assume as a trans, verb syn. with 4:l: see 4.- As syn.
the form of what is true : (TA:) as also #: with sus: see 3. =>3, aor. *, (K) inf. n:43,
(A, Msb:) vulgarly termed #3. (TA.) – (TA,) His (a man's, TA) hair became abundant
Also Quickness: or lightness, or agility, in any (K, TA) and long : (TA:) and said likewise of a
affair. (L.) – It is not a word of the language goat, or other hairy animal, his hair became
of the people of the desert. (Lth, L, Msb.)
abundant. (TA.)- Also f He possessed slaves.
(Lh, K.)

&#: A

w

for them (L) upon post-horses or other beasts
appointed for their conveyance: (L, K:) so called
because of his quickness. (L.) It is not a word

excellent, a poet is he']. (TA in art. Usis : see

5- in that art.) =

x:l

[from : or: signi

fying “hair"] It (a fetus, S, A, K, in the belly
of its mother, TA) had hair growing upon it;

(S, A.K.) as also "X-5 (S. K.) and *, *,

messenger of princes or governors,

(L, K,) who journeys on affairs of importance

for themselves a *: in their journey. (Lh, K,
TA. [See also 10.])=#| us [How good, or

-

2. 's', as an intrans. verb: see 4: - and as a
trans. verb also: see 4.
•* * *
* *

3. W %

inf n. *:5; and "x:-l. (K.)–And ->
She (a

camel) cast forth her foetus with hair upon

it. (Ktr, K.) – And is: He lined a boot, (A,
3,43, (§, K.) aor. of the latter -, K.) and a £, (A,) and the 5:- of a horse's
**

of the language of the people of the desert. (Lth, that is with fet-h, (S, MF) accord. to Ks, who

saddle, and a #5, and the like, (TA) with

holds it to be thus even in this case, where su
periority is signified, on account of the faucial
A man n'ho practises the art letter; or, accord. to most, *, agreeably with the

hair; (A, K,) as also "34%; (Lh, A, K,) and

L.)- See also what follows.

3: and $3:

**, (K) in n. *-ā (TA) or, said of a
3×2, he covered it with hair. (A.) – And

termed

.#3; (L, K;) as also " &#.

(TA in general rule; (MF;) He vied, or contended, with

him in poetry, and he surpassed him therein. (S,
art. -->~ :) improperly called
named

3:4,

and sur

--> *. (Eth-Tha'alibee, TA.)

(~30, S, and ū. Aú, Msb,

him, and neith her,
&

K, or

J

** He clad him with a ts: [i. e. an innermost

K, MF)= And yet, (S) and wetz, (A, garment]. (S, A, K.) And He put on him a
Mab, K.) and "us;23, (A, K,) He slept with garment as a *ś, i.e., next his body. (T.A.)
[Hence,]

53 &% *

| Such a one

(*-ū, A,) in one Jú: [or innermost him in ecil (S, A) And 4%

involved

- 9->

(S, A, Msb, K.) = [Reiske, as men t[Love involved him in disease]. (S.) And
1.43%, (S, Msb, K, &c.) and * **, (K.) garment].
tioned by Freytag, explains jel: as signifying 4: ** t He made it (i.e. anything) to cleave,
which latter is disallowed by some, but both are also Tractavit, prensavit, vellicavit: but without
correct, though the former is the [more] chaste, naming any authority.]

(TA) aor.” (S, Msh, K) int." -> (S, Msb,
K, &c.) and 2: (K, TA) and xà, (TA, and so
in the CK in the place of #3) but the first is the

4.

*
os

or stick, to it, [like the

*

to the body,] i.e.,

to another thing. (K.) – [And + It clave to

as the
He made him
to know. (S.) You him, or 3it,
- 2
-o#

*:

cleaves to the body.

J

say, 3-99 2-1 and -9), (K,) the latter of Hence,]-owl ox:l 1 [Anariety clave to * as the
most common, (TA,) and #: (Msb, K) and which is less usual than the former, because one *: cleaves to the body]. (A.) And ź. *!
#3 and #, (K,) of which last three the first says a 3% but not %, (M.F.) He aquainted
o

is the most common, (TA,) and s:

and

es:

Le's t Anxiety clave to my heart (K, TA) as the

him with• *the
affair; made him to know it. (K.)
~ 0.5 + 0 °

| And d\5 - &# I made
hnonn
the affair of * cleare to the body. (TA) And J:#1:
2 * *
* o– o £
5/5:, (K,) which is said to be the inf. m. of , s: , such a one. (A.) And U'X5 &#x:l I made such ū The man clave to anaciety as the Jú: cleaves
body. (S, TA. [In one of my copies of the
(TA) and #4 and #,A# (Lh, K) and a one notorious for an evil deed or quality. (A.) to the
- o#
#4, (K) which is of extr. form, (TA,) He
Also, (inf n, ja:), Mgb) He marked it, S, #3:l, accord. to which reading, the phrase

(K) and us: (TA) and #4 (Mab, K) and

z

6

–

ed

-

-

-

-

-

-

- - --------

A.
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4x:

should be rendered The man was made to have a one did, or has done; (S," K, Msb,” TA;) there are two stars of this name; * us#"
anxiety cleaving to him &c.]) = &: 4×l for would that my knowledge were present at, or and £1 (£), (§, K) together called
comprehending, what such a one did, or has done; £1. the former is that [above mentioned]

! He put a 3×3 [q.v.] to the knife. (S, A, K.") the phrase being elliptical: (TA:) accord. to Sb,
which is in [a mistake for “after"]3:1, and the
5: see 4, in the latter half of the paragraph.

es: # is for J.: <!, the being eided

latter is [Procyon,] in the

853

[by which is
not ābs:
(S;)

&#91;
[6. Act: He affected, or pretended, to be a as in 9:3##[for 3: "*] (STA) the meant #4,# 853,
elision of the 3 in this latter instance, as Sb says,
poet, not being such. (See its part. n., below.)]
and both together are called the two Sisters of
being peculiar to the case of the words being pre
Suheyl (J: [i. e. Canopus]): (S, K:) the
10. #! <>:..! The con uttered a cry to ceded by 2:1; [but see # ;] and as in ažl
former was worshipped by a portion of the Arabs;
her young one, desiring to know its state. (A, when used as a prefixed noun; though L: <: and, hence God is said in the Kutan to be Lord of
TA.)-And 12.):- They called, one to another, is not now known to have been heard. (TA.)
USA:ll: (TA:) it is called 23:01 because of its
uttering the Jú: [by n-hich they were mutually One says also, &t= u- es"> &: Would that I
having crossed the Milky Way, and the other is
known], in war, or fight. (TA. [See also 4.]) knen what happened, or has happened. (A) called £l because said by the Arabs to have
= x*:-l as syn. with 2:1 and x: see 4, in The predominant signification of #: is Poetry,
wept after the former until it had foul thick
the latter half of the paragraph. - Also, (A,) or or verse; (Msb, K;) because of its preeminence
in the corner of the eye: (Kin art. Ja...e.:)
5: *::..!, (K.) He put on, or clad himself by reason of the measure and the rhyme; though matter
the former is also called £” &#1 [the
with, a jux: [i. e; an innermost garment]. (A, every kind of knowledge is: : (K:) or because K.emenian, or Southern, es”); and the latter,
K.) [Hence,] 20 a...:- >:-} ! Make thou it relates the minute affairs of the Arabs, and the
£-till &# [the Syrian, or Northern, L&a:].
the fear of God to be 4: 3: [i. e. the thing occult particulars of their secret affairs, and their
(Kzw.)
next to thy heart]. (TA.) And 354-4*:-l facetiae: (Er-Rághib, TA:) it is properly defined
as language qualified by rhyme and measure in
#3 fem. of 3: [q.v.: under which head it
! He conceived in his mind fear. (S, A.")
-

-

2d -

tentionally; which last restriction excludes the
-

X: and *%, (A, Msb, K, but only the latter

like of the saying in the Kur [xciv. 3 and 4],

is also mentioned either as a subst, or as an epi
thet in which the quality of a subst. is pre

in my copies of the S and in the O,) two well 34-3 & ūš 9: Jää s: because this dominant]. - See also #4.
known dial. vars., the like being common in is not intentionally qualified by rhyme and mea
cases of this kind, in which the medial radical sure: (KT; and the like is said in the Msb:) and
*W* [app., if correct, with tenween]: see
letter is a faucial, (MF,) [but the latter I have sometimes a single verse is thus termed: (Akh,
*- d.

6.- O

-

-

found to be the more common,] Hair; i.e. what TA) pl. #1 (S. K.)–Also t Falsehood; 3×.
gron's upon the body, that is not -** nor #3; because of the many lies in poetry. (B, TA.)

&:

(K;) it is an appertenance of human beings and
6 * >

*c <

.

of other animals: (S, A, Msb:) [when spoken of

ja: ; see , s: , in two places.

as used in the fabrication of cloth for tents &c.,
the meaning intended is goats’ hair: (see 4 in art.

X-3: see #

[Qf, or relating to, poetry; Poetical.
And also t False, or lying]. One says ă.* #,í
t False, or lying, evidences or arguments because
signifies of the many lies in poetry. (B, TA.) = [And

fem.] #23
Us":)] of the mas, gender: (Msb, TA:) pl. (of [particularly] A sheep or goat (#) having hair Qf, or relating to, &#1, i.e. Sirius.] You say,
the former, Msb) 23: and (of the latter, Msb) groning betnceen the tro halves of its hoof, which Le:" &* t:% We pastured our cattle upon
consequence bleed: or having an itching in its the herbage f which the growth was consequent
# (S, Msh, K) and (of the later also, TA) inknees,
(K, TA,) and therefore always scratching
upon the * [i.e. the auroral rising or setting]
*: (K, TA:) and *###, properly dim of with them. (TA.)
###, is used, accord. to Aboo-Ziyād, as dim. of 5× and #4 nS. lin. of: [q.v.] and%. of es: [or Sirius]. (A)

– The

**C. e.

#3 (TA:) the n: "..is with 5: (S, A, MSb,

&ć* The young ones of the ... [i.e. cultur

#: The hair of the pubes (T, Msb, K.) as
"Y'ally as a pl. (K, TA) One says, also W £, [accord. to general analogy with
#1 & J." 1:3-2: and #93; t (The tenween,] or " 3-3, [and if so, without tenween,]
K:) and this, i. e. 5× [or 5×l, is also used

percnopterus]. (K.)
J

* - of

- d -

&#3:

See

* D -

*i- c:

[app. without ten

property is, or shall be, equally divided between accord. to different copies of the K; (TA;) of a ween, being probably originally an epithet, also]
me and the]. (TA) And #1 & # Such man and of a noman; and of the hinder part of signifies + The [shrub called] -->), (K) or a
a one san, or has seen, hoariness, or n hite hairs, a noman: (T, Msb:) or the hair of the pubes of species thereof, (Tekmileh, TA) green, inclining
(Yaakoob, S.A.' TA,) upon his head. (TA) a noman, specially: (S, O, Msb:) and the pubes to dust-colour: (Tekmileh, K, TA:) or a species

#3 is also used, metonymically, as (âté) [itself]: (K:) and the place of growth of of [the kind of plants called]Jas-, dust-coloured:
meaning 14 daughter. (TA)- And "343 (K, the hair beneath the navel. (K,” T.A.)- Also (TA:) or J- upon nihich hares feed, and in
[The n. un.]

and so accord to the TA, but in the CK":#) A portion of hair. (K," T.A.)

which they [make their forms, i. e.] lie, cleaving

to the ground; it is like the large at: [here
[The star Sirius;] a certain bright
being likened to hair. (TA)- And the same,
star, also called3:1; (TA; [but see this latter app. used as the n. un. of &ći, i.e. kali, or glass
(A, K, TA, but in the CK "##) : Saffron appellation;]) the star that rises [aurorally] wort], has slender trigs, and appears from afar
(A, K) before it is pulverized. (A.)
black. (AHn, TA.)
after #-l [by which is here meant Gemini],
in the time of intense heat, (S, TA,) and after is: [A poetaster]: see:-13. =Also, accord.
*: see the next two preceding sentences.
axial [app. a mistranscription for a:\]: (TA:) to analogy, sing of 2,03, which is t Syn, with
X: [an inf. n., (see 1, first sentence,) and used [about the epoch of the Flight, it rose aurorally,
#18 a simple subst, signifying] Knon ledge;
cog in Central Arabia, on the 13th of July, O.S.: }: [as pl. of ###, q. v. voce £il, meaning
nizance : (K, TA:) or hnon ledge of the minute (see #1; and see also il Jú, in art, Jp.:) the flies that collect upon the sore on the back of
particulars of things: or perception by means of on the periods of its rising at sunset, and setting a camel, and, when roused, disperse themselves from
it. (TA) [Hence the saying,12,325i -s;
[any of] the senses. (TA.) One says, <: aurorally, see # and * :] the Arabs say, #!

signifies also t Plants and trees; (K, TA;) as

o "

us:

-

The people dispersed themselves, or became
& 4 W 335 (5-2, (Ks, Lh, ś, Mob, K.) and & J.: --- J* (#1 -41. IWhen +dispersed:
($) and &# #3 b'ss, (K,) or
Sirius rises aurorally, the owner of the palm-trees
"-- " 8- " a es” ---, and 8-2 V = us.” <!,
(Ks, Lh, K,') i. e. Would that I knew what such begins to see what their fruit will be]: (TA:) &#, and &#, (TA) and 5-3, (K) and
• * >

.*

Je

d

• O-

• * *

*

* ~*

o

• O

•

**

•

*

*
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in a state of Es-Safa and El-Marneh], and the throning [of my MS. copy of the K) or £1. pls. of 3-1,
pebbles at Mine], and the sacrifice, &c.; and Freytag has followed his example: but: is
dispersion, like flies: (K:) Ayla', thus used being the
(TA;)
and 7 5* and W #: and "3: signify the right reading, as is shown by what here fol
pl. of 35.2%; (TA $). or. having *."g, (Fr,
Akh, S, T.A.) And à->5. Aga: <---2', and the same as: : (L:) * # =# is the sing of3% lows:]) so in the saying of El-Akhtal,

##, (TA,) + They went anay
6

- d ..."

•

ā-##, and 5-3.

and

•

5-55,

and

#:#,

meaning as

expl.

above;

(As, S, Msb;)

• 6 -

or, as

* ~ of

~

*

w

* * *

U + 339; &#1 -->

*

*

** *
•* * *
*~*
+ They became beyond reach, or power. (Lh, T.A.) some say, the sing is " #: : (As, S:) or " #:
j"
("22
cg3-...}
&=
and
W
#x2,
by
some
written
"
###,
and
*:::,
- And the same pl. 3.9%, having no sing, also
signifies + A certain game ($, K,TA) of children. signify a place [of the performance] of religious [evidently describing wine, and app. meaning
(TA.) You say, 39% ū's [We played at rites and ceremonies of the pilgrimage; expl. in f And the las of the wine, (c),431 &- 3:1,
•

*

the K by U.K.,

which is a mistake for

*

(****

.# [This (TA;) and W 3=3%, places thereof: (S :) Or i. e. els:" jūs) while yet in the vat, inter
is the game of ºur:Ji]. (S.)- And t A sort of s -" *3ts: signifies the Jú: [or characteristic vening as an obstacle to them, kept off the nind and
the game of £2,0s::/1]:

and "A:" <

women's ornaments, like barley [-corns], made of

practicesj of the pilgrimage,

to which God has

gold and of silver, and worn upon the neck. (TA.)

the rains, or dens, or day-dens, from it, namely, the
wine]. (L.)- See also 5%, in two places. =

and the performance of which He has Also Death. (O, K.)
–And #2: [n un, of::$l signifies A small invited,
commanded; (K;) as also "3-131: (TA:) and
# [or cucumber]: pl. 3.9% [as above]. ($, K.) **#3, all those religious services which God **, §, Mgb, K.)
3 ... •2

* ~ **

•of

25.1° e <

us'": seex:l. =3.39:

©

#A

hare that

which may be also pro
has appointed to us as signs; as the halting [at nounced exã, agreeably with the dial. of Temeem,
as may any word of the measure J.-: of which
Mount 'Arafat], and the

..feeds upon the

c5: [q. v.],

L-

[or tripping to

and that [makes its and fro betneen Es-Safa and El-Marneh], and the medial radical letter is a faucial, and,

accord.

form therein, i. e.] lies therein, cleaving to the the sacrificing of victims: (Zj, TA:) or the rites to Lth, certain of the Arabs pronounced in a
ground. (AHn, TA.)

jux: ; Trees; (ISk, Er-Riyáshee, S, A, K,) as
also

and ceremonies of the pilgrimage, and the places similar manner any word of that measure of which
nhere those rites and ceremonies are performed; the medial radical letter is not a faucial, like

and J.'s and >, (MF) [and thus do
"jus: (As, ISh, K:) or tangled, or lucu (Bd in v. 2 and xxii. 33;) among which places **
are Es-Safa and El-Marweh, they being thus many in the present day, others pronouncing the

riant, or

abundant and dense, trees; (T, K3) as expressly termed; (Kur ii. 153;) and so accord. fet-h in this case, more correctly, in the manner

also 'ta' : (Sh, T, K.) or (TA, but in the K

to Fr in the Kur v. 2: (TA:) or the obligatory

termed

aius,

i. e. as “e” in our word “bed:”

“and”) trees in land that is soft (K, TA) and statutes or ordinances of God: (Bd in v. 2.) or
Barley;] a certain grain, (S, Msb,) well known:
depressed, betneen eminences, (TA,) where people the religion of God: (Bd in v. 2 and xxii. 33:) (Msb, K:) of the masc. gender, except in the

alight, (K, TA,) such as is termed £3, and the the camels or cows or bulls destined to be sacri
like, (TA,) warming themselves thereby in winter, ficed at Mekkeh are also said in the Kur xxii. 37,
and shading themselves thereby in summer, as to be aff3% &-, i.e. of the signs of the religion
also " ...: (K, TA:) or this last signifies any of God: (Bd and Jel :) and [hence the sing.]
place in which are a * [or covert of trees, &c.,] W 5-5 signifies [sometimes] a camel or con or
and [other] trees; and its pl. is ječ. (TA.) bull that is brought to Mekheh for sacrifice;
One says, jail #:= J3; + A land abounding (S, K;) such as is marked in the manner expl.
in trees [&c.]. (S.) - See also the next para roce: (Msb;) and 3% is its pl.; (K;) and
is also pl. of jú: and the [festival called the]
graph, latter half.

dial. of the people of Nejd, who make it fem.:
(Zj, Msb:) n. un, with 3 [signifying a barley
corn]. (S, K.) = Also An accompanying asso
ciate; syn. J-U-4*. on the authority of
En-Nawawee: (K, TA:) said to be formed by

transposition: but it may be from ušć meaning

“he slept with her in one it: ;” [see 3; and so
person who sleeps with

originally signifying a

another in one innermost garment;] then applied

.* is said to be a *: of the A: [i.e. a sign to any special companion. (TA.)

jú:

A sign of people in war, (S, Msb, K.) and
of the signs of the religion] of El-Islām (Mgb.) 5ta:, and, as written by some, 5ta: ; see Jusã,
in a journey (K) &c., (TA,) i. e. (Msb) a call or
3: is said to mean f The piece of rag: in four places.
cry, (A, Mgh, Msb,) by means of which to know
Or f the vulca: because each is a thing that indi
one another : (S, A, Mgh, Msb:) and the *: of
5-3 A sign, or mark. (Mgh.) - See this
soldiers is a sign that is set up in order that a man cates the existence of blood. (Mgh.) = Also word, and the pl. 53ts: , voce jux:, in seven places.
The [innermost garment; or] garment that is
6.e. e.

** * *

6

-

B->3'

*

J -

5 *

e •

may thereby know his companions: (TA:) and Jú: next the body; (S, Msb;) the garment that is
=Also n un, of: [q v.] (S. K.)—And
signifies also the banners, or standards, of tribes.
next the hair of the body, under the Jús;

as also

in a "d, 'h', the *%; (K;) but this is strange : (TA) pl. [of
As of the Prophet in war was --> <!25-a- le
pauc.] #: and [of mult]3+. (K.) [Hence,]
[O Mansoor, (a proper name of a man, meaning
(TA

in art. A ".) It is said

“aided” &c.,) hill thou, hill thou]. (TA.) And

One

says, #15% G-:

[hence,] | The iron [in] that enters into the tang
of a knife which is inserted into the handle, being
a fastening to the handle: (S:) or a thing that is

! [He involved himself in moulded of silver or of iron, in the form of a

barley-corn, (K, TA,) entering into the tang of the

it is said that he appointed the Ax: of the re anaiety]. (A.) And % -#" J* + [He blade which is inserted into the handle, (TA,)
fugees on the day of Bedr to be c: •: J&G; made fear to be as though it were his innermost being a fastening to the handle of the blade.
(K, T.A.)- [And + A measure of length, defined
and the la: of El-Khazraj, aff.: es: ū; and garment], by closely cleaving to it. (TA in
art. £22.) [Hence, also,] it is said in a prov., in the law-books &c. as equal to six mule's hairs
that of El-Ows, Ali •: es: ū; and their la: on
353) č júl X*, meaning + They are near placed side by side;] the sixth part of the &:

the day of El-Ahzāb, 3,34: S - (Mgh.)

in respect of love : and in a trad, relating to the of
[oradigit]
(Mab voce.J.)—[And
barley-corn.]

tThe neight

Anşār,353) J: ###| # + Ye are the special
friends [and the people in general are

*:::..]

•

– And Thunder; (Tekmileh, K;) as being a

sign of rain. (TK.) – £-l jø means

The re

and close

ligious rites and ceremonies of the pilgrimage; the less near in friendship]. (TA.) - Also A
and the signs thereof; (K;) and, (TA,) as also horse-cloth; a covering for a horse to protect him

(#: dim. of #: and #3:

pl.

*** * *

# [lim of #3 fm of:# = Alsol A

*%), ($) the practices of the pilgrimage, and from the cold. (K.)- And t A thing with hind of trees; (Sgh, K;)2 -in0 &the dial. of Hudheyl.
whatever is appointed as a sign of obedience to which wine [app. while in the vat] is protected, (Sgh, T.A.) - See also ºl, last signification but
God; (S, Msb,” TA;) as the halting [at Mount or preserved from injury: (L, K: [for:-", the
’Arafat], and the circuiting [around the Kaabeh], reading in the CK, the author of the TK has
and
L- [or tripping to and fro between read: (and thus I find the word written in

:

Bk. I.

Olle.

3

&#53 A seller of 'a [or barley]: one does
*
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not use in this sense either of the more analogical one says to a man when he has said a thing that is well known, inclines to slenderness and redness,
forms ofjels and *. (Sb, TA.)
one blames or with which one finds fault, <! and touches nothing but the dog: that of the

* Ś #: *

* A poet: (T, S, Mgb, K:) so called because

! [Thou hast said it as a foul, camel inclines to yellowness, is larger than that
or an abominable, thing]. (S, A.") - And 3-# of the dog, has wings, and is donny under the

ofhis intelligence; (S, Msb;) or because he knows signifies also The hair that surrounds the solid
what others know not: (T, TA:) accord. to Akh, hoof: (S:) or [the extremity, or border, of the
it is a possessive epithet, like &S and X-3: (S:) pastern, next the solid hoof; i. e.] the extremity
pl. ###, (S, Msb, K,) deviating from
of the skin surrounding the solid hoof, (K, TA,)

analogy:

wings: sometimes it is in such numbers that the

onners of the camels cannot milk in the day-time
nor ride any of them; so that they leave doing
this until night: it stings the camel in the soft

parts of the udder and around them, and beneath
(S, Msb:) Sb says that the measure Jets is where the small hairs grow around it: (TA:) or
the tail and the belly and the armpits; and they
likened in this case to Jess; and hence this pl.: the part between the hoof of a horse and the place do not protect the animal from it save by tar :
where the hair of the pastern terminates: and the

(TA:) or, accord. to IKh, the pl. is of this form
it flies over the camels so that one hears it to
because the sing is from #, and therefore part of a camel's foot where the hair terminates: make a humming, or buzzing, sound. (TA. [See
should by rule be of the measure J-4, like -i.2%
also **, under which its pl.: is mentioned.])
[from -##1; but were it so, it might be con sense] a subst. (TA.)- Also The side of the - And [hence, perhaps, as this kind of fly is
vulva, or external portion of the female organs

(TA) pl. 23i, (§, TA) because it is [in this

founded with "a meaning the grain thus called, of generation : (K:) it is said that the &# are seen in swarms,] + A multitude of men. (K.)
• •*~*

said jets, and regarded in the pl.
the original form of the sing (Msb) A won

the

+: one next below
him, jets: then, "3-4% [the dim.]: (Yoo, K.)

majora] of the vulva of a woman: or the troo
parts next to the
which are the truo borders

© d -

therefore they

derful poet is called

c)3-),

**!: seex.

which are the tryo sides [or labia

9%,

}: i. q. X: [meaning A place where a
thing is known to be]. (TA.)- And hence, A
place of the performance of religious services.
(TA.) See this word, and its pljetá, VOCe jús,

of the 9: or the tryo parts between the c5
lies in poetry: and the
(L, TA:) or the tro parts next
and so, accord. to some, in the Kur xxi. 5.
to the &#, in the hair, particularly: (Zj, in in four places. - [The pl.] sets." also signifies
(B, TA.) —3-5 X-> Excellent poetry: (Sb,
The five senses; (S,"A," TA;) the hearing, the
T, K:) or known poetry : but the former expla his “Khalk el-Insán:”) the * of the A- [or sight, the smell, the taste, and the touch. (S and
nation is the more correct. (TA.) One also says, vulva of a camel &c.] are the parts where the

then, "334 and then, "jetić (K)—Also
+ A liar : because of the

many

&#:

6 * *

•

Mşb in art. U--.) = See also jux.

sometimes,

$3.25 :

but

#e3 £is, [by A-le] meaning
generally in a phrase of this kind the

two words are cognate, as in J% Jes and J39J.J.
(TA.)

hair terminates: (TA:) and the *Čí of a

she

5: #2 The bloodicit that is exacted for
camel are the sides of the vulva. (S, L., T.A.)
killing
kings: it is a thousand camels. (A, TA.
And A thing that comes forth from [betneen] the
[See
4.])
tno halves of the hoof of a sheep or goat, re
sembling a J, #[or mart], (Lh, K.) for which

*#

jet:

One niho affects, or pretends, to be a
s

•

it is cauterized. (Lh, T.A.)- And Flesh coming
furth beneath the nail, pl. #, (K, TA,) with poet, but is not. (S," L," K,"TA.). Seejeú.
•

see the next preceding paragraph.

3: [More, and most, knowing or cognizant or two dammehs, (TA,) or 'as. (So in the CK.)
understanding: see 1, first sentence. - And,]
-And [the fem.] #3 also signifiest Land (~0
applied to a verse, (T,) or to a poem, (S,) More containing, or having, trees: or abounding in
[and most] poetical. (T, S.*) = Also, (S, A, K,)

1. -áš, (§, O, K.) aor.”, (K) inf n -iss,

trees: (A, K.) [and so, app., " &#3; for] there

though it is implied in the K, by its being said

is a mountain in [the province of] El-Mowgil

that the verb is like & 4, that it is -×3, (TA)

(SM says) I have seen written Ü943, (TA) A called 3%, said by AA to be thus called be.

He smeared, anointed, or overspread, a camel

and **ś, (A, K.) and 'J',(K) which last

ix:

6 d -

• * *

man having much hair upon his body: (S, A:) cause of the abundance of its trees: (S:) or #3 [suffering from the mange, or scab], with tar,
or having hair upon the nhole of the body: (IAth, signifies many trees: (A’Obeyd, S:) or i, q. i: (S, O, K, and Bd in xii. 30,) and burned him by
L voce #: [q. v.], in explanation of the first:) [i. e. a thicket, wood, or forest; &c.]: (TA:) and so doing. (Bd ibid.) Imra-el-Keys says,
or having much and long hair (K, TA) upon the a meadow (i.4%, AHn, A, K, TA) having its
head and body: (TA:) and the first and second, upper part covered with trees, (AHn, K*TA,)
a goat having much hair: fem: gf the first #3 : or abounding in trees, (TA,) or abounding in

• *

* *

*

@

-

•

&

e >

• * d =

*

Laxl; "-à-a-: *-52

-l-ā-J

*

*

Júl J#1 is: -i: (..*

*

(TA:)
ands pl.
of the first ja:... ($, K.) One herbage : (A:) and a tract of sand (ii.5) pro
* - of
- of
says >31 &#1, meaning Having his head un ducing [the plant called] C-a (Šgh, L, K) and [That he should slay me, I having overspread her
shaven and not combed nor anointed. (TA.) the like. (Sgh, K.)- And t A certain tree of heart with love of me, like as the man anointing
overspreads her (meaning the camel) that is
-

-

And a $13.5i & [lit. Such a one is hairy in the hind called Jas-, (K, TA) not having
the

smeared with tar]: but it is also related otherwise,

neck] is said of a man though he have not hair leaves, but having [what are termed] → [q.v.], i.e. £5 = t43; &# (o, TA:) Aboo-Alee

upon his neck, as meaning t such a one is strong, very eagerly desired by the camels, and that puts El-Kálee says that she [the camel] that is smeared
like a lion. (A," TA.)- [The fem.]: also forth strong trigs or branches; mentioned in the with tar experiences, by reason of the tar, a
signifies A testicle, or scrotum, (àe-as-,) having L on the authority of AHn, and by Sgh on the pleasurable sensation with a burning. (TA.)
5*
much hair : (TA:) and the 5¢2-, [or pudendum]: authority of Aboo-Ziyād; and the latter adds Hence, [as indicated above,] \,-\,Ax: Jºj [He
thus used as a subst. (IAar, TA in art. laxo.) that it has firenzood. (TA)- And t A certain has overspread and burned her heart with love];
See also #2. - And A furred garment. (Th, fruit: (AHn, TA:) a species of peach : (S, K:) as some read in the Kur xii. 30; others reading
K.) –And as an epithet, I Evil, foul, or abomi sing, and pl. the same: (AHn, S, K:) or a single was: : (Bd:) [or he has burned her heart with
peach : (IKtt, MF :) or #9 is a name of the
3 *
nable: [as being likened to that which is shaggy,
love; for] J.--J1 ass: means love burned his
peach,
and
the
pl.
is
#3.
(Mtr,
TA)Also
and therefore unseemly:] (K," TA:) in the K,
+A kind of fly, (S, K,) said to be that which has heart: (S:) there are two readings of the words
-

•** *

* *

•* * *

J - * *

à:-" is erroneously put for £1. (TA) One

says, #4 #2's, (S, A, K.) and #5, (S, A)

a sting, (S,) blue, or red, that alights upon camels of the Kur above; (O, K3) [as well as two other
and asses and dogs; (K;) as also V # : (TA:) readings mentioned in art. Cää: ;] C- ūšš 35,

and sui, (TA in art. -->j,) # An evil, a foul, or an a kind of fly that stings the ass, so that he goes (S, O, K,) one, a reading of El-Hasan ($, O) and
abominable, (TA,) or a severe, or great, (K,) cala round: AHn says that it is of two species, that others; meaning [as above: or], accord. to AZ,
"nity or misfortune: pl. 3:... (K, TA.) And of the dog and that of the camel: that of the dog he has diseased her heart with love, (S," O,) and
-

to d >

ãx:
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melted it: (O:) or, accord. to El-Hasan, he has paragraph, what Az says respecting this mean mean by him who makes it to burn fiercely, [as is
implied in the S and O,] or by that which does

penetrated into her with love : ($) the other ing.])

so. (Ham) – And was £i (o, TA, and
reading is ū- (as: 35, (O, K,) meaning he has
-à-3, like --, Love's making anay with Ham
p. 194) t I excited him, or inflamed him,
become attached to her with love, and loved her the heart. (TA.)
excessively : (O:) [but it is also said that] J:
: means The love of him overspread my heart

with anger. (TA) - And &l, bill: all Ja:
+ He smeared his camels much with tar; (S, O,
K, TA;) [which has a burning effect;] smearing

Jú: Insanity, or madness. (O, K.)
* 6 e de J,

£3.] One says, them generally, and not merely the scattered
from above; (O, K;) from 34-3 signifying the
&
£“head” of the heart, “at the place of suspension & S! 4-9 Usks to There is not upon his scabs exclusively of the other parts of the body.
of [or from] the ** ;” (O," K;) and in like man head aught save some small hairs of the [pendent (TA)-And5%l L. J: J-31; He spread,
or dispersed, the horsemen in the hostile, or pre
ner, 44 <i>5 and a-', (O, and so in the CK,) lock of hair termed] 453. (S, O, K.)
[ääx: dim. of #3: pl.
• de J,

J

* *

•*

*

-

-,+. [Burned in the heart by love:

or <i>3: (so in other copies of the K, in which,

(see 1:)

and in the CK, the verb in this case is said to be or] diseased [therein]: (AZ, S:) or struck, or
smitten, in the as: of his heart by love, or by

like :-} : [but this I regard as a mistake:]) and
fright, or by insanity, or madness. (O, K.)
<-lii -áš He, or it, struck, or smote, the Insane, or mad. (O, K.) Bereft of his heart.
aix, or uppermost part, of the heart: (Hamp. (TA) [See also -is:

datory, incursion: (O, K, TA:) and [in like
manner]..one says 3%l 12|a:l + [They spread, or
dispersed, themselves, or their horsemen, in the
hostile, or predatory, incursion]. (S and K in
art. 5*.) And £4. &: + I dispersed or
scattered, their congregation. (O, T.A.) And

545:) Az, however, says, I know not any one

J.'

that has assigned to the heart a aăş, except Lth;
and vehement love takes possession of the core
(>3-) of the heart; not of its extremity: [but]
accord, to Fr, &Si.
like G#, means The

(TA.) – And G: Ux:l + He made [the water

-##,

Ja: + He dispersed the camels. (Lh, K,

Ja:
ing or] the nater [of the irrigation] abundant.
1.

jū. -:43: see8.— [Hence,] J: ***

(IAar, K, TA.) = ###! <āşşi + The horsemen
making a hostile, or

predatory, fincursion

became

5% U + [The horsemen became spread or dis

dispersed, or dispersed themselves. (S, K) –
love of such a one rose to the highest places of his persed, or spread or dispersed themselves, in the #1
-is: + The spear-nound, or the like,
hostile,
or
predatory,
incursion];
quasi-pass.
of
heart: others say that Jax:Ji [app. -:) signi
emitted
its
blood in a scattered state. (Ibn-'Ab
fies the being frightened, and disquieted, like the Ústí. (Ham.p. 715) - And * J%, aor. *,
bād,
O,
K.)
And #1 <!, and $5.",
beast when it is frightened; and that the Arabs (K,) inf n. Jax, (TA,) t He went far in it;
+
The
water-skin,
and the leathern water-bag,
transferred its attribution from beasts to human (K;) namely, an affair. (TK) =3ü. J*:
shed
its
nater
in
a
scattered
state. (S, K.) And
beings: (TA:) Abu-l-'Alā says that -###" signi and ~5-ji: see 4 = J25, aor. *, (K,) inf. n.
fies a thing's falling into the heart: (IB, TA:)
one says also, -#" *: Disease melted him :

& Jail + The eye shed its tears copiously.

J-3, (TA) He (a horse) had the whitenes

termed J% and à: [expl. below]; (K;) as
(TA:) and accord, to AZ, 13% -ā-ā means He also "Jux:l, (Mgh, K, TA,) which occurs in
became diseased by such a

thing. ($)

poetry with the made movent, i.e.

W

Júl,

(O, K.) - See also 1, last sentence.
5: see what next follows.

8. #1 -d-:1; (Lh, ś, o, Mob, K, TA) and

-#3: see #3, in two places. - Also The inf n. J}<!; (TA; [in my copy of the Mgh * -13, aor. 4; (Msb;) and [in an intensive

sense] *-d-:5; (K, TA;) The fire became

upper, or uppermost, part of the hump of the written J}: ;]) or "Ja", (S) or this last also,
kindled; or it burned up, burned •brightly
or
* **
camel: (O, K:) Lth says that it is like the heads (TA) inf. n. Jš-šl. (S, TA.) Among the faults
fiercely,
blazed,
or
flamed;
syn.
<+",
(Lh,
of truffles, and the three stones upon which the
cooking-pot is placed, that are round in their
upper, or uppermost, parts. (O.) = Also Vehe as meaning The having] a whiteness of the *:

in the “Khizanet el-Fik-h” is 'Ju-5), [expl; TA) or -2%.3,($, O, TA) or -3.5% (Meb.)

and <āl; (K, TA;) -- c, [in the fire

mence of love : (L:) [or simply love: for] one [or edges of the eyelids]. (Mgh.)
says, << * Ji, meaning [He cast] his love
2. 35. J: see what next follows.
[upon him, or it]; as also *3. (TA.)

wood]. (Lh, TA)- Hence, & J: He

became excited, or inflamed, with anger: (TA:)
4 × J-1, (AZ,8,9, Mob, K.) and "úš, or he became filled neith wrath. (Msb.)- Hence
# The head [or summit] of a mountain : (AZ, O, Mgb, K,) aor. *, inf n. Ja: ; (TA;) also, .# us' +" Us: t Whiteness of the
(S, O, K:) and the upper, or uppermost, part of and [in an intensive sense] ' tax, (K,) inf n. hair became glistening in the head; in:ling the
anything : (Ham pp. 130 and 545:) pl. * -is: J.-#5, (TA;) He kindled the fire; or made it hair of the beard. (TA.) And U.4 J.5" Us:
brightly or fiercely,
blaze, or [in the Kur xix. 3, expl. in art. -->]. ($, Mgb.)
[or rather this is a coll. gen, n., and accord. to to burn up, burn
- - - of
• * ~ 0.5
Freytag it is used as a sing, in the two senses flame; syn. U-2'-3', (S, O, TA,) or us."33", (MSb,
9 : see 1.
---off
** * *

*

above mentioned, in the Deewan of Jereer,] and

*

by implication,) or to:Ji , (K, TA;) --la-Ji &

[the pl. is] -### and Jú? and & (S, o,

[in the firenzood]. (S, O, TA.) - [Hence,] one

** *

*

*

11; see 1-4: J-3,(0.K.)infn J}<!,
(TA,) His hair became separated, or loosened,

K.) and " -i- is also expl. as signifying an

says also, 3-' &# +[I kindled war, or
elevated part of the earth or ground. (TA.) - the nar; or made it to burn fiercely, or to rage]; and ruffled, or bristling up. (O, K.)
Also 4 lock of hair (i.a.) upon the head, (K.) and W (#3; mentioned by Abu-l-'Alā. (Ham
or upon the upper, or uppermost, part of the

Q. Q. 4 Jäl, see 1.

p. 715.) 'Amr Ibn-El-Itnābeh says,

head. (O, TA) And -its: (its pl., TA) signi.
fies The hair of the head: so in the phrase Je

•

*

-st:" -- [A man whose hair of the head is

**

• of

J: +A man light, agile, or active, and cker,

* & =

13 J--> S >|->|- 's--

*

ingenious, acute, or sharp : (O, K:) and so Ja-2.

(O, T.A.)
and black beneath,
J: [infn of Jaś(q.v.) and *# [properly
or of a red colour tinged over with blackness, (S, O, and Ham ubi supra,) + They are not per a subst. as distinguished from an inf. n.] + A
&c.]. (S, O, K.) - And The [pendent lock of sons in whom is no good, nor such as are not firm
whiteness in the tail of a horse, and the forelock,
hair termed] āşş of a boy, or young man. (S.) on their horses: [n'hen nar is kindled,] they make and the Jää [or place where the Alie, i. e. each
to burn fiercely, and excite, that which is slightly
– And -iā āsā signifies The head of the burning: such may be the meaning; for it may of the two cheek-straps of the headstall, is tied,
heart, at the place of suspension of [or from] the
be that the -r in Ucl:JV is pleonastically inserted, behind the forelock]: (K:) or in some part of the
*

"Jediu',:###:-1:

*

red, or red in the outer part

*:

[q. v.]. (O, T.A.. [But see, in the first and Ust:ll may mean as above: or Ust:JW may

forelock; or, as some say, in a side thereof: and
197*
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sometimes in the U155: but mostly in the tail: i. e., (S, O,) [They went anay] in a state of dis others at night; and is thus called in the present
(TA:) or the former signifies a nihiteness in the persion; (K;) [or] they dispersed themselves, or day, and also, more commonly, " J: : (two
cressets of the sort thus called are figured in my
extremity of the tail of a horse: or, accord. to became dispersed. (S, O.)
s

Lth, a nehiteness in the forelock and the tail: or,

“Modern Egyptians,” ch. vi.: see also
as used in a verse cited above (see 4)

Jeti-,

Jets
as some say, in the head and the forelock: [or the
in nihich fire is kindled: (TA:
be the part. n. of the intrans. verb in the below:)] the place
[may
quality of having such whiteness: for it is added
[a loose explanation, meaning a cresset:]) what
that] the subst. [app. signifying such whiteness phrase jü. ---, and thus] may mean [Burn is thus called is the thing of n!hich the pl. is
itself] is 'it': (Mgh ) or the former, a white ing &c.; orf slightly burning: (Ham p. 715:)
El-Wāhidee, it is
ness in the side of the tail : [or,] accord. to A8, [or] it signifies Jú 25 [having the quality of
*# is a term applied to a nhiteness of the tail kindling, &c.; being said to be a possessive epi

Jeu: ; ($, O.) [accord. to

*#.;

for he says that] als: eJi with kesr to

the means the instrument in which fire is car
when it intermixes with any other colour; and thet], (§, o, K) like 3-0 and 3.5, having no
ried: and als: [thus, with a fet-hah over the 2,]
the horse is said to be J: &: [i.e. one that verb: (S, O: [but see 4, first sentence :]) or it
exhibits the quality of having such

whiteness]. (S.)

means fire kindled; or made to burn up, burn
may be for J% 35, meaning J-4. (Ham ubi brightly or fiercely, blaze, or flame; syn. Jü
supra. [See, again, 4.]) - See also the next

5.532. (W p. 51.)

i: A firebrand; a piece of nood in n'hich

fire is kindled; (AZ, K, TA3) like is is and

paragraph.

6* > 0

aka:-e:
• * 0.

L-5 and +\, : (AZ, TA:) [this is what is
meant by its being said that] what is termed
* &: à: [the only indication of the meaning
in the S and O] is well known: (Msb:) pl. Ux: ;
($,o, TA;) erroneously said in the K. # be like
--~<>. (TA.) [Hence,] one says, ju als: U'X5
+[Such a one is a firebrand]. (Er-Răghib, TA
voce (=3, q.v.) – And [4 lighted nick : so in

J:

see the next preceding paragraph.

-

A horse having the n'hiteness termed
als: (As, S, Mgh, o, K) o: J** [q.v.]; (Mgh,
6* *

6.- d. ,

* - d.

Ula-2 : see

J-

-

K;) as also "Jes: and W Jet: : (O, K:) fem. of
3

-

J

-

- -

[Lieu-, a rel, n, formed from Jeu:... pl. of
blaze on a horse's forehead or face] taking in, al-, is a n, un, of which the coll, gen, n. is

the first #3 (S. K.) – And #4 # [A
i. e. including, one of the eyes. (Mgh, TA.)

£elis, and signifies A bearer of the cresset called

J: A [lamp of the hind called] Jeas aai:

(K.) - See also #4.
the present day: (see also als: ) or] the burnt [q. v.].
[or lighted] extremity of a wick. (S voce lol,5. ...: [pass. part. n. of 4, q.v.]. One says
[And the same meaning is intended there in the

%

hence applied also to a nightman: and
hence, to a cleanser of wells: a scavenger; or
remover of offal and the like: and to an execu
tioner. (See De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, sec. ed.,

als:... [A fire kindled, &c.; or] burning up, i. 201–203; and Quatremère's “Hist, des Sul
burning brightly or fiercely, blazing, or flaming. tans Mamlouks,” sec. part, 4 and 5.)]

#3-.]) – And
"J, #. (K, TA. (Lh, TA) And J: Ju-lé & M. i. e.

K; and also in the TA voce

The flame of fire; as also
[In the CK Js: ; as though it were a second pl. [Such a one came like the fire that is] kindled,
of #.]) – And #4, (0, K, TA) without &c. (S, O.) See also the next paragraph.

U!, (K, TA,) is the name of A mare of Keys
Ibn-Sebda; (O, K, TA;) likened to the kindling Us:-- $5. ! Locusts that are numerous, (K,
of fire, because of her swiftness. (TA) - See TA) spreading, (S, O,) in a state of dispersion,
(K,) running in every direction. (S, O.) One
also Ux:, in three places.
says, (S, O, TA,) of an army, (TA,) bju
Js: see the next preceding paragraph. = J={#1 *%-As (S, O, TA) : They came [like
Also A party, division, sect, or distinct body or locusts numerous and spreading, &c.,] coming
class, of men &c. (TA.) [See J.'s, below.]
forth from every direction: thus the last word is

*

***

4. #1-##1 U-2, (S. K.) inf n. ##!, (S)

o p

6

written accord. to Az [and JJ and Sgh; and thus,

The people, or party, spread, or dispersed, them
in the hostile, or preda
selves, or their horsemen,
• * ~ of

tory, incursion; syn. Uexk:1. (S, K.) = And

4: L*l, (K,) inf. m. as above, (TA,) He was,
or became, grieved, or disquieted, by it; syn.

X:l. (Ibn-Habeeb, Sgh, K.)
#: #

A raid, or hostile or predatory in- .

Je:

The like of stars, at the bottom of a and also "J:l, accord. to Z. (TA.) And cursion, spreading widely and dispersedly. (S,
cooking-pot; and in tinder, or burnt rag into
ā-ā- #:= +[A military force] spreading, or K.") [See an ex. in the last of the verses cited
which fire has fallen. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, TA.) –
WOce ...] – And #: #: A tree having
(S,0.)
See the next paragraph. - And see also J<i. in a state of dispersion.
spreading branches. (ISd, K.)
the
by
used
K,)
O,
(S,
thing,
certain
A
J:which
in
wick
a
e.]
i-3 [A lighted wick; i.
Ges: J.-l -ā-, (S, K,) and &#, from
4 -

©

y

de

-

is

fire;

(S, O, K;) a wick soaked with oil or

Arabs of the desert, (§, O.) made of skins ($, o,

grease, in which is fire, used for giving light, and K) sened together, like the & [q. v.], (S, O,) which Gels: is [said to be] formed by transposi
(S) The horsemen came scattered, or dis
not thus called unless hindled with fire: (TA: having four legs (S, O, K) of nood, to which it tion,
persed, or in a state of dispersion. (§, K.)
[see also #:]) or the fire that is hindled in a is bound, so that it becomes like the natering
wick: (K:) pl. J%like as -i- is pl. ofā-s: trough; ($,0;) [the beverage called] ... is pre
***
(T, S, O, TA;) in the K erroneously said to be pared in it, (S, O, K,) because [generally] they
y J-3 [which, however, may be correct as a have notjars: ($, o ) also called "Jú:2: (O,
3, (S, A, Msb, K.) and 2. (S,
1. 2:* -:<
coll. gen. n.]. (TA.)
K:) pl. Jeu: (S, O.) S+. * occurs in a Mb,K) and '', (TA) and #5 (S. Mil,
trad. [as meaning He drank the quantity that
* A

J44% [a pl., of which the sing is app. J, #3, Jilled a J: of...] (o) – Also i. 1 #4. K.) aor.”, (A, Msh,K)int n <,(S, A, K,'
TA,) with which -: is syn., (A, K,) a syn, some
q. v.; Things, and persons, scattered, or dispersed].

[A clarifier, or strainer, for wine &c.]: (O, K.)
times used, (A,) or this latter is not allowable, (S,
as above. (TA.)
pl.
*K,)as some say,(K,) and is ascribed by IAth to the
wäls- 4: S-32 - 13] Us:#: A particular sort of large support for a vulgar, and said by El-Hareeree in the “Durrat
~3 el-Ghowwés” to be a mistake, but IB says in the
* Alal):
*-āl
k-e-It-alight: (KL:) [i. e. a sort of cresset, consisting of
commentaries on the “Durrah” that it is correct,
a staff with a cylindrical frame of iron at the
says that it is
out
that
[Until, or until when, those of them
top n'hich is filled with flaming pine-nood or the mentioned by IDrd, and MF
stripped approached him, and there n'ere scat like or tarred rags, or, as is sometimes the case, mentioned by IJ, as well as by Z in the A;
tered portions of foam upon his two sides]. (TA.) having two, three, four, or five, of these recepta (TA;) and one says also ovels -##, [and it
And one says, J.' b%, ($, O, K.) like #,G#, cles for fire: it is borne before travellers and seems to be implied that one says likewise **

Aboo-Wejzeh says,
• *

~ *

> *

6 * *

J.

*

*

*

*

*

-

*

o e O

*
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# - 5:

2", and #5, aor, as above, (S. K.) inf n.

6. &#5 -: #3 & 4. &## 1 I sought,

(Msb, K.) And the verb is also trans.: you say,

(S, TA;) but this latter form of the verb, or demanded, of him such a thing, and he mani #31% (Mil, K) in n. *š, (K, [but this
with kesr, is of weak authority; ($, TA;) fested incompliance (G-5), and refused. (A, is a strange form in the case of a trans, verb,])
[whence it seems that -: is correct as inf. n. of TA.)
Be raised the noman's leg, (Msb, and so in some

<;

-##, but disallowed by some who knew not this .# inf n. of ~#3 [q. v. passim]. (S,” A,”
form of the verb;] He excited, or stirred up, (S,
A, Msb, K, TA,) [against them, or] among them, K,”TA.) – Also Clamour, or a confusion of
(Msb,) evil, or mischief, (S, A, Msb, K, TA,) and cries or shouts or noises: (Ham p. 505:) or much
clamour and confused or indistinct speech, leading,
conflict, faction, sedition, or discord, and conten
or
conducing, to evil, or mischief (Harp. 311.)
tion, or altercation, and opposition : (TA:) and [it
is said that] *: is like -: signifying the ex
citing, or stirring up, evil, &c.; (K, TA;) [but]

"-ia, inf n. **ś, signifies he excited, or
much, or often. (O.) A trad.

stirred up, evil, &c.,

mentioned in [the first paragraph of] art. -->> is
quoted by IAth thus: < Ji (#) * U.

cult c. [What is this judicial decision which
has excited evil, &c., among the people?]. (TA.)
- [See also < below.] - The saying of
'Amr Ibn-Kameeåh,

copies of the K,) or legs, (IDrd, O, and so in
some copies of the K,) for the purpose of copu

lation; and so * taxa: 1. (IDrd, O, Msb, K.)

And x: as the act of a stallion [camel] signifies
His striking with his head beneath the she-camel,
at
the part next the udder, and so raising her,
One says : -: [The clamour, &c., of the
and throning her donn [app. for the purpose of
army]. (S, and Ham ubi supra.)- [Hence, copulation]. (K) --~," & esse': &#
app., this word, or the next, is used by some post
classical writers as signifying The plaintive cry of means t I overcame the people in guarding, or
the J: (See De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., protecting, the stranger. (AA, O, K.) - And
Jää signifies also tThe being distant, or remote.
iii. 500–502)]
(Fr, K.) One says,

.# inf n of ~3 [q.v.] (S.T.A.)
J-3, (S, O, K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously,
<<I) like C#, (0) and 'u', (§, o,3 K.)
•

aor. 4 ,

5*,

&l 343, (S, Msb, K,)

(Msb,
app., }*) + The country,
became, remote from him
against the enemy, and him
inf. n.

[accord. to the K,
or tonn, nas, or
who should aid it
who should exercise

•

snay, (K, TA,) and from him who
the latter in an intensive sense, (TA,) and "J-à:, sovereign
should manage its affairs with prudence, pre

*

means ! And if thou oppose, or contravene, me, (O, K,) [also in an intensive sense,] and 7 C++, caution, or sound judgment: (TA:) or destitute
and do that which is not agreeable to me, [know (S, O, K,) [likewise] in an intensive sense, (O,) of a guardian, or protector, to defend it: (Mgb:)
6

* * *

that opposition, &c., is a natural disposition of and " -: , [also in an intensive sense accord. or destitute of people: [and so, app., 3.13. #

G: being understood after Us:, as ap to the explanation of its verb in the O,] (S,) and *: for it is immediately added,] one says
pears from what here follows.] (TA. [See also * -ālā, and "J-su: 25, (K.) One who excites, * #3 #3: meaning as expl. below: (S:)
8, and 6.]) Accord. to El-Báhilee, -ă3 &# or stirs up, evil, or mischief, (S," K, TA,) and and J#9 -3% the land had not remaining in
[applied to a she-ass] means f Having the quality conflict, faction, sedition, or discord, and conten
it any one to defend it, and to manage its affairs
of opposing or contravening [the male]: so in tion, or altercation, and opposition. (TA.)
with prudence, precaution, or sound judgment.
:3 the saying of El-'Ajjāj,
(K.) = Also, i.e. $3, The making [another, or
-à:: see the next preceding paragraph.
o ~ * **
others,] # go furth [from a place]. (K.) One
t-- ~ +15 Us:-5 d'é"3: See <-#3 âû ! A she-camel says, L*)'); &= 45: I made him to go forth
t---.
3 - S$13.5
P--A-G-6 §
9) J--->
425-5
that does not pursue a direct course, but deviates from the land: (AA, TA:) and cS: & &#3
13és &#9 &- I made the sons of such a One to
! [As though beneath me were a she-ass] such as |[therefrom]. (A, TA.)
opposes or contravenes [the male], long-bodied,
--à-o: see +3.--- U}\} + Such a go forth from such a place : (S:) or ū53 b%
long-necked, [that would not bear in her womb
** 3: They drove anay, expelled, or banished.
aught save a faetus imperfectly formed;] mean one is a person who deviates from what is right, such a on: from his country, or tonn; and the
or from the truth. (O, T.A.)
ing, £3 -á, -33; 9 [i. e. that she (the
inf
is x:
and Jú. or(TA.)
– And(K.)
i. q. ašyā;
[Then,act
of scatterind,
dispersing].
beast that he was riding) neould not comply with
mine;

s

•

*

> *

& e

>

•

*

•

• -

J.

*

*

*

*

*

•

* - d.

6

•

6

- d.

*

6

* >
*

/

*

•

*-*-0 :

his desire, and nas contravening him]. (TA.)
* ,;
-ču:- 23: ) see -*.
[Accord. to J,] &#. -: <s, [in the TA
-à-25, and so in a copy of the A, an evident
+4.
mistranscription,] applied to a she-ass that has
not conceived during a year or two years or some
J*
years, means | Refractory, or incompliant, to
the strong, or bulky, male. (S: there expl. by the
1. The inf n. *, accord. to Ibn-Nubateh,
words
c.” <<1, <--> is! [which primarily signifies The raising the leg or hind leg,
have been misunderstood by Golius, and ren without restriction; and then by a metaphorical
dered by him, and by Freytag after him, as ap usage, the doing so for the purpose of copulation,
plied to a woman, and meaning respuens maris and for making water: but the explanations of J
congressum, aut picá laborans].) - And -#3 [and of Z in the A] and of Fei and of F are at
signifies also + He declined, or deviated, from the variance with his assertion. (MF.) [Accord. to
right way or course: (Sh, TA:) or 9: -#3 these authorities,] jää, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. *,
(S, Msb, K,) inf. n. as above, (Msb, TA,) signifies
•

*

*

*

*

3. *, (Mgh, Msh, K) inf n. *, (S, A,
Mgh, Msb, K.) He gave him in marriage a
woman on the condition of his giving him in
marriage another, without don'ry [from either];
concubitus with each of the said women being [in
lieu of] the don'ry for the other: or it applies
peculiarly to female relations [of the men so con
tracting]; (K;) so that the meaning is only he
gave him in marriage his female relation on the
condition of his doing the like to him : (TA:) or
he gave him in marriage a female under his
guardianship, the other man doing to him the
like, on the condition that concubitus with each

one of the said females should be [in lieu of] the
He (a dog) raised one of his hind legs (S, A, Msb, don'ry for the other: (Mgh," Msb:) or he gave
declined, or deviated, from the road or way. (K.) K) to make water, (S, Msb,) or and made nater, him in marriage his sister on the condition of

&#1, aor.”, (K) inf n <, (TA) + He
2:

see 1, end of the first sentence.

or whether he made nater or did not: (A, K:) receiving in marriage the other's sister, without

3. *, (S, A, K, TA) in n. #1: and

and al-' 333 he (a dog) raised his hind leg, and any don'ry beside this: (A:) or he said to him,
made water. (TA.) And +% She (a camel) Give me in marriage thy daughter, or thy sister,

**, (TA,) He acted neith him in an evil

raised her hind leg, and struck [n'ith it, or kicked,] on the condition of my giving thee in marriage

manner; treated him with enmity, or hostility; the young one. (A.) And, said of a woman, my daughter, or my sister, concubitus with each
contended in altercation with him; or did evil to

(Msb, K,) She raised her leg, (Msb, and so in one of the said females being [in lieu of] the

him, obliging him to do the like in return: (A, some copies of the K,) or her legs, (so in other don'ry of the other. (S.) The practice ofJá: WaS
K, TA:) he opposed, or contravened, him. (TA.) copies of the K.) for the purpose of copulation. common in the Time of Ignorance, (Msb,) but is
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# Empty. (Sgh, Mgb, K.)- Also, used as of another, (S, K, TA,) and throning him donn
sing.
and pl., A well, and wells, having much (K, TA) in the manner termed 9% [or side
signifies Two men's going forth into the field
water:
(K:) or, as is said in the Nawādir, thus ways]: (TA:) and one says also, ###" £i,
from two armies, and, nohen one of them has
almost overcome his fellon, tryo men's coming to used, having much water; wide, or spacious, in
aid one of them, whereupon the other cries out, the adjacent part where the camels lie donn. (S, TA, [in one of my copies of the S *#.U.])
já: $3% 5: (TA:) or tryo men's acting wrong (TA.) = Also, accord. to the K, Tno veins, or meaning the same: (TA:) and #3 #4 <<:
fully, or injuriously, tonards another man: (K, ducts, ( c'e) in the side of the camel: but cor (AZ, TA:) [the pl. is "jū3:] Dhu-r-Rummeh
TA:) thus expl. by ISd. (TA.) And The acting rectly, as in the Tekmileh, the £3 are the says,
3 *>
• ?: * * * ~ a2
with enmity, or hostility. (TA.)
cuju-, i. e. two veins or ducts, (c)3-) in the
J-->4b*
c > -->
4. #124; see 1. = # *! [and app. tno sides of the camel. (TA.)
• *
* *
*- : * *

forbidden to the Muslims. (S, A)–%: also

*

*

*

" -> *:I also (see the last sentence of this art.)]

Ula-J12 -Pjú:ll a Jel

*

*

* A tail she camel, that raises her legs

t The party journeying together withdren by (9.5% #) n:hen she is taken to be ridden
themselves from the beaten road. (K, TA.)
See also 8, first sentence. --><! said of a she (K, TA) or to be milked. (TA.)
camel, She went with wide steps, and quickly.
#3 A she-camel that raises her legs to strike
(TA.) – See, again, 8.
[nith them, or kick]. (TA.)
5. , 45 He (a camel) exerted his utmost poncer,
(K) or spared no exertion, (A’Obeyd, S,) in his * A dog raising one of his hind legs, and
pace: (A’Obeyd, S, K:) or ran vehemently: (K:) making water, o: wheth: making water or not.
or went a pace above that termed #1. (TA.) (A.) – WA-> 5, at 5-M t A country, or tonn,
&: & *: He (a man, O) persevered that does not defend itself from a hostile attach
in an evil, or a foul, affair, and went deep into it. (S, A, K) made by any one, (S, K,) by reason of
*-

*

[And he involved affairs in confusion betneen
parties, so all prepared for him tricks by which

to overthron him, and artifice]. (S, TA.)
5 * *

~

*-

* *
-

Újä: cys: L- occurs in the “Sunan” of
Aboo-Dávood, in the chapter on the aí is and

5:#; but it is thought by El-Harbee that the
last word is for Ü-j, meaning Firm in flesh, and
thick, big, or bulky. (L, TA.)

*

* * *

its being destitute (K, TA) of any to protect

(O, K.")

J e > *

it. (TA) And #4 # 14 and having no

1. aaa, (S, O, Mgb, K,) aor. *, (Mgb, K,)
8. x:l, (JK, T,) or 7,441, (S, K.) It (a one remaining in it, to defend it, and to manage inf n. -#, (Msb,) He, or it, struck, or smote,
watering-place) was on one side of the beaten its affairs with prudence, precaution, or sound
track: (JK, T, S, K:) [both verbs may be cor judgment. (K.) One says also, #3 _6 + of his -stä; (O, K;) like $3:= meaning “he, or
J&S), it, struck, or smote, his x = " [or “liver”];
rect: that the former is so appears from the fact
meaning
+
The
land,
or
the
earth,
is
wide,
or (O, TA;) so says Yoo: (TA :) or it (i.e. love)
that] a poet, cited in the T, [describing a water
ample,
for
you.
(TA.)
ing-place,] uses the phrase W*: 3.4 [app.
rent the -stáš of his heart: (Fr, TA:) or it
-

meaning far off on one side of the road]. (TA.)
See also 4-33s. 2:) The number was, or
became, large. (S, K.)2:) The camels

J.'

6 * > 0 p.

à:-e:

see 8 [of which it is app. an inf. n.].

(love) reached his -stšš: (ISk, S, TA:) or
# -íš it (love) reached the -stš of his heart,

#: āş,

A party journeying together far i.e. his pericardium. (Mgb.) I’Ab read, [in the

*ere, or became, many and various. (K.) – from the beaten road. (TA.)

Kur xii. 30,]

<< * ~ * it

ing to be [He has affected her so that] the love

is, (A) i. e. His

&- ūšš 35,

and expl. the mean

*

became disordered so that he iner not
with which of them to begin. (TA in art. 2:3.)

****

affairs

—£9. Jä:

of him has entered beneath the

-šū3 : (S, TA:)

*** 6 e

Q. 1. awā: i. q.

or the meaning is, the love of him has struck, or

4:3, q.v. (AZ, TA)

63 - d << *;
smitten, her -stä. (Lth, O, TA:) or he has rent
Us:
(TA)
and
*
(K)
i,
q
ūjää
and
the -stáš of her heart, i. e. its ---, [app.
63 - o –
meaning her midriff,] so as to reach her heart,
such a one] (AZ, TA)-3-1 < * The asjä. (K, TA)

The affair became confused: (K:)
or became large, or wide, and great, & [nith

•e 6 -

•

war, or battle, became wide and great. (TA)

with love: (Bd.) Abu-l-Ash'hab read # 35
s &

4.- : *, (T, S, A) in the K "3:1, but
the former is the right, (TA,) t What he had to
Teckon was, or became, too diffuse and numerous

*}*
* **

Q. 1.

&#3,

inf n.

#,

& with kesr to the
IHe thren

him.

#, [meaning he has became
attached to her, or has loved her,] like the read

don'n by the trick called £3, expl. below; ing of Thābit El-Bunyànee, (#23, with
to him; (T, K;) such that he could
not
find
the
~ 3 - 2 -2 - -(S, K;) and # signifies the same.

•

nay
to sum
up.
£y”
"...#it "p.

(S, A)--> * &% -áš

kesr to

(AZ, TA) the unpointed a (o, TA:) [for] 4:3, aor. *,

** 12×3 & Xs Such a one went to number Accord. to IAth, the primary meaning of ājā: [inf n.app. -##,] signifies he became attached
is A twisting, in a neuter sense; and artifice.
the sons of such a one, and they were too nume

(TA.) – Also He took him, or seized him, vio to him, or loved him. (K, TA.) One says also,
rous for him. (TA.)- 5%. Us is: He went lently. (K.)
Júl &#3, meaning The property became em
•oe -

far into the desert. ($, K.)- us is , s: He
eralled himself above us, and boasted against

bellished to him, [or pleasing to him,] so that
Q. 2.

in its bloncing. (K.)
*A*

b% and #3: They dispersed them

. . . ~~ * ~

he

£" <: The wind whirled (-33) loved it. (Mob) And G# -##, like G#,
3a < * :

Us:#: See *jää.

He was, or became, vehemently desirous of the

thing; or fond of it. (TA) And Gu C#,

&#,

like

He became disquieted, or disturbed, by

selves, or became dispersed, in every direction:

* - -

(S, K:) and in like manner one says of sheep or

&#: Difficult; (K;) anything deemed diff the thing. (TA.)

goats, #3: …" <5%:

(TA:) × 4: is a cult. (IAth, TA.) – A [watering-place such as
compound of two nouns made into one, and is te". J: lying out of the way. (K, T.A.)

5.

Jäl s: Li (# * ū, a saying of

I’Ab, means [What is this judicial sentence] that
indecl., with fet-h for the termination. (S.) The
—J:
Tejackal
syn.
(8:133
(IAth,TA)
has
put vain suggestions into the minds of the
like is not said in the case of [persons &c.]
people,
and separated them? as though it entered
coming, or advancing. (TA.)
# (S, K) and 7 L3% as also # (K) the Juáš
of their hearts. (TA) [See also 1 in
&#3 A stone at nihich dogs raise the hind leg and J:43, but more chastely with j, (TA,) A arts. --> and -*.]

and make water, or to make water (K:) so in

sort of trick in throning donºn [or wrestling];

the Tekmileh. (TA.)

(S, TA;) the tristing of one's leg with the leg

* 6 -

*, * < .

Jää: : see -ātā: in two places.

,
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-#3 [app. inf n. of -is: and accord. to Fei,
app., Love reaching to themericardium;

or heart

£i (S. O.) for itis bad (S) accord. to IF,

thing:] or an occurrence that causes a man to

they scarcely ever say <āşi, [thus in the O, but forget, or neglect, or be unmindful: (Er-Răghib,

felt love; see an ex. in a verse cited voce J; ; and in the Msb "J&l,] but it is allowable: (0 :)
and -is: ;] a subst. from 4:3 -#3, none of the leading lexicologists is known to have mult..] U2: : (K:) Jää is mentioned by Sb as

TA) pl. of pauc.J.Júči ($, o, K) and [of
J.

see also

6 o e

J.

+.

of an inf n. having a pl., namely,
pronounced it good. (TA.) [Hence the saying, an • instance
of
Júši;
like
Jiand .3% (TA in art. Jów".)
places. = Also The bark (~, AHn, O, or &#: Jú. << (see art. *- and (s-),
- o#
xis, K) of the kind of tree called -su. (AHn, or, as some relate it, (413.xe- Uses: <-kāā (see [See also ###.]
said of love. (Msb.)=See also Jú3,

in two

de

art. -->4).] See another ex. voce

o, K.)

J%.

• *

One

J#: see the next preceding paragraph.
J< Busy, or busied, occupied, or employed:
-

Júš The pericardium; i.e. the -354, (S, O, says also as J#, (Msb, K,) meaning L's [i. e.

K) or tie, (Mab) of the heart: ($, o, Mob,

He was, or became, busied, &c., by it], (Msb,)

(K.) [and particularly busy, &c., so as to be
K:) or [app. a mistake for “and,” as will be and as "Jä:l [meaning the same]; (Az, MSb, diverted from a thing:] thought by ISd to be a
K;) and |& << −s: [I was, or became,
shown by what follows,] its --- [generally busied, &c., so as to be diverted from thee, by such possessive epithet [meaning * : *śl, because it
meaning the midriff], (K) [here said to be]

&#1 [in the same has no verb to which it is conformable: (TA:)

accord. to AHeyth, a certain fat that clothes the

a thing], (§, O.) and

heart: (TA:) [J seems to confound the -5% of

sense]: ($) and * 'Jauss, (TA) which like

the heart with its ---, for after “the -3% of

wise signifies

it is an epithet applied to a man, from

L.

[meaning as expl. above, or

J##"

[or

&#1 (Arino) and "3,4: signific the
(M', TA;) and W J# (Az, Mgb, K)

same;

the heart,” he adds, “and it is a skin beneath it he busied himself, &c., so as to divert himself
from him, or it]: (TA in art. 2), and Bd and and "J:, (Az, IF, O, Mgb, K) the latter
(3,5), like the -->" or the £- (K) or Jel
in lxxx. 10.) some disallow "J:#1, in the [said to be] extr. [meaning anomalous, for
the £3. [both generally meaning the core]
form of an active verb, but say J#, in the form U:l is not mentioned by F]. (K.)
thereof: (O, K:) or the place of entrance
of a pass. verb; but it is originally quasi-pass. of
•

(£)

J & J.

6 * *

of the phlegm : (Lth, O, K:) and 7 -# and £i, like as are &: and J#! of #-i
* -āś signify the same in the two senses, (K,) and #i, [though why of &# rather than
or in the first and second senses: (TA:) or of axis: , I do not see:] Az mentions the usage
-í * -á and * * signify the same as of its act. and pass part. ns.: (Msb:) accord. to
2%, accord. to AHeyth: (O:) the pl. of the AHát and IDrd, one should not say * J#1;
-Sü3 of the heart is C# ; which is metaphori but IF mentions, as transmitted from the Arabs,
cally applied in a saying of ’Alee to the place J#9 &% J#, and the pass, part. n. (O.)
of the faetus [in the belly]. (TA.) = Also, - One says also, &#91 3: J: &: + [We
J Jo * *

6 o y

U: ; see Jāā.

#3 Reaped grain or wheat, collected together,
in the place where it is trodden out; syn. *:

• de

and J.'é (IAar, o, K) and #5 (IAar, oi)
as also "is: (IAth, TA:) pl. [or coll, gen, n.]
of the former "Jáš, (o, K, TA, [in the CK,
erroneously,
TA.)

J%)

like as

3:

is of

#5.

(O,

6* > *

(A’obeyd, S, O, K) and "Jusã, (K) the latter

- -

-

AM: :

occupy the place of pasturage so as to keep it

see the next preceding paragraph.

agreeable with analogy as the name of a disease,
(TA,) A Certain disea:

that attacks

one, beneath

from thee], and #31 [the water]; meaning, it is

J##.

Júš signifies
[i. e. Having much
sufficient for us without being more than sufficient.
the -ā-9: [pl. of -55-23, q.v.], in the right
(S in art. ai: .) And 03:= - 3: J% +[What business or occupation or employment; or n'ho
side : (A’Obeyd, S, O, K:) and (some say, TA) we had nas employed so as to be kept from thee]. busies or occupies or employs himself much].
a pain of the belly: (K, TA: [in the CK, #3 is
(TA.)
(JK in that art.)
erroneously put for ck." :]) and (some say,
Jaú act. part. n. of 43; [Busying, occupy
TA) a pain of the -stää of the heart: (K, TA:) 2: see the preceding paragraph.
ing, or employing; &c.;] (S, Msb;) applied to a
accord. to As, Jú% signifies a certain disease in
4 * see 1-4: . [meaning Hon. man, (S) or to an affair. (MSb.) [Hence,] one
the heart, which, if it reaches to the spleen, kills much is he busied! &c.], (Th, S, K,) denoting says, J##" 3:= W
[Busying affairs
the patient. (TA.)
wonder, (Th, TA,) is anomalous, because one busied me, or have busied me, so as to dire: me
does not [regularly] form a verb of wonder from from thee]: the last word being pl. of Jātā.
Júš: see the next preceding paragraph.
one in the form of a pass. verb. (Th, S, K.)
(TA.) Jaú Já [lit. Busying business, or the
-,+. Insane, or mad; (O. K.) like J, #. 6.4% U#143: see 1. [Accord. to Golius, like,] has an intensive meaning: (K:) the latter
(0.) And Jú. -,+. One to whom property |2|&t:5 signifies They occupied one another, on word in this case is a corroborative, as in U.)
is embellished for rendered pleasing,] so that he the authority of the KL; in which, however, I
J39. (S.)
loves it. (Mgb.)
find only Jää expl. as meaning L&#3-4 bx24
J2,é> U2:… i. e. To make oneself busied, &c.,
J# [More, and most, busy &c.].
Jaši
Jää
with a thing.]
c: <>'s [More busy than she who was the
8: see 1, in five places. - One says also, owner of the two skins of butter] is a prov. [men
àa
inf n. J# (Msb, K) and J#, (K,) the latter --Ji as Ja: The poison crept into him, or tioned in the TA]: she was a woman of [the
on the authority of Sb, (TA,) He, or it, (a man, pervaded him; syn. (5- and #33 24 Ja: tribe of] Teym-Allah: she used to sell clarified
S, or an affair, Msb,) busied him, occupied him, The medicine entered into him, and produced an butter, in the Time of Ignorance; and Khowwát
Ibn-Jubeyr El-Ansáree came to her, demanding
or employed him; (K;) i. q. # [signifying as effect upon him, or showed its effect upon him; to buy clarified butter of her, and saw no one
above; and particularly he, or it, busied him, &c., syn.
(TA.)
with her, and he bargained with her: so she
so as to divert him from (3*) something; or
untied a skin, and he looked at it: then he said
Jää an infn of 1. (K, Mgb.) See the next to her, “Hold thou it until I look at another:”
diverted him from a thing by busying him, &c.]:
(S and Mgb and K in art. 2", and Bd and Jel in paragraph. = And see also 4/43.
and she said, “Untie thou another skin:” and he
xv. 3, &c.) [*** signifies he, or it, busied J# and W J% and W J% (S, O, Mgb, K) did so, and looked at it, and said, “I desire
him, &c., much; i. e.] with teshdeed it denotes
other than this; therefore hold thou it:” and she
muchness: (Bd in xlviii. 11.) " als: is a good and W J: (S, O, K) Busines, 2ccupation, or did so: and when her hands were [thus] occupied,
dial. var. of 43%; or is rare; or bad: (K:) employment; (PS;) contr. of 89 : (K:) [and he assaulted her, and she was unable to repel the
accord. to IDrd [and J], (O) one should not say particularly business, &c., that diverts one from a him. (Meyd.)

J:

J. & e

J. & e
&

•

6 -

-

-

-

6 de

-

e.

&:

1. &#, (S, o, Mab, K.) or -, (0, K, MS)

• * * >

&#.

6- d -

6 d.

-
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a. * * *
ă),541
an instance of the measure

J& P

- **

#,"

*

|

from

# or case: (K.) as though taken from (#
(O, Mgb.) And *: * -ā, aor. 2, The gar
affair,
• &

** *

*- : *

o: *

s: *

ment was too short for him. (TA.) = Also —is,
J##!" [similar to 35,31 and āśl, and to 4:3", du-'91. (TA)- See also 2.
(O, K.) aor. - , (O.) It (a thing, O) was, or
&c.; app. meaning A thing with which one is t: inf n. of &# said of a man, (S) or of
became, in a state of motion, commotion, or
busied, &c. : and also syn. with J&]. (O, K.)
-** said of a tooth. (Mgb, K.) – Also a agitation. (9, K.) = And '...' 36 -i- i. Q.
#: A thing that causes one to be busied, subst: signifying A dribbling of the urine; and so Al2 and -3 [app. meaning The thing belonged,
* #3. (K.)
or pertained, to thee permanently, or constantly;
&c.; (K, TA:) pl. Játá. (TA)
• of
- * ~ **
or may the thing belong, &c.]. (TA.) = #,
-

-

** D -

J*:

J%. - [Hence,] # &%

See

***Al: see #244, voce Usk:l.

5.

($, M, O, K) aor. *, inf n. Ji ($, M, TA) and

* * **

‘hich is

#: see (£3.

-***, (M, TA,) It (anxiety) rendered him lean,

asts.

or emaciated; (§, O, K,) as also "4:3;

goung woman having a husband. (TA.) – And

see 1, last sentence.

Js: J.

L#:

fem.

-

U2:... Such a one is devoted to that which

unprofitable. (TA.) – And als:

7.

auts- A

Property devoted to commerce.

(TA.)- And #4%
- d -

* > * > /

6

slender: (TA:) or, accord. to the M, it (grief,
lean, or emaciated: or deprived him of his reason:

•

the lower: (S, Msb:) and so * s: Xi. (T in and it is said of grief as meaning it manifested
art. Al.)
what, he felt of impatience. (TA) And -:

&# One nho

*** and Us:

G#,

lean, or lank in the belly, so that he became
Sce

1, last sentence. - #3 also signifies An eagle; and love,) pained his heart: or rendered him
(S, Msb, K;) because its upper mandi: exceeds

Jä:-- and Us:-e: see Uśā.

1.

and pl. #:

A house in n'hich are

inhabitants. (TA.)
6

#3 and #3;

(S;)

both are also expl. as meaning it rendered him

aor. *, inf. n.

tá,

[signifies accord.

to some] He (a man) had a tooth, or teeth,
exceeding the other teeth: and [accord. to others,

yoke follon,

Us",

as used in a verse of Towbeh Ibn-El

separates himself from every

Homeiyir, It hurt and melted the souls. (Ham
or familiar : - and one whose age

p. 594.) = See also 8, in two places.

(£) is deficient : - in both of these senses £xpl.

2 : see the preceding paragraph, in two places.
a
Jew,
to
[or
Ru-beh
by
applied
epithet
an
as
• * * > of
agreeably with what is said to be the right boy four spans in height]. (TA.)
4. Low-aa: I preferred them, or judged them to
meaning of a£ below,] he had a tooth, or
eral (K.) You say, L* use's L*. <āşi
teeth, differing in the manner of growth from the
v_i:
à
Jax I preferred some of my children above
other teeth. (S.) [And] c'-'l'-.55, aor. *; (Msb,
some. (S. [And the like is said in the Mgh.])
K;) and -íč, aor. *; (K;) inf. n. (of the former, 1. C#, aor.-, inf n. J,íč (S. Mgh, o, Mil, And is L'é 13. &# I preferred this above
w

•

-

Msh, TA) #3 (MSb, K, TA) and [of the latter] K) and J.A. ($, o, K) and -ić, (CK, [but
not in my Ms. copy of the K nor in the TA,])

#, (K, TA, [in the CK #3, but]) like #:

this. (Mb)– And £31 &% is such a

It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) was thin, fine, one made the dirhem to exceed:s or, made it to
or delicate, (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K,) so that what fall short. (TA.) = 4:le Jasl (if not a mis
a
was behind it was visible, (S, IB, Mgh, [for transcription for -ăși, which I rather think it to
&#3 in some copies of the $, and asis in others,
be,] He excelled him, or surpassed him. (TA.)
O- -

(TA;) [accord. to some] The tooth exceeded the
other teeth: (Msb:) and [accord. to others]
(Msb) the tooth differed from the other teeth
(Msb, K, TA) in an absolute sense, (TA,) or in
respect of its place of growth, (MSb) or in its I read & us, which is the right reading accord.
manner of growth, in length, and shortness, and
receding, and projecting : (K, TA:) or, accord. to
the A, tà: signifies the differing in respect of the
manner of growth and of collocation: or the

-

-

-

-

- -

=%l -is: The mouth had in it aftia odour.

to IB and the TA, agreeably with the reading in (Ibn-Buzurj, TA.)
the Mgh, which is #3 ū,]) or so as to tell what
6, 4:15 I took anay his or its, -i-, i.e.
was beneath it: (O, K:) [and it, (a gem, or the
like) was translucent; or was transparent. (See excess, or redundance. (O, K.) - See also the
* so - - - -

upper teeth's not falling upon the loner : (TA:) Júš)] One says, 23:

* -: His garment

next paragraph, in three places.

or, as IF says, the advancing of the upper teeth ": thin, &c., upon him,

(S.) - And -:
8 & J U → ($, o, K) aié (K) He
beyond the loner. (Msb.) The epithet applied a-e-, aor. 2, inf n. -#245, His body became drank
what was in the vessel, all of it, (S, O, K,)
to a man is "...# and to a woman, ###, and lean, or emaciated. (S, O, K.) = -ā, aor. 2, even the āstāā [or last drop or remains], (O,)
-

the pl. is # (S, Msb%) [and] the epithet ap

inf. n.

# and #; (K;) or
*#3; ($, Mebi) which last is said by Az to

nas, or

4.

plied to a tooth is

It (a thing, O, Msb) exceeded; or not leaving any of it remaining; (S;) [and so

became, redundant

($, O, Msb, K.)

Hence, in a trad., &'s &: #: -# It exceeded
have two meanings; one whereof is exceeding [the by about a Gls. (Sh, O.) And one says, -i.
other teeth]; and the other, being longer and
larger, and differing in respect of the place [or *, tlOn. -#. [so in the L and TA, contr. to
more probably the manner] of its groneth from rule, probably a mistranscription for -#) inf n.
those next to it: (Msb:) or, accord. to a marginal -##, and W -*, and W -:-l; [app. meaning,
note in the S, in the handwriting of Aboo-Zeke
as seems to be indicated by the context, It ex
reeya, this signifies differing in the manner of
its growth from the manner of growth of the ceeded it:] and 3: & <-is: [app. a mis

-: ,] as also "Jus: ($, o, K.) and "-i:
it." He drank the water to the wttermost, not
leaving any of it remaining; as also W &#, aor. * ,
inf n. Ji: ; and #1 * <āş I drank much of
the water without having my thirst satisfied.

(TA.) [Hence,] in the trad. of Umm-Zara,
-: * #3 [And if he drank, he drank up
all that was in the vessel]. (S, O.) And it is said

others, whether exceeding or not exceeding: or, transcription for <āş] I gained in, or upon, the in a prov., WJuáš 9: & U-4 (S, O, TA)
accord. to a marginal note in the copy of Aboo the article of merchandise: (TA: [and so, app., i. e. The satisfying of thirst is not from the
Sahl El-Harawee, crooked; not exceeding. (TA.) * 3:3: see c: ) and *: es' * -: drinking up all that is in the vessel; for it is
2.

#3 signifies The dribbling of the urine,

(Lth, K, TA,) little by little. (Lth, TA.) One

[He obtained what is termed Ji: in his traffic; sometimes effected by less than this: (O, TA:) it
is applied in forbidding one's going to the utmost
i. e.] he made gain, or profit, in his traffic; syn.

in an affair, and persevering therein. (S," O,
($ and K in art. 2-4).)- And sometimes TA.) Accord. to IAar, one says also <ātā
(IAth, TA,) He dribbled his urine, (IAth, TA, (Msb) it signifies also the contr.; i. e. It fell āşl I exhausted the water; which, ISd says, is
TK,) little by little. (IAth, TA.)
short; or was, or became, deficient. (Msb, K.) originally *-ātā (TA)-'Abd-Allah Ibn
One says, (O, Msb) of a dirhem, (O,) Lik
Sebreh El-Harashee uses the first of these verbs
4. 44 1: + They disagreed with, differed
y in relation to death; saying,
metaphoricall
from, or opposed, the people, in respect of his. 5.5 -à: This falls short, or is deficient, a little.

says of a man,

Já, (TK.) and a' " Ls”),

-

*

#.

-

-

-

* &

*~

*

***

**

* * *,

***, *

oys-1 was: Us- ** a st-

*

*

meaning t [I vied with him in giving the draught
of death] until he drank the last of it, i.e., the
last of death. (TA.) - And 25-13-3 -:
aiés means The camel filled, and took up wholly,
the girth, (O, K, TA,) so that nothing remained
of it redundant, by reason of the largeness of the
middle of his body. (TA.)

10.4:-l, (0, K.) or #3 (4 -i-, (S,
Msb,) He san, what was behind it. (O, Msb, K.)
[Thus the former signifies He san, through it:
and it is used in this sense both properly and

Msb) and 7 -#3 . (Msb:) [see also Júš :] the hurting, or paining, (
[in the CK
and
the
garment,
or
piece
of
cloth,
itself,
is
termed
of
cold:
(S,
O,
K:)
and
intense
cold, with rain
3.
and wind; and Jú: is its pl.: (TA:) or intense
-ā; and " -: , (Harp. 70.) [i. e. each of these
words is also used as a subst.; and this is perhaps cold [alone]: (Msb:) or a cold wind in which is
meant in the O and K: or] Jis signifies also moisture : (O:) and W & signifies the cold of a
a certain thin, fine, or delicate, veil or covering : wind in which is moisture: (S:) or -** has
or, accord. to Aboo-Nasr, a certain thin, fine, or this last signification; and W 313, the significa
delicate, veil or covering, of nool, through n'hich tion mext preceding it: one says, (3 W & £ii
one sees what is behind it : (S:) pl. -*. (O, −ågå. A cold and moist wind, having [much]
Mşb, K.) Among the verses of “the Book” [of cold and moisture, made him to betake himself to
Sb, cited as exs. therein], is the following:
a covert: (IDrd, IF, Msb:) or -#3 signifies

&#,

•-

*::/ láà -:), [which may be rendered

3 - ~~

* *

*

3

J)

3*

*

3 -

-###". #3 & 4

*

&#]

J. & pe

Us-g” --> 54--> U-20

*

tropically..] – Hence the saying to the seller of
cloths,

1569
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*

Look thou through this garment, or piece of [Verily the nearing of a noollen cloak, my eye
cloth; but is expl. as] meaning make thou this being therenithal unheated by tears, is more

garment, or piece of cloth, single, [by unfolding pleasing to me than the wearing of thin, fine, or
it,] and raise it, or hold it up, in shade, in order delicate, garments]. (O.) = See also -ā:... =
that I may see whether it be close in texture or -: [app. -ă] also signifies Pimples, or small
flimsy. (TA)--i:- also signifies [agreeably pustules, that come forth and then go anay.
with the explanation of $3 U -i- men (Ibn-Buzurj, T.A.)
tioned above] + He distinguished a thing plainly,
5
3.
*-*
#:: see -āā, in three places. = Also, (S,
like as one distinguishes plainly a thing behind
glass. (Har p. 244.) - And one says, <:= Mgh, O, K,) and W -i. (L, K.) but the former
#: Güés, meaning +[I wrote a letter, or is that which is well known, (L, TA,) and
n:riting, &c., and he examined attentively n!hat '-'43, (TA,) Gain, or profit; increase ob
was in it. (TA.) = See also 8. = And see 1, in tained in traffic: and excess, surplus, or redun
two places. = [Freytag mentions as a significa dance: syn.
[q. v.]: and J4; (S, Mgh, O,

£,

rain and hail: (O:) or so * &#3; [or rain and
cold: for 2) is written in my original without

any syll. sign;] wherefore some of the lawyers
say that it is rain and more: (Mgb:) or -:
signifies also rain in which is hail: (K, TA:) or
rain in which is cold : (CK:) or a cold wind;
(K;) as also W Jú: (O, K:) or this last signi

fies a wind of mild cold: (S, TA:) and W čiš,
cold and nind: (O, K:) one says, ci: &##3:
a morning having cold and nind (ś," O, K) with

moisture. (S.) – And Intense heat (IDrd, Es

Sarakustee, O, Mgb, K) of the sun: (IDrd, O,
K:) thus having two contr, significations. (K.)
– And Pain in the stomach. (Aboo-Sa’eed,
O.) = [Also Affected with pain: or neith hurt,
or grief. (Freytag, from the Deewan of the

Hudhalees.)] = Also Small, or little, in number,

quantity, or amount; and so "Jiā3. (O, K.)

tion of Jä:... “Desiderio alicujus rei implevit,” K;) and #. (Mgh, TA.) Hence (Mgh)
5
•*
with Ji before the object: but he names no
[See also -à:, last signification.]
authority for this; and I doubt its correctness.] J-à2 > 0 -# &* Us", meaning [He (the
d •

d J.

de

•

O =

w

•

Prophet, TA) forbade] the 2-, [i. e. gain, or

•

## A portion of water remaining in a

R. Q. 1. &#: see 1, latter part. – Also, profit, of that for which one as not made him vessel; ($, O, K;) and likewise, of milk : (TA:)
accord. to IAar, (O, TA,) inf. n.

#3,

(K, self responsible to the purchaser].

TA,) It (heat, and cold,) dried it up; namely, And one says, -á: lás

c." &

(O, Mgh.) or the last drop remaining in a vessel: (Hamp.
[There is, or 239:) IAth says that some of the later writers

a thing, (0, K, TA) such as herbage, (O, TA,)

mention it as being with Lw. (TA.) Dhu-r

to this, an excess above this]. (Ksh in
&c. (TA) And accord, to AA, ###1 signifies pertains,
Rummeh uses the phrase tâll 7 -íč, in a verse,
The hoar-frost's burning [meaning blasting] the ii. 15.) And ū: S; Jú He said a saying that as meaning In the remaining portion of the
herbage of the earth: or the burning of a medica was a redundance. (TA) - And A deficiency: day. (O.)

ment that is sprinkled upon a wound: (O:) or it thus having two contr. meanings. (ISk and S

Júš Extremely [or very] thin or fine or
planation
of
the
first
and
second
words,
and
TA
delicate,
so that a thing behind it is visible:
fies also the sprinkling of a medicament upon a
wound. (K. [But I think that, for #3 33% in in explanation of all.) - Also, the first word, (KL:) [translucent :] transparent : applied to a
the K, we should read $33, 5%, and thus re i. q. U-2 : one says to a person when regarding gem, or the like; and to3.a garment, or piece of
concile the K in this case with the O: see, how him with a wish for the like of a thing that he cloth. (TA.) [See also -ā:..]
6 3.e
ever, what next follows; which may be regarded has attained, or that he possesses, without desiring
has the former of these two meanings, and signi and O in explanation of the first word, K in ex

** *

*

either as confirming the reading in the K, or as that it should pass away from him,

G 3. -i.

*

Jú: : see -ā-āā, in six places,

having misled its author, in this instance.]) = &% [May it be an unalloyed gratification to
Júš A garment, or piece of cloth, not well
###1 signifies also The sprinkling of urine thee, O such a one]. (TA) - And A thing that or strongly or compactly [noven or] made. (O,
and the like. (K.) You say, *::: -#3 He is little, or small, in quantity; mean, or paltry.
K.) = See also -*.
sprinkled his urine. (O.) = Also The trembling, (TA) [See also -i-43, last signification.]
and the being confused (*):9), (0, K, TA) Jää: : See -##, last signification. = Also cášáš Velement thirst. (O, K.).
6* >
6&

•

resulting from intense jealousy. (TA. [See
i. Q. #- [Lightness, &c.]. (TA.) - And some
Jisi [a noun denoting excess]. It is said in a
Jää:...]) - And a Me -à: He was solicit
times it signifies Evilness, or narronness of the
ously affectionate, or pitiful or compassionate,
circumstances, (3) of one's state, or condition. meaning [And the anklet, or pair of anklets, was]
tonards him. (TA.) [See, again, -:..])
6* d > /

de •

0 e

•

trad of Rafi’, ¥ € Ciși Ju-l-ll 3%,

(TA.)

R. Q. 2. —###, said of herbage, It began to

2.2.2

24, 2

more than they [in value or weight]; (syn.

Jú: : see astää.
and

dry up. (TA.)

of

e

*::::)

Jää

i. e. more [in value or weight] than

3.

-āsā: : see Jää, in two places: = and see
3.

&-#

* ~*

the dirhems. (Mgh.) And one says, -á: US's

Jä: A thin, fine, or delicate, garment or piece -i. = Also Cold, as a subst.; (ISk,S, O, Mgb;) cº; U-2, meaning Such a one is a little greater,
of :cloth; (AZ, S, Mgh, O, Mgb, K;") as also thus in the saying, * *: & 3-3 [He felt,
•

* -: (AZ,3.S, O, Mgb, K) and " -:43: (Mab3)
&
or experienced, in his teeth, cold]; ($,0;) and
you say -: *% ($, Mgh, Msb) and '-' ($, so "3% (ISk, Mobi) or, as some say, (O)
•

Bk. I.

*

or older,

(5.5 *i) than such a one.

(TA.)

•

-is: is said by Ibn-Buzurj to be like -**
198
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Jä: -'A'

*:

i. e. Collected; or collected upper side of the inner angle of the eye: (TA:) the Mgh; (MF; [but it is not in my copy of the
and with the vulgar, the first signifies the eye Mgh; and Golius mentions * 5:3 as having this
lash; but this is [said to be] a mistake: (IKt,
c: (O, K) and "-i:, (K) the latter Msb:) it occurs, however, in this sense, in a signification, on the authority of Meyd;]) or a
on the authority of IAar, (TA) Slender, shallon, trad. of Esh-Shaabee; (IAth, TA;) and in like broad knife: (Mgh, Mgb.) pl. #2 (Mab, K.)
or neah, in intellect, and evil in disposition. (O, manner the pl. occurs in another trad.; but the and #3 (MSD) and [coll, gen, n., of which
#: is the n, un, or it may be a quasi-pl. n. of
[part. n. of

together and taken anay]. (TA.)
6 - d > y

6 * *

* * * *

*

K.) And [both words agreeably with different ex word #3 should be considered as understood
planations of the verb] One in n'hom is, (K,) or, before it; or what grows is thus called by the

accord. to Saad, one who is as though there n'ere name of the places of growth, and the like of this
in him, (O,) a trembling, and confusion, (O, K,) is not rare: (Mgh:) it is of the masc. gender:
resulting from jealousy, (K,) or from vehement
(Lh, K.) and the pliskişi (Sb,5, Mgh, Mob)
jealousy, (O,) and solicitous affection, or pity or
the only pl. form. (Sb, T.A.) [Hence,] one says,
compassion, for his >;- [or nives, or nomen
under covert, and household, (in the CK his
(Lh, Msb, K,) but Sh disallows this latter, (TA,)
-j-)] as though jealousy wasted his heart, and and
7 #3, (Fr, Sgh, K,) | There is not in the
made him lank and lean: or evil in disposition,
and very jealous: and 7 the latter word, solicit house any one : (S, Msb, K, &c. :) and <: U.
ously affectionate; or pitying, or compassionating. W 5: X: ! I san, not of them any one: from the
(TA.)
Jää of the eye: meaning one having a ja: ; (A:)
and ya! is also used in this sense without a nega
Jää:-o: see the next preceding paragraph, in
tion. (TA.) One says likewise, à: < *; U.
two places.
# S; 5: ! The year of drought left not
Jää
anything: and sometimes they said " #3, with
1. The primary signification of [the inf. n.] fet-h, and in this case they said Wii, for assimila
5A: [i.
X3,
of which
the verboff;
is app.
343,] is tion. (A.) - Also, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) and
The
acte. of
cutting,
or cutting
syn.

*#): 3, (Ks, Fr. T, S, Msb, K.) and #,

*

d > y

#1">. (TA)—And hence, (Mgh, TA)
! A servant; (S, Mgh, TA;) because of his
-

-

-

-

• 2, * : * *

-

utility, (TA.) It is said in a prov., Asili jaal
Low-j,a 1 The least of the party is their servant.

(S, Mgh.)- Also A shoemaker's knife. (S,
K.)- And A piece of iron made broad, and
edged, or pointed. (K.) - A broad blade: so
says the author of the Mgh. (TA. [But not in
my copy of the Mgh.])- The edge, or cutting

(3-) of a sword: (S, Mgh, K:) or the
edge of the cutting part of a sword. (TA. [See
+03.]) The side of a blade: (Ki) or each of the

part,

tno sides thereof. (AHn, TA.) [Each of the
two sharp sides or edges of a spear-head and of an
arrow-head.]- See also 3:#, second sentence.
# * *..

see the next preceding paragraph.

2A. :

4 o' -

5A::

&#. "#, (S, A, Msb, K.) The edge, border, margin,

©

y >

6

pod

(Ham p. 57) = sāš, (K) inf n. 13, (TA)

brink, bron, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or side, (A, K,) of
[2:34: i. q. 23:55 The hornet, or hornets. (Go
(K, TA) in com anything; (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) as of a valley lius, on the authority of Meyd.)]

*
pressing her. (TA)- And #3 (or app. 3% and the like, (S,) or as of a river &c.: (Mgh and
in relation to the latter word:) one says, Jek: : See #, in three places. - Also The
du: ] He annoyed, moleted, harmed, or hurt, a Msb,
X: **** c." bčí, and #1, and £il, They edge of the lip of a camel. (K)=#: see
man. (IAar, O, TA.) = <>ya:, aor. *, inf. n.
He struck her (a woman's)

•

*

6.-

#3, She (a woman) was one whose gratification
of her venereal lust

(#)

soon took place:

(K:) or she emitted; [or, app., emitted soon;]

# (K) or &#133 (MS) and #1 *,

&#.

(TA.) = And *ś, aor. *, It de
creased, diminished, or became defective or de (TA,) The edge, (Msb, K.) or border, (TA,) of
the vulva, or external portion of the organs of
..ficient. (IAar, K.)
generation, [meaning, of each of the labia majora,]
2. taxis, (K) inf n. xii, (Ibn 'Abbād, o, of a noman: (Msb, K, TA:) pl. #: (Msb:)
K.) He compressed her (i. e. a woman, Ibn-'Ab the 95-1 are the two sides [or labia majora] of
(Ibn-'Abbād, O, the vulva of a woman; and the c;# are the

bād, o) on the # of her &#.
K.)- And 'G' Šiš,

6

-

•

* @e

• Jo

side of the upper part of a valley. (K.) - And
syn.

-

sat upon the side of the river, and of the nell, and 5,43, voce 2:.
of the grave: (A:) and both words signify the
3.

&: A jerboa

Us,"

-

having hair upon its

ears: (S:) or having large ears: or having long

ears, and bare toes, [in the CK, for cºlus tall,
which is evidently the right reading, we find

c)31,31 Juul,] not quickly overtaken:-- (K:)3it
is [of] a species of jerboa called &!” colá,
the fattest and the best, with ears somen'hat long :
(TA:) or having long legs, and soft and fat

inf n. as above, I tno borders of the said cit:-1: (AHeyth, Mgh, flesh: (K:) it is said that it has a nail in the

3 * **
eradicated, or extirpated, the thing. (TA.) = TA:) Lth says that the "clists are [two parts]
middle of its shank. (TA. [See Us, 3.5.])
Júl is, (0, K.) inf n, as above, (K.) The of the pudendum muliebre : (TA:) and --> £ 3 - 3 U&la: --> A long and bulky [lizard
the* * kind
property became little: (O, K:) and went anay:
* ~ of
*
-

and "us st: signify [in like manner] the edges of

(K.) from IAgr. (TA) - And #: said of a

man, He gave little. (Ham p. 242.) – And the vulva : (S:) and #3 9: and * u, sus, the

-

•

called] -->. (Hamp. 242)—# & (as

### [q.v.], TA)

A large ear: (K:) or a
J. :) -> (0, K) -× (0) +The sun
bulky ear: (A’Obeyd, TA:) or a long ear: (AZ,
became near to setting; (0, K ;) being likened to used tropically, for &l, as it is in many other TA:) or a broad ear, soft in the upper part:
a man whose property has become little, and gone instances,)] of a noman. (TA.)
(TA:) or an ear having much hair and fur.
away. (TA) - And in like manner, (TA,)
(Ham p. 242.)
tno edges of the --> [or vulva (for -->

so

also

is here

6.- d -

Jáš: see 5*, first sentence.
* &

#
Use is (Ibn 'Abbād, o, K) and £9,
(Ibn-'Abbād, O,) said of a man, + He was, or

Miš The possessor of a
(A, TA.)

6* *

5:

[or large knife].

became, on the brink, or verge, of the affair, or A. : See 3-, first sentence.
56, and its dual: see Xià, last sentence, in
event, or case. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)
*
[an epithet of which the fem. only is men
three places. = Also One nho destroys, or makes
4. "a" is said in the Tekmileh to signify He
(a camel) strove, or exerted himself, in running: tioned]. # and *#3 signify A woman who anay with, his property: so in the Tekmileh.
- *

but perhaps it should be £l, mentioned before experiences the gratification of her venereal lust (TA.)
(#) in her *; so that she emits (J#)
[in art. Dąj. (TA.)
Jā-e :
#3 : see the next paragraph, in four places. speedily: or [in the CK “and”] who is content ||
6 - d ->
*

with the least of coitus: (K, TA:) contr. of
•

*

6.-

*

# The place of growth of the eyelash, (Sh, T, #4 and #4-5. (TA)
S, A, Msb, K,) which is the edge of the eyelid;

(S, Msb;) as also "jiš (Kr, A, K) and "...a...:

#3 A large knife; (S, A, K,) as also " #2,

see what next follows.

# The lip of a camel, ($, Mgh, Mob, K.)
as also "Xà:... : (K:) and t of a horse: (S, TA:)
and 1 of a human being: (K, TA:) or t of an
Abyssinian, as being likened to that of a camel:

(K) or, accord, to some, this last signifies the though this is mentioned only by the author of (A’obeyd, TA:) pl.3% ($, K.) It is said in

25.5- &:

Book I.]
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3-1 al., &l." The possession

(here

meaning

as an aider to him or a petitioner respecting him
hath shonºn thee what a lip hath transmitted to house, or piece of land,) was coupled by purchase [or for him]; and in most instances the former
It person is one of higher station than the latter:
the stomach;] meaning, the external appear with another possession: and al- 4:
ance hath rendered thee in no need of inquiring had a possession coupled with it by purchase: see (Er-Răghib, TA:) or the speaking of the
respecting the internal state : (S, K:) originally ăsă:..] You say also, axée J & Rä: I made the [or intercessor] to the king [or some other person]
respecting some object of want nihich the speaker
said of a camel; (TA;) for when you see his ãaše to be tro. (Msb.) And a poet says,
asks for another person: it is also expl. as signi
external skin, whether he be fat or lean, you take
8.

&:

&#

* - old

• e o &

it as an indication of the quality of his food.

*

@ e •

G-: *, Jr. &

fying the passing over without punishment, or the

&#& # 35%:

the passing over &c., (for the word -ik,

forgiving, [or rather the asking, or requesting,

(K, TA.)- Also The vulva, or external portion
of the organs of generation, of a woman: (R,

*

MF:) but this is strange. (TA)- And t A [Hon clear was my sight neith the inadvertencies
piece of land: and of sand: (K, TA:) each by of youth ! but to-day, objects have become doubled
way of comparison [to the lip of a camel]. (TA.)
*= Also A state of resistance; inaccessibleness,
or unapproachableness: (K:) strength, or poncer;
(K,” TA;) vehemence, or hardness, or firmness.

to me]: i.e., I see the object [as] two objects, by
reason of the weakness and dispersedness of my
sight. (O, K.")- [Hence,] one says of a she

camel, (S, O,) and of a ewe, or she-goat, (O,)
(K, T.A.)- And A state of perdition or de <<3, (S, O,) inf. n. &#, (S,) meaning She

&

struction: and thus it is expl. as used in the saying became such as is termed
[q. v.]: (S, O :)
mentioned by Meyd [in his Proverbs, perhaps
* 6-- of
the origin of this explanation],
c." &#3 she is thus termed axå: 31 ūsáš (s.3%
•.S. * [which may be rendered I left him [because her young one has made her to be one of
a pair, or couple, with itself, or because she has
-

&S

J:

at the like of the lip of the lion]; (TA) applied

pro

*

bably accidentally omitted by the transcriber at
the commencement of the explanation, should
doubtless be supplied,)] of sins, crimes, or mis
deeds. (TA.) Hence, in a trad.,
[Intercede thou: thou shalt have thine interces
sion accepted]. (TA.) The saying in the Kur [ii.
117], āsūš Gää $3 [Nor shall intercession

"&# #,

profit it] means that it shall have no & [or
intercessor] for his asū: [or intercession] to
profit it; being a denial of the &; (Ibn
'Arafeh, O, K;) and the same is the case in the

made it to be one of a pair or couple, with Kur lxxiv. 49, (Ibn-'Arafeh, O, TA,) and xx.

to him who is exposed to destruction. (Meyd,
inf n. #3 and isliš, also
another that is in her belly], ($.9, K,) inf. n. 108. (TA.)
TA.")
&#3, or the inf. n. in this case is £, with kesr. signifies He prayed, or supplicated: and thus

&#3,

5 d -

-

-

-

-

•

-

a 2- * ~ * ~ *

6 de

* *

-

3: J: Strait, scanty, subsistence.

(O, K.)

(O, K.)- One says also, #1349 Ls”

&: al, Mbr and Th explain the words of the Kur [ii.

(K) or L., (0,) i. e. t Verily he aids [another,
becoming to him one of a pair, by enmity] against
&=
A tray (3.b) o? which are small sau me, and acts injuriously to me [conjointly with
another]. (O, K, TA.) Accord. to Er-Rághib,
cers, or cups, •ls: and *::: (O, K.) a
2 means He joins himself to another, and
Pers. word, (S, O,) arabicized; (S, O, K;) from aids him, becoming to him one of a pair, or a
Or
(K, TA) or
(as in
# [i. e. an intercessor], in doing good or evil,
some copies of the K;) or. what people gall so that he aids him, or partakes with him, in

#

J - d >

&:

£:

&:

256], 2,395, #3: &# Us:# 3. [Who is he
that shall pray, or supplicate, in his presence,
except by his permission?]. (TA)- Accord. to

El-Kutabee, (Mgh,)[i.e.]El-Kuteybee, (TA,) one
says also, of a neighbour of one who desires to
sell a dwelling [or land] & U. es' <! &#, Inean
ing He made a demand to him, i. e. to the latter,

respecting that which he sold [for the right of
pre-emption]: and of the latter person, W as:

g": (Yaakoob, S:) [i.e. ' J: or * c:, [procuring] the benefit or the harm thereof; and [and he admitted his right of pre-emption, i. e.]
“pésh pár,” and “pésh párah,” meaning “sweet thus it means in the saying in the Kur [iv. 87], and he pronounced him to have a better right, or
* *

* *

0

e o e

©

•

U-2 [and in what follows the
meats presented to a guest:”] accord. to El
same]:
(TA:)
or
these
words mean Whoso adds
Jawáleekee, it signifies different kinds of flesh
a
[good]
deed
to
a
[good]
deed: (O, K:) or, as
meat in *-*Ule: [but what this means I know
some say, the acú: here is a man’s instituting,
not: I suppose it to be a corruption of some word
signifying saucers or the like:] in th: “Kitāb el or prescribing, to another, a way of good or evil,
so that he [the latter] imitates him, and thus
Moheet,” 2-4jus: is said to be pl. of g", signi becomes as though he were to him one of a pair.
fying a kind of food. (TA.)
(TA.) [But accord. to the expositors in general,
and accord. to the general usage of the inf n.
āsūš as distinguished from &#3, what is here
&
6 o –

title, or claim, [as a purchaser,] to that which
was sold, that he whose connecion was more
remote (Mgh, TA.") =
inf n.
sig
nifies also He, or it, was, or became, tall, or high.

&#,

6 d -

* *

>

(TA)= And &#, like G+, He (a man) was
smitten by the [evil] eye. (IKtt, TA. [But see
isis, last sentence.])
** 0 & -

•

2 : see 1, near the beginning. - **

**,
Je =

* *

inf n. * #, I accepted his intercession (azeta.)
1 & (S.Mgh, Msh, K) aor.”, (Mab, K.) meant is Intercession.]–IHence also,] 4 × [..for him]. (S," O, K.) See, again, 1, in the last
inf n. xii, (S, Msb,) He made it to be a &; 9% es' (S," K,” TA,) or 2:29 es", (MA,)
•*

(S, K, TA;)

meaning (TA) he

thing) to be a

&:25 [i. e. he made it to be one of a

made it (a single

•

£

aor = , (K, TA) inf n. *sūš, (MA, K, TA;)

and 4 '&#5, (MA) or as "&#3;

quarter of the paragraph. - And see another sig
nification of the verb in a later part of the same

(S, TA;) paragraph.

pair or couple; and sometimes, he made it to be a He made petition, or intercession, for him [to
5. &: [signifies It was made a pair or
go
adjoined it to, or coupled it with, that which adjoining himself to him as an aider]: (MA, couple, accord. to the K voce 5,
this word
was a single thing : (Msb:) accord. to Er-Rághib, TA:) and J-5 &: & [He interceded betneen
* * *> 0 - - signifies the adjoining a thing to its like. the people], inf. n. āsūš: (Jel in iv. 87:) and being there expl. as meaning 248. &- &:L. Le:

pair or couple together]: (Mgh, TA:) or he such a one, or to the prince or the like; thus

* *

&#1

but in the M and A, in the same place, instead of

** * * : * : *s

(TA.) You say, assais 952 &ls, (S) or &l=

34% 22.9%. 23 5, i. e. [It was a single thing, and]
I made it to be one of a pair, or couple, with

another. (Mgh. [In Har p. 194, I find the
phrase

*

* as: L33 d'ée, expl. in like

manner; but as: thus used I do not find in any
lexicon: it may, however, be correctly thus used;
for
which has the form, app. has also

&#3,

the signification, of its quasi-pass.]) [And

&#.

*śl - #3 (MSB) infn, isús (IKH, MS,
TA) and &#, (Msb, [but the latter is scarcely to

#, we find #1-4 &:, and *:

see 1,

near the middle of the paragraph. -[It is said
be found elsewhere thus used,]) I pleaded, [or in the TA that
also is quasi-pass. of
*** * * .
interceded,] in the affair, or case, [in favour of
2: &#:-}: but axå:5 is evidently, here, a mis
another,] for some means of access or ingratiation,
•*
meaning He was
or some right or due : (IKtt,” Msb, TA:*) Acú: transcription, app. for
is mentioned, but not explained, in the K: (TA:) granted intercession.] = Also He became a
as distinguished from Rä: meaning as expl. Jesú (i.e. a follower of the Imām El-Shaffeel
above, it signifies the joining oneself to another in persuasion: but this is post-classical. (TA.) .

*:

* * d >0

•

•

&#,

198*
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9% č. *::: I asked him

intercession for me

&: 3) to such a one.

(es'

(Mgh, Msb:") this the last:] the pl. of is: in the sense here expl.
is the primary signification: then it was applied on the authority of AA is &#. (TA) - And
to denote a particular hind of obtaining posses IF states that it has been said to signify The

to make sense of the measure

Js:

<: I sought,

or de sion; (Mgh;) [i. e.]it is also used as meaning the [evil] eye, by n!hich one is smitten: but he doubts
its correctness; and thinks that it may be with
manded, intercession (ästät) [by means of him]. obtaining possession of that al: [or house, or
the
unpointed L. (O.) [See #4, not is:..]
piece of land, by purchasing it, and coupling it
(Msb.) A poet, cited by Aboo-Leylà, says,
s
with that previously possessed, and adjoining
e --aă » - - axå: : see axåå, first sentence.
(S, O, K.") And 4:

6 - d -

-

* - d.d.

6

• C) p.

• & J.

0 - d .

*

*

thereto]; (Mgb;) or one's making a demand

&:- -> * ~~
- - - of

J.

28

e - -

- * *

t-,-)-51 °25.jl -->4- t--.

*

*

i. e. Companies of men asserted me to be seeking
o - of

intercession

(8: L5 l,<) for the object of

eulogy, [n'hen I went forth

repairing, to £il

him,] by means of their writing-reeds (A.">39),
meaning by their letters C:#). (O, TA.)

&is contrigă (S.Mg, o, Ks) i. 1 &
[i.e., like &sj, it signifies One of a pair or
couple; and sometimes, but rarely, a pair or

couple together; and sometimes, (see for instance

respecting that which he seeks [to possess, for the
right of the pre-emption thereof], and adjoining
it to that nihich he [already] has: (O, K:) and
with the lawyers it signifies the right of obtaining
possession of a piece of land, [i. e. the right of
pre-emption thereof, or of a house,] against one's
co-sharer whose possession is recent, by compul
sion, for a compensation : (K:) or the right of
obtaining possession of a piece of land, by com
pulsion, for [the payment of] nhat it cost the
[former] purchaser, by reason of partnership or
of [immediate] neighbourship: (KT:) or the
right of [immediate] neighbourship with respect
to [pre-emption of] a house or land. (PS.) [See

s*

A she-camel that fills tno milking-vessels
s

in one milking. (S, K.)- See also

•

&ú.

&# i. 1 #13 -t- (S, K, TA) i. e.
(TA) An intercessor; as also V &: pl. of the
* --->

*** -/

former auxā:... (Msb, T.A.) [See alāāJi, in art.
−ää..]-Also i, q. # ----, (S, K;) [mean

ing A possessor of the right termed as:#; or]
one who demands, and is granted, as a neighbour
[or a partner], in preference to him whose con

nexion is more remote, the right of purchasing

a house [or piece of land] that is to be sold.
(TA.)
divided into two equal numbers]: (O, K:) also 1 in art. -a-...] El-Kutabee says, in explaining
& Sorts of pasture, or herbage, that grow
one nith nihich another is made to be a pair or this word, in the Time of Ignorance, when a man
couple: (TA:) [and, as will be seen in what desired to sell a house, his neighbour used to tno and troo: (Ibn-Abbād, O, K:) or twins
follows, one with nºbich an odd number is made come to him and to make a demand to him (&#
(A135 [pl. of Leæ]) of plants.

téj) an even number, a number that may be

d

• J.

(O, K.)

to be an even number :] pl.

&#.

whence

•*

&#9
6 •

eu:, (TA) and app. <! i.e. <-15) respecting that which he sold [for

Úe:
de

& [act, part. n. of 1, q.v.-Hence], applied
# all, meaning the right of pre-emption], and he pronounced to a she-camel, f Having a young one in her
him to have a better right, or title, or claim, [as a
* c is

&#9" [q. v. voce A-42.5]. (Mgh)-84:

purchaser,] to that which was sold, than he whose belly and another following her: (Fr, Sh, S, Mgh,
connexion
was more remote: as though he took K, TA:) or applied in this sense to a ewe or she
also signifies The day of the sacrifice; (O, K;)
it
from
£1:
but the [right] derivation is that goat: (K:) or, thus applied, having her young one
thus in the words of the Kur [lxxxix. 2] &#

by 25, being meant the day of 'Arafat: first mentioned. (Mgh.) We have not heard,
(ó :) or in this instance it means the creatures of (Mgh,) or there is not known, (Msb,) any verb
God, (O, K,) because of the saying in the Kur belonging to it [in the classical language]. (Mgh,

5:3.

with her: (A’Obeyd, S, Mgh:) thus called because

her young one has made her to be one of a pair
[with it], or because she has made it to be one of

&#,

Msb.) Esh-Shaabee uses it in the first and in the a pair [with her]: (A’Obeyd, S, K:) and 7
second
of the senses expl. above, [or nearly so,] thus applied, signifies the same as &: and one
of a pair;” (K;) #2); meaning God: (O, K:) or
Adam's wife; #2) meaning Adam, who was in his saying, ź *- 3% 4: * &: says also, &till it: **, like as one says #3
made a pair with her: (I’Ab, O, TA:) or Adam's 4 is: 55 33 -(i. [i. e. He whose claimed
children: (TA:) or the tro days after the sacri possession to be coupled by purchase with one
he-goat, (O, K, TA,) himself: (O:) or a ram:
fice; 45, meaning the third day: (O, TA:) or already belonging to him is sold when he is present
or such as, when he impregnates, impregnates
God; [and 52/1, those who compose an odd without his demanding that possession, there shall
number;] because of the saying in the Kur [lviii. be no obtaining possession for him by his pur with tryins. (O, K)—ists &: An eye [that
makes a thing to appear a pair, i.e.,] that sees
[li. 49], “and of everything we have created two

J# * * *. (TA)-An 4

8], “there can be no secret discourse of three, chasing it for that purpose]. (Mgh. [And the
doubly. (O, K.)4. L:24 &% means
but He is the maker of them, with Himself, to like is said in
the Msb.]) Esh-Shaabee says
be four:” (K:) or the meaning of #3
is
[also], Júj" Leś, c." à: [The possession | Such a one treats me with enmity, and has one
to do so. (A, TA.)- See also
the prayers; of which some are
[i.e. an even that is coupled by purchase with another posses who aids him
6 *~ *
&#
and &:-.
number of rek'ahs], and some are #. [i.e. an odd sion is apportioned according to the heads of the
number of rek'ahs]: (O, TA:) [for] it is said that men entitled thereto]: i.e., when the house is
Tall, or high. (L., T.A.)
all the numbers consist of &: [i. e. even] and * shared by a company of men whose shares are
different, and one of them sells his portion, what
: * A enve, or she-goat, that suckles any
[i.e. odd]. (TA.)

&

&#

&#

*

>

&#

is sold to his co-sharers is to be apportioned among

#3: see the next paragraph, in two places,
near the end.

them equally, according to their heads, not ac animal. (IAar, T.A.)
cording to their [former] shares: (O, K, TA:)
: One whose
so in the Nh.

(TA)--->

# The two

# is used in relation to a house and to land; rek'ahs (ÖGé) of the [prayer
that is per
(S, TA;) and *āsā, with two dammehs, is a formed in the period of the morning called the]
dial. var. thereof thus used. (TA.) It signifies
4; as also
all "####: (O, K:) occurring
A si- [here meaning house, or piece of land,] in a trad., thus accord. to two different relations.
that is coupled ( &#) [by purchase] with one's (O.) = Also Diabolical, or demoniacal, posses
-

intercesion is accepted:
hence the Kur-án is termed by Ibn-Mesood

&: W £3,

i.e. An intercessor of which the

intercession will be accepted, for him who follows

it and does according to what is in it, that his
unpremeditated transgressions may be forgiven.

(O, TA.)
<\le [i.e. house, or piece of land, previously sion; or madness, or insanity; (AA, O, K;) and
One who accepts intercession. (L, TA.)
possed, and adjoining thereto]; (Mgh, Mgb;*) so W isis; the latter expl. in this sense by IAar;
from the phrase £3% #, &u= [expl. above, in and as syn. with #3 and # and #, and 5.45,
34:… A possession (ài. [here meaning house,
the second sentence of this art.]: (Mgh; [and the [perceived] in the face: [see these words; the
piece
or
of land,]) coupled [by purchase] with a
like is said in the Msb;]) a noun of the same second and third of which generally mean an
man's
possession
[previously belonging to him,
class as #; being of the measure # in the unseemliness or ugliness; and so, sometimes, does

#:*

6- d -

6

y o -
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upon certain conditions expl. voce #). (Mgh,
Mgb.)= Also Affected neith diabolical, or de
moniacal, possession; or neith madness, or insanity;
(O, K;) and 3,4- with the unpointed -", is a
dial. var. thereof (TA)- And #: is said
to signify A woman smitten by the [evil] eye:

passion, and tenderness, and fear, for him, at the that is seen after sunset; and to the nihiteness
same time giving him faithful or sincere or honest remaining in the n'estern horizon after the said
advice, *::: 4: & [lest some disliked or evil redness. (TA.) Fr says, I heard one of the

ăză, last sentence:]) the

[of Gä:l when trans. by means of U-2, and app.
Day. (Zj, M, K.) = Also i q. aes-U + [A side,
also when trans. by means of L'é]. (M.) = See
also 2. = Also He entered upon [the time of] &c.; o: remote side]: pl. 3üşi. (O, K.) One

event should betide him]: (TA ').or he feared, or Arabs say, &#" âté. * * [Upon him is,
was cautious, for him : and 4. Gåål he was or was, a garment as though it were the &]:

impatient of him, or it: and * (# is a dial var. and it was red. (S.)-[Hence,] | A garment,
d

(IF, O, L: [but see

masc. is not used in this sense. (L., T.A.)

or piece of cloth, dyed red. (AA, TA.)- And
6*

&

** a

the G# [q. v.]. (M.) And He came in a [time

UA"

1. 3:3 and 3:3: see 4, in five places.— 3:
* signifies He was niggardly of it: (TA :)
[thus] the saying [of a poet]

J-135

*

1 < * ** *
-

d

• 3

••

•

says, 9 & 32 Güiu, üí i. e. Gl, [mean

of] Gáš , and so * Gä. (M.)

ing t I am apart, or aloof, from this affair; as
though in, or on, remote sides thereof]: (O, TA:)
3: Fear: (K:) [see also 3:3, (of which it is and in like manner 4. Jas: Us [app. a mis

the inf. n.) in the next preceding paragraph:] or
fear [arising] from strictness (::) of faithful

U.és

• ?

•

• **

transcription for

a-ú] and Us"

i. e.

*

or sincere or honest advice; (M, TA ;) as also

* : i.e. &#. (TA)=And : A had

* #: (M:) or 7 the latter signifies the fear of

thing; syn. 'ss, (Lth, ś, M, o, K, TA: [in the

the provision: (IDrd, M, O:) because he who is him who gives faithful or sincere or honest advice,
niggardly of a thing is a: " : [i. e. fear in consequence of his doing so, for him to whom
ful, or cautious, on account of it]. (M.)
such advice is given: (O:) or the former, (K,
TA,) and " the latter also, (TA,) the eagerness,
2. &: signifies t The making [a gift or the or striving, of him who gives such advice, to

TA said to be written by J with kesr to the J.;

•

means [Like as the household] are niggardly of

but not so in either of my copies of the S:])
applied to a garment, or piece of cloth, (Mgh,
TA, and Ham p. 179,) [in this sense, or] as
meaning bad and thin : (Mgh in art. <>,4-:)
like (see 3:4)] scanty, or little in amount or rectify, or amend, the state of him to whom that [said to be] from äää: signifying “weakness:”
quantity; as also "Jus). (O, K, TA)- And advice is given: (K, TA: [said in the lattter to be (Ham ubi supra:) seldom pluralized: (O:) and
1 The neaving badly. (K, TA.) You say, Gä: a tropical application of the words; but why, I see used alike as masc. and fem., being applied as an
aăa-i-Ji ? He wove badly, (M,) or so as to make not:]) " iáš is a subst: from & 9, (S, MSb, epithet to a aí-ix, (M, O,) meaning #23. (M.)
*t scanty in the yarn, or unsubstantial, (TA,) the TA,) and 3: is syn. therewith (S, O, K, TA) as
Jää : see Geåå, in two places.
[hind of wrapper called] aă-le. (M., T.A.) = being also a subst. from &#91; (S, TA:) [it is
#12.
* 2: .
See also 4, last sentence.
said that] the primary signification of iáš is
6* >*

• * *

*

6

*

*

>

âââ: : see Gää, in five places.
4. Gà:l signifies He feared, or nas cautious; neakness: (Hamp. 179:) and it is conjoined with
as also " .34% [in the CK (#15 or only the -is- [fear]; therefore it is not applied as an
former: (K, TA:) [accord. to ISd,]" Gas, inf. n. attribute to God: (Idem p. 722:) [generally] it
affection, kindness, benignity, compas
&#3, signifies he feared: (M) IDrdsays, "-ia: signifies
or favourable inclination: (MA:) [or
+ o- of sion,
[in one of my copies of the S <ās) and -Ra:| solicitous affection &c. :] or pity, or compassion,
are syn., (S, O, TA,) as some assert, (O, TA,) and tenderness, and fear of the betiding of some
but the lexicologists disallow this, (S, O,) saying disliked or evil event, together with faithful or
that one should only say čići, (O:) accord. to sincere or honest advice. (TA.) = & also
Er-Răghib,
signifies [the being affected signifies The redness (Kh, S, Msb, K) in the
with] care, or solicitude, mixed with fear; and horizon (K) from sunset until the time of the last
when it is trans. by means of 3-, the meaning of £e [i. e. nightfall], (Kh, S, MSb, K.) when it
fear is most apparent in it; but when trans. by disappears, (Kh, S, Msb,) and the white 3:
means of J*, the meaning of care, or solicitude, remains until the middle [or rather until a late
is most apparent in it: (TA: [and the like is said period varying at different seasons] of the night:
by Bd in xxi. 29:]) or it signifies [the being (Msb:) or until near that time: or until near the
affected with] fright [or fear]; sometimes mixed a: [q.v., generally meaning the same, or nearly
with faithful or sincere or honest advice; and so]: (K:) or the redness that is seen in the sky at
sometimes divested thereof: (Ham p. 179:) one sunset : (IDrd, O:) or the remains of the light
says, 4. <āşi, (S,) or 1jë 3-, (Msb,) I and redness of the sun in the first part of the
feared, or was cautious of (S, Mob) him, or it, night, until near the a: (S:) or the light and

3,43:

&: is syn, with &# as part n of 4 (sig

•

•

d

-

&#)

see the next paragraph.

nifying Fearing, or fearful, or cautious; and also
affectionate, hind, or compassionate, &c.]; (S, O,

Mob, K.) as also Gas (MSb) [and in an in
3,43, and, from what follows, it

tensive sense 7

appears that

&:

also is used as an intensive

epithet]: or " & signifies fearing; and its pl. is
&#: (M, TA :) and &#. one giving faithful

advice, eager, or striving, to
rectify, or amend, the state of him to whom that
advice is given. (M.)
or sincere or honest

**

*

*

*

*

-

3

&

8, 3% - 3:13;

*

*

[Verily the affectionate, &c., or the very affec
tionate &c., is addicted to evil opinion,] is a
prov., applied in the case of the man who fears,

for his friend, the accidents of fortune, by reason
redness of the sun, seen at sunset, until the time of his excessive añáš [or affection, &c.]. (TA.)
(S,) or such a thing: (Msb:) or 4. Gåål he of the prayer of nightfall: (M:) or the mixture
And it is said in the Kur [xxi. 50), 3- .4%
feared him, or it: (MA:) and

* <āşi,

(S, of the light of day nith the blackness of night at * &sia: astī (meaning And who are fearful
sunset: (Er-Rághib, TA:) accord. to Zj, the of the time of the resurrection]; the signification
&#,]) or 'a' L'é, I was affectionate, redness that is in the region of sunset after the of fear being most apparent when 3: is thus
kind, or compassionate, and favourably inclined, setting of the sun: this is the meaning given as of trans. by means of &- (TA.) See also an
common repute in the books of lexicology; and
[toncards him, or] tonards the little one: (Mgb:
instance of 7 3: [in a similar sense] in the first
Mtr says [in the Mgh] that it means the redness
[and a similar explanation is given in the MA:]) accord. to a number of the Companions of the paragraph of this art.
and '3-iss, aor =, is a dial var. thereof [i.e. of Prophet and of the people of the generation next
&#: see the last paragraph. = [Accord. to
<āşi when trans. by means of J”, and perhaps

[in which it is implied that this differs from
*

succeeding them: but accord. to Aboo-Hureyreh,

Freytag, it signifies also Fear: but he names no

also when it is trans. by means of C-]: (Msb:) it means the n:hiteness [after sunset, which, to
authority for this.]
Or * Gåål signifies [he was solicitously affec
distinguish it from the Jáš commonly so called,
*

@ d

*

| *

.

tionate, &c., tonards him; agreeably with the is often termed the white Gáš, as in an instance
explanation of Er-Rághib above, and with that above]: (Msb:) IAth says that this word has

Jää.2 : see G.A., in three places.

here following;] he was affected with pity, or com two contr, meanings; being applied to the redness

J: £ t A gift made scanty, or little in

232 °
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cs: - Us"
amount or quantity; (S, TA;) as also " &#. (T, TA;) or, as some assert, the deficient letter is which is strange:] so called because their place of
(TA.)
2, (S, Mob) the word being originally #3, like utterance is from the aâ3, without any action of
-

#,

(Msb,) because it has the last of the pls. the tongue. (T, T.A.)
** {
mentioned below, (S, [but omitted in one of my

Akā

se

copies,] and Msb,”) and the latter of the two
1. 433, aor. 3, (K) inf n. 23, (TK.) He dims, mentioned below; (Msb;) both of which
struck his as: [i.e. lip] (K)–44, [said of assertions are stated on the authority of Kh; (IF,
a water, + It had many lips of driniers applied Msb;) [The lip of a human being;]
tää
to it; i. e. it had many drinkers: (see its part. n.:)
meaning the two covers of the mouth of the
and] said of food, t It had many eaters: (K, TA:)
human being : (K:) it is [properly] only of a
or [as a consequence thereof] it became little in
human being: (Msb:) but it is sometimes, meta
quantity. (TA.)-And [hence], said of property,
phorically, of the horse: and in like manner, of
+ It had many seekers. (K.)-And, said of a the s's [or leathern bucket] as used by A’Obeyd;
man, t He had many askers, or beggars, (K,
TA,) so that they consumed what he had, or but ISd has expressed a doubt whether he had
possessed. (TA.) . [Or + He was importuned by heard this from the Arabs: (TA:) the pl. is *:
begging, so that what he had, or possessed, was (S, Mab, K, &c.) and 3×3 (Lth, Mob, TA) and
consumed: as pass. of what next follows.] +%, (Lth, S, Msb, K,) the second of which is
* + He importuned him by begging, so that he said by Lth to be more agreeable with analogy
consumed what he had, or possessed. (S, K.) than the third, though the third is more common,
And one says, Jú &# J.' 3té ! The as being likened to $3: [pl. of £1. (Az,
family, or household, almost consumed my pro (Mgb, TA:) and Ks mentions the phrase, <!
* * * *

9:}

perty (K, TA)—Also, (S. K.) inf n. *, still £á [as meaning Verily he is thick in

($) in J33 (S. K.) You say, 4 & J.'s
+ He, or it, occupied me so as to divert me from
such a thing; syn. J:#. (S.) And &:
~ 2.0 &." *A* *#, and £1, meaning + We
• Q-e

J =

occupy the place of pasturage so as to keep it
from thee, and the nater, (3: &#) i.e. it is
sufficient for us without being more than sufficient.

(S, TA.) And 03:= u + 4x3 + What we
had was employed so as to be hípt from thee;
syn. 4: J#. (JK.) = IAar mentions the

& A., with J", and with kest to the -,] meaning
“I forgot [my share, or portion].” (TA.)
***

-

3

~*

Lela: A man ($, Mgh) large [in some copies

of the § thick] in the cuáš [or lips]; ($, Mgh,
K;) as also V £i. (Mgh. [But see this latter
below.])

ast: Thirsty, (K, TA,) not finding water
enough to moisten his lip : like asu,

mentioned in

art, aa... (TA.)
*:::
aă:l: see

Jews— [Accord. to some,] Jä

signifies A man whose lips do not close together:
(S, K:) but there is no proof of its correctness:

($) the fem, in this sense is #5. (TA in art.
-***)

is: ! A water at nihich there are many lips
(*: TA, and Harp. 669,) of those coming to

drink, (Har,) so that it has become little in quan
tity; (TA;) or water at nihich are many people :
(S,
K:*) or water that is sought : or, as some say,
(S, Msb) and #3: (Msb)—[Hence] Jil." forbidden to those who come to drink of it because
+ They are those Jrho have the right of of its being little in quantity. (TA.) - And
drinking with their lips ( -*ta:) and of watering hence, (Har ubi supra,) t Food upon which are
[put] many hands; (K, TA, Har;) having many
their beasts. (Mgh)–And #3 & 14 word; eaters: or that has become little in quantity.
(S, Mab, K, TA3).*.* oas3 °also: 3.13. (TA) One (TA.)- And t Property sought by many: (TA:)
says, as: -: a:= u + I spoke not to him a [or little in quantity; for] one says, &#, ūči
iss: 1 He came to us when our possessions
word: (S:) or āā: --> J:= U2 + He spoke
n’ere little in quantity. (K, T.A.)- And + A
not to me a nord: (TA:) and as: <: 4. --~ V. man of n:hom people have asked, or begged, much,
+ I heard not from him a word: (Mgb :) and (S,) or importuned by begging, (K,) so that all
aíš Ší úš &:= 0. + I spoke not to such that he had, or possessed, is consumed : (S, K:)
a one a word. (AZ, T vocess.)—And &% like **, and -, *, and *:::: (so in
lip], as though the term #3 applied to every

portion of the #3 (TA) the dim is: #
#"

p

•

d

**

•* *

•

J.

phrase Jee &#, with fet-h, without ex
plaining it; but Th says that it is --va-", [i. e.

the

• *

area: ; dim. of āāā, q.v.

&

e

•

aíš. -** | Such a one is a person who asks, or one of my copies of the S:) and sometimes it

* *

3. *sū, (K) inf n. #32, (TA) He put
iegs, little of people: (ISk, S, K, TA:) and also,
his lip (#) near to his [another's] lip. (K,
! importunate, (K, TA,) one n:ho asks, or begs,

means + one whose household and guests have
consumed his property. (IB, TA.)

TA.) And #3t: £é (Mab, TA) and itsu: much of people: (TA:) thus having two contr.
(Msb) He spoke to him putting his lip near to meanings. (K.)- And #3
his lip: (TA:) [or mouth to mouth; for,] accord.

to J, (TA) #: signifies the talking with

J."

es' 4 + He

has praise, or commendation, among the people:
(S:) and #~~#3 & 4t He has a good report,

another mouth to mouth: (S, TA:) but the usage

1.

*** and Usa:
J-: -áš, aor. *, [inf n app. tiš,

said in the

TK

to be

#,

but

The sun nas, or be

or reputation, among us. (A, K, TA) And came, near to setting : (K in art. 34::) and
#~~
3: J-5 äää & ! Verily the people's -áš, (K in art. Csáā) [aor. : ,] inf n. ū3,
it is thus made to qualify is, as Sb says, re
stricted to instances that have been heard: the speaking of the is good. (Lh, T.A.) And U. (TA) it (the sun) set; as also -aš: (Ki) or,
** * * *
* ** *
phrase áA3üe aske [has not been heard, and 3: J-3 äää 3- | Hon good is the people's accord. to IKit, set save a little; and the like is
therefore] is not allowable. (TA.)-[Hence,] speaking of thee! (K, TA.)- See also tić, in said in the T. (TA) ti: J's means A little
3.131 asts, and £91, | He nas, or became, or art. 34: and Us".
before the setting of the sun. (TA.) [See also
ū3 below.]- And ü3 said of the J%a [or
dren, near to the tonn, or country, and the affair.
âa,
and
see
the
next
preceding
para
moon a little after or before the change], It rose.
(A, K, T.A.)

of the inf. n. of a verb different from that which

6*

6, e.e. e.
6* *

6-d >
•

ää, (T, S, Mgb, K, &c.,) also pronounced

* à, (K) is a word of which the third, i.e. the

aváč, or āyā.

graph.

&# and &# are both allowable as rel. ns. of

(K.) And said of a Ja: [or bodily form or
figure seen from a distance, or a person], It,
or he, appeared, or became apparent. (K.)

final, radical letter is elided; (T, Msb;) and
meaning Labial: and so, accord. to =#5, (S, Msh, K) aor. 2, (Mob, K.) inf n.
accord. to some, (MSb,) this letter is 8, (T, Msb, # [i. e. as
3 -4& 2 &
2 * *
#5, (S, Msb,) He (God, S, Msb) recovered
K, TA,) so accord. to all of the Basrees, (TA,) some, is C£945]. (S.) aera." -$2)=-ji (Kh, T,

him,

or restored him to convalescence, syn.
so in the M, but in the K % (TA,)
i.e. aft, (so in copies of the S,) or āyā:, like latter is not allowable, (S,) [i. e. The labial
à l'é- and 53-, (Mgb,) because it has the letters,] are - and -s and A : (T, S, K:) [or, namely a sick person, (Mgb) as: &- [from
former of the dims, mentioned below, and the accord. to Lumsden (Ar. Gr. p. 28), -r and A his disease, or sickness]. (S, TA)–(Hence,
in the S, said by a person
first of the pls. mentioned below, with 2, (S, and 3: and, it seems, accord. to some, (see De #3, in art.

the word being originally "ä,43, (T, S, Msb,TA,)
6 *> *

6 *6 =

-

6- d

-

2- 9 ×

1.

s, Mab, K) and ###, (Kh, T, Mb) or the #,

-

Msb,”) and it is sometimes pronounced āyā: ; Sacy's Gr. Ar. sec. ed. i. 27,) & and Us and Lé, respecting one who asked him concerning a
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question, as meaning + I relieved him from doubt: it departs by reason of that which one seeks to meaning [Many an elevated place of observation,
and

at: c” staš in the same art in the K, as

meaning +He relieved him from doubt respecting

obtain from his enemy, he is as though he became high to him who ascends it, I have ascended]

the question. See 8 as quasi-pass of the verb

thus used.] – And Jú

& *:

when the sun had set or when there was somen'hat

free, or recovered, from his disease. (Msb.)

£ &#133 a phrase mentioned by IAar as of it remaining. (S.) One says also, as es: 3.2

6.

+ [He will meaning I exhausted the water: said by ISd to

please thee if he speak; i. e.] his speech will please be originally <ātā. (TA in art. -->.)

thee. (Harp. 433) – stiá also signifies He

8. 1% UA: ($, K, TA) He attained re

sought, or demanded, or desired, for him, reco

£ill meaning t He was, or became, in the last
part of the night. (TA.) And it is said in a trad.,
(in relation to [the temporary marriage termed]
as:ll,) ta: S Ül L' £- L. : : 5.3%,

very, or restoration to convalescence; and so covery, or restoration to convalescence, by means accord. to the T meaning [Were it not for his
of such a thing; (TA) and so * J. : (TK) (i.e. God's) forbidding it, none would need having
**aši; (K, TA:) thus in the M. (TA)
and
*

w J.

6-

w

2:le &: W Là:-

[if not a mistranscription recourse to fornication,] save a small number of

6 -

:

men: (T, TA:) or, accord. to 'Atà, it means, but
U.S. su:, inf n, a.k.5, He treated
for La:l] he became free from his disease, sich
would
be on the brink thereof, without falling
him medically, or curatively, with everything ness, or malady; recovered from it; or became
into
it;
a being thus used in the place of the
whereby he might attain recovery, or restoration convalescent. (TA.) See 4, latter part. – And
so says IAth, as from Az. (TA.)
to convalescence. (TA.) = Jää &% J: ū. see also 5. - [Also t He was, or became, content inf n.
<: t: i.e. 33:1 ū and
[meaning The neith such a thing; or relieved from doubt thereby:
#3, in which the deficient letter is 3, (K, TA)
2.

*#):

&

and] the profited by such a thing. (M.A.) One for it has for pl.

+% {TA) or 8, (K,TA,)
nas, or be for it has [also] for pl. suit, (TA,) has been
42)-a-e, as 312.jl and C9 are intrans.,) is more
came, content with that n'hich such a one told me, mentioned before, (K, TA,) in art, as [q. v.].
excellent than thy gain] is said to be an instance [or relieved from doubt thereby,] because it was
(TA)- See also is above, first sentence.
of substitution, [originally -#3 and
like
true...(IB jn. art. <!-, from Az.) And 5:
[..." and c: and] us: [for Ja: and
* CA:us c \, t [Such a one gave him informa #, (K, TA) like £e, (TA) [in the CK
erroneously written Aa3,] primarily signifies The
Jaai and Ja:]. (TA)
tion] and he profited by his veracity. (TA.)

gain of such a one (L. being here what is termed
•

* 0.

•

*

•

&%

-

says,

Jr." (~ &: + I

<āş,

becoming free from disease, sickness, or malady;

10. Us:-.' Hesought, or demanded, a remedy, recovering therefrom ; or becoming convalescent:

3. #3. [an inf n. of which the verb, if used,
is

L*] :

or cure. (TA.) See 4, latter part. - And see – and then, Medical, or curative, treatment :

see 3 in art. 44%.

also 8.

(TA:) the giving of health: (KL:) inf. n. ofata:

de •

4.

** UA: He was, or became, on the brink

of it; (S, Msb, K, TA;) namely, a thing; and
death: (S, Msb:) mostly used in relation to evil,

ū: The point or extremity, verge, brink, or [q. v.]: ($, Mgb, TA:) - and [then], (TA,) A

#, and pl. pl. *Čí.
for #-A is (Ksh in iii. 99) or #1 as (Bd (K, TA) [Hence, #1 * The hospital.]–

edge, of anything; ($, Mab, K, &c.;) like "#3;

medicine, or remedy: pl.

but also in relation to good: so says IKtt. (TA.)
* ~ *
[See ū3.] – And Lääl [alone] + He was, or ibid.) and (# both signify the same, (Ksh, Bd,) [And hence,] one says, J%- Call its: t [The
became, at the point of [giving or receiving] a i. e. (3)-(Ksh) or 3%; (Bd.) but the final, remedy of inability is the asking information].
charge or an injunction, or a trust or deposit. in the former is changed into , and in the latter (TA.)
(TA.) – And t He was, or became, in the last [accord. to those who hold # to be originally
part of the night; which is termed
táš.
ed

J:

#]it is elided; (Ksh, Bd3) is being originally

(TA) = ** Use 4: Jä (K and TA in #3: (Bd.) Out ūš generally signifies as expl.
* tää c:

* &

See art. 44".

% Csáāl (TA in the same) i. e.

above; and āā: almost always signifies the “lip"
of
a human being:] the dual is &#3; this being
[meaning + He caused himself to
known, as Akh says, by the fact that aius' in the

art. Alai-) and

*

ăsă: :

**

Jú [Recovering, or restoring to convalescence;

be on the brink of destruction].

(TA ibid.) =
remedial;] health-giving. (KL) – [Hence,
*u. He gave him a remedial medicine. (Az, word úš is not allowable: (S:) and the pl. is -* * +An ansner that relieves from doubt.]
TA.) And He prescribed for him a remedy in #1 (TA) It is said in the Kur (iii. 99),
£i More [and most remedial or] health
which should be his recovery, or restoration to
giving.
(KL.) = Also A man whose lips* >do
not
0 &
convalescence. (TA.) And
&# (S, K*) ye were on the verge, or brink, of a pit of the fire close together:
fem.
#3.
(TA.) See ăși, in
I gave thee the thing in order that thou shouldst of Hell, and He saved, or rescued, you from it].
attain, or seek, recovery, or restoration to con (S.) And one says, 95%l tää c." * ! [He is art. Aa.
valescence, thereby. (S: in two copies thereof, on the brink of destruction]. (TA) - Also tA
An instrument for perforating; (K;) a
as V
: in two other copies thereof, and in little; (S, A, K, TA;) a small part, or portion; thing pertaining to the makers or senters of boots
like manner in the K, 4: W Usa:-5.) And su: somen'hat; (A, TA;) somen'hat remaining of the or shoes or sandals &c.; (S;) [i. e.] the an:l used

Č ####325i us L.,

& [And

'Jim

•,• Co-

L#.

• o e
• & *

6 * @ =
* & *
*

S: #f God made "honey to be his remedy. moon when near the change, (K, TA, [2%l in by them : (MA, KL:) and the instrument with
(AO, S: and the like is said by IKtt as cited in the CK is erroneously put for J%),]) and of the n:hich leather, or skin, is sened: (Mgh, K:) or,
the TA.) – See also 1, last sentence. — USA: sight (><1), and of the day, and the like, as in accord. to ISk, it is [an instrument used] for
also signifies + He gave [a person] something. the T. (TA.) One says of a man on the occasion of
(TA.)
his dying, and of the moon at [the last period of the
month called] its 3-4, and of the sun at its
5. J:s: see 8 [with which it is syn.]. - setting, (S,) ū: Sl * &# ū [and % when
[Hence,] #
Jis (S, MA, K) + He re said of the sun] + There has not remained of him,
covered from his anger, wrath, or rage. (M.A.)
or it, save a little : (S, K:*) and [in like manner]
* o-à
And :53 & U", (T, TA) or 53%, and
(S.) And one says, a.3)

&:

as "Là:l, (Msb) + He inflicted injury upon

his enemy [or the enemy] in a manner that re
joiced him [or relieved him from his anger]: (T,

TA:) [or he attained nuhat he desired from his

masc. and fem.: (K,” TA:) pl.

Jú.

(Mgh,

TA.) - Th mentions the saying, £1.5 &
< *ś [If thou contend with him in

J:

slapping, thou wilt do so with the UA:l]; mean

ing that when one does so, it will be against him
2: 32 [of life].
J-: * &- ti: +[I came to him in a time self. (TA) - And $.” J:l, a phrase used
when there was little remaining of the light of the by a poet, means t Sharp in the elbow. (TA.)
sun]. (TA.) El-'Ajjāj says,
•a

enemy or the enemy, and so appeased his anger:]

because latent anger is like a disease; and when

water-skins and nater-bags and the like; and the
--~ is for sandals: (S:) [see also art. Jääl:]

@*
3,

• *

*

:2
*~

*

> * > of

ta: 2 ta: S: a 3-1
*

-: * ~
*

* *

•

* @

e

U-5 &. Je '72:

*

1. iș, ($, M, Mob, K.) aor. *, (M, M'b)

*

- - ---------->

*----------
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-

-

inf n. &, (S, M, Msb,) He cut it [or divided
it] lengthwise; (TA in art. .xs;) [i. e.] he clave
it, split it, rived or rifted it, or slit it; so as to
separate it; [i.e. he clave, split, rived or rifted,
slit, rent, ripped, tore, broke, or burst, it asunder;]

TA:) [said to be] a dial. var. of ü3: (S:) and t The journey was [difficult, hard, or] far-ex
said of the canine tooth of a child, (M, TA,) in tending. (Msb) = 5%, said of the solid hoof,
like manner, (TA,) meaning it made its first and of the pastern of a horse or the like, It was,

or became, affected with the disease termed Guáš,

appearance: (M:) and said also of a plant, [as

meaning it came forth] on the ground's first occasioning cracks. (M., T.A.)
or without separating it; [i.e. he cracked, chap cleaving open from it. (M., T.A.) - Also, aor. *,
2: see 1, first sentence. -3%l G#, (S, K,
ped, incided or incised, gashed, slashed, furroned, inf n. &#, said of the dawn, t It rose; as though
,
or trenched, it; or clave, split, &c., or cut, it it clave the place of its rising and came forth TA,) inf. n. &#. (TA,) t He uttered or pro
,
nounced speech, or the speech, in the best manner:
open;] syn. 4-32; (K;) or [more explicitly] therefrom. (TA.) - Also, aor. *, (TA,) inf n.
(S, K, TA:) and he sought nºith repeated efforts,
3.
&# signifies 3% &: [the cleaving &c. that 3:,
said of lightning, t It [clave the clouds, and] in speaking, to utter, or pronounce, the speech in
separates]; or

c53. £ [that which does not extended high, into the midst of the shy, without the best manner. (TA.)

separate]; or

£

going to the right and left: (K, TA:) so says
[the cleaving, &c.,] in a

A’obeyd: (TA: [see &#]) and * 3:1 and

general sense: (M:) and in like manner, [but W &#5, said of lightning, signify & [probably
with an intensive signification, or implying fre
quency or repetition of the action, or its applica meaning the same; (see # ;) or, as expl. in the
tion to several objects, generally meaning he clave S and also in the O, in art. Gc, it was, or became, in
it, &c., much, or in pieces, or in several places,] a state of commotion, (~45) in the clouds]:

3. Gu, (M, Mgh, Msb) in n. #3 (S, M,
Mgh, Msh, K) and 3.3% ($, M, Mob, K) the
latter inf. n. occurring in the Kurii. 131 and iv. 39

* Asi: ; (M, K.) you say, -ā- Gia ($, K) (M, TA:) or "Gi: said of lightning means it
% (S) i. e. 4: [but properly meaning He spread wide and long. (J.K.) — J.: # (K
clave in pieces the firen"ood &c.]. (K. [In the in art. ,<) + He passed along the n'ay; as though
-

-

-

& is erroneously put for 3i: he cut it, or furrowed it. (TK in that art.) And
**
2-8-la-Ji.]) – [a-9 J% generally means He 3: & + He crossed the river by sn'imming.
clave his head, or his pericranium: and sometimes, (TA in art. &las.) —£1 & f He opened a
#* >
as in an instance in the K voce u:, he divided nay, passage, vent, or channel, for the nater to
syn. 4-4. (A and K in art. U->+.)
the hair of his head.]– tasi Já [lit. He split flon* -forth;
3
of
the staff] means the separated himself from the – 2-2/ J , aor. *, inf. n. 33, + He, or it,
CK, -la-J)

[&c.], (TA) + He acted with him contrariously,
or adversely, (S," M, Mgh, Msb, K,) and inimi
cally; (K;) properly, each of them doing to the
other that which was distressing, grievous, or
troublesome, so that each of them was in a 3.
[or side] other than that of his fellon; (Msb;) or
as though he became in a 3, i.e. side, in respect
of him: (Mgh:) accord. to Er-Răghib, the inf. n.
signifies the being in a & [or side] other than
that of one's fellon': or it is from 4: taxi &

4-12 &: [meaning “the effecting disunion

and dissension between thee and thy fellow "], so

community; (S, K, TA;) and particularly, that of discomposed, deranged, or disordered, so that it that it is tropical: (TA:) or the primary meaning
the Muslims: because the staff is not thus called became incongruous, or inconsistent, his affair, or

of Gü:ll is the being [mutually] remote. (Ham

but when it is whole, not when it is split: accord. state of affairs. (M., T.A.) [A phrase similar to p. 326.) See also 1, in the first quarter of the
to Lth, 3:1 was # and "...# signify was 33, mentioned above. And so, app., what paragraph.
be next follows.]-Aşçı 3%, i. q. $35 [also expl.
alike: but they differ in meaning, •as* will
4. J: & The palm-trees put forth their
~*
ly
+
He
means
general
which
£1.5,
syn.
with
as
pl. of #3 [q.v.]: mentioned by Th, on the
&#,
shown hereafter. (TA) c'-." Lae &, (K,
cut short, or broke off, the speech; or ceased from authority of some one or more of the Benoo
TA,) said of a Jell- [i.e. heretic or schismatic],
speaking; but sometimes, and perhaps in this case,
also means + He effected disunion and dissension he articulated speech, or the speech: compare a Suwääh. (M.)
in the body of the Muslims. (TA) And one signification of 2.]. (M and L in art. A5.)- See 5. Gi: quasi-pass. of 2: (S, M, K:) said of
firewood (S, K) &c. (S) [as meaning It became
says also, asual was & + [He broke the compact
The
f
e.
[i.
.2-3
i
3%
~
t
e."
—
8
also
ce;
nce,
became a rebel]. (M.) eye, or eyes, of the dying man became fixedly cloven in pieces]. See 7, in two places. - Said
or obedien
of allegia
of lightning: see 1, in two places, in the latter
-

d is

—J: Jús'; J-M J.4% & 43%

open; or his eyelids became raised upwards, and half of the paragraph. - Said of a horse, t He

[app, meaning + No, by Him who clave men for
the riding upon horses, and the mountains for the
flowing of the torrent,] is a saying mentioned by
IAar, but not expl. by him. (M. [It is there

he looked intently, and became disquieted, or nas, or became, lean, or light of flesh; slender
disturbed]: (M, TA:) and (TA) the dying man and lean; or lean, and lank in the belly.
looked at a thing, his sight not recoiling to him :

added, it: Jús'; Júl J.- : (see:

sent: (S, TA:) or [simply] the eyes of the dying

6.

man became open : (TA:) one should not say

also

(A’Obeyd, TA.)

(S, K, TA:) said of him to whom death is pre

# Jús', '+'. J.;"J-30.3-#53-9: #4 <<'' J#: ($, M, K :) and 3%, with damm
ion

an express

of opinion which is, to me, by no

to the

ca,

is not approved. (IAth, T.A.) -

means clear, though reconcilable with my render

ütá, said of two adversaries, or litigants, as
Wu:#1,

They wrangled, quarrelled, or con
tended, each with the other, (M, TA,) and took

to the right and left in contention; (TA;) es'

ing)–:S 33 (£ J.J. and # [The 2: 3%, (M, K, in the $34, and in the Mab ...:” [in respect of the thing] (M)
7. J:l quasi-pass of # as expl. in
property is divided between us as in the dividing £) or , (S.M.M.)int n : (S.M.K.)
of the āck'; or the cattle are divided &c.;] means

and

#4, (S, K,) [or the latter is a simple subst.,

the first
sentence of this art.: [i. e. it signifies It became

we are equal in respect of the property, or cattle: as seems to be indicated in the M and Msb,] + It divided lengthwise, cloven, split, riven or rifted,
for the ā-kal means the [kind of leaf called] (a thing, S, or an affair, or event, M, Msb, K) slit, rent, ripped, torn, broken, or burst, asunder;
a 33-, which, when it is split lengthwise, splits affected him severely; had a severe effect upon or it became cracked, chapped, incided or
in halves: (M:) or, accord. to Aboo-Ziyād, the him; distressed, afflicted, troubled, molested, in incised, gashed, slashed, furroned, or trenched;
a...! is a herb, or leguminous plant, (#) to convenienced, fatigued, or nearied, him: (M:) it or cloven, or split, &c., or cut, open : or it clave,
which there come forth pods, like [those of] the was difficult, hard, distressing, grievous, or severe, split, &c.:] (S, M.:) and in like manner, " 3:
3.
bean; and when you split them lengthwise, they to him; (K, TA;) and onerous, burdensome, is quasi-pass. of #: [i. e. it signifies it became
split in halves, equally, from the first part to the oppressive, or troublesome to him. (TA.) And cloven or split &c., or it clave or split &c., much, or
last thereof: & is in the accus. case as an inf n., : 3%, [inf n., app., 3% only,] + He caused in pieces, or in several or many places:] (M ) or
understood. (Harp. 639.) [See him to fall into a difficult, hard, distressing, the former signifies [sometimes] it opened so as to
-

3, #, "ing

also &J – 33, ($, M, K,) aor. *, inf. n. grievous, or severe, case: (K, TA:) imposed upon have in it an interstice. (Msb) #1 3:15,
him that which was onerous, burdensome, op in the Kur liv. 1, means And the moon hath been

3, #, (M,) said of the canine tooth of a camel,
! It [clave the gum and] came forth: (S, M, K, pressive, or troublesome. (TA.) And

#:

:

cloven (Bd, Jel) in twain, (Jel,) as a sign to the
#2.

*-***

*a
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Prophet: (Bd, Jel:) or shall be cloven on the day went to the right and left in his running. (M.

(TA) And #1 & #, J. Júl and

former is confirmed by
See also 3%)–:38 J &#1 & The 5: "Jé, (0, K, [in the CK and in my MS.
another reading, 3:#1 &#f .5%: (Bd.) or, road went [or branched off] into the desert. copy of the K 3. but the former reading appears
accord. to Er-Răghib, the meaning is, + the case (TA. [See also 7.])
to be the right, & being an inf. n. as in a similar
hath become manifest. (TA.) One says, 3:
the sack upon saying in the former half of the first paragraph of
• #
c: 'G' [The thing became cloven, &c., in 10. 33-0 3:- cgHe turned
this art, and 3: being a subst: used as an inf. n.
halves]. (S.) [And a 2 &#51 It became cloven, one of his two sides (as: J-1 (sic), in order to
of resurrection: but the

•

*

•

• *

w

* * *

&c., from it: and it branched off from it; as a
river from another river, and the like. And
* 3: It clave asunder from over it, so as to
disclose it: see also 8.] - [Hence,] & 3:

or for

&== ,]) meaning

[The property is betneen

pass through a door. (TA)- [G:...!, as stated us] two halves, equal [in division]. (K.) by Freytag, is expl. by Jac. Schultens, but on

what authority is not said, as signifying “Prodiit, [Hence,]A certain kind of the jinn, or genii; (Ibn
'Abbād, O, K;) a species of diabolical beings
manifestus evasit.”]

having the form of the half of a human being.
(Kzw in his Descr. of the Jinn.)- The lateral
were filled with anger so that he split. (TA) said of a stallion [camel], He brayed [in his
half, or half and side; as when one says that a
And was ~# + The affair, or state of affairs, aí:i, or faucial bag]. (JK, S, K.) [It is said person paralyzed has a & inclining; and as
became discomposed, deranged, or disordered: that] the primary meaning of āā: is Loudness
when one speaks of the 3. of a J- [meaning

-ā#1 & 2 + Such a one was as though his interior

R. Q. 1 #3,(JK, S,K) infn. #3, (S)
*

*

6 * * o –

of voice; or the being loud in voice. (JK.) –
either of the two dorsers, or panniers, or oblong
And said of a sparrow, It uttered a cry: (K,
chests, which are borne, one on either side, by a
affairs, became discomposed, deranged, or dis TA:) or one says of a sparrow, 492-> -s c-a camel, and which, with a small tent over them,
organized, by separation: (Lth, TA:) and 3: [app. meaning It makes a loud troittering in its compose a J.-: see this last word, and 5-].
3.9 + the affair, or state of affairs, became cry]. (S.)
(Mgh)—The side of the body; as when one
discomposed, deranged, or disorganized, being
& sing of #5 (S.M.A.M.K.) origin. says of a person that his left 32 was grazed, or
incongruous, or inconsistent. (M., T.A.) And
ally an inf. n. ; (S, Msb;) An opening forming an abraded. (Mgh.) [Hence,] one says of a horse,
asūl as <i> + [The compact of allegiance,
interstice in a thing: (Mgb:) or a fissure, cleft,
or obedience, became broken]. (M.)- 3: said chink, split, slit, rent, crack, or the like, syn. *: e-i c." J* [He inclines, or leans, upon
of lightning: see 1, in the latter half of the para 3.2, in wood or a stick, or in a wall, or in a one of his two sides] (0.) [And # Use cs:

(S, K, TA:) and c't tas' -i-, and
* -ā-3, (Lth, M, TA) f the affair, or state of

and

$ J. He went, or walked, inclining upon

graph.

8. Júš signifies The taking the 3% of a
thing, (S. K.) i.e. the half thereof (S.) One
says, "Jäl &: JHe took the & [or half] of

glass vessel [&c.]: (T, TA:) [or] a place that is one side.]- The side, or lateral part, (Lth, Msb,
3, #4 [i.e. cloven or cleft, split, &c.: (see 1, first K, TA,) of a thing; the two sides of a thing
sentence: and see also

3: :) and often signifying

being called #: (Lth, TA:) or, as some say,
an incision, a gash, or a furron, or trench]: (M, (TA,) the side
mountain, ($, TA) [Hence.]

of:Cl

K:) as though an inf. n. used as a subst. in this
the thing. (TK.) – And t The taking [or de
one says, "---> & S 5×all & & 2 & 4
riving] a word from a word, (S, K,) with the sense: pl. as above, &#: (M:) it differs from +[Such a one is of the collateral class of the
condition of reciprocal relation in meaning and &#, (S, Mgh,) by having a general significa kinsfolk, or tribe, not of the main stock thereof].

[radical] composition, and of reciprocal difference tion: (Mgh:) accord, to Yaakoob, one says, (Mgh in art. Use)—I. T. "J:#5 (S. Mil,
in form : [and it is of three kinds :1: &#91 &#&#2: (S,Mg) and * ($) [i. e. In K;) [which primarily signifies The cloven-off
the hand, or arm, of such a one are cracks, or the
is that derivation in which there is a reciprocal
half of a thing; i.e.,] when a thing is cloven in

relation betneen the tryo nords in the letters and
* @ 3

in the order [thereof]; as in 34 from #1;

3:S

lihe, and in his foot, or leg]: but [it is asserted
halves, each of the halves is called the G.4% of the
that in this case] one should not say Júš : (S, other. (S, K.) - [And hence, t The counter

Mgh: [see, however, this word:]) and hence,
Gü: ) is that in which there is a reciprocal

part of a person or thing: and this appears to be

A:ii &

The trench, or oblong excavation, in the
meant by J, and accord, to SM in the K, where
and the meaning, exclusively of the order; as in middle of the grave: and accord. to As, &# it is said that
# * *
3: from 93:1, 34.9 Gu: ) is that in signifies * [i. e. fissures, &c.,] in mountains, add immediately after:] one says
us'-' 3"
and in the earth, or ground. (Mgh.) - The

relation betneen the truo words as to the letter

& is syn, with "J.5%; for they
3%

which there is a reciprocal relation between the

J-5

! [He is my brother, and the counterpart of
tno nords in the place [or places] of utterance; rima vulvae of a woman; i.e. the gap [or chink]
myself];
(S, TA;) as though he were cloven
betneen
the
tryo
edges,
or
borders,
of
the
labia
as in & from &#1. (KT.) [You say, &:
from
me,
because
of the resemblance of each of
(M, K.)–
t:- Or āşis Or usii, and ū, IHe derived a majora of her vulva; as also "
us to the other. (TA.) One says also, lie
Tword, and a mame, 34.1 &: from another; and And I The daybreak. (S, K, TA) = See also
the next paragraph, first and fifth sentences. = *4:53, meaning + This is the like of him, or it.
**i; sometimes signifies the same, as is shown And see the last two sentences of the same para (TA) And [hence] it is said in a trad., it:
by a citation voce
- [And, as syn. with graph.

3:

>]

J&#1 &#, [in which # is the pl. of 3:3

&#!, (see 8 in art. ©-)] The constructing, or
3. The half (S, Mgh, Msb, K) of a thing (S,
founding, (c') of a thing of, or from, what is

aS

fem, or of #3

in the same sense,] meaning

the likes of men in natural dispo
originated without premeditation. (M.) - And Msb, K) of any kind; as also V &: (K:) or the
sitions; as though they were cloven from them;
! The taking to the right and left, (§, K, TA,) half of a thing when it is cloven, or split, or or because Eve was created from Adam. (TA.)
not pursuing the right, or direct, course, (S, TA,) divided lengthwise, (M) as also "#, (AHn,
in speech, and in contention, or disputation, or S, M., K.) One says, still & &# and "āi. – And t A man's brother; (M;) and so " &# 5
(S, M, O, K, TA;) meaning a brother by the
+ Women are

litigation: ($, K, TA:) or 2%l &# signifies 5t: I took the half of the sheep or goat: (§,
the taking to the right and left in speech: (so in TA:) the vulgar pronounce the J3 with fet-h. father and mother; (TA;) from 3.5: as meaning
“either half of a thing that is cloven in halves;”
a copy of the M: [but I think that the right

(TA) And 3:1 (3: 3: Take thou this "ai: (S, TA;) or as though the relationship of one

reading is 29.81 c, Güé9, agreeably with [i. e. half] of the sheep or goat. (TA.) Hence were cloven from that of the other: (IDrd, O,
what here follows:]) you say, Ajši es' &l, and the trad., #: $: 3% bi: i. e. [Give ye K:) pl. of the latter ài.i. (M, Msb.)- And a

334-1 G. (TK.) See also 6. And [in like
manner] one says of a horse, :* es: & + He
Bk. I.

-

alms though it be but] the half of a date; meaning name for A thing at which one looks: (Lth, O,

deem not anything little that is given as alms, K:) [but this is app. taken from the following
199
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"ying of Lü, in which I think #1 is a mir

plank, (§, M, K, TA,) or of wood, (TA,) or of a

transcription for .#, meaning “ the crack,” &c.:]

piece of wood, (S, Mgh,) or other thing: (M,
TA:) a piece split, or divided, lengthnise, of a
staff, or stick, and of a garment, or piece of cloth,
&c.; (IDrd, O, K:) and a piece split (K, TA)
from anything; such as the half: (TA:) pl.
&#. (O, TA.) One says of him who is angry,

3#

is the inf. n. of

<āş, and &#

is a name

for that at which one looks [i. e. for the visible
effect of the act signified by the verb], and the pl.
is

&#

[which is well known as the pl. of &#1].

*

** *

*

g

4·

• * * *

J.

#3 [accord. to Golius, A fissure; as from
KL, but not so expl. in my copy of that

the

work. -] An intervening space or tract be

trueen tryo elongated, or extended, tracts of sand,
(S, M," O, K.," [in the last of which c:-" is
erroneously put for c:-l.) thus expi. to AHn

** *

by an Arab of the desert, (TA,) producing herb

(JK.)=Also i, q " ii:($, M, O, Mgb, K) i.e. £1 J #3 -> S J # * * :
Difficulty, hardship, distress, affliction, trouble,
inconvenience, fatigue, or weariness; (M, TA;)
and languor, or lack of poncer, that overtakes the
mind and the body; (Er-Răghib, TA;) and so
W $: (IJ, S, M, O, K;) thus it is sometimes

age: ($, M, O, K:) or a rugged tract between
t [He became excited by sharpness of temper, or tno elongated, or extended, tracts of sand, pro
angriness, and he was as though a bit flen from ducing good herbage; (M, TA;) so in the T, as
him upon the ground, and a bit into the shy]. expl. to its author by an Arab of the desert:
(S," M, TA in the $, Jay'). L. &c. is omitted.)
See also G#, first three sentences. - See also

(TA:) pl. Güš, (T, S, O, K, TA) expl. by
meaning sands themselves: (TA:) or a
Some aS

pronounced with fet-h; mentioned by A’Obeyd; aää, in four places. - And see G#, again, last great piece of sand: or a piece of sand between
tno pieces thereof. (Ham p. 282.):- [In the A
(S;) and by AZ; (M;) or this is an inf n., and sentence but one.
and TA voce ts, it is used as meaning A slice cut
3. is the subst.; (O, K;) and * # and 7 #:
Gä: The quality, in a horse, (M, K,) and in a off of a melon &c.] * A rain, (M,) or a violent
also signify the same as #2, (K) or such as
overtakes a man in consequence of travel; (TA;) man, (M.) denoted by the epithet 3# [q. v.]. rain, consisting of large drops, (K, TA,) wide in
extent: so called because the clouds cleave asunder
and the pls of these two are Gää, (K, TA,) men (M, K.)
from it: (M, K, TA:) pl. as above. (TA.)
tioned by Fr, (TA,) and 3ís, (K, TA,) men äää [a pl. of which the sing is not mentioned]
The pl., &úš, is expl. by Az as signifying
tioned on the authority of some one or more of Enemies. (TA.)
Clouds that have cloven asunder with copious
•: *

3

.

-

6 * >
•- A.

[the tribe of] Keys: (TA) the pl. of *āś is

A cracking in several places, (#, S, rains (0,TA)–: iii, (0,K) and #4,
&: and #4. (TA) Hence, in the Kur K,)jú:
or cracks, (Mgh,) or a certain disease occa both as expl. by Aboo-Sa’eed, (O) A flash of
[xvi. 7], J-57 & #2-# 1,3,5 : [Which sioning cracks, (M.) in the pasterns of horses or lightning that has spread (O, K) in the horizon,

ge would not reach save with difficulty, or dis the like, (S, M, Mgh, K) and in their hoofs, (M,
&c., of the souls]; where some read " &#. Mgh,) and sometimes rising to their shanks: so
tress,
(S, TA.)
says Yaakoob: (S:) and, accord. to Lth, (Mgh,)
and Az, (TA,) a cracking in several places
# primarily signifies The half of a garment (#) of the skin, from cold or some other cause,
[consisting of tno oblong pieces sened together,
the face: (Mgh, TA:)
side by side]: then it was applied to [such] a in the hands or arms, and
or it signifies also any crack, or slit, in the skin,
garment as it is [nhen complete : in both of these
..from disease: (M, TA:) As says that it is in the
(Er-Rághib,
*

•

from the horizon: (K: [but see &#
or
J): 1:]) āāsā: signifies a flash of lightning that
has spread in the breadth of the clouds, and filled
the sky; pl. as above. (Hamp. 557.)=A head

(Q)

Or

ache, (JK, T, TA,) or a pain, (S, O, K.) or a

certain disease, (M,) in the half of the head, (JK,
T, S, M, O, K,) [i. e. hemicrania,] and of the
face: (JK, T, S, O, K:) or, accord. to IAth, a
senses it is used in the present day]:
hand or arm, and the foot or leg, of a human sort of headache in the fore part of the head and
TA:) or a piece (i.i.5) of a garment: (Mgh:)
being, and in the fore leg and hind leg of an

towards thesides thereof. (TA)=931563,
or the # of * [thus, and thus only, in the S, animal: (Mgh, TA:) but this is inconsistent used
alike as sing. and pl., (S, O, K.) having no
of garments and of cloths, for it. is 9f

meaning

with

what is said by Yaakoob [as stated voce

proper sing., (Msb,) or its sing is #3; (M, O,
both,] is an oblong piece; syn.

-

-

#|33, first sentence]. (Mgh.) See also £i, and Msb;) [The red, or blood-coloured, anemones]

(M, K:) [it is often applied to an oblongpiece of
cloth of those pieces of n:hich a tent is composed:]
pl. 3# and &#. (M, Mgh, TA.) One says,

c's Jú: &: &%

o,

6 **

certain plant; (M;) a certain red floner; (Lth,

&".
©

3

•

•

*

•

&#: see G#, in five places. – 5:3. &# [so

O;) well known; (§, K;) the ,53; (Mab3) or, as

authority of AA and Aboo
but the right reading may be AHn says, on the
[Such a one sells pieces, in a copy of the M,
is the .# [n. un, ofX:#1;
it
others,
and
Nasr
3.3 #3, which occurs in the next sentence of

(Mgh.)- Also

or oblong pieces, &c., of linen].
the M,] i. Q. #3 [expl. in the S, in art. 344-, and the sing of Gus is #33 (o, TA:) it is
A piece of a 33% [q v.] (B, TA in art. -a.)
as meaning Lightning that cleaves the clouds, and called Ülo all &ú: because of its redness, as
– And A piece, or portion, [or tract,] of Hell;
extends high, into the midst of the sky, nithout
likewise pronounced *#3. (Ham p. 816.) going to the right and left: but see à:]. (M.)
And A far journey; as also wä, (S, M, K,) *= Also A calf that has become firm, or strong:

sometimes thus pronounced with kest: (S:) a far,
long journey: a far-extending space: (TA:) or a
road difficult to him who travels it: (Mgh:) or
[simply] a journey: and i, q. (2: [so in my copy
of the Mgb, app. a mistranscription for #, i.e.
a mountain-road, &c.]: pl. &#. (Mgb.) –And
A part, region, quarter, or tract, (Ibn-'Arafeh,
Er-Răghib, K, TA,) tonards which one dran's
near, (Ibn-'Arafeh, TA,) or tonards which the
traveller directs himself, (K, TA,) [like #,]
or in the reaching of n:hich one is overtaken by

(O, K:) and applied likewise to + a man [that

but one.

blood in colour; (M5b, TA;) so that it signifies

“pieces of blood:” (TA:) or in relation to En

has become so; by way of comparison]: (O:) or Noamán Ibn-El-Mundhir, because he prohibited
a bull such as is termed

&: [i. e. in his second,

to the public a piece of land in which it abounded:

or third, year]. (JK.)

(§, K, TA:) or because he alighted upon Guáš
#,áš A certain bird; also called V #3: (M, of sand that had produced red,55, and he deemed

K.) and "### is the dim, thereof: (Ki) AHát

them beautiful, and commanded that they should

be prohibited to the public; so the #3 were called
says, the *aš,53 is a very little thing, grayish the Gü: of En-Noamán, by the name of the
(#), of the colour of ashes; ten and fifteen of

place of their growth. (TA)=See also #3.

what are thus called congregate; and I think it
to be the W a&#, rvhich is a at: of the J-5

difficulty, or distress; (Er-Răghib, TA;) And [q.v.]; it is somewhat dusky; and its form is the
W : signifies the same. (K.)- And Distance;
and so **i. (K.) - See also &#, last sentence

being likened to the aí.5% of lightning: (M, K.)
or from c.: as meaning “blood,” as resembling

** **
-

-

*:: * :

.

&#3, and with 5: see assi:, in four places.

&#3, meaning One who glories, or boasts,
form of these, but it is smaller than they: it is
and praises himself for that which is not
vainly,
called " a: becanse of its smallness: IDrd, in
in him, is not of the [classical] language of the

-

J-4, mentions W &# as signifying
species of birds [app. as a coll. gen. n.,

the class of

# A splinter ($, K) that splits off (S) or a

a certain

piece (M, Mgh, TA) split off (M, TA,) of a of which the n. un, is with 3]. (O, TA.)

Arabs. (L, TA.)
3*

C-53

A horse with which his

rider ex

*-
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U** 3.

al-

:

A certain mode of
which the noman lies upon her

fe

s

-

*

&#6, M. o.k.) Rn. Kiš, and pl. 3, (K) and ': and it for Jiš (K, the last

periences difficulty in striving to master him.
(JK.)

** *

applied to a horse, Wide between the hind legs: also mentioned in the K in art. 2:...)
(IAar, Th, T, O,
K, TA:) and the fem. signifies
3. * *
•es
6 *

(K, TA,) in
3: [or side].

mide in the

&W,

&#:

[or groins, or similar parts];

see U.e.

(TA;) and is applied to a mare: (IDrd, O, TA:)
#2: See
- Also i. q. #32; (K;)
and wide in the vulva; (IAar, O, K;) applied in
to a woman. (IAar, O, TA.) And [i. e. A thing, or an iron instrument, with which
āşi: [The bursa faucium, or faucial bag, this• sense
*~
3which isplaced behind the palate of the he-camel, c: 3# applied to a horse, Wide in the the head is scratched; or a thing like a large
and which, when excited, he inflates, and blon's nostrils. (Lth, O, TA)—Also, (0, K.) Tall, needle, with which the female hair-dresser adjusts,
out from the side of his mouth;] a thing re or long; (T, S, M, O, K;) applied to a horse; (T, or puts in order, the locks of a noman's hair;] or
sembling the lungs, or lights, which the he-camel S, M, K;) thus expl. by Ag; (T, TA;) and so a piece of wood, or stick, [like a shen'er,] which a
protrudes from his mouth when he is excited by too applied to a man: (M, TA:) and the fem., as woman inserts in her hair; or a horn prepared
lust; (S, O, K;) a skin in the fauces of the above, applied to a mare. (S.)- And, applied for that purpose (TA) [or for adjusting the locks
of a noman's hair : see #-l.

#.

(TA.)
•

&

Arabian camel, which he inflates with nind, and to a horse, That goes to the right and left in his
in nhich he brays; whereupon it appears from running, (JK," O, K, TA, [in the CK, &: is
the side of his mouth; so says En-Nadr; and he
and in like manner in
adds that it does not pertain to any but the erroneously put for

#. d

** @

#Lite: see Li-2.

&#,

*

*

**

Arabian camel, [as is said in the M, and] as Hr my MS. copy of the K, with the additional mis
* - 5
says; but this requires consideration; (TA;) [also transcription of * c-- for * Us',]) as
&#, and W.
The palm-trees
expl. as] the 5% [q. v.] of the he-camel, (M, and though (O, TA) leaning upon one of his sides: 1. U-3'
Har p. 16,) which he protrudes from his mouth (JK, O, TA:) so says Lth; and he cites as were, or became, goodly with their fruit. (TA.)
[See also 4.] =U).5 all C*, [inf n. C*]
when he brays: (Har ubi supra:) pl. &tiš. an ex.,

C#,

*

(TA)-To this is likened the tongue of the

#:
G: Sl

*

6 *

~ * *

* *

* *

*

* *

6 o'

* @* * * *

*

accord. to AZ, is syn. with # 4-3 [i. e. God
removed such a one far from good, or prosperity,
being likened to the braying stallion-camel: (O:) [as though meaning And I moved my posteriors &c.; or may God remove &c.]: (TA:) [or, as
and hence they say of an orator, or a preacher, in walking, like as goes the horse that inclines to may be inferred from what follows, the former of
that he is
33 : (S:) one says likewise of an the right and left in his running: but this may be these verbs is used by some as an imitative se
orator, or a preacher, that is loud in voice and rendered and I stepped wide, like as does the tall, quent to the latter of them:] and accord. to Sb,
chaste, or eloquent, and able speaker; himself

-: * ~jú:

#

i-li,
skilful in speech, ###! &# * [lit. He is nide, or long-bodied, horse]. (O, TA.)
or ample, in respect of the āāā:]: (TA:) and
[properly A place of cleaving, splitting, (TA,) is syn. with
[i. e. He, or it, nas, or
one says, &# $3% +[meaning His utterance
&c.; and hence a fissure, cleft, &c., like
pl. became, bad or evil, foul or ugly, &c.]: (K, TA:)
was sonorous and fluent]. (A and TA in art.
[but in this case also it seems that the former of
J.A.A.) Orators, or preachers, are also termed
these verbs may be used by some as an imitative
3% [for 3% 2:31: and one says, &% eye]. (TA in art. Jes-)
sequent to the latter of them: for] one says,

(TA) #, (K, TA) inf n. It is and]
&#

3:

&:

3:1; see #.–3: 3: The sit of the

6 *

z

J. e.

#: [said in the S and K to be3 an infn of
meaning + Such a one is the noble,
and the chaste in speech, or eloquent, of his
3% trans. by means of Lie]: see J%, in the last
people. (M.) And in a trad. of 'Omar, (M, O, quarter of the paragraph, in two places.
TA,) accord. to A'Obeyd and others, or of ’Alee
accord. to Hr, (TA,) 3% are assigned to the
ü:
4-55

##,

•

Devil,* in his saying, &- -à-l &- 5:=
•Ö

• *

*

•

•

• *

&

•

gues: 3%u: [lit. Verily many of the orations,

1. tiš, (S. K.) aor. *, (K) in n. 33 and

or harangues, are from the G+uit of the Devil];

###, said of the +6 [or tush] ($, K) of a camel,

O, TA.")

as also tes. (K in art. te.) [See also 33.]

e >*

~*

u-ā#3 al

*

d

t-3

[May removal far from good, or

prosperity, &c., betide him], (S, O, K,) in which
u: is an imitative sequent to ta-5, or syn.
therewith; (S, K;) and [in like manner] U-5
la-5:3 a); (O, K;) and, of a man, C* C#,
* **

* @*

inf n. of the latter as above and in like manner of
the former; (S;) and a-úši; 3-lit, * [He

did, or said, what was bad or evil, &c.]: (K:)
because of the lying introduced into them. (M, (S,) It gren forth; (S, K;) it appeared; (TA;) and " -a -5.6 [He is bad or evil, foul or

##"
certain

8:28: " [H. " ' " ' "
J. C. e.

*

&c.]: (S," O, K:") and Wu-2:… użāo x=5
&#3, with the e softened [or changed into Us], ugly,
[He
sat,
or remained, far removed from good, or
#1 an appellation applied to a occurs in a verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh [for the

a:

prosperity, &c.]: in like manner: (K:) but Sb

[i.e. oration, or harangue, or ser

part." &el (TA)=## He diria

intimates that "...a5 is not an imitative sequent,

mon,] of ’Alee, because of his saying to Ibn his head; syn. #: [meaning, his hair:] or he
by his stating that the Arabs say >3%
'Abbās, (O, K,) on his having cut short his
speech, (O) in reply to a remark of the latter separated it (#) [i.e. his hair] with the #2 [or [Bad, or evil, &c., and blamed, &c.; or, more
person upon his not having continued his speech comb]: (K:) or *:0 *** tíš, inf n. #, he probably, X-33 C#, meaning foul and ugly]:
uninterruptedly, &#3 & # al. [That separated his hair with the comb. (AZ, S.)
(L, TA:) and [it is said that] *
signifies

&#

••

6

•

&#

was a ai: that uttered a braying, then became

still]. (O, K.)
# -

–And tâș, ($, K) inf n. *č, ($) He hit
his t£, i. e. the place of the parting of the hair
of his head, (S, K,) with a staff, or stick. (S.)

GU, Difficult, hard, distressing, grievous, af.
jlicting, troubling, molesting, fatiguing, or weary

Recovering (sū [for which Freytag appears to

have read 33]) from disease; (Q, K, TA;) and
C: C* &S$ [as though
6

-

o

*

6

*

hence one says,

# J.' Camels of the age when the -6 [or
3 meaning Such a one is unsightly, being just
$ng. (KL.) One says Gū, # [An affair, or tushi grows forth: and so #: (A5, TA:) [or
33_0 - ?
recovering from disease]: (TA:) and accord. to
event, that is difficult, &c.]; from £5. ū: 3%. ***, q.v. in art. '..]
*

&: is [not an imitative sequent, but]
with £: (L, TA:) in the phrase above
.# (§ 5) and " &#3, (Fr, O, TA) like syn.
mentioned, t-s: is said in the 'Ináyeh to mean
AZ, W

(Mgb.) And #3 # (S, Msb) A long journey
[that is difficult, &c.]. (Mgb.)

ău. The spadix of a palm-tree, that has become &: and 3%, (0, TA) The place of the parting broken: or far removed: (TA:) or it means
of the hair of the head. (Fr, S, O, K.)
a span in length; so called because it cleaves the
3 --

envelope; pl. Ól:... (M.)

tá:

A comb; (IAar, $, K;) as also

* #:

reviled. (O.) =[As indicated above,] asa-5,
(Lh, O,) also
aor. 4, (Lh, O, K.) inf. n.

&#,

199 *
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©

J O - -

(Lh, O, K.) One says,
signifies He broke• *it.
* * * ~ * $4 .
~
i. e. I will as
3.359,
J->Jū 53-0 #2
•o -

• O =

Joul, or obscene, in her speech; clamorous, and
foul-tongued. (T, L.)= Also The male chame

-

* A

Jú:

suredly break [or crush] thee [as in the breaking
*::
leoni, (M, L, K5) and so * 3:3 and " ii. and
of the walnut] with stones: (O, TA:") or I will 1. 353, aor. *, (§, M, L, K) inf n. Jáš, (S, * 3:3: or all these words signify a slender and
assuredly extract all that thou hast [as in the M, L,) He scarcely ever, or never, slept, and had
that
extracting of the contents of the walnut by a malignant eye, affecting, or hurting, others,
means of stones]: for #5-l &#, inf n. as therenith: (S, M, L, K:*) or he had a strong, or
[others
above, means He extracted what was in the ponserful, eye, quickly affecting or hurting
therenith] (M, L. K.)- And #5, (§, M, L,
walnut. (TA.)
K.) aor. *; (K3) and #3, aor =; (L, K.) He
2: see 1, first sentence: and see also 4, in three went anay, (S, M, L, K,) and nent far off, (S,

places.

*** (M.L.) pl. &# (M, L, K)and sità.
(M.) the former pl. like &#s, pl. of 3%,
sing, meaning a male
Th, M;) thus used by a poetess:

(L;) and also used as a
chameleon;

(M.) also "3: ($, M, L, K) and * 3: (M, L)

L,) being driven anay. (S, L, K.)

3. 4-st: He reviled him; or contended with

compact male chameleon, with a small head,
cleaves to the trunk of the kind of tree called

3. *sū, (§, L.) inf n. #5, (K.) He re

and * : (M, L, K) and 7 3i: (K) the young

him in reviling; (K, TA;) and contended with garded him, or treated him, with enmity, or hos one y a chameleon: (Lh, S, M, L, K:) pl.
him in annoyance. (O, TA.) .
&ji (S.M, I.' ') and usiliš (M, L. K.) the
tility. (S, L., K.)

as also
4. J: * (S, A, Mg,05)
• 22.
W C*, (S, A, Mgh, O,) inf n. C*- : (S;) i. q.
.

w

J% [meaning

6

former pl. like dis-2, pl. of 3:2. (S.) A poet
4.

The palm-trees showed redness, or

fellonness, in their fruit]: (S, A, O, K:) or their
dates became altered from greenness to yellonness:
(Mgh:) the former is said by As to be of the

L,) He drove him says, describing asses,

anay. (S, M, L, K.)
©D * < *. .

*A* :

*

" *<

•

:

-

#.

-

•

:

* -ska-aī (s3th: ' " is L: to 3.4%

* * *

see Ul-kāā, in three places.

6 d y

6

And they pastured therein until the heat became

* > *

see Col.xii, in four places: - and see vehement and they san, the male chameleons
thirsty, desiring to go to water, and repairing to
* , *~* .
the sun: some say, that (43UK: here signifies
: see Úlja:, in three places.
moths, (.3%), but this is a mistake. (M, L.)
: See ölä.-: S3 34% as U. There
clja: also signifies The animals called J-2 and

Jú: :

dial. of El-Hijáz: and 7 the latter verb is also

9%, meaning it

said of the [kind of tree called]

#!,

*::::A; (inf n.

-

became coloured in its fruit. (TA.) And Cis
• **
•of 3 ; (TA;) is not in him any motion. (IAar, S, L.) – And, U2 and c'. and U2×l
£, (o) or :), (K) inf n.
Al- and ā-U.3 : and
(O, K,) inf n. as above; (TA;) The (L, K, in the CK #S, is a 2.) as also us the sing is 75:: (M, L.) or any small animals
and W
3i: S, W 3i: al, (K,) There is not in it (namely,
venomous
unripe dates, became coloured, (O,
• O.

£,

-

-

*

-

C#,

dates, or the
K,) red, or yellon: (O, TA:) or, as some say,
became sneet. (TA.) The Prophet forbade the
selling of dates before their becoming in this
state. (S,"A," O, TA.) = a-à: Heo removed
og
4: C:" [app.
him far anay. (O,
Hon foul, or ugly, or the like, is hel as seems to
be shown by what here follows]: IDrd cites,
o 5-

K.)=#.

• 2 #2

*

•*

d >

*

*

*

* -,

-

and so W

the attainment thereof (Meyd, T.A.)

-

6

-

&l.ii. (Th, M, L, K) and * £3,

ed

(M,

.

L.) or " :,(K) or "jiš. (TA)- Also The
hank; syn.: ; (M, L;) and so * &#2(Th,

.

: see Uljià, in six places.

*

-/

*~ *

* , zz<

[How foul is he, as offspring, and hon, ugly |
foul!]. (O.)

-

M, L) and W 335, (M, L,) or "jiš. (TA)
- 0

6

like the little whelp of the dog; nay, rather, more

© d >

6 0 p.

.

Jú: : see Úl.jūā, in two places.

-

•

And Úljú: [the pl.] also signifies The young
ones of the kinds of birds called &- and U.5
* , .2 <
2 < ... <
3.jū: and 3.x: ; see Úl-kāā, near the end; the (M, L, K) and the like. (M., L.)
* , ,z<

.

Jú: : see Úljiā, in the latter half.
* - d.

* #2

" #". * C**. q. v.-And,] accord.

• ?:
C-

-

language, or speech, L) any defect, imperfection,
or unsoundness. (L, K.") - And S5 Jä: a) to and W iíč, (M) or * $43, (L;) but it does not
& He possesses not anything. (L, K.)- And appear how W #3x3 can be a sing of dji:
jà S3 3: 423 U. There is not anything to be unless the augmentative letter be regarded as
feared, nor anything to be disliked, in the nay to elided. (M., L.)- Also The n'olf; (M, L, K;)
* . . < *.*

a+b > -- * ~ *
c - of

6

6 -

>

6 *

25

•

@

that creep or n’alk upon the earth, and
a commodity, or household furniture, L) any
or noxious reptiles and the like: (M, L, K:) sing.
fault, or defect: and there is not in it (namely, W 535: (M, L) and W Jú, (M.) or W Júš, (L)

-

latter, in two places.

* , *~*

-

*

.

J: : see &l.i.a4, in two places.
to AZ, i. q.

&

[i. e. Niggardliness, &c.; or the

being niggardly, &c.; see 1 in art.

C*].

es:

see what next follows.

(TA.)

##2

-

#.

A driving far anay. (M., L.)

#3 * An eagle vehemently hungry, (S,
2 - 2:

as-à: : see what next follows.

M, L, K.) and eager in seeking food; (M, L;)
A:

ā-# and "ā-i: An unripe date altering in as also " (sāā3. (K.) A poet likens a horse
2 * **

L.)
redness, (K) or altered to redness. (A5, TA.) thereto. (M.,
6

And the former signifies The [ruddy] colour

termed #. (O, K.)

•

1.31%, aor. 4, inf n.5% (M, L, MSb, K [in
* . *~*

-

&#3, as a sing. n.:

-

-

- -

-

see Úlja:, (of which it is

also a pl.), in two places, near the end.

CK and TA #, which is evidently wrong,])
and #, (Lth, K) or the latter is a simple

the

such as 3% One niho scarcely ever, or never, sleeps; subst: (M3) and #3; and *#1; (M, K;) He
nas, or became, of the colour termed #. (M,
is termed] al- : (#) the latter word being a (S, M, L, K.) as also "3:3; ($, M, K.) and
rel. n. from a-à: meaning “an unripe date n:ho has a malignant eye, (S, M,) affecting, or L., Msb, K.)
altering to redness.” (TA.)
9: see 1.
hurting, others therenith; as also V Jää (S, M,

#~$ #. A red [dress, or garment,

6

-

C#:

K, in the TA #3) and * 3:3: (M3) or who

see 1, in three places.

** :

• ?:

•

* z#

has a strong, or powerful,

s

eye, quickly

affecting

Ja: ; see 295.

Red; (TA;) or [of a ruddy colour;] or hurting [others therenith]; (M, L, K;) as also
A. [The red, or blood-coloured, anemone;] i. q.
*. Q. #1: (9, K, TA:) so says AHát. (TA.)– * 3:3 and " : (M.) and c'." " : one
it is not a
[Hence] al-ā: 52%, [Froth, app. of milk,] that who scarcely ever, or never, sleeps ; whom drowsi. d's &úš: (S, M, A, Mgb,n K:)
* not of a pure white hue, (0, K, TA,) but ness does not overcome. (T, L.)- Also Driven sweet-scented flower: (Mgb:) un, with 5; (§,
*

-

- A

,

-’33”

coloured. (TA.)

-

-

*

\,

anay, and remote; and so "

*.

(L.) - And

M,M;b, K.) pl. [of the n, un]−9% (K) as

• **

-

also
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w# and '3%, (so in some copies of the

K,) the latter so written by IDrd and Sgh, and

thought by IDrd to be a place or a plant, (TA,)
or W &#, (so in some copies of the K and in the
TA,) and 7 s# and W &#: (K:) or: is

6

-

Usitä: ; see #3, in two places: = and see also K.) He divided it into parts, or portions:
|

**

*

(Mgh:) or he cut it up, and separated its mem

~ *

|

| Kiš, all £, in art., i.e.
6 * *

*...*

.

jū: : see #3, in two places.
• *

U6#:

6

-

see #3, in three places.

the name of a certain other plant, not the Güä,
but red like it: (M," K," TA:) or it signifies #, applied to a man, [Of a ruddy complexion
cinnabar: (A:) or #3 has this signification, (T, combined with fairness : or] of a clear ruddy
K,) as well as that first assigned to it above: complexion, with the outer skin inclining to white:
(K) and accord to AHn, (M, TA) * (### is (S:) or having a red, or ruddy, tinge, over a nihite,
the name of a certain plant (S, M, TA) that or fair, complexion : (M, Msb, K:) and applied
grows in sands, having a pungent odour, which to a horse, [of a sorrel colour;] of a clear red
is tasted in the flavour of milk : and he adds that, colour, (S, IF, Msb,) or of# £d colour inclining

bers (A, L, K*) into just portions among the
sharers; (L, K;") namely, a slaughtered animal,
(K) or particularly a slaughtered sheep or goat,
and a pig: (L, A, TA:) or he divided it (namely,
a pig,) into parts or portions, and members, for
eating and selling. (Mgh.) Hence the trad.

3.

£jči wei: ;-) & (L, A) He who sells
wine, let him cut up stine and divide their
members, as is done to a sheep or goat when its

flesh is sold: meaning, he who holds the selling
of wine to be lawful, let him hold the selling of
swine to be so; for they are equally forbidden.
accord. to some, it is the same as the Jiā; but to [the dull red hue called] #3, (M., K.) with a (L, TA.)
that this opinion is not well founded: (M, TA:) red mane and tail: (S, M, K:) when the mane

<:= [meaning || Jais A piece, or part, of a thing; (S, M,
Mgh, Mab ;) as also " U-43: (M, Mgh:) or a
a flower of a dingy red colour, the seed, or grain, bay, or dark bay, or brown,] is applied to the little,
of much; (M, TA;) as also V the latter:
of n:hich is called.> : (TA:) and that W &# horse: (S:) the #1 is said to be the best of
(IDrd,
it is also said that it is a certain plant having and tail are black, the epithet

M, K:) and "the latter, a little, or paltry,
horses: (IAar, M: [but it is said in Harp. 399
to be regarded by the Arabs as of evil omen:]) thing : (TA:) and the former, a piece of land:
names of a certain plant, having a floner of a and applied to a camel, intensely red: (S:) or of
(S:) or a share; syn.: (A, K.)." #-, (M,)
colour somen'hat of that termed #, nith slender, a colour resembling that of a horse thus termed: and --~~, (A, Mgh, K,) and 2,3, (A, K,)
or delicate, dust-coloured leaves, which gron's in (M.) fem, 53, and pl.:#. (Mb) - Also,
which signifies the same as ---a (Sh, on the
the manner of -: [a kind of trefoil], is ap applied to blood, That has become thick, (3.3 to
proved in pasturage, and grows only in fruitful üe, M, Mgb, TA,) and not been overspread with authority of Khâlid:) as also "Jasi: ; (sh, M,
Mgh, K;) like -: and -i-.

(M, TA) and "Usitáš, (M.) or '#,(TA) are

gears. (M., T.A.)
~ 3

**, *
454):
Jäät

--

ale-: see

dust. (Mab, TA)—And the fem, #3, is used
-

-

- 3

-

jä's gå all: al-,

in art.

as [a subst.] signifying Fire. (Hamp. 718.)
•

A->.

- a

(M.) as, for
instance, in property; (IDrd ;) and of a slave:
(TA:) or a certain share not divided: (Esh
Shāfi'ee, TA:) or if divided it may also be thus

Cyå."

called. (Az, TA) pl. [ofpaue]...ići (M.M.)
# The colours described

in the explanations
3% and 35.5% ($, O, Msh, K) the former
of the epithet Dail, belon. (S, M, Mgb, &c.)
accord. to IAar, (Th, TA,) the latter accord. to
Fr, (TA,) but disallowed by IKt, and asserted by
*.*.*.*
*... <
* *.*.
* - of

Ulya", or Ü, ä: ; see #.
6 &

him to be a mispronunciation of the vulgar,
-A

5% and its vars. : see in art. Gyää.
*

J.: see Jai, throughout = Also 4
sharer, or partner. (S,

A, K.) You say, *
my sharer, or partner, (S, A,) in
a piece of land. (S.) = And A fleet, or snift,
and excellent horse: (K:) but an epithet not
known to Lth. (TA.)

(Msb) and #5, (Mob, K.) and 3%, (accord. Je: He is

•

and [of mult.] --ū. (M, TA)

*i.

to the CK,)
(S, O, K,) as they sometimes
said, (S, O,) &#, (S, O, K,) and &#3, and

J.

2.

25: : see the next paragraph, in four places.

&#3, (K) [the first and second now applied to

# (AHeyth, Fr. A obeyd, S,K) and "3,íš

common roller, coracias garrula :] a certain bird,

(AHeyth, Aş, Abu-l-Jarráh, S, K) A nant; or a
needful, or requisite, thing, affair, or business:

(S, K:) or the former signifies wants: (Hamp.

The green wood-pecker, picus viridis ; and to the

Jáš. A broad J.: [or iron head] (IDrd,

(S, O, Msb, K,) well known, (K.) among the Msb, K) of an arrow: (IDrd:) or an arrow

Arabs, (Fr, TA) called J:i, (Fr. $, o, Mil, having such a J.a., (Lth, IF, K,) with which

nild animals are shot; (Lth;) but Az says that
716:) A’Obeyd says that the former word is the TA,) [a name likewise now applied to the green

signifies things, or wood-pecker,] and regarded by the Arabs as of
affairs, that cleave to the heart, disquieting it; evil omen; (S;) less than the pigeon, the colour
and is pl. of *#3; and that **3, with fet-h, of n:hich is green, and the beak black, and having
blackness in the extremities and exterior of its
has the signification of an epithet [meaning wings: (Msb:) accord. to IAar, the 5% is
cleaving to the heart and disquieting it]: (S:) or,
accord. to some, this latter signifies grief, mourn with the Arabs the -: [q.v.]: (TA:) accord.
ing, sorrow, or sadness; disquietude of mind: or to the K, or 35: and USL3): accord. to Lth,
disquietude of mind that causes one to be sleepless: (TA,) a certain bird speckled, or spotted, with
the former is also expl. as signifying a man's case, green and red and white (K, TA) and black,
and his secret: and * both are also said to signify (TA,) and found, accord. to the copies of the K,
tidings: and a man'sJoestate,
or condition. (TA.) in the land of the Haram, but correctly, as in the
of
One says, &#. 25:1 I acquainted him nith words of Lth, Leys-Ji Jów'', thus, with g [perhaps
more correct, because 3*

J

my want; like as one says (s**

#!

2 *~*
-aşi

rightly>'' U.S., in the land that is hot, or very
hot,] in the places in which palm-trees grow; of the

Usys-2: (S:) or I acquainted him with my
tidings. (TA.) And Us*#: <! <: I ac size of the .** [or hoopoe]: accord. to Lh, 55:
quainted him with my case, and with what I kept is of the measureJSas: G95): is mentioned by J
Sgh [as well as in the K] in the present art.;
secret from others; (TA;) and so 3 & #3 and
but should, properly, be mentioned under the head
es): : (Hamp. 716:) or I revealed to him my of J,5×, as it is in the L. (TA.)
secret, and acquainted him with all my affairs.

(Mgh.) And "####, and #, He com

: to him of his state, or

-a

this explanation is at variance with what has been
heard from the Arabs: (TA:) or it signifies, (M.,)
or signifies also, (K,) a long U-23; (M, K;) not
a broad one: (M:) or an arron, having such a
U-23; (M;) with n:hich wild animals are shot:
(K:) or a long and broad U.a5: (S:) or it is of
half the size of a U.a5, and is worthless; children
play with it, and it is the worst kind of arron,
[-head], and is used for shooting at objects of the

chase and any other thing: (TA) pl. Jast:... (S.)

J. : A butcher. (A, K.)
- -

,

1. Giá, (S, Mab, K.) originally 33% ($, TA)
aor. 4, (S.M. b) dual thereof cūš, (S) in n.
#úš and ##, (S,"K,) the jatter accord to a
reading of the Kur xxiii. 108, (S) and #3 and
555% and # (S," K) and £2, (K) £r the last
of these is the inf n., and 325: and 5× [and the

Jaa

condition. (M,

2 *t, (L, TA) inf n. *š, (L, Mg,

rest, none of which is expressly specified as an
inf n, in the S,] are simple substs., (MSb) He

1582
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un- [relating to the soul] and #3; [relating to the and inf n, as above, (TA,) He put on [or around

body] and #~~ [relating to external circum him,] or attired himself with, the arms, or nea
pons, completely, not leaving any of them; (TA;)
contr. of 3.x: ; (Mab3) and #3 &c. contr. of stances]. (Er-Raghib, TA.) - Also t Fatigue; [as though] he entered
amid them. (K, TA.) =
#3: : (S, TA :) or he nas, or became, in a state syn. < but the latter has a more general sig
&, (§, o, Mab, in the K &) and
of straitness, distress, adversity, or difficulty. nification; every 330s: being raj, but every raj
is
not
55ta:
.
(TA.)
and the like, aor. as above, (TA,) and so
(Az, K, TA) [See also #3 below.]—Also

&#3 being

happy, or miserable; (S, Msb, TA;)

c:

2:9,

#i [More, and most, unprosperous, &c. - the inf n., (Msb, TA,) I pierced, or transpierced,

+ He suffered, or experienced, fatigue, (TA, and
Ksh and Bd and Jel in

him, or it, (#4, Mob, or &#4, O, and in like

xx. 1.) liás c. [in such And] t More [and most] fatigued. (TA.)

a thing]. (TA) = sāš: see 3: — and 4.

3. ‘Gu, (K, TA) inf n. #3 (S, TA) and

manner in the TA, but in my copies of the S

3. *

* @

Ji: A comb: a dial var. of ū:. (AZ, K.) 3,4- [meaning I made a hole in him, or it],
and thus in one place in the TA, and

#5, (TA) He laboured, strove, or struggled,

4:1, $,

*A

Us"

with him, to prevail, or overcome, (S, K, TA,) in

*
&

O, and in like manner in the K,) with the spear,

•*
.
• *
<
1. Us:, inf n. Lää, said of the PU [or t:ll (S, O, Mgb, K,) and with the arron, &c. : (TA )
war, or battle, and the like; (K, TA;) so in the
T; (TA;) he struggled, or contended, with, or of a camel, It gren forth : a dial. var. of ü. but IDrd says that, accord. to some, #3 is only
-

against, the difficulty, or trouble, or inconvenience, (K in art. 2: [but belonging to the present art.: by the conjoining tryo things with an arrow or a
that he experienced from him; (S,” TA;) syn. mentioned in the TA, as not in the K, on the spear: (O, TA:) [thus,] **) &- * 333
4.jū; (K, TA;) or 434, and Glå. (§, TA) authority of ISd].) – [Freytag states, as on the means And he clave and transpierced his leg, or
– And * (# suu, aor. of the latter verb +, authority of Abu-l-'Alā, that J# is used for Já foot, together with his stirrup. (Mgh.) & I traversed, or crossed,
He endeavoured to surpass him in mutual labour He clave, or split, &c. : - and that Reiske has [Hence,]35."
or
cut
through,
the
explained
countries, or districts, to him.
it
as
signifying He opened the mouth
ing, or striving, or struggling, to prevail, or

<!

overcome, &c., (#) & £, [in the CK, L* with a wide grinning (“amplorictu”).]
(O, TA) - And .# * 3: The garment
su:1, but the former seems to be the right Jú A long prominence, or projecting portion, nas put [or drann] together upon him, and

(J.," &

reading, and may be best rendered in the mutual or "edge,
:-) of a mountain, (K,
striving against difficulty,]) and he surpassed him TA,) that cannot be ascended : (TA:) by
rule it
should be with a [i. e. &ú, as being derived from
*Or. # ; and only the latter verb as thus used
tíš. i.($gh, TA:) pl. L# (K [correctly
is there explained.]).- #51: signifies also + The
and cle: . (TA. [Mentioned in the K in art.
treating[one] with hardness, harshness, or illnature.
(TA.) - And t The vying, one with another, in **, but belonging to the present art.])
patience, or endurance: a rājiz says,

[therein]... (K. [In the S, #3 & JGū,

$33])

<l:
*

+44 c):-- (-ts: $;

*

fastened with a thorn or a wooden pin : or nas
let don'n, or made to hang don'n, upon him. (TA.)

—%: b:

They placed their tents in one
ron, or series, (O, Mgb, K,) in one regular order,

(T, TA,) near together. (Msb.) - Hence, b:
Al-'). They made the relationships to be closely
•

* of

connected. (Mgb.) And 33. He was made, or
asserted, to be connected with the lineage of
another. (IAar, O.) - And £ said of any
thing means I dren, and joined, or adjoined, it

1. 53 is intrans. by itself, and trans. by meanS
*-* S L55 all -ā-ā d-2 3'
of the particle L. : – one says £5. 3, aor. [to another thing]. (Mgb.) [And I infired it
[When the trvo patient ones vie in endurance, he *: [contr. to analogy in the case of an intrans. in, or thrust it into, another thing.] - &
o

•o e

•

•2

... • *

*

J

-

-

*

*

#3, The thing, or case, (3.4% L#,

Unprosperous, unfortunate, unhappy, or
miserable: (S, Msb, TA:) [or in a state of strait
ness, distress, adversity, or difficulty: (see its

[or, more probably, 33 le,] a
or affair, was, or became, dubious, or confused: phrase in a verse of El-Farezdak,] in which it
(Msb:) - and 4.5 53, (MA, K,) first pers. forms an apodosis,] means &\; ū [i.e., app., Its
friend (the snord, or the spear, both of which
4-3 <&, (S, Msb) aor, as above, (JM, PS,
are
meanings of J.-l.) would not be conjoined
&c.,) and so the inf n., (MA, &c.,) He doubted,
navered or vacillated in opinion, or was uncer (or grasped) with my hand]. (TA) - 33
tain, respecting it; (MA, Msb, and so accord. to *: He (the sewer) made the stitch-holes far
explanations of 33 [q. v. infra] in the S and apart [in sening the garment, or piece of cloth].
Mgb and K &c.;) syn. 3.5', (Mgb;) and (O, TA.) [Thus the verb has two contr. mean
ings.]
with kesr, and &#, (Ibn
* 4:3 signifies the same. (S, #)
J% & 'Abbād,
O,
and
so
in
the
K accord. to the TA, as
3.9 Ineans 3% [i. e. The case, or affair, was
also in the TK, in the CK and in my MS. copy
difficult, hard, distressing, &c., to me]: (O, TA:)
or, as some say, [nas such that] I doubted of the K # and a: 1) I inclined to him, or
(&) respecting it. (TA.) = 33 said of a it; or trusted to, or relied upon, him, or it, so as
to be, or become, easy, or quiet, in mind; or
camel, (IAar, $, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above,
leaned, rested, or relied, upon him, or it; syn.
(S,) He limped, or halted;

(TA.)

had a slight lameness; (Ibn-'Abbād, O, TA;) TA;)
he thren me, or made me to fall, into

does not lag behind, almost, by reason of the verb of this class], inf. n.
weakness of pomers, failing to hasten in pace]: he
means a camel vying with the attendant thereof

in endurance of going. (TA.)

4 * *u-A God caused him to be

wnpros

perous, unfortunate, unhappy, or miserable;
contr. of £i: (S," Msb, TA:) or God caused
him to be in a state of straitness, distress, adver
sity, or difficulty: and so *%. (#) * And

cs: He combed. (AZ, K. [See Li+2.])

#: an inf. m. of G#, as also # : (S," K:)
or a simple subst. (Msb.)

&#

#! &#,

*-

or had a slight lame
ness, (IAar, $, TA) of his hind leg: (IAar, := (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)
verb.)].pl.:# (TA):#######&#133, TA:) or his arm stuck to his side, (K, TA,) and 2.24 U", (S, o,
K, ) inf n. *ā, (O)
in the Kur [xix. 4, And I have not been, in sup he had a slight lameness in consequence thereof:
plicating Thee, my Lord, unprosperous], means (TA:) and * :), likewise said of a camel, he He made me to doubt, to naver or vacillate in
opinion, or to be uncertain, respecting it; (S, K,
I have been one whose prayer has been answered.

#3 an inf

like *. (Ibn 'Abū ol-53 also signifies
&#;

(S,” K;) or a simple The cleaving or sticking [of a thing to another
subst.; (Msb;) signifying Unprosperousnes, &c.; thing]. ($, O, TA.) So in a verse of Aboo
[see its verb;] contr. of 330. : (S, Er-Răghib, Dahbal El-Jumahee cited voce : (S) And
n. of

TA) it is oftwo kind: #[riating to the
norld to come] and #3% Irelating to the present
world]: and the latter is of three kinds; *a*.

one says,

> <:

56.])

-

£

5:
8

}

see the first paragraph.

3 -

The relationship was, or

became, closely united. (O, TA. [See äästä.
WOC6

doubt, &c., respecting it. (O.)

>3.

3: [used as a subst.] signifies Doubt; (Msb;

[see 1;]) or the contr. of U-52; (S, O, Msb, K;)
& 53, (K, TA) aor. by which explanation is meant a wavering or

- - - - --
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*

s

-

*

•

&, with two dammehs, [a pl. of which the ić Sharp arms or weapons: (IAar, O, K:)
vacillation in opinion betneen two things, whether
here indicated, is not men or the sharpness of arms or neapons: (K:) or
they be equal [in probability] or such that one of sing, in the seesense
of
-

•

•

-

them outweighs [therein] the other; or, as the tioned,] i. q. 'ex! [Persons who make a claim in the latter should be the meaning accord. to ana
expositors explain its meaning in the Kur x. 94, respect of relationship; or who claim to be sons of logy. (O.)
3 * >
3 uncertainty: (Mgb:) or a wavering or vacilla persons not their fathers; or nho are claimed as
</U [act, part. n. of *].-CS-" Jú, J%
tion in opinion, betneen tryo inconsistent things, sons by persons not their fathers; or adopted
3 .
* wi

• *

without making either of them to outneigh the
other in the estimation of him who conceives the

and

*

J.

•

*

CS-" & 90% [A man completely armed]:

sons; pl. of Jes]. (IAar, TA)=[Also said to

the former expl. as meaning a man wearing a
complete set of arms, or weapons: [pl. Jú,
betneen trvo extremes that are equal [in proba
Jú:
Tents
arranged
in
a
row:
(O,
K:)
one
agreeably with analogy:] you say \,, 5: X;
bility], nithout the mind's inclining to either of
them: when one of them is made to outweigh, says, tët: 23: b% They pitched their tents ***" [a people, or party, completely clad in
without the other's being rejected, it is &s: in one row: but accord, to Th, it is (=ls:, [q.v.], sets of iron arms or weapons]. (S, O. [In one

33: or, as some say, a pausing, or hesitation, be pl. of #, q. v.]

(KT:) accord. to Er-Răghib, it is the alternation,

**-ºl) [Accord. to
the TA, one says 9:2; 3. " & J43, but

of my copies of the S,

from £1. (TA)

or confusedness, of tryo inconsistent things, in the
3,83 1 A she-camel of n:hich one doubts
judgment of a man, and their being equal: this is
whether
she be fat or not (S, K, TA) in her Jus' seems evidently to be a mistranscription for
sometimes because of there being two indications,
J#3 in
equal in his judgment, of the two inconsistent hump, (K, TA,) by reason of the abundance of 5é. See also as:" 3.3 and
her
fur,
wherefore
her
hump
is
felt:
(S,
TA:)
pl.
things; or of there being no indication thereof:
arts. 95% and 3&.]- #3 X- lNear relation
6

3.e.

*

g

•

cs:

and sometimes it relates to the question whether a

$$. (K)

thing be, or be not; and sometimes, to the question

3,&# Sides; syn. -3%.

(Ibn-'Abbād, O,
qualities; and sometimes, to the accident that is TA.) [Perhaps pl. of iété (q.v.), next after

of what kind it is; and sometimes, to some of its
the cause of its being: it is a species of J.-,

3

but

ship.
(o, T.A.. [See:-} +3])=See also
what next follows.
iété A tumour in the fauces; (O, K;) mostly

*

à --

or, accord. to Abu-l
is more special than this; for Uwe- is sometimes which it is mentioned in the O; like as U.2 in children: (O:) pl. 3919::
-3 the utter nonexistence of knowledge of the two (originally Jasi:) is pl. of #3-4.)
Jarráh, the sing of 9% is "Jú, meaning the
inconsistent things; so that every 5. is J.-,

iété A region, quarter, or tract, syn.

#-0,

but every J.-- is not as: (TA:) accord to of the earth. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)

tumour. (TA.)
33. The thong with nihich the coat of mail
is
à -*

some, the primary meaning is a state of commo

•

#: A party, sect, or distinct body or class, [in certain parts thereof] conjoined (at 4:):
(K.) – [Hence, £1.3% (AA, S, o, K) of men: (AA, S, O.) pl. #: 'Antarah says,
The day of n:hich one doubts whether it be the (AA,S;) [andapp. & also, for,]accord. to ÍAar, *
A-1 *
#23
t->2)-3 # :--last of one month or the first of the next month: & signifies distinct bodies of soldiers. (TA)=
d:
and generally, whether it be the last of Shaqbān A. way, course, mode, or manner, of acting or *
Leix. 35.5-li (sel- c, -ā-'
"
or the first of Ramadān; and to fast on this day conduct or the like: (IDrd, O, K:) thus in the
tion, or disturbance, of the heart and mind:
(Mgb:) pl.

9,83.

•

*

~ *

*

* @ Jo

is forbidden.] = Also A small crack in a bone. saying,

*:::: c.”

4-3 [Leave thou him intent

•

*

•

6

-

(o, TA:) [but in the EM it is 5-3, thus with

(K.)- And A seam, or line of sening, of a on pursuing his way, &c.]", (IDrd, O:) pl. U", and with fet-h to the Le; a word which I do
not find in any lexicon: it is said that] 41-6
garment. (L in art. P-2-2.) – [And accord. to
45t: (IDrd, O, K) and &, (so in copies of signifies a coat of mail narron in the rings: and
Freytag, A coat of mail composed of narron, the K,) or & ; if the latter of these two, extr.
the poet means, And of many an ample coat of
rings: but he names no authority for this.] =
And [Arsenic;] a certain medicament, that [with respect to analogy]. (TA.)–And Natural mail [narron, in the rings] have I rent open the
destroys rats; brought from Khurásán, from the disposition; syn. Gia-. (TK, as from the K. middle parts with the snord, from over a man
mines of silver; (K, TA;) of tryo kinds, (TA,) [The only reading that I find in copies of the K who was the defender of those who, or that which,
white and yellow; (K, TA;) non known by the is with r- in the place of & i. e. 3-, and thus, it was his duty to defend, who was pointed to as
£3 but without any vowel-sign, in the TA: but I being the cavalier of the army. (EM p. 243.)
name of Vall_- [ratsbane]. (TA.)
think
that the right reading is evidently that in
5
* *
*:-- 'i [for aes *] An affair, or a
the
TK.])=
Also The [kind of basket called]
* A covering (al-) that is put upon the
case, in which ther is doubt. (TA) =:
backs of the two curved extremities of the bon. : at in which are [put] fruits. (Ibn-'Abbād, O,
9,£:
i. q. *: [i. e. A pulpit made firm or
(K:) so says ISd. (TA.)
K,”)= And [the pl.] & signifies The pieces
strong &c.]. (TA. [See also 9:4.])
# [an inf n. of un.] A single piercing through of nood with which, they being joined together,
are formed the tent-like tops of the vehicles called
two men on a horse. (Ham p. 271.)
*&
C2's [pl. of &#s]. (AA, O, TA.)
63 +
6
s

a d -

# i. 4. ââ:: (O, K:) so in the saying, < 6 & P s
1. *ē, aor. "(S, L) and -, (L) inf n. *;
āš, applied to a woman, meaning Just in
a: 3-4 [Verily he is one nhose region to proportion, or beautiful, and slender; or light, or (S, L, K3) and * *.x:l, (M., L.) but this latter,
which is erroneously said in the copies of the K
Twhich he directs himself is far distant]. (O.)
active, in her work; and clever; is vulgar. (TA.)
to
be syn. with &, instead of &, is, accord. to
3- 3: Arms, or neapons, (S, K, TA,) that are
CŞ,
(so in the O, occurring there in three ISd, not of high authority; (TA;) Hegave him: (S,
worn. (TA.)- And A broad piece of wood,
L, K:) or he gave him a thing as a free gift. (L.)
(K,) or small broad piece of nood, (S, O,) that instances,) or &#. (thus in the K, [but if this
4. .x: He gave him of dates on their being
is put into the hole (<):-) [in which is inserted were the right reading, the rule of the author
would
require
him
to
add
“with
damm,”
there
cut,
and of wheat on its being reaped. (L.) He
the end of the handle] of the are, or adz, and the
gave him of a heap of reaped corn on the occasion
fore
I
suppose
it
to
have
been
mistranscribed
in
like, in-āorder to narron
it. A(IDrd,
S, O, K.) =
a:M
# means
man discordant in an early copy of the K,]) applied to a Als' [i. e.
of measuring, and of the bundles (Aj-) [of corn]
on the occasion of reaping: of the dial. of El
bit,
or
bridle],
Difficult.
(O,
K.)
[See
also
natural dispositions. (TA.)
Yemen.
(L.) He gave him food to eat, or milk
J% in art. 5: and U.S.]
to
drink,
after it had been deposited in the house
& A camel having a slight lameness; that
* * *
3 or
tent.
(L.)See also 1.
Jú:
:
see
49t.
limps, or halts. (TA)
* * *

*

-

s

-

-

[Book I.
10. J.Q.:...! He sought, or demanded, what is and speaking of it largely; and [in the copies of ! Her (a camel's) udder became full (S, K, TA)
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the K, “or,” but this is evidently a mistake,] it is of milk : (S, TA:) or she (a camel) obtained a
only on account of favour received; (K;) and good share of leguminous herbage, or [other]
He came seeking, or demanding, of me *;
pasturage, and in consequence abounded with
meaning what is given of a heap of reaped corn &# is [the same, being] contr. of&#: (S:)

termed * [i. v.], (L)–And J.:*

milk after having had little milk : (T, TA:) and

on the occasion of measuring, and of the bundles X: [sometimes] differs from :- (Msb in art. she (a beast) became fat, (K, TA,) and her udder
(>;-) [of corn] on the occasion of reaping: of J-o-;) for £ is only on account of favour re became full of milk. (TA)- And # 1 He
ceived; whereas J-e- is sometimes because of
the dial. of El-Yemen. (L.)
was, or became, liberal, or bountiful, (A, K.)
favour received, (Th, Az, TA in art. J-e-, and after having been niggardly: (A:) or he gave
& A gift: (S, L, K.) or a free gift; pl. Msbubi supra,)and sometimes from other causes;
after having been niggardly. (K.) =
#i. (L.) A recompense. (L.) [See : in (Th ubi supra;) [and thus] the latter is of more largely
+: said of a tree (5-3), (Fr, S, A, K,) aor. 4,
two places.] What is given of dates when they common
applicationyou
than
(S in art. inf n.5%, (S) f It produced, or put forth, what
J-o-;) therefore
do the
notformer;
say
are cut, and of wheat when it is reaped. (L.)
a}<: are termed *S*, (Fr, $, K.) i. e. what grow
What is given of a heap of reaped corn on the
aj-o-;
(MSb
4:st-à,
but
you
say
assle-#
Usks
an
occasion of the measuring, and of the bundles ubi supra:) or x<: is more common than : around it, from its J.' [i.e. root, or base, or
• -

- Po --

*

-

-

•

J. J. O.

-

•

4 o' s

(Aj-) [of corn] on the occasion of the reaping: with respect to its kinds and means, and more stem]; ($;) as also * >):l, (Fr, TA,) and
of the dial. of El-Yemen. (L.) Travelling-pro particular with respect to the objects to which it '*'' ($gh, TA:) or its #3, i.e. sappy
visions with which one is furnished, consisting of
milk, or [the preparation of dried curd called]
asi, or clarified butter, or dates, and with which
one goes forth from the abodes of a people. (L.)
And Meat and drink deposited in a house or
tent. (L.)
-

4&

1.43%, and 3%, (S, Mgh, K) but the
former is the more chaste, (S,) and the latter is
for

a: #, (A,) aor. *, (TA) inf. n. X: and

&# (S, A, Msh, K) and #, (§, K) which
last, in the Kur lxxvi. 9, may be either an inf. n.
or pl. of 3: [used as a simple subst.], (S.) He
thanked him; or praised, eulogized, or commended,

him, for a benefit or benefits: (S:) he was grate

relates; and the latter is more common with
respect to the objects to which it relates, and
more particular with respect to the means; for the
former is, with the heart, the being humble, or

twigs or shoots, from its stem, or small leaves

beneath the large, became abundant. (A.)-And

#, aor. *, (K) inf n. *; (TA) and £3,

aor. *; and "x:l; (K;) said of palm-trees (J-5),
lonly, and submissive; and with the tongue, the + They had many *ś, i.e. offsets, or suckers.

act of praising, eulogizing, or commending; and
acknowledging beneficence; and with the members,
the act of obeying, and submitting one's self; and
the object to which it relates is the benefactor,
exclusively of his essential qualities; therefore
one does not say £- Usks all (£& [ne thanhed
God for his existence, or praised Him, &c.]; but
He is *:- On that account, like as He is for his
beneficence; and X: is also for beneficence: thus
J-os-relates to every object to which, as an object,
X: relates; but the reverse is not the case: and
everything whereby is J-e-, thereby is ,<&; but
the reverse is not the case; for the latter is by
means of the members, or limbs, and the former
is by means of the tongue: X: is of three kinds;
with the heart, or mind, which is the forming an
• *

** * *

(AHn, K, T.A.) – And 3% and "K-1 and
"4:1 are all verbs from *. (K.) [It is said
in the K that these verbs are from 2: in all of
certain significations there mentioned; app. mean
ing, all that are there mentioned after the next

preceding verb: and hence they seem to have

the significations here following: – said of palm

(J-5), t They put forth leaves around
their branches: - and, said of trees in general

trees

6 o' -

(J-5), t They put forth branches: –and + They
produced bark: - and, said of a grape-vine, + It

gren from a shoot planted: - in the TA it seems
ful, or thankful, to him; or he acknowledged his
to be implied that, said of a vine, they signify fit
beneficence, and spoke of it largely: (S," K: [but
put forth long shoots, or upper shoots.]
in the S, the verb in the former sense has #
only for its inf. n., and it is implied that in the
3. #ét: I showed him that I was thankful,
latter sense it has for its inf. n. only &#, aS
or grateful, (A, O, K.) to him. (A) = And
will be seen below:]) and & #, and &f+&, [adequate] idea of the benefit; and with the <-49-' assu: I commenced with him discourse.
- -

tongue, which is the praising, eulogizing, or
(Lh, Msb, K,) which latter is less common than commending, the benefactor; and with the mem (O, K.)
the former, and even disallowed by As in prose, bers, or limbs, which is the requiting the benefit
4. Xil 4:l + The people's camels had their
though allowed by him in verse, (Msb,) and according to its desert: it rests upon five founda
udders full of milk C: &#): (K:) or the
allu is: and all a.ox. £, and aul ãox: *, tions; humility of him who renders it towards
people's camels became fat: (TA:) or the people
(Lh, K) and 4: 43%, (A) inf n : and him to whom it is rendered; his love of him; his milked a camel or sheep or goat having her udder
acknowledgment of his benefit; the eulogizing
J',: (Mgb) [and *], He thanked, or praised, him for it; and his not making use of the benefit Jull of milk, i.e., such as is termed 3%: (S:)
God for his beneficence : (A:) he was grateful, or in a manner which he [who has conferred it] dis or the people milked camels or sheep or goats
thankful, to God; or achnowledged his beneficence, likes: it is also explained as devotion of the heart having their udders full of milk, one such after
and spoke of it largely: (K:) he acknowledged to love of the benefactor, and of the members to another: (O, TA: [but for # # ls: in
the beneficence of God, and acted in the manner obey him, and the employment of the tongue in the o, and # # in the TA, I read 12:
incumbent on him in rendering Him obedience mentioning him and eulogizing him : [and there #
#, agreeably with what here next pre
and abstaining from disobedience; so that X: is
are several other explanations of it which it is cedes:]) or the people, having alighted in a place
in word and in deed: (Mab3) and 4 W#3 unnecessary to add:] some say that it is formed where their camels found herbs, or leguminous
signifies the same as ###: (S, A, Msb, K:) you by transposition from }=, the “act of uncover plants, had abundance of milk from them. (T,
* *

say,

* > *

* *

> * >

-

* -o

• Ö

• * *

&#3 L. A. " &: [I thanked him, &c., for

ing, or exposing to view:” others, that it is from TA)-4%) said of an udder: see 8. -->}<!
&# &: “a full fountain, or eye;” accord. to J:S + The land produced fresh herbage after
which etymology it would signify the being full other herbage that had become dried up and
of the praise of the benefactor. (B, TA.)-X: dusty. (TA) - See also 1, near the end of the
on the part of God signifies t The requiting and paragraph, in three places.
commending [a person]: (K:) or t the forgiving
5. £5. see 1, in three places. - Also [He
>

what he did]: (A:) and #3 & *): [He was
grateful to Him, #2 i. e. to God,for his proba

tion]: (Ki) and 2012.*, *g, * [I praise to
thee, or mention to thee with thanks, the favours
of God]: (L in art. J-e-:) [but there are many
explanations of 3& beside those given above: its
meanings will be more fully shown by what here
follows:] # is the thanking a benefactor; or
praising, eulogizing, or commending, him, (S, A,)
for a benefit or benefits: (S:) or the being grate
Jul, or thankful; or achnorrledging beneficence;

a man: or t the regarding him with content,

satisfaction, good will, or favour: and hence, affected, or made a show of thankfulness, or
necessarily, f the recompensing, or renarding, gratitude : (see 3-5) or] he seemed, or ap
peared, thankful, or grateful. (KL.)
him: the saying 4: ### signifies 1 May
God recompense, or renard, his work, or labour.
8. ,<! ! It (an udder) became full (S, K, TA)

(TA)=&#, aor.”, (§, K.) inf n, #, (S) of milk; (§, TA;) as also "y:l. (K.)--> <!
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£1
+ Themuch.
rain fell
vehemently:
(S) ort The
the fat piece offlesh-meat : (K:) or t [a piece offlesh
sky rained
(K.)Úl <>,<!

3%

+ Forelocks: (K, TA:) as though pl. of

J

meat] floning with grease, or gravy: (A : [but in
6.- d.

6.- d.

# [which may be n un of:]. (TA)

winds brought rain : (K:) or blen, violently: or, my copy, 5-3 is erroneously put for 5-3:]) pl.
as is said on the authority of A’Obeyd, were con U53%. (A.)
[&* a name applied in the present day to
trary; but ISd says that this is a mistake. (T.A.)
Cichorium, intybus and endivia; wild and gar
&#: see the next four preceding sentences.
– Also Æl + It (heat, and cold,) became
den-succory, and endive; as also Us', correctly
65 - ** 2: .
intense. (K.) – t He (a man) strove, exerted
ag,' : see 5×5, in two places.
es:-->]
himself, or did his utmost, in his running. (K,
TA.) = Also + It became what is termed 2.8% * an intensive epithet, (TA) signifying &élé A hired man, or hireling; one taken
6.

• * @

* > 0

•

*

s

[q. v.]. (TA.)- See also 1, near the end of the 2:13:= [i. e. One n:ho thanks much; or niho is as a servant: an arabicized word, from [the
paragraph, in two places. – [Hence, app.,] t It very thankful or grateful : see 1]: (K, TA:) and Pers]}=ū. (O, K.)
(a foetus) put forth downy hair. (A.)

3:

one who is earnest, or does his utmost, in thanking
The vulva, or pudendum, of a woman: (S, his Lord, or in being thankful or grateful to Him,

M, Msb, K:) or the flesh thereof: (M, K, MF:) by obedience to Him, performing his appointed
religious services : (TA:) or one who does his
utmost in shoning his thankfulness, or gratitude,
neith his heart and his tongue and his members, or
second explanation, is a mistake for as-J. (MF.) limbs, with firm belief, and with acknowledgment
It is said in a trad.,
&: & meaning [of benefits received]: or who sees his inability to
He forbade the giving hire for prostitution; the be [sufficiently] thankful or grateful: or who
word 9: being understood as prefixed to 4%. renders thanks, or is thankful or grateful, for

as also "X:, in either of these senses: (K:)
pl.js: (MSb, TA :) -->4, in the K, as the
6

•

• * @ -

&#12%

(TA.)- Also i. q.

Cls

probation: or, for what is denied him: (KT:)
[i. e. The act of com

# an inf n, of #3 (S, A, Msb, K.) and it
may [be used as a simple subst, and, as such,]
have for its pl. *. (S. [See 1.])

*: see #.
*

# + [Fulness of the udder of a camel; and so
3

**

•- o 5

# is expl. in the TK;] a subst. from ,<!
25:1 [q.v.]. (K.) One says, # & ls,
in the L and other lexicons, (TA) or " #1, (so
in my copies of the S,) or " a',:1, (so in the O
W

SO

see the next paragraph.

&#3 (S.K) and &#, (K) [in the CK,
erroneously,

c's

and with damm to the 9,]
&#, with damm to the
4), as Ibn-Hisham El-Lakhmee and El-Fārābee

or the correct form is

have expressly affirmed; (TA;) or it is correctly
with J", (K,) unpointed, and so it is mentioned
by AHn; (TA;) [but see &#3) or correctly

* &####, (K) as Sgh holds to be the case,

#.

(TA.)-; A beast that is sufficed by (TA,) [and thus it is written in several medical
little fodder or herbage, (S, A,) and that fattens books, from the Pers. &#3; accord. to Golius,
upon it: (A:) or that fattens upon little fodder Cicuta herba, and applied in the present day to
or herbage : (K:) as though thankful for that conium, i.e. hemlock, or a species thereof; and
small benefit. (TA.) –35:1, applied to God, this is probably what is meant by Golius, as the
! [He who approves, or renards, or forgives, conium maculatum, or common hemlock, is called
much, or largely :] He who gives large renard by some cicuta;] a certain plant, (S, K,) of the
for small, or fen, works: He in whose estimation kind called Là-, (so in a marginal note in a
small, or fen, works performed by his servants copy of the S,) the stem of which is like that of
[or fennel], and the leaves of which
increase, and who multiplies his renards to them. the
(TA.)
pl.

pressing, or of contracting marriage with, a
woman]. (TS, K.)

&# :

&#5

are like those of the [species of cucumber called]

}: # The shoots that grow around a tree, from āş, or, as some say, like those of the cs: [q.v.],
its

J:

[i.e. root, or base, or stem]: (S:) or and smaller; having a whitefioner, and a slender

sappy trigs or shoots, that grow from the stem of stem, without any fruit; and its seed is like [that
and K,) + [This is the time of the fulness of the a tree : or small leaves beneath the large : (A:) or of] the #30 (or ammil, or [of] the ce: for
udder,] when the camels abound with milk, or fresh and tender twigs or shoots, that gron, among anise], without taste or odour, and mucilaginous.
have their udders full, (<ā- #!, q.v.,) from the such as have become thick and tough : and n hat (TA.)
gron at, or upon, the
[i.e. roots, or bases,
* * * *
[herbage called]
(S, O, L., K.)
or stems,] of large trees: or small leaves that £l [More, and most, thankful, or grateful,
gron at, or upon, the root, or base, or stem, of a &c.; see an ex, voce G.22%).
5,<: ; see the next preceding paragraph.

J”

&

* - d-

6.- e >

tree : (IAar, TA:) and offsets, or suckers, or
#4 + (o, K, TA, in the CK #3)
! A she-camel, (AS, S, A, K,) and ewe or sprouts, of palm-trees: (K:) and the leaves that
are
around
the
branches
of
the
palm-tree
:
(Yaa
+Herbage that causes milk to be copious. (O,
she-goat, (A,) having her udder full (As, S, A,
K) of milk, (S,) whatever be the fodder, or herb koob, K:) and plants, and hair, and feathers, K, TA: [In the CK, cil ##
3).jäe is erroneously
** 62 - d age, she has eaten; (A;) as also *#.: (K:) and abundant ostrich-feathers (tie, K, TA, in put for c>0 5×.])

#:

or the former, that has obtained a good share of the CK (as), such as are small, growing among
leguminous herbage, or of [other] pasture, and such as are large: or the first, of herbage, growing
in consequence abounds with milk after having after other herbage that has become dried up and

#2

: See

#, in two places.

£,

+ A violent wind: (O, K:) or, as
had little milk : (T, TA:) and V the latter, that dusty : (K:) and don'ny hair, or don'n : and any #:
abounds neith milk though having had but a small soft, fine hair : (A:) or hair growing among the some say, a contrary wind; (O, TA;) but ISd,
share of pasture: (TA:) or that abounds with plaits: pl.: : and weak hair: (TA:) and hair says that this is a mistake. (T.A.)
milk in summer and ceases in winter: (IAar, at the roots of a horse's mane, (K, TA,) like

TA:) pl. of the former &, (§, K) applied to don'n, and in the forelock : (TA:) and the hair
U-85
camels and to sheep or goats, (S) and Us: K that is next to the face and the back of the neck :
(A, K.) and branches: (AHn, K: [in the CK,
and &#: ($, K.) and us ts: is
1. U-c, (T, S, MSb, TA) aor. “, inf n. :
9.4%
is erroneously put for &**bil) and (T, Mab, TA) and it: ; (T, S, Mil, TA) or
camels, and sheep or goats, as meaning abounding
with milk, or having their udders full, (-i- $!) the bark (4-) of trees: pl. #: (K:) and the U.<, aor. *, (0, K, TA) inf n, i.1%; (O;)
pl. also signifies the long shoots of a grape-vine: He was, or became, refractory, untractable,

:#

from the [herbage called]&# (S, TA) ['ws:

or its higher, or highest, shoots : (AHn, TA:) and perverse, stubborn, or obstinate, in disposition :

is also a sing epithet, having a similar significa the sing., a grape-vine groning from a planted
tion: as well as a pl.] One says * s: #: | An shoot. (AHn, K, T.A.)- Also t Young men:
udder abounding with milk : (A:) or having (A:) or young offspring. (TA, from a trad.) –
much milk. (S.) And * (# G# * A full And I The young ones of camels: (K, TA:) as
source or eye. (B, TA.) And 7 &# #: + A being likened to the *: of palm-trees. (TA.)
Bk. I.

-

(S, O, K:) or hard in disposition, or illnatured,
in behaviour or dealing : (TA:) or evil in dis

position, or illnatured, and very perverse or cross

or
repugnant and averse; syn, J.,3. (Mab,
TA.")
•
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U-Q+- Us:

3. * =U. He treated him, or behaved tonards the writing, (.33, AHAt, S, TA) or he marked or became, dubious, or confused; syn. J-5, (S,
him, with hardness, harshness, or illnature. (O, the writing, (<1%, Mb) with the signs of the
o, Mob, K.) and £), (0, TA) or 4:
K.)
desinential syntax (AHát," S, Mgb, TA") [and (Mgh.) [and "Jø is mentioned in this sense
6. 12-el: They treated, or behaved tonards, the other syllabical signs and the diacritical by Golius as on the authority of J (whom I do
one another with hardness, harshness, or illnature; points]: or i, q. 4:4. (K:) but AHát says that not find to have mentioned it either in this art. or
or disagreed, one with another; in buying or *Gol J& has the former meaning; and 4: elsewhere), and by Freytag as on the authority of
selling: (IDrd, O, TA:) or they treated, or be signifies he dotted, or pointed, it [nith the dia Abu-l-'Alā: accord. to Sh, U&l in this sense is
haved tonards, one another nith contrariety, or critical points]. (TA:) and its "Jøl signi from # si ifying “redness mixed with white

opposition. (K,” TA.) [Hence,]

% J: fies the same as 41% ($, Mab, K, TA) as though

ness:” (see

J::)

but] accord. to Er-Răghib,

[meaning] he removed from it dubiousness and J&l in a thing, or case, or an affair, is meta
each other : (TA:) or alternate. (Az, A, O, confusion; ($, K,” TA;) so that the i in this case phorical, [and] like sus' from 4:1. (TA)
TA.)
is to denote privation: (TA:) this [J says (TA)] One says, J:" J'é 3.9 Uç:l + [The thing,
J-#: See Já-.4% #~ + A strait I have transcribed from a book, without having or case, or affair, was, or became, dubious, or

&l-st: ! The night and the day are opposed to

heard it. (S)- And sis: &#, (0, TA) confused, to the man]; and * J& means the
place of alighting or abode. (TA)=U_*: A.
aor. *; thus correctly, as pointed by IKtt; accord.
day, or two days, before the new moon; i. q. to the K V -ič; (TA;) + She (a woman)
&la-J), (AA, O, K.)
plaited two locks of her hair, of the fore part of tidings, were dubious, or confused, to me], and

same (Zi, O.) And #5, #3 & #[The

her head, on the right and left, (O, K, TA,) and <-K-l; both meaning the same. (TA.) And

6 d.

• ?
J-S: :

W

J-3,
J-3,

J&l *

Ślęl

-3% [or pen
dent locks or plaits]. (TA)-And U& [thus
in the TA, so that it may be either J& or 'J',]

one says also,

TA) in n. Jé, (TA) She (a woman) used

also said of a disease; [app. as meaning + It be

then bound nith them her other

see the next following paragraph.

and

aels

[meaning There is doubt, or uncertainty, and
there are doubts, or uncertainties, respecting it:
(Fr, S, Msb, K.) or " J-3, (S,) and t He (the lion) compressed the lioness: on the thus using the inf. n. as a simple subst, and there
(K,) the first agreeable with analogy, authority of IKtt. (TA.)= +ics, aor. *, (K, fore pluralizing it]. (Mz, 3rd 82° ; &c.) - It is

(S,) A man ($) refractory, untractable, perverse,

came nearly cured; because still in a somewhat
stubborn, or obstinate, in disposition: (S, K:) or amorous gesture or behaviour; or such gesture, or
hard in disposition, or illnatured: (TA:) or evil behaviour, with coquettish boldness, and feigned

doubtful state;] like as you say Jič,

in disposition, or illnatured, and very perperse or comes or opposition: displayed

'J'. (TA)—J: Jc. The palm-trees

n:hat is termed

and so

became in that state in which their dates overe

cross or repugnant and averse; syn. U-23: (Msb:) J£, i. e. &: and U2 and Ujë; (K, TA;) and sneet (Ks, S, A, O, K) and ripe, (Ks, S, O, Mgb,)

and "J's and "J'ai are likewise epithets * >'s [signifies the same], i.e. &#3 [and in or nearly ripe; (A, TA;) and 'J's signifies
applied [in the same sense, but the latter having like manner J.: is said of a man]. (TA.)
an intensive signification,] to a man: (IAar, See also Jš below, in two places. - And the same. (O.)–And &all els: The eye
had in it what is termed # [q.v.: see also
TA:) pl. J.8% (S, K;) a pl. of the first
ljé, & &#, with kesr [to the 4)], i. q. <+,
Or

6 **

third; (K;) or of the second, like as J.J.2 is [i. e. I inclined to such a thing; or trusted to, or

pl. of 3:2. (S)-Also the first, Niggardly;
tenacious; avaricious. (K.)

relied upon, it, so as to be, or become, easy, or
quiet, in mind.]. (O.)

Jš] (K)=<1%l Jøl: see 1.
5.

J: It (a thing, TA) was, or became,

Jormed, fashioned, figured, shaped, sculptured, or

J£, as an intrans. verb: see 4: - and see pictured; syn. 3:45. (K, TA) - And He
also 5. = **, inf n. J.c5, He formed, became goodly in shape, form, or aspect. (TK in
&*: (Kur xxxix. 30) Disagreeing, one fashioned, figured, shaped, sculptured, or pictured, art jºb.)-->''J:s,(S,K)and "J%, and
with another; (A, K,” TA;) and behaving with it; syn. 354; (K, TA;) namely, a thing. (TA.) * J£, (K.) The grapes became in that state in
hardness, harshness, or illnature : (A:) or dis
which some of them nere ripe: (S, K:) or became
J. : :

see the next preceding paragraph.

2.

- See also 1, in three places.
puting, or contending, together. (TA.) [See the
verb, 6.]

black, and beginning to be ripe: (K:) thus in the
3. itést: signifies The being conformable, M. (TA.)- See also 4, near the end. - And
see 1, also near the end.
suitable, agreeable, similar, homogeneous, or con

U:
genial; syn. Aasi,”; ($, K;) as also 7 Jésu:5:

Jš,

as an intrans. verb: see 4, in three

(IDrd,S, K.) Er-Răghib [strangely] says that

places. - And see 5. = Júl, Jil J&, (S)

âtést:" is from J:l signifying “the binding,”

1.

6: see 3, in two places.
8: see 4.

#l Jś, (Msb, K,) aor. 4, inf. n. J#, or “shackling,” a beast [with the Utø]. (TA.) [10. <-- is often used by the learned in the
(Msb,) He bound [the horse or] the beast, with You say, *ist: * [He, or it, is conformable, present day as meaning He deemed it (i.e. a word
the Ju: ; (Msb;) [i. e.] he bound the legs of &c., with him, or it; or resembles him, or it]. or phrase or sentence) dubious, or confused.]
[the horse or] the beast with the rope called Jús; (Mgb.) And affel 5:5, 3% i.e. &#3: 5

or

© d -

as also ''', (K) int. n. J.gii. (TA) And [This affair will not be suitable to thee]. (TA)

U.S. i. 7.

*

[as meaning A likeness, resem

£ual 3.1% [app. I bound the legs of the bird in And * >''<su: They resembled each other. (M.A.) blance, or semblance; a well-known signification
of the latter word, but one which I do not find
life manner] (S.) And '-3' cº- & I
unequivocally assigned to it in its proper art. in any
4.
J&
[primarily]
signifies
J$
$
3.2
bound the camel's Jú: between the fore girth and
[meaning It, or he, was, or became, such as had of the lexicons]. (AA, K, TA. [In the CK, and
the hind girth: (S) [i. e.] I put [or extended], a likeness or resemblance, or a like, or match, &c.]. in my MS. copy of the K, in the place of 4:1 as
betnceen the hind girth and the fore girth of the
(TA.)- [And hence, app.,] said of a thing, or the first explanation of J# in the K accord. to
camel, a cord, or string, called Ju:, and then case, or an affair; (S, Mgh, O, Mgb, K;) as also
the TA, we find 4:1; but that the explanation
bound it, in order that the hind girth might not

"Jš, (0, K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously, J-3,

become [too] near to the sheath of the penis. evidently not meant by the author of the K, as it
(TA in art. -á-)- And [hence, i. e.] from is his rule, after mentioning a verb of this form,

which I have
here

given is correct,

follows.])

One says,

is shown by what

* &: J: 9% es',

the Jú of the beast, (TA). As J$,(AHát,
S, Msb, K, TA,) inf. n. as above, (Msb, TA,)

to add &# or the like) infn. J#3 (TA)

* He restricted [the meaning or pronunciation of]

and 'J', (K) inf n. J&#3 (TA) + It was, * 3: "##24 and "# (AA, O, K, TA)

meaning as [i. e. In such a one is a likeness, or

resemblance, of his father]: (AA, TA:) and

========*~~

-------- -
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at: is erroneously put for aic:1.)

Also

and "Jesú, (0, K, TA) [likewise] meaning

l

blackness and an ugly yellonness: (TA:) in the

like; syn. J.; ($, Mgh, O, Mgb, K.) and so eye, a redne: in the white: (Mgh:) or, in the
23, (AA, O, K, TA) and #: (TK.) and AW J£:
(O, K:) or, as some say, the like of eye, i, q à: [q.v.]: (Ki) or, accord. to AO,
sense
the
with
of
*āsū also is syn.
J: [in
another in nature or constitution: (Msb: [and (TA,) the like of a redness in the white of the
*]; (K, TA;) [for] one says, aíst: c." * accord. to Er-Rághib, it seems that the attribute eye; ($, O, TA;) and such was in the eyes of the
* as meaning ax: [i. e. This is accordant to properly denoted by it is congruity between two Prophet: (9 ;) but if in the black of the eye, it is
the likeness of his father]. (TA)- And I q. persons in respect of the way or manner of acting termed #: (§, O, TA ) and the like is in the
Jú: you say, 13. J# c." 13%, meaning L's or conduct: but in the passage in which this is eyes of the [hawks, or falcons, termed] * and
expressed in the TA, I find erasures and altera #: accord. to some, it is yellonness mixing with
alti. [i. e. This is according to the model, or

pattern, or the mode, or manner, of this].

tions which render it doubtful:]) pl.

(TA.)

Jú (S, the white of the eye, around the black, as in the

Mgh, O, Mgb, K.) and J, # [as above]. ($, o, eye of the hawk (Jia'); but he [i. e. AO] says,
Msb,
K.") One says, 13. J% 13. This is the I have not heard it used except in relation to
thing; such as is perceived by the senses; and such
redness, not in relation to yellowness. (TA.)
as is imagined: (K:) the form (£), of a body, like of this. (Mb) And cš J# 333 Such ** U-> als: 2.3 means In him, or it, is a little
caused by the entire contents being included by a one is the like of such a one in his several states
one boundary, as in the case of a sphere; or by or conditions [&c.]. (TA.) In the saying in the for a small admixture] of blood. (TA.)
several boundaries, as in those bodies that have Kur [xxxviii. 58), 483 & #5, (0, TA)
āşş A woman using, or displaying, what is
several angles or sides, such as have four and such meaning And other punishment of the like thereof,
[meaning
- And The shape, form, or figure,

(5:4)

of a

•

d

6 - d. J.

&:

and Js and J#
as have six [&c.]: so says Ibn-El-Kemál: (TA:) (Zi, TA) Mujahid read " als. c... (O, TA) termed J£, i. e.
• 0 &
pl. [of pauc., in this and in other senses,] Júi *= Also sing of Jičí signifying, (O, K,) accord. amorous gesture or behaviour, &c.], (K, TA,) in
a comely, or pleasing, manner. (TA.)
and [of mult.] J, #. (K.) - [It often means to IAar, (O,) Certain ornaments (O, K) con
A kind, sort, or variety, of animals, plants, food, sisting of pearls or of silver, (K,) resembling one
# fem of J: Iq.v.] (S,0) = Also A

&c.] - [And The likeness, or the way or manner, another, worn as ear-drops by nomen: (O, K:)
or, as some say, the sing signifies a certain thing
n:hich girls, or young women, used to append to
their hair, of pearls or of silver. (O.) = And A
species of plant, (IAar, O, K,) diversified in
colour, (K,) yellon, and red. (IAar, O, K.) =
what n'as like his actions; accord. to IAmb: or,
[And The various syllabical signs, or vonel-points
accord. to Az, respecting his particular way,
by nihich the pronunciation of words is indi
course, mode, or manner, of acting, or conduct: &c.,
cated and restricted: originally an inf. n., and

of the actions of a person:] it is said in a trad.
* off
respecting the description of the Prophet, c-Ju
al: &= e'. meaning [I asked my father
respecting the likeness of his actions, or] respecting

(O.) and *ist [likewise, and more com

want; syn, ā-, and so " iíči, (S, O, K,
[both of these words twice mentioned in this sense
in the KJ) and "5-33; this last and the second
on the authority of IAar; (O;) accord. to Er
Rághib, such as binds, or shackles, (*#) Q 7m (17t
[as though with a J%]. (TA.) One says,

* #f 43 & [&c.] i.e. i-t-[We have a want
to be

supplied

to us on thy part; meaning ne

therefore thus used in a pl. sense.] = See also
nant a thing of thee]. (S, O.) = Also i. q.
monly,] signifies a particular way, course, mode, the next paragraph.

#34. (Soin theoandTA. [But whether by this

or manner, of acting, or conduct; (§, O, K, TA;)
as in the saying,

*::=ú c." J: Jé, (S, O,

J: :

see the next preceding paragraph, latter explanation be meant the inf n., or the fem. pass.

part, in two places. = Also, as an attribute of a part, n., of 3,43, is not indicated. Words of the
TA,) in the Kur [xvii. 86], (O, TA,) i.e. Every
measure #: having the meaning of an inf n.,
one does according to his particular way, &c., woman, Amorous gesture or behaviour; or such like itää, are rare.])

gesture, or behaviour, combined with coquettish
(Ibn-'Arafeh, S, O, Bd, Jel, TA,) that is suitable
to his state in respect of right direction and of tune, and feigned coyness or opposition; syn.
6 d.o.

•

error, or to the essential nature of his soul, and
to his circumstances that are consequent to the

constitution, or temperament, of his body: (Bd:)
and according to his nature, or natural disposition,

(Ibn-'Arafeh, Er-Răghib, O, TA,) by which he is
restricted [as with a Júl: (Er-Răghib, TA:)
and his direction tonards which he would go :

6.-->

J., (S. O. Ms., K.) and £, and Je; (K,

J&, of which the pl. is J#, (S, O, Mgb, K.,)

the latter also pronounced J#, (TA,) i. q. Jüe
[in the CK, Ujá, which is a mistranscription;])
[A cord, or rope, with which a camel's fore
or her &#, and comely or pleasing Js, whereby
shank and arm are bound together]: (S, O:) [or,
a woman renders herself comely or pleasing; accord. to the TA, by Ulic is here meant what
(TA;) and "Jø signifies the same. (K.) One next follows:] a rope with n'hich the legs of a
says J# ~15 #: [A woman having amorous beast (als) are bound: (Ki) a bond that is
attached upon the fore and hind foot [or feet] of
gesture or behaviour; &c.]. (S, O, Mgb.)
6 o' --

J

-

£-d

(Akh, S, O, K, TA:) and his side [that he
takes]: (Katádeh, O, K, TA:) and his aim, Jš, in a sheep or goat, The quality of being
intention, or purpose : (Katádeh, O, K, TA:)
white in the aislä. (S, O. [See J&I.]) [In
and J: [likewise] signifies aim, intention, or
this sense, accord. to the TK, an inf. n., of which
purpose; syn. ...i. (TA.) – Also A thing that
the verb is "Js, said of ram &c.]. - And

a

a horse [or the like] and of a camel: (KL:)
[hobbles for a horse or the like, having a rope
extending from the shackles of the fore feet to
those of the hind feet : so accord. to present

usage; and so accord. to the TK, in Turkish

is suitable to one; or fit, or proper, for one: you in an eye, The Quality of having what is termed 41.3& : Fei says only,] the Jú: of the beast
say, L' &: &% 3- lák [This is of n-hat a: [q. v.] (S, O.) [Accord to the TK, in (als) is well known; and the pl. is as above.
is loved by me and of what is suitable to me]: this sense also an inf n, of which the verb is (Msb.) In relation to the [camel's saddle called]
W J<, said of a thing, as meaning It had a red J-, (K, TA) accord to As, (§, O, TA) A
(K, TA) and L's 3 & # IWhat is ness
string, or cord, that is put [or extended and tied]
in its whiteness.]
suitable to him is not of what is #able to we].
betneen the

(TA) [And hence, app.,]one says, als: Gls: U2,

#: see J%, first signification.-One says

... •
meaning What is my case and [what is] his, or
its, case? because of his, or its, remoteness from also, 3

J

o

# * [In him, or it, is an
admixture
'f
." tanny, or bronnish, colour], and
of Júi

me, (T and TA voceź.) - And sing
(L, K, TA) signifying Discordant affairs and
objects of want, concerning things on account of
n:hich one imposes upon himself difficulty and for
which one is anxious: (Lth, TA:) and dubious,
or confused, affairs: (TA:) or discordant, and

*** [or fore girth] and the -ā

[or hind girth], (S, O, K, TA) in order that the

U-e

latter may not become [too] near to the sheath of
the penis; also called the 3%, on the authority of

29- c- als: [an admirture of blackness]: AA. (S, O, TA ) and [in relation to the saddle
called J-3,] a bond [in like manner extended and
(TA:) [or] # signifies redness mixed with
whiteness: (Sh, Msb, TA:) in camels, (K, TA,) tied, for the same purpose,] between the -ā- [or
and in sheep or goats, (TA,) blackness mixed hind girth] and the cu. [by which is meant the

with redness, (K, TA,) or nith dust-colour: in fore girth, answering to the A-as of the U- J:
dubious, or confused, affairs. (K. [In the CK, the hyena, accord. to IAar, a colour in n:hich are and a bond [probably meaning the rope men
200 *
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tioned in the explanation given from the K in the ####, (so in the O, as on the authority of (TA:) [app, with tenween, having a] n. un, with
preceding sentence] between the fore leg and the IAar,) or " Jé%, (so in the K,) thus says Ez 3: (S, K:) AHn says that the growth of the
hind leg. (K, TA.) – Also, in a horse, 1 The Zeijájee, but Fr says the former, [like IAar,]
quality of having three legs distinguished by [the (TA,) i. q. #: [as meaning The footmen of an
whiteness of the longer parts which is termed] army or the likel: (Fr, IAar, Ez-Zeijájee, O, K,
J-5, and one leg free therefrom ; ($, O, K, TA:) or à... [meaning the right wing of an
TA3) [this whiteness] being likened to the Jüe army]: or #: [meaning the left wing thereof].
termed Jú: (S, O:) or having three legs free
(Ez-Zeijájee, K, T.A.) – And i, q. #-d [pro
from J-5, and one hind leg distinguished bably as meaning The side, region, quarter, or
thereby: ($, O, K, TA:") accord. to A’Obeyd, direction, towards which one goes; like āsū,
it is only in the hind leg; not in the fore leg: (S, as expl. by Akh and others, in a saying men
O :) or, accord. to AO, (TA,) having the white tioned voce J:J. (IAar, O, K.) = Also i, q.
ness of the J.-- in one hind leg and fore leg, ā-32 [i. e. A tree of the species called G-2",
on the opposite sides, (Mgh, TA,) whether the
q. v.]. (IAar, O, K.)
whiteness be little or much : (TA:) [when this is
6 *

the case, the horse is said to be *%+ 3. Jú: * :
see 3 (last sentence) in art. -ā- :] the Frophet
disliked what is thus termed in horses. (O.)

* d >

(Z, O, K, T.A.)

2 : 48 #

als: 1: see

J#,

*

first signification. - Also

i. Q. J.: [meaning t Dubiousness, or confusedness].
(K.) = See also išš, in two places. = Also
A single tree of the species called Jši [q. v.].
(S, K.)

J-4,

from

Jći

in the first of the senses

assigned to it above, signifies Entering among

• Ó •

#=%

:

See

#, above.

[meaning confused with] its likes. (TA.) And [hence, app., or] accord. to Sh, from #
meaning “redness mixed with whiteness,” it
signifies + Dubious, or confused. (TA.) [Used
as a subst.,] it has for its pl.
[and Jást:

&:

J&i More,

m", like; syn. £i: so
láš. Jši 3. [This is more,
and

in

also: for] one says, Jésus." & 34, meaning
or +[He solves] the things, or affairs, that are
most, like to such a thing]. (S, K.")- Also Of dubious, or confused. (TA.) – Us:- [app.
a colour in n'hich whiteness and redness are Js:], applied to a horse, means Having a
intermixed; (S, Msb, K;) applied to blood; and, mhiteness in his flanks. (AA, TA in art. Loex.)
accord. to IDrd, a name for blood, because of the
redness and whiteness intermixed therein; (S;)
J: Endowed with a goodly aspect, or ap
[and] applied to a man; (Msb;) or to anything: pearance, and form. (TA.)

the saying,

J.< ! Foam mixed with blood, appearing
upon the bit-mouth, or mouth-piece of the bit.

J<! is like [that of] the trees called c.5: [of
which likewise bows are made]. (TA.)

Jesú : See Jš, first signification. - Also A
whiteness between the Jäe [which see, for it has
various meanings,] and the ear. (Ktr, S, O. (TA:) or in which is whiteness inclining to red
[See also
ness and dushiness: (K:) or it signifies, with the

ăists.])

J:

A horse bound, or shackled, with the

Arabs, [of] tro colours intermired. (TA.) Jú: [q. v.] (0, TA) - And t A horse dis
- of
U+2+: see al-2:... - One says, >29 Jae [Hence,] it is applied to water, (K, TA,) as tinguished by the whiteness in the loner parts of
6 •

O >

6 * >

d -

• Ö

13-3 Sé53, meaning Make thou the affair, or meaning t Mixed with blood: (TA: [see an ex. certain of the legs which is denoted by the term
J.-:) pl. J#. (K.) Jú: [q v.] (S, Mgh, O, TA:) such was dis
case, (uniform, or] one uniform thing. (Fr, TA in a verse cited
And the fem., #3, is applied as an epithet to liked by the Prophet ($) [See also J:-..]
in art. & )
WOce

an eye, (S, K,) meaning Having in it what is - And I A writing restricted [in its meaning or

ästä;

See

Jš, former

half, in two places.

termed

#, which

is the like of a redness in the pronunciation] with the signs of the desinential

E åstål,
also, signifies The flank; syn. n:hite thereof; like # in the black: (S:) pl. as syntax [and the other syllabical signs and the
diacritical points]. (AHát, T.A.)
#~41, i. e. #&#1: (S, O:) [or,] in a horse, above. (K.) A man is said to be c's J-5,
meaning Having a redness, (Mgh,) of the like of
the shin that is between the side (~#) of the
a redness, (O,) in the n'hite of the eye : (Mgh,
_*:
5-elé- and the a:, (K, TA,) which latter means O :) the Prophet is said to have been cºl Jši :
[the stifle-joint, i. e.] the joint of the 3-5 and and it has been expl. as meaning long in the slit 1. a.s., aor. *, inf. n. 2%, He bitted him ;
Ju: ; or as some say, the £13 are the two of the eye: (K:) but ISd says that this is extra [namely, a horse or the like;] he put the bit
J - e.e.

exterior parts of the citáñí. [or tro flanks] ordinary; and MF, that the leading authorities
from the place to which the last of the ribs on the trads, consentaneously assert it to be a

(*#) into his mouth. (TA)- [Hence], .<
G9, (S, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,)

reaches to the edge of [the hip-bone called] the pure mistake, and inapplicable to the Prophet, ! He bribed the Gl, [i. e. prefect, or the like];
belly. (TA.) One even iflexicologically correct. (TA.) - Applied
to a camel, (K, TA,) and to a sheep or goat,
-Lol, meaning [He hit] the

as: £". each side of the
says, 3:2; alsú

as though he stopped his mouth with the as:,

(S, K, TA) i. e. the [bit, or] iron thing of the
(TA,) of which the blackness is mixed with red Als). (TA) And 53.5% 36.2% i.e. +[He

5-el-

[or flank] of the * [or animal shot at]. ness, (K, TA,) or with dust-colour; as though stopped (lit. bitted) his mouth] with the bribe.
(TA.) [Hence,] one says, ~34' ăiest: * its colour were dubious to thee: (TA:) pl. as
! [He hit the point that he aimed at, of the thing above, applied to rams &c., (K, TA,) in this (TA in art. 25l.)- And 4: 'i & 53 J%
sense. (TA.) - Applied to a sheep or goat, + Such a one did a thing, or performed an affair,
that was right]: and J##"
*
and I settled, or established, it. (Lth, T.A.) –

# :

White in the alestā [or flank]: ($, O.) fem.

! [He hits, by his opinion, or judgment, the right #& ; (S;) applied to a ewe, as meaning white in
points]. (TA.) Ibn-'Abbād says that [the pl.] the aists, (K, TA,) the rest of her being black.
Jéss: signifies [also] The hind legs; because (TA)= Also The mountain-species of 3-[or
they are shackled [with the Uls:]. (O.)- Also lote-tree]; (S, O, K;) described to AHn, by
The part betneen the ear and the temple. (IAar,

£, (S, K,) aor, as above, (S,) and so the
inf n.; (K;) and 7 4.<!; (Th, K ;) He repaid,
And

requited, compensated, or recompensed, him; (S,
K;*) or gave him what is termed .# [q. v.]:
(K:) he gave him his hire, or pay. (S, from a

some one or more of the Arabs of the desert, as a

K, TA) - And Jelš (which is the pl. of sort of trees like the *
āsū, TA) + Roads tranching off. from a main
road. (K.) You say U+12: 35 &le t.A road
having many roads branching off from it. (O.)
– And &*" tāsū means ! The two sides of
the road: you say Je;">us &” ! [A road
of which the sides are apparent, or conspicuous].
(TA.)

trad)– And, as some say, (S) 42%, inf n.

[or jujube] in its X: and X*, He bit him. (S, K.) = <,
thorns and the crookedness of its branches, but aor. *, (K.) inf n. ź. (TK,) He was, or 'be
smaller in leaf, and having more branches; very
came, hungry. (K.)
hard, and having a small drupe, (#, [dim. of
ää, n. un. of &#, which means the “drupes of 4: see the preceding paragraph.
the 23-,"]) which is very acid: the places of its ź (S, K, &c.) and W L* ; (K;) of the latter,
growth are lofty mountains; and bon's are made ISd says, “I think it to be a dial. var., but I am
of it [as is shown by an ex. in the S and O]: not certain of it;” (TA;) A repayment, requital,

–
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compensation, or recompense; (El-Umawee, or, as some say, one possessing strength, or vehe his disease, or sickness; (MA; [accord. to the
A’Obeyd, S, K;) and &# is a dial. var. thereof: mence, of tongue; and perspicuity, or eloquence, TK, followed in this case, as in many others, by
(TA) when the gift is initial, it is termed & of speech or language; or perspicuity of speech Freytag, it means it (i.e. disease, or sickness,)
(S:) or a substitute; or thing given, received, neith quickness, or sharpness, of intellect; and afflicted him; which I think to be indubitably a
put, or done, by nay of replacement or exchange: much hardiness, or courage, or courage and mistake;]) and "L: and 7 L&l signify the
(Ks, TA:) and (K) a gift; (As, K, TA;) as also energy, or determination. (Ham p. 140.) – same [as 4.4% (£ he complained of his disease,
&; (A5, TA;) or the latter signifies a gift Also t Likeness, or resemblance. (K.) - And or sickness]: (TA:) [or] these two verbs (G:
+ A compact, or covenant; syn. .# (K, TA:)
without compensation: (TA:) or.: signifies a
and Us: 1) signify [or signify also] he was, or
in some copies of the K, .# is erroneously put became, diseased, or sick. (TA in additions at
benefaction, bounty, or gratuity; syn. L*.

for 3:41. (TA)

(Lth, T.A.)

X: A lion:

the end of this art.) One says also, "Užl
- of

d
*Las C-2
12-a- and W U:5, both meaning the

(K:) expl. in this sense as occur
or,

ring in a verse of Aboo-Sakhr El-Hudhalee:

accord. to Skr, as there used, quickly, or soon,
angry; or violently angry. (TA.)

3& and L&

1. &, (K) first pers. &#, (S, MSb) of
which

*

> /

-

same [i. e., originally, He complained of a pain,
or disease, in some one of his members; but
generally meaning he had a complaint of, or a

<: is a dial. var., (K in art. L&,) pain or a disease in, some one of his members;
unfrequently occurs
and #:

t& not
used in the
aor. 4, (S, Msb,) [and of the latter 2,] inf n.
X* See £, in three places. - Also The #, (S, Msb,) or &#, (K,) or this is a simple same sense]: (S:) [thus one often says of a brute;
subst., (S, Msb,) also pronounced &#, (K,) for ex.,] As says, in explaining +%il as meaning
loop-shaped handles of the cooking-pot. (S, K.)
certain disease that attacks the camel,”
and #2, (S. K.) with kest, (K) in which the “a
£5 4: W L# [he has a pain in consequence
(#4% expl. by Golius as meaning “Malitia Us is [said to be] substituted for 3 because most
indolis, contumacia,” as on the authority of the inf ns of the measure its of verbs ending with thereof in his heart; in which 4:3, though
KL, is app. a mistake for #, which I find an infirm radical letter are of verbs of which that determinate, may be considered as an explicative,
q.v.]. ($ in art.
expl. in the KL as signifying the “being evil in letter is L4, (TA) or this also is a simple subst., like 4: in the phrase
< 2.
nature, or natural disposition,” but not ale'. -Is.)- One says also, J.S. U.S. 34, meaning
Freytag explains it as meaning also Likeness; a (MSb) and 50%, (§, K,) or this too is a simple He is accused,
or suspected, of such a thing; syn.
(Msb,) and #&#, (K,) and #3, (S, K,)
*~ *
signification of iš, also mentioned by him; subst.,
al-or:: (K: [there mentioned as though it were
but for this he names no authority, and I know of is a trans. verb; (S, Msb, K;) and *L*. sig
from
and held to be so by the author of the
nifies the same; (S, K;) as also 'U's: (K:)
none.]
one says, Aft c." # ū and "L: [i. e. TK; but it is from &; as though meaning he
£, in the Al-J, [The bit-mouth, or mouth
is complained of by reason of such a thing : ])
piece of a pit; i. ej the transverse piece of iron # :1], and " | : [i. e. # L*]. (K, mentioned by Yaakoob, in the “Alfadh.” (TA.)
TA,) meaning [He complained of his case to
L& [thus in my original, app. t£ or
in the mouth of the horse, in n:hich is the J." God; or] he told to God the weakness
of his
[q. v.]; ($, K;) as also "...# (S:) [see also condition: (TA:) and ū53 &# and 7 # J%] is mentioned by Az as meaning The nails
X-4, and J~: Or "...# is pl. of #, as [I complained to such a one of his conduct to of such a one became split in several, or many,
places. (TA.)
also ## and #, (K, TA) this last with two me]; (S;) [or] ü% ($ means he told such a one
dammehs, [but written in the CKX4,] or [rather of his evil conduct to him: (TA) and 5% (£ 2. it: -š, infn. #3; and * <<!; and
-: (k ;) or, accord to Th, only this last;
*...* is a coll. gen, n., and].' is said by some cºs & He complained gf * a one to such a W
to be pl. of £, not of i:. (TA.)- Hence, one: (MA:) [and is 24! -->< I complained (TA;) The women took for themselves, or made,
[as used in phrases mentioned below,] (TA,) to him of such a thing :] see 4: and [in like man (l *:: [q.v.] for the churning of milk; (K,
1 Resistance, or incompliance : (S, TA:) disdain, ner] liés : * CA: He complained to him of TA;) because it was little in quantity; the 33:
scorn, or disdainful and proud incompliance or such a thing: (MA:) and 4: W <: [I com being small, so that only a small quantity can be
churned in it: (TA:) or, as in the T, L* and
refusal: and self-defence from nurong treatment:
plained
of
like
him,
or
it;
&#1;
(Msb:)
Er
'U's he took for himself, or made, a 55%:
(K:) and self-magnification, pride, or haughti
Rághib says, #1 is The showing, or revealing, (TA:) [or] so "U +1 ($) and so "Užl.
ness; syn. X: ; X: in the copies of the K being
of grief, or
when: the saying in. the
(IKt., TA)=<=is Jes, inf n. *š, expl.
a mistake for2:1. (TA:) firmness, strength, or
Kur
[xii.
86),
#1
*śi
US)
J-3
C#
(3)
[I
in the K as meaning * Cié and 4: -ek, is
vehemence, of spirit; (TA, and Ham p. 140;)
and evilness of nature or disposition: (Ham only show my grief and my lamentation to God]; a foul mistranscription: correctly, ** J.-,
ibid.:) strength of heart: (IAar, TA:) hardiness; and in the same [lviii. 1], if J. "J'í, And meaning “He comforted his complainer, and
courage, or courage and energy; or determina showeth her grief, or sorrow, to God]; the pri consoled him for that which had befallen him;”
tion; syn. is,*: vigorousness, strenuousness, or mary signification of £, being the opening of as in the Tekmileh. (TA.)
energy: (TA :) also [simply] nature, or natural the small shin for water or milk called $, and
3. *teu, inf n, itélé, He complained of
disposition; syn.
(K, TK: in the CK &: shoning what is in it; so that it is as though
originally metaphorical [though what is termed him, i. q. £: or he told of his deceit, guile, or
is [erroneously] put in the place of £1.) One 23.9 22
āş; iisa- (expl. in art. G-)]; like the phrases circumvention, and his vices, or faults. (TA.)
says, #: 33 &% | Such a one is resistant, or
Uss‘s : see #.

+4.3,

• J J

-

- d.

-

&#

=5%

6.- ... O -

sorror,

** 0-

e < *

&#.

Jé, J - 4 + and ce' J W 4-##,

4. Sucel [He made him, or caused him, to

resistant, unyielding, or incompliant: one who meaning “I showed him what was in my heart.”
defends himself from wrong treatment: proud: (TA)-tê is also said of a camel as meaning
hardy; courageous : one possessing prudence or He stretched out his neck, and made much moaning,

complain;] he did to him that which made him,

incompliant: (S, TA:) or disdainful, or scornful;

or caused him, to have need to complain of him.
(S, Msb.) He increased his annoyance and com

discretion, or firmness or soundness of judgment. or prolonged utterance of a complaining voice, plaining. (Az, K, TA.) – And He removed, or
did anay with, his complaint; or made his com
3: &% &%, meaning [in being fatigued by journeying. (TA)- And plaint
to cease; ($, Mgh, Msb, K;) he caused
1 Such a one is firm, strong, or %, (MA, K, TA,) inf. n. 3: and it: and
to
him
be pleased or contented [and so relieved
see of:
vehement, of spirit; (§, TA, and Ham p. 140;) &#, (MA, TA,) is said in relation to a disease,
disdainful, or scornful; resistant, unyielding, or or sickness; (MA, K, TA;) meaning He (a him from his complaint]; #. •ls: &: 44-sl;
incompliant; ($, K, TA;) so says ISk: (TA:) diseased, or sick, person) complained of it, namely, (S, and Harp. 337;) i. e. Vág'; (Har ibid.;) and
(TA.) And
like manner]

J - d. •

*

- O

-

-
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he desisted from that of which he complained: which milk is kept close: (TA:) or a small skin
(S, Msb:) thus it has two contr. significations. for water or milk: or a small receptacle in
(S, K.) Hence the saying, (Mgh, Mab, TA) in n:hich water is put: (Er-Rághib, TA:) the dim.
a £d: (TA) 14:15-41 J, J1 * (# is * ::: (TA:) and the pl. is &# and £:

us: X: tiss-

applied in the K, as well as in the O, in art. £13,
in which both explain it as meaning Difficult;
and also to a skin; for immediately after assert

ing that J has committed a mistake, F adds,] and
&
2. L*, like L:- is a town in Armenia, whence
C. [We complained, to the (K, TA) and L: [like as 2:
: is a pl. of ##,
d

• Ö

J. J.

J. J.

•

de

J.

[are brought] bits, or bridles,

Apostle of God, of the heat of the burning
ground, in our fasting,] and he did not remove,

being originally 3, #, like as J. (pl. of #3) is
-

6

-

d.d.

-

or cause to cease, our complaint. (Mgh," Msb, originally 25/2]. (TA.)

T.A.) And [hence] one says, c5% &: ū55 L'il,
&# an inf n, oft#, as also &#: (K;) or
meaning He took for such a one, from such a one, a simple subst. [signifying Complaint]: (S, Msb:)
what pleased or contented him [and so relieved pl. c.35%. (TA)-See also #.
him from complaining of him]. (ISd, K, TA:
omitted in the CK.)- Also He told him his #:
see 5*.
complaint, and the desire, or longing of the soul,
£:
• *

}

that he endured. (TA)—And i. 1 (=3:3:
3 --

[which may mean He found him to be complain

*

(244)

and skins,

(K) [and SM adds that they are termed as: :
but
what I find J to have stated is as follows:]
* -a.

U.:ll, [thus in one of my copies of the S,] or

J.'", [thus in the other of those copies,] in re
lation to weapons, is an arabicized word, and is in
Turkish J or Jii. (S. [But in the JM, this
last word is written, as from the S, c):5: it may
therefore be correctly că, or c-j, which, though
used in Turkish, is a Pers." word, meaning

J. : i, q. "9t: [i. e. Complaining];
(Mab3) smooth.])
à la
3

*

•

ing, or, as seems to be indicated by what imme [or a complainer; i.e.] &l signifies usill
*# (sui (JM) - And

diately precedes it in the K, he found him to be

•

3

.

• * *

9ú: see U.S., in two places. = In the phrase

complaining of a disease of the slightest sort]:

L£, (S) or *

(k :) or, as in the T, L&l [app, meaning Us:

Pained; syn. &-

; (K, TA;) in this sense an &#1 Jé's J43, (S,) which means A man
the sense of Js: (TA:) whose weapon is sharp, or whose weapons are

*-] signifies he found the object of his love, or instance of J.-: in
his friend, to be complaining; expl. by -33U2 or causing pain; syn. &=2- : [thus accord. to sharp, (S, K,”) Akh says that L=t2 is formed
*

•

s: 4:-

J)

by transposition from 45U' (q.v. in art. 95%]:

(TA.) = See also 2.

both of my copies of the S: and this appears to
be correct; for it is there immediately added,] (S:) and accord. to

5. J: He expressed complaint or lamenta
tion, pain, grief, or sorrow; syn.
(Msb
and K in art. x+3;) he made complaint or
lamentation. (MA, KL.) See 1, in four places.
- [Hence] one says, 13& J% Jú J's,
meaning + [My sheep or goats] forsook such a
land, [as though they complained of it,] and did
not go near it. (TA. [But I have substituted

AZ, one says also Us: 90%

c'. (TA in art. 9,2)-And Léâl [is

El-Tirimmáh says,

•

8:35,

•

, e.

.. ***

3

*

6 *

>'s es'-32 --> -ss->

*

*

2.

app. formed in like manner from &u£1, and]
signifies The lion. (K.)

[which is inconsiderately cited in the TA imme

diately after the former of these two expla
nations: I say “inconsiderately” because the

ić: A niche in a mall;
(#)

i.e. a hole, or hollow,

in a wall, not extending through; (Fr,

meaning evidently is, not that thus indicated in S, M, K, &c.;) in which a lamp, placed therein,
the TA, but, My branding, or stigmatizing, by gives more light than it does elsewhere: thus expl.
Jú for what is there written Last", an evident satire, (for one says als-Wu a-2,) is such as by the generality of the expositors [of the Kur-án];
•
&

mistranscription.]) = See also 2, in two places.
6.

Bélà

causes pain, and my tongue is vehement: or

and this is said by Ibn-'Ateeyeh to be the most

may here have the last but one of the meanings correct explanation: (TA:) said by Aboo-Moosa to
They complained, one to another.

mean the iron, or leaden, thing in which is the wick
[of the lamp]: thought by Az to mean the tube
(S.)- Also Affected with a complaint, meaning which is the place of the nick in the glass lamp,
8: see 1, in nine places: = and see also 2, in disease, malady, or sickness, [app. in an absolute
as being likened to the #4 which is thus called:
two places.
sense, (see #) and also] of the least, or lightest,
(TA:) some expl. it as having this meaning in
3: inf n, oft& (S, Msb.)- It is also used or slightest, sort; and so " 4.3. (M, K.)- And the Kur xxiv. 35, and say that the
there
expl. in this paragraph]:

&:

is from

£1.

(K.)

cl:

in the sense of

*

[meaning Grief, mourning, i. Q.

*:::, (S, Msb, K,) which is a pass. part. n.

mentioned is the lighted wick: (Bd:) accord, to

'cs#, and of 3; [and therefore signifies Complained of; Mujahid, the pillar, or the like, (22:41) upon
wité, and 7%, and "#, (K) this last and also complained to; but mostly seems to be the top, or head, of which the at: [meaning
or sorrow]. (TA) - Also, and

mentioned by Az, (TA,) [but it is omitted in used in the former of these senses;] as also
lamp] is puts, or the iron things by means of
some copies of the K,] A complaint, meaning a
n:hich the U.2.x:5 [or lamp] is suspended : IJ says
disease, malady, or sickness. (K.) = Also, the
that
its 1 is originally 5, and hence it is [often]
an inf n. of t.3; (S, K:) or a simple
first, A small, or young, lamb : or a small, or

'#4 (S.M.)
#:

written is: and Zj says that it is an Abys
young, camel: (K accord. to different copies: in subst, like (83%. (Mgb.)
sinian word, and used in the language of the
some, 3: having for its explanation J.
Arabs: (TA:) [the pl. is £2, like Gl- pl. of
#
an
infn
of
83.
(SK)-Andalso(TA)
***", and thus in the TA: in others, J.--"
a
subst,
signifying
A
thing
complained
of
(A-l
:] Kaab says that, in the verse of the Kur
A:...all:) mentioned by ISd. (TA.)
#3); like #2, subst: signifying “a thing it[xxiv.
35],
by the st: is meant the breast of
# an inf n. of t&; (S, K;) or a simple
a.

cast at or shot at”

(*): (Msb, TA:) pl.

Mohammad; and by the cl:42, his tongue; and
&#. (Mgb.)- See also #.
ūtā. (TA.) = Also A remainder, or remain
Also i, q + [A rice, fault, &c.]. (TA) [See ing portion, (K and TA in art. Us:) of a by the as-is.j, his mouth. (TA)
3** *
3 -6 3 -a verse cited voce 5%.
thing: mentioned by Sgh. (TA.)
3: and &#: see Us', last sentence.
# The shin of a suching hid, (T, S, M, ) # dim. of #, q. v. (TA.)
subst., like

-

jor milk: that of the 233- and of such as is

U:

&#. (thus in copies of the K,) or #3, with
5

above that [in age] is termed +3; (S;) or that
of the 234 is termed ää. ; and that of such as is damm to the L3, (TA,) is mentioned in art. 31:

1. * **, (§ 0) or #4 (Mgh, TA) or

[q. v.], and J has committed a mistake (K, TA) 33), (Mob, K.) originally <13, (Mgh, Mab,
à -weaned, #: (T, TA:) or a receptacle of skin in mentioning it here, as Sgh has observed:
TA,)
aor.
U+5,
(S, O, &c.,) inf. n. U.K. (S," O,”
or leather, for water and for milk, (K, TA,) or, (TA:) [accord. to F, it seems to be a rel. n.
à as some say, in which water is cooled and in applied to a bit, or bridle; for it is said to be so Mgh, Msb, K) and Uš, (Msb, K,) or the latter
*

6 * >
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journeying : (T, K:) and thus also V
is not allowable; (Ham p. 69;) this is the chaste coat of mail; on the authority of ISh, (0, TA)
3
•

* *

J.

L'é,

and

& e “

in fasting, and in warring: one says,
—£1 &is, (S, O, Msb, TA) inf n, J3, likewise
W>3% % # [Where is the place that they pro
(O,) I served the garment, or piece of cloth, (S, O,

form of the verb, (Th, TA) and "sisi, (Th;
K;) and Śiś, (Th, O, K,) but this last is bad,

(Th, O, TA,) and is disallowed by Fr; (TA;) Msb, TA,) slightly; (S, O, TA; [omitted, pro pose to themselves as the object of their aim in
His right hand or arm, or his hand or arm, or bably by inadvertence, in my copy of the Msb;]) journeying, &c. ?]. (TA.) – And A remote
the hand or arm, was, or became, unsound, or [previously to the second

sewing termed -iči;] affair ($, O, K) that one seeks; (K;) as also

vitiated: (S, O, TA:) or deprived of the poncer of strangely omitted in the K: " #: is [app. a "...#. (O, K.) = See also Jiā >And see
motion by an unsound, or a vitiated, state of its subst, not an inf. n., signifying The act, or art, of Jels.
3× [meaning veins or nerves]: (Msb:) or so sening;] the contr. of āūš. (TA)
Jiš An unsoundness in the hand or arm, or a
dried up; or stiff': or it went [or wasted] anay.
-

(K.T.A.). One

says, in praying for a person,
4 * J-1, (S) or $34, (Fr. K.) He (i.e.
<). A U.5 ) [May thy hand, or arm, not become God, S) made his right hand or arm, (S,) or his
unsound, &c.]: (S, Msb," K:*) and S: 5 and hand, or arm, (K,) to become unsound, or vitiated:
W

J% S, which mean

the

same; the

last word

vitiated state thereof (S, O.) [See also 1, first
sentence, where it is mentioned as an inf. n.]

And t A stain, (S, O,) or a blackness, (K,) or a
dust-colour, (TA,) in a garment, or piece of cloth,

(S:) or to become dried up, or stiff': or to go [or

that does not become removed by washing. ($, O,
like-usi (K) And #2 J3, and 4:... [His waste] anay (K) or 331 J. He (i.e. God) K, T.A.) One says, 4% es' Júl 13. ū, (§,
ten fingers became unsound, &c., and his five made the hand or arm to become deprived of the

*:::,

O) or
(TA,) t [What is this stain, &c.,
fingers,] and some say &#, but this is more power of motion by an unsound, or a vitiated,
in
thy
garment?]
= Also The act of driving
rare; i.e., the suppression of the fem. - is more state of its 3× [meaning veins or nerves].
anay: (S, O, K:) a subst.: (S, O:) or an inf. n.,
usual in a case of this kind. (Lh, T.A.) To one (Msb.) And #34 &f J2 is said by way of
who has shot or thrown, or who has pierced or imprecation [as meaning May God render his
thrust, well, one says, U: S3 $13 S [Mayest hand or arm unsound, &c.]. (0.) See also 1,
thou not experience unsoundness, &c., nor blind first sentence. = [It is said that] U}<! signifies

(Ksh in xii. 3.
3) [see 1, latter half] i, q.3%, like
6:*

[the inf. n.] J3, (K,) as also " £5. (TA.)

J: and J#:

See

J#.

J% 5 [May thy ten fingers not The driving anay a camel, and a troop or com

ness]; and 3:

become unsound, &c.], meaning &\si (S, O.) pany with the sword: [like J3. see 1, latter
**
* **
&•
half:]- and The making war. (KL.)

U). S: see 1, second sentence.

He who says Col. Ji Už and Ú5'). --Jú is a

55: bjū-

J

-

They came driving anay the

foreigner. (Mgh.) The lawyers [improperly] use 7. J: He became driven anay. (K, TA. camels. (S, O.)- And 55: 2% <-23 The
Júl in relation to the ,<>3. (Msb.) One says [In some of the copies of the K, aw J:l, inean people went driven anay (3:32: 1213 #).
ing He became driven anay by, or with, him, or
*

•

6 *

also, U2-, 2 - J.M. [Thou hast become unsound,

&c., in thy hand or thine arm, o man] (S, O.)
And

it.]) And

J.' -:) The camels became driven

J15 S, meaning J: S, because it occu anay. (S.) And U435, lao 12.5l [They went

pies the place of an imperative. (Lth, T.A.) In driven anay];

referring to a company of people.

J.

O. e.

•

•

(TA)- And U'X' signifies A company of men
in a scattered, or dispersed, state. (S, O.)

J*,

of she-camels, and of women, (O, K, in

the latter of which, in the place of £13, is found

the saying oftherájiz, (S) namely, Abu-l-Khudree

(TA)—[Hence]>3' U : J-31 + The

El-Yarboo'ee, (O, TA,)

wolfmade an incursion among the sheep or goats; £), [i.e. and of sheep or goats], TA) i: like
as also 3-33 mentioned by Azin art. &#. (TA.) -PU [meaning Aged]. (O, K.)- See also U.M.,
– And J: J: + The torrent began to be im in two places.

# - os
*

*

J#9 - J."

[Colt of Abu-l-Habháb, mayest thou not become pelled, before its becoming vehement: (Sh, O, K:)

J.'s, (§, o, K.) accord to Ao, (S) or

unsound, &c., in the fore leg], (S, TA, [in the O, and so J-l. (Sh, O.)—Andji: J-31 + The
A’obeyd, (O, TA,) An innermost covering for
t

•

+- Us", for £9-Ji Lel,]) the last word is rain descended. (K.)
thus [for J#3 S] on account of the rhyme: (S,
R. Q. 1. £1 <: I made the water
O, TA:) [for] the next hemistich is
+

Jigs: 3 & 44.4%

*

the body, worn beneath the coat of mail, (S, O,
to K,) whether it be a ~: or some other thing : (S,
fall in drops; (S;) in consecutive drops. (TA.) O:) and, (S, O, K,) sometimes, (S, O,) a short
And 4: J#13, (K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously, coat of mail, (S, O, K,) worn beneath the upper
one, (S, O,) or n'orn beneath the large one : or in

J#) and # (S,0, K, TA) infn. #3
[God bless thee as one possessing fleetness, or

sniftness]; (O, TA;) J. U43 in this instance
meaning as: U43. ($ in art. JL)=43; (K;)

and

Júl, [both incorrectly written by Freytag,] a general sense: (K:) [i. e.] a coat of mail itself

is called J43; (Ish, TA) and also ":: (TA:)
(K, TA). He (a boy, S, O, TA) scattered his
urine; emitted it dispersedly : (K, TA:) the

plitsi, (So,TA) in the K, erroneously, #2.

and J.''' is, (§ 0) and J#1 (Mab3)

subst. [signifying the act of doing so] is " Júš

(TA)—Also (§, o, K) A.[cloth such as is

aor. 4, (S, Msb,) inf. n. Uš (S, O, Mgb, K*)

with feth (K.) And #1 -: Játs, [in the termed] J-M-, (§, O.) or C-2, of nool or of

p

•

• *

-

3.

*

* *

and Ji, (K, and Ksh in xii. 3) like as Jaai CK, erroneously, 230,] and a " Jš,
is inf. n. of Jaś, (Ksh ibid.,) or Jić is a simple sn'ord poured forth the blood. (K, TA.)
subst.; (S, O';) He drove him anay; (K;) and

I drove anay (S, O, Mgb) the camels, (S, O.)

and the man. (Mb) And -*.*&#3.
Such a one passed along urging them on, and

driving them, with the snord. (S.) [See also 4.
• * *
3 *~ * * *
- Hence,]_*\lăll U: C-all | The danon drives

anay the darkness. (TA)- And &l -:
'** + The eye sent forth [or shed] its tears:

The

[goats'] hair, (K,) that is put upon the rump, or
croup, of the camel, (S, O, K,)

behind the [saddle

called] U-). (K.) [See also -i-..] = And
R. Q. 2. J: It (water) fell in consecutive The part, of a valley, in which the water flons:
drops. (TA.) And us J: It (a wound) (K:) or the middle of a valley, (S, O, K,) where
dripped with blood in consecutive drops. (TA.) Jion's the main body of water: (S, O:) so says
See also R. Q. 1, last sentence.
A’Obeyd, on the authority of AO; but the word
63 -

commonly known [in this sense] is

J.-, with

al: ; see the next paragraph.

# i. Q. # [app. as meaning The thing, or
place, that onéproposes to himself as the object of
(Lh, K) like 4:3: (Lh, TA:) asserted by Yaa
koob to be formed by substitution [of U for c).]. his aim]: (S, O, K:) the place that a company of
men have proposed to themselves as the object of their
(TA)-And 3.£9. Js,(0, TA) and *@3, aim or journey: so in the M: (TA:) or the a:
aor. *, inf. n. Uš, (TA,) He put on himself the [in the sense thus expl. in the M and TA] in

the unpointed L. (O.) = And The

ls: [or

spinal cord]; (K, TA;) [also called the U.A.;]
i. e. the white

&-

[or nerve] that is in the

vertebrae of the back: mentioned

by Kr. (TA.)

- And Long streaks, or strips, offlesh, extending
with the back : (K, TA:) n. un, with 5: also
mentioned by Kr: but the more approved word

[Book I.
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* 0- 0.5
*

is with [the unpointed] L. (TA.)= And Clouds mentioned by the sheykh Zādeh in his Commen IAar and several others, one says, <-is -:)
in which is no water; syn. AW-. (AA, O.)
a)'\: ; see 1, last sentence.

the dog
like
chase];
the
of
objects,
J: A he-ass much busied by the care of his
až! in measure and in signification: (Mgh,"
she-asses. (IAar, O, L., K. [See also
Msb, TA:) but this is disallowed by ISk, (S,

3:)

* *

***

.

U.5: see als, in two places.

6

*
* - C -->

•

}:M.

J: Water, and blood, falling in consecutive
drops, as also "J-i:. (K, TA)-A & [or

See

flesh-meat

(#)

of which the
and

J%

Mşb, TA) and by Th; ($, Mgh, TA;) and in

* 1 &
-

-

like manner,

**

in the same sense;

though they are allowed by others: one says,
-->

however, [by common consent,] −is, &:

X: A nell-known plant; (S;) [colza: see
6 *

grease, or gravy, drips '. like #

: - and see also

-

skin for wine &c.] flowing [or leaking]. (TA)
Roasted

6 J. d. J.

O =

• * *

And

*::/ J'é, meaning I incited, or urged,

tary on El-Beydāwee. (TA.)

['" the object, or

6.- -

2:40, meaning

I called the dog to the chase.

o –

Los J. :] mentioned by the author of the L, and (Mgh.)

2.
(TA in art. 3.) – J: 23 u. (§, O) and other leading lexicologists, following J. (TA.)

* Jušić (S, O") Water having a dripping. (S,
O)= See also the next paragraph.
J# A man light, active, or agile; (§3)

8: see the next paragraph, in two places.

_*

10. S-1, (§, K) and **):l, (§, K,

Xi. Sparks of anger: so in the saying # [accord. to my copies of the former, $31, but a
4: [His sparks of anger fly about]: (K:) and verse immediately following as an ex. shows the
right reading,]) He called him in order to save
[and] so "Já., (0) and 'J,3: (0, TA:) or
him, or rescue him, (S, K,) or to make him come
the first, a boy, or young man, sharp-headed; so : (TA)
light, or active, in spirit; Wrish, lively, 9, sprightly,
forth, (S,) from straitness, or perdition, (K,) or
_*:
from a place : (S:) this is the primary significa
follows.
see what
in his n'ork; and so &+, and Us-M-: (IAar,
(TA.) - And [hence] the former, (S, K,
tion.
TA:) or a man clever, ingenious, acute, or sharp; _*:
6 y o

6.-

-

}

6.- d -

light, active, or agile : (O:) or light, active, or X: The c5, [now applied to darnel-grass TA) and " the latter also, (S, TA, i. e. 59:1,
agile, in accomplishing that which is wanted; (but see this latter word d'55)] that is [often [thus in this instance in the copies of the S,])
! He saved him, or rescued him. (S, K, TA.) =
quick; a good companion; cheerful in mind; as
found] in wheat; also called "Juí (Mab, K) and And £-' He (a man, TA) was, or became,
also "J#3, and " J: [in the CK (erroneously) *_2,...; (K;) of Pers., or foreign, origin; (44 angry. (K, TA.)
* *

6-0 -

5

0.

• J.

J.

J:l, and 'J, G, and 'J', and 'J', (K, 3-#) and

it is said that one of its tro ex

TA) of which last the pl. is & 13, it having no tremities is sharp and the other thick: (Msb:)
broken pl. because of the rareness of Js: as the
of the dial. of the Sawád: accord. to IAar, i. q.
measure of an epithet: (Sb, TA:) and having es:j [sic] and &:- AHn says that it is a

S3; see the next paragraph.

W

: A limb, or member; (Msb, K;) as also
is: (TA:) or a limb, or member, of flesh

little flesh; light, active, or agile, in that which
he commences, (K, TA,) of work &c.; (TA;) as small, oblong, red, erect grain, resembling in form meat : whence, in a trad., c:9 ** us:
of wheat; and it does not
also W J: (K, TA:) or this latter [simply] the U-> [or grub]
limb]: (S:) pl. #i
intoxicate, but renders the wheat very bitter: and [Bring thou to me its right
o 5
lean, or having little flesh. (S, O.)
in one place he says, the plant of the L.A.: spreads (S, Msb, TA) and U.5i, [originally 3:) like
# Thefalling of water in drops, (K, TA,) upon the ground, and its leaves are like those of Jai pl. of #3. (TA)- And The body of any
consecutively. (TA.) [If an inf. n. in this sense, the -354 [or salic Aegyptia] that is termed thing [i.e. of any animal]; as also "S3; (K;)
3-#. very green, and juicy, or tender; people eat which latter is expl. by ISd as signifying the skin
its verb is most probably J:..]
its leaves when they are fresh, and they are and body of anything; and is applied in a trad.
Júš: see R. Q. 1: - and see also U.M. pleasant [to the taste], without bitterness; but its to the inner side of a haunch as meaning having
J%, applied to a plant, or herbage, Fresh, grain is more intensely, or nauseously, bitter noff sh pon it: (TA:) [or,] accord. to IDrd,
Qiā) than aloes. (TA) [Forskål, in his Flora 9-? ** signifies the body of the man after its
juicy, or sappy. (TA.)
Aegypt. Arab. p. 199, after describing the coláj, wasting, or decaying: (Mgb, TA:) [or] #í
-

J. Q.

de

o

z

6 - d -

jší A

man whose hand, or arm, has become says, “L.A.: etiam agri vitium; a priore tamen 91.3% means the members, or limbs, of the man
unsound, or vitiated: (S, TA:) or deprived of the diversa species: decoctoplantae obtunduntur sensus after wasting, or decaying, and becoming dis
poner of motion by an unsound, or a vitiated, hominis qui operationem chirurgicam subire sundered : (S, TA:) and (hence, Mgb) one says,
* - of
state of its 3× [meaning veins or nerves]: debet; Avicenna sic referente.” See also #..]
q\**, meaning t The sons
*%l
es:
-,
£35
a
in
a
of
gloss
authority
the
on
(Msb:) or dried up, or stiff; or whose hand, or * [Golius says,
• *

-

• J.

J.e.

of such a one are remains among the sons of such
arm, has gone [or wasted] anay: (K, TA:) fem. copy of the KL, that it signifies also A short, or a one : (S, Msb:) and-sil #3: 34 + He is
little, avaricious, man; “vir curtus, avarus:”

# (S, Msb)-Ahd # 33 (Mgh, TA) A

hand, or an arm, that will not comply with that a meaning, if correct, app. tropical.]
which its possessor desires of it, by reason of dis
*
ease therein. (TA)- And #3 &: An eye of

which the sight has gone. (O, Msb, K.)

* [q.v.].
drives aicay [his

A [spear of the kind called]

(TA)— And

A he-ass that

she-asses] much.

(K. [In the CK,in this sense,

J% said to be like &#. * this is, I doubt not,

1. 53, aor. *, He went, or journeyed. (K.)
= And He raised, uplifted, or took up, a thing;

J-

: signifies
t a remain, or remaining portion: and J” [app.

of the remains of the people: [for]

syn.

&#.

(IAar, Az, K.)

a mistranscription for Lie, i.e. originally of the
measure J*, is another pl. of sis, and] signifies
+ remains of any thing. (TA.) [See also

#3.]

4 U", (S, Msb, K, &c.) infin. ##!, (Mab,)

- Also Any skinned animal of which somewhat
erroneously written J-2. See J:...]) – See& He called a dog, (AZ, S, Msb,) &c.: (Msb:) and has been eaten and a portion remains: (K:) or
also J#, in two places. - One says also <! he called a she-camel, (ISk, S, K,) and a ewe or a portion remaining, whether much or little, of a
she-goat, by her name, (ISk, S,) to milk her. sheep or goat of which part has been eaten : (L
• *~ 3- c” J.: [thus app., but written in my original (ISR, S, K.) And 4:3 U" He shored the voce: :) pl. #i. (K)- Andals ill #i
without any syll. signs,] meaning Verily he is a
(in the CK erroneously + The straps, or thongs, of the bit or bridle :
writer soundly, or thoroughly, learned; or skilled, 5\s- [or nose-bag
© y

intelligent, and experienced; and sufficing. (TA.) £9-J)]

to his beast in order that it should (A, K:) or such as have become old, and of which
(K.) [See also 10.] Accord. to the iron appertenance has become slender, (K,
him.
to
come
=Also A garment with which the neck is covered:

TA,) or, as in the M, [of which] the iron
appertenances [have become slender], without
straps, or thongs: app. likened to limbs, or mem
bers, of flesh-meat. (TA.)

is: :

1593
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proudly, or haughtily. (K, TA. [And >! has a some of the Arabs] make the 3 [in J4%) to
similar meaning.])- [This verb is also probably have a smack of the dammeh; but if you took
used in other senses, said of a mountain, &c.; see account of the aë% of the >'', [in this case,]
Lo-o: below.] - See also 4, near the end.
the measure of the verse would be broken, [the
6 * >

*

see the next preceding paragraph.

#3 A piece, or portion, of flesh-meat &c.

(K, TA.) – And

0& -

* 0&-

foot] us,Sl Us: becoming, in the scanning,

•

2. --~ and -* : see above, in two places.

+ A remnant, or remaining

&ieu:,

J.'s 5

which may be only in the

3. tas, (K) infn. £,(S.T.A.) They smell whereas this verse is of the j<-3: (Sb, $ ) another
each other; ($, K,) as also usu:, (K) inf n. case of al-āl is that of the us in #35, [in which
that letter is quiescent, but made to have a smack

portion; (K, TA;) only of property: ($, K,”

X: (S)-(Hence]: ; Look" to *

TA) pl. GSG (§, TA) one says, #4 #3

n:hat is nith him, or in his

#3 * 3 33 c5% + [The cattle of such a one
nvent anay, but a remnant remained to him].

TA,) and dran, near to him, (K, TA,) and seek
letter. (Zj, T in art. -3.) Also He pronounced
after the knowledge of what is with him, or in the consonant with a as:- [or vonel-sound]

(AZ, $) [See also:..]

his mind, (e.x:c Lo,) by means of informations and betneen damm and hesr, apparent only in utter

J: Lean, or light of flesh : (K, TA:) an
epithet applied to a man. (TA.)

of kesreh,] as is the same letter in every similar

mind, (::= us, S, K, case, in a dim. noun, when followed by a doubled

disclosure; as though each smelt what was with
ance, not in writing; as in J: and Jägå in the
the other in order to act according thereto. (TA.) Kur xi. 46. (I’Ak pp. 130 and 131.) (See also
And hence the saying,Xà:303Xà:ú ! [We

#-l29, voce2%.]—[Golius explains):

as

endeavoured, or looked, to ascertain their condi

Jús, in the dial of El-Hijāz, The things, or

signifying also “Reduxit, fecit ut converteret se
tion; then ne engaged them in near, though not
ab aliqua re;” as on the authority of the KL; in
instruments, neith n'hich scarification is performed
close, conflict]. (TA) You say also, << mycopy of which, however, I do not find this mean
upon the cheeks: app. pl. of 5942. (TA)
J: meaning [simply] + I dren, near to the
man. (S.) £: [used tropically] signifies + The verb,] said of a man, (S,) also signifies He passed
looking into a thing. (KL.) And t The ap by, or along, raising his head; (S, K, TA;) and
&A.
proaching the enemy so that the tryo parties see magnified, or exalted, himself; behaved proudly,
&: Acertain northern constellation, [namely, each other. (S.)
6 * >

ing]=>, (§, K) inf n. 23), [as an intrans.

or disdainfully; or elevated his nose, from pride.

Lyra,] consisting of ten stars, the bright star

(TA. [See also 1, near the end.]).- And He
4. #! 4: He made him to smell it, or perceive
turned anay from a thing. (K.) One says
* > 0 - of
liken it to a vulture (,-4) n:hich has contracted it by the nose. (K.) You say, relali as-sà! [I b: $! * &: (#, i. e. [While they nere in
its wings to itself, as though it had alighted upon made him to smell the perfume]. (S, Mgb.) - a certain direction, lo,] they turned anay; (S,
a thing: the vulgar call [the three chief stars in] And [hence] one says to the prefect, or governor,
6
of
TA, as from AA;) or "
(Thus in one of my
*t Júš' and before the bright star is a dim or prince, or commander,
* -ss->&l copies of the S[but I think it to be a mistranscrip
star n:hich the Arabs call jūš [i. e. the talons]. + [Suffer me to approach thy hand that I may kiss tion].) And ź. X: The people, or party,

[2] of which is called &#1 +1; the Arabs

•

-

-

*

s:

* *

(#

it]; (§, TA3) a phrase like 9: Jiyū, (TA)

(Kzw. [Not in any of my Lexicons.])

deviated in their directions to the right and left :

but better than the latter phrase: so says Kh. (S.) a phrase heard in this sense by A.A. (S.)

– And &t=1 ...", and 3: <>, | He, and

*

Jo"

5: see 1, in three places.

operator, took, (K, TA,) or

cut off,
1. --~, aor. 3:1; and --~~, aor. Lo:!; (TA,) a small portion of the prepuce, and of the

6: see 3, first sentence.

(S, Mgh, Mgb, K;) the latter mentioned by AO; * [q. v.]: (K, TA:) or the latter signifies she

8: see 1, in two places.

*

6

3- #

e”

J,

she, i. e. the

3**

d. • *

(S, TA;) third pers of each #5 (Mgh;) inf n.

cut off a portion of the

sis: [q. v.], not extirpating

ź (S.M., K) and:#,G,k) which are of it. (TA)- And -3-12, (S. K.) inf n.
L: mentioned by Z
(K, TA) alone; (TA;) I smelt, i. e. perceived
by the nose, (K,) a thing, (S, Msb, K,”) or an

both verbs, (TA,) and

odour; (Mgh;) and " &: signifies the same;

10. X-1 He desired to smell (KL) – And

2.5i, (S,) + He made the consonant to have a He perceived a smell, or an odour, from a thing.
smack of the dammeh or the kesreh, (lit., made it (KL)-- 4:4:: * *-* J-5
to smell, S, or to taste, K, the dammeh or the aii-, said of a man, means 4: [i. e. f The
hesreh,) in such a manner (S, K) that the mucus entered his nose, and he snuffed it up, and
><!, (S,) or that the dammeh or hesreh, (K.) made it to pass into his fauces]; the verb being

(S, Msb, K, TA; [4: in the CK is a mistrans nas not heard, (S, K,) what is termed A:
so-"
cription for *::::) and W &: also, (K,) -j-" being less than what is termed aš-135,
and W *::, thus in the copies of the K, but the former being apparent only by the motion of
correctly " *::: (TA: [both, however, are the lip, (S,) or of the upper lip, (so in one of my
of the S,) no account being taken of it,
mentioned
in theo &CK: *the6 × former
like &#25 for copies
* 0 &2
42 .
(S, K,) i.e., of the dammeh or kesreh, (K,) it not
<-a-as:]) or *L," * <<:5 signifies -s aro-2

metaphorically thus used, like as

&:9

is

* @

-

-

metaphorically used forXà. (Mgh.)

ź inf n, of the intrans verb .3

[q. v.].

>

(Msb, TA.)-[Used as a simple subst.,] High
ness of the nose: (Msb:) or highness of the bone
being reckoned as a aé- because of its feebleness, of the nose, (S, K,) and beauty thereof, (K,) with

a: [I smelt the thing leisurely, or gently]: (S,

the consonant in this case being quiescent or like evenness, or straightness, of its upper part, (S, K,

J.J. d

-

when there is in it a gibbousness it is termed
TA.) or (, "...: and "4: both signify that which is quiescent, (S,) and the prosodical uš,
S,) and uprightness of the end, or lonest part:
measure
not
being
broken
thereby
:
(K:)
for
ex.,
he put the thing near to his nose in order that he
(K:)
or, as some say, this last quality [alone]:
in
the
following
verse,
might dran in its odour. (AHn, T.A.) - See an
6 *

ex, in a prov. mentioned voce Alcá-. - [Hence,]

*

s's J-53: 530 J.

•

Ge."...#&#3; #

*k

X: + He was tried, or proved by trial or experi
•

*O a

ment or experience; syn. »a-l. (IAar, K.) =
**

•

&

e

32.

-

(TA:) or length of the end, or loner part, of the
nose, so that it extends over the middle of the
mustache,
$33) with beautiful evenness,

(#)

or straightness, of the bone, and highness thereof

6 * *

L., sec. pers. --~,aor.-->4, (Msb) inf n. ***, [meaning &#91 and Geol, (as is said in one of my greater than the highness that is termed -#:
(S, Msb, K,”) He (a man) was high, or elevated,
ina • the nose. (S,” Msb,
K.") - [And hence,]
• 0 < ... .
_*, (K,) [sec. pers. --~,] inf n.L***, (TA,)
! He (a man, TA) magnified himself; or behaved
6 * >

Bk. I.

copies of the S,) i. e. When I sleep, he who lets
beasts on hire will not render me wakeful by night,
nor do I hear the bells of the camels on which
people ride], the Arabs [or, as is said in the TA,

or length and slenderness of the nose, and a
don’nnard extending of its £5, [i. e. end or tip,

or part where the blood that flows from the
nostrils drops or drips]: (K:) or [simply] length
201
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- -o-w
-o*
*
-

4, 2: #4: God made him (i.e. the enemy,
in the nose. (Ham p. 789.) - And, in a man, high in the head of its bone. (K.) – [Freytag
The quality of having what is termed X: of the mentions two other meanings: – “Ventus ex A, Msb) to rejoice at his affliction. (A, Mgb,
nose. (S.) - [And hence, I Self-magnification, alto veniens, qui penetrantioris est odoratus : –
or pride, or haughtiness: see 1, near the end.]

[and] fem. A.: Jugum extensum in monte:”

And t Generosity. (Ham p. 728.)- Also High from the Deewan of the Hudhalees.]
3 ,
ness, (K,) or tallness of the head, (S) of a
[Turning anay, or averse]. One says,
mountain. (S, K.) - And t Nearness: and _2:…
",
5
! remoteness: thus having two contr. meanings. **): SL*.* ** 13| lis asle --> [I offered
(K, TA.) It has both of such meanings in the to him such a thing, and lo, he was averse, not
J. J.

phrase ź

% ! [His house, or

• *

&- #,

*

* *

•

•

de •

• *

*

6 **

abode, is near : desiring it]. (S.)

and, remote]:
(K, TA:) and in the phrase
• *ose
--~

•

! [I san, him, or it, from within

a short distance: and, from afar]. (TA.)

K, TA) For £5 & #53 (Tervure
make not thou the enemies to rejoice at my afflic
tion], in the Kur [vii. 149], Mujáhid is related
to have read W

High, or elevated: (S, K:) applied in

3 --

5 : signifies A people's returning disap
pointed of attaining their desire, without spoil.

3
[L* An instrument of smelling; like as & (K.)
6

•

- 9

signifies “an instrument of hearing.” – Hence, 8. *: [A camel's] beginning to be fat. (K.
its pl]>0 signifies Noses. (KL)–(This pl. [See the part. n., below.])

>:

Disappointment; frustration of one's
or hope :

(IB, TA :)

a subst. from

A thing that is smelt; such as any

this sense to a [camel's saddle such as is called] sneet-smelling plant: like as J,+t. signifies “a
−5. (S.)
thing that is eaten:” (Msb:) [and] musk : (S,
6

*

~ * >

K:) [pl. -les-2.]

-** as signifying -e-.5. (TA) - Also,
thus written in copies of the K, [and in the S,]
with kesr, (TA,) [but in the CK - U.S.,] and

-

*

J.3, (K,) Persons

suffering disappointment;
or failing of attaining their desire; (K, TA;)
W

A sort of melon resembling a small
colocynth, [or rather a small melon resembling a
*o-w
colocynth,] streaked with redness and greenness and
gyellonness: called in Pers. 4:3:… [i. e. “per
1 <-3, aor. 4, (S, A, Msh, K) infin. iii.;
fume”]; (K;) originally ess <-3 [or <-3 (S, K) and $13, (K,) or the former is a simple
** : (TA:) its odour is cool, pleasant, lenitive, subst., (Msb, [in which no inf. n. is mentioned,])
and narcotic; and the eating of it is laxative to He (an enemy) rejoiced: (TA:) or he (a man,
the bonels: (K:) [The cucumis dudaim of Linn.; TA) rejoiced at the affliction of the enemy: (K,
called by Forskål cucumis schemmam : the latter
*

+:

endeavour
* 8.

X:

but the correctness of

this is doubted. (TA.)

>: A thing [odorous, fragrant, or] fit to be is expl. by Jac. Schultens, as meaning Perfumes
smelt. (KL.)
(odoramenta): so says Freytag.]
X*

-: 5.3 :

without spoil: (TA:) [pls.] without any sing.;

f deo ->

(K:) or the latter has no sing known to ISd:
(TA:) [but] * <-26 has this meaning as a sing.
part, n., and <' [app. +] is its pl. (IB,

TA) one says, W Jú b%, (IAar, TA) or
Ül-ā, (S) They returned suffering disappoint

TA:) you say, a 3-3. He rejoiced at his [an ment; or failing of attaining their desire; (IAar,

thus describes it (Flora Aegypt. Arab. p. 169):

S, TA;) without spoil; and so "3:
affliction. (S, A, Msb.)
cirrhosi: folia cordato-oblonga, acuta, subsinuata,
2, see 4-4-# is syn. with +: [i. e.] * 3:. (TA)
dentato-repanda, hispida: calyces villosi, molles: J-ball <-5 signifies The uttering a prayer
“Caules

5-sulcati, setis rigidis, scandentes, enemy's]

flores flavi, conferti in alis: fructus globoso
ovatus, glaberrimus, magnitudine citri, flavus,

and

[+:

Reproach (“convicium”): so Golius,
(S;) when he has, in obedience
as
from
the
KL; but I do not find it in my copy
maculis inaequalibus, fulvo-ferrugineis, versus to an injunction of the Prophet, said * :-" of that work.]

jor the sneezer;

polos in lineas confluentibus; pulpa aquosa, [Praise be to God]: (Harp. 250.) you say,
seminibus tota plena: fructus juvenis villosus; J-ball &#, (ISd, A, TA) and * ~,
maturus glaber: odor, fortis necingratus; eamque meaning [as expl. in art. --~ : or] IIe prayed

*

6

* *

•

us's: : see -lo-', in two places.

ob caussam cultus; non edulis:” in the present for the sneezer that he might not be in a state in
One rejoicing at the affliction of an
day, the same appellation is applied in Egypt to n:hich his enemy might rejoice at his affliction : enemy: [fem. with 5: pl. masc. + and fem.
several species of melon, of pleasant odour and (ISd, TA:) --> is better and more common

<-23

<-2% ;

taste; but this application I believe to be of very than -- . (A’Obeyd, TA in art. -- and in
late origin: see also

£: and see De Sacy's

like

or the latter may be anomalously masc.,

J% &c.; and as such it is evidently used

the present art. :) but the latter is said by Th to in the L, in one place; but in another place,

“Rel. de l'Égypte par Abd-allatif,” pp. 126-7.] be the original word: or the meaning is, he said where it cites an explanation by AO, as fem.:
to the sneezer, May God put anay, or avert,

&ú: Sweet odours that one smell. (K.)

both are mentioned in the M and L and TA, and

from thee that on account of which one would
the latter in the S and A also..] One says, ź
signifying “the legs” of a quadruped, as though ë es: &: S [O God, comply not with the
rejoice at thy affliction: or it is from

X* Ripe

dates remaining upon the raceme.

<-23:

aS

(AZ, K.)
meaning he prayed for the sneezer that he might desire of one who is to me a rejoicer at my afflic
3.
[AU, Smelling, or perceiving by the nose.] - be firm, or steadfast, in his obedience to God. tion]; meaning, do not with me that which one
$39, asū &# ( [0 son of her who smells the (L and TA from the Fáik &c.) And 4 -: who rejoices at my affliction likes, or approves;

.#3] is an expression of reproach. (S.)
>i, applied to a man, (Mgb) Having that
6 * >

*, inf n. as above, He prayed for what for in that case, Thou wouldst be as though Thou
good for him; prayed for a blessing upon obeyedst him. (ISk, L, TA) And 3% &
him ; as also ---, but the former is the better <!: a: Such a one passed a night such as
and

700S

quality of the nose £ich
is termed A-. ; (MSb, and the more common. (L and TA from the T would make to rejoice those, or those females, that
• &
K;) or so Jāśl _2:1, thus 3,applied: (S:) fem. and Fáik &c.) – Also i. 9. +5. (K:) you would rejoice at the affliction of an enemy; (S,
A, L, TA;) i. e., a distressing night. (A.) [And
it: (Mab, T.A.) and pl. 3. (TA)- And say, &% 4:3, meaning 4:- [Such a one dis a verse cited in the next paragraph presents, as
[hence, t Self-magnifying, or proud, or haughty: appointed him; or caused him to be disappointed some read it, a similar ex. of -'ll *= See
d

•

or] a chief characterized by disdainfulness, scorn of attaining what he desired or sought : or denied
fulness, or disdainful and proud incompliance, him, refused him, prohibited him from attaining,
(K, TA,) and high-minded. (TA) - Also A or debarred him from, that which he desired or
[The act of
mountain tall, (S, TA,) or high, (TA,) in the sought]. (TA) - And i, q.
head. (S, TA.) [And High, as applied to a place collecting, &c.]. (K. [But SM says that he had

&:-

also

+.

*

#20. [fem. of <<, q. v. = Also], as a subst.,
sing of <-s: (S, TA) which signifies The legs

of ascent in a mountain: see an ex of the pl. in a searched to the utmost for this meaning without of a beast. (S, A, K, TA) one says, #4,#5
verse cited voce -$3.25.] – And A shoulder finding it in any other lexicon.])
#23 4, i.e. [May God not leave to him] a leg

•

Book I.]
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-o- - -o-'

£25

:] pl. The lip became contracted, or became contracted
of a beast. (AA, S, A, TA.) And En-Nábighah the nose, from pride, or disdain: [like
[Edh-Dhubyánee] says,
#: (L, K:) and
a man n-ho magnifies, upwards]: (M in art. Lals:) and ": [in like
manner] signifies it (a thing) contracted, or be
&
a 34 *Sé * &:

'#

•

*dsoe

or exalts, himself much; or elevates his nose much,

85

• **
came contracted; syn. Jañí. (TA)- Also,
from pride (L)–And : J251 [Noses (inf n, as above, Aš, S,) t He launched forth a
elerated, from pride]; like : (S)-And ship, or boat; let it go; let it take its course; (As,
J.

* *

*

•

•3

@

• 6 e
*

*

* 3-, 5-3 +..." &
[And that has been frightened at the voice of a
huntsman with his dogs,] and passed the night in
consequence thereof standing, (lit. obeying the

£2.5 -: ! [A proud, or high, lineage].

(A3) and he discharged, or shot, an arrow : (As,
IAQr, S, A, Msb:) and hence, (As, S,) the sent,

legs,) by reason of fear and [also] of cold; the
poet describing a [wild] bull: (AO, L, TA:) but

&

J-o-'
* * *

some read

(TA.) IAar, S, A, K;) and in like manner, a hawk;

sent forth, or sent anay, (As, S, M, A, K,) a
thing (M, A.) [See also :..] And J.' **,

6d >

-

&# (instead of &#): and accord. to

1. -->, aor. *, inf. n. 4-c.5: see the next para
inf n, as above; (TA;) and Wu,-4); (K;) + He
graph,
in five places.
this reading, the meaning is, and passed the night
hastened the camels; made them to hasten; syn.
having, of fear and of cold, what was agreeable
2, #2, (S, A, Msh, K) inf n : (S. K.)
with the desire of such as would rejoice at his He raised, (S, Msb,K) or tucked up, or contracted, (*#, [which seems to be either syn, with, or a
mistranscription for,
affliction; the phrase being like the saying X: (A,) his garment, (Msb, K,) or his waist-wrapper, • * * * *
1. (O, K, TA)- And J:
3: t I
es.
5 meaning as expl. in the next (S,) [or his sleeve,] or his skirts. (A.) One says,
cut
off
the
fruit
of
the
palm-trees;
syn.
£4;
preceding paragraph: (ISk, L, TA:) or he passed asu. &= 2. (He raised, or tucked up, his gar
the night having [of fear and of cold] nihat nould ment, or waist-wrapper, or skirts, from his shank]. (A, TA) or so "4:3, (Ibn 'Abbād, O.) [for]
(K.)
rejoice the -2% that heard thereof: (AO, L, (S.) [And in like manner, W * signifies He # signifies
TA:) [and in like manner, Z says,]
<0. raised, or tucked up, his garment, &c.: for] one
4. J.' --~!: see 2, last sentence but one. <!: [without 4, and with £212 in the accus. says also, 43- &= 2: [He tucked up his
case, lit. he passed the night obeying those, or those sleeves from his fore arms]. (TA.) It is said in 32% J<! --~! The he-camel impregnated
females, that rejoiced at his affliction,] means, as a prov., S:
S:3 3: i. e. [lit..] He con the she-camel covered by him. (O, K.)– 9->
He destroyed him with the snoord; syn.
those that rejoiced at his affliction liked, or ap tracted, or dren up, his [or a] skirt [and clad -:
* ~ * of
proved. (A.)
himself with night as with a tunic]. (TA) or aesal. (O, K.)

* (*, *) and

ūsts

3:

J*L*.

8%

&#

*

*

6 * ~ *

&#3

S$ 3:#, meaning # Use thou pru
dence,
or
precaution,
or good judgment, and
prayers that are offered for hings. (TA.) = See
journey
all
the
night.
(S
and K in art. 893)
also -lo', last sentence.
[Hence,] + He strove, or laboured, exerted him
< Any one praying, or who prays, for self or his poner or ability, employed himself
vigorously or laboriously or with energy, or took
what is good; as also ---. (S.)
extraordinary pains, (AA, Mgb, TA,) and was
<--- A king prayed for (K, TA) with the 5:
•

6

•

5. , 45; see 2, third

sentence. - [Hence,]

A3 -, (S. K.) or J.: (A) and '-'.

•

*SU, (S,) + He prepared himself (S, A, K) for
the affair, (S, K,) or for the work. (A.) [Frey
tag mentions -e')\! --&l in a similar sense, “Para

tus fuit ad remperagendam,” as on the authority
of J.; but I do not find it in the S.]- See also 2

## J. Camel, beginning to be fat. (TA) nich, (AA, TA), 9 J [in the affairl; as
*
•

* * * *
* *

6

*

<-2:*: see its pl. voce colo:, last sentence.
•

religious service]: (Mgb:) and
pace, or journeying]; like 5:

&

£

1. ##, (§, L, K) aor.”, inf n.
It (a mountain) was high,

also "33, inf n. *. (TA) and 53ts'

£, (L)

9:

as syn. with 1 and 7. = [Also, app., as quasi
pass.
of 2, It (a garment, &c., nas, or became,
-s [in
raised, or tucked up, or contracted; and so signi

c. [in his fies "2+3"..] – See 2 again, in the latter part of

9:1. (L the paragraph.
and TA in art. 3,4-.) Also, (K,) inf. n. as above;
7. /*!: see 5, in two places. - See also 2
(TA) and "...#, (K)aor. *, inf. "...# (TA;) as syn. with 1 and 5. - Also He (a horse)
and

o: lofty, (S, L, K.) and "-il, and "...:5; (K;) +He passed along hastened, or went quickly. (S, O. [Accord. to

striving, or exerting himself, or vigorously: or Freytag, the verb in this sense in the S is -×:1;
K.) and £i- 5, aor, and inf n, as above, (L) he passed along with a proud and self-conceited but this is a mistake.])—And i. q. Já. and
gait; (K3) [and] "3: ź. inf n, as above, has Jiā [app. as meaning t It, or he, acted with a
He (a man) magnified, or exalted, himself; was
es' > f He penetrative force or energy (see: and &:) ;
proud; (S, A, L, K;) behaved proudly, or dis the latter meaning. (S.) And
was,
or
became,
light,
or
active,
(S,
Msb, K.) and so "L->l. (TA)- And It (the water of a
dainfully; elevated his nose, from pride. (L.)
and
quick,
(Msb,)
in,
or
for,
the
affair
: (S, wall) went anay. (A, TA.)
[See also
Msb,
K.)
and
(A,
* < 23.
*:
as (L, K) and W &”
(L)A distant,
8: see the next preceding paragraph.

—Hence (Harp. 442) *, *, (S, A, L.

* * *

£9.

#)

and, 92%

o

-

&###,

•

•

TA) and 40 & #5, (TA) 1 He was, or

#,

applied to a man, t Light, agile, or active;
far-reaching, or far-aiming, intention, purpose, became, light, or active, and he rose, or hastened,
or design; [in an action or a journey &c.;] (L,
acute, or sharp, or quick, in intellect; clever,
to do the thing, or affair. (A, TA) And ->
K;) as also
àe and &”j. (L.)
<-l and Gu. 3: -> ! [The nar, or battle, knowing, or intelligent; syn. J% andź ; (El
•-

63

6

p.e.

#

Muirri, o, K.) and #5 (O.K.) thus accord.
* jú. A desert, or waterless desert, far became vehement; like Ju- 3: Šišl. (A) to
the copies of the K [probably from the O];
extending: (K;) as also £3. (TA.)- See also — Also He contracted a thing; syn. Jais; but in the Tekmilch &c., isú, [which I regard as
(TA;) [and so, perhaps, *::: 5 for]: signi the right reading, meaning one n:ho acts nith a
£".
*

£: see what follows, in two places.
#23 J.- A high, or lofty, mountain;

fies ...:

4:ii, like #15 (K.) for the

penetrative energy, or n:ho is sharp, vigorous, or
author of the TA may have misunderstood this effective,] (TA) in everything. (O, TA.) See
- Also t Liberal, bountiful, muni
(S, explanation in the K, and the meaning may be it also
(a thing) contracted, or became contracted; for ficent, or generous; (O, K;) and courageous.

&:

A, L;) as also " : [but in an intensive sense, Jal; is trans, and also (like Jaú) intrans.: that
(TA.)
i.e. a very high or lofty mountain]: (L:) pl.

* has this latter meaning, whether it have also,
(A.)- Hence, or have not, the former, is shown by the statement
4-5
* << *-.
signifies also Proud; (L, TA;) elevating that] one says, aā:/l < * meaning -als [i. e.

£2% Joe (S, A) and #.

•* *

£2.5

6* >

6

* >

--~ : see ".

•

#:

The gait, or manner of walking, of a
201 *
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J-o-' - U-e
6 * *** *

vitious, or depraved, man; (O, K;) or, accord.
to IAar, of a man who go: to and fro, and round

s

•

-

--~ : see its fem. voce jet, in two places.

J>

Js: A youth, strong and hardy;
about. (TA.) [See also 5,4.]

> # Severe evil. (S, O, K.) It is said in a
prov., }: j% & ****") £i, (TA,) or oste-1,
J. & e.

*

and in the

like sense applied to a camel: (Lth, TA:) or
• *~ *

s: • 6

&:
Q. 1.

#5

tall; as also W J%: (Ham pp. 728 and 789:)

&: He stripped off the unripe

or a bulky camel: (IAar, TA:) or, of camels &c.,
dates
of
the
palm-tree.
(L.)
And
33-4
&2:
(S,
O, K,) the snift; (S, O';) or youthful, snift,
(so in a copy of the A,) [Fear compelled him to
and
goodly in make: (K:) and with 3, a she
betake himself to that which was a severe evil:] Strip thou the &J.3 [or fruit-stalks] of the
camel
goodly, beautiful in make. (A’Obeyd, S,
i.e. he feared an evil, and fear reduced him to a
raceme of the palm-tree with the ---, cutting O, K.)
greater evil. (A.)
5
off [the dates]. (L,” K. [In the former, in the
U:3)-->
see the preceding paragraph.
* i. 4.
in the dial. of Egypt, (O, K, place of taki, the last word in the explanation in
TA,) also [and more commonly] called *::: the K, is put Uax5, app. by a mistake of the
J57-5
[applied to the Anethum graveolens, or common copyist.])
J#: a dial var. of Js: [G. v.). (Lth,
garden-dill, and to its seed; and also to the *
O, K.)
thum foeniculum, or fennel: see also ->].
Mşb, K) A [fruit-] stalk of the raceme of a
(TA.)
• 6 • *

#95,

* @-

s

•

# (S, Mg, Mih, K) and ': (S,

3

* *

--

*

&: [in the CK Us, 3, without teshdeed to
the A,] t A man, (S,) penetrating, or acting with

a penetrative energy, or sharp, vigorous, and
effective, in the performing of affairs, and expert,
or experienced; (S," K, TA;) mostly with respect
to travel; (TA;) as though it were a rel. n. from
3

•* >

a

3

*

US):l

and

j->

Jüe, (S, L,) or

(MSb) upon which are the dates;

thing,
(L, Mgb;)

J&

&•

d

>* >

45 de

•

* --~, aor. *, (TK.) inf. n. j.3,
[i.e. any one of the stalks that branch off from (IAar, K,) My soul shrank from it in dislike or
the main stem of the raceme, and on which hang hatred. (IAar, K, TK.) [See also 5, and Q.
the dates; each of these stalks comprising a num Q. 4.]
ber of dates, one belon another:] pl. of both
5. 4: j: His face became changed, or
(Msb:) the 532, Or a. *, [q. v.,]
1. 4-2

##:

-

5:3 (S3)& as also es:
($, K) and es}:
[in
3 * *
3 *>
the CK

palm-tree; (Mgh;) the

comprises the

&#: (Msb voce 3: :) or an

US-s: [in the CK USys"] J& upon which are unripe dates, or grapes:

and "3: and " #, (K,) the last an intensive
form, (TA,) and *:::: (K:) or clever in the

altered, (T, S, K,) by anger, (K,) and contracted.
(T, S, K.) See also what next follows.

Q. Q. 4.5:1 (S.K.) in n. #1 ($) He

(K :) originally relating to a raceme of dates; but
(a man, S) shrank, or became contracted; (S, K,
sometimes, to grapes: (L:) and the former word

[or each] signifies a small bunch of grapes, TA;) as also "j:5 (TA) he quaked, or shud.
performing of affairs, and quick : (Fr, TA:) or growing apart, but attached to the longer portion dered: (IAar, K:) or he was frightened (AZ, S,
one who strives, labours, or exerts himself, and is
of the stalk of a larger bunch. (T, T.A.)- Also, K) at a thing.
clever and skilful: (Aboo-Bekr, TA:) or quick
The head of a mountain : (S, K:) or a xxxix.46,

(AZ, §). It is said in the Kur

&#4,# 3t:#f * *** $13

£,

in evil, and in what is vain, or false; who strives,

#: &# 5 And when God is mentioned
labours, or exerts himself, therein; from 3: round, tall, slender head, or peak, of a mountain : alone, the hearts of those who will not believe in
signifies the
meaning “he strove, laboured, or exerted himself, (L:) accord...to As, [the pl.]
the world to come become contracted, and shrink
and was quick:” (AA, Aboo-Bekr, TA:) or one heads of mountains: (TA:) or it signifies the
with
aversion: (Bd, Jel:) or quake, or shudder.
who goes his on n nay, or pursues a headlong, or upper, or uppermost, part [or parts] of a moun

#9%

ade

•

-

• *

rash, course, and will not refrain. (Aboo-Bekr, tain; and in like manner, of trees. (Hamp. 786.) (Zi, TA) And you say, 4.j: Lié à &#
T.A.) – #: âû, (S, K,) and £, and And t The upper, or uppermost, parts of clouds: [I said to him such a thing, and he shrank from
a w
3a 3.
is metaphorically ap it; or quaked, or shuddered, at it; or was fright
£, and ##, (K, TA,) [all in the CK with (K:) or [the pl.]
*

*

&4.5

•

out teshdeed to the 2,] and "j:, (§, K) + A

plied to the upper, or uppermost, parts of clouds.

ened at it] (A) And Guji.", (K) without

(Ham ubi supra.) – And A blaze upon the face a prep., accord. to Kr, (TA,) He disliked, or
she-camel that is quick (S, K) in pace. (TA.)
of a horse, when it is narron, (S, K, TA,) and hated, the thing. (K.) [See also 1, and 5.]
* * **
- 8-2
32:, occurring in a trad. respecting’Ooj Ibn long, (TA,) and extending so as to cover the [part
#: [a subst.] from Q. Q. 4, [A shrinking,
"Unuk, [or Ibn-'Ook,] as meaning something of the nose called] >+, but not reaching to the or contraction: a quaking, or shuddering : or
with which a mass of rock was hollowed out lip : ($, K, TA:) or a blaze, upon the face of a
fright: and dislike, or hatred.] (S, K,” TA.)
- #2 *
according to the size of his head, (TA,) Diamond: horse, extending don’nnards on the nose. (Lth,
You say, ### 4-5 J% [A man in whom is a
TA)
[See:
#,
in
art.
J-.]
Accord
to
J,
(K:) thought by El-Khattábee to have this
&c.] (TA.)
meaning; but he says, “I have not heard respect The horse itself [that has such a blaze] is also shrinking,
3 'e - # * Shrinking with aversion; syn. 35U :
ing it anything upon which I place reliance.” thus called; but this is a mistake: (K:) it seems
that he meant to have said £5: 25 ; but this, in
(IAth, TA.)
(K3) disliking, or hating, (K) a thing. (TA)
J. •

*

*

*

+ One who strives, labours, or exerts him a verse which he cites, is the name of a horse of Jrightened, or afraid. (K.)

self, who employs himself vigorously, laboriously, Mālik Ibn-'Owf En-Nadree, as is said in the K.
is also a name ap
or neith energy; (K, TA;) in the performance of (MF.)- [The pl.]

&£"

plied by the Arabs to + The stars of Centaurus
affairs. (TA.) See also &: in two places.
(~.44) and Lepus (&: ) collectively. (Kzw.)
3-3 jú, and #4, A ence, or she-goat, having
6

*

U-o-w

1. J-3, aor. and - , (§, Msh, K) inf n.

c., 35 (TA) and C-3, aor (K) and also,

p. 6 p.

Jai, aor. J#, accord. to the lexicologists,
£2” : see the next preceding paragraph, first like
her udder drawn up to her belly: (S, K:) an
as ISd says, but he holds the aor. of U-5 to
epithet having no verb. (TA.)- 5-13 āş, and sentence. - Also A slender, and soft or tender,
branch, that has grown forth, within a year, upon be [only]; (TA;) and "U-s: 1; ($, K;) It (a
W

#, A

contracted lip.

(TA)-5-6 #,

day) was, or became, sunny, or sunshiny; it had
sun, or sunshine : (S, Msb, K:) or it had sun, or
sunshine, all the daytime: or it was, or became,
A sect of the heretics, or schismatics, clear, or unobscured: (TA:) or its sun was, or
the companions [or folloners] of 'Abd became, vehement. (IF, Msb.)= U-3, (S, Msh,

the upper part of a thick branch. (L.)

(A, K,) and W #, (K,) or " #4, (so in a

copy of the A,) A gum cleaving to the roots of
the teeth. (A, K.)
6* > *

5

a-

6

•

###
(g's-l.)

-

2- : see US)--> : - and see also -et.

Allah Ibn-Shimråkh. (S, K.)

K.) aor. *(MSb, TA) and 2, (Msb) inf. n. L-3

----------- =s*-*----------"
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and -2, (S, Msb, K.) He (a horse) refused to

name mentioned above, in which all of them made

1597

J: one of the head of the Christian, who

be ridden or mounted: (S, K:) or took fright and it so. (TA) The dim, is 'i'. (S, TA)— shaves the middle of his head, and keeps to the
broke loose and ran anay, refusing to be ridden, [Also The sun, or sunshine.] You say, 3.35 church : (Lth, A, Mgh, K:) [in the present day, a
by reason of the vehemence of his force of resist U-5 es' [He sat in the sun, or sunshine]. deacon: see &#- :] not pure Arabic, (IDrd,)
ance, [for * : in the TA, I read : (TA)- Also, (K, TA,) or U-35, (MSb,) A or not sound Arabic: (M:) [probably, as Golius

*::,]

sharpness

of temper, so that he certain ancient idol (Msb, K.) Accord. to Ibn
says, from the Chaldee Upy:] pl. i. 21.3.
Twould not remain still: (TA:) or became rebellious El-Kelbee, it is this that is meant by the proper (Mgh, K: [in the TA, A.L.: ; and in a copy of
against his rider. (Mgb.) – [Hence,] …<3 name mentioned above; and if so, it is perfectly the A, *; but the right reading is that in the

#."
men,

and his

t The woman abstained from

looking

at

decl.: (Msb:) and some say that it is this also Mgh.])

their desire. (TA.) that is meant in the words of the poet cited above,
U-s: ! Such a one showed enmity and that he makes the word imperfectly decl.

2nd, ifrom exciting

And US$

&

J-5 A sunny, or sunshiny, day; a day having

because he uses it as a proper name of the image sun, or sunshine : or having sun, or sunshine, all
to me: (K:") or showed his enmity to me, (T, S,
A,) and almost made it to take effect, (A,) or as (#). (TA.) = J. : also signifies A hind of the daytime5.0" clear; unobscured: and in like

though he purposed to act: (T, TA:) or L-3 necklace or collar : (S, K:) or a pendant, or sus manner, "J-3 and "J-3, a clear, cloudless,
ornament, (3%) of the necklace or collar day: and J-3 also signifies intensely hot:
9% us signifies, [unless C, be a mistake for pended
upon the neck : or the collar of a dog : (TA:) or (TA:) and W C++, applied to a day, signifies
Us', and cº; for &%] he shoned his enmity
a kind of nomen's ornament: of the masc. gender:
[tonards such a one], and could not conceal it.
J.

J. & e

/ & e.

the same as

J-6, (A;) and so "...#.

(Th,

(Lh, TA) pl. J.,.5. (TA)—And 4 kind of

(M in T.A.) [See also 3.] – And U-35 --Ji comb, (K,) with n'hich women in the first age TA)= A neck having [ornaments of the kind
*-ū + Wine overcomes, and runs anay with, used to comb themselves; (TA;) as also "#. called] U-s: [pl. of J.: q. v.]: a possessive
its drinker. (TA.)
epithet. (TA.) = See also J*, in two places.
(IDrd, TA)=U-~22: see U-20.
6 o e

6& e

*

2. -->, (TK) inf n ::, (K) He wor

s

•

6 @ e.

s

ing. (Hamp. 324.)

shipped the sun. (K, TK.) = And He spread a
6 * @ e

thing in the sun, or sunshine, (K, TK,) in order
that it might dry. (TA.)

4-0, inf n. *-ū and Jú,

6

3*

6

U-o-o: See

•

U-21%.
•

* >

J.-:
He op

6 e >

à-s: : see U-s:, last sentence but one.
3

3.

>0 &

J-# More, and most, incompliant or resist

•

L-s: A22 : see C-el.

23

o 3

-

[Of, or relating to, the sun; solar].
***

s
U--> Made [or spread to dry (see 2)] in the
g

• J.

posed him, and treated him with enmity or hos ā-s: a Ji The solar year. (Mgh.) - It is sun, or sunshine. (S.)
also a term applied by some of the Arabs to The
tility. (Th, T.A.) [See also 1.]
A worshipper of the sun.
first [annual] increase [of sheep and goats].
4: see 1, first signification. - [Also He as
3 - -

J-:

cended a mountain tonards the sun. (Freytag, (Aboo-Nasr, TA voce (£4.2, q.v.)
from the Deewan of the Hudhalees.)]

J.”22 :

See

(O, TA.)

J-3.

& The disposition, in a horse, of refusing J. : [Sitting in or] setting himself up to
J-: He (a man) sat in the sun, or sun to be ridden, or mounted. (S.)- [And hence,]
[or exposing himself standing to] the sun. (K.)
shine: (TA:) he set himself up [or exposed him
5.

+ The disposition, in a woman, of abstaining from =A man who defends what is behind his back:
self standing] to the sun. (S, TA)=--> looking at men, and from exciting their desire: (ISh, TA:) a man strong (ISh, K, TA) in that
aële. He was niggardly, tenacious, or avaricious, a subst from Č-3. (TA.)

which sustains or supports him; syn. 3.4 &
C-2: A horse that refuses to be ridden or #2, #1; (ISh, TA:) Sgh says # .#4, but
J. : [The sun;] the body of the solar light, mounted; (S, K;) as also V J-3: (K:) or that the former is the right reading: (TA:) and nig
that runs its course in the firmament: (Lth," takes fright and breaks loose and runs anay, re gardly, tenacious, or avaricious, to the utmost
TA:) it is fem.: (S," Mab, K.) and has neither fusing to be ridden, by reason of the vehemence degree. (K.)

to him. (TA.) [See also the part. n., below.]

6

pe

dual nor pl.: (Msb:) or it has a pl., [though this of his force of resistance and his sharpness of
is not used in a pl. sense,] namely, J.", (S, temper, so that he will not remain still: (TA:

K.) as though they called every part of it a U-s:, [see 1:]) or that will hardly remain still: (A:)
like as they said &: for &#. (S.) When it or that rebels against his rider: (Msb:) or that

**

1. *-ā, aor. * , inf n. #, He (a man, S,

is made determinate without the article Ul, [as] refuses to be ridden or mounted, and nill hardly TA) was, or became, grizzled in the hair of his
in the name U-23 J.e., meaning The Servant of remain still: (Mgh:) also applied to a she-camel: head; he had whiteness in the hair of his head,
mixed with its blackness: ($, Mgh, K.) as also
the Sun, (Msb, K,) i. e., of this luminous object,
• d e

J & e

(TA) 23:3, with Je."pplied to a horse is not W ##,

(Mgb,) the U-s: of heaven, because they used allowable: (MSb.) pl. J.: (A, Mgh, Mob, K)
to worship it, (K,) it is imperfectly decl., (Aboo and J. : (K.)-[Hence,] t A woman who
'Alee, Mgb, K,) because it is determinate and of abstains from looking at men, and from exciting
the fem. gender, (Aboo-'Alee, K,) or because it is their desire; as also " i-ts: pl. of the former,
a proper name and of the fem. gender and altered U-#3 and of the latter, [ć-3% and] ...:
from

U-: :

(Msb:) and a poet says,
2*

&

U23

> 5-

d --

- d- -

$á

*

An-as-d U->>

[Nay verily, by the sun, we will assuredly dye
them with blood], making U-s: imperfectly decl.
because he means the art. Uí to be understood:

(K, but wanting in one copy,) and

* ::1, and * buil, and it::1:

(K:) [or he

had hair of tno different colours, black and
white: or he had whiteness of the hair, or hoari
ness, mixed with the blackness of youth : or he

(TA.)-Hence also, (Msb,) #Aman refractory, had whiteness, or hoariness, in his beard: but
untractable, perverse, stubborn, or obstinate, in +++, said of a woman, she had nhiteness, or
disposition: (S, Msb, TA:) and a man hard, hoariness, in the head: see ##, below.] =
harsh, or illnatured, in his enmity, vehement in 1.3, aor = , (§, K.) inf n. £, (S,) He mixed
contrariousness to him who opposes him: (TA:) a thing; (S, K;) he mixed together any two
U-s: [with L-J is not allowable (S) things: (S, Mgh:) and *#: signifies the same.
[Hence too,] .… t Wine : (AHn, K.) be. (AZ, K.) You say, cº, £1 &: ** He

(IAar, TA:) but some say that in the former
instance, (Mgb, TA,) and in the latter, (TA,) the cause it overcomes, and runs away with, its miced together the water and the milk. (TA.)
word in question has a different signification,
drinker, like the horse to which this epithet is
which will be shown below: (Msb, TA:) and Sb
applied. (AHn.)
says that none of the Arabs made L-o: determi
nate without the art. Ul, except in the proper
ā-es: dim of U-84, q.v.
* - d > y

And #32, 4: " :#f Mir thou thy work

with alms. (AZ.) And Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Alā

6 d >

*

used to say to his companions, b£1, [i. e. either

1598
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Jas:- Us:

lsks:

Or

'','.3%) meaning + Betake your white lips.

(TA.)- *:::> [Flesh-meat mar desire othernise than by doing thus: (TA:) [or]
playful, sportful, or gamesome, and wont to

selves at one time to reading, or reciting, some bled with fat]. (Az, TA in art. L:/s.)
s

what of the Kur-án, and another time to some
tradition, and another time to something strange
[that is to be elucidated], and another time to
poetry, and another time to lexicology; i.e., mix
ge these [subjects of study]: (TA:) or, accord. to

•

J. & e.

laugh; ($, K, TA;) and in this sense applied also
to a man: or, applied to a woman, that cheers by
her discourse. (TA.)

•

3-2 : see las-à.
*

• * *

1 & 2, aor. *, inf n. &: and &: and
one relation, " ","... (Harp. 177; where it is i:, He played, sported, gamed, jested, or
expl. in a similar manner).
joked: ($, O, K:) or he was mirthful, and
laughed: and <<3, aor. as above, inf. n. &:
2: see above, last sentence.
and

4: see 1, in four places.

8% She cheered by her discourse.

It is said in a trad., *: #ff

9:

&: # &: 3.

sport, or unprofitable play or sport, with men,

see 1, first sentence.

(S, O,) and derision and laughter and enjoyment
with them, God will requite him for that, (O) or

Q. Q. 4:

&: A manufacturer of &* [meaning wax
candles]. (TA:) or a melter of &:
3

naa). (KL.) See also

[meaning

*>

Je:

(TA)

(S," O). He who follows the practice of play, or

11:

iąż, see &

# A candlestick: pl. 824. (M.A.)
6 * * *

&- A garment, or cloth, dipped in liquified

&: [i. e. war]. (TA)

£3. Whitenes of the hair of the head mixed
*:::
done Itwith
(S, O.)And (O, K.)
with its blackness: (S, Mgh, K:) or difference in like
3,shall
inf n.be *
was,him.
or became,
scattered,
the hair by being of tno colours, black and white:
(M, TA:) or mixture of n-hiteness of the hair, or or dispersed. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)
hoariness, with the blackness of youth: (Mgh :)
God mill cause him to be in a state in nihich the

*- Musk mixed with ambergris.

•

or in a man, n hiteness, or hoariness, of the beard:
(Lth, Mgh, TA:) but in a woman, whiteness, or

2. *.*,(K) inf n. &#, (0,K)

He, or it,

Ja->
• * > * >

Q. 1. J:3,(o, K, TA, [in the CK J:#,D

made him to play, sport, game, jest, or joke. inf n. #, (TA,) It became scattered or dis
hoariness, of the head. (Lth, T.A.) [See 1.] (O," K.)=-255 &* He dipped the garment, persed. (O, K, TA)= And it: signifies The

Also

**, which is its pl., White hairs that
or piece of cloth, in liquified
(O, K.)

are in the head. (TA.)

&:

[i. e. war]. reading, or reciting, of the Jews, (S, O, K, TA,)

when they assemble sex-e L. : (TA: [but I
know not what this means:]) one says of them

*::: Mixed, as also " *::: (K:) mixed
together ; (S, TA;) applied to any two things;
(S;) or any two colours. (TA.) —k-3 .# 5
in the K, 33, which is a mistake; (TA:) A
tail (TA) in which

4.

#"

&: The lamp, or lighted wick,

diffused its light. (S, K.)
6 & -

# and

&#, both

<: [i.e. 3x3 +14:1. (TA)
Q. 4. J: He hastened, made haste, or went

chaste accord. to ISd:

quickly; syn.

£i:

this is the primary significa

are blackness and whiteness. (TA:) accord. to Fr, (S, O, Msb,TA,) the former tion. (Ham p. 282.) One says of a she-camel
is post-classical; (S, O, Msb, K, TA;) but ISd

(K, TA) And -35 &. J.; A horse in
whose tail are two colours. (TA)

And

**:0

says that this is a mistake: (TA:) accord. to ISk <i>~l meaning She hastened, &c. (S)- And
one should say the latter, and not the former:

J.'

<!--> The camels

went, or nent anay,

J: A bird having a whiteness (Lth, K) (TA:) or accord. to him, the word is with fet-h and scattered or dispersed themselves, by reason
and blackness (Lth) in the tail. (Lth, K.) - to the A, and some of the Arabs make the Le of briskness, liveliness, or sprightliness: (Kh, S,
*::: &:

A plant of which part is dried up, quiescent: accord. to Th, it is with fet-h to the A.; O, K:) or spread themselves, or became scattered

or dried up and yellow, (Lth, S, K.) and part and if you will, you may make it quiescent: or dispersed; as also <h<!. (Aboo-Turáb,
accord. to IF, the Le is sometimes with fet-h; so TA:) or became scattered or dispersed, going
green. (Lth, K)-4-5, [in a copy of the
that he gives one to understand that it is more fre [anay] quickly. (TA.) And in like manner, (Kh,
Mgh, V *:#, which is probably a mistranscrip

quently made quiescent: (Msb:) A hind of thing
tion,] t The danºn: (S, K:) because of the mixture with which one lights himself: ($, O, Mgb, K:) $, O.);&l L #1 -i-, (Kh, ś, O, K.)
meaning The horsemen making a sudden attack
of its whiteness with the remains of the darkness
or i, q. >. [which, or rather>4, in Pers., signi
of night: (S, Mgh:) or because its colour is a fies both naa and the naa-candle; both of which or upon the enemy scattered, or dispersed, themselves;
(Aboo-Turab, K, TA) and so -i-...". (Aboo
mixture of darkness and whiteness. (TA)
rather theformer and near-candles,are meant by

k-3 &

1 Milk which is such that one knon's

not whether it be sour or what has been collected
in a skin, and had fresh milk poured upon it, !y
reason of its pleasantness. (K, TA) - la: J5
! Children of whom half are males and half otre
females. (L, K.)

*:::

See

*-*. * See also #4.

&: Turáb, TA) And -iñº JA,il J--> The
and &#1: (ISk, TA) or thea, of honey [i.e. people, or company of men, hastened, and scattered
bees' nar]: (Lth, K:) the n. un., (CK) or what or dispersed themselves, in seeking; (Aboo-Turáb,
denotes a piece, or portion, thereof, (so in copies S, O, K5) as also is:1. (Aboo-Turáb, T.A.)=
of the K and in the TA,) is with 3, (K, TA,) And i. 7 -$5 (Q. v.] (0,K)
6 - d -

iš, (TA,) [i. e.] axe:, has a more
particular signification. (S, O.)
as: and
3

*>

5

--

J#, and with 5: see the following paragraph.
3

-* *

3

*c >

Ls” or -ss- (K [as there mentioned app. J-4: Asniftshe-camel; (Az,S;) or so #:
A dealer in war or wax-candles, like (O:) and 7 J: and "ās: (O, K) and J**
: A man ($) having the hair of his head meaning
W &: in the present day,]) a rel. n. from &: or
A.

grizzled; having whiteness in the hair of his
head, mixed nith its blackness: (S, K:) [or whose

3. (TA. [The latter said in the K to be the

hair is of two different colours, black and white : correct form.])

(K) a she-camel brish, lively, or sprightly, (O, K,)
and snift, (K,) and light, active, or agile. (TA.)
it.: in the first6s of these senses is [said to be]
als--d

6 -o

or having whiteness of the hair, or hoariness,
from the phrase is: * * āş A nater-skin of
mixed with the blackness of youth : or having
Mirth and laughter and jesting or joking; n:hich the materJon's out. (Harp. 111.) - Also
mhiteness, or hoariness, in his beard: see **, as also iáš. (TA. [Not mentioned there as A man quick and penetrating or having a pene
above:] or whose hair of his head is nhite in one inf ns.])
trative energy: and with 3, a very active woman,

&:

place, the rest being black: (Mgh.) fem: it:
(Lth, S, Mgh:) one should not apply to a woman

&#, applied to a woman, (S, K.) That jests,

(TA.) A man light, active, or agile; excellent,
or elegant, in mind, manners, &c., or clever, in

the epithet # (Lth, Mgh.) pl. Gus' (S,K) or jokes, much; (K, TA;) pleasant in discourse; genious, or acute in mind: or tall. (K.) A man
and #. (K)-iù.: # 4 she camel having that kisses one, and will not comply with one's | vigorous, strenuous, or energetic, and light, active,

}x
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*

or agile. (Hamp. 384.)- Also applied to milk, is a mistranscription of the passage in the O,
7. J." i. 1 #, (K, TA) or 3:8, (0,
meaning Sour, (K, TA,) overcoming by its sour which I have here followed; i.e.
-: TA,) [both of which signify He passed along
ness. (TA.)
< J: S.: <; or of a similar passage in striving, or exerting himself; and the latter signi
fies also he acted neith a penetrative force or

&All

which

&: til

is put instead of

J->

* alone.]) energy; and he hastened, or nent quickly;]

One says of two persons when they are separated,
s of
(~~J
< + [Their mind has become north,
1. --S or', aor. *; and_or. 3, aor. *; (§,
J. J. *

*

** * *

Msb, K;) but the latter verb was unknown to As, or northerly]. (TA voce **, q. v. [See also

*:-- (, [in his needful affairl, (0, TA)
And i. q.

&: [He hastened;

went quickly; or

(S, TA,) and is said by Lh to be rare; (TA;) }*)–: J., (K) or ", inf n. was quick, snift, or fleet]: (K:) or so "J:
inf n. U.e., (Msb, K,) which is of the former, J: (TA) He exposed the nine to the U.: (thus in the O, as on the authority of IDrd:) or
* * >

(Ms) and J, #, (Msh, K) and J35 (K.) [i. e. north, or northerly, nind], so that it became so "J:l, inf n. Jus: 1: (thus accord. to my
i. q. X: [i. e. The event, or case, included them cold, or cool (K) – And 9:# (S, and in like copy of the Mgb:) and likewise (O, K) "Ji #,
in common, in general, or universally, within the manner in the Ham p. 595,) or ls:, [expressly (S, O, K.) inf n. #3 (S3) and so "J:,
compass of its effect or effects, its operation or said to be] like b-s, (K, [but this I think to be
operations, its influence, or the like]: (S, Msb, a mistake, the weight of authority, and the form TA) and Xà, (TA,) [both meaning It became
K:) or 5'-X: Or #, Or 5: and #, (accord.
of the part. n., which is J*. being against it,]) contracted,] as used by a poet in relation to a
to different copies of the K,) like.
(in the They were smitten, or blonin upon, by the nind she-camel's udder. (O, TA.)

(K) inf n. J.5. (TA) And i. 1.3:(0,

&#,

CK, or like

&#) [app. means

he, or it, caused

called the J.S. (S. K.)=áš J., (K)
aor. *, inf n. J#, (TA,) He picked the ripe

8.

*:: J.: He wrapped, or inn rapped,

that] good or evil, or good and evil, betided them
himself with his garment; syn. -#: (S, O:) or
[in common, in general, or universally]: and dates that were upon the palm-tree; as also
-: U.<! signifies he wrapped the garment
# *X: [means] * ... [i.e. he, or it, "ta-1, and * (#3: (Ki) or this last (which around the whole of his body so that his arm, or
is mentioned on the authority of Seer), accord. to
included them in common, in general, or univer
hand, did not come forth from it: (K:) or, as
sally, with, or by, evil]: (K:) but one should not some, signifies he took of the J.J.3 of the palm some say, he wrapped himself with the garment,
tree; i.e., of the fen dates remaining upon it.
say, 5:_ov...:l. (TA.) [Whether what precedes,
and thren [a part of] it upon his left side. (TA.)
(TA.)

or what next follows, should be regarded as

J-3, is un
certain.]-4-3, aor. 4, in n. J. and J*,
giving the primary signification of

(See also 5..] :=l Jú:1, which is forbidden
2.

J.:

[properly inf n. of

J#1;

see 5, of

by the Prophet, is, accord to As, The nºrapping

which it is an anomalous inf. n. (TA.) – And oneself nith the garment so as to cover with it his
for its proper verb see 7 = Also The taking by body, not raising a side thereof in such a manner
He covered [or enveloped] him with the a:, (K,
the J.: [or left hand]. (TA)= And J:
TA) or, with the ai....: such is thought by #1 He bound pieces of [the garments called] that there is in it an opening from n'hich he may
put forth3-his
hand, or arm : (O:) this is also
a
ISd to be meant by the explanation given by Lh,
*

which is, #1: Jå. (TA)—i.3%

*-* [pl. of # =>] beneath the racemes of the
palm-tree, because of its shaking off its fruit.

&#3 means 4: [i. e. This is a al-' sufficient (TA.)
in its dimensions, or sufficiently large, for thee].
(TA.) You say,
à:
[I bought
a als: sufficient in its dimensions, &c., for me].

J:

<!

4.

53 2:#

see 1, first sentence. - U.:)

termed

&al:

: and sometimes one reclines in the

state thus described: (TA:) but A’Obeyd says,
accord. to the explanation of the lawyers, it is the
wrapping oneself with one garment, not having

upon him another, then raising it on one side and

# J#1 (AZ, § 0) in n. Júl (S) or

putting it upon his shoulders: [so says Sgh; and

la-ú als: U →l; (K;) The stallion-camel got he adds,] he who explains it thus has regard to
(ISk, §, O.) – a ti >1.3, aor. *, (§, O, K.) with
young from half to two thirds of the number the dislike of one's uncovering himself and ex
inf n, J3, (S, O.)said of a she camel, (§, o, K.)
She admitted impregnating seed, (K,) or she of his J% [or she-camels that had passed seven posing to view the pudenda; and he who explains
conceived, cº; J-3 3-, [from the stallion of or eight months since the period of their bringing it as do the lexicologists dislikes one's covering
such a one]. ($, 0)- Uí 5* X: +: iforth]: (AZ, S, O, K :) when he has got them all his whole body for fear of his becoming in a state

£i,

(AZ, S, O, TA;) and in which his respiration would become obstructed
Your camels concealed among them a he-camel be with young, one says,
of
the
U2:
one
says,
<3,
inf n. >3. (TA) so that he would perish: (O:) or it is one's
longing to us, by his entering amid their dense mul
covering his whole body with the A = or nith the

titude : (K, TA:) so in the M and the Moheet. &# & J." Such a one picked the ripe

(TA) = #1 J3, aor. (§, K) and -, (K)

dates that were upon his -ā394- [or palm-trees of

inf n. Už, (S,) He suspended upon the ene, or she n:hich he gathered the fruit for himself and his
goat, the hind of bag called Jú4, and bound it household], except a fen. (S, O.) - See also 1,
upon her udder: ($," K, TA:) and some say, last sentence. = * He gave him a at:
ătă J-3, he suspended a Jú: upon the she [q.v.). (K,TA)—ità J:1: see 1 = J~!
camel. (T, TA.) Also, and "u"-s:l, He put to He became possessor of a al-2, (Lh, TA,) or, of
the enve, or she-goat, (K, TA,) or he made for Cl J~. (K.) = 12.**) They entered upon [a time
her, (TA) a J., (K, TA) = * J%, (K, in which blen] the [north, or northerly,] wind

25, ;

(S, Msb;) to which some add, not raising

aught of the sides thereof (Msb.) [See also art.
_2-c.] One says also, -: L'é J: [He
wraps his garment over the sn'ord; or] he covers
the snord with his garment. (S, O.) - [Hence,

c.” U-s: It comprehended, or comprised,
such a thing.] One says, '3' cAs J:#2-#.
Lié-

+ The nomb comprises [or encloses] the

young.

(TA.) [And in like manner one says of a woman,
TA) inf n, J3, (TA) He took [in it, i. e. in termed Júl: (S, O, K:) like as they say, 15-a % c." * <-->! t She became with child by
travelling it, (see the pass. part. n.,)] the direction in the case of the +3+. (TA.)- C#" --~!:
him. And #3 & Li J.: "Golf The
of the left hand; syn. Júl &#34 (K, TA) see 1, latter half - See also 7.
J. e.

so expl. by IAar. (TA)-

£" +4.3, aor. *,

5.

wal

• - 0&

at:0 J:s, [and à: J:s, (see 5 in book, or writing, comprises such and such things.
•

3--

inf n. J.: ($,0, TA) and J., (O)or 3.3,

J

art. U-23)] inf n.

•

J: and 'J.:#;

Oso

J. • *

And hence the phrase in grammar, UU•'i U.A.
(K;) the + A substitute for an antecedent to indicate an

(TA,) The nind shifted to a northerly direction former reg.; the latter, which is mentioned by implication therein.] - One says also, U.:)
(ść), (S, TA;) so expl. by Lh: (TA:) or the Lh, irreg, an instance like that in the saying [in 3:Sl *, meaning 1 The event [such as a mis
3 ...": *;
£5°2°
wind blen, northerly; syn. St.: <; as also
the Kurlaxiii. 8], S.: el J.J.; (TA;) He fortune or an evil of any kind beset him, or beset
4 of

•*

- -

*-131 (0. [In the TA, I find 2," -: covered himself with the ai: [q. v.]. (K.) [See him on every side, or] encompassed him; (K,
<$ J. J.J.” <>, but this, I doubt not, also 8.]
TA;) like as the 4-4- encompasses the body.

1600
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(TA.) - One says of wine,
-

*

>**
-

4: *-AJ3

Jisi J'é }:

while not abundant and large. (TA.) = See also syn. 'J': (IAar, K, TA:) so called because

* *

a&#3 +[It compasses the intellect, J.3. * And cl: 3- J:
z.

signifies Fear, or

compassing

the intellect of a man

(L'é J:

6 * *

-

and so takes possession of it, and makes anay with fright, like insanity: and so "J.: [used alone, alie), and concealing it. (TA)- And + Wine:

#1 (Ham p. 555:)

or

cºl Ji- c." J:

a:3 + [It compasses the intellect of the man,
and conceals it]; and thus one says of the present

(AA, K, TA:) so called for the same reason.

and thus written]. (TA.)
6 d.

(TA) - And The sun.

-

J: see the next preceding paragraph, near

(Z, TA; and T in

art. Al).

the end.

(#).

world or its enjoyments
(TA.) [U-~!
* c." often means + He took, or got, pos

#: A mode, or manner, of Jú:
J%:

J.3,

See

in two places. = Also i. q.

session of a thing; got it, or held it, within his -:= [as meaning Quarter, or shelter or pro
grasp, or in his possession.] - [Hence,] one tection]: -#8. in the copies of the K being a
says, % ** #ú c." U.:l + He mounted a mistake for -#31:
one says, * es' &- i.e.
she-camel and nent anay with her. (AZ, O.) –
X:= es' [We are in your quarter, &c.].
And * U.:l + He shrouded, covered, or pro
tected, him with himself, or his on n person. (TA.)= And A small quantity (S, K) of dates
upon a palm-tree (S) or of ripe dates: (K:) and
(TA.) - See also 7
of rain: (S, K:) and a small number (S, K), f
R. Q. 1. J: see 1, last sentence: = and men and of camels (S) or of men &c.; pl. Uls:1:
see also 7.

and in like manner 'J, # (app. in all of these

[or wrap

ping oneself with a garment as expl. above:

See

8]. (K, TA) it: £1 is That [mode of
wrapping oneself] nihich is nithout a shirt and

without drawers beneath; in the case of which,
prayer is disliked. (TA. [See 8, and see also
art.-->.])
* **

6* * *

.

al-o- : see U-5, in two places.
3- -

6

-->

U->: see Uleå.
3

*:: see

J4, near the end of the paragraph.

J: A state of union or composedness: and a applications]; (K;) [or] as meaning a light =Also, (TA) and #5 ($, o, K, TA) the
state of disunion or discomposedness: thus having quantity of fruit of the palm-tree; (TA;) and the former applied to a he-camel; (TA;) and the
two contr. significations: (MF, TA:) or a united, pl. of the latter is J.A.: (K.) one says, U. latter to a she-camel, as also "J5: and * J.",
or composed, state of the affairs, (S, Msb, TA,) J% 5. 3: c." and * #3 and "J.J.: ($, O, Mgb, K, TA) which are likewise applied
and of the number, (TA,) of a people, or com There is not upon the palm-tree save a small
to a he-camel, (TA) and 'J', (K) Light,
pany of men: (S, Msb, TA:) and a disunited, or
quantity remaining of its fruit: (S, TA:) or active, or agile; ($, O, Mgb, K;) or snift. (Mgb,
discomposed, state of the affairs [&c.] thereof.
&# U. and "J.J.' There K, TA.) Hence the phrase "J% &#. [I
(S, Mgh, Msb.) In imprecating evil upon ene
mies, (O, TA,) [or upon an enemy,] one says, remained not upon the palm-tree save somewhat hastened my light one, or my snift one]: or,

"######, J

o "... o -

21 so

**

Aft <āş, (O, TA,) or Lowl-s: all &#, in a sparse state [of its fruit]: (TA:) and usual accord. to AA, he means his hand, or arm, called
(Msb) or 4.5 & 39, (S) i. e. [May God * &: J% A small quantity of rain fell upon the J.: [i. e. I lonered my left hand or arm;]

: *** * :

dissolve, break up, discompose, derange, disor us; and J% J." &: S.: & I san, a
ganize, disorder, or unsettle,] their, (Msb,) or small number of men and of camels. (S.) =
his, (S,) united, or composed, state of affairs; See also Jú, in two places: = And see J#,

U9-> and J.: meaning the same. (S, O.)

Jć, (S, O, Msb, K, &c.,) the most common
form
of the word, (Msb,) and "Jus+, [a form
last sentence.
or composed, state of affairs &c.] become dis
which I think objectionable as likely to cause
J.3 Wrapping, or inn'rapping, himself confusion, though it is probably the original form,]
solved, broken up, discomposed, &c.; (O, TA:)
...; * 2.
#* >
and [in the contr. case] one says, Low....: all &*, (* J:-) with a ä... [q. v.]. (TA.) = And (K) and 'J', (§, o, Mab, K.) and 'J',
(S, O, Mgb, TA) or 4:3, (Mgh) i. e. [May Thin; syn. (5.5): thus expl. by Sh, as applied in (S, O, K, [in one place in-8the O erroneously
God unite, or compose,] their, (S, Msb,) or his, this sense by Ibn-Mukbil to a she-camel's tail, written J.U.,]) and "J.U., (S, O, Mgb, K,)
(Mgh,) disunited, or discomposed, state of affairs which he terms -á), (TA)
which last is formed by transposition, (S, O, Msb,)
6

*

(S, Msb;) and £3 - i.e. [May their united,
& J - d >

/1 - ... • -

6

- d. J.

• *

-

w •**

[&c.] (S, Mgh, Mob) And "J.: signifies the
• *-

•

and "Jø, without , (MF, TA) and "J%,
i: A [garment of the hind called] A =,

same: El-Ba'eeth says,
O =

* -o

J - de

o:

s

*- d-

and

"J<

6

and

y -

6

*

# -- c, -i- if Já: ;
** *

* * > *

-

"Js:, (O, K.) and "J-3,

with which one wraps, or inn raps, himself
and "J.3,(S, O, Mgb, K.) and "J:3,(S,
(* J.:), (§, Mgh, K,) smaller than the (K)
M5b, K,) the last said by ISd not to have been
6 * >

o -

"

J. • *O /

*

0.**
*

J#1 & #1% & 4.3%

asses; as also 'J:(K) and "##25 (S.K.)

[Sometimes, or often, God raises the young man
after a stumble: and sometimes, or often, God
unites, or composes, what is dissolved, or broken
up, of the state of affairs previously united, or
composed]: (S, O:) AZ cites this ex. in his
“Nawādir:” (S:) but Aboo-'Omar El-Jarmee
says that he had not heard the word thus except
in this verse: (S, O:) Ibn-Buzurj, however,
cites another verse as presenting an ex. of the

the last two expl. by Lth as a A = having a

same. (TA.) –3: & Já-3 and " %, said
of a he-camel that has become concealed among a
herd of [she-] camels, means He entered amid
their dense multitude : (K, TA:) so in the M

and the Moheet. (TA.) = Also, (AHn, O, K,)
and so 'J', and
(K,) A raceme of a

'J',

palm-tree: (AHn, O, K:) Et-Tirimmáh likens
thereto a camel's tail: (TA:) or such as has

little fruit: (Ki) or of which some of the fruit
has been plucked: but AO used to say that it is
the produce [or spadic] of the male palm-tree,

sparse villous substance, with which one

n:raps

heard except in the poetry of El-Ba'eeth, (TA,)
and W J: (MF, TA,) [every one of these] used
as a subst,* and as an epithet, (K,) *[so
that one
<
•

himself, smaller than the aâbâ: (TA:) or the

says

*

J

6

s

& &c. as well as Uls. &

&c.

first signifies a small A = which one wears in
and UU•: &c. alone; The north nind: or a
the manner of the 25, [or
: (Msb:) northerly nind:] the wind that is the opposite to
or with the Arabs it is a 2.5% [or waist-norapper] the *: (Msb:) the nind that blon's from the
of wool or of [goats'] hair, n:hich one wraps direction of the -:
[or pole-star]: (S:) or the
round him: and " #2, such as is made of tro
wind that blon's from the direction of the D
pieces sened together, with which a man wraps [which is on what is called the north, but what is
himself when he sleeps by night: (Az, TA:) and rather to be called the north-west, side of the
this last, accord. to Meyd, signifies a A = com Kaabeh]: (M, K:) or the nind that blons from
prising the steel neith which one strikes fire, mith the direction of the right hand of a person facing
the apparatus of this latter: (Harp. 628:) the the Kibleh [by which is meant the angle of the
Black Stone; i.e., correctly speaking, from the
north]: (Th, M, K:) or, correctly, the wind that
(Mgb.) [See also J.'...] -[Hence the saying,] blon's from betn'een the place of sunrise and the
4: J: *...* | [The night contracted upon constellation of the Bear (~ ->us); or from
him its covering of darkness]. (TA) - And betneen the place of sunrise and the place
of
3*
alo: Lo! t The present world, or its enjoyments; setting of the constellation of the Eagle (X:

wait-wrapper]

pl. of the first is J.: (MSb, TA) and 3%.

* - d. •

*

–---> * ~ *-**

-":------------
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6 * *

U-20 and J: :

Aill); (IAar, K.) [i. e. the wind that blows

a palm-tree, made with pieces of [the garments
from some point of the north-east quarter, or called] a-éi [pl. of # =>], in order that the
nearly so: but it was probably thus named as fruit may not be shaken off. (S, O.) [In this

• *

See

Júš.

J.6% i. q. ź [i. e. An event, or a case, that

being the wind that blons from the direction of sense it may perhaps be from the same word as includes persons or things in common, in general,
or universally, within the compass of its effect or

the Jus: (or left side) of a person facing the pl. of £3.]=And A mark made with a hot effects, its operation or operations, its influence,
rising sun; and therefore the north wind or a iron (i-) upon the udder of a enve or goat. (K.) or
the like; or that is common, general, or uni
northerly wind:] it seldom, or never, blows in the = Also A nature, or a natural disposition or *rsal." its effect &c.]. (S," O, Msb, T.A.) –
night: (K:) when it blows for seven days upon temper or the like: (O, Mgb, K.) accord. to Er J25 & A black colour overspread with another
the people of Egypt, they prepare the grave Rághib, so called because [it is as though it were a colour. (O, T.A.)
clothes, for its nature is deadly: it is cold and thing] inwrapping the man [and restricting his
dry: (TA:) [see also # :] the pl. of J& is freedom of action], like as the [garments called]
U-29: :
See Jú.
6 - d >

as though pl. of ău: (S, O:)
occurs, coupled with
in
Tirimmáh;

J-U.S.

pl. is J.3, (0, K, TA) and J., also, [which

**

also

seems to be rarely used as a sing. in this sense,]

--S, a verse of Et may be a pl., like J-9. (TA; and Ham p. 489,
and [as <- is a reg. pl. of *i. q.v.) 'Abd-Yaghooth El-Hárithee says,

which is a pl. of ,-] ISd thinks that they
formed from J: the pl. J: and then from

U-###1 & #
*

o

*

or . * *

g

}

6 * de
*... •

Ś.3 (S, O, K) and J%, which is anomalous, Jú: [pl. of #3] inwrap the body: (TA:) the

>

65

•

Juse: ; see Jusã.
J: See iš.-Also A short snord, (S,
O, K,) or a short and slender snord, like the
(TA,) over which a man covers himself

J#2,

* **

with his garment. (S, O, K.)

''': & Ls: -5°5' W. J.”

this last, the pl. J23. (TA.)- [Hence,] one
#: The place [or quarter] n'hence blons the
says, W S.* c5% &- <: i. e. **) [t I per [Know not ye tro that the utility of censure is
[north,
or northerly, wind called] Jus3. (Ham
little,
and
my
censuring
my
brother
is
not
of
my
ceived from such a one an odour, app. meaning a
nature,
or
of
my
natural
dispositions?].
(O, p. 628.)
foul odour]. (TA.)
TA:) here it may be a pl., of the class of &\s->
#2: See #, in two places.
*

*

J., (§, O, Mgb, K, &c.) applied to one of
the

*

*

and L293 : or it may be

*

4.

* *

-

[''U.S.,]

•

an instance of

hands or arms, (S, Msb,) The left; contr. of transposition, for J%. (TA.)=See also J:

&: ($,0, Msh, K) as also 'J', (K,TA,

Jú: A Larment of the kind called] ai~,
(K, TA,) with n'hich one wraps, or inn raps,

3: e.

s: o –

6

* >

himself (* J:). (TA) [See also #3.]
[in the CK, J.E.1 and J.i.1 are erroneously UU•+ and Uls: : see Uto->.
put for Júl and Júl,]) the latter thought by
Js:
Jú.-Also Wine : (S, K:) or Js: A man smitten, or blonin upon, by the
ISd to be used only by poetic license, for Jú,
wine that is cool (K, TA) to the taste; but this is [north, or northerly,] wind called Jus: ($, O.)
See

(TA) and 'J', (AA, S, O, K) this last not not of valid authority; (TA;) as also " is:

and in like manner, a meadow, and a pool of

known to Ks nor to As: (TA:) of the fem. [wine is said to be] thus called because it envelops water left by a torrent; (O;) or, applied to this
gender: (S, O, Mgb:) pl. [of pauc.] J#. (S, (J-5) men with its odour: or because it has a last, smitten by the wind thus called so as to be
O, Msb, K,) because it is fem., (S, O,) and [of strong puff (*), [when opened,] like that come cool: (S:) and hence, with 3, wine t cool to
mult.] J%, (S, Q, Mb, K.) which is anoma
of
[wind called] J.: [in the CK J->]. the taste; (S, O, TA;*) or wine exposed to the
(K,the
TA.)
Jú.3 and so rendered cool and pleasant: (TA:
e

lous, (S, O,) and U->, and Uts: like the sing.
see also Js: :) and fire upon which the wind
(K.) – And The direction [or side] of the hand
See J.3.
called the Ju 3 has blonn: ($, O.) and a night
so called: you say, S.: * <āj, i.e. [He
cold,
with [n ind that is called] Jú. (TA)
looked, or turned his facil in the direction of the
allo: [thus in my original, without any syll.
–
[Hence,]
t One whose natural dispositions are
U: and in the direction $f the UU•: : and the signs, probably ău:, like #: &c.,] The lurking
liked,
approved,
or found pleasant: (K:) from
pl. in this sense also is J: and J%: (Msb:) place (#) of a hunter or sportsman: pl. J%.

J*:

[the same epithet applied to] water upon which
you say,

(# J.'' 9: &l J-43

He went (TA.)

the

Jú has blown, and which it has cooled: or,

to the right sides of the camels and the left sides
Of, or relating to, the quarter of the as ISd thinks, from U2: [q. v.]: (TA:) or
thereof. (TA in art. U-84.) – [Hence,] t Ill
J%-" Js: a man whose natural dispositions
luck, unluchiness, or evil fortune. (K, TA.) * Jú.3 [or north, or northerly, wind] (KL)– are commended; as being likened to wine that is

&:

Ju£1 means t Birds of ill luck: (A, TA:)
every bird from which one augurs evil. (O,
TA.) One says, Jú: *% 4 us;*, meaning
+ What nas disliked, or hated, happened to him :

And A cold day. (KL.)

J#:
Ję.
Js: ;

See

3:. in

commended: and also whose natural dispositions
two places: = and see are discommended; as though from

J.J.3:
to him from the Jus: [or direction of the left places.-J.' also signifies
as though the bird [to which this is likened] came

and its pl.

See

J% in three

The shoots that

Júl,

be

cause they do not commend it when it disperses
the clouds: (Harp. 285:) [for] is: 55:
[sometimes] means discommended, evil, natural
dispositions. (IAar, ISk, TA.) The saying of

hand]. (TA.) And when the place that a person dicaricate at the heads of branches, like the fruit Aboo-Wejzeh,
• * ~*
* * * *
•3
occupies is rendered evil, one says, es: &% stalks of the raceme of the palm-tree. (§, O.)
ta-As!” --> U-59 #:
UU.SU +[Such a one is with me, or in my esti [Hence,] J.' b% They went anay in distinct
mation, in an evil plight]. (TA) - See also parties:
or thy dispered themselves. (S, is expl. by IAar as meaning t Her familiarity
-

&

*

(K)

J.3% – Also Every handful of corn, or seed O.)- And J.U.: +3. A garment, or piece of passes anay with the Jusã, and her promises pass
produce, which the reaper grasps [app. because cloth, rent, or slit, in several places; (O, TA;) anay with the * [which is the opposite of the
Júl : or, as some relate it,

grasped with his left hand]. (K.) = And A sort

like *.*.*. (S. o.)—ess" J.J." means

of bag that is put upon the udder of the ene or

## [i.e. The remains of us," but I doubt

•

goat (S, O, K) when it (i.e. the udder, TA) is whether this word be correctly transcribed].
heavy [with milk]: (K,” TA :) or it is peculiar to
(TA.)

the she-goat: (K:) pl. U-53. (K voce &W's.)
And A similar thing that is put to the raceme of

5

J:

See U-25.

*

*

> *

J. C.

“

#

ūei, J.: J-39

Joe

y o

e
*

āş-a-2

[meaning in like manner, as is said in the TA, on
the authority of IAar, in art. -->: or,] accord.
to ISk, meaning her familiarity is commended,
202
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because the +2+, with rain, is desired for a: [or old and worn-out water-skin or the like]. they applied the term Ö: to every portion of the
s

•

•

abundance of herbage; and her promises are (TA. [See also des.])

ă,5 and then pluralized it thus; but he says that
3 &# as a pl. of Ü-à except in
* @

(TA)—is: & a phrase

not commended.

he had not heard
4: see 1: - and see also what next follows.

used by Zuheyr, is expl. as meaning t [A tract,
this case: (TA:) the water in a c): is cooler
or place, tonards which one journeys,] that
[than that in a skin not so old]. (Mgh.) It is
5.
#1
*-ā,
and
"-jus,
(S.
K.)
and
separates friends; because the [wind called] * --> and *- :-), (K.) The water-skin be. said in a prov., &#: & &# S [A confused

Ju: disperses the clouds: (TA:) or it means came old, and worn out: (S, K:) or * Gus, and clattering noise will not be made to me with
quickly [or soon] becoming exposed to view; said of skin, or a skin, does not signify thus, but
(ISk, O, TA;) from the fact that when the wind signifies, (AA, S,) or signifies also, (K,) and so
called the UL3 blows the clouds, they delay not c:5, (S, K, TA,) said of the skin of a man, in ex
to become cleared away, and to depart: (O:) or,
treme old age, (S,) it contracted, shrank, shrivelled,
accord. to IAar, it means

J.'"

Šiš w

#:

or wrinkled; or became contracted or shrunk

[in which the direction of the left hand is taken]. &c.; (S, K, TA;) and dried up : (S, TA:) and

"C-l

(TA) - In the saying,

is likewise said of the skin of a man,

the old and morn-out water-skins to frighten me]:
(S in the present art.: [in the S and K in art.
&#, with U. in the place of S; and in the K in

that art, with a in the place of L':]) & ### U.

cuit. is applied to him who will not be abased
by misfortunes, nor frightened by that which has
no reality: (Sgh and K in art. & :) or it means,

meaning it became old, and norn out, like the old,
als---> * Ls 4 - kes
and worn-out, &#. (Harp. 675.) It is said in he will not be deceived nor frightened: &
* * * -.
the meaning is, aej [i. e. One in a state of fright a trad., "&# S3 4: j &# [expl. in art. being pl. of &#, a dried up skin, which is shaken
became pregnant with him in a certain night]. as]. (TA) See also a tropical usage of '3 to a camel to frighten him. (L and TA in art.
.) An old man is likened to the skin thus
in a trad. cited in the first paragraph of art. U4.
(TA, referring to the phrase *
4.-

.j & =

•de

&

** *

*

*

s

•

-

d

is also said of the skin of a man as

termed. (Harp. 675) And * : signifies also

*u meaning It became altered [for the worse] in

! A norn-out old woman; as being likened to the
skin thus termed. (IAar, T.A.) And one says,

—c:
6

**

* 0 p.
* *

U->: See

*:

J.-One

like as one says

says,

S.:

[i. e. He came odour, in extreme old age. (TA.)

U.5%

having his snord hung upon him]. (TA)

6.

&#:

7.

[ć:

&#1 &

&#,

meaning + Such a man raised

see 5, in three places. - Also It was himself bearing upon the palm of his hand. (IKh,
And 3.22 L's 5'-->
5-> J% As f [Such a one or became, mixed. (K.)
T.A.) – Also i, q. Jays [app. L#, i.e. A butt,
came conceiving a calamity]. (TA.)
at which one shoots or casts: probably because
*

-

• *

2

- d is

6

- p

=•

It became poured out, or forth; it

floned. (Freytag, from the Deewan of the Hu
U
dhalees.)- Hence,] ź. es' &#1 &: + The
as e
3 nolf
made an incursion among the sheep or goats;
1. A.J. &#, (S, Mgh, K,) aor. *, inf. m. U-5,
*

* *

-

(Mgh, TA,) He scattered the mater; ($, K;) or

as also

J:1;

mentioned by Az in art.

&#.

an old water-skin was sometimes used as a butt]:

pl. as above. (Mgb.)- [And, as Freytag states,
on the authority of Meyd, + Dry herbage.] =

Also Weakness. (TA.)
#: see &#. in two places.

poured it scatteringly; (Mgh;) or poured it and (TA.)
scattered it; or, as some say,

poured .#

3 -

6 •,•

fin a

*

10.

3-1,

see 5, in three places. - Also,

U+: see Ú-à, first sentence.

manner like that which is termed 2-a [i. e.

& a dial. var. of &: [inf n. of &#], (S,
(Kh, S, K,) said of a man, (Kh, S, TA,) and of a
[upon the wine, camel, (TA,) t He became lean, or emaciated, K,) signifying Hatred; [or the hating of another;]
or beverage]: (S, K% 4: signifies “he poured (Kh, S, K, TA,) like the water-skin that has (§3) mentioned by AO. ($ in art tx.)
it gently.” (TA.) And $4% & -: The eye bebome old, and worn out: so says Aboo-Kheyreh:
poured forth its tears; (TA ;) or sent forth [or (TA:) or, said of an animal, he became dried up, & Water in a scattered state, or being scat
sprinkling]; (TA;)

+% c."

shed] its tears; like −3, (Lh, TA in art. U+,)
which is asserted by Yaakoob to be formed by

and lean, or emaciated. (Harp. 530.) - And tered. (S, K.)- And (K) Cold water: (As,
9:0 &l &:- i. q Ātā, (K) i. e. He betook Skr, ISd, K:) this explanation is preferred by

Alo, N: (TA)—And
Clouds (-t-)pour
&
substitution [of U for c). (TA in that art.)– himself to milk, or the milk, and desired it eagerly, ing (U+ i. e. -a2)
water. (Skr, T.A.)
or longed for it. (TA.)
J. “

J. •

And, from the former, #1 35, (§,Mgh, Msb,
K,) aor. and inf. m. as above, (M3b,) 1 He scat

R. Q. 1 #3 [an inf n, of which the verb,
tered, (S, Mgh, Msb, TA,) or poured, (K, TA) if it be used, is &#,] The motion of paper, and

&#

A camel in a state between that of the

lean, or emaciated, and that of the fat; (S;) so
called because some of his fatness has gone:

the horsemen making a raid, or sudden attack, of a new garment: [or rather the making a kind
and engaging in conflict, or the horsemen urging of crackling sound by the motion thereof:] men (Aboo-Kheyreh, TA:) one says
d.o.

their horses,

#l

meaning

#: J:l, (Mgh,

6 * > d -

tioned by Az in art.

&#:

(S, K3) as also " ...:1; ($, Māb, K3) the latter

in art.

then
*

- e.

G-2, when he has become a little fat; then U2:;

(TA:) and ā: sig

Msb) from every direction, X: [upon them]; nifies the same: both thus expl. by IAar. (TA then : U.; and then>#, when
mentioned in the Mj, (Msb,) by IF, but disap

Js:

&#)

degree: (Lh,TA:)

fat in the utmost

so says Aboo-Ma'add El-Kilá

bee. (TAinart. 2-..) [But it is said that] it signifies

3 -

&: A skin, (Msb,) or a water-skin, (S, also Lean, or emaciated; (K;) applied to a beast:
Mgh,) or a small water skin, (K) or, as some (TA:) and fat: thus having two contr. mean
And a-i-, 33 (AA, S, TA) He cast furth his
excrement, or dung, in a thin [and scattered] say, any vessel made of skin, (TA,) applied ings. (K.) - Also Hungry: (S, K:) applied

proved by the people of chaste speech. (TA.)

state :

(3:

by a poet to a s's [or leathern bucket], (Ham in this sense by Et-Tirimmáh to a wolf, because
and one says of the &- [or bustard] p.
602,) that is old, and worn out; (S, Mgh, this animal is not described as fat or lean. (S.)
&# [It casts forth its dung in a thin and Mab, K, TA) and so *ā; ($, K.) but app.

&:

scattered state]. (AA,TA)—And ae» age & one that is small: (S: [in which this addition
He put (lit. poured) on him his coat of mail. to the explanation seems to relate peculiarly to
(TA) = J~las' &- J.--" &#, [aor, accord. the latter word: see an ex. of this latter word in
to general rule- ..] The camel became dried up some verses cited in the first paragraph of art.
both signify an old water-skin; as
[like a 33, q.v.,] from thirst. (TA) And L. :])3 or
# => The rag became dried up. (TA) also V & 3-2: (MA:) and "33, also, signifies
• *

Poured forth : applied in this sense by

the Hudhalee poet 'Abd-Menáf to thick blood

(3%). (TA)- And Pure milk upon which
cold water has been poured: (IAar, TA:) or any
milk, whether fresh or collected in a skin at
different times, upon which water is poured.

(K, TA.) = And The dropping ($, K, TA) by

an old, worn-out, water-skin: (TA:) pl. (of the degrees, (TA,) of water (S, K, TA) from a skin,
first,
Mgh, Msb) cu%: (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) and (TA) and of tears. (S, T.A.. [See also 2, and see
2. &# and &#[infins of c >] The drip
ping, or dropping by degrees, of water from the Lh mentions the phrase &# #, as though at:..])
*

*
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#ú Water that drops (S,K) from a shin, or signifying motion and agitation, as 3% and
ölä-, (S, TA,) for though it has been said that
from a tree. (S.)
-

# The [channel called]

&:

[q.v.] of a

&: of a valley:

[hatred (which it signifies) is attended by anger
and] anger is accompanied by agitation of the
heart, there is no necessary connection between
hatred and anger, and it is anomalous also as being
of a measure not proper to [the inf n, of] a
trans. verb, (TA,) and &#, (S, Msb, K,) which

(TA:
[the want of a vowel-sign in my original renders
it doubtful which of these meanings is the right
3 - one:]) or Üls:, its pl., signifies the channels of
water, of mountains, that pour forth into valleys is also anomalous, and [said to be] the only
instance of its kind (S, TA) except &G, though
from a rugged place. (AA, TA.)

small valley: or a small

some few others have been mentioned, as

#: A nature; or a natural, a native, or an but this is not well known, [and &:-

3al. : See
W

#,

in two places. = Also, and
Rendered hate

#:, epithets applied to a man,

ful, or an object of hatred, evil in disposition. (Lth,
O, T.A.) [See also the latter word voce

and see: 3, and

c: ;

#2.]

# The removing oneself far, or keeping
aloof, from unclean things; (S, K, TA;) and the
continual doing so, or the continual purification
of oneself; as also V #3; and accord. to the K,

&345, #, but this is not found elsewhere. (TA.)
2 °22 of

of which

innate, disposition or temper or the like; syn.

•

•

Hence, (S,) 5:5: 3.jl, the appellation of a• ***
tribe* ofof

the same may be said,] and &#3 [perhaps a El-Yemen; (S, K;*) sometimes called 33: Sji:
simple subst.], and &%. which is said to occur (ISk, $, K:) [or] this tribe was so called because
custom, habit, or ": : (Mgh, K:)
in a verse [perhaps contracted from cº- by of & among them; (K, TA;) i.e. because of

#5, (§, Mgh, K) and #4, (S) and #~:
(TA) and a

[pl. c. 503.] One says d'été des' & 4. In him
are habits [or natural dispositions inherited] poetic license], (TA,) and AO mentions & mutual hatred that occurred among them: (TA:)
without e, as being like &: ; (S;) these inf ns. [whence it seems that # signifies also Hatred:]
£rom his father. (TA.) Hence,
being fourteen, which is said by IKtt to be the or because of their removing far from their
greatest number of inf ns.to any one verb, only [original] district: or, accord. to El-Khafájee,
X: 3 &###
seven other verbs, he says, having this number, because of their high lineage, and good deeds;
[A natural disposition, or a habit, which I know,
from the phrase # J% meaning A man of
as inherited from Akhzam]: (S, Meyd, Mgh:) namely, 335, G#, $33, 48,3, <<, and ~#; pure lineage and of manly virtue; and AO says
or, accord. to one relation, ###, which is app. but Es-Safikusee makes the inf ns of č to be the like. (TA)- [And accord. to Reiske, as
fifteen, [though the fifteenth form (which is per
formed by transposition from #: (Meyd:) haps #2) I do not find mentioned,] and this stated by Freytag, (who has written it W # in
a prov.: (Meyd, Mgh :) [of its origin there are
is the greatest number known; (TA;) He hated all its senses,) it is expl. by Meyd as meaning
different explanations: see Freytag's Arab. Prov. him: (IKoot, IF, S, ISd, IKtt, Mgh, Msb, K, What is esteemed sordid, of words and of actions.]
i. 658, and Harpp. 591 and 596:] 3: is the &c. :) or, as some say, he hated him vehemently. *= Also One niho removes himself far, or heeps
aloof, from unclean things; (K, TA;) and so
proper name of a man: (Meyd, Mgh, &c. :) or
W #. (TA.) Thus both of these words are
(TA)
I'm
Já,
for
t£)
with
the
accord. to Lth, it is an epithet applied to a penis; hemzeh changed into Us, occurs in a trad. (TA.)
epithets, as well as substs. (TA.)
one says #3- # = “a glans of a penis having a
*

• * *

&:

And
signifies He (a man, S) nas hated, (S,
short fraenum,” and 3-#3 ; and āsā means and so accord. to some copies of the K,) or nas
the dropping of water [i. e., in this case, of the rendered hateful, or an object of hatred, (so

$g".<
** *
a: : See EU:.

seminal fluid]: (Meyd:) the prov. is applied in accord, to other copies of the K.) even if beautiful că, of which the fem, is # and s:, [so
relation to nearness of resemblance. (Meyd,
that one may say either &: Or &J is an
Mgh.) = Also A bit gf£h-meat, as much as is or comely. (S, K.)= 45-4 &#, (K,) so says
epithet applied to a man; (K;) [signifying either
chened at once; syn. ašac : or a piece of flesh A’obeyd, or, accord to Th, 4ts, like &: [in Hating or (like #4) hated; the former mean
meat; (K, TA;) and so i: on the authority form], and this is the more correct, aor. of each *,
ing seeming to be indicated by what immediately
of AA. (TA)- And [the pl] &# signifies (TA,) He gave him his right, or due. (A’Obeyd, precedes it in the K; but the latter appears from
Th, K, TA.) And 4: &: He acknowledged it: what here follows to be the right meaning, and
Bones; like &- (IAar, L in art. c-.)
(S, Msb, K.) or he gave him (K) his right, or perhaps it may be that which is meant in the K;]
3 •

&:

see Ú:, first sentence.

6* >

•&

#: or " : (Q. v. voce #1;

due, (TA,) [or the meaning in the K may be he as also V
gave it,] and declared himself clear, or quit, of so accord. to

different

copies of the K. (TA.)

à:… A thing like the U: 2: [in the present him or it; as also tà: (K:) [but accord. to SM, In the Kur v. 3 and 11, it is accord. to some an

day, a round shallon, basket is thus called: pl. this is wrong, for he says that] the author of the inf n., and some read there cità: [see 1, first
K should have said, or *: &#, like té, aor. * ,
&ú...] (TA)
sentence:] accord. to others, it is an epithet, sig
U.

1.43, (Th, S, Mg, Mil, K, &c.) and #,

he gave him, and declared himself clear, or quit, nifying J: Ol' .# [i. e. Hated or odious].
&# He produced (TA)—#" &#, in a trad. of Kaab, is said
the thing: (K,TA:) or, as A’Obeyd says, ai- &: to be a metaphorical expression for A:l #

of him or it. (TA.) And 'G'

(K,) but this is said by AHeyth to be a bad dial. he acknowledged his right, or due, and produced ! [The cold of winter]; because it is hated: or, as
some say, by the * thereof is meant ease and
var. of the former, (TA,) aor. 4, (Msb, K.) inf. n. it from his possession. (TA.)
repose: and the meaning intended is either
#33 (AO, S, Msh, K) and 3% and :35 (Aboo 6. b% They hated one another. (S, O, K.) mutual hatred or ease and repose. (TA.)
'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, S, K) and # (K, TA, in
the CK3# [i. e. ić, which is afterwards added # and : and # [all mentioned above as
āşu: ; see 5*, and du%.
in the TA, not as in the K, and mentioned in the inf ns., when used as simple substs. signify
6*, * *

S but not there said to be an inf. n.,]) and t: Hatred, and thus * #3, likewise mentioned
(TA from Es-Safikusee) and #3 (TA [as from J, above as an inf n., signifies accord. to the S;

6 *> *

*ö -

#3: see c:

Hating, or a hater, (Fr, S, Mgh, Msb,
but perhaps from Az, for I do not find it in the and so W #: accord. to Freytag, as on the
authority of Meyd; and app. also #, q. v.; or TA,) and an enemy: (Fr, TA:) fem. with 3.
S,]) and t: (S,CK, and TA as from Es-Safi all signify] vehement hatred; in which sense the (Mgh, Msb.) —4:1: ū 5, as also sist: * 5,
kusee, not as from the K,) and # and #:

&:

(K, TA, the last in the CK is: [i. e. #2])

first is expl. by AO: (TA) or '# signifies (S, O, [but in my two copies of the Š <sus,
hatred mixed with enmity and evilness of disposi

#3 (TA from Es-Safākusee) and &#,
(S, K.) which is anomalous as being of a measure

tion. (Ham p. 108.)

and

de J. e.

6 of e
• *

regularly employed [only] for the inf n. of a verb

33: ; see 5*, in three places.

which perhaps expresses the general pronuncia
tion, and in the TA 415t: '' ) and 4.5V: wl S,])
ImeanS 4: [i. e., lit., May there be no father

2

202 *
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to thy hater]; and is said by ISk to be a metony
Gi •) [q. v., lit. an im
precation, but generally meant as an expression of
praise]. (S, O, TA.)

mical expression for &

Júl &% means

[Camels, or the like,] not

avariciously retained; as though hated, and there

fore liberally given away (IAar, K, TA:) &ls:
being app. an act, part. n. [in the pl.] used in the
sense of a

pass part, n.,

like the instances in

&#3 it and #3; #2 (MF, TA)
*-* -

blackness in hail;

*A

[Book I.

£-s:
.22% signifying the “lustre”

•&

*:

of the teeth; and is, their “whiteness that is as
Q. 1. a 15 U£2"| <-->, (§ and L in art. -->4,
though there were over it a blackness:” (ISh,
as
Q. Q., and K in the present art.,) inf. n. #,
TA:) Abu-l-'Abbās says, It is variously expl., as
($,
L.) Love clave to his heart. (S, L, K.)
a serrated state of the teeth: and their clearness
and cleanness: and their being separate, or apart,
&: The lion; as also V &#. (K.)
one from another: and the sneetness of their
odour : (TA:) El-Jarmee says, I heard A5 say
& Thick, gross, big, bulky, coarse, or
that this word signifies coolness of the mouth and
rough; syn. *. (K.)- See also &:l.
teeth; and I said, Our companions say that it is
their sharpness when they come forth; by which
+:
is meant their new, or recent, and fresh state; for
when they have undergone the lapse of years, * 3: see the former word in art. Jes-.
they become abraded, or worn: but he said, It is
nothing but their coolness: and the saying of
Dhu-r-Rummeh,
3
• *d, *

6* -o

** 6 e

£2, applied to a man, (A’Obeyd, S, O,) like
&: [in form, and perhaps in meaning],
(A’Obeyd, TA,) Foul, or ugly, in aspect; as also

• * de

• *

* #2: (S, O.) or foul, or ugly, (K,TA) in
face, (TA) even if made an object of love [by

y

•

* --

-

-of

**

•

•

*

and ':

1. *-ā, aor. *, inf. n. #:
A, Mgh, K,) and W &#1, (S, K,) and
•

--~ Wels' Us.” SA" -->

*

*

W

(S,

&l;

good qualities]: (K, TA:) [originally an inf. n.,
and therefore] used alike as sing. (S, O, K) and [which should be rendered And in the gums, and
dual (S, O) and pl. (S, O, K) and masc. and in her canine teeth, is coolness], corroborates the
fem.: (K:) so says Lth: (TA:) or one who hates assertion of As; for there is no sharpness in the
men; (K;) and so W #2, accord. to 'Alee Ibn gum: (S, L, TA:) it is also related of As that he

(TA;) said of the skin (S, Mgh, K) in conse
quence of the touch [or proximity] of fire [&c.],

(Mgh,) and of the face, and of a member or limb,

(A,) of a finger, &c., (TA,) It contracted, shrank,
or
Hamzeh El-Isbahánee: (TA :) or " this last sig said, I asked Ru-beh respecting the meaning of shrivelled, or wrinkled; or became contracted
32
nifies one whom men hate: or it may be well -á, and he took a grain of pomegranate, and shrunk &c. (S, A, Mgh, K, TA.) [V
is often
rendered one who does much for n:hich he is to be pointed to its lustre: (Mz, TA:) (and "# sig
used as meaning Spasmodic contraction of a
hated; for it is one of the measures of the act. nifies the same:] a poet says,

£:

muscle &c.] And one says,
part. n. [used in an intensive sense]. (A’Obeyd,

**

*

~

3- #

2 o–

*je --- L-o

K.)

J.

#.: see the next preceding paragraph, in

* ** >

* >d a

and"

•

J.

: cus: ->

&# [In his limbs, or members, is a con

* *

*** ** We Lågbe

*

W

•* * ~ *

traction]. (A.)
*

three places.

#,

2.4-3, inf n. :
He [or it] contracted,
[Her even set of front teeth are slender and white,
#4, applied to a man, (S,) Hated, (S, and side teeth in which are coolness and lustre adorning shrunk, shrivelled, or wrinkled, it; namely, the
so in some copies of the K, [see also du:,]) or them]. (O, TA.)- [In the present day, it signi skin [&c.]. (S, K.) See 1, last sentence. One
rendered hateful, or an object of hatred, (so fies The mustache.]
says also, £ill £"
[The tailor puckered
*ö

&:

accord. to other copies of the K,) even if beau
3. * *

3

* >

-: and W <ts, (A, K,)

the former regular, the tunic]. (A.

[In the Mgh, the

wrinkling

tiful, or comely; (S, K;) and 3: and Us:-- the latter on the authority of usage, (TA,) A cool, around the anus is said to be like the &: of the
signify the same. (K in art. 2:...)
al:5.])
or cold, day. (A, K.)

#4, occurring in a trad. of 'Áisheh, [A kind

4: see 1.

6.-6 p.

ää. Coolness, or coldness, of a day. (O, K.)

offood that is supped, or sipped;] i. q. ā-- and

—See also 43, near the end.

i: : [see these two words:] said by IAth to be
irregularly formed from #4, by changing the
into us [so that the word becomes ags:--, and
then, by rule, #4, which is mentioned in the
TA, in art. 2:, as occurring thus in a trad.,] and

©

*

•

5: see 1, in three places; and see

&#4.

7: see 1.

- of

* : see -->l.

* infn. of 1. (S&c.)=Also A camel: (Lth,
<&
J

:

See

-: : – and what here follows.

Iori, #) * *

heavy camel. (L in art.

&#)

ed

# H.aving the quality termed: meaning &" es” &: is a phrase of the tribe of Hu

then by restoring the [in the place of the second as expl. above; (A, O, K;) as also W -:4, (K,)
dheyl, meaning A man upon a camel: (Lth, IDrd,
Us], the meaning being hated. (TA.)
which is irregular, (TA) and "...', (K) O:) or a man, or an old man, upon a heavy
[which is likewise irregular;] but the first of camel. (L in art. &#) - It is also said, in the
*r
these three is the most common: (TA:) applied L, that it signifies An old man, in the dial. of

1. -3, aor. *, (K) inf n. 45, (TA) He
had

the quality

termed

<

meaning as expl.

to a man, (O) and to the Já [or front teeth], Hudheyl. (TA.)

(A). [and to the mouth, as

in a verse cited voce

&#,

applied to the skin &c., Contracted,
belon. (K.)- And It (a day) was, or became, -35.j:] fem. U-4, (S, O, K.) applied to a woman,
cool, or cold. (A, K.)
shrivelled, or wrinkled. (TA.) And,
(S, O,) and also written £, (K,) the C being shrunk,
applied to a man, Contracted, &c., in the skin,
< Lustre, and fineness, or delicacy, or thin changed into A because of the following -", and
(M,
ness, and coolness, and sneetness, in the teeth: in like manner [the pl. --> is also written] and in the arm, or hand; as also "

&#.

(A, K.) or lustre, and fineness, or delicacy, or +.

(TA) - # also signifies A pome TA) And is 3 & means C#1 #4 [i.e. An
(#) such as is termed : having (1?", contracted, or narron', in the hand ; or a
qualities, together with coolness and sneetness, in no grains, but only juice within the rind, (A, K,
hand contracted, &c., in the palm, or in the palm
the mouth, accord. to As, or in the teeth: (TA:)
and fingers]. (TA.) ū. : # means Con
TA)
in
the
form
of
grains
without
stones.
(TA.)
or coolness and sneetness in the teeth : or sharp
thinness, in the fore teeth : (TA:) or these tryo granate

ness of the teeth: (S:) or sharpness of the canine
teeth, like +, so that they appear like a san :

tracted in the

&=

called U.J. [app., in this

+. A young boy whose teeth are sharp and
serrated by reason of his youthfulness. (IAgr, instance, the sciatic nerve]: (TA:) it is an epithet

(K:) or n hite specks in the teeth: (A, K:) or the O.)

of commendation applied to a horse; because,

state of the teeth when they appear somen'hat
tinged neith blackness, like the appearance of

when he is contracted therein, his hind legs are

-:44 Sneet mouths.

(O, K.)

not relaxed: (S, K:) or it is an epithet of com
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&-8:
Jelal E-Suyootee, (TA) and j', (AH, I,

or energetic, syn. 3-#", (S, O, K, TA, [in the
mendation applied to a horse of good breed; but
and
so
in
some
copies
of
the
K)
without
hemz,
not so when applied to a hackney: it is also
CK, erroneously, 3:) and J:39, and
applied to some other animals, that do not walk (AHn, L,) the proper form, for so the Arabs
with freedom; to a gazelle, and to a wolf: (T, called it, (IAar, TA in art. 32-,) or: (as in *'', (O, K.) in pace, or going; (O,"K;) as also
TA:) and sometimes to the raven, or crow, some copies of the K, and in the TA,) with hemz, "&#1(K) and " &#91; thus &: is said of
(T, S,) which hops as though it were shackled. (TA,) and j#, Or j,#, (as in different copies a man, meaning He strove, laboured, or exerted
(T, T.A.)

of the K) and #, (ADk, K.) A hind of £ed,
# *-*.--à-3 and ':
&l see:-8:18:san g: g (L,) or grain; (Mgh;)

the same as

#: à:-"

himself, and was quick : (TA:) and in like man
ner # is said of a she-camel, (As, A’Obeyd,

are expressions sometimes used; [2-#1 being [the black aromatic seed of a species of nigella; §, O.) and of camels, (O) as also " -:3, (§,"
a sort of all-spice]; (K;) or said to be so: (Mgh:) O, expl. in the former by $3. only,) and
syn. with &#, as shown above, and in this case
or it is of Persian origin: (K:) so it is accord. "<!; (O;) in pace, or going: (S, O:) or
a corroborative; and] W : [when thus used] to Ed-Deenawaree [AHn]: (TA:) but some say " --><! said of a she-camel means she was quick,
meaning Intensely contracted or shrunk &c. that el32-J) a -li is the same as #: #~1. or snift. (K.)
(Lth, TA.) = Also Having one of his testicles (TA in art. 33-.)
4 : see the next preceding sentence, in three
smaller than the other; like
which is more
places.
6

•

#.

approved. (TA.)
5 ** *
• *

&:
s & - d

* 2: .

: see 2-#!, in two places. - 2

• &

• **

- :
*

o

[A puckered tunic: see 2]. (A, Mgh.) J. 35.

&, aor. 4, inf. n. Acús (S, O, Mgb, K)

1.

s

>*

&# and & but this last, occurring in a

and

is: mentioned in a trad., in which they are verse, may be used by poetic license for #23,
forbidden, are said to be Such [dranwers, or trou (TA,) It (a thing, S) nas, or became, bad, evil,
sers,] as are so ample that they fall don'n upon abominable, foul, or unseemly; (S," O," Msb, K;)
the boot so as to cover half of the foot; as though syn.
(Msb. [In the S and O and K, it is

£5.

2%

#: He shoned, or declared, the case
of the people, or party, to be bad, evil, abomin
able, foul, or unseemly, by reason of their dis
agreement, and the unsound, or unsettled, state of
their opinion. (TA.) = And &: He (a man)
purposed to do a bad, an evil, an abominable, a
foul, or an unseemly, thing or affair. (TA.) –
See also 2, last sentence, in two places. – Hence,
(IAar, TA,) He prepared himself for fight:
(IAar, K, TA:) or, said of a party of men, they
5.

6*

meaning that, being ample and long, they cease said that isú signifies the same as ästä; but
not to rise, and become puckered (" &:-). the latter seems to import more than the former.])
(TA.)
= U').5 & He regarded such a one as bad, evil, prepared themselves for fight: (O.) and accord.
J
abominable, foul, or unseemly, (*~£), S, O, K, to AA, }: &: He prepared himself for evil,
2. asks A, inf n. #. He blamed him ; TA, in the CK2:1) and reciled, or vilified, or mischief. (O, T.A.) - And It (a garment, or
of cloth,) became rent, or slit. (O, K.) =
jound fault with him; attributed or imputed to him, (#, O, K, TA, and so accord, to one of piece
: He spread, or dispersed, the horsemen
my
copies
of
the
S,)
or
loathed
him,
(4:3)
thus ##!
him, or accused him of, a vice, or fault: (K:)
+

3• * ~ *

* * *

* *

• &

6**

w

• *

or the same, (K) or a £, (O) or *::, (TA,) in some of the lexicons, [and accord to one of my making a raid, or sudden attack, upon an enemy.
(AA, S, O, K, TA) - And J.3% &: He
he rendered him. infamous; exposed his vices, copies of the S,] but [SM says that] 4:3 is shown
w
• & *

faults, or evil qualities or actions; disgraced him; to be the right reading by the saying of IAar that
4:3, inf n. &#, means 4: (TA.) [See also
or put him to shame. (O, K, TA.)
#: The gait, or manner of £alking, of a 10.] – Also, (O, K,) inf. n. &#, (TA,) He
disgraced such a one; put him to shame; or
righteous man. (O, K.) [See also 5-5.]
exposed his vices, faults, or evil qualities or ac
* A vice, or fault : (S, O :) or the foulest tions. (O, K, TA) - And #-l & He
vice or fault: (K:) and a disgrace, or shame, or frayed the torn-off piece of cloth so that it be
thing that occasions one's being reviled: (S, O, came shaggy (J: U-53). (O, K: [in the
K:) or a disgraceful vice or fault: seldom used CK, in the place of the last word of the explana

mounted the horse.

£ He put on

(S, O, K.) - And

***

the neapon, or weapons. (S,

O, K.)

10. as:- He reckoned it bad, evil, abomin
able, foul, or unseemly. (O, TA.) And accord.
Us!”

to Lih, (9, TA) one says, as W & 9:

meaning ax: -l, (O, K, TA,) i. e. [He san, a

thing] which he regarded as bad, evil, &c. (TA.)

~ And accord. to him, one says also, &: .#

unless conjointly with #: (TA:) accord. to Sh, tion, which is for J:5, is put J: :]) and in a' d', (0, TA) meaning His ignorance
(O,) a thing, or an affair, notorious for badness like manner one says of a thing similar to a has rendered such a one light, inconstant, or un
or foulness: (0, K.) pl.%. (TA)
(O) = * &: see 10.
steady. (TA.)

*.

& one of the names of The cat.

(O, K.")
2.

&#:

&: signifies 34:1: [app. meaning

See

&#.

% A certain white bird, found in water: of The uttering, or saying, much, or often, what is
the dial. of Syria. (TA.)
bad, evil, abominable, foul, or unseemly: and the
Badness, evilness, abominableness, foulness, or
3: and W
(O, K,) [the latter having an doing what is bad &c. much or often]: (K:) or
unseemliness; syn.
(Har p. 196;) as also
intensive meaning.] applied to a man, (O) the uttering, or saying, what is bad, evil, abomi

# the subst: from 8:35 ($, o, K.) [i. e.]

#,

&#:

6

Abounding in evil or mischief, and in vices, or nable, foul, or unseemly, (KL, PS,) against any
one: (PS:) and the representing, or regarding, as
faults; bad in disposition. (O, K.)
bad, &c. : (KL, PS.:*) and the committing [an
6e su

y d

"&#:
W

(O, K:) thus in the saying, cº; es'
2

&# [In such a one is

ness]; as also #

and

•

unseemliness, or ugli

3, [or rather #) : (TA:)

5:: see what next precedes.

action that is bad, &c., or] a fault, or citious
action. (KL.) You say, * < *, inf n. and one says also, 3: * - and #, and #
O,) I uttered, or said, what was bad,
is: A liberal, bountful, or generous,
[app. meaning In his face is unseemliness, or
6

woman: as also

#.

TA.)

(IAar, T in art. '5,

d >

&#5, (§,

evil, abominable, foul, or unseemly, against him : ugliness]. (IAar, TA voce #.) - Also Dia
bolical, or demoniacal possession; or madness, or
insanity. (IAar, TA.)
inf n. as above, He showed, or declared, to him

(P5) from #1 (0.) And £91 & 8:,

• •&

J

&#:

that the affair was bad, evil, &c. : (TA: [see also
see the next preceding paragraph, in
(Mgh, K,) so called by the Persians, 5:]) or characterized the affair to him as bad, two places.
(TA,) [and generally by the Arabs in the present evil, &c. (Msb.) = And The striving, labouring,
&# Bad, evil, abominable, foul, or unseemly;
day,] and 5:53, as in the “Towsheeh” of El or exerting oneself, and being quick, and vigorous,

#,
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(S, o, Mil,K)as also '8:00,K)and '8:

[Book I.
&: - 3:
p. 108) – And 4 -ić, (IAar, ISd, O, K, M,) in the direction of his [onn] head, (M,) so

as to make the prominences behind his [the
(S, O, K,) the last like #= in the phrase 3. TA) and 4, (ISd, TA) i, q &le; [i. e. He
knen it; him, had knowledge, or was cognizant, camel's] ears cleave to the upright piece of nood
i, meaning }*, accord. to one of the two
rising from the fore part of the saddle : (M, K:)
interpretations of this phrase: (O, TA:) pl. of the of it; or hnen, it instinctively; &c.]. (IAar, ISd, or he raised the camel's head (M, Mgb, K) by
O, K, TA)= And -ā-ā, (K, TA, [in the former
.de d
-

first #. (Mob, T.A.) It is applied to a day, in

of which it is

erroneously implied that the verb is pulling his Ausj, (M., Msb,) while riding him,

this sense: or as meaning disliked, or hated:
followed by 4,]) His upper lip turned upniards;
(TA:) and so is "
(S, O, K, TA,) in the (K, TA;) inf n. -: , (TA) or this is a subst,
former sense, (TA,) or in the latter. (O, K, TA.) signifying a turning upniards of the upper lip :
And you say 8: "… and W &:- [An aspect so says AZ. (O.)
* . £:
that is bad, evil, &c.] and W is: #, meaning
inf n. -ā-ā, He adorned her (i. e.
i-3 [i. e. An unseemly, or ugly, woman]. (TA.) a woman, S, or a girl, or young woman, O, K)
And &#3: [An evil, or abominable, name]: with the [ornament called] -:3; ($, o, K.) like
and J.-S. &# X; [A people, or party, having as one says, 35, (S, TA;) as also " £i.
evil, or abominable, names]. (A, TA.) And (Zi, o, K.)—[Hence,]&#3 43% - 3: [He
**: i: [An evil, or abominable, or a foul, adorned and embellished his language]. (TA.) =

&#,

d

•

6

- © e.

(Msb, K.) like as the rider of the horse does nith

his horse: (Msb:) and 7 * signifies the same:
(S, M, Msb, K. :) or W &#1 is intrans. ; you say,

6 * > *

•

•

5:3. 3% and 3: " G:l, the reverse of the usual
rule; (IJ, M;) or the latter is intrans. also; (S,
Msb, K;) signifying he (the camel) raised his

(#,

head. (S, M, Msb, K.")- Hence,

OCCur

ring in a trad., referring to a female hare, inf. n.
as above, means, as implying restraint, I cast, or
shot, at her, or I struck her, so as to render her

incapable of motion. (O.) - And *# 3%, or
-*, inf n. as above, He looked at him, or ājūl, (M. K.) inf n, as above, (M.) He bound

story]. (TA) And "its: # Abominable, <!

excessive jealousy: (O, K, TA:) in [some of] the it, from the outer corner of the eye. (Yaakoob, the he-camel, or the she-camel, with the 3:
TA.) [See also 1.]
copies of the K, erroneously, 5-5. (T.A.)
.# G#,G,G)

(a v.). (M.K.)–And #:

4:

see the next preceding paragraph.

or J.3% U-5, (K) t He bound (M, K) the head
5. -a-. She adorned herself with the [orna of the beast, (M,) or the head of the horse, (K,)
TA;) as also 3'-'. W &# ; applied to a man: ment called] -ā; (S, O, K;) like as one says, to the upper part of a tree, (M,) or to the head of
Incongruous, unsound, weak, or faulty,

* 2°2:

[.. therefore unseemly,] in make; (IDrd, O, K,

the former is from

a tree, or to a tree, (accord. to different copies of

&#1; and some say that it

the K,) or to a peg, (M,) or to an elevated peg,
Jä: (incorrectly pronounced with damm, (K,) so that his neck became extended and erect.
6d >

signifies tall. (TA.)
* ~* *

** O.-

-

&l;

6

and its fem. Als: : see
6 * > * >

•

•

&#,

in four

*

places: and see also &”.
6 * de

p

• * *

&+*:

see U: 2, in art. U-5.

6 *• *
* *. .

o
-

-

* -

*

• A

:

; and its fem., with 5: see &:, in two
places.
•

** > .

45

m d >

2:... i. q. 32:... [Well, or commonly, known;
notorious; &c.]. (O, L., K.)
à:

1. ...#1 (31 &#, (S) aor. 2, (0, Msb)
inf.

£ O, K.) I looked in a state of op

position, or resistance,

(~5: -:) at the thing;

IDrd, O, K, i.e. -#, O, TA) The upper b,; (M, TA) - And #1 & 3, (IDrd, O, K.)
[i. e. ear-ring or ear-drop]: (S, O, K:) or g aor. 4, (IDrd, O,) inf. n, as above, (TA,) + He
pendant (3S)-2) in [or suspended from] the 525 bound the mouth of the mater-skin with the bond
[app. meaning the upper part, or perhaps, the
helic, in the CK erroneously written &l of the
ear; (Lth, O, K;) and likewise such as is attached
to necklaces: (Lth, O:) or such as is suspended

called Aés, and then bound the extremity of its

A=, to its fore legs: (IDrd, O, K, TA: [in the

CK, uté: is erroneously

put for

assi, or, as

in some copies of the K, (sts:]) or he suspended

from the upper part of the ear; what is suspended it : and [in like manner] # * G:l, inf n, as
from the lower part [or lobe] thereof being termed above, he suspended the water-skin to a Apeg :
# ; (IDrd, O, K;) or this latter is termed #:
(TA:) or the latter signifies he put a Jú: to the
(IAar, TA:) or, as some say, i. q. *# : (TA:) water-skin: (M:) or he bound the water-skin
pl. [of mult.] -is: (IDrd, S, O, K) and [of nith a 3%, (S, K, TA,) i. e. a cord with which
pauc.] Jú. (TA.)
its mouth is bound. (S.) - [Hence 4áš, as used
in
the present day, and in post-classical works,
-à: Hating, (§, O, K.) and meeting in a
meaning
+ He hanged him by the neck, till he
morose manner. (K.) IB cites, as an ex.,
died: (see the pass. part. n., below:) whence
W #2, meaning A gallows; pl. &ú4.]
-#" is ile sy's 33
6

•

d ee

like.<āş: (S, O:*) or c: signifies the looking
at a thing, (O,) or the looking at a thing like him [And thou will not cure the hating heart]. (TA.)
*

*

*

n:ho is opposing it, or resisting it, (* Js: -,
K, TA,) and the raising of the eyes in looking at

#1 &#, (M. K.) aor. *, inf n &#5 (M)

# #3 [A lip, meaning an upper lip] turning and 'us', (M, K) inf n &#5 (TA) He
upniards:
(O:) or 'ta' 5t. [A sheep or goat] put a piece of wood, which is called " &#, (M,
a thing, (TA,) like him who wonders at it, or
K,) pared for the purpose, (M,) into the hire,
having
the
upper lip turning upniards. (TA.)
like him who dislikes it, or hates it; (O, K, TA;)
and nith it raised a portion of the honey-comb in
and so &#1, as AZ says. (TA.) [See also 2.]
Turning anay, or averse. (O, K.) One the width of the hive, (M, K,”) having fired the
3% & U. What ails me that I G: beneath it; and sometimes troportions of
= 4 -ā3, (§, O, K) and as also, or, correctly, says, L:
accord, to ISd, this verb is trans in the sense
the honey-comb, and three: (M: [accord, to which
*** Öe

%

-

-#3

ūju.

see thee turning anay, or averse, from me? (O.)

here next following without any particle, (TA,)

– And * : -iù; #! Verily he is raising

[but two exs. are cited in the O from trads, in

one says also, āşş13 c: al-M es' 33:1)
this is done only when the bees are rearing their

his nose [in aversion] from us. (O," K.)
which it is trans. by means of U,] aor. *, (S, K,)
goung ones. (M, K.")- Accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed,
inf n. -á, (S, O,) He hated him, (#) and
āş2:... + A she-camel having a Aúj [or nose
G *&# and #3 signify the same: (TA:
met him in a morose manner: (S, O, K: [in the rein] attached to her. (AA, O, K.)
[in which the meaning is not expl.; but it is im
K, the latter meaning is expressed by 5:3. for
mediately added, app. to indicate the meaning
(.9-l
here intended;]) El-Mutanakhkhil El-Hudhalee
4 #: in the S and O, the former meaning is
6*

r & e.

• &

*-a

expressed as above, on the authority of ISk; and
it is also said that c: is syn. with J#. and

1. £1 Já, aor. * (§, M, Mab, K) and 2,

says, describing a bow and arrows,
• * @ p

(M, K.) inf n &, (§, M, MSb) He curbed
*

#. :]

•

* *

*

*

@ e.e.

* Jala- We c-à:

*

in the former of these two senses it is the camel by means of his >0, [or nose-rein], (S,
like 4:3, with ... (§, O.) or -a+M [i. e. -#" K.) or pulled the Aus- [or halter, or leading i. e. I put its string into [the notches of] arron's
is a subst, signifying vehemence of enmity. (Ham rope,] of the camel,

(M.)

while riding him, (S, [broad and long in the heads, made sharp or

** *
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pointed]. (0, TA) = #5, (M,K) aor. *; but when one of them adjoins (33- * G: ls' due itself that is to be contributed to the poor
(K) and #5, (M.K.) aor (K.) He loved a [thus in this instance in the TA, perhaps a mis rates for certain numbers of camels: thus] Aboo
thing, and became attached to it; (M, K, TA;) transcription for J#) his sheep or goats to
those of another, and the collector of the poor
said of a man's heart, (O,TA,) meaning as above: rate finds them in his [the latter's] possession, he
(O:) or 3% signifies the heart's yearning to takes from them one sheep or goat. (TA.) .

'Amr Esh-Sheybánee says, the G# for five

said of a man (TA) and 33, inf n &#, is

camels is a sheep or goat; for ten, tryo sheep or
goats; for fifteen, three sheep or goats; and for
tnenty, four sheep or goats; the term & being
applied
alike to the sheep or goat, and to the two
wards, or longing for, or desiring, a thing.
4. G:l: see 1, in five
[as
sheep
or
goats, and to the three sheep or goats,
(Msb) = # also signifies The being long: inf n. of
from #! &# expl. in the first
and
to
the
four sheep or goats; what exceeds this
(M:) or the being long in the head, (JK, S, TA,) paragraph,] also signifies The having the hand
last being termed ià.# (TA:) or, in the case
as though it were stretched upniards: (TA:) one
attached to the neck by means of a J# [q. v.].
says of a horse, 3% inf n. &#, meaning He (AA, TA.) – See also 3, in the latter half. = of the poor-rate, the lonest G: (J:S &#) is
was long in the head. (JK.)- #3 &#, signi Accord. to IAar, (O, TA,) G:l also signifies a sheep or goat for five camels; and the highest
fies--# &- (#: [app. meaning The noman's
&#) is a -ss- -: for fire and
He took (O, K, TA) the G#, i.e., (O, TA,) the 3%

places.–3:

&#.

(U.S.

becoming sleek, like &l- (or whetstones) by
reason of fat: see

Juás." *::), in art.

C-1:

and
epithet applied
to her is W #3, pl. Šiš.
(JK,theIbn-'Abbād,
O, TA.)
•

c: (O, K, TA:) or it was, or tnenty: (O, K.), the pl. of & is jčí (M,
became obligatory, or incumbent, on him to give MSb, TA) and 53. (M) – Also What is
the -: ; thus having two contr. meanings [as
[fine termed]

above the bloodn'it

signed to it]: (K:) or it signifies also, accord. to
IAar, it was, or became, obligatory on him to give
**

2.

*

w

6

(3:3) &” ū): (As, S, O,

•

d >

#!! 3:, inf. n. Ge:J: see 1, in the latter

n:hat is termed a

&#:

and this is the case until

Mab, K.) the term Gū, ($, M, Mgb) pl. of
&#, (M,) being applied to the fines, for wounds,

his camels amount to five and twenty, when what that are sent with the complete bloodnit (S, M,”
half of the paragraph. - &# also signifies The is due of them is [a she-camed such as is termed] O, Msb) by him upon whom rests the obligation
cutting [a thing] in pieces. (O, K. [See the -*** £). (O.) A man of the Arabs said, to send such; (S, O, Mgb;) as though they were
pass part. n.]) - And The adorning [a person or 3. * * * * 3.
attached to the main, or greatest, fine: (S, M,"
thing]. (K. [See 5.]) - See also the next para G: U-2 (-2, which may mean Of us is he who O:) and an addition, in the bloodnit, (M., Msb,)
graph, near the end.
gives the G#, i.e. cords, pl. of Güs: or it may of five, (M,) or of six, (M., Msb,) or of seven,
of:
•

*

•

6 *

J.

-

*<

.

(Msb,) to the hundred camels [n:hich constitute
3. asu, inf n. #3 and 3%, JHe mixed mean, who gives the Gū, i. e. U.)". (O.)
aele (5: ! He exalted himself above him; do the complete bloodnit], (M, Mgb,”) in order that
his cattle with his [i. e. another's] cattle : (K,
it may be described as ample: (Msb:) [for,] as
mineered over him; or oppressed him. (O, K.)
IAar and As and El-Athram say, the man of
TA:) this is when [contributions to the poor-rate
such as are termed] 3: [pl. of &] are incum
5. &: He adorned himself; or nas, or be rank or quality, when he gave [the bloodwit],
bent on a man, or two men, or three, when their came, adorned: (JK, O:) and he clad himself used to add to it five [or more] camels, to show
thereby his excellence and his generosity: (TA:)
cattle are separate, and one says to another, with garments. (JK.)
a
redundancy [in the case of the bloodnit]; (O,
J:s, i. e. Mia thou my cattle and thy cattle; 6: see 3.
K;) one of the explanations of the term given by
for if they are separate, a &# will be obligatory,
As: (O.) or in the case of bloodwits (>02), the
de •

& What is between one a.a.#

and the next

or incumbent, on each of us; and if they are

(A’Obeyd, S, M, Mgh, Mab, K, TA,) lonest & (J:S &#1) is truenty camels n'hereof
mixed, the case will be light to us: so the Gü: aăs,
(meaning a number that is betn'een tryo other every one is a -al- -: and the highest G:
signifies the sharing in the G3 or in the cliš.
(L,TA.) [See also what follows in this paragraph:
and see &] One says also * List: S [for

numbers whereof each imposes the obligation of

(G:S &#1) is twenty camels whereof every %

giving a due termed aā:*]

is a as: (0, K.) and some say that $43, Jú

of camels, and of

sheep or goats, (M, TA,) in relation to the poor
bātā S] Ye shall not put together what are rate : (S, Mgh, K, TA:) so called because nothing means the sorts of bloodnits; the bloodwit for
purely-unintentional homicide being a hundred
separate [of cattle]; &# being syn. with
camels, which those who are responsible for it
is taken therefrom; so that it is adjoined
i. e.
to that [number] which is next to it undertake to give in fifths, consisting of twenty
somewhat from the G#: and hence the trad, [of the numbers below it]: (JM:) accord. to n:hereof every one is an Jss- £, and trcenty

(#

#1 (TA)-54 signifies also The taking
5: 5:

-(-)

(K, TA:) this means There shall not be some, it is syn. with

U43;

(Mgh, Msb;) but whereof every one is an

cle:
J.e.

a', and

trventy

d

taken from the G3 [any contribution to the poor some say that it relates peculiarly to camels; (M, whereof every one is an c”. Us!, and twenty
s

rate] unless it is complete [in number]: (A’Obeyd,
S, TA:) the 3% being, of camels, such as exceed
five, up to ten; and what exceed ten, up to
fifteen: (A’Obeyd, TA:) Aboo-Sa’eed Ed-Dareer

Mgh, Msb;) and U-48, to bulls and cows: (Mgh, whereof every one is a ää-, and twenty whereof
Msb:) used in relation to sheep or goats, it is
every one is a

what is betneen forty and a hundred and twenty;
and in like manner as to other numbers [that
says, up to nine; and up to fourteen: but this is impose the obligation of giving a ala: ,5]: (K,
pronounced in the L to be wrong: (TA:) [Mtr TA:) Ahmad Ibn-Hambal is related to have said
also says,] it means there shall not be taken aught that the 3% is what is above the ālays, abso
of what exceed five, up to nine, for example: or, lutely; as, for instance, n hat is above forty sheep
accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed Ed-Dareer, it is like the or goats: (TA: [I here render the word &”

as 33-; these also being termed

Jú. (TA) - It signifies also A fine, or
mulct, for a wound or the like; (O, Msb, K;)
as, for instance, for a burn, (O, TA,) or such as
a wound on the head that lays bare the bone,

(Msb, TA,) and other wounds, (M5b,) and for a
tooth [knocked out], and for an eye blinded, and

mixing; but this requires consideration: (Mgh:) “above,” though it also means “below,” because for an arm or a hand vitiated, or rendered un
sound and motionless, or stiff'; and for anything

Aboo-Sa’eed says that jū: 5 means a man shall nothing is due from sheep or goats fewer than
short of what requires the complete bloodn'it':

not adjoin (7 &: •j [thus written here and thus
expl. in the TA]) his sheep or goats, and his
camels, to the sheep or goats [and the camels] of
another person, in order to annul what is obliga
tory, or incumbent, on him, of the poor-rate:
this is [for instance] in the case in which each of
them has forty sheep or goats; so that it is in

forty:]) as A’Obeyd says, it is, of camels, such as (TA:) or, as some say, a fine for that which does
exceed five, up to ten; and what exceed ten, up to not render obnoxious to retaliation; as a scratch,
fifteen : (O,” TA: [see also 3:]) Ks states, on or laceration of the skin, and the like: (M:) pl.
the authority of some one or more of the Arabs,
that it is up to twenty-five; and says that it is Jú. (M, Mgb.) = Also A burden borne on
one side of a beast,

equiponderant

to another

n:hat does not impose the obligation of the a.a4+5;

meaning what is betnceen five and twenty-five: borne on the other side; syn. J.'s (K, TA j [in
cumbent on them to give two sheep or goats; (Fr, TA:) [but it is also expl. as applied to the the CK and my MS. copy of the K, U.Nall is

***
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J3-1;]) cliš'

erroneously put for

cS:-l. (JK, Ibn-'Abbād,

signifies not, and to which one whose origin is suspected is
O, TA")—And 4 not invited]. (S.) = See also 1, latter half.

rope, or cord. (Ibn-Abbād, O, K.)–And A

"Jú: (O, K,"
TA;) so called because it is bound to the head
of the bow: (O, TA:) or, accord. to Sh, a good
bon-string, i.e. strong and long. (TA.) [See
what follows.]= &#1 also signifies Jø [The
making a thing]: (K:) thus accord. to some in
o° 3

G:ll

*

J. de

*> d >

**

TA)int n +3 (0) said of cold, It altered

&# A man evil in disposition: (M, L:) or a the colour of the trees; and J." "-" is like
wise said of cold [as meaning It altered the colour

bon-string; (O, TA;) as also

the saying of Ru-beh, describing a sportsman
[and his bow],

accord, to AObeyd, (TA) #1 *-*, (o,

self-conceited young man. (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, O,

of the men or people]. (O, TA)- And <3
K.) Andā:, like:-, [in some copies of the 2%
à: The year of drought destroyed the
K #, like i: ] A woman talking, or con cattle (J%) of the people or party: (so accord.
versing, or who talks, or converses, in an amorous to the CK and my MS. copy of the K:) or the
and enticing manner. (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)

verb in this sense is "e:# (So accord to the
Jú:

a name for A calamity or misfortune

text of the K as given in the TA.) – [Freytag

(age@): (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K:") or, as some say, erroneously assigns to this verb, as from the K,

3 *

another meaning, belonging to 4.]

& 255 al.:* - US:-

*

a name of The chiefs of the Jinn, or Genii: (Ibn

'Abbād, O:) or also a certain chief of the Jinn.
2: see the preceding paragraph,in three places.
[as though meaning He prepared for it, or them,
(K.)
a bow such that the part whereby it was held
4. -->!, said of a stallion, He had offspring
filled the hand, springing in the making by reason
&# Long; applied to a neck. (M.) And, as of the colour termed a: born to him : so accord.
of its elasticity and strength: but the word which also 'J, #2, Long in the head; applied to a to the K: but accord. to IM and the other
I have written 25, and which is thus in one place
horse and to a camel; and so it: [the fem. of the lexicologists, it is said of a man, meaning the
* @* *
• &

offpring

in the TA, and in another place in the same,
former] and "3: applied to the female. (M.)
where the verse is repeated, bjś, is illegible in For the fem., see also 3. := [The fem.]

a: ; IAar says that there are not, among horses,

the copy of the O, and may be a mistranscription]:

such as are termed

## signifies [also] A female bird that feeds her

o- &

accord. to others, however, the last word, G:ll,

of his horses were of the colour termed

-: [pl. of +. : A’Obeyd,
however, [as will be seen below,] explains a:

young ones with her bill, ejecting the food into their
as meaning a colour of horses. (TA.)- See
mouths. (O, K.)
also 1, last sentence but one.
&#, applied to a heart, Loving intensely, or graph.
4A-0 : see 1, in the latter half of the para
8 and 9: see 1, first sentence.
very passionately or fondly; syn. &: (M,

here means the bon-string. (O, T.A.)

6** *
- - - -

•

TA) Accord to Lih, "Jú. &# is signifies
o

e

•

-

6

•

11: see 1, first sentence. - Also, said of seed

-

&: Flesh-meat (Ks, S) cut in pieces: (Ks, produce, 1 It dried up, or became yellow, (S, A,)
*-s” Jés es' * [app. meaning A heart
S, K:) applied to flesh-meat, (M,) it is from the
but with somen'hat green remaining in its inter
aspiring to everything]: (O, L, TA:) in the K,
Júšitplof:]of the 4 [or bloodwill (Ks,s, stices: (S:) or was near to yielding, and became
M.) - And Dough cut into pieces, and prepared white, and dried up, but noith a little greenness

# Jé J, #20 &# * : *;

Jú. &: <-is with oil of olives: (El-Umawee, S, M, K:) or remaining in its interstices. (TA.) – Accord. to
~5-5, and the signification above; primarily dough cut into lumps, or pieces, upon the table, the L, one says also ** -:42 [app, meaning
relating to the eye. (TA.) - Applied to a man, before it is spread out; also called J2j, and His lips became of an ashy hue]. (TA)
(TA.)- #, applied to *** (IAar, TA)
aCautious;
woman: or
seefearful.
1, last sentence.
but the right reading is -à:=

as

6 - d -> *

6 d >

•

Jú-2 : see &.

--> A mountain overspread with snon. (O,
K.) = And a boy, or young man, light, or
active, in body, and sharp-headed. (IAar, TA

3, #4

WOce

2

2.2

•o

5: A rope, or cord, with n'hich the head of a
[as pass. part. n. of & means Curbed
sentence:] pl. [of pauc.] ăși and [of mult.] by means ofhis nose-rein, &c. - And] + Hanged:
says, üs: J: + He was put to death [by
34. (M, TA)- A cord, (A’obeyd, S, K) or one
being] hanged. (TA) * See also
and

he camel and of a she-camel is pulled: [see 1, first

&#:

thong, (A’Obeyd, K,) with which the mouth of a * - of
water-shin is bound, (A’Obeyd, S, Mgh, K,) and |&l
** *

that of a leathern water-bag, and n:hich is untied
in order that the nater may pour forth: (A’Obeyd,
TA:) or the suspensory cord of a water-skin :
and any cord by which a thing is suspended.
(M.)- See also &#, in the last quarter of the

• *

3. * *

,°?? ~

:

*

3:- and Us:- : see #2:2, in art. U+.
63

o–

22° * *

*

•

[See also

*J)

* *

--~ : see what next follows.
2-0 # *

: A [gray] colour in which whiteness pre
dominates over blackness, (S, Msb,) or in nihich
n:hiteness is interrupted by blackness; as also
"...# (A, K;) which latter is [properly] an

9

32? -

6

-*.

: see à:-e, in art. Lô.

inf n, of J-3: ($, Mgb.) or whiteness mired
with blackness: (Harp. 150:) not pure whiteness,
as some have imagined it to be. (TA.) And in

•

paragraph. = As an epithet, Tall: (ISh, S, K:)
used alike as masc. and fem. (ISh, K) and dual
(ISh) and pl., (ISh, K,) not dualized nor plural

horses, A colour in which the main hue is inter
&

****

rupted by a hoariness, or by some white hairs,
n:hether the horse be [in his general colour]

1. -*, (S, Msb, K,) aor. *, (Msb, K.) inf n. <+ orLíčí 07”*i. (A’Obeyd, TA.)
ized: (ISh:) applied to a man, (S, TA,) and to
a woman, and to a he-camel, and to a she-camel: <3, (§, Mgh, Mob, K,') It (a thing, $) was,
&# A kind of plant (*#). resembling the
applied to a she-camel as meaning tall, and long or became, of the colour termed £, (S, Mgb, K,)
necked; as also "it:%; and to a he-camel as i.e. of a [gray] colour in which whiteness predo A3 (or panic grass], (Ki) like &#. (TA.
meaning tall and slender: (ISh, TA:) also, and minated over blackness, (S, Mgh, Mgb,) or in [But see this last word.])
W 3, #4, applied £, : horse as meaning tall. (T,
which whiteness was interrupted by blackness;
J% (AHAt, S,K) and "###(AHát Kr, K)
(K, TA3) as also -3, aor. *; and "J-31; Milk mixed with much water : (AHát, S:) or a
T.A.) See also &l.
(K;) the last, inf. n.
said in the former mixture of which one third is milk and the rest
3 .
6

•

-

-

*#),

-

J: One whose origin is suspected; syn. Uses: sense of a horse; as also W *!, inf n. *: ; nater: (K, TA:) Az heard several of the Arabs
a poet says,
(S;) and this last verb, said of the head, its apply the former term to milk mixed with water:
*
* *
3
-5
J. J.

*

de

•

* Sus: £1 J-l: tá

so called on account of the alteration of its colour.

*

whiteness predominated over its blackness; (TA;)
(TA.)

G-##| U-- $3.3%

as also ::1. (S, TA)= 4:3, aor.”, (K.)
inf n. *, (TK.) said of heat and of cold, It

**, in its primary acceptation, A at: [i. e.

[I am he who enters the door that the ignoble seeks altered his colour; as also "4:3 (K) or, either brand or flame (app. the former, agreeably

* -si-.
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with what follows,)] of fire : (TA:) or a a: n:hich are hairs differing from the whiteness [of --~~! -el] also signifies t A hard, or difficult,
of fire gleaming or radiating : (S, K:) accord. to the biasel. ($) And -*S is [a pl. formed affair or case, (K, TA,) such as is disliked, or
ISk, a firebrand; i. e. a stick in which is fire: from J-49 as though this were a subst.] applied hated. (TA) And J. J.: +A hard, or diff.
or, accord. to AHeyth, originally, a piece of wood, to the Benu-l-Mundhir, (K,) or one of the troops cult, affair or case, that is beyond one's poner
or stick, in which is fire gleaming or radiating : of En-Noamán Ibn-El-Mundhir, consisting of the [of accomplishment or endurance]: termed Ujū

(AZ, TA) pl.:#,(S.K.)andsome low-:
(TA,) and &# (Akh, S, K) and 3%, (K.)
which is strange, (TA,) and

−i.

(K,) which

last is [a pl. of pauc., but] thought by IM to be a

quasi-pl.n. (TA) The reading U-3 *::: instead
of U-3 >0~, in the Kur "[xxvii. 7], is an
instance of a word prefixed to another identical
therewith. (Fr. L.)- Hence, [A shooting, or

falling, star;] a star, or the like of a star, that
darts donn [or is hurled] by night; and particu

larly after a devil; as occurring in the Kur [xv.

sons of his paternal uncle and his maternal uncles,
and their brethren; (TA;) so called because of
their comeliness, (K,) or because of the whiteness
of their faces. (TA.)- Applied to ambergris,
(K, TA,) + Of an excellent colour, i. e., (TA,)
inclining to whiteness. (K, TA.) And applied to
an iron head or blade of an arrow or of a spear
&c., f That has been filed so that its blackness has
gone : (S, A, TA:) or that has been filed lightly,
so that all its blackness has not gone. (AHn,
TA.) [Hence,] #:
+ Agreat troop having

i:=

because the camel thus termed is one that has

attained its utmost strength. (O, T.A.. [See also
art. U}.]) - And -:S signifies The lion. (O,

K.) [And in the Deewan of Jereer, it is applied
to The sn'ine. (Freytag.)]
**

&#, (S, A, Mgh, L, Msb, K,) aor. <;

(K;)
and 33, aor. *; (K;) also pronounced and written
1.

18 and] xxxvii. 10; and in a trad.; respecting numerous weapons; (K;) so called because of **, (Akh, S, K,) and **, and 34, accord. to
the attempt of a devil to hear, by stealth, words the iron; (S;) or because of the whiteness of the a rule applying to all verbs of the measure Jas of
uttered in heaven. (TA.)- [Hence also,] - in weapons and iron, intermixed with blackness: or which the medial radical letter is a faucial; (M F;)
signifies The shining, or brightly-shining, stars: a troop of which the iron [of the weapons and inf n. #3 (S, A, Mgh, L, Msh, K) and 2.2,
armour] is nhite and bright: (TA:) or, as also (TA; [there written without any syll. sign, and

(K) or the seven stars [or planets; meaning,

W #: #:é, a troop upon which is [seen] the
not found by me in any other Lex.;]) He told, or
not the Pleiades (which are called :), but
gave
information of n hat he had neitnessed, or
the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, whiteness of the iron [neapons &c.]. (T, T.A.
seen
or
beheld with his eye: (Mgh, L, Mgb:) this
[See
also
it-i:*,
WOce
And
J:
Jupiter, and Saturn: the first three of which are

£)

*3

J

is the primary signification: (L:) he declared

* - of

e

said by Freytag to be called -- jus->]. (TA.) --> A strong army [app. because of its numerous what he knen. : he gave testimony, attestation, or
- For another meaning assigned in the K to weapons]. (TA.) —# J3; + A land in n'hich evidence; he bore witness: (L:) he gave decisive
<<l. See
WOce
also sig is no verdure, by reason of the paucity of rain. information. (S, A, L., K.) [See also is: be
nifies t One n:ho is penetrating, sharp, or energetic, (TA) And [hence, it: i: ; 4 year of low.] You say, láš **, inf n. as above, (S,
in an affair; (K, TA;) as being likened to the drought, or sterility, white in consequence thereof, A, Mgh, L, Msb, K.) He told, or gave informa
[shooting] star. (TA.) One says, * ū53 & (TA,) in which is no verdure, or in which is no tion of, such a thing, as having witnessed it, or
rain : (K, TA:) next in degree is the £, then, seen or beheld it with his eye; (Mgh, Msb;) or
-j- ! Verily such a man is one who is penetra
declared such a thing as knowing it; (L;) or
sharp, gr emergetic, in war. (S, A.") And the 4-3-, which is more severe than the Alaet; gave
his testimony, attestation, or evidence, re
U:=-ji & =%" | [These are the braves, or (TA) and then, the 335-3 (TA in art-:) specting it; or bore witness of it, or to it; (S, A,
or a year that is nhite by reason of the abundance

&#,

-*-*:

** O

* * de

e

ting,

heroes, of the army]. (A.)- Also the name of

of snow and the nant of herbage : (IB, TA:) or
a year of drought, or sterility; because the seed
Prophet changed the name of a certain man produce dries up therein, and becomes yellow:
[originally] thus named. (TA.)
and -à X- signifies the same. (Har p. 150.)
A certain devil: occurring in a trad.: hence the

6

##:
6,-

*:

See
6*

•

•e of

+3.

*

e.

betneen nhich* is- ofno so
verdure (K, TA) of herbage. such a thing (as in the Kur xlvi. 9, and in many
other instances); he testified respecting it]. (S,

(TA) And -.5iX: 14 cold days (A, K.) or

• of
See

position to, such a one]. (Mgh.) And J'é &#

*

• *

w: á:= : see --->l.
•

*

And d\,:l t Two nihite years (dlar' duets) ljée He gave decisive information [respecting
J.

&

*:

* -of

L. K.)>-13: [in the presence of the judge];
cºil [for, or in favour of, such a one], (S,
Mgh, L, K) and cºs c." [against, or in op

<-3, first sentence.

a day of cold wind; thought to be so called on
account of the snow and hoar frost and hail

-#3

The hedge-hog; syn.

&#

Of th:

3#. (S, K.)

therein: (L, TA:) or a day of hoar:frost: (Az, in the Kur [iii. 16], means God hath given
TA:) a day of cold wind and hoar frost; and evidence that there is no deity but He : (Abu-l
'Abbās, I Amb, Jel:) or God knoweth &c.; (Ah
(K) occurring in the poetry [in like manner] the night (#) is termed £3.
mad
Ibn-Yahyà, K;) and so * 3: throughout
(S.) In the following verse, cited by Sb,

colour termed

K;) as also " -ets,

L. [See also another meaning of this phrase in
[Hence,]3% S! $5. •) £i #4.3,

what follows.])

#;

(S, Msb,

of Hudheyl: (TA:) fem, of the former #:
(S, Msb, K:") and pl. *: (O:) the former
epithet is applied to a horse, (S,) [contr. to an
assertion of IAar, (see 4,)] and to a he-mule,

2,2
*

*:

d

& J.

*

~

• •

+

6 de

• , ~

the Kur-án: (Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà:) or God saith

*

us.” &ke" g” Jay Us: Us.”
• of

*

<

*

*

<=i-## * X: &l= 13|

&c.; or God hath written &c. (K.) And #

#5, #153 I know, (Msh, K) (or acknow
*

(Msb,) and it: to a she mule. (Mgh, Mgb.)

ledge,] and I declare, [or testify, that there is no

[Golius, on the authority of Meyd, explains
* **i. applied to a horse, as meaning Sub
niger, spadiceus: and 34: ** as meaning
lucide leviterve viridis ; the correct meaning of
the former seems to be of a blackish, or bronnish,

[May my she-camel be a ransom for the sons of deity but God:] (K:) [Fei says,] the verb is
Dhuhl Ibn-Sheybón when there is a day of diffi trans. in this phrase by itself [i. e. without the
culties, or distresses, . . .] the meaning may be intervention of a prep.] because it is used in the
--~! [or whitish] by reason of the n'hiteness of the sense of£i. (Msb.) [And hence, ## à l'é

gray; and that of the latter, of a dark dust
coloured gray: see Assi and £il it: WaS
the name of a mare belonging to El-Kattál El

weapons, or by reason of the dust. (TA.) And means The sentence declaring that there is no

*::Ilor:#,Co.)":"[plor:l.
(K,) [but the former, I think, is evidently the

Apoll.]—#43 (Mgh, Mob)aor. 4, infn.

(Mgh,) means He snore by God: (Mgh,
right] t The white nights; (Cà: Jüli) [i.e. isú,
Msb:) and 13: 3: I snear by such a thing.

Bejelee. (O, K; in the CK El-Bejlee.) Applied the thirteenth and fourteenth and fifteenth nights
to a she-goat, it: signifies Of a nihite colour of the lunar month; so called because lighted by
intermixed nith black: thus applied, it is like the moon throughout; (see art. Jae';)] (O;)
à-l. applied to a ewe. (K.) Applied to a : three nights of the month; (K, TA;) because of
[or blaze on a horse's forehead], it means In the alteration of their colour. (TA)- -: [or
Bk. I.

deity but God and that Mohammad is God's

(S, K.) Lié &tés 33 £ .# I snear by God
that such a thing happened, or took place, com

bines the meaning of witnessing with that of
swearing and that of informing at the time of
203
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*

âû, (i. e. the pronouncing fet-h
like “e” in the English word “bed,”) which
may be justly regarded as the best to be followed

uttering these words; as though the speaker said, TA.) And <!--> She (a girl) menstruated: termed -āl
I snear by God that I witnessed such a thing, and attained to puberty. (K.)
and non I inform of it.

(M'.) Accord, to

3-3

5. J.J. in prayer is well known; ($, K;) because intermediate and because sanctioned by

some, when one says only Júl, not adding 200, The reciting of the form of words commencing
it is an oath. (TA)-3- c." **, a phrase with & <-#1; [see art. L-:] from the occur the usage of the classical times, except in cases
* * * * *
*
* ~ * * that are pointed out by the grammarians as pre
of which one meaning has been expl. above,
• *

means also He became a witness

•

(*ú) of, or to, rence therein of the words & S. S. S 3. *! senting9bstacles to the pronunciation thus termed.]

-: is syn. with JAG, [in several senses, as
shown below]: and its pl. is #. (S, K.) See
a thing, and witnessed it, or san, it or beheld it also Harp. 611.])–And 3:3 also signifies He
*č, in six places. - Also Possessing much
with his eye: (Msb:) and $34, (Mgh, L,) inf n. sought, or desired to obtain, martyrdom. (L.)

such a thing; (S. K.) he had knowledge of such 4,434. £- 3 &# (Mgh, TA (See
(L.) [likewise] signifies he witnessed it;
or san, or beheld, it, or him, with his eye; (Mgh,

#3%,

knowledge with respect to external things: "*

**-

He asked him, or required him,
to tell what he had nitnessed, or seen or beheld
L;) and (Mgh, L, MSb) so "...au, (A, Mgh, L, nith his eye; to declare nhat he knen; to give
Mob, K.) infin. #343. (S, A, L, MSb) [Hence, testimony, or evidence; to bear witness; or to
one says, i.-- Ji- * * *** [A comely, or give decisive information. (S, Mgh, L, Msb, K.)
Pleasing, state, Or condition, of him was nit You say, c)3 J” ūšš +: I asked, or
messed]. (A.)- And #, (aor. <, K.) inf n. required, [or cited, or summoned,] such a one to
**, He nas, or became, present at it, or in it; give his testimony, or evidence, or to bear witness,
10.

is used in the like sense with respect to internal
things; and X's. in the like sense absolutely.

(L.) [Hence, perhaps, >1% b%, in the
Kur ii. 21, [as though meaning And call ye to
your aid those of you who possess much know
ledge: or] the meaning here is, your helpers:

(Bd3) or your gods whom ye worship. (Jel.)

*:

as a name of God means The Faithful, or

(S, A, Mgh, L, MSb," K;) namely, a place, against such a one. (L.) And J: &:
(Mgh,) or an assembly. (Mgb.) Hence the -*. # L'é and W # I asked, or re Trusty, in his testimony, (Zj, L,) or in testimony:
(K:) and (Zj, K) as some say, (Zj.) He from
saying, (Msb,) £3.5%: *: &#, in the
quired, [&c., and made,] the man to bear witness n:hose knowledge nothing is hidden; the Omni
Kur [ii. 181], Therefore whosoever of you shall to, or to be nitness of or to, the confession, or

be present in the month, and stationary, not acknowledgment, of the debtor. (L.)- [Hence,] scient. (Zi, L. K.)—Also, derived from ##,
or from issu:", or from
[all inf ns.,]
journeying, he shall fast therein (Mgh, Mgb) as
L* c."
Jºy.' [He adduced, or
accord. to different opinions; (TA;) and of the
long as he shall remain present and stationary:
urged, or cited, a verse as an evidential example
(Msb:) --Ji being here in the accus. case as an of the meaning of a word]. (A phrase of frequent measure Uss in the sense of the measure Usake;
adv. n. of time. (Mgh, Mgb.) [And hence,]
(Msb, TA ;) or in the sense of the measure U clá;
à: .# He attained to [the being present at] occurrence in the larger lexicons.)- 3:1 (S, (TA;) A martyr who is slain in the cause of
K) and "...# (K) He was slain a martyr in the God's religion; (S, K;) [i. e.] one who is slain by
the a: [here meaning, as in many other in
cause of God's religion. (S, K. [See
unbelievers on a field of battle; (Msb;) one who
stances, the prayer of Friday]: (Mgh:) and
3.x 3.3 he attained to [the being present at] the : See *č, first sentence. = Also, and is slain fighting in the cause of God's religion :

:=

#,

*:

s

©

•

y d >

6

-

d J. O. J.

...])

•: [or festival, or the prayer thereof].

(IAth:) so called because the angels of mercy are

(Msb.)

3:#, (S, Msh, K) the former of the dial of
[Hence also] it is said in a trad, #3: *Temeem,
and the latter of the people of El-'Aliyeh,
£, -à-l [Snearing, and unprofitable speech, (Msb, TA,) Honey : (K:) or honey in its near
your selling].

(TA in art. "2:: see 1 in [i. e. its comb]; (S, Msb;) honey not expressed
that art.)
from its wax [or comb]: (TA:) pl. 2\,:: (S,
Msb, K:) i: is a more particular term, (S,
2 : see 4.
K,) the n. un, [signifying a portion thereof; and
3: see 1, latter half, in two places.
a honey-comb, or a portion of a honey-comb;] as
4. 134- us." # I made him to be a wit also #. (TA.)
attend

• *

* * > *d

(*#) of, or to, such a thing: ($, Mgh, L:)
[and in like manner,] 'Jim # I made him

present with him; (K;) because the angels are
present at the washing of his corpse, or at the
removal of his soul to Paradise: (Msb:) or be
cause God and his angels are witnesses for him of
his title to a place in Paradise: (HAmb, Mgh,”

K:) or because he is one of those who shall be
required to bear witness on the day of resurrec

tion, (K, TA,) with the Prophet, (TA,) against
the people of past times, (K, TA,) who charged
their prophets with falsehood: (TA:) or because

© & /

7&c.S.S

to have knowledge of the thing, and to witness it,
or see it or behold it with his eye. (Msb.) See
also 10.

Sú

in relation to criminal matters

means [The causing one to take notice of a thing
that threatens to occasion some injury, with a
vien to the prevention of such injury; as, for
instance,] the saying to the onner of a house,
“This thy wall is leaning, therefore demolish it,”

or “feared, therefore repair it.”

***

aë5:1 J%

of his falling upon the " **, or ground: (K:)

©

or because he is still

tº p

o

*

.

living, and present

with his

22* : see AAU, in two places.
Lord: (ISh, Mgh, K:) or because he witnesses,

: is also written and pronounced **, with

or beholds, God's world of spirits and his world

kest to the U:: (K, TA:) and in like manner is of corporeal beings: (K,” TA:) [and several other
reasons are assigned for this appellation:] the
every word of the measure J.-: having a faucial
primary application is that expl. above: but it is
letter for its medial radical, whether an epithet,
also applied by the Prophet to one who dies of
like this, or a subst., like -: and *:
Hemdánee says, in the “ Igrâb el-Kur-án,”

El colic : one who is dronned: one niho is burned to
that

death: one who is killed by a building falling to

(Mgh.) – the people of El-Hijāz, and Benoo-Asad, say ruin upon him: one nho dies of pleurisy: (IAth,

also signifies He caused him to be present.

(K.) You say,

J. : see the next preceding paragraph.

He caused me

> and -*. and *,
letter;

with fet-h to the first L:) one who dies of plague, or pestilence: a
and Keys and Rabee'ah and Temeem say woman who dies in a state of pregnancy: (L:)

to be present [at, or on the occasion of, his being > and -*, and * with kesr to the first and to some others: (IAth:) the pl. is #33.
put in possession]. ($)–: see 10. = letter: Suh says, in the R, that Temeem pro (A, Msb, K, &c.)
#% [see 1:] Information of what one has
Júl [as intrans.] + Humoreń tenuem e pene nounce every Jai of which the medial radical
emisit vir propter lusum amatorium vel osculum; letter is hemzeh or any other faucial with kesr to witnessed, or seen or beheld with his eye: (IF,
the first letter: and En-Nawawee states, on the Mgh, L, Msb:) this is the primary signification:
(L.) said to be a subst: from $34t:1: (Msb:)
[from : signifying “honey;” for] # * is a authority of Lth, that some of the Arabs do the
same when the medial radical letter is not a fau declaration of what one knows: testimony, at
term for &: (S.) + He rendered his ź. [or

(S.K.) as also '.…, (K) inf n. *:: (TA)

cial; as in Je:= and Loews and Uskº- and the testation, evidence, or nitness: (L:) decisive
like thereof (TA.) [This last pronunciation ob information. (S, A, L., K.) - An oath: pl.
dust-colour ( **) [by the act above-mentioned]. tains extensively in the present day: and so, in 3.15%: so in the Kur xxiv. 6 [and 8]. (TA)
(L.) + He (a boy) attained to puberty. (Th, similar cases, does the intermediate pronunciation - Martyrdom in the cause of God's religion.

waist-wrapper] of a reddish hue and of a dark

___*-*****E*- -

-

-
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(S, K. [See

3.3.) - Also i, q. : as expl.

Arabs, the Mukhadrams, the Islámees,

below: see the latter word. – And it is used in Muwelleds: [see

the sense of Ali. thus, 33% -*L*, in

the Kur vi.73 &c., means The Knocer of what is
unseen and of n hat is seen. (Jel.)

'd

the

&: and X: and J-3

be abridged, and is not thus called; but it is thus
called by a poet. (L.) - And *ül is a name

3. :]

with respect to all the sciences above of Friday, (Fr, K.) as also 73,3:1 or the
mentioned, they are taken from the poetry of the latter is the day of resurrection: (K:) or the
first, second, and third, classes; from that of the day of Arafeh : (Fr, K: [see # :]) because of
first and second by universal consent, and from the presence and congregation of people on each
and

i: A roasted lamb; or [the kind of food that of the third electively: (MF ubi supra:) but
of those days. (TA)-3at also

calledja-, [q v.], pl.: (Har. p. 609)
[: Alnays present.

(Freytag from the Dee

signifies
they are taken from the poetry of the fourth class Matter resembling mucus, that comes forth with
with respect only to the sciences of &\s." and

fetus (S. K.) pl.: which latter, accord.
&23. (Idem, and Kull p. 848.) totheISd,
means the U-54 [pl. of .#, q. v.,] upon

c'' and

wán of the Hudhalees.)]

[The age of the earliest existing classical poems the head of a young camel at the time of its birth.
(though some older fragments and couplets and
One who tells, or gives information of n:hat he single verses have been preserved) is only about (TA.) And #3 $2.5 means The marks left by

Satá ($, Mgh, L, K) and "343 (S. Mgh, L)

has nitnessed, or seen or beheld with his eye : a century before the birth of Mohammad: that of
(Mgh, L:) one who declares what he knows: (L:) the latest, about a century after his death. (See
one n'ho knows, and declares what he knows: the Preface to this work.)]. - Also Knoning,
(ISd, TA:) a neitness, as meaning one who gives (Msb,) and witnessing, or seeing or beholding
testimony, or evidence; n-ho bears witness: (S," with his eye; a nitness, as meaning an eye
pl. of the
L, K:") [one who gives decisive information: (see 1, nitness; (L, Msb;) as also
former
[or,
as
is
said
in
the
L
in
art.
As-2,
of the
first sentence:)] pl. of the former "3.3, (Akh,
$, K,) or [rather] this is a quasi-pl. n., (Sb, TA,) former or of the latter,] 3: and 3, #5 [but see
like as --- is of
and Ji- of
(S,) what is said of these pls. in the first sentence of
but some disallow this; (TA) and "3,43 [but this paragraph;] and of the latter #3, #. (Msb.)
in this sense in a verse
see what is said of this in the latter half of the [See an ex. of

*::::

---,

*č,

":

3 -

*ē, (Mgh,
* is #&#.
(S, Mgh.) [Hence] "...#3 & #2, in the
paragraph] and # are also pls of
L,) or of: : (S, K:) the pl. of W

Kurl. 20; see art. G2-. - [Hence also] &atill
a name of the Prophet; (K;) meaning The

the blood, or by the membrane that enclosed the

Joetus, of the she-camel, in the place where she

has brought forth. ($, K.)- Also A quick, or
an expeditious, thing or affair. (K.)

$32.Él

The
last sentence.

earth, or ground. (K.) See **,
•

6- d -

*** A place where people are present or
assembled; a place of assembling; an assembly;
* * > d >

6 * * o –

(S, L, K3) as also "5:3 and 75%:3 (K) and
*#2: (L:) pl. Jati.e. (A.) [Hence, *u
**

> *

J.

•

J.

•

* *

cited voce +).]-[Hence, in the present day, à: The places of religious visitation, where the
applied to A notary, who hears and nrites and ceremonies of the pilgrimage &c. are performed,
attests cases to be submitted for judgment in the at Mekheh. (L.) – [A funeral assembly or
court of a kádee.] – Present; a witness as Procession. – A place where a martyr has died
meaning one personally present; (S, L, Msb, K;) or is buried. - And The aspect, or outrard

as also "...# (Mgb.) pl. of the former # (S, appearance, o: a person;
#i, as above,] and 7 3, #, (K,) or instance voce 23°.]
* 6

- of

like

s:

See

an

J. J.

witness against those to whom he has been sent. L, K) [and

(Jel in xxxiii. 44)— And is . An angel: (S,

this last is used as a pl. but is originally an inf. n.
*** Slain a martyr in the cause of God's
L, K:) or a guardian angel: (Mujáhid:) pl. (S, L.) One says, * &# 5 - & 3-till,
3%i. or this means the prophets. (TA.) – meaning The present knows what the absent knows religion. (K. [See also :..])
And The tongue: (S, L, K:) from the saying, not. (Msb.) And 3×3 X; People, or persons, 6 d > 6s.
6 * @ p

J. J.

c-- *t cºal Such a one has an elegant present. (S, A.) And 3.39. J-5 Jé 4:é : # (S, A, K.) without 5, (S) and
diction. (L.) One says also, * S3 #3, c5% U. [I spoke to him before witnesses, or persons *.*.*, (A,) A woman whose husband is present
6 -

d .

Such a one has neither goodiness of aspect inor
present]. (A.) – [Hence, app., being opposed with her: (S, A, K:) opposed to :* #1; (S,
tongue. (Aboo-Bekr, L.) – [As a conventional to -*] A running in nhich a horse exerts his A;) this last with 3. (S.)
term used in lexicology &c.,] An evidential
example, generally poetical, of the form or meaning force unsparingly; (A, L;) as in the saying, 3-4-2 and 5-4-2 : see A-2.
of a word or phrase: pl. *%: the sciences that :*: * Jai The horse has a run which he
-3
reserves [for the time of need], and a run n:hich
*: J- [A place of assembling at nihich
require *ls: being those of as U1 and -> and
he performs unsparingly; like the saying, 2. numerous persons are present]. (A.) And X:
s: and &\s." and &l and &% and Jš 34: (A : [see 1 in art. U.K. :]) or Satá *: [A day on which numerous persons are
-** and L3%l. (MF on the asks of the means a running that testifies the excellence of C1. prèsent: and particularly] a day on which the
K.) [One says, láš 32.3 13% and Lié- c." horse, (IAar, K,) and his quality of outstripping inhabitants of heaven and earth will be present.
* * > d >

6 * * d >

6- d >

• -

others. (IAar, T.A.) - A star [app. nihen visi (TA.) And #.

is: #2 A prayer at the

This is an evidential example of such a thing.] ble]; (Aboo-Eiyoob, K;) as being present and performance of which the angels are present, and
With respect to the classical language, absolutely,
apparent in the night. (TA) – [Hence, accord. the recompense of which, for the performer, is

*Als: are taken, by universal consent, from the

Kur-án, and from the language [both verse and
prose (Kull p. 348)] of those Arabs who lived
before the period of the corruption [in any con
siderable degree] of the Arabic tongue: [see
** :] also, accord. to the general decision of the
learned, from the Traditions of Mohammad;
[which last source is excluded by some because
traditions may be corrupted in language by their
transmitters, and interpolated, and even forged;]
and electively from the language of those Arabs
who lived after the first corruption of the Arabic
tongue, but before the corruption had become ex
tensive. (Mz, 1st 82'; and MF ubi supra. [See,
again, .#4.]) The classes of the poets from

whose poetry als: are taken are the Pagan

to some,] ...au: #2. The prayer of sunset; (A, written, or registered. (L.) See also *ú, in
L, Msb, K;) because it is the prayer that is per two places, in the last quarter of the paragraph.
6

- d e -

©

J. d - *

*

* o

–

formed when the star becomes visible; (Sh, L;) - 32°2-23 23-25 25- Past and present and

also called "agi #2, because the stars are seen future; the tenses of a verb. (Kh, L in art. Ave.)
at the time thereof: or, accord. to some, the
prayer of daybreak; (L;) [and so,

accord. to

some, ,-4) #3;(see art. -a;)]as also "3:1:

(TA;)

51-A.:
6

- d.

***

&l.” (K accord. to

the TA,) with fet-h to

and it is said to be so called because he

3:44,

who is travelling must perform it without the L* and kesr to the Ü, (TA,) and
abridging it, like him who is present at his home: (K accord. to the TA,) or
(Mgh, Msb,

£,

Aboo-Sa’eed Ed-Dareer says that the former
prayer is so called for this reason [as is also said
in the A and Msb]: AM asserts that the first
reason assigned above is the right one, because
the prayer of daybreak, in like manner, may not

and so in the CK, except that it is there written

as though imperfectly decl.,) with fet-h to the cy,
(Msb,) and &#3% (CK,) arabicized from [the
Pers.]

#3 sts, which means “king of grains,”
203 *
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**-x.

(Ibn-El-Kutbee, TA) The seed of the -3 [or

Mşb,” K.) And

Jes

Ly: [The child became a [But authors differ respecting some of these names,
* 9- 6 sea
passed (lit. came) over as will be seen in other articles.]) * >!,

hemp). (Mgh, Mab, K.) it is useful as a remedy month old; or] a month

the child: similar to Ji-i. (A,) or to J.-i. said, in the Kur [ii. 193], to be the period of the
(TA) and for the [kinds of leprosy called] G. (Mgb.) And 35' <x<! The house became pilgrimage, for by £-l. which immediately
and Jež, (K.) applied as a liniment, (TA,) and altered, or changed, and months passed over it.
precedes, is meant £-" <āş, (Mgh, Mgb,) or
it kills what are called gil ---, (K,) which are

for the quartan fever, (K,) prepared as a beverage,

(TA in art. U2-.)- Also We remained, stayed,
&ú, (Msb) applies to Shområland Dhu
or abode, a month in a place. (ISk, S.)
divelt,
worms in the belly, [tape-worms,] (TA,) when
i.e.,
the
the
month,
upon
We
entered
And
l-Kaadeh and ten days of Dhu-l-Hijjeh, (Mgh,
eaten, and also when applied to the belly ex
lunar month. (Th, S.) - And <x<! She (a Mşb,) accord. to Aboo-Haneefeh (Mgh) and
ternally. (K.)
woman) entered upon the month of her bringing most of the learned, part of Dhu-l-Hijjeh being
forth. (Mgb, K.)
called a month tropically, as is often done by the

£-

-

Aw
Ja- -

1 : (S, A, K.) or -, (S. K.) inf n :
and 5%; ($;) and * **, (S, A, O, K.) inf n.

X:#; ($) and "3:1 (S.K.) He made it
apparent, conspicuous, manifest, notorious, notable,
commonly known, or public : (S, O, MF:) or [it

8. Aft:l It was, or became, apparent, con Arabs in similar cases, relating to time; for ex.
spicuous, manifest, notorious, notable, commonly when they say, 9% : £% ū, the period of
hnonn, or public: (S:) or [it generally means] it separation having been a day and a part of a day:
nas, or became, apparent, &c., as bad, evil, (Msb:) or [and] nine days of Dhu-l-Hijjeh with the
abominable, foul, or unseemly; it was, or became, night preceding the day of the sacrifice, accord. to
exposed as such, or rendered notorious in a bad Esh-Shāfi'ee: (Mgh :) or [and] all Dhu-l-Hijjeh,
sense or infamous. (A, K.) It (a story, or dis accord. to Málik: (Mgh, Mgb:) [in these two ex

generally means] he made it apparent, &c., as
bad, evil, abominable, foul, or unseemly; he ex course,) became divulged, or public. (Msb.) planations the two months next preceding being
posed it as such; or rendered it notorious in a láš +1; see 1. = As a trans, verb: see 1 in meant to be included:] or Shonnál and Dhu-l
Kaadeh and Dhu-l-Hijjeh and Moharram, accord.
bad sense, or infamous. (A, K.) You say, +: three places.

to Aboo-'Amr Esh-Shaabee. (Mgb.) – Also + A
learned man: (O, K:) [because of his celebrity:]
discourse. (Mgb) And 's 'i is a cºil Mgh, O, Msb, K:) so called because of its con pl. 22.5. (O, TA.) – [And accord. to the K, it
.." [Such a one has an excellent quality which spicuousness. (Mgh, Mgb.) This is the original signifies also The like of a nail-paring : but this
the people have made commonly knomin]. (S.) signification. (Mgh.) [See the last sentence of is app. a mistake, perhaps originating from a
-d -

<---!!, inf n, as above, I divulged the story, or

x: The nen' moon, when it appears: (IF, A,

And J-5 &: 43.3 I rendered him conspicuous this paragraph..] You say, X: & meaning mutilated transcript of what here follows:] a poet
[or notorious or celebrated or remonned] among I saw the new moon of the month. (Mgh.) says, describing camels,
- ? -es
the people. (Mgb.) And tâş 1.3 &: and Hence it is said in a trad., 3:1 b*, meaning
*: * , .
Aaj
-

[I rendered Zeyd conspicuous, motorious,
celebrated, or renonned, for such a thing];
(Mgh," Msb;) [but] the latter has an intensive
signification: * &#i, with 1, in the sense of
4%, has not been transmitted: (Msb:) or is
not of established authority. (Mgh.) One says also,
1& 34, and "3:1, [generally, but not always,

"45">

lunar month.
Fast ye the first day of the
•
* o - 6 o
de &

(IR,

* 3:

ü53 meaning ! I held such a one in light, or
little, estimation, or in contempt, and exposed his
vices, faults, or evil qualities or actions. (A.) -

And £-33, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. *, (S, Msb,
K,) inf. "...#, (S, Msb,) He dren, his snord (S,
Msb, TA) from its scabbard: (TA:) or he dren:

•

TA.) And hence the trad., cº-ex 8-32" U-1,

his sword and raised it over the people; (A, K;)

à

-

*

-

* * *

*

"

-i-ill 3% J:23:4:

*

[They went forth from Nejd in a state of confi
dence, the new moon being like the nail-paring].
(O.)

#

a subst. from

The appearance,

#9), (Mgh,) signifying

conspiciousness,

manifestness,

notoriousness, notableness, or publicity, of a thing:
(S, O, Msb:) or [generally] its appearance, &c.,
(Msb;) and so called because of its being mani as bad, evil, abominable, foul, or unseemly; its
notoriousness in a bad sense, or infamousness.
fest: (Mil, TA) pl. [of pauc. 3:1 (Mab, K) (A,
K.) - Any evil thing that exposes its author
and [of mult.]22:... (S, Msb, K.) The following to disgrace; any disgraceful, or shameful, thing;
are the modern names of the months: 1. 5-3.
a vice, or fault, or the like. (IAar, O, TA.) –
[to which the epithet Al-Ji is often added]: A dress of the most excellent or superb kind; and

2.

: [to which the epithet '~' is often added].
*

as also V 9. (K.)

# Us" + c, čl."

-

meaning The utility of watching for the nen"
moon is on the nine and truentieth night. (L,
TA.) [Or the meaning is, that the lunar month
is a period of nine and twenty nights.]- Also
The moon: or the moon n’hen conspicuous, and
near
to being full. (K.) - And [A lunar month;]
in a bad sense, meaning He was rendered, or
certain
nell-known number of days: so called
a
became, notorious, or infamous, for such a thing :
because made manifest by the moon: (ISd, K:)
(A:) the latter verb being intrans. as well as
an arabicized word; or, as some say, Arabic;

trans. (TA.) And [hence one says,]

-

-

*

*

*

-

J

s

-

-

one of the vilest or meanest kind: both of which
forbidden, (Mgh.) – [It is also used in the

are

-

* } &# * * *- : G')."
U.S. ss., 6.5-9. Ussu- or #51:

sense of 22-2.] One says, # * ! [He
rendered him notorious, either in a bad or in a

2: see above, in three places. [In modern
7. ---, [to which is often added the epithet
Arabic, * often signifies He paraded an of:
X-9, and that of 3%l] : 8. &: [to which we i. e. 92-> t [He became notorious, &c.], said of
fender as a public example; and it occurs in this
a man. (TK in that art.)
sense in the S and TA in art. U-M', &c.: the often find the epithet #1 added, and some.
5
offender, in this case, is generally mounted upon times that of
9. 34% [to which the
es” (223): 4 & 23): [or hackney] between the
an ass or a camel, and often with his face towards
epithet £" is appropriated]: 10. J% [to aś [or mare of mean breed] and the horse of
the animal's tail.]
which the epithet ź." is frequently added]: generous breed: one says, ă.# -*:: -- and

good']. (A) And #34, (K in art. J22)
d

-##1;

6 ded

0-

3. *e, (K) in n. * (§, K) and #2,

d-

and 12. 5:-1:3: [see the second

11. 53:123,
(K.) He hired him, or took him as a hired man of the two tables in p. 1254:] and the following &#. [He did not ride hackneys of the sort
or hireling, for [or by] the month: (Lh, K:) or are the names by which they were called by the above mentioned]: (A:) or #: signifies c.43%
he made an engagement, or a contract, with him

for work or the like, by the month, or month by
month: (TA:)

#su: from: is like £l

'Ad, agreeably with the foregoing nu [or hackneys]; and its pl. is 203: (Mgh:) or a
meration: 1. X:#: 2. X-0 : 3. 35- 4. &: sort of J-39" [or hackneyl, (Lth, O, K;) a
tribe of

*.*

from Atall. (S, TA)

4; see 1.=&# (S.M., K.) inf n :),
(Msb,) A month passed (lit. came) over us. (S,

•

-

3 - 5

[q.v.]: 5. Used: 6. de:-: 7. L-29): 8.

&:

-

J. :

horse of which the dam is Arabian but not the
sire. (Lth, O.)

J%: 11. #3: and 12. 3. [or
Jews: see 22,-----5× A woman, and a she
$7]. (Ibn-El-Kelbee, in TA, voce #: ass, broad (O, K) and bulky. (O.)

9.

10.

*

-

6

a d -

6.-

-

--- --~~~~~~~i=~"

-

- -

-

-

- --~~~~~~~~" --

-
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[# More, and

most, apparent, conspicuous,

#

A single cry. (S, TA.) [See 1, last sen

manifest, notorious, &c.; better, and best, known. tence but one.]
- Hence,

&#9

The drum and the banner.

# Height, elevation, or loftines. (TA)

(Gol., from Meyd.)]

23i [in the CKX->uí. The whitenes of the

or, applied to a mountain, high and inaccessible:
(JK, TA:) pl. &#: (JK, Msb, TA:) you say
iía. J.- and &tists and &#. (Msb.)
Applied to a vein [or an artery], ! Pulsing up
wards: (O, K, TA:) a term of the physicians.

narcissus. (K, T.A.)
*

@ 4,

> A child a month old. (O, TA)

X:

Jets High, or lofty; applied to a mountain,
(S, Ö, Mşb, K,) and to a building, &c.; (O, K:)

see the following paragraph.

Of known place or station; (K;), well (0, TA) - Galá * | A man whose anger is
known; well spoken of; celebrated; held in re vehement: (JK, S, A, O, L, TA :) wrongly expl.
pute; reputable; notable; eminent; (O, K, in the K by the words 4: : 5: (TA:) and
TA;) applied to a man; (O, TA;) as also **, so Jaus 23. (A, TA) And tA stallion [camel]
Excited by lust, assaulting [the she-camels], and
(O, K, TA,) and [in an intensive sense] *::.
(TA.) [And Anything apparent, conspicuous, causing a sound to be heard from his inside; as
manifest, notorious, notable, commonly known, or also J* 25. (TA.)

5*

#: A tinge, or mixture, of aš [i.e. blueness,
or grayness, or a greenish hue,] in the black of the
eye: ($, O.) or, as also "J%, [this latter men
tioned above as inf n, of J.3, a tint] less than

&j.

[in the CK

&#

is erroneously put for
•o 3

•&

g).jJ), which is here used in the sense of aśl,]

and more beautiful than this, in the black of the
eye: (K, TA:) thus in the M: (TA:) or a tinge
of redness in the black of the eye, not in lines, like
#, but [consisting in] a paucity of blackness of
the black of the eye, so that it is as though it in
6.- d.f.

clined to redness: (K:) or a hue of the black of
the eye betneen redness and blackness: or a lack
of purity of the blackness thereof; or a redness in
the black of the eye; als: being the like of a
redness in the white thereof; thus expl. by
A’Obeyd; and in like manner by Es-Semmák.
6 * @ p

(TA.)

#: fem. of J# [q.v.]. (S, O, K.)= Also
&# an inf n. (S, o, K. [See 1.])—[And A want; syn. i.e.: (S, O, K:) said by IF to be
also
an epithet.] One says &: 3-3 [app. originally #. (O.)
obtaining or received; well known; or held in
meaning + A loud laughing, likened to the 3:
repute. Hence *::" L* According to common,

public : lit. rendered apparent &c. Applied to a
word or phrase or meaning, Commonly known or

G: A.> [app. meaning a silver coin] of

or nell-known, usage; or according to common of the ass]. (S, O.)
repute.]

the measure of the breadth of the hand. (Mgh.)

J#. applied to a man, (S, O,) Having that
quality of the eye which is termed #: (S, O,
1. J., aor.”, (K) infin, J3, (§, O, TA)
He (a man, S, o) had that quality of the eye K:) accord. to AZ, syn. Twith J&i. (TA: [but
n:hich is termed i: [expl. below]; (S, O, K;) see this latter epithet:]) fem. #3; (K;) which
as also "J-1, inf n, J#1. (K.) [And in like is applied as an epithet to an eye. (S, O.) - Also
manner each of these verbs is probably used as A mountain, and a wolf, dust-coloured inclining
to n'hiteness. (En-Nadr, T.A.) - And J#9 is
said of the eye.]
the name of A certain idol. (Ibn-El-Kelbee, O,
2. J: is a vulgar dial. var. of
[inf n. K.)
U->

•

a

(.94

1. &#, aor. *, (S, Msb) infn. 3, #, (Mob)
[said of a mountain, and of a building, &c., (see
34)] It rose high; or became high, or elevated,

or. lofty (§, Mgb.) – 5%, aor. and 2, inf n.

3: [and &#), said of an ass, [He uttered the
ending of hi, braying, or the final sounds thereof;]

J:

(S;) [for] Jew: signifies the ending, or final part, of J., q.v.). (TA)
of the crying, or braying, of the ass; (S, O';) and
to this the cries of the punished in Hell are likened

in the Kur xi. 108; (0%) and 3 signifies the

&

_ow"
6.- e - e P

3. Alaux, (K) inf n. #3, (§, O, TA,) He
acted with him in an evil manner; or contended,

1. 3, aor.”, (S,K) inf n. #3 (S, TA)
#, (TA,) He (a man) was, or became,

and

“beginning, or commencing part, thereof.” (S:) or disputed, nith him; syn. %; (S, O, K, hardy, strong, sturdy, enduring, or patient; (S;)
or Ger.: signifies the drancing back of the breath; TA;) and st-Ś [which has the latter of these [or] acute of mind or intellect; ($, K;) clever,
and #5 the “emitting thereof.” (Lth, S: [but significations]: and opposed him, being opposed ingenious, sharp, or penetrating. (K.) - And
the reverse is said by Lth and in the S in art. by him; syn. 4.5%: (TA:) he reviled him; or ! He (a horse) was, or became, snift; brisk, lively,
455:]) and 5: signifies the same as &: : reviled him, being reviled by him: (K:) he ex sprightly, or agile; and strong. (K, T.A.) –

4.3%:

(S," [And app. It was, or became, rough, harsh, or
the crying, or braying, of the ass: (O, K:) Zj TA: [in the o, a 3:1 is put for a 3,541 l) he coarse: for] #3 signifies #4. (Hamp.
699)=4<3, (S. K.) aor. and *, inf n :
says that &# as denoting one of the cries of the bandied words with him. (S, O, TA.)
and **, (K,) He frightened him, or made him
afflicted [in Hell] means a very high-sounding
5. J:s, said of the freshness, or brightness, afraidi (S. K.) namely, a man.(K) – And
moaning: and that, accord. to some, Ješj [as used
and beauty, of the face, (**) 43) It went
U.S. all ov.3, aor. *, (K,) inf n. Low", (TA,) He
in the Kur ubi supra] is similar to the beginning
anay,
or
departed,
(O,
K,
TA)
by
reason
of
chid the horse; (K;) or incited him to quickness.
of the cry of the ass, termed &#; and that
(S:) or both of these words signify

[absolutely]

changed bad names with him; syn.

&:

emaciation. (TA.)

is in the chest. (TA) [Said of a man,] &#,
•

*

6

*

aor. * and 2; and G-3, aor. *; inf. n. Ge: and

&# (o, K) and 3, 5 (0) and #3; signify
The [sound of] weeping became reiterated in his

chest: (O, K:) or, as in the L, he reiterated the
[sound of] weeping in his chest.

(TA.) [Or]

ź. applied to a man, Hardy, strong, sturdy,
(ISk, T.A.) enduring, or patient; (S;) acute of mind or in
Hence, (ISk, TA,) one says, &2 US's Us and tellect; (S, K;) clever, ingenious, sharp, or pene
trating; and ">: signifies the same: pl. of the
J#, (ISk, o, K, ) or J.3 c.2: L', (JK) + In former
> (K) [and app. 2: also: see *
such a one is lying. (ISk, JK, O, K.) = See also
and
see
what here follows]. - A chief whose
ākrá.
judgment, or judicial decision, or exercise of au
J% [properly inf n, of J.3]: see #.
thority, is effectual in affairs; (K,” TA;) cou
rageous; or sharp, or vigorous and effective, in
aly: A middle-aged, intelligent woman: an affairs which others are unable to accomplish:
epithet peculiarly applied to a woman: ($, O, K:) or, accord. to Fr, forbearing, or clement; who
one says #é #3 #, but not "J: J% performs well that which is imposed upon him;
J'é; though IDrdmentions J & J.3. (TA) whom one finds not othernise than forbearing, or
clement, and pleased, or content, with that which
- And An old woman. (K.)
J: A mixture of tno colours.

so e

6.- d -

&

&#, aor, and 2, infn. &#, signifies [or signi
fies also] He reiterated his breath, making his
voice audible, naturally. (Mgb.) One says also,
•.e.
*

2.- d >
**

*

>

*

<1% is: 3% &# Such a one uttered a single

cry and died. (S.T.A.)– Andjet 3: &#
2:le tThe eye of the looker smote him with evil
influence: (O, K, TA:) or, was pleased with him,

and therefore continued looking at him. (A, TA.)

(JK, K, and Ham p. 699.)

9 : see 1.

6.- d >
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is imposed upon him: and in like manner applied
to other than a man: (TA:) pl. > * (K) [and
app. 41. "...", with which 2: is syn. (TA
in art._*-*.) - And, applied to a horse, t Strift;
brish, lively, sprightly, or agile; and strong. (K,

[Book I.

to the smiting action of the [evil] eye [perhaps #" #: [The latent desire &c.] mentioned
meaning He vied with him in smiting with the in a trad. is said to be any act of disobedience
evil eye: see also 4]. (TA.)
which one conceives in his mind, and upon which

He gave him what he desired or he resolves: or one's seeing a beautiful young
woman, and lonering his eyes, then looking neith
eagerly desired. (K.) - And He smote him
his heart, and imaging her to his mind, and so
TA.) = Also A stone which i. placed at the
with an [evil] eye: (K:) in this sense [said to be]
entrance of a trap (3.N.-a or 3.x-ae in different formed by transposition from *čí. (TA.)= tempting himself (JM) [cºil #3, lit. The
copies of the K) for a lion, and which falls upon
longing for clay, is app. used as a general term
4.

*

& ū: U. means that she is desired, or eagerly

it when he enters: as also L. : (K,” TA:) the desired, [i. e. Hon great an object of desire is
latter is the word [better] known to the leading
she to me !] as though it were £m &#, though
lexicologists. (TA.)

this was not said: and 3 L' U. means that

for malacia : see

W

Là-]

# 6, Mil, K, TA) and ''': and
& (K, TA,) applied to a man, Desirous, or

2% i. q. #- [app, meaning The hind of thou art desiring, or eagerly desiring, [i. e. How longing; ($, Mgb," K, TA;) or very desirous
desirous, or eagerly desirous, am I of her!] so or longing; greedy; or voracious: (TA:) fem.
goblin, or demon, thus called]. (A5, 8, K.)
says Sb. (TA.)

2:

The

J%

[q.v., i.e. hedge-hog; or a

certain species of hedge-hog; &c.]: (K:) [see also

5.

L:

He demanded with repeated desire.

(of the first, Mob) (33.33 (Mab, K, TA:) pl. [of
the first &#, (K, TA) like & [pl. of

(K, TA.) So in the saying, (TA,) c." L: &#-l. (TA.) [See an ex. of the pl. in a verse
cited voce &- One says, J: &% J%
1.jë cº; (S, TA) [He demanded with repeated
TA:) or such as has large prichles or spines, of desire, of such a one, such a thing]. - See also [A man desirous &c. of the thing] (S.)

the last sentence of this paragraph:] and, (K,) or
accord. to AZ, (TA,) the male hedge-hog: (S, K,

male hedge-hogs, (K, TA,) and the like. (TA.)

2: *

what next follows.

*, *:

-

-->12- : see the next preceding paragraph.

#, occurring in a verse of El-Aasha,

3 is said by AO to mean + In a state of fright, or 8. su: (S, &c.) He desired it, or longed for
Cyå
i, q " ...: (S, Msb) [i. e. Desired,
it:
(Msb:)
he
loved
it;
and
desired
it,
or
nished
fear. (TA.)- i: An old woman: (K:) or,
longed
for,
or eagerly desired:] or pleasant,
for
it:
(K:)
or
he
desired
it
eagerly,
or
in
accord. to IAar, a hedge-hog. (TA.)
tensely: (M in art. U-23: [see an ex. in a poetical delicious, or sneet: (Msb, TA:) applied to food,
*: seo X: * Also Frightened, or made citation voce J. :) and **ś, (S, Mob, K.,) (S,) and to water. (TA.)- [Hence,] &#. *
afraid. (S, TA) - And, applied to a horse,
aor. *; (Mob, K.) as also *sū3, agr. (AZ, +The 14, [or Persian lutel (KL)- [And
Chidden; or incited to quickness. (TA.)
Golius adds, as on the authority of a gloss in a
Mab, K.) inf n is: ($, TA) and #25, which copy of the KL, t The water-melon (anguria).]
j*
last is an inf n. [of a rare class] like isú, (TA;) * See also &#.
signifies the same: (S, Msb, K:) and so does
j: i. 1 #5, (ADk, K) and #, i.e. W £5. (K.) [See what next follows.]
# A man having much, or frequent, desire or
#: i:-l. (ADk, TA)
longing or eager desire. (TA.) [See also ô%.]
** 6 p.

is:

[mentioned above as an inf n.] is a word

-

94

1.

*: and #: £e

of well-known meaning; (S;) Desire, or longing,

•lá [act part. n. of 1; Desiring, or longing;

8. = %, aor. *; and or yearning, of the soul for a thing; (Er-Răghib, &c.]. (Sb, TA.) =2<l Jes A man sharp of

Msb, TA;) [meaning for a thing gratifying sight: (S, K:) formed by transposition from
to sense: or eager, or intense, desire; particularly 241.4% ($)
sn'eet, pleasant, or the like. (M.A. [But this, the for such a thing; for] it has a more intensive sig
• of
only meaning there assigned to these two verbs, I nification than #91; and the intelligent agree in
L." [More, and most, desirable, or plant
do not find elsewhere.])
opinion that it is not commendable: (M in art. or Aeligious or sneet]. One says, us' es" **
U-, :) [being either lanful or unlan ful, it may 1.jë U-2 [It is more desirable, or pleasant &c.,
2. £: [I made him, or caused him, to desire,
be rendered as above: or appetite : or appetence:
to long, or to desire eagerly]. (Mab.) - [And or lust: or carnal lust:] in the present state of to me, or in my estimation, than such a thing].
(Msb voce &!) See also another ex. in a verse
* It excited desire, longing, eager desire, or existence, it is of two sorts,
[i. e. true], and cited voce es' in art. 3]).
appetence. For ex., in art. J-e- in the K, L. : islé- [i. e. false]; the former being that without
3
is said of the Gū- or berry of the sumach, which the body becomes in an unsound state, as
see
Us".[Used as a subst, its pl.
meaning It ercites appetence.]- And a 'ill c. * the #: [or desire &c.] for food on the occasion
is ~le:-2.]
He, or it, caused the thing to be desired, longed of hunger; and the latter being that without
for, or desired eagerly: made it to be good, n:hich the body does not become in an unsound
is:
snect, pleasant, or the like. (M.A.) One says, state: and sometimes it is applied to the object of
desire &c., or thing desired &c.: (Er-Răghib,
1. J#, formed by transposition from &#,
causes the food to be desired, &c.; that makes it TA:) and agreeably with this last explanation the aOl". # and 'J', [but the latter form of the
sweet, &c.; or] that incites to desire, or eager first of the following pls. is used in the Kur iii.

&#, aor. *; inf. n. is: It [food &c.] was good,

issus

* * d is

•

- -

o

* J & 4 i.e. [This is a thing that

desire, of the food. (S, T.A.)- [And accord. to 12: (Ksh, Bd, Jel:) sometimes also it is applied aor. is disallowed by MF,] He preceded me, or
an explanation of the inf n., ##, in the KL, to the faculty to which a thing is made an object outnent me. (K)= And He grieved me. (K.)
- And He pleased me. (K.) Thus it bears two
seems to signify also He said to him, I will of desire &c.; (Er-Răghib, TA:) [also, to the contr. significations. (TA.) And &#, aOr.
gratification of venereal list; thus in the K in
give to thee what thou desirest, longest for, or
eagerly desirest; agreeably with a rendering of art. Jä: ; see &: and 5:3: the pl. is * •53:l, I pleased him. (Lth, O.)-Anday &$# I

*

* * * * *

*

& a

was pleased with, and rejoiced in, him, or it.
the verb alone, as on the authority of that work, (Msb, TA) and
and c. * the last men
by Golius.]
tioned by AHei, and a rare instance of a pl. of the (Lth, O, K.) [See also art. 3U.]
3. suals, (R, TA) infn, itsu:, (TA) He measure Js: from a sing of the measure it: fü, n. un, st: : see art. •24.
was, or became, like him; he resembled him. having an infirm letter for its last radical, like
(K, TA, and Lin art. £) in form like
[and like es; pl. of #).
(K, T.A.) = Also He jested, or joked, with him : L- pl. of
[except as to the final vowel],
(IAar, TA:) [and] so susta. (K in art. 3+A.) (TA.) [c,ds." means The two appetites, that the dual of
- And accord, to IAar, it is also used in relation of the stomach and that of the generative organ.] (TA) [erroneously written in the CK Júes,]

£i

-

#=

* -

&#,

+

* **
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12: -3.3%

and č, like 3-5 and 3-5 (Q. v.], (Lin faulty, £r

defective.

(TA.

[See also

#J)—

heard instead of el: ; ISd, in the M, mentions it

5,) [applied to a man,] Far-sighted; (K;) And -55 (TA) and * **, (S, TA) [each an in arts. + 2* and ~#; observing that the Us is
either in the proper sense, or metonymically ap inf n. used as a subst. properly so termed,] or said to take the place of 3 : J, as well as Z and
plied to a man characterized by deliberation, and W #, (so in one copy of the S,) signify A others, mentions it in art. --→ [q. v.]. (TA)
reflection, and looking to the results of affairs. mixture; an admixture; or a thing mixed with
** and āle: : see +.
(TA.) Each is also applied as an epithet to a another thing. (S, TA.) Thus (# signifies in
horse. (L in art. 2-5.) [The radical letters of the Kur xxxvii. 65: (TA:) or, accord. to one
#3 sing of -3.3% meaning The whiteness
this epithet are either is: ort.” therefore it is reading, the word there is " Gs', meaning a thing (mixing] with the darkness of night. (Harp.
mentioned again in art. .* and another form with which another thing is mixed. (Bd.) .# 58.)- The saying at: āşū 4.5 J-5 may be
art.

6

thereof, without e,

(&#)

is mentioned in art.

&*.]

6* >

s

•

also signifies [particularly] What is mixed [nith from & “he mixed it ;” meaning There is not
something else], of water or of milk: (Ki) one in it anything [of onnership, or right of posses
says,

*

*

-#9 *::

honey with water,
(TA:) or -350

1. *ē, aor. £, (S, A, MSB) in n. **

stä. He gave him to drink sion,] mixed therenith, though small, or honever

or milk, mixed [therewith]: small; like as one says, i: $#24 J-5,

*::

it

25. * .
%. He gave him to being an instance of the measure Acts
in the
•

•

drink milk [mired] with honey. (IDrd, TA)
(S, A, Msb, K) and -už, (K,) He mixed it; And Miced honey; as in the saying, U.S.A.'s to sense of the measure a)2·xie, as in a-3), a £e:
(S, A, Msb, K;) such as milk with water; (Msb;) ~% $3 * I have not miced honey nor milk thus the lawyers use it. (Msb)—#15 is also
or honey with water. (A.) [And It mingled
sing. of *** meaning Uncleannesses, filths, or
such as is termed -3% [q. v.]: (IAar, TA:) or pollutions;
or unclean, filthy, or foul, things. (S,
with it: for] one says also, (*#): 3.9 &t=
[simply] honey &c.; (A, Msb, TA;) so called be
J-4 [As though her saliva were nine with which cause they mix it with beverages; (Msb;) as in the Msb, K.”)
honey mingled]. (A.)-[It is sometimes used
saying, -3% *: sti. He gave him to drink
*(S.M.) and 44, the latter from *
in a good sense, but more frequently in a bad honey
with clarified butter, or "ith milk, (A.) [“it was mixed”], Miced. (S, Msb.) A poet
sense; and often means He adulterated, vitiated,
6

6.-

y d >

6-

•

6 •

e.

or sophisticated, it] It is said in a trad, .# And Broth; as in the saying, --> S >> * > says, (namely, Suleyk Ibn-Es-Sulakeh Es

353 at 9:3##3 -i- 3: #[Swearing,

He has not broth nor milk. (S, K: but in the Saadee, TA,)

and unprofitable speech, attend your selling; latter, 4 Us.) And *: signifies also A piece of
therefore mix ye it with alms]. (TA.) And it is dough. (K.)- And [the pl.]

*:::

*

+ £245 it:

*

signifies
said in a prov., ~2% *: * + He mices, or + A medley, or mixed multitude, of sundry sorts: i. e. [And the nater of cooking-pots, in the
confounds, or makes a confusion or disorder, in a less particular term than Jú, which signifies wooden bonyls,] mixed with seeds for seasoning and
speech and in actions: (S, TA:) or he says right a medley, or mixed multitude, of the low, or with sauces. (S)-3-89 #3: ā-ā'i means

one time and wrong another time: (A5, TA:) or lower, or lowest, sort: (TA, from a trad.:) accord. [The fet-hah that is mingled with kesreh; which
he defends without energy: (TA:) or he is some to El-Jawáleekee, it is an arabicized word, from is] the fathal that precedes the 1 of aius'; as in
times incited to motion, or action, and defends the Pers. *#. (TA in art. --#5.)
+ and -** [when they are pronounced
himself, but nithout energy, and sometimes he is
“’ébidum” and “ ’érifun”]; for allel consists in
* : See 9: in the next preceding paragraph. inclining [the sound of] fet-hah towards [that of]
motionless, and does not become excited to motion,
or action; and it is not from [the words ** and

kesreh; whereby [the sound of] the that follows

# Deceit, delusion, quile, or circumvention: it is inclined, and is not a pure 1; for like as [the
so says Aboo-Sa’eed [i. e.
(K:
[see also +% :]) [or, app., somen'hat there sound of] the fet-hah is mingled [with that of
As]: and he says also that *% * <A means
of:]
one says, # 9% es: [In such a one is kesreh], so is [the sound of] the [mingled with
he defended him at one time, and was sluggish, or
that of Us]. (L., T.A.)
indolent, at another time; and that are "-53, deceit, &c.]. (TA.)
3. applied to] milk:

inf n.

*#,

means he defended him without

it: A virgin in the night of her devirgina 3%, with damm [to the A], and fet-h to the
tion: (Ibn-Abi-l-Hadeed, MF :) [either from 5, [not with both of these vowels to the 2 as
is likewise axe -t: : also that the Arabs say,
<A having
for *
its aor.
**,forsignifying
or from
having
its aor. “he
*4, supposed by Freytag,] The case (-5%) of a flash
*-i &= ** Aş ty: <ā, meaning I mixed,”
or bottle; (K;) because it is mixed with redness
found such a one to-day defending his companions
and
yellowness and greenness; mentioned by
signifying “he became white-headed, or hoary;”
in some measure. (TA.) [See also art. -->2).] as shown by what follows:] one says, -jū AHát on the authority of As: (TA:) pl. *:
energy:

and thus this latter is expl. in the K, as

J)

-et also signifies He acted treacherously, per
($ and A in art, -á, and K in the (AHát, K:) or the pl. signifies [receptacles of the
fidiously, or unfaithfully: (Fr, TA:) he lied: à:
he deceived in selling or buying: and he acted present art.,) and £il #, (K,) She passed sorts called] bi: (pl. of bi-] and Ji (pl. of
dishonestly, insincerely, or , with dissimulation. the night of a virgin then devirginated, (S, A, ā- made of palm-leaves. (A.)
(IAar, TA.)-[See also Harp. 448; where it is K,) and of the virgin then devirginated: (K,
implied that it signifies also He spoke truth, or TA:) said of a virgin-bride when she is devirgi
3.2%
rvas veracious.]
nated by the bridegroom in the night in which
2. J-5 *: # The clouds covered the
she has been first brought to him: (A, K, TA:)
2: see the preceding paragraph.
in the contr. case, when she is not devirginated, sun, (K,) as though it were turbaned with a dust
7: see what next follows.
coloured haze inclining to yellon; as is the case
one says, 5- a: < : (S, TA:) and one says

#,

-

*

•

•

8: -t:l It was, or became, mixed; (O, K;) also, #: a: and 5. £: (TA in art. 's-:) in a year of drought; i. e. (T, L) thin clouds con
taining no water surrounding it, (T, L, K.) having
as also " -t:l. (K.)
Z, in the A, mentions the first phrase in art. -->4,
the hue above described. (T, L.)- J. :) $33%

** infn of [giv.] (S, A, &c.)—[Hence]
<5, 53 * S,

occurring in a trad., means
There is, or shall be, no dishonesty, insincerity, or
dissimulation, nor mixing, in the selling, or
buying: so says IAar: or I am irresponsible with
respect to this commodity: or, as he is related to

and makes it to be tropical, as though the bride [thus in the L and K, not
were in that night afflicted by an event so severe
as to cause the locks of her hair to become white:

-3%

nor

<35%)

The sun inclined to setting, (T, L, K,) and became

in the L it is said that the Us in el: is substituted covered nith such clouds [as those above described]:
for 5, because of [the allusion of the phrase to] (T, L:) became turbaned with clouds. (AHn, L.)
the mixing of the sperma genitale of the man with —#, (inf n. *#, L) + He turbaned him;
have said, thou art irresponsible for its being that of the woman; but that £3% has not been attired him with a turban: (AZ, T, L, K:) app.

1616
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35% -23:
* ~ *-

w

el

from U-:/l <35%. (T, L.) And a~! 32.5 t He his pudenda: (O:) or as though he made bare his meaning His pudenda became exposed; (see 2;)
but some

pudenda. (S)-And #2, (Lh,S) and * >,

turbaned his head. (Msb.)
5.

s: and * stel + He turbaned himself;

(Lh, TA,) He made him to be confounded, or
perplexed, and unable to see his right course, by

attired himself with a turban. (AZ, T, S, L, K.) reason of shame; or ashamed, and confounded, or
[See above.]

perplexed, and unable to see his right course, in

consequence of a deed that he had done. (Lh, S.)

8: see what next precedes.
4

s:

*

>

U-

*

-

&% + Such a one is goodly in his

manner of turbaning. (K.)

3,59. *

&# > He turned over [or separated and
loosened] the cotton by means of the 23: [q.v.].

disapprove it, and say that it is not
genuine Arabic; as is stated in the TA.]- He
nvas, or became, confounded, or perplexed, and
unable to see his right course, by reason of shame;
or ashamed, and confounded, or perplexed, and
unable to see his right course, in consequence of a
deed that he had done. (Lh, S.) = See also 1,
last sentence.

6, 2,245 and * > 3:1 (A, Mgh, Msb) They

(TA.)- See also 4, in two places.

+ The best of the greation, or of

mankind, or people; syn. G-15-. (K.)

consulted one another, or consulted together; they

3. *, (inf n. #3 and #3, TA) and

debated together in order that they might see one
64

- >

* •ju:l, both signify the same, (S, Msb,) He another's opinion: (Msb:) ,303.5 signifies the

$3:... + A turban; (IAar, S, Mgh, L, Mab, K3)
as also " #2: (K:) pl. of the former

$3%;
(S, Mgh, L, Mob, K.) and of the latter &#4.

consulted him, or consulted nith him; he debated extracting, or draning forth, opinion; as also
neith him in order that he might see his opinion; * 59t: and W 53- and W 593-2, from it: “he
(Msb;)
us' respecting the thing or affair: extracted honey;” (B. in ". 233;) and * (5.2%
6.--> d >

6** - - -

6.-

d -

-

-

J

2.9

(S, Mgh, Msb:*) or * the latter, (A, K,) both, signifies the same as su:i. (Bd in xlii. 36, and
(K.)—t A king: (K.) a crowned king. (TA) (TA,) he sought, desired, or asked, of him or
counsel, Mgh.) =-0. 3:45 occurs in a trad. as mean
- + A lord, or chief, (K,) to whom obedience is
or advice. (A, K.) See also 6.
paid. (TA.)

$';*:

see the next preceding paragraph.

ing>''<g 2: [app. The people rendered him
4: see 1, first sentence.—S(K.) conspicuous, or notorious, by their looking at
him]. (TA. [There mentioned in the present art.;
Or J-si c.", (Sh, Sgh, L,) Help thou me to

J%

as though the Us were a substitute for 3.])

collect honey, or the honey. (Sh, Šgh, L, K.)=
8. U-51: see 1, first sentence. - And see 10.
£130 # see 1. –30 Júl, and a jul, (K.) = See also 1, last sentence, in two places. =

22*

1. 313, (S, A, Mgb, K.) aor. ##, (Ms)infn. and ūšši, (23% (accord. to different copies
(Mgb, K) and X: and 5: and jú. and
#3 ju:l i, q.3.−1 [He (a horse) raised his tail
of the K, the former accord to the text of the K in running].
($gh, TA) = b%: see 6.
#1:...; (K;) and "jū, and "Jül, (§, K.) and in the TA) and " "):, (K, TA,) He stirred
* ,u-i, (A, K,) He gathered honey; (§, Mgb;) up the fire, or made it to burn up; syn. taş. 10. Ju:-1: see 1, first sentence.—See also 3,
extracted it from the small hollow [in the rock in
which it had been deposited by the wild bees]; (A, (K)=2.31%), (S, Msb, K.) inf n.5ul,(Msb) in two places.–35uji Jú:-l. He (a stallion
K;) gathered it from its hi: and from other He made a sign to him, with the hand, (S, Msb, camel) smelt the she-camel and examined her, to
Or

#

know if she had conceived or not; (K;) as also
places. (TA.) = U+, inf. n. 235, He exhibited, K,) or with the head, (Msb,) or with the eye, * u,v \l. (A’Obeyd, TA.) = It (a man's case
or with the eyebrow, (K,) or with a thing serving

showed, or displayed, a thing. (IAth,

TA)—

to convey intelligence of what he would say; as or affair) became manifest. (AZ, K.)- He put
n:hen one asks another's permission to do a thing, on, or clad himself with, goodly apparel. (K.)
and the latter makes a sign mith his hand or nith - See also 1, last sentence, in two places.
(TA;) and his head, meaning that he should do it or not do
Jú: see wes, in two places.

#31)",
(S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) inf.".5% ($
Mgh, Msb, K) and 3%, (K, TA) orals: (CK;)
and 7

w”, (A, K,) inf n. 29:5;

6 -

6w -

wu,u), (Th, K,) but this last is rare; (Th, TA;) it; (Mab3) as also ag "#, (ISk,S, Msb, K.)
He exhibited, or displayed, the beast, for sale,

inf.

"…#

*

(Msb.)- [And He, or it, pointed

Honey gathered, or extracted, from its

(S, A, Mgh, Msb,) going to and fro with it, (§, to it or at it, pointed it out, or indicated it. place: (K, TA:) originally an inf. n. (TA.)
Mgh,) or making it to run, and the like: (Msb:) Hence, in grammar,
See also #, with which it is syn. in several

he tried the beast, to know its pace, or manner of

%> A noun of indica

senses accord. to the O and some copies of the K.

going: (A, Mgh:) he made the beast to run, that tion; as 15 &c. And] J* *: #-l J',"
he might know its power: (TA:) he broke, or [He indicated the vonel by a somen'hat obscure *: see 5,2:, with which it is syn. in several
senses accord. to the L and some copies of the K.
trained, the beast : or he rode it on the occasion
sound;] meaning he pronounced the vonel in the
of exhibiting, or displaying, it to its purchaser:
termed #1 (PAk p. 351.) And just #3: See ##, in three places.
or tried it, to see its powers: or he examined it, manner
-#;" es' *} &l [He indicated th. Case 3-94
as though he turned it over; and in like manner,
**: see 5)2+, in three places: = and see
#9 the female slave. (K, T.A.) [Hence] 4: 2L: ending by the pronunciation termed L22, in 3,12:... = Also i, q, als--- [i. e. Confusion, or
s

4e

p

6.-

-

d.

- -

-

-

-

6-

*- d

-

He displayed his agility, to show his poner. pausing; as when you say &l with a slurring of perplarity, and inability to see one's right course,
(TA, from a trad.)-And # I ornamented, or the final vowel-sound to one who says to you by reason of shame: &c.]. (K.)
decorated, it. (TA.)=xt: He (a man) became J% &#1. (S voce č)–: Juál He made it

#, (§, IAth, O, L. K.) with damm, (IAth,
goodly in countenance. (Fr, T.A.) – He (a
hnonn.
(Harp.
357)-4Júl
He
made
L,) and 7 #, (TA, and so in some copies of the
horse) became fat and goodly : (S:) and so
knonn,

or notified, to him the manner of accom
K) and "#, (S, O, L, K) in which the is
plishing
the affair that was conducive to good,
said of a woman: (Freytag, from the Deewan of
changed
from 3, (TA) and "#, (so in the L
the Hudhalees:)] or -jū, said of a she-camel, and guided him to that which was right. (Har and in some copies of the K,) or "33%, (so in

<>u said of a she-camel: (TA:) [and " *

she became fat; (K;) and in like manner "jū

ibid.)–38, 4 × [in the CK ag') He other copies of the K and in the O.) and "333,

and "Ju-i said of a he-camel: ($) and "-ju:l counselled him, or advised him, to do such a thing;
J.'" the camels became somen'hat fat: (S:) and ($," Msb;) shoned him that he held it right for
* Gu:...! they became fat and goodly: (K:) him to do such a thing: (Msb:) or he commanded,

.#,

(S, O, K.) and W
(O, K.) Form, or appear
ance; figure, person, mien, feature, or lineament;
external
state or condition; state with respect to
ordered,
or
enjoined,
him to do such a thing.
or this last signifies t they became fat; because
apparel
and the like, or garb. (S, IAth, O, L,
their owner points to such with his fingers; as (K.)
K.) One says, * # &- &% and

though they desired to be pointed to. (A.)
2.

£3. **,

inf n.

*#: see 1.-4: >

#

5. 25: He had a deed done to him of which
one should be ashamed.

Such a one is goodly in form or appearance, &c.

(Yaakoob, Th, A, K.)

(TA) and #5" &-J## He is

He did to him a deed of which one should be [It occurs in a saying of Yaakoob, respecting an
ashamed: (Yaakoob, Th, A, K.) or he made bare indecent action of an Arab of the desert, app, as a man goodly in respect of form and of appear

22*
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ance, &c. (Fr. S. [See also below.])- Goodliness, (Zj, K.) accord. to Zj, you may say #: #53 [i. e. either a small channel of water for irriga
or beauty: (IAth, L, K:) so 5.3% is expl. by [Three Saturdays, using ' as a pl. of pauc.]: tion or a portion of ground] in land sonn or for

IAar: (O:) and * #, with fet-h, is expl. as sig
nifying pleasing beauty: (TA:) app. from##, the

so in the Tekmilch. (TA)

soning : (S, K:) or a

5's

[app. here meaning a

Portion of ground] cut off, or separated, from
+: One's consulter, or counseller with n'hom the adjacent parts, (i.i.i.) for soning and for
“act of exhibiting, or showing,” a thing. (IAth,
he consults; and one's 243 [q. v.]: (K :)_one
TA.)–Clothing, or apparel: ($, O,L, K:)" #,
Planting: it may be of this art., or from ##1;
with fet-h, is said to have this signification by qualified for consultation : (S, TA:) pl. 1923. (ISd, TA:) or what is surrounded by dams [or
** *

One says, X: * &% Such a one is
by ridges of earth] n'hich confine, or retain, the
[good,]
qualified för consultation. (S, T.A.) – water [..for irrigation]; as also #3 and U
or beautiful, apparel. (TA.) - Ornament, or
nature, or finery. (K.) – £atness. (K.) – A man goodly in respect of 5% [i.e. appearance,
And ##, with damm,and W 2'-2, Aspect, or or apparel, &c.]: (Fr, S, A:) or beautiful, or
d
pleasing aspect; syn. Ala-2 : and Internal, Ol' good: in this or in the former sense, the fem.,
53-8: see the next paragraph, in four places.
Th: and W #: is also expl. as signifying goodly, (K.)

(R, TA) pl.3% and #33. (K.)
5*

… •

intrinsic, state or quality; syn. »s-2. (K," T.A.) with 3, is applied to a woman. (TA.) One says,
5,3:… and '53:… and * (53% signify the
One says, *%+. 9% J. : i.e. #: [Such a > #4 #! Verily he is goodly in form and in
same:
($) the first and second are substs from
appearance
or
apparel
&c.
(Fr,
S,
A.)A
man
one has not a pleasing aspect]. (TA.) And
4° - d >

***

goodly in his internal, or intrinsic, states or

#: 5, all &- &%

Such a one is good in

$36,

6.-

d -

*

J.

1535:

and the third is a subst. from

(Msb:) or the first (Lth) and second [which is

qualities, when tried; as also "jus: one says
J% and ju- *jū. A man goodly in his written in the CK #3) (Lih, K) and third (K)

respect of form, and of internal state or qualities, * *

when tried. (TA) And ')',:" &-- &% internal, or intrinsic, states or qualities, and are from #59 (Lth) or 2: júi (Ki) [they
Such a one is good when one tries him. (AS,
equally so in his outnard appearance. (TA.) signify Consultation; or mutual debate in order
TA.) = For the first word (#). see also #2.
£at: (TA:) or fat and goodly : (S, K, TA:) pl. that one may see another's opinion; or counsel, or
g

* @ J.

= And see we':-2.

2', applied to horses, (S, K,) and to camels. advice: or a command, an order, or an injunc
(S.) – 5: 5.xe-aş A beautiful ode; (K;) an tion: or] the extracting, or drawing forth,
&: A certain marine plant; (K;) a sort of excellent ode. (TA)
opinion: (Bd, as mentioned above: see 6:)

trees, of the trees of the shores of the sea : (Sgh,
TA:) [it is, as supposed by Freytag, the plant
called by Forskål (Flora Aegypt. Arab, p. 37,)

* 52:... [in the CK #:

# [More, and

most, distinguished by 53%

6.- y o --

Or

*.

-

6.- y d

-

is of the measure

>

** > d -

[originally 595-2, in the CK alså3,] not

5.3, i.e., form, or appearance; &c.]. U-23- # issis, (K, TA,) because it is an inf n., [or

sceura marina; of the class tetrandria, order mono es: [The comeliest bride that was to be seen] is
rather a quasi-inf n.,] and such a noun has not
gynia; foliis lanceolatis, integris; floribus fulvis:
a
phrase
occurring
in
a
trad.
relating
to
Ez-Zebbā
this last measure: (TA:) it is like #,< (Msb;)
&c.: said by him to be called in Arabic “schura”
[a queen of El-Heereh, celebrated for her beauty]. and is a contraction of #: (Fr, TA:) and it
•,•:; and by the people of Maskat, “germ”
(A, TA.)
is said also to be from £15, jū; or, accord. to
_2,5:] a sort of trees growing in inlets of the sea,
in the midst of the nater of the sea, resembling
X: A
[or habitation of bees, generally
the —is in the thickness of its stem and the white
a hollon in a rock,] (S, K,) from which one
ness of its bark, and also calledXi. (O.)
gathers, or extracts, honey; (S;) a bee-hive; as

:

also

6.--> d >

*

&#:

see 592.3, in four places; and 6.

•* *

ilva, [whether with or without tenween is not

cl” [whether,

shown] i. q. ft.ac. [i. e. Saffloner, or bastard

*#.

some, from J~ jū; good counsel or advice
being
likened to honey. (Msb.) One says,
2#
*** & ### 4: and "53:Jü [Keep
• *

*

> *dso

• Ge •

•

* > oad

(KL.) See the next paragraph. thou to consultation, or take counsel, in thine

#2.]
affairs]. (A) And '53: 3: 353 and
5: [Such a one is good, or excellent, in.'
#3 & White honey (TA) gathered, (S, sultation, or counsel]. (TA.) And * (53% ...i
TA,) or n:hich one has been assisted to gather.
[And see also

(K, T.A.) AA cites the following verse, (S,) of 2: like Lowe' J.3% _*y-el, [Their affair, or
case, is a thing to be determined by consultation
3%: see # = Also, (ISk, S, Msb, K.) El-Kutämee, (accord. to a copy of the S,) or of among themselves,] i.e., none of them is to ap
and *%+, and *##, (Msb, K,) The furniture 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd, (O, TA.)
propriate a thing to himself exclusively of others.
o&
* -8-

saffron]. (K.)

Joe

and utensils of a house or tent; (ISk, S, Msb, K.)

*

* *

(MSb.) It is said of 'Omar, "G, #3-13;

* : &# 8-3

*

such as are deemed goodly: (Ham p. 305, in ex

6 * J.

tal

d

*

•

*

(A, Mgh) He left the office of Khaleefe as a

*

planation of the first:) and of a camel's saddle.
thing to be determined by consultation: for he
5'-- 53- J* <-->
(S, Msb.) – And the first, (S, Msb, K.) and [And a singing, or a musical performance, (or, assigned it to one of six; not particularizing for
*

*

* second, (Msb, K.) and " third, (K,) The pu instead of And, the meaning may be Many,) to it any one of them; namely, 'Othmān and 'Alee

(&,

dendum, or pundenda,
S, Msb,) of a woman n:hich the old man mould lend ear, and a discourse and Talhah and Ez-Zubeyr and 'Abd-Er-Rahmán
and of a man: (S:) or a man's penis, [see also like gathered white honey]: but As disapproves Ibn-Owf and Saad Ibn-Abee-Wakkás. (Mgh.)
5%:..] and his testicles, and his posteriors or anus of this, and says that the right reading is 3% And one says also, W &” aes J.G. [The people
(~). (K.) 5% # s: is a form of impre *5t: [n'hite honey of a habitation of bees from are to determine by consultation respecting it].
n:hich it has been extracted], the former of these (A.)
pudenda. (S, A, TA.) = 12: & A soft, or words being prefixed to the latter, governing it in
#: The forefinger, or pointing finger.
the gen, case, and the latter being with fet-h to
(A, K.)
gentle, wind: (Sgh, K:) of the dial. of El-Yemen. the A. (S, T.A.)
63 - d.
6 o–
(Sgh, T.A.)

cation, (TA,)

God make bare his

l
see #3:
22%; each
each in two places.

5'9":
6

meaning May

e

5s: A thing ornamented, or decorated. (K.)
$42, (S) or *%+, (K) or both, (TA) The

TA.)

wooden implement with n'hich honey is gathered:

2'2' :

#2:

(S, K, TA:) pl. of the former su% ($)

#:

22- -35 A garment, or piece of cloth, dyed
&##, meaning 24.2s [i.e. safflower]. (K,

nºith

See

#2. - Also

The string of the

# = Also

a name given by the
-: [q. v.]: (K, TA:) because the cotton is
3,0:3:
see
5'2:...
=
Also
A
rivulet,
or
stream
turned over [or separated and loosened] (3:
Arabs to Saturday, (S in this art., and K in art.
+: ,) in the Time of Ignorance: (TA in art. '… :) let, for irrigation; syn. 3.5L. : (TA voce --> :) i.e. Jiā) by means of it. (TA.) = Also A
pl. [of pauc.] X: and [of mult.] * and #: or a channel of water : (TA voce * :) or a 3×3 place in which beasts are exhibited, or displayed,
See

5*

* *

6 * o

•

6,”

e.

6

•

* @*
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.# meaning bold,

&#6

or daring, to with hemz, by poetic license, to a
[properly
the saying, engage in fight, and strong. (TA.) = J.: meaning a camel upon which water is drawn from

(S, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) for sale, and in nºbich

as is termed

they fun. .(Mgh. M'), Hen:
2:13:= #3: 35 -a+M 90 t [Avoid thou [inf n, of U-5] in relation to the 93- [or tooth
orations, for they are means of display in which stick] is a dial var. of 25%: (IAar, K, TA:) one

9:

one often stumbles]. (S, A, K.) - And The pace, says,
or manner of going, of a horse: one says U-23 TA.)
5%:" &- [A horse good in respect £fpace, or

** @ e

6 * > *

a well]; originally from it:2:, (O,) or 5t:33,
(TA) meaning “Light,” or “agile,” applied to
st; cus, like 4.31% [q. v.]. (Fr, a she-camel: so says AA. (O, T.A.)
• •

& Jede

J:l: Love', (O, and so in the TA as from the

3. 4.3.3 [He looked at him in the manner of K) or C#, (so in the CK and in my Ms.
manner of going]. (A.) = See also 5'5", latter
2:
part, in three places.-One says of camels, (K) him who is termed C-341; like ** U-215: see copy of the K,) Between them is disagreement,
dissension, discord, or difference: (O, K:) the
or of a beast, (£3, TA,) u%:- &: and
vulgar say * J.;5. (O, TA.)
* 3: They, or it, became fat and goodly (K,
6: see the first paragraph.
TA) in appearance. (TA.) = [It occurs in the
&#12- : See \#3:.
O and K, in art. G24-, as signifying The penis of J.3% applied to a man, (S, A,) Who looks in
J.4. (so accord. to my copy of the KL,) or
a horse: perhaps a mistranscription for 23%, q. V. : the manner expl. above, in the first sentence of
I find it expl. in this sense in Johnson's Pers., this art. : (S, A, K:) or in nºbose look is known J#2, (so accord. to Golius from the KL,) A
Arab., and Engl. Dict.; but he may have taken anger; or rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite; small turban (£3), (KL. [Comp. $$$...])
it from the K.] = [It is said to signify] also A and pride : (TA:) or raising his head by reason
-

*

•

de

-

* *

• *

** & e.

J," Water not to be seen, (K,) or hardly to
portion that a beast has left remaining of its of pride: (AA, TA:) fem: it: (A, TA:) and
fodder: (O, K, TA:) but Kh says, “I asked pl. U.4. (S, A, K.) [Hence the saying,] & be seen, (TA,) by reason of its remoteness [from
ADk, Is it # Or *** and he said $35, and ** es: &% ! [Such a one was tried the surface of the ground] or its paucity: (K:) a
asserted it to be Pers.” (O, TA ') it is an arabi nvith terrifying, or severe, calamities or afflic dial var. of Užič (q.v.). (TA)
cized word, (K) originally 29-5: (O, K: or, tions]. (A, TA.)- Also Bold, or daring, to
U23:
as in the CK, 29-#: [correctly # Or engage in fight, and strong. (TA. [See also
&

e o

o

#3: :])

one says,

5%: #31 <3:.

(TA.)

Js:

and see

J.5i)

1. J35, aor. J** (S, A, Mgh, Mgb, K) and

5''- A place. in which bees deposit their J.2% ! Water hardly to be seen, by reason of
honey; as also V 532%; (K;) or, as written by its paucity, and the depth to n'hich it has sunk;
Sgh, the latter word is [W #,] with fet-h. (TA.) (A,"K;) as though it looked at him who came
to it in the manner of him who is termed .#
[See also it:...]
4.- e &

U.4% in all its senses, (O, K,) inf. n. J.3%, (S,
Mgh, Msb, K,) He set up a thing with his hand:
(Msb, K:) or he put it into a state of commotion:

(Msb:) or it signifies also he moved it violently

6 * >

(3,91.3' +), (A, TA)

jū: A gatherer of honey.

(S, TA.) - See

also ll:-2.

c."

3: Fat (AA, S,) as also " #,

with

damm, applied to a she-camel: (Ki) or the latter

2.25 4 3:2, it n. *::, He ren.
dered the

affair, or

state, or

from its place. (IDrd, K.) - He rubbed a

thing with his hand. (IAar, K.) - He washed
(A’Obeyd, S, Mgh, Msb, K) a thing, (Mgb,) or
anything: (A’Obeyd:) he cleansed (AO, S, K)
a thing: (AO:) as, for instance, his mouth, with

case, confused,

dis

the 913. [or tooth-stick]: (S:) he rubbed and
cleansed the teeth and the side of the mouth.

(TA.) ordered, or perplexed, to him : (El-Fárábee, S," (IAar.) You say %-30%. He cleansed and washed
[See also :..]—And A stallion-camel (El Msb: the inf. n., and that only, mentioned in the his teeth, (Mgh) ''': [with the tooth-stick].
Umawee, T,s) that knows the female n'hich has S in art. L: ) or, accord. to certain of those
skilled in the abstrusities and niceties of science, (M.D.) And £i sus, (A) or £3, (TA) for
not conceived, and distinguishes her from others.
J: is a post-classical word, and the chaste word app., J33 alone, accord. to the K,] He cleansed
(El-Umawee, T, S, K.)
is J.5%: accord. to IAmb, the leading lexicolo
his teeth with the 912- : (AA, K, TA:) or he
gists
hold
that
one
should
only
say
c:*:
and did so by passing it across his teeth: (A, TA:)
U-'9"
signifies of generous race; or excellent.

*

1.

U-53, (K)

aor.

J.3% (TA,) inf. n. J.3%

(S, A, K, TA3) and J-3, aor. Juá, (Lth, K,
TA) or J.:45 (Ham p. 68.) He looked from

Az and others say the same: (Msb:) [F also or from belon upwards: (K, TA:) or by thrust
J.: is a mistake for J.”. (K.) See ing it into them, or between them : (TA:) and in

says,]

&#133.

also

like manner you say,

* "Jeu:l, (TA,) inf. n.

ists, (Fr.K, TA) and " " -->, (TA)
*

the outer angle of his eye, by reason of pride, or
5. 3.9
-: The affair, or state, or inf n. Jazs: (K, T.A.) – Also He chened a
of anger, or rage : (S, A, K. :) or, as in the M, case, became confused, or perplexed, to him : (El 93- [app. to separate the fibres at the end and so
he looked nith one of his eyes, inclining his face Fárábee, S, Msb: mentioned in the S in art.
make it like a brush, to prepare it for cleaning
tonards the side of that eye; doing so naturally,
his
teeth with it]. (K,”TA.)
or by reason of pride and self-conceit and anger: J: ) or this is post-classical: (MSb ) or
or he raised his head in pride : (TA:) or he made is a mistake for Jää. (K.)
2: )f see 1, near the end of the paragraph.
the eye small, contracting the lids, to look: and

J's

•

* Lost: has the first of the meanings above

6.

25:1 U:50:5 The people, or company of

mentioned; (A, K;) or the last: (A:) or one men, became mixed, or confounded, together; syn.
says, 9: U. c-sus, meaning he looked with U55, J. (Sgh, K.")
the look of the haughty, or proud: (TA:) or
looked at him from the outer angle
of his eye, inclining his face towards the side of
the eye with which he looked: (AA, S, TA: [see
also 3:]) or U-50.5 signifies he looked tonards
the sky with one of his eyes: or it means he
showed, or manifested, pride and self-conceit, and
haughtiness; agreeably with the general analogy

<! U-3U:5 he

of verbs of this measure: and

Us:

.#

in the phrase

J.' Ju: ?. Q. J.: [pl.

4:

93: J% The nashings (ātā) of the tooth
stick: or what remains from the tooth-stick n'hen
one cleans his teeth with it: each of these mean

• 2 of

of L-25), q.v.]. (O, K.)

ings is assigned to it in explanations of a trad.:

93.1 Je: 5% J-Ul c” b: [Be ye inde
# and it:33, (Lth, o, K) or the former is pendent of other men, if it be only by means of
a mistake, (TA,) the latter said by Az to be that
possessing the nashings, &c., of the tooth-stick:
which he heard from the Arabs, (O, TA,) applied

i. e., as long ye possess anything]. (TA.)

to a she-camel, Light, or agile: (Lth, O, K:) or,
so applied, snift: (A’Obeyd, O:) and applied to
les:

is in the

a woman as an epithet of discommendation. (O.)

natural disposition. (TA.)- Also He was such

A poet, cited by AA, applies the epithet V &##,

1.

Lü, 3.01", **, inf

n.

b%, He ran a heat,

b2: - -3.2%

Book I.]
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or single run, or a run at once, to a goal, or limit. Je: See 20 **, in art, b2- : accord. to O, Mgb,) and looked don'n, (Lth, O,) to see the
(TA.)
plain country and its freedom from those whom
IDrd, it is not of established authority. (O.)
2. **, inf n. *#, He (a man, IAar) made
i.*#: See *%. - It is also, metonymically, they feared, in order that they might repair to
the water and the pasturage. (Msb.) - Hence,
a long journey; his journey was, or became, long. applied to t The plague, or pestilence; and other
(IAar, K.) = Užáil b:: see 5.-4:- *** destructive diseases. (TA.)
He voyaged with his ship. (TA.) = Also

He made a cooking-pot to boil.

***
***

(El-Kilábee.)

– He cooked thoroughly flesh-meat;

(Ibn

5% and ***, (S, K, &c., [but in one copy of

& -** He (a man) raised, or stretched

and

raised, his eyes, or sight, tonards such a thing:
and hence the verb became used to denote hope,

or expectation, and desire, or seeking. (Mgb.)
And

8: &: -** He stretched himself up,

'Abbād, Sgh, K) as also la: ; (Ibn-'Abbād, the S, I find only the former, which is the more and looked, and overlooked, or looked don'n, from
• 6 × < *~ * ~ *
Sgh:) or both signify he smoked it, or made it common,]) occurring in the Kur [lv. 35], where the house-top. (K.) One says, &- &##
Al-Ji
smoky, and did not thoroughly cook it. (TA.) Ibn-Ketheer read #35, (TA) Flame (S, BJ, c." The women look, [or look don'n,] stretch.
+ It (hoar-frost, or rime,) burned (5-i. q.v.)
Jel, K) without smoke : (S, Jel, K:) or smoke of
a plant, or herbage: (K:) and in like manner one
fire: and heat of fire: (ISh, K.) and heat of the ing themselves up, from the house-tops. (S, O.)
says of medicine which is sprinkled upon a wound. sun: (K, TA:) or a piece of fire in which is no [See also 8.] And one says also, J: c: -*. £3,
(TA.) See also 4 in art. lae:, in two places.
smoke: or flame of fire: or only of fire and (S,) Or £-M es", (O, K,) Or A-" es", (CK,)

5. Jill b:, [in the CK," b%, but as this, something mired therenith. (L.) – [And hence,] He looked for [the thing, or good, or the news or
! Wehemence of thirst : (K, TA:) or simply, tidings], (§, O, K,) &c. (TA) - And -s:
needless repetition, being implied, if correct, it is thirst. (A, TA.) You say, #1," 4: J.- | A 'G' The thing rose, or became high or elevated;
doubtless a mistranscription,] He continued to thirsting camel. (A, TA.) - And i Camour. as also V -su:l. (TA.)

in the manner in which it is there mentioned, is a

drive, or urge on, the horse, until he was tired, or (K, T.A.)

8. -st: He (a man, S, O) stretched himself

fatigued. (K," T.A.)
-35:

up, and looked: (S, O, K:) and in like manner
one says of horses. (TA.) [See also 5..] – And

£3% A heat; a single run, or a run at once, to
a goal, or limit: (Mgh, Mob, K.) syn. & :

1. &#,($0, K) aor. 4,31 (0)int n -às, 3:31 -su. He looked at the lightning, or at the

(S, Mab.) pl. # (S, Mgh, Msh, K) You

(O, K,) I polished it; (S, O, K;) namely, a cloud thereof, to see whither it was tending, and

say, U.5% 13- He ran a heat. (S.) And -jū. thing, (S, O,) or an ornament of gold or silver. nhere it would rain; syn. 43(3. (S, O, K.) =
*# à: *: He performed seven circuits (Mgh.) — [Hence,] #3's 24.9, (§, 0, K.) Also, said of a wound, It became rough, or

-: (thus in one of my copies of thick; (AZ, O, K;) and so " -su:l, thus without

round the House [of God, i. e. the Kaabeh]: (S,

also written

TA:) from the [Black] Stone to the [Black] Stone
[again] is one *::: (S, Msb, TA:) but some of
the lawyers disapprove of this application of the
term bl2:1. (IF, K, T.A.)- [It is also app., an
inf n. used as an epithet: for one says, b2: Ae

hemz. (TA.)
the S, in the other written -á, and thus only,)
10: see what next precedes.
a.01". -jūj, (S, O, K,) inf. n. as above, (S,) The
girl, or young woman, was adorned. (S, O, K.)
-#3 The j-, (O, K,) i. e. a wooden imple
- And [hence likewise,] -$5: also signifies The ment, (O,) [meaning a harron,] by means of
smearing of a camel nith tar. (K.) One says, which the ploughed land is made even. (O.)

J.-l &:

*

See

3-,

in the latter part of the

-# Smear thy camel with tar. (O.) =

*

*

-3-

-

#3: see #t3, in art -st. (TA.)

paragraph.] It is sometimes used in relation to the [The inf. n.] 3% as syn. with -#3 [but in
wind: so says Lth: and he cites the following as what sense is not said] is vulgar. (TA.) – So
an instance in which the wind is meant:

Jú.

Medicaments for the eye and the like:

-#3 as meaning The act of (O, K.) from 1 in the first of the senses assigned
seeing [and of looking]. (TA.) [-šū is much to it above: originally -3.3%. (O.)

too is [the inf. n.]
• of
*

•ed

tº

<

£1,591,8- Gus

*

used in the present day as meaning He san, and

[app. meaning And a nind, or many a mind, he looked at, a thing.]
J% A sharp-sighted man. (TA.)
exhausting, or drying up, the waters, the blasts
2. à," -**, inf n. -##, JHe adorned the
#: A scout, or scouts, (**) employed to
thereof bringing dust]. (TA.) – And it is also
[used as meaning A bout] of shooting arrows. girl, or young woman. (TA.) = #35:1 -: He look out for a party; (IAar, S, O, K;) as also

(T and M in art. (5:2.) – Also The space of made the medicament to be what is termed -5%: * 3:3. (IAar, O, K.)
ground over which a horse runs; such as a c',

(q.v.). (Ibn 'Abbād, o, K.) [The us in this verb

©

** *

Jú: : see what next precedes.

and the like; which is [said by some to be] the is substituted for 2.]

primary signification; [but the primary significa
4. aš -sul i. Q. cift [meaning He was, or -3,42 Polished: applied
tion is said by others to be the first given above;
(see Harp. 574;)] and so W #4,#. (TA.) – became, on the brink, or verge, or at the point, of O, K.) 'Antarah says,

Also tA scope; an object to be reached, or accom

ill, ($, o, K) namely, a thing, like Jičí ($
#

plished; syn.

#:

whence the saying,

###|

O;) from which it is formed by transposition.

&: + The scope is remote: (Har p. 574:) a (S.) - And Ját: He feared. (Ibn-'Abbād, O,

*

to a #2 [&c.] (S,

ū 3:3:13:1 & # 38%
2: -is: 3+33 &

*

K.) You say, * -su. He feared him, or it.
[And verily I have drunk wine, after that the
prov, relating to the long extent of hope. (TA.) (K.)
= See also 5, last sentence.
vehement noon-day-heats of summer had remitted,
- And + A place betnreen tryo elevated tracts of

ground, through which water and men pass, as
5. – 5:3 He adorned himself: (Ki) or -:
though it were a road, extending as far as the she (a woman, IDrd, O, or a girl, or young
voice of a caller can be heard, then ending, (ISh, woman, S) adorned herself. (IDrd, S, O.) One
O, K,) of such depth that it will conceal the says of a woman divorced by a sentence that

purchased with the polished, charactered deenár]:
(S, O, and EM p. 237:) he means the deenár
polished by the minter thereof: (TA:) or, as

some say, he means the bright, charactered, or
camel and his rider, found only in plain, or soft,
admits of her returning, *% -#: i. e. She figured, bowl. (O, TA.") - Also A camel
ground, and producing good herbage; (Ish, O :)
smeared with tar; (O, K;) because it polishes
adorns herself for her husband, by making her him. (TA.)- And (K) accord. to AA (O, TA)

pl. #3 (Ish, O, K3) originally b%. (Ish,

face clear, and polishing her cheeks; from 1 in and A’Obeyd, (TA,) as used by Lebeed, (O,
O.) Z writes it with U". (TA. See #5-)= the first of the senses assigned to it above.
TA,) A camel in a state of excitement by lust:
&# £5% i, q &# 3. [The jackall; (IDrd, S, (Mgh) = Jé59. -: The mountain-goats (O, K:") but as some relate the verse in which it
Z, O, L., K:) or some other beast. (L.)=$3% ascended upon the tops of the mountains, (Lth, occurs, the word is with L', and means “smelt.”
204 *
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• 35+ - 95%
by the [other] camels because smeared with tar. TA,) desire, or a yearning or longing of the soul. L'-s's, (A5, S, O,) inf. n. £33, (TA,) The
thorn entered into [or pierced me, or] my body or
(O, T.A.)- And, (K,) as some say, (O, TA,) it (O, K, T.A.)
K,)
ast:l,
#!
and
|1".
8.
GU'l,
(A5, S, O, K.) And a~! -á-U. It
Mgb,
(MA,
O,
means [A camel] decorated with nools of various

1620

J.-- 0

,

•

&

colours, and with other things. (O, K. [In the both signifying the same, (MA, O, K,) as also (a thorn) entered into [or pierced] his finger.
CK, &#9. is erroneously put for &#91.)
desirous of (TA.) And ####| J:=6, (K,) aor. as above,
ag!" J345,

i. e. He was, or became,

it; or affected nith desire for it; (MA;) [or he (TA,) The thorn hurt me, or n:ounded me; syn.

4.- : -

6.- w - d.

-

-

āş5-2, like #: [in measure], A woman yearned or longed for it in his soul; for] 3:
who exposes herself to vien in order that men
syn. nith 3%, (q.v.) as expl. below. (S.)
may see her. (Aboo-'Alee, T.A.)
-

is

*

J#4. (K, TA.) And &# c:=5,
Jés: The thorns hurt, or nounded, (*#)
aOr.

3% Desire, or yearning or longing of the soul, my skin. (Msb.) [Hence,]." *3% & **: 5
No harm, or hurt, shall ensue to thee from me.
(S, O, Msh, K.): J, for a thing; ($, Mgb;) !(TA.)
4é,£i, [I pierced him neith
– #,

J>

aOl".

L:43, (S, Msb, K,) aor. J:#, (S, Msb,) as also "jū:1: ($:) [or] the motion of love:
C”
int". 3:33 (MS), TA) and "Už, (S, Mil,' (IAar, o, K.) pl. 5:1 (K) one says, 3.
1.

a thorn;] I made a thorn to enter into his body
or person; (S, O, K;) as also " £i, (K,) inf n.
K.) inf n &#3 (TA:) It (a thing, Š and J:ll Le [Desire, &c., distressed me]: and << isú: (TA:) the former verb from Ks; (T, S,
Msb in relation to the former verb, or the love of 5,39 &: [meaning in like manner Desires,
O;) as though he made it to be doubly trans.
a female, K, and the mention of her, and her
means
3:
&
(TA.)
me].
distressed
[meaning that #3% is to be understood]. (Az,
&c.,
beauty, TA, or the latter verb is said of a man,
Msb,) excited my desire, or the yearning or + The effects of G2:/l [or desire, &c.]. (Hamp. TA) Andiès: "4=lsius [and is: <=ü (,
as is meant by its being added] & aët: 53 He
longing of my soul. (S, Msb," K,”TA.) [Hence,] 539.) = Also inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (Msb, T.A.)
one says, ūšš & &#, meaning Render thou
did not hurt him with a thorn; (K, TA;) as
&: : see what next follows.
desirous, render thou desirous, such a one (" 43%)
expl. by IF: (TA:) and 7 &# 1 hurt him nith
4 o&

d

*

for the ultimateabode or ultimatestate ofexistence

(5-8) &!). (IAgr, K, T.A.

in the world to come

thorns: (TA:) or *#9 W &=%
in order to its being tied to a thing; (O, K;) like I hurt him, or wounded him, mith
* ($ in art. J-3, O, TA ;) originally J12: : thorns. (Mgb.) – Accord. to

& +The thing with n'hich a thing is extended

6

[See also 2.])—And j, L - il Gu, (K.)

6

-

(TA,) t He tied, and and '3:,
made fast, the tent-rope to the tent-peg; (K, TA;) (TA.)
aOr.

4,4,

3%,

inf n.

and a &í
thorns, or the

-

originally 3:2, signifies the same. ####|

IAar, (TA)

Jú, (K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously,

###1,])

a.01"..

(#4, (TA) signifies waité

[app, meaning He pierced (lit. miced or blended)
Jas Exciting one's desire, or the yearning or himself
with the thorn: unless a=% be im
longing of the soul of a person. (S, TA) - Also properly used in this instance, by poetic license,
by Z. (TA) - And #1 Gu, (K) inf n, as [a possessive epithet, meaning 33% 33. And
above, (TA,) t He set up the water-skin, leaning hence,] An excessive, or attached, or admiring, as a coll, gen, n., as seems to be implied in the S
and O by an explanation of a verse cited voce
as also ast: having for its inf n. 3: ; (TA in art.
cs: ;) like as 4.0, inf n. *::: mentioned also

it against the n'all: (K, TA:) mentioned by Ibn
Buzurj. (TA.)
2: see above, in two places. A poet says, (O,)
a man of the tribe of Kelb, (Ham pp. 145 et seq.,)
• *~ *

#* : *

* > *

w • *

... <1%

•

-

O

•

&le; and so " 3: (Har, p. 142;)

the former is sing of 3,5, (TA,) which is syn. 3%, signifies
Jú: [pl. of g- (IAar, O, K, TA) as from his foot.

He (a man) extracted the thorn
(M.A.) - 4:3, aor. 44, inf n.
3%, He (a man) was, or became, pierced by a
thorn. (S, O.)- 913, (K,) or [first pers.] <>,

well as pl. of &#. (K.)

•

- -

U-āj, q.v., in which case the meaning is, he

or V the latter signifies one whose desire, or yearn entered among the thorns]. (K, TA) - [It is
ing or longing of the soul, is excited: (S, TA:) also said that] ####| Jú, aor. #14, inf n.
nvith

•

Us:#2-3 yes-": & Ls'

*

lover; syn.

*

&: i. q. " Jú: [i. e. Desirous, or yearning
(S, O.) aor. 30%, (K, and the like in the S and
[And my she-camel uttered a yearning cry, by
or longing in the soul]: (O, Msb, K:) or i, q.
reason of lively emotion, and desire; whereupon
O) inf n. #3 and #, (§, o, K.) He (K)
I said, For n:hom, by the yearning cry, dost thou J2:... [q. v. voce &ü, in two places]: (JK:) or I, (S, O,) fell, or lighted, among thorns: (S,
render me desirous?]: J: being for J:#. originally 3:3, of the measure J-3 (0, TA) O, K: [whence, accord. to the S and O, the
verse above referred to, voce Já :]) and <<>
(O, and Ham p. 146, q.v.) Lth says that
[Very desirous; or desiring, or yearning 9:1, aOT. £i, I fell, or lighted, among the
&s: in relation to reading or recitation [of or 3%
longing, in the soul, much]. (JK and Msb
thorns: (K:) accord. to IB, &#, a.01". £i, is
the Kur-án], and [sacred] narratives, is as when WOC6 3%)
one says, &% g # [lit. Do thou render us
1
desirous, O such a onel, meaning do thou men
&# Tall; (IDrd, O, K;) applied to a man; originally < *. (TA)—# -=U, aor.
tion [to us] Paradise and what is therein, by but not of established authority: (IDrd, O:) pl. £15, inf n. £33, and W -et:l; (Msb;) or
W ->3%, (K, TA,) inf n. *::: in some of the
narratives, or reading or recitation; may-be we J3:... (K.)
shall become desirous of it, and therefore work for
£e. . .
copies of the K -**; (TA; [in the CK,
&: ; see &ú, in two places – ass: ājj
it. (O, TA.)
! A nater-skin set up, leaned against a wall. <=#5) and '-s:#; (Ki) The tree was
thorny, or prickly; abounded with thorns, or
4. ast: signifies ū. * [app. meaning, (Ibn-Buzurj, O, K, TA.)
tists, i. e. He found him to be an eccessive, or
prichless (Msb, K, TA:) [and]" ==#said of
See &
3: !, (so in the $,) or a palm-tree has the like signification. (S, O.) attached, or admiring, lover]. (IAar,” T.A.) = &#:
One says also, <! J:# us [Hon great is my J:", because &#: is originally 3, #4, of the [Hence,] '91 - 9.2 t The trojans of the
desire, or the yearning or longing of my soul, for measure Uais, (O,) is used by poetic license for camel put forth his canine teeth; (S, O';) as also
y -

6

6

-

6

-

6.-

s >

6

– o –

J -

6 - d.

>

Jú4, (S, O,) as Sb says; (S;) for the poet, * 95%, (§, O.) inf n. *::: (S:) or the phrase

thee!]. (TA.)

requiring to make the last letter but one movent, with the latter verb means The camel's canine
5.

3: He

was, or became, excited by desire, makes it so by the original vowel. (O.)

or yearning or longing of the soul; quasi-pass of

43%

(S, TA) and

&#3. (TA) See also 8. –

And (TA) He showed, or made a show of, (O,
K, TA,) and affected, (O,) or affecting, (K,

teeth became long (K)—And 39:1 (3: 90%
+ The breast of the girl was ready to snell, or

4):

1. ###| L:=ls, (A, S, o, K,') aor.

become protuberant or prominent; as also ***,
inf n.

*:#;

($) and, accord, to Z, 92%, like

&#:
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(TA:) or

£3 W *: signifies

ther breast

relating to a pl. number.]) – ###9 bi

##,

like

a:-

[in measure], accord. to the

became pointed in its extremity, (IDrd, O, K, 3,4-## 1 They came with multitude [app, mean K, A certain species of camels; and thus in the
Moheet and the Mohkam: but the correct word
TA) and its protrusion appeared. (IDrd, O, ing of armed men]. (TA.) —-is' #### is that which here follows. (TA.)
TA)—J: 90, aor. £, inf n. ***, The + The sting of the scorpion. (S, O, #.) —#3%
man eachibited his a=% [i.e. vehemence of might 45u-ji t The weaver's implement with which he
#34 ($0, TA) thus Gayssell Ihave
or strength, or of valour or proness, &c.], and makes the warp and the wooferen: (S, O, TA:) seen the latter word in a verse in the Deewan of

his sharpness. (S, O, Msb, K, T.A.) [And The
man was completely armed; (as though

meaning

i.e., (TA) ###1 signifies #24), (0, K, in
the CK #241) as having this meaning: – and
also as meaning ! The spur of the cock. (O, TA.)

Dhu-r-Rummeh in the handwriting of Skr, with
a distinct sheddeh to the [latter] Us, but in the

he bristled with arms;) for] the inf. n. 93: sig
handwriting of El-Bujeyrimee without a sheddeh;
nifies a man's being completely armed. (KL.)
(O, TA;) + Camels whose canine teeth have
And 4: ! He was, or became, affected with the
grown forth: (S," O, TA:) some say that it is
TA,) + A piece of clay, (Lth, O, K, TA,) in a
disease termed a=% [q. v.]. (K, T.A.)
āşş%, with , and is for £3% [q.v.], the 3

–And ###, (Lth, o) or c):#1 ***, (K,

moist state, (K, TA,) made into a round form,
having its upper part pressed so that it being changed into 9. (O, TA.)
2. 9:59 &#: see 1, former half-> and
becomes expanded, then (Lth, O, TA) prickles of
£-A, (S. K.) int. n. **ś, (TA) He put the palm-tree are stuck into it, (Lth, O, K, TA,) &# (S,0) and '5,3 and ' ' (O)
thorns upon the wall. (S, K.)– See also 1, and it dries; (K, TA;) used for clearing [or Trees having thorns; (S, O';*) and W #: #:
latter half, in four
95% ! The combing] flax therenith , (Lth, O, K, TA:) men a tree having thorns: (TA:) [or thorny; having

places.-85

6 •

•

6• *

>

tioned by Az; and also called & W = 33. many thorns; for] "àst: 5-3 signifies a thorny
spreading: (K:) or came forth [pointed,] without (TA.) —#5% also signifies #A weapon, or tree, or a tree having many thorns, (S, O, K,)

seed-produce, or corn, became white, before its

forking, or shooting forth into separate stalks,

£- ; (K, TA, and Ham p. 526;)

neapons; syn.

(33-)

accord. to ISk; (S, O;) as also W #s: 3)s-à [in
the CK (erroneously) #3) and āść (K, TA)

and became nhite, before its spreading; as in the phrase a=% 25 &% | [Such a one is a
9: : (TA:) [or began to come forth : possessor of a weapon or neapons; though this
See
—" −0 ** +[The canine tooth admits of another rendering, as will be shown by A thorny land, or a land in which are many
of the camel gren forth]. (T.A.) – U: 22: what follows]. (TA:) or # sharpness thereof: (K, thorns: (K, TA:) and [in like manner] J;
=#1,(IDrd, o,) and 234'−4, (IDrd,0, K.) TA:) or + the point, or edge, in a weapon. (S, W āşes:- (S, O, K) a thorny land, or a land
| The feathers of the young bird, (IDrd, O,) and O.)- And + Vehemence of might or strength, or abounding neith thorns; (O;) a land in n'hich are
the mustache of the young man, became rough to of valour or proness, (S, O, Msb, K, TA,) in the [thorny trees called] 4- and stā and J-5s.

as also V

and "###4 (S, o, K, TA) And 'is'. J.

£5:..]

the feel. (IDrd, O, K, T.A.) And

&"

*** respect of fighting: (K, TA:) and t vehemence of

+ The young bird put forth the heads of its

encounter: and + sharpness: (TA:) and + the

($ 0, K.)–:#1 * (5,0, Mih, K) and

infliction of havock, or vehement slaughter or

C-1" 43, (Fr. K, TA) with ref, to the 9,

feathers: (S," K, TA:) in [some of the copies of]
the S and A,

#" **,

thus

w: &’ expl. by

#8,

wounding, syn.

[app. meaning effectiveness
therein,] among the enemy: (K, TA:) and

(TA) [in the CK, erroneously, Jux,] and W 3,3

39-1 (K) which is of the dial of El-Yemen,

<i. (TA) And 3'-' & Jiji's The

+ strength in weapons [app. meaning in the use
head put forth its hair after the shaving. (S, K,
thereof]: (Msb:) and [simply] + strength, or (TA) and 89- "Jets, (Fr. So, Mab, K.)
TA.)
might. (Ham p. 526.) One says, i=3% .." this last formed by transposition from the first,
4, as a trans. verb: see 1, former half, in four -j-" & t [They have vehemence of might or (S, O, Msb, TA,) or, as Fr says, 89-' Jésus
places: - as intrans.: see 1, latter half, in three strength, or of valour or proness, in war]: and and c5- £ are like Jú -#. and jū, (TA,)
places: and see also 2.

9:

The having thorns; expl. by
J.A. (KL.)
5.

3% & #3% 33 * + [He has effectiveness in
jú. ū the infliction of havock among the enemy]. (TA)

! A man n'ho exhibits his a=% [i.e. vehemence of
might or strength, or of valour or proness, &c.],

and his sharpness: (S, O, Msb:) or a man n'hose
is sharp, or whose neapons are sharp :
33; and its fem., with 5: see 3:13, in four + [Come to a nar in the cause of religion wherein weapon
(K,
TA:)
or 89– W c=6, as some explain it,
is no vehemence of might or strength, &c.]; mean
places.
ing the pilgrimage. (TA) - Also t A certain a man whose spear-head and arron-head and the
9%, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) of a tree, (Msb,) or of disease, (IDrd, O, K, TA,) well known; (K;) like are sharp: (TA:) [or all may be rendered
a plant, (TA,) Thorns, prickles, or spines; (PS, namely, plague, or pestilence; syn. cºus. bristling with arms:] and accord. to AZ, one says

And it is said in a trad.**# 93%-J's

TK;) the hind of thing that is slender [or pointed] (IDrd, O.) And +A redness that arises (A, O, CŞ: L'u and #3 (TA)
and hard in the head; (TA;) well known: (MSb, K) upon the body (K) or upon the face, and part
K:) n. un, with 3. (S, O, Msb, K, T.A.) [Hence of the body, and is [said to be] allayed by means 3,4- Affected with the disease, (K,”TA,) or
the saying,] is: &: **: 5: see 1, near of charms, or spells: (O:) because the sting of the redness, (O, K,”) termed #53; (O, K, TA;)
the beginning. [The 95% of the palm-tree are scorpion, which is thus called, when it strikes a applied to a man. (O.)
man, mostly produces redness. (A, TA)- [In
3. : see its fem. voce £15t:, in two places.
commonly called #..] J: 9% [The sharp one instance, in the CK, 22 3% is erroneously
prickles that compose the ann, or beard, of the put for ##, as an epithet applied to a tree.]
<\:-e: see its fem. voce &.
ear of corn]. (AHn, TA in art. Low.) – [For
other significations of i=33, see this word below.]
#53, applied to a [garment such as is called] 4)2- ©j Seed-produce of n:hich the first por
**; and its fem., with 3: see 4:3, in three #, (S, O,) or to a [garment or dress such as is
tion has come forth. (A, TA. [See also 2.])
6 -

e.

6

•

•

*

*

-

*

6 * * *

©

e.

•

•

-

called]

places.

al-, (A, O, K,) t Rough to the feel, be

nen" : (AO, S, O, K, TA:) but As said, “I
ié: n. un, of 9% [q. v.]. (S &c.) [Hence cause
know not what it is.” (O, L., T.A.)
various meanings here following; all of which
* * 2.
o e

o f de

6 o'

•

•

seem to be tropical.]– will #53 2:...i [app.

• -

•

C-" us=U=

•

and

t The point of the spear hit, hurt, or wounded, in three places.
them]. (TA. [There* expl.
only by the words
&
J. e.

*-*** **, i.e. ::$14: Ges; as though

See

.1, Jú, [aor. J, #,] (S, O, Mob, K.) int. n.

*u, U2: , (TK,) It rose; or became raised, or elevated;
(S, O, Msb, K;) said, in this sense, of a she

camel's tail; (S, O, K;) [and in like manner of a
6 -

•

cCŞ. ###:

C-" es' 90:

U>

See

d -

ašea.

star; (see Ham p. 239;)] and "Ju:l signifies the

1622
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U>

same, (O, K,) said of a stone, (K,) and so --Júl though they] reached their backs: (K, TA:) or and of the leathern water-bag : (TA:) [in the

said of ajar (#4); (8,05) and likewise "Jus.
(TA)-[Hence,] &5:1 Ju. The balance had

J.'il J.' is erroneously put for £1
Jail: pl. J% ($, o, K.) It is said in a

became such as to have [only] a J% [or small CK,
quantity remaining] of milk : like as one says,

(o, TA) #41 --> The 329 (or leathern prov,
Msb, TA,) by reason of its lightness. (Msb.) water-bag] had little water remaining in it: (O,
3: $3 Göj4
Whence the saying, cº; &#" Uú, aor. J*, K, TA:) one should not say -jū. (TA)— *
inf n. &% meaning ! Such a one was over [Hence, app.,] Jes: of the yes signifies Its (Meyd, TA,) i. e. Her small quantity
one of its tryo scales

higher than

the other, (S, O,

•

•

•

of nater

being in a relaxed state on the occasion of *4. [that is hung upon her does not harm an aged
come in contending with another for superiority
(O.K.) And J: said of a horse means, like she-camel]: or e." [my aged she-camel]: applied
and
UL, The legs of the nater-skin, and of Láš, He put forth his veretrum without being to the case of carrying that which will not harm

in glory or the like. (TA)—And #1 *,
&

thee if it be with thee, and will be useful to thee
the shin for nine &c., became raised, or elevated, vigorously lustful. (TA in art. •+)-J: if thou be in want of it: (Meyd:) or applied to
said of a ~# [or large bucket], Its nater became
on the occasion of its being filled, or inflated.
little in quantity. (O, K.) Said of a she-camel's him who is enjoined to take the prudent course
(TA)- And #3 Jú [meaning Her mill milk, It became deficient: (K, TA:) and it be and to supply himself with travelling-provision
became dran'n up, or withdrawn,] is said of a came neithdrann. (TA.) And said of water, It though he be going to such provision. (TA.)=
camel. (TA.)- One says also, * -jū, became little in quantity. (K.) - In the follow And Light, active, or agile; syn. -*- : (K:)
so in the M. (TA.) [See also the next para
meaning + He was, or became, flurried, agitated, ing saying, (S, TA,) of Abu-n-Nejm, (TA,)

or excited,

(--)

calm. (K.) Andžā >u: ; Their might
(>
clear

graph.]

and angry, and then became

$5% => t. is L-

*

*

J% One that raises a thing.

(TA. [See also

departed: (O, K.) or their abodes became the poet means, -áš and ź [i. e. Until, when Jú.])—And A man light, active, or agile,

of them, as though lightened of them, (+

2:
(TA:)

the coming to mater on the tenth day after the
in work, and in service, (S, O, K,) and
next
preceding period of abstinence ceased from
34, K, TA,) and they went anay:
her
or
them
...
referring
to
a
camel
or
to
camels].
in
respect
of n hat is nanted; and quick : (K:)
or their expression of opinion was, or be

(+)

came, discordant: (-:= &#: K:) or they

(§, TA)—335. L. J. He left somewhat

J#)

of water in the 33'54 [or
died: and they became scattered, or dispersed; as remaining ($3.
leathern nater-bag]. (K,” TA.)

though there remained not of them save a rem
mant; [see J% ;] is: signifying #1-1:

(TA:) or they became irresolute, by reason of

thus in a verse of El-Aasha: (O, TA:) [but
accord. to the reading of AO of that verse, it is
J#, which has a similar, but intensive, mean

W

ing. (De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed., ii. 484-5.)

* see 1, latter half – Also, and U2's
4, and glala" (, 23 J5u, [inf n, als",] He
3.

See also what next follows.]

J#, like 9. [in measure], One n:ho

aids, or

fear, and fled : (Msb:) or they were frightened, contended nith him in thrusting [with the spear].
and fled. (M in art. Jü) [See also #23, and (TA.) See also 6. – And J-il J-9 U2'> assists, much or nell; syn. 22-25. (O, TA.) [See
6

see a verse cited voce

ū) =4: <1% and #;

(M.D.) and "4:i5 (o, Mibs) or £9.4%,
for which one should not say

<i> [which the

vulgar say in the present day, making it trans. by

y >

also what next precedes.]

The stallion [camel] fought with, or combated, the

stallion [camel]. (Ham p. 660.)
4: see 1, latter half, in five places.

**:

s

2.

U2: ; see U25.

#3 The

part that it raises of the tail of the

6. 1292U: They reached, or smote, one another, scorpion; (S, O, K;) and so " J%: (Ham p.

(là: X: J3ü5,) in fight, with the spears: 649 ) or, accord. to Sh, its sting, with which it
itself] ($,05)and': (S) or,<-gue, and
W #: has a similar signification [to J%,
(TA)-[Hence,] ##1 + Two bright
and '4", (K.)inf n. #31 (TA) and '420, as shown above by an explanation of its verb, 3]. strikes.
stars, near together, [A and v,] (S, O,) in the end
(K;) aor. of the first as above, inf. n. J%; (S, (AZ, S, O.)
of the tail of Scorpio, (Kzw,) which are one of the
O, Msb;) I raised, (S, O, Msb,) or he raised,
Mansions of the Moon, (S, O, Kzw,) namely, the
(K,) it, (O, Msb,) namely, a thing, (O,) or the 7: see 1, first sentence.
Nineteenth Mansion; (Kzw;) also called ā
jar, (S, O,) or the stone. (K.) And % -jū,
8: see 1, first sentence.–4 Ju: ; He op *I. (S, O.) [See:#1 Jú, in art. U}.]
(S, O, Mgb, K.) aor, as above, (§, O, K.) inf n. posed himself to him, and reviled him. (O, K, And # is a proper name for The scorpion;

J% (o, Mih, K) and 3%, (0, K.) and

**ul, (S, Msh, K) infn.āč, and '4-lu-l;
(TA;) She (a camel) raised her tail, (S, O, Msb,
K, TA,) having become pregnant. (Māb. [See

TA.)

10: see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

or of great rivers was the name of A certain foolish female slave,
belonging to [the tribe of] 'Adwān, and she used
And 33. Jus. It (a (a)- as:-): (TA:) [in Egypt this name is to
(TA) And 334 Uú applied to a fish of the genus silurus, found in the give advice to her masters, and it resulted in
Nile : it is well described by Sonnini, in p. 407 evil to them; whence the saying, ā-st: àJe: &#

*: W Ut:

He raised his

d

-

.*.* @ e

He raised his arm or hand, like (2 Jū. (MSb.)
And

(0, TA;) [and] so "#53. (K, TA)= Also A
foolish, or stupid, woman. (IAar, O, K.) #3

Jú A£2,~certain
fish of the sea,
*

6s

J%; and see also 2.])
scorpion) raised its tail.

-

&: [generally

•

D

of the 4to Engl. ed. of his Travels in Upper and [Thou art Showleh the giver of advice]. (S, O,

Lower Egypt.] = Also A certain kind of 33j K.)- Also the name of The mare of Zeyd-el

expl. as meaning the upper half of the arm, from [here meaning shanl], made in Cashmere and Fanaris Ed-Dabbee. (O, K.)
the elbon to the shoulder-blade]. (TA.)
Lahore, and brought for sale to other countries;
$9.33: A certain plant, (AHn, O, K,) men
[erroneously] said to be made of camels' fur; and tioned, but not described, by As; of the kind
2. <>, said of a she-camel, (S, O, K,) She
*e 9 e J,

became such as is termed assus: (S, O, TA: [in so called because raised to the shoulders, if it be termed -#, groning in plain, or soft, land,
an Arabic word [which is not the case, for it is (AHn, O,) used as a medicament, (AHn, O, K,)
one of my copies of the S, $53 32 is erroneously from the Pers. Jú, whence our word “shawl”]: and well known: (AHn, O:) [Sgh says,] I have
put for à33 +jue:]) or her supplies of milk
seen it: it is dust-coloured, spreads upon the
ground, has no thorns, and the cattle eagerly
dried up; (# *: K, TA; [but perhaps the

pl. &# and 3%. (TA)
J%:

#t3,
Jas:=and # = desire it: (O.) it is called (O, K) sometimes, (K.)
Somewhat remaining of water in the skin
by some of the people of El-Irál, (0) "J:#,
for SM adds,]) and became little in quantity.
(TA.) And J.') --> The camels became in and in the bucket, (K,) and of milk in the udder: like #: [in measure]. (O, K.)

right reading is

See

WOce

**, meaning became scanty;

Also

(TA:) and a small quantity of nater (S, O, K,
such a state that their bellies [nere dran'n up as TA) in the bottom of the water-skin (S, O, TA)

J# The tail of the scorpion. (TA (So called

* -
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because often raised.]) - Also, (S, O, Mgb, K,) *J%, (S, O, K.) an anomalous pl., (K,) [or Smite not thou me with an [evil] eye: (K:) or,

and sometimes it is called J3:1, (Msb) The rather a quasi-pl. n.,.] expl. by some as applied to accord. to Abu-l-Mekárim this means say not,
month of the festival of the breaking of the fast; she-camels whose milk has become deficient, which Hon eloquent art thou ! (Az, TA,) or say not,
(Msb, K;") the month next after cuâ35 (TA;) is the case when their young are weaned at the How beautiful art thou! (ISk, S,) and so doing
the first of the months of the pilgrimage; (S, O';) period of the [auroral] rising of J: [or Cano smite me with the [evil] eye, or nith an [evil] eye.
(ISk, Az, S, TA) * : signifies He practised

[the tenth month of the lunar year:] as some pus, a period which commenced, in Central Arabia,

assert, (IDrd, O,) so called because [when first about the beginning of the era of the Flight, on artifice to smite people with the evil eye. (J.K.)
thus named] it coincided with the season when the 4th of August, O.S.], and they cease not to And one says, 9:49 %-e: •Ü J% W #3%
the she-camels [being seven or eight months gone be thus termed until the stallion is sent among i.e. He raises his look towards the cattle, or pos

with young] raised their tails: (IDrd, O, Mgb, them; (TA) the pl. pl. [or pl. of J#1 is J.;#, sessions, of the people to smite them neith the [evil]
TA:) [for the camels generally couple in winter:] (K;) and J% is a pl. ofāsū meaning [as expl. eye. (TA.) [See also 1 in art. 4:..] – Also, He
or because of their milk becoming then with above, or] a she-camel whose milk has become frightened, or terrified, such a one. (Lh, K.)
drawn; such being the case with the camels in
withdrawn. (TA.) - Jas is also applied to And He envied such a one. (K.) – And <-st:
the time of vehement heat and of the coming to an
Anything that is raised, or drawn up, or with 13és c." 4: His desire became raised towards
end of the juicy fresh herbage: [see a table of the
such a thing. (AA, K.)
drann. (TA.)

months voce

3% :]

the Arabs used to regard the

#3: Initus; syn. &#: said to be an Abys 2. ***, (§, K.) inf n. *::, (TA) He(God)
evil omen; and to say that the woman [then] sinian word. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)
rendered foul, unseemly, or ugly, his face : (S, K,
married would resist him who married her, like
TA:) and it, i.e. the conformation of the face.
as the she-camel resists the stallion and raises her
J#. A small J- [or reaping-hook: in the (TA, from a verse of El-Hotei-ah.) And &#3
tail; but the Prophet abolished their thus augur
*śl I rendered foul, unseemly, or ugly, the
ing, and he married 'Āisheh in this month: CK, erroneously, J*]. (S, O, K, T.A.)
faces. (Msb.)- And 3,4- # % God ren
(TA ) the pl. is +553 and J.3% ($, Msh, K) J- act. part. n. of 4. See an ex. in a verse dered, or may God render, wide your throats, or
and J% this last formed by rejecting the aug cited voce Jasta-, cited also in the present art in
fauces. (TA.) —J.' # 5: see 1, latter half.
mentative letter [in the second]. (TA.)
the S and O.
-** *** He (a man) made a sign with his
making of marriage-contracts in this month as of

6

•

*

6 ow

J#:

*> 3 > y

#-

see #942:.

*

arm, or hand. (JK.)
is said by Yz to signify A certain thing

4. ast: : see 1.

neith which one plays. (O, T.A.)

# (not (as is implied in the K) #] A
certain bird, (AHát, O, K,) a al-3 [n. un, of
J: q. v.], of a dusky colour, which, when it
alights upon a stone or a tree, moves up and down

J: A stone that is raised.

5.4 •: He became altered in countenance to

(Lh, K.)

him, so as to be not known by him,
***

its tail like as does the camel; so called because

(syn.:#, S,

K,) and assumed various appearances. (S.) See also 1, in two places, near the end.=it: *:

4: $13, aor. #: (K;) and *śl <-sú,
part is somen'hat of redness. (AHát, O, T.A.) – aor. 3, # (S, Msh;) inf n. * (S,K) and is:#,
1.

He hunted a 5t: [app. here meaning a wild bull,
as seems to be indicated by the context in the S].
See also #. - [Hence, as being likened to the (K,) or the latter is a simple subst.; (TA;) and (S, K.)
• *3
#: see the next paragraph.
scorpion,
whence
also
the
phrase
*
**
ažl,] *** **, (K) inf n. *. (TA) His face was,
6.- 3 - 55- 0
. . .
(K,) and thefaces were, (S, Msb,) foul, unseemly,

it raises its tail; and in its belly and its hinder

*

-

ã15: 39%l t A woman wont to calumniate. (K.)

#5, (S, MSb, K, &c.) originallyāstā, (S, Msb,

or ugly. (S, Msb, K)...And %, (Msb,) and
-***, (Mgh,) inf. n. 62%, (Mgh, Msb,) He, (a
man, Msb,) and she, (a woman, Mgh,) was, or
became, foul, unseemly, or ugly, (Mgh, Msb,) in
face, (Mg) or in make. (MSb.)- # is also
syn. with Ú-- [app. as an inf. n., of which the

TA,) A sheep, or goat; [each and either, but more
J.0% A she-camel raising her tail, (S, O, Msb,
commonly the former; see an instance voce
K.) having conceived, (Msb,) or by reason of
-, * ;] i.e. one of what are termed L.: ; (S,"
having conceived, and having no milk whatever:
Msb,” K;) applied to the male and to the female;
(S, O, K:) or a she-camel that has conceived, and
(S, Msb, K;) so that one says of the male, it: lis,
raises her tail to the stallion as a sign of her
(Msb,) which is said by Kh to be like the phrase
having conceived, raising her head therenith, and verb is % signifying He was, or became, beauti
Us: c. 4.- ..."; (Sb, TA;) and of the female,
elevating her nose: (Az, TA:) the word is without ful: thus having two contr. meanings]. (TA.)–
and #3 its and J# ité: (Msb:) or it
3 because it is an epithet of peculiar application Also, (K,) as an inf. n., (TK.) The neck's being #t3.
[to a female]: (Mgb:) or it is without 3 ano long, (K, TA) and high, and the head's over may be [one] of sheep, and of goats, and of
malously; for the male also raises his tail: (ISd,
topping; whence" # applied to a horse: (TA:) gazelles or antelopes, and of the bovine hind [app.
of the wild bovine kind i.e. of bovine antelopes],
and the neck's being short : thus [again] having
and
of ostriches, and of wild asses; (K;) it is
and J: and J%. (K.) Also, with 3, applied to
two contr. meanings: (K:) one says, [app. of a
we

o

6 - d -

• ?

-

*:

TA) the plis J: (Az,8,9, Msh, K) and J:

a mare, as meaning Raising the tail. (TA) horse,] 4: **** His neck n'as long [&c.]: and applied to a mild bull by Tarafeh, in his saying,
And #3, which is anomalously with 3 because his neck was short: (TK.) or # said of the neck *
2: J-5- #3 J:
it is an epithet denoting an attribute not shared [of a horse] signifies the being extended: and said
(S) i. e. Like the two ears of a wild bull, in
with the female by the male, (ISd, TA,) A she of the 3: [or side of the mouth], the being wide, Honmal, solitary; the poet likening thereto the
camel that has passed seven months, (S, O, K,) (JK. [It probably signifies any of the attributes ears of a she-camel in respect of sharpness and
or eight, (S, O,) since the period of her bringing | denoted by the epithet £i, q. v.]) - Also, [and erectness; (EM p. 76;) and likewise by Lebeed,

*

forth, (S, O, K) or of her becoming pregnant, app. in this sense likewise an inf. n. of which the and by El-Farezdak: (IB, TA:) and it is also
(K) and whose milk has dried up, (w: -*, verb is 3,4,] The being quick to smite with the applied to [a wild conv; (though said in the K in
K, and so in a copy of the S.) or whose [evil] eye. (S.) - And one says, üşi stă, (K,) art. U42: to signify the wild bull, specially the
• Jee

* *
•

milk has become scanty, (W.

Cás-, O, and

so in another copy of the S,) and her udder
drawn up, (S, O,) there remaining in her udder
mo more than a

J% a third of the quantity of the

male;) and hence, as being likened thereto,] a
noman; (K, TA;) thus by El-Aasha; and thus
[evil] eye; (K, TA;) as also " at:1: (TA in art. also by Antarah, in his saying,
o 3 6 •
2::) and in like manner, 4. [his cattle, or
4 +1-33 -as us it: 9
property]: (Lh, TA:) or % signifies the smiting
* * < *; 1-2°5vehemently therenith. (TA.) And J% W #: 5.
A/- A. "2 vs's S-2'

inf n. *3, (TA) He smote such a one with the

•,•

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

contents thereof when her bringing forth was
recent: (TA:) she-camels in this case are termed

*

2,

J --

©

•., e.

*
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US*
(TA) O zu [i. e. wild con] of the chase (L. being £3. Envying: pl. *::: (As, Lh, TA:) or the
latter
signifies
persons
practising
artifice
to
smite
redundant) for him to whom she is lawful: she
1.2-il ess', (aor. 2, TA,) inf. n. & (S,
has become forbidden to me, and would that she men with the [evil] eye. (J.K.)- Andy à £5, MA, Msb, K,) He roasted, broiled, or fried, the

were not forbidden: (EM p. 246) pl. "#, (S, (JK, S, K.) and 2-43 "sus, (JK, K) and Jets flesh-meat; (MA, KL, PS3) and **b* signi
Msb, K,) originally

sts, (K,) used when they are ,43, (JK, TA, and S and K in art. x+) the fies the same; as also " *:::A;

(Msb, TA;) or

many in number, (S,) [but this is properly termed last formed by transposition from the first, ($ in this last, (TA,) or (42:l [alone], (S, MA,) sig
a coll, gen, n.,] and **, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) with art. 2: ,) A man sharp of sight. (JK, S, K.)
nifies he prepared, or prepared for himself, (S,
•, which is used of a number from three to ten

MA, TA,) #, (S, TA,") or roasted, broiled, or
fried, jlesh-meat. (M.A.) – And £1 &#,
(IAar, K,) aor. as above, (TA,) He heated the
nater. (IAar, K.)- [And accord. to Freytag,

•

[inclusive], for more than which it is with ~
[meaning 3, i. e; its, agreeably with." general

3&

rule], (S) and #33, [the original of 30%, (K.)

Ls”ū

and 7

&#. (S, K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously,

us;,]) which is pl. of £, (S, TA,)
quasi-pl. n., originally a223, the

into Us like as it is in us, for

or rather a

*...
l:

3

•

see the next paragraph.
-

3

-

&# signifies also He cut off from (c.) roasted

**

U330 and " Let A man possessing 4 [mean

flesh-meat: but for this he has named no autho

being changed ing sheep or goats or both]: (K:) the former is rity.] = See also 4.
but
2, see 4. — Also
- 3,. (TA) and the rel. n. of £; and the latter, that of3 jus:

: #: He gave him
~ *
.
•95), (K) and * as:, (* in copies of the K, [in used as a proper name of a man, it is "C:\#, and, jlesh-meat [app. in an unrestricted sense]. (TA.)

*

6 de

•

-

the TA said to be like -e, which is a mistake,
(perhaps for &#) for it is there said to be a

if you will, J.33. (S, TA.")

quasi-pl. n., which could not be said if it were

::

£2,]) and ***, (CK, [but this, which is another
quasi-pl. n., is not in my MS. copy of the K

#, applied to a man, (Msb,)

nor

in the TA,]) and "4:3, (K) originally 5:4, but
this, also, is a quasi-pl. n., (TA,) and " # also is
syn. with {< . (IAar, K in art. Us: :) it has not

a pl. formed with 1 and <>, [i. e. it has not for a
&] whether it be used as a gen," or as a

pl.

proper name: (TA:) the dim. is "ä:33. (S,
Msb.) The sing is also used in the sense of the
pl., in the saying >3% 3úl 3:= &% [Such a

see the next paragraph: = and see

ić.
4.

U$5:1: see 1.

3.

–43%;

(S, Msb,

K.) and "...#, inf n. #5, (Ki) He fed

of a large number

cº:

><3 %, and,<l Jes: see &

2-in

see 3 in art.

Foul, unseemly, them nith 43: [i.e. roasted, or broiled, or fried,
or ugly, (JK, Msb, K,) in face, (JK, K,) or in
flesh-meat). ($, Meb, K.) And (both verbs with
aspect, (Msb,) and, as also " £, of which the pl. their complements) He gave them flesh-meat that
is &*, in make: (JK:) fem. *::: (JK,
they might roast, or broil, or fry, thereof. (AZ,
Mgh, Msb:) and pl. 2,3. (MSb) Any created K.) = And U43:1 | He left a portion remaining
thing incongruous in its several parts; as also of his supper : (S, K, TA:) or he left some roasted,
*:::... (TA) And the fem, A woman fronn or broiled, or fried, flesh-meat of his supper. (A,
ing, or morose, in face; (K,” TA;) foul, unseemly, T.A.) – And -i. U43:) The wheat became fit
or ugly, in make: (TA:) and also beautiful, to be rubbed with the hands and to be roasted.

of sheep or goodly, or comely; (K,"TA;) that excites admira
tion and approval by her beauty: (TA:) thus
goats, and of camels], because the article Ul
having two contr. meanings. (K, T.A.) Also,
denotes the genus. (S.) And it is said in a trad.
the fem., Unlucky, or inauspicious. (K.) - And
-: *: ū 3:6 [And he ordered that sheep or the masc. applied to a man, (Lth, S, TA,) and
goats should be given to her]: •le: being prefixed the fem. applied to a woman, (Lth, TA,) That
to _*, governing it in the gen, case, for the sake smites quickly with the [evil] eye: (Lth, S, TA:)
of distinction; because the Arabs [sometimes] or that smites people effectually neith his, and her,
call an animal of the wild bovine kind 5t:... (IAth,
Irrill eye. (TA) And c < *śi Haring an
TA.)- #1 is also the name of + Certain small
evil eye. (Fr, TA in art. 25:..)- The fem. is also
stars (K in art. U45:) between 4-wall [or ae-wall, applied to a mare, (JK, T, S, K,) as an epithet of
thus in the work of Kzw, in his descr. of Cepheus,
commendation, but not the masc. to a horse,
and there said to be the star in the breast of
meaning, it is said, Wide in the cli: [or tro
Cepheus,] and &:-" [i. e. the pole-star]; (TA
sides of the mouth]: (S:) or long in the Wead, and
in that art.;) [the same that are described by Kzw
wide in the nostrils: (JK:) or tall, and such as
as certain small stars, called by the Arabs Xuāş,
excites admiration and approval by her beauty or
betnceen the legs of Cepheus and the star &: "..] excellence: (K,” TA:) or exceedingly wide in the
one is possessor

ës', for L'é:

3.

(ISd, K.)– And -is: ess: t The palm
branches became yellon, on the occasion of their
drying up; (K, TA;) as though a roasting
affected them. (TA.) = Also He got, or ac
quired, the norse, or viler, sort of cattle. (K.) =
*** said of a shooter or caster, He hit (S,”
Msb," K) his ess, (K,) i.e. [one or more of his]

extremities, (TA,) not a [vital] place where a
wound n:ould occasion death; (S, Msb, K;) and

so "33%, as in the Tekmileh: in the K, erro
neously, **. (TA.)—[Hence, He missed it,
i.e. the object of his aim. See us: and see
also Ham p. 91..] - [Hence, also, app.,] Hr

says that L45:l is allowable in the sense of £i
+ [He dropped, left out, omitted, &c., anything];

like ess-ita v.). (TA in art (s-)=In the
#1, # us (S, K, [in some copies of
the K # 3.J) and so in #, suel u, ($."

[or two sides of the mouth] and the nos saying

trils: (K, TA:) or, as some say, wide in the

mouth : (TA:) and small in the mouth: thus K,"TA,) the latter verb is an imitative sequent
having two contr. meanings: (K, TA:) or sharp to the former [added only for the purpose of
in several places.]) = Also a subst, meaning sighted: (T, TA:) or sharp in spirit: (TA:) see corroboration]. (S, K, TA.)
Unluckiness, or inauspiciousness, of a woman. also 1. - Also, the masc., Proud, and self-con
7. X-in (42:31 The flesh-meat became roasted,
(TA.)
ceited. (K.) - And its: #. [An oration

% an inf n, of $33. (Mgh, MSb, T.A.. [See:1,

6 o'-

6

2-

*

from the pulpit] in n:hich a blessing is not invoked

•

as: and ae: and as: : see 3\%.

broiled, or fried; (MA;) quasi-pass of &#
2-M, (S," M, Msb, K;) as also " (4:2:1; (M,

on the Prophet. (TA.)
6 -

•

*:: Remoteness: (K, TA:)

and so *::: One
2* * * * ** *
-.
* , a • * ...
says, in dispraise, aa 249 al āA2: [i. e. 2. 1.xas, lit.

isú. J: A land in which are (3;
2-8-

K;) [or] the latter in this sense is not allowable.
(A’Obeyd, (S, Msb.)

d

8: see 1. - [Hence,] (#1, referring to a
she-camel, t I journeyed upon her until the heat
him or estrange him, from good, or prosperity! $:) or in which are many thereof. (K.)
of the middays of summer emaciated her and she
or, curse him "j. (TA.)
: Rendered foul, unseemly, or ugly, in became as though she were burnt. (Ham p. 783.)
3 Remoteness to him / meaning may God alienate S, K;) like as one says

*

U435, originally *:

6

#. Já.

(A’Obeyd,

-

see 3\:.

= See also 7.

..face, by God: (TA:) or foul, &c., in shape.
6 *

(K.) See also
6.- d >

#,

second sentence. - And

3U: : see what next follows: and see more in

y

ā-3: dim. of #3, q. v. (S, Msb.)

Bad in intellect. (TA.)

art, e3".
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3

se

•

3% A possessor of its [meaning sheep or
#: i. q. (3 [q.v. in art. •24);
3 - as also "Jes: TA,) of camels, and of sheep or goats; and the
(IAar, K;) the latter is like Lee, [ess:" in the small, or young, thereof. (TA.) [See also #.] goats or both]. (S, K. [In the CK without
- And t A remainder, or remaining portion. teshdeed. Mentioned also in art. •24, q.v.])=
CK as syn. with still being a mistranscription,]
1 &

•

•

and is said by IAth to be a quasi-pl. n., or [what (TA.)

[See, again,

#$$..]—Also

#! #####~ (with teshdeed to the us, TA, [but in

lexicographers term] a pl., of " its [n, un of

i. q.
+[The making, or causing, or suffering, to re the CK without teshdeed,]) + A palm-branch that

#). (TA)

main; or, perhaps, to continue in life, and if it has become yellon in drying up. (K. [See 4.])

mean thus, it may be from the same word in a
ič, (S, K, [in some copies of the K ####,
sense
expl. above, for the animal that one hits in
Us: is originally & (ISd, TA.) One says,
a part that is not vital is suffered to continue in but]) like šuoso, (S,) A snift she-camel. (S, K.)
us.' J.' £, (S,K) using the latter noun as life]. (TA.)
& a pl. pl. of:\,, q. V.
3

6

an imitative sequent to the former [for the purpose
of corroboration: see art. Use]. (TA)

es:

is pl. of

#:

#:

see what next follows.

&#4, like us..., (K, TA, [in the CK,

#: Roasted, broiled, or fried, flesh-meat; (§," &#,

[or rather the former is a

- d.

coll. gen. n. of which the latter is the n, un. :] the MA, Msb, K, KL}) as also "###; (Ks, Šgh,
latter signifies The skin of the head: (S, TA:) so K;) but the former is more usual and more
[accord. to some] in the Kur lxx. 16: (TA:) or chaste: (TA:) a subst. from 2-in &# and
the exterior of the skin of the head, in which W #: [as its n. un.] signifies a piece there
gron's the hair : (Aboo-Safwan, TA in art. '':)
and some say, the exterior of all, or of any part, of (S.)

like

(3-3,

erroneously, as is proved by

a verse cited as an ex. in the TA, pass, part. n. of

4,]) applied to a portion of a living serpent, (TA,)
That has been missed by the stone [cast at it].
(K, TA.)

&#2 (K in art. J.-) A fying pan. (TK

in that art.)
of the shin : (TA in the present art.:) and the
3. * *
5 2.
U53-8: See Us?".
former signifies the arms or hands and the legs
or feet, or the fore and hind legs, (S, K,) and (K) broiled, or fried], the latter originally &*.
the extremities (Mgb, K) collectively, (K,) and (Msb.) [In the K the former is said to be like
us: [A place of roasting, broiling, or frying,

& G) and '3: (MO) (Ra".

the head of a human being, (S) or the --> of #; but it has the signification of the latter, i.e., flesh-meat]. ($ in art. #")
See also ae:... = Ks says,
the head [i. e. the bone above the brain, or a of a pass. part. n.]3=
- 3 3 - 3 separate portion of the skull, or a distinct bone of (S,) in the phrase -** Use", and so in CS25 use”
U.5"
*

&

* * of

the skull], (K,) but of a horse the legs, not the (S, K,) some say (S) the latter word is an
head, because one says

us#" J:

6*

*

~

or goat: one says,

&#9:15: 3: J &

*

means t [And, or for] verily of speech is that

(*, a word understood,)

which does

# S. still &: &#

-

U.

W

##,

(K,) A

J-5

3

-

&#:

-

3

-

See art. US 2#.
p

te:
1.

$3, (Msb,) [originally #|

[There remained not of the sheep, or goat, save a [which is originally

piece]. (S.)- Also, (§, K.) and " #:

£

Us: an imitative sequent to Uses: see ( &#.

large; as a piece, or detached portion, of a sheep,
*

.

5

•

to U$2.5 S LSM Us" c, č's

6 *

*

5

3

Sentence

•

Us: an imitative sequent to Use: see art. (45%.

What is cut off from, or of flesh-meat:
# [q.v.] as said of a shooter or caster: (TA:) (K, TA:) or n hat the slaughterer cuts off from,
[and hence] the saying (S, TA) of the Hudhalee, or of the extremities of a sheep or goat. (TA.)
(S, [accord. to the TA, Khālid Ibn-Zuheyr,])
- A small thing [or portion] of that which is
*
•2
*, *

*

•

3 -

#3%

*

.

Us: : and Us: We Us: " : see #Us", in art. '.

also a subst. [app, meaning a quasi-inf n.] from

*

•,• of

•

ač, syn, with #: see art. US 2#.

|

:

* *

-

-

the legs], for this cannot relate to the head of the tive: see art. Lel. (§, K.)
horse, (S,) and any part that is not a [vital]
#: See #.
place [i. e.] where a wound causes death (S, Msb,
6¢ :
K) such [for instance] as the legs. (Msb.)
:
see the next paragraph.
us#" #ú means A woman having cracked, or
chapped, feet. ($ and K in art. --J.) - It is à:k: :

**

-

4. ot:1
an imitative sequent to elect in the
* - © #2 * ~ of ~
[i. e. thick in imitative sequent to the former [i. e. a corrobora
phrase &#3 £i le: see 4 in art. (4.3%.

42-.] (MF)

like

*u-,

first pers.

and

[or round cake, or small

#, (§, K.) aor. £3, (Msb) [and by poetic
license

su:, without e, ] first pers. £i, (S. K.,)

not hit a place where a mound nill not occasion round cake,] of bread. (S, K.)- And, all the

inf n : (Mob, K) and #4 (S." K) or this
death, [i. e. which does not miss its object, when three, A remaining portion of people, or of cattle,
is a simple subst., (Msb,) and 3al:e and ā-51-2,
its escaping from the upper surface of the tongue that have perished; as also "is,%; (Ki) or this
last, a remaining portion of people that have (K,) [or these two also are simple substs, He,

is quick,] but which kills. (§, TA) And us:

is used [app. in like manner, as a quasi-inf n.,] perished: (S) pl. (of the last, $) (#33. (§, K.)
in the case of anything that has missed an object [See also (43%.]- And t The bad, or vile, sort,
of aim, though there be to it [really] no place (K, TA,) or n'orse, or viler, sort, (TA,) of camels,
where a wound would occasion death nor any and of sheep, or goats: (K, TA:) in this sense
thing that is [properly] termed es: [as meaning written by ISd with kesr and with fet-h. (TA.)
a place where a wound will not occasion death]. [See, again,

(TA) And [hence] it signifies + A mistake; syn.

&J –[And accord. to Freytag,
-->" als: (i.e. -A51&ls=) is expl. by Meyd

and I, willed, wished, or desired, it; syn.

33%

(Msb) and #3; : (S," K:) most of the scholastic
theologians make no difference between #:
and

#9), though they are [said to be] originally

different; for the former, in the proper language,
signifies the causing to be or exist, syn.
;
and the latter, the willing, wishing, or desiring;

st-'

ū. (TA)- Also tA thing, (S) or an affair,

as meaning Cooked milk cast upon a hot stone, so syn. −ill. (TA.) A Jew objected, to the
(K,) that is paltry, mean, despicable, or of no that only a small portion remains.]
Prophet, his people's saying <: * M: U.
account or weight or north : (S, K, TA:) in
[What God hath willed and I have willed], as
# : see the next preceding paragraph.
this sense, from the same word as signifying the
implying the association of another being with
“extremities” [of an animal]. (IAth,TA.) Hence,

# A seller of roasted, broiled, or fried, flesh God: therefore the Prophet ordered them to say

in a trad of Mujahid, ss all 20-it: J=

meat. (KL.)

#! Sl ! [Everything that befalls the faster

&: ź # ($ 2 [What God hath willed, then I

have willed]. (TA) [&# * u, as signifying

&: [mentionedoein- this
art. as though origin What hath God willed ! is used to express ad
is a matter of no account, except absence of mind];
#
* >
i. e. nothing that befalls the faster annuls his fast ally dus+] i. 4. Jºsé-S123 [The red, resinous, miration, And as signifying What God willed
except axes!', for this does annul it, (TA.) inspissated juice called dragon's blood: see art. it is a phrase often used to denote a vague,
4

*o–

And t The worse, or viler, sort of cattle, (S, K, 3.22]. (S. K.) = And Far-seeing, ($, K.)
Bk. I.

generally a great or considerable, but sometimes
205
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a small, number or quantity or time: See De the formation of which there is much difference used by post-classical poets in their verses. (MF,
Sacy's Relation de l'Égypte par Abdallatif. PP. of opinion [as will be shown hereafter], (Msb, TA.)- When a man says to thee, “What dost
TA) and &# (S, #) : pl. pl. [i. e. pl. of thou desire?” thou answerest, t: 5 [Nothing]:
246 and 394 &c.]=See also 1 in art. '.
£1], (MF, TA,) and <12Užl, [a contraction of and when he says, “Why didst thou that?” thou
that next preceding,] (K,) and &l, (S, K,) answerest, : 5. [For nothing]: and when he
(erroneously) #: I incited him, or made him, with fet-h to the 2, (MF, TA,) and it is also says, “What is thine affair?” thou answerest,
to do the thing, of affair. (As, S, L, K, TA.)
mentioned as with kesr, (TA,) [and is written in 'G' •) [Nothing]: it is with tenween in every
2.

£8. L* # [in some copies of the

K

And: # 3, (K, TA) and *, (TA)

both of my copies of the S

God rendered, or may God render, foul, un
kesr it should be either

s# though if with

* 3%, but &

one of these cases. (As, AHát, T.A.) [When one
says & • :

5, he means thereby There is nothing.]

Or

seemly, or ugly, his face, (K, TA) and his make.

– 3:

only is meant by J, as is shown by what here
J.: means [It is nought, of no account
follows,] originally J', with three Uss, not or neight; it is not worthy of notice, or not worth
4.2.1 £i He, or it, compelled him, con
as J says, [or rather as the word is written anything;] it is not a good thing; or it is not a
strained him, or necessitated him,*to> of
have recourse, in copies of the S, for J may have held it to be thing to be regarded. (WP:27)—L:93-J-5

(TA.)

de

J see

or betake himself, to it; syn. sus-ji; (§, K3) a
dial. var. of *i; (S;) of the dial. of Temeem.

&
& *i. as he says that the
Or

was changed

* L is a phrase of frequent occurrence, mean
ing He has no concern with the affair; see two

into L4, thus occasioning the combination of three
a .
. . . .” - 32
exs. in the first paragraph of art. U23-...
(TA.) Temeem say, P35s 3-2 vs 25: W**, Uss, so that he held its secondary form to be
meaning *: [q. v., i. e. It is an evil thing &#. as will presently be shown,] because the J," &: # as occurs in the TAvoce #:-,
* 6 p.

that compels thee to have recourse to the marron first Us is radical, not augmentative, (IB, K,) the
of a hock]. (S.)
medial Us of the three being suppressed, and the
5. t. His anger became appeased: (K:) final one changed into [though written Us], and
the initial one changed into 2, (S,) and another
said of a man. (TA.)

meaning In it is somen'hat, or some degree, of
length; i. e. it is somervitat long; and is used in
the present day in this sense.]- In the phrase

(#

* 3-i 34, the

last word is for

*

form of pl. is Güí (S, Msh, K) with the us

[i. e. He is better than thou in something; mean

&#,

ing he is somewhat better than thou]. (IJ, L.)
& * & is a phrase of the Arabs [app.

(TA) [likewise] a pl. of £i, (MSb) and Gū
# also is mentioned, (K,) as formed [from #il by
U.: see an ex. in a verse cited voce &#2: see also the £hange of into US and adding l, (TA,) and

lit. signifying Hon unmindful of thee is he as to
anything !] mentioned by Sb as meaning 3:1

'G'

[A thing; anything; something; some preserved, not changed into :* [as it is in

what;] a word of well-known meaning: (K:)
[sometimes, in poetry, written and pronounced
•

6.e. e. e.

-

es

ić:

23Uži, which is strange, (Lh, K,) as there is no • 3: [Dismiss doubt from thee (respecting him
properly signifies what may be known, and that in #, (Lh,) or in #: (K:) with re: to as to anything)]: IJ says that te: is here put in
the accus. case as an inf. n., as though the saying
whereof a thing may be predicated: (Mgh, KT :)

the last sentence but one of this paragraph:]

the first of these forms, [the quasi-pl. n.] £1, the
accord. to Sb, it denotes existence, and is a name

Were

S,is &= &# ls,

because the verb of

for anything that has been made to have being, most probable opinion is that of Kh: (Msb, wonder does not require to be corroborated by the
whether an accident, or attribute, or a substance, TA:) accord. to him, (S, Msb, K,) it is originally inf n. [proper to it]: (L, TA:) [or it is a specifi

#,

(S, K,”) in lieu of

Jú,

and such that it may be knonn, and that a thing

of the measure

may be predicated thereof: (KT :) MF says that
it is app. an inf n. used in the sense of a pass.
part. n., meaning what is nilled, and meant, or
intended, [in which sense 7 #: (pl. +3) is

(K) and therefore imperfectly decl., (S,) [i. e.] it meaning; and that the most probable explanation
is originally it: , (Msb,) and the two hemzehs of it is this; that Lo is here lit. interrogative, but

cative:] IF says that it is a phrase of dubious

combined in the latter portion being found in meaning denotative of wonder; and that l', is

difficult of pronunciation, the former of them is governed in the accus. case by some other word,

often used,] without restriction to its actuality or transposed to the beginning of the word, so that
possibility of being, so that it applies to that which it becomes of the measure \xi), (S, Msb,) as is
necessarily is, and that which may be, and that shown by its having for its pls. sšči and ūči
which cannot be; accord. to the opinion adopted and #3 (S3) accord to Akh, it is [origin.
by the author of the Ksh: [or, as an inf. n. in the ally] of the measure 5-3. ; (S, K;) but if it were

sense of a pass. part. n., it may be expl., agreeably

or phrase, as though the saying were dismiss a
thing by which he is not occupied in mind, and
dismiss doubt as to his being occupied in mind by
it. (TA in art. w)—[&# &# means Thing
by thing, part by part, bit by bit, piecemeal, inch
thus a broken pl., [not a quasi-pl. n.,] its dim. by inch, drop by drop, little and little in suc
cession, by little and little, by degrees, or grad
would not be *
as it is, but £: (S:)
[meaning What thing?] is, .
accord. to Ks, it is of the measure Jú, and ually.] —£4
made imperfectly decl. because of frequency of by the alleviation of the Us [in (3) and the sup

with what is said to be the proper meaning of the
verb, as signifying what is caused to be or exist;
accordingly,] Er-Răghib says that it denotes what
ever is caused to be or exist, whether sensibly, as
material substances, or ideally, as sayings; and usage, being likened to #; but were it so,

#,

&

£i pression of the [in "L"), made into one word,

Bd and others expressly assert that it signifies and à: would be imperfectly decl. : (S, K:) &#: so says El-Fārābee: (Msb:) or, [as is
peculiarly what is caused to be or exist; but Sb accord. to Fr, 'G' is originally &#, and there commonly the case in the present day,] by reason
says that it is the most general of general terms;
of frequency of usage, it is contracted into J:
and some of the scholastic theologians apply it to fore has a pl. of the measure #, afterwards (TA in art. Leye-, as on the authority of Ks.)
what is non-existent; such, however, are over contracted to #: ; but were it so, it would not 'G' in the Kur lx. 11 may mean Any one (Bd,
come in their argument by its not being found to have for its pl. & (S. [Much more respecting Jel) or more. (Jel.)- [It is also applied to
have been thus used by the Arabs, and by such
J e o

passages as

e

•

* ~

**

this pl. is added in the TA, but it is comparatively + The penis of a man; as in the explanation of a
and phrase mentioned voce Jā; like as its syn. ös
W 'G: ; (S, K, TA, but only the former in some is to the same and (more commonly) to the
copies of the K, the word being written in other “vulva” of a woman.]- In algebra, it signifies
copies
;) not *
or W #: (the former [A square root;] a number that is multiplied into

** Sl &\s *L* Já- [Everything unprofitable.) The dim of 'G' is W #

is subject to perish except Himself (Kur xxviii.
last verse)] and 29- C:- > -s” (24 &l:
[And there is not anything but it glorifies Him

#

&#.

with praising (Kur xvii. 46)], for what is non accord. to my two copies of the S and accord. to itself; which in arithmetic [and in algebra also] is
existent cannot be described as perishing nor the copies of the K followed in the TA, in which called 2-is- [i. e. *]; and in geometry, &l->
imagined to glorify God: (TA:) the pl. is #i, it is said to be with teshdeed to the Us, and the [i. e. & or &l ; (“Dict. of the Techn. Terms
(S, Msb, K, &c.,) imperfectly decl., (Mgb, TA,) latter accord. to the CK and my MS. copy of the used in the Sciences of the Musalmans,” p. 202;)
or rather this is a quasi-pl. n., (Sb,TA,) respecting K;) or this is a dial. var. of weak authority, (K) an unknown number that is multiplied into itself.
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*:

&: and &-i-, (S, A,) thus in a verse of
El-Kumeyt,
as related by Ibn-Selemeh, with
of Lth, to signify Water: and he cites as an ex., period of hoariness, hath whitened the head?].
(S, IB, TA.) [See also 2.]
kesr to the U: and A, (S,) or the former word is
(Idem, p. 730.)= It is also said, on the authority duct when hoariness, or the entering upon the

####, J Gig £ 4,

? &- $2, (K. S.A.) and 3-1 -:

written 'J', and sometimes 3.3, and the
latter is as above, (K,) and sometimes &-13,

[Thou seest, or wilt see, his company of riders at
£, and 4-5, (Ks, S, Msb, K.) which last is (TA,) t The two months of winter; (A, TA;)
the nater in the midst of a desert]: but AM says,
a
I know not us:/l in the sense of “water,” nor strange phrase, as it exhibits together two means [as though meaning the second of the Six Seasons,
know I what it is. (TA.) = (# ū is an ex by which a verb is rendered trans., [namely, the commencing two months after the autumnal
doubling of the medial radical letter of the verb
pression of regret, (El-Ahmar, Ks, TA,) or of and the introduction of the prep. -,](TA,) Grief equinox; (see the former of the two tables in p.
1254;)] i. q. & %, (S, A, K, TA) which are
wonder, (K, TA,) [or of both,] meaning [Oh! or]
rendered him white-headed, or hoary-headed; (Ks,
the tryo coldest months; (S, K, TA;) so called
O my wonder 1 (Ks, Lh, TA.) One says, “Ls: ''

Jú, (El-Ahmar, Ks, Lh, K) and J & J Q,
i. e. with and without e, (Ks, TA,) and U. 'G' ū
J, (Lh, K) or G - J Q, and L. " (# 9,

S, A, Msb, K.) as also "4AM, (A) and *-ūl

because of the earth's being then white with snow

# and # (K. S. M., K.)

and hoar frost; (S, TA;) falling at the period of

[auroral] rising of the Scorpion and the
4. "Užl, said of a man, He had children that the
Vulture, (~#~ and 2:l, [by which latter is
had become nhite-headed, or hoary. (S, TA.) =
(El-Ahmar, Ks, TA,) neither of these two with See also the next preceding paragraph, in two meant &;" £, i. e. the star a of Lyra,])
., (Ks, TA,) [meaning Oh! or O my wonder 1 places.
said by him who knows not to be the two Kānoons
What has happened to me?] in all of these, (Ks,
[i. e. J39 &#t= and Júl &##, corresponding
.#
The
hair
(K,
TA)
itself:
sometimes
it
is
TA,) Le being in the place of a noun in the nom.
case. (Ks, Lh, TA) - Some also say, 'U' Ú thus called: (TA:) [but app. only when white, to December and January O.S.]: (TA:) [it

G. (
‘...: (

and

U.

and & ū, and some add us, saying, or hoary; in which sense it is often used; as in appears that they nearly agree with the two
the TA in arts. -a- and &- &c.:] or (K, TA, Kánoons; for El-Kazweenee and others say that
and U. * * ū and U. & G, meaning
Jää" (i.e. the heart of the Scorpion, which is

in the CK “and”) whiteness of the hair, or
hoariness; (A, K, TA;) as also "...# (K, the 18th of the Mansions of the Moon,) and
#: [Will, wish, or desire,] a subst. from $3, TA:) both signify the same [and are thus used as &#1 3: rise together, and their auroral rising
(Lh, K) [and] so is "#:... [which is mentioned simple substs, and are also inf ns.]: (S:) or the in Central Arabia, about the commencement of
Hon good, or beautiful, is this 1 (Ks, T.A.)
6-

*

•

former has the latter of the two significations the era of the Flight, accord. to my calculation,
given above; (As, S, Mgh, Msb;) and is little (see #1 Jú. in art. Ujj,) was on the 25th of
* 3: ..., ($, K.) i. e. **: [Everything and much [n hiteness of the hair]: one says, November O. S.: see also
and
is by the will of God]. (S.)
-:
$4
[Whiteness
of
the
hair,
or
hoariness,
3
it is also said that] &: [used alone] is a name
: and
and Us: or #: See : came upon him]: (TA:) but W -: signifies a
of [the month] J59. c/95tée, because of the white
man's entering upon the period of whiteness of ness of the earth by reason of the hoar-frost and
in the middle of the paragraph.
*** *
the hair, or hoariness: (As, S, Msb:) see an ex. snow. (Mgh.)
du: and Üle: ; see art. '5".
of this latter in the first paragraph. In the phrase
-3-3
-Ple: and āqle: [the former erroneously written
£1 dim. of #: See #, in the latter part
ing And whiteness of the hair of the head hath by Golius *]: See **, in art. "3+.
of the former half of the paragraph.
* * of
spread therein like as the radiance of fire spreads
• *%
* : see -:l.
4-e-6 - See #2, in two places: - and see also in firenzood, (Jel,) [or the head has become
glistening nith whiteness of the hair, or hoariness,]
£, near the beginning of the paragraph.
* [Being, or becoming, white-haired, or
U: is in the accus. case as a specificative: or,
*.
Jú -: is a phrase like
to Akh, as an inf n., as though it were hoary]: see 44%.
t: Incongruous, unsound, (K, TA) foul, or accord.
29 2 £3
- - -

in the K as an inf n.]. (Mgb.). One says, Jés

&=12,

* /

*

#

* J.

6 *w-

* J.

£:

*

f>

6

**

- e.

** *

in the Kurtsical & #J:#: @ mem.

*

6-6
** &

*

-

J35 Jš, (S,) or like:-13 ** : it means Intense
ugly, (TA,) in make, or formation. (K, TA. [See said : J-5 A3 (S.T.A.")
Ham p. 192.]) - And accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed,
+, of a whip, a genuine Arabic word of well n:hiteness of the hair. (TA.)
A child born preposterously, the legs coming forth
known meaning; (S;) The thong (K, TA) at
*::: White-haired, white-headed, or hoary:
before the arms. (TA.)
the upper extremity (TA) of a whip: (K, TA:) (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) [it is said to be] anomalous
there are two of such thongs, called cus:... (TA.) in form; (S, Mgh, Msb;) for an epithet of this
&

*

1.

*,

*Ot.

+4. inf n. : and # (Msb,

TA) and ::, (TA) He became white
hour,

* Also A nord imitative of the sounds made by measure is only formed [by rule] from a verb of
the lips of camels (S, K) in drinking. (S.)= And the measure J*, aOI". J%; (S, TA;) and it is
a condition of the formation of such an epithet
pl. of: [G. v.] ($, K, &c.)
that it must denote a defect or the like, or a

(Mgb, T.A.) And -t:
+ a pl. of which the sing, is doubted: see colour: but <!. signifies white-headed, or hoary
* > of
4-9, ($) and W-9, (MSb, TA,) inf. n. --> -re".
headed; [so that it does denote a colour;] and El
and ā:, (S,) His head, and her head, became
# an inf n. of 1 [q. v.]. (S, Mgb.) - And Khafájee says that it is reckoned among epithets
n"hite, or hoary. (S, Msb, T.A.) - [Hence,]
accord. to El-Khafájee, A white, or hoary, beard: denoting defects, or blemishes, like L* and

haired, or
2, #.

©

• * **

de

A=9| J., & 1 [The heads, or summits, of but MF says that this is a conventional post
#4. (MF, TA:) it is said in the K that it has
the hills became white, or hoary]. (A)= And classical meaning. (TA.)=[Also, in the present no 5 4, i.e., (TA,) the epithet i: is not applied
J.;" -u. It whitened the head, so expl. by day, applied to A species of artemisia; (Forskál's to a woman; (Msb, TA;) iú: being used in its
ISk as used in the following saying, (S,) ascribed Flor. Aegypt. Arab., p. lxxiii., no. 439;) the
by J to 'Adee, but it is of 'Abeed Ibn-El-Abras: artemisia arborescens of Linn. : (Delile's Flor. stead; (TA;) though one says & *: (MSb,
(IB, TA:)
Aegypt. Illustr., no. 799:) - and Lichen; TA:) [but see Har p. 418, where # is men.
•*
~*
**
* c >
(Forskål ubi supra;) the lichen prunastri of Linn. tioned, applied to a woman, as meaning aged, and
*

us-lad! a us">

:

"<1%5.5%

*

(Delile, ib., no. 976t.) And J.: # Lichen

white, or hoary, in the head : and see it: in

art.

scyphifer. (Forskål, p. xxviii, no. 559)]
*:I the pl. is ~#5 (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K.)
&:
*::: near the end of the paragraph: with which is syn. +: (TA, as from the K;
[Thou inclinest to silly and youthful conduct: but

*

*

: S60

whence cometh to thee the inclining to such con - and see also the paragraph here following.

[but not found by me in the copies of the K to
205 *
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which I have had access;]) and

*:

(K, anay his face, (S, A, TA,) from a [person or]

she-camel. (§, Q.) – Also A horse strong in

TA:) this last is said by IM to be allowable in thing, or from the heat of fire, or a hot odour, and spirit; syn.
poetry, 2: L* [here meaning as though it from something hurtful: (TA:) or he exerted
were a word composed of sound letters]; and this

himself
lf in aversion or turningg anay. ((IAar,, T.A.
TA.)
•

is the assertion of the lexicologists [in general]: One says,

ISd thinks it to be pl. of " £3.3 (Q. v.], like as
J# is of Jū; orpl. of" * [which app. means

-: 4%;

(O, K, TA; in the

J-àby[i.Skr.
e. in(O.)
breath]) and so '3-2:
| CK,
thus expl.

* *- d so ~ *

** Clau a.o.A:

I spoke to him, and

he turned anay his face. (A.) cus also signi

&->

J#.

two places.

fies He advanced, or came fornard; syn.

see the next preceding paragraph, in

&

white or hoary in the head], accord. #9 the (Fr, O, TA.) [Thus it has two contr. meanings.
Mutual caution or fear. (And The
See
also
the
part.
n.,
*-*.*.]And
He
defended
dial. of the people of El-Hijáz, who say as-la->
act of striving, labouring, toiling, or exerting one
.* and -: £3. (TA.) - [Hence,] one what nas behind his back. (IAth, TA.) [See, self, in anything. (K.) [But in both of these
very

says,

s

(..* Jús Ji &#

# I saw the mountains

J.

again, the part n.1–43, Cúl, said of a horse, senses it seems to be an inf. n. of 3, q.v.] = Also

He let his tail hang don’n loosely. (Lth, S.) F, in (K) Drought, dearth, scarcity. (O, K.)
: See
in two places: - and see also
--> [used alone] signifies + Mountains upon the K, following Az and Sgh, says that this is
a
mistranscription
of
the
verb,
for
P-L-l;
but
his
which snow falls, and n'hich are nhite, or hoary,
[See the latter
therenith : (S, L:) or mountains white with snon, assertion requires proof. (MF.)
d of

white with snow and hoarfrost. (A, TA) And

£3
6

£,

p.

s

•

•

C+": See C#, in two places. It is also expl.
..] = Lā)') --Už! The land
or with dust: and, some say, white clouds: sing. verb, in art.
&# (L, TA) And, applied to truffles (::=). produced the plant called C#. (AHn, O, K.) as meaning Striving, labouring, toiling, or exert
+White and large : (TA:) or simply white. (Id.
ing himself, and persevering in his work : (A:)
Cautious, or fearing; (A, K,) as also and striving &c., and hastening, or going quickly.
VOCe -**) --à>: +A day in nihich are
w
(A, TA,) and 7
(As, O:) or this (TA) - Also Advancing, or coming fornard, to
cold and clouds and 2% [correctly *54, meaning
one. (Fr, O, K.) - And Defending nhat is be
thin clouds, or cold and humid clouds, in which last, cautious, or fearing, and at the same time
hind one's back. (Fr, O, K.)
is no water]; as also &# ź. (K) – # striving, labouring, toiling, or exerting himself:
£ is expl. as meaning Striped; applied to
(Az, TA:) or all signify prudent; discreet; or
#", (K) or #4 #3, (TA) and ##, having,
or using, precaution, or good judgment; a garment: but Az says that there is no such
(TA voce
+ The last night of the (lunar|(Ham p. 281) and so
&-3. (Id. p. 43) word, so applied: the correct word is
with
month: (K, TA:) its first night is called āk. In the dial. of Hudheyl, (S,
O,) Striving, labour
and #- #. (K voce;-) à:
Šá, ing, toiling, or exerting himself (S, A, O, K.) in [the unpointed] L.". (TA.)
affairs; (S, O, K;) and so * C:", (A, K,) and Us-e:*:
and £
see in art. "5*.

£:
&

&#:

s

3-)

£4,

5-

3:

*

•

#:

&: (As, O, K:) pl. of the first [and app. **
of the second also] £, (S, O.) = Also [The
us->e":
W

:

*:

See

+, in two places.

•

see the following paragraph.

J O -

artemisia Judaica; and absinthium Ponticum ;

C

species of normwood;] a certain plant, (AHn,

it-s: ($, o, K) and "U-s: (0, K) A

1. *-ū : see 4 – [Also, accord. to Freytag, S, A, O, K,) well known, (AHn, O, K,) of several state of haste : (S, O, K.) or a state of confusion:
species, (AHn, O,) of some [species] nhereof
mentioned in the L:
on the authority of the “Kitáb el-Addád,” He brooms are made, (L) [and n:hich is also used (K:) the latter omeaning
of d
**

was brave, or bold: thus having two contr. signi for fumigation,] the
leaves of n!hich are [of the
fications. - Another meaning assigned to it by
-

- -

*

- d -

O y

(TA:) you say, >, <! & A-s:- - , (§, O,

hind called] →3', (AHn, O, L;) it has a sweet K) and e- c, L-4: G (0, K) They are

-5

him, in common with 2-3% and z-\al, as on the odour, but its taste is bitter; is pasture for horses in a state of haste in respect of their affair:
authority of the K, i.e. “Diligens fuit,” is a mis and camels; and the places of its growth are the (S, O, K:) or in a state of confusion in their
take.]
plains and the meadows: (AHn, O, L:) pl. affair: (L, K:) as having the latter meaning,

2.4-3, (O) inf n.

£, (K.) He cautioned

him; or made him to fear, or be in fear. (O, K.")
- And He removed him, or it, far anay. (O.)
*= And
(O, TA,) inf n. as above, (K.) He

&

looked at his adversary, or antagonist, and
straitened him, or treated him with hardness or

harshness: (O, K, TA:) from IAar. (TA.)

3-2. (Fr, O, L.) = Accord. to the K, [pro Ibn-Mālik says that it is £33, with £ and
bably on the authority of Lth,] it signifies also A medd, of the measure 5.4, not 5.x: ; but this
[garment of the hind called] , of El-Yemen: requires consideration: Ibn-Umm-Malik and
but Az says that there is no kind of garment so others, following AHei, say that W à-4. -> Xi'i
called: the correct word is +, with [the un
&: means the people, or party, are in a
pointed] L. [and with fet-h]. (TA.)
state of striving, labour, toil, or exertion, and
&: [and probably with tenween also]: see determination, or resolution, in respect of their

*

s

Very jealous; (S, O, K;) because affair. (TA) = it->: also signifies A land
that produces the plant called C#: (S, O, K;)
such is cautious for his wives, or women under
and so W c-s: (O, K:) or it signifies many
covert, or household or family; (S, O';) and so
W 8%. (K.) - Also, (O, K,) and 7 &l-', plants of the kind so called : thus in the T, on the

C#. - Also

3: see the next paragraph, in two places. -

• de

Also He fought. (T, K.)

6

4. Cul, (S, A, K.) in n. i-tal, (IA:TA)

6

•

-

authority of As and A’Obeyd, and so says AHn,

He was cautious, or in fear, (S, A, K,) a-e [of (As, O, K,) Tall: (O, K:) or goodly in tallness. as is stated [in the O and] in the R; (TA;)
it], (A, TA,) i.e. a thing, or an affair, (TA)and (L.) - And the former, That makes, or utters,
a AHn saying further that it is like *:: Inean
J. J.---

2:-u- A* [for the thing that he wanted]; (#3)
as also " als, (S, A, K,) inf as-el-2 and C-3;

lon, sound in running; [so I render

#:

L-3 ing a company of

in the K and TA; in the O and in my MS. copy
of the K,

J:

but the former I think the

and * *-ū. (K.) or he was cautious and in fear,

£2:

[or elderly men], and
#: meaning a herd of * [or asses], &c.;
(O;) [so that it is a quasi-pl. n. ;] but this is

right reading; app. by reason of quickness, or disallowed by El-Mufaddal Ibn-Selemeh. (TA.)
endeavouring to repel death. (L.) - But in the
sniftness; for it is added,] quickness, or swiftness,

dial. of Hudheyl, (#) He strove, laboured, toiled,
is meant thereby: (O, TA:*) mentioned by Az,
or exerted himself, * & [in an affair]; and so on the authority of Khālid Ibn-Jembeh. (TA.)
W als. (S, A.) – And Itsantinued journey
[In this sense it seems to be with tenween: for]
6 *

ing, or going on. (O-)-4-> cul

He turned

> d >

-

-

•

&:
&

1 & (S, A, Msh, K) aor. : (S, Msh,

-

âla-d' [is its fem, and] means A quick, or snift, K.) inf. n.

r-zy
-

#, with fet-h to the US, (S, K,) and

Book I.]

i: (K) and is,*(TA)and:#(K) and
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*-** - A&
C

6 -

ā-s: (Kr, ISd, A, Mgh, Mab, K) and [of mult.] that of the
J.

#-s:

(Zbd, TA)

and i-s:

[the most com

O. J.

* *

&#.

which is the bastard saffron

*

# (S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) and £ (K, with

Jaas' 5-3); it grows in the meadon's, and

mon form, respecting which see what follows, kesr, to agree with the U4, TA) and &== (S,

ck: [or places where nater runs to, or in,
or into, meadon's, &c.]. (AZ, T.A.)

(S.A.M., K) and £35 (K.) and ':,
infn:#; (S, A, K;) and 7 £; (K;) He
became a

.*:

A, Msh, K) and is: ($, Mgh, K) and is:
(A[there said to be like #1) and "####, (K,

[i.e. an old, or elderly, man; and so in one of my copies of the S,) or this last

the

# em of £3, 4 v. (S, A, M., K.)
d-

4 d >

U9s-c: ; see

£3.

*

&c.] (S, A, Msb, K.) in £3, the us is

is a quasi-pl. n., (Mgh, Msb,) and [so are]

originally movent [with fet-h], and afterwards
made quiescent, for there is not in the language
a word of the measure U2'ss [except J2a-2, as
is said in the S in art. Jes-J: as to the similar

'#' and 'i: and "##2 (TA) and

f

6 *

*

6

- d-

do

5*

+d -

words whose medial radical letter is 3, as āj2:=
and

#3: and is:

and

**,

these are

****

* 6 - d.

* 6 - d.

* @ -

£-># and &:e-e:

and

&*:

© d >

-

dims. of

£,

(K, and so in one of my copies of the
q. V.

$) and '-' (S. K.) the last like R-s:
and

**

and

*:: and #3: and # : 4,

22 • 2 -

6 *

> 0

which are said to be the only other instances of
this form, (TA,) [but to these should be added
#:- and #: and its: and perhaps

originally #3:= [for ####, of the measure
####,] and the like, and are contracted; for
were it not so, they would be ### and the some other instances,] and 7
like. (S, L.)

(K,) and

- -

&"

: See

-

*

£, in seven places.
*:

#4,

J.

ā-e:- and ā--~ &c.; and the pl.
6 de

*:::

} see :.
C

another pl. is '+', (S, A, K.) or this last is

2. ~ : see the preceding paragraph. = 4-2,

*

pl. of is #3, (Mgh, Mgb) and is disallowed by

&#. (TA,) He called him by
the appellation of £, to pay him honour, or

IDrd and Kz (TA) [though very commonly used 1. *sū, aor. 34, (S, Msh, K) inf n :,
in the present day, especially as applied to doctors ($) He plastered it (a wall) with **, (§, K.)
is i. e. gypsum, or the like: (K:) he 5uilt it (a
of religion and law]; and the pl. of

respect (§, K, TA)= And £4 &: IHe at

£i. ' +: pl. of £3

(S, K,) inf n.

•

A.

£i

tributed or imputed to him, or charged him nith,
a vice, or fault; blamed, or reproached, him; (S, K,)

(Z, TX 9." structure) with *, meaning gypsum. (Msb.)

dim of : is "## (S, A, K) and "#,

(K, TA;) cast a bad, an evil, a foul, or an ex
cessively bad or evil or foul, imputation upon him.

(TA.) And as

£: [and so as: accord. to an

explanation of U2-yll

&#, as on the authority

£

kesr

£ (S:) ' #:

& 3" bits + They strengthened
religion: from st: in the first of

- See also 2. –
and exalted the

the senses expl. above: (Harp. 5:) [or rather
allowable, (S, A) or is rare. (K)-(cis-5, from
this verb as syn. with 3:3 and súj

The two Sheykhs, is a title peculiarly applied to

See also 4.—As inf n, of $3 in the phrase

the first two Khaleefehs, Aboo-Behr and 'Omar.]
—£ also signifies + A woman's husband, (K,)

J.'': 33, aor, as above, (TK) ** signifies
of AZ, in the TA, but this may be a mistranscrip
+
The calling camels, (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K, TA,)
tion for J£u <-->] He exposed his vices, though young: and in like manner, a man's wife, as also V #31, (Ibn-'Abbād, O,) raising the voice

faults, or evil actions ; disgraced him; or put whether old or young, is called his j*-*. (AZ, in doing so. (TA.) - Also, (K,) as inf. m. of
TA in art. ja-s.)- [And t An ancestor. Ac
him to shame. (K, TA.)
the same verb, (TK) + The rubbing perfume with
cord. to a copy of the A that seems to have been
the skin; (K;) as also " 3: ; in some copies of
: see 1.-[It signifies also] Hefeigned, used by the author of the TA, one says, &: *
5.
U-2, which is tropical, the K, W 3-#: (TA:) [the former of these two
Aşı 3-44 and
or made a shon of old age. (KL.)

&:

*:

seems to be the right; and the meaning seems to

meaning

# (S.A.Mgh, L.M.E.K. &c.)and'ês:,

2% &:

but the right reading is evi be, the rubbing the skin with

perime 5 .#

dently "4: …, and 381; and the meaning, accord. to AA, one says -elali 1: * 3:33,
(K,) but the latter is a strange word, mentioned
his ancestors, generosity.] meaning Rub thy skin with this perfume. (O.)
by some of the expositors of the Fs, as expressing ! He inherited, from
more than the former word, (MF,) [An old, or

*:3 means | Iblees:

because he was created

=3ts, (said of a man, TA) aor, as above, (K.)

elderly, man; an elder, as meaning a man whose of fire, or because his ultimate place will be the inf n. 3.3, (TA) also signifies He perished, or
age gives him a claim to reverence or respect; a fire of Hell. (Harp. 130.)- And
+ The died. (K.)
senior;] one advanced in age, (Mgh,) such as is

£

beyond him who is termed J:s, (Mgh, Mob)

mountain-goat that is advanced in age, or full

2. ', (A, L, MS, TA) inf n : (L,

And •+ The
milk-skin. (TA.) Msb, TA,) He raised it high; (A, Msb, TA;)
gronn.* 3 (TA.)* *
* > of
n:hich means him whose * [i.e. youthfulness,
or prime of manhood,] is ended: (Mgh:) one in ->>'' £2. i. q W2-2), (K,) i. e. f The namely, a palace, (A,) or a building; (MSb,
n:hom age has become apparent, (L, K,) and seven [or five] planets; (TK;) or the A3% [also TA;) as also " su%l, (A, L, TA) and "$3.3 :
hoariness: (L:) or a man from the age of fifty, applied by some to the five planets, Mercury, (A: [this last is app. included with the two other
which is
in theasA,
as havingtothis
pertaining
it, meaning,
by an explanation
confirmed,
]; accord. to | verbs,
or fifty-one, to the end of his life, or to the age of Venus. Mars,, Jupiter,
Jupiter, and Saturn]:
eighty: (L, K:) also expl. as meaning a man IA: A2=-&l £1, (TA in this art.,) or
of its pass. part. n., **, q. v.:]) or *** [im
advanced in age but having strength, or vigour,
a repetition of the act of building: (see
plies
&:-)
in
art.
(TA
by
Th,
as
is
related
25-31
or
a
decrepit,
an
neak,
old and
to fight: and
man, £ho is of no service: (Mgh:) [in the present means the stars that do not make their [tem * :) or] signifies he built it firmly, or strongly,
day, #-A is used in the senses above mentioned; porary] abode in the Mansions of the Moon, which and raised it high. (L.) – See also 1.
and is also especially applied, as an appellation of [latter] are called +S,As: : ISd says, I think
honour, to a doctor of religion and lan"; a head, that he means, by the A3+3, the fixed stars: Th 4. £1, see 2. — Hence, (L) isúl signifies
or chief of a religious confraternity; a chief of a says that they are called only
i. e. ! The raising the voice in saying a thing (Lth, S,
L, K) [of any kind, or] such as one's companion
tribe or the like, and of a village; and to a re the
thereof, around which the [other] stars
J”
puted saint :] fem. 'is', (S, A, Msb, K,) an
dislikes; like 3-5. (Lth, L.) See also 1. You
revolve, and pursue their courses. (TA. [See say, #4 30%) and #4. | He raised his voice.
old, or aged, woman; syn. is: (A:) [and
also : , last sentence.]) = * *: signifies also
applied in the present day particularly to a learned
(A.) And as su'l I He proclaimed it, or cried
woman; an instructress; and the like:] the pl. [of A. certain tree; (AZ, K, TA;) also called 5-3 it, raising his voice; namely, a stray, or any other
(S, A, Mgh, Msb, K) and £”, the fruit of which is a * [q. v.] like thing: (As, L:) the made it known; (AA, S, A,
pauc.] of: is
-

-

9

£i

* £i.

6 o

£i

- w
4.

-

-

-

[Book I.

*** - lae:
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6 • * * *

K;*) namely, a stray. (S, K.) And ** 30%l which holes have been made,”] and ā-ā- Júš

J*

Dates of n!hich the stones do not become

! He raised his good fame, by praising him; [“slaughtered rams”]: and hence you may say hard; as also "#4,#5 (S, A, K,) which is only
raised a good report of him: (S, A, L:) and he * 3: ...a5; because 3-#5 denotes building, and the case when the palm-tree has not been fecun
63 - " a o –

d -

6

-

-

raised his ill fame, by dispraising him; raised an the act of building is repeated, and a building dated by the flowers, or pollen, of the male tree:
(S:) and sometimes, having no stones: (Fr, TA:)
evil report of him: and asual and '3st: he raised becomes high by degrees. (L.)
bad dates: (A:) or the worst of dates; (IF,
or
his notoriety or fame. (L.) And 43 suit He
K;) as also "the latter word: (Mgb:) or
Msb,
in
paragraph,
preceding
next
the
see
:
published against him something disliked, dis
of dates when full-grown but unripe:
norst
the
four places.
approved, or odious: one says, ta-.5 a.ks st:l
# ! [He published against him. something
and
bad, evil, abominable, or foul]. (A.) - And
#! also signifies t The act of destroying: (#.

TA:) from the same word as syn, with 32.5.
(TA.)

(Lth, TA:) called in the dial. of Belhárith Ibn
Kaab, U- ; and by the people of El-Medeeneh,
J: : (El-Umawee, TA:) and said by some to
be a Persian word, arabicized: (TA:) n. un, with

Je:

6. Al:5: see 6 in art. 25%.
6

de

•e

2:: n, un, with 3: pl. of the latter - We: : and
-

•

*-* ~ *

6 *

6.- d. •

dim. 5-8: and
* .

Msb.)
* *

2' :

5: see 1, in two places.

5, (A, Msb, K.) i.e., i.e.: and #4%. (A,

*

*-*.
see Je

3-5
wa-e-

-

-

s

-

Blae: : n, un, with 3: see Jae:, in two places.
See art. 23:.

*w
*

45 de

Je:, a Pers. word, [or rather of Pers, origin,

Je" :
-

• 6

from 1.x: ,] Possessed; or mad, or insane: or
intoxicated. (TA.)

la:
Jew

K.)

j: and W es# A hind of black wood, of which 1. *, (S, Mab, K.) aor. £3, (Mob,
inf n. * and is: (K) and is,*::, (Lth, K.)
bonyls ( glas) are made : (S, K:) or the latter is
It (a thing, Msb, TA, or, as some say, particu

* Anything with which a wall is plastered,
A, K,) consisting of gypsum and the like; a certain black wood of which combs and bonyls
larly, olive-oil, and rob, TA) burned, or became
(A, K;) J says, of gypsum or 1.5%; but this last
(Mgh ) or ebony: or ~". burnt; (Mab, K, TA;) as also 71.43, (K) said
made:
are
(c)(is)
word is a mistake, [probably originated by an
are
(S,

[a certain wood of which bon's or arron's
early transcriber of the S,] for 1.3-, i. e. mud, or
made]: (AA, K.) or walnut-wood: (As, Ed
clay: (K:) or [peculiarly] gypsum. (Mgb.) Deenawaree [AHn], Mgh, K:) As says of the
Az says that some of the Arabs sometimes call Uç:, by the name of which the Arabs call

thus A. c-à- [i. e. fortres, fort, or fortified
(TA)

place].
-

6

A.

-

of flesh-meat: (TA:) or both, said of flesh-meat,
signify its upper part became burnt by the contact
of fire: (Lth, TA:) the latter is also said of wool;
and the former likewise, of wool, and of hair:

bonels (Jüs- and £Laş) and the sheaves of pul (TA:) the former also signifies it was near to
leys, that it is nalnut-wood, but it becomes black becoming burnt: (TA:) and, said of clarified
ened by grease, and therefore is thus called, and butter, and of olive-oil, (S, K,) it became cooked

Je:... Plastered with Jºe: ; and so, as some say, it is not j: : so says AHn: and he adds, the case
so much that it burned; (S;) because, in that
*:::: (T,) or built with gypsum : (Mab3) or is as he has described it; for the je: does not case, it perishes; (O;) [which implies that a sig
made n'ith **, (S, A, K,) i. e. gypsum; and so, become thick so as that bowls may be carved nification hereafter to be mentioned is held to be
6** *
from it: (Sgh, TA:) of this latter, only combs and the primary one;] or became thick; or became
some say, W.A.:*: (A:) or the latter signifies the like are made; and it is black: it is also said,
so much that it almost perished. (K.)
raised high, or made lofty; (A’Obeyd, S, A, K;) in the T, that bonyls made from the walnut-tree cooked
also, 3.5" -** The cooking-pot
say
You
and so the former, applied to a palace, (A,) or are called &#3. (TA.)
burned, and had something sticking in it: (S:)

building: (TA:) the former has this meaning in

the Kur xxii. 44: (Jel:) J says in the S, Ks
says,

or had something burnt sticking in the bottom of

&#3: see the preceding paragraph.

* is applied to a sing, from the saying
*** 243; and W :,

it. (O, K.)– bus, (§, K.) aor, as above, (S)
also signifies He (a man) perished, or died. (S,

in the Kur, [ubi supra,]

&

-

U-e

to a pl., from the saying in the same, [iv. 80,]

: &# J: but this is a mistake: what Ks
says is that

i:, with

K.) [The art. in the S commences with this sig
nification, which, as remarked above, seems to be
dates
produced
palm-tree
The
&
#1:
4. 34.31
** 0 &

such as are termed U:. (O, K.)

3 and teshdeed, is a pl.

regarded by some as the primary one.]- Also .
He burned with anger. (TA in art. Úla:..)

[i. e. a lexicological, not a grammatical, pl.] of J.” and "4: A sort of dates which do not
if
: : (IB, K:") or the saying of Ks [if as quoted organize and compact stones; (Fr, O, K;) or,
when
and
hard;
become
not
do
they
so,
do
they
in the S] may be expl. accord. to the opinion of
such as are termed -ā-,
those who hold that: and *: both signify they dry, they become
vars. of..." and #4: :
dial.
K:)
(O,
sneet:
not
plastered with *, on the supposition that the
(S:) accord. to AHn, (TA,) of Persian origin.
Arabs did not use i: as applied to a pl., but
(O, TA.)

And It was, or became, null, void, of no account,
or of no force. (MSb, T.A.) - His (a man's)
blood, (S,) or it, (his blood,) (Mgh, Mgb, K,)
went (S, Mgh, Msb, K) for nothing, unretaliated,

pass, part. n. of the unaugmented verb only is

syn. -#5, (§, K, TA;)

only to a sing.: (Az, i:) [for] Fr says that the

#3: see the next preceding paragraph.

used when applied to a sing, and not denoting

repetition, or muchness; but either this or the
pass. part. n. of the verb of the measure J: may
be used when applied to a sing, and denoting

Jae

and uncompensated by a mulct; it nas, or became,

of no account. (S, Mgh, Mgb.)– And It (any
thing) went anay; passed anay. (TA)--Gü
23- ! The slaughtered camel became dispensed s
there remained not of
it any portion that was not divided and given:

(As, $3) and 9.5-12-1 su: The flesh of the

slaughtered camel went anay divided and distri
2: see the next paragraph.
buted, nothing thereof remaining. (A, TA.)
* - 0 &
repetition, or muchness, and when applied to a
4. als.<!! --el:l The palm-tree was not fecun £ also signifiest He hastened (S, K, TA) in an
pl.: thus you say C* J'é [“a slaughtered dated by the flowers, or pollen, of the male tree: affair. (K, TA.)= [&t: seems to be a dial. var.
(A, K.) or its dates dried up: and it bore dates of 480, as signifying He mixed it. - And
but you may say *::
ram”]; but not
6

- d -

s

£4%

* *

such as are termed Jaé: (Mab3) or it became hence,]

*

ā-

[as meaning “a garment in which holes bad, and its dates became such as are termed
have been repeatedly made,” or “in which many Jess; (TA) as also '-'. (Kr, TA)
holes have been made,” or “much pierced with
• DJ
5. – 31 Jae: The dates became such as are
holes,” as well as &2)--> P23 meaning “a gar
ment in which a hole has been made,” or “in termed Jae'. (S.)
6

d d

-
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4.3" £5 1 He mired the bloods; as

though he shed, or poured forth, the blood of the
slayer upon that of the slain. (S, K, T.A.) A
poet, (S,) namely, El-Mutalemmis, (TA) uses
the expression (#42 bu: 3. [If our bloods were
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mixed]; (S, TA;) accord. to one relation; but ferent authorities, as shown below, A devil; and exclusively of others. (TA) - [Hence, app.,]
accord. to another, the verb is with U. (TA.) with the article Ul, the devil, Satan;] is, accord. &, aor, as above, said of a thing, signifies also
** £5: see 4.
to some, from stā, (Mgb, K, TA) as signifying t It became scattered, or dispersed; like &#.
“it was, or became, null, void, of no account;” (TA in art. &.) You say, it." es: &: &,
2 : see the next paragraph, in five places.
and the like: (Mgb, TA:) or “he perished:”
*-

(K, TA:) or “he went away:” or “it burned,”

(Ms) or J. J. &#1 & # -ee, and

burned it, or made it to burn; (Msb, K;) namely, or “became burnt:” two reasons given for this

" -->45, (TA) + The milk, (Mgb) or the drop

4. Abul, (Mab, K.) inf n isúl, (Mab.) He

a thing, (Msb,) as, for instance, olive-oil; (TA;) derivation are, that among the names of the devil of milk, (TA,) became dispersed in the water,

as also "4e", (K) inf n. 1:5. (TA) "The

are

*:

and

Jelšl. and another is this; that

latter also signifies He burned its nool, namely, several read, in the Kur xxvi. 210, &##"
that of a sheep, in order to cleanse it; and so [instead of &etail: but some say that it is from

**: (S, TA:) and each of these, he (a cook) &#3, signifying
set it on fire, namely the foot of a bull or cow, or
of a sheep or goat, and the head, so that what
was upon it, of hair, or wool, became burnt.
(TA.) You say also, 35ill lot: He made the
cooking-pot to burn, and to have something

“he became distant,” or “re

respecting the former of which, it should be ob hair, or hoariness, appeared, and became scat
tered:

bus The smell of a piece gf cotton

s

•

•

6

•

*

burning, or being burnt. (TA.)

+" 4-3 els,

inf n, as above,

! Whiteness of the hair, or hoariness, spread upon
what has been

said above].

: es' &:

(TA.) And

&

+ The crack spread, and be

came dispersed, in the glass, or glass vessel. (Th,

TA) And J.' * >>us tThe camels became
scattered, or dispersed; or they scattered, or dis

persed, themselves. (TA.) = As trans. by means
of ~ : see 4, in two places. = [It is also trans.
by

medicine, the wound. (A, burnt. (S, K.) = See also ble:-2.
TA) [See also #35.] – Also, (K) inf n, as 3.3 and Lü, like * and *, [the latter being
above, (S,) He destroyed him, or it. (S, K.) formed by transposition from the former, but and
433 bul, (§, Mgh, Msh, K) and ~3, (§, K.) * being for Leu and &la,] Flesh-meat [&c.]

and

him; as also "4: [or * &#, agreeably with

burning, or

• &

•

herbage; and the

He (the Sultán, Mgh, Msb) made his blood to go

And #1 als, inf n : and £ and 3%
&# : is: and &#, £. of the

and

mote:” Sb gives both of these derivations:

served that if from lot: as signifying “it burned,”
or “became burnt,” it is proper; but if from the
same in any of the other senses mentioned above,
sticking in it. ($) And #1 * 1: He made it is tropical: and if belonging to this art, it is
the cooking-pot to boil; as also wks. (El imperfectly decl., being of the measure cºš.
Kilábee.) And2-0. ** He cooked thoroughly (S in art. Üla:, in which see it:) [but in the
the flesh-meat; as also als: (Ibn-'Abbād;) or Kur-án it is always perfectly decl.: and SM says
he smoked it, or made it smoky, and did not that] it is perfectly decl., unless used as a proper
thoroughly cook it; (S;) and so the latter. (TA name; in the latter case being imperfectly decl.
(TA.)

in art. bs.) And <: &: * 1: ; and
£" #3:1; ! The year of drought burned the

(Mil, TA) and mixed. (Mb) and as "&#
likewise signifies it became dispersed in it. (TA)

itself] 23:12:43 is like the saying #2

X: [Safety, or peace, &c., be, or light and
abide, on you]; (S, O, K;) but is only said by a
man to his companions when he desires to quit

them: (S, O:) or it means [may safety, &c.,]
follow you : (O, K:) or, not quit you : (K:)

for nothing, unretaliated, and uncompensated by

whence, (TA) one says also £1 & may

a mulct; made it to be of no account: (Mgh,
*~# Flesh-meat roasted, (K,) or made good,
Msb, K,” TA:) or the latter, (TA,) or both, (K,) and roasted, (TA) for a company of men: (K:)
he laboured to destroy him, or to kill him: (K, a subst, like 3:3 (K, TA) [In the CK, for
TA:) or both, he exposed him to slaughter: (S,

prosperity not quit thee; and in like manner
Lebeed says of praise (:-): (O, TA:) [and J
says that] aeus, inf n.
signifies he, or it,

9:të >, we find 9:(*X->]

6 d >

8%

folloned him: (S:) or AN-Ji_*ctā, (Yoo, O, K,)

K:) or, accord. to IAmb, you say, a .3, "bus,
aOl".

meaning he exposed him to destruction.

**,

inf n.

&#, (Yoo, O,) means [may

(TA.)

bus! He shed the blood * ! A she-camel that quickly becomes fat: safety, &c.,] fill you: (Yoo, O, K:) [app. from
(As, S, A, K.) applied also to a he-camel: (TA:) what next follows.] - One says also #) &#,
of the camel that was to be slaughtered. (As, K.) pl. *-*; (S, K;) in some of the copies of the
(K, TA) aor. £5, inf n. £3, (TA) I filled
–2-il bus : He distributed the flesh, (K,
TA,) i.e. the flesh of a slaughtered camel: (TA:) § 1.0%; and you say also "let." J. [app. a the vessel. (K, TA.)
You say also,

Or

*" 23

isj-" lot: he dispensed the last remaining

mistake for

**, which is fem., like J.' as well

2. as

&: see 1. = & said of a pastor, He

portion of the slaughtered camel, after all beside

as masc.]: AA says that last:-6, [or *-ū4,] blen, in the reed-pipe [called & by means of
had been distributed. (S, TA.) Also + He cut up,
applied
to camels, signifies assigned for slaughter;
or cut in pieces, the flesh of the slaughtered camel
which the camels are called together]. (Lth, K,
from bus said of a person's blood. (TA)
before the distribution. (ISh.)
TA) - J.''': &* He (a pastor) called to the
5: see 1, first sentence.

.#: 1A fat camel. (K) [See 10.1–

camels, whereupon they followed one another;

10. let:… t He became inflamed by anger; ! Laughing exceedingly; (K;) laughing vehe
* against him : (K, TA:) or he became as mently, like one exerting himself in his laughing.
though he were inflamed in his anger; accord. to (ISh.)
As, from *:- as applied to a she-camel: (S,
TA:) [or] he burned, and became inflamed, by
&=
vehement anger. (TA.) – t He (a man, TA)
1. £13, aor. ::, (S, O, Mgb, K.) inf n. **
became brisk, or sharp; (K,” TA;) he burned;
(TA;) £9. &- by reason of the thing, or affair. (O, Mgb, K) and is,*($,0, K) and 8:3 (K)
(O, K, the last, in the CK,
(K, T.A.) – 1 It (a pigeon) flen, briskly. (K, and 3% and

(Msb;) in [some of] the copies of the K, i. q.

6

p.

&" &#9, Mºk):
8:4,

TA.) - | He sought to be slain in war or

act:2) said of information, an announcement, a

fight. (TA.) – t He became at the point of piece of news, or a narrative, or story, (TA)
destruction. (TA) - 1 He (a camel) became
fat: (S, TA:)[as though he desired, or demanded,

or of a thing, (O, Mgb) It became spread, pub
lished, divulged, revealed, made known, or dis
that he should be slaughtered, and that his flesh closed; (§, O, K, TA;) or it became apparent,
should be distributed:] or fatness spread in him. or manifest; (Msb, TA;) cul Lé [among the
(TA.)
: 6:

...

6

* de

*

* >*

&\lass [i. e. dula: or &u:, accord.

-

to dif

to A-1,[in the CKUA: ,] but correctly a " &l,
(TA,) which means he called to the camels, (K in
another part of the art., and TA,) when some of
them remained, or lagged, behind: (TA:) and [in

like manner] 24: 'au, (§, K) inf n. âté.
and

&, (S,) he (a pastor, S) shouted and called

to his camels, (S, K,) when some of them remained,
or lagged, behind: (S:) or <! & he (a pastor)
called out among his camels, whereupon they went
along, following one another: (Mgh:) and &:
X: he urged on the sheep, or goats, (K,” TA,)
because of their lagging behind, (TA,) in order
that they might follon, the others. (K, TA.) [The
last two phrases are app. from the second of the ex

people]; so as to reach every one, becoming
equally known by the people, not known by some planations here following]-4-4, infn. &

#,
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also signifies He sent, or sent on, him, or it. (TA.) affair]. (TA) And Ju ş J. L'été ú.
- And He made him, or it, to follon. (TA) - My leg does not conform with [my wish] nor aid
[And He made it to be followed by another thing.] me to walk, nor does my shank. (T.A.) And
One says, J% &- <- &Lää &# [or rather a's L” 4: <3 His soul conformed [or
and
ai-] + I made [the fasting of] Ramadán to be complied] with him, [i. e. nith his nish,]
+ o- a followed by [the fasting of] six [days] of Show encouraged him, to do that; as also "a:... (L,
wāl; expl. by a #3i [a well-known phrase, of TA.) - Also (O, K) He befriended him, or was
frequent

occurrence,

but one which I have not

friendly to him; syn.

$13,

lightness, levity, or unsteadiness; or flurried, or
disquieted, him. (TA) - See also 3, first sen
tence.

6.

J.'

#1,

*::: see 1. - 12:20:5 is from
(S, O,) and signifies They became &

[i.e. separate parties, &c., pl. of **, q. v.].
(TA.)- And They went, or went along, together.

(S, O, K,) from

6**

(KL.) - [See also the part. n., voce &J
found in any of the lexicons, except in explana
tions; the approved phrase used in its stead being
ūg) #, lit. meaning “I made them to follow
it;” this being virtually the same as “I made it to be
followed by them”]: (Msb:) [and in like manner,
the elliptical phrase] & & (K,) or 3: &

& 6)–:- * * * * in the
latter part of the paragraph.-4: & :
near the beginning.

see 2,
8. *:: -et-à!, said of a she-camel: see 4.
[Hence, app.,] one says - [See also the part. n., voce

&]

also us." Brad J2:12: & The guide &é, originally &: see the latter
called to them [and they san, the right direction].
(TA.) =

&# occurs in a trad., as some relate

word. -

Also The urine of the she-camel, that becomes

&la.), (0, TA) means He fasted after Rama
scattered when the stallion leaps her. (As, O,
dán, or the month of Ramadán, six days; (O, it, and is expl. as there meaning # 3,4-lä-oll K.) And, (As, O, [accord. to the K “or,”] The
J.--

- J.

8-> : but AA says that it is a mistranscription
R, TA) i.e. a £i. (TA)-4-, * : for
£1, with U" and - ; or that it may be from
(Lth, S, O, Mgb, K-) I went forth with him

(Lth, O, Mgb, K) on the occasion of his departure, à: signifying “a wife.” (IAth, TA.)
(O, Mgb,) namely, a guest, (Msb) in order to bid
him farenell, and to conduct him to his place of 4. £1 cul, (§, 0) or ..", (Mab, K) or
alighting, [app. meaning, to his first place of
alighting,] (Lth, O, K,) or to show honour, or rather:ll, as in the L; (TA) and 4: cul, (0,
courtesy, to him; and I bade him farenell: K;) as also *: W &, first pers. As *::: (Msb,
(Msb:) or

-#"

&: signifies

he folloned the

guest [app. on the occasion of his departure, in
order to bid him farewell, &c.]: (Mgh:) or
al-- ~~ axe: he went forth with him on the
occasion f his departure, desiring to cheer him
• O

•

J

-

by his company to some place; and **u signi
fies the same. (TA)- [*: sometimes signifies

He followed him, not coming up with him, but
alivays going behind him]. See ##, WOce

&#.

- [And He folloned, or imitated, him; con

urine of the he-camel when he is excited by lust.

(A5, O, K.)

&: A space [of time].
*- d -

of

ad >

(S, O, K.) One says,

*

as: 5' W, * &% 26 (S, O) i. e. Such a one
remained, or stayed, a month or the space there

of: or nearly the space thereof. (TA.) - One

says also, 4: 3. l: 4:1. I will come to thee
K;) He spread, published, divulged, revealed, to-morron, or after it: (S, o, K:) or to-morron,
made known, or disclosed, (S, O, K,) and (K)
or the day after it (L, TA)—And tââ £3 13.
made apparent or manifest, (Msb, K,) the in This is he that was born next after this; like
formation, announcement, nen's, narrative, or
*# (§, O, K, all in art 2,43) or this is the
story, (S, O,) or the thing, (MSb, K.) or the
like
of thi. (A’obeyd, O and K in the present
secret. (L., T.A.) And 'G' *: als He made
art.) – &: signifies also A folloner: and a
the mention, or fame, of the thing to fly [abroad,
Jriend, or a comrade, or an assistant. (KL.) or to spread]. (TA.) —-si &: Júl << And A lion's whelp : (Lth, IDrd, S, O, K:) or
+ I dispersed, or distributed, the property among n:hen he has attained to taking prey; so in the
the people, or party; and C-" & 3: the L: and some say the lion [himself]. (TA.) =

formed, agreed, or complied, with him; like [contents of] the cooking-pot among the tribe. See also &#.
&]. See 3, in three places. - üşi &: 1 He (A’Obeyd, T.A.) [See also its pass. part. n.]
%: <-cl:l t She (a camel) ejected her urine, #: &: One who follon's after women, and
encouraged such a one, and emboldened him, (O,
K.T.A.) and trengthened him. (TA.) One says, (S, K,) scattering it, (K,) and stopped it; (S, mixes, associates, or converses, with them. (K,"
K; expl. in the Kin two places;) but this is only
•us Us" *: U}} 1such a on: strengthen when the stallion has leaped her, and is only said TA.)
him to do that. (TA) And Lie La &: + He in relation to camels; and " " -et-l sig #3 4 wife: because she follows, or conforms
nifies the same: and in like manner cl:l is said with, [the wishes of] her husband. (Sh, O, K,

strengthened this with this. (TA)-531 &

! He thren, or put, firenzood upon the fire to make
it blaze or flame, burn up, or burn brightly or

of a he camel. (TA)-> ā āū, (S,
O) or 23.9, (K) or both, (TA) as also

fiercely. (ISk, S K, TA) - And jūg 4->
+ He burned him, or it, with fire. (S, K, TA.) 23:9 & "...#5, (K.) May God make safety,
peace, &c., [to light and abide upon you, or]
Of anything that has been burned, one says, &#. to accompany and follon, you. (S, O, K. [See

TA.) = See also &#.

# A certain tree, (O, K,) belon, the stature
of a man, having knotted, or jointed, rods, and
small, dark-red blossoms, smaller than the jas

or

mine: (O:) the bees feed upon it; (O, K;) and

men eat its tender extremities, being rendered
healthy, or sound, thereby; (2: &*~< ;) and
3. Axel:... primarily signifies The following [-cl:) is also expl. in the TA as meaning -->4-. it has a hot quality in the mouth; and is sneet in
another, or conforming neith him, in, or as to, an but I suspect a mistranscription or an omission in odour: (O:) clothes become sneet-scented by ad
affair, and an opinion; as also &#3 [an inf. n. of this case.]
hering to it, (O, K," TA,) i. e. to its blossom,
with what is said in the “Book of
agreeably
two
1,
in
places.
:
see
said
5:
a
of
man,
like, the former;] and so too signifies
Plants,” not to the tree, to which the pronoun
*:3 (if not a mistranscription for " :#, (S, O,) He asserted himself to hold the tenets of refers in the O and K, (TA;) and its honey is
which I rather think it to be, agreeably with what the as: [q. v.]: ($, O, K, KL, TA:) or he
clear, (O, K,) very clear, and is nell known: it
also 1, latter half.]) - J.'''

(TA.)

eul:

see 2. -

-

6 * * * *

**,

follows]; and the agreeing, or complying, with
him, or obeying him. (TA.) You say, *

*ic,”, (Lth, O, Mgb, K.) infn. #3 (MSD)

• &

&#.

Ge:

£5 and is a pasture; and grows in the plains, and near
(TA.) = [Accord. to Golius, it is expl. to seed-produce. (O.)

became a

a verb similar to

in the KL as meaning He left a portion of a

is:

A separate, or distinct, party, or sect,

&l, He followed him, or conformed with

thing undistributed: but this explanation is not (O, K, TA,) of men: this is the primary signifi
him, [&c.,] in, or as to, an affair : (Lth, O, in my copy of that work.] - Jill & &: He cation: so called from their agreeing together,
[and

Msb:) or he did so, and strengthened him; and strove, or laboured, or he distressed himself, or he and following one another: or, accord.* * to* * some,
* * *
2.
likewise £9 Usks in, or as to, an opinion; as courted death, (4:3) in his love of the thing. the Us is originally 3, and it is from a 235 es:,
also a le" as:, referring to an opinion [and an (TA) = < *: Anger excited him to which means “he collected his people or party:”
-

-

-

-

de •

J

-

-

-

-

*
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(TA:) the followers and assistants (S, O, Mgb, sharers, or partners, in it, i. e. a house ( j's)
K) of a man: (S, O, K:) any people that have land;] i. e. every one of them is a &” to
combined in, or for, an affair : (Msb, TA:) ac
cord. to Az, persons who follon, or conform with, fellon [or fellows]. (O, K.) And 'gl:

or

**

• *.p.

-

his

other things: (IDrd, O, L, K:) so called because
it accompanies and follows her. (TA.)

**

&#2

;

* G., (0,K) or -ji (os) and '98:4,

one another, [though] not all of them agreeing
together: (TA:) and any assistant and partisan (O, TA) in the copies of the K, erroneously,

One who will not keep, or conceal, a

Secret; or one who is unable to conceal his in

formation, new, or tidings; [a babbler of secrets

of a man: (O, TA:) [for] the word is applied to class, (TA;) They truo are sharers, or part &c.;] syn. Cu32. (S, O, K.)
one and to trvo and to a pl. number and to the ners, in a house, (0, K.) or land. (O.)- And
&: ; Courageous: ($, o, K, TA) as though
male and to the female, (K, TA,) without varia
ź
#
35.
The
house
is
undivided
[i.
e.
he
were encouraged and emboldened and strength
tion: (TA:) the pl. is & and
(S," O,
shared] among them; syn. Vist: (O, K. (See ened by another, or encouraged and emboldened
Msb, K,) the latter a pl. pl. ; (Msb;) and the also &J)
by the strength of his heart: (O, K:) or whose
former is applied to any people, or party, whose
heart is encouraged and emboldened by every
affair, or case, is one, who follow one another's
& Information, an announcement, a piece formidable affair in which he has embarked. (A,
opinion. (S.) The saying, in the Kur [xxxiv. of news, a narrative, or a story, spreading; or TA)- And t Very quick or speedy or hasty.
last verse], J: &- X-3. Jai U.ás means As becoming spread, published, divulged, revealed, (Ibn 'Abbād, Z, O, K)—áš:”, in a trad, re
was done with the likes of them, of the same per made known, disclosed, apparent, or manifest; lating to sheep or goats to be slaughtered as

&#.

suasion as they, of the peoples that have gone
J.C. c. [among the people]; so as to reach
before : (S,” TA:) and similar to this is the saying every one, becoming equally known by the people,
in the Kur liv. 51. (TA.)- Afterwards, ###" not known by some exclusively of others: (TA:)
became a name of A particular party [or sect]; and "ātā [is app. a pl. thereof, like as # is of
(Msb, K;) being predominantly applied to all
signifying, or so isú X: men's, or
n:ho took as their friends, or lords, 'Alee and the
People of his house: (K:) those nho folloned tidings, &c., spreading, or becoming spread.

&

'Alee, saying that he was the [rightful] Imām. (IAar, O, K.)- [t A thing scattered, or dis
after the Apostle of God, and believing that the persed, or in a state of dispersion: fem. with 5:
office of Imām should not depart from him and pl. of the latter &% ; which may also be pl. of
his descendants: (KT:) they are an innumerable the former applied to a rational being, like
people, who are innovators; the extravagant J.9% pl. of 36. One says, &% J: *

victims on the day of sacrifice, in which trad.

such are forbidden, (O, Mgb, K,) means the sheep
or goat (Mgh) that requires one to urge it on
after the [other] sheep or goats, (Mgh, O, Mgb,
K,) because of its weakness (Mgh, K) and lean
ness, (Mgh,) or because of its lack of strength to
..follon, them : (O:) or, as some relate it, the word
is W

£1,

(Mgh, O, Mgb, K,) meaning that

not, to follow the [other] sheep or goats,
(.31W &# J% 5, O, K," i. e. (#, Mgh,

Ceases

O, K,) or that ceases not to lag behind the [other]
sheep or goats, (Msb,) not coming up with them,

zealots among them are the Imāmeeyeh, who + The horsemen came scattered, or dispersed, or (Mgh, TA,) but always going behind them, (TA,)
revile the Two Sheykhs [Aboo-Behr and 'Omar]; in a state of dispersion; as also &#, formed because of its leanness; (Mgh, Msb, K;) from

and the most extravagant of them call the Two
Sheykhs disbelievers: some of them rise to the by transposition. (TA. [But the latter is also -: &: [expl. above (see 2)]; (Mgh;) or as
mentioned as belonging to art. 2:..]) - Also A though urging on the [other] sheep or goats.
pitch of [that misbelief which is termed] as: lot,
share, or portion, (~, S, O, Mgb, K, and (Msb.)
[q. v.]. (TA.) [It is also applied to A single
person of this party, or sect; agreeably with what

-->4, TA,)

undivided; and so * & (S, O, K,

#31: see what next precedes.

has been 3said- above; and such a person is likewise TA,) like as one says Já #: and %; (S,
&: Overtaking, or coming up with another
O;) and 7 &: (S, K;) [i.e. shared in common;
called " C-3; see 5.]
or
others; or one that overtakes, &c. : (S, K,
as though] spread; (TA;) so called because
TA:)
as in the saying of Lebeed,
see
the
next
preceding
sentence.
mixed, not being separated: (Msb:) [and it
es:
• *
•* * * - - seems, from the usage of a phrase in art, lala- of
•

s

*

*

(#42

and

#:

The nay of doctrine and
the K, (

practice, or the system of tenets, of the sect called
J e

ăsăul.]

&# see the next paragraph.

&#. signifies an undivided portion.]- Also

s

6

&

The reed-pipe of the pastor; (IAar, O,
K;) the instrument with which the pastor blons;

•

*

&#2,

24,

as:

3 -

rancorous, &c., and unprofitable; (O, TA;)

&#4, here, being with fet-h to the A.; (O;)

s

#2"

see the dual of each, voce &*.
•

•

à."
•e &

2, #1550)

*

•

•

-: The prichles (2%) that are at the back of
the

--- [or leafless portion, next above the

lowest and thickest part, of the branch] of the
palm-tree: (O, K:) so says AHát: (O:) but
Lth says that the word is

unpointed U". (TA.)
* *

[-i-, q. v.,]

with the

*

45 •

*** *

6

see art. -535.

*w-

Aaa" and Clas: :

from
3:

>*

82° :

>

-: [from Căle:]: see 2 in art. -535.

****, originally -312::

•

(AHn, O, K) that is quickly kindled by a weah --~,] meaning He is like a < that is very

*

6 *.*

&#3 and its fem., with 3: see & and &*.
&: Filled; (O, K;) applied to a vessel. (K.)

8%.

•

6* >

so named because he calls together the camels - [Hence,] + Very rancorous, malevolent, ma
with it: (A, TA:) or the sound of the pastor's licious, or spiteful; filled with baseness, meanness,
reed-pipe. (S, O, K.) - And Callers, or sum
or sordidness. (K, TA. [In the CK, erroneously
moners; syn. ités, (O, K,) pl. of
(K:) in said to be, in this sense,
like J: ; instead
the Tekmileh, £3 [a call, or calling, &c.]. (TA.)
of 84%, like J&J) Hence also, * . . <<3%
*= Also, (S, O, K,) and 7
(O, K,) but the
+He is [like a lizard of the hind called J-2
former is the more chaste, (O, [and the same is
that is] very rancorous, &c. (TA.) IAar says,
implied in the K,]) t Slender firewood, with
I heard Abu-l-Mekárim revile a man, saying,
which a fire is made to blaze or flame, burn up, * - 3 - ~ *
3 or burn brightly or fiercely : (S, O, K, TA:) and &:- --> *, [perhaps correctly -à, but see
W
signifies [the same, i. e.] slender firenzood this word, which is used as a syn. sequent to
fire, so that it prevails over the thich, or large,
firewood. (AHn, O.)

*

[Like as he that overtakes collects together the
last of those cattle that go behind the others].
Anything that is a supplement to a thing: or an (TA.)
2**
addition, or augment, thereto. (TA.)
of

*

es: J #1:1) that "&#, as sing:

* *

&\"." Sūl &#24 (+

*

see next preceding sentence.

&A

a: “I filled it.” (O, TA.)

1. *::" (#.

: &#, (S) inf n :,

2* ~*
axe:A aii [or hind of basket, of palm (TA) is like #4 (S.) [See 1 (last sentence
sharer, or partner: (TA:) pl. #.
(O, #, T.A.) One says, &: # * [They are leaves,] in which a woman puts her cotton and but one) in art. J3:...]
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&: A mountain: (IAar, S:) or the highest the thing. (TA) [Hence,] 4: Au, (K) first

"L:5, and "L". (KTA)- Also, (K) aor.

mountain: (Skr, O, K:) or a part that pers. £, (S,) aor. as above, (K,) inf. n. X4, as above, (TA,) inf. n._*: and A2: , He made a
is even, (Lth, O, K,) and small in breadth, in the (TA,) He sheathed his snoord; (S, K;) and [in valid charge, or assault, or attach, in war, or
face of a mountain, resembling a wall, (Là like manner] 4: _el [He put his arron's into battle. (K.) = Also, (K,) aor, as above, (TA,)
J* -9) (Lth, O,) that cannot be ascended: the quiver]: (TA:) and the former signifies also He (a man) had a black a3; [app. meaning
(Lth, 6, K*) or the most difficult place in a He dren, his snºord: thus having two contr. spot, or mole, i.e. asts,] apparent in his skin.
mountain. (S, O, K.) A poet says, cited as meanings: (S, K:) A’Obeyd doubted of the latter (K.) And **, inf n. +, [perhaps a mistran
using it in the last sense,
meaning; and Sh knew it not; but the verb is scription for X: He was marked with a aztá

part f a

said to have this meaning in a verse of El [or mole]: or, as some say, [the pass. part. n.]
Farezdak. (TA.) It is said in a trad. of Aboo
>: [signifying “marked with a act: ”] has
[An eagle dwelling betneen the most difficult Bekr that a complaint was made to him against no verb: and AZ says that 'X', signifying the
*e de

*

$31, 3:1 &#39; #13:

*

place in a mountain and the highest part thereof]. Khālid Ibn-El-Weleed, and he said, '-' is
(S, O.) See also a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb cited &##" L* #14: i. e. I will not sheath a
WOce #4,
in art. -$24-...- A long, or tall, snord [n'hich God has dranwn against the be
mountain; (Jisk J.-:) (K;) thus accord. to lievers in a plurality of gods]. (TA.) [Hence
some in the verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb. (TA.) also,] one says, ...: Gi Lal: (K, TA) i. e. [He
And accord. to some, it signifies in that verse

having upon him a Act, has no known verb:
(TA:) or ź is an inf. n. signifying the having

upon him at: [i. e. moles]. (Ham p. 361.) =
ūšš Ātā, (K) aor, as above, (TA) He soiled the
*

>*

>

legs, or feet, of such a one with dust, or earth:

sheathed] the #3; (TA;) meaning the attained (K, TA:) in [some of] the copies of the K,

(TA) A narron, cleft in a mountain: or in the his desire of the virgin. (K, TA.)- And Aū, >0.50 4:2:#; but correctly, [as in the CK
head thereof; or a cleft betneen two rocks. (K, 45u. cos' L. He struck the mare with his
and in my Ms copy of the K,] *: and accord.

TA)—Aside; syn. -- (Skr, o, K.) One

shank to make her run: (K:) or he impressed to the M, from A:", [meaning that the verb is
•3
became filled (lit. inserted) his leg [or shank] in the belly of the
derived
from
this
word,]
i.e.
<rºl.
(TA.)
from side to side. (TA.) =The head [or glans] mare, striking her [nith it]. (Aboo-Málik, TA.)
of the penis. (IAar, O, K.)=The hair of a
2 : see 1, in the latter half = L; 4:42:
horse's tail: n, un, with 5. (IAar, O, K.)= A
Or *#, He seized his head, or his garment,
wards
the
indications,
or
symptoms,
of
the
thing,
species of fish. (IAar, O, K)- The aquatic
waiting, or watching, for it. (S.)- And [hence, fighting him. (K.)
bird [or rather birds] called 9× [pl. of ae»,
#: v.]: (K:) n. un, with 3. (TA. [In the K, or the reverse may be the case,] & <>, (S,
4: see 1, in the latter half.
aäe: is mentioned in another place as meaning a Msb, K,') aor, and inf n, as above, (Msb,TA)
5: see 1, in the latter half. —%: 4: The
certain aquatic bird: and in the O as meaning a I looked at, (S, K,") or watched, or observed,
(Msb,) the lightning, (Msb, K,) or the cloud kindling of fire entered it; namely, a wood; as
species of aquatic birds.]) = And accord. to Ibn
thereof, to see where it would rain, (S,) or to see
'Abbād, i. q. *= [A writing, or book, &c.]. where it would pour, or bring rain, (Mgb,) or to used in a verse of Sá'ideh: or, as some relate it,
(O.)=See also art. &2".
see whither it tended and where it would rain : 4:3 [q.v.] (§, TA) And ~ail &y-L:

says,

g: &l £ &: $: It

=Gil J.- : I directed my look to

-5.

The fire entered, and mixed with, the reeds, or
...' 4: 1 Hoariness

(K:) this is done only when it flickers and dis
appears without delay: and [it is said, but, in my canes. (TA)- And

See art. U29.

2-2.

opinion, fancifully, and with little reason, that] came upon him, (K, TA,) and became intermixed

es":

the drawing and sheathing of a sword are likened

upon him: or, accord. to IAar, became abundant

also * 4:3.
to lightning flickering and disappearing. (TA.) upon him, and spread; (TA;) as* ~#
[Hence the phrase, & & -: + I looked (IAar, M and TA in art. --.)=2\! -se: He

Je:
• oz. .

•

6 d >

1. Us: is a bad [or vulgar] dial. var. of U2: : hoping for the benefits of such a one: mentioned resembled his father in as: i. e. nature, or
one says, 4 Jú, [and now, more commonly, by Freytag on the authority of Meyd; and the natural disposition. (IAar, K, T.A.)
J

&

like is said in Harp. 319.] And A-Lau. He 7. Let:51: see 1, in the latter half. = Also He
looked
at the clouds from afar: and [in like
now used, I lifted it; and hence, I removed it,
(a man) became one who was looked at. (S, K.)
or took it anay; and I carried it; and I loaded manner,] 3:1 the fire. (TA.) It is said in a
8: see 1, in the latter half.
it, namely,
luggage upon a beast &c.;] aor. prov.,
s
•&
•o # 6 - - d23: see £3, in three places. = The country
U:l, inf. n. J: and J#4, the latter [in
ofA: [i. e. Syria] has been mentioned in art.
measure] like Jaxie. (TA.)
£,

like

#,

J.

meaning I raised it; and, as

0 °

• Co ->

•

6 * d >
-

*

•

.# Uss; #3 &#12:5

*

2:

*

i. e. [Look not thou hoping for rain, for] the
porter, lambs have perished: addressed to him who A: [as originally Al-Jil.
or carrier of burdens. (TA.)
mourns for that which
has
past. (Meyd.) And > A certain species of fish. (S, K.") = Also
* *
*
*~ *
J: and
pls. of
(K in art. U24, in one says, * c” as: S2 - 3 & Xs t| Such pl. of # [q. v.]. (S, TA.) = And pl., in one
a one is nealthy, and I do not look at him in sense, of al.: [q v.]. (K.)
which see the singular.)
hope by reason of poverty]; meaning that he is
Jć, from 4: <1% [expl. above], A porter, or independent of him. (Z, T.A.) - [Hence also,] *: see 1, near the end. = Also Any land,
(# ū. > ! Compute thou, or estimate, or or ground, in which one has not yet dug, re
carrier of burdens. (TA.)

#2

The occupation of the

Jć, i. e.

de

J:

O

J.

G.

e.t.

J%.

6 *

3'-'. J.:- J.3%

maining in its [original] hard state, (Aboo
A horse incongruous, un consider, (K, TA,) and look, or see, (TA,) nhat Sa’eed, K, TA,) so that the digging therein is
[relation, or difference,] is betneen them truo.

sound, faulty, or weak, in make: (AO, O and
more difficult [than elsen here] to the digger.
TA in the present art. :) mentioned in the L in (K, TA. [In the CK,2: is erroneously put for (Aboo-Sa’eed, T.A.)
X: ; and $35, in the explanation, for 535.]) E
art. U25. (TA.)

# A mole, syn. Jú, (S, Msb, TA) upon
A3 also signifies It (a thing, TA) entered, the person; (Msb;) [i. e.] a pimple inclining
AA L; into a thing; (K, TA;) quasi-pass of to blackness, upon the person; (Mgh;) or a

*

Joe"

.# J: es' GLA, (K) [aor:#| inf

n.

the same verb in the latter of the two senses expl. [natural] mark differing from the colour of the
..., (TA,) He hid, or concealed, the thing in in the first sentence of this art.; (TA;) and so person upon which it is: (K," TA:) its medial
the thing : (K, TA:) and he inserted the thing in "Let's', (§, K, TA) and "Let:l, and "Let:l, and radical letter is originally Us: ($, TA:) and it is
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Lo:* - 4:

also with e, i. e.

#: (IAth, TA:) pl. "Xuā, "...: (§, K) and "X,+(K) and "X:(§, K)

thereof: (TA:) the latter signifies Disgraces or

signify the same [or rather marked with a mole]: dishonours, i. e. things, or qualities, that cause to
(S," K:) or X: signifies having upon him Aú be disgraced or dishonoured; things that render

(S, Msb, K.) [or rather this is a coll. gen, n.,] and
[the pl. properly so termed is]+(−3. (Mgb, K.)
J.C. es: āsūźté bis: J.- [So that ye may [or moles]: (Ham p. 361:) fem. £: (TA:) ugly or unseemly, that disfigure, or that blemish;

"y" < *, & K, TA) and #5 (S.T.A.)

be as though ye were a mole amid the people], and pl.: (§,TA)—And A beast, (Lth, AO,
occurring in a trad., means [that ye may] be in the TA,) and anything, (Lth, TA,) having upon him, on the authority of Fr.: (TA:) [? #35, also,
goodliest garb or guise, appearing like the act:, or it, a [mark such as is termed] ažň, (Lth, AO, signifies the same; and its pl. is &#3% ;] one says
at which one looks exclusively of the rest of the
&#1 & #31: ... [This is one of the things
person. (IAth, TA.) And one says, W ust: bus TA,) or [marks such as are termed] Aú. (AO, that disgrace or dishonour, &c.]. (TA.)-[It is

TA)—And J.'' _*: + Such as are black, of
c., meaning t They became scattered [in camels:
sing., masc. and fem., as above: (TA:) also used as epithet, like as is its contr. & :]

35%

6

o'e

a do

-

-

the countries] like the At: [or moles] upon the occurring in this sense in a verse of Aboo-Dhu one says, U.e.: 4-5, i. e. His face is ugly, or un
Person. (TA.)- Also A black mark upon the eyb, as related by AA: but as heard by AS, in
seemly; for c: 23; mentioned by Az. (TA.)
Person, [an explanation which seems to apply, like
this verse, **, and thought by him to be a pl.
the former in the K, to a mole, though given as
&: One of the letters of the alphabet, (S, K.)
differing therefrom,] and upon the ground ; pl. [originally -:) of2:. (S.) See also Xt: (in [i. e. the name of that letter; (see art. L:)] of
[or coll. gen. n.] *Xú. (K.) - It is also [A art. Als), last sentence.
2

the letters termed *: [expl. in art. C3), with

mark, or spot,] upon a mare, upon a place that is
disapproved, and sometimes upon her 2% [which

>: see the next preceding paragraph. =
And see 2,344, in art.A.
means what are termed feathers, pl. of #3, q.v.].
(Ish, TA)- And A spot (&) [upon the face] *: X: * and see also the paragraph
See

of the moon. (K.)- And f A black she-camel: here next following.

(IAir, S K, TA) accord to Niflawey, it,

i: The Je; (S, TA;) i. e. (TA) the place

somen'hat of2:land a: [app, meaning that
hind of utterance which is undertoned, and
muffled, exactly like our “sh”], its place of
utterance being the **, i. e. the place of the
opening of the mouth, (K, TA,) near the place of
utterance of & masc. [as meaning a -ā- or

with e; but ISdsays, I know not the reason of this, of, (K, TA,) or (membrane that encloses, or forms letter], and fem. [as meaning a asis, or word]:
unless it be extr., like * and 38. (TA.) the] covering of, (M5b,) the foetus (Msb, K, TA) pl. &#and <>Ule: [a mistranscription for +].
One says, # S; ästä & ū, meaning, | He has of a human being: (Msb: [see J% :]) originally (TA.) = Also, thus with kesr, A man having
not a black she-camel nor a nihite one. (S, K, i: (S, Msb.) pl. at 2 (§, K) and [coll. many &# [i.e. patches in his garment, pl. of iš).
TA.)

gen, n. *. (IB, K) (See also Ji-l

is:

Nature; natural, native, or innate, dis

6

(Kh, TA)= And A long -é, [app, meaning
ship or boat]. (TA.)

*~* *

A3e-2 : see_seal.

position, temper, or other quality or property;
(S, Msb, K;) as also

p & e

& J:

[An action that disgraces or dis
honours, &c.]. (TA.)

#, (K,) which is an extr.
Je."

dial var. (TA) pl.:*. (Msb)=Also Dust,
1.4%, aor. 4:4, (S, Msb, K, &c.) inf n.
&#,
(S, Mgb, TA) He, or it, disgraced him,
so "X". (S, as on the authority of As; but only
or earth, dug from the ground, (AS, S, K;) and

in one of my two copies of the S.)

ż Soft, or plain, land; (AA, K, TA) of

#35 [a subst. from &#1;

See

&#.

&: Disgraced, or dishonoured; rendered
or dishonoured him; rendered him ugly or un
seemly, disfigured him, or blemished him; (MA, ugly or unseemly, disfigured, or blemished; pass.
PS) i, q &#; (Mab, TA;) contr. of #5, (§," part. n. of 1. (Mgb.)

which the earth is soft, or uncompact. (TA.) K3) [and "4:3, infn. &#, signifies the same,
See also the paragraph here following, in two (the verb alone rendered by Freytag, on the

&: an anomalous pl. of &#, q. v. (TA.)

places.
authority of Meyd, “dehonestavit,”) like as the
> * Dust, or earth, (K, TA,) in a general contr.:j signifies the same as 45.] - The say
sense; (TA;) as also "Let :: (K:) see also à:: ing of Lebeed,
[or,] accord. to Kh, a hollon dug in the ground:
jé *''
< 34%
*

•

>*

6*

£-

*

:

*

--- " -e ‘9-' £":

*

or, as some say, land of which the earth is soft,
*

or uncompact.

* *

•

**

* *

*

4-y

1. *sū, aor. 4:3 (K) inf n. *,(TA)in.
£4,OIbn-Buzuri , K,TA, [in the CK, erroneously
<le,]) i.e. He smote him with the [evil] eye.
(TA.) [See also 1 in art. •2:...] .

...)

(S, TA.)- And A [covert such
*

as is termed] J-us: so called because of the wild

66 e

*: see it: (of which they are quasi
[They deface what is unmarred of the deserts,
evening, with the crooked things (i.e. the pl. n.s.) in art. •24.
# (As, S, TA.) = Also The rat, or mouse; syn. every
bows) of the wood of the tree called 3-, at a
*: see #3 (of which it is a pl.) in art. •24,
# (IAar, K, TA) but written by Aboo-'Amr veiled door, (referring to a company of men, and
animal's entering (~9.A-59 i.e.

a: and

**) into

Ez-Zāhid "X3, and said by him to be the 3:

therefore the verb is sing.,)] means that they vie,

*: That smites vehemently with the [evil] eye.
6

p.

[generally meaning a large field-rat]: (TA:) pl. one with another, in glorying, or boasting, and (Ibn-Buzurj, K, TA. [In the CK, rºse is erro
6

make marks, or lines, with their bows, upon the neously put for &#J)

-*. (K.)

ground, as though they disfigured it (**) with

>: ź

A people, or party, in a state of those marks, or lines. (S.)

#: see it: (of which it is a quasi-pl. n.) in

security: occurring in a trad.: and it is said that
art. 22".
2: see 1 =:- &: c: (T, TA) or #:
–29: is an Abyssinian word: but, as some relate
• of
*: [More, and most,
wont to smite with the
the trad, it is A2:- [q.v., voce L23U., of which it (K) He made, (Th, TA,) or wrote, (K,) a beau
*
evil
eye].
One
says,
Ursúl
as: 3.3% [He is of
tiful
L.
(Th,
K,
TA.)
is said to be pl.]. (TA.)
the most nont, of men, to smite nith the evil eye:
X: A man (S, Msb) having a azu% [or mole] &: is the contr. of &#: (S, Mgb;) and this meaning being indicated by the context].
-

J. J.

6

•

• of

upon his person; (AZ, $, Mgh, Msb, K;") and * & [in the CK

cºl is

an anomalous pl. (Ibn-Buzurj, K, TA.)

-

[Book I.]

U°
The fourteenth letter of the alphabet; called u2. § and K, '+' and &#2, (TA,) the latter of 4:3 A strong man. (O, K.)
It is one of the letters termed *: [or non which is vulgarly pronounced c. *, without ,
i=t: The odour, (K, TA,) i.e. altered odour,
vocal, i. e. pronounced with the breath only, (MF, TA) are pls of #4, but £he former of
without the voice]; and of the letters termed them is a coll, gen, n., of which #4 is the (TA,) of a piece of wood when it has become
moist. (K, TA.) [And probably The altered
*

*', as also j and --, because proceeding from n. un. : (TA:) Yaakoob has erroneously asserted colour and odour of rain-water trickling from
the tip of the tongue; (TA;) and is one of the that one should not say Öl...e. (M, TA) - trees: see what follows.]
letters termed

*:::,

which are obstacles to

à-l.

(M in art. 33-2:) it is not conjoined with
** £or with j, [nor, as some say, with 2-, (see
J-Cl)] in any Arabic word. (TA. [See also
art. 22-2.]) It is a radical, and a substitute; not
an augmentative. (M in art. 22-2.) It is some
times substituted for U"; and, as MF observes,
what Ibn-Umm-Käsim says appears to mean that
this substitution is allowable unrestrictedly; but

W

+44

is also sometimes

applied to + The small

4:04, applied to rain trickling from trees, [app.
pieces of gold that are taken forth from the dust,
- * ~
*
or earth, of the mine. (IDrst, T.A.) In the fol a possessive epithet, meaning asle 23,] Altered
lowing verse, cited by IAar,
in colour and odour. (TA in art. --Ja-.)
3*

*** *

.. •

*: *~ *

*

Q- "93.3 c.4:31 , .

*

5*

*

* * *

-5

us

- -

(# 3-#43' sits

*

*

the poet means, [O my Lord,] cause me to find

1. G., & M, K) aor. J.4. (M) like
L* aor. L-4, (S, [in one of my copies of the

~#4 [or nits], whole, or sound, not § L-ae, which is wrong, or, accord. to the TA,
broken
into
minute parts; [for I see not the both are correct, and in the K the pret. is said to
conditions, saying that it is allowable accord. to a
implies that the aor
is like
certain dial, when the U is followed by & or & X: to stand in any stead; '% being for & ;] by be like L”, which
3 3
or 3 or b, even when separated therefrom by a the Jele meaning the minutest pieces of gold that J.-è,]) inf n. Us: 2 (§, M, K) and Us:* (Ks,
letter or by two letters: MF says that the dial. the mind blons anay. (M, L, T.A.) – And [the
Ibn-Málik, in the Tes-heel, makes it subject to gold like

• & e

mentioned is that of Benu-l-'Ambar, pl.]

above

into

&:- signifies [also] + Hoar:frost formed
grains like small pearls. (A’Obeyd, L, TA.)

M, K, TA) and #4, (K. K.TA) said of a

young bird and the like, (S, K,) of a bird and of

accord. to sb and others; who give as exs.
bird (M) and of a rat or mouse (S, M)
-à-2 for ---, and 3-2 for 3-, and -- for [And drops of fine rain are said to be likened to aandyoung
of a jerboa (S) and of a cat and of a dog (M)
<-i-, and

&#4 for &l.

(TA.)=[As a nu

c'e :

see Ham p. 796. See also

Ú- (in art.

3-2), last sentence.]

meral, U2 denotes Ninety.]

s f d

and of a pig and of an elephant, (S, M,) It ut
tered a cry, or sound; (S, M, K;) as also

* Ustaš: (M, K.) and accord. to Fr, one says

-la. A man who drinks much water : (S:) also of the scorpion,
g

or who satisfies and fills himself with drink. (K.)

-Ple

is said in a prov.,

1. 4-5 #2 His head abounded with ~#:

'Je:

and

L:

(S.) It

J: & $3.5 'J-3,
or

p

(As, S, Meyd,) this latter verb being formed by

Ju-2

for wit] (S, M., 53) as also '...l. (S,K)
~!" &: <<, (M. K.) aor. *, (K) infn.

transposition, (Meyd,) i. e. The scorpion stings

1. 4:3, aor. *, (AZ, S, o, K) inf n. 913, while uttering a cry; (S, Meyd;) the 2 being a
(AZ,
S, O,) He (a man, AZ, S, O) sneated so denotative of state: (As, S:) applied to him who
+2, (M.) He was, or became, satisfied, and
that
there
arose from him a fetid odour, (AZ, S, does wrong in the guise of him who complains of
filled, much
with drink
drank
water.: (M,
(S.)K.) or 42 [alone] he
O, K.) from #3 [app. as meaning stench of the wrongdoing. (Meyd.) And one says also, *
•

arm-pit], or othernise. (AZ, S, O.) - And, <<3 s: (~, (§, K) and << * '',
4: see the preceding paragraph.
said of blood, It congealed. (O, K.) – And
āş-> A. granary, or granaries, (Jú) of 4: 4:4. It (a thing, TA) stuck, or clave, to him. (IAar, S, TA,) A3 being formed by tranposition
from us-, (S,) He brought what was vocal and
"heat (Alab). (K.) – And A place where (K, TA) Hence, accord. to the 'Eyn, 903,
© ed

tº

dates are dried: so in the dial. of the people of used in this sense in a verse of El-Aasha: (TA:) what n'as mute; (S, K;) such as slaves and beasts,
El-Felj. (TA in art. -a-.)
or this belongs to art. 41-2, (S and O in that and clothes and silver; (AS, TA;) or sheep or

art,) agreeably with the opinion of ISd. (TA in goats, and camels, and gold and silver; (IAar,

**: see the next paragraph, in three places. that art.)
TA;) meaning he brought much property: and
this
is likewise a prov. (S.)
#2, (S, K,) vulgarly pronounced *%, 3. 2:3 J. J. Sla Ji. He has continued
without 2, (MF, TA) A nit; i.e. an egg of a vying with me, or contending nith me for supe 4. ašt-i I made it (i.e. a young bird &c.) to
'ouse; (§, K3) and an egg of a fea; (K;) but riority, or striving to surpass me, in strength, or utter a cry, or sound. (M, K. [See 1.])
J. d.d.

2- : * *

* *

*...* of of

accord to some, not applied to the latter unless
tropically: (MF, TA:) accord. to IDrst, a young poner, or force, @##) all this day. (O, K,”
louse : (TA:) or. the eggs of the flea and of the TA) [And so L:u4, mentioned in the TA in

*; as also '...}<: (M.) [or] accord, to the art. 93-2; but app.'belonging to art.

Mee.]

6: see the first paragraph above.
3

.

6

•

•

-

U:2, of the measure J:s', (TA, [originally all
inf n., written in a copy of the M L-2, but the

1638
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former is evidently the right,]) The bitch : so admiring love, (IAar, S, TA,) and desire: (§:) [which may be rendered I flowed with sneat] is
or with desire: (M, A, K:) or neith tenderness of a phrase of the Arabs, meaning J% --> [my
called because of her cry. (TA.)
desire, (S, M, A, K,) and ardour thereof: (S:) sneat flon,ed]: thus the act is literally ascribed to
or nith tenderness of love. (M., K.) One says, the speaker, and what is essentially the agent
*
: : : [I nas, or became, affected with becomes
a specificative: it is not allowable to say
* ow. • *
**
1. <, (S, M, Msb, K, &c.,) aor. *, inf n. excessive love, &c., for him]. (M, A, TA.") <--aj (5,2; for, as it is not allowable to put the
:- (M, Mgb,) He poured out, or forth ($, M, And % - and '' He was, or became, af. agent before the verb, so it is not allowable to put
Mgb, K) water (S, M, M5b) and the like. (M) ..fected neith desire, or vehement desire, [&c.,] of the specificative, when it is virtually the agent,
One says, *:: t" & *Vo &\s --> [I or for, her. (M.A.).- Lh mentions, among what before the verb. (IJ, M.) - One says also,
j,8. -> [The mug had its contents poured out
poured out for such a one water into the drinking is said by the women of the Arabs of the desert
or forth]. (TA in art. G$2.) – See also 1, in
on the occasion3 of- fascinating
by
means
of
charms,
.
•2-8- * *
cup that he might drink it]. (TA. [See also 8.])
- Hence [t He paid don’n * Pri'." s" £f * -->" " -2, i. e. 2: 339 & [as though three places. - £ c." Júl -> [generally
money:] it is said in a trad, Ul sual - Cl meaning May he be sleepless by reason of love, implies descent, but] means + The people collected
and I will be sleepless for him : but I incline to together, or assembled, at the nater. (Mgb.) 53-3 * : #23 J-4, meaning [t If thy think
that the explanation has been corrupted by [And --> is often said of a place, or the ground,
family like that I should pay don'n to them thy
de

6 - ©ace

price] at once, or at one time. (L, TA) - And a copyist from <! 5% 5, or 4, meaning may
be tender-hearted to me, and I will be tender
£" & J:-" < [+ He longered, or let don'n, he
hearted to him]. (M, L, T.A.)
the rope into the well] on the occasion of drawing
à * **
>*

&c., meaning t It slopedo & don’nnards.
- Har
•
* ~*

(p. 125) uses the phrase 2.01 - -a-, mean
ing (as there expl.) + Thou inclinest to diversion,
or sport.]

&

water. (M in art. U5.) – And
-a2 Lo!
4. s: They (a company of men, TA) took
+ He did not bend don’n his head: occurring in 8. their nay don’n a declivity, or declivous place.

8. £1 -i- is expl. by Sb as signifying He
took for himself the nater; agreeably with general

trad. relating to prayer. (T, T.A.) - And < (M, K, TA.)
analogy: (M:) [but it is more properly rendered
•'il “ cºs 5: ! The legs of such a one were 5: see 7, in four places. - And see also what he poured out for himself the nater :] one says,
[put into the shackles, or] shackled. (Z, L, TA.) here follows.
&#9 #" &: 4. U-4 <::2 [I poured
– And * < ! He put on, or clad him:lf
6. (Ji <: I drank what remained of the out for myself water from the shin that I might
with, his coat of mail: (A, TA:) and * W--> water (S, A, K) in a vessel: (S, A:) [or] you drink it]: and t-35 U-4 &: [I poured
III put it on him]. (A)- And #2: - say, #: Jua and ' '...i.21 and ' '...a [he out for myself a cup]. (TA.) – See also 8 —
! [He thren, himself upon him]. (A)- And drank what remained of the water, or of the milk, And see 7.
Jºe

in a vessel]; (M, L;) all signifying the same.
3:1 & 4 * : [He pour, fort."." (L,
TA)- And [hence] is..." & "La
wealth], (A, TA) – And b*- : * all -->

- © e.

R. Q. 1. a-a-2 + He annihilated it, caused
it to pass anay, or did anay with it; (M, K;*)
-13- 1 [God poured upon them a portion, or a c)3 & [lit. Such a one drank the remains of namely, a thing. (M.) - And t He dispersed it,
share, or vehemence, or severity, of punishment; life after such a one], meaning t such a one or scattered it: (K:) he (a man) dispersed, or
or] God punished them. (A, TA. [See also outlived such a one : (A," TA:) and X: scattered, it, namely, an army, or property or
S.
! [I outlived them all except wealth. (AA, K.)
upon him a thunderbolt, or a destructive punish one]. (TA.) Esh-Shemmákh says, (M,) or El
R. Q. 2. << + It was, or became, anni
ment, &c.]. (A, TA.) See also another ex, voce Akhtal, (TA,)
hilated, caused to pass anay, or done anay with;

#4.]) Andāet 4 & 3- 1 (God poured 3-0
<. – And 3-4, (K, TA,) in the pass. form,
said of a man, and of a thing, (TA,) the, or it,
was annihilated, caused to pass anay, or done

&:
o p

*

> d >

• * * *
*

* >

*

-

de

• * * d >>

-** *** **Las Asāī
* *

o

(S, M, K;) it passed, or went, anay, said of a
*

thing ($, M. [See also :-.])—t It (the

a -- * ~ *

!--à-5 -ā-e J-2 us” j-s!

*

anay with. (K, TA. [See also R. Q. 2.]) =

night, M, A, K, and the day, AZ, TA, and the
heat, A) passed, or went, anay, (AZ, M, A, K,)

See also 7, with which it is syn. in the first of the ! [Verily the loss of a people n'hom I have out except a small portion, (AZ, M, TA,) or for the

senses assigned to the latter below. - [Hence, lived is more severe to me than abundant and long most part. (A. K.)- + It (what was in a water
hair that has become altered in colour]: he means,
app.,] s?'" & - +He descended into the the loss of those with whom I was in a state of skin, or milk-skin,) became little in quantity.

cally (M, K.) And 9: U ×3: " :

ease and plenty is more severe to me than my

&29, occurring in a trad, means t His feet hair's becoming white: (M:) Az says, he likens
descended [into the interior,

Or

bottom, %. th.

(Fr, T.A.) - + It (a company of men) became
dispersed, or scattered. (M., T.A.) = He (a man)

very bold, or daring, and very.
adverse, or repugnant, (M," K," TA,) (#8
[against us]. (TA) - And, said of a day, It
was, or became,

what remained of his life to the remains of bever

valley]'. (TA:) or 52'2" (# *-* -ai, age that he was sipping up. (TA.)
means this feet rested in the valley; from <!, 7. -a. It (water, S, M, and the like, M) was, or became, intensely hot. (M, K,”TA.)
poured out or forth, or became poured out or 13J-2- is an inf. n. [and is] used [as an epithet]
said of water. (Mgh.) - And L'é #~" :
forth; (S, M, A, K,) as also " <, (M, Msb, in the sense of the measure Je", or of the
w

•

6

$42, (STA) or '-' (A) [The *

pent darted don’n upon the person bitten by it], K) aor. -, (Mab, TA) inf n <, (Mab3) measure Js: (TA:) [thus it is used as an
said of the serpent when it has raised itself and " -:43, (M, K.) which is of a form rarely epithet] applied to water, [meaning Pouring out
desiring to bite. (Ez-Zuhree, S, TA.") And occurring as that of a quasi-pass. of an unaug or forth, or poured out or forth,] like as are
- *" L* &#91 * ...a 1 [The hank, or falcon, mented triliteral verb, being generally that of the --~ and *: (S, TA: [see also 3rºle
and
stooped upon the prey, or quarry]. (A, TA.) quasi-pass. of a verb of the form J#: (MF,
6

d >

d =

<!)

And

9% > Lie # 3-3 (A, TA) The

and hence, in 'Alee's description of

TA;) [but this app. denotes its doing sorepeatedly; Aboo-Bekr, when he died, &As c." <=

wolf [rushed upon or] made havock among the and abundantly, like &#3, q.v.;] and "J-E-ol. ū. ülää +[Thou wast, against, or upon, the
sheep, or goats, of such a one. (TA) = <,
unbelievers, a punishment pouring forth, or
(IAar, A, TA,) sec. pers. <:4, (S, M," K,) aor. and J-1 c- "...<, (S, TA) The water poured forth]. (TA) - And [hence, app.,] one
3-4 (IA", TA) inf a £2, (IA, S, M, descends, little by little, from the mountain. (S, says, U-2 Ü-3 aw)-3, meaning t He smote him
A, K,” TA,) He (a man) was, or became, af TA) And 541 " ...a... [The sneat flowed], with the edge of the snord [as though with a
fected with excessive love, or with attachment, or and #1 (the blood]. (A) And #2 * : smiting pouring down, or poured donn]; as also

(k) one *, J-1 & ##3 (TA)

J -

ow e >

20 e

oe >

*
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33- (IAar, L, T.A.)- One says also, 43% poured out or forth (M, K) together, or col first sentence:) or, as an epithet in which the
also (M, K) sometimes (M) quality of a subst. predominates,] water poured
ta; ău, (TA,) or ūai ău. 3-i, (A,) meaning, lectedly; 3(M;)
*
! [He smote him with a hundred blows, or he took termed " .2. (M, K.) See also 1, near the be out or forth; syn. " * #3 (M,K)—And
(M, K) some say (M) Blood: (S, M, K:) and
a hundred,] and less than that, i. e. 43 &*, ginning. - And A 5: [or piece of skin in
sneat;
(K;) as in the saying,
(TA) contr. of Lieuai, (A;) or and more [than n:hich the traveller puts his food; or the thing
that], or above [that], i.e. like 13-14, (A, TA,) upon which one eats]; (M, K;) so called because
t: all -:53-54
J.

• C

~ /

*

*

the food is poured into it, or upon it: (M.) or a

i.e. 43 & 4. (TA)-And:#1: "..., thing like the #3 (M, K.) and #4, with c,

[Wehement midday-heats that dran forth the
sneat]:
(TA:) [or n:hat is poured forth of sweat
* U-2, meaning ! [Trial, or affliction, was signifies the same. (M.)- See also #2, with
and
of
blood;
for] one says, 3% * es:
poured upon him] from above. (A, TA.) = Also, which it is syn. - Also A company of men :
applied to a man, Affected with excessive love, or (M, Mgb, K:) [app. tropical; but it is said that] and 2:1 [What was poured forth, of the sneat
with attachment, or admiring love, (IAar,S, A,” this is the primary meaning, and it is used in and f the blood, ran, or flowed]. (A.) - And
TA,) and desire : (S:) or with desire: (M, A,” relation to camels, and sheep or goats, and the (M, K) some say (M) The expressed juice of2:
K.) or with tenderness of desire, (§, M, A, K,) like, tropically. (TA.) - | A detached number [or dragon's blood]. (M, K.)- And (M, K)
and ardour thereof: (S:” [see <<!) or with of horses, (S, M, A, Mgb, K.) and of camels, (A, some say (M) A certain red dye. (M, K.)–
K,) and of sheep or goats, (A, Msb, K,) and of And (K) The juice of the leaves of sesame : (S,
*

*

o

*

(and t;" (see -4)]

* *

% :- 9A

tenderness of love. (M, K.) One says,

dirhems, or pieces of money: (A:) or from ten to M," K:*) A’Obeyd (so in a copy of the S, or

He is a#ted mith eaccessive

Jorty: (A, K:) or from twenty to thirty and Aboo-'Obeydeh accord. to the TA,) says, it is the
love of her; &c. : (A:) fem. A-2: (M, K:) dual forty of camels and of sheep or goats: or less juice of the leaves of sesame, or of some other
than a hundred (M, A, K) of camels: (M, K:) plant, which was described to me in Egypt, the
InaSC. c:* pl. masc. &: dual. fem. 9:4,
or of camels i, q. i:- (S:) and from ten to colour of which juice is red tinged with blackness:

&: thus accord. to those who hold
forty of goats: (AZ, $:) or a flock of sheep or and some say, it is the expressed juice of the leaves
*> J: to be similar to Low's U+) and JJa-, a herd of goats, as being likened to a company of of the C- (Q. v.] (S, TA)—And #: [i. e.
originally *: (TA:) [hence it appears that men: (TA:) or from troenty to forty of sheep and Safflower : (K:) or purified,:. (S.)- And
pl. fem.
3 -

9

6 •

6 d >

6

•

goats; or peculiarly of goats: or about fifty: A kind of tree [or plant] resembling -li , [or
some hold J-2 to be originally an inf n., and of
or from sixty to seventy: and of camels about rue], (M, K,) with which the hair is dyed. (M.)
therefore use it as an epithet in its original form,
five or six : (IAth, TA:) and a collection of
– And Senna, (M., K.) with which beards are
without regard to gender or number: but] accord.
dirhems, or pieces of money, and of wheat, or
3 •

to Sb, J-2 is [originally] of the measure
food, &c.; and a piece of a thing: (Msb:) [or] a dyed, as with U- (M.) —And A certain thing
because you say #4 : : *. like as you say small quantity or portion of wealth or property. [or plant] resembling the 4-5 [or a 3-3, q.v.],

J*,

* *

**

+

d

(M, K.)–And t A part, or portion, of the (M, K, TA) with which beards are dyed. (TA)

-

âct:5 & 5. (M.) See also 1, last sentence.

night: so in the saying, J:
3 ,

J.

* : See

#4. - Accord. to AO, it may also
*

& #: -ā- +[A

– Also Hoar:frost. (AA, K.) AA cites, as de

-

3

*

scriptive of the sky,
part, or portion, of the night passed]. (S.)

3 --

• *

be pl. of " £2 or of " £12: but Az says that,

< The descent, (-543, M, L, TA, in the K

*

* - Sita #5

*

accord. to others, it is not pl. of either of these
[And there is not in it aught save east nind and
two words; their pl. being --->: (L, TA:) it is erroneously written -:45, TA) of a river, or its hoar-frost]. (TA.)- And Good, or excellent,
rivulet, or channel of water, or of a road, don'n a
said in a trad, (S, L, TA,) respecting
conflicts
and
•
- # e.
* * * **
declivity. (M, L, K, TA.)- And A declivity, honey (K)—Also, (K) or -: -, (TA)
factions, or seditions, (L, TA,) 29- we &2×
declivous place, or ground sloping donn; (M, A, The extremity of a snoord: "(K, TA :) or the
a

y J.

• ,

-

6

Ja: #4, #3: ... : (S. L.TA) here

•

K, TA;) and (TA) so " --2, of which the pl. extremity next the cy- [q. v.] thereof; or, as

are meant “[great and noxious] ser is *i; ($, TA;) so too " ..., 2 and * *,
pents:” (L, TA:) and ū4, accord. to Ez-Zuhree, with fet-h and with damm; (TA;) [i. e.] W *
à a
is from Jall [“the act of pouring out or forth"]; signifies that don'n which you descend, or have
for the serpent, he says, when it desires to bite, descended, (4-3 << ū) and its pl. is *
raises itself, and then darts down (lit. pours down) [like : pl. of 3,3]; (M.T.A.) and so
* * *
*
* *
upon him that is bitten: (S, L, TA:) [as though
"
*-all;]
or,
as
some
say,
"...all,
with fet-h,
the meaning were, Ye will be, therein, like great
is
a
name
for
the
water,
&c.,
that
is
poured
out upon
and novious serpents, one portion of you smiting
a man, like 23rle and J.:*: and W *. with
the necks of another portion:] Ez-Zuhree says

*

by

some say, its US- absolutely. (TA)- See also

•

-

6

d -

#2 [is an inf. n., mentioned as such in the
latter part of the first paragraph, and, when used
as a simple subst.,] signifies [Eccessive love, or
attachment, or admiring love: (see its verb:) or]
desire: (M, A, K:) or tenderness of desire, (S,
M, A, K,) and ardour thereof: (S:) or tenderness
of love. (M., K.)

that 3 is pl. of W * and originally (#4, damm, is pl. of -2: but AZ mentions his

having heard the Arabs apply ' ',:3 to a

< J% is originally <

and so says
IAmb: but IAar is related to have said that

like as

*C.

means companies, pl. of

3% ;

and

t",

pouring, one upon another, with slaughter: and
* J.

-

declinity, or declirous place; and says that its pl. planation of the former,) of water, (Fr, S, M, Msb,

is 44: (TA) and J.5" & #1 signifies K.) and of milk, (M., K.) or of wine, or beverage,
n:hat has poured out or forth or don'n, of sand: (A’Obeyd,) remaining (A’Obeyd, S, M, Msb, K)

(M, K*) and the pl. of '42 is £i (M, K.)

-* 3

*

•

like

6
•

~

* meaning “he inclined to the things

of jū: [see
2

*, in art. 2-2 :]

©

*

“de-

did

• * *

3

p >

54% -23 c53, us:->

*

-

intrans. verb

[copiously] upon the surface of the earth, is a
latter but having an prov., applied to him who makes use of that
IAar used also forth or donn; or like the
3 * .
-

#32

to say that it is
originally U-2, with *, [pl. of
• • *-*
&4,] from *
U-2 “he came, or came forth,
*

-

upon him unexpectedly.” (L, T.A.)

See also
o p

-:4, in four places.
* - -

TA.") In the following verse, cited by IAar,
J.

.

*5-2 : see ---2, in three places.
*

A quantity of wheat or food, &c., that is

meaning]: see -2, in two places. – which is bestowed though it be not much. (Meyd,
•

intensive

6

#:

o

6* * *

~5-2 [app. syn, with "-U2 as part. n. of the My remaining portion of water in the vessel &c.
<, signifying Pouring out or satisfies thirst, though it is not water running

of

the present world;” and thus to be like Us#, pl.

:* d

*U-2 : see āl-2.

;

and it is said to be from U-2, [for 'g'." L' U-2,]
*OI".

in a vessel. (A’Obeyd, S, M, Mgb.)

-

some say that it is U-2, in measure
•

#3 and * : A portion, ($, M, Mab, K.)
or a small quantity, (Fr, A, and A’Obeyd in ex

-->

*

3

-

[Poured out or forth : (see also J-2,

• of
*

& e

•

& e

# * ~ *-* J-5
* *

• J.

J

*

a

*::$lus;81'-' bi-

*
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! [During many a night have I guided in the right forth: (S:) and accord. to the K, it appears that tion, & 4, was applied to [Any individual of] a
way young men infused with the remains of * U-21 signifies the same; but this is not the case. certain sect of the unbelievers, [the Sabians,] said
dron'siness that made them to bend their necks from (TA) And ~#4 said of the #3 [i.e. a central
side to side], * may be put for £4; or it incisor] of a boy, It gren forth. (S.) - Also,
may be pl. of the latter, [or rather a coll. gen. n. said of a star, (M, K,) and of the moon, (M.) It
* * * *-* of which * is the n. un.,.] like as >3 is of
rose; and so "t.<!: (M, K.) or 32-31 t: the
5-3. the poet uses this word metaphorically, in
stars come forth from their places of rising:
relation to drowsiness, like as he has used the
• * * * (AO, S:) or * -: the stars appeared:
*

-

- -

-

to worship the stars secretly, and openly to pro

Jess themselves to belong to the Christians: they
are called áual and &#1; and they assert
that they are of the religion of Sábi the son of

Sheyth [or Seth] the son of Adam : their appella
tion may also be pronounced &*L*, and thus
Náfi’ read it [in the Kur]: (Mgb.) or the

word bà... (M, L, TA.) One says also 2,2'-. (TA:) and X: *u- the Pleiades [antono

#:

S. J:st 3- and ~#4 S. ! [I did not

mastically called Los-il] rose.
#~ *
• * -

&#4 are a certain class of the people who
(S.) - [Hence,]
Possess
revealed scripture: (S:) or a people whose
£- d

•

attain, or obtain, of life, save a small remainder

U-2, (§, M, K.) or 2- 942 & 3:2 & U-2, religion resembles that of the Christians, except

and small remains]. (A, TA.)

(AO, S, Msb,”) aor. <, (M, Mgb, K.) inf n. that their kibleh is tonards the place whence blon's

-

5

©

-Ple: see

3

-

*:

*

*:
[or
(3is
from
kiblah
TA:)
[or]
T,
whose
(Lth,
aor. *, (TA,) inf n. i:; (CK [but not in the

#: ($, M, K) and '-3, and #4, (M.K.)

and see also -2.

* > *

•

the [south, or southerly, wind called]

--~~, (M., K.) applied to a camel, (M.) TA nor in my MS. copy of the K];) + He this may mean some point of]) the place whence

Thick, or big, and strong; as also " -->4, departed from his religion to another religion; blons the [north, or northerly, wind called] UL3.
(M, K, TA, in the CK -**) SO applied; (S, M, Msb, K;) like as the stars come forth from at midday: (M, K:) or, accord. to some, their

(M3) and " ..., (K) fikewise so applied. their place of rising (Ao, S.) And t: (S)
(TA.)
or 4.22 L: t”, aor. * , inf. n. #4, (T, TA,) He
*: see what next precedes. - Also, nas, or became, a &- [or Sabian]. (T, S, TA.
-

applied to a [journey such as is termed] ~#,

-

0° -

£- -

See & 4, below.)—And...: '4, (S.M.)

Hard, or severe: (M, TA:) and, applied to a aor. *, (S,) inf. n. :- and #4, He came forth
[journey such as is termed] J-> i. q. J-44 upon them; (S, M ;) as also V U.<!: (M:) and
(As, S, K) and J.----, i. e., in which is no
accord. to IAar, * t: he came forth, or went
delay, or intermission, nor any flagging. (As, Jorth, upon him, or against him: and he inclined
TA.) = And *: also signifies What re against him nith enmity: (TA:) or he came, or
mains of the thing: or n hat is poured out from
came forth, upon him unexpectedly: whence, he
it; (K, TA;) i. e., from the thing; by which is
here said to be meant the water-skin or milk-skin. says, the word ū: in the saying of the Prophet,

G. 3× ū &#, [which see in art. --2,]
the said word being of the measure S3, [origin

(TA.)
d

•

,

©

- d -

kibleh is the Kaabeh : (MF:) and they assert that
they are of the religion of Noah, (Lth, T, M, K,)
lyingly: (Lth, T, M.:) in the R it is said that
they are thus called in relation to Sábi the son of

Lámak [or Lamech], the brother of Noah: Bd
says, it is said that they are worshippers of the
angels: and it is said that they are worshippers of
the stars: and that their appellation is Arabic;
from t: “he departed from a religion;” or from
(.2 “he inclined,” because of their inclining from
truth to falsehood. (MF, TA.)

1.

4:3,

C.
($, Mgh, TA,) aor. *, (Mgh, TA,)

--el-2 : see --~~.

ally t;4,] and the being suppressed: (L in art. int". C-5 (S.T.A.) and "4-2, (K, TA)
3.
à <-39 [app. a dial. var. of £39), an epithet --> ) and "X: signifies he came upon them inf n.
(TA;) He gave him to drink a
applied to the month --> : (TA in art. Ay-:) suddenly, not having knowledge of their place. morning-draught, or nhat is termed a
(S,
65 - 2
(K.) = One says also, 34:12: (4, (M,"K,)
See_*-*.
3 - aor. <, inf. n. !-4, (M;) as also &4; (TA;) He Mgh, K, TA;) [and] so t-s: 4-4. (MA:)

£*:

6

* >

as:

-

and the first [and second also] he handed to him
[...a... A place where water, or the like, pours
out or forth, from a river into another river or guided to them (M, K) the enemy: (K:) men a morning-draught of milk or of wine. (TA.)

tioned by IAar, from AZ. (TA)- And 335
and from high ground into a valley (see is-us) ; W t: S; t: (.3% <! Food was presented to
into the sea &c., or from a tank or a gutter &c.,
3

- -

and a sink, or sink-hole: pl. --Lae (occurring in

And

J.'''

£4, aor.

and inf. n. as above, He

watered the camels in the morning, betneen day

him, and he did not put (M, K*) his hand (M) break and sunrise. (TA.)- And both are said

or his finger (<! K) into it, or upon it: (M, respecting a 5% [meaning + He made a hostile,
K: [see also &#]) mentioned by IAar. (M.) or predatory, incursion upon him in the morning;
[*, accord. to Reiske, signifies A ship: And Ask!' es: t”, aor. *, He [app. a camel] as though he made the 5,0+ to be to him a
so says Freytag: but for this I find no au
(Hamp. 66.)
put his head into the food: as also &4. (O in morning-draught: see
thority.]

the S and K in art. G), &c.).]

&4].

6

y o -

s

[or 24, She put [And accord. to Reiske, as stated by Freytag,
signifies He drank in the early morning :
her head into it], like & 4. (TA in that art.)
art.

-

** as: see -->, first sentence.

&-2.)

And

% * ët:

- - -

but I think that Reiske may have assigned to it

4: see the preceding paragraph, in six places.

t

this meaning from his having found the pass.

and as such signifying] form of the verb, not distinguished as such, used
in a case in which it might be supposed to signify
(S, M, K, [in the last of which it is implied that One nho departs from his religion to another thus.]. - See also 2, in five places. =
aS
this verb in all its senses except the last has : religion. (Msb.) The Arabs used to call the
also for an inf. n., and likewise #4 as a syn. Prophet L' [for &"). because he departed an inf. n. [of which the verb is 5-2 accord. to a
form, but this I do not find authorized by any from the religion of Kureysh to El-Islām; and general rule] signifies The being satiated, or
having the thirst quenched, by a morning-draught,
other lexicon,]) said of the tush (S, M, K) of a
him who entered the religion of El-Islám, 5:4, or
(L.) = And
n:hat is
camel (S, M) and of a cloven-hoofed animal and changing £
• to 3; and the Muslims [collec
of a solid-hoofed animal, (M,) and said of a
cloven hoof, (K, [but this, I doubt not, is a tively], it all, as though pl. of usual, without e, aor. *, inf. n. C- [in the CK (erroneously)
1.

t4, (S, M, K,) aor. *, (M, K,) inf. n. #4,

&- [part. n. of t:

£:

" ' c”.

Q =

mistake, for in the place of * Jää" t”,

the

6 -

-āli: * t:

© d

like itää and # pls of 26 and jū. (TA) C*] and 4-2-2, [He, or it, was of the colour
6 -

reading in the K, I find in the M

£4,

And the pl] &##" in the Kurtz.7% selli.

d …

termed as-e meaning as expl. below: or] it

It gren, said by Zj to mean Those nho depart from one (hair) had n'hiteness naturally intermixed in it
(K, TA,) inf n.
forth; (M, K;) or its point, or extremity, gren, religion to another. (TA.)- Then this appella with redness; as also

A-1, -#13, and the like in

the

1,j)

"C'el,
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break, they say, ū-: (T, L.) - [Hence,] W ** (M.D. [Thus in my copy of the Mob,
[q. v.,] He was, or became, beautiful, comely, ! He anoke from sleep in the -* [i.e. last but probably a mistranscription, for the former is
pretty, or elegant; (S, A, K, TA;) as some say, third, or last sixth,] of the night. (A, TA.) the verb well known in this sense, and is not in
peculiarly in the face: (TA:) or he was, or be [And simply t He anoke: for] one says to the that copy.]) It is said in a trad, -->4. ūju.
sleeper,
meaning t Anake thou from sleep.
came, bright (MSb, TA) in the face. (Mgb.)

£--!.

(TA.) =

&4, aor. *, inf. n. i-ū4,

•

£i.

(A, TA.) And one says also, J: ū

2.4--, (S) or "--, (K) in n.

d

:

£,

(TA,) He came to him, or to them, in the morn meaning ! Become roused, O man, (A, K,” TA,)
ing, in the time termed the
-

*

*

& J e

*

Cù-35

..from thy heedlessness or inadvertence, (A, TA,)
(S, K;) as also

and see thy right course, (K, TA,) and what nill

*

[*4-3, or] ...~<, aor. *: (Ki) the teshdeed rectify thy state. (TA.) And J:

£: ! [Be

in the former does not imply muchness, or fre

quency ($) and J-13-34 and ':

6 e -

•

**

•

[We have not a child that drinks a morning
draught]; meaning we have not as much milk as
a child may drink in the early morning, in conse
• - of
quence of the drought. (TA.) = And i, q. &
[as meaning He lighted a lamp or wick, or him
self or another with a lamp &c.]; (K, TA;) and
so W

C-

(A, TA) [in the former sense], as in

come morning, O night]: a prov.: (Meyd, A,

t-g:

TA:) said in a distressing night, that is long by the phrase
C- [he lighted a lamp or
reason
of
evil.
(Meyd.
[See
Freytag's
Arab.
wick]; (A;) and :-ol alone has this meaning,
time termed the
(TA:) but Aboo-'Adnán
Prov., i. 727.]) - [Also He, or it, became in
(TA, from a trad.) [But it is
says that there is a difference between G-: and the morning in any particular state or condition: i. e.
*u-42, which is this: you say, liés & &: in this sense, and in that next following, an in used. one.
latter sense:] one says,
[We came in the morning to such a tonn, or complete, i.e. a non-attributive, verb.] - And 4:
U-2 Candles are of the things with
country], and ū93 G-: [We came in the [hence, simply,] He, or it, became; syn. 502.
The horsemen came to them at daybreak, at t

*:

*5- £i.
in the
•

&:

J

-

e o J

which one lights [himself, or others]; syn. &- :
morning to such a one], with teshdeed; and (S, K.) One says, Já C- He became know (S '),[and in like manner W : j; for] one says,
* * **
5: ūči *u- or # [We came in the morn ing, or learned. (S, T.A.) Thus, & au. 19-29,
** [He lights himself, or others,
ing to its people, or inhabitants, nith good or nith in the Kur lxi. last verse, means And they became 8:
evil, without teshdeed; as though we made the victorious. (Bd.) And *::= <-iā. -: 26, in with candles]: (A:) [and in like manner also
good or the evil to be a morning-draught, or
"C-l; for] one says, c. ** :-a-' (S,
putting the second of the nouns following the the Kur xviii. 40, [And he became in a state, or MA, Mgh, Msb, K*) He lighted [himself, or
verb in the accus. case because of + suppressed]: condition, in nihich he turned over his hands; another,] with the lamp, or nick; (MA;) syn.
you say also, láš: 4--, and you may also say, i. e.] and he became repentant, or grieved for • * of
(K:) [hence it appears
n:hat he had done. (A in art. --J5, and Bd.) &-l; (S;) or

£4%

&:

Lic' 4-3, as well as # 4-4; He came to
him in the morning with such a thing. (L.) –

And '-' & 3-4 (S, A, Ms) or '-'.
(TA) + [May God visit thee in the morning with
good, or good fortune, or happiness; or make
thee to be in, or during, the morning attended
with good, &c.; i. e. make thy morning good, or
happy; or grant thee a good, or happy, morn

and * 'C-

"C:

And #4. S. G.; $ 9:6, in the Kur

that 2:

xlvi. 24, i. e. [And they became] in a condition
such that, if thou wert present in their country,
thou wouldst not see aught save their divelling
places; or, as Hamzeh and Ks read, S. & •)
X:=t- [there nas not to be seen aught save their
divelling-places]. (Bd.) [13& J%
is of

may be aptly rendered he employed it as a means

&:

*

and 4:

of light; and thus the second of these three verbs,

is expl. in
treatises on practical law :] one says
• 3
also, caju. " C*- [He employed oil as a
means of light; or] he made the lamp, or wick, to
give light by means of oil: (Mgh, Msb:) and it

ing]: a prayer for the person thus addressed. frequent occurrence, meaning He became occu is said in a trad. respecting the several sorts of

t-->
[expl. below, see: ; (§ ;):: he said

(Msb.) - And

*: I said

to him

&:

pied, or engaged, in doing such a thing; he betook, fat (As-á) of carrion, J.G. … "
The
set, or applied, himself to doing such a thing; set
people [employ them as means of light; or] make
about, or commenced, doing such a thing; or

their lamps, or wicks, to give light by means of
to them u-U-2 b-e: (Ki) or a-- means I said began to do such a thing.] - [Also He per them. (TA.)
prayer of daybreak.] It is said in a
to him * #ff *~ [expl. above]. (Msb.) formed •the
3
J

•

6 & 2.

trad., c- W 12-->2, meaning Perform ye the

10: see the next preceding paragraph, in four

- See also 1, first sentence. - [Hence,] --~~
places.
£1 Asíl, inf n. as above, I journeyed nith the prayer of daybreak in the time of daybreak. (L.)
11 : see 1, last sentence but one.
people, or party, by night until I brought them - See also 8. - Also He acted gently. (TA in
*

w *

in the morning to the water. (K.) – Us:--> art. L:21: see an ex. in a verse cited voce Jä.)
J-ji c's t Such a one declared, or told clearly, = ~~ :-et He trimmed a lamp, or nick;
to me the truth; syn. <-2. (A, TA. [See or prepara it, properly for use. (TA)— See,
again, 8. = ~U-21 as a subst, see C-, in two
£4]) E. &: a.S a. subst, see below.
* >

6

- d.

•

places.
4. 2-21 He entered upon the time of morning
termed -0.3 [which means both dann and fore

5. – as He slept in the morning; or

£: (S, A, Msb, K, &c.) and W £4 (Msb,
K) and "ā-:3 (MSb, K) and * t", and
W
(K [or perhaps the last should be z-a-2,
6 * d in

6 • 6 -

q. v.]) Daybreak, or dann; syn. X: ; (S, A,
first Msb, K;) i. e. (so in the Msb, but in the K

“or”) the beginning, or first part, of day: (Msb,
part of day, before sunrise. (S, Msb, K.) is an inf n. [inf n, of . £il used
noon]: (S," Msb: [in the former this meaning is And He ate such food as is termed a a-2. K:) w

£,

indicated, but not expressed:]) or he entered upon
the time of daybreak, or dan'n, the time termed (K, TA.) It is said in a trad.
•3
(L, K.) By the following words of Esh **** −5: [He who eats as a as-2 seven dates

&: £4; 3%

*

8:4.

of

.

*

•

of the sort called ###! (TA) = See also 8, in

Shemmákh,

*

*

2

s 6 -

Use'2' 2%

* * 0.

•*

two places.

* ... •

&: c52'." J.32

*

*

* **

6

•

J

=

*

*

*

6.

la: 5% and 3'-la-> [Such a one

C#. in the Kur vi. 96, (Jel,) and
is similar to £: (TA;) [and 7 £: is the n. of
place and time from -: the pl. of &: is
£i. (K;) and thus some read in the Kurvi. 96.
(Bd.) See also &: One says, c: #
in the sense of

3-5-

c:

is meant, [And the saying of the crier is,] The affects to be beautful, comely, pretty, or elegant :
and a-la- "
(S, K,) meaning [I
people, or party, have nearly entered upon the the latter verb is here added as an explicative of
came to him] in the morning
[of the last]
time of danon: prosecute the night-journey : for the former: see
(A, TA.)
the Arabs, when they have nearly arrived at a
of five days; (K;) i. e., of a fifth day; (TK;)

8:4].

place which they desire to reach, say, # 35 5
and when travellers are near the time of day

8.

*~!

(~~)

He drank a morning-draught, or [or rather, of a fifth night, as the last word is
c” ; ($, K, TA;) [and] so fem.;] like as one says, 4-out- us-3. 207
($)

n:hat is termed a

•

Bk, I.
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&
night with a people near by; and by his means otherwise than adverbially, meaning the same as
they found their way to them, and exterminated &- 15, expl. above; (K;) and * cs:" &# in
the clear, or plain,
thing or case. (Ham p. 449.)
* : 2, #
3*
-

J

: ! is also used as meaning + The truth; and
& J.

- And -2 Dei is one of the names of Mekkeh.

them: (IAar, TA ) or the prov. is 3• *āši

the morning, or first part of day, before sun

cº-> *ś

More lying than the young un rise: (IAar, TA:) or " g” $[properly means]
weaned camel that has satisfied its thirst with in a time of drinking the [morning-draught called]
* *o-f
drinking [its mother's milk in the morning]; C*-*. (TA.) And lüe -> W a->* 4:3)
[I
which [seems to be thirsty but] will not drink of

(K,” TA.)

£: : see the next preceding paragraph.
6 * *

* >

J

d J

its mother's milk when one desires it to do so:

-

e.

6 *

• *

* *

came to him in the dann, or in the morning,

''

<-2 : see à-2. - Also The glistening of

(IAar, Sh, TA:) or, accord. to Fr, than the young forenoon, of such a day]: (A:) and "ā-s:
iron (K, TA) and of other things. (TA.)
unneaned camel that is affected with indigestion, 25: Jé- [in the morning
23 of
° # every day]; and in
heaviness of the stomach, from drinking much
is: : see the next paragraph, in three places. or
milk, and therefore craves for milk again. (Meyd. like manner, > Jée à-el. (S.) And £i
z

*

•

J. Joe

**

• 6

*

- Also A natering of camels in the morning, or

first part of day, before sunrise: which is not
esteemed by the Arabs wholesome: the time ap
proved by them for watering is when the sun is
near the meridian. (TA.)

i: The early part of the forenoon, after
L-4: as also ":: (Msbi)

sunrise; syn.

On"

the period of one's entering upon the Cl- [which
means both dann and forenoon]: so in the saying,
a-: 3×3 # [I met him when he was entering
ipon the dawn or forenoon]. (TA) - And A

•

*

•

> *

&4,

[See also Freytag's Arab. Prov.: he seems to :
(Sb, A, TA) for £5 a U.<, [I came
have followed a faulty text.]) - Also the fem., to him morning and evening,] meaning every
J-4, A she-camel that has been milked [app. morning and evening : (Sharh esh-Shudhoor, p.
in the morning]. (Meyd, in his Proverbs, under 31:) the two nouns are thus constructed by some
of the Arabs, after the manner of 3: ā- but
the letter Le; and T.A.) = See also
some prefix the former noun to the other, putting
cola--> A man n-ho hastens to take the morn the latter in the gen, case, except when the ex
ing-draught, or n hat is termed the
(K.)
pression is used as a denotative of state, or ad
verbially: (TA:) [or, accord. to IHsh,] Cl
See
(Mgb) Contr. of
#: is allowable as [an adverbial expression]
[lit. in a morning having
ā-, (S, A, Msb) and so * i-3, (8) [and meaning : §

£4.

6

*

> *

C*.

•

$4:

s" ->

£4 – Also

*

6 -

* *

£4

d d

#

•

sleep in the morning, or first part of day, before "à-5.31 (as in." phrase following in this para an evening, or in a forenoon having an afternoon];
sunrise; as also "i-35 ($,"Ks) or both signify graph), and W C-, (see this last word,)] i.e. and a similar instance occurs in the Kur, ch.
* @ -

U-4 [expl. above];

(A;) but the Morning, or forenoon, counted from sunrise to
latter is by some disapproved: such sleep is for moon: (MSb and TA in art. 3-2:) or, accord. to
bidden in a trad., because it is in a time for the some, from midnight to noon : (TA in art. 2-2 :)
commemoration of the praises of God and then or, accord. to the Arabs, from the beginning of
for seeking gain. (TA.) One says, X: &% the latter half of the night to the time when the
a sleep in the

•

*

:#

and

*ā-:)

[Such a one sleeps in the

first part of day, before sunrise]. ($) – And
Food with n'hich one contents, or diverts, him

self [so as to allay the craving of his stomach], in

lxxix. last verse.
supra.) –

(Sharh esh-Shudhoor, ubi

c: As:

means f The day of the

hostile, or predatory, incursion. (S, A, K.) The

Arabs, when suddenly attacked in the morning
by a troop of horsemen, cry aloud, *-ū4 &
sun declines from the meridian; then commences + [01 a hostile, or predatory, incursion l]; warn
the U.2, extending to the end of the former half ing the whole tribe: (TA:) this is said by him
of the night; thus expl. by Th; so says El-Jawā who calls for aid: (JM :) for they generally made
leekee. (Mgb.) The Arabs say, when they a hostile, or predatory, incursion in the morning:
(TA, JM :) or, as some say, the two conflicting
regard a man, &c., as ominous of evil,
parties
used, when night came, to abstain; and
3-04 S *IGod's morning : not thy morning]:
when day returned, they recommenced; so that

the morning or first part of day, before sunrise.
£4
(K.) - See also C*-* = Also (Suh, K, TA,)
and 7
(Lth, S, TA,) [each said in one place and if you will, you may say, 4-2 5 # £4.
the case is as though he who said thus meant,

&:

in the K to be an inf. n. of which the verb is

(Lh, TA) And -(4 ×, (S) or -t- i.e. The time of the r-U.3 [or morning] has come,
~2,] Blackness inclining to redness: (K:) or (K,) lit imperative, but meaning a prayer, i. e. therefore prepare yourselves for fighting. (JM.)

intense redness in the hair: (Lth, TA:) or a colour May thy life, or your life, be pleasant during the
cu- The al-ā [or lighted wick] of a J.:
inclining to that which is termed *::: (K, TA:) morning, (Harp. 32, and TA* in arts. Lox, and
or nearly the same as a: (Lth," S, TA:) or _sex,) is a salutation of the people of the Time of [or lamp]. (K.) [See also £42.] = And I. q.
a colour inclining to that termed a: (K, Ignorance. (TA.) One says also, t-3 4:1, C*, q. v. (Ks, S, K.)
6

s

* *

TA:) or whiteness that is not clear, or pure; so

the former is expl. by Suh. (TA. [See also

• *

*

~

* ****

• &

•

•

Gl- 15, (S) or £- 15 a.5i, (K,) which
[i. e. Cl- 13] is only used adverbially, (Sb, S,

and

meaning [I met him, or I came to him,] in a

e.

>

*

K,) except in the dial. of Khath'am, (Sb, S,)
./

*

&l=< A man who has drunk a morning morning, [or] betnceen daybreak and sunrise:
draught, or what is termed a cs:< (TA;) or (K:) the following verse (S, TA) by Anas Ibn
who has done so, and satisfied his thirst thereby: Nuheyk, of Khath'am, (TA,) or, as some say,

£4

A morning draught; i. e. a draught,
drink, or potation, that is drunk in the morning,
or first part of day, before sunrise, (S, A, Msb,
TA,) and afternards, before noon; (TA;)
contr. of 3, #: (S, A:) and whatever is eaten,
or drunk, in the morning, or first part of day,
before sunrise; contr. of 3, #: (TA:) [and
particularly] milk that is drunk at that time:

(Aboo-'Adnán,
[in the #
S and, q.v.:]
K it is fem.
im by Iyás Ibn-Mudrikeh El-Hanafee, (so in a marg.
plied that it isTA:)
syn. with
note in a copy of the S,) presents an exception to
L-4 (S, TA.) Hence the prov., &- ** g the adverbial usage:
(AHeyth, L:) milk, or wine, that is drunk at
6

& J.

*

7

-* *

• *

: **
de •

J

*

3:13-51 (Aboo-'Adnán, S, TA) More
lying than the captive

(L.) milk that is milked at that time : (K:) and

who had satisfied his thirst

*

* *

*

*

**

* *

*

d:

*

with a morning-draught : (Aboo-'Adnán, TA :)
the person thus alluded to was a man who was
among a people that gave him a morning-draught,
after which he arose and quitted them, and was
taken by another people, who said to him,
“Guide us to the place where thou wast;” to

that time : or what is drunk at that time hot :

39-3

c- 22- -- *-*}

>9% [i.e. beverage, or nine,] that people have,

(K, TA,) and drink, (TA,) in the morning : (K,
(S, TA:) the poet means, I determined to stay TA:) pl.
(TA.)
34 [Dost
until the time of the P-L-2 [i. e. either dann or thou make a delicate allusion to a morning
forenoon]: for it is on account of some particular draught?] is a prov., [the origin of which is expl.
thing, i.e. some good quality, or some praise in art. Ú), q.v.,] applied to him who speaks

£4.

&#:

which he replied, “I have passed the night in worthy thing, that he is made a chief n!ho becomes obscurely, not plainly; and to him who alludes
the bare desert:” but presently he sat down to a chief: thus Ibn-Es-Seeráfee explains this verse. ambiguously to some great thing or affair; and to

make water, so they knew that he had passed the (TA.) And one says, W

g” # *ś, not used

him who by blandishing expressions makes a

1643
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thing incumbent on thee which is not really so. true dawn inclines a little to redness. (TA.) (S, TA,) until the sun has risen high, (S, K, TA,)
by reason of her strength (K, TA) and her fat
(TA.) - See also -:4, in three places. - [Hence, because of his colour,]
ness:
(TA:) the quality thus described is ap
Accord. to Lth, it signifies [absolutely] Wine. The lion. (K.) In the phrase : 3,-i, the
proved: (As, S, TA:) and such a she-camel is
(T, TA.) - And The quantity of milk of a epithet is added as a corroborative. (Z, TA.)–
camel that is drann at dann, or in the first part And the fem., *: signifies A female conspi also termed "**: pl. of the former as above.
of day; and so "i-:. (TA.) = Also A she cuous, or clear, or fair, in the c” [or side of the (TA)- And A wide spear-head; (K, TA;)
camel that is milked at dann, or in the forenoon, jorehead]. (TA.)
[app. of such as are termed
#. ;] as also

&#9 #ifies

:-(4

•

(Lh, AHeyth, K,) or in the morning, or first
part of day, before sunrise; and so with 3. (K.)

&: (S, A, Mgh, Msh, K) and ': (Ks,

* : *. (TA.
5

-

3

C-: A

n'hip: (S, K:) and

*

•

#-4: bû

certain whips: (AO, S, TA:) so called in relation
to
23, one of the Kings of El-Yemen, (AO,

&:

£: Drinking a morning-draught, or n hat
is termed a

c”.

(S, K. [See also &-4, first

§, K) and ': and '3-#4 (K) Beautiful,
sentence.])
comely, (S, A, Mgh, K,) pretty, or elegant; (S, $, K, TA,) of Himyer. (TA.)
• 6 × .
A, K;) as some say, peculiarly in the face;
J-o
Cl-):
see ~, in two places. – It is said to
(TA;) or applied to the face: (A:) or bright
1. 34, aor.-, (§, M, A, K.) infn.:4, (M,
(Msb, TA) in the face: (Mgb:) the first is expl. signify also Darkness; contr. of 2- 3, which is
by Lth as signifying fair of face: fem. i its primary signification: and accord. to Esh K.) He confined him; held him in custody;
6

* @

•

-

6 &

and

i-U.4.

and the pl. of

£4

£4,
£2. (L.

and

of their fems. here mentioned, is

and

-

Shereeshee, redness of the hair. (Harp. 284.)
• -

2#

6, - *

detained, retained, restrained, or withheld, him,

or its (§, M, A, K.) 4:3 from it. (M, A, K.)

.

aa-3-ol: see Cl-, in two places.

[Accord to a copy of the A, 75.2 signifies the

£: The morning meal, that is eaten betneen

TA.)

J.e. e. *

i- Beauty, comeliness, prettiness, or ele daybreak and sunrise; syn. #3 (A, K.) a

same; but this may be a mistranscription.
Hence,]

&: <<

I restrained, or withheld,

gance; (S, A, K;) as some say, peculiarly in the subst. of the measure Uexkü, (K, TA,) similar to myself, or my soul; ($, Mgh;) jë Jè [to
endure such a thing]. (Mgh.) 'Antarah says,
face: (TA:) or brightness in the face: (Msb:) it
mentioning
a battle in which he was engaged,
*:
&c.;
pl.
(A,
TA.)
One
says,
is said that a-G-2 is in the face; *4, in the
6

de

&:4.

J.

•

* 3

• *

• &e

•

as a

J.-, in the nose; 55%-, in the eye; 2-4 -*-all & Es [He brought near to
a-53, in the mouth; -##, in the tongue; the guests, or put before them, their early morn
ašuš, in the stature; ašū, in the qualities of the ing-meals]. (A, TA.)

skin;

2 *

*

6 d

4a-e-o: See

* .. • *

d

C-:

and

*

*a*, (S, Msb, and some copies of the K.) meaning

?

*

•

* @ e

• *

• *

J

de

•

*

4 de

&u= 9'>!! --à '3' 3-25
#2 t: <-- [i.e. And I restrained
*

formed from the unaugmented verb, (S, Msb,) thereat a soul patient and ingenuous, that is firm
and W
&M", K,) formed from the aug nohen the soul of the convard yearns: the last

.

&:

Cl-, in two places.

mented verb

G-4

****

© • d >

mind; and that the completion of beauty is in the
hair. (L, TA.) [See 1, last sentence.]

•

5-4→ ă4,-- 3:44

*

C-, (S, Msb,) The place y enter

Intensely red blood: (K, TA:) from

word (for

:3)

I have here rendered on the

supposition that the poet describes the soul of the
ing upon the time of morning called P-L-2 : and

coward as one that is yearning for home]. (S.)
-: signifying one “whose hair is overspread
the
time
of
entering
upon
the
same:
(S,
Mgb,
K.)
[And hence,] 34 is also used intransitively:
with redness.” (TA.) = *-ū: ā-i Wide
or the former signifies i, q. …<, and the time (Msb:) [or as a trans. verb of which the objective
spear-heads. (K, TA. [In the CK the latter word
is without teshdeed.]) ISd says, I know not the thereof, and the place thereof. (Marg. note in a complement, namely, 4-5, is understood:] you
say, 3:4, aor. and inf. n. as above, (S, M, Msb,
person or thing in relation whereto they are thus copy of the S.) See also
K.) He was, or became patient, or enduring;
called. (TA.) [See also
: see the next preceding paragraph: and
6 & 5
contr. of &- (M, K:) or he restrained, or
al- See C**.
see also C*, in two places.

£4.

£2.]

s

6 * @ y

•

* 6

withheld, himself, or his soul, from impatience:
see the paragraph here following, in (S, Msb:) or he restrained, or neithheld, himself,

6 • &

#4 [Giving to drink a morning-draught, or
rvhat is termed a

as: : act, part. n. of 1, q.v.:

or his soul, from impatience, and his tongue from
four places.
6

See also Ham p. 66. And] One who waters his
camels in the morning, betneen day-break and
sunrise. (TA. [See

i-J)—And + One nho

p.

* d

cl-2

A lamp: or its lighted wick: syn.

£9: (S, K:) the latter is the proper meaning

"makes a hostile, or predatory, incursion upon a (L) [though not the more usual], and is the mean
people in the morning; as though he made it to ing intended in the Kur xxiv. 35, (Bd, L, Jel,)
be to them a c”. (Hamp.
3 or a large, bright, or brilliant, &: (Bd:) and
W
signifies a lamp: (L:) [the pl. of this is
1 The plain, manifest, clear, truth. (K,” TA.)

06)–:

£::

J.

*

6

*

- d.

J

• *

* - of

and] the pl. of c
~0-a-2 is c:
2->Lae.
(Msb.)
**! Of a black colour inclining to redness: &tale:
2 3
* ... • # -.
(K:) or having redness intermixed in his black -->>'' C*- Ineans -*lso Le')\el [i. e.
hair : (Sh, TA:) or n:hose hair, or beard, has a t The stars, or asterisms, that are signs of the way
J)

• *

*

red hue overspreading it: (Aboo-Nasr, Sh, TA:) to travellers]. (L, TA.) = Also A large [drink
or having hair intensely red: (TA:) it is nearly ing-vessel of the kind called] -35; (AHn, K;)
the same as *: (Lth, S:) and is an epithet
and so V
(K:) or
[he' of the
applied to a man and to a lion: (S:) and to hair
as meaning having whiteness naturally intermixed former] signifies the [vessels called] Cl." [pl. of
in it with redness; (K, TA;) of whatever kind 35] with which one drinks the morning-draught
it be: (TA:) fem: it-3 (K.) and pl.: called as: (S.) - And A she-camel that re

&:

£4

complaint, and his members from broil: or,
accord. to Dhu-n-Noon, he shunned acts of oppo
sition, and was calm in suffering the pangs of
afflictions, and made a shon of competence in a
state of protracted poverty in places where the
means of subsistence were found: or, as some say,
he endured trial, or affliction, with good manners:
or he was contented in trial, or affliction, without
show of complaint: or he constrained himself to
attempt things that he disliked: or, accord. to
'Amr Ibn-’Othmán, he maintained constancy with
God, and received his trials with an unstraitened
mind: or, accord. to El-Khowwás, he steadily
adhered to the statutes of the Kur-án and the
Sunneh; or, as some say, he was content to

perish for gaining the approval of him whom he
loved: or, accord. to El-Hareeree, he made no

difference between a state of ease, comfort, and
affluence, and a state of affliction; preserving

•
•

calmness of mind in both states: (B:) and you

(TA:) and hence [accord. to some]*: *inean.

also say "##2),(S, M, Mob, K.) and "3.3% ($,

•

mains in the morning in the place where she has

ing “the dawn;” for, as Az says, the colour of the lain don'n, (S, K, TA) not going forth to pasture, M, K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously, X:\])
207 *
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changing the le into Le, but not#E), for U2 is not snore, or took an oath, being confined, or held in themselves in doing the deeds of the people of the
to be incorporated into le; (S;) and likewise custody, (8, M,) by the judge, or governor, (M,) fire [of Hell]! (K:) this last explanation is in
"...a5; (M,K;) both syn, with 3:45 (M3) or in order that he might be made to do so. (S, M.) the Tekmileh. (TA.) = 3- also signifies He
"...assi gnifies he constrained himself to be patient; And &: 33 He snore, or took an oath: (TA (the judge, A, TA, or the Sultán, El-Ahmar,
(S, TA;) [or he took patience: and "Ala-el, he in art. <-N.) and he compelled one to take an TA) retaliated for him. (El-Ahmar, A, TA.
[See 8.]) = -ol [intrans.] It (a thing) was, or
acquired patience; and he was tried with patience: oath. (Mgh.) - See also 2. - Also He clave
to him; namely, a man; syn.
(M, K) = became, hard; syn. 3:1. (A. [See 3:4)—
See #4.] One says, a.a.” 3'- &34% Such

4%.

be e

**:

8. = <<, (S, [thus in my copies, He ful into what is termed "## (K, TA)
without any complement,]) or * <<, (M, i.e. "glamity and he became in what is termed
($) And # 2 U's #2 [I was patient of
or I endured with patience, or bore with, what Mgb, K,) aor. *, inf. n. * (S, M, Mgb, K) £4 Al, i.e. a 5-. (TA.) - He sat upon the

a one was patient on the occasion of affliction.

See

railwl (A) And -íč 4: [rendura and #2, (S, Msb, K.) I became responsible, or 2-2, (K, TA) i. e. the mountain. (TA.) - It
with patience the withholding of myself, or the surety, for him, or it. ($, M, Mab, K.) – And (milk) was, or became, very sour, inclining to
being debarred, from what I love, or like; or I J: Give thou to me a surety. (S, K.)= [the flavour of 2:4, i. e.] bitterness. (K.)–
6 * *

* *

* *

was patient of the loss, or want, of what I love, X...tal b%, (so in the CK, [agreeably with He ate the 5.4, (IAar, K,) i. e. the thin, round
or like]: (A:) and * * 3:45 [I constrained an explanation of the pass, part. n. >*. q.v.,]) cake of bread so called. (TA.)- And He
myself to endure with patience the neithholding or W 3:4, (so in the M, and in my MS. copy of stopped the head of a flash, or bottle, with a **,
myself, or the being debarred, from it, or him; the K, [both probably correct,]) They collected
(K, TA,) i. e. a stopper. (TA.)
or I constrained myself to be patient of the loss, their n:heat together without measuring or neigh

or want, of it, or him]. (L, voce 3:)

And

"3:1:1 Já'í (The most excellent hind of

ing it; made it a 5: [q v.] (M.K.)

5: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph, in
four places.

2. 5:-, (M, Msh, K) inf n. *. (TA)

patience is the constraint of oneself to be patient]:
6. }: [relating to a number of persons] sig
He urged him, or made him, to be patient, by a
a saying of 'Omar. (IAar.) And 3: •) L' promise
of renard: or he said to him, Be thou nifies The being patient, or enduring, one with
2." LAs f [My body will not be patient of cold, patient: and *% he made him to be patient : another. (KL.) [You say, 12.):Laj They were
or nill not endure patiently cold]. (A.) And (Msb:) or the former, he commanded him, or patient, or enduring, one nith another.] – And
: signifies also The being bold or daring [in enjoined him, to be patient; as also " 9- : (M, 9% J'é 12 Alaj They leagued together, and
enduring, or attempting, a thing]. (T.A.) - Also K:) and the first, he required of him that he aided one another, against such a one.
He made him, or it, firm, or fast; or bound, or should be patient: (Sgh, TA:) and 7 3-1, he Buzurj, TA in art. Jä4.)

tied, him, or it, firmly, or fast. (TA.) [Hence,]
attributed to him

(Ibn

(4 J*) patience; (M, K.) as

8. £1, and its var. 3:1; see 1, former half
inf n. as above, He confined also W *~1. (TA)- See also 1, second sen
him, namely, a man, and other than man, [nith
in three places. —4: 2-la-ol He retaliated by
bonds or othernise,] (K, TA,) alive, (TA,) and tence. =_*\ale 12-2 : see 1, last sentence. - slaying him, or wounding him, or the like; (A,
shot, or cast, at him until he died: (K, TA:) or 'G' **, inf n. as above, He heaped up the K;) and so 4: "#4. (TA)=[And accord. to
he set him up for slaughter: (M:) and you say thing. (O.) = [> also signifies He embalmed
Reiske, It was collected: (mentioned by Frey
also, #2 * ($, M, Mob, K.) and #3; a dead body with X-3, meaning accord. to Frey tag:) app. as quasi-pass. of 1 in the last of the
meaning he confined him (i.e. a man) to die, tag myrrh; but for this I know not any authority: senses assigned to it above.]=::1-21: see 2.
until he died; and in like manner you say *%-21; he mentions the verb as occurring in this sense in
(S;) which latter signifies also he slen him in “Hamak. Waked.” p. 94, last line. = Also He
10. -a-. It (a vapour, TA) became dense.
retaliation. (T in art. b') And 5: J: He ballasted a ship: used in this sense in the present (K, TA. [See: 3.])
(i.e. any living thing) nas confined alive, and day. See 5*.]
R. Q. 1, accord. to the S, 3:4: See art. 2-2.
then shot at, or cast at, until he was put to death:

J# J* 9.4,

& J e

(S:) or he (any living thing) was bound until he

• *

w

3. *L*, (A, MA) infn. #4 (A, K) and
5-, (K,) [He vied neith him in patience, or

© d >

2-2 [inf.n. of 1, q.v. - Used as a simple
endurance; as shown in what follows: or] he subst.,] Patience, or endurance; contr. of *:
until he was beheaded: (Mgh:) or he was slain acted patiently with him : (MA:) b:4 in the (M,K:) or restraint of oneself, or of one's soul, from

was put to death: (Msb:) or he (a man) was
bound hand and foot, or held by another man,

[deliberately,] not on the field of battle, nor in Kur iii. last verse means Vie ye in patience, or impatience. (S. [Several other explanations of
nar or fight, nor by mistake : (A’Obeyd:) and endurance: (Ksh, Bd, Jel:*) or in this instance, this word are shown by explanations of the verb.])
the three
* he was confined, (A,) or held and confined, in the saying 1,453 b:45
The month of fasting: (K:) fasting
verbs are progressive in meaning: the first mean being called * because it is self-restraint from
(B,) to be put to death. (A, B.)
£4 [sig
nifies The confining the living, and shooting, or ing less than the second; and the second, less than food and beverage and sexual intercourse. (TA,
casting, at him until he dies; as is shown in the the third: or the meaning is, [be ye patient] with fromoa& trad)—I: 4:3, and 5: J#: see 1.]
TA: but it] occurs in a trad., in which it is for yourselves, and [vie ye in patience] with your –2-all cºs: The oath for which the judge, or
bidden, as meaning the act of gelding, or castrat hearts in enduring trial with respect to God, and governor, [in the CK > is erroneously put
ing. (A, TA.)- Also, (S, Msb,) aor. and inf n. [remain ye steadfast] with your minds in desire for £1,] holds one in custody until he snears
as above, (Mgb,) He confined him to make him for God: or [be ye patient] with respect to God, it: (M, K:) or the oath that is obligatory (K,
snear, until he snore, or took an oath; as also and [vie ye in patience] with God, and [remain

b”),

-2:13:

c”

J.

•

•

steadfast] with God. (B, TA.) [See also 3 in TA) upon the snearer, (TA,) and which the
*%-el: (S) or he made him to snear a most ye
snearer is compelled to take, (Mgh, K,) he being
art. law).]
energetic oath; (Msb;) as also * 3:4, (A,
Mgh,) which is a tropical phrase: (A:) and

*%-el, (TA in art --") or &: J'é"><!,
(TA in the present art.,) he (the judge, or
governor,) constrained him to snear, or take an

oath. (TA) Andy. He was confined, or held
in custody, in order that he might be made to
snear, or take an oath. (A.) And 5: -ā- He

confined by the Sultán until he do so : (Mgh,"
+ d >

6.

•

: see 1, latter half, in four places * = TA:) such an oath is also termed V #: Je: ;
and see 2, in two places. =[3: U. How (Mgh :) [i. e.] the term is: is applied to an
•e o -e o # *
patient, or enduring, is he "J-Jüíč-** we oath, (S, K, TA,) meaning one on account of
[in the Kurii. 170] means Hon bold are they [to which a man is confined, in order to make him
encounter the fire of Hell]! (K:) or hon bold are snear it; (TA; [and this seems to be indicated
they to do the deeds of the people of the fire [of by the context in the S and K;]) but the man
Hell]! (TA:) or hon, much do they occupy being *, and not the oath, the latter is thus
4.

*
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termed tropically. (TA)- [: -i- see 1]

other beasts, compacted together in a watering portion of cloud n.hich one sees as though it were

=See also:2.

trough.

(K)=#2 *.

3: ($, M, Mob, K) and 7:2 (M, Mob, K)

(so in a copy of the

but this explanation is of
weak
authority:
or,
accord. to AHn, clouds
M.) or "5:3 ×i, (so in the K and TA,) A
remaining
stationary
a
day and a night; as
certain bird; (M, K;) red in the belly, black in

The side of a thing: (S, M, K:) or a side rising the head and wings and tail, the rest of it being
above the rest of a thing: (Mgb:) or its upper red; (M;) thus in the L; (TA;) or red in the
part, or top: (TA:) and the edge of a thing: (S, belly, black in the back and head and tail; (K;)
M, K:) and its thickness: formed by transposi thus in the Tekmileh: (TA:) [but] AHát says, in
*** * *
*

tion fom 3: (S) pl.:", (S.M. Mab, K.)
and pl. pl. £i. (Mgb.) A: signifies The

sides of a vessel, (S,) and of a grave. (TA.)

5*, i. e. detained;

**

•e de J.

* @ p.

though detained: (M:) or clouds in which are
blackness and whiteness: or, as some say, clouds
slon in motion, by reason of their heaviness and

the abundance of their nater: (Ham p. 786:) the
“the Book of Birds,” 5.2 ×i, which is [the pl. of: is the same as the sing, (M,) or it is

same as]

"#2 *.

is [a bird] red in the belly,

black in the head and wings and tail, the rest of

#4 (S.M. K.)—And #4, 4 mountain:
(O, K:) or

*

is the name of a particular

And you say, He filled the drinking-cup, (S, M, it being red, of the colour of *: and the pl. is mountain. (TA.)-[And accord. to Freytag, as
from the K, in which I do not find this meaning,
A, K,) and the measure, (A, TA,) 9: &l.

$5.4 and #4 (0.)

A hill consisting of stones.] = Also

*

(K,)
thing
thin,
round cake of bread, which is spread beneath the
food that one eats: (M, A, K:) or (K, TA, but
in the CK “and”) upon which the food to be

($, M, A, K,) to its top, ($, M, K) as also L'

*i; (S;) or to its uppermost parts; (TA;) or #: A quantity collected together, of wheat i. e. (TA) the x-3 of a cis- [or table, or
[&c.], without being measured or neighed, (S," upon which one eats], (M, A, TA,) A

to its edge. (A) And 9: 33- He took it

altogether. (S, M, A, Mgb,” K.) And ##! &# M, Msb, K.) heaped up:6 &(TA:) pl. #2. (S,
+ He met with complete distress, or ad Msb.) You say, 5-2 (.51 -:2: I bought
versity. (As, S.) And in a trad, the tree called the thing without its being measured or neighed. eaten at a wedding feast is ladled (K, TA)
J.'"
is said to be £1: in the highest (S, Msb.)- And Reaped grain collected together;
or n heat collected together in the place where it the maker of the bread: (TA:) also called "
part of Paradise. (A, TA.)- Also the former, is trodden out: (M, TA:) or when trodden out (K.)
*ed

a

J.

& e-d

*:::

#:

by

#4.

(S, M, K.) and "#, (M. K.) Land in which

2°, - and thrashed. (Msb in art. L.Ae.) – And
see the next paragraph: = and see
are pebbles, (S, M, K,) not rugged. (S, M.) Wheat sifted (M, K) with a thing resembling a 63 3,9-2:
* *
Hence, W
Xi, q. v. (S, M.) – See also:4, •3- [or +, which is a Pers. word, here app. 3,9-2.
meaning a kind of net]. (M.)- And Rough, or
in two places.
#4 (S, M, K) and "#2 and "#2 (K)
rugged,
stones,
collected
together:
pl.
*.
(M,
Stones:
($, M, K.) or smooth stones: (TA:) or
See *—and * in two places: =

A:

so

66

p

•

J-2 :

K.) [See also #4.]

•

and see also

34.

**

;:

Ice;

syn. :-

*

*f

3-2 3'l: see 3-2.
6 * >

w *

**, * >

.

Al-2 : see 5)-2, in two places.

(A)
£(M,K) and ':(K)The fruit fa kind

*

of tree, intensely acid, having a broad, red stone,
allowable only in cases of necessity in poetry, (S, brought from India, said to be (M) the tamarind,
Msb, K,) or it is allowable in other cases, as also (M, K,) used as a medicine. (M.)
*:-, agreeably with analogy, (Ibn-Es-Seed,
A stopper [of a bottle]; syn.
(K.
Msb) [Aloes;] a certain bitter medicine; (S,
Mgh, Mgb;) the expressed juice of a certain [See 4, last sentence.])= And The fruit of a
bitter tree; (M, K;) the expressed juice of a certain acid tree. (K. [But in this sense it is
certain tree of n!hich the leaves are like the probably a mistake for%, q.v.])
sheaths of hnives, long and thick, nith a dusty
*: see #14, in four places.
and dull hue in their greenness, of rough appear
ance, from the midst of n:hich there comes forth a
*: See X4, in two places. - Also A

*.

stalk n'hereon is a yellon floner, J-3 [but what
this means I know not] in odour; (Lth, TA;)
it gron's like the green c-s: [or lily], save that
the leaves of the X-2 are longer and broader and
much thicker, and it contains very much juice;
(AHn, M, O, TA;) it is crushed and thronin into
the presses, then bruised nrith pieces of nood, and
trodden with the feet until its expressed juice
flows, when it is left until it thickens, then it is
put into leathern bags, and exposed to the sun
until it dries: (AHn, O.) the best sort is the

surety. (S, M, Msb, K.) You say, *
He is a surety for him, or it.

4+

34

(TA)- And

2% *

The chief, head, director, conductor, or
of the affairs of a people, or party:
(M, K:) he who is patient for, and nith, a people,
or party, in [the managing of] their affairs:
(A:) pl. #4. (M.)- [And accord. to Golius,
A solitary man, having neither, offspring 7:07"

manager,

*** *

* * * * **

3 # ,< * ~ * * * * *

*

* Gl-'-'9" & W-e & c

}< ($, M, Mab, K) and "3:4, which latter is

*

signifies also, (K,)

a piece of stone, or portion of stones: or of iron.
(M, K.) A poet says, (S,) namely, El-Aasha,
(M,) or 'Amr Ibn-Milkat Et-Tá-ee, addressing
'Amr Ibn-Hind, who had a brother slain, (IB)

(A, Sgh, K:) and [its

n•- of
un.] with 5, a piece thereof: (A, $gh :) from
J-ol meaning 3:)

5: signifies, (M,) or 5%

*

*** *

(so in the S; but in the M and TA this verse is

given differently, with &: and či in the places

of £ and &; and it is said in the M that
accord to one relation the last word is %2,

(with us, which, it is added, is like 3: in
meaning;) [i. e. Who will tell 'Amr, or Sheybán,
that man was not created stones?] but IB says
that the last word is correctly %2, with kesr to
the U2; and the poet means, man is not stone,
that he should patiently endure the like of this:
(TA:) [J says,] accord. to one relation, the last
word is 5%, with fet-h, which is pl. of ":4,
the being affixed to denote its being a pl. pl.,
for X: is pl. of V #4, signifying strong, or hard,
stones: [and he adds,] El-Aasha says,
*

W

*" &\,: c: J:

(S 2. but IB £ys that %

and

*

5% are not pls.

brother: but app. a mistake for 22:2, which is

thus expl. in the S in this art.] = Also, (S, M, of 5-2 ; #r. Utaš is not a pl. form, but Jus, with
&*: [i.e. of the Island of Sukutra], and it K.) and " £3, (M.) A white cloud, (M, K.) kesr, like Jus-- and Uus-: (TA:) [and it is said
is also known by the name of " #: [a name now and so ": and *::, of which the pl. is £i. that] the verse from which this is cited is not by
El-Aasha, and is correctly and completely as
applied to the plant]: (TA:) the n. un, is
(K:) or white clouds; (M, K;) as also £i, pl. follows:
[and #: and #:-1: and the pl. is: (M,

#4

of ''< and *::: (Fr, Yaakoob, $3) or white

TA.)-[Accord. to Freytag, it signifies also clouds that scarcely ever, or never, give rain:

Myrrh : but for this I know not any authority.]
6.4

p.

(S:) or clouds, (M, K,) or white clouds, (AS, S,)

• 3-*

a #-

U- ~~1.5 &t=
• -

*

* * *

• 3

*

•,•-2

6o y

that become disposed one above another (As, S,
M, K) in the manner of steps: (As, S, M.:) or a
95 e >
5-2 : see 5'-2: = and see 5-2, in two dense cloud that is above another cloud: (M, K:)

J-2 : see J-2.
6ed e.

6e » y

-

by A. all being meant the ~3, (TS, K, TA)

places. = Also Urine, and dung of camels and or a stationary portion of cloud: (K:) or a the stringed instrument thus called: (TS, TA:)
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*-&
accord. to the reading given in the S, the verse the five following epithets are said to denote dif (AZ, S,) He pointed at him, or tonards him,
means, As though the croaking of the frogs in it, ferent degrees of patience: "Ue is the most general with his finger, (*#) disparagingly: (AZ,s,
a little before daybreak, were the sounds of of them [in signification, meaning simply Patient, K:) or, as some say, he meant some evil thing to
falling stones: and this is correct. (TA.) = See or enduring]: *:::: signifies acquiring patience; him when he (the latter) was inadvertent, not
s

•

also re-2.

and tried with patience:

** *

•

3-

J. *

6

6 * *

Jew:

6

-

constraining

d -

**:

See 29-a-o.

•

#4: see”, last sentence.
~* *
-

knowing.
(TA)- And £35 U. & & 4
He directed such a one to such a one by pointing,

himself to be patient : *}”, having great
patience; [or very patient;] whose patience is or indication: ($, K:) because, when one directs
a man to a way, or road, or to a thing that is
greater than that of others; [as also
Or

5,0-2: see the next preceding paragraph.
2)9-2

*:::,

this signifies rendered patient, from 3:43)

de

latent, or obscure, he points towards it with the
finger. (TA.) One says, + 4*...* Us What

noting quality, or manner: and *#3, having an directed thee to us? (TA) Andžāl 3:
intense degree of patience; [or having very great He directed others to the people, or party. (TA.)
patience;] denoting measure, and quantity: the Of one who magnifies himself, or acts proudly,
pl. of ** is 34. (TA.) As an epithet ap

&4

6 *d e

37-2 ×l: see 5*.

5.4, [respectingthe form of which see 5'-.]

in his government, or administration, one says,

(S, M, K,) and * 50.2, without teshdeed, (Lh,

M, K) and #2, (K.) The intenseness of the plied to God, (Aboo-Is-hák [i.e. Zil) "3, all &u: << t [app, meaning The Devil has
cold (S, M, K) of winter: (S, M.:) and [in an signifies The Clement, or Forbearing, who does directed him]: and cuš, & 4 £i [The
absolute sense] intenseness of cold: (TA:) and not hastily avenge Himself upon the disobedient, Jingers of the Devil have reached him]. (TA.
W #: signifies also the middle of winter; (K;) but forgives, or defers : . (Aboo-Is-hák, K:) [it
may be well rendered The Long-suffering :] it is [See the pass part, n, below.]) - And one says,
and so V #2. (TA.)
* & 4 3Xts. *: <}; i.e. [Food was pre
an intensive epithet. (TA.) One says also: *
: 3:4, in two places.- £4 }: (S, * L* 1 [He is a patient endurer of cold]. sented, or offered, to him, or was placed, or put,
before him, and] he did not put his finger into it.
M.A.K) and "x: â (K) or the former only (A.)
(TA.). [See also t”, near the end.]—And #4
is meant in the K as having the first of the signi
-->; &c.; see art. '..e.
à-la-il, (0, K.) inf n, as above, (TA). He
See

6e de

fications here following, (TA,) A stony tract, of

6** > *

which the stones are black and n:orn and crumb

5×2-2 : see 5'-2.

5-;

63 - -

inserted his finger into the hen in order that he

might know if she were [near] laying an egg or not:

the neight that is put (O, K:) mentioned by Z. (TA.) – And & 4
# JHe put his finger upon the vessel so that
copies of the K: (TA:) from *::, q.v., (S,
what was in another vessel flowed upon it [into
£ [More, and most, patient or enduring]. the former vessel]: (A’Obeyd, S, O, K:) or, as
M;) or from #4. or, accord. to some, such as
is level, abounding with stones, and difficult to Al- & #: [More patient than an ass] is a some say, he put together his two fingers, [or two
ling, as though burned with fire; syn.

(T,

$, M, A, &c.;) for which j- is erroneously put in

#2 Ballast of a ship;

in the bottom of a ship. (TA.)

walk upon: (M ) or the former is [the tract prov. (Meyd.) And one says, L'é £i * of his fingers,] then discharged, or let flow, what
called] J: 5-, and [that called] Júl 5- (El J.S. 3- -> ! [He is more patient of beating
Fezáree :) or it has the first of the above-men than the ground]. (A.) [The fem.] es: is
tioned significations, and signifies also a [moun applied to a she-camel by Honeyf El-Hanátim [as
tain, or hill, such as is termed] a-aa: (ISk:) or meaning Surpassingly patient or enduring].
smooth rock upon which nothing makes an im (IAar, TA in art. Us".)

was in the vessel, of wine, or beverage, into a
thing with a narron, head [or mouth]: or, accord.
to Az, he discharged, or let flon, what nas in the
vessel, of wine, or beverage, between the ex
tremities of [either of] his tn:o thumbs and fore
Jingers, in order that it might not become scat
pression: but the latter, accord. to Aboo-'Amr
#: Sheep or goats, and camels, that return tered, and pour forth copiously. (TA.) – And
Esh-Sheybánee, signifies a 4-ae without a pass.
in the evening and morning to their on ners, not 4:4, inf n, as above, He hit, or hurt, his finger.
remaining anay from them: (M, K:*) [a pl.] (TA.) =2#. J'é &4, inf n. as above, mean
M, K) A calamity, or misfortune: and a severe having no sing.: (K:) [ISd says,] I have not ing He came forth upon the people, or party, is
war: (M, K:) or the latter, a distressing case. heard any sing of it. (M.)
said to be originally t”, with *. (TA.)
(S.) One
es' baš(M) and
*: [pass part. n.of 1, q.v. Confined, &c.–] [4 & 2, followed by L', is said by Freytag,
(S, M) They fell into a calamity, &c.; (M:) or Confined [nith bonds or othernise], (K,) or
the latter, they fell into a distressing case : (S:) set up (M) to be put to death: (M, K:) and as on the authority of Meyd, to signify He (a
pastor) fed and managed well his cattle: but this
or into a perplewing and distressing case, from
which they could not escape, like the **, above "5* J- a man confined, (K,) or set up, is perhaps taken from a mistranscription of the

(Ish)—Alo, -ići, K) and ''< f(§
*::

'':

mentioned, without a pass: (Aboo-'Amr Esh
Sheybánee:) but in some of the copies of the
à -

~*

“Alfüdh” [of ISk], * 21,
from

as though derived

#2, signifying “stones.”

6 &

(TA.)

6 *

3: see:
3-

3:

% - 9

**

*

•

•

(#,A), confined [or bound] to be put to death
[and

in that state killed by arron's

&:

or the like];

! Self-magnification, or pride; (O, K,

i. T. S">'' (sks *:j such is forbidden to be TA;) such as is consummate; (TA;) and haughti
'ten. (S, A.)-5,5-a- applied to an oath: see ness, or insolence, or vain glory; (O, TA;) and
a signifies the same. (O, K, TA.)
--> = Also Made into a 3-2, like a 5.2 of * as:
&->
: [q. v.]: the & being substituted
6 * > *.4.
.
wheat; so gathered or collected together. (TA.)
6* > d *

s

23-2-Al: see X:4, in three places.

s

z

#: Rugged ground, rising

(M) to be put to death; (M, K.) i, q \,: saying, mentioned by Meyd, a £u. L'é Jeju
Jáil, (Th, M, K:) and #4, applied to a beast &-el, q.v. infră.]

above the adjacent

*

-

6

J)

p.

C. (MF on the letter

8.)

see #2. L.i.a. is expl. by Reiske
part or parts, and hard, (K, TA,) in n'hich is no |aS}*:
signifying Collecta caro (3ykos ris oapkós):
3#
herbage, and which produces none : or i, q. Del mentioned by Freytag: if so, it is app.:

for the

£3. (TA)=See also:2.

(S, O, Mgb, K) and &-l and &-el (O, Msb, K)

* and **, (M, K,) the latter of which is

see its verb.]
6 w • **

*

*

also applied to a female, without 3, (M,) and

** (M, K) and *::4, (M,) are epithets from
&

**

* 6 -

3.2 “he was patient, or enduring.” (M, K:)

1.4 & 2, aor. *, (AZ, §, K.) inf n.

6

and
* >

6

d

&1
£ s

and

of

&
•

and

£i.

the

being thus trebly

vowelled, and the - likewise (Msb, K) with
every
one of the vowellings of the e, (K,) and
a
o#
W

C-2,

&:

&-1

o#

6 p &

and

•* * *

and

6 y o

*

->

>a<- : see 'le.
W

•- **

* > &

&:--1 and &- 1

ex- also, (Mab, K.) of all which forms the

Book I.]
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&:- - &-2

first is the [only] one commonly known and the U---> applied to herbage &c.,] in the grapes; its in
mersing,
theirS,children,
[i.e. says,
baptizing
water.of(Az,
TA). One
$3%them,] .
• •

•

one approved by persons of chaste speech, (Msb,) raisins are good; and it grows in the Sarāh
all mentioned by Kr, (K,) and by Lh also on the
authority of Yoo, (TA,) A finger: . and a toe:

(#) (AHn,0)-L-3 & 4 + The flowers #: Us', inf n. [: (as shown in the next
(-i) of the cº- [or Hermodactylus (the preceding sentence) and] #~, + He introduced

(MA, KL, &c. :) of the fem. gender, (Msb,) or
fem. and masc., (S, O, Mgb, K,”) but generally Iris of Linn. 7) now applied to meadon-saffron, his child into the Christian communion, it is said,
a species of colchicum]; (O, K;) the potency of by dipping, or immersing, him in the water of
fem.: (O, Mgb, K') pl. (of 8-2, MA) & 4 which
is like that of the cis-3,5-, [itself]. (TA.) baptism. (TA) And #2, #1-###4 + He
and (of 8*, MA)
—&
t[Certain things] resembling the introduced his child into the Jennish communion
~ 2:

&#4 (MA, K.)—one
&4
£39 Us-- * [With the mention of them *3% [or >3% with which J-> is applied),
the fingers are bent]; meaning that they are
says,

[probably ly baptism combined with circumcision:
but
see &-2, an explanation of which seems to
of the length of the finger, (K, TA,) red; (TA;)
reckoned as the best, [or among the best,] for the
indicate
that circumcision alone is meant in this
brought from the Sea of El-Hijāz; of proved
best are not many. (M, on a verse cited in the
efficacy for the speedy consolidation of nounds. case]. (TA)—And <--~1 & #4 + They
first paragraph of art. L-3.) [See also two similar (K.) —#4
+ The root (J-5) of a certain colour and alter information, or discourse. (O.)

&-

exs. in the first paragraph 9f art.3- and Use-.]
- And

&: *:::: c."

Use'" ; [The pastor plant of which the form is like the hand, (O, K,)

–And * (#4,#4 +They altered him in his

variegated with yellonness and whiteness, hard,
and having a little sneetness; and there is a
species thereof yellow, with a dust-colour, but
without whiteness: (O, TA:) so says Ibn-Jezleh:
(TA:) it is beneficial as a remedy for madness, or
diabolical possession, and for poisons, (K, TA,)
and the sting, or bite, of venomous, or novious,
reptiles, or the like, and it acts as a dissolvent
of thick excrescences. (TA.) - As a measure,
signifies [A digit; i. e. a finger's breadth;]
the nidth of six moderate-sized barley-corns;
(Msb voce <-2-5) the fourth part of the aää.

estimation; and informed him that he had become

has a finger pointing at his cattle, or camels or
sheep or goats]; meaning, [has upon his cattle]
an impress of a good state or condition; (S, K,"

TA;) i. e. they are pointed at with the fingers
because of their goodliness and fatness and good
tending.

(TA.)

[See also a verse cited voce

...] And similar to this saying is the prov.,
c- &: Jú Aft &: #4, meaning t [Upon
him is, from God, (acknowledged be his absolute
supremacy,)] an impress of a good state or con
dition. (Meyd.) And one says also, &- <!
all- es:
meaning t Verily he is good in

&:};

respect of the impress upon his cattle [indicative
of their state or condition]. (IAar, T.A.) - And

&:

(Mgh and Mab ibid.)
* * **
&-el, first sentence.
82-1:
6• d

See

altered from the state in which he was. (TA.)

And it is said that 4: J.J.” and J.:
£e mean They pointed me out to thee as one
who would accomplish nhat thou desiredst
of me;
•
&
J.

from

& e >

the saying of the Arabs, ce: Ja-y" -à->

and U4.x: I pointed at the man with my eye and
nvith my hand: (O, K:") but Az says that this is
a mistake; that the Arabs when they mean thus
say <<, with the unpointed 8. (O.)- One
says also,
$3.
(Msb,) or &:
-...", and J*u. (TA,) t He laboured in science,
for in a species of science or knowledge, and in
work,] and became notable therein [or thereby].

*'''

3:

&4,

89.4,

2 -- " -

(Msb)=#3 & 4, inf n.
| Her udder
| Such a one is unfaithful, 4:R->a< *
treacherous, or perfidious. (O, K,"TA.")- And
became
full,
and
goodly
in
colour:
(O,
K, TA:)
! Self-magnifying, or proud. (IAar,
,49 3. & &: * ! [He has a finger in this O, K, TA.)
said of a camel, (0, TA)—And #3 & 4,
(O,
K,) aor. *, (O, TA,) inf n.
(TA,)
affair]. (TA)—The Prophet said c.4: ...is

&: J: &%

&:

&#9,

•e

• 9-

J. J-e J

ad

• £

* *

•

*

-

* + 4: # 8:4 & 9: 3:
1 [The heart of the believer is betnceen two of the

said of a man, (O,) His al-ac [or muscle] became
&
** *
1. & 3 aor. and” (S, O, Msb, K, the former long (0, K.) like -: (0, TA) And

#4,

The garment, or piece
fingers of God: He turneth it about as He not in the copy of the K used by SM) and 2, : &4, inf n.
pleaseth]. (O.) - And a man says, in respect of (Fr, O, Msb, K,) inf n. &- (S, O, Mgb, K) of cloth, was long and ample: a dial. var. of
6 o' --

a difficult affair, when he has been made to have
and

&e (As, o, K) and #2, (AHn, TA) [of &: (TA)= AndAsk U: £2, aor. *, He

recourse to a strong man, able to bear his burden,

:- 8: Gü4ttreri, "runal.
an end of it with one finger]: and

* &

* &#4. + [Verily the smallest of his finger.

which last,

#- (q. v.), also said to be an inf. n.,

[app. a camel] put his head into the food: as also

is perhaps a contraction, or, as is said in the Ksh

t”. (O.) And J.'" J. J." -: [The

&4,]

camels put their heads into the pasture, or herbage].

ii. 132, it means a mode, or manner, of

(O, TA.) And & * << [or 24, She put
will suffice him for its accomplishment; the - He dyed it, or coloured it; (K, TA;) namely,
thus prefixed to the agent being redundant, as in a garment, or piece of cloth; ($, O, Msb, TA;) her head into it], like #3 (TA)
and white, or hoary, hair, and the like. (TA)
1.x: 209 (+ and many other instances]. (O.) [It is said that] the primary meaning of £al 2. ū: <!-- She (a woman) dyed her gar

&: *

the surnames of The
in the language of the Arabs is The altering ment, much (0)= # *, G, A, TA)
Deri (TA. [See &u:14:3, above.])– [a thing]: and hence *::" &4, meaning The or 5-31, (O, L, TA,) inf n. & al, (L, TA,) i. q.

-

is one of

[ &: signifies also t A prong, as resembling a garment, or piece of cloth, was altered in colour -: ! [i. e. The ripening date, or the full-gronn
finger: so in the S and K in art. Jae-, and in to blackness or redness or yellowness [&c.]. unripe date, began to ripen, or showed ripening,
or became speckled by reason of ripening, or
(TA)- [Hence,] #. &-2, aor. 4, inf. n. ripened, at the part next the base and stalk]:
the “Minháj” of Ibn-Jezleh Jū: all &le, [app.
+ He moistened the mouthful nith oil or (S, O, L, TA:) or became coloured. (A, TA.)
a mistranscription,] and in the L Śl &lel, grease [or any kind of
i.e. sauce &c.]; and And #1 * -à-ol 1 The palm-tree showed
(TA,) + [Common clinopodium, or wild basil,] he dipped it, or immersed it; and in like manner
ripening in its dates; (O, K, TA;) as also <>,
the sneet-smelling plant called in Pers. *:#1,
inf n. as above: (K:) or, accord. to Az, #:
any other thing. (TA.) [Thus] one says,
* *

*

other instances.]->Gál &4,(o, TS, K.)in

£4,

&-

&4

(AHn, O, K,) which grows abundantly in the
southern parts of Arabia, and is not depastured

£ 44 (As, O, K) and £1 U (TA) He

in relation to the palm-tree [itself] is not known.

£4

dipped, or immersed, his hand, or arm, in the

(TA)- And āū -a-, (Az, O, K.) inf n.

by any animal. (AHn, O.) - &##".
+ A species of grapes, (AHn, O, K,) black, (AHn,

O) long, like the acorn, likened to the dyed

water. (As, o, K, TA) And #1 -: as above, + The she-camel cast her young one
£i es' usgu: (As, O) or £ (TA) + The she when its hair had grown; as also " -à-el: (0,

Jingers of virgins; (AHn, O, K;*) the bunch camel dipped her lips in the nater. (As, O, TA.) K:) but ---, with J", which means the same,
thereof is about a cubit [in length], compact [so I - [Hence also,] the term #2 is used by the is more commonly used. (Az, O, T.A.)
de • * * * > of
render •+4:4, supposing it to be similar to Christians as meaning + The dipping, or im
4: see 2, in two
* all &:--

places.-2:

[Book I.
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&
•* ** *

is a dial. var. of 3.1, (O, K,") meaning God + [And a sauce for those that eat]; (S, O, Mgb,
rendered benefits, or boons, complete, full, or TA;) where it means, accord. to Fr, olive-oil;
but accord. to Zj, the olive [itself]; and Az pre

ample, to him. (O.)

&e:

See

#2, in five places.

& 4 i. q. " &: [i. e.

Dyed]; applied to a

fers the latter explanation: (TA:) some read garment, or piece of cloth: and also used as a pl.,
(Bd).
applied to garments, or pieces of cloth. (L, TA.)

5. 23 J &a is from #!, (Lh, O, K.) W £23.

and means + He became settled, or established, in
[See also
religion: (TK:) and so ā- : :a: ; expl.
&-2, in a horse, The having the whole of the
#2 The craft, or art, of the dyer. (O.)
by Z as meaning + He was, or became, in a good fetlock n'hite, nithout its nhiteness conjoining
state [in respect of religion]. (TA.)
A dyer (O, L., K) of garments. (O, K.)
neith that of n:hat is termed J-5 [q. v.].
- And [hence,] t A liar: (K:) one who colours
8. 13: &l-2 It was, or became, dyed, or (TA.)

#44.]

* - -

&:

coloured, with such a thing. (TA. [There said
to be tropical; but this I doubt.])- And &l

£9, (S, o, K) or J-9 (El-Farabee, Mgh,
Msb,) and the like, and, as some say,

J-l &2,

and alters information, or discourse. (O, K.")

* @

see &-2, first sentence.
The Prophet is related to have said,

#4, in a sheep or goat, or in a ewe, t White
ness of the extremity of the tail; the quality de

(Msb) or J-1 J, (Mgh, [so in my copy, but noted by the epithet #3. (TA)- Also tA
app. a mistranscription,]) [ He made use of what date that has become partly ripe, i.e. ripe in a
is termed &: [or sauce, &c.], (O, K, TA,) or part thereof. (O, K.)
vinegar, (TA,) to render his bread savoury; (O,

6 d.

22 °

-

J-5 +jēi

&#3% & 4:1 or - c. -ièi &
[Which may mean The most lying of men, or of
the most lying of men, are the dyers and the gold
smiths; or t those n'ho colour, and those who

transform, information, or discourse]: El-Khat
tábee says, the meaning is, that the persons who

see &-2, first sentence. - It also means practise the two crafts to which these words relate
t Religion, syn. c22, (AA, O, K,) and al.; make many promises as to returning the goods,
vinegar, and similar seasonings. (TA.) One
(K3) and the religious lan', syn. aš,3; (TA3) and often break their promises; wherefore they
may not say, J- 3: k-la-el. (Mgh, Msb.)
and anything whereby one advances himself in the are said to be of the most lying of men; not that

K, TA;)

&:"

4-2 :

including olive-oil, as well as

- #:la-e' also signifies + He made, or prepared,
n:hat is termed

favour of God:

&- [i.e. sauce, &c.]. (TA.)

(AA. TA :)

every one of them is one who lies: but he adds
[thus,] in the Kur

[ii. 132], (0, TA) if £2 means the religion

that it has been said to mean the moulding and
colouring of speech with falsehood. (O.)

#2 (AZ, A, S,Mgh, o, Mab, K) and "#2 of God, syn. ###, (0, Msh, K) or #3:2, #4 âû, (O, K,) without 3, (O,) A she-camel
(S, Msb,) which is the meaning of Aft #:
•

(S, o, Mab, K) and "#2,(0,K) or this is an
£2, (AZ, AS, L,) and

inf n., differing from
W

$42, (Mgh, O, Msb, K.) as some say, (O) or

having her udder full, and goodly in colour.
(O, K.) - And J% es' #2 J.' [meaning
to n'hich mankind are created; because its effect
appears in him who has it like the dye in the gar Camels putting their heads into the pasture], with
ment; (Bd, Jel;) or because it intermingles in 5. (O. [See 1, last sentence but one.])
the heart like the dye in the garment; (Bd;) and
#. #A horse white in the joreloch, (AO, S,
it is said to be from the Christians #3 (or as: Mgh, O, K,) all of it: (AO, Mgh: [see also
i.e. baptism] of their children in a sort of water
(Msb;) the religion of God, with an

adaptation

this last is a pl. of the first, (O, Mgb,) [or] the
(S,) A dye; (AZ, A5, S,
pl. of #2 is
Mgh, O, Msb, K;) used for colouring clothes
[&c.]: (TA:) the pl. of
is £i, and that they have; (S; [and the like is said in the -is-i:]) or white in the extremities of his tail:
(TA) - O, and Ksh, &c.;]) āā-e being in this instance in (S, O:) or n hite in the extremities of the ear:
is a pl. pl. [i. e. pl. of

£,

'•
£1.

&:

(K:) when the whiteness is in his tail, he is termed

[Hence, app.,] one says of a girl, or young the accus. case as an objective complement;
woman, when one first takes her as a concubine, (Msb;) for the meaning is “follow ye the religion J: or, accord. to AO, it signifies also white
or when he first has her conducted to him as a of God;” (O, Msb;) or “we will follow the in the whole of the tail, including its extremities.

bride, (AZ, O,) or when one first marries her,
(K,) &e" #~~ ū) + [Verily she is one newly
taken as a concubine, or a bride: app. alluding
to the recent application of the dye of the*...hinna].
o - # (AZ, O, K.) And one says also, &* ajji-) lo
-

God has prescribed to Mohammad; i. e., circum TA:) or, accord. to the book entitled “Ghareeb
cision: (O, K:) or āā-e is in this instance an el-Hamám” by El-Hasan Ibn-'Abd-Allah El
inf n., (Ksh, Bd, Jel,) signifying a mode, or Isbahánee El-Kátib, white in the whole of the

d

-

•a

religion of God:” (O:) or it means that which (TA.) And t A bird white in the tail: (S, O, K,

* * * * >*

c:51, (AZ, O,) or 4:3 &e 3.j-i Le, (K,) i. e.
-

manner of,

&: [i.e. of baptism], (Ksh,) relating

head; but used in the former sense by the keepers
of pigeons. (TA.) And [the fem.] #2 + A

to the baptism of the Christians, (Ksh, Bd,) a
corroborative of the saying (31 [in

sheep or goat (313, S, O, K) or a ewe (AZ, TA)
verse 130], as white
in the extremity of its tail, (AZ, S, O, K,

[I did not, or he did not, take it, or acquire it,] such put in the accusative case, (Ksh, Bd, Jel,)
for its proper price, [app, meaning its cost-price, by reason of a verb understood, (Jel,) the mean TA,) the rest of it (i.e. of the animal) being
or prime-cost,] but for a high [or raised] price. ing being #2 * (#4 [God hath baptized us black. (TA.) - Also t A species of weak birds.
(AZ, O, K.')-8-2 also signifies, (S, Mgh, O,
Msb, TA,) and so does "
(Mgh, TA,) or
the latter is pl. of the former, (S, O, TA,) tA
seasoning, or condiment, for bread, to render it
savoury; (S, Mgh, O, Mgb, TA;) particularly

&2,

(TA.)- Also, (applied to a man, O,) | One nho
with his baptism]; (Ksh, Bd, Jel;*) [so that voids his excrement (O, K, TA) in his clothes (K,

41 & 2 signifies the baptism of God, and may TA) n'hen he is beaten (O, K, TA) and when he is
here be rendered We have received the baptism frightened: mentioned by Z. (TA.) - And
of God;] the Muslims being hereby commanded #4, + A certain tree, or plant, (5-3) like the

to say to the Christians, “Sayye, God hath bap A.: [which is applied to several species of panic
(Mgb) such as is fluid, (Mgh in art. Axl, and tized us (úš3) with the faith, with a baptism grass], having a white fruit, growing in sands:

Msb) as vinegar, (Mgh, Mgb, TA) and olive-oil, (a:-) not like ours [i. e. not like our Christian (K:) [but this seems to have been taken from

(Mgh, TA,) and the like, (Mab, TA) [i. e. any baptism], and purified us with a purifying not like three different explanations, here following:]
sauce,] in which the bread is dipped: (Msb:) so ours;” or the Muslims being hereby commanded accord. to Aboo-Ziyād, a certain tree, or plant,
called because the bread is dipped in it, (Mgh,
to say [of themselves], “God hath baptized us that grows in the sands, resembling the as:
TA,) and coloured thereby: (Mgh:) the pl. of (ú-2) with the faith, as a baptism (#2), and [which is applied to a species of the >3), n:hich
W
is #: one says, J” #39 <=
we have not been baptized with your baptism is one of the abodes of the gazelles in the hot season,
335u<!! # [The sauces, or fluid seasonings, 7vere
lurking-places being excavated by them at its
roots: accord. to another, of the Arabs of the
abundant upon the table]. (TA) #2 is used in s
usk-e a rel, n, from &”. (M5b.)- [A seller desert, it is like the A3, but the ax4 is larger in
this sense, but not explained, in the K. (TA)
the leaves, and of a brighter green : accord, to
of dyes. (Golius, on the authority of Meyd.)]
• -

-

&e

d d -- d.

d = & J.

C#2 & 3).” (Ksh.)
d

Hence, in the Kur [xxiii.20], c'>}} &”

• 6.
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&:-->

Aboo-Nasr, a certain tree, or plant, having a

#4:15: 3 &

7: see what next follows.

-

white fruit. (O.) And, (O, K,) as some say,
8, cº-land 'c-all (K, TA) and '3: the first U-2 may be from L:" [or (£), and
(O) + A bunch of herbage, of nhich, when it
comes up, the upper portions are green on the side (so in my MS. copy of the K) or "3:4 (so in the second U-2 from it: signifying itāli; SO
next the sun, and white on the side next the shade. the CK, but neither of these is in the TA,) He, that the meaning may be, He engaged in play, or
(O, K.) = Also (i. e.
The greatest of or it, turned anay or back, or became turned sport, and J:" [or amorous dalliance, &c.],
anay or back. (K.)
as long as he was a youth, [until hoariness came
torrents. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) [In this sense,
wpon his head;] or the meaning may be, he
though used as a subst., it seems to be, as in other
Q. Q. 1. Če-2 or 3:4: see what next pre
engaged in J:" as long as he engaged therein,
senses, imperfectly decl., being originally an cedes.
epithet: if not originally an epithet, it might,
&c. (Ham p.380.) And G-2, (S, M., K.) [aor.
accord. to some authorities, be perfectly decl.]
*u-e The hand of a player at a game of hazard L*.] inf n. #2, (S,) or Ú-, (M,) [or both, as

&:0

• *6 =

•

*** *

&: [without 3] 1 A palm-tree (i+3) shorving
ripening in its dates. (O, TA.)
©• *

inclined for acting treacherously to a companion. will appear from what follows.] signifies He
(IAar, K.)
played, or sported, with the c- [i.e. youths,

or boys, or children]: (S:) or he acted in the

> *

ös: a word of well-known meaning, (S, M, manner of the c'> : (M, K:*) or both ū- and
[ää-a-. A dye-house: so in the language of the
K,)
[Soap;] a compound with n'hich clothes [&c.]
present day.]
are nashed: the best of which is made of pure #4, as infins, signify the acting as a youth, Or
: Dyed much (0) In the phrase #3 olive-oil and clear potash and good yes- [meaning boy, or child; and the playing, or sporting, with
&
#4, [it is said that] the epithet is with teshdeed

# [which means to denote muchness, and also

lime], well cooked [i.e. boiled], and dried, and youths, or boys, or children: (KL:) and W J.
cut into particular shapes: the &* sort is not and 7 Lalaj, said of an old man, signify he acted

or childish, manner. (TA.)
to denote application to many objects, so that it cut, nor well cooked [or boiled], but is like cooked in a youthful, boyish,
8.- d 3. *
may be rendered either Garments much dyed, or starch: (TA:) it is hot and dry; and produces – '-2, inf. n. 2-2 and 52-e, also signifies He
a pleasurable sensation in the body; (K;) but the inclined. (Mgb.) You say, &#1 Ú. He inclined
simply dyed garments]. (S.)
• *

.

washing the head with it hastens hoariness: (TA: to her, namely, a woman; as also 2-3 and in
s we a
&*, like £4, which is the more commonly [in which many other supposed properties of it like manner, #! +44 and << (She inclined
used, [each without 5,] applied to a she-camel, are mentioned:]) IDrd says the word is not of the
t Casting her young one when its hair has grown. language of the Arabs: (TA:) [Fei, in the Mgb,
(Az, T.A.)
fancifully derives it from
33, because it
removes
filths
and
impurities:]
MF
says that it is
: See
one of the words common to all languages, Arabic
and Persian and Turkish and others [as Greek
U->e

J's

#:

&:*.

&c.]. (TA)- [Hence,] 2”

33, (S, M, Msb, K,) aor. 2, (S, Msb, K,)

1.
inf n.

3:4, (S,)

And <1%, (M) or £, (K) infn. #3 (M,

K) and #4 (K) and #4; (M, K.) and G:3;
(K;) He yearned tonards, longed for, or desired,

&* is a term (M, K.) Mim, (M) or her (K)-- Hence,
app.,] al-āl <!--2, (M, K.) aor. *, (M,)

for + Wine. (TA voce &#, q.v.)

The [female] palm-tree inclined, or leaned, to
palm-tree that was distant from

He turned anay a gift, (AS, S,
3

K, TA,) or an act of kindness or beneficence,

to him]. (M. See also :, in art. --J)

nvards the male

* -

[Lissue @f, or relating to, soap; saponaceous.

(As, S, TA,) from his neighbours, and his ac - And A maher, or seller, of soap: mentioned it. (M) – And #25. <<, (M, K.) aor.
*. (M,) inf n. #. The pasturing beast in
quaintances, to others; and in like manner, &# in the K and TA only as a surname.]
clined its head and put it upon the pasturage.
and 3.3-, (A, TAs) or he withheld it; Cé
• ?-

(M, K) (See also 2.]=<<, (§, M, K) aor.

- --

[from us]: (As, S, K:) and U-UG! Ü-e, (M,

Mab,) aor, as above, (Mab,) he (the cupbearer)
• *

@

&

turned anay the cup of wine, (M, Mgb,) 3A U-->
•

3

w

3-

[from him who was more, or most,
*@e

•

entitled to it], (M,) or as [from him]. (Mgb.)
'Amr Ibn-Kulthoom says,
- at

a~

** *

* Al Le U-L&M

*

&e •
-

*

•

*@
•

34-6

* &M) if n : &M,K) and 4,
1. 3, (S.M.K.)5aor. 3:, infn. #4, (S)
d e

J. J.

*

(M, K) in [some of] the copies of the K 4:4,

or #3, (M, K) and 3: ($, M,K) and we [also (TA) said of the wind called 'all, (S, M, K.) It
written J: in the CK (erroneously) L*] and
blow (K)-Andžāl & 4, (M.K.) like G#,
#4, (M, K,) [app., in its primary acceptation, (K.) The people, or party, were blonn upon hy
He was a youth, or boy, or child; agreeably with the wind called ūl. (M, K.)
an explanation of a phrase

in

what

follows, and

•

*-3

-

2. a-9 --, inf n. #4, He inclined his
with explanations of U-2 and #U-2 which will be
found below: - and hence, He was, or became, head towards the ground. (TA.) [See also 1,
[Thou hast turned anay the cup of wine from us, youthfully ignorant, or foolish, or silly: (M, K:) near the end.]
O Umm-'Amr, when the proper course of the [and, as seems to be indicated in the TA, he in
3. *: Usale, (T, S," M, K, TA) inf n.
cup of wine was tonards the right]. (S. [See dulged in amorous dalliance; a sense in which

o

*

*

*

•

d

#.

a .31%: Cú 34;
*

•

*

*

*

...

EM p. 184.])- And He (a man) hid a thing in the verb, more especially with U-2 (q.v. infra)

•

#44, (TA) He inclined his spear, (M, K.)

his hand, (M, TA,) such as a dirhem &c., without for its inf n., is very frequently used :] or he in or he lonered the head of his spear tonards the
its being known. (TA) - And cºagi co-2, clined to ignorant, or foolish, or silly, and youthful, ground, (T, TA,) [or, as the context in the S
(S, K,) or c -sil, aor, and inf n, as above, conduct; and in like manner " Lalaj; from seems to indicate, he inverted his spear,] to pierce,
(M.) He placed evenly, or suitably, in his hand, tall, which is from 3:1 [i.e. “desire"] (S: or thrust, (T, M., K.) with it. (M, TA) &e & e

* * *

(S, M, K,) the pair of play-bones, or dice, (S, K,) [see

an ex. of the inf n, of the latter verb in a

-: Usue He put the sword into its

*

verse cited voce A3, in art. -->;]) or G- and [which generally means its scabbard] (S, M, K,)
them: ($, M, K:) said of a player at a game of #2, as inf ns, signify the inclining the heart to or into its -P9s [which generally means its case
for enclosing it together with its scabbard,]
hazard. (S, K.) To him who does so one says,
any one: and have other significations expl. in
or the pair of gaming-arron's, (M.) and then cast

3: $; Jsi (Shuffle thou, and do not pack].
(S.)

reversed, or inverted: ($, M, K, TA:) or,
what follows: and "-U23 signifies the manifest (TA)
accord, to the A, *: Usale, and #, IneanS

ing passionate love, and desire: (KL:) [but

[2.

c”, from c”, He soaped a thing; or

and

(

#4 are often used in different senses: thus he put his sword, and his knife, into its ~% ??ot

washed it with soap; so in the language of the Et-Tebreezee says that] in the following hemistich in the right manner: and one says to one who
of a poem by Dureyd Ibn-Es-Simmeh,
hands a knife, #2 * i.e. Reverse thy
present day.]
Bk. I.
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hnife, putting the handle towards me. (TA)
*: Us!. He pade his building to incline, or
lean. (K)–$3% L'u~ He (a camel) in
verted his lips on the occasion of drinking. (K.)
# us'-- He, or it, overturned the old
man; and made him to incline. (TA)- Usile

&#, (M.K.) i.e. £1 & #1 (TA). He

&: (TA:)
and the Pli A. & TA)–9.3% is a
term applied to The flatus, or flatulence, (#)

Pleiades] to [the place of] J: −0. (meaning (S, TA;) and so too, [sometimes,]
the tail of Ursa Major]: (M, K:) [it is often
commended by poets as a gentle and pleasant
gale, like the Zephyr with us:] the dual is

9% and 9:4: (Lh, M, K:)
and #3 (M, K.)

and pl. $3.

*

ū- [also written U-l and W #4, the former

that is incident to children. (TA in art. Lel.)
[Golius, in that art, explains it as meaning Larva,
terriculamentum puerorum; on the authority of
Meyd. : and also as meaning Epilepsy; on the

recited the were not rightly, or not regularly. with kesr and the short alif, and the latter with
authority of in Boºl-3- also signifies

(M, K, TA. [In the CK, 3:1 sul..]) And

fet-h and the long alif, (S, Msb,) [both mentioned + The pupil of the eye: (M, K:) but Kr ascribes

AS&l Usue He made the speech, or language, to before as inf ns.,] Youth, or boyhood; the state this meaning to the vulgar. (M.)- And I The
deviate from its proper course, or tenour. (M,
of the U-2 [q v.]: ($) or childhood. (Msb) extremity of each of the jan-bones: (K, TA:)
K.) – Ja:-" c” U.4 is a phrase mentioned
One says, * es' 43 &lé and 2% [That was
by AZ as

meaning

i. e. (TA) ce: all signifies the two extremities of

We turned anay from the

the truo jan-bones (S, M, TA) of the camel and of
[plants called] Jas-. (TA)- And one says, in his youth or boyhood: or in his childhood]. other animals: or, as some say, the truo edges
(M8b.) [See also an ex. in a verse cited in the
2: & &- &'s-", meaning Jalla [i. e. first
paragraph of art. &.] - And the former curving outnards from the middle of the two

&#14, but I think that L. is a mistranscription [or each, as is shown in the first sentence of this
for c”, and that the meaning is, The girls, or
art.,] has also a signification derived from &#1

jan-bones: (M, TA:) or, accord. to the A, the

thin portions of the tryo extremities thereof: and

goung women, look from within the curtain]. [or “desire;” i.e., each signifies also An inclining it is [said to be] tropical. (TA.) And + A bone
belon, the lobe, or lobule, of each of the troo ears:
(TA.)
to ignorant, or foolish, or silly, and youthful,
(K:) or, as some say, the head of the bone that
4. &: She (a woman) had a child such as is conduct; and amorous dalliance]: (S) and "#4 is belon, the lobe, or lobule, of each of the two ears
termed Jes [i. e. a boy, or a young male child]; signifies [the same, as is also shown in the first by the space of about three fingers put together.
sentence of this art., or, like ū- and £2,] the

(M.)–And tThe edge (3-) of the sword: (M,

(S, M.;) and a child, male or female. (S.)=
ignorance, or foolishness, or

silines,

of youth; K, TA:) or the ridge thereof, (M, TA, in the
(Lth,
M,
K;)
and
amorous
dalliance.
(Lth,
copies of the K
3i is erroneously put for
woman, S) excited his desire, and invited him, [See an ex. of the first in a verse cited in theTA.)
first

£i She (a woman, M, K, or a girl, or young

:

(M, K,) or made him to incline, ($) to ignorant, paragraph of art. U421; and another in a verse #3, TA) which risesin [i.e. along] its middle;
or foolish, or silly, and youthful, conduct, (§, M, cited voce -3%.]
(M, K, TA;) and likewise of a spear-head:

K,) so that he yearned tonards her; as also

* 2:23. (M, K.) And * (süa He invited her

is:

see the next preceding paragraph.

to the like thereof (M.) And 'u' as also sig
nifies He deceived, or beguiled, her, and capti
wated her heart; (M, K; [see also another ren

dering in an explanation of a verse cited voce

jus;]) as also "usula. (K.) And ... J
c)3

He endeavoured to cause the wife of such a

me to incline [to him]. (TA)=# They

#3:

See

(.-.

(M, TA:) or, accord. to the A, that part of a
sword belon, or exclusive of, (33) its & [q.v.].
(TA.)- And t The head of the human foot;

(M, A, TA; in the copies of the K-5ii .# is

&-

A youth, boy, or male child; syn. X #: erroneously put for 23i J.5; TA;) i. e. the
(S:) or a young male child; (Mgh, Msb;) be part [thereof] between its 5'- [q.v.] and the
fore he is called AS.5 (Mgh:) or one that has toes. (A, TA.) And c." signifies also + The

not yet been weaned, (M, K,) so called from the

two sides of the [camers saddle called] J-3.

time of his birth: (M:) and 7 * signifies the (M.)- It is also said that .*" &:- signifies
entered upon [a time in which blen] the wind
! The grains of hoar:frost that resemble pearls:

G. : these two words being like 3.25
and:*: (TA:) the pl. of the former is #2 [a

Sanne

called 'all. (M, K.)

aS

and "..." &:- ! the small drops of rain: but
accord, to the author of the “ Khagáil,” it is

5: see 1, latter half: = and see also 4, in three
pl. of pauc., in which the 3 is changed into Us
places.

because of the kesreh before it, like as is said in

c.:-

[pl. of

#4,

q.v.], with - and then p.

6: see 1, in three places: = and see also 4.

the M respecting another of the pls.,] (S, M, Mgb, (TA)

[10. L-a-l, as stated by Freytag, is expl. by

K, but not in the CK) and #2 (M, K, TA, in

Reiske as signifying Pueriliter se et proterve

the CK #3) and #4 (M, K) and #4, (K,

3

gessit: = and by Jac. Schultens as signifying
Propuero habuit. But the usage of this verb in
any sense is app. post-classical.]
* [is of the fem. gender, and] is a subst. and
an epithet, [so that one says (4 C4, as well as

TA, but not in the CK,) [or rather the last two

à-2 : see us”, former

63

3

•

63- e.

(4 alone and all

-

*** fem, of Us: 2, q.v.
are quasi-pl. ns.,] and -: [another pl. of pauc.]

3

•

*

-

>U.2 :

-.

half.

-

see Us", firstt sentence.
S
— Also 1.
i, Qq.

./

(K) and £i (also a pl. of panel, (M.K.) but
this last is said by J to have been unused, because

5* J.-L3 [i.e. One who indulges in youthful
•

the usage of #2 rendered it needless, (TA,) and folly, and amorous dalliance]. (TA.)- Ku

£9) (M, TA,) [and signi &:2, (S, M, MSb, K, but not in the CK) in

fies The east wind : or an easterly nind:] the which the 2 is changed into US because of the

reysh, (M,) or the Jews, (TA,) used to call the
Companions of the Prophet #4. (M, TA. [See
s

•

*

&le, in art. U-2.]) And Náfi read [in the Kur
wind that blons from the place of sunrise: kesteh before it, (M) and &', (M, K) as ii. 59 and xxii. 17] &-La" instead of 3:1;
some say, preserving the US notwithstanding the
(Msb:) or the wind of which the mean place

whence it blows is the place where the sun rises dammeh, (M,) and 33- (M, K, but not in the

(TA)
and [inv.78]3:llinstead
ofć,£1.
(TA voce &4)
:J), a pl. of ~12,
is expl.
-

when the night and day are equal; the opposite
wind of which is the ,2:3:

(S) or the wind that

CK) and &#4 (M, K.) and [ISd says,
accord. to Sb, the dim. of

£e is W #4. and

as meaning Those who incline to

conflicts

and

faces the House [of God, i. e. the Kaabeh; app.
ifactions, seditions, or the like, and love to be
3 *
meaning that blons from the point opposite to the that of #: is W #4, each irreg.; but in my
2- 2 - # .
corner, of the Kaabeh, that is between the Black opinion, : is the dim. of #2, and àe:-2) is foremost therein. (TA. [See J-2, in art. --~~.])
*~
*
--> -3
- * ~*
*
Stone and the door]; as though yearning towards
that of £i. (M:) [J says,] #: occurs in
asual The oblique wind (juži, dim. of
the House: (M, TA:) or, accord. to IAar, (M.)
the wind of which the place whence it blon's poetry as being the dim. of i: (S.) " £3 #1) that blows in a direction between that of
3-3
extends from the place of rising of 'Ji [or the signifies A young woman, girl, or female child;, the east or easterly wind (ù all) and that of the
6-

d.
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* – C•
• &

&

-

•

-

-

• g

| Or or defect or fault or blemish, (L, K, TA,) and
north or northerly n-ind (J.i.1): (S, K:) it is *L* [if not a mistranscription for
ifrom everything that would occasion doubt or
very cold, (S and TA voce #) and very
signifies + He made the thing 2
(L, TA.) One says,
evil opinion.
or
suspicion
• of
*
*
*
boisterous, and unattended by rain or by any good. [i.e. sound, valid, &c.]. (L, T.A.. [In the latter
£-#3 4:--> & -5-22'. (K in art. C*, Q. v.)
(TA ibid.)
app. taken from the former.])
•

-

£-l

•

3

* ~*

*-i-3 W * & 43 &lé [That was in

And

-

2.

ā-el: see Us:-2.

---, [inf n. £-4)

EHe rendered him

his state of health, or soundness, and his illness, or

-*, (Ks, Az, M.) or £, (S, A) or both,
(K) applied to a woman, (Ks, Az, S, M, A,

healthy, sound, or free from disease; (S, A, MA,

(A, TA) so
TA;) said of God; (S, TA;) and
• * ~ * * * ... * * *
J -

sicknes]. (A0, $) And & 'C'—all 3 2ül

[Hon little removed is health, or sound

K,) and the former also applied to a man, (Er "as-el. (A, K, TA.) One says, 45.3% & " C-b ness, from illness, or sickness!]. (O.)

&-4, May

*~~

God render thy body

Răghib, TA) Having a '• [i.e. children, or

and

3/oung children, or young univeaned children], (S,
Er-Răghib, A,”) or having a child such as is
termed &: (M, K.)- Hence the latter is
metaphorically applied by El-Hareeree to t Wine

healthy, sound, or free from disease. (A.)
2,
And + He rendered it sound, valid, (MA,) [sub
(MA,
right,
true,
certain,]
sure,
real,
stantial,
+ The hard part of the road, that has not been

p. 450.)- [See also the verb, 4.]

fault or blemish, and from everything that would

6 - -

6 J

-

t-2

: see à-2, in two places: = and see
Ineans
in four places.-->,"

s

•

£-

-

Msb,) just or proper, whole or entire, (MA,) rendered soft, or plain, (K, TA,) nor smooth, or
of which the sealed cover has been broken. (Har [or free from every imperfection or defect or easy to n'alk or ride upon. (TA.)

occasion doubt or suspicion or evil opinion: see 1.]

3. * -

&4, in art. t

9-a-o: see

#4. A calamity, or misfortune. (K.)

1.

Jugi <-2,

You say,

£4, (S, A, MA, #. #)*(MAM,

£4. (S,

*u-',

+ I

£- : see the next paragraph.
&- (S, A, MA, Mil, K, KL) and 'tū
(S, A, Msb, K) Healthy, sound, or free from
disease; (§, A, MA, K, KL;)and so..." £-3,
6

*

>

corrected the book, or n:riting, and the reckoning;
rectified what was nrong thereof (L, TA.) And
# C- [He verified his being free from a
thing; clear, quit, or guiltless, of it; or irrespon applied to a man: (Msb:) and + sound, valid,
(MA, KL,) [substantial, real, sure, certain,]

sible for it] (Mgh in art in.)

K) and *, (MA) inf n. 4-2 (S, A,” MA,
Msb,” MF, TA) and

and

true, right, (MA, KL, and Msb in explanation
places.- Also He of the former word,) correct, just or proper,
[or healthy, sound, or whole or entire, (MA, KL) or [unmarred, or

4. 4-21: see 2, in two
K," MF, TA,)
found him to be

-

-

two forms of the inf. n. of which there are some

other exs., as

# and 3, and #, and 5. (MF,

free from disease]; namely, a man. (L, TA.)= unimpaired,] free from every imperfection or
And -21 He had his family and his cattle in a defect or fault or blemish, (L, K, TA,) and from

£-

also, (K, TA, TK.) [like healthy, or sound, state; (L, K;) whether he
TA,) and
_2 \,. &c.,] He was, or became, healthy, or himself were in health or sick: (L:) or, said of
sound; (MA;) or restored to health, or soundness, a people, or party, they had their cattle in a
a:- &- [from his disease]; (S, A.;) as also healthy, or sound, state, after they had been
6

W

* *

£--> : (S:) or his disease departed.

affected by a plague, or murrain, or distemper.

everything that would occasion doubt or suspicion
or evil opinion: (L, TA:) [and + suitable to the
case, or event: (see 1:)] fem. i---, applied to
a woman [and to other things]. (TA:) pl.
cl-2, (A, Msb, K,) a pl. of C*-*, (Msb,)
6

*

•

•

(K, TK.)
(S, L.)

and applied to men [and other things], (A, K,
TA,) and of ā-e-2, and applied to women,
6 •

And + It was, or became, [or proved,] sound,

valid, (MA,) [substantial, real, sure, certain,]

4:

5.

C-

•

[He was rendered healthy, or

&-2,

true, right, (MA, Msb,) correct, just or proper, sound, by it]. (O and TA voce #3, q.v.)
(TA) and it:-ei, (A, Msh, K) a pl. of
whole or entire, (MA,) or [unmarred, or unim
(Ms) and applied to men, (A, K) and i-i,
paired,] free from every imperfection or defect 10: see 1, first sentence. = One says also,
üí ! [I hold to be true, right, or likewise applied to men, (A,) and
or fault or blemish, (L, K, TA,) and from every Js: ū.
thing that would occasion doubt or suspicion or
(K) a pl. of i-3, and applied to women.
just, what thou sayest]. (TA.)
evil opinion: (L, TA:) and t it was, or became,
means [lit. Sound of skin;
(TA.) *S.
suitable to the case, or event. (Msb.) You say,

£-3,

:

R. Q. 1.

43% <-2 : [His testimony was sound, valid,

84-3

&:-

It (a thing, or an affair,)

nvas, or became, distinct, apparent, or manifest;

&c.], (A, TA) And #3; * 1 [His saying (K;) like Ja-a-. (TA.)
3 *
was,
*ā- or proved, true]. (A, TA) And £e & 4
•

-

>9.

t

-

-

(S:) [but each has a tropical significa

tion; for] one says, >9.

&:- &% (Ham

C* see the next paragraph, in two places.

aä- (s-still t [His right, or due, or just claim,
.nas, or became, established, substantiated, made

good, or verified, in the estimation of the judge;

p. 628) meaning t [Such a one is sound] in respect
3 ,

*

i- (S, A, MA, O, K) and ': (S. o.k.)
and W £- (O, K) [all app. inf ns., of £4,

4 q. v.; and used as simple substs, meaning]
! [Such a thing became established, or verified, Health, or soundness of body; (S, A, MA, O';)

like 3-3]. (A, TA) And 3& 43 &

6oJ

6.-->

as due to him from him; like 3-3]. (A, TA.) contr. of...A. or *- : (S, A, O’) or departure of
&l £4

or] not [having the shin] cut; as also "

of origin, and of honour, or reputation. (Har
•

* >0

£-_*,2 means A dirhem free
from defect; as also V t-4: and W t"-4,
[which I find as syn. with &- in my copy of

p. 135.) And

6

-

J%
syn, with Jes. (L, TA) And it is said in a
the K,] with damm, is allowable, like

as

! The contract became established

disease: (K:) ā-- is said to be in the body and

by its execution. (Mgb.) And $5-all ---2, as

in religion; like as are [its contrs.] J% andXi. :

trad, "...t- ###| 3:23; &# * i. e.

used by the lawyers, t The prayer [nas suitable (Aboo-Is-hák, TA in art. U&-e:) in the body, it
to the ordinance thereof, so that it] annulled the is a natural state or condition, wherenith the
obligation of performing it after the appointed actions [and functions] of the body have the
time. (Msb,” and Dict. of Techn. Terms of the natural course: and it is metaphorically used in
Mussalmans pp. 815-816. [This meaning is relation to [other things, including] attributes, or
expressed in the former by the phrase -ā'i ideal things: (Msb:) and signifies [a sound,
valid, substantial, real, sure, certain, true, right,
£ail; which is fully expl. in the latter work, correct, just or proper, whole or entire, state or
with other conventional meanings of ā-2, all condition; as is indicated in the first paragraph
of this art.; or] freedom from every imperfection
reducible to explanations given above.]=

The son of Adam, meaning Kábeel [or Cain],

And

-

•

-

who slew his brother Hâbeel [or Abel], will

make a right division with the people of Hell, so
that half of it shall be for him, and half for them.

(L, TA.)
*

> d

(S, L, Mgb, K) and 7 £-

-

and

6 *

£4.

d's-a-2 (§, L, K) A place, (S, Msb,) or
ground, or land, (L, K,) that is plain, or even,
W

-

208 *
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8-----

(S, L, Mgb, K,) destitute of herbage: pl. of the associated, kept company, or consorted, nith him; W ---, as is implied by an explanation of its
(A,companion,
K,) [he accompanied
he was,
or became,
(L:) and the first signifies a tract his
associate, him;]
comrade,
fellon,
friend, part. n. --La-;
--, and " ---a-, for] hence
of land destitute of herbage, plain, or even, and
(A) one says also, <-->X: <: ! [He
containing small pebbles: (L:) or a smoot. tract or fellon-traveller: (MA) and '4-le signifies was refractory, or incompliant: then he became
the same. (TA. [See this latter verb below.])
tractable, submissive, or obsequious] : (A, TA:)
• *

first'-e-

y

*

•

*

so

*

[Hence] one says, #4-3 and '4-V2, (A,
(in. the TA inadver and accord to A'Obeyd, one says, " :
J#1, from ##". and <!-- [app. ----el
taining no trees, nor any depressed resting-place
for water, said by AM to be seldom found tently said to be of the latter) All-2, (said in the 4], meaning t I became tractable, submissive, or
except in the rising ground of a valley, or in a TA to be with kesr,) or #-2, and, as will be obsequious, to the man. (TA.)- And, said of
mountain near to such rising ground, and not so shown by what follows, #~~ also,] t May God
water, 1 It became overspread with [the green
plain as what is termed 5-3. (L)–(Hence, guard, keep, protect, or defend, thee; may God substance termed] -i-. (S, A.")
app., (see art. 2,5,)] £-2-3 &#, and &# be thy guardian, keeper, &c. : (TA in explanation
the former) and &l=< 31 3-i (A, and 5. t: <--> + He is ashamed, or bashful,
8-2-3, [the latter preferred by J, as he says in of
Hamp. 443) or £-2 (TA) 1 [May God make with respect to us; or shy of us; (K, TA;) i. e.
•

W

* 6

3-4-

a land destitute of everything, con

TA,) [inf n. of the former

the S,] t What is vain, or false; (S, K, TA;) like the guarding, &c., of the to be good]. And (TA) he is ashamed to sit with us, or shy of sitting with

---, •ls: (S:) or [rather] vain, false, untrue [in like manner,] ū% W --~el signifies t He us. (Ibn-Buzurj, TA.) And -: U. &

things, that have no foundation. (TA)
s

y

o

p

and 7

t”- One who pursues, or

3:

guarded, kept, or protected, such a one; as also *
! Such a one does not guard himself
'4-E-1; and he defended such a one; syn. against anything, and is not ashamed to do it,
of

J. "**

investigates, minute things, and retains them in

4x-e :
-

his memory (#2-3), and knows them. (K.)
6

*

>

*

6

cue5

d

e

See

p

*

> d

See

d

p. 6

p.

C*-*.

>

d's-a-2 : see

di

e

a.k. ūji, + O God, guard us nith thy guarding it. (A.)
in our journey, and make us to return with thy
safeguard to our country, or land, &c.; occurring

=

C*-*.
6

C*- :
*

*

£2.4 °

or shy of doing it, does not shun it, or avoid
(K, TA:) one says, :- v u-21-sell
Ú.

6

£-4, in two places.

6 : see the next paragraph, in two places.

8, 12:-la-el, (S, A, K,) originally b:-el,

in a trad. (TA) and '3'-- d. 53, (A, (S,) They associated, kept company, or consorted,
TA) in the Kur [xxi. 44], (TA) means Nor one with another; (S, A, K;) as also W 12:-laj:

shall they (i. e. the unbelievers, TA) be defended (A:) and in like manner Ü-la-ol and V L-Laj
from us, (A, TA,) as expl. by Zj; (TA;) and said of two men. (TA)=4-1-1; see 1.
A man having his family and his cattle
preserved in safety: (A:) or, accord. to Katádeh,
10. 4.--- He desired him, or demanded
in a healthy, or sound, state; whether he himself nor shall they be attended by good from us; or,
3

*

be in health or sick: (L:) or having his cattle in as some say, it is from the phrase all &M's.o him, as a companion, an associate, a comrade,
a healthy, or sound, state, after their having been meaning as expl. above. (TA)- See also 4, or a friend: (MA:) or he invited him to
affected by a plague, or murrain, or distemper :
associate, keep company, or consort, with him :

last sentence but one. = <--2, aor. *, (K.)

pl. co-e. (S, L.) It is said in a trad, 5
:-e Ji is: 2: 39, (S, L) i.e. one whose

inf n.

---,

(TK,) He skinned a slaughtered and he clave to him : (A, K:) [he chose him, or
took him, as a companion, &c.; and] he had

animal. (K.)

him, with him. (M.A.).- [Hence,] one says,
camels are affected by a murrain, or distemper,
3. *-i-, (MA) inf n. *-tax, (KL) i. 3. ë Güe <--> ! [I made a book a companion
shall by no means bring them to water immediately 4-2, (TA;) He associated, kept company, or to me; or I made a book belonging to me my
after one whose camels are in a healthy, or sound, consorted, with him. (MA, KL) See 1, first and companion]. (A, L, TA.) And *:9. <--state, so as to water the former beasts with the second sentences. - And see the next paragraph,
#: + I carried the book &c. with me. (Mgb.)
latter: a prohibition apparently given for fear last sentence but one.
And
one says of anything, *-a-las meaning + It
that the latter beasts should become diseased like
*...* : *** * * *
clave,
adhered, or held fast, to it; namely, another
4. U'X5 a-e) [I made such a one to be a
the former, and it should be supposed that the
6* * * * *

disease had passed by contagion, which ought not companion, or an associate, to him]. (A.) And thing; (IF, S, Msb, TA;) or coalesced, or united,
with it. (S, TA.) [See an ex. in a verse cited
g J: | 22° - * *
4:-el 1 I made the thing to be [as it were], WOC6
42%)—see also 4, second sentence: =
a companion to him; (S, K, TA;) and so
#4. A cause of one's being rendered healthy,
and see the last sentence but one of the same
**-a-l; as in the saying, *3. 4:-a-l
or
sound in body. (L, K.) So in the saying,
paragraph.
• a • * ** *

to be imagined. (L. [See also #:..])

% ! I made the book, or nºriting, &c., to be
ā-a-->2-all [Fasting is a cause of one's being [as it were] his companion. (S,”TA.)- And

rendered healthy].

(L, K.)

ā-ā- 3: [Travel is a

One says also,
cause of£'s becoming

healthy] (S, A) And #4. J. A land free

4.--

1 He did to him that which caused him to

<-- see -t-.
6*@

p

ā-e an inf. n. of <-- [q. v.]. (S, A, M5b,
be a companion, or an associate, to him. (A,
TA.)- And t He left upon it, namely, a skin, K, &c.)-[As a simple subst., Companionship.

from plagues, or any common, or epidemic, its hair, (S, A,) or its wool; not subjecting it to Hence, £-24, often occurring in biographies as
diseases; in which maladies are not common or the process termed &ke. (S.)- See also 1, in meaning He had companionship with the Pro
frequent. (TA.)
three places. = -ra-el, intrans., He (a man) phet; i.e. he was one of the Companions of the
became
one having a companion, or an associate : Prophet. And J, #13 -> <-, frequently
True, sincere, or honest, in love, or
(K, TA: [in the latter said to be tropical; but, I occurring in trads, meaning I went forth in the
affection. (K.) And it is also said to signify think, without reason:]) and he was, or became,
Counselling, or admonishing, or one who counsels one having companions, or associates. (TA.) companionship of the Apostle, or in company with
or admonishes, faithfully, or sincerely: so in a And [hence,] 1 He (a man) had a son who had the Apostle. Hence also] one says, -et-Cl <-loa
verse of Meleeh El-Hudhalee; as though used by attained to manhood (S, A, TA) and so become
poetic license for
(L.) = And t One like him; (TA;) i. e. he was alone, and became : #- [The companionship of the ship] is
who does, or says, vain, or false, things. (A, K.) one having a companion; (A;) or as though his a post-classical phrase, denoting, by way of com
son became his companion. (TA.)- And I He parison, that which has no permanence. (Harp.
*o
(a camel, and a horse or similar beast, S, TA, or 258)—See also -->le, of which it is a quasi
an animal, and a man to a man, A, TA*) became pl. n.
1. 4-3, aor. “, infn. #4 (S, A, Mab, K, tractable, submissive, or obsequious, after being
&c.) and #1-4 (S, A, K) and
refractory, or incompliant; (S, A, TA;) [and so
d

•

* *

•

-

L:-4 t [I carried the book with mel (Msb)

*

*

* *

**

#-2, (K.) He

*

#- an inf n of 4-3 (a v J. (S, A, K.)

Book I.]
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-4, of which it is a quasi-pl. n. Sacy's Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., ii. 59.] And <--- fractory, or incompliants (K) as also "...--La.,
[#t=all is commonly applied to The Companions g” [The companion of the right hand] and (A, K.) and * ~~~. (TA. [See also the

- See also

s

of the Prophet:]" &- [is the n, un, meaning

6 * > *

-

next paragraph.]) - And t Going straight on,
or
right on, without delay. (K.)
appellations
of
each
man’s
recording angels, who
a Companion of the Prophet; and] is conven
&

Júl -u- [The companion of the left hand];

•

•

*

•-

@

• *

tionally applied to one who san, Mohammad, and write down his good and evil actions. (A trad.
in the Jámi es-Sagheer.) And missive, or compliant, to us
whose companionship with him was long, even if thusă commencing
»
he have not related anything from him; or, as 25-all -->Let The angel who is the possessor of
(K.) [See also -->4.]
some say, even if his companionship with him nas the horn. (Idem.) [And -* -u t The
*
> of
not long. (KT.)

- 3 & 4- 3 + He is [very sub

•

g

in that which we like.

-

*-* [Associated with, or accompanied].
owner, or master, of a house or tent.] And el-el
-[Hence,],
one says [to a person departing],
:-" + [The inmates, or occupants, of Paradise]:
Gl-e: see the next preceding paragraph.
9-4:
.*
! Go thou, kept in safety, pre
(Kurii. 76, &c. :) and £ *~ + [The inmates,
served
from
harm;
and [so] *u-ua (A, TA :)
<-- A companion, an associate, a comrade, &c., of the fire of Hell]. (Kurii. 37, &c.) And
and
[in like manner,] in bidding farewell, üts.
a fellow, or a friend, (A, MA, KL, TA) a 9- --- t An inmate of a prison. (Bd and
8

-

-

-

fellon-traveller: (MA:) [an accomplice: t an Jelin xii.30) And £3 -iāl <-ust He "Ú-la. 1 [Be thou kept in safety or health,
accompanier, or attendant, as applied to a thing:] who keeps to praying in the first rank and to the preserved from harm]: and a poet says,
3
and t a lord, or master; a possessor, an on ner,
W <-- * 3: use':2
essel-e:
J

an occupant, a haver, or a proprietor; of any

prayer of Friday. (El-Munāwee on a trad. thus

-

*

J.

-

*

&:

• *

*

trans like the verb, commencingin the Jámi'eg-Sagheer.) And ** t[And my companion is preserved, or defended,
therefore you may not say, W-> -->|-> *i; Jesúl ! The folloners of the persuasion of Esh from, the causes of evil]. (TA) - See also
(TA;) [i.e.] it is not used as an act. part. n., but Sháfi'ee: and in like manner one says of the *-a-o.
thing: (A, TA:) it is not

as a subst., like *: (Ham p. 32:) the pl., (S, followers of other persuasions. (Mgb.) [And
~4 t The author of a book.] And
Msb,) or term applied to a pl. number, (A, K,
TA) is "--, (S, A, Msh, K) a pl. like -á, Jú-le <-- 14 possessor of science and of

*

-#9,

(S,) or [rather] a quasi-pl. n., (TA,) wealth. (A, TA) And #,
u + [one who
has a claim for blood-revenge: see an ex. in a
and *-i, [the most common of all,] (A,
Msb) a pl. like #i of *č, (TA,) or pl. of verse cited voce 553]. (Keys Ibn-Rifa’ah, TA
in art. 92.) [And &; * --- + One who
of

*

*

* *

*

s

* *

.

-la. : see ~3-ae, in two places.
s

s

* ...)

© J.

-la. : see -a.e.
©

<-----*:
s

p

6 -

See "r"
s

0 - © o

& J.

: See *-a-o.

S-3, like # of £, (S) and -4 (S.

possesses authority to command and to forbid.
ja-d
K,) pl. of ~~!, (S,) and col:-2, (S, K,) a pl. And * <--> also signifies + The author of an
affair or event or action ; the doer of a thing; 1.3-2, aor.”, (S. K.) infn.-2, (S.T.A.)
the manager, or disposer, thereof: and one who namely, milk, He made it to become nhat is
pl. like
termed 5-3 (§, TA:) or he cooked it, (K,
in which the 3 may be regarded, agreeably with keeps, or adheres, to a thing. And *** -->|->
And one says, -:
analogy, as an affix to the pl. Jú-- characteristic
& TA) and then gave it to a sick person to drink.
(TA)--> 45-2 The sun pained his
! [He went forth, the snord and the spear brain : (K:) it is like #4, (A;) or, as some
of the fem. gender, (TA,) and "āla-2, (S, A,
Msb, K,) which is more common. than #-2, being his companions]. (A, TA.)
£y, melted him, (TA)=3-3, aor. “, inf n.
(TA,) but the only instance of * as the pl.
•

-

•*

*

* >

/

like &# of £3, (S) and A-2, (S, A, K.) a
&= of £, (S) and #-2, (A, K.)

- -

14")

6.- : *

*

-- -

*L*,

o

the

fem. is

#-14,

*

£9%

**

@*.p

s

is: and #-3 dims of J-L2 and
measure of a word of the measure Jets, (L, TA,)
or originally an inf n., (S) or not so, but a #-14 : see the next preceding paragraph.
quasi-pl. n., though written like the inf n. [that
is said to be its original], (from a marginal note
<--> i. q. 3-4, (S, K,) Of a colour inclining
in a copy of the S,) and *i-s, (S, A,) a pl. to redness: applied to an ass [app. to a wild ass].
like is: of %, (S, TA,) or [rather] a quasi-pl. (S, TA.)
n.: (TA:)

J. & e >

22-2 and Ala-2, He (an ass) uttered a sound

[or braying] more

ing It spread out wide, said of a place, on the
authority of J: but the verb is 3-ol, q.v.; and
the authority is not J.]
3.

and its pl. is

vehement than the neighing of

horses. (TA)=[Golius explains 3-2 as mean

[3-2

is an

in: "...of 3-4, verb *:
3.

-*Iproperly Made to have a

companion. mentioned: hence, 4-9 & 4-45 - V a. j:
<--54 and 30-13-3, (Mgh, Msb) the latter
And
hence,]
t
A
man
possessed
by
a jinnee or
mentioned by AAF on the authority of Abu-l
5'--> +[He showed to him what was in his
demon; a demoniac; or insane. (K,”TA.)
Hasan: (TA:) hence, in a trad. of 'Aisheh, See also -->4. - And t A skin, or hide, (A, mind, of the thing, or affair, openly]: a saying
*: <-->4 &# [Ye are the female com K,) or a [skin such as is termed] &, (S,) having
panions, of the mistresses, of Joseph; meaning,
its hair remaining upon it, (S, A, K.) or its
4. 4-el, (S, A, Mgh, K,) or #-all 4-el,
enticers to lewdness]; or, as some relate it,
wool,
or
its
fur;
(K;)
and
**-*
signifies
(Msb,
[but I think that this is a mistake for
-: 50-94: (Mgh:) the dim. of --- is
*~ o a

like #2 * *. (K, TA. [See also 4.])
-

the same (A.) Hence, i.-: # (K, TA)

* :-34 (A) [and that of:-4 is "#4].

5-M JL-2') infn 5-, (Mb) He

! A water-skin that has somen'hat of its wool [or nent forth to the -pa -> [or desert, &c.], (S, A,
u2 ' for ce- ū [0 my companion, &c.,] hair] remaining upon it, and that has not been Mgh,) or into the 3- (Msb, K.) 2-a [in
is the only allowable instance of such curtailing subjected to the process termed &#. (TA) this sense] has not been heard. (Mgh.) of a prefixed noun, related as heard from the And I A branch, or stick, that has not been Hence, in a trad, the saying of Umm-Selemeh to
Arabs. (S, TA.) One says, 3-2 -->|-> &% stripped of its bark, or peel. (TA.)
'Āisheh, *-* % 9% £f &: [app.
[Such a one is a good companion, &c.]. (A,”
meaning, accord. to explanations of it in the TA
--~ [properly Having a companion. in art. , i.e., God hath made thy divelling and
TA.) [And J:- --L3 The commander of an
" ""
• 3
And hence,] A man having a son that has at estate, or, as Z explains it, thy person (*#), to
army. And '94" -->le and a£1 -->
o

,

•

*

6

ed

•

tained to manhood, and become like him. (K,"

&c.; see arts. × and by: &c. And -uži, TA.)- And I One who talks to himself; and so, be quietly settled, therefore do not thou remove it
alone, in post-classical times applied to The sometimes, " -*. (K, TA.)- And I Tract furth to the desertl; i.e. 5-all J, aft: };
Wezeer, when an officer of the pen: see De able, submissive, or obsequious, after being re the verb, accord. to IAth, being made trans, by

-- - - :
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the suppression of the prep.; [i. e. ta9-4 being clean soil with stones in it: (TA:) pl.-4: (S, thronin, so that it boils, after which some clarified
butter is poured upon it, and it is drunk; and
for & use-is] for it is [properly] intrans. K;) the only pl. (TA)—See also 5-3.

(TA. [See also the next sentence but one, in
which the verb is tropically made trans.])–
• * 4 ~

0.

+)--> 3–2. means + Be thou in a state of clear

nes [or certainty] with respect to the case of thy

enemy: (JM, TA:) occurring in a trad. of*'Alee,
* *
**
(TA.)- One says also, *99 3- and ow-el
! He revealed, or made manifest, the affair, or
case: and

3: 3-4 5 : [Reveal not thy affair,

sometimes some flour is sprinkled upon it, and

#~,

imperfectly decl., (S, K,) though not
an epithet; (S;) or it is an epithet in which the
quality of a subst. predominates; (TA;) and is
imperfectly decl. because it is of the fem. gender,
(S,) and because the letter characteristic of the
fem. gender [namely the long l] is inseparable
from it, (S, K,) A desert; a naste; syn. #:
(S, Mgb:) or a tract of land like the back of a

then it is supped : or, accord, to Abu-l-Gheyth, it

is called 5-3, from 3-1; like #4, from
£1. (S:) or fresh milk into which heated stones
are thronn, or n:hich is put in the cooking-pot
and made to boil in it once, until it burns; and
sometimes flour is put into it, and sometimes
clarified butter: (TA:) or fresh milk which is
made to boil, after n:hich some clarified butter is

! [Reveal to beast, bare, or destitute of herbage, without trees poured upon it, (K,) and it is drunk : (TA:) or
and without hills and nithout mountains; smooth
him what is in thy mind]. (A, TA)--> [throughout]: (ISh:) or a plain, or level tract of fresh milk which is heated until it burns: (A:)
said of a place, It was, or became, wide, or land, with smoothness and ruggedness, (A, K,) or pure milk of camels, or of sheep, or of goats,
spacious; (O, K, TA;) i. e. it became like the less [rugged] than what is termed C#: (K:) or a which, when they want soup, and have not flour,
it not being found in their land, they cook, and
*-*. (TA.) = Said of a man, He was, or spacious tract of ground in which is no herbage: then give to drink to a sick person, hot. (TA.)

or case]: and

** d

3:6

&

(£ 3-i

=

became, blind of one eye. (K.)
11.

5->

(M, A, K:) or the most plain and even of land,

whether it have produced herbage or not, not
It (a plant) dried up; or became
having any mountain or hill near it; as also

3

-

2

US->
relation to

**

*

A kind of garment, so called in
a tonn of El-Yemen: or, as

3-3,

yellow; or dried up and became yellon : (S:) or
became of a dingy red colour, and then dried up *: (ISh, TA in art. Awe- ) you say #~~ some say, of the colour termed 5-3, like
and became yellon : (TA:) and (TA) it (a plant, ā-, [a wide desert &c.]; (S;) but you do not (TA, from a trad.)
K, or an ear of corn, TA) became red: or its first

#~, adding

say

parts became white. (K, TA.)
se

*ed *

one fem. sign after another:

(S, Msb:) the ple, are &l-4 (S, MSb, K) and

* -

og

'3-i.

*

#!»-> A certain sort of milk : (K:) so says
Kr, without particularizing it. (TA.)

6-d

2-2p. an
imitative sequent to A-2 [q.v.]. (Kh,
Ham
354.)

2-3 ($, M, Msb) [in the K, (s)=-3, which,

•

without the art. J, and except when it is

pre

* *

of

termed
5-3.
or
4-2) Of the
*i;colour
(A5:)
a man
of a (S,
redK.)
colour
J

fixed to another noun, and in a case of pausing, similar to
is a manifest mistake, as is shown in every com inclining to dust-colour: (TA:) or having a
Ja-2 : see 5-2.
plete treatise on inflection,] and &=< (S, Msb, colour such as is termed s: upon his heads
#: 5- #, in which the two nouns are K) and $39-4, (S, K:) the first of which (As :) and an ass in which is a red colour: (S:)
imperfectly decl., (S, L) being regarded as one, four pls. occurs in poetry, and is the original or of a dust-colour with redness: (A:) or in
(L,) and 5- #~, (K in art. J-',) and form of the second: for when you form the pl. of which is nhiteness and redness; (TA;) and so
#: "5-3, with damm, (O) and 5-, 5-3, #~, [which is originally 15-2,] you introduce 's-3 applied to a she ass; or this signifies
(MF in art-') and #####-3, (0,K) an between the 2- and the J, and give kesr to the wont to kick with her hind leg: (K, TA:) fem.
* *

*

6.- d

.d

and #~ 5-, 5-2, (K, [but this last is im 2, as in all similar cases: then the first which is #~~ (S.T.A.) and pl.-3. (TA) See also

3-4-3-3

and "3-..." The lion. (Sgh,
plicitly disallowed in the O, and expressly by after the [in 10-2] is changed into Us, because
MF in art. 4-,]) and with damm also in all of the kesreh preceding it; and the second l, K.)
these words, [i. e. 5-4 &c.,] (K,) I met him which is the characteristic of the fem. gender, is
openly, or in open view, nothing intervening to also changed into L4, and incorporated into the 2-acyl: see what next precedes.
conceal him. (S, L, K. [See also #4. and see former: then they reject the first Us, and change
•e e o #
the second into 1, [though still writing it (5,] and X-14: One who fights with his adversary in
ā-->.]) And one says likewise, 2:50 0)-s-l say &-4, with fet-h to the 2, that the may the desert (3-3), and does not act deceitfully
3, a-' 33-2 [He acquainted him with the affair,
not be elided in the case of tenween, [which the with him. (S.)
or case, openly]. (TA.)
word would have if the , were with kesr]; and
*
#~~ (S, K, in the CK, #~ [which is a this they do to distinguish between the U4 that is
mistake]) and "3-2 (K [in some copies of the changed from the which is a characteristic of the
fem, gender and the US that is changed from the 2. Cie—a signifies (primarily, Mgb) The
KX-2, which, as observed in the TA, is wrong,]) which is not a characteristic of the fem. gender making a mistake (S, O, Mgb, K, TA) in a
*

6 *

6 - d -

•

4, colour in which is [the kind of red termed] as the 1 of L:- when they say2% : some of the
5:: ($) or a colour nearly the same as [the Arabs, however, do not reject the first U4 [in
hind of red termed] #: (K:) or the latter, 3 - (TA, [and app. the former also,]) a dust-colour Usyl->], but reject the second Us, and say
with a slight redness, (in the K, in : #: s'-5", with kesr to the 2, and its 3 **, like
the latter of these two words is a mistake for as you say *. (S. [In the Ham, p. 54, 5-2
© e o y

6 *

**, TA)

inclining to a little whiteness: (K, is mentioned as a pl. of #~,

*

but I think it

TA:) or the former, redness inclining to dust doubtful.])

colour: (TA:) or dust-colour with redness. (A :)
and [redness of the hind termed] 5: $n the
head : (AS, TA:) and both words, a colour in

*-3,

(S, O, K, TA) by reason of the am

biguity, or dubiousness, of the letters: a post
classical term: (TA:) or the reading a thing in a
manner at variance with n'hat the writer in

tended, or at variance with the conventional
usage thereof: (Mgh:) a secondary signification
is the altering a word, or an expression, in such
a manner that the meaning intended by the ap

plication [thereof] becomes altered: (Msb:) or

5- The sneat of horses: (0, K.) or the
Jever of horses. (K.) [- See also 1.]
6

*

* >

*

of

which is whiteness and redness: (TA:) and
whitenes overspreading blackness; like #~ and

29-2 : see Jas-ol.

2- : (TA in art. J-:) and the latter, accord.

3-3

it consists in the altering of a diacritical point

[or points]; as in Ladi for Lill, or vice versá:
(KT, after -à-in ') one says, #1-i- He

word, or expression, [in such a

manner
A certain uttering of the voice of the that the meaning intended by the application
altered the

s

(TA.) = Also, both words, ass, (A, K,) of a vehement kind, (A,) more thereof became altered, or] so that it became
than the neighing of horses: an inf. n. dubious [to the reader]. (Msb.) [See also Låg7-5,
The Quality of a 3-2 [q. v.]. (Ish.)—And vehement
(TA.
[See
1.])
in the first paragraph of art. -5,-.]
the former, A clear space in a [stony tract such
.* as is called] 5-, (§, K.) consisting of soft and 52--> Milk into which heated stones are 4 -i-. : It had -i-. [i. e. written pieces of
to Sgh,

whitenes.

-

6e

•

*

-

-

-
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paper or of skin] (S, O, K, TA) collected in it, epistle; syn. *::= , (S, O, K;) [syn. with *= fet-h, is correct and chaste; (O;) [A book, or
(S, O,) or put in it (K, TA) betnceen two boards. in all of these senses; in the last of them in an volume, consisting of] a collection of ---, (S,
anecdote related in Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. Mgh, O, K, TA) noritten upon, and put betnceen

(TA.)

and in Har p. 119, q.v.;] and a [portion tno boards: (TA:) [generally applied in the
5. ---as, said of a word, or an expression, It 721-2,
of a book, such as is termed] a:#; and a present day to a copy of the Kur-án :] and also
became altered [so as to have a meaning different
register; [for] in the ei: [a title of several signifying a [portion of a book, such as is termed]
from that intended by the application thereof,
a-54s: but the former is the primary [and more
(see 2,) or] so as to be dubious. (Msb.) One books, it is said that] the a-5+ and "-i-.
signification: (Mgh.) pl. -i-La.
common]
says, 13s 1: * -ā-ai [Such a word, or and *-3 and * and ,33 are one: (MA:)
also #-3.
See
(KL.)
such an expression, became altered so as to be
pl. -i- (S, Mgh, O, Msh, K) and -i-, a
-

6 -

dubious to him]. (O, K.")

contraction of the former, (TA,) and

-#-2,

ā-3 [A sort of bowli] a vessel like the #45, ($,0, Mb,K) like&ti-pl. of: (Lih, Os)
pls. anomalous,

d.

Jā-a-2 : see the next preceding paragraph.
*.d

6w

w_sta-a-o: See

3

-

-

Us:-2.

(Lth, Sb, O,

(S, ISd, O, Mgb, K,"TA,) expanded, wide, (ISd,

the first of these

TA,) or a large, expanded **, (Mgh,) or,
accord. to Z, an oblong as ~3, (Msb,) that
satisfies the hunger of five [men] (Ks, S, ISd,

K,) the sing being likened to ---as (Sb, O, TA)

J->

and -4 (Sb, TA) and -ić, (0) of which the

* *

*

-

6 *

*

1. U-2, aor. *, inf. n. U-2, He was, or
Mgh, O, TA) and the like of them : (ISd, TA:)
became, hoarse, rough, harsh, or gruff, in voice;
Ks says, (S, O,) the largest sort of as as is the and -ić; ; (O:) [or -ā-2 may be its original, said of a man: (S, O:) [and] #2 J-3, aor as
See the next preceding
as well as regular, sing:
above, (K,) and so the inf. n., (TA) His voice
ai-, next to which is the as: [properly so
called], (S, O, K,) which satisfies the hunger of paragraph. L-2-2 -sex –a–2, in the Kur nvas, or became, hoarse, rough, harsh, or gruff':
ten [men]; (§, O3) then, the ai-2, (S, O, K.) [lxxxvii. last verse], means [In the books of Or sharp, together with hoarseness, roughness,
which satisfies the hunger of five; (S, O';) then, Abraham and Moses; i. e.] the books revealed to &c.; or J-3 signifies a roughness, (#4, K.)
Abraham and Moses. (O.) (#- also means
the aís, (S, O, K,) which satisfies two men,
or a rattling, (#-, Lh, TA,) in the chest :
and three; (§, Os) and then, the * as:-2, (S, The record of the actions of anyone, that is kept and a cracking in the voice, without a right
O, K.) which satisfies one man: (S, O:) the pl. in heaven: (see 3. :) one says, #. *-4, tour thereof (Lh, K.T.A.) one says, #4 &
of i-3 is --- (S, O, Mgh, Mgb.) It is meaning + The record of his actions is black ; a U-2 In his voice is a hoarseness [&c.]: (S, O:)
said in a prov., *:- es' U. & &:- Such phrase often used in the present day, in speaking and #- J-3. His fauces became hoarse [&c.]:
of a bad man.] Mohammad [the Hanafee Imām] (IB, TA:) but accord. to IAth and others, it is
a one chose for himself, as his share, [or ex
speaks of -- not written upon; saying, &# not Arabic [in origin]. (T.A.) See also Jø.

pl. are:-# (Sb, o, TA) and # (Sb, TA)
#

•J

= • O -0

hausted, all of] what was in his à-2. (TA.)
3

-

+ 3 − x-3 #1 * [And if the

-

Li-2 One who makes mistakes in reading the stolen property be papers, or books, not having
ai- [or nriting, or written piece of paper or any writing upon them]. (Mgh. [See, again,
of skin]; incorrectly termed by the vulgar

:

J- [app. a mistake for J-3]:

See

Jø.

J-3, (K) or *J-4, & 9) Hoare,

3])— ā- signifies also A plank, board, or rough, harsh, or gruff, [&c.,] in voice; as also

leaf, of a door; like a-să.2 [from which it is
with two dammehs; (O, K;) [for the formation

"J-4. ($, o, K.) And J-3 #4 (4 voice

formed by transposition, or it may be that is hoarse, &c.]. (TA, from a trad.)
of: rel. n. from a pl. of this kind (i. e. from perhaps
tropical in this sense]: pl. -à-2. (M.A.) –
e-à-2) is not allowable,] though the pl. is not
J-i: see the next preceding paragraph.
Also | The eacternal skin, or scarf-skin, of the

restored to the sing in forming the rel. n. in the
face: (O, TA:) or as some say, the part thereof
&c., nor in
case of proper names, such as
that fronts one : pl. [or rather coll. gen, n.]
the case of words that are used in a manner like

&:

_o-d

'-i-2, or this may be used, in a verse in 8. As-la-el i, q.-ss-la-2', q.v.
which it occurs, for ā-3. (TA.) - One says 11. X-1, (K) inf n. *-*. (TA) said of
or a learner, or one who acquires knowledge, also...: 3 -ā- (meaning t Layers offat]. a plant, or herbage, It became intensely green:

that of proper names, such as

& 4 &c.: (O:)

(Mgh, Mgb) from the ai-3, (Mgh,) inferior (A in art.”)
* °2.1.
%[in rank] "." #- [pl. of &l £ :) a

and it became yellon), (K, TA,) and altered in
colour; or, as J says, [in the S,] äägi <-->
the herb, or leguminous plant, became yellon :
(TA:) thus it has two contr. meanings: or it (i.e.

•

-

-

** 6 -

d.

4- d

-

: See aâa-2

•

-

rel. n.from AA-2; (Mgh, Mgb;) like L*- and

&:

from

*-i-4.

3.
#:-

and

*:

signifies the same as

(Msb:) and

ū-

J.-- [A bookseller;] a seller of -- or a plant, or herbage,) became intermired with
bookbinder;] a maker [meaning binder] of yellonne. in its dark greenness. (AHn, K.)
[a
[in the
*-

J-2

Small places that are made for water

to collect and remain therein

(# jū- &:

£), pl. -i-. (Esh-Sheybánee, o, K.)
--- [appears from what here follows, to be
syn. with * ā-3, or rather it is a coll. gen, n.
of which the latter is the n. un. :] I The surface of
the ground or earth; (O, K, TA;) as being
likened to the thing [i. e. paper or skin] that is

d -

*~

* *

*

*
(Th,S,Mgh, O, Mgb, K) and " −a-a
Ji-a.

altered in the colour of its seed-produce, for the
3

-

-

reaping: and in like manner, --Ji-et-21 the
became thus altered. (TA.) And Leta-21
grain
Mgb,)
O,
S,
(Fr,
original,
is
the
which
of
the first
seed-produce nas smitten by cold: or
The
&#
being from --> meaning as expl. above, and
one of certain words that are pronounced by began to dry up. (K.)
[some of] the Arabs with kesr to the A instead of a...a...~ Blackness inclining to yellonness: or a
damm because the latter is deemed by them
difficult of utterance, of which words are also dust-colour inclining a little to blackness: or

(Th, S, o, Mob, K) and " -i-. (Th, o, K.)

6 - ©

written upon. (TA) - See also the next para #3- and
graph.

And

Jia-ae: see what next follows.
~

Jáš

<!-- The land became altered
[for the norse] in its herbage, and its rain de
parted: (K:) or, as some say, the land became

vis-2. (TA)

former of these senses]. (TA.)

-#2 and J#. and 3-2, (Fr, S,

p

redness in whiteness: (K:) or, as some say,

yellonness in whiteness. (TA.)
..)

or, accord. to AZ, Temeem pronounce

the Le

nritten piece of paper (MA, Mgh, with kesr, and Keys pronounce it with damm, X- Of the colour termed **: (K:) i.e.
Msb) or of skin; (Msb;) a writing, or thing [as do most persons in the instance of -ā-ae in black inclining to yellonness: ($, K:) &c.; (K:)
the present day,] and Th says that -->4, with or, accord. to AA, intensely black : (TA:) fem.
written; a book, or volume; a letter, i.e. an

ā- A

[Book I.
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it...o. (K.) - The latter, applied to a # [or and of a wide space of low, or depressed, ground: so "J-4 (M', K.TA, but not in the CK)
smooth, or waterless, desert], (Sh, K) or to a pl. 3-4, the only pl. form. (TA) A. wide [it is said that] :- signifies the departing of the
(S, Mgh, K:) [but] Es-Sijistánee says
33% [or district, &c.], (S) signifies Dusty. (Sh, part of a desert: so in the saying, g-e J, 9 clouds:
vulgar think it to have this meaning,
the
that
the
of
part
wide
the
in
journeyed
[We
35&l
$, K.) – And it: all is the name of A certain
it
only means the dispersing of the clouds
whereas
herb, or leguminous plant, (§, K, TA) not in desert]. (Mgb.) And A level, or plain, tract of with the departing of the cold. (Mgb,TA.) And
ground. (TA.) And An acclivity (…) of a
tensely green. (TA.)
cloudless. (Ks,
valley, in which is some elevation above [other] £il 's- The sky became
3-4, applied to a plant, or herbage, [&c.,] elevated ground, as though supported [by the S, Mgh, Mab, K, TA, but not in the CK.)- And
part. n. of 11 [q. v.]. (TA.)
latter]; and in like manner, of a mountain, and * 3: -2, (S, Msb) aor. *-*. (Mb)
** @

-

of a hill such as is termed * ; the co- of inf n.5-5 ($, Mob, K) and 3–4. (Mgb,) [He
the ground being the -** [i.e. banks, or accli recovered, or became free, from his intoxication;

U-o
... • *

*

vities,] thereof: it is bare, and such as flon's or] his intoxication ceased; as also V us-el:
and is not thus called unless bare of (Mab3) and G-2, (K, TA) inf n. *-*;
(S, K.) i. e. [nith rain];
everything, and even: and it means also an even (TA;) as also V
!; (IKtt, K, TA;) is [like

1. 4-2, (S.K.)[aor. Jinfn 3-2, (TA)
He gave him something in a

c-4,

the bonylso called : (S:) from Fr. (TA. [See 5.])
tract of ground like the area of the place in which
And 5: <-- He gave him a deenár. (TA.)
dates are put to dry. (TA) - [Hence,] one
– Also, (AA, S, K.) aor, as above, (K). He
&”." U&-1 [The tears
struck him. (AA, S, K.) You say, -- 4:
• *

* * *

* -

ran upon the middle of each of his cheek-balls],
i. e. I struck him [strokes: the latter word being (TA.) = Also A gift. (TA. [See 1, first sen
pl. of * # 2, the inf n, of un]. ($) And tence.])
us:- &* 4-3 He struck him twenty strokes
à-2; pl. &ū-3; see 1 = Also 4 bead
of the whip. (TA) —£: <--" <-3 She
6* >

(a camel) kicked the milker with her hind leg. (#)
*

*

meaning he recovered from his state of insensi
bility; (TA;) and in like manner both are said

of one affected with desire, or yearning or longing
in the soul; (K, TA;) [and also of one sleeping,
meaning he anoke: see an ex. of the former of

these two verbs in this last sense in the latter part
of the second paragraph of art. by 5.] - 3-2
nith which women fascinate men, and signifies also tThe relinquishing of youthful folly,

*

- -

& J -o-

wise] said of one intoxicated; (K, TA;) both

©

e

•

*

them from other women. and amorous dalliance, and of nhat is vain, or
(TA.) = ** U-2, (§, K.) inf n, as above, restrain them, or withhold
futile. (K,TA.) Hence the saying of a poet,
TA.)
(Lh,
(TA,) He made peace, or he effected a rectifica
tion of affairs, an agreement, a harmony, or a
#: A clear space of a [stony tract such as *
**, G: &#-lii reconciliation, betneen them. (S, K.)

is called] :-. (K.)

! [The heart relinquished, or has relinquished,
folly and amorousness by becoming rid
youthful
ā-, (S, and so accord. to some copies of
and its vain, or futile, occupation
Selma,
of
the K.) and £-2, (thus also accord to some
forth begging of the people; (AZ, TA;) or, [as copies of the K.) and with the short alif, [app. ceased, or has ceased]. (TA)- And one says,
is a custom of many Arab and other Eastern
āşū <-2 t The censuring female relinquished

c-> He ashed, or begged: (K, TA:) one
says, Cúl 3-4% &% £44. Such a one went
5.

and J.-4) (S, and so accord. to some
mendicants,] begging of them in a bonyl, [see 1, first J.-copies of the K,) or su-2 and su-2, (Mgh,
sentence,] or some other thing. (TA.)
Mgb,) or thus also, (accord. to some copies of
3-4 A great U-4 [i.e. bonyl, or drinking. the K,) or thus, and also ić-- and ić-3,
cup]; (§, K;) nearly as large as the c-j [q.v.]: (accord. to other copies of the K.) or when
(Ks, Sin art. U-5:) or a shallow J-4: (so accord. with 3 having a more special signification, [being
to a copy of the S:) or a bonyl, or drinking-cup, a n. of un., and, if so, accord. to a general
(~~) that is neither large nor small: (TA:) rule, with tenween when without 3, as is said to
[now applied to a plate, and a dish:] pl. [of pauc.] be the case in the TA, on the authority of Az,
© ed

-

3-i(Mab, TA) and [of mult] 3-2 (TA)

6 - d

-

censuring. (TA.)
•o e

of

4. Us-el: see 1, in four places. - U-21
We became in a case of cloudlessness [of the sky
sky became cloudless to
or day]; (Msb, TA;) *the
* * * **
&

d.,

us. (S.) = ** U-2 awe-2) [I recovered him,
or roused him, from his intoxication], and

&

*::: [from his sleep].

(TA) - And sometimes
is used as meaning The act of rousing, and
accord. to whom, as is also there stated, the word ā-2
to mindfulness, from a state of heedless
recalling
is pluralized by the elision of the 3,] (S,) A

[and app., agreeably with modern usage, 3-4]. certain condiment, or seasoning, made of fish, (S, ness, or inadvertence. (TA.)
- And [hence,] A

[kind f] cymbal; (Ps ;)

Ol

K,) of small fish, which has the properties of

3-4 [an inf.m. used as an epithet, and therefore

small brazen basin, (<-e-le, [dim. of -le,]) exciting appetence, and rectifying the state of the applicable to a fem. as well as a masc.noun, and
one of what are termed 96-4, (S,) this mean stomach: (K:) or i, q. * (Mgh, Mgb,) i. e. to a dual and a pl. as well as a sing.], applied to
ing tro little brazen basins, (c)3·4 c-8,
K,) which are struck together. (S. K.) – And

what is called in Pers.

% Je"

[jelly of salted

a day, Cloudless; (K, TA;) as also "G", (S,

**

fish]: (Mgh:) AZ is related to have said that
: (Mgh, Mgb:) and (K) in the
! The interior of the solid hoof; (K, TA;) also 5ua-e is Pers., meaning what the Arabs call TA;) and 7
same sense applied to a sky; (Ks, S, Mgh, Msb,
are both of
*- : * * * *#) (TA)—

alled

Ae-e: IAth says that ye-2 and 5L-2
K;) as also " #~, or, accord to Ks, this is
e.
[i.
5'them Pers words. (TA.)
the
or
ear:
the
of
interior
And + The
not allowable, but only 3-2, (S, Mgh, Mgb,)
u-3 [thus
concha] thereof. (TA.) And
A she-camel that has a habit of kick though one says of the sky -i. (Mgb.)
3-4
accord. to the TA and my MS. copy of the K, in ing: (AA, S, K:) and a kicking mare or horse:
the CK su-3,] t The resting-place (#) of and a she-ass that kicks the he-ass nith her hind is- A state [of freedom from intoxication,
the interior of each of the ears; (K;) meaning leg whenever he comes near to her: or, as some or] of sensibility, or mental perception. (TA voce
the place of hearing [or meatus auditorius] of say, a she-ass in which are nºbiteness and redness
the resting-place of the interior of each of the two [app. meaning a wild she-ass]. (TA.)
desires to take it being in a state between that of
ears ofthehorse; pl. 3'-'. (TA)- Also The
sensibility and that of insensibility, or mental
middle of a house; (S, K;) meaning the a-l. #~ A vessel like the [bowls called] as: perception and inability thereof.] is a prov.,
[i.e. court] of the middle of a house [and of a (K, TA) and āsas. (TA.)
applied to him who seeks a thing feigning
mosque &c.]: (TA:) [and also a hall: for] it is
ignorance while possessing knowledge. (TA.)
thus called whether without, or with, a roof.
[See also another ex. voce #..]
2-e
(Kull, voce *::) And The A-ū [or spacious
Gle: See 5-3. - It is also said of one intoxi
vacant part] of the middle of a desert; and of an . . *-*, said of a day, [aor. 3-4] inf n.

&#9

#) #####" & "3+ 3 +... [He

©• -

O

•

elevated and plain, or hard and elevated,

tract;

s

•

-

3-2, It was, or became, cloudless: (TA:) and cated [as meaning Recovering, or becoming free,

Book I.]
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*

* *

from his intoxication; or ceasing to be intoxi - Also A calamity, or misfortune: (K:) or a [expl. voce -->], meaning clamorous and con
*

*

severe calamity or misfortune: and hence the

cated: see 1]. (S, TA.)

6 -

*. (TA)—[Hence] 'sil -->
•

*: and its fem. #-:

See

3-2.

resurrection is called äuäll. (A, TA.)

measure, [signifying A cause of freedom,] except
and the latter is from

distress of mind and

anxiety. (TA.)

bray vehemently.

*-e

it-a- is like #: in meaning as well as in
that the former is from the intoxication of grief

An ass that makes his braying to reciprocate
[loudly] in the ducts of his throat; (K;) that
($ in art. -->4, q.v.)- And

---, (S, A, Mgb, K.) aor. <, (A, Mgb, 16:9 - 3, 1 [A lute of which the chords
K.) inf n. --2, (S, A, Mob, K, TA) of send forth loud sounds]. (A, TA)- And it.
which -- is a syn., of the dial. of Rabee'ah, &#91 - (S, A, K) and 355 " -:
(K) t Water of which the waves send frth
but [said to be] a bad word, (TA,) He clamoured;
1.

o

it-a- A

sort of vessel, (S, K,) nell known, or raised a loud, or vehement, cry, (S, K, TA,) or a [loud] sound, (S, TA,) or are agitated, (K,) or
(K) used for drinking; (TA;) a cus [q.v.], or confusion, or mixture, of cries or shouts or noises; dash together. (TA.) See also what next follows.
6* d

a Ats [q. v.]: (K:) As says, “I know not of (S, A, TA;) accord. to some, in altercation, or
what it is:” (S, TA:) it is said to be of silver. contention: (TA:) or he raised much clamour,
(TA.) El-Aasha speaks of wine being poured and confusion of cries or shouts or noises.
(Mgb.)
into
• - 3it. (S, TA.) And one says 3'-a-> as-5
•

-

** * * * *

>

#4 &#, (K, TA,) with the & quiescent,
(TA,) or * #~, (so in a copy of the A,) t A
spring, or fountain, that is agitated [app. so as to
make a confused sound] in estuating. (A, K,

3. *-le, (A, MA) inf n. #142, (A) [He TA.)= And #4 signifies also The [hind of
cres VI [A face like the 5ta-ae of silver.]
raised a clamour, or confused noise, with him;] bead (5%), used for captivating, or fascinating,
(TA.)
he spoke with him with a loud voice or noise or called] aíké: (TA:) or a bead (35%) used [as a
clamour:
he clamoured nith, or at, or against,
• **
* *
C3 charm] in [cases of] love and hatred. (K, TA)
him, with anger. (M.A.)
1. d5') £2, aor. *, (S, A,”TA,) inf n. &
and its fem. L-4: and pl. &:
6: see the next paragraph.
(S, TA;) in a copy
-

• &

&#3;

J.

of the T, * :-el, inf n.

8, 12-la-e (§," A, TA) and "*-laj (A, K,

£-l ; (TA;) It (a sound) aft: the ear by

See *r-s-2,

-

*

24 : *

g

TA) They clamoured; or raised loud, or vehe
4-2 : See *-o.
its vehemence. (S, A, TA.)- And 4:3, aor, as
ment, cries, or clamours, [or confused noises,] and
• ? © d 4
above, He struck him on the ear and rendered it beat one another,
or contended together in beating
3 *
**-*; and its pl. --~ : see --~~, in
deaf (A)–And 3: 533 &#4: Such or in fight. (K. T.A.) A poet says,
three places.
•

6

•

-

•

*

.

* ,

a one accused me of a great crime, and calum

•

*

****** G & &

niated me. (A, TA.)- And 4-4 $13, inf n.
as above, He shot, or cast, at him, and caused [Verily the frogs make a loud and confused
him extreme pain: or, as some say, killed him. croaking in the pools of water left by the torrents].
(JK.)- And *%
The cron pierced with (S.) And one says, * *-i-f <-- (A,

a

•

•

©

-

-

*-2, and its fem., with 3 : see --~~.
s

*

-à-le:
s

£4

£e

6

©

See

p.

-

--~~.

-

his beah into the gall on the back of a camel: K") i. e. [I heard] the confused cries, or voices,
6

(K, TA) or *% & 9: #4.4%
the cron pierces nith his beah into the gall on the
back of the camel (J

*

*

of the birds, • (K.
[See also --~~.])-And
*
> of
* *

*

*A*->

>

[hence,] U42/3/ &b- <--> ! [The waves of
the valley, or torrent-bed, floning with nater,

* >3

-

*

-

*-e, aor. *, (§, L, K.) inf n. 3

1, 5'-3'

K)–: also signifies dashed

-

together, making a loud and confused ($ L) and 33-2, (L.) The day was, or be.
The striking with something hard, (L, K,) as a sound]. (A.)
came, intensely hot. (§, L, K.) And 5-13-3,
staff, (L.) upon something solid, (L, K,) and with
<-inf
n
of
inf n. Öl-2, The heat was, or became, intense;
1:
(Mab,
TA:)
used
as
a
iron upon iron. (L.) [Accord. to the TK, one
6

-

* >

*

-

*

says,

5-all L**** #4, meaning % 4:4.

simple subst., its pl. is *-i-]

one says,

-

e.

** * *

© d

but I think that the right reading is

*

" 's-el, inf n. 2's-el. (L.)=aj-as->
< as* also
6 ×

**** £1 A-. I heard the [confused] cries, or

and the meaning, He struck with the iron upon voices, of the birds. (Mgb. [See also 8.])

the mass of rock.]=::-" £4, (A) and <--> S-3 (A, Msh, K) and ':-- (S, A, Msb,
# all and the like, (L.) infn. £:- (A, L, K) and "30-4 (S, Msh, K) and **, 3 (K)

-

--~1, aor. *. (S, L, K,) inf n. *s-2, (S, L,)

The sun smote him, (§, L.) and burned him: (S,
L., K:)
or > was,
or became, hot upon him. (L.)
4 - - And wa-'ll --> The heat pained his brain, (A.)
E.

--> said of the [bird £alled] 2-2, (S, L, K.)

3 &-, (L, K,) The stone, (A,) and the and "J-us (A, Msb) are epithets from ~ ; aor. *, inf n. *-* and Jass-2, (L.) It cried:
(S, A, Mib, K.) all except the last signifying
mass of rock, (L, K,) caused a sound to be heard One
who clamours, or raises confused cries or (S, L, K:) and so $3:2 said of the azu [or
-

K) and

(A, L, K) on its being struck (A, L) with a stone.

(L)–And 4--.

#4 He listened to his nar

ration, or discourse. (A, TA.)
4: see above, first sentence.

#4. A sound produced by the striking of a
mass of rock neith a stone, (S, A,” K.)

(A. L.)=4</ *~~, (L, K.) aor. *, (L)

shouts or noises, vehemently, or much; (TA;) owl].
[the last having a similar, but not intensive,

inf n. 235-2, He listened to him, (L, K.) and

signification, i.e. clamouring, &c.:] and the first, inclined to him. (L.)
though masc., is applied by the poet Usāmeh El
4. As-e! He (a man, TA) entered upon [a
Hudhalee to a female singer considered as a

(Ca++ [and meaning in this instance loud time of] heat. (K.)- Also, (S, L, K,) and
of voice]); for an epithet of the measure J-3 " *-la-e', (A,) It (a chameleon) warmed itself
person

with the heat of the sun; bashed in the sun. (S,
it. A cry that deafens by its vehemence. (S, applied to a woman (#) is not known in the A, L., K.)- See also 1.
K.)- And hence, (S,) The resurrection: (AO, language: (L, TA:) the (proper] fem. epithet is
S, K?) so in the Kur lxxx. 33; accord. to AO:
being either an act, part. n. from * 3, aor. *, or
an inf n.: (L;) or it there signifies the cry on
the occasion of which the resurrection shall take

place, n:hich will deafen the ears so that they shall
hear nothing but the call to life: (Zj, L:) or it

there means the second blast of the horn, (Jel.)
Bk. I.

i:- and "#2 (K) and W L-3 (Msb) and

8: see 4. [And see also 3-2, below.]

'*** (K, TA, in the CK [erroneously] 3: a dial var. of3-, meaning Blood and
#3-4) and "#4: (Ki) the pl. of 3:4 is water in the ele'... [or membrane enclosing the
* 3:4, (Kr, K;) [and the pl. of ** is Joetus in the womb]:- and i, q. Jay: [see ...:]
W +4, like: pl. of* :] the hypocrites are – and Yellowness in the face. (L.)
described in a trad, as Jiu + * --Ul-As-o: see what next follows.
-

*

- ©

-

-

6--

6 o

y
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•As-e - Ace
* *

*
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* **

33-35 ($, L, K) and '3'-' (Th, L,
K) and "3,4-#4 (S, L, K [written by Freytag,
as from the S, 3,-4) and 7 +4 and 7 *:
(L). A day intensely hot ($, L. K.) And as

the sun; [app. on a branch;] as also --->4. and • , (M,) the latter only agreeable with
analogy, (MF,) [but the former, which is the
(L. [See also 4.])

âla-> A night intensely hot. (L.) And 5'-la

M, A, K) and 3-2, (M.) He turned anay from,
2. '-' (int n of:-ji, q.3.−i (K) avoided,
shunned, and left, him, or it; he was

*** A midday intensely hot. (A)—

more common, explainable on the ground that
aw-> or the like is understood,] inf. n. 22.2 (S,
*

- * @ “

As-e

f

*

averse from him, or it; (S, M, A, Mgb, K;) he
K,) the latter on the authority of Yaakoob, (S,) turned anay his face from him [or it]: (Ham
> *-* A £ I came to him during the thus sometimes pronounced, (Mgb,) Rocks; or p. 89:) and *:- also, aor. *, inf n. 3-3, he
intenseness of the heat: (L:) and one says also,
masses of stone: (S:) or great masses of jorsook him, and turned anay his face from him.
j-" W +la. Us are: I came to him in the great
hard stone : (A, K.) and #:-- (S, A, Mgb, K, (L.) One says, 23.2 * & [I see in thee
midday-intensities of the heat; (TA;) for 3-4 &c.) and 5- (S, Mgb, K) [are the ns. un, signi aversion]. (A) And 93 & #25 (lit. There

[ć- is originally an inf n.

Hence] one says,

X--- (S, A, Mab, K, &c.) and "3-4, (S, Mob,

*

is pl. of "33< * signifying the midday inten

fying] one thereof, (S, A, K,) or these have a

more special signification [as meaning a rock and

sity of heat; (K, TA) as also "#34-14 (L, a mass of rock]: (Mab3) pl. ,-4 (S, A, Mab,
TA:) and 3-1 W *** L 431 [meaning the

A

p.

*

•

is no evading that],
meaning truly thou didst
•
&
that. (Lh, M.) Je:-" 3. ! [The road, or nay,
turned aside] is said when a difficult road up a
mountain, (A, L,) or some other obstacle, (A,)
presents itself before thee, and thou leavest it,
and takest another way. (A, L.)- And #4
•

5* (A, Sgh, L) and [of #:- and
5-31 +5-3. (Mb, K. [In the latter,3
wal (TA)and:#;"><!-"J& and 3-3, as well as ** and $5-2,
*** [The heat smote me with its intensities, improperly termed pls of 5-2.]) By 5 * (S.M. K. &c.) or , (M1) if a. 34,
and the cold nith its vehemencies]. (A.)
in the Kur xxxi. 15 is meant a 5,4-e that is
K) and

same; or I came to him during the intensities of

• *

*

are

* @ e.

beneath the ground. (Zj, T.A.) And by the (S, Msb, K.) and " £32, (S, M, K) inf n.
5- mentioned in a trad, as being of, or from,
=[Also Crying, as a 2% and as an owl.] One Paradise is meant the 5'-e [or rock] of Jerusa him; turned him, or sent him, anay, or back; or
says 3-5° Xu. [in which the latter word is pl. lem [in the centre of the building now called “the caused him to return, or go back, or revert; from
it: ($, M, Msb, K:) prevented, or hindered, him.
of the #m. i4+13) Onls hooting. (A)m And Dome of the Rock”]. (TA.)

3-2 Intense heat. (L.)- See also 3.3-3.

$345 (TA) and "23-, (M.) He averted

from doing it: (S, A, Msb, K.) or did so by
gentle means: and so $34. (Lin art. -3.) =
32, aor. -, (T, S, M, A, K.) agreeably with
TA and in my MS. copy of the K J.4.0, but it is
X- A place abounding in rocks, or great analogy,
(MF,) and this is the more approved
said in the TA in art. J-5, on the authority of masses of hard stone; as also 75-a-. (K.)
Listening, and inclining, to one. (L.)= 3-3
* 3-d [the second word here written in the

6 *

*

de •

*

* @

-

4s-o; n. un, 5/-e: see /*-o.
s

•

© J.

form, (T,) and *, (T, S, K,) inf n. *** (S, A,
the K, to be correctly with 5,] means *, (K,
K)
and
(M,) He cried out, vociferated, or
** A certain plant. (K.) [Golius explains
TA,) i. e. Single, or solitary, and weak: or i, q.
#als [i.e. very cunning, or very intelligent or this as meaning Great, applied to a rock, or mass raised a clamour, (T, S, M, A, K,) 1.jé= 0-2 [at,
saffacious, and crafty: but this meaning I think of stone; and so -a-, on the authority of J: or by reason of, such a thing]. (A)-And

#4.

s

but neither of these do I find in the S.]

improbable]. (TA. [See also art. Ja-5.])

3-

+: see 33-2-Also :), (L.K.)

2-

•

5×es-d :

laughed, "...is U-2 [at such a thing]: (Lth, Mgb:)

See Xe-o.

or he laughed violently, or immoderately. (M.)

or U-- 3:2, (A) The rays (c.) of the

X-12 The sound of iron [striking] upon iron.
sun : (A, L, K:) so called because of the heat
(K.)
thereof. (L.) One says, J-5 3: *ś
[The rays of the sun became intensely hot], (A,)
#-l. A kind of earthen wesel, (S, A, K.)
and 3:ll *: [which means the same]. out of n!hich one drinks. (A.)
(L.)

• *

* *

of

4-5/l/s-ol | A hard-faced man; one having
•

#3-4 :

See

34-3.

little shame. (A.)
+-a-; See *-*.
: see the next paragraph, in two places.
s

*

-

d -

3.
•

J. & e

*

•

•, e -

* *

e

6 p.

s

6- d

J. G =

p

*

2, 4: $2.2 : see 1.=And 2.2. (T, TA)

*** for which one says s:4, inf n.
#245, (T, M, K, TA) changing one of the

inf n.

as into us, (T, K, TA) like as one says <:

s", which # originally << *;

(T, TA;)

and 4.''' Us.”; (TA in art. Us-2;) He
clapped with his hands; (T, M, K;) because, in
the action of clapping the hands together, the

•

.

-*-e

33-2 ; and its pl. -es-le-e: see Úl-As-e, in
* @ -

34, aor... (Ith, M, Mb) infn. #3 (M) He

*

=

32, i.e. “face,” of one hand fronts that of the
other; or, accord. to Aboo-Jaafar Er-Rustamee,

four places. –3,4- 5,--> A hard rock which
1. J.'" £4 The sun smote, or hurt, or #2:1 is from es:< meaning “a sound” [or
becomes intensely hot when the sun shines fiercely burned, him, or his face. (K.)
“an echo ”]; but the former derivation is the
upon it: (L:) or [simply] a hard rock; (S, K;)
8. Los-la-ol, (§, K,) and e-la-ol, (K.) He stood more probable: (TA:) [see art. (4-x-e:] also he

**:: (K:) or a solid, firm, and erect, (S, K, TA,) and El-'Abbās adds, silent, as
raised his voice, or called out, or cried out. (M,
strong, rock; and so V *: : (TA:) or a smooth though he were angry. (TA.) [See also the TA.) It is said in the Kur [viii. 35], &t= u−3

as also

and hard rock, that cannot be moved from its part. n., below.]
place, and upon which iron has not effect: and
£4 A [stony tract such as is termed] 5 prayer at the House [of God] is nought but
a great rock, which nothing can raise, and upon
which neither a pickaxe nor any other thing has in which the plain is intermixed with the rugged. n:histling, and clapping with the hands : (M,"

#34, #: S < * :- And their

TA:) meaning, they do thus instead of praying as
effect: (L:) or a rock upon which the pickaxe (K.)
they have been commanded to do. (Jel.) = See
has no effect: (A:) pl. as above. (L.)
*** part. n. of 8. (S.) Applied to a cha also 4.
** * *
*
J3.x=-e Hardness (K, TA) and strength. meleon, Standing erect, tonards the sun; [app.
-

©

y

> d >

on a branch;] as also -i-. (Lin art..."--)

(TA.)
6 * >

d -

*

* *

3. •20.3% sus [He treated him with aversion
and opposition]. (A.)

-

5-As-ae; and its pl.: see Úl-As-e.

*@

*@e

s -

4 × 53.21: see 1. = <! said of a wound,
•

6

3-i-. A chameleon standing erect, towards

* **

* *

©

•

6

1. * **, ($, M, K, &c.,) aor. * (S, M., A) (S, M, Mob, K.) inf n. xl.--!; (TA) as also
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*>3-, (M, TA;) It contained, or generated,

side; a lateral, or an adjacent, part, quarter,
©

a mixture of red and white : (AZ, Mgb:)

ind

-

-jū-, (L) some add that when it has thickened, it is *-*:
matter, (S, M, Mab, K) such as is termed 49-3 tract, or the like; syn. of the former
* de • * * *
a 3
-

-

(M, Mgb:) or ran with such matter. (A.)
and of the latter:-0.(M, L) cl:L:22:
5. A 25-23, for which one says a es:< [lit. The two sides of the road confined them]
the middle of the road.
[changing the last 3 into Us, as in the case of means ! they occupied
&
3:4, q. v.,] from $341, meaning “the place, or (A.) And cl: signifies also t The truo edges,

(Mgb:) or matter, or pus, mixed with blood,
(Lth, Mgh, Mgb,) in a wound. (Lth.) In the
Kur xiv. 19, it means What flows from the skins
of the inmates of Hell: (M:) or what flows from
their insides, and is mixed with matter and blood:

part, that is before, in front, facing, or opposite;”
(Az, L;) He addressed, or applied, or directed,
himself, or his regard, or attention, or mind, to
him, or it; [as though he set himself over against
the object to which the verb relates:] and he

melted of silver]. (M.)

or extremities, or cusps, of the notch of an arron, (Jel:) or hot water C:-) boiled until it thickens.
betneen nihich is the place of the bon-string; syn.

J, ill us…. (0. [In the K, erroneously, ū% (M, K.) - And hence, as being likened thereto,
" *3 *
3.
3%l.]) - Also J.3 and "J-2 A mountain aăul :- i.e. t;#33 [app. meaning What is
:

3*

•

3.

asked him, or petitioned him, for a thing that he (AA, S, M, L, Msb, K:) and so J. and J.- :
us: A species of fig, white without, black
rvanted: syn. * J#; (L and K" in the present (AA, S, M.:) pl. 3'-2' and 3.5-2. (M., L.) 3.
3 *
,
within,
and very sneet. (AHn, M., T.A.)
art., and S and M and K in art. (4-2;) and
s

• of

*

-

/

And W.J.2 [or 3.2] A cloud, or collection of clouds,
a y
4 3
$13. A road to water. (S, K.)= And al-all
rising high, and appearing like a mountain : and
3.
3*
he inclined to him, or it: (L:) he raised his head so J., [or J. (q.v.)], which is the more approved The serpent: (K:) and (K, TA; in the CK
“or”) a certain small animal (£33, S, K) of the
tonards it: (M in art. US-2, in explanation of word. (M, L.).

* J3i, (L)and 48% (Minart (s-)

• &

us:…)

he raised his head and breast towards

hind of the [field-rats called] disj- (S:) or
$34: see 3-2. — Also i. q. -->5 [used as a n.
" * -es 4 © •

•

#

- d.d.

it, looking tonards it, or regarding it: (TA in
of place, meaning Vicinity, or a near place or (a species of liard, what is called 4: X
art. (4-2, in explanation of s:- :) the object
spot; as in phrases here following]: (ISk, S, M, [q. v.]; (AZ, S, M, K;) used in this sense by
is one at which you raise your
eyes, looking at

A, Mgb, K:) and the place, or part, that is before, Keys: (AZ, S:) or, accord. to Yaakoob, the
(ISk:T, S," M, A,” [lizard called] &# : or, as some say, a species of

it: ($ in art. US-2, in explanation of us:- ) in front, facing, or opposite.
he applied, or gave, his nhole attention to it,

L, K.") One says, 's-Ji ?--as 2,2 [His house the [field rats called] c's (M.) pl.
(meaning an affair,) having his mind unoccupied is
in the vicinity of, i. e. near to, the mosque; or (S, M, K,) which is anomalous. (S, M.)
by other things; syn. J: 4 &á. (Mgb.)

3:3-2,

his house is opposite to the mosque]. (Mgb. [The
former meaning is there indicated; but no meaning
#2 Turning anay, avoiding, shunning,6 *and
*
addressed, or applied, himself to reply against the is expressed.]) And 23-4 &: #: i.e. ~# & leaving; or averse: fem. #U3. pl. of both 21-2;
One says also,

-: c." 5: es:< [He

*

*

- author]. (TA in art. -j-, &c.) And es:< [I took it from a near place or spot]. (A:) And and of the fem. 3212-2
also. (M.)
-

alles

-*.i.

He addressed himself, or applied

** 344 (893, (ISk, S, A, K.) in which 3-2 is

* [pass. part. m. of $32,
q.v.]. One says,
himself, to obtain favour, or bounty; and sought in the accus, case as an adv. n. of place, (S, K.)
[Such a one is turned
it; syn. 4 J: [and a] &#1. (Mgb in art. and ***, (ISk, A,) and 22*.* L'é, (Lth, ISk) **'' ()" >2-a &
Jāys.) And us:43 * <5, [in the Kur, lxxx.,6,] My house is opposite to, i.e. in the place, or part, anay from, or prevented from attaining, what is
that is in front of his house : (ISk, S, A, K:) good, or prosperity]. (A.)
originally 3:45, (L) and accord. to one reading
and in the vicinity of, or near to, his house. (K.)
s:, (Jel,) means To him thou addressest Andú 33-3 13%, and ***, This is in front of,
i
6 *

•

*

*

- -

-

* J.

thyself, or directest thine attention, and inclinest; or opposite to, this. (M) – [Hence, app.,]
syn. 4 J3:5, (L.) and 2: J:3, (Zil) and 33-3 S; #23 & 33-3 There is no impediment 1 & 24,(S, M. L. K.) aor.”, (L)inf n. 132,
(S, M,) said of a horse, (K, TA,) and of a kid,
s

* J. (L.) or * Júš 4 Jä (Bd.)
or addressest thyself, &c., and humblest thyself:
(M in art. (4.2 : [in which, however, this ex
planation is not given with express reference to
the above-cited phrase in the Kur:]) or it may
signify thou seekest to bring thyself near to him,
or to advance thyself in his favour; from $33,

to me in the way of it, nor any obstacle. (A.) - (S, TA) [or a goat,]
He was of the colour termed
And 933-3 * i. q. 93.5 [i. e. He, or it, is
#: [i.e. sorrel inclining to blackness; or black
tending, or looking, in the direction of thee; or is ness intermiaced, or tinged over, with redness; or
before thee, or before thy face: see art. ...a5]. (Sb, a colour like that of the rust
of iron; probably

M)—And #9 (# 32:34, witHam direct.

from the same verb in the sense next following];

ing myself, or my attention, 'to this affair]. (A.) (S, M, L, K, TA) as also #32, (K) aor. *;
[2:34: 3-4 ū. ë'.
meaning Wenill return (TA; [and it is implied in the K that the latter

&#,

as signifying #1. (T) [See also art us-->]
verb is syn. with the former in all its senses;])
to that subject to which our attention is directed,
8. -31-21 She (a woman) covered herself with is a phrase of frequent occurrence after a digres but the former verb is that which is commonly
known, and that alone which is required by
** [q. v.], i.e. *. (Nawādir el-Aaráb, sion.]

d

analogy as a verb denoting a colour, and the latter
O, K.)
R. Q. 1.

#444 The beating of the sieve with

one's hand. (TA.)

33- A woman's > [app. meaning veil, or is not known to have been heard; (MF, TA;)
covering]. (Nawádir el-Ágráb, O, K.)- See also and in the L it is said that the verb in this sense

£, this latter [formed from
£, originally £) of the measure J3.

what next follows.

is

34 a Pers word [app. used by the Arabs]

&:-

and W

3,4- i. q. Ji- [app, meaning A hind of
garment for women or for young girls, which is (TA)— Also, (M., K.) &-4, (S, M, Msb, K.)
3 *
thus called];
(O,Th.
K; (O.)
in the CK Ji- ;) as also aor. as above, (S, Msb, TA) and so the inf. n.,
J-2 : see J-2, in four places. - Also The face, "332;
so says
(S, TA,) said of iron, It was, or became, rusty,
or front, of the hand. (TA.)
or rusted; (S, M, Mgb, K;) in which sense it is

signifying A hundred. (TA.)
* *

•

#4 (M.A, LM,K) and '34 (K)The in

*** an inf n, of 32 [q. v.] in one of its

said also of the like of iron. (M.) = And

of a valley, (M, A, Mgb, K,) or of a --> [i. e. senses. (S, A, K.) = Also The ichor, i. e. thin &:- said of a man, He stood erect, and looked.
the kind of water-course so called, or a ravine], nater, [or natery humour,] of a wound, (S, A,
(K)=#-A is..., sor -, (K) in n. 134,
and of a mountain where it forms a ravine, (M, Mgh, K,) mixed [or tinged] with blood, (S, A,
(TK.)
He polished the mirror, (K, TA) i.e.,
L,) and t of a road: (A:) pl. [of pauc.] #3: Mgh,) before the matter becomes thick : (S, A:) removed from it the rust, (TA,) in order to use
or matter, or pus, like water, in which is a mix
and of mult] *. (TA) And ': (L) ture of red and n:hite: (M :) or matter, or pus, it as a collyrium; (K, TA;) as also **32,
and "334 (M, L) signify [in like manner] A like water in thinness and like blood in its having (K) inf n. #:. (TA.) [Whether the mirrors
209 *
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of the Arabs were made of bronze, or of what a cock [i. e. he croned, or croned loudly or vehe a place,(Mb) and + any affair, (Lù)-Hence,
other metal they were made, is not said. See also mently]; (Lth, T, S, A;) and of a crow [i. e. he U5all 2-2, aor. * , inf n. 25-2, t [The saying
1 in art. S-l * And, aor, as above, said of an croaked, or croaked loudly or vehemently]: (Lth,
issued, proceeded, or emanated, * from him.]
owl, He uttered a cry or cries. (Sh, T.A.. [See T, S:) said of an ass, he brayed loudly: (L:) (Mgb.) [And J* 4: 3-3, with the same aor.
said of a bird, and + of a man, he raised his voice and inf. n., + The action proceeded from him.]
also art. 3-2.])
in singing (L, K) or othernise; cried out vehe And <! 34-3 He went to it; namely, a place:
2: see the preceding paragraph.

mently and sharply; or uttered a vehement and
(TA:) he came to it. (Kull. p. 228.) = *)-e:
sharp
voice. (L.)
5. 4 is as, (K) as also a
see
4. = Also, (M, K,) aor. *, inf. n. 5.4, (M,)
al es:< (K, TA,) which is the original, mean
i-34 (S. L. K) and *i-34 and "i-32 He hit, struck, or hurt, his * [i.e. breast].
ing a] -** [i. e. He addressed, or applied, or (L, K) A kind of head (#, Lh, ś, L, K) used
directed, himself, or his regard, or attention, or for the purpose of captivating, or fascinating : (M, K.) You say, #34 4:9-à I struck him
mind, to him, or it; &c.]. (TA.)
(K:) or nith n'hich men are captivated, or and hit his breast. (A.) - Andje.* He had a

&al, (TA) i. 9.

* *

* *

* @*

**

* *de •

fascinated: (S:) or with which women captivate, complaint of the * [or chest]. (M, K.) [See
or fascinate, men: (Lh:) or with nhich men are its part, n., below.]
*if n of &-3 [q.v.] (S.M.)—Also [a conciliated. (L.)
2.93. see 4 = 3: ..., (K) inf n.
subst.] signifying The rust of iron, (S, M,”TA,)
i-34:
**,
(TA,) He tied a cord from the girth of
see the next preceding paragraph.
and of copper and the like. (Harp. 48l. [But
#- 3

8. W.A.o!: see 1, first sentence.

-

6 *

there erroneously written i.e.]) = Also

* *

his camel to the part behind [or beyond] the

4-J-2:
A man

callous lump on his breast: (K, TA:) or, accord.
C2- Having a loud cry or voice; as also to Lth, (L.) one says, * 34.3-, (M, L,) and
therein : its - is said to be substituted for c.
W
both applied to a cock [meaning loud the meaning is, he tied a cord from the **
(TA. [See
and see also s:4.)
[or breast-girth] to the part behind [or beyond)
croning]; (A;) [and to a crow as meaning loud the callous lump on the breast of his camel, to keep
&- [part. n. of &24, q. v.]. - One says, croaking]; and so the former applied to an ass the re-A-aj in its place, when it had become loose
applied in consequence of the animal's having become lank
#4.42-13 se My hand is disagreeable [meaning loud-braying]; and so 7
in smell f from the rust of iron]. (S.) - And to a horse [meaning loud-neighing]; (S, K;) [and in the belly: the cord above mentioned is called
&- * * t He is one to whom disgrace, or app. also applied to a camel as meaning loud
was the name of the she
shame, and baseness, or meanness, attach. (S, K.) braying, for]
[app. He put the breast-girth upon the camel]:

slender in body; (K, TA;) light, or active,

6

p

*

Cú4,

8:45

£4

Jú (A. v.]. (Ith, L.) – And ''J',:

£3

- See also
6£ d

i:i.

camel of Dhu-r-Rummeh : (S, K:) or

K) and * £4 (L) and 7 £4

>

31.2, (S, M, K,) in a horse, (S. K.) and in a

3: (L, from #2-#", i.e. “the girth.” [thus called].
£4 (M.A.) –3: His (a horse's) breast became

and W

£: (L, K) signify that raises his voice

netted with sweat. ($) See 5. – 5,3-, (TA)
w-l & 93-, (S,) + He placed him, or
to blackness, (M, K, TA,) the latter predomi much in singing or othernise; (L;) [app. thus

goat, or kid, (S,) A sorrel colour (#) inclining and W

Or

nating : (TA:) or blackness intermixed, or tinged applied to a bird, and t to a man; (see 1;)] or that seated him, in the upper, or highest, part in the
over, with redness [app. like the rust of iron]. cries out vehemently, or much; or has a loud, or
(S.)
strong, voice; (L, K;) and so *
(Ham

3-4-

sitting-room, or sitting-place. (TA) And 334
He was advanced, or promoted. (A)->

£, (S, K,) inf n, as above, (K,); He put to
or to a kid, (TA,) Of a sorrel colour (i.e. of the Jemale singer]. (A,TA.) And 7
3' his book, or nºriting, a 2:4, (S, K, TA,) i. e. a
colour termed 5:3) inclining to blackness, (M, K,
! [A loud-voiced man urging camels by his singing]. title, or a commencement. (TA.) And <= >
13& ! [He commenced his book, or writing, rvith
TA,) the latter predominating : (TA:) or, applied
Xs: 114 loud-sounding such
to a horse, and to a goat, or kid, (S,) or applied (A, TA.) And 7
a thing]. (A.) = See also 5, where it is
to a kid, (K,) of a black colour intermixed, or lute]. (S, A.)
expl. as intrans., in two places.
tinged over, with redness [app. like the rust of
#3: see the next preceding paragraph, in
3. #Suá. signifies The returning, or going
iron]: (S. K.) fem:#.1.2 (§, M, K) and "#24. three places.
back, [app. nith another, from water, &c.] (KL.)

#4 (S. M.K.) applied to a horse, (K, TA)

p. 558.) [Hence,] W i-au- .# | [A loud-voiced

£4

£4

6**

*

• *

(M, L.T.A.) And 3:14:= [Abay, or dark

bay, or bronn, horse,] tinged over with dinginess.

(S.) - Also Rusty, or rusted; applied to iron

and the like. (M) – And [hence]#4 #,

*

s:4, (K

accord. to the TA,) and the former also, (TA,)
[A body of troops having their arms or armour]

f

*

[The verb is probably trans., agreeably with
general analogy, in all its senses; * app.
signifying primarily He returned, or nent back,

* * *

C*- : see £4, in three places.

n:ith him from water &c. - Ibr D thinks that it
&

(M, and so in copies of the K,) or

*

*

i-au- see C*-*.

* @ e

us--->
©

}

-,

See

signifies also + He vied, or contended, with him
for precedence, or priority.] = Also tThe exact
ing a fine or the like [app. from another: or the
suing, or prosecuting, another, for a debt &c.].

*

£44.

- d -

Cl**

overspread with the rust of iron, (M., K.)- And

#4 A land (.3%) of n!hich the stones are of a

&#39. The lion : (K:) so called

because of

red colour inclining to blackness, and rugged, not his roaring. (TA.)
even with the ground, these stones having beneath
C*-e: See C*-*.
them [other] rough stones, or, sometimes, soil and
•

*

@

o

* *

stones. (Sh, L.)
J-A-2

c.”
s

i. £4,

(S, A, K, **) aor. £, (K,) inf n.
J-2 ($, K, &c.) and Cl-, (K,) in were of

1.332, (S,M, A, Msh, K) aor. *($, M, Msb,

(KL) You say, Júl & liè (, ,sue (§,"
K,"TA) + He desired, or sought, to obtain from
him; or he demanded of him; or he sued, or
prosecuted, him for; such a sum, or such an

amount, of property. (K,”TA.) - And #t3
13&4 liés c.” t I released him from my
reckoning with him on such and such terms agreed

upon by both. (TA in art. Ós.) And ***
K) and 3, (K) inf n : (S.M.A., Mi'k) *#
Jú. J'é + He (an,agent) nas released from
and 244 (A, TA) and 344 (M, K) and #.
because of the similarity [of the letters Le and j], being reckoned with (d5).3%) on the condition of his

Wejeehah Bint-Ows Ed-Dabbeeyeh Cl-, (Ham (M,) He returned, went back; ($, M, A, Mgb, paying certain property for nihich he became re

p. 617,) He cried, or raised a loud cry; (S, A;) K;) and went, or turned, anay; (Mgb;) from sponsible: a phrase of the registrars of accounts.
or raised his voice vehemently, (Lth, T;) said of (3*) water, (S, M, A,) and a country, ($, M.) or (TA in the present art.)
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Jú-d

4.9-l, (S,M, A, Msh, K) and "544,(M, of the saying that I have published, like as the of straitness and distress: accord. to Th, it is a
K.) and 7 **, (K.) He caused him to return; fore part of the spear becomes red from blood], day by which war, or battle, is peculiarly dis
sent him, or brought him, back, (S, M, A, Mgb, (S," M,) he has made J.A.2 fem. because the J-A-e tinguished. (M., L.)- + The first, first part, or
K,) or anay; (Msb;) from (3*) water, and a of the 5t:5 is a part of the 5t:5; for they [some commencement, of anything; (S, M, K;) even
country [or place], (S,) and t any affair, (Lth.) times] make a noun fem. when it is prefixed to a + of the day, (M, Mgb,) and t of the night, and
You say,

of the winter, and + of the summer, and + the
ūé.2 ($3.5 We sent, or brought, back fem. noun: (S:) or if you will, you may say that tlike,
(M) and t of an affair. (A. [See an ex.

satisfied with drink so that it he has made J.A.2 fem, because he meant [thereby]
the 3Us; and if you will, you may say that the
nas not necessary for us to remain with them
for
• 5* +-- of

our"

riding-camel.

voce #4.]) :The title of a book or writing:

2+2 of a sus is a sus. (M.) [Hence,] & and the first part, or commencement, thereof.

the sake of the water. (TA) And $4.35 %

*

! The spaces betneen the bones of the breast. (TA.) [f The first foot of the first hemistich of a

JHe brought it and he took it anay. (Harp.
(M, TA.) [And also] + Anacieties. (T in art. verse.] And The first hemistich (altogether) of a
361.)- [Hence,] 3% $3. ! He began and es".) And 2* &ls + What is in the minds. verse. (O voce#4.) [And t The first verse of
completed. (TA.) You say, %: Wi 3: #!
a *.]-};">< t The wide, or "idening,
1 When he begins a thing, or an affair, he com (Ksh and Bd and Jel in iii. 115, &c.) And part of the road. (Mb)-2,513.4 t The

pletes it. (A) And £ 3, #2 & 1 Such

£4 &u=

+ His bosom, or mind, became strait,

or contracted. (Mgb in art. Gea, . [See the Kur head, or chief, of the people, or party; as also

a one begins and does not complete. (A.)- And

J#1 - f|He isued forth the saying, made

xv. 97 and xxvi. 12.]) And

534 £80

&# "3:1. (TA) And hence, *: + [The

chief of the chiefs; a title applied to the prime
it to issue, proceed, or emanate, * from him]. + He opened and dilated his bosom, meaning, minister of the king; and also to the chief judge;
nas pleased, with infidelity. (Jel in xvi. 108.
(Mgb. [See 1.]) [And Jail &#x2 + He, or [See
also the similar phrases25:9 •)-2 all &: app., in the earlier times, to the former;] he who
it, made the action to proceed from him.]
performs the onerous duties of the king, or of the
Js: expl. in art. 23.) And
state. (TA)- And t A part, or portion, of a
&

> He (a man, TA) erected his chest in

J. J. &

Joe d

>

t t < * * *

&#.

and,"

5.

©

e

thing. (S, K.)
sitting. (M, K.) - t He (a horse) outreached •)-2 + His bosom became dilated or enlarged
the other horses with his chest; (M, K, TA;) as (with joy) ($ in art. Cº.) And * 8-3 33 a subst,

also "23-2, (S, M, MA, K.) infn. *: the
latter verb is afterwards expl. in the K as meaning

-##, but this is a mistake (TA) Tuffy
says, describing a horse,
**

@

• * ***

-*

>d >

* >

*

$54 & "3+2 u : &l=

*

signifying Return, ($, M, Mab,

> ---,

+ Ample, or dilated, in the K.) from (3*) water, (S, M,) and a country,
breast, or bosom; [meaning free-minded; free (S,) or a place, (Msb,) and t any affair: (Lth:) as
from distress of mind; without care : and free some say, from anything. (M.) Hence, -#;"
from narronness of mind; liberal, munificent, *'', (K, TA, in the CK **") i. e. The com
and

or generous.] ($ and TA in art. -->.) [And passing of the Kaabeh on the occasion of the return
*" & 4 + Having the bosom, or mind, strait, of the pilgrims from Arafat. (TA) [Hence

or contracted.] And 2: 3: J% 1 A man also,] 33 all The fourth day of the days of the
n:ho is not to be turned, or bent, or inclined. sacrifice [performed by the pilgrims]: (M, K:)
As though he were, after they had outreached
with their chests, from a ron of [other] horses, (M.) In the saying S! #4 * 34 * , 2 ° 42 so called because the people then return from

J.: J." G-: *

*

[a nolf that had exposed himself to rain during

*

# [meaning Is he who has the disease of Mekkeh to their abodes. (M.) [And hence the

à:
•

a portion of the night, and had become wetted:]
but accord. to one relation, it is 7 & 4, meaning
their breasts nere netted [ć 3- iy reason of

all aij Ji. c.” 4:# I left him as
the chest (2:1 #3) able to do without pitting?), insaying]23
the
night
preceding the fourth day of the days
if it be correct, the prefixed noun [A2] is sup

reading, however is the better.

ceding the day] when the people return from their
pilgrimage; (S;) meaning, ...t possessing nothing.

sneat: the former

(S.) - Also t He sat, or became placed or
seated, in the upper, or highest, part in the
sitting-room, or sitting-place. (S," K,”TA.) And

He3 became
advanced, or promoted. (A.) 23
**

pressed. (Mgh.) [a-l-all £4, as said by Frey
tag, is the name oft The star y of Cygnus.]
Also t The upper, or uppermost, part of the
front of anything. (M, K.) [Hence,] 244
&29. t The higher, or upper, parts, and fronts,
or fore parts, of the valley; (M, K;) as also

of the sacrifice : (A:) or [as in the night pre

(M) = Also quasi-pl. n. of 202, q.v. (M, K.)

#: The 34 [or breast] (M, K) of a man

[or beast]: (TA:) or the prominent part of the
Juli):-} +[He became advanced to the foremost 3,3132, which is pl. of '532, (K) or '#32, upper portion thereof. (T, S, M., K.)- Hence,
place for the conducting of the affairs of the (as in a copy of the M,) or " #34, (as in the L,) (S,) A certain garment [n'hich covers the breast],
people]. (Harp. 194.)
($ M,) well known: # 5), a short shirt: a short
*...* -

*

*

6.-

e

•

6e

»

or of "#24. (M. L. K.) And J-313:

6, 1292Uaj [app. They returned together from +The upper, or highest, part [or end] of the &2: and the dim, 75%-2, is applied to a short
water, &c.]. (A. [This meaning seems to be sitting-room, or sitting-place : (TA:) the elevated shirt which is worn next the body. (TA.) [In
there indicated by the context.]) - And one part thereof. (Mgb.)-[+The fore part of any the present day, s:4, which is a corruption
U. c.” 1292U aj i [app. meaning They thing. + The pron, or fore part, of a ship.]
of the dim., is applied to A hind of waistcoat; a
released one another from being reckoned nith, + The fore part of the foot, betneen the toes and
short vest without sleeves: and its pl. is −0*~..]
by mutual agreement, on such terms as they would: the [protuberant part called the] 333-. (M.)
See also the next paragraph.
see 3]. (A.)
+ The fore part of the sandal, before the [hole

says,

bjú

*

3:

Anything that fronts, or faces, one. (M, through which is put the thong called the 99%,

K.)- And hence, (M,) The * [i.e. breast, or

chest, or bosom,] of a man, [often meaning his of the arrow that is above the middle, as far as
mind,] (M, M3b, K.) and of other than man: the U:W-2 : (so in a copy of the A: [an evident
Mgb:) of the masc. gender: (Lh, S, M, K:) pl. mistranscription for .# i.e. head:]) or the part
244, (S.M., Mşb,) the only pl. form. (M.) of the arrow that is beyond the middle, as far as
[See also #...] As to the saying of the poet, the slender part, (S, M, Msb, K,) which is next
(S, M,) El-Aasha, (S)
the head; (M;) so called because it is the fore
s
e&
part when it is shot: (S, Mgb, K:) and likewise
** de

Jºe
e
• &
* *

de

•

*

A •

*** * (531 Jsilt, J.:
&

e

*-

6 *

*

*

53- A certain garment, of n:hich the head, or

i. e. the hole called the] →... (M.) : The part upper part, is like the axis,

[covering the head,]
and the loner part of which covers the breast

(M, K) and the shoulders: (M:) a woman in
mourning for the death of her husband or re

lation used to wear a 31-2 of wool: (Az:) or

i.a. "#34 (Q. v.] and Js:- and i: (IAar:)
or a certain garment with nihich the head and
breast are covered, worn by a roman in mourning

*

of the spear [as in the verse cited above in this for her husband: (A:) or a small shirt worn

* *

&

•3
• * ~
* * * ...,.
worn next the
paragraph]. (M.) c.," 3-a= A2: [lit. t.A next the body: (S:) or a
[And thou becomest, or wilt become, red by reason day like the fore part of the spear] means t a day breast: (A5:) or i, q. .# [q. v.]. (T in art.

*

23 & #13: 34% (#.

*
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that of a pass.
! [He hnon's the ways of betaking himself to place of an act part. n., and in
3 -4
things or affairs, and the nays of nithdraning part. n.: such as 13-35/1 for $: :Ji [“the per
himself from them; or of commencing them and forming of the ablution preparatory to prayer”],
of completing them]. (A.) [See also another ex. and J# for Ju:#9 [“the washing of one
in art. -->), conj. 6..]- And hence [also], the self”]; each of which wants somewhat that is in
22.4% [pl. of 3-4] of verbs: (S, TA:) 3-a its verb without substituting anything for that
signifies +The root of a word, from which proceed which is wanting. (Expos. of the “Kitáb el
the derivatives of verbs: (Lth, TA:) [in this sense Hodood,” cited above.) This kind of noun the
it is a conventional term of grammar and lexi grammarians of El-Koofeh and Baghdād allow
cology, not belonging to the classical language; to govern as a J-A-a-; but the grammarians of El
but on account of the importance of understanding Basrah hold that the noun governed in the accus.
its true application in lexicology, it is necessary case in each of the exs. adduced by the former as
to give here a full explanation of it: it is, agree confirmatory of their opinion is so governed by a
verb understood. (Expos. of the “Shudhoor,”
ably with its etymology, the source (lit. place) of
It is also applied to A proper name
derivation, accord. to the grammarians of El ubi supra.)
accident [or attribute]; as 2-5
an
signifying
Bagrah; and is what I term an infinitive noun:
and 23-, proper names, by original application,
it is defined as] a noun signifying, by its original
application, an accident as subsisting in, or pro for #: and i:-" [“vice” and “praise”];
ceeding from, an agent (as & [“the being and the like: and this kind does not govern as a
joyful”], .# [“the act of beating”], and J-a.e. (Expos. of the “Kitāb Hodood en
*il [“the act of sitting”]), or affecting an Nahw,” ubi suprā; and Expos. of the “Shu
dhoor,” ubi supra.) It is also applied to [what is
&

[Every female having a 31.A.e. is as a maternal
aunt]: i.e., it is incumbent on a man to be jealous
for every woman like as he is jealous for his
women under covert, or the females of his family
whom he is under an obligation to respect and
protect. (S. [See also Freytag's Arab. Prov.
ii. 310.])- Also A certain mark made with a

hot iron upon the breast of a camel. (S.)

#34.1 Precedence,

or priority.

(TA.) –

See also 2-2, near the middle of the paragraph.
6.- * - *

52'-A-2 :
6-

see 2-2, near the middle of the
paragraph.

•

5/2-x-o:
6-6 -

d.

5,2-2 dim. of #34, q. v. (TA.)

24

Returning [from water, &c.]; going, or
turning, back, or anay: . (TA:) quasi-pl. n.

*}<. (M, K) – [Hence the saying,] 4 U.
3,3 $3 * ! He has not anything: (M, K:) or

J. J.

© • * *

he has not a thing nor a people. (Lh, M.) object of action, (as &s: [“the being pos
more properly termed *** J.2-li J:>,
And * &” 1 A road, or nay, by which sessed by a jinnee”]), conformable to its verb, so
people return from water: ($, M, A, K :) op as to comprise all the letters in that verb, either by some termed simply 23.4% J--, i. e. An
literally (as in the instances above) or virtually ideal substantive, or abstract noun;] 0 72O2478
posed to #: &#. (M, A.)
(as in Júl [“the act of fighting”], which wants applied to signify an accident [or attribute] con
#24: See #4, near the middle of the para the that is before the - in the verb, yet wants sidered abstractedly [such as * signifying
it as to the letter only, and not virtually, wherefore “return;” and this kind is commonly termed in
graph.
it is sometimes pronounced as if with the said the lexicons simply an -- as distinguished from

£i

A man (M) having a large breast, or letter, as in

Sús Jjú,

but the 1 is changed into

chest; (M, K, TA;) i.e. having the breast, or US on account of the kest of the letter before it),
upper part thereof, prominent; as or substituting another letter for any of those
chest, or3 *the
*

a 2-1. (Kull p. 327.) Some apply it also to
what is [properly] termed &: * [i.e. A

• * c 5

J-A-a-2 commencing with an augmentative A], if
letters that it wants (as in 53-1 [“the act of not of the measure itsu: ; but such is really a
K) that beat, or pulse, (M,) beneath the temples: promising”], which wants the 3 that is in its
(M, K:) or the two sides of a man: or the two verb as to the letter and virtually, but has 5 sub *. (Expos. of the “Shudhoor,” ubi supra.)
shoulder-joints: (TA:) the word has no singular. stituted for it [by way of compensation]): (from And some of the grammarians [and of the lexi
cographers likewise] apply it to A noun that
(M.) [Hence the saying,] *** * *; a comparison of definitions &c. in the Expos. of signifies the instrument [or means] with [or by]
by the author of
(M, Meyd, K, TA;) and some say 4.4% [q.v.], the “Kitab Hodood en-Nahw”
which the action signified by a 3-ae is per
the work thus entitled, arts, J-A-ae and J-A-a-_o-l;
(Meyd, TA,) and this is the original; (Meyd;) the Expos. of the “Shudhoor edh-Dhahab” by formed: as J#9 [“food,” as being “that by
and some, 4:35, (Meyd, TA;) a prov.; (M, the author of the work thus entitled, section on means of which the act of eating (Jé9) is per
Meyd, TA ;) meaning He came beating [with the nouns that govern as verbs; I’Ak; &c.:) formed”]. (Kull, ubi supra.)- See also #4,
his hand] his two sides, (TA,) or his tryo shoulder but the grammarians of El-Koofeh hold that the last sentence but two.
joints: (Meyd, TA:) i.e. he came empty [-handed]; verb is the root, and that the 2-ae is derived
(M, Meyd, K, TA;) not having accomplished from it: (I’Ak p. 148:) some 220 a.e., moreover, * [act part. n. of 4, q.v. -] t A man
the object of his desire: (Meyd:) or he came are derived from real (as opposed to ideal) sub who completes things or affairs. (A)= And
exulting, or behaving insolently, (Meyd, and Har stantives, as ##" [“the becoming stone”] One of the names of the month Jş. ess'
p. 603,) not knowing where were his 95% SO from 3--" [“stone”]. (Kull p. 327.) The
(M, K:) [ISd says,] I think it to be of the dial.
de • of
verb:
own
its
as
government
same
the
has
2-a.e
[the tribe of] 'Ad. (M.)
of
accord. to Yoo: and some say,24b-e' ---at al
also

*::44. (TA)=99-29. Two veins (M,

J.

de

"e

it is often, and may be at pleasure, used as an
(Har.)
ideal subst, or abstract noun: and it is often

X:

[a subst. like

&2.5

and

+:

The

employed in the place of an act, or a pass, part. n.:
[fore-girth, i.e. breast-girth, or] girth that is (Kull, &c. :) [when thus used as an epithet, it is
upon the breast of the camel: (S, A:") [the hind employed alike as sing, and pl. and masc. and
girth, or belly-girth,] that which is next the J.3, fem.:] accord. to Zj, every J.A. as used as an
is called the -i- (S.) or the girth of the epithet is for 25 [or ->'s &c.] followed by the
camel's saddle (J-5), and of the [camel-vehicle J-ae, and therefore it has no dual nor pl. [nor
fem.] form. (TA voce J%-) [It has also other
(M.)
called]
uses, which are expl. in the grammars. Used as
5...a… A place of returning or going back, a. **, it is sometimes made fem.; as it is also
(S, TA,) or of going, or turning, anay [from when used in the sense of a noun that is properly

£3%

* - d. •

fem.: see

| Those who are made to have the

precedence, or priority, of the people, or party.

(A, TA.)
- - -

3

•

[&#4,

as a grammatical term, Of, sor re
lating to, the * . See the particles & and
-

•

* *

-

J* &c.]
* * * *

3.22. A man (M) strong in the chest; ($, M,
K;) and in like manner a lion, (M, A,) and a
wolf: (M:) and the lion; (S, K;) and the wolf;
-#4, third sentence.]-4-a- - -], (K;) because they *: strong in the chest.
•

water, and from a country or place, and + from an

2% #44.

* *

J

affair or thing]. (TA. [See 1, first sentence.]) called by some 23.4% ~, is a term' applied to (TA.)- See also £i-A horse to whose
-[Hence, ...i 344 ! The nay of return from, [+ A quasi-infinitive noun; i. e.] a noun which is breast the sneat has reached. (M, K.)-A
: opposed not a 3-ae, but nhich is occasionally used in the horse, and a sheep or goat, white in the upper
or of completing, a thing or an affair
- -**
* ** **
to ***.] One says, text-a-2,3-9 2'- -*** place of a J-ae; like as a J-ae is used in the part (#) of the breast: (M, K.) or (with 3, A)
* *

* *

-

- -
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&

a ewe having a black breast, (M, A, K,) the rest (STA)—[And hence] Gill &#34 t I made
of her being white. (M.)- 1 A horse that out the thing distinct [as though separate from
reaches others (IAar, M, A, K) with his breast: others], apparent, manifest, evident, clear, or
(TA:) IAar does not mention the breast. (M, plain: whence the saying of Aboo-Dhu-eyb in a
TA) [Accord. to rule, this should be 2+-a-, as verse cited in art. Jass, conj. 4. (S.)- And
is shown by a verse cited above: see 5.] - [ An J-49 8:3 1 He spoke the truth openly, or aloud,
arrow thick in the part called the ź. (M, A, (S, Msb, K, TA,) distinguishing, or discrimi
K.)- And

3:4::1 is a name applied

to + The

first of the arron's termed Jää, (M, K,) which
have no notches, and to n'hich is assigned no por
tion [and no fine, in the game called

2:1;

these being added only to give additional weight
to the collection of arrows from a dislike of

suspicion [of foul play]. (Lh, M. [See
and

£"

&:l)

—[*:- also signifies + It affected him with
headache; as though it made his head to split.]

J:<

One says, J-9 3.j
+ [The sounding of
the mill-stone affected me with headache]. (A

and TA in art, ji.) And

8:4, inf n. &*,

t He (a man, S) was, or became, affected with
nating, between it and falsehood: and thus Kh |& 134 [or headache]; (S, O, K; [see the Kur
has expl. the verb as used in the verse of Aboo lvi. 19;]) and 7 84 [without teshdeed], pass.
Dhu-eyb above referred to. (TA.) And &34 part. n. *
is allowable in poetry. (O, K.)
A99, (K, TA,) aor. and inf n. as above, (TA,) 5. 8:4, of which
is a var. : (O, K:)
t He made known the affair, or case, by speaking
of it. (K, TA)—33 & £3.5%, in the Kur see 7, in. four places. - Also It became separated,
[xv.94], means + Therefore cleave thou, or divide or dispersed, or scattered. (K.) One says,

3,4-4,

&:

thou, their congregation, [app. by separating the

Xi

&a.

! The people, or party, became

believers from the unbelievers, with that where separated, or dispersed, or scattered. (S, Msb,

3.23.2. A man (A &c.) having a complaint of with thou art charged, (a, being understood after TA.) And L# be...as + They became #parated,
the chest. (S, A, Mgh, Mgb.) 'Obeyd-Allah Ibn +255,) i. e.,] with the declaration of the unity [of &c., from me. (TA.) &s: 3:54, in the
*

*

@ =

'Abd-Allah Ibn-'Otbeh, on its being said to him, God]: (IAar, O, Mgb, K:) or + distinguish thou Kur [xxx. 42], means On that day they shall
therewith between the truth and falsehood: (AO, become separated into two parties, a party in
How long wilt thou utter this poetry? replied,
• * >* * * *
* 0 e o
is
e
O, Mgb, K:) or t dispense thou among them in Paradise and a party in Hell. (Zj, O, TA.) And

S- c, č,222-0 - 9

*

*

their collective state [that nherenith thou art
one says,

4-5.

&:-

+ The clouds became

To him who has a complaint of the chest, there is charged, i. e.] the announcement [of the unity

[scattered, or] disundered. (TA) And -354;
no avoiding coughing. (TA. [See also 3-3.]) &c.]: (TA:) or + reveal thou, or make manifest, & J39 + Such a one, fleeing, became con
- It is also often used as meaning + Grieved, (Fr, Zj, S, Msb, K, TA,) that nith n'hich thou art
charged, (Zj, Mgb, TA,) and fear not any one,
(Zj, TA,) or the ordinance, i.e., (Fr, TA,) thy
religion; (Fr, S, TA;) to [with what follows it]
8
being held by Fr, who thus explains the phrase,
. 1.4444, (S, Mab, K.) aor.”, (Mab, K.) infn. to occupy the place of an inf n., namely, 2.91.
&:4, (S,” Msb, K,”) He clave, split, slit, or (TA:) or + utter thou openly, or aloud, (O, K,
cracked, it [i. e. a hard thing, such as a glass TA,) that with which thou art charged, meaning,
vessel, and a wall, and the like of these; (see accord. to Ibn-Mujáhid, (TA,) the Kur-án: (O,
afflicted, or vexed. (TA in art. &-ij.)

8-

below;) or so generally]; syn.

&#3;

(S,

Msb, K3) as also "4e5-2, [but app. in an inten
sive sense, or relating to a number of objects,]
inf n.

&**

(TA:) or so as to divide it in

halves: or so that it. did not separate. (K)
[Hence.] one says, als9. e- ac.A.. [He slit it,

or rent it, as with the slitting, or rending, of the

cealed in the earth or land [as though it became

with him]. (O, K: and Ham pp. 136
418.) = a, 8.- : see "...a5, in art. 1-2.
cloven

and

7. 8-all [generally said of a hard thing, such
as a glass vessel, and a wall, and the like of these,

(see 1, first sentence,)] It became cloven, split,

slit, or cracked; or, in an intrans. sense, it clave,
split, slit, or crached; syn. 3:1; (S, Msb, K:)
K, TA:) in the R it is said to be from
[or so as to become divided in haires; or so that it
meaning “the daybreak;” ignorance being
likened to the darkness of night, and the Kur-án did not separate : (see again l, first sentence:)]
as also e.a. [but app. in an intensive sense,
to light that cleaves that darkness: (TA:) or
+ order thou, or ordain, or decree, [that nith n'hich meaning it became cloven &c., or it clave &c.,
thou art charged, i. e.,] the truth: and + decide much, or in several places]. (O, K.) One says,
thou according to the ordinance [prescribed to #3; #1 * ><34 [The egg cracked, or
thee]: (O, K, TA:) or t direct thy course by that rather cracked in several places, but did not split
[revelation] with [the preaching of] which thou apart]. (AZ, $ in art. Ja.s.) And W
art charged: (O, K, TA:) so says Th, on the *: The garment, or piece of cloth, became slit

&**

garment called 42)]. (TA)- And 35&l &:
8:
! He traversed, or crossed, the desert; [as though
he clave it;] (S, Msb, K, TA;) and in like manner, authority of an Arab of the desert; accord. to or rent, or much slit or rent; i. q r. tail. (Msb

£1 the river. (TA) And J &: &" is
13é% 13é. .# t[This road extends through such
and such a land]. (TA) And J: £34, infn.

&4

whom, (0, TA)-6%
signifies f He
directed his course to such a one because of his

in art C.2) And * 39 ---> The

generosity. (Th;0, KTA)—3.9% 834, (K,

earth clave nith, or became cloven by, the plants,

TA,) aor, and inf n. as above, (TA,) also signi or herbage; as also " -e.a. (TA) And
as above, t He journeyed during [or through] the fies + He hit, or attained, with the affair, its
exalt The dawn broke, like-ul, and
night. (IKtt,
also signifies The proper place [or object]. (K, TA.) - And
coláil, and laijl. (TA.)
(AZ, S, K,) aor. as above,
act of separating, or dispersing, or scattering; "Jäl &l
[originally an inf. n.] A cleft, split, slit,
(Mgb;) and so W
(S, O;) syn.
[with (AZ, S,) inf. n. 23.2, t I inclined to the thing.
2

&:

TA)-2'-

<+4.3,

&*.

8:4

&#

which each is probably syn. in other, but similar, (AZ, S, K.')—And * *** + He, or it, or crack, (Lth, S, O, K, TA,) [generally] in a
senses]. (S, O, Mgb.) One says, 'G' & 4 JHe, turned him anay from him, or it. (K.) One hard thing, (Lth, O, K, TA,) such as a glass
says,

2.9 3. &= 4:32 U. t What turned thee vessel,

or it, separated, or dispersed, or scattered, the

thing. (TA) Andžāl <34, inf n.

8:4,

anay from

3.2. (TA.) Hassán says, satirizing El-Hárith

this affair? (S, O, TA:) and some

say, 4:34 U., with the pointed & which is better. Ibn-'Owf El-Murree,

+ I separated, or dispersed, or scattered, the
people, or party. (Mgb.) And s: 2:34
means [in like manner] -: [i. e. f The place

and a wall, and the like of these: pl.

• 2

(O, TA.) = See also the next paragraph. = And
See

&4, last sentence.

2: see 1, in three places. = [Freytag adds two
other
explanations of 3-2. namely, “Immisit,”
from their homes &c.], and so *2:34: whence
followed by an accus, and C3; taken by inference
[":" 8:45). (TA) And from the Ham p. 196, l. 12 from the bottom: and
&res=-2 #1 << + I separated, or divided, “Rupit, perdidit,” from Reiske's additions to
the sheep, or the goats, into two flocks or herds, Golius: but both of these require consideration.]

*

... < 2.

~ *

sal w tº

3 *, *ā

a-e-à- --- US-o-'la-ile's

*
*

ed

a

de

- - - -- • *

#

*
*

*** -.' Wee 3-lej" J-2

that was the object of the journey separated them

&:

[And the fidelity of the Murree, where (meaning
nherever) thou meetest him, is like the glass
vessel, of which the crack is not repaired]. (O,

TA.)- And A part, or portion, separated, of
a thing, (O, K, TA) of sheep or goats, and the

[Book I.
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* *

6*

-

-

ăcl-2 : see a saying mentioned above, voce
of camels; (S, O, K;) and so
(S, O, K:*) or, accord. to AZ, a herd *32.
[act, part. n. of 832 ; Cleaving, splitting,
sense of 3,..., &c. (0, TA) - And The of camels amounting to sixty. (O, TA.) And
e
as
goats;
sheep
or
of
herd,
or
plants of the earth; (K;) because they cleave it: A separat flock,
&c.]-[Hence,] applied to a valley, (O, K,)
(TA:) [i. e.] the plants from over whic." also W &*: (S, O, K:) or, as some say, of and a road, or way, (J.-, O, TA, in the K
3's & 912, these also, amounting to sixty: and it is said to erroneously written J: [a torrent], TA, [or both
earth cleaves: so in the phrase
in the Kur lxxxvi. 12: (Bd:) or this phrase signify also a herd of gazelles: (TA:) and 7 &4 may be correct,]) and a mountain, (K, TA, [in
means And the earth which is cloven by the signifies also a herd of oxen [probably meaning the O, J.- is put for J.-J) + Extending far
plants (Th, Bd, TA) and by the spring: (Bd.) wild oxen].. (O, T.A.)- One says also, * along the earth. (O, K, TA.)- And, applied
= And i. q. .# (TA:) you say, "...is ..' JV- c.4 as.… i. e. [On him lies a debt of] a to the daybreak, t Shining, or bright; syn. Gr: e.
(IDrd, O, K.) - Also + One who decides, Or
small amount of property. (TA.)

termed] *

like: (TA:) an inf n, used as a sub: [properly

thus termed]: (O, K, TA:) like 34 in the &*:
W

£32

es."

•-3 #4, (K, TA) and +3 −1 (or "

judges, betneen, or among, a people, or party.

3-5], (TA) The people are one company com
bined in hostility again: them : (K, TA :) and in
like manner J-13 U-2 and A-12 &#: so says

** ! [Divisions in opinion &c.]. One
says, &#91; & -> +44 2: 1 Betn'een

AZ. (TA.)= And A man light offlesh; and so
* #32, (S, K,) sometimes: ($:) or of middling
stature, light offlesh : (Ks, TA:) like the moun.
tain-goat thus termed. (TA)- See also 8->
£3. The half of a thing that is cloven, or
split, or slit, in halves. (K, T.A.. [See also
#32.]) You say, c:* 'G' << He

rather between them are divisions &c.]...(O, K,

(TA)-A Poet (~, cº -3) says,
*

TA) And <1843 & #

b-...it [R

pair ye the divisions that are among you:

i. e.

become ye in a state of unity. (O, TA.) And

* **** 3: …" Jºž! (Verily
they, notivithstanding the divisions that are among
them, are intelligent and generous]. (TA.) [It

*

# * 3: 4:3; 14

*

them is division [in opinion and affection; or
*

* *

*

* *

o 3

- 3

&

-

82b all J," "all wall £:

*

[i. e. And n:hen separation from her appeared,
lihe as appear the cleaving cracks in the surface
of the hard and smooth rock]: it may be that
in some dial. [and that
W 8.-- is syn. with
-

-

8:4

-

82b-

is pl. of its part. n.]: or this may be an
g
ive
,
e
is stated in the TA, among the additions to the instanc of a possess epithet meanin having a
clave, or split, or slit, the thing in halves. (TA.)
g.
(TA.)
cleavin
• * * * of ~ *
• *
• of
- And + A company of men. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, Kin this art, that one says also, US, U. L.'s ź.
• •

-

K.)- And + A noman who makes a division in >9: "...#134 & app. as meaning f Verily +b-e'-' & else' > *-* > f [app.
the state of a people and does not repair it. (Ibn they, notifithstanding what thou seest of their He is the most effective of them in deciding
disunion, are generous : but I think it most rightly in a most quick ansner]. (TA.)
'Abbād, O, T.A.)
J.a.e : A smooth, or plain, road, in a rugged
34 and "$34, (K) or the former only, probable that 2:34 is a mistranscription for
e,
eisk
g,
]=[R
Freyta
by
stated
as
*32.
tract of ground: pl. 824. (IDrd, O, K, TA.)
(S,) applied to a mountain-goat, and a gazelle,
and an ass, [app. a wild ass,] (S, K.) and a camel, explains it as signifying also Camels going
&- A [sort of arron-head, or arron, such
(K,) Of a middling size, neither great nor small, sniftly.]
but betneen the tryo: (S:) or youthful and strong:
£3.2 t Headache: (S, O, Mgb, K.) Er-Raghib as is termed] Ja: [q.v.]: pl. £44. (IDrd,
*

6 *

> d -

>

- * >

&*]

or [in the CK “and”] the says that it is like a splitting in the head by reason
[see also
O, K.) Hence the quiver is called e-3 #4.
former word signifies a thing of any sort betneen of pain; and is a metaphorical term. (TA.)
[T. concealer, or guarder, of the est-], (TA.)
l

two things; betneen tall and short, and youthfu

** Either half of a garment, or piece of -8- J.2 t A guide
[app.
and advanced in age, and fat and lean, and great
cloth,
(0, K) that is slit in halves: (0%) and a
and small. (K)—For the former word as ap
with energy]. (TA)- And 8- -** f An
plied to a man: see £4. - Also, thus applied thing [...: accord. to the copies of the K, but I
orator, or a preacher, perspicuous, (O, K, TA,)

gig. "."

Penetrating, sharp, or effective, in his affair.
signifies also The
(TA.)= [It is said that]
i. [i.e. rust] of iron. (K.) [But this seems to
be a mistake, which has arisen from what here

&:

follows.] It is said that [a certain person called]

think that the right reading is ‘J’ i.e. “of a

thing,”] that is cloven, or split, or slit, in halves: eloquent, (K, TA,) and bold in speech. (TA.)
pl. **. (K.) See also #32, first sentence.
82- see 2, last sentence.
It is also said to signify A [garment of the kind
•

p

6 -

called] is, that is slit in halves. (TA) And A

8.--

El-Uskuff [which generally means “the bishop”], nerv patch in an old and worn-out garment. (O, 1, 4:3, (A’obeyd, S, o, K,') aor. 4, (K)
being asked by 'Omar respecting the Kha K.) And A garment much rent. (TA.) And inf n. ë-2, (TK.) [may be rendered I walked,
leefehs, designated [him who was afterwards] A black garment which a nailing woman wears or went along, cheek by jole with him; lit.] I had
nvith a nihite garment beneath it, and n:hich she
the fourth of them ['Alee] as **- &" &34, rends at her bosom so that the n'hite one appears: my 3. [or temple] over against his (another
meaning [lit.] thereby A mountain-goat of iron; so says Kásim Ibn-Thábit. (TA.) And A gar man's) in walking, or going along. (A’Obeyd,
using it as a hyperbolical appellation to denote ment that is worn beneath the coat of mail. (O, S, O, K.") [See also 3. Accord. to Golius, it
his might and courage and endurance and hard K.) And A shirt [of a middling size] betneen means also I overtook him, and joined myself to
ness: or the phrase, as some relate it, is +- !--> tno shirts, neither large nor small. (TA.) - him by his side: but for this explanation he names
[which may be rendered, “light or active in See also #3-, second and third sentences, in no authority.]—And 4:34, aor, as above [and
three places.—Accord. to Ibn-'Abbād, (O) probably also, like that of 4:3], and inf n, as
body” (a meaning assigned to £2 and
applied to a mountain-goat, it signifies Youthful: above, He struck his &: [or temple]. (TA.)
the latter of which is said to be in this sense the
•

6
* >

*

£4,

*- -

•

original), and “sharp”]; or **- --> [i. e.
“rust of iron,” app. alluding to his frequent and

long-continued wearing of mail and bearing of
weapons]; which last is thought by As to be
most probably correct. (O,”TA.)

and (some say, O) of middling size; syn.

£2%

gi- ; (o, K, TA;) i.e. between two [in size];
like 8-> [q. v.]. (TA.)= Also t Daybreak:
(S, O, K:) because it cleaves the night. (O.) =
And Fresh milk which is put in a place, and
becomes cool, and overspread by a thin skin: (O,
K:) so called because you skim off ( #34, lit.

84, like &#. inf n. as above, He had
a complaint of his £4 [or temple]. (TA.) =

- And

£9. g” 4:42.

He turned him anay, or bach,

from the affair. (K. [And so, accord. to Frey

tag, as from the S, on the authority of A5, Ab-el:

but he has app. taken this from a mistranscription
#3. The half of a thing that is cloven,
split, or slit, in halves; as also " &*-*. (K. “cleave,”) that thin skin from the clear milk. in a copy of the S.]) One says, &= 4:34 U.
£5 lá' What turned thee anay, or back, from
nd
s

-

[See also

&#2.])-A

-

A [herd such as is (O.)
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this affair? (As, S, O.) and £3.3 also: ($ and -Prăa- ? [A curled lock of hair hanging donn horse, or to a camel: (S, M, O:) it signifies, in
O in art.

relation to a horse, The having the thighs near

&- :) but the former is the better. (O upon the temple]. (S, O, T.A.)
•

**

**

*

*

* *

* *

together, and the hoof far apart, with a twisting

in that art.) And 4:34 (35:23 & #&# i.e.

#4 Crookedness, and bending, or inclining. of the pasterns (S, O, K:) or a crookedness in
[Such a one folloned his camel, and] he did not
[See 1, near the end.])
(TA.
the fore legs: (M.) or an inclining in the hoof
turn him aside: this is said when he has taken
tonards the off side : (ISk, S, M, Mgh, O, K:)
8.- : See ë-->
fright, or become refractory, and run away. (A8,
an inclining of the foot (As, S, M, Mgh, O,
or
S, O.) And Selemeh is related to have said,
K) of the fore leg or of the hind leg (As, S,
Msb,
£32 A mark made neith a hot iron upon the
*

* @

,

,

5

&#34: b: &#.

[I bought a cat, and
M, O, Mgb) of the camel, tonards the off side;
[or temple, of a camel], (S, O, K, TA,) or, (AS, S, M, Mgh, O, Mgb, K;) if towards the near
he did not drive them anay]; meaning the rats,
or mice. (O.)- One says also, #-ae le US's as in the A, upon the even part of the
side, the epithet applied to him is £i, (As, S,
#: Such a one does not hill an ant; (§, K;") lengthnise. (TA.)
O, K,) and the verb is 35, inf n. *: (TA:)

8:4

8:4,

by reason of his weakness. (S.) - And *34,
inf n. as above, He straightened his, or its,

834,

#24 an epithet applied to a child ($, K) In

or an inclining in the 2% [or human foot]; As

the stage extending to his completion of seven says, I know not whether from the right or from
i.e. crookedness, and bending, or inclining. (TA.) days: (S:) or that is seven days old: (Mgh, O, the left: or an approaching of one of the knees
towards the other; thus, peculiarly, in the horse:

="Jill J, #4, int". 344. He inclined

K:) because his temple becomes firm (#: 3:)
a nearness together of [the two tendons called]
Air only to this period, (so in the O, [and the like is or
to the thing. (TA) And 25.9%. 3%
the &#, and a wideness apart of the hoofs,
declined from his way, or £ad. (TA.)= 8-2, said in the Mgh,]) or because his temples are not
with a twisting of the pasterns; one of the natural
aor. 4, (S, O, K,) inf n. Aël...e., (S, O,) He (a bound (*: 3: S) save for seven days: (so in

$34

man, S, O) was, or became, weak. ($, O, K.) the TA:) or it may be an instance of J-3 in the
[See its part. n. &44.]
sense of Js: from J# g” ač-2 meaning
“he turned him away, or back, from the thing.”
3. **u- i. q. #3 [He treated him with
And [hence, perhaps,] Weak. (S, O, K.)
(O.)gentleness, or blandishment; soothed, coated,
wheedled, or cajoled, him; &c.]: or Lé a 45's cl:9 [The tro temporal arteries;] two
•

J. •

*

*

faults of horses: (M:) (Mtr says,] as meaning

a twisting in the neck, I have not found it.
(Mgh.)

3. *s-, (§ 0, K, TA) inf n issua, (M,
TA) He found him; or lighted on him; syn.
**-25 (S, o, K, TA;) namely, another man;

[he went along £er against him] ‘. (#) veins beneath the cité... [or two temples], (O,
(S, O';) and * [which may also be rendered he
Ibn-'Abbād says that Ja-yi -->U.2 means 4:12: K,) which, as is said by AS, are always pulsing, met with him. ; or encountered him]; (O, K,
and he adds, L# es' ió." &es: (O: [but in everyone in the world: a word having no sing.,
TA;) and 43% [which signifies the same]. (M,”
the right reading seems to be Ge:) accord. to like as they say of Ölz):ll. (O.)
TA, and § and Kin art. 32.) One says, &#su<
13és &#3: ū55 I found, o: met with, such a
: see what next follows.
& £303
the A, one says, ** Léone in such a place; syn. &#13. (TA in art.
[I n'alked, or went along, with him, my temple

c."

• • d.

#:

J:

#3. A pillon, or cushion; ($, o, K;) be.

9,4 &#12 (Thou
cause placed beneath the &- [or temple]; also 32) And £3% is;
sentence.]
Joundest thine affair, or thy case, suitable to thy
pronounced āā-2; and sometimes they said wish; i.e., foundest it to be so : thus, in this
6.--> 0
$34 [The temple; i. e.] the part between the 4->}*;
and instance, and in many others, like its syns. ***
(S, O;) and [? $34. and]
eye and the ear; (§, O, K;) the part "en the
towards his temple]. (TA.) [See also 1, first

> 0

6*

&:

outer angle of the eye and the root (J-5) of the
ear; (A, Msb;) the part of the head that slopes
down to the place of attachment of the jan's; as
expl. by AZ, it is [from] the place of juncture
between the āe=J [app. a mistranscription for

L-

&#: signify the same. (TA in art. ë-)
6 * >

£44, and its fem.:
p

4

-

see what follows.

6 -

£2-, A camel marked nith the mark termed

and -es, the verb has two objective comple
ments). (S. and K" and TA in art. G$2.)–
And assla signifies also The being opposite, one
to another; or the facing one another; or the
matching one another; syn.

#4. (TA.)

£32; as also V #44. (K," TA:) or the former

6 - J - d.
i.e. jan, agreeably with the explanation
4. 4-2. He, or it, turned him anay, (S, M,
to a camel, and " £a.
sense
this
in
is
applied
next preceding,] and [the main portion of] the
O, K) or back; or caused him to return, go back,
in like manner to camels. (ISh, O, TA.)
-

head, to the part beneath the

c;

[which is the

or revert; (K, TA;) are from it; (M;) and

temporal ridge]; (TA;) each of n-hat are termed
the c'4: (AZ, A, TA:) ISd mentions also
W

34, as occurring in poetry, and expresses a

.*.* * *

−3-2

1. L'é-142, (S,0) or *,(Mab, K.) aor.-,

-

© d

>

" ***, (O, K.) inf n. -533, (0,) signifies the
same; (O, K;) the latter verb being trans as well
as intrans, but when trans, having only one

above. (O.) One says,
doubt whether it be, or be not, peculiar to poetry: (O, K.) He turned anay from, avoided, shunned, inf n., that mentioned
• * of
or
him,
or
O,)
(S,
me,
K.)
Mgb,
O,
(S,
left,
and
with U- :
(TA:) and sometimes they said
1443 & 4: L'3-i Such and such thing
it; (Mgb, K;) so the verb signifies in the Kur turned me anay from it. (S, O.)
m,
Benoo-Temee
of
the
persons
Ktr says that certain
vi. 158 [and a similar instance occurs in verse 46
called Bel'ambar [a contraction of Benu-l-'Ambar],
5. -5-aj: see 1, first sentence. - Also I q.
in of the same chap.]; (O;) and so << *-33-25.
*

*

*

• *

J. O.e.

#4,

w

-

change L. into Lo [or use these two letters

(so in the K [but more properly
discriminately] when followed by any of the (O," K:) and
U*5: (TA:) in the saying of Muleyh El
(A’Obeyd, M, O, K) aor = (M, Hudhalee,
-$32,
latter
“or”])
the
letters le and 3 and # and £, whether
be second or third or fourth; saying b%- and K) and’, (K) infn. J34 and -5,-4, (M, o,

$52, and #: and i£, and J: and J#4,

£i

(S, O, Mgb, TA,
&c. : (S, O:) the pl. is
[in all except the Mśb mentioned after the signi
fication expl. in the next sentence, and properly
[which is pro
a pl. of pauc.,]) and also
bably used only as a pl. of pauc.]. (TA.)
And t The hair that hangs don'n upon the place
above-mentioned. ($, O, Msb, K.) One says

£i

#4

Bk. I.

K, TA, [3-2 in the CK is a mistake,]) he turned

&#4, #2-i &##

anay, (A’Obeyd, M, O, K,TA,) or became turned

J-31 +% J%.1%
anay, or back, (O, K, TA) and declined, (K,
TA,) £from it, (M, O,) namely, a thing; (O;) [app. describing a she-camel, or a number of
said of a man. (K.) And 3.432, said of a

camels, meaning And n:hen her, or their, burdens

woman, She turned anay her face. (Mgb.) = were, or became, adjusted, or firm or steady, and

See also 4 = 334 is an infin. (S, M, O, Mgb)
-$24, (M, Mgb,) and from
which is derived the epithet ".333, applied to a

of which the verb is

she, or they, went alternately to the right and
J.' -3%, in art.
left, (see the phrase

£3.

Jays,) in the high places of ascent, cold in the
210

-- -

-** - -

- - - - - -- - - -
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entrances thereof, because of their height], Skr ex. of the pl. voce 3,3'-J-(Hence] #3: inf n. 3.- (S, M, o, Mab, K,TA) and 33.3,
(M, K.) the former of which is the more chaste,
says, $434 means & 3%. (M, T.A.)
signifies also, (M.TA)oroš #4, (o) The (TA,)
or the latter is an inf : and the former is
5- [or concha, i. e. the external, deep, and
6. (33045, said of two sides of a mountain,

wide, cavity, around the hole,] of the ear. (M, a simple subst., (K,) and 31...a5 (M) and ā52...a...,

They met together, and faced each other. (TA.)

o, TA)—[And hence, also,] glu is all signifies

(O, K, TA,) which is one of the [few] inf ns of
#4, (O, TA,) [or a fem. pass.

the measure

J34 inf n, of -5.3 [q v.] (M, Msb)=
Also Anything high, or lofty, (As, S, M, O, K.)
such as a nall and a mountain, (M,) or such as a
wall and the like; (K;) like what is termed
-: (As, S, O:) and the side of a mountain:

The tryo small hollon's, or sockets, in each of
which is set the head of one of the tryo thigh-bones, part. n. used as an inf n. like as is said of its contr.
and in each of n:hich is a ligament (#4é [app. #24%) He spoke, said, uttered, or told, truth,
that called ligamentum teres, forming a tie]) to or truly, or veraciously; contr. of ...is: (Mgb:
that head. (M., T.A.) [And in like manner, The [and in like manner it is said in the S and M and

o and K that 3:2 is the contr. of Jé D E

(M:) or J34 and -3% both signify any building two sockets in the scapula, in each of n:hich turns
or structure, that is high, or lofty, and great; the head of one of the two upper arm-bones: (see Răghib says that ā- and Jé are primarily
or these, it seems, are called by some in what is said, whether relating to the past or to
(A’Obeyd, TA;) accord. to Az, likened to the
-$3.3 of a mountain, which is the side that faces c6:1; for it is said that]-#" signifies the the future, and [in the latter case] whether it be a
one, thereof: (TA:) and –332 and '-'. (S,
of the scapula which .# the place of the promise or other than a promise; and only in
M, O, K) and " -533 and " -:42, (0, K.) ālib. (O, K.) - And -5-2 also signifies what is said in the way of information: but some
times they are in other modes of speech, such as
accord. to different readings of a passage in the

#-:)

far:

! Flesh, (O) or a piece of flesh, (K, TA) grow.

Kur, (S, M, O, K.) [xviii. 95,] in which the ing in a mound of the head, next the skull, re
dual occurs, (S, M, O,) signify the place of sembling the cartilages. (O, K.) = And in the
ending, or breaking off, (S, O, K,) of a mountain, Tekmilch it is said that [the pl] Clási signifies
(K,) or of a lofty mountain : (S, O:) or the side Waves of the sea. (TA.)= See also J34.
of a mountain : (K:) or the part between two

asking a question, and commanding, and suppli
cating; as when one says, “Is Zeyd in the

house?” for this implies information of his being
ignorant of the state of Zeyd; and when one says,
“Make me to share with thee, or to be equal with

* * *

mountains: (M.) or, as used in this instance,

thee,” for this implies his requiring to be made to
share
with the other, or to be made equal with
* ~ *
v. 3...e.: see -3-2, second sentence.* Also, i.e. him; and when one says, “Do not thou hurt

J34: see -5-2, second sentence.

(K, TA) in the verse of the Kur, (TA) 20:41,
(M, K,) as also 'c', (M,) means two like #4, (0, K) or '-'43, (so in a copy of the
* >

/

•

me,” for this implies that the other is hurting

mountains (M, L, K) meeting together, (M, L, M.) A species of animal of prey: (M, O, K:") him: ā-, he says, is [by implication] the
TA) in the copies of the K, cli;): [i. e. or, as some say, a bird. (M, O, K.)
agreeing of what is said with what is conceived in
cleaving together], but the correct reading is
the mind and with the thing told of, together;
* 3-2 : see -3-2, in three places.
&#, as in the L [and M], (TA,) betnceen
otherwise it is not complete 3+2, but may be
* r

Paíooj, and Majooj (M, L, K, TA:) and

*

6

&: A camel of a certain sort, (M, K,”) of

described either as

3:2 or sometimes as 3:- and

(M, K,) with damm to the 3, (M,) excellent quality, (K,) [ISd says,] so called, (M, sometimes as PJ& according to two different
K.) I think, in relation to a tribe of Arabs of
i.e. with two dammehs, especially, (K) or this as El-Yemen, (M,) or in relation to a sub-tribe points of view; as when one says without be
lieving it, “Mohammad is the Apostle of God,”
well as c53.<!, (TA,) means the tryo sides of the

'g''.<!,

~ [app. here meaning ravine, or gap, betn'een
two mountains], or of the valley: (M, K, TA:)

(ok) of Kindeh, (K) called -#2-#1 (M, K.)

for this may be termed 3:2 because what is told
is such, and it may be termed -Jé because it

[See also J#4.] * [Also a rel. n. from J34;
is at variance with what the speaker conceives in
Testaceous.]
so says IDrd: (M, TA:) both signify the tro
sides of the mountain when they [meet together,
*5-> A woman who turns anay her face his mind. (TA) One says, '-'-' U 53-3
and] face each other, so called (*štá, i.e. (Lh, M, Mgb) from her husband: (Lh, M:) or a [He spoke truth in the information, or narration].
because of their meeting together, and facing each woman who turns her face towards one and then (8, 0, K.) And #34 i.e. He told him, or in
other, having between them a [road such as is turns anay: (S, O, K:) or a woman who desires formed him, with truth, or veracity, (AHeyth,"
termed]
Or a
[expl. above], or a valley. not kisses: (M.) or having a stinking mouth, M, Mgb,”) Jill & [in the saying]; for,it. is
6

£,

p >

-:

(TA.) = Also [The mother-of-pearl shell; or (Lh, Ibn-'Abbād, M, O, K.) as an epithet applied trans, as well as intrans. (Mgb.) And as:
oyster-shell; and any shell of a mollusk: and, by to a female, (Lh, M,) or to a male: (Ibn-'Abbād, <--" (S, O, K, in the CK [erroneously] 3:4
an extension of its primary application, the oyster O, K:) applied in this last sense to a man because

itself; and any shellfish, or testaceous mollusk of he turns away his face whenever any one speaks
the water, and likewise of the land:] the cover of to him. (TA.)- And A she-camel that will not
the pearl; (K;) or this is called
-:42, (S, come to the watering-trough until it is left to her
unoccupied: like ><. (TA in art. Ay-2. [See
O,) or # -#4; (Msb;) a kind of cover also what next follows.])
created in the Sea, composed of [nhat are termed]

#.

-#4

<---" G93) He told him with truth, or veracity,
the information, or narration; for it is sometimes
doubly trans. (TA.) And % &- Já% [He
hath told me truly the age, or as to the age, of his
gouthful camel; or %
J:- the age of

3-

#2t2]

[pl. of
Camels that come to his youthful camel has spoken truly to me]: (S,
Jú$3.2 [i. e. a pair of shell-valves], which are
at the drinking-trough, and nait at their O, K:) a prov., (§, O,) expl. in art. # [q.v.].
opened from [i.e. so as to disclose] a kind offlesh others
rumps until the drinkers have gone anay, that (K.) And # 3: •) &% and %i, meaning
in which is life, called the 5'-- [i.e. oyster], they may go in. (S, O. [See also what next pre Such a one, when askel, will not tell truly whence
and in the like thereof are found pearls; (Lth, cedes.])
he comes. (M.) And a: -3-2 His oath was,
* - of
TA;) i. q. j- [which means oyster-shells, and
or proved, true. (Msb in art. --!.) all 2-5-2
* 3-ol: see -#4, in the first paragraph.
also oysters themselves, and both of these may be
here meant, as both are correct meanings of J: meaning One often attacked by diseases 3é. Jai : & de- is an oath of the Arabs,
meaning sil &#34 $ [May I not utter truly to
-3.3]: (M3) n un, with 5: ($, M, O, Mgb, K.) is a word used by the vulgar. (TA.)
[in the Msb it is also said that #3 all signifies
God a saying, i.e. may I not speak truth to God,
6

y

o -

the 5-3, which is the J-- of the pilgrims, Jä23.22 Weiled, or concealed; covered; or if I do not such a thing]. (AHeyth, O, K.) One
says also, ā-a: 43.3, and *}, IHe rendered
but I think that this is a mistake, caused by protected; syn. is: (TA)
understanding

to him truly, or sincerely, good advice, and

5- here in a wrong sense; for
J.->

I find no other authority for assigning this mean

brotherly affection. (M) And Júl 4,544

ing to #441, pl. J.i. (o, K) [See an

1. 532, ($, M, O, Mgb,K) aor.”, (M,TA) (S, M, K, TA) [They gave them battle earnestly,

---------

--------
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not with a false show of bravery; as is implied the believers: (M:) accord. to Er-Rághib, by by the vulgar: (Msb:) [and accord. to J and
in the S, and M, and K; i. e.] they advanced at J.A.e5 is meant and hath found, or proved, to $gh,] one says, J: J% $54, and one should
against them boldly in fight: (M, TA:) and in be true (#~) that which he hath brought by

like manner,

Júl

us' '*** they advanced nord, by that which he hath aimed at (5-3 (*)

33.4%<. (S, O.)
3sua: signifies The

not say

6.
acting, or associating,
boldly in fight : or, accord. to Er-Răghib, the by deed. (TA)- 33-2 is also said to signify
former means they gave them battle so as to fulfil
as friends, or as true, or sincere, friends, one with

their duty: and hence, in the Kur [xxxiii. 23],

He said, “This thing is the truth;” like Ji
(TA in art. Ga-.) - And this verb also denotes

*** - 5532 Jú, Men who fulfilled
the covenant that they had made with God. (TA) 5: G #1; thus in the saying,
And # 53-3, inf n. 3-, He was firm, or
J," a #4
*

•

e

another. (K. [See also 3.]) And I. q. 5-2 :
(TA:) [or rather mutual 3:2;

<-2-0

one says,

Contr.

es' tíšuaj and

of:#85 :]

#33 -> (§,

*

O, TA) They nere true, or sincere, each to the
steady, in encounter, or conflict. (M, TA.) And
"f. 334 My opinion was, or proved, true, or [My opinions respecting them were, or proved to other, in information, or narration, and in love,
very true or correct]. (Ksh, in xxxiv. 19.) - or affection; contr. of $85. (O, TA)
à
correct, like as one says [in the contrary case], be,
cs:-3' J.A.”, (O, K, TA,) or * 5-2, (so in a
*: (Er-Răghib, TA:) whence, in the Kur
3:4 is an infn of 334 [q.v.]: (M, K.)–
copy of the M,); The wild animal ran without and is used as an epithet, applied to a man &c.:
[xxxiv. 19], 4:
33-3 .#3, meaning
looking aside, when charged upon, or attacked :
(S, M, O, K, TA:) [and] '3:... [also, if not a
* & [i. e. And assuredly Iblees was, or
(M, Q, K, TA:) mentioned by IDrd. (O, TA) mistranscription for 3:4,] is an infn used as an
proved to be, correct in his opinion that he had
6

*

-

• * *

J-44:

6.de - *

=_2,53. He eracted from them the poor-rate. epithet, applied to a man and to a woman: (so in
formed against them]: but some read * 33.3,
(TA. [See a5.c.]) - See also 5.
a copy of the M and in the TA:) [it is said that]
meaning, as Fr says, Gås- [i. e. Iblees proved, or
the
former signifies Hard, (S, M, O, Msb,)
3. 3sus, (M.) inf n. #3ta. ($, M, O, K)
..found, to be true, his opinion &c.]. (TA.) And
applied
a spear, (S, M, O,) and to other things:
4: 4:53.4. His soul [told him truth; meaning,] and ā-, (M, O, K,) the latter like +, (M:) ortoeven,
or straight; (S, O';) or it signifies
diverted him, or hindered him, or held him back,
(TA, [in the CK erroneously written 31-2,]) I thus also, applied to a spear, and to a sword:
from an undertaking, causing him to imagine
acted, or associated, with him as a friend, or as (M ) or hard and even or straight, applied to a
himself unable to prosecute it. (TA in art. --Jée.)
a true, or sincere, friend. (S," M, O," K.") [See spear, (K, TA,) and to a man, (K,) or to the
6* > *

** *
-

** - * *

* / o-

And

J de •

:* 33.3 [The damn shone clearly]. ($ in

art. laa...) [And one says of a word or the like,
13& c.” 3:4, meaning It applies correctly to
such a thing.] -

J#" 53.3 :

see 2, near the

end.

also 6.]

latter as meaning hard : or, as IB says, on the
authority of IDrst, it is not from hardness, but
4. #3 3.2.2] He named for the noman a means combining those qualities that are com
313.2 [or don'ry]: ($, M, O, K.) or he gave mended; and it is applied to a spear as meaning
her her 3132. (M," Msb:) or he appointed her, long and pliant and hard, and the like; and to a
or assigned her, a 532, on taking her as his man, and to a woman likewise [without 5, but see

*32, (S, M, O, &c.,) inf n. &*, contr. wife : (TA:) and he married her, or took her as what follows], as meaning true in hardness and
strength and goodness '. for,JDrst says, if it Imeant
of &i=. (O,” K.) [This explanation implies his wife, on the condition of his giving her a
2.

several meanings here following.] He attributed, 3132. (Mgb.) And sometimes this verb is
or ascribed, to him truth, veracity, or the speaking doubly trans. ; whence, in a trad., $2.5 $ 2
truth. (Msb.) And He said to him, “Thou hast &% Júš [It was said, “What is it that thou
spoken truth.” (Msb.) He accepted, or admitted, meanest for her, or givest her, as her don'ry?” and
[or assented to, or believed,] what he said: (M :) he said, “My naist-n-rapper”]. (Mgh.)
you say, **- es: as:- [He accepted, &c.,
5. Aels J:- He gave him (i.e. the poor,
what he said in his information, or narration]:

hard, one would say 5.25- and 534 Q-,
which one does not: (TA:) and, applied to

any

thing, (O, K, TA,) it means complete, or perfect,
(Kh, O, K, TA,) thus applied to a man, (TA,)
such as is commended; (O;) fem. with 3, (O, K,
TA,) applied to a woman: (O:) the pl. is 3:4,
applied to a company of men, (S, O, K.) and
($) and you say asu. J.. [He assented to the Mgh, Mgb) what is termed as 32, (M, Mgh, 3: (K) and &#4, so applied, and &#32
truth of nhat was said with his tongue]; as well Msb,) meaning [an alms, or] n'hat is given for applied to women: (O, K:) and Ru-beh says,
the sake of God, (M,) or n:hat is given with the describing asses,
de •

as “...ii. [with his heart, or mind.]. (T in art. desire of obtaining a recompense from God:
c-i) He held him to be a speaker of truth.
(M, Mgh:) and aske V 5:4 signifies the same;

**

*

*

J.

6

*

• *

2%

* 2°

Jā-ji 35.4 c.1391 #2:

*

(M.A.) [He found him to be a speaker of truth.

(M, TA;) and in this sense 33- is [said by meaning [Rounded, as though pared, in the ears,]
He, or it, proved him to be a speaker of truth;
some
to be] used in the Kur lxxv. 31. (TA.) penetrating in the eyes; (O, TA;) which is [said
verified him; or confirmed the truth g'what he
said: see an ex, in a verse cited voce Jes.]

He

Hence, in the Kurfsii. 88), Gââ Jâ; (TA:) to be] tropical. (TA) #4 signifies also Firm,

found it (an opinion) to be true, or veritable. or this means + And do thou confer a favour
(Ksh and Bd and Jel, in xxxiv. 19.) He verified upon us by giving that which is [not like the

it; confirmed its truth; or proved it to be true,

mean merchandise that we have brought, but of

or

steady, in £ncounter, or conflict:

says

#

(M:) or one

3:4, applying this epithet to a man,

(§, O, K, TA) meaning thus: (TA:) and 33.2

middling quality,] between good and bad. (M.) 4: [firm, or steady, in look]. (S, O, K, TA.
One says, Liš. &#45, meaning I gave such a [Said in the TA to be tropical.])
- - :
(Ksh and Bd, ibid. ) one says, #13:13:4

or veritable; i. e. an opinion [&c.]; syn.

aii-:

an ex. voce G#.
[The trial, proof, or test, verified the information]. thing as a 45.2. (Msb.) See
• *** *
* * * * *
ă
The
saying,
in
a
trad,
<-i:
X:
3:25 aft ol
($ in art. --.) See 1, near the end. In the
saying in the Kur [xxxix. 34], 3: £- &# >3% meaning 1 [Verily God] hath conferred
4: 3:23, [which seems to be best rendered But
a favour [upon you by giving you a third of your
he who hath brought the truth and he who hath possessions to bequeath to whom ye will], if

3+2 is an infn of 344 [q.v.] (M,K, &c.)
or a simple subst., (K,) signifying [Truth;

© 2, . . •

•

accepted it as the truth, (see *9.

veracity; or] agreement of n:hat is said with n'hat
is conceived in the mind and with the thing told
of, together; otherwise it is not complete J.-,

**)] 'Alee correct, is tropical. (Mgh.)- It is said by Ibn as expl. above in the first paragraph of this art.

related to have said that Es-Seed, on the authority of AZ and IJ, and
(Er-Raghib, TA) - It is also syn, with :
by J.-alu A- U4.jJi is meant Mohammad; and mentioned by IAmb, that 33 as signifies also [meaning Hardness; firmness, compactness, or
by 4 33- Ug.jji, Aboo-Bekr: or, as some say, He ashed, or begged, for what is termed as 3.2 soundness; strength, power, or force; vigour,
Gabriel and Mohammad [are meant by the former [or alms]: but Fr and A5 and others disallow the robustness, sturdiness, or hardiness; and courage,
and the latter respectively]: or by the former, beggar's being called 332: (Az, TA:) IKt bravery, or firmness of heart]: (K, TA: [in the
the son of Aboo-Tālib is

Mohammad; and by the latter, [every one of] says that the verb is improperly used in this

sense

latter of which it is said to be tropical; but this is
210 *

* * * ,
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evidently not the case accord. to the O, in which and "āśā2, (M, K.) The,'". (S, M, Mgh, O, K) cious: and eminently, or always, accepting, or
it is said that it radically denotes # (i.e. of a woman; (S, Mgh, O, Mgb, K;) [i. e. a confirming, the truth]: and it may mean one
strength, force, &c.,) in a saying &c.; in the K don'ry; nuptial gift; or gift that is given to, or who verifies his saying by deed, or act: (S:) it is
in the “Mufradát” [of Er-Rághib] that it
it is implied by the context that it is syn, with for, a bride: the pl. of J.-- is 334, (M, said
has
the
first of the meanings expl. in this para
Mgh, Mob) a pl. of mult, (M.) or 334, (9)

s: when used as the complement of a prefixed

n in instances mentioned in what here follows: or both, (K,) and is...i. a pl. of pauc., (M,) or
but Sgh says, more correctly,]) a noun signifying this is accordant to analogy, but has not been
anything to which goodness is attributed is pre heard; (Mgh;) the pl. of "334 is $632; (S,
fixed to 3-, governing it in the gen, case; so
Msb, #3), the pl. of" #32 is £334 and £332
that one says (O) 33- J% (Sb, M, O, K) [4 and <>(53.2, (O, Mgb, K.) which last is the
man of good nature or disposition or character
worst (Ki) and the pl. of" is:4 is 534, (Msb)
&c.], contr. of 3- J% (Sb, M.;) and & 4 or £6.3 [by rule #632). (0.)
3:2 [a friend of good nature &c.]; (O, K;)
33-3 see the next preceding paragraph.
and likewise J- #: [a noman of good nature
&c.]; (K;) and in like manner also 3"> X

3:44 Having

the quality of speaking, saying,

graph: or rather means, one who never lies: or
rather, one by nohom lying cannot be practised
because of his habitual veracity: or rather, one
who is true in his saying and his belief, and who

confirms his truth by his deed, or acting. (TA.)

3-

Speaking, saying, uttering, or telling,

truth, or truly, or veraciously;

true in respect of

speech &c., or veracious. (Mgb, T.A.) – 3:

3.2L2 is a phrase like * **, meaning Eminent,
and eralled, teracity (M., T.A.") – And #
#sus [A charge, or an assault, made with ear

[an ass of a good kind]; (Sb, M, K;) and *:: uttering, or telling, truth, or truly, or veraciously, nestness, not nºith a false shon, %bravey] is like
3:- [a garment, or piece of cloth, of good in a high, or an eminent, degree; very, or emi the saying [in the contr. case] aste als- (M,
quality] (Sb, M.) The saying in the Kur [x. nently, true or veracious: (Msb:) pl. 334 and TA:" said in the latter to be tropical.) See also
3:4. (K.) See also 334.
3:44, in two places. - One says also &st=}:
And verily we assigned to the Children of Israel
#5-1, meaning. Yery sneet dates. (IDrd, O.)
&Afriend: (O, K:) or a true, or sincere, – And 32-2 3rd Vehement, or intense, cold.
a good place of abode. (O, K.) - See also

* (o) J-5:33:… * *

friend: ($, M, Msb, T.A.) applied likewise to a
female, (S, M, O, Mgb, K.) as also #4, (S,

3:4.
6- d

(TA voce <- &c.)

-

45-o:

6

*

*

-

2- . , 8 see G1-2; each in two places.

M, Msb, K,) the former anomalous, the latter
regular; (MF;) and to a pl. number, (S, M, O,

K,) as in the Kur xxvi. 101 (M) [and in several
< * *

â53.2 [An alms; i. e.] a gift (S, M, Mgh,
O, Mgb, K) to the poor (S, O, Mgb) for the sake
of God, (M, K,) or to obtain a recompense from
God; (M, Mgh, K;") a portion which a man
gives forth from his property by way of pro
pitiation, [to obtain the favour of God,] like
#t=j, except that the former is primarily applied
to such as asis supererogatory,and the latter to such
as is obligatory: but it is said to be applied to
such as is obligatory [i. e. to the stéj, q v,
meaning the poor-rate, which is the portion, or
amount, of property, that is given therefrom, as
the due of God, by its possessor, to the poor,
according to a fixed rate,] when the person who

* > 0 &

J.A.-all The small star cleaving to the middle

one of [those called] us: J= < [which
compose the tail of Ursa Major' (Kr, M, TA;)

other instances, of which see one in a verse cited
WOce
: its proper pl. is
(S, M, O, K) [i. e. the star called

č.

#221

£,

q. v.; for] it is said

that the first of Us, 331 U-> <>W, that is at the
and #34 and 3644, (M, K,) the last on the extremity thereof, is named &#1; and the second
authority of Fr, (TA,) and äst-i. (M, O, K,) is &l, and by the side of it is a small star

which is a pl. pl., (K) said by IDrd to be ano

named

©

and

3:ll ;

and the third is 33-

:

malous, unless it be a pl. pl.: (O:) and the dim.

(O:) or, accord. to AA, (O, TA,) the pole-star

is "5:34, one says, J:- 34, meaning He is (<-ki). (O, K, TA. [But this is strange; and
the most special, or most distinguished, of my
the more so as it is added in the K that it is expl.
friends, or of my true, or sincere, friends. (S,
O, K.)

in art. 235; for the explanation in that art. (though
not free from obvious mistakes) identifies

&:"

with £)—And, (k) accord to s, (o,

#34 Love, or affection: (K:) or truth, or
sincerity, of love or affection : (TA:) or friend TA,) it signifies 3-9. [The trusted, trusted in,
ship, or friendliness; (S, M.;) or true, or sincere, or confided in, &c.]. (0, K. [But it is added in
does so aims at conformity with the truth in his
friendship or friendliness: (S, M, Mgb:) or true
deed: (Er-Rághib, TA:) [in this latter sense, firmness of heart in love or affection; an attri the O that Sh cites a verse of Umeiyeh Ibn-Abi
s-Salt in which 3-9. is applied as an epithet to
which is indicated in the S and O &c., and more
bute of a human being only. (Er-Rághib, T.A.) the star called J*L)–And, (K,) accord. to
plainly in the M, it is very frequently used:] and
thus it is used in the Kur ix. 104, and in like
some, as AA says, (O,) it signifies The king.
manner its pl. in ix. 60: (Er-Rághib, TA:) the
(O, K.)
&:One
niho
speaks,
says,
utters,
or
tells,
pl. is 3,632. ($, M, O, Mgb.) It is said in a
trad., 5'-l J.''' & $3.35 [There is no poor truth, or truly, or veraciously, much, or often:
means He did it after the affair, or case, had

&34 dim of #34, q v, (S,0, K.)
s

-

#4 + c, *[in the CKäs-->44]

rate in the case of norking camels], because they
are the riding-camels of the people; for the poor
rate is in the case of pasturing camels, exclusively
of the working. ($ in art. 4- ) - See also
2

*

(Mgh, O, K:) [or rather having the quality of

speaking, saying, uttering, or telling, truth, or become manifest to him. (IDrd, O, K, T.A.)
truly, or veraciously, in a very high, or very
3:44, mentioned in this art. in the S and
eminent, degree; for] it. has a more intensive Msb: see art. Ú-A-2.
©

po

•

&l-2.

#34; see 344, in two places.
#32; see the next paragraph.

signification than 53-2 [q. v.]: (TA:) or i, q.

534: [which may have the latter of the two
meanings expl. above, or may mean one who

3: [More, and most, true or veracious].
One says 3U.5 3- 5: [More veracious than

accepts, or admits, the truth of what is said, or a katáh]; because the bird thus called cries
who verifies, &c.; or 3:44 in a high, or an Uí úš; [thus telling where it is to be found;]
eminent, degree; for it is added that] the fem. as its name being imitative of its cry: (Meyd, and
the former of which is the most common of the used in the Kur v. 79 means superlative in TA in art. 3)aš:) hence it is called by the Arabs
dial. vars. here mentioned, (Msb) [but] the latter 3: and &: ; as a possessive epithet, i.e. *3, Call : the saying is a prov. (Meyd.)

3.32 and '532, (S, M, Mgh, o, Mab, K.)

•

is [said to be] more chaste than the former,

0 °

&#: (M:) or it signifies £il 3% 33: 23, (JK, S, M, O.) with fet-h, (S) or
(Mgh) and "#34, (S, M, O.Msh, K) of the &:
dial of El-Hijaz, (Msb) and "##, (§, M, O, [i. e. alivays 3:44 in one or another or all of the * 3: 23 like ..., (K) applied to a man,
Msb, K,) of the dial. of Temeem, (MSb,) and

*#32 (M, O, Mgb, K) and "#33 (M, O, K)

SenSeS

assigned to

this word above: it may be (J K,

correctly rendered eminently, or alivays, vera

M,) [i. e.] applied to a courageous man,

(S, O, K) means 3:- '52-3 [Earnest, not

-*-*-*-*
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making a false shon of bravery, in the charge, or and Sgh and Fei, say that] it has only the former thing, or nith anything; or slapped him nith his
assault]; (JK, S, M, O, K;) or courageous [in meaning: (§, O, Mgb:) it is also pronounced hand; being struck, &c., by him]: (Ham ibid.:)
the charge, or assault]: (JK:) &sl=4, occurring W 3:44, by substitution [of U2 for ~] and in [but, like as assis often signifies the same as

may

2%

corporation [of one L2 into the other]; (S,” O,” 443, so accord. to Fei,] 5-l <sus means
or it may be an anomalous pl. of 3: Mşb, K;") and this pronunciation of the pl. both 4.32 [i. e. The as dashed against him; &c.].
[used as an epithet], like
and * [pls. masc. and fem. occurs in the Kurlvii. 17, (S, O, (Mgb in art. Lo:..)
K,) where Ibn-Ketheer and Aboo-Bekr, differing
of i-3 and #1 (M) Also, (S, M, O, K.) from others, read without teshdeed to the L2. (O.) 6. Úsuaj, (S, Mgh,) said of two men running,
applied to a horse, (M,) [i.e.] applied to a fleet
(Mgh) and "u-al.<!, (§, Mgh, K) said of two
in a verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

be for

52.4%;

&2%

and excellent horse, (S, O,) in like manner, (M,)
meaning

es:-" W 334

horsemen, (Mgh,) and of two stallion [camels],
(TA,) They dashed themselves together, each

J-2

[Earnest in running];

J: Stones [i. e. pieces of ore] of silver: against the other: (S,”TA, PS:) or they struck,
running: (S, O: [said in the TA to be tropical:]) mentioned by IB on the authority of IDrst: and or knocked, [against] each other; they collided;
Khufaf Ibn-Nudbeh says,
he says that "jūji 5'-- [meaning drugs re (K,” TA;) each of them struck with himself the
e,
a
*
of
a 3 e >0 < * *
sembling pieces of stone, such as pieces of gum other: (Mgh:) or both verbs, said of two horse
(S, O, K;) as though fulfilling his promise of

43'-' co- a--, --~~! - 13)

*

• & •

,

•*

*

* * *

* >*

-

*

g-a- "el” & 32” sex (5)-

*

&c.,] are likened thereto. (TA.)

-

*

meaning When his hoofs are wetted with the
sneat of his upper parts, he runs, being left to
himself, not beaten nor chidden, and a fulfiller of
his promise to do his utmost. ($, O.) And some
times it is applied to an opinion, in like manner
[as meaning True, or sincere]. (M.) – 33-4
also signifies Hardness. (Th, M.)- Also i, q.
:- [as meaning The edge of a sword]: (TA:) [in

#3 (The trade of the G934, the sale of
5use [i. e. drugs and perfumes]. (K, TA)

#3 (SM,Mg,M,K) a word of well.

men, they smote each other, each of them with
his weight and his sharpness or vigorousness or
valiantness: (Msb:) [or they pushed, thrust, or

repelled, each other: (see 1:)] and 12-23U23 they
pushed, pressed, cronded, or thronged, together;
or dashed, one against another; (M, K, TA;

known meaning: (M:) A seller of medicines but in the M, only the inf n. is mentioned;) like
(Mgh, Mgb, TA) and of drugs (TA) and of tno ships in the sea. (TA.)
perfumes: (K, TA:) a rel. n. from &%, the
8: see the next preceding paragraph.
name of a town or place, (K,) or from

J:

meaning as expl. above; (IB, TA;) or a Pers. > The rugged portion of a [stony tract such
as is termed] 5-, as also " #32. (ISh, TA.)
a copy of the M written +. which I think an word arabicized: (M:) and J%: signifies the
(S, Msb, K,3 [in the CK, erroneously,
evident mistake; for it is added,] and it is said to same,
ão--> A single shock, or collision: (KL:) a
3
have this meaning in a verse of Dureyd Ibn-Eg Lju-2,]) and so L')-->: (K in this art, and single impulsion, push, or thrust : (TA:) and + a
Simmeh [relating to a sword] (M., T.A.)
O and K in art. U-2:) the pl. of the first is vehement befalling of an event. (KL.) It is said
6 - © e

• * > *

• • C) •

• #

544. : see the next preceding paragraph.

and so

J

• *

*

* *

** *

#3%. (M,Mgh, Mab, K.)— Also 4 king: in a trad, J.S. 34:13: 3:1 (S, MSb, TA)

J%:4.

A man from whom the poor-rate (#42)
of his cattle is exacted. (TA.)

(M in art. U-2.)

i. e. t [Patience is to be exercised] at the first
[shock, or] assault, or attack, of the calamity:

3 * *

(TA:) meaning that patience is the last thing in
A-A-2

6 * > *
* * *

*

33 a. One who accepts, admits, assents to, or
1. a 2-2, (S, M, K,) aor. 2, (M, K,) inf n.
believes, another in his information, or narration. 232, (S, M, Mgh, K) He dashed himself, i.e.
(S, TA.) = Also The exactor, or collector, (§, his body, (S, Mgh, TA,) against him, (§, TA,) or
M, O, Mgb, K, TA) of the Elis-2, (S, O, Mgb, against it, (S, Mgh, TA,) i.e., a thing: (Mgh:)

K,TA) i.e. (TA) of the J,i-[or dues, meaning

the case of every misfortune, (S, Msb,) but it is
[most] commended, (S,) or is most rewarded,
(Mgb,) on the occasion of the sharpness, or vehe
mence, thereof o (S,
Msb.) And one says, &#
- of

*

>

•

* * >

*

* *

5-12 a.2-2 cº-Si U's [I made an end of the

or he struck it, or knocked it, [or struck or tno affairs at one dash, or at one stroke]. (TA.)

poor-rates], (M, TA) of the cattle, (Mgb) or of knocked against it,] namely, a hard thing with * And A baldness in the side of the forehead;
the sheep or goats, (S, M, O, TA,) and of the the like thereof (M, K.) Hence the saying, syn. #. (K.) – See also c5-all, in two
camels, (M, O, TA,) for the persons to whom

J=# 5 -32 3:13:56, Jisi [i. e. When

places.

pertain the shares [thereof]. (TA.)

the dog kills the game by dashing himself against
2* * *
2 * ~ **
it,
it shall not be eaten]. (Mgh.) [See also 3.]
G-A-a-o: see L9-A-a-o.
– And 4:4, aor, as above, (Mgb,) and so the
&34. A thing that confirms, or proves, the inf n., (Mgh, Msb, K.) He pushed, thrust, or
truth of a thing: (S, K:) [and] a verbal evidence repelled, him, or it. (Mgh, Msb, K, TA.) One
of the truth, or teracity of a man. (Harp. 106.) says, 3:03:1 << [I repelled evil with evil].

2

• o

6 o'

*~2: see A-2.

c'es (AZ, S, M, K) and '94.3 (K)
The

9:

c”,

[or two parts whereof each is termed

above the temple, on either side of the

22
J - d
... de • *
One says, lik &l-a2 ..." This is n:hat confirms, (TA)—And J-31
- #34 i.e. : [The forehead]: (K:) or the two sides (AZ, S, M, K)
or proves, the truth of this. (S.) And L-3 2-s: intoxicating influence of the cup of nine] smote of the c- (AZ, §, K) or of the gu: ; (M.)

3.34. 2. [A thing having nothing to verify it]. him [or attacked him] in his head. (TA.) – or, accord. to AA, as is stated in a marginal note
6 of

oz - * *

(IAar, TA in art. 5")

And £1 ...<32, (M, TA) inf. n. as above, (K.) in a copy of the S, the correct meaning is the two
! An event befell them. (M, K," TA.)- And sides of the forehead. (TA)- And Ju-all
āş23 a... [see 1, near the beginning]. One says
J%t,
4.3.2 t He silenced him by speech. (Msb.) [i. e. 9:41 or W 9:…] signifies also The
āş2-a <-- U-' [meaning There is no ear
tno sides of the valley: as though, by reason of
6.-

6.-

...

y

o e

O =

•

• Ö e

• de

-

-

•

-

nestness attributable to his charge, or assault];
J. C. e.

**

3. *sue, (§, K, TA) inf n issues, (TA)

like as one says [in the contr. case], is: w U-2'. He, or it, dashed against him, or it, being dashed

their confronting, they struck each other. (TA.)
6

*

against by him, or it: (S," PS:) or struck, or >|< : see what next follows.
3.2: One who gives what is termed aś34 knocked, him, or it, being struck, or knocked, by
(S,K) or "X13, (M) asserted by Az
(meaning alms]: (S, O, Mgb, K.) accord. to Kh, him, or it: (K, PS:) or pushed, thrust, or re to>13-2,
be
with
damm, (TA,) or the latter is vulgar,
it means thus, and also one who asks [alms]; (O, pelled, him, or it, being pushed, &c., by him, or (S,) not allowable, (K,) though agreeable with
TA;) and IAmb says the like; but Az says that it; (K, TA;) syn. 443. (TA, and Ham p. analogy, (S, K,) being like
and Aé and
the skilful of the grammarians disallow this; and 313:) and i, q. aău. [i. e. he struck him, or it;
thus say Fr and A5 and others: (TA:) [J, also, or struck him, or it, vehemently, with a broad 3% and other terms for diseases, (TA,) A
(M.)

* * * * *

& 4
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certain disease in the heads of horses or similar seller of medicines, (Mgh,) or of perfumes: so tively, carefully, or solicitously]; because he dis
beasts: (S, M, K:) or, accord. to ISh, a certain called as being likened to the small creeping thing liked binding her fore shank to her arm, as it
disease that attacks camels, in consequence of mentioned above: or from Ú-A-2 in a sense expl. would distress her; or leaving her, as she might
which their bellies become affected with acidity, above as syn. with J*. (TA.)
go away at random and the wolf might devour
and they relinquish the nater, though thirsty, for
her young one: and in like manner one says of
some days, until they recover or die. (TA.)
the pastor, <! es' [He minds attentively,
* - © -

3-kee

&c., his camels]; when they thirst before the
1. 33.2 as an inf. n. of which the verb is "...o: completion of their usual period of being kept
_ex.ae Aman vehement in war, and courageous; see 2 in art. (4-2, in two places.
from drinking, he restricts them to journeying by
or a warrior; or known, experienced warrior;
night
so as to arrive at water on the morrow.
3:2 as a subst. A certain liquid poison which
syn. Pya-2. (M.)
is applied upon arron-heads, or spear-heads, or (TA.)- And He soothed, coaxed, wheedled, or
6* * * *
the like, resembling the blood of the [serpent called] cajoled, him; or deceived, deluded, beguiled, cir
, 4-2-a- 34: see what follows.
cumvented, or outnuitted, him; or strove, endea
*i. (M, TA)
voured, or desired, to do so: syn. #3, (S, M, K,
>~~ J* A camel affected with [the disease

232 Bald in the sides of the forehead. (K.)
4 -

6 o' --

.

. *

*

O

© • o

TA) and su-3, and #5u, (§, K, TA) all of

termed]>|<-- and ': J.' [camels affected
therewith]. (TA)

U.6*

1. 324, (S, M, Mgh, Mab, K.) aor (s34,

which have one meaning, (TA,) [though the last
implies concealing enmity,] and £5. (M.)

($, Mgh, Msb) inf n. 432, He thirted: (§, 3sus # 91st< 3.
U-A-o

M, Mgh,

&:

A firm, strong, or compact, building.
(M.)- And A firm, strong, or compact, gar
ment, or piece of cloth: (M:) or a [garment of
the hind called] £- that is stout, or strong, or
that is thick, or compact, in texture. (K.)- And
A king; (S, M, K;) because of the firmness of
his rule, or his state, or condition; as also

Mob,

[He who soothes thee, or
coaxes
surely
ensnares
thee,
thee] is a saying
K:) ..". he thirsted vehemently.

mentioned in the A. (TA.)
4. U.5-21. It (a mountain) returned an echo.
2. #2-#3 signifies The clapping with the (S," K.)- And He (a man, TA) died; (K,
hands; syn. &: (S, K;) accord. to Er TA;) as though [meaning] his echo ceased; the
(M.)=1-2, inf. n. 3-2 : see 2, in two places.

Rághib, as being like the echo (s−1), inasmuch I having a privative effect. (TA.)
as there is no profit in it; (TA;) or it is from
5. s:45, accord, to Er-Răghib, signifies
3 :
J.all, because they [who practised it in their The corresponding to a thing like as does the echo
3 *~
*

3 - -- 3 - -- and U.S.*.*.
Usu-2
(M.)- And A for; worship] used to turn away
(32.4 bités) from returning from the mountain. (TA.) • *[But
**
3 - -- * ** *
(S, M, K.) as also 'U'4: (Ki) or 33: El-Islām; (K;) [: imore in the second paragraph accord. to others,] 4 es:< is originally *-ai;
is one of the names thereof. (TA.)- And The of art. A•;] and 3-2 [an inf n, of which the verb (Az and L in art. -->;) and signifies J% (S,
hyena. (K.) - See also &: - Also A is * 13.2] signifies the same; (K;) and so " 343, M, K,) and &#. (M.) [See 5 in art. A•;

W

• * 0 -

of which AHeyth cites as an ex. the

saying

of

species of fly, that makes a buzzing sound over the
Hassán
herbage. (IKh, T.A.) – And, as also J:4,
Stones [i. e. pieces of ore] of silver: to which are
Jesúl 5'-- (IDrst,

where the usages of this verb, except in the senses
mentioned and indicated here below, are fully

#3 (s:.13%

*

explained.]- It signifies also The feigning one
*

self unmindful, negligent, inattentive, inadvertent,
[Their prayer is the clapping with the hands, and inconsiderate, or heedless, not being really so.
TA. [See J*: and see also &#4, below.]) whistling : like the saying in the Kur viii. 35]:
(TA.)- And The diverting oneself. (TA)
See also 2.
(TA
one
of
says
:)
Ji
man,
a
es.-,
(M,)
or
&: Pieces of silver, (M, TA,) when struck
from the stone [or ore] ther of'. (TA:) 11, llll. **, (TA,) meaning He clapped with his
US-2 [sometimes written 1-2] An echo; i. e.
with 5. (M., T.A.) [See also C.A.-2, above, last hands; (M, TA;) [said to be] originally $34, &al signifies what the mountain returns to
(M;) and 43- W 3-3, inf n. 3:4 [mentioned
signification. And see 34: in art. -->.]
him who utters a sound, or voice, or cry, therein;
meaning
the same. (TK.)=See also (K;) or the sound of the mountain and the like
And Stone cooking-pots: (M, TA:) in this sense above],
3- * ~ *
[likewise] a coll. gen, n.: n, un, with 3. (IB and L 42-A-a-o.
that responds to one; (M;) or nhat responds to
in art. Ae-2, in which it is mentioned in the S and
one with the like of his voice, or cry, in the
likened what are termed

*

*

f e

-

-

• ,

* *

L and K.) [See, again, &#4, and also #4, in
3. *te, (K) inf n issua, (S) He imitated mountains &c. (S.) One says, $3.2 × . [His
art. A-2.]-And Small pebbles: (IAar, M, TA:) him, or it; syn. 4.3% ($, K.) and he, or it, echo became dumb, or may his echo become dumb];
Or So J-M &#4.
(L in art. A-2.)
corresponded, and was equal, to him, or it. (TA.) (S, TA;) meaning he perished, or may he perish:
3.

• O =

6

- d -

45'--> [as a n, un. : see di-2, above. –

Also] Rugged, hard ground, in which is fine
stone. (M., T.A.)- See also two other significa
tions (mentioned here in the TA) in art. J-2.
3

-- - -

us'--> A certain creeping thing, (£3, M,)
or a small creeping thing,

(£33, S,

K,) that

In the Kur xxxviii. 1, some read 24, with kesr,
as an imperative from issua." (Bd, TA) as
meaning #1; and hence us." [i. e. the
echo], because it imitates ( J3,4) the first sound:
so that the meaning is, Imitate thou (-4,5) the
Kur-án by thy works. (Bd.)-[And] i. Q. #3
[i. e. He considered, or forecast, its issues, or
results; did, performed, or executed, it with
thought, or consideration; or managed, conducted,

($ and K and TA in art-->) and #3 & 4
! [May God make his echo to return no sound];

(S, K, TA;) meaning may God destroy him: (S,
K, and TA in art. Lo-o:) for when a man dies, the

US-2 hears not from him anything, that it should
respond to him. (S. [See also another explana
tion of this saying in what follows.])- And A
sound, voice, or cry, (M, TA,) in an absolute

makes for itself a habitation in the ground, (S,
sense. (TA) - Also The part of the head,
M, K,) within the ground, (M.) and conceals it;
(S, M, K;) i. e. covers it over; (M;) so says ordered, or regulated, it]; relating to an affair: (M,) or the part of the brain, (TA,) which is the
place [or seat] of hearing. (M, TA.) And there
also called

A’obeyd, (S)

" &3:2: (S, K.)

(M:) [or] issua." signifies the turning about, or
accord. to IKh, a certain small creeping thing revolving, the opinion, or idea, [that one forms] fore one says, #32 &f ź [May God render
(**) that collects pieces of stick, or nood, from respecting the management (**) of a thing, deaf the part of his brain which is the seat of
the plants: accord. to IAar, a certain creeping and the doing of it: (Ham p. 35.) [or,] accord. hearing]. (TA.)- And The brain, (M, K, TA,)
itself (TA.) And The [entire] contents (lit. the
thing (#3) having many legs, so many that they to As, the minding a thing attentively,
carefully, stuffing, *:-) of the head; (M, K, TA;) also
cannot be counted, which are short and long. or solicitously: a man who had assisted his she
called the a2u. (TA) One says, $13.2 Aft 834
(TA.)- See also 3:4, in two places. - Also
camel in her bringing forth said, J,"
[May God crack his brain, or the contents of his
i. q. 39: ($, Mgh, K, TA) as meaning A
J. [I passed all my night minding her atten head]. (M.)- And A bird that cries in the

&&

-

-
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azu [or head] of the slain when his blood has not sus (fem, with 3, and pl. of the latter 234):
been avenged by retaliation: (M:) or a bird that see 4.—As pl. of #203, (M,) 2% signifies
*

And #33 (S,M,K) and #9 (M,K) or
2% aid 32, (Mab) aor.”, (M, Mob, K.)

*

•

one." (M.K.)/" " (#32;M)

[also] Tall palm-trees: (S, K:) and sometimes, inf n. 4; (M, K $). [and app. **#3; (see the
such
as drink not water: (S:) or palm-trees that pass, part, n., voce »-a-;)] He bound the 20-2
or from the head of the slain, (K,) when he, or it,
has become consumed, or decayed, (M, K,) also drink water : [thus in a copy of the M:] and [q. v.] upon the she-camel; (S;) [i. e.] he bound

called the a2u.; (M;) accord. to the assertion of some say, such as are tall thereof, and of other the she-camel's udder with the 29-2: (M, Mgb,
the people of the Time of Ignorance; (M, K;) trees. (M.)
K, TA) and #3", £912 [He bound the
# mentioned by A’Obeyd; and some of them used
#3:
J'é
[A cup of wine] having much teats with the 29-2]. CA) [See a verse of El
to say that the bones of the dead became a asus,
nater: contr. of #4, this meaning “having Kumeyt cited voce Jay: and .* also what
•

which flew; pl. £i (TA) and [this may be
meant by the saying that it signifies]

6 p.

little water.” (M.)

there follows it.] - [Hence,] új-e means also
t He left off milking her [i. e. the camel].

the male of
*-

the A, (S, M, K, TA) and as: pl. #34 (M'.)
they used to say that when a man was slain and
his blood was not avenged by retaliation, there
came forth from his head a bird like the

d.

#l-a.e. A man who thirsts much. (M.)

(Mb)—And 4, [aor of ~34, said of a
6* * * *

à:...a... The woman who faces, or decorates,

**, (t us34%

leathern bucket (#3) that has become flaccid, It
is tied, and has a loop-shaped handle affixed

[which I thus render conjecturally,

it, having
another
opposite to it.
(K,"TA.)And one
says,such
53 &;"
i. e. the a2u, the male being called the es-e; finding nothing to indicate its meaning except within
Us" ->
and it cried upon his grave, L'i.L'i' [Give what here follows,]) the 330.3 [i. e. pillow, or
Q-2 3-i ! [He closed, or has closed, against me
ge me to drink, give ye me to drink, meaning, of cushion,] with &#9, meaning black lines, upon
the blood of the slayer]; and if the slayer was
the road, or way, so that I find not any passage].
(A.) And tai- G. * S$53:31 * J'é +:
slain, it abstained from its crying: (TA:) and [it the leather [that forms its covering]. (TA.)
w

**

* *

*- d -

is said that] it signifies also the body [itself] of a

! [This tonn has become closed against me so that

human being after his death; (M, K3) or the

J-d

I find not any way of escape from it]. (A.)
remains of the dead in his grave, i.e. his a: [or
And
.# #4, [aor. *, inf n. 4,] He (a horse)
1.3-2, (S, A, TA) aor = , (§, TA) inf n.
corpse]. (Jm, TA.)- And, (K,) accord. to El
3.2-3, said of the ~~ [which is app. a species contracted his ears to his head: (ISk, S:) or
'Adebbes, (S,) [A cricket;] a certain flying of locust], and of a writing-reed, and of a door, pointed and raised his ears; which a horse does
thing, that creaks by night, and hops, (§, K.)
only when he exerts himself and hastens in his
and flies, thought by the [common] people to be (S, A, TA,) or of a dog-tooth, (~U, so in a copy
pace:
(TA:) or he (an ass) straightened and
of
the
S
in
the
place
of
+1
in
other
copies
as
in
the *. but it is only the U.S.-2, the -r-e
the A and TA,) It made a sound, or noise; (S, erected his ears to listen; as also " (#4, (A:)
being smaller than the U.S.A.C. (S. [See also A, TA;) or a prolonged sound or noise; [meaning
and *#2; used intransitively, (ISk, S,) without
35:1.])—And A certain fish, black, long, (K, it creaked; or made a creaking, or grating, the mention of the ears, (A,) signifies the same as

TA) and bulky: n, un #34. (TA)- And

similar
prolonged sound: and [in like manner] " -3.3 .# (Isks A, and #: and #4,
K, TA;) and so i44, with *, a: mentioned by said of a mast (a:2-), it creaked, or made a aor. and inf n, as above; and 2 *:21, he (a
sound;] and so anything that makes a

[A man] small, or slender, in person; (AA, M,

Az. (TA. [See also

&4

and

834.)-And

creaking sound:

(TA:)

but when there is a

horse, and an ass,) straightened and erected his

ear to listen; (M, K;) as also V 5:3. (TA.)
sound, they use the reduplicative form, "3-3-3, [The inf. n.] :- signifies also The act of con
inf n. #44, (S,” TA,) signifying he (the bird
fining, withholding, hindering, or preventing.
called -a+i,S, A, TA, and the hawk, or falcon, (TA.)- And * ! He had an iron collar put

Knowing in respect of n:hat is conducive to the lightness, or slightness, and reiteration, of the

good of cattle: (K:) or Jú es:- means thus:
(M:) or gentle in the management of cattle; like

Jú #!:

so in the Jm: (TA:) or, as some par

ticularly say, of camels: (M, TA:) [i. e.]you say, S, M, TA, or other bird, or flying thing, M) upon his neck, or round his neck and hands

*! es:< £), meaning Verily he is knowing in

uttered his [reiterated quavering] cry; (S, M, A, together. (A.) - And X4, aor. 4, He collected

respect of camels, and of what is conducive to TA;) as though they imitated prolongation in the together a thing, or things, (IAar,) or anything.
their good. (S.) = Also Thirst: (S, M, K:) or cry of the * [and the like], and reiteration (TA) And U.Sé "3:4 t He collected some
vehement thirst: (M:) [see the first paragraph, in the cry of the -: [and the like thereof]. thing to be said in his bosom, or mind. (L and
in which it is mentioned as an inf. n. :] it is said (S, TA.)

*:134

is a prov., expl. in art.

TA, from a trad) And Júl "3-34, inf n.
6* > * *

that thirst does not become vehement but the

--> [q. v.]. (TA in that art.) – Also He (a 3-2)-2, He collected together the property, or the
brain dries, and therefore the skin of the forehead sparrow) [chirped, or] uttered a cry, or cries. camels or the like, and put back what had become
* *
3 -

of him who dies of thirst cracks. (TA.)- See

also the next paragraph. = And The act of the
s:4:4, (M, K, TA,) i.e., [as is indicated in the
M,] of him who raises his head and breast,
looking tonards, or regarding, a thing; and so
V 51.2. (TA.)
6

*

*

•

(TA)-54, aor. , inf n < and #2; and scattered of the extreme portions thereof. (T,
TA.) =Andź It (a plant, or herbage,) became
smitten
by cold, or by intense cold. (M, K.)
clamour, (M, K,) with vehemence, (K,) or with
the utmost vehemence: (M:) and [in like manner]
2: see 1, in three places. =#4 said of a

*34%; He cried, called out, or raised a cry or
&

6*

* *

one says, "ji.e. ' He came [making a

she-camel, She preceded. (Aboo-Leylà, M, K.)

clamour, or] in clamour. (TA)- And -2
J. J. ... •

s

•

22 and 'sus and '3'34 ($, M, Msh, K) ad-to-2, inf. n. 24-2, His ear-hole sounded, (M, 3. Jill c." 5- He compelled him
and 7 s: (which last is an inf. n. used as an K,) or tingled, or rang, (A,) by reason of thirst. his will to do the thing. (S, K.)
* **

against

* *

epithet] (M) Thirsting: ($, M, Mgb, K:) or (M, A, K.) And Ú59 --> The ear tingled, or
thirsting vehemently: (M:) fem. [of the first]

4: see 1, latter part, in three places. =}<!

(ISk, A.)—And 54, aor, as above, He **, (§, TA) inf n. #3), (TA) + He perse.
#24 (Msb) and [of the second] issus (Mab, K) rang.
vered, or persisted, in it; or kept to it perse
thirsted [app. so as to hear a ringing in his ears].
3
veringly. (S, TA.) You say, * JéX- + He
and [of the third]" (#4: ($, M, Mgb, K.) and
a •

the pl. of #24 is 3'34. (Ham p. 329)

(IAar.)=-e [as inf n. of .2] also signifies The

act of binding [a captive, &c.; see the pass part. n.,
6

*

>

.

*

*

- d

-

• &

-: L” X-

! He persevered, or persisted, in

*]. (Mgh.)-You say, 34,

31.2 : see U.S.A.”, last sentence.
J

persevered, or persisted, in doing it. (Mgb.) And

M, A,) inf n.}<, (M, TA,)

•

[aor. 2,] (S, the crime, sin, or act of disobedience. (M, TA.)
He tied up a purse, The verb is used in this sense when its object is

•

&\!-->; and its fem, 9-2 : see 2-2.
*

($, M,"TA,) and money in a purse. (A.) - evil, or crime, or the like. (TA)- And t He

[Book I.
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3

determined, resolved, or decided, upon it. (M, or an assemblage. (S, M., K.) So in the following

* c." j-

Mgh, K.) You say,

+ He deter words of Imra-el-Keys:
3. * de

& e

and "ē,232 (M) or '#234, (Sgh, K) the last
. .**

* *

mined, resolved, or decided, upon going on in

doing it, and not turning back. (TA)-->
running : (M, K: [in the CK, for ©- 5-2 rel, in a herd, not dispersed: (EM p. 48: [see the
is put 8% 3% 54 ..]) accord. to A'Obeyd, the entire verse voce &’s :]) or 5- U, here means

:*
that this is a mistranscription (M)=3:13
but Et-Toosee

in [the midst of] clamour: (S:) or in vehemence
of grief or anxiety. (S, M.)= Also i. q. ălă

(M, K) [i. e.] A certain bead

mentioned on the authority of Ks,

*

*: t He hastened (M, K) some" (M)." (S, M) i. e. Those of them that remained behind,

34;

#14,

like

Jiji-, 5- - web-

*

verb in this sense is

W

* -

*. (S, M, K) and 7 Cs)2X2 ($, M, Mab, K)
5* * *

(#)

(TA,) A man who has not performed the pil
grimage to Mekheh : (S, M, A, Msb, K:) so called
3
from -2, signifying the “act of confining, with
holding, hindering, or preventing;” (TA;) or
because the person so called refrains from expend
ing of his property in pilgrimage: (Msb:) you
-

by which say also,

#232 #:

a noman who has not per

The ears of corn became such as are termed 23-3 women fascinate men so as to withhold them from formed the pilgrimage to Mekheh : (S, Mgb:)
[q. v.]: (M, K:) [or] accord. to ISh, one says, other women. (Lh, M, K, TA. [This is evidently
pl. *% and '5%: (Ki) [or, rather, the
inf n. }% meaning The seed-produce what is meant by asks, but is given in the M former is a coll, gen, n., of which 5% is the n.
[i.e. corn] put forth the extremities of its ann, and K as2 a* *signification distinct therefrom..])= of un.; and the latter is a quasi-pl. n., like #~,
*
before its ears had become developed. (TA.)
See also 39-a.e.
as well as n. un. of #4 :] Fr cites, from certain

&#13-,

8: see 1, former half, in two places. =ji
said of a solid hoof, It was, or became, narrow,

(#4, M, K, in the CK &#)

*% as used collectively; and one
number
termed "#94 : (S) each of the
the
of
for money; ($, M, A, Msb, K.) as also "X44, forms ending iswith
the relative Us receives the
#:

A purse

or contracted, (S,TA,) in an unseemly manner,
with fet-h, (TA,) or
or immoderately. (TA.)
4* > 0 *

344,

inf n. 5-2-2 : see 1, former
half, in two places: = and the same paragraph,
R. Q. 1.

o

*:::: (so in a copy of the

A.) pl. of the first, #3. (Mab.) Hence the
prov., 93-433.4% :51, meaning t Return
d = 0

of the Arabs,

dual and pl. and fem. inflections: and accord. to
IAar, the forms preceding those receive also the

-

that

to thyself, [or lay open the recesses of thy mind,]
and thou wilt hnon [thy vices, or faults, or] thy

last sentence but one.

dual and pl. inflections: (M," TA:) and some say

bucket ( s's) that, in consequence good from thy evil.
of its having become flaccid, is tied, and has a explanation.])

also #x2.

# (S.M.A.M., K) and "5* (M.A.K.)
Colá: (Th, M, A, Mil, K:) or intense cold; (Zj,

M, A, K,) as also "X-3:2: (Ham p. 719.) or
cold that smites the herbage and the seed-produce

of the field: (S:) in the Kur iii. 113, the first of
these words has the first of the meanings expl.

and "33%, (M) or £3, (Lh, ś, M, A, Msb)

** *

: A leathern

loop-shaped handle affixed within it, having
another such opposite to it. (K, T.A.) = See

39% is pl. of " £2 : (TA) or " 5.5

(Meyd. [See also 2-2, last as occurring in the poetry of En-Nábighah,
(Yaakoob, S,) not used without 3, (Lh, M,) or all

the sing forms above mentioned, (K,) signify one
n:ho has not married: (M, A, K:) or n:ho has not
ow-c : See J-2.
had intercourse with women: as though he had
* Ears of corn (J:) after the culm is determined ( #3) upon relinquishing them:
produced, (M, K, [in the CK, < is put in the (Yaakoob, S, Msb:*) applied in like manner to a
place of -á,]) before they become apparent: woman, and to a plurality of persons: (M, K:)
(M.) or ears of corn while the farina has not the 3 in #* applied to a man and to a woman
come forth into them : n, un, with 5: (AHn, M, is not to denote the fem. gender, but to give the
K:) or, accord. to ISh, corn when the leaves utmost intensiveness to the signification. (IJ,
become tryisted, and the extremity of the ears M.)—It is said in a trad, 29: U 5:43,
becomes dry, or tough, though the farina have (S, M,) meaning, accord. to A’Obeyd, There is
33

*/

above: (IAmb:) or the second meaning: (Zj:)
or signifies noise and commotion: or, accord. to not come forth into them. (TA.) [See 4, last no abstinence from intercourse with women in
I'Ab, fire.

(Am)—And:- &2 (M, A, K)

6 •O •

and W -25.2 (S, M, A, K) A wind intensely cold:
(S, M, A, K.) or very intensely cold: (T in ex
planation of the latter:) or vehemently loud: (M,
6 - d -

-

-

-

-

-25.2 some say that it is originally
£
** *
35-2, from X-2 meaning “cold;” the incipient

A, K:) of *

sentence.]

El-Islám: (M, TA:) i. e., no one should say, I

6 * >

* * >

29-2 : see

5.4, in two places.

.

will not marry: (TA:) thus he makes 5,5)-- a

noun signifying an accident: but it is better known
5- The thing with n'hich a she-camel's udder as an epithet: (M:) and IAth says that the mean
is bound: (M, K.) the string which is tied over ing is, he who slays another in the-- [or sacred
the she-camel's udder and over the [piece of nood territory of Mekkeh] shall be slain: his saying,
“I am a 5,2)-2; I have not performed the pil
called] assi, in order that her young one may

grimage, and I know not the sacredness of the
letter being repeated, and put in the place of the
medial 2: others, that it is from **2-3 [“the not such her; (S;) and in order that it may not A-;” shall not be accepted of him: for in the
**

63 -

creaking of the door”], and from 5-2 meaning

>

“vociferation, or clamour.” (ISk.) - And
is the name of A certain bird, like the sparrow

(K, TA) in size, (TA) of a yellow colour: (K,
TA:) so called because of its cry: or, as some
say, the sparron, (**) itself. (TA.)

#4 Vociferation, or clamour: ($, M, A, TA:)
so in the Kur li. 29: (TA:) or the most vehement

make any impression upon her, they smear her Time of Ignorance, the Kaabeh was a place of
teats with fresh [dung of the kind called] ×: refuge. (TA.)
(TA:) or a piece of rag which is bound upon the
she-camel's teats, in order that her young one may #4 >% i. q. #3: [i. e. Dirhems, or
not such her: (Mab3) pl. #-i. (M, A, K.) It pieces of money, tied up in a purse]: (K:) termed
is a custom of the Arabs to bind the 29-2 upon
i: the present day *::: (TA.) = See also
the udders of their milch camels when they send
32-2.
them to pasture by themselves; and when they
return in the evening, they loose the 5-1, and

&# 4 air (S.M.K.) like #4: (s)

milk. (IAth)—[Hence]%- c.343, -is:

vociferation or clamour or crying (Zj, M, K") of

a man and of a bird &c. (Zj, M.) [In the K, ! I put an obstruction, or obstacle, in the way of
such a one. (A.)= Also Elevated places over
this meaning is erroneously assigned to 5.2.]
which the nater does not come. (S.)
-

And Wehemence of grief or anxiety (S, M, K) and
of war (M, K) and of heat, (K,) or of the hot
season, (M,) &c. : (S, M:) and vehemence of the
heat of summer. (S, A.)- And A contraction,

©

d -

**

M.K.) it has no broken pl.
P.(M.)&#6,
or Us),-- should be [without tenween, im
perfectly decl., and] mentioned in art. Us, e, for

it is pl. of #3, which is pl. of#4, which J has

r *

2.94-2 : See 3,54-2.

mentioned in art. US-2 : AHát used to say that

#: is a sing, like &:- ;
#4.

but without sufficient

see the next paragraph, in three places.

authority: and J has regarded us,” as a sing.

or much contraction, and sternness, or moroseness,

in consequence of his finding it to have the same
of the face, (K, TA,) by reason of dislike, or
hatred. (TA.)= Also A company, a collection, Msb, K) and 7353.2 and "325ue (M, K) and construction as a sing, in verses of Arabs;

#2 (§, M.A.M., K) and 'is'. (S.M.
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J-o
3 - 2

&

US-2.

5.

whence he imagined the U4 in it to be the relative
us, as is shown by his mentioning the word in this

U&-e:

place. (IB.)

U.S.-2: see &-e: = and see also US-2.

3

US$22- :

w

3 - -

5 *

&

2- - -

* -

&:

See

£, (Mb) or J:1354, (S. K.) or both,

see 3×2.

(Mgh in art. ---)and":l,(Mand Lin (§, K.) pl.3%, (K) which is extr., (TA) and

use: * and see also art. US-2.

See

art. …) The *.*, [a cricket, which is called
the 29-2 in the present day]; (S, M, Mgh, L;)
a certain thing that creaks (3-4); (Msb;) a
3 *

J.

A nant; a thing wanted; an object of

want; or a needful, or requisite, thing : (S, M,
K:) pl. #4. (TA.) One says, #2 c35 J3 es'
[I have a nant to be supplied to me on the Part
of such a one]. (A’Obeyd, S.) - Also Thirst:

-

(£3: see the next paragraph.
*

& J. Ge, said of an oath.(8) or L: *
&2, (M, K.) and 'us'. and 's 2, and
W &#. (Yaakoob, S, M, K,) and 7 &: and

#4 : (K:)

or the latter is pl. of 5- in the sense

first expl. above; as A’Obeyd says; and this is
meant in the K: (TA:) AA says that its pl. in
the latter sense is #54 ; and he cites the following
small flying thing; (K;) it is larger than
the
• *
--Ala-, and is called by some of the Arabs (4...all: words of Dhu-r-Rummeh :
* @ p

(S, Mgh:) A'Obeyd says that this last 3term
-

s#2 & 3 -i-, -ālā;

"cs”, (K, TA,) or " &: and W &-

(as in a signifies a certain flying thing that creaks (3-24)
[And the wild asses turned bach, retreating
copy of the M.) It is a determination, or resolution, by night, and hops, and flies. thought by the quickly, not having quenched their thirst]: but
from me; (S, M, K;) a serious assertion; not a [common] people to be the **, and found in fault has been found with AA for this; and it is
jest. (S, K.) Aboo-Semmál El-Asadee, his the deserts. (Mgb.)
said that 3% is pl. of ***,2, [which is not
3- she-camel having strayed, said, “I swear to
&: Such as grow in hard ground (xi+ [in
-

expl.,] and that the pl. of 5ue is b-2. (S.) One
Thee, [O God,] that, if Thou restore her not
to me, I will not serve Thee:” (S:) or, “O the CK, erroneously, .xle-]) of the trees termed says, 34 5'-'. &á, meaning The ass drank
God, if Thou restore her not to me, I will not Als' 's-2, (K, TA) and of other trees. (TA) water until he quenched his thirst. (S.)
£
say a prayer to Thee: ” (TA:) and he found 2-2-2 : see 2-2,
in three places.
= and see
* **
6 *o-3
*: See 5.4, in two places.
her, her nose-rein having caught to a thorn
6 * > *

•

tree (as .5%); and he took her, and said, 's
&- L. ūji & My Lord knen that it was a
determination, or resolution, or serious assertion,

2)-all. - Also A certain insect (4:52),

{M, K,

**

r

*

s

5,29.2 : see

TA,) beneath the ground, that creaks (~3) in

**

*

** *

-

#!»le:

the days of the [eason called] &#5 (TA) and
6

J

* > *

3

#34, in three places.

*

** * *

See 2/2)-2,

*

jrom me : (S:) or a confirmed determination: so "X-3-2 and "3-3-3. (M, K, TA.) [Accord.
U5,2'-2 :
(ISk:) it is derived from Gil J's £i"I to Forskål, (Descr. Animal., p. xxii.,) -o)-2, 359 - 2
3×2-e Narrow in disposition and in mind or
persevered, or persisted, in the thing:” (S:) [or pronounced “sursur,” is applied to an insect
“I determined, or resolved, upon the thing:”] which he terms Blatta Aegyptiaca.]- And The judgment or opinion. (Sgh, K.)
à AHeyth says, " (#2, i. e., Determine thou, or cock : (K, TA: [written by Golius and Freytag
2.
X--- A hardstone : (Tekmileh, TA:) and
resolve thou; as though he addressed himself; X-e-2:]) so called because of his cry. (TA) - ** * *-d
•

from

* c." # “he determined, or resolved,

See also

*

#.< 5-3 a hard rock : (M, K.) or a smooth

*44.

rock. (L.)
6

upon going on in doing it, and not turning back:”

y o is

* e o e

4-2-2 : see J-2)-2 :

&: is changed into " s:
&#3% :
like as they say <3 Uk and < (#: and in
places.
it is also said that"

p

- and see also 2-2-2.

being

£4.

See

&

3

&4.

See

the

see the next paragraph, in two

- -- -

• &

ided:
•*

not that they are two

* * * *

'G' Usks -× and &: and Fr.

s:- in four places.
s:- in three places.

• *0 =

3 - -

J% sing of £944, (S, Msb) which

&-

dial. vars.,

y o

?

like manner, W &- is changed into
1 in

6

signifies Camels betnceen the Jé [or Bactrian
(in the CK, erroneously, J-5)] and the

s:

3.

63 y

*-a- or -a.e.: see 5-2.

1.33% J% t£4.

[The two sphincters that

serve as repressers of the urine and dung]. (Kin

says that &- and W
are originally im Arabian : (S, M, Mgb, K 9. or such as are called
peratives; and that, when they desired to change &l” : (S, M, K:) and "3% [if not a mis art. 3-4.)
them [i. e. the imperatives] into nouns, they
#~ A she-camel that does not yield her milk

transcription] signifies the same.

(TA.)

[See

changed the Us into [written us after fet-h]: and
in like manner, [changing verbs into nouns,] they

copiously, (M., K.)

also #44.]—And 39.3% ($, M.K.) and
* * * * *

say, Jö, J.3 3: &: &c. (TA.) Accord. to * &W-2-2 (M, K) A species of fish, (S) a #2. That has been left unmilked for some
certain smooth fish, (M, K,) of the sea. (S, M.) days, in order that the milk may collect in her
AZ, one says, " s:-5 & Ç, meaning Verily,
udder, or until it has collected in her udder; (M,
3:44 Large camels; ($, M, K;) as also K;) as also " #2; applied to a ewe, or she-goat:
it is a truth, or reality, from me; and Aboo
Málik says the same of " s". (TA.)
*}<x< and "3-2-2. (TA)- And A came of or the former is from &4, aOl". es:4, (K,)
the species called
L- [i. e. Bactrian]: (M, inf n, #4, and therefore should be mentioned
3 - -- 6 y o

esse:

y

* - d -

see the next preceding paragraph, in
K:) [see also &% :] or its offspring; as also
three places,
-

6

s

&4 and '- A dirhem, (S.M. A. K.)

y o y

•

22- - : (M:) or an excellent stallion-camel.
(IAar.) - See also 342. * Also A ship, or

and a deenár, (A) that sounds, (S, M, K,) or boat : [or a long, or great, ship or boat:] and so
rings, (A,) when struck: ($, M, A, K, in some
copies of the last of which, in the place of $!

£, is put 3: 131: TA:) accord. to some, used
only in negative phrases: (IAar, M :) thus used
in the phrase,

&: 9% Ú, [expl. as] meaning

Such a one has not a dirhem nor a deendr :

(IAar, A:") and so used, as meaning a dirhem,
by Khálid Ibn-Jembeh; who does not assign to

it a dual nor a pl. (TA.)
Bk. I.

6e

#. (TA)
• **

a d

>

6* * * *

#5 a. and "5-a- A she-camel having her

#29 all The Nabathaans of Syria. (§, K.)
dro e

in art. (3-2 [3 v.]. (TA)
#4. : see the next paragraph.
* Bound, as a captive. (Mgh.) - And

*

* f *

udder bound with the 25-2. (IAth, TA) - And

*

applied to a

solid hoof, Contracted; or

: U-

A man contracted in the narrow: (M, K:) or narron, and contracted:
part between the eyes, like him who is grieving, or (S:) and *::: signifies the same; (M, K;) or
mourning. (TA) - And 5-3 signifies Trees narron in an unseemly manner, or immoderately.
(,4-3) tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and (TA.) - Also t A man having an iron collar
dense, not without shade (K, TA) in their loner put upon his neck, or round his neck and hands
together. (A.)
parts, by reason of their perplexedness. (TA.)
** Je-

211
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*

-

*

6 * *

JVale [app. an irregular pl;f***, and therefore also signifies He cut, or cut off; (K, TA;) i. q.
--~ : See :4, in two places. - Also Red
without tenween,] The Axel [or guts, bonels, or Ay-e; like as one says +j% #4 and49. (TA.) honey. (TA in art. --à.) - See also #4.
intestines, into which the food passes from the = And i, q. --> [He gained, acquired, or
#4: See +2, in two places. - Hence,
stomach]. (M, K.) One says, $2. L- * earned; &c.]. (K.)
! The nater [by which is meant the seminal fluid]
5uas, meaning [He drank until he filled] his 2. -7% The drinking of sour milk, (O, K, that collects in the back [of a man]; as being

à:í, mentioned by AHn on the authority of TA) such as is called +3. (TA) - And The likened to the [sour] milk that is collected in a
IAar, with no more explanation than this. (M.) eating of gum, (O, K, TA) i. e., what is called skin. (M, TA.)

*:::

*

-

d >

-4 (TA)

*** *

#4.

see 25-a-2. - One says also 3L-el
U435-N #: [meaning ! A noman narrow in
o- d -

See

34,

in three places. - Also A

•

4. re-el He (a man, TA) gave. (O, K.) One herb, (M, K,) and tree, (M,) that becomes green,
says, St. <! •ry-o! He (a man) gave to him pro and puts forth leaves, when dry, or that has
the flanks]. (A.) = See also 2 la-ae, in art. 2-2.
grown, or become somen'hat restored to a good
perty. (TK.)
state, after having been eaten [or depastured],
6

•

*

6 J

8: see 1, first sentence. - #4 -Pyla-e! He
*/-d

1. * He made the sour milk termed ~4:
(K, TA:) [or] &#1 <32, (M, TA) aor. 3,

(#, so in the M, [in the K:#, which, as

provided, or took, for himself some milk, either
is remarked in the TK, is a mistake,]) after men
fresh or sour, in a skin, for a journey. (M,
[have
fed their cattle therefrom]: pl. [or rather
TA.)

coll gen, n] '94. (M)

(M) or *, (TA) inf n > 2, he made the 11 : [said by MF to be written by ISd Use-2, (§, K.) accord. to Sa’eed Ibn-El-Mu
milk to become what is termed ~4: and he *:::) It was, or became, smooth, (M, O, K,
seiyib, (TA,) The [she-camel called] 5-, (S,
TA,) and clear; (TA;) said of a thing, (M, K,
• 6 e.

milled some of the milk upon other milk, and left
*t to become sour: (M, TA:) or & &:0 << TA,) or of milk. (O.)
-les" he collected the milk in the skin, portion Q. Q. 4. *: see what next precedes.
after portion, and left it to become sour; as also
*::: (S:) or you say, £i & 3: <<

W

and

L-3'

K,) whose milk was forbidden [by the pagan
Arabs] for the sake of the idols (>3%), 720
man milking her [for himself]: (TA:) thus

called, (§, K, TA,) it is said, (TA) because they

** and '32 (§, M, &c.) Sour milk (M,

used not to milk her save for the guest, so that

es' &: [he collected, portion after Mgh, K) that has been collected in a skin: (M, her milk became collected [and retained] (S, K,

portion, and left, the milk in the skin called tâ.
and the clarified butter in the skin called

L-).

(M.TA)—[Hence] & G 3:1 -5°

K:) or very sour milk : (S, Msb:) or milk that
has been collected in a skin for some days so that
6 *d -

TA) in her udder: ($, TA:) Kt says, it is from
&#" & &: << [expl. above]; or, as some

it has become very sour: (As, M:) n, un. Wāj-2 say, from [: as signifying] “the act of cut

and W #4 :

(M, TA:)

**, occurring in some

ting,” or “cutting off;” and this seems to be the
the Expositions of the Jāmi' es-Sagheer, is a more correct of the two explanations: accord. to
+ I caused the milk to collect in the udder, not of
mistranscription; or it may be a pl. of Ś
•

drawing it forth, (Kt, TA) - And 3.2 t He

IAar, it signifies a she-camel having the ear slit,

kept in, or retained, and collected, [his] urine : accord. to the analogy of J.- and J.-, and J% like the 5-, or cut off : and its pl., he says, is
(K, TA:) or nithheld it long : and accord. to and Jū. (Mgh) one says,
W
Gas -j-2. (TA.)
some, particularly said of a stallion-camel: (TA:)
Seed-produce, or corn, which has been
[or] & #2, (S.M.) aor. and :, infn 34, *" [He brought us some sour milk, or very sour
(M,) + he kept in, or retained, and collected, his milk, that had been collected in a skin, making sonn after that which has been carried off to the

es: #4.

*

urine : ($, M :) accord. to some, particularly said
of

! stallion-camel.

(M.) - And

&:

*

the face to contract in wrinkles]. (S.) [SM here place where it is trodden in the autumn. (O, K.)
adds,] Az says that X: is like *l, and is
better known. (TA. [But this evidently relates

[4:la: 15 being app. understood] + The boy re

mained some days without discharging his excre to the signification of “the act of cutting,” or
“cutting off;” not to * as applied to milk.])
ment, or ordure: (M, TA:) and &:" &#34, - Also, (K,) or the former word, (M,) Milk
inf n. --2, t the boy's belly became constipated that is provided in a skin for a journey, (M, K,)

-:94 Milk that has been made what is termed

-32, as also ''': (M,TA :) or sour milk:

(A, K, TA) pl. 34. (K) So in the saying
*S*, *, i.e. [Give meltiethick[milk],

(*), that he might become fat: (M:) [or] whether fresh or sour. (M.) - And both words, from a number of milch camels, that has been
mixed together; not the sour. (A, TA.)
3-4 &: <x< t the boy's excrement, or or (M, K, TA,) or "--> [only], (S, Msb,) Gum :
*

* *

6e * *

(Msb:)
or red gum : (T, S, M, L, TA: in the
K,
arly-2 Clearness, and smoothness: thus in the
*> d #
* c &
dure, (a.k. 3%) became confined, so that he J-o-Sl
ë-el*-all
is erroneousl
ut for &-al 1
*
>
d
£
phrase
Ji:- #4 in a verse of Imra-el-Keys;
remained a day nithout discharging it, when he
was about to become fat. (S.) [In the copies of j-e-Sl: TA:) some say (M) it is the gum of the as some relate it: (M, TA:) as others relate it,
the K, * is expl. as signifying &l. 33
(S, M) and of the a£, peculiarly; the āş-2, (M) or a 5-3. (TA)
to which, written without the syll. pieces of which are red, as though they were ingots -P-a-> A vessel in which milk is collected,
*

& *

: p

•

Cls

s • d

&: Jr.,

signs, the TA assigns the last of the meanings [of gold], and they are broken with stones: (M:) portion after portion, and left to become sour:
above; therefore, I doubt not, the right reading is the n, un, is 73:2: (S, M: [āj-e as a n, un, in
** * *

6e 6 e

o ed

j

•

*

this sense I do not find mentioned:]) and some
times
it [i. e. * or ~->] has ~9-2 for pl.: (TA.)
&k. in the M, given above: otherwise, the

&#, agreeably with the explanation of 32

&:"

6 - d.

($, K:") and so Jake and &#2: pl. -elas.

© •

* * *

6

•

*

meaning must be + He, or it, caused the boy's
belly to become bound, or constipated, that he
might become fat..] = **, aor. *, (K, TA,)
inf n. --2, (TK) said of milk, (TA,) It be
came collected (K, TA) in the udder. (TA.) =

J'S <<

(M3) sometimes, (S) what is called "#2 is a

f de

6

•

*: see ~7-2.

thing like the head of the cat [in size], within
o

*** * *

which is a thing [or substance] like L-2 [or honey

à-a-2 t A she-camel that is kept from being
of dates], (S, K,) and like glue, (S) which is milked, in order that she may become fat. (L in
art. C*, from the T.)
suched and eaten. (S, K.)

The land produced herbs, or trees,

such as are termed -32 [a coll, gen, n, of which

:- A fen

tents (~s: [in the O, erroneously,

#2, q. v.]. (M, K." [The meaning *]) of the weak sort of the Arabs of the desert:
is indicated in both by the context.]) = <>, < (IAar, O,” K, TA:) and so-2'-e. (O.)

&”

them. un, is

2.

&-

inf n.

£4,

He plastered with
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&-- ~~
.#, MS. copy of the K,) or ā-, 3-2, (so in the
a watering-trough or tank (K,”TA) &c.: (S, TA.) Hence the prov.
meaning On the appearing of the truth thou CK,) He went forth openly, or into the field [of
and sometimes they said & (TA.)
findest rest; (Meyd, TA;) no doubt remaining in battle],
$2: &s
$ to them : (O, K:) and a* > 6.e.

&; c"

£25%

a = 6

* @ e

£25%

s

Quick lime (i,i), and the mixtures

thereof; (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K;) with which

•

* -

5 -

• 6-

*

- a -

thy mind. (Meyd) And *- 3 3-l Cre,

4-w, (so accord. to the TA as from the K,)
• * @

•

e

are plastered matering-troughs, or tanks, and (S, Meyd, A, Mgb,) another prov., meaning t The Ol' : #4, (O, and so in the CK,) or ā
baths, &c. : (M, TA:) a Pers. word, (S, TA,) truth, or affair, became revealed, or manifest, £, (so in my MS. copy of the K,) [accord. to
Meyd, Mgb,) after its being concealed: (Meyd,
originally 3%-, (TA) arabicized, (§, M, Mab, ($,
Msb:)
or, as AA says, falsity became detected, or SM,] with fet-h in the end of each [app. in the
K,) as is every word in which occur both U2 and
former phrase], and with tenween in each [app.
& (S, Mgb,) or &- is an exception to this rule: exposed, and the truth became apparent and in the latter phrase], (TA,) [i. e. Verily the going
known. (Meyd. [See also £) And <--. Jorth openly, or into the field of battle, is fre
(TA in art. &” :) sometimes it is called 3,35.
&ljus", another prov., (Meyd, L.) meaning It quent. See also 5-2, and 5'-'.]
(TA.)
(the affair, or case,) became apparent, or mani
* @

6

Jest, to thee, in Jildhán; which last word is

&
variously written, [see Freytag's Arab. Prov. i.
&re, (S, O, Mgb, K.) aor. *, (K,) inf n. 730, and Harp. 106,] a place in Et-Tálf, soft and
i-94 and i-2,4, (S, O, Mgb,) [both strangely even, like the palm of the hand, containing no
J.

1.

o
6

#)

e

* @

e

- 6 4.

-

s

-

see C+2.

* *

CD
Cl”: see &24, in six
6 * *

©

places. - Also Thin

said in the K to be substs.,.] It was, or became,
pure, sheer, free from admixture, unmingled,

covert in which one may conceal himself; the in --- denoting the as or ań. (Meyd:) milk, containing much nater, so that in some

see 2, in two places.

arron, or missile, to go clear of the butt or mark;

• 6

p.

parts of it one sees a tanniness and 5-aa- [here
unmixed, genuine, or clear; (S, O, Mgb, K;) said i. e. the man made apparent, or revealed, the app. meaning a blackish hue]. (L.) = See also 3,
of a thing (S, O, Mgb) of any kind of which the utmost of what he desired, or meant. (L.) - See in two places.
meaning is predicable, (S, O,) [and particularly] also a trad. cited in art. C*, conj. 2-8
£5.2 : see the next paragraph, in two places.
said of one's race, or genealogy. (K.)= &- : said of an archer or the like means [He made his
2.

milk.

&24

Anything pure, sheer, free from ad
or] he shot, or cast, and missed (K, TA) the butt
mixture, unmingled, unmixed, genuine, or clear;
(TA in art. --la-)- [Hence, probably,] [or mark]. (TA.)

<--> She (a camel) yielded pure, or clear,

2-3 signifies The speaking clearly, plainly,

•
-

explicitly, directly, or without ambiguity or
o

de

equivocation; contr. of Jagjaj. (S, A, K.) You
say, 2-4, & " &”, (S, A, L., Msb, K.) and
C -

•

•-

•

J - ©

* @, (A,) He made apparent, manifest, or

plain, or he

manifested, exposed, or revealed, (S,
A, L, K,) what was in his mind, (S, L, K,) and

(S, A, M., K, TA) as also '54, (S. K.)
3. * ~ : see 2-[4-,-, inf n. ** which
is by some restricted by the [additional]
and £92, He confronted him, or faced him.]
epithet n hite, (TA,) and 7 £54, (L, K,) and
One says, i-jū. 4:3, and t-52, (S, K,) and W 892, which is [said to be] more chaste [though
* -54, (K) which last is a subst. [used as an much less usual] than £4, (L,) and 7 £4,
inf n., i. e. a quasi-inf n.], (S, K,) He reviled
him confronting him, or face to face, or to his (K,) and 7 3.2, (S, K,) in which last the A is

(S. K.) And i-juá áš, (A, TA) and
what he had; (A3) as also as " a"; (L, K;) Jace
t-3-, and " -94, (TA) I met him face to

augmentative, 9t, as is related on the authority of
AA, it is C*-*, with 3, but [J says] I do not

and as V &- (TA:) or he declared, or made

think this to have been retained in the memory

* * *

clear, what nas in his mind, so as to express the
intended meaning according to the first [or most
obvious] interpretation; or he made it free from

face (A, TA)

[as transmitted from the Arabs of classical times].
4: see 2.

(S.) You say

g” 3.5"

5 :-"

&-

has gone, (S, A, L,) or free from froth, (T, L,)
and clear : (T, A, L.) or just drawn. (TA in
art. Aj.) And
J% Urine free from froth.

expressions susceptible of tropical meanings and a cleared anay from the nine. (TA.)

secondary [or remotel interpretation. (Mgb.)

£* (K, TA)
and '4-3-3, (TA) inf n. £4; (K, TA;) and
"4-,-, (TA) inf n. £4 ; (K, TA;) He
And Gil &-

7: see 2.

(TA,) inf n.

* @ e

&”

A.

*

£* 3% Milk of n:hich the froth

The froth became

[i. e. palace, or pavilion, &c.]:

&*
(T, L.) And W £4:4, (L) and "à-94, (L,

K,) without teshdeed, (K,) Pure wine, (L, K.)
* ~ *
* *
(Zj, S, A, K:) and (as some say, TA) any lofty
building : (S, A, K, TA:) or a single house or without admixture. (TA) And " Cb- Jiā
made the thing apparent, manifest, clear, or chamber, built apart, or detached, large, and A cup of wine without admixture. (S, A, Msb,
plain. (K, T.A.) = This verb is also intrans.
K.) And a-'9-2 -** 2: A*- The sons of
lofty; (Mab,TA) pl. 2, 2. (S.A.)
6

(K) &2-3,
One, says,
£1 ---, (S, A, Msb)
(§, K.) The wine became free from

inf n.

* *

6 * *

Temeem came unmixed with any others. (S.)

C-: see Crs.

4. p *

And: # G#1, #9"#">".

froth; (S, A, Mgb, K;) [it became clear] after

i-j< The court, or open area, of a house;

i.e. (A, Msb,) A man, (T, S, L.) and an Arab, (A,

& a spacious vacant part or portion thereof, in
The day became free from clouds, and sunny: n:hich is no building; its a4:4, (S, TA,) or its
(A:) or Aş &- the day became free from a-l. [which means the same]: (A, Msb, TA:)
mists and clouds. (Msb.) And J-4- --- pl. *32. (Mgb.)- And A tract of ground
The year of drought, or sterility, became one of that is hard and elevated (S, L) and even : or a
unmixed severity; (S, Meyd, L, K;) and in like tract that is even, and open to vien, of ground,
fermenting and frothing. (S.) And 3%

Msb,) of pure, or unmixed, race or genealogy;

pl. - 4: (T,S, A, L, MSb, K.) and &24.3%

£4,

a horse of pure race; (T, TA;) pl.
(T,
K, TA,) in this case as distinguished from the
former. (T, T.A.) And

&24

-:

Pure, or

(L:) or the former means and of a place where camels or other animals are unmixed, race or genealogy. (A.) And a~i=
the sky became clear of clouds. (S in art. U-ás, confined, or where dates are dried, and of a house W
and 7
[A word, an expression, or
or
dwelling:
or
a
tract
that
is
even,
and
of
goodly
and Meyd.) And
(S, Mgb, TA,) inf n, as
appearance, though not open to vien : Aboo a sentence,] that is pure, genuine, or clear. (K.)
above, (K, TA,) said of an affair, (K, TA,) or, Aslam asserts it to mean a [desert tract such as is And W
and W
the latter with
as in a copy of the K, [and in the S and Msb,] called] 5-3. (L.)-[Hence, app.,] one says,
kesr, and 7
and W
(TA) and
said of the truth, (TA,) It became apparent,
#
£4
2%
(so
accord.
to
the
TA
as
W 3-34 with damm, (Lh, TA,) t A pure, sheer,
manifest, exposed, or revealed; ($, Mgb, K, TA;)

manner, à: --->

$54

#-54

&-

8% *

#-%

£5:
J-34

&*.

and so *

& al,

• *

> * > *

(S, K, TA,) said of the truth, from the K,) or * ā-y-o, (O, and so in my or unmixed, lie, (Lh, TA,) manifest, and known
211 *
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8.-->

&*

to men. (TA.) And

J%

+ A saying MA, L, Mgb:) or did so vehemently: (Mgh, L,

Msb:") and he called, or cried, for aid, or suc
[that is explicit, plain, or clear,] not requiring
(A, Mgh, L, Mgb,) saying, #6% !, [Alas,
anything to be conceived in the mind, nor any cour,
a crying for aid!] and #2

9 [Alas, a crying

interpretation. (Msb.) And 7

&# ! [Pure

unmixed, evil, or mischief].

(A, TA.) And same: (AHát, L:) and "124-ylael is syn, with

: -2-3

+ Pure, or sincere, in admonition,
(L. TA.)

or counsel.

of alarm 'J.; (L;) and

inf ns, of

signifies the

" 's-laj; (§, TA;) meaning b£4; as also cries out, or does so vehemently, or screams, &c.,
" 's--a-l; (TA;) or [rather] meaning They much, or often. - And hence,] The peacock.
called or called out, &c.,

*

ā-94: \

"&-

#4 an inf. n. of #4 [q. v.]. (A, &c.)
#.** an infn of #4 (Q. v.] (A, Mgh.)
see also 4. = See also &203, in four places.
###" [He who calls or calls out, or cries or

(**)

one to another.

(IAar, K.)

/ -

C'. [.. v.] (8, 9, (TK.) L:-1:24 &t= [It was like the

#4

Calling or calling out, or crying or crying
vehement crying-out, or the screaming, of the out, or doing so vehemently; [or screaming;] as
9
.
*
pregnant woman] is a prov., said of a thing that
(A, Mgb.) And Calling, or crying,
à-9-2 : see 2-8-2, in three places. -[Hence comes upon one suddenly, when he is not aware. also W

i., 4:
6.-

...

M'.)

"

#:*.

the saying,]

g

• J.

•

4 -5

#-5% 2.99 •Üi [app.

for aid, or succour;

He stated to (T.)

him the affair, or case,] clearly, or without ad

S.M.), K;)

and so

'#25 (S.K.) and ': (S)-Also,
&:23,
£4,

&-

JHe aided, or succoured, another; in
(AHeyth, S, A, K.) or the latter
answer to a call, or cry; (S, A, Mgh, Msb;) as and 7
3
- 2
also " +)-a-l: (AHát, L:) the 1 in the former [only] of these, (T, Msb,) and 7
(S, A,
Use-L-> . see C-9-2.
&
:
verb is said to have a privative effect, so that
Mob, K.) and * **, (Lih, TA) Aiding, or
U-2-2 an epithetapplied to a horse, in relation • * * * * *
as-y-el signifies I made his crying, or vehement succouring; or an aider, or a succourer: (Lth, T,
to a certain stallion named C.y-2, (S, TA,) or
crying, &c., to cease : (TA:) and 7 #4 has $, A, Mab, K:) Az says that he had not heard
signification of the inf n. of this verb, as an &- in this sense on the authority of any except
the
(TA,) that begat a generous breed. (S,
inf n. [or rather quasi-inf n.] of the measure As; but that all men agree that it has the second
TA.)
93
- 2
#e3, (K;) and 7
also may have this of the senses given above, and that " : a has
4.

mixture. (L., T.A.)
6

-

-

•

*

-

-

-

*

&**",

£4

*

@ e

ā-, * A vessel for wine: (K:) [in Pers.
signification in the Kur xxxvi. 43, as is said in
the last of those senses. (TA) # * :A-e Aes,
L-5- ..] but IDrd doubts its correctness. (TA) the Ksh [and by Bd]. (TA.)
meaning [A male slave] whose aider [is a female

£5%

£-

A certain flying thing, resembling the 5.
He made an effort to call or call out, slave], is a prov. applied in the case of a mean
[species of locust called] **, which is eaten. to cry or cry out, or to do so vehemently; [or, to man who is aided by one meaner than he.
scream;] (S, A, K;) or he made an effort in

(K.)
6

*

s

,

C'--

See

C*-*.

* & -

d p
6 w • J.

(Meyd). And it is said in the Kur [xiv. 27],

calling or calling out, &c., (PS,) in calling or W Jer: # *:::::::: ūju. I am not your
calling out, &c., vehemently, and in crying for aiders, nor are ye my aiders. (TA)-3" is

-

6 o'

2--> (S, K,) like +3- [in measure], aid or succour. (KL.) One says, 3-4 £1, an appellation of The cock; (K, TA;) because he
* 3 -a
cries much in the night: and it is said by some
(K,) [in one of my two copies of the Š Co (S,) meaning U-Ulaall- &-a-h [i. e. The making
-

-

6 * ~

*

• J.

-

#4

signifies also
to be tropical. (TA.)- And
also, and in the other copy the latter only,] A an effort to call or call out, &c., or in calling or
day free from clouds: ($, K:) occurring in the calling out, &c., in sneezing, is stupidity]. (8, A voice, or cry, informing a man of an event

poetry of Et-Tirimmáh. (S.)
6

on account of which his aid is invoked, or an
nouncing to him a death. (IAth, T.A.)

TA.)

- d.

co- A

she-camel that does not yield frothy

6. 1,4-,Laj They called or called out, cried or

mii, (T, K, [in the CK, U4, 9 is put for

cried out, or did so vehemently, one to another;

#4 The voice, or cry, of the callingfor aid,

[and so, accord. to a copy of the A, or succour. (K.) Hence the saying, 3...
L# S;]) that yields pure milk, with little froth. (A;)
* 1,4--a-l; and app. " b-slavel, as seems to be Así ā-,L- [I heard the cry of the people, or
(M, TA.)
indicated in the L and K;] see 1.
party, calling for aid, or succour]. (TA.)
See also 4.- And see
8: see 1, in two places: and see also 6.
&
1. #4, (L, K.) an inf. m. of £4, (S,) sig
10. 4-ra:- He called, or cried, to him for
£2- : see *-alo, in three places.
nifies The calling or calling out, or crying or aid, or succour. (S, A, Mgh, L, Mgb.) - And

#4.

6

crying out, vehemently; [or screaming;] (L, K;) He incited him, urged him, or induced him, to

&

s

a

#:

:

See

-

#4.

on an occasion of fright, or alarm, or of some call or call out, to cry or cry out, [app. for aid,
affliction, or evil accident: (L:) one says, &”, or succour,] or to do so vehemently. (L., T.A.)

&: &*:: There came to the man

inf n. #4, and " eye-l; [He called or called

[Hence,]

calling out, crying or crying out: (S, A, L, K:)

J-" means The tribe's being

3/4"

1. 3-3, aor. <, inf. n. #4, He, or it, was, or
out, &c.;] both meaning the same. (S.) And a voice, or cry, informing him of an event on
cold: or intensely cold. (M, L. [See
became,
#4 is also an inf. n. of £2-, (A, Mgh, Msb,) account of which his aid was invoked, or an
$4.1) One says, 4.3 & #1 +9.4 (I
and signifies The raising the voice, calling or nouncing to him a death. (IAth, TA.) £ was, or became, to day, very cold; or very in

invoked for aid to

or doing so vehemently: (L, K:) and the calling, perform what is requisite for the dead: and hence
or crying, for aid, or succour; (A:) which last the trad. of Ibn-'Omar, a: c." £, not
meaning is said to be tropical, but conventionally
regarded as proper; (MF;) as also £re, (S, £, meaning, And he was called to aid in
furnishing ifor the grave, and burying, the corpse
TA,) which is likewise an inf n, of £4: (A, of his wife: or it may mean, was informed that
Mgh:) one says, #4, aor. * (A, MA, Mgh, L, his wife was at the point of death. (Mgh.) =
6 * *

tensely cold). (A) And u: 3-2 [our day
was, or became, very cold; or very intensely cold].
(A.)- And 3-3, aor, as above, (S, K,) and so
the inf. n., ($) He (a man) was quickly sensible
of cold. (8, K.) - And 3×3 said of milk, It
became in a state of decomposition, by reason of

cold. (TA)- And, said of a skin, (O, K,)
4.
See
and
see
also
and
two
1,
in
6:
places;
inf n. as above, (O, TA,) It emitted its butter in
Msb) and *, (MA,) inf. n. £9- (A, MA, Mgh,
(A, Mgh,) He raised his āāj-e an inf n. of 1 [q. v.] (S)- Hence, clots: (O, K:) of the doing of which it is cured
L., Msb) and
with hot water. (O, TA)-Jin * #4,
voice, called or called out, cried or cried out: (A, (TA,) The call to prayer. (K, TA)

$94,

* - d -
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3/4

inf n, as above, means t He abstained, refrained, * And The act of scattering, or dispersing. (El leaving, relinquishing, or forsaking, it. (M.)
or desisted, from the thing; [as though he became Kálee, TA)= And 3.2 said of barley and of See 1. = See also #4. * And see 3,4-3-3
cold with respect to it;] he left, relinquished,
wheat, It put forth its ann, but not its ears, applied to a horse, 1 Galled in the place of the

or

forsook, it : (M :) and Jill g” J: 3-4 t My though almost doing the latter. (El-Hejeree, M.) saddle: (K, TA:) or, (L) as also "3:43, (A,
•o a
• **
heart refrained from the thing; left, relinquished,
TA,) having a white place, or n hite places, on his
4.x:
2-1
(S.
M.
L.K.)
and
C."
(M3) back, produced by galls, (L, TA,) or having on
or forsook, it: (S, A, O, K:) like as one says,

733, 3, (M, L, K.) He made the arrow,
"'94 Lili &: (TA:) the [lizard called]...< and
and the spear, or a part thereof, to pass through
is spoken of as saying,
•

*

of

•& •

*

*

12/2 & Us". »

*

*

*

*

* * of

94 Gli &

*

[+ My heart has become cold, or indifferent,
(meaning disposed to abstinence,) not desirous of

his back white places, termed c)3–, [pl. of 3,4,]
produced by hair growing in the places of galls.

(S, M) the animal at which it was shot [or
(A.) [And app. applied in a similar sense to a
thrown]: (S:) or to penetrate so that its ex camel: see 3-4.)
tremity passed through. (M, L, K.) [See 3-3
and

$2.] * See also 1, latter part.

3.4

A certain bird, (S, M., K.) above the size

of the sparron, (M,) having a large head, (K,)

coming to drink] (O.)=3-2, (M, L, K.) or

7.

#2,” g” 94, (S,) or : 32, (A,) said of an

cold.

35-5

is said to mean The experiencing of which preys upon sparron's : (T, K:) a certain

(Meyd.

[Mentioned by him, with the ex bird, black and n:hite, or party-coloured,

(#)

arrow, (S, M, A, K,) and of a spear, (M, L,) aor. pression of a doubt as to the true meaning, and as with a nihite belly: (A:) a certain bird of the
as above, (L) and so the inf n., (M, A, L,) It only occurring, to his knowledge, in a prov., which cron-kind, also called J's": (Msb:) the Arabs
passed through, or transpierced, or a part of it see in Freytag's “Arab. Prov.” i. 357: but2éi, used to regard its cry, (L, MSb,) and the bird
passed through, (S, M,) the animal at nihich it there, should be2é!])
itself, (L) as of evil omen, (L, MSb,) and used to
*

was shot [or thrown], by reason of its sharpness;
55- 33: (S:) or it penetrated so that

kill it; and they are forbidden to kill it, in order

#4 (S, M, L, K) and '32, (M, L.) the

to dispel the idea of a thing's being of evil omen:
• 3 - - -former a simple subst, and the latter an inf. n., (Mgb:) there are two species thereof; one species
its extremity passed through; expl. by exa- jū;
(Lth) and "343, (TA) Cold, or coldness (S, is called by the people of El-'Irak &l [a name
(L, K;) or 20-30% -->4-; and so 2-2, aor.*. M, L, K:) or intense cold: (M, L:) 3-2 is a
expl. by

w

*

*

**

C

- * *

* *

*

now applied to the magpie, corvus pica]; the

94. and see an ex. in a verse cited Pers word, [originally 3%,]arabicized: (§, K.) other perie, cala X: 3%), to in the L.
accord. to a number of authors, it is an Arabic but in my copy of the Mśb Al-owl,] is the nild
voce (#1)–And 94, (K) infn. #4 and #4, or,
word
adopted by the Persians. (MF.) One says sort, which is found in Nejd, upon the trees called
(M, L,) [the latter inf n. suggesting that one says
*
ź
and " * [4 day of cold, or of intense suáe; it is never seen but upon the ground, [so
also 3,4,] said of an arrow, (M,K) and of a
(A.

[See

cold]. (A.)- For the former, see also 2)-2, in
spear and the like, (M.) It missed the object of
aim: thus having two contr. significations: (M, two places. - Also, the former, A high place in
L, K:) and W 5-2' also has the latter of these two mountains; (AA, L, K;) being the coldest part.
significations. (L.)=3-3 said of a horse, aor. <, (AA, L.)=3-2 signifies also Pure, unmixed,
[inf n. 3,4,] ! He became galled in the place of unadulterated, or genuine; (S, M, L, K;) applied
the saddle: (K, TA:) [or he had a nhite place, to beverage, (L) such as is termed &#, (S, L.,)
or n hite places, on his back, produced by galls,
or by hair growing in the places of galls: (see
3,4 and #4 :)] and, said of a camel, he had

white fur growing in the place of a gall produced
by the saddle, after its healing. (AO.) = See
also 4.

in the L, but in my copy of the Msb, it is never
seen upon the ground,] springing from tree to
tree: (Sukeyn En-Numeyree, L, Msb:) when
chased, and hard pressed, it is overtaken, and

utters a cry like that of the hank: it preys upon
sparron's : (Msb:) it is described by AHát as a
and to wine, (L,) and to anything." (M, K.) bird black and white, or party-coloured, (
One says #4 * + An unmixed lie. (S, L.) with a white belly, and a back of a dark, or an
** ~
ā
And '3-2 U- :- I love him with a pure, ashy, dust-colour ( *i), [or, as is said in the L,
genuine, or sincere, tove. (AZ, S, L.)—[Hence,] half white and half black, found in trees,] large

&í)

in the head and beak, having a talon with n'hich
it preys upon sparron's and other small birds, as
of one father or ancestor: (L:) or an army
large as the point of a spear: (Mgh, Msb:) some

#4 C:-

+ An army composed only of the sons

altogether consisting of sons of one's paternal uncle add to this that it is called -###". because of the
(S, K,) is The giving to drink les than satisfies [meaning of one's relations]: (AO:) or, (M, A, whiteness of its belly; and ++S, because of
L.K.) and '94 : (M.A, L) and '94,
thirst. (S," M, K.") One says, ex-> He gave
the dark, or ashy, dust-colour of its back; and

2, 3,43, (§, M, K.) in the giving to drink,

(K,) + A

great

army; (K;) t an army that

him to drink less than satisfied his thirst. (M.) appears, from the slowness of its motion, by reason J:S [a name now applied to the green wood

And £1 c. 2, #1 &#: I stopped short the
drinker from drinking the water. (A) And
*# (#. Ji- [He gave to drink a quantity

of its great number, to be inanimate. (M, A, L.) pecker, picus viridis], because of its diversity of
colour; that it is never seen but upon a branch

=See also 3-2, near the end.
©e •

56 e

.

6*

*

(£& G, and so in the L) or a tree, (Mgh,

3-2 : see 3-2, in three places: = and see 2-2, Msb,) and can scarcely ever, or never, be taken,
near the end.
(Msb,) or can never be taken: (Mgh, L:) it is
&#" He stopped short the giving to drink before
satisfying thirst. (A.) And a: 2-2 He cut $4X: An intensely-cold day; and #39-> āk. regarded as of evil omen: (Mgh:) Sgh says that
it is called £, [perhaps a mistranscription for
short, or put a stop to, his drinking. (TA.) And
not less than satisfied thirst]. (A.) And 3-2

•

*

5-de

4% 22 He made his beverage to be little in an intensely-cold night: (M, L:) [or] " $4 X: ##, because black and white,] in the dim. form:
J.

• *

6

*

g

quantity. (A) And accord to the T, 32: a cold day: ($) and 3)'s-> Cú, [pl. of Y C:
signifies The drinking less than satisfies thirst. W $3,13] cold winds. (Hamp. 596.) And J:
(TA.) - Also, (S, K,) in giving, (S,) t The *34 A cold land: Pl 3,4- (M :) the le:

(Msb:) [it is said that] it was the first bird that

fasted for the sake of God: (K:) the pl. is
Cl2,-2: (S, M, MSb, K:) and the female is called
6

ed

making to be little, or small, in quantity or
#4. (Msb.)- Also t A white place, (S, M,
number. (S, K, TA.) One says, £all * | He (i.e. the pl.) contr. of 229-. ($.) And 3'-e Je L, K,) produced by galls, (S, L, K,) or by the
made the gift to be little, or small, (M, A, TA,) A cold, or an intensely-cold, man: and X; saddle; (M;) or #4 signifies a white place
4 to him. (A, TA) And it is said in a trad, W ess.< a cold, or an intensely-cold, fompany of produced by hair groning in the place of a gall;
6

-

d.

•

-

[app., relating to a particular class of persons,] men. (M, L.) See also 39-a-...-39-2 applied likened to the colour of the bird thus called:
*:: S! £-l J+% č, meaning S.'s [i. e. to milk, In a state of decomposition, (O, K, TA) (A:) pl. 33-2. (M.A.) And t 4 white place
+ They will not enter Paradise save in small by reason of cold. (TA) - "...: c’s 2-2 on the hump of a camel: (M:) or white fur
O

=

d

=

•

number]. (TA.) = [Also, app., An arrow's + Abstaining, refraining, or desisting, from a groning in the place of a gall produced by the
hitting the object of aim : see its part, n, #44.] thing; [as though cold with respect to it;] saddle, after its healing : (AO:) pl. as above.
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*- ©

(AO, M.) - And t A certain vein (A5, M) be
neath the tongue, (As) or in the loner part of

tongue, (M,) of the horse. (As, M.) And

the

said of a beast, [the pronoun referring to the
3: : see what next follows.
rider,] meaning It threw him down. (TA in art.
9.4%, (Ktr, L,) or *:::, (so accord. to the Jaej.) Hence the saying, &ls=" &: #"
K, [the former agreeable with its verb, the latter

93, all tTwo veins, (Lth, Ks, S, M.I, K) of a
dark, or an ashy, dust-colour, (c)-ad-l, Lth, Ks,
M, L,) in the loner part of the tongue, by means
of which the tongue moves about, (Lth, Ks, L.,)

* 2°
app. a mistake,]) An arrow missing the object of t[Death prostrates the animal]. (TA) And
C'." wer-aj ex;" c. * **** 223. Ji
*

aim. (Kir, L. K.) [See also #44.]

*

•J- d -

•* *

©w

*

*

*

& J.

•

**.*

Beverage, (S) or drink, (A,) made us: £3 #: i.e. [The similitude of the
believer is as the Jresh, or juicy, plant of seed
or penetrating within (colla:) the tongue : (S, little in quantity. (S, A.)- And Given little produce,] which the nind bends at one time,
M, K.) or two veins, on the right and left of the to drink: or t given a small gift. (S.) = See throning it from side to side, [and straightens at
also #4.

3:44

tongue: (L:) or, as some say, two bones, which

erect (class) the tongue. (M.) Yezeed Ibn-E
Sa'ik in his saying

&4

3'-a- An arrow hitting the object of aim. The trees were cut and thronon donn. (TA.)
(Kir, L.) [See also 3,42.]
See also 3.- [Hence also].84 He was affected

3,4-

£1 (£ 33,44

*

another.] (TA, from a trad.) And #"
6- * *

A wind

(£) cold; or intensely cold:

with

34

the disease termed

[expl. below].

*

or accompanied by cold and humid clouds. (IAar, (Mgb.) And He (a man) was affected £ith
neans 9% [i. e. guill 93, for (#4 +3, aS
M.)—Also, and '92, (T, S, M. K.) A man diabolical possession, or madness; inf. n. &
though he said * &: 4 He has a long, or an
quickly sensible of cold; (S;) weak in enduring (TA.) = See also 2, in two places.
unbridled, tongue; the phrase that he uses being cold; (K;) impatient of cold. (T, M.) He threw him down
pleonastic]. (S.)- Also, (M., L.) or " #4, (so And the former, Strong in enduring cold. (K.) 2 *s-, [inf n.
vehemently;
the
ground,
on
him,
prostrated
or
in the K.) and 7 $4, which is the more known, - And A land nithout trees, and nithout any
(K,) inf. n.
(K)=<''
a
man.
namely,
thing (K, TA) of herbage. (TA.)=See also

&4:3,]

&e,

(TA,) A nail in a spear-head, (M, L, K,) by

as above, (TA,) He made the door-nay to have
means of which the shaft is fastened to it. (L, 2)".
n:hat are termed £942 [i.e. a pair of folding
He
means
K.') — Accord to Sh, 33.4 ×
Syla.a. A man vehemently angered or enraged:
doors]; as also V *4. (K,TA.)-And [hence,]
3. * *
opened his mind, so as to reveal his secrets. (TA.
# &- | He Amade the poetry to have n hat
[But this is perhaps a mistranscription, for C” (K.) and soji..., without 2. (TA)
*

*

> *

-

see #4.])

*::::
©-2

are termed

£942; as also "aé-2: (K, TA:)

*

ess” [pl. of 94; and, agreeably with
34, and #4.
logy, of…]:

ana

See

#4. - Also Hoar-frost, or
**
syn. *. (TA.)- See also $54.
: See

rime;

gender, it should by rule be without 5;] A female

K.) on the authority of IAgr (K.)
Cold and humid clouds in which is no

water: (As :) or cold and humid clouds which

the wind carries anay; as also " : and W 3.74:
(M:) or thin clouds in which is no water; (S,

K.) as also ":(K) and 'uss”. (LTA)
Jº-o: see what next precedes, in two places.
•

-

-

©

-

>\-2 : see its fem., with 3, voce 3-2. = Also,

(S, A, L. K.) and "3,4-, (§, L. K.) and "3,4,
(A,) An arrow that has passed, or of n:hich a part
has passed, through the animal at nihich it has
been shot; syn. 3%. (S, L, K:) or of which the

extremity only has passed through: when part of
the arrow has passed through, it is termed

isú 5

and when the whole has passed through,

&ls.

(A.) And

9% J: Arron's of which the ex

tremities have passed through the animals at
which they have been shot. (A.)

3:

More [and most] cold; or more [and

most] affected by cold: =and More [and most]
transpiercing. (Meyd, in explanations of provs.
commencing with this word. [See Freytag's

“Arab. Prov.” pp. 743-4])

#52 A

road, or nay; as also

*%-,

(TA,) is the making the first 89-2
[meaning hemistich] to rhyme [like the second];
(S, K.) (S;) [i. e.] the making the last foot of the first

which is the original, (TA) and #3 (S.)

animal, (M,) or a enve, (K,) injured, (M, K,)
and emaciated, (M,) by cold: pl. 3:54: (M,

©

l,

*% A long snoord: a dial. var. of b%. [q.v.].
(K.)

i:9-3 [app. a subst; for if it were an epithet,
having the meaning of a pass. part. n. of the fem.

3%

ă

#1,

hemistich like the last of the second [in rhyme]:
(TA:) derived from the 89- of the door-way.

[see the second of these three words:] Akh says
that the people of El-Hijáz make it fem., and (S, TA.)
•*
Temeem make it masc. (S and Mşb voce jö,
3. "&#9 as a:#U2, (S, Msb, TA,) inf n, of
q.v.)- £1, also written with L', is likewise
(Mgb, TA,) I
the former £4. and
[The name of] a bridge extended over the midst
endeavouring to
of Hell, (K, TA,) sharper than a sn'ord, and nrestled with him, each of us
him in
overcame
I
other,
[and
the
don’n
thron,
thinner than a hair, over which the creatures
***

J., & - - -

892,

nvill pass, the people of Paradise passing over it
nith their norks, some like the blinding lightning,
and some like the wind sent forth, and some like
coursers, and some running, and some nalking,
and some dragging themselves along; and a crier
will cry, from the loner parts of the empyrean,
“Loner your eyes until Fátimeh, the daughter
of Mohammad, (may God bless and save him, and
may God be nell pleased with her and her troo
sons,) pass over;” and the fire nill say to the
believer, “Pass thou over, O believer, for thy
light hath extinguished my flame;” and there
upon, the feet of the people of the fire will slip.
(TA.)
• 6 -

5 * 0.

b: and low-a.e.:

© • d -

&2,

&-

! He became lonly, humble, or
abased, and abashed, to him; as also

&as:

(Az, TS, TA:) or the lonered, humbled, or abased,
himself to him: one says, *

8:45 & ū and <!

! [I ceased not to loner, humble, or abase, myself
to him] J: J- [until he answered me, or

gave me his assent]. (Z, TA.)
6. 122,023 They wrestled, one with another,
endeavouring to thron don'n one another; and

[" beyla el signifies the same; or] "teria.el they
tno wrestled, each endeavouring to thron, donn
the other. (TA.)

7. P-aji IHe, or it, became thronin don'n, or
prostrated, on the ground]. (Occurring in the

&

<<,

5.4

see by-e.

&-

(S, O, Mgb, K)
aor. *, inf. n.
and
(S, O," K,) the former inf. n. of the
dial. of Temeem and the latter of Keys, (S, O,)
and & 4, which is also a n. of place, [and,
accord. to rule, of time also,] (S, O, K,) said of a
man, (S, Msb,) He thren him don'n, or pros
trated him, on the ground; (O, L., K, TA;)
namely, a man. (T, T.A.) And #4 is also
1.

doing so, or and I thren him donn.] (TA.)

K in art.

<i>)

8: see 6, in two places.

#2 an inf n of 1. (S, Mob, K.)—Also, [as
a subst., Epilepsy, or falling sickness: and some
times, app., ecstatic catalepsy; a sort of trance
into which a person falls:] a certain disease, (S,

O, Mgb, K,) well known, (S, O,) resembling
madness, or diabolical possession, (MSb,) accord.
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&
to the Ra-ees [Ibn-Seenà, whom we call “Avi shackle his legs in the morning so that he may will not attain: (TA:) a prov.: or, as some relate
cenna”], (TA,) preventing, but not completely, pasture [but not stray]: another reading is * it, "as: c. -, which means the good manner
the vital organs from performing their actions [his morning and evening]. (TA.) - One says of the single suffering of prostration. (K,"TA.
[or functions]; the cause of which is an obstruc also, 1.jë ex-> * i.e. oilja- [app, meaning It
[See also Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 623.])
tion that occurs in
-, * *

*+

J O -

* -

one or more of the venters

(c.,k) of the brain and in the ducts of the

~f [here meaning nerves] by which the
members are moved, [arising] from an abundant

is over against, or corresponding to, such a
thing]. (O, K.)

others; (§, o, K3) as also "&#2 and *ā-j<:

thick or viscous als- [or humour], whereby the

&”
&A44.

t”

See also

[by which is here meant, as in many other

6* * *

ae-> One who thron's down, or prostrates,

(S, K.) = And i, q. (K:) or one who thron's don'n, or prostrates,

an inf n. of 1.

(K.) See the latter in two places. = his antagonists much, or often; (TA;) and so

&4, former half - [Also

Either of

"&#2,

($,0) and "3-5-3, with damm and

or nervous fluid,] is tno opposite conditions in which one is or stands teshdeed, mentioned by Ks: (O:) or W &:
them in the natural &c. in respect of an affair or case..] One, says, signifies one who thron's don'n, or prostrates,
£i
the members become
though he be not well known for doing
5
ski
(3 +5.4% is a cºs 3 & vehemently,
(K, TA.) = Also A J's CŞ.
also "##3 and " &22, the latterlike:
as
so,
sort, or species: and a state, condition, or manner # * (#2 & II ought, or demanded, of [in measure, but this I think doubtful, probably
£
of being: syn. 34 and Üs: (S, K:) of a thing: such a one, an object of want, and then turned added from finding &: mistranscribed]: or
and likewise
and 8:4: anay, and I know not in nhich of the trvo oppo W &e, accord. to the T, one whose occupation,
(K:) and so *
instances, the vital spirit,
prevented from pervading
manner, and consequently
[spasmodically] contracted.
d

=

• *

* *

>

J.

d -

de • dad -

de •

-

-

&4

&e:

site conditions he was in respect of his affair, or
case]; i.e., his affair, or case, did not become whereby he is knonn, is the throning don'n, or
(K.) One says, 33 34 apparent, or clear, or known, to me. (S, O, K.”) prostrating, others [as a wrestler]. (TA.) It is
K) and [of pauc.]
said in a trad. that the Prophet asked, Whom do
c.6.2, meaning c:3, 55 [i. e. He, or it, has And a poet says,
•oe
>*
> d x*
d&e
reckon the ** among you? they said,
ye
two sorts, or species: or tro distinctive qualities

#4 :] pl. [of mult.]

(TA:) [see also

&: (S,

&#.

d =<

or properties]. (Ibn-'Abbād, Z, O, K.) And
Ö ed -

©J J &

*

Him whom men will not thron, donn: and he

*

said, He is not such, but is the nho governs

-

e-e

cº-> --> I left them changing from #e

**

S-622
<-->
le:
->>
t >~ -sky
* *
e -©
of
• *~*
C” te”! Ls” us' us.”

*

*

some

himself on the occasion of

anger: or, as
to state. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) And cols, 24-2)), [And I went, and bade not farenell to Leyla, relate it, t the forbearing on the occasion of anger,
meaning cit; [i. e. There are two ways of per and she knen, not in which of the two opposite (O, TA.")
forming 'the affair, either £f which may be conditions in respect of her affair, or case, I was
82.” One who wrestles much nith others,
going]; i.e., whether I went from her presence
chosen]. (TA.)- See also 8-2, in three places.
retaining attachment, or forsaking; (§, TA;) or, endeavouring to thron, them down : (T, K, TA:)
6

-

cö4 Two camels of n:hich one

comes to the as Z says, in a condition of success or of disap
6 d -

water when the other returns from it, by reason pointment. (TA) - See also 89-, in the middle
of their [the camels'] multitude. (S, O, K.) - of the paragraph. - Also A like; a similar
And [hence, perhaps,] clé." signifies The
night and the day; (K 3) [and] so 'c' all,
with kesr, like c' : (TA in art. -> :) or
the forenoon and the afternoon; from the first
part of day to midday and from midday to sun
: (S, O, K:)
set; each of these being termed
or the morning, between daybreak and sunrise,

&4

y >

pl. 8, 2. (K.)

&*

. q. W 8.3% [meaning Thronin don'n,

© d -

person or thing; and so

6

says, c'è" (# ($,0) and "cts: (0) They
tno are likes: (S, O:) and so
J. J. & e.

• ?

J., &

L#4.

(O, K.) One or prostrated, on the ground]: pl.

'83-2.

ce,

&c. (S.)

-

-

(O,

is d -

K.)-[And i, q " £5, a meaning (as the latter
is expl. in the Mgb) Affected with the disease
6

© d -

termed

*

> *

82-, 1. v.] – And [i. q. " 82- mean

And ag-e ja and "as-> This is the like of him,
ing] Affected with diabolical possession, or mad
#- or it: and so as-à and asy-à, &c. (IAar, T.A.)
ness. (TA) - One says also, U-UQ) &2-> *
- And A strand of a rope: (O, K:) and so
-

d 6

J. J. &

J. J. C.

6

*

,

e

6

*

*

and the evening, between sunset and nightfall; as &#: (O:) pl. 82- (O, K) and ex-> (O.)

! [He passed the night prostrated by the influence

c); asl; (S and Kinexplanation of c)3.9 ;)
and some assert that it is formed by transposition

of the wine-cup]. (TA)- And #3 &

also

2- 0 -

• of.

*

! I saw their tre: cut down
ae)--> A single act of throning don'n, or pros J% and W
trating, on the ground; or a single suffering of [and laid prostrate]. (TA.) And &g-> →
(TA:) or the two extremities of
prostration. (K, TA.) See also as-2. - And ! A plant, or plants, or herbage, growing upon

&#241;
the day. (A, TA) And one says, J&4 & A state, or condition: (O, K:) so in the saying, the surface of the earth, not erect. (TA.) And
.# I came to him in the morning and evening; as:- Jás es' Ala#3% [He does it in every &#3 & # 14 branch falling down to the
or between daybreak and sunrise and betneen state, or condition]: (O:) [see also & 4 :] or, ground:
(TA:) or a branch broken donn and
sunset and nightfall. (S, O, K.) And &- # accord. to the “Mufradát” [of Er-Răghib], the fallen to the ground: (Mgb:) and [in like man
3: I met him at the two extremities of the day. state, or condition, of him who is thronin don'n, ner] one says " £2: c-as; and 2, a is said
from

6 ed

d =

(A, TA.)

>
-

*g.

*

.#

* ...

o o

J

-> *

to occur in a verse of Lebeed as pl. of the latter
the reg. pl. of which is &Jua', but in that
word,
is: One who is often thronin don'n, or pros
verse some read " 34: [which has a similar
trated, by men. (K.)

or prostrated. (TA.)

Dhu-r-Rummeh says,
• *

6

."

*

&bs cle 2: & J.'"

*

*

3:#, Ji i-3 c.4%

*

6- ©

àe-2 A mode, or manner, of throning don'n,

meaning. (TA. See EM p. 157])—& 4

of being thronn down, or also signifies + Slain: from the same word, as
yearning tonards his place of abode, which an or prostrating; or
applied to a branch and expl. above: pl. Jó4.
evening and a morning, in evening a binding of prostrated: (§, K, TA:) a word similar to as, (Mgb.) - And t A trig, or rod, drooping, or
the fore shank to the arm and in the morning and i-le. (S.) Hence, (K,) one says, is: hanging don'n, to the ground, falling upon it,
a shackling of the legs, turn [or keep] anay as: c- 3-#. 91.9 [The bad manner but with its base upon the tree, so that it remains
from a settled abiding-place: or, as Aboo-'Alee
f holding fast upon one's beast is better than the falling in the shade, the sun not reaching it, and
relates it, i-35, [as a partial substitute for
good manner of being thronn don'n, or pros therefore becomes more soft, or supple, than the
cö4,] meaning, an evening, when there is a trated]: (S, K:) i.e., when one holds fast, though branch [from which it depends], and more sneet
binding of the fore shank to the arm, and a he ride not well, it is better than one's being in odour; and it is used for rubbing and cleaning
morning, when there is a shackling of the legs; thrown down, or prostrated, in a manner that the teeth [i.e. \st- are made of it]: pl. ë'
for they bind the camel's fore shank to his arm does not hurt him; because he who holds fast (K, TA: [the Pl, is thus in the L; but in some
in the evening when he is lying down, and they sometimes overtakes, but he who is thrown down copies of the K 8." :]) or, accord. to the T, the
meaning As though I were one, i.e. a camel,

[Book I.

©- - - c'> meaning “the two

made distinct [app. by their being turned in dif
ferent directions, from the house, or piece of land,
sing. signifies a trig, or rod, that falls from the
in question, to the possessions of different pro
tree called Au: [q.v.]; and the pl. is &: the extremities of the day.” (TA.)
ex- : see &2-3, in four places; where it is prietors, there is no right of pre-emption]: (TA:)
former pl. occurs in a trad., in which it is said
that the Prophet was pleased to rub and clean his stated that &34. is said to occur as a pl. thereof; the inf. n. of the verb in this case is -#4. (TA.)

1680

of the word is from

6

-

d -

834.

6

—You say also, Júl << I expended the pro
(TA.) - Also t A bon from
the reg. pl. being 244.
ty; (Mgb;) [and so W £-; for] -#45,
per
which nothing has been pared off : or of which
tles
her,
ea
One
who
wres
with
anot
end
d
d
n
;
the noo has drie upo the tree (S, O, K,

teeth with

&

&3.4%

(M) or *-* (0):"J,(M,o,

vouring to thron him donn; as also V

TA) or this [latter] is only called -i, 2. (TA)

'c'-- (* i. e.
- And t A whip, in like manner, (S, ô, K, TA,)
tlin
from which nothing has been pared off. (TA.) wres g together, each
say,

*:

you

K,”) means the expending of money [in the pur

They are two persons chase of articles of merchandise]. (M, O, K.")
endeavouring to thron, – Andžāl <54 I embellished the speech

* * * *

donon the other. (K,”TA.)
= See also as-2.
#52 The quality of throning down, or pros
*-ā->
s
ifie
-:
sign
The
turning, or sending, or
ly.
ing,
ment
.)
trat
vehe
(TA
putting, a thing anay, or bach, from its way, or

[app. by distorting it, or otherwise altering it];
and W 45% has a similar, but intensive, meaning:

-

8%.
*

See

*

#4.
6* * *

of discourse, or speech, (A’obeyd, S, M, O, K.)
by adding in it, (A’Obeyd, S,) or and adding in

course; the causing it to turn anay, or back;

(M, O, K5) and in like manner ASSI -#4 :
therefron; the averting it, or repelling it there it;
(K: [of which see another explanation WOce

-

&4-2 : see ae-2, in four places.
2* * *

(Mab3) or <---" -#4 means the embellishing

from: (M:) or the shifting a thing from one
state, or condition, to another; (Bd in vi. 105;)

.

6- 3 +
.2 : see ào)-2, in two places.
âc)
(£4. act, part. n. of 1: pl. &*

and so

"-###1.

-#4 :])

and is [said to be] from -: in pieces

(TA) You say, 4-3, (M, of money, meaning “the superiority of one over

*ś

r *, 3-4-2, (Mil, TA) i.e.: 34,
K)o
(TA in art. 4-5,) aor. -, (M, Mgb, K.) inf n.

another in value.” (O, K.) -#4 [as
though meaning
4: -#4]: see 8-(See

don'n, or prostrate, those neith n'hom they wrestle. –54, (M, Msb) He turned, sent, or put, him, or
it, anay, or back, &c., (M, K,) from his, or its,

also #3, below.] = <\; -#4, (M. O. K.)
inf n. J., (M, TA) He did not mir the

Hence,]

and #4.

#4X; A people, or party, who thron,

*

(TA.)

way, or course. (M.) And &= 4: " -,L beverage, or wine; (M, O, K, TA;) as also
©- A place [and accord. to rule a time
Jill, meaning * (#4 [He turned himself **.*, and * *-el; the last mentioned by Th.
also] of throning don'n, or prostrating, on the anay, or back, from the thing]. (M.) And (M, TA.) And 3:1 -#4, (K, TA) aor. 2,
ground: (S, O, K:) [pl. 85-.] - [And t.A
J. J:" +% [I turned the man anay, or inf n. -#4, (TA,) [or perhaps this should be
place of slaughter: for] 2% &Jua signifies the bach, or I averted him, or repelled him, from me]. -, *, as in the next preceding sentence,] He
© • d >

places of slaughter of the people, or party. (TA.)

($) And 3.3" -$4 He dismissed the boys,

drank the wine unmixed; (K, TA ;) [and.so

= Also an inf n. of 1 (q.v.] (S, O, K.)

or sent them anay, syn. X:ii, (S, K,) from the

"3%; for £1 -##, (§,0) or -á, -5,

school: (K:) or

&#42; see &:
&: pass part. n. of 2, q.v.].

&: << I le: the

boy go

*"

es', (K,) signifies the drinking of wine

his way; and in like manner, *S1 the hired unmixed. (S, O, K. [Freytag has erroneously
One says, man. (Mb) And us;91 & # 3-[May expl. -#3 as meaning simply He drank wine.])

by slain persons God avert from thee harm]. (S.) And " -5, lael =#| <$4, (§, O, K.) aor. 2, (S, O.) infn.
thronin don'n, or prostrated, on the ground]: *: (K in art. 2A- and L.A.) [meaning 4% -i, 2, (S, M, O, K.) The sheave of the pulley
with teshdeed because relating to many objects. i. e.] He turned anay his face. (TK in that art.) caused a sound to be heard on the occasion of the
X's." # -#4, in the Kur[ix. 128], means God drancing of nater : (S, M," O, K:) and the -**
(S.) - See also &24, in two places.

3:44 J: &: [I passed

hath made them to err in requital of that which of the door, and of the tush of the camel, is like
they have done: (M, TA:) or God hath turned that of the sheave of the pulley; (S, O';) [i. e.]
ing of a folding door]: (MA," Msh, KL:*) either them anay, or may God turn them anay, from the -** of the door, (M, K,) and of the writing

89.4: Either half [i.e. leaf] of a door [mean

one of what are termed the quel,-ae of a door or
door-way: (S, Msb:)

* **

means

two

meeting together, the place
of entrance thereof being in the middle of them
[i.e. between them]: (T, O, K, TA:) [and in like
doors that are set up,

manner,

*- ū- (occurring in the $ in art.

-á-) means the two separate halves, that hang

belief. (BA) And JG 3 -,+, in the Kur
[vii. 143], means [in like manner] I will requite
by causing to err from the direction ofmy signs.
(O, TA.) [And one says also, jë us' 4-2. He
turned him (i. e. another man, or the like, as in
the Kur xlvi. 28), or it (for ex, his mind or inten
tion), to such a thing.] - [Hence,] ă. Sl -#2,

side by side, so as to meet together, of a curtain; (TA) inf. n. -5,-2, (O,) He declined, or inflected,
like the two leaves of a folding-door:] and the the word [i. e. the noun] with tenneen. (O, TA.)
5: of a door [or curtain] is also called its See also 2. - [Hence, also,] -: means The
exchanging, or giving in exchange, gold for silver
W
(TA:) the pl. of
is £44. [and the reverse]: because it is turned (-54)
(M.A.) - Hence, the
in poetry; (S;) thereby from one metal to another. (M.) You
+A hemistich : (MA, KL:) [this is the general say >5: -#3 He exchanged, or gave in
meaning: in a more restricted sense,] 96%: in exchange, the dirhems for [other] hems
dir
or for

&:

3,4&:

poetry means a single verse [i. e. a pair of he

reed (M, Msb) and the like, (M,) is a creaking, or
grating; (M, Msb," K;) and so that of the tush

of the camel: (K: L-3' * in the CK is a
mistake for exall
#) one says of a man, and

*
camel, *:: -#4, (M, TA) and 40 -%,

of a
(TA,) aor. 2, inf. n. -ā- e, He grated his canine
tooth [against its opposité so as to cause a sound

to be heard: (M, TA:) the -ie- of the stallion
camel is [indicative of] his threatening: (M1)
or that of the canine tooth of the she-camel de

notes her weariness; and that of the canine tooth

of the he-camel, his lust: (IKh, TA:) or the
wā'94 of the stallion is from briskness, liveliness,
or sprightliness; and that of the female, from

fatigue. (As, TA) [But] – 3:34, (IAar, $,

deenár (Mgh) And-->'', 43.1 & #2 I M, Q, K) ao: , (§, M, O.)int n -is: ($, M,

mistichs] having truo rhymes: (T, O,” K,” TA:)
hanged, or gave in exchange, the gold for dir O, K) and -#9-?, (Lth, Lh, IAar, S, M, O, K.)
[using it in the latter sense, i.e. as meaning a eac
verse of which the former hemistich rhymes with hems (Msbi) and #3", 26.3 [the dirhens said of a bitch, (S, O, K,) or of any female having
the latter, which is app. the primary signification,] for deendrs]. (S.) – it is said in a trad. respect a cloven hoof and of any having a claw, (Lh, M.,)
Aboo-Is-hák says, the 96%: are the two doors ing as: [or the right of pre-emption], <24 $! or of a ewe or she-goat and of bitch and of a cow,
(Lth, TA) or of any female animal of prey, but
of the ode, like the 3-5- of the house, or axi
***ll i, e. When the roads thereof are
Yi* Gyla
: ***, <
chamber, or tent: and he says that the derivation

1681
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mostly of a bitch, (IAar, TA,) signifies She lusted
for the male: (Lth, Lh, IAar,S, M, O, K.) and the

4.
5.

3:

Jāy-el: see 1, latter half.
10. £1 & #: (S, O, K) I begged
-ā- [quasi-pass. of 2: thus,] said of a God to avert from me the things, or events, that

epithet applied to such an animal is " -#4. (Lh, man's face, It turned about; or nas, or became, are objects of dislike or hatred. (O, K.)

turned about; syn. -ia. (Jel in ii. 139)—

IAar, S, M, O, K.)

-#3 [as an inf. n. :

see 1]. - Used as a subst.,

And It (a thing) was, or became, employed in
evil accidents, mishaps, or calamities, of
2. -á.*: [in its primary acceptation is like other [i. e. more] than one way; as though it The
or fortune; [thus expl. as having a pl. sig
time,
-: in the primary acceptation of the latter, were turned from one way to another way. (M) nification;] £3. -#4 meaning #53-, (S, M,
but generally relates to several objects, or is used -[Hence,] £5. & * 5x-ax, (K) or Us!" -:
in an intensive sense]: see 1, first sentence: it

O, K) and 4.3% ($, O, K) or #25-; (Mab3)

another; (Lth, O, K, TA;) and so of the torrents, discretion or free will, or as a free agent, in the
and of the horse, and of affairs, and of the verses disposal, or management, of the affair, or my
of the Kur-án; (Lth, TA;) the making of the affair; or he was, or became, employed to do so]:
winds to vary, or differ; and so of the clouds; (K:) or it is from -: as signifying ā-1;
(M;) the changing of the winds to south and (S, M, TA;) i. e. it means ! [he practised versa
north [&c.] and hot and cold [&c.]; (Jel in ii. tility, or] he used art or artifice or cunning, in
159, and xlv. 4;) or the making of the winds to be the affair, or in my affair; syn. Jú-l. (TA
south and north, and east and nest, and to be of [and in like manner Bd in xxv. 20: but the
various sorts in their kinds: (TA:) or -i.y: former meaning is the more common: see also
</39 signifies [the varying, or diversifying, of 8].) [It is also used as meaning simply He em
the verses of the Kur-án, by repeating them in ployed himself, or was employed, in the managing

fortune, or its shifting about; and to be an inf. n.
sometimes used as a simple subst, and therefore
having a pl., for] its pl. is -*. (M, Mgb.)

as #4, (S," O, K,) thus because it [i. e. time, or fortune,] turns things
signifies The turning of the winds (Lth, O, K, (S,) quasi-pass of
TA) from one state or condition, to another; (O, syn. with -i. [meaning He acted in nohatsoever from their way, or course: (M:) [but it seems
TA;) or from one direction, or course, or way, to way he pleased, according to his on n judgment or to be more properly rendered the shifting of

In the phrase usi; -#3 <--> 35, in a verse
of Sakhr-el-Ghei, [ISd says,] he has made it
fem. because of its dependance upon ess." [which

is fem.; as though the meaning were The af.
jlictions that are the consequence of the course
taken by her in her journey have exceeded the
bounds of moderation]: (M:) [or it is here made
fem. because having the signification of a broken
6

* j, e

o-

different forms; or] the making of the verses of of the affair, or my affair; because the manage pl., which is fem.:] or the meaning is, 3.x: 35
>3>- 9 -

the Kur-án distinct [in their meanings by repeat ment of affairs generally requires the practice of
ing and varying them, as expl. by many of the versatility, or the use of art or artifice or cunning.]
expositors in the instances occurring in vi. 46 and - [Hence also, said of a horse, He was exer about of her course .*that she has taken has become
far-extending; -5,-2 being thus used as an
65 and 105, and xlvi. 26]. (O, K.)- It signifies cised.]
make the inf. n.
n.; for the Arabs sometimes
inf
also The deriving one word from another [by
• - of
o- - of
a

• * *

* +4+i es: a* -#4 (i.e. the shifting.
-

-

7. 9-all, (S, M,0, K.) inf n. J'ai, (O)

modification of the form for the purpose of and -#4: is also

sometimes an inf. n. thereof as

modifying the meaning; including what we term

•

-

• Jo

e

fem, saying <!-- Us:-->! as well as Leas-3'
<\º-3; (see EM p. 157;) and this I think the

well as a n. of place, (S,) quasi-pass. of 42, (S,
the declining of nouns (like -#4) and the con
most preferable explanation]. (Skr in his Expos.
M,) said of a thing, (M,) or of a man; (S;) as
jugating of verbs]. (O, K.) [The science of such signifying It [or he] turned, or nent, anay, of the Poems of the Hudhalees, p. 14 of the vol.
(S,
*-ā29: in language is commonly termed Xie or back, from its [or his] nay, or course; or nas, edited by Kosegarten.) - Also Repentance.
a phrase below, in which
[See
K.)
Msb,
O,
M,
W -##". - In relation to property, or money, or became, turned, or sent, or put, anay, or back,
this and other meanings are assigned to it.] -

see 1, near the middle of the paragraph. - And in therefrom; or averted, or repelled, therefrom : And t Art, artifice, or cunning. (Yoo, S, M, O,
from one state, or condition, to
relation to speech, see 1, near the middle of the (M.:) [or shifted
K, TA.) Hence, in the Kur [xxv. 20], U.5
first sentence:)] or i, q. Jāśl,
1,
(see
another:
(M,)
-5-2,
One
‘...."
also,
says
paragraph. so in the copies of the K; but [this is an inade 5: 53 (#4 &: ! [And they are not able
inf n. as above, (TA,) meaning He employed the

explanation;] the right [or better] explana
thing in other [i. e. more] than one way; as quate
. $4.2°. r.
.
way
way.
to
a'er
one
it
from
though he turned
tion is tašl [i.e. he, or it, reverted, or returned;
(M, TA)- And [hence,] '9" (# as-2, (K.) or nas, or became, turned anay or back]; agree
-

Or

s:

L3, speaking of a man,

(S, O,) i. q.

£5 [meaning I employed him to act in whatso
ever way he pleased, according to his on n judg
ment or discretion or free will, or I made him a

free agent, in the disposal, or management, of the
affair, or my affair : or t I made him, or em
ployed him, to practise versatility, or to use art
or artifice or cunning, in the affair, or in my

affair; for the quasi-pass., –94,

is said to be

to put in practice art or artifice or cunning, nor
aid]: (S, TA:) or this means and they are not

able to avert, or repel, from themselves punish
ment, (O, K, TA,) nor to aid themselves. (O,

ably with what is said in the O. (TA) ,3,413

TA.)- And Excellence, or superiority, of a
dirhem, (S, M, Mgh, O, Mgb, K,) and of a deenár,
(M.) over another, (S, M., &c.,) in goodness, (S,
Mgh, Mgb,) or in value; (M, Mgh, O, K;) as
in the saying, -#4 9:30 &: [Between the
tno dirhems is a difference of excellence], because
stream; or the like; for he explains it as meaning of the [superior] goodness of the silver of one of
“manavit:” but for this he names no authority. them: (S:) and in like manner, of speech; (O,
- Said of a noun, it means It n'as inflected, or
K;) as in the saying 25&l -#3 -3% S &%
declined, with tenn'een.]
Such a one knows not the excellence of speech over

in the Kur [ix. 128] means Then they return, or
go back, from the place in which they have lis
tened: or then they turn anay from doing aught
of that which they have heard. (M.)- [Accord.
to Golius, it signifies also It ran in a small

-> as signifying ā-1, and is expl. as 8. -5, lack t He sought, sought after, or sought
other speech: (O:) and [in like manner] one says,
syn. with Jú-l: but the former meaning is the to gain, sustenance or the like, (M, TA,) and used
There is, or pertains, to this,
more common; and it is also used as meaning art or artifice or cunning [in so doing]; (M;) -#4 & Lie &
from

an excess, and an excellence, over this; for when
simply I employed him in the managing of the 'for his family, or household; (M, TA;) as also one is judged to excel, it, or he, is turned aside
-#4 [as though from its, or his, likes, or fellows. (O, K.”)
affair, or my affair]. (K.)-[Hence also, -ā * -#4, aor.d : 2; you say,
->
eacercised
hore.]=2#.
the
J% JHe
meaning aMe') *: -5,-] and -,1-1 (M.) or And The night; and the day: (K:) [because of
he used art or artifice or cunning (-54) in the their interchanging:] c5-all signifies the night
half
and £1 -ā- see 1, latter
seeking of gain: (O, K, TA:) or [meaning thus] and the day; (S, O, K;) as also V 96.3" ; (K;)
3: see 1, third sentence.- The inf n. asyl-alo you say, -8. * U. Syla-el. ($)=It is the latter accord. to Ibn-'Abbād; (O;) like
signifies also t The dealing, or buying and selling, also trans.: you say, ** Jyla-cl: see 1, first 94'', with kesr also [as well as with fet-h].
with any one -#4 [app. meaning with art or
quarter - And ** Jyla el He procured the (TA)- In the saying ($, M, O, Mgb) of the
artifice or cunning, or it may perhaps mean in dirhems in exchange jor [other] dirhems or for Arabs,
(O, Mgb,) in a
of the
53 -54
J%Prophet,
trad.,or(K.)
certain (M.)
the exchanging of money: see &#4]. (K.L.)
J# 5
deenars. (Mgh.)

*}

6 **

-

/

*

Bk. I.
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shall be accepted from rose aurorally, in Central Arabia, about the [q v.]: (K:) AHn says, En-Nowshajánee told

him], ($, M, O, Mgb, ) by -5.3 is meant
repentance; (S, M, O, Msb, K;) and by J%,

commencement of the era of the Flight, on the
8th of Sept., O. S.; and set aurorally on the

me that the at:-3 is [called] £1 in El
Hijāz, and in like manner its palm-tree. (O.)

ransom : (M, Msb, K:) or by the former, art, or 9th of March :] Ibn-Kunáseh says, (M.) it is

because of the turning away of the *: J=#3 -:U × <>,
of their proverbs [expl. in art.
cold (S, M, O, K) from the heat, (M,) and the
O, K.)
coming of the heat, (S, O,) accord. to the [O and]
called

artifice, or cunning; (Yoo, S, M, O, K;) and by
the latter, ransom : (M:) or by the former,
acquisition of gain; and by the latter, ransom:
(K:) or by the former, a supererogatory act;
(A’Obeyd, M, O, K;) and by the latter, an obli
gatory act: (A’Obeyd, M, K:) or vice versa:
(K:) or by the former, weight; and by the latter,
measure: (M, O, K:) or by the former, deviation;
and by the latter, a right, or direct, course:

# all

#4 is one
&l.

(AHn,

3 - -

K at its rising, but [as] IB says, correctly be

U.5-2. A camel of a certain excellent sort; (M,

cause of the turning away of the heat [at its O, K;) a rel. n. : (O, K:) or it is correctly with
3 - rising], and the coming of the cold: (TA:) [i.e.,

correctly,] it is thus called because of the turning 2: (O, K;) i. e. (.3-> [q.v.]: (O:) some say

away of the cold at its setting in the early morn that it is with 3; and this is the right. (M.)
ings, and the turning away of the heat at its
* * *
J2-2. A she-camel that makes a grating, or
rising
from
beneath
the
rays
of
the
sun
in
the
(IAar, M.) or by the former, as -#4% us [app.
creaking, sound with her tushes, or canine teeth.
meaning an evasive artifice]; and by the latter, early mornings: (Kzw in his Descr. of Leo:)
(S, O, K.)
a like: (Th, M.:) or by the former, value, or when it rises before the dawn, that is the be
-i.22 inf n, of 1 in the senses expl. in the
price; and by the latter, a like; the saying ginning of autumn; and when it sets with the
originally relating to the bloodwit (#30): One rising of the dawn, that is the beginning of spring. last sentence but one of the first paragraph [q. v.].

$3: $3

(M.) [Hence, #1 is [called] es: #3, #4, (S, M., &c.) = See also -i-. — Applied to
}:, (Ibn 'Abbād, O, K) or # Us: 1,431 A: milk, (S, M, O, K.) Just milked; (K;) brought

0.4 × b:#3, i. e.

They did
not accept from them a bloodwit, nor did they
slay one man for him, of their people, who had
been slain; but they required from them more
than that; for the Arabs used [often] to slay two
men, and three, for one man; when they slew a
man for a man, that was J." with them; and
when they took a bloodwit, having turned from
the blood to another thing, that was -52, i. e.
says,

4: [The dog-tooth of time, or fortune, which it anay from the udder while hot, (S, M, O,) when
shon's smiling]: for when ää)-all rises, [a mistake milled. ($, O.)—Also Dry -ā- [or palm
for “sets, aurorally,”] the blossoms come forth branches]: n, un, with 3: (AHn, M:) [i. e.]
signifies a dry aix. (K.) And AHn
and the herbage attains its full height: (M and W

#2

K in art.”) in the T it is said that &#1 is
called by the Arabs, 31 A (the dog-tooth of

says, (M, O,) in one place, (M,) -#" signifies,
(M, O, K,) as some assert, (O,) What has be

&#1;

*

time, or fortune,] ...; j-" &#3
c=# #5 come dry, of trees; (M, O, K;) like
the value, or price, was –54; then the saying £-l [i.e. because it smiles revealing (the
(M;) called in Pers. •++, (so in copies of
was applied in relation to anything, so as to be
advent of) the cold and (that of) the heat, in its the K, in the CK -2,++, and in the O
proverbially used in the case of him who was to
render more than was incumbent on him: it has two states (of auroral rising and setting)]. (TA.) U-3-3-1, [all app. mistranscriptions, for I find
also been said that by -ā- is meant [in the = à5)-e also signifies A certain kind of bead nothing like them in Pers. except partially, i. e.
saying cited above] something additional, or in (#): (Lh, S, M, O, K;) mentioned among U#94- meaning “dry,” like *]) and also
those by means of which men are captivated, or called [in Arabic] ääll [the tree that has become
excess; but this is nought. (M.)
fascinated, or restrained by women from other dry]. (O.) [See also
with the unpointed
-> : see its dual in the next preceding para nomen; (S, O, K;*) or by means of n:hich men J2.] = Also Silver: so in a verse cited voce
graph, near the middle. = Also Pure, unmired, are conciliated, so as to be turned thereby from
&! (page 107, third col.): (ISk, S, O:) or pure
or free from admixture; (S, M, Mgh, O, Msb, their nays of acting or conduct or the like. (Lh,
silver.
(K.)= See also the next paragraph.
M.)=And A bow having upon it a black mark or
6- o •

&24,

K;) applied to wine, (S, M, O, Mgb, K.) or
#.7-3. see the next preceding paragraph =
beverage, as meaning unmixed, (S, M, O, Msb,) spot (#5- ists), the arron's of n:hich, nhen they
and so W -*. (O, K,) and to other things, are shot, nill not hit the object of aim. (O, K.)
•* * ~ *
Also A thin, round cake of bread; syn. āşş, pl.
(K) to blood, and to phlegm, (TA,) and to any = And one says, #4 35U.]] <!-, meaning I –54 and -> and [coll, gen, n.]" -*. (K.)
J.

thing (M, Msb) as meaning free from turbid milhed the she-camel in the early morning, be
foulnesses: (Mgh," Msb:) and 7 -i.* likewise trueen dann and sunrise, and then left her until
signifies anything having in it no admixture. the like time of the morron. (O, K.”)
place, (S, O,) i. e. a town, (O,) in El-'Irák, (S,
(TA.)= And A certain dye, (Msb,) a red dye,
O,) in the Sawád of El-'Irāk near ’Okbarā; (O,
(S, O, K,) with which the thongs, or straps, of
TA;) not, as it is implied in the K, from another

* 3: Wine of 3,4,2, (S, o, K) a

&: Death, (M.K.) a name of death.

sandals are dyed, (S, O,) or with which the hide (IAar, O.)= And 3%-3 signifies Lead; syn. of the same name in Wásit: (TA:) or, as some
à 32 " . ~ *
• *

is dyed: (Msb:) or a certain red thing with
Ju% ($, Mob, K.) or Jeff J-3, [q v.]: say, wine just taken from the 33
which the hide is tanned (
[perhaps a mis (M:) and (K) accord. to Ibn-'Abbād, (O,) [as one says] -ā22-2 U.J. (O, K.)
transcription for
(So in a copy of the M.) copper; syn. J.-. (O, K.) = And A sort of
6 & 3 - -

[or jar]; like

&:

£).

dates; (S, M, O, Msb;) a heavy sort of dates:
# all One of the Mansions of the Moon; [the (K:) n. un, with 3: (M:) AHn says, (M, O,) on
Twelfth Mansion;] a single very bright star, the authority of certain of the Arabs, (0,) that
[8 of Leo,] (S, O, K, and Kzw in his Descr. the āş-3 is a red date, like the £, (M, O,

6

•

−39-2 : see J.5×-2 := and see also -#21.2.
6 *

v-à:4-2 : see the next paragraph.

of the Mansions of the Moon,) by which are some
-#4 [act, part. n. of 1: as such having, among
small evanescent stars; (Kzw;) over against, Msb,) but (M, O) hard to be chened, (M, O, K,) other meanings, the meaning of Grating, or
(M, O,) and the heaviest of all dates: (M,
creaking; or making a grating, or creaking,
(#, so in my copies of the S,) or following, tough,
O, Msb:) persons having households and slaves
sound:
and so V -#4, but properly in an inten
(o, K and KZw ubi supra) #15 ($, O, K, and hired men provide it, because of its satisfying
sive
sense;
for] the dual of -#3 is used by the
Kzw;) [i. e.] it is a single star behind the cliff quality, (O, K, [but for ū- in the O, referring

of the Lion; (M3) it is on the hinder part of the to the n, un, and 3% in copies of the K, and
tail (~33) of the Lion; [wherefore it is called
U-35s in the CK, I read Új-, which is evi
by our astronomers Deneb;] and is also called the

poet Aboo-Khirásh as meaning tryo thongs of a
sandal that make a creaking sound: (M:) [and

W -:- likewise means making a creaking sound
with
the teeth: so accord. to Freytag, from Je
-á, which means the sheath of the penis, of the dently the right reading, and agrees with what
Lion : (Kzw in his Descr. of Leo: [in the S and here follows,]) and its standing in great stead: reer.] One says, #4 ** es: ū, meaning
O, erroneously, “the -is of the Lion:”]) [it, (O, K:) or it is the [sort of dates called] J.-: He has not in his mouth a canine tooth [lit. a
|

o

• O

=
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-3-2-A->

•- 3
grater or creaker; for asyle ū- a tooth that | free n ill in the disposal, or management, of an or vigorous and effective, (M, K, TA)
courageous. (S, M, K, T.A.)
makes a grating, or creaking, sound]. (M.) = affair.]

See also 1, last sentence.

and

2. 43- [He cut it; cut it through; or cut it
-5'-a-2 is a n, of place, [meaning A place of
off, or severed it; namely, a number of things
turning anay or back, like -5,-ao,] as well as an considered collectively; or a single thing much,
4- - 22

6

āşus : pl. -#32; see -i,043, below.
6- 6 -

..

-

o –

inf n. [of 7]. (S.)

or in several places]: (M:) UL.-Ji-o-º/-aj signifies
->< and -, *: denote the two different (#1-# [i. e. the severing of the rope.]: the verb
3 - affairs; ($, M, O, K5) as also 'Us,'...e.; (§, O, sorts of nouns, (0, K,) meaning, respectively, being with teshdeed to denote muchness [of the
K;) which latter is applied by the poet Suweyd [like * -is: and -** #] Inflected, or action], or multiplicity [of the objects]. (S,
TA) [Hence, #91-2-3 The cutting off of
Ibn-Abee-Káhil El-Yeshkuree [in the like sense]

-5,-2 One who practices art or artifice or
cunning, in the disposal, or management, of

declined, with tenneen, and not so inflected or

the teats of camels: a

declined. (O, T.A.)

TA.]

as an epithet to a tongue, in his saying,
g

•

5

- 0 -

. *

~

*

phrase
**

3 *

£5

*

o&

*

•

*

~ 3 -:Lau-ā-

*

* *

3. *, *, (MA) inf n. *-*., (KL, TA)

-A)-d

*

mentioned in the

-

+ He effected a disunion with him : (MA:) or

*** *

1. a 2-2, (S, M.Mgh, Msb, K.) aor. 2,

(M,

he cut him off from himself, being in like manner
[And a cunning, sharp tongue, like the edge of the Msb, K,) inf. n. L2).2 ($, M, Msb, K) and Ley-2,
cut off by him : (KL:) or he cut him off from
sncord, what it touches it cuts]. ($, O.) – See
(M,
K,)
or
the
latter
is
a
simple
subst.,
(M,
friendly, or loving, communion or intercourse,
also what next follows.

&: i. q

" -#4, (S, M, O, Mgb) or -#3
>%, (K) and so '-3:2, (M, Msh, K) i. e.
-

Msb) He cut it, syn. Asas, (S, M, Mgh, Msb) being so cut off by him : forsook him, or aban
in any manner: [i. e. it signifies also he cut it doned him, being forsaken, or abandoned, by him :

through; or he cut it off, or severed it; for thus cut him, i.e. ceased to speak to him, being in like
the meaning of 4xas is generally explained:] manner cut by him : for #4. signifies #: @"
A money-changer; (M, Msb, TA;) except that (M:) or it signifies [only] he cut it (4xas) SO als
-#3 has an intensive signification [app. as

and 2881 &ks. (TA)

meaning a skilful money-changer, and hence it is to separate it: (M, K:) namely, a thing, (S,) such
4. J: Le, el The palm-trees attained, or nere
and a raceme of dates. (TA.) One
often used in the present day as meaning a banker]: as a rope,
* ** * * ~ *
near, to the time, or season, for the cutting off
(Msb:) all are applied to him who knon's and says, ass! ~~)-2 i. 1. << [i. e. His ear was of their fruit. (S, M, Msb, K, T.A.).- And
distinguishes the relative excellence, or superiority,

of pieces of money : (Mgh:) these

cut off, entirely]. (TA) And J:1-34, (S,
prelations M, MSb, K.) and 3:1, (M,K) and &#1,
aOr,

are from

#44), (S, O,) or from -###", (M.)

or from

-#4

[hence perhaps,]_^)-ol said of a man, (S, K, TA,)
>''<!, (TA,) + He was, or became, poor,

inf n.

as above, inf. n. X4, (M,) He cut off the fruit, (S, K,) having a numerous family, or household:
meaning “excellence,” or “supe or produce, of the palm-trees, (S, M, Msb," K,) (K:) or in a evil condition, though having in
riority,” of one dirhem [or deenár] over another, and the trees, (M, K,) and the corn, or the like; him intelligence (~13): [it is said that] the
(Mgh, and Msb on the authority of IF in relation (M;) as also '42"-21. ($, M, K.)—[Hence,] original meaning is he had a *%-, i. e. portion,
to the first,) because such as excels, or is superior, a 2-2, (S, M, MA, K,) [aor. as above,] inf. n.
of property remaining to him. (TA)
is turned aside from the deficient: (Mgh:) the
X2 ($, MA) or 24, (M, MA) or the latter
5. > quasi-pass. of << , (M;) i. q.
is a simple subst., (S,) + He cut him (i.e. another
-:20.3, this last occurring in poetry, (S, M, O, man); meaning he ceased to speak to him, or to [i. e. It became cut; cut through; or cut off, or
K,) by poetic license, for the sake of the measure. associate nith him; he cut him off from friendly, severed; said of number of things considered
or loving, communion or intercourse; forsook him, collectively; or of a single thing as meaning it be
(S, O.) – See also -37-2.
or abandoned him; syn. 44%. &#; (S, M, K;) came cut, &c., much, or in many places, or into
**
2.9 -#43 [and #34 pl. of "#4] The and 3-#: (A and Mgh and K in art. 's-à ) or many pieces]. (S, K.) - See also 7, in three
varieties, or vicissitudes, of affairs or events. he cut himself off, or separated himself, from places. = Also t He affected hardiness, strength,
(M, T.A.)
him, namely, his friend; he cut off [or neithdren.] sturdiness, and endurance, or patience; or con
his friendship from Mim. (MA).[see an ex. in strained himself to behave nith hardiness, &c.
(S, K.)
A place of turning anay or back: [see
a verse cited voce -el.] And al-23-2-2, aor, as
also -:4::1 hence, in the Kur [xviii. 51], 3. above, inf. n. X- andX4, + [He cut, or severed,
J e >

*

&lai,

pl. is #2 (§, M, O, K) and -#4 (M) and
5 eo e

J

e •

*J

e

*

*

...

•

-, *

6. 12-olaj + They cut, forsook, or abandoned,

0.4% (* b4+, (TA,) meaning [And they shall

his bond of union,] as indicative of resemblance
not find] a place to n'hich to turn anay, or back, [to the act of cutting, or. #vering, properly thus
from it: (Bd, Jel:) or, a turning anay, or back, termed]. (M.) –And ow-el-2-2 t|He decided his
affair]. (O voce (ex-3, q.v. [See also Ajla, and
from it: (Bd.) pl. -#43. (TA)
i:24.]) E34 is also intrans., as syn, with

one another; (MA;) they separated themselves,
one from another; (KL, in which only the inf. n.
is mentioned;) they severed the bond of union, or
communion, that was betnceen them; disunited, or
dissociated, themselves, one from another; syn.

e-52)-a [pass. part. n. of 1:49 see its verb: –
1,433. (S, MA, in the former of which only
><!, q; v. (M, K.) And [hence] one says, the
inf n, is mentioned.) .
and] see -5,-a-3: =see also -3-2.
6

- d ...,

24, 331-33; i.e. +[Worldly good departed)
25 - 23

6 *ze

by becoming cut off, or by ceasing, and coming to 7. Ay-ail It became cut; cut through; or cut
scope, or room, for free action]. (A, voce --> an end. (TA.) - One says also, 5: 03:44, off, or severed; (S, M, K, TA;) quasi-pass. of
[q.v.]; and so in the Fáik.)
meaning t He stopped, stayed, or tarried, mith <<; (M, TA;) said of a rope [&c.]; and so
*-āj-a-- i. q.

Jáš.

[as meaning Place, or
6 o' --

-

us a month: (K, TA:) mentioned by El-Mufad
is an epithet applied to a verb [as dal, on the authority of his father. (TA.) = "34. (M, K, TA)—[Hence] --G132-2-all
[or J-Ul c. *]+ He separated himself from man
meaning That is perfectly inflected], opposed to –2-2, (MSb,) [aor. *,] inf n. Aley-2 and a 25-2, kind; said of the wolf and of the crow [&c.].
[q. v.]. (TA, voce 35.) —[-#4% -3% (M,) It (a sword) was, or became, sharp, (M,
(ISk, S, M.) And J:1-2-alt The night went
* or
.
.
and -5,-2: 2: &#12 signify the same, respec Msb,) and did not bend. (M.)- And [hence,] anay, or departed; as also "> as: (Msb:) and
* 2° 22 ** f.
* ex
3.4 inf n. #4, said of a man, (S, M, Msb,
6
* * >
•

-#4:

•J

d

•

6 * * *

6 *

j,

,

6*

*

w • * *

•

***

2 *

w.e. e. f

it de

tively, as U.S." -5.9 and c'. 2: -3)]; ; see
*

•

• *

d

•

*

K, TA,) as being likened to a sword, (TA,) t He

#1-2-all t The winter ended, and " -j-as

art. Ú$2. --#4% Ue=>5 means A factor, an was, or became, courageous; (Msb;) or hardy, #1 + The year ended: (TA) and Júl
agent, or a deputy, who acts according to his on n strong, or sturdy, (§, TA,) or sharp, penetrating, + The fighting ended, or ceased. (Mgh.)

"> as

212 *

1684
8.

_A)-d

(S," and *2-3, which last word is obviously wrong,]
M,” Mgb.)- A portion of property. (TA) meaning t He came disappointed of attaining
Shin : [or leather:] (S, Mgh, Msb, K:) a And A detached portion of clouds: (S, M, Mgb, what he desired, or sought, and in a state of

42"-l :

><

[Book I.

-

see 1, third sentence.

nearly a hundred: (Id. p. 637:)

pl. X-2.

Pers. word (S, Mgb) arabicized, ($, Mgh, Msb,

pl. as above. ($, M.)—See also £24.—
K.) originally-2-[correctly _2}+]. (Mgh, Msb, K.)
And see #4.
TA.)

X: is an inf. n. like >4, (M, K,) or a simple >94 and 'X'. The cutting off of the fruit of

despair. (K, TA) And is J'-2:43:
, 9 [i.e. 2-2,4 or 4-1 1 He is nearied
and eager for this thing, or affair. (TA.) Also + An affair decided, determined, or resolved,

subst.: (M, Msb:) [see the first paragraph, in palm-trees: (S, Mab, and L voce 3.34. :) and upon. (M., T.A.)- Used as a subst, see *>3,
three places: in one of its senses, there expl.,] it (L voce Al-As-) the time, or season, thereof: (S, in two places. – Also tThe daybreak, or dańn s
is syn. with Ú-A and āzelas: (TA:) and L:) or the time, or season, of the ripening of the (S, M, K;) because cut off from the night; (M;)

*ā-> [likewise] signifies + Separation jrom a fruit of palm-trees. (M, K.)=25.2 : see the as also "3:2 . (S3) and the night; (ISk, M,
friend : pl.X4, (MA. [This pl. is app. there next paragraph, in two places.
K;) because cut off from the day; (M ;) or the
mentioned as of #93; but it is more probably
dark night: (S:) thus having two contr. mean
2%
<. * Also The last milk [remain. ings:
(S, K:) and a portion thereof; (Th, M,
of%.])=9.5%: see #43.
*

s

: See>,

>;-- Tents (&#), (S, M) of men, (S) col.

ing in the udder] after what is termed #4a:Ji
[which is variously explained (see 2 in art.jus), in

K;) i. e., of the night; (TA) as also "#333-3:
(M, K:) and J:

(** the first and last parts,

lected together, (S, M.,) separate from [those of the CK and in one of my copies of the § erro or beginning and end, of the night. (TA) The
neously written +35:1,] nvhich a man dran's n'hen
other] men: (M.) or i, q > -e, (O in art. **)
phrase in the Kur [lxviii. 20] ->X-Mé <<ts
in need of it. (S, k.") Bishr says,
which means a fen tents (** [in the O, erro
neously, *::) of the weak sort of the Arabs of

2

y ->

6 •

*

of

@

-5

S3-, - es: 84-' S

*

the desert: (IAar, O, K, TA; all in art. --~ :)
*

*

and hence, (M,) a company (M, Mgb, K, TA) of
men, (Msb, TA) not many; or simply a company

*

*

&

•

*

• z:

& J

-© e •

*

means [And it became in the morning] burnt up
and black like the night: (S, M, Bd, TA:) or
like the dark night, being burnt up: (Er-Rághib,

*

TA:) or like the black night: (Katádeh, TA:) or

–29-2 <!-- *-*S***

like the day, by its whiteness from excessive

[Non deliver thou to Benoo-Saad a message, and dryness: (Bd:) or like that garden of which the
to their chief, that the last milk in the udder fruits have been cut off: (Bd, TA:") or like the
has been dran n]: (S:) the last two words [the sands [that are termed.” (see
: (Bd:)
(S,) or

can: by
the side of the water: (Msb, TA:) pl. *!)- [a
(TA) alighting and abiding with their

pl. of pauc.] (S, M, Mgb, K) and >''<!,

2 usi, (M) or both, (K) but accord to IB the

£4)]

latter of which is written in the CK "L-U-3] are a or the meaning ofLo:)-2 in this instance is that
prov., meaning + the excuse has reached its utter which here next follows. (TA.)- Black land,

latter of these two is the right, [being a pl. pl., most : (S, K:) thus says AO: (S:) IB says that that does not give growth to anything. (K.)
i.e. pl. of £1(TA) and &4, (Sb, M.K.) 2% in the saying of Bishr means the she-camel And A piece of wood, or stick, which is placed

with damm. (K)—And i, q +4 (K. [So,
app., in all the copies; accord. to the TK as mean
ing A sort, or species: but I think it most pro

*#3:1,

that has no milk; [i. e. across upon the mouth of a kid, (M, K,) or of a
that the phrase means the she-camel that has non: young weaned camel, and then tied to his head,
no milk has been milked;] and that he makes it a (M,) in order that he may not suck. (M, K.)
that is termed

bable that this is a mistranscription for ~2-2, with proper name; and that he [also] means thereby = See also.A.94.
which, as has been stated above, >;- 3.is syn. the latter of the two senses here following. (TA.)
#4 ! A man (TA) who follon's his onen
is also one of the names for War, or
accord. to the O.])= Also i. q. J: Jād- (M)
opinion,
cutting himself off from consultation
battle; (As, S, K;") and so *-*.*, [indecl.,] like
•6

p.

•

—#"

or 3: -i- (K) [i. e. A soled boot that -:

Auš: (K:) and one of the names for calamity, with others: (M, TA:) or niho acts with pene

here means a boot, not a camel's foot, is indicated

trative energy, or vigorousness and effectiveness,

by its being immediately added by SM that] or misfortune. (As, S. K." [See also #3.])

in the performing of his affairs: an inf. n. used

*X: signifies A seller thereof (TA)

>;--

See

X%.-Sometimes

it is applied to as an epithet. (TA.)

#4 [an epithet applied to a man, but used as signify Palm-trees themselves; because the fruit
is cut off: so in a trad. (TA.)

a subst, and therefore having for its pl. -Le-e].
One says,

*" &: #2 34,

#54
6.-

[the last word

said to be thus (+,-4) in the TA, but in the
CK (in which as well as in my MS. copy of the

><:

What is cut off [of the fruit] of palm

trees. (Lh, M.)
•

>;-4, in two places. - Also a

she
ão--> Land (~) of n!hich the seed-produce
in
camel that will not come to the natering-trough has been reaped: (S, K:) of the Imeasure
to drink until it is left to her unoccupied; (K, the sense of the measure a)2·xi.e. (TA)- And
See

is:

K Ú-2 is omitted) written *"..] meaning TA;) cutting herself off from the other camels. A portion, ($, M, K,) or large portion, (TA,)
detached from the main aggregate, of sand; (S,
! He is [a person] slow to revert from his anger. (TA.)

(K, TA.) = Also, [if not a mistranscription for
W

**) A

portion of silver, melted, and cleared

M, K.) as also "L",43 (M, K.) for the latter

>< i, q

>>, (M, Mob) Cut, cut

is a coll. gen. ": being used in a pl. sense:] one

through; or cut off, or severed: ($, Mgb, K.)
of its dross, and poured forth into a mould.
and having the fruit cut off; syn. 3,4-4, (S, says:4 Laff (S) or '2''' (K) [A viper of
(TA.)
K;) applied to palm-trees (J-5). (M.) And a detached sand-heap or of detached sand-heaps];
#3- A herd, or detached number, of camels, the former, A heap (-34.) of corn or the like like as one says J- #~. ($ in art. Já-)
-

that has been cut, or of which the produce has And A group, or an assemblage, (S,) or a de
tached number, (M.) of the trees called Lää, and
(S:) or from twenty to thirty: (M, K:) or from been cut off; syn. "><. (M, TA). And
thirty to five and forty: (M ) or to fifty, and Whose ear has been cut off entirely (>2< es: A., (§, M) and J% and of palm-trees; and

(S, M, Mgh, Mab, K) consisting of about thirty:

forty; (K;) if amounting to sixty, termed ** :

*3): pl.)>;4.

(TA. [See also the fem., with 3,

(TA: [but see this latter word:]) or from ten to VOCe #-, where the pl. is said to be ź.])
forty: (M, Msb, K.) or from ten to some num
ber between that and twenty: (M, K:) or more [Applied to the lungs, it means properly Burst
than a s: [which is at least two or three] up to asunder. Hence the saying,] *- >2-3 £, [so
thirty: (T voce J, ) or about forty: (Ham p. in copies of the K, accord. the TA 2-, but

likewise "i32, of Léj, and of: (M)—
See also

>9-4, in two places. =Also # Decision,

*

753.) or less than a

a: *, which is a hundred or

correctly either

4- 4Or

or determination, ($, M, K, TA) * > LAe [to

do a thing]: (S, TA:) and the deciding of an
affair, (M, K, TA,) and the firm, or sound,
execution thereof: (TA:) or an object of nant
q. v., in the CK all upon accomplishment of which one has decided,
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#: (AHeyth, TA:) which is no nater. (S, M., K. [See also one of And &: &- The tears collected [in the eye]
pl. 394. (TA.) One says, *** es" * the explanations of the dual, here following.]) and did not run. (TA)—[Hence,1531-42,
signifies The wolf and the crow; (ISk, (Fr, M, MSb, TA) aor, as above, (Msb) and so
and #1 [He is effective of ". &c. and 95.9
S, M, K;) because of their separating themselves
or determined; as also

the inf. n.; (M, Mgb, TA;) but Ibn-Buzurj says
(ISk, S, M) from mankind: (ISk, S:) and the <<, aor. 2; (TA;) The she-camel's milk became
as: -> A detached number [or a small detached [bird called] * and the crony: and the night and collected in her udder; (M, Mgb, TA;) as also
the day; (K, TA;) because each is cut off from
number, for it is app. dim. of āo)-2,] of camels.
'** (M.TA)—And *; J & 2, (S,

of decisions &c.]. (TA.)- See also_*)-3.
6 * >* *

** o

the other. (TA.) El-Marrár says,

(TA.)

M, IKit, TA) with kesr; (§, TA;) or U. Us, 3

X>''<. * Also A preparer, or seller,
of 24, (MA) whence it is derived, (Mgh) i.e.
:

skin,

ū," a #4 J's

*

*

*3) (thus accord. to the K;) He (a man) re

See

mained in his hand, as a pledge, (S, M, K, TA)

£ leather: (MA:) or it signifies as expl. [Upon a naterless desert, in n'hich are its n'olf

voce A-2, last sentence. (TA)

and cron, and in n'hich the skilful guide of the

desert
is burned by the sun]. (ISk, S, M.) And
o -- e.g.
6 *

>, <

r * >

**

held in custody. (S, K, TA.) - And L5-2 [thus
written without any syll. sign, app. &24,] i. Q.
&# [It, or he, became cut off, cut short, or
stopped; &c.: quasi-pass. of #4 in one of the
senses of the latter]: from IAar. (TA.)= #4,

Cutting; cutting through; or cutting off, cº-291 U--> are 5 is a saying mentioned by
or severing; and Sb says that "L*-2 is used in Lh, but not expl. by him: (M, TA:) ISd says,
(IKit, Mab, TA) aor. -, (Msb) inf n. (4.3,
the same sense, like as <re* in the phrase (TA,) in my opinion it means, [I left him in] the
(IKtt, Mgb, TA,) He confined it, namely, water,
£33 * is used in the sense of +)-3. (M.) desert, or naterless desert: (M, TA:) or, accord.
6

-

*

-

to Z, in a desert, or naterless desert, in nihich
&**.# in the Kur [lxviii. 22], means was nothing but the nolf and the cron. (TA.)
If ye be deciding, or determining, upon the cutting
A narron place, that quickly flon's neith
off of the fruit of the palm-trees. (TA.)- And
nater:
(K,
TA:) so called because the flow of
t A man cutting, or severing, his bond of union;
water
is
quickly
cut off from it. (TA.)
or one who cuts, or severs, that bond; and so [but
in an intensive sense] W X52 and 7><; (M;)
> * A possessor of a * of camels. (TA.)
•

&

>*

in a resting-place or a vessel; and in like manner,

milk, and tears: (IKtt, TA:) or he collected it,
namely, water, and it remained long and became
altered [for the norse], or remained or stagnated
long; and in like manner, but in an intensive
sense, W #2. (Mgb.) One says also of cows

[and the likel, &res: J & J., & They
confine and collect the milk in their udders.

or this last signifies, (M,K) as also "X", (K)

having strength to cut, or sever, (M, K,) the – And [hence], as also "ź. (M, K,) Having
bond of his union. (M.)- Also, applied to a little property: (M:) or poor, [and] having a
sword, (S, M, Msb, K,) and [in an intensive numerous household, or family. (K.) One says,
Šá- [Herbage by reason
sensel ">32, (M, K.) Sharp, (§, M, Mob, K.) ><l 3,4- *
and not bending: (M:) pl. of the former #34. of n:hich the liver of him who has little property
(TA)- And the former, (S, M, K, TA,) applied is pained]; i.e., abundant, so that when he who
to a man, (S, M, TA,) as being likened to a has little property sees it, he grieves that he has
sword, (TA,) t Hardy, strong, or sturdy, (S, not many camels which he may pasture upon it.
TA,) or sharp, penetrating, or vigorous and (M)

ing; (Msb;) and 7 (##, (M;) namely, a
ewe or she-goat, (S,) or a she-camel, (M, Msb,)

effective, (M, K, TA,) and courageous. (S, M,

and any other milch animal, (M,) I caused the

s

&:

K, TA)- And Xual : The lion. (K, TA)

>*

(TA). And [of a man] one says, (Ji es:<
Guj 9. 1. J. He retained the us [i.e. sperma]
in his back a long time, (S, M, K,”) by abstaining
from sexual intercourse. (M, K.)- [Hence,]

(#4, (M. Msb) aor. 2, inf n & 25 (Mab3)
and * (#4, (§, M, Msb) inf n. 4,23, (S,
Msb,) but the latter verb has an intensive mean

The curved knife of the parer of spindles. milk to collect in her udder, (S, M, Msb,) by

(S, MA, K.)

abstaining from milking her for some days. (S,

M.)=Also, i. e. 594, (M, K.) aor. -, (K.)
A calamity (K, TA) that extirpates
#4. A she-camel n:hose [fore or hind] pair inf n. Us, 3, (M) i a 4-1. [He cut it off, cut
everything. (TA. [See also X4, last sentence.])
of teats have been cut off, (S, M, K,) in order
*= Also Firm, or sound, of judgment. (K.)= that the J.- [or orifice through n'hich the it short, or stopped it; &c.]; (M, K;) namely, a

>''<

And i. 1 #3, (§, M, K) like #3, (TA) i.e.
An eating once in the day: (M, K, TA:") or,
accord. to Yaakoob, an eating at the time [of
morning] called L+. (M, TA) [and not again]
to the like time of the morron : (TA:) one says,
• *> *

* > *-

• *

2: J=t &% ($, M, K.) i. e. [Such a one
eats] once (K, TA) in the day: but AHát says,
I asked El-Asma'ee respecting the

as:

milk passes forth from the udder of each teat]
may dry up and the milk not issue, for the
purpose of giving greater strength to her: and
(AA used to say, S) this is sometimes in conse
quence of the stoppage of the milk, something
having happened to the udder, for nihich it is
cauterized, and her milk stops, (S, K,) no milk

thing. (M.) You say, 4% &4, inf n. as above,
meaning axias [He, or it, cut short, or stopped,
his urine]. (S.) And £i << [app. I cut

short, or stopped, the drawing of the water; for it
is expl. as said]

< *ś3 <: $1.

(S.) And
occurring in a trad.,

es: &l L: * Us,
means What cuts short (&#)

thine asking of

ever issuing from the udder: ($) see also ić4, Me [O my servant]? (TA.) - And i, q. ax33
Lore-e, and he said, I know it not: this is the WOce źi. Or #9. #4. means a she-camel
[He repelled it] (M, K.) One says, # S$4
treated (***) so that her milk has stopped.
language of the devil. (TA.)
% 4: i. e. &#3 [God repelled, or may God
and the

* ** *

(Mgh.)

źA

man having the extremity of his ear

repel, from him his, or its, evil, or mischief].
6

cut off.(Mgh)—see alsož.-Also [the

y o e

s

•

–22-a.e.: see_*)-2, first and second sentences.

K;) because her abundance of milk has become

** 12 : * * * : . 2, 22

U-59-2

cut off (M.) pl.: 2. (K.) See alsož;... [In
the Ham, p. 230, it is implied that it signifies A

(S)- And i, q & [He prevented it, &c.].
(S, M, K.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

fem.] sue). A she-camel having little milk; (M,

°2'54 c)-->! LSU: Us.”

*

*

£5 &#94-# & 3.4%

*

1. (<!-2, (S, M, MSb) aor. *, (Msb) infn.

she-camel such as is termed "#34 as meaning us;4, (M, Mgb,) said of water, It remained, or
Twhose Jși (or teats) have been cut off: for it stagnated, long : or it remained long, and became

• * *--

*

[And they bade farenell to one affected with
desire,
whose heart they had smitten; the love of
altered [for the norse]: (S, Msb:) or, said of
is there said that the poet’Orweh has applied the water and of milk, it remained so that its flavour them, if God had not prevented it, had been his
term £4 to t a cooking-pot, likening it to the
became altered [..for the worse]: (M:) or, said of slayer]. (S. [But this verse may be well ren
she-camel termed #34. meaning as expl. above.]
milk, it remained undran'n from the udder, so dered as an ex. of #4 in the sense next following,
—Also, (S,K) or #4 #, (M) A desert in that its flavour became bad, or corrupt. (TA.) which is also a meaning of <: in the M, it is
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cited as an ex. of #4 in the sense of 443.])– the norse]: and long retained by him in his bach. is now commonly called "#,U3 and #9: both
Said of God, (M,) He protected, defended, (M. [This is also mentioned in the S, app. in the of which are also sometimes applied to a column]:
guarded, or preserved, him: (M, K:) or (M) He latter of these senses; the meaning being there pl. *-*. (TA.)
saved him (M, K) from destruction, or perdition : only
indicated 3by the context.]) - For the fem.,
2
(K:) or (M) He sufficed him: (M, K:) or He 30-2, see also 59-a-o.
#ju. A well (#=) of n:hich the nater is old,
altered for the worse, and overspread nith [the
aided him. (TA)- 3: 532, (K) or us;4
•

O J =3 e

* *

*

*

*

*

2: ū, ($, M,) He decided [between them, or
the case betnceen them]; (S, K;) namely, persons
who had applied to him as a judge: (S:) or he
rectified, or adjusted, the case between them.

/

* *

US-2 : see U.S.-2, first sentence: - and see green substance termed] •=2#. (K,” TA:) men
also #44.
tioned by Az. (TA.) = See also

es:-

See

54, first sentence. - In

relation

#4,

last sen

tence.

to a she-camel it is Her being pregnant twelve
#4. A ewe, or she-goat, n'hose milk has been
months, and bringing forth, and then yielding her
caused to collect in her udder by her not having
inclined]: (K, TA:) [app. intrans., or trans. by
biestings, or having her biestings milked: men
means of ~, for] a poet uses the phrase &#4 tioned by Az. (TA. [But what is meant by this been milled for some days; ($, K;) as also
JúSU [They bent, or inclined, neith the necks]. is, to me, doubtful; for sometimes an inf. n., and 'us'.4, like C# (so in copies of the K, [but
(TA.) TBut it is said in the TK that % Ineans sometimes an epithet, and sometimes a subst., is this, if correct, should be mentioned in art. -2,
in which the former is also mentioned; accord. to
aālac He bent, or inclined, it..] Accord. to Ibn expl. in this manner.])
the TA, however, it seems to be W &4, without
Buzurj, (# āşül –32 means The she-camel
* [part. n. of &4]: See &4. - Also A
raised her neck by reason of the heaviness of the she-camel whose milk has collected in her udder. teshdeed, for it is there said to be like Ji, ) both
likewise applied to a she-camel, and to a cow;

(M.)=-83.3 also signifies -áñs [He bent, or

J. e. e.

e.

burden. (TA)= Also He preceded, or went (Msb.) [See also #44.]
before; syn. 233. (IAar, K.) [Accord.
to the
o. * * * *
TK, one says Asil Usy-2, meaning ox-e-Aaj He
preceded, or nent before, the people, or party.]
- And [the contr., i. e.] He receded, or re
treated; or became, or remained, or lagged,
behind; syn. #. (IAar, K.) [Accord. to the
TK, one says X: es:< meaning He receded,
or retreated, from them; &c.]. - Also He, or
it, was, or became, high; syn. 54. (IAar, K.)–
And the contr., i. e. He, or it, was, or became,
lon; syn. Ji. (IAar, K.)
* *

* * *

(TA;) and "#4 signifies the same, (K) applied

to a she-camel and to a ewe or she-goat; (TA;)
#4 Milk collected [in the udder]: a poet says, and
so, applied to a she-camel, W #34, of which
3.
*
> d > *.*
> .* * *
the pl. is 994, (M, K,) an irreg. pl. (M.) [See
*- : S:X2 us: Jé
•

*

*

also

[And n hatever udder has milk must be milked].
(TA.)
** 6 e

#4.]-Aboo-'Alee, in the
6-

A

syn, with 5,5-a-; and so says the Imām Esh
Shāfi'ee; as though originally

6 : * *

#9)-2 : see 3'-ae.

Bári', makes it

o –

#44:

&#4, applied to a man and to a beast, Whose
4. [i.e. sperma] has collected in his back. (TA.)
s= Also The [bird called J ast. In un, of X*.

-la-2
J.

•

6 O -

• *

•

usi is the ppl., and +4 is the dim., of
•

d.

2 : see 1, former half, in two places.

q. v.]; and the [bird called Jazu... [n, un, of J.Ja->!, q.v. (TA in art. J.Ja-el.)

4: see 1, former half, in two places. - (<)-el

X-, q.v.). (TA)
#4 Colocynths ($, M, K, in the CK (erro

also signifies He sold a ene or she-goat, (K, TA,)
or a she-camel, (TA,) whose milk had been caused
to collect in her udder in consequence of her not
having been milked for some days; such as is
termed #44. (K, T.A.)
• • O.

8.

$3.3

•* >

i. 4.

#3;

[the 3 in each being sub

stituted for ->]: see the latter, in art. (4).j.

but Suh,

in the R, disallows this. (TA.)

23, 2 #

à-la-ol [i. q. i: q. v.;] Tow; i. e. n hat
falls from flaw in the process of combing.
neously]?!)-2 [expressly said in the TA to be with (M, K.)
fet-h and medd,]) n:hen they become yellon; (S,
-la.a. [app. a mistranscription for "à la as
M;) as also *%: (so in one of my copies of
the S [in which it is shown to be correct by an or #44, like #4, q. v.,] A blacksmith's
ex. in a verse of Suleyk there cited: in the M and anvil: so in the T, on the authority of IAar.
TA 954, which I think a mistranscription]: in (TA.)
the other of my copies of the S omitted:) one
# * (so in copies of the K)[and #44, like
thereof is termed *#3. (S, M., K.") [In the
6* *

6,e e

@

&

-

es”, (S, M, Mob, K.) an inf n used as an M and K, #4 is termed pl. of #52 ; but it is à-la->], or £42, (so accord. to the TA, with
epithet, (MSb,) and * us;2, (S, M, K.) [and properly speaking a coll. gen, n., originally (354.] teshdeed to the -, [but the word is of frequent
Freytag adds V &4, as from the K, in which I
—" #52 also signifies The water in which occurrence and commonly written without tesh
do not find it,] Water remaining, or stagnating,
colocynths have been steeped. (M, K.)
long, accord. to Fr; (S;) or that has remained, or
5
stagnated, long: (Msb:) or water remaining long,
U£-e One niho acts with boldness tonards the
(K) or that has remained long, and become nife of his father: (K, TA:) such was Ibn
altered [..for the norse], (S, M, Msb,) accord. to Mukbil. (TA.)
AA. (S.) And the first, (M, K,) an inf. n. used
see #4, in two places.
as an epithet, (TA,) Milk that has remained (M,
6 * ~ *
K) long (K) so that its flavour has become
U-59-2 : see 59-ao, below.
altered [for the norse]; (M, K;) as also "24,
* [act, part. n. of es: : as such signifying]
which is in like manner applied to water: (M :)
or milk left [long] in the udder of the camel, not Guarding or preserving [&c.], or a guarder or
drawn, so that it becomes salt and windy: (IAar, preserver [&c.]. (TA.) – [Hence,] A sailor :
TA:) or milk drann in the night from a camel (S, M, K:) because he guards, or preserves, the
abounding therenith, having a bad and burning ship (TA) pl. #4 (S, M, K) and (M, K) pl.
flavour. (Az, T.A.) And, (M, K,) some say,
pl. (M)
and
(M, K. [But see
(M,) [used as a subst,] A portion remaining
•

5%

deed,]) A place where people assemble, (AHeyth,

TA) like a cités, [i.e. a hind of wide bench, of
stone or brick &c., generally built against a wall,]
for the purpose of sitting upon it: (AHeyth,
K, TA:) Az heard an Arab of the desert, of the
tribe of Fezārah, apply this word to a square,
flat-topped pile of earth, raised for the purpose
of passing the night upon it: (TA:) also, [some
times, app. in late ages,] a hospice for strangers;
or a place in which the poor and the beggars

assemble: (MA, and Harp. 375:) not [origin
ally, or properly,] an Arabic word: (Har ubi
suprà:) [see more in art. --law, for it is a dial.

var. of £4,] of the dial of Baghdad: (MA:)

&#.

[the pl. is -bla..] - See also the next preced
(M, K) of milk (M) in the udder, (Ham p. 661,)
in art. £2.])- Also [said to signify] The ing paragraph.
transverse piece of wood in the middle of the ship:
**o
have become collected: and the sing. [or epithet (M, K.) [but] IAth says that it is the J33 [i. e.
applied to a single tear (3:3)] is #4. (M.) mast] of the ship, which is set up in the middle
1.
(S, A, MA, Msb, K,) aor. *, (A, K,)
"And #2 äää [Sperma of a man] altered [..for thereof, and upon which is the
[or sail : it inf n. #4; ($, MA, Msb, K5) and "--a-a-l;

&-

and of water. (TA) And Tears (£3) that

-

<,

8%
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* *
(S, A, MA, Msb, K;) and W --~~!, (IAar, K.) what they said and did. (L, TA.) - [Hence,] [app. a mistranscription for *~); or •x><!
may
inf n. * ; (IAar, TA;) It (a thing, Msb, or -*-all The lion; (O, K;) because of his un
be a mistranscription for W 3-3, a var. of 32.<!,
an affair, or event, S, MA, Msb, K) was, or be tractableness. (TA.)
and its inf n, is 3-3 ;]) He ascended the moun.
came, -->4, (S, A, &c.,) i. e. difficult, hard,
es' *.*.* He
-**~ : see the next preceding paragraph, firs tain. (Msb, K.) And
hard to be done or accomplished, hard to be
in two places.
ascended the land. (AZ, TA.) One says, Jü.
borne or endured, or distressing. (A, MA, K.) sentence,
One says, £9. * * --~~~!, ($, MA, Msb,)
--> Land containing stones such as fill the 'use: es: J'S' Ls [Long have con
like ---, (S, Msb) The affair, or event, was, hand, and other stones, which is tilled, or culti tinued my descending, or going don'n, and my
ascending, or going up, in the land]. (A. [There
vated. (K, TA.)
or became, difficult, &c., to him. (M.A.)
immediately following J.--" us' 3:4, expl.
2 *, (K) inf n. *-ā; (TA) [and] << A stallion [of camels] : (S, K:) and a above: see also : +3) = See also 4, last
-

-

©

to

- -

p

&S

-

camel, (S, A,) or a stallion [of camels], (ISk,
TA,) left unridden, and untouched by a rope, Sentence.
(K;) He made, or rendered, it --~~, (A, K,)
(ISk, S, A, TA,) so as to become refractory, or
2. *~, inf n. **, as intrans.: see above,
i. e. difficult, hard, &c. (A, K, KL.)
untractable : (S:) or an unbroken camel, upon in four places. – And see also 4, in four places.
4. --~~!: see 1. - Said of a camel, He was, whose back nothing is alloned to be put: (L,
= ** He made him, or caused him, to ascend,
or became, --- [meaning refractory, or un TA:) pl. -ela and -elas. (ISk, TA)—
tractable]: (K, TA:) [and in like manner one It is also applied as an epithet to a man, (A, Msb, or mount; syn. 5%; (K and TA in art. 2Ae;)
says "~~~!: (see its contr. --~~~!:) and
and £5, (TA in art. L5,3) [and so * *l, and

'**',(A)infn. A-15 (KL) and" *:

TA,) meaning 35- [i.e. + Made a chief or lord
*-*-as, which is also said of a man:] and -->
says in the contr. sense
says, ***-a-l; like as one
said of a camel, he was unridden, (A, TA,) and &c.]: (TA:) pl. -->4. (A, Msb.) One
% and # and 4:1.] You say, S:- *.*.*
untouched by a rope. (A.) - Also, said of a -ela.” &- -** &% f [Such a man is one
and #3 [He made him to ascend, or mount, a
His camel was, or became, refractory, or
man,

untractable. (L, TA) = <-21: see 2. — Also

of those nho have been made chiefs or lords &c.];
like as one says, exill &->3. (A.)

mountain and % beast]. (TA in art. 2Ac.) And
J.-- Us:

%2:

is said with reference to

He left him (i.e. a camel) unridden, (S, K, TA,)
and untouched by a rope, so that he became
--~~~. A man whose camel is refractory, or wild bulls or cows [as meaning They make them
to ascend upon the mountain]. (S and TA in art.
refractory, or untractable. (S, K.) [See -**]. untractable: occurring in a trad. (L, TA.)
&".) - [Hence,] one says also, £, & *:Red
- And He found it (i.e. an affair, or event, S,
Msb, or a thing, K) to be --- [i. e. difficult,
a:3-25, meaning t He looked at me from head to
4-x-d
s

d

y

• * >

> * > *

hard, &c.] (S, MSb, K.) as also * *-a-1:
(Msb, K. :) or both signify he san' it, or held it,

#2 I. 7.3% [q.v.]: (K, and S and Msb in

foot, contemplating me. (L, from a trad. [And
in Har p. 640.]) –
a similar phrase •occurs
2.
6

to be so. (TA.) [See an ex of the former in a art. "x- :) it gron's # the country of the Arabs, [*.*.*.*, inf. n. *-aj, (the latter as used in the
J

verse cited voce

+3)

and is of two kind, U- [i.e. of the plain] and
J

w

wo

5. -->25, intrans.: see 4. = ax as: see 2.

3 --

-

-

-

K voce #é,) also signifies + He sublimated it :

-

Jøs [i.e. of the mountain]: (AHn, TA:) when often occurring in medical books, and used in this

present day.]- And +: signifies
10. -->-a-l, intrans.: see 1, in two places: - stren’n in a place, it drives anay venomous or sense in the
the like, (K,) such as serpents also The act of liquifying, melting, or dissolving.
and
reptiles
noxious
and see also 4. = a-a-l: see 4.
(K.) = See also 4, last sentence.
and scorpions. (TA.)
--- Difficult, hard, hard to be done or accom
4. g.:) Ls <!: see 1 – [Hence,] …-e)
plished, hard to be borne or endured, or distress
*A*o
J

ing; (A, MA, K.) contr. of J.; (Mgh, TA;)
as also
former

" *:

*:

J.S.

1: A 3-4, & A.M., K) or ,

(T, O, K, TA:) pl. of the

(Msb;) and of V the latter, (Mgb, K.) infn.?,*($, Msh, K) and 44 and

J. He went through the land towards a

land higher than the other [from which he came]:
(A, TA:) taken from the saying of Lth, that

inf n. *ta-el, signifies He went towards a
*4. (T, TA) one says -- 3: A diff. 3:45 (Ham p.407) and "...a, (A)or 3:1, <!,
declivity, or a river, or a valley, higher than the

cult, hard, or distressing, affair or event. (A.)
And #4 #3 (thus in the A, but in the Mab

(L) inf n : (Ki) and '•ela, (A) or

other [from which he came]. (TA.) And J.R. 21

3sus, (L) in n. * (Ki) and '-e-I, 25.”

J. He went up, or upwards, through the

and TA without any syll. signs,) [A mountain (K;) He ascended, or went up, the ladder, or countries, or lands. (AA, Msb.) And Ax-el
road] difficult, hard, or distressing : (TA:) pl. stair : (L, Msb, K:) and so the verb is used of
He journeyed [up
* * (A, Msb") and +4 with sukoon ascending a thing similar to a ladder, or stair: 13&s * & 13& * 3.
nards] from such a region, or tonn, to such
[to the & because the word is an epithet; for if it but in a case of this kind one should not say another region, or tonn; from one that was loner
c. to one that was higher. (Mgb.) [And hence,]
** and
were a subst., it would be *]. (Msb.) [Or J-ol. (L.) And
ax-e āās may perhaps be meant in the TA, (A, Msb) He ascended, or ascended to, the flat .*.*.*!, inf. n. 30-3), He journeyed, or nent,
i. e. A difficult, hard, or distressing, stage of a
house-top. (Mgb.) And dus." As-2, and es' tonards Nejd, and El-Hijáz, and El-Yemen:
journey..] - Also Refractory, untractable, in
ck.", and * *-el, and "..., He ascended the [or tonards a higher region :] and 34-3 signifies
compliant, obstinate, or stubborn; (K,"TA;)
place, or upon the place. (L.) And es' *.*.* “he journeyed, or went, towards El-'Irák, and
Contr. of J#3; (S, A, TA;) applied to a camel,
Syria, and ’Omán:” (ISk, on the authority of
(S, A,) or to a beast; (TA;) [and to a man;] J-M, (S, A, Msh, K) and J-1 A4, infn. 'Omárah :) or the former, he journeyed, or went,
fem. #4, (S, TA,) which is applied to a woman: **i; (§, K3) and as *4, a form rarely used, tonards the Kibleh: and the latter, “he jour
(S:) and the pl. of this is **, [as of the masc.,] (Msb,) disallowed by AZ, (S, TA,) and said by neyed, or went, towards El-'Irák:” (Aboo
(TA,) and *4, applied to women, with sukoon him to have been unknown, (S,) or unheard, Sakhr, T:) or the former, he came to Mekkeh;
[to the 2 because the word is an epithet]. (S, (K,) but he afterwards authorized it, and it is also (K;) but this is a defective explanation: (TA:)
and **, also, is used as an inf. n. of this verb;
TA.) J, #5 3: Júl +, occurring in a authorized by IAar and ISk, (TA) and 3-2
and 2-2, as an int n. of J-A-3): (T, TA:)
trad. of I’Ab, [lit. The people rode the refractory

£"

5e o -

c:

6.- d. J.

-

6 - -

d.d.

J-M3 ($ in art. J-2 : [for J. L. 32.2,

and the tractable she-camel,] means + the people
entered upon difficult and easy affairs; i.e. they
cared not for things, nor were cautious respecting

or x>-el, inf n. 20-el, he commenced a journey,
<'' <!-3 ;]) and 4.5 " *~, (MF, from or
nent forth; as from Mekkeh, and from El
a trad.,) and 2: 3:1, (AZ,) inf. n. 3:1; (TA; Koofeh to Khurásán, and the like: (Fr.:) or he
See
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6 * *

6 * *

6

ee

commenced a journey, or the like, in any direction : *Ax-o: See 3,44, in two places. - … --lie expression of pain, grief, or sorron : or with
difficulty: (L:) a long breathing : (K:) or a
and 2-31 signifies “he returned, from any A vehement, severe, rigorous, or grievous, punish prolonged
breathing : (S:) or a loud breathing :
town or country.” (Ibn-'Arafeh.) And -2) ment; (S, A, K.) i.e. << 23: (TA) or a

(A:) accord.

emitted

to some, a breathing
distressing, or an afflicting, punishment, (Bd and
--- 3
upwards. (L.) You say, six-all L-53, (L)
the
overcome
suf
lxxii.
shall
that
Jel
17,)
in
accord. to the T,) He went anay, and journeyed,
through the land, (Akh, S, K,) or through the .ferer thereof, the latter word being an inf n, used or 44-3 vis, (A.) and "13: J-is, (L.) He
sighed; uttered a sigh or sighing; or breathed nith
countries, (Akh, T,) in any direction. (L.) And as an epithet. (TA.)
expression of pain, grief, or sorron, : (L:)
#: *-2', inf. n. 3:1; (L;) or ">~ : ** an inf n. of 3-4 [q. v.]. (Ham p. 407.) an
[or uttered a prolonged breathing :] or breathed
(A3) The ship spread her sail, and was borne [Hence,] 1: X: J-43 [The arrow went

Je:St J, (Akh, S. K.) or >39. L', (Akh

along by the wind, (A, L.) upwards [app, meaning
up a river or the like]. (L.) – us?'" c. *-al;

• Jee

loudly. (A) - Hence] $44.4 # 353,

upwards]. (A) And 4: L' &G, 3.
This plant increases in height. (S.) And

(A,) or $33. &:, (L, [in which the noun is
J. : evidently mistranscribed,]) t Such a one raises his

(Akh, S, L, K.) and * * **, infn. 3:45, 3:4: see #3-4. And *.*.* ... [used by

head, and does not stoop it, by reason of pride :
(A:) or does not raise his head nor stoop it. (L.
last is disapproved by Az; (TA;) He descended, falling, i. e. From above; from a higher place. [The former explanation seems to be the right.])
or went don'n, into the valley, (Akh, S, L, MSb,
- See also 3:42, in four places.

(Akh, S, Mab, K.) and "4:3", (Lth) but this poetic license for x<< c-], said of a thing

(Ham p. 349) = Also a pl. of 3,44; and of

K,) from the part whence the torrent comes; not

going to the bottom of the valley: and in like **.
manner,

J-5

&

J-ol He

descended,

Or

6

(S, L, K.) = 344, thus, with two dam

went mehs, is also the name of A certain tree from
which pitch is melted forth. (L.)

don'n, into the land: (L:) and J.--" & * ~~

y o

o

2.xx-o: see the next paragraph.

Or

3,4- An acclivity; contr. of **, (S, L, K,)
of 24- (Mgb;) and "3-2 is [syn, there

#4 A high, or £, elerated, piece of land or with, being] contr. of- : (L:) pl. 3% and

He descended the mountain; as well as he as

cended it. (IB, L.) Akh cites the following ground; contr. of ala.A. (Mgh in art. laza.) Jax-o. (S, K.) An ascending road: of the fem.
words of 'Abd-Allah Ibn-Hemmám Es-Saloolee,
J

*

-

•

* ~*

*D -

&#39 &%

*

* 3:24

(S, L,) as meaning I descending, or going don'n,
at one time, through the countries, and [another
time] ascending, or going up: this, says IB, is
what induced Akh to explain .*.* as he has done;
but it presents no proof, because ©! has two
contr. significations, that of st: ": that of

And #3:4 is said to be a proper name for The
earth. (Ham p. 22.) - And A she-ass: (L,
K:) or a long-backed she-ass: (L:) or long [in
the bach], applied to a she-ass as an epithet, and
therefore the pl. is -l.xx.2, with the & quiescent.
(Ham p. 385.) And #3:2 & Wild asses: (S,
K:) said to be so called from #3:4 meaning as
expl. above; and if this be correct, it is like the
appellation #1 &: (Ham p. 22:) or as being
likened to the women [or rather woman (as will
be shown in what follows)] termed 5.xx.e.; and in

and accord. to AZ, by £2. the poet
means I ascending, or going up, to high places;
the contrary. (L.) - Ax-el also like manner, #2 *śi (Harp. 471) the
and by
signifies He advanced towar: another. (L.) – rel. n. [applied to a single wild ass] is 's-,
And He went far; syn. Axel. (Hamp. 22.) - (S, L, K,) irregularly formed: thus in the saying
And *" U. --> He exerted himself rehe of Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

53-#:

&#.

gender: pl. [of pauc.] is-i and [of mult.] +4.
(L.) A mountain-road difficult of ascent; (S, A,
L, K;) as also ****, (L, K,) and * #3x3 .
(L in art. st= :) a difficult place of ascent. (L in
that art.) [Hence,] ** all A certain mountain

in Hell, (L, K, MF) consisting of fire, which
the unbeliever will ascend during a period of
seventy years, after which he nill fall don’n it,

and thus he will do for ever: (MF:) it is of one
live coal; the unbeliever mill be compelled to ascend
it, and nill be beaten neith 8.2% [pl. of #2,
q. v.]; and whenever he puts his leg upon it, it
will dissolve as high as the loner part of his hip,
and nill then become replaced nohole and sound.
(L.) - [Hence also,] | Difficulty, grievousness,

-

mently in running. (L.) = **! as trans.: see
2, in two places. = ~~~~! She (a camel) became
such as is termed * [q. v.]. (S, L., K.) –
• &

And A5V:ll

*

c > of

&:4,

(S, L, K,) and

W

* -

5

d.

•

* ~ of.

|- - -

*

*

!-la-2 (..*L* G-Ju Leº

*

& 29 + --> cist:

• *

of

...

distress, affliction, or trouble; (A, L., Msb;) as

also '3- (L) and *#3:4, (K) or "#333,

& e > *d, *

*

(L) and "3+3. (K) You say, 3,4 &isi

•* ** *
ū-aa-2,
[And he shot, and made a far-flying arron, to ! I made him, or constrained him, to do a difficult,

[probably imperfectly transcribed for W (#4,] reach a mild ass in the flank, and the ribs enclosed grievous, distressing, afflicting, or troublesome,
thing : (A:) or I imposed upon him such a
(L.) I made the she-camel to be, or become, such it]. ($ L.) - And A spear, or spear-shaft;
(L.) And '13:433%" [or" #43'
punishment.
syn. 5us: (L:) a spear-shaft (30.5) straight by its
as is termed *4. (IAar, S, L, K.)
(see above)] / There is a difficult, or distressing,
~ *
.*.*, and its var. <!: see 1, in two growth, (§, L, K.) not requiring to be straight ascent to lordship, or mastery. (A.) And a6 *sel
L.)
and
ened:
a
ofäfor
kind
(S,
broad-headed
places: - and see also 4 - J. : * ~ The
*** < t A hill difficult to ascend. (L.)–
breath passed forth with difficulty. (L.) = dart], which is smaller than a £- (L:) or Also A she-camel that brings forth a young one

5.

#232 (S, A, K) and ***wa. (A, K) It (a [simply] an aff: (K,TA) [in the CKā; and]
copies of the
assi,
thing, $, K, or an affair, A) was, or became,
difficult, or distressing, to him; it distressed, or
afflicted, him : (A’Obeyd, S, A, K.) from 33-2
as signifying “a mountain-road difficult of ascent.”
(A’Obeyd:) or from 3,4-all as the name of “a

-

8. Jala-el, and its var.
places.

3:31:
-

pluched or gathered, the fruit of the 91, to eat.

-

subst. (Ham p.385.) One says, st:0 b%u:
i. e. [They thrust, or pierced, one another nvith
the spears. (A.) - [Hence,] #444 #): : A
girl, or young woman, straight in figure, (A, L.,)

o

© J.

p.

o-Ax-o:

d

P.

*A*-o: See *o.

preceding year: (K:) or a she-camel n:hose young
one dies, and which returns to her former young

-

See Aes-2, last sentence but one.

by Sb. (L.)

*

High, or elevated, land or ground : or
high, or elevated, land or ground, above such as
#3: A sigh, or sighing; a breathing nith an is lon, or depressed: or even land or ground:
* - d

-

•

* >

.

il-2 : see 22a-2, in two places,

(TA in art. ".)

imperfectly formed, (As, S, K,) after six or seven
months, (AS,) and is made to take an affection to

transcription: (TA:) pl. ** and $344, (L;) the young one of the preceding year, (As, S,) or
because it is a and takes an affection to the young one of the
the latter with fet-h to the

* - ©

10 *- : see 2 –3: "2: He
* o

which is a mis

one, and yields it milk : when she does this, her
milk is the sweeter: (Lth:) or a she-camel that
1: = and
brings forth her young one after its hair has
like a spear, or spear-shaft: (L:) pl. &l: **, grown, and then takes an affection to her former
see 1, in two the latter word with the & quiescent, (A, L.,) young one, or to the young one of another: pl.
3% and 344; but this latter pl. is disapproved
because it is an epithet. (L.)

certain mountain in Hell.” (TA.)
6. Jelaj, and its var. 3sust: see
see also 5.

K

in some
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(L:) or even land or ground, without any trees:
(Lth, L:) or a [desert such as is termed] 3-4 :
(A:) or the surface of the earth; (Th, Zj, S, A,
Msb, K;) n'hether it be dust or earth, or other
wise: Zj says, I know not any difference of
opinion among the lexicologists on this point:

dirhem with something more made the price, as

the Kar (*xi. 17), with 33-#4%, (Mgh,

:30j; *: ;

but you mention the TA,) and accord. to one reading, *>ua: 5, (TA,)
lowest price that you offered, and mean that you meaning, And turn thou not anay from people
then offered more and more. (Sb, L.) And through pride. (Fr, Aboo-Is-hák, Mgh.) [See
setá -U.S. à-53 # +He read the opening also 5.]
when you say

-

chapter of the Book

[i.e. of the Kur-án] and

(Msb:) [such is said to be its meaning in the Kur more is a phrase of the same kind. (L.) .

iv. 46 and v.3-3
9; and therefore in performing the

5

act termed Loos-il,] a man should strike his hands
upon the surface of the earth, and not care whether ||

there be in that place dust or not: (Zj:) [hence]
one says,

L: &#3 *3% -ji" es: 4:250

3 and 4: see 2; the former in two places.

* * > *

•

5. is as and "Lela. He distorted his cheek by

Us.'el rel, n, of 5-2, q.v.

reason of pride. (Sgh, T.A.) See also 1.

+: [A place of ascent: pl. 3-(4-l. One
says *** #4 # and ela.” ! [meaning

6: see what next precedes.

* [Thy fame has flown through the near and A station, or post of honour, to which the ascent 9. J.' -> The camels went
the distant regions, and reached th. extremity of and ascents (lit. the place and places of ascent) is, pace: or became dispersed. (TA.)
and are, distant]. (A.)

the surface of the earth]: (A:) or *** signifies
the earth, or ground, itself; (IAar, A, L;) as in
the saying

6

*

e

• * @ e.

R. Q. 1 #4 (S. K.) inf n. #3, (TA)

>

*a* A high mountain. (L.) And -è, He made it round: ($, K:) he rolled it. (TA.)

** 4:4, meaning Sit thou upon 3:44,

the earth, or ground :

Jºe e o

6 * ~ *

a vehement

Or

*3:42, A

6e o

e

d

high, or prominent, pubes.

(A:) or good earth or land: (L.)=Also Beverage, or wine, (K,) and vinegar,

•* @ e >

R. Q. 2. /*aj It became round: (S, K.) it
or earth, or land, not mixed nith sand nor with salt (TA) prepared nith pains by means of fire, or
soil: (L:) or dust, or earth, (Fr, S, L, MSb, K.) nell boiled, ( jäu **, K, TA,) until it becomes rolled. (TA.)
such as is pure, upon the surface of the ground or altered infavour and colour. (TA.)

R. Q. 8.3:1, and 3:3), (K) in which

that has come forth from nithin it; thus accord.
to Az in the Kur iv. 46 and v. 9, in the opinion

latter the d is incorporated into the 3, (TA,) He
(being beaten or struck) writhed, (TA,) and
turned
round by reason of pain, in his place, and
The [rope called] J*, [made in the
became contracted. (K, TA.)

3:4:: see the next preceding paragraph.

of most of the learned: (Msb:) or only earth con

*

taining dust; not applied to a coarse, nor to a
A-l. nor to a COarS6 -:#; although it form of a hoop,] by means of which a man

fine,

be mixed with dust: (Esh-Shāfi'ee, L.) pl.:

ascends palm-trees. (K,” TA.)- [And A scal

* infn of Iq.v.].-The saying: A

$344, (S, L, K,) the latter a pl. pl. (Mgb,

ing-ladder. - And, accord. to Freytag, A chain
nith n'hich the feet of captives are shackled, to

#31 is expl. as meaning In [the case of] the

4x-d

Smallness of the head: (K:) or the being small,
said of a man's head: (K,” TA:) one says, 3-4

and

distorting of the face [the whole bloodn'it shall be
TA.)- And A nide, or an ample, place. (L.)
prevent
their
taking
wide
steps:
and
A
chain
exacted: as though the verb of which * is the
- And A road, (L, Mgb, K,) whether wide or
upon the feet of nomen, serving as an ornament:
narrow: (L:) pls. as above (L, Mgb) and Úl.xx.c. in relation to which he refers to Schröder de inf n. were trans.; but this is obviously a loose
rendering]. (Mgh.) —#4 also signifies Pride:
(L.) It is said in a trad, 93*, *, +9) vestitu mulierum Hebr. p. 123.]
(Mgh:) or the being proud. (TA.) - And
6

* @ 4

ū- s: 3. 5, i. e.

Ben are ye of sitting in, or
by, the roads, save he n:ho performs the duty re
lating thereto: [respecting which duty see &* :]
<ll-Axe is here the pl. of Axe, which is pl. of
*

/

* ,

/

a

*: or, as some say, it is pl. of " #4, which

-

* ; (S, A,
Mgh, Mob, K.) and ",sai, (A, K.) He had a
1.

3-3, aor. <, (Mgb, K,) inf

n.

*

8

a-9, inf n.

X4,

meaning his head was small.

(TK.)

wryness, or distortion, in the cheek, (S,) or in the

signifies A court, or an open space, before the ..face, (A, K,) or in either side [thereof], (K,)

* (S,K, &c.) and "#4 (Sgh, K) Long,

door of a house, and the place through n'hich men or in the neck, (Lth, A, Mgh, Msb,) by reason of slender, tristed gum : (K:) or a piece of gum
pass in front of it. (L.) - Also A grave. (AA, pride, (A,) nith a turning of the face on one side: having a long and tnisted form: (AZ, S:) and
Mtr, L, K.)
(Lth, Mgh, Mgb:) [see also 5:] or he (a camel) [gum of the kind called] L# that has become con
had a disorder by reason of which he twisted his crete : (K:) or this is the signification of3.*4,
Ç% *** & Gl ! Verily she (a camel) is neck, (K,) and distorted it. (TA.) You say, (§, K.) which is the pl. [of 22,-], (TA) accord.
near to cutting her two teeth called the 9%
3:42:32:#J In his neck, and in his cheek, to AA : (S:) or the pl. signifies concrete gum
-

-

-

(L, TA.)

#3, #4 see *4.
-

is a nuryness, or distortion, arising from pride.

resembling fingers: and 22-2 is said to signify

(A) And 3: 3:5 (I will asurely

a piece of gum : accord. to Aboo-Nasr, it is like

straighten thy wryness, or distortion, of the neck, a reed-pen, and twisting like a horn: and AHn
applied to a she-camel, Tall, or long; or cheek]. (A.) And }< 3.23. * A disease says that #,3:44, with 3, signifies a small round
piece of gum : (TA:) and the fruit, (K,) or any
which made him to twist his neck befell the camel. fruit, (TA) of a tree that is like (that of, TA)
ii.2%. (K.)

#4,

syn.

Jú-n c: #2 One n:ho climbs the mountains (Mgh, TA.) - [See also X-4 below.] = Also the J% and like pepper, and what resembles
3-3, (TK,) inf n. *3, (#, TK.) He (a man, this, of such as are hard: (K, TA:) or such they
much or often. (TA in art. Lj).)
TK) ate × [pl. of 52:4, q.v.], (K, TK.) term *: (TA:) or gum in general: pl.
•

6.d.o.
-

Set- [Ascending, &c.]. -[Hence,] Set- &e
14tallneck. (A, L.)—And set -3% (High

i.e., gum. (TA.)

* (K)—Also, (K) or 2: [only],

caused him to have a nryness, or (TA,) + A certain substance, yellon, [in the CK
nobility). (A)— [Hence also,] one says, & distortion, in the neck, and a turning of the face £-ol is put for Já-el,] thick, tough with [somen'hat
1.xcLaš 1.jés i It reached such an amount and on one side, by something smiting or befalling him. of] softness and moisture, that comes forth from
the teat: (K:) so called by way of comparison:
upwards: (K, TA:) and
33-1 (Msb)–: *~, (inf n. **, K) and (TA:) or n:hat is first milled, of biestings: (K:)
! I got it for a dirhem and upniards; an elliptical **te, (S, A, MSb, K.) and '3-21, (K.) He or milk that is gummy (
in biestings, before
phrase, for
&#. 3%
£i I got turned anay his cheek (S, A, Mgb) from the
2.

* He

'eta; *:

#44),

set-

-**

it becomes clear. (TA)—#2: The little ball
it for a dirhem and the price increased upwards, people, (MSb,) by reason of pride (S, A, Msb) which is rolled along by the [kind of beetle
and dislike; (S, Msb;) he turned anay his cheek
Or set. *ś went upniards: you may not say
jrom looking tonards the people, by reason of

lieus, because you do not mean
Bk. I.

called].J. (K, TA)—#43 + Long fingers.

to tell that the contempt arising from pride, (K.) It is said in (TA.)
213
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-

-

*: see the next preceding paragraph.
#2 Proud, or haughty: because he declines

-

[Book I.

A-2 - J-2

3* *

with his cheek, and turns away his face from
people: occurring in a trad.: or the word as there
used is

las-2

that he has heard, such as the vehement sound of
the fall of a nall or the like or of a part of a

1. *4, aor. and *, (K) inf n. #4 and mountain. (TA)- And Dying, or dead. (TA.)
b*, (TA,) a dial. var. of 4.4%; and so is

—Also, (K, TA) or * (#4, (S, O.) Ve

"Ala-2 of ala-l. (K, TA) See art. a-.

hement in voice, (S, O, K, TA,) and in braying;

#4, jú4, accord. to different relaters.
Ol'

(TA;) applied to an ass. (S, O, TA.)

4: see what here precedes.
(TA.)

6- 6

e

-

3

-2 -

&:
-

alax-e :

* : * **, q.v. (Lh, K.)
applied to a camel's hump, Great,
or
* - e :

large, (K, TA,) and round. (TA.) = And_--!
Intensely red. (K.)

&:

see

iíet. - Also

The sound pro

ceeding from a aieus [or thunderbolt]. (TA)
• *

C-2

*- 6 &

-2'29" # all means The first blast [of the horn

1. it:L:#2, (§, o, K) aor.”, (K) infn.

on the day of resurrection]. (Msb.) - And
6*

63

-d -

aga-2 Obliquity in going or march or course:
(S, K:)

ãeus, (O, K.) The shy smote them with what is #3 also signifies A death. (TA)

from 3-4 [inf n of 3-3]. (S)= Also termed aācu2 [i.e. a thunderbolt]. (§, O, K.)

& 4 A camel meagre in his marrow.

[And -:4 signifies the same.] – 3-4 is
'Abbād, O.)
camel: (S:) or of a she-camel (K) only: (TA:) quasi-pass. of the verb in the phrase abové ; (Z,

A mark made nith a hot

iron upon the neck of a

a mark of the people of El-Yemen, only made TA in art. -5). ;) signifying He was smitten by

ăieu- [A thunderbolt;

(Ibn

i. e.] a thing descending

upon she-camels: (Tedhkireh of Aboo-'Alee:) a sists; (TA in art & 23) as also &#3; (K from the thunder, that smites not anything but it
mot upon a camel whether male or female, (K,) as and TA in that art.;) and so 3-4 and
(O alters it and burns it: (Msb:) or fire that falls

&#4.

it is said to be by A’Obeyd [and J.J. (TA.) J

jrom the sky, (AZ, S, O, K,) in vehement
(S, O, Mgb, K,) thunder: (AZ, S, O:) or fire that God sends with
aor. < , (Msb, K,) inf. n. &4, (Mgb,) or #4, vehement thunder: (TA:) or the scourge (33-)

was led into error by a verse of El-Museiyab (K) in that art.) - And

Ibn 'Alas, wherein he uses the phrase * &

3:4,

#;: [With a snift he-camel marked with the (S, 0) or both, and 3:2, (K) and 5.4% ($, that is in the hand of [the angel who is] the driver
a:wa-e]; (TA;) on hearing which, Tarafeh (K) O, K.) He (a man, S, O) snooned, or became of the clouds, and that comes not upon anything
insensible, (S, O, Mgb, K, TA,) and lost his reason, but it burns it: (O, K:) or a vehement sound

Ibn-El-'Abd (TA) said, J.J. 33: ... [The (TA,) in consequence of a sound that he heard, from a thundering with which falls a piece of
male camel has assumed the characteristic of the
(Mgb, TA,) such as the vehement sound of the fire: or the sound of thunder: (TA:) Wahb

female camel]. (K, TA.) El-Bedr El-Karáfee fall of a nall or the like or of a part of a moun Ibn-Munebbih, being asked respecting it, whether
urges that the term », used by J, includes the tain; (TA) as also 3-3. (Mab, T.A.")—And it were a tangible thing or fire or what else,

female; and that the masc. epithet [ *]

is used

3:4,

aor. *, inf. n.

34 and Jú,

answered that he thought no one knew it except
He (a

God: (O, TA:) accord. to some, (TA,) it signi

[by the poet] because the male is the more hon

ourable, being more hardy, and stronger than the
female: but this demands consideration. (TA.)

man) died. (TA) & Sis: J & 3-4
J:9 es', in the Kur [xxxix. 68], means And

fies also the cry, or vehement cry, or shout, [that
is an efficient] of punishment: (S, O, K:) and

death; (O, K;) so accord. to Katádeh (O, TA)
and Mukátil. (TA:) or a cause of death: (Zj,
cheek, (S,) or in the face, (A, K,) or in either side snoon : (Bd.) or shall lose their reason. (TA.) TA:) and any destructive punishment: (O, K:)

3: Having a wryness, or distortion, in the

those in the heavens and those upon the earth shall
die : (S, TA:) or shall fall don'n dead, or in a

[thereof], (K,) or in the neck, (A, Msb,) by —And #=#| <i><, inf n &4, The well fell and "ā:3 and issue are dial. vars. thereof:
reason of pride, (A,) with a turning of the face in ruins, or to pieces; or collapsed. (TA.)
(TA) the pl. is #33. (O, Mgb, TA)

on one side: (Msb:) or a camel having a disorder
by reason of which he trists his neck, (K,) and

5*

[as an

inf n.]

signifies

The sounding

of
6

*

d >

J2a-a-2 : see 3-2.
distorts it: (TA:) sometimes the being so is thunder: and Ga-e, aor. *, inf. n. Jus-o, is said
natural (S, A, Msb, K) in a man (S, Msb) and in of a bull, meaning He bellowed, or loned: (TA:)
J-2
an ostrich; (S, A, Mgh;) and sometimes it is and likewise of a man [app. as meaning he bel
accidental: (Msb:) pl.:4. (TA.)- It occurs loned, or roared]. (ISk, TA in art. Al.)
1. J22, aor. *, (K) inf n. J%, (TA)
* 6 - - of
or it, was, or became, such as is termed J.3
in a trad, as signifying Such as withdran's him
- •

4. iisual #3: The aisle [or thunderbolt]

He,
and

self [from others, through pride]; syn. *i; smote him. (TA.) - And ai- He, or it, J: meaning as expl. below; as also 'Ju-l.
*::: (S, TA: [thought by Ibr D to be a caused him to snoon, or become insensible. (S.) (K, TA.) One says, #1 *-ju- meaning
mistake for *: 25, but this seems to me
The palm-tree was, or became, slender in the head.
- And He, or it, killed, or slen, him. (TA.)
improbable:]) or such as turns anay his face, by
(IDrd, O, TA.)
3-4 : see the next paragraph.
reason of pride: (IAth:) and in another trad, as
11: see the preceding paragraph, in two places.
signifying such as turns anay from the truth, and

3-4 is an inf n of 3-4 [G. v.] (Mab, K.)

is faulty. (TA.)

J-4 Small in the head; applied to a man,
insensible, in consequence of a vehement sound (A5, S, O,) and to an ostrich; (S, O';) as also

and primarily signifies A snooning, or becoming

5- 2 -

3:44, (S) in the K}<, said to be like::,

but the former is the right, as is shown by the that one hears; and sometimes, such that one
ex. below, (TA,) applied to a night-journey to dies in consequence thereof: - afterwards often
used as meaning Death. (TA.)- [Also] Ve
water, Hard, or severe. (S, K.) A poet says,
hemence of sound or voice: (O, K:) and vehemence
5 * * * *** * *** * ~ *
of braying of an ass; used in this sense by Ru
!-- ", Jºs A33
beh; (O,” TA;) and said by Az to be originally
[And they had performed a hard night-journey * 3:2. (TA)
*

*

to water]. (S, TA.)

3-4 Expecting, or looking for, a aietà [or
2×a [Made round: and simply, round]. A thunderbolt]. (Ibn-'Abbād,0, K.)–Also Swoon
6.- d

> y

rājiz says,
ing, or becoming insensible; (K, TA;) and so
• &

*

e is

w

e

e

6

p.

*: Jilä -é 3, .

[Black, like the round grains of pepper]. (S.)

"5,444; or the latter signifies dying suddenly:
*

and the former, snooning, or becoming insensible,
and losing his reason, in consequence of a sound

W

J-4, (o;) and "#4 applied to a woman:

(S:) or small in the head and long and slender in
the neck; applied to a man: (Sh, TA:) or J.2
6 d -

and its fem. #4, and "J: and its fem.
*#4, such as is slender in the head and neck,
of mankind, and of ostriches, and [in like manner]
of palm-trees: (K,” TA:) or, accord. to A5, only
the first is applied to a man, and its fem. (with 3)
to a woman: but IB says that others mention
*#3 as applied to a woman; and accord. to
this, one applies "J* to a man. (TA.) And
Ala-2 als. A palm-tree that is crooked, and
bare in the loner parts of its branches: (S, O,
6.- © e

• O =
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K:) or a tall palm-tree; which is disapproved, as to make it assume that rounded form. as to make it] small. (S, K)-c” & *
because often when it is tall it becomes crooked. (Sh, O.)

J'u'l He, or it, rendered him [small, or little,

(IB, TA) And J-2 A*- An as that has lost
his soft hair, (S,K) or his abundant and long
hair, (O,) or both. (TA.) And J-4 signifies

i.e.,] contemptible, vile, base, or ignominious, [in
**
the eyes of men :] (A:) and [in like manner] he,
or
it, rendered him vile, base, or ignominious,
1. 32, aor. *, He, or it, was slender; and
also Tall, or long : (K:) applied by El-'Ajjāj to a was small: (IAar, K.) from 3-2, here following. (TA) or content with vileness, baseness, abase
2-8- > * : mast of a ship as meaning tall, and having its (TA.)
ment, or w"; (K.)- at #3 (TA in
6 Ó

e

-

-

•

upper part even, or uniform, with its middle;

#4

not as meaning slender in the head. (TA)

A small

[or bird of the sparron art. #35) and

*

at: &:

(S and TA in the same

art) [f lessened his rank, or dignity] – i.e.

Also, [used as a subst.,] A male ostrich; because hind], (K, TA,) red in the head; (TA;) fem.
small in the head; and with 3, a female ostrich. with 3: (K:) or small * [or birds of the --'9", inf n. *-as, He changed the noun into the
(TA)
sparron-kind], the heads of which are red; n. un. diminutive form. (Mgb.) This is done for several
with 3: (Msh, or 52*~ signifies a certain bird; purposes: to denote the smallness of the thing
Jä2 Slenderness. (S, O.)
and its pl. is 3:2 and £2: (S:) or the pl. (of signified, in itself; as in the instance of #33 [“a
small, or little, house”]: to denote its smallness
#2, (0, TA) or " #2, which is preferred
by Sh, (0,) Smallness of the head: (O, TA:) or #2, Msb) is #2 (Mab, K) and #4, (K, in in the eye of the speaker, when it is not small in
6* d

slenderness, and lightness of the body. (TA.)

>

itself; as in the saying (*# S. >53. <$
some say that 3-2 is originally &#3. (TA) [“the dirhems went, except a small dirhem”]:
Hence, (TA,) #43 #4 she camel small in the to denote nearness; as in the instance of U.5

the CK &ls:) and the pl. of #2 is £i.
6 o e

6** *

āka.e.: see what next precedes.
* @ e

* - e#

•

* @*.p

6 d

-

•

-

J*.*, and its fem. :) --~ : see U-2, in six

#

**

head. (K)=And the pl. £i signifies J,4

places.

• à

...all [“a little before daybreak”]: to denote

6 of

[pl. of U-21, q.v.]. (TA.)

affection and benevolence; as in the expression

Jā-2

denote the greatness of the thing signified; as in

J: ( [“O my little (meaning dear) son”]: to

<\ka-2
* ** * *

Q. 1 & 2, (0,K) infn. #3, (TA) He

the phrase

#:- :

[“a very severe year”]:

1. #4, aor. *; (S, Msb, K.) and #2, aor. *;
rendered him poor, or needy. (O, K.)= <\ka-2
to denote praise; as when a man is described as
$3.Al He made the 5.Ne53 [or mess of crumbled (K;) inf n. *e, (S, Msb, K.) of the former, (S, Gle &: -:= [“a little pastor's-bag filled
bread moistened with broth] to have a head; or Msb, TA). and #, (K,) also of the former, with knowledge”]: to denote blame; as in the
he raised its head. (K.) And Aúl Já'í <\kx-e (TA) and #4 and &#4, (IAar, K.) which are expression &#3; ū [“O thou little transgressor”].

both of the latter; (TA; [but Ibr D thinks that
to
s & e sapplied
6o
there is no reason for this assertion with respect to (L, TA.) [The inf n., res.aj, is also
hump so as to make its upper part of a rounded d!».2;]) [He £rl it (S, Msb) was, o: became, A diminutive noun itself; as also #-a-o-o-l.]
He stretched up the loner

part

of the camel's

•

form. (Sh,0)-And J.) Jägi al- The
herbs, or leguminous plants, fattened the camels.
(Sh, O, K.)

small, or little; #2 being the contr. of £e, (S)
Or

of £e, as also #4 [&c.]:

See also 10.

(M, K:) or X*

4: see 2, in two places. = J:S <>, i.e! The
is in body, or corporeal substance, (>> es') land produced smallplants or herbage, (K,) not tall.
Q. 2. čula...a5 He was, or became, poor, or
[and in years, or age; and #2, with this inf. n., (TA)-b: b: [They remained in the
needy. (S," O," K.) And He made a show of
said of a human being, signifies he was a child, spring-pasture] in order that they might rear
poverty. (K.L.) [He affected to be such as is
or in the state of childhood, not having attained the younger ones: (O, K: expl. in the former by
termed
<<\x.a5 The camels
to puberty;] and 5× 2 is in estimation or rank
[correctly
in the CK and
cast, or shed, their fur, (S, K, TA,) and, some
or dignity (2%) L:) (M, K.)- Also 344, my MS. copy of the K,
[which
-

•* @ e •

*]-J.'

6* * *

#1-9 .#

add, became bare. (TA.) Accord. to Sh, The

jú4 and #4 and &#4 and is a manifest mistake])-34s, ää <%
of fatness [of the body; app. meaning that their X: (K) and *4, (TA,) He was content with ! The she camel uttered her yearning cry to, or
legs became slender in comparison with their
camels became slender in their legs in consequence

inf n.

*

b£1:
by349 b%
** 6 £e

and

-

vileness, baseness, abasement, or ignominy, (K,) for, her young one, in a lon, tone, and loudly.

bodies]. (TA.) And accord. to A5, Ala-aj said
and tyranny, or injury: (TA:) or #3 is infn.
of a horse, He became slender, and shed his of 3-3, aor. 2, signifying he was, or became,
abundant and long hair. (TA.)
vile, base, or ignominious; (S," Msb;) and so
3, #2 Poor, or needy; (§, O, K, TA;) [a 55.2 and 50.2: (Mgh:) or jū-2 signifies the
poor man;] and ISd adds, having no property; being small, or little, in estimation or rank or
66

and Az adds, and having no reliance [upon any

person or thing]: (TA:) and a thief, or robber:
(KL:) pl. 4:44. (S, O.)

*" 4×3

Ineans

•.p e o p

p.

6 * >

6 * *

** is: because he
•

used to collect the poor in a #- [i. e. an
enclosure for cattle] and sustain them by means

6. /*Laj He became small; he shrank, or
became contracted; (O" and TA in art. Ji- ;)
by reason of abasement, (TA ibid.,) or from fear.

(Ham p. 658.) - He became vile, base, igno
dignity: (TA:) and you say, J-5 c”: & 3:44, minious, abject, or contemptible; (K,” TA;) came
with damm, meaning, [he became small, or little, to nought. (TA) And 4: < *wa. He
in the eyes of men; i.e.,] he lost his reverence, or (lit. his soul or his on n self) became of little

Újūšš [i.e., as expl. voce .#, The thieves, or reverend dignity. (Msb.) [See also 6.] One
sharpers, and paupers, of the Arabs; or the says also, 13és &##43' EIe, or it, is smaller
paupers of the Arabs who practise thieving: than, or too small for, such a thing; syn. J#.
because they act like wolves]. (S, O.) ’Orweh (TA in art, Js.) And...; ca #4 (She was
Ibn-El-Ward was called

(A.)

importance, by being vile, base, or ignominious,
to himself, or in his on n estimation; (A, Msb;)
he became vile, base, ignominious, abject, or con

temptible, to himself, or in his on n estimation.
(S," K,"TA)- And [He affected, or feigned,

too young to bear offspring]. (S in art. J-, &c.)
contr. of £3: or] he exhibited
-: Sl L#4 ū, aor. *, means J:##4 U. abjectness;
abjectness. (KL.)

[i. e. He was not younger than I, save by a
of the plunder that he took (§, O, K.)
year]. (IAar, K.)—And #1 * The 10. *~! He counted, accounted, reckoned,
or esteemed, him, or it, small, or little: or vile,
.#
* A man round in the head: (0, sun inclined to setting. (Th, K.)
K, TA:) or, as some say, small in the head.
base, or ignominious:
Wei-2 *: (S, K:)
** * syn.
*
2,
#2,
(inf
n.
***,
TA)
He
made
him,
or
young:
as
also
V
×
2.
(TA)
(TA.) And sus.a. applied to a camel's hump,
Such as is as though one rounded its upper part, or it, small, or little; as also * *-el. (§, K.)
* * > *

-

5

2

*e

**

•

so

p

-

and stretched up its loner part with the hand so You say, #1 */#2) He served the water-skin [so

#4 (S, Msb) and "jū3, with fet-h, (§, [and
213 *
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so in the Kurvi. 124,]) or *#4, with damm, in body, or corporeal substance; and in estimation copies of the K, erroneously, C#4, (TA,) and
(Mgb, [but perhaps there is an omission in. my or rank or dignity i. and in years, or age]; ($. 34. (K, TA,) He inclined and gave ear, or
copy of the Mgb after this word,]) and *}#4, Msb, K.) fem. {&#2: (S, Msb:) pl. masc.2%uel hearkened, or listened. (K. [See also the next
(S,) Vileness, baseness, abasement, or ignomi

(Sb, ş, K) and #4 (M.K.) though the sing

paragraph.])

niousness : (S, Msb:) so the second word signifies is not of the nouns which regularly add 3 to the

tyranny, or pl., and it is added in this case because the sing. 4. #' U-21 He inclined the vessels (S, Mab,
K:) or he turned the vessel upon its side, in order
oppression, or injury. (S.) One says, L.A.--> resembles in form **, of which i.e.: is a pl.,
together. (M,
collect
4:4, and W 4,43, [Rise thou, notnithstanding (ISd,)and &* (Sb, S:)and pl. fem. #4 (Sb, that what was in it might
**
*
• * ~
t Such a one
Usk-21
it:
&\
[Hence,]
T.A.)
thy vileness, or ignominiousness]. (S.) [See also

in the Kur vi. 124: (TA:) and

S, Mgb) and &#4 : (Msb:) but Sb says, you
perished, or died. (Er-Raghib, TA) And L&#
do not say: is: nor * >, except with
do "d
• U +[I. 4. £- Uss-2) expl. in what follows:
3.2 : see #2, in two places. [And see 1, of the article Ul: and he adds, we have heard the
(see also Uss-a-. ) or] he detracted from his reputa
which it is an inf. n.]
for tion; spoke evil of him; or slandered him. (Z,
Arabs says, £145, [perhaps miswritten
£
d
>
*
*
"
*** *
Low:-> &% Such a one is the least, or youngest, #139) ; and if you please, you maysay U23s. 29. TA) i-J-2', (A, TA) or 'Gl, (K) means
of them: (K,” TA:) and 4% #2 &%, and (S)-99:9 (lit. The two les, or last, things.] ! He diminished to him, impaired to him, or
43: 4% #2, Such a one is the least, or means + the heart and the tongue. (K.) It is defrauded him of a portion of (Z, K, TA,) his
of the children f his parents : opposed said in a prov., 4: 5...", meaning, t The right or due, (Z, TA,) or the thing. (K.) – You
&#4, and J.-, I inclined my
man obtains power over things, and manages say also,
l, of which it is an inf. n.]
* * *

s

younges,

U-5

to 5's. (TA) And #1 & # I am of the

little-ones, or of the young: (K:) said by an Arab them thoroughly, by means of his heart and his
tongue. (ISk, TA. [See Har p. 446.]) - See
child when he is forbidden to play. (TA.)
- d

*

..,

also:2.

* ... •

-

©

-

Land having small plants or herb also 1, last explanation.]) And âû,
age, not grown tall. (ISk, S, K.")

26.2 : see #~~.
6 o'

• . •

*, * *

-

J-,

[or

6.- : * *

}

of-a-a-o:
2- : * ~

poreal

-: The

she-camel inclined her head tonards the

tº

jū-2 : see #~ : - and x-e.

* Small, or little;

He gave ear, hearkened, or listened. (K. [See

J.;

-

*-a-

•* *

• *

s

& J.

K) or *- : J-1, (M.T.A.) He inclined
his ear to him. (S, M, K.) And Usk-o', alone,

Cyå-2 : see yea-2.
©e

head, and my ear. (Mob) And <! L-I, (S,

(S, K;) [in body, or cor

• * * >

.

saddle], (§, K, TA) in some copies of the S
J:" c.', [towards the man], (TA) as though

-

see 22A-a-o, in art. A•.

2)2+-a-6 :

she were listening to a thing : (S, K:) this she

substance: and in estimation or rank or

*: see: 4.
dignity; as is implied in the K: and in years, or
age; a youngling; a young one of any female;

does when the saddle is bound upon her. (S.)
(#4 an inf n

34-2 and -sa-2.

of G#2 [q.v.]: and also [used as]

and of a tree and the like: applied to a human
being, a child; i. e., one who has not attained to

1. (#4, aor. * (S, Msh, K) and [G:4, a simple subst: [meaning Inclination]. (TA.)
[He rectified] his inclination.
puberty: opposed to X:= :] as also "jū. (S, K) aor.] L*. (S, TA, and so in some copies of the One says, & 4 Aüí
4; (Msb, and so in some copies of (TA) And 4* *** and *%+2, and #2,
and '3% (K) and "#4 (M'bin art.') K,) or
i. e. His inclination [is nith thee, meaning, is
< *

in the M, but it is said in the TA that
fem. with 3: (Mgb.) pl. masc. Jú2 and #4, the K, and
it is correctly J#4, with kesr, as in the S;) agreeable with thine]. (AZ, S, K.) In [some of]
the copies of the K #4 and #2 are written
(a form used in poetry, S,) and " #4, (S, K,)
3,
or the last is [correctly speaking] a quasi-pl. n. : inf. n. *-*; (§, M', K;) and La-e, aor. Us”-a!, 52%-2 and 52%-2, which would lead the inad
(TA:) and pl. fem.jū-e, but not #3 when used inf n. (+4 and G#4; (S, Msb, K.) He, or it Vertent to imagine these two words to be syn.
as an epithet: (Msb:) the dim. of:- is ">< inclined, (S, MSb, K.T.A.) ...,'" Ji [to the with the word there next preceding, namely,
6*>

•

-

-

J.

& •

*

":44, (Sb, K,) the latter anomalous. (TA.) thing], (TA) or lää- &l [to such a thing]: #25-2 as an epithet applied to the sun. (TA.)
(Msb:) or they signify [sometimes, for the meaning
You say, *il & ** *; andži-l J. : [He expl. above is unquestionably correct, and is that *: see the next preceding paragraph. [...is
also
and

O -

•

is small, or little, in rank, or dignity; as

cć *: and in knowledge] (A.) And A.

which is predominant,] he (a man, TA) had an
inclining of his <- [here app. meaning the

•

J. dao

Ö

* &l, or "434-2, is a phrase similar to

4:1 coal

'JA, meaning This is thy chosen, or

The people came: [the mouth or the part belon, the mouth]; (K,TA;) special, friend or
as in the M classical.]
small in rank or dignity, of them, and the great or of one of his lips; thus correctly,
* of the K
copies
therein, of them : or] those of no rank or dignity, and A; as: in [some of] the

25.4% X*.*.* Jó

companion : but perhaps post
-

* 6 -

so
-

* : see G-2 and 3.5-2. = Also The interior

and those of rank or dignity. (Msb.) [See also [and <i> in others]
for 4:4. of a ladle: – and the side of a well: – and the
a* mistake
~ *
*
*
* * being
ear in part that is folded, or turned over, of the sides of
His
<-à->
:
asyl
say,
You
(TA.)
*L*.]
#4, [a subst. from *4, made such by the clined to him, or it. (TA.) And hence, in the a 3/2 [or leathern bucket]: (K, TA:) so in the
6

*

-

•

*

-

affix 3,] applied to a sin, [signifying A small or
©

-

-

little, sin,] has for its pl. -->}}<-- and [more com

Kur (lxvi. 4), 3,5 &#4 # [For the hearts

M : and its pl. in these senses is #25. (TA.)

of you truo have inclined to à that which is not
J.

J.

•

#3:

See

#4,

WOce

J*.

*

monly] #4; being, when thus applied, a subst. right]. . (Mgb.) And Less-Ji <-à-2, (§, Mgb)

(Msb) [See &#~..]

[é' part. n. of G.2 : fem. #44. and pl.
the sun, inclined
£t2 means Those who incline to
to setting. (S, Msb, K.) And J: tä. The &#34.]
man inclined, or leaned, on one side : or bent, or thee, (K, TA,) and come to thee, (TA,) in their
bowed, himselfupon his bon. (TA.) And G#4, cases of need: (K, TA:) or whoever, of thy

and

J. :), (K,) The stars, and

•-

* and 3: dims. of:4, q. V.
* In a state of vileness, abasement, igno

family, come to thee as guests : (TA:) or those
miniousness, abjectness, or contempt: (Msb:) or 25:1 Lle inf n. ta-e, [as though meaning He who incline to thee, of thy companions and rela
inclined to set himself against the people or party,]
content with vileness, abasement, or ignominy,

is said of one when his love, or affection, is with tions: (Harp. 207:) ISd thinks it to be made
~ o E
(K,) and tyranny, or injury. (S, A, TA.) [See such as are not of the said people, or party.
•

d

•

•

-

fem. because meaning a ael.-. (TA) '**'

-

also 's-2.]
(TA)- And sā-2, aor. Usa-ae, (K, TA) inf n. are=to cs: U.S. means [Honour ye such a one in
accord. to the respect of] those who incline to him, and who
agreeably ''the S
ū.
** [Smaller, or les; and smallest, or least;

£

**

*
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come to him seeking to obtain what he has. (S.) - pronoun referring to a she-camel]. (M. [One or
Jés." means The stars that have inclined the other of these two meanings appears to be [ISd says] this latter inf n. I have not heard ex
indicated by what there precedes this.]) - -: cept in a phrase mentioned in what follows. (M.)
to setting. (TA.)
*~ c." (S, K) is said of flesh-meat Hence the saying, Ś Júl -ā- it: * -545
J#4, applied to a man, (TA,) Having an &:
(S) [app. meaning It was laid, cut into a strip,
inclining of the sla-; (K, TA;) or of one of the or into strips, upon the live coals to broil]; and X: -: [The women shall stand in a rank be.
hind the men in the mosque, and shall not stand
lips: (K,”TA: [see 1:]) fem. #4. (TA.) –
-i-4 e-in & [in like manner, in the sun to in a rank with them]. (Mgh.) And hence the
And the fem, applied to a sula [or bird of the dry]: (K:) for one says of him who has prepared saying of a woman of the desert to her sons,
species termed uá), Having an inclining of its flesh-meat cut into strips, or oblong pieces, and

** (M.Mg) if n -i- and J2, but

And

"J. S. &#3; #1-##$! i. e. [When ye
-#4; and [in like manner] meet
the enemy, rush upon them without consi
W535.2 #352 to give intensiveness to the mean
one says also, &: Júl L'é 4:2: (Msb:) or deration, and] do not set yourselves in a rank.
ing; like as one says J: J5. (TA)- Also,
-12, aor. *, inf. n. -i. means he cut (M. [See also 1, in art. ,<>.])
i. e. the fem., applied to the sun, Inclining to 2-in
and
beak,
** D -

•-

#one

of its mandibles: and one says

-

the flesh-meat into broad slices: (M3) and accord.

setting. (K.)
*

dried in the sun, 2-in

d -

-

-

R. Q. 1. -íai. He journeyed, (30, O, and

&2:l, i.e. the cutting

-:

so in copies of the K,) or became, (3-3, so in the
is like
to ISh, V
a piece of flesh-meat thin, so that it is trans CK,) alone in a -:4:4, or level tract of land.

-

-

L*a* [A place of inclining. ". to. '' .."
incline]. It is said in a prov., L*a*-* Use-all lucent: (TA in the present art:) or -ā-ā-a:Ji is a (O, K.) = And He pastured upon the trees
•... [The child best knows the place of inclining kind of C.,5; i. e. the cutting a piece of flesh called -suáis. (O, K.) = And #444 [as an

of his

cheek]: i.e. he best knows to whom he
inf n., or as a simple subst.,] signifies The crying
should betake himself, or whither it will profit meat thin, so that it is translucent by reason of
or cry, (<>2-2,) of the sparrow, which is called
him [to go]. (TA. [See also Freytag's Arab. its thinness, and then throning it upon the live . . * *
Jāai.e. (O, K) in some one or more of the
coals. (TA in art. C*) [See
Prov., i. 715.])
dialects. (O.)
J: Inclined. (Ham p. 260.) - One says, also 8, in three places. - -i. said of a bird,
C

-

-:42.]=see

-

-* A rank, row, or line [of things], (KL,

$61

&%,

meaning + Such a one is (M, O, Mgb, K.) aor. *, (M, Msb) inf n. C#2, PS;) or an even 234 [i. e. front, or fore part,]
abridged, or defrauded, of a portion of his right, (Msb, K,) It extended its nings in a line, (M,)
of any things: (M:) and a company of men
or due : (S, and Ham pp. 259-60:) because when or it expanded its wings, (O, Mgb, K.) in the sky,
standing in a rank, or ron, or line : (O, K:)
the vessel is inclined, what it will hold becomes and did not move them, (M.) or and struck [an
pl. -,44; ($, M, o, Mob, K.) and the sing:
deficient. (Ham.)
evident mistake for and did not strike] with them
* * *

may also be used in the sense of the pl.; it may
its sides like the pigeon: (Msb:) such as do so be used either thus in the sense of the pl. or as a
are not to be eaten; (Msb, K;) as the vulture
1. C#4, (§, M, Mgh, O, Mgb, K.) aor. *, and the hawk: (Mgb.) it is said in a trad, sing. in the Kur xviii. 46. (O.) Hence, in a
wā-2.

(Mil, TA) int n -i-, (0,M,K,TA) H. J. L. Jæ; }; -is a J&# (o, K, TA. See
6 *
-

*

©

@ e •

*..

.

o - e.

set, or placed, or stationed, (S, M, Mgh, O, K,) art. ->)=&" -ā-2, (S) or co-0 *-āā-o
a company of men, (S, M, Mgh, O, Mgb, K,) in 2 < *
++2, (K, and so in one
war (S, O, K) &c., (O, K,) and a military force, āā.2, (O) or £
(TA,) and also [in a similar sense] a thing, (Msb,) place in the O,) and 7 £i, (O, K,) but this
in a rank, or ron, or line : (S, M, Mgh, O, K:) latter verb is of weak authority, (0,) : I put to
and likewise" - i.e.,(TA)infn. -:3; (IDrd, the horse's saddle a #2 [q. v.]: (S, O, K, TA:)

b:-

[Make even your ranks] in
trad., źs:
prayer. (O, TA.) - Also A station of -is:

[or ranks of men]. (M. [See also -ia.]) And
hence, (M,) as used in the Kur xx.67, i. q. Ji
[i. e. A place of prayer, or a place of prayer on
the occasion of the .*, or festival]; (Az, M, O';)

because the people stand there in ranks: (M:)

O, K, TA;) but this has an intensive signification. [and] £1 -i-, and 3 -i-, He made for the i.e. a place where people assemble for their see:
(IDrd, O, T.A.)- One says also of a she-camel, beast a ai. (M.)
(Az Q ') or, in that instance, (i. may mean

-- * (#34 -: [She sets her fore legs

2 : see above, first sentence: - and also in the Jalala-e [i.e. standing in ranks], (Az, M, O,)

evenly, side by side, not putting one of them in latter half of the paragraph.
advance of the other, as if about to go onward,
3. * (S, MA, O, K)
on the occasion of being milked]. (S, M, O, K.

as a denotative of state. (M.) – And A pair of

Júl G (§, O, K)

bowls (cis-33) [app., as seems to be indicated,

that are filled at one milking of a camel]; be
[See also &#3, said of a man; and see &4 in They fought them in rank; they dren, themselves cause they are put together. (M.) = Also A
art. Ú3-2.]) And [in like manner] one says, out in a rank against them [in fight] (MA) = certain medicament mith nihich the teeth are
[And app. one says also asus meaning He had the
whitened. (O.)
9:3# J.' s: [The camels set their legs in
house over against, or facing, his

an even row] (S.O.) – And of a she camel
one says also, <!- $! &: 3- t-3 -: [as
though meaning She yields a row of bonyls of
her milk when she is milked], because of the abun

ai. of his
(another's) a. See Juá. 34, below.]

a building, like a nide * [here used in a post

4 : see 1, last sentence.
6: see 8. - One says also

#4 An appertenance of a house, (S, Mgh, O,
Msb, K, [in none of which is it explained,]) or of

* 1,5ua. They classical sense, as meaning a kind of vestibule, or

Cia: collected themselves together in a rank, or ron, or portico, for shade and shelter, open in front], with
dance of her milk. (§, O, K".) And &3:
2 a long roof or ceiling; (Lth, TA;) the #. of a
#9: 3. c”:l-2, (§, O.) or simply -ia, (M) line, against him. (M, TA) And J. L.'s bila: building [app. meaning what is above described];
She combines two milking-vessels, or three, at one They collected themselves together at the water;
(M3) i. q &#3: ($ and Msb and K in art.
milking; (S," M, O';*) J.all meaning her being as also 43 bjua. like as one says (# *-as
< *~

of

Dee &

-

milked into two milking-vessels, or three, (S, O,
K,)
so as to combine them.
• * o - of

(S, O.
• - o

*34 and 934, and £1 J-52 and 4.34.

[In the CK, (Lh, T.A.)

of

--J-5 d' is a mistake for -J.-5 col.]) And a
rājiz, cited by AZ, says, referring to a she-camel,

8. bil- They stood in, (S, Mgh, O, K,) or
became, (M) [or set, placed, or stationed, them

*

selves in,] a rank, or ron, or line; (S, M, Mgh,
(O, K;) as
[She is milked into three milking-vessels at one Msb;*) or ranks, or rons, or àlines;
-a
w

-

6 s."

-

-ā- :) [see ââzâ."; and see also 5… :] and i, q.
# [i. e. a roof, or covering, for shade and
shelter, over the door of a house; or extending
..from a house to another house opposite; like
53- and #-l : (M:) [for the meaning assigned
to it by Golius as from the S, and by Freytag as
from the K and S, (“scamnum discubitorium,

milking] (S, 0.) One says also #2, i.e. t.3%i also "125taj; (M, O," K;" [-šua:Ji being expl. fere ex lapidibus structum,”) I find no authority
*A - P &

in the CK, erro
[app. meaning He milked her into trvo bonyls, or in the O and K by leu.31;
à in any Arabic work: in Egypt, it is applied to a
three, at one milking; or into trvo bonyls; the neously, jew:51;])and so "1, 2,(M,Mgh, Mgb) shelf of marble or of common stone, about four
J.

J.

&

-

e-à-e -
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feet high, supported by two or more arches, or by set side by side (Jia:), and which fills them : i: [n un, of £, q.v., i.e., Ames of the
sets her fore legs evenly, kind of food thus called]; (AA, O, K;) as also
a single arch, figured and described in the Intro (Ham p. 535:) or that
3 *• 6 e".e.

duction to my work on the Modern Egyptians; side by side, (#34 -543, [see 1,]) on the occasion

*ātai~, (0, K.) which is of the dial of

this being app. so called because resembling in of being milked. (S, M, O, K.) [See an ex. in a
Thakeef. (O.) = And A certain insect (£33,
form, though not in size, a porch :] the .P. is verse cited voce -32-2. And see also -,44.]
Lth, M, O), by the Persians (..*-all) called the
Jia (S, o, Mob, K) and Jú2 and +4.
*~ [i. e. weevil]: (Lth, O :) a word adven
-**
Flesh-meat
(§,
M)
such
as
has
been
laid,
(MgH) at: Ji [The people of the aisl was cut into a strip, or into strips, (~, S, K, and titious to the Arabic language. (Lth, M, O.)
all appellation applied to certain persons who were
*

f.

J -

the guests of El-Islám, [i.e. supported by the the like in the M and O, or -5.3% t25, Mgh,)
Juai. The tree called -35-3 ($, M, Q, K.)
charity of the Muslims,] (O, K, TA,) consisting upon the live coals (S, Mgh, O, K) to broil (S, [accord. to modern usage, the latter is the salic
of poor refugees, and houseless men, (TA,) who Mgh, K) or to become thoroughly cooked, (O,) or Aegyptia of Linn. : (Forskál's Flora Aegypt.
passed the night in the a: of the mosque of the upon the pebbles, and then roasted, or broiled, Arab., p. lxxvi., and Delile's Florae Aegpyt.
Prophet [in El-Medeeneh], which was a covered (M,) or in the sun, to dry: (O, K:) or flesh Illustr., no 934:) and the -šuaä.2 accord. to
place, an appertenance of the mosque, (O, K, meat cut into strips, or oblong pieces, and dried Forskål, ibid., is the salix Babylonica; or this
TA,) roofed over with palm-sticks; (Harp. 379; in the sun, (M," Mgh, Mgb,) or, as Lth says, and
is called Jes, Clais (Delile, no. 932) and
[where see more;]) thither they resorted for in like manner Ks, spread in the sun [to dry]: another
species of salix is called in Egypt -šuaā-2
lodging; and sometimes they were fen, and some (Mgh :) or flesh-meat cut into broad slices: (M:)
Cs-13.
(Forskål, ibid; and Delile, no. 933:)] or
times they were many: [SM says,] I have drawn or, accord. to Khálid Ibn-Jembeh, flesh-meat cut
so
in
the
dial of Syria: (M, Msb:) or a hind of
up a list of their names, in a tract, to the number into slices, not in the manner of **, but made
tree
of
which
the -354- is a species: (Kin art.
of ninety-tno, (TA inthe present art.,) or ninety: broad, like cakes of bread [which are generally
• *

>

-

three. (TAvoce Jä05.) [ISd says,]222 -lje about a span, or somewhat less, in width, round -u- ) n, un, with s. (M, O, K.)

s:

[The punishment of the day of the a:]

is

and flat]: (TA:) [or cut thin so as to be translu

6.-

> d

>

6 * > 6.

- -

• & •

-

äuää.<: see #252. = Alson, un, of-it-i
the same as al: >: ** [mentioned in the to boil once, and then taken up [from the fire]. [q. v.]. (M, O, K.)
3 - Kur xxvi. 189]: (M, TA:) Lth says that the (M.) 3.
-āla. A station, (S, Msb,) or place n'here
former was a day on which a certain people dis
à:M The a:23-2#: so called in relation to those ranks are dranwn up, (O, K,) in nar, or battle :

cent: (see 1, latter half:)] or flesh-meat made

-

obeyed their apostle, wherefore God sent upon
them heat and clouds nhich overspread them, so

•

called it." Ji (TA (See art -,-])

(S, O, Mgb.) pl. Jua. (S, O, Mgb, K.)

that they perished : and Az says that it is not the
J. [originally
act. part. n. of +2,
Jua. 3. He
same as that mentioned in the Kur, and that he
are epithets house] is over
knew not what is meant by as all-s: -Plje: (O, q. v.]. #12 and [its pl.]
(TA:) it seems, however, that both mean the applied to camels [as meaning Setting their legs (IDrd, O, K.)
same, as #31 and # are one in meaning. in an even row], from (.3% &#3: (S, O :) [or]

-#4,

*

*

*

* *

-#3

(TA) - Also t An appertenance of the & -#4 (in the Kurzii. 37, o, K) means #2.
[i.e. set in a ron], (M, O, K, TA,) to be
[or horse's saddle]; (S, M, IAth, Mgh, O, K, slaughtered;
(M, TA;) of the measure Jelš in

J. de

1. 4-2

•

*

is the person whose at: [of his
against, or facing, my ai.e.

C*

*

C*,

(Mgh, Msb, K,”) aor. <, (K,)

TA;) like the #" [Q. v. in art. 3-1 of the J the sense of the measure Jeu: [thus in the ó, and inf n. £2, (TA,) properly signifying He turned
for camel's saddlej (IAth, L, TA; ) the thing
tonards [or from] him, or it, the a-i- [i. e.
with which it is covered, betneen the c -s; also (probably copied therefrom) in the copies of side] of his face, (Mgh,) means he turned anay
which are its fore part and its hinder part: the K; but correctly Jews]. or it means is: Jrom, (Mgh, Mgb, K,”) and left, (Mab, K,) him,
(Mgh.) or, (M,TA) as also of the J-3, (M) [i.e. standing in a rowj: (O, K:) or, as related or it, (Mgh, Msb,) i. e. [a man, or] an affair.
the thing that comprises within it (Xà) the [tno by I’Ab, it is 33'34. (TA) In the phrase (Mgb.) And t=#2 * & 4 I turned anay
pieces of nood calledthe] 90% and the [tno pads, ū. edu% in the Kur [xxxvii. 1], by <dual from him and left him; (S, TA;)i.e. a man: (TA:)
t-i- being here an inf. n., and therefore in the
or stuffed things, called the] c'313, above them and are meant The angels standing in ranks in accus. case, as in the phrase to:- &345, or it
Heaven, glorifying God. (M, O, K.)-Applied

beneath them: (M, TA) pl. -#4 (S, M, o, K)

to a bird, it means Expanding its nings and not is in the accus. case as an adv. n., and the meaning

and -su-2, the latter mentioned by Sb. (M.)

mor:g [or flapping] them [in its flight]: opposed

Also ! A long period

(30%) of time. (O, K, to -312. (M and TA in art. -53.)

TA.) So in the saying, *::: &- #4 (+= ! [We

* • &

•

-ā-ai.e. A level, or an even, tract of land or
lived, or have lived, a long period of timej. (O, ground : (S, O, Mgb, K:) thus expl. by AA, and
T.A.) – And +The quantity of grain that is put by Mujáhid, as used in the Kur xx. 106: by
upon the palm of the hand: occurring in a trad. others as meaning smooth: accord. to Fr, having
of Abu-d-Darda, in the saying, sui 5 &: in it no herbage : and accord. to IAar, bald: pl.
a J.
-- 2 &
ââ )3 à: [I became so that I possessed not the -i.eu.3. (TA:) or -:44 J: signifies a
quantity of grain that might be put on the palm smooth, and level, or even, land; and so, accord.
f# hand, nor a morsel of food]; #. meaning to II, [the fem.] #44. (M.) Also, (M.) or

is I turned anay from him aside. (Harp. 434.
[See also, in art. -->4, a similar phrase in the
Kur xliii. 4, cited here in the TA, and in Har
ubi supra.]) - And as C*, (S, A, K, TA,)
aor. and inf n. as above, (TA,) means [also] He
turned anay from his crime, sin, fault, or offence:
.s de

*

* *

(S, A, TA:), or he forgave him. (K, TA.) And
•

&•

*

& •

J.

C.

e

•

|

c)3 -35 de ----> I turned anay from the
2

•

crime, sin, &c., of such a one, and did not punish
him for it: (TA:) or -jin

c” <+2, aor. and

#444 [app. as an epithet in which the quality inf n, as above, I forgave the crime, sin, &c.
ão all. (TA.)
of a subst. is predominant], (TA,) A desert, or
-#4 A thing that a man wears beneath the waterless desert; syn. #3; (M, TA;) from (Msb.) - And *-*, (K, TA,) aor. as above,
(TA,) inf. n.
said of a she-camel, (K, TA,)
coat of mail (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K) in the day of IDrd. (TA)- And The -5-[i. e. ridge, or
and
of
a
ewe,
or
she-goat,
(TA,) [She ceased to
battle. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)

£4,

bron, or ledge,] of a mountain. (Ibn-'Abbād, yield her milk;] her milk went anay. (K, TA.)

* * *

O, K.)

* 334-2 A she-camel that yields
a ron of bonyls
3 **
-

•

•-

•

of her mill (3: 32 - # -: $, o, K) when
she is milked, (§, O,) because of the abundance of
her milk : ($, O, K:) or for which truo vessels are

= 3-44 as a trans verb: see 5, in five places.
, He (a
-: The sparron, (IDrd, O, K.) in some And see 2. - Also, aor. *, inf. n.
* o •

one or more of the dialects. (IDrd, O.)

* I'm of -iet-, q.v. = Also] i q.

dog) spread forth, or stretched out, his fore legs;
a rājiz says,
-
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C*

the palm of my hand upon the palm of his hand. The side of the human being; (S, O, K;*) as also
t-tie <: He met him turning "4:3. (O.) And hence, *" 3-à-> -s; L*
tonwards him the
[or side] of his face: [He prayed tonards the side of his camel].
and * : signify The .*.*
(TA:) or he met him face to face; i. q. Güe. (Mgh.) And
(TA in art. --à-2:) [and] he met him suddenly, [i.e. side](S, O, and K accord. to the TA, but in
or unexpectedly. (Hamp. 802.)
the CK and in my MS. copy of the K .*.*,
4. 4-5-1; see 1, latter part, in three places: [which in this instance I think a mistake,]) of the
face: ($, Q, K:) and so of a sword; (K, TA ; [in
– and see also 2. - Also He inverted it, or
•

[As the preading forth of his fore legs, to, or for,
a bone; I mean a dog]; Úle being put in the
accus. case as an explicative: or he here uses an
inversion; meaning *% -: *-*. (L.) –

And 4-2, (S) or -'l', 4-3 ; (K) and
"4-4-2, (S) or -i-Ju 4-1 (TA) He

& e.

•

(TA) - And

ci-

&#4

struck him with the side, or flat, of the snord,
reversed it, (Ibn-Buzurj, K,) namely, a sword; the former of which, in art. Laye, the Lays of a
**,
~, §,
(44
: TA,, or
or 4-2-3,
9, K.)
, [i.e. with its C*-*,
sword is said to be its
;]) or the J: [i. e.
Or
3, or a-2,] not neith its edge. (TA.) – like squa Iq. v.]. (Ibn-Buzuri.)
breadth, or width,] (S, O, Mgb, and so accord. to
5, 4-ia. He examined its -->4 [or side]; the CK and my MS. copy of the K,) of a sword;
And 4-42,(S,IAth, K, TA)aor.*, infn.
i.e. a thing's: (S:) or he considered it carefully,

Ci-

&#3;
(TA) and '4-à-2, (S, K, TA) inf n. £,

(S, O, Mgb, K.) i.e. contr. of J, ; (Mab3)

5

or attentively, and examined its -ts-à2. (A, [but it may be well rendered its side, or its flat,
namely, a person asking, or begging; (S, K, TA;) Mgh.) And £30 &: I turned over, or and so *ā-is, for SM says that] -: ū-i- sig
he refused his request: (IAth, TA:) and 4-42 examined, the -t-.3, meaning pages, of the nifies the two faces, or surfaces, ofthe snord: (TA:)
a-t- 34 and # * 4-2. He refused him the book; as also "as-à-2, inf n. &#4 : (Mgb:) and one says, *
2. <1% (S, A) and 7 c:
thing that he wanted. (TA) - And 4-#4 also --~~ 53 * +44 I examined the leaves of
44-5 ($) [He looked tonards him with the side
signifies He gave to him. (IAth, T.A.) [Thus it
the --> [i.e. volume, or book, or copy of the of his face turned towards him] and "a-ia,

(TA;) He turned him back, or sent him anay;

J. J. d. •

*

e

has two contr. meanings.] - Also He gave him

to drink any kind of beverage (K, TA) and at Kur-án,] one by one. (O, K.) And ź.

Cia.,

anytime. (TA)- And Jes-" (#8 J.' &#3 (Lth, A) and "X-2, (Lth, O, Mgb, K.) He

6 *

[which means the same]: (A:) but accord. to Ao,

-: W c: #3 (He struck him with

one says,

vulgar

£y
He made the camels to pass by the natering looked at the people, seeking for a particular the side, or flat, of the snoord], and the
man: (Lth:) or he examined the states, or con - -ia, with
wi fet-h:
-In : . ( S :
l. Tof i2l
(S:)
trough; [app, watering them;] syn.
ū. ditions, of the people, and looked among them, to
1S cu-2
of W C*- is]
(S, K.)
ascertain nihether such a one was to be seen: (A;
2.
(K,) inf. n.
(S,) He made a in explanation of the former:) or he made the (TA) U-ji Wā-ā3 signifies The side (U3%)
people to pass before him, and examined them, one of the breast of the man. (L.) And one says,

-**

*

: | s:

(**): [la'

Cie,

£4,

thing wide, or broad; (S, K;) as also " &#3; by one: (O, K; in explanation of the latter:) or
1;] see &#4. One says of a he beheld [or looked at] the El-ā2 [or sides] of
(K;) [and 7
sword,

c".

£4, inf n. as above, It was made broad,

the faces of the people. (Mob) And ** Cia.

*: "3+2 U's #4 (He struck him on the
surface, or flat part, of his side; and so Use
4- P- ? - ; but the former is the more common].

or nide, and lengthened out, in the forging. 2%l He examined carefully, or attentively, the
(IAar, S, TA.)
is also syn. with 3:45, faces of the people, looking at their (the people's)
(S, Msb, K,) meaning The clapping nith the external appearances and forms, and seeking to

=:

hand. (S, Ath, TA) one says, 4: i.

(A) And -: "J-i- $2 [He polished

the two sides, or surfaces, of the snoord]. (A.)
And 33.3% W L-4 cs: <-ā- [He wrote upon
make himself acquainted nith their cases: and he
looked at the faces of the people, seeking to know the two sides, or faces, of the piece of paper].

and #3 (He clapped with his hands], (A, TA;) them; as also '-34. (Lth, TA.) And Cia. (A) >391 "30-42 signifies The pages, or
he struck one of his hands upon the other:
• of

(Mgh:) or he struck with the outer side of the

#9),(A,TA)and, S'L' Cia., (KTA)and

right hand upon the inner side of the left hand.

• of

(O in art. Gä.e.) [Golius gives

in this

*

* *

d:

*

- *

3.9 '32, (TA) and #9. J. Cl3, (K,

faces

of the leaves, of the book. (Msb.) And

Jisi

&#4 The

face [i. e. palm] of the hand.

(L.) And -is

is The two parts of the

TA,) He looked into the affair, or case. (K, scapula that slope don’n from the * [or spine
sense, erroneously, as from the S; and Freytag, TA.)
this form as well as -: ..]

And it is said in a
*

&#3 J: &:",

trad.,

:

Some

":
late."
it..:li
£-> instead of C*~, [The
*

*

tie.

thereof]: pl.

* *

(L.) And J.<-l £4 The

6. (=slaj They took each the other's hand.
Or, as

-

part of the mountain where the side thereof rests
(TK.) See also 3. - Hence, citi-Sl
upon the ground; (S,K;) its
[q.v.]: (JM:)
+ The closing together of the eyelids. (Harp. pl. Cu2. (8)

&#4

C:

saying an els:- is for men, and the clapping
with the hands is for women;] (S, Mgh,” TA;)

i. e., when the Imām is inadvertent, the person

.de de

i: ; see the next preceding paragraph, in

Jo

10. <53 as-à-2:... He asked him, or begged

four places.
whom he leads should, if a man, rouse him by him, to forgive his crime, sin, fault, or offence.
* Excessive width in the forehead. (IAar,
saying all du-- ; and if a woman, should clap (L, TA.)
with her hands, instead of speaking. (IAth, TA.)
K.)
#2, (S, A, Mgh, Mab, K.) of a thing, (S,
6 * *

6 *

>

£4;

say, > 4-3. He took him by his hand. (A)
And

4:04,

>

6 * >

as-à-o: see

C*,

6 -

* >

3. aa-3Uac signifies The taking by the hand;
(S, A, K;) as also V
(A;) or the latter has
a like meaning: (S, K:*) or the former signifies
[the joining hands; i. e.] the putting the hand [of
one] in the hand [of another] in meeting and
saluting: (Hamp. 802:) or the making the palm
of the hand to cleave to [that of] the hand [of
another], and turning face to face. (L.) You

(S, A, Mgh, Msb,) of a thing, (Mgh,) or of any

** * *

d

>

*e

.

in ten places. -[Hence,]

•&

s: ! i, q. <té- [which is used alone
meaning $349 & He showed open

thing; (S, A, Mgb;) The side; or lateral, or out a-à-2 a.

ward, part or portion; syn. of the former #-ö 5 as

(S, A.;) or of the same, (K) or of the latter, (S, enmity, or hostility, with him]: (A, TA:) or he
A,) or of each, (Mgh, Msb,) *: (S, A, Mgh, showed, or revealed, to him his deed [or crime]
Msb, K. :) and both signify also the face, or which he was concealing. (TA in art. 3., from
surface, or front, of a thing: (Mgh:) pl. [of the a trad. [which shows it to be used in an evil sense].)
former

Cu2, as below, and] of the latter +44. £2, which is disapproved in horses, is [A.

&2), I (Msb) "...#1 is signifies The two sides of quality] like nhat is termed a- [app. meaning
(Mgb;) or I put the thing; syn. #'s. (TA) And gui) £4 a flatness, or an evenness,] in the side (Laye) of

inf n. as above [and

applied my hand to his hand;

A, Mgh,) or of anything; (Msb;) and 7 i-is,

[Book I.
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* *

* :

the cheek, by reason of n:hich its width is excessive. goat, (TA,) [ceasing to yield her milk;] whose
milk is going anay: (K, TA:) or a she-camel
(O, K.) = [It is also an inf. n. of 3, q.v.]
milk has
that has lost her young one, and whose
** ** <
- - - - - 3* One who has the quality of turning
gone. (IAar,TA)-2'- Gé- S24-98:3-24,
andy from the crimes, sins, faults, or offences, of occurring in a trad., means [Not lifting up, or
others, and of forgiving; [or rather wont to turn elevating, his head,] nor putting forth his cheek,

: See

£4, in two places. -[Hence,]
** * * *

4 - 3 - d.

ā-āa signifies A snord; as also "as-i.a. :

- -

[but see what follows:]) accord. to ÍAar,

(K:

6

anay &c.;] as also W

£4: (TA:) £1. (K,

nor inclining on one side. (L.)

TA,) as an epithet applied to God, (TA) means
the Very Forgiving; or He who forgives much.
(K, TA) - And Generous; (K;) because the
generous man forgives those who act injuriously
towards him. (TA.) - And A woman who
turns anay from one; who forsakes one's society:

+-iá. [its pl. (K)] signifies sn'ords; because
they are made broad, or wide, and lengthened
out, in the forging: (S:) or, as some say, it sig

"ifies broad, or

* * of

ići. A man excessively wide in the forehead:

wide, snords.

(TA. [See also

ā-ā-2.]) Lebeed says, describing clouds,
•

• * * *

*J.

* * >

tal's L =ls-à-ae col=

*

*

Wide, or broad; (S, K;) as also
*
J. : -;#
4, (K,) which latter is the more common; [As though there n'ere snords, or broad snords,
W
as though not giving aught but her side. (K.) both applied in this sense to a sword, and to any upon their summits, and wailing women having
.
.
6 * 0 * : see ā-A2, in four places. [It is thing; and " C*- signifies the same. (TA.) upon them the pieces of rag which such women
hold in wailing and with n'hich they make signs]:
-: * * The face of this (S, TA:) Az says that he likens the lightning,
properly a coll. gen, n., as such signifying Any One says,
*

a g

-

-

£4.

kind of thing made flat and broad or wide: as, snord is wide, or broad; from * £i. (S.) in the darkness of the clouds, to broad snords:
for instance, plate, or expanded metal : n, un.
says that ---> here means
with 3, meaning a piece thereof.] - [Hence, as Andú-i: să:9%4,(S.A.K.) and "s: (TA:) and IAer
relate the verse, the word
some
expanded solid substance,] (IAar, TA) and "u-aa., (A, [this last relating sn'ords: but as
it is supposed to be •an
of
is W -->4. [meaning women clapping their
£", (K) or Lake') £, (TA,) is one of to the agent,]) He struck him with the breadth, or hands]; as though he likened the clouds' discover
not
K;)*-ā
(S, •A,
the snord; 3:
flat,]
nidth,
*-*
the names of Heaven. (K, T.A.)
(A:)ofand
edge:
neith its [or
ing themselves when the lightning shone from
•

i-4 A wide, or broad, stone; (T, S;) as also
W

&: (T) and 'tis (S) or '#4 and]

them, and they opened, and then met together after
the lightning's becoming extinct, to the clapping
breadth, but with its edge. (TA.) And Ja-y of women's hands: (S: in some copies of which,
He struck him

* * *
£:
w C- A
J-9)
*

* -ti- and

&#14 [which last is pl. of i-32)

nºith 6 its

with the sn'ord not

-

man wide, or

"..." £
•

is put for -: :) or, accord. to this read
ing, he likens the sound of the thunder to women’s

**

signify wide, or broad, stones, ": are put over of the head; (S, TA;) and so J.'" C*-*. clapping of their hands. (TA)- Also A she
and W cu- signify wide, (TA.)- Also Having the tryo sides of his head camel (T, L) that is kept from being milked, in
graves: (A:) or
or broad, and thin, stones; (K, TA;) one of depressed, and the side of the forehead prominent, order that she may become fat. (T, L, K.)

£4

which is called ā-4 and "i-ti- (TA) and
anything wide, or

(K, TA,) and the occiput also prominent and
conspicuous: (TA:) or having the fore and hind

broad, (Mgh, Msb, TA,) such parts of the head projecting.

6 *

* * *

6 * >*
•

ā-ā-ae, and its pl.: see
6

(AZ, Mgh.)

6

y

- © d

C

o -

as a stone, (TA,) and a plank, or board, (Mgh, And A head compressed in the parts next the

C*- : see **, in two places.

TA,) and the like, (TA) is termed A-4-2 (Mgh, temples, so as to be long betneen the forehead and
Msb, TA) and 7 ā-ā4: (TA:) whence one says, the back of the neck. (K.)- A nose straight in

C*- One niho commits

# * > * @ 5% es: [He
purchased a house in which were plates of gold

•

d

*

adultery, or fornica

the bone; (K, TA;) having the bone even nith tion, with any woman, whether she be free or a
the forehead. (TA.)- And A smooth, or soft, slave. (K.)
or smooth and soft, and beautiful, face. (Lh, K.)
Jú-2

and of silver]. (Mgh.) The pl. 3:44 signifies - Applied to a sword, (TA,) Inclined, or bent :
also [particularly] The planks, boards, or leaves, (S, K, TA:) and inverted, or reversed: (Ibn
of a door. (S, K.) And Wide, or broad, Buzurj, K, TA:) that is turned upon its edge

(~%)

1. $342, (S, M, A, Mgh, K) aor =, (§, M,

Mgh, K) inf n. xi. (S, M, Mgh) and 3,43;

nºhen one strikes with it: and that is inclined, or (M;) He bound him, bound him fast or made

swords; (A, K,) one such sword being termed bent, when one desires to sheath it. (TA)- It is
ā-4: (S:) or this latter signifies [simply] a said in a trad., J-l L* £4. 94." *,
sword; and ":4, sncords. (Ham p. 323.)
meaning + The heart of the believer is inclined to
And The J% [or principal bones, namely, the the truth; (S, L;) as though its side (4-4 i. e.
frontal, occipital, and two parietal, bones,] of 2:13-) were placed upon it. (L.) And • * * *
the head; (K;) a single one of these being termed

i-44. (TA) And i-32, (S) or '#4,
(K) or each

him fast, (S, M, A, Mgh, K,) shackled him, or
fettered him, in iron &c., (M.) or nith iron,
(A,) or nith a [collar of iron put upon the neck
or around the neck and hands together, such as

is called] Já; (L.) and * *.*.*, (M, K.)inf n.

**, (S,) signifies the same; (S, M, K;) and
applied to a heart signifies also + Turned anay
ifrom the truth: (TA:) [or] so applied, in nihich so " ...i.e., (K,) or this last has a different sig

of these, (TA,) signifies The face, are combined faith and hypocrisy: (K, TA:) or, nification from the two other verbs mentioned

or surface, of anything wide, or broad. (S, K, accord. to Khálid, that falls short of its duty; in above, as expl. below. (L.)
44 & 5 TA.) And *-* A-4-2 The exterior skin, which is latent rancour, malevolence, malice, or
2: see above. - [Hence,] one says, aj-Mă-2,
spite; and which is not sincere in its religion :
cuticle, or scarf-skin, of the face. (S.)
Use)&, inf n. *-ai I overcame him by my
• ? (Sh, TA:) or it means double-faced; one who
* 1: ...
• *

d

d=

be speech. (A, TA.)
and the the
with one face,
meets
signifying
another face;
withunbelievers
lievers the

cu- see co

•

s & d

U.2; and its n. un, with 5: see

**,

4. al-', (S, M, A, L.) inf n. *), (S) He

in

five places. - Also t Camels whose humps have “face,” of anything. (IAth, T.A.)=And

£

gave him; (S, M, A, L;) gave him freely, or

become large, (K, TA,) so that the hump of the is a name of The sixth of the arron's used in the gratuitously; (L;) property, or a slave: (S:) it is
&l
(M.) One says, &she-camel occupies the nhole of her back: n, un. game called *::"; (S, K;) as also J:l. doubly •trans.
0 - of + o
nord,
a
me
teach
thou
[If
33;
Us:**)
ūji
with : (TA) pl. &l=i- and
(S.)
things,
similar
or
likened to wide, or broad, stones
Striking with the side of the verily thou givest me what is worth a thousand
-:0
dirhems]. (A, TA.) = See also 1.
(TA.)
hardness.
because of their
sn'ord, not with the edge; (TA;) striking with
+3; see the next paragraph, in three places.
A she-camel, (K) and a ewe, or she the face of the snord. (O.) See also C**.

J. ::ff

£4% (K.)

£4.

6 -

£4

©

tº
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*

* A bond (S,K, TA) as also "3:3:

(TA:)
or, (M., A) as also "...i.5, (M.) i, q.
W Su-2, (M, A,) which signifies a rope, (M,) or a

,

•

•*

•

art. -k3.]) =24-2, (M.K.) inf n. 25.2, (K,) (Msb) Empty, void, or vacant; (S, M, A, Msb,
He had nºhat is termed Juác, i.e. yellon water in K;) applied to a house or tent, (S, Mgb,) and to

his belly. (M, K.)
thong, (S, K,) or a shackle, or fetter, (S, A, K,) or 2 : see above, in two places.-and see 4. =
a [collar of iron which is put upon the neck or
Also #2, (S, M, K.) inf n. *-ā, (K.) He
around the neck and hands together, such as is
made it yellon : (S:) he dyed it yellon; (M, K;)
called] Já, (S, M, A,) with n'hich one is made namely, a garment, or piece of cloth. (M.)

a vessel, (M, A,) and to a hand: (A:) each of
the first three is used alike as masc. and fem. and

sing. [and dual] and pl.: (M:) [and so, app., is
the last but one:] and each has also for its pl.

júki.

(M, K.) One says

8:" & #2 *:

fast, (M,) or nith n'hich a captive is made fast:
A house, or tent, or chamber, empty, or void, of
(S, A, K. :) pl. #4, [expl. in the S and A and K 4. *~! He emptied it; or made it void, or Jurniture and utensils. (S.) And [applying the
as signifying shackles, or fetters,] the only known vacant; namely, a house or tent [&c.]; (M, K;) pl. form of the epithet to a sing. subst,]% #!
pl., though of the form of a pl. of pauc. (M.) as also ***, (K) inf n. *. (TA) The 4". £y vessel; (M, K;) like as one says

Arabs say, its 33 &#3; $3 #! * 3:o:
2. U.
Also A gift; (S, M, A, K;) [said to be] so called
Jús' alo»; on the authority of IAar: (M:) and
because he upon whom it is conferred is bound [I have not overturned a vessel belonging to thee,
thereby; (Ksh and Bd in xxxviii. 37;) and so nor have I emptied a yard belonging to thee]; [applying the sing.(form of the epithet to a pl.
subst.,]
empty vessels. (M, K.) And

* 3:2: (M.) pl. as above. (L.) One says, meaning I have not taken thy camels northy
6 * *

* * *

Jä.2 Júall The gift is a shackle, or fetter. (A.) property, so that thy vessel should be overturned

Xie #1
9:3# #2 J%
© •

•

A man empty-handed. (S,
so

generally means Praise, and thou shouldst find no milk to milk into it,

– And i, q. #3 [which
Msb.) And '-il & 2x2 + Void of good. (TA.)
eulogy, or commendation; but is said by some to and so that thy yard should be empty, plundered, And it is said, in a trad., of Umm-Zara, that she
no camel or sheep or goat lying in it: it is said in
mean also the contr.]. (M.)
• * >

excusing oneself (M.) = [Accord. to Freytag,
*: see the next preceding paragraph.
Jāol signifies also It (a house) was, or became,
*sū 53.3 3. & The praying of him who empty, or void, of (32) household-goods: so that
puts his feet together as though they were fettered it is syn, with 3:3: and this is probably correct:
for-] #4, (S, K,) also, (K,) signifies He was,
is forbidden. (L, from a trad.)
or became, poor; (S, K;) said of a man. (S.)

**) is used by a poet for *::: [q.v.].

(M.)
5.

Júl >ia:

* >

was us;12, A2 meaning t Lank in her belly; as
though her 43), which is a garment that falls

upon the belly and there ends, were empty.
(TA.) And 3-2 Xi- 3% It is [utterly] empty;
Ja-2 being an imitative sequent. (Kh, Ham p.
354.)-3-2 in arithmetical notation, in the
Indian method, is A circle [or the character 9,

The cattle became in good con denoting nought, or zero; whence our term

dition, the vehement heat of summer having de “cipher:” when nought is thus denoted, five is
parted from them : [or,] accord. to Sgh, <>ia, denoted by a character resembling our B: but
1.3% aor =, inf n. 44, (S, M, K) with J.' signifies The camels became fat in the more commonly, in the present day, nought is
which *#2 is syn, in a phrase mentioned below; [season called the] as#2. (TA.)
denoted by a round dot; and five, by •]. (L,
•2
Jä->

-

6

*

•

(S;) and "Lie, (M, K,) inf. n. Jes-as; (TA ;)

9. Ael It become 2: [i.e. yellon : and also
or 53 c):), or alol, M,) black]: (S, M, K.) and so "ju.21: (S,K) or the

TA.)=See also 3:4, in two places.

He, or• of
it, (a bird, a vulture, S, and a serpent,
or
• **
* @

*-i,

&#.

ed

d

whistled; syn. (£; (S;) made, or uttered, a latter, it was so transiently. (Az, T.A.. [See 9 in

X: [an inf. n. of #4, q. v.: - and hence,]
Hunger; and "#2 [the inf n un]a hungering

certain sound, (M, Mgb,” K,) without the utter art. ---.])

once. (M., K.) - Also A certain disease in the

ance of letters. (Mgb.) [It is mostly said of a

belly, which renders the face yellon : (M, K:) or

the

Or

former signifies it was so constantly: and the

a collecting of nater in the belly. (Kt.) [See
*] One says [also], 5% 11: see the next preceding paragraph.
also
jū4.]—Also 4 kind of serpent, (§, M, K.)
#31 J [He whistled in the whistle] (M, K.) A-2: see A-2.
in the belly, (S, K,) nhich sticks to the ribs, and
And, -iu 3:2, and "Xie, He called the as to *i. *. *= Also, (S, M, A, Mab, K.) bites them, (M, K,) or, as the Arabs assert, which

bird:

See an eX. VOCe

*c

>

6o

See

water [by whistling; for to do thus is the common and W55.2 accord. to AO, (S, M, Mgb,”) who bites a man when he is hungry, its bite occasioning
custom of the Arabs]. (M, K.) And Fr mentions allowed no other form, but the former is the the stinging which a man feels when he is hungry:
the phrase, *#3 22% es: &lés, meaning better, (M,) [Brass;] the Imetal of which vessels (§ :) used alike as sing, and pl.; or one is termed
* [i. e. There was in his speech a nihistling]. are made; (S;) i. q. Lola--, [which means both #3: (M.) and it is said to be what is meant by
copper and brass]; (A, Msb;) or a sort of---, the word in a trad., in which it is disacknow

($)=#4, aor. 4, inf n.5:4 (S.M., A, K, &c.)

and #4; (M.K.) and accord to the T, #4,
aor. * , inf. n.

or J-U-3 made yellow; (Mi) or the best sort of ledged: (S, TA:) or a certain reptile (als) which

5*, (TA;) It, or he, was, or U--,

became, empty, void, or vacant; ($, M, A, Msb,

bites the ribs and their cartilages: (M, K:) or a
(Mgb;) or an excellent sort thereof:
certain serpent in the belly, which attacks beasts

(TA::) n un, " £4. (M.)–And Gold: (M,

and men, and n:hich, accord. to the Arabs [of the
K;) namely, a house or tent; (S;) or a vessel, A, K: [see also # all, voce: :]) or deenars; time of Ignorance], passes from one to another

(S, M, &c.) +%20.* 3: [of food and

either because they are yellow (#4 [pl. of::ii), more than the mange or scab : (Ru-beh:) the
or thus called because resembling the * of Prophet, however, denied its doing so: it is said
(TA;) and a hand; (A:) and a thing; §, M ;) which vessels are made (M.)–And Women's also that it oppresses and hurts a man when he is
hungry: (A’Obeyd:) this is the explanation ap
and accord. to ISk, 24-2, aor “, inf n. xà-2, is ornaments. (A.)- * Lé £), (S, O, TA, proved by Az: (TA:) or, as also *#4, 7:007"ms
said of a man. (TA.) [See also 4, last sentence [thus in an old and very excellent copy of the S, in the belly, (M, K, TA,) and in the cartilages of
but one..] One says, 2:43 £"
$3% in another copy of which I find, as in Freytag's the ribs, which cause a man to become very
Lex.,
and
(TA,) [app, means

beverage]; and a skin, cºil & [of mill;

&# &: 49
#1 (S. M., A) [We seek preservation by God

'#4,])

**,

yellon, and sometimes hill him. (TA.) You say,
from the yard's becoming void of cattle, and the He is in that state in which he requires to be £ *::: J'é J#4, meaning, t He was
vessel's becoming empty;] meaning, from the rubbed with saffron; for it] is said of him who is hungry, (A)= Accord, to some, (M,) in the

affected by madness, when he is in the days in
which his reason fails; because they used to rub trad, above referred to, Áo signifies The post
(M, A, K, [in the CK, erroneously, &3,]) and
poning of [the month] El-Moharram, transfer
him with somewhat of saffron. (S, O, L.)
ring it to Safar: (A’Obeyd, M, K:) [see 'G-: :]
#13:4, (A,) [lit. His milk-shins, and his vessel,
or it there means the disease called by this name,
became empty;] meaning the died; (M, K;) he

perishing of the cattle. (S) And £2, #4,

*2 (§, M, A, Msh, K) and ': and "3:

perished. (A. [See also other explanations in
Bk. I.

and "#4 (M,K) and ': (M) and "3:

because they asserted it to be transitive. (K.) m
214
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Also The intellect, or understanding; or the tioned: or] the period from the rising of Suheyl or Ibn-Saffār, (K,) or Ibn-Safár, (so in a copy of
heart, or mind; syn. &: (M, K: [in the CK to the setting of 893" [the Seventh Mansion of the M,) in which case it is extr. in form; (M;)

&#)

the inmost part

(...) of the * (M.

K.) Hence the saying, (TA,) ( 5.4.2 ...A lot: S

This will not adhere to me, [or to my mind,] nor
"will my soul accept it: (S, TA:) said of that
which one does not love. (A.) = Also A con
tract, compact, or covenant: or suretiship, or
responsibility: syn. 3i. (M, L, K. [In some

the Moon, which, in the part and age above
mentioned, was about the 3rd of January, O.S.],
when the cold is intense; and then breeding is
approved: (M:) or the period from the rising of
Suheyl to the rising of 9." [the Fourteenth
Mansion of the Moon, which, in the part and
age above mentioned, was about the 4th of

or on account of the yellowness of their com
plexions; or because of their being void of re
ligion; (K;) accord. to which last derivation, it
is * :*", with kesr; and As holds this to be

the right opinion. (TA)- And the former
(£,£) The aşa, (M, K,) who were celebrated
for bounty and generosity; (TA;) so called in

copies of the K, Aas.]) = Also (S, M, M5b, K) October, O.S.], commencing with forty nights of relation to Aboo-Sufrah, (M, K,) who was [sur
varying, or alternating, heat and cold, called named] Abu-l-Mohelleb. (M.)
all make it perfectly decl. except AO, who makes +5.3.1: (AZ:) the first increase [of sheep and
agga all: see the next preceding
is the J#4, which is when the sun smites
it imperfectly decl. because it is determinate [or a
two places.
63 - 3 - proper name] and similar in meaning to ääu, ( &ia) the heads of the young ones; and some of

and sometimes

[#2,] imperfectly decl., (K,) but

**

6 w

•

g:

which is fem., meaning that all nouns signifying

the Arabs call it the

times are •lau, (Th, M,) and, accord. to some,

is the

3:41, (Msb) [The second month of the Arabian
calendar;] the month that is [the next] after El

&#4, after

J-5, and the &#:

the

Jeí4;

then

-

paragraph in
-

ājā-2 : see USA-2, in five places.

and that is when

** is the sing. of <2%, (S,) which
the fruit of the palm-tree is cut off: then, the signifies Poor men : (S, K:) the - is augmenta
&#, which is in the [season called] &#3: then, tive. (S.)

Moharram (3-2): ($, M, K.) so called the U.532, which is when the sun becomes warm:
3.2, (S, M.) with fet-h, (S) or "jū3, like
because in it they used to procure their provision
of corn from the places [in which it was collected, then, the J.- : then, the &#: then, the *% (K,) What is dry, of [the species of barley
w

**

-

•

6 *

>

their granaries having then become empty (*): Už,4-, in the end of the [season called] as: grass called] L: (S, M, K:) app. because of
agreeably with the opinion of my learned friend (Aboo-Nasr :) or ##4 signifies, (M., K.) and so its yellowness: (M:) it has prickles that cling to
6

Mons. Fulgence Fresnel, that it was so called

•

&#4, (K,) the [period of the] departure

of the the lips of the horses.

(TA in art. a.a.)- And

from the scarcity of provisions in the season in heat and the coming of the cold: (AHn, M, K.) the former, accord. to ISk, A certain plant.
(TA.)

which it fell when it was first named; for it then
fell in winter: see the latter of the two tables in or the period betnceen the departure of the summer

p. 1254; and see also

'G-: ]:

and the coming of the ninter : (Aboo-Sa’eed:)
or because Mekkeh

6 *

*

Jú.2 : see 1, in two places. = Also A certain

or the first of the seasons; [app. meaning the disease, in consequence of which one becomes
n:hich was the yellow : (A:) the yellon, water that collects in

was then empty, its people having gone forth to autumnal season, called -ā-2-1,
travel: or, accord. to Ru-beh, because the Arabs

in it made predatory expeditions, and left those first of the four, and of the sir, seasons; or per the belly; (M, K;) i. q, U.A.: (M.) or a collect
whom they met empty: (M:) or because they haps the first of the seasons of rain, commonly ing of yellon water in the belly, which is cured
then made predatory expeditions, and left the called -ss-2) ;] and it may be a month: (AHn, by cutting the 1.30, a vein in the, * [i. e.

houses of the people empty: (M5b in art. ...-:) M, K.) or the latter, (M.) or both, (TA) the backbone, or back] (S.) - See also A-2. - And
£i, (S, M, Msb, K.) and, as some say, beginning of the year. (M,TA.) [Hence,] A: See jū4.—Also A yellowness that takes place
+%. (Mb)—cial The two months of *aš, all Twenty days of, or from, (3°) the in wheat before the grain has become full. (A,
pl.

El-Moharram and

Safar, (M;)

tro months of latter part of the summer, or hot season. (TA TA.)- And Remains of stran, and of other
fodder, at the roots of the teeth of beasts; as also
VOC6 +)-Also the former, (S) or "both,

the year, whereof one was called by the Muslims
"jū. (M, K.)–And The tick, or ticks: (M,
El-Moharram. (IDrd, M, Mgb, K.)
(TA,) The rain that comes in the beginning of
*

*

:

* .

!

6 o

see A-2, first sentence.

ja-2 :

autumn: (S:) or from the period of the rising of K:) and, (K) or as some say, (M,) an insect, or
Suheyl to that of the setting of
[expl. animalcule, (#33 ,) that is found in the solid hoofs,
and in the toes, or soles, of camels, (M, K,) in the
above]. (TA.)- Also the latter, (S, M,) or

&#

hinder parts thereof (M.)
2-8 -

92 -

•

-

- -

-

* both, (K,) A plant that grows in the beginning

3,4-2 : see Jā-2, [of which it is the n, un,] first

*

of the autumn: (S, M, K:) so called, accord. to
: see the next preceding paragraph.
AHn, because the beasts become yellow when
they pasture upon that which is green; their 3:2 infn of #4 [g v.] (S, M. K.)=[In
#4 [Yellonness;] a certain colour, (S, M, arm-pits
and similar parts, and their lips and fur,
Msb,) well known, (M, K,) less intense than red, becoming yellow; but [ISd says,] I have not the present day it signifies also The sapphire.]

Sentence.

(Msb) found in animals and in some other things, found this to be known. (M.)
and, accord. to IAar, in water. (M.)- Also
Blackness. (M, K.) - See also Xi4, in two
places. =

#3 What has withered, (M, K.) and become
altered to yellon, (M.) of plants, or herbage. (M,

#* A sort of dates of El-Yemen, which are
#4, imperfectly decl., is a proper dried in the state in which they are termed 2:

K.)

#4 A dam (#4) between tro tracts of land.

name for The she-goat. (Sgh, K.)
3

- -

*

*#3
(~3)

&A-2 (§, M, K) and
crease, or offspring,

(AHn, M, K,) being then yellon; and when they
($gh, K.)
* *
become dry, and are rubbed with the hand, they
(K) The in
crumble, and &s. is sneetened nrith them, and
5% A species of bird, that whistles
of sheep or goats they surpass sugar; (AHn, M.;) [or] they supply
(M. [See also what next follows.])

($, M, K [in the CK, 3) is erroneously put for ,

the place of war in G's". (K)=###" (s

before this explanation]) after that called &# : M, K) and, (K) or as some say, (S, M.)
23 ow

#jú.

(#4).

A certain bird; (IAar, S;) as also

($, TA:) or at the period of the [auroral] ising
#2, without teshdeed; ($) the bird called
of Suheyl [or Canopus, which, in Central Arabia, "###" (M.K.) A sect of the £, (S) a ;: ($ in art. 2:,) or }: (K in that art. :)
at the commencement of the era of the Flight, party of the as223-3 (M, K;) so called in relation
was about the 4th of August, O.S.; here erro to Sufrah (#4 [which is the name of a place in [Golius (who writes the word #Jú2) adds, “ut
neously said in the M to be in the beginning of El-Yemámeh]) : (M:) or in relation to Ziyád puto, quae in Syria !:< dicitur, flava, duplo
winter]: (M, K:) or * the latter word signifies Ibn-El-Asfar, (S, K,) their head, or chief; (S;) major passere, nam et passer luteus, ut reddit
[as above, and also the period itself above men or to 'Abd-Allah (S, M, K) Ibn-Es-Saffār, (S,) Meid.”:liq.3.−2. (IAir.) [See also &#9.]
de

-

-

•
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#4, accord to the K, A kind of ~3 [i. e.
plant]; but in the Tekmileh, a kind of ~3 [i. e.
garments, or cloths]; pl. of ~% ; and it bears the

that is destitute of the Book of God]. (S.)= judgment. (TA)-#49. is an appellation

#4: (S, applied to Those whose sign [meaning the colour
M, K.) fem. #2: (Mob, &c.) pl.:4. (TA) of their ensign] is #3; (M, K.) [i. e. whose

Also [Yellon;] of the colour termed

And Black (A’Obeyd, S, K) is sometimes thus ensign is yellon;] and is similar to #:-" and
termed: (S:) applied to a camel, as in the Kur
#4. See
A fabricator of * lxxvii. 33, because a black camel always has an ãae:M. (M.)
*: See
in two places. = Also
intermixture of yellow : (TA:) or, applied to a
[or brass]. (M, K.)
camel, of a colour n'hereof the ground is black, II ungry; and so "jià... (K) – of the
#4, with damm, The entire quill of a feather. with some yellon hairs coming through. (M.) 5*, (TA) and "5*.*, (Mgh, TA) or
(AA, O.)
Applied to a horse, Of the colour termed in Pers.
* 5:43, (Mgh) which one is forbidden to offer
•2).j [a kind of sorrel], (S,) but not unless having
in
#2 [A whistle: so in the present day: and a yellon [or sorrel] tail and mane. (As, S.) - sacrifice, (Mgh, TA,) it is said that the first is

mark of correctness. (TA.)

J

e we p

-

* = Also

}%,

-

& •o •

also a fife :] a hollon, thing (M, K) of copper,
(K,) in n-hich a boy whistles (M, K) to pigeons,

Such as has the ear entirely cut off; because its

** The Gral. (2:0 (S, A) or their

#14 Whitling; or a whistler. (TA)-And

ear-hole is destitute of the ear: and the second,
kings: because the sons of El-Asfar the son of the lean, or emaciated; because devoid of fatness;
Room the son of 'Eesoo (or 'Eygoon, TA, [i. e. or, accord. to Kt, the first and second have the
Esau,]) the son of Is-hák [or Isaac] (K) the son latter meaning, as though destitute of fat and
of Ibrāheem [or Abraham]: (TA:) or El-Asfar flesh: (TA:) or the second and third have
was a surname of Room: (TA:) or they were so the latter meaning; or the former meaning:
called because their first ancestor, (A, IAth,) (Mgh:) but accord. to the relation of Sh, what

hence, (TA) A thief (Ki) as also "3:3: [or

Room the son of 'Eygoon, (IAth,) was of a is thus forbidden is termed #43', with &

(K) or to an ass, that he may drink. (TS, L,
K.) – [Hence,]

# all

The anus; syn.

<-91,

(M, K;) in the dial. of the Sawád. (TA.)

this signifies a frequent, or habitual, whistler:] yellow complexion: (A, IAth:) or because they
the thief being so called because he whistles in were conquered by an army of Abyssinians by having the former of the meanings expl. above;
fear of his being suspected: whence, as some whom their women had yellow children: (K:) which IAth disapproves: (TA in art. Ja... :) or
(Mgh in that art.)= Also Having the
explain it, the saying 'sus &- &: [More [or] they are the modern Muscovites. (TA.) #4:1.
disease termed Jú4: (A, TA:) or one from
convardly than a thief]: (TA :) a prov.: accord.
to AO, it means in this instance one n:ho whistles said to destroy women: (TA:) or the plant called n:hose belly comes forth yellon, water. (TA.)
to a noman for the purpose of fornication or U-53 and saffron: (S, K:) or the plant called
344-2
adultery; because he fears lest he should be
U-3 and gold: (M:) or saffron and raisins. # A certain bird, (§, M, K) of a cowardly
seen: or - accord. to A’Obeyd, Any bird that
n:histles; for birds of prey do not whistle, but (ISk, Šgh, K.)–And #3 Gold (M, K. nature, (K,) larger than the sparron, (M,) that
only ignoble birds, that are preyed upon: [See also Xi4.]) Hence the saying of 'Alee, 3 jrequents houses, and is the most convardly of
(Meyd:) [or] any bird that does not prey: (M,
birds; (Lth;) it is afraid of the [little bird called]
K:) and any bird having a cry: and a certain [be yellon,] and O silver, [be nhite, and beguile #4; (IAir ;) and is by the vulgar (S) called
convardly bird: (K:) [accord. to Dmr, as stated other than me:] and one says also, #4 £3% U. c:-" 2:1. (S, K. [Accord. to Golius, the
* >0 &
by Freytag, it is a bird of the passerine hind; it: S5 [There is not belonging to such a one gold

&#39 Goldanasaffron (S, M.K.) which are

us: să: L'íž Čs us: #4 o gold,

also called " :*L*:] accord. to Mohammad Ibn nor silver]. (TA)- Also A hind of bile, (M, nightingale: but this I think a mistake.]) ()--i
Habeeb, (Meyd) a certain bird that suspends K,) well-known; (K;) [the yellon bile; one of * &- [More convardly than a sifrid] is a
*tself from trees, hanging don’n its head, whistling the four humours of the body; of which the prov, ($, Meyd,) asserted by AO to be post
all the night in fear lest it should sleep and be others are the black bile (#), the blood classical. (Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. i.
372.])
taken; and so in the prov. above mentioned:
(X3), and the phlegm C#).] so called because
(Meyd, A:") or, accord. to IAar, it means

laä.2
of its colour. (M.)- And The bon, that is made
of [the tree called]
(S,” K,”TA.)- And
a dial. var. of
q. v. (AS, K.)
The female locust that is devoid of eggs. (M, K.)
- And A certain plant, (S, M, K,) of the plain
&
conardice of which induces it to weave for itself a or soft tracts, and of the sands, (M, K,) and
nest like a purse, suspended from a tree, narron in sometimes growing in hard level ground: (M:) or
the mouth and nide in the loner part, in which it a certain herb, that spreads upon the ground, O, Msb, TA,) accord. to Lth, (O, TA,) He
protects itself, fearing lest a bird of prey should (AHn, M,) the leaves of which are like those of struck him with his fist, not vehemently, on the

*::: [n'histled to]: i.e., when he is whistled
to, he flees: and by *: "*" is meant the
4:

&#.

*:::

*:::,

bird called * (i.e. £1 or #1 &c.], the

1.4%, aor.”, (o, Mob, K.) inf n &4,($."

light upon it: (Meyd : [see also art. 1225:]) or the J-4 [or lettuce], (AHn, M, K) and which back of his neck : (O, K, TA:) or, (O, K.)
any convard. (TA.) –94 * U. There is not in the camels eat vehemently : (AHn, M.:) it is of accord. to Az (O, Mgb, TA) and others, (Msb,)
he struck him [i. e. slapped him] with his

it (i. e. the house, Jill, TA) any one: ($, K.) the kind called ží. (Aboo-Nasr, M.)
[lit.] any one who whistles: (M:) or any one to #: ; see its fem, with 3, voce *.
be called by n histling; 30° being here an instance ja: A poor man. (S.)
of the measure Jes in the sense of the measure
6* *

J, #2 followed by *. (T, TA)

*
•

* , ,

expanded hand (O, Mgb, K, TA) on the bach of
his neck, or on his body; not with the fist: (O,

Msb, TA:) or it is post-classical: (S, K:) [but
Fei says,] the assertion that it is post-classical is not
to be regarded: (Msb:) Az adds, IDrd says that

f d >

-

*44;

and its fem., with 5: see 2.94-a.e.
2:13:24 * is from
[see #4,]

**,

6 * *@

e

not

it is from *a*s-2, (0, TA) which signifies the

(S,) and means He is a *54; (S,
K;) as though denoting cowardice: (TA:) or it
£i [a comparative and superlative epithet is from #2 “he dyed yellow;” (M;) and was
from #2]. One says
[A greater applied to Aboo-Jahl; (M, TA;) meaning that he
nohistler, or warbler, than the U.A.J. (S.) = See dyed his <! with saffron, and was addicted to
also #2. - [Also More, and most, empty, void,
[the enormity termed] a: this, accord. to Sgh,
Or vacant.] It is said in a trad, 3- •s: 3:
is the correct explanation; and he adds that it is
Aft -(+ 3- 3ial <: 2:1 (That one of said of a luxurious man, whom experience and
houses which is the most void of good is the house afflictions have not rendered firm, or sound, in

top, or uppermost part, of the [cap called] aš,
and of the turban : (O, K, TA:) or this is a mis
transcription, and is correctly with G: (K, TA:)
[Sgh says,] this which Az mentions, [as] on the
authority of IDrd, I have not found in the Jm;
and it is correctly with J. (O.)

##U2 : see the next preceding paragraph.

y: 3:3:

from

#,

6 -d -

ăsă.2 A single act of striking [or slapping]
with the expanded hand upon the back of the neck,
or upon the body. (Msb.)
214 *
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&#2 - G-2
• B e.

&#3 or &#3 (accord. to different copies of (S, O,) also signifies The shutting, or closing [a

#1 Gie, (M, TA) inf n &#, (TA) He

the S and K) A man who is struck [or slapped] thing]; and the turning, or sending, or putting, poured water into the skin, (M, TA,) and shook
in the manner expl. above in the first paragraph ; [a thing] back, or anay; (S, O, K;) as also it about, (TA,) the skin being nerv, so that the
&

•• & “

W

Jú4. (K) You say, 4: 5:4. He shut, or

(S, Mgb, K;) as also " Claia. (O, K.)
closed, his eye. (S, O, K.) And

#4 :
3

M, O, Msb, K.) aor. -, (M.) inf n. 3:2, (M, mixed the nine, or beverage. (M.) - And, (M,)
Msb,) He shut or closed, the door; (S, O, Mgb, inf n, as above; (§, O, K5) and "4:3, (M.)
K3) as also "Aaaai (S, O.) or both signify he int n &#4; (K) and * **, (M) inf n.

see the first paragraph of this art.

-- - -

Jú:

J

See

*" &#4,

water came forth yellon. (M.)- See also 1,
(S, latter half, in two places.-->5:1 Ji. He

-d -

&#3.

locked the door: (M, K:) and in like manner Júl, (K;) He transferred the wine, or beve
4á. [and *-il. (TA.) And He opened the rage, from one vessel to another, (S, M, O, K,) or
from one jar to another, (A5, TA,) it being
1. &#3 [inf n. of 3.3] signifies The striking door: (ADk, O, Mgb, K:) thus having two contr.
mixed, (K,) in order that it might become clear.
[a thing] so as to cause a sound to be heard in significations.
(Msb) And 4:1. 53, infn.
-

consequence thereof; (S, O, K;) as also &#-as Gä.2, He turned, or sent, his cattle back, or anay. (M, K)-J.'" &: means The removing
[inf n. of 7 Gile, but this has an intensive signi (M, TA) And # 34 × 4 He turned them of camels from a place which they have depas

fication]: (S) and jūā is [also] an inf. m.of
&#3, like Ji in the phrase (, –58 &

us;:S [the triling of the hand upon the other

tured to a place in which is pasture: (S, O, K:*)

[i. e. men] back, or anay, from such a thing. thus in the saying of the rájiz (Aboo-Mohammad
(TA.) And one says, J:s: b% U. They El-Fak'asee, O) cited in the first paragraph of
ceased not to turn me about in an affair:

art. Ji (S. o.) or 3:1 in that instance,

hand], but denoting muchness of the action. [meaning that] they endeavoured to induce him accord. to IAar, is from 25:1 es' >il Ji- The
(Sb, M, TA.) [Hence several meanings
of both to do it. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)-- 3: 3.2%
* -?- - - people, or party, went far in the country in search
of these verbs, here following.]-a-0 Jä-2, and < They expelled them from town to town, or of pasture: (M.)
[or] Gile, said of a man, (Ibn
axes, (M,) and -: Já á2, (Mab) aor. 2, from country to country, forcibly and igno 'Abbād, O,) inf n. as above, (K,) means He
z

J.- d -

infin. Jie, (M, Msb). He struck his head, and miniously. (TA) – 29: 3:3: see 2. —
-

- -

**

©o •

-

went anay; and he went round about.

(Ibn

his eye, (M) and he struck him on his head with c." Jä.e., (O, K,) inf n. Gà-2, (O, TA,) He 'Abbād, o, K) – And #1 signifies also

the hand. (Mb) And -:U #4, (0, K.) Jilled the drinking-vessel; as also waii.21; (0,
inf n.

&#2, (O,) He struck him

J

with the snord.

(o, K.) And J359 - 3:4 [lit. He smote the

-

- ?-

The forming a determined intention or

purpose,

-

K;) and Waiā.2: (O:) or U.S. " Gă.2, and and then reversing it. (TA.)
* , i.el, he filled the drinking-cup, or wine-cup : |

3.

& #2 <e

GSL2 [He struck his hand

meaning hejung him upon the (Lh, M.) and J33-1 "uia. We collected the upon that of another in token of the ratification
ground]. (L, TA)-2'-us- G-2, (M, K.) water in the natering-trough. (TA.) - And of the sale]. (T in art. 23. [See also 6.])
aor, as above, (M,) [inf n. 3:4,] said of a bird, ū4, inf n. &#4, He compressed her; syn. -āślo said of a she-camel, She lay, or slept,
ground nith him;

He beat [his sides, or the air,] with his wings;

'*. (TA)- And 34 signifies also The

upon one side one time and upon the other side

(M, L, K,') as also "gie, (M, K.) inf n. collecting together [a thing or things]. (TA.) = another time: from 34 meaning +. (M.
3:. (TA)-8;" £3, and * **, The Ježi Jä-2, (M., K.) inf. n. Gà-2, (M,) The man [And the same is indicated in the 6.]) And
wind smote it so as to cause a sound to be heard: went anay. (M, K.)-3- " iásus t: 3-#4 : &: &u= &% Such a one turns over
(S:) or the latter signifies [simply] the wind Lü. A company of men alighted at our abode. upon this Ji- [or side] one time and upon the
smote it, or beat it: (Hamp. 719:) [or the wind (1Drd, M: O, K.") - Śā4, (IDrd, O, K,) other another. (O.) And Guá č53 & [Such
beat upon it; namely, a sail &c.; (see 89% :)] inf n. Gä.2, (TA,) said of a she-camel, Her a one passed the night turning over from side to
closed against the passage of her foetus, side]. (Z, TA.)- [Accord. to the K, said of a
[and] both signify the wind shifted it to the right nomb
• * * * * * * * * ~*
• * * .

and left, and turned it back: (TA: [in the CK, (ta-N: Jo's W-> -->3', [or -->5, i.e. became she-camel, She was taken with the pains of

-:

is erroneously put for

-:

closed, the syll. signs of this word in the O being parturition; i. q. -ā- ; but this is app. a
doubtful,
in the CKerroneously written +3,.]) mistake; for it seems to have been taken from
explanation
:]) and £
* -ā
so
that
the
foetus died. (IDrd, O, K, TA.) = the saying in the O, (one of the principal sources
The wind beat the nater so that it made it clear:
&#3, aor. *, (M, o, Mob, K.) inf n. *sū2, said of the K,) &#14 #ö <- #!, which evi
(M:) and #9
<<, (K,) aor, as of
a garment, or piece of cloth, (S, M, O, Msb, dently means When the she-camel is taken with
above, inf. n. &#4, (O) The wind put the trees in K.) It was strong, stout, or firm; (M;) thick, the pains of parturition, she turns over from side
motion, or into a state of commotion, (O, K.) substantial, close, or compact, in texture: (O, to side; as is there indicated by the context
and shook them : (O, TA:) and
* -ā Msb, K:) and so &#. (T, S, &c., in art. Gà...) both before and after.]-c: &: &le,
<- The nind smote the clouds, [for #4 in - And, said of a face, (S, O, K, TA,) t It was (M,) or c: Jew, (K.) The more two shirts,
(M,) or too garments, (K) one of them over the
my original, an obvious mistranscription, I read impudent; or had little shame. (O, K, TA.)
other.
(M, K.)
£4,] and blen, in different directions upon

of&#

aS

an

£

£"

&;"

2: see 1, former half, in five places.

them. (TA)-3,4 &4, (inf n &4, TA) •30 &:

4: see 1, latter half, in five places: - and see
means The making a sound with
He put in motion [by striking them] the chords the %and [by clapping]: (S:) one says, 4% Ji
also 2. =: bā'i is is b% (i.e. They
of the lute (§, O, K.)–: 34 &#4 and [He clapped with his hands; or clapped his made a covenant, or compact, respecting
it, or to
** J'é 3:4, inf n. &#4 (M, K) and #4,
do
it,
as
though
by
striking
their
hands
together],
hands]. (O, Mgb.) and #1 Lié &#4 it:
(K,) [or the latter, which see below, is a simple [The women clap their hands in lamenting over namely, the thing, or affair: (TA in art. &:
• Öe

subst.,] He struck his hand upon his [another's] the dead: thus they often do in the present day, [see ăsest: $3. Já4; and see also 3, and 6, and
hand by way of ratifying the sale, or the covenant; over the corpse and over the gravel: (TA:) #3
:]) they combined consentaneously, or agreed
(M, K;) and so &l 4 &#3, aor. -, (K) inf n. &:1 is syn, with £1. (As, O:) or (O)
together, respecting it, or to do it, namely, the

&#3: (TA) or £394-#4 and #9, infn.

the former signifies the striking neith the palm of thing, or affair; syn.

3:4, I struck my hand upon his hand [by way of one hand upon that of the other; (O, K;) but the * *:
*::)
ratifying

* biki, (S, O, K,) or

# bi:

[They
(M) And t:
the sale and the covenant]. (§, O, Mgb.) latter is better expl. as the striking with the outer
combined,
or collected themselves together, against
• *~ * *
[See also 3:... And see an ex. in a verse cited side of the right hand upon the inner side of the
us].
(M,
from
a verse of Zuheyr.) 4 &#:
voce #1-#4 (S, o, K) as infn of £4, left hand. (O.) [See also 2 in art. C*]

ea e

<
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5

8. jus:91 -āāla el The trees became shaken, art.]; (M,K 3) as also "Lise, like es-j, (K)
āşe Cl2.5 occurs in a trad. as meaning The
women of Mehkeh collected themselves together or agitated, by the wind. (S, O, K, TA.) And or "Újä-2, (so in a copy of the M,) which is
to him: or, as some relate it, " :-KA. ašl. (TA) * Gala.el The lute had its chords put in motion, mentioned by Sb, (M, TA,) and of which Seer
2 [i. e. (S, O, K, TA,) so that they responded, one to says that it may be from &#9 c.” -Ki & 98-2.
And one says, aí bíčí meaning b:•

** * *

They collected themselves together to him; or they another. (TA)-->4U 309 Gal- The (TA. [Seel, first sentence.])- Hence it is used
combined to treat him with courtesy and honour]. tracts of the horizon flickered with whiteness, to signify The contract itself that is made in the
(M.)–: Gael He brought them as much and the light thereof spread. (TA.) - And case of a sale, (Mgh, Mgb,) and the covenant
food as would satisfy their hunger: (O, K:) Aşiu. U-1-." Gâla-ol The sitting-place became a that one makes: (Mgh:) or an agreement re
said in relation to the "tertainment of guests. scene of commotion, or tumult, with the people, or specting a thing : (M, TA:) Az says that it
relates to the seller and the buyer. (Mgb.) [And
(o)-38 & 3.34% (8,0) or uses, (K) party. (TA. [See also 4, latter part.])
it is sometimes with Us in the place of U2.] One
IHis hand, or my hand, lighted on, met with, or
3:4:
see
#3.
=
Also
A
side;
a
lateral
says, &#3 <--> i. e. [May] thy purchase
encountered, such a thing; syn. £334 and

#3. (S, O, K.) En-Nemir Ibn-Towlab says, part or portion; ($, M, O, K;) and so "...#4, [bring profit] (S, O.) And #2 U. 3 #3%
(S, O, TA,) describing a 25- [or slaughterer of (S, o, K.) and '3:33 (M.O.K.) syn. :-0, *:::: i.e. [May God bless thee in] the contract
(S, M, O, K,) and Jus-. (M., T.A.) Of a moun [(lit. the *triking) of tly right, hand]. (Msb.)
camels], (TA,)
tain, (S, O, K.) it signifies in like manner, (O) And i-9 iii.2, and 5-lä, äää2, (§, O, K,) A
-

• * * *.*

5

*

•

a•

&#23 - 12- : J*%-3 4-#4 #1-#4

*

•

*

its

C*, (S, O, K,) and its a -3: (S) [both of sale

or bargain [bringing gain, and a sale or
.*.*.*.*.*

which signify as above: or by the former may be
meant
what here follows:] or its face, (M, K,)
[Until, or until nuhen, the share was divided, and

was

bargain occasioning loss].

(K.) And 3).] al
# all [Verily he is blessed in respect of bargain
his hand lighted on the skin of her udder and her in the upper part thereof, above the Jā-ā- [or ing]; meaning that he buys not anything without
ining in it. (TA) And #4 #3 & #25
goung one]. (S, O, TA: but in the S, &l. is put lon ground at, or by, the base, or foot]: (M:) pl.
j,i
...
($,
O.)
[In
like
manner
also,]
&lti
ā-ju[I have purchased to-day a good purchase].
in the place of2-5) =#| &: The people,

signifies The two sides of the neck. (M, K.) (TA) And #3; #4 #3 Selling is decisive
And Jill tä. The two cheeks of the horse.
motion, or tumult; syn. '59%-31 (M, TA. [See (M, K.) - Also 4 place. (K.) - See also or with the option of returning. (Mgh.) And it
is said in a trad. (of Ibn-Mes'ood, TA), Jūā3
also 8.])=c, 3: It was appointed, or or Jä-2. = And see Gà-2, in two places.
ū #2 L. i. e. Two bargains in a [single]

or party, were, or became, in a state of com

•

*

dained, for me; or prepared for me. (TA.) =
bargain [are an unlanful gain]: this is of two

– 31 Jael He milled the sheep, or goats, but

3: : see the next preceding paragraph.

once in the day; (S, M, O, TA;) and so with U-:
(TA in art. Gä. :) or Jú39. signifies the

&#2, with kest, The 894.

kinds: one is the seller's saying to the buyer, “I

sell to thee such a thing for a hundred dirhems on
[i. e. either half, the condition of thy buying of me this garment,
milking once in the day and night. (TA.) = or leaf.] of a door [meaning of a folding door]: or piece of cloth, for such a sum:” the other kind
* Gäol He wove the garment (M, TA) (K.) [or, accord to the O, it is "Jis, for it is is his saying, “I sell to thee this garment, or
strongly, stoutly, firmly, (M,) thickly, substan there said that -31 ū2 means #1. ; but piece of cloth, for twenty dirhems on the con
dition of thy selling to me thy commodity for ten
tially, closely, or compactly. (TA.)
SM follows the reading in the K without re

dirhems.” (O.) And it is said in another trad.,

&
Jia: He (a man) turned over and over; marking upon the difference in the o ; and adds,] • * * * ~ of * : * *
3:#2
J#3:45
&#13:13;
i.e. [Verily
(M;) he moved repeatedly to and fro, syn. $33, and one says, "--!> Gä. 2'> → [meaning The thé greatest of great sins is] thy fighting those
* *

5.

(M, o, K.) from side to side. (M.) And -sia,
She (a camel) turned herself over, upside donn
(lit. back for belly), (O, K, TA,) when taken with

door of his house is one leaf; i. e.] when it does
96%: (TA.)

**

with n'hom thou hast made a covenant: because

not consist of what are termed

each of the two persons making a covenant puts
his hand in the hand of the other, like as is done
the pain of parturition. (TA)—23. Gia: Gà-o: see &#3. = Also Water that is poured by each of two persons selling and buying. (TA.)
He addressed, or applied, or directed, himself, or into a new skin, and shaken in it, and in conse
or
see the next preceding para
his regard, or attention, or mind, to the affair; 'quence becomes yellon; (S, O, K;) or yellon,
nater
that
comes
forth
from
a
nerv
skin
upon
graph.
syn. 4 -3%. (Sh, O, K.)
which water has been poured; (M;) and so
6*

>

6o e

Li:

L#2:

-

6. 1235U.a5 (S, M, O). They struck their hands * 3:4. (M, K.) Hence, (TA) one says, 33%

jü. The inferior [or inner] skin, that is

upon the hands of others (O) as: :- [on the 3:2 âté à. [We came for the purpose of
occasion of the ratifying of a sale, Or covenant]:
drinking to nater as though it were the yellon,
(S, O:) or they [struck a bargain;] bought and water that comes forth from a new skin]. (S, O.)
sold; or made a covenant, or compact; one with – And A new skin upon [or into] which water
another. (M, TA.)
is poured, in consequence whereof yellon water
7. Gâail It (a garment, or piece of cloth,) comes forth from it. (M.)- Also, accord. to
nvas beaten by the nind, so that it moved to and AHn, (M.) or so "Jià, (K.) The odour, and
fro. (M.T.A.) [See also 8.]- It (a door) savour, of
[or tan]. (M, K.) - And The
became shut, or closed: and so with U.: (TA in former, accord. to Ibn-'Abbād, The last of &?
art. Gà... :) [or it shut again of itself:] said of a [or tan]: (O, TA:) in the K,
is erro
door which, when opened, will not remain open.
*i. (TA)
(TA in art. G2.)- He (a man, TA) turned, or neously put for
became turned or sent or put, back, or anay:

beneath the skin upon which is the hair : (S, O,

&

&#13-1

&

K:) a thin skin beneath the upper skin and above

the flesh: (IAth, TA:) or the 5táe of the belly

(TA) that is
next to the 24-, (M, TA,) the 2% of the belly,
is the skin, (M,) the inner skin,

(TA,) [i. e. the liver,] and which is the part

where the farrier perforates the beast (ć- -#

a 3:1) [at the

navel, in order that a yellow fluid

may issue forth]: (M, TA:) or the Güe is the
part around the navel, nhere the farrier performs
the operation above mentioned: (AA, TA:) or

the skin which, when the a... [or hide] is stripped

#2 A striking of the hand [of one person] off, remains cleaving to the belly, and the rending
And 12.Kalaji They collected themselves together: upon the hand [of another] in [ratifying] a sale of which occasions a [rupture termed] &#; SO
the contr. of the next preceding signification. or purchase and a covenant: (Mgh:) and " &#3 says As, in the “Book of the Horse:” (TA:)
(TA.) See also 4.- And one says, ū: bi-all is [used in the same sense, being an inf. m. and or nhat is betneen the al- [or outer skin] and
S.; &: They came upon us on the right and also] a subst: from the verb in the phrase 3:2 the c: [or intestines into which the food
#: % [expl. in the first paragraph of this passes from the stomach]; (ISh, O, K;) com
left. (M, TA.)
(S, O, K, TA:) he [or it] returned. (TA.)

*ā-- - ... à
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3: A place of passage; a nay, road, or the meaning being He divided the nater in that

prising all of what are termed the J% of the

6 - © -

manner among the people, or party, and gave me

path; syn. Jú-o. (O, T.A.)

belly, beneath the is thereof, to the 2% of the
belly [i. e. the liver]; the 3% of the belly being

Jia:

all that has not a bone curving over it: (ISh,

6* >.

4

O:) or the skin of the nhole of the belly: (O, K:) J22-

a gulp as much as would cover a pebble in the
[pass, part. n. of 2, q.v.]. One says, bottom of a vessel]. (TA.)
o de
#3 &a 22 U.S.* <\! t [I have, for 6. £1 bisuaj, (AA, S, M, K) said of people
6.5 -

d.

d

J

• *

thee, an affection defecated like wine that has been
transferred from one vessel to another and left to
or ascending settle, and a benevolence purified like clarified wine].
road or mountain-road difficult of ascent: pl. (TA.)- Also A full [or filled] drinking-vessel.
&ú2 and 34. (M, K.) And A mountain, (Fr, T.A.)
(K) or an obstacle, or elevated portion, of &u=% A camel lying, or sleeping, upon one
mountains, (O,) such as is inaccessible. (O, K.)
one time and upon the other side another
And A smooth, high rock; pl. &4. (Ibn-'Ab side
time. (O, K.) - And c: &:
TVear
bád, O, K.) = Also, applied to a bow, Pliant.
(Fr, O, K.)-[In the TA, in a verse of Aboo ing two garments, one of them over the other.
Dhu-eyb describing a bow, to which it seems to (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)
be there applied as an epithet, it is expl. assignify
UA-2
ing axe-W.; but I think that this is a mistranscrip
tion for ā-9, meaning Quivering. - Freytag
1. &#3, aor. 2, inf. n. &#4, said of a horse,
has assigned to it three explanations which belong
He stood upon three legs and the extremity of the
to
hoof of the fourth leg; (AZ," S, K, TA;) [thus
expl.] without restriction to a fore leg or a hind
3:42, applied to a garment, or piece of cloth, leg : (TA:) or he stood upon three legs, and
(S, M, Mgh, O, Msb, K,) strong, stout, or firm; turned back the extremity of the fore part of the
(M;) thick, substantial, close, or compact, in fourth hoof, that of his fore leg : (M, TA:) [or
texture: (Mgh, O, Mgb, K:) and &: is a dial. he stood upon three legs, and othernise : (see
var. thereof. (TA.) - Also + H.ardy, strong, 3.0% :)] accord. to Fr, the poems of the Arabs
sturdy, enduring, or patient. (M.) - And ap indicate that &#4 signifies peculiarly, or specially,
plied to a face (S, O, K, TA) as meaning ! Im [or simply,] the act of standing, or standing still.
pudent; or having little shame. (O, K, TA.) (TA.)- Also, (M., Msb, K,) aor. and inf. n. as
And *śl & 4 J: t A man having no shame.

the pl. is 3:3, only. (M, TA)
3,4- An abominable acclivity

&u=

3.12.]

*

(Har p.
6.-

9* * *

368.)
6*

•

*

above, (M, Msb) said of a man, (K) or &
a:35, (TA, from a trad,) meaning a 235 -5.3

•

aäsä-2 : see aasu.e.

-

&ú2 Travelling-camels (**) coming
going. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)—See also iásus.

de • -

s

in a journey and having little water, (M,) They
divided the nater among themselves (AA, S, M,
K) by shares, (S, K,) by means of the pebble,
(AA, S, M,) which they thren into the vessel to

pour the water into it, (AA) giving to each of
them as much as would cover the pebble. (AA,

S.) See also 6 in art. U45-.

&: [if not a mistake for &#4, q.v.,] signi
fies The [round piece of skin, or leather, in which
food is put, and upon n:hich people eat; commonly
called] 5: as also "3:2: (K:) the latter is
expl. by AA and IAar as a 5: that is gathered
together by a [running] string [near the edge, by
means of n!hich it is converted into a bag, agree
ably with a modern custom]. (TA.)- And The
[bursa faucium, or faucial bag, of the camel;
commonly called] aí:#; as also "#2 : (K:)

so expl. by A.A. (TA.)- See also &#2.

&: A thing like the #: [described in the
next preceding paragraph], and betneen the a:
and the £, in which are [put] goods or utensils
or the like: or it is of skin, or leather, (M,) [i. e.]
a receptacle of skin, or leather, (S, in which it is
expressly said to be with damm,) like the #,
(S, M,) pertaining to the people of the desert, in
n:hich they put their travelling-provisions, and

side], (M, Msb, (M) with which (S, M) sometimes (M) water is
K, TA,) standing, (Msb,) and praying. (TA.) drawn, ($, M.) like [as is done with] the #3;
[He

set his feet evenly, side by

and [Or, said of a man standing in prayer, it signifies, (M:) occurring in a verse of Sakhr El-Hudhalee
or in this case it signifies also, He put his feet [cited in art. Lad-]: (S:) or a thing like the
close together: or he turned one of his feet back [small bucket, or small drinking-vessel, of skin or

A cock that beats with his wings when ward, like as the horse turns one hoof when leather, called]*=, (Fr. Mgh, K) in which the
croning. (TA) - It occurs in a trad., followed standing upon three legs: see, again, 34.]= ablution termed 44; is performed: (Fr, K:) or
by 33.
in apposition, andgis said by As to mean U:-) &A-2 (M, TA) 3,319, aor. -, (M.) it signifies, (Mgh,) or signifies also, (K,) accord.
•
of
inf n. &#4, said of a bird, or flying thing, It to AA, (S) a [pouch such as is called] als,<-,
-*** **! us.” &: es: [app. One who goes
pertaining to the pastor, in which are [ put]. his

&#3

* *

*

•

some great affair]: but in the opinion compacted the dry herbage (M, TA) and the
of Az, it means one who makes many journeys, leaves, [to make a habitation,] for its young ones, food, and his 26, [for producing fire], (S, Mgh,
and who employs himself, or uses art or artifice or (M,) or around its place of entrance [into its K,) and his other utensils or apparatus, (K,) or

away on

cunning, in affairs of traffic; thus nearly agreeing habitation]; (TA) and "4:... signifies the what other things he requires; (S, Mgh;) and
(O: the latter meaning same: (M.) "C.A.: as the act of the hornet and sometimes nater is dran'n with it, like [as is done
the like is the compacting for itself, or for its with] the £3; (TA;) as also *#2: (K) or,
only is assigned to it in the K.)
goung ones, a habitation (K, TA) of dry herbage accord to A'obeyd, "#2 signifies a thing like

in meaning with

3ú.

#4. A company (IDrd, M, o, K) of men
[alighting at one's abode]. (IDrd, M, O.) See

1, near the end.- Also A calamity, or misfor
tune: (M, TA:) pl. &#2: (M:) this pl. and

&
*

:*,

in which are [put] a man's goods or
He collected together his clothes (JM, TA) wtensils, and his [other] apparatus; and when the
3 is elided, it is pronounced with damm [i. e.

and of leaves: so says Lth. (TA)- And 343
c. [upon his saddle], (TA) or

s: es'

* &ü4, (0, K, TA) which latter may be pl. of * [upon the saddle and the like thereof].
W #4, (TA,) signify accidents, or evil accidents, (J.M.) --~9) * CA-2, (K, TA,) aor. 2,
• of

• *

•

*

*

the

&#3]: (TA) or '#3, (TA) or '#4, (so
in a copy of the M,) signifies a small s's [or

leathern bucket], having a single aāī- [or ring];
inf
n.
Us.”,
(TA,)
He
flung
him,
or
it,
upon
the
and when it is large, it is called 3:4: and the
(O, K, TA,) and varieties, or vicissitudes, of

ground. (K, TA)= And 4:3, aor. 2, inf n. pl is 3:1 (M, TA)—And t Water (app.
&#3, He rent, or slit, his c”, i.e. scrotum. considered as contained in the vessel thus called]:
&: A garment, or piece of cloth, more (M.)
so expl. as used in the saying of Aboo-Du-ád,

events, (O, TA.)

6 o

[strong, stout, firm,] thick, substantial, close, or
compact, in tecture, than another. (Mgh.)

4 ee 6 e

2.

clie, and its inf n. :
6 **

** 9 g,

see 1, in two places.

*

*@

4

o e
*

* *

63
agü-l [written in one place with fet-h, and in 3. Assua. The standing confronting a people, [I poured into his drinking-trough water that he
drink it]. (TA)- See also what next
another with kesr, to the J,] i, q. J*. [A or party. (TA.)=[Also The dividing of water might
follows.
among
a
people,
or
party,
in
the
manner
described
man's slaves, or servants, and other dependents;
or slaves, and cattle, or camels 9 c.;] in the dial. in the next paragraph:] one says, &: £i &#14
& The scrotum (S, M, Mob, K) of a man;
- •

•

*

-

2eo e

of El-Yemen. (TA.)

*

* * @ J.

'#4 Ju-52si i.e. iii. (or # 344,

($, Msb;) as also "Ji', (M.) or "&#3, (K)

U-4-2 - 94.2
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• **

and tâ3 and "#4 (M'.) pl. &#1 (S, M, K;*) or free from 23&4 (i.e. turbidness, thickness,
Msb) and &#4. (Msb)—And # The envelope
of the ear of corn: (K,TA:) so called by way
of comparison [to the scrotum]. (TA)- And

The habitation that is compacted (M," K, TA)
by a bird, or flying thing, (M,) or by the hornet

poet, t He ceased to utter poetry, or to poetize.

or muddiness]; (Msb;) or free from admixture. (S, M, A, K, TA)=2#1 GA2. The people
(Er-Răghib, T.A.) And, said of the air, or had abundance of milk in their camels, and in
atmosphere, It nas, or became, cloudless; free their sheep or goats. (TA) = (A-2) said of a
ifrom any particle of cloud. (M, K.) [And it is digger, He reached stone (a4, M, TA, i.e. 5-,
also said, tropically, of life; and of the mind, or TA), so that he was repelled [thereby], (M, TA,)
heart; and of love, or affection; &c.] – C-à-2, or prevented from digging [further]. (TA.)
& e •

and the like, (K, TA,) of dry herbage and of
leaves, (M, TA,) for its young ones, (M, K, TA,) (AA, S, M. K.)aor:#; (AA, $3) and #3;
5. Jia: [It became cleared, or clarified].
(M, K;) said of a she-camel, (AA, S, M., K.) and
or for itself. (K, TA.)
(K
in art. --Jaj.)
6 o •
.
of a ewe, or she-goat, (AA, S,) She abounded with
ää.2 : see UA-2, in two places: – and &#4,
mill. (AA, S, M, K) = (#1 & He took the 6. Usuaj We regarded one another, or acted
in three places: – and coa-2 : - and see also 3. clear,
or pure, part, or portion, of the thing; reciprocally, nith purity, or sincerity, [of mind,
* * *:
ā-ā-2 : see U-5-2, latter part:-and 34.
(M, TA) as also #3 "LA-1 (M3) and or] of love, or affection; syn. ū-j. (S. [See
6
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* 8ta.a.) [alone] signifies the same; (K, TA;) as also 3.])

3× A

horse standing upon three legs and the
also "sula-21; (Er-Răghib, TA;) or he took the
extremity of the hoof of the fourth leg: (A’Obeyd,"
best, or choice, part, or portion, of it. (TA.) You
S, TA:) or standing upon three legs, and turning
say, 33:1 ** I took the clear, or pure, part,
back the extremity of the fore part of the fourth
Or portion, [of the contents] of the cooking-pot.
hoof, that of his fore leg: (M, TA:) or standing
upon three legs, and othernise: thus, says Fr, I (S.)
2. *u-, inf n. #4, He cleared, or clarified,
have found the Arabs use the word: (TA : [see
1, first sentence:]) pl. &#4 (M,TA) and 334 it, namely, wine, or beverage, (S, TA,) by means
of the 3.3% [or *]. (TA.) And He removed
occurs in the Kur xxxviii. 30. (M, TA.) And from it the floating particles, or motes, or the

and [the pl. of #4 is] &#12. (TA) >0s.

8. Sub-21; see 1, last sentence but one. Also He took it clear, limpid, or pure; (M,
TA;) and so [accord. to SM, which, however, I

think doubtful,] 'suwa-l, which is expl. in the
K as signifying he reckoned it clear, limpid, or
pure; though the former meaning is assigned in
the M to sub- only. (T.A.) - And He chose,
made choice of selected, elected, or preferred, it,
(S, M, K,) namely, a thing; (M;) as also

"swa-l. (M. K.) And 3& Cié 3é &#3
in the same, xxii. 37, I’Ab and Ibn-Mes-'ood like, that had fallen into it; (TA;) or so tie I chose such a thing in preference to such a thing.
used to read &#133 [instead of -#34]: the &#132 (Msb)–And & J.2, infn, as

C -

>*

standing. (A’Obeyd, Mgb, T.A.) It is said in a him true, or sincere, brotherly affection; (M, K,
trad., (S, M, Msb, TA,) referring to the Prophet TA;) as also *sū.21; (Ki) or #1 **u-2, (S,
mentioned as praying, (S, M.,) ūs: *i-us MSb) or $33.1, (TA,) he rendered him pure, or
[app. meaning We stood behind him setting our sincere, love or affection; (S, Msb, TA;) and [in
sule. (TA.)
feet evenly, side by side; for so the context seems like manner] one says also
to indicate] (S, M, Msb, K.) [But] in another
4. 'G' *u-21 He made the thing to be his, or
trad., cºstal i, 2 is said to be forbidden; mean he assigned, or appropriated, to him the thing,
ing [The praying] of him who puts his feet close purely, absolutely, or exclusively. (TA.) - See
together: or, as some say, of him who turns back also 3 in two places. – And Su-2 (S, Msb, K,

#}

TA).59 (S) or lić (K, TA) He chose him
in preference to others (S, Msb, K, TA) for, or

three legs]. (TA.) = &sual signifies [The sa
phena, or crural vein; so in the present day; to give him, the thing or such a thing; (S, K,
TA;) and he distinguished him particularly,
peculiarly, or specially, i.e. above, or from, or
also u ::1:]) or a vein lying deep in the arm exclusively of others, by the thing or by such a
(
[and]amid the sinen's of the [fore] shank
of a beast : or the Just 2 are two veins penetra + He contented, or satisfied, his family, or house
ting into the interior of the truo shanks: or troo hold, with something little, or scanty. (TA.) veins in the legs: or tryo branches [of veins] in cº; 33
LA-2) means tThe prince, or
the two thighs: and the Úsue is [strangely said governor, took n'hat n'as in the house of such a
to be] a vein in the interior of the back bone, ex one : (S, TA:) and & " Aa-lt He took all
tending lengthnise, uniting with the ** [q. V.] his property. (S, K, TA) = -si-el, intrans.,
of the heart, also called the J-+1. (M.)
! He was, or became, destitute, or devoid, &

i.e.] the rein of the G-: (S: [see #, and see

&#)

from the admixture that is found in others: and

sometimes it is by his choice and judgment.
(TA.)
10: see 1, last sentence but one, in two places:
- see also 8, in two places: - and see 4.

ū3 Stones; or smooth stones, and one thereof
is termed 3U.2 : [i. e. the former word is a coll.
gen. n., and the latter is its n. un. :] the two
words being like J.-- and juá- (Msb:) or
3ü.2 signifies a smooth rock : (S:) or a hard and

smooth stone, large, and such as does not give
gron'th to anything : (M, K:) and the pl. of this
is is [improperly thus termed a pl.] (S, M, K)

and #2 (M.K.) and (S, M, K) that of £3,

his foot [i.e. one of his feet] like as the horse turns

his hoof [i.e. one of his hoof, when standing upon

#

30° £1.3 [sometimes means
God's creating his servants pure; for it] is some
times by his bringing them into existence clear
(TA.) But

explaining it as meaning Having the shank

above, He winnoned his heap of trodden-out corn,
of one fore leg tied up to the arm; for thus is done or grain. (TA.)
with the camel when he is slaughtered: the latter,
3. Gue, (S, M, K, TA) inf n. #ua, (TA)
as meaning standing, or standing still. (T.A.) – ! He regarded him, or acted tonards him, with
And applied to a man, it means 2-2-3 –5us reciprocal purity of mind, or sincerity; or neith
[Setting his feet evenly, side by side], (A’Obeyd, reciprocal purity, or sincerity, of love, or affec
M, TA, and the like is said in the S and Msb,) tion; syn. 44-3 ($ in art. Jaka-;) he rendered

former

(M.K.) not of #3 (M): and #4 (S.
M, K) and &: (M, K:) or ū4 signifies stones
that are broad and smooth : (ISk, TA:) and
[accord. to F,] *#3 signifies the same as #2,
as also #2 [in the CK erroneously written

thing. (TA)- And J. G., &e U #2], of which the plis' 3% and '3%,
X-9

(K,) which last is said by El-Hafiqh to be a mis
taken pronunciation of Ül25.c.; (TA;) [but cor
rectly,]

*3%

* #2

[which is a quasi-pl. n.] and
[a coll. gen, n.] (A: T.S, M, TA) of

which the sing, or n. un, is à312 i.e. (S, M, TA)
signify the same as ū4, (AS, T, M., TA,) or stones,

(S) or soft, smooth stones: (TA) or "&#2

Júl [of property], and ~39. 3. [of good

34-2

1. 64, (S, M, Mob) aor. *, (S, Msb)

in a £36, M.M., K.) and #4 (M.M.,
K) and #2 (K, TK) and #2 and #2,

is used as a pl. and as a sing.; as a pl. meaning
smooth stones, one of which is termed A512A.e.;
ments, &c.]: (S, K, TA:) as though clear thereof. and as a sing., stone, or a stone : (Msb :) the

education,

good breeding, or polite

accomplish

(TA.) – And t He (a man, TA) became ex dualoft.* is c,14. (ISk, TA) #4 (53: ..
hausted of his sperma by women : (Az, K, TA:) is a prov., (S.) applied to the niggardly, like
or he ceased from sexual intercourse. (IKtt, T.A.)

(MA,) said of wine, or beverage, (S) or of water, - And -à-ol said of a hen, t She ceased to lay 9- J. L., (§, in art -à,) meaning t No
(TK,) or of a thing, (M.) It was, or became, eggs: (S, M, K, TA:) as though she became good is obtained ..from him. (TA in that art.)
clear, limpid, or pure; contr. of 3%; (S, M, clear. (TA) - Hence, (TA) -sa-2) said of a And one says also, << &# , meaning t Heim

[Book I.
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pugned his character; blamed, or censured, him;
or spoke against him. (Mgh in art. 5-5-)
ū: A certain place in Mekheh (§, Mgb) may
be masc. or fem., as meaning either the Jú or
the axi. (M8b.)- [ū2 &#, accord. to Reiske,
as stated by Freytag,

signifies The echo.]

&: see -sus. - Also

also

&#4. * Also A certain fish, which [it is

said] chen's the cud; pl. -313.3. (TA.)

procal purity or sincerity of love or affection, or
of brotherly affection: (S," M," K, TA:) pl.

#4 [fem. of ~, a v.–And also, as a

£i. (TA.) One says, c's &: &% +[Such subst,] t One of what are termed 21.) J%,

a man is the friend &c. of such a man]: and which means the tonns, or villages, of those who

c)3

6 o' -

tA friend who re

gards one, or behaves towards one, nrith reci

&- #53 and £4 + [Such a

have rebelled against him, which the Imām [or
noman is

#2 Clearness, limpidness, or purity; c: the friend, &c. of such a man]. (Ham p. 430.) Khaleefeh] chooses for himself [as his peculiar
of 3-5 (M,K) like [the inf ns.]* and #4 - See also 3:4, in two places. - Also i The property]: (A, TA:) or, as in the T, &#3)
[&c. when used as simple substs.: see 1, first sen portion, of the spoil, nhich the chief, or com signifies what the Sultán appropriates exclusively
tence]. (K.) See also #2, below. — Also, mander, chooses for himself before the division; to those persons whom he specially favours: or,
as some say, it means the possessions and lands

and "#2 and "#2 and "#4, (S, M, Mob, ($, Mab, K, TA;) and so * :2, of which the

K,) but only with fêt-h when without 3, (AO,
S,) The clear, or pure, part, or portion, of a
thing; (S, M, Mgb, K;) th','e', or choice, part,
or portion; (TA;) and so " J44, (K,"TA,) of a
thing. (K, T.A.) One says £1 * #2, (T, TA,)

and Jūji, (AO, T, S, TA) and #4 SI, (T, TA)

pl. is

which their on ners have abandoned, or of which

üü3: ($, Msb:) or, accord. to As, Gü4 the on ners have died leaving no heirs thereof.

is pl. of

&4. which signifies the portion which

(TA.)

iú: i, q 3.3% ($, MA, K, TA;) i.e. A

the chief chooses for himself, exclusively of his

companions, such as the horse, and that which strainer; (MA; [thus accord. to modern usage;])

cannot be divided among the army: or, as AO a clarifier; i.e. a thing from which clearing, or
says, the portion which the chief chose for him clarifying, is effected; called by the vulgar *~
self, after [taking] the fourth part, such as the
* @

-

and "3,i.e., (Ao, T, S, TA)and" &#4,(AO,

• - ©

-

-

[i.e. agaa2, and also agúa-l: pl. -ālae. (TA)
S,) [i. e. The clear, or pure, part, or portion, or she-camel, and the horse, and the snºord, and the
5 - * * ~*
the best, or choice, of water, and of property, girl or young woman; and thus it continued to
UsA-a- U-s [Clarified honey; or] honey cleared
and of brothers,] but only 3") 3A… [the clear, be in the case of El-Islám, but the fourth became of the floating particles, or motes, or the like, that
reduced to the fifth. (Mgb.)- Also, applied to
or pure, part, or portion, or the best, or choice, of a she-camel, (S, M, K,) and to a ewe, or she had fallen into it. (TA.)
* >

the grease, or melted fat, &c.],

(T, TA) And

goat, (S,) Abounding with milk; ($, M, K;) or

0 p.

* D -

Usala-a- : See 34-2, last sentence.

Mohammad is said to be exis & #1 "555-2 * £3: (Z, TA:) or the former, a she-camel
and * * * [i. e. God's choice one, or elect, or whose milk lasts throughout the year: (IAar, TA
SO

favourite, of his creatures]: (S:) and [in like
manner] Adam is said to be

£i "...” i. e. the

chosen one, or elect, of God. (TA.)
jū3 as meaning #12:

S66

*L*. = Also

n: un of ü.3 (Q. v.].
6 d. •

-

2-2 °
oxa-o:

see 3i.e., in three places.

*-* *
*:

see 3.2, in two places.

6* *

.

in art. ,<: ) pl. of the former, (Sb, S, M, K,) or
1. --54, (S. K.) aor. *, (K) inf n. -í3,
of the latter, (Z, TA,) as above: (Sb,S, M, Z, K:)
(M, A, K,) [like -: ,] He, or it, was, or be
Sb says that it is not pluralized with 1 and <>
because the sing is without 3. (M.) - And A came, near. (S, M,"A,"K.) You say, % &#4,

palm-tree (#3) abounding with fruit; (M, K;) (S, A,) with kesr [to the G], ($) inf n, as above,
(S, A) His house was near; (S, A;) and (A)
or so *:4:

(Z, TA:) pl. of the former, (TA)
so #3. "&#i, (M, A, K, TA) and #.
or of the latter, as above. (Z, TA)
(TA.) And it is said in a trad, (S, A) j-"
#4. see the next preceding paragraph, in £ 3-i (S, A, K.) i.e. [The neighbour has a

in two places. - One says three places.
* ** *
ā-A.2 a name of The first of the days of cold:
also, : 3- isie #} es', or: i.e. [In the
vessel is] a small quantity [of nater, or of nine].(M.) (K, TA:) so called because the sky therein is
334-2 : see

#4,

* *

** 6 -

.

clear of clouds. (TA. [See also &#2.])

ibi.e.: see tâce, in two places.

* Clear, limpid, or pure; free from 23&
&#32;4, (S, M, K.) and 'sus, (M.K.) A
day in which the sun is clear, and which is very
cold: (S:) or a cold day, (K,) or a very cold
day, (M,) without clouds and nithout thickness
[of the air]. (M., K.) - &#2 is also a name
of The second of the days of cold: (K, TA:)

*

[or turbidness, &c.]; (Msb;) and so

'34. ap

better, or the best, claim to pre-emption by reason

of his being near: see, with respect to this expla
nation, and other explanations also, what is said
of another reading, *::, voce -i- or has a
better, or the best, claim] to close connection, and
nearness; meaning pre-emption: (IAmb, O, TA:)
or, to what is next to him, and near to him :

(A, K, TA:) accord. to some, the meaning is

plied to anything (M) Applied to pasturage, the partner: (O, TA:) or the partner who has

the former word may mean Clear of dried-up
leaves or similar rubbish: or it may be formed
by transposition from
meaning “of the
[season
called]
-ā-2,”
and
so
belonging to art.
so called because the sky therein is clear of
-ā-2.
(M.
[See also -sus in another sense as
clouds: [as a proper name,] it is determinate,
and imperfectly decl. (TA. [See also #4.]) formed by transposition from -:12, Voce Jú,

-#4,

O e.

not divided with his copartner; this, says Az,
being shown to be the meaning by another trad.:
(Msb in art. 224-:) or the neighbour whose divell

*

ing is adjoining. (O, TA.) - Also He, or it,
was, or became, distant, or remote : thus it has

two cont. significations. (K) = 4:34, (K,)
E. &#2 [as a coll. gen, n., of which the n. un.
in art -,-]) In the phrase cl: 'it 2, ap inf n. -ás, (M,) He collected it, or gathered it
is with 3; and said to be used as a sing, and as a plied by the poet Kutheiyir-'Azzeh to honey together. (M.K.)–And << He raised it;
pl.]: see tis, in three places.
ič), and expl. as meaning Clear in re "amely, a building, &c. (M, O, K.) - And
4:54, (K) or £3 -á4, (M, TA) He struck
spect of colour, [ISd says,] I think that 5üc is
&% see tis.
(M, K, TA) him, or it, (K) or the back of his
originally *4, as a possessive epithet. (M.)
#2 an inf n, oftá2. (S, M., &c. [See 1, first [-sus is also applied to a sword, and the like, as neck, with his -i-, (M, TA) i. e. (TA) with
his fist. (K,
[The inf n.] "is signifies
sentence.]) - [It is often used by moderns as
meaning Bright, or free from rust.] And in the The striking TA.)
meaning + Serenity of life, and of the mind;
anything solid and dry or tough.
Kur xxii. 37, [instead of the common reading
freedom

(J-5

from trouble; comfort; content; com

3 (S, TA)=<-ís, (K, TA) or *-i-, (so in a
hoppines, joy, or pleasure : and so, Jä12-2, pl. of -50.2 and #14,] some read L3/3-2, copy of the M,) said of a bird, It uttered a cry
sometimes, W3:4.] - Also t [Reciprocal purity [pl. ofassle, as well as of -50.2 applied to irrational or cries: (M, K:) from Kr. (M., T.A.)
*

>

*

3

*

•

*

*

placency;

6.-

-

-

-

-

*

or sincerity of mind, or of love or affection, or animals,] as meaning that the animals there men
of brotherly affection; or pure, or sincere, reci tioned are [to be regarded as] things purely [or

2:

procal love &c.;] a subst, from £602. (TA.)

8, 4.su. He drew near to him; and he faced

exclusively] belonging to God. (TA) - See

see what immediately precedes.

Book I.]
him, or met him face to face : (A:) or Low-5ue,

#4.

Jesús * He is my neighbour: (TA in the

Jú2, he faced them, or met present art. :) he is one whose
them face to face: (K :) A:13, inf ns. as adjoins mine. (TA in art. 23"-.)
above,
ne Idren,
nearface
to them
: and
#4. #
and
(#2
met him
to face.
(M.)
A-2
inf n.

1705

-ā-> -A-2

and

Or

#2 [The hanks] the bird with which one

house, or tent, hunts, or catches, game; (S;) whatever preys, or
hunts or catches game, of the birds called #:
[pl. of 5%) and cel: (pl. of
(M, A,

cets];

•

K3) a hind of bird including the us)" and the

% &#:

4.

see 1, second sentence. =

1.354, (S, M, K) aor. *, (M) inf n. #4, cats and the 3% and the # and the 5%:
(S, M,) He broke, (S, K,) or struck, (M.) stones,

(AHát, TA in art. 3: ) [like our term “saker,”

4.i. He made him, or it, to be near. (S, K.) (S,) or a stone, (M, K,) with a 2,503 [q. v.]. and the French “sacre,” &c.:] pl. [of pauc.]

And #3 &í ...i.21 May God make his house to (S, M, K.)—last $3, (M, K.) inf n, as * (M.K.) and [of mult]3,54 and #4 (M,
be near. (A.) [And so with J"..] – And one above, (M,) He struck him, or beat him, (M, K,) A, K) and tie and #2 and #4; (M, K.)
on his head, (M,) with the staff, or stick. (M,
3: 3: The game, or object of the

says,

chase, has become near to thee, so that thou art

K)-- 4:9.

able to shoot, or cast, at it. (K.)

upon the

4:

ground;

the last of which is said by Th to be pl. of#4,
He was thronin, or cast,
lit. the ground nas struck with which is pl. of#2, but [ISd says] I hold it to be

#4

him. (O, K. [In some copies of the K, #2 in
J.i.2 The young one of a camel: (M, L, K:) this instance and the verb explaining it (-)-3)
and so -i- [q.v.]: (M :) but the latter is the are in the act. form, and Jā) is therefore in the
more chaste, and some have rejected the former accus. case.]) –3. *4, (M, K,) inf. m. as
word: (MF) pl. lie and &#4 (M,K) [and above; (M;) and W wie, (M, K,) inf. n:
app. * also, like *] and [pl. of pauc.] (TA;) He lighted, or kindled, the fire; or made
Q

pl. of #4: the fem, is "#4. (M)– (And

d -

accord. to Reiske, as mentioned by Freytag, A
liberal man: perhaps a noble man, as likened to a

hawk.]=Also, (S. K.) and "#4, (S,M, K.)
Vehemence of the stroke of the sun, (S, M, K,)
and fierceness of its heat: (M:) or the vehemence

of its stroke upon the head: (M:) pl. [of the
(TA.) - And Anything [i. e. any ani it to burn, burn up, burn brightly or fiercely,
latter] &#3. (S, A.) = Also the former, Sour
mal] tall, together with plumpness, or with fat blaze, or fame. (M, K.)—U.: #2, (S,
milk,
(Ki) [and] so "3:3: (A:) or mill ren
ness, softness, thinness of the skin, and plumpness; M, A,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) t The sun

-i.i.

(S, M, K;) and so with J.; (M;) as also " -12. hurt him by its heat: (A:) or pained his brain: dered sour by a stroke of the sun: (Sh:) or milk
(TA.) Applied to a branch, Juicy, thick, and (S:) or fell vehemently, with fierce heat, upon sour in the utmost degree: (Ag:) or very sour
long. (TA.)- And A tent-pole: (M, K:) or the him, or upon his head: or nas hot upon him. milk, as also 'i is : (S) or this latter is milk
middle tent-pole, which is the longest: (S, M, K:) (M, TA) [See also 1 in art. x-J– c. * that has curdled, and of which the thick part has

and so with J. (M.) pl. , 4. (S, M.K.) *}< t [app. He cursed me, and calumniated

become separate, and the whey become clear, and

[See also this pl. below.] – And The fist: so in me]. (A. [These meanings seem to be there that has become sour, so as to be a good kind of
sauce. (L.) One says, 4:3" es: W #4. Gås
the phrase : 43.4 [expl. above]. (TA.)
indicated by the context])=&#. já. The
milk was, or became, intensely sour; as also [He brought us some sour milk, or very sour milk,

-ā- [is an inf n, of ~#2, as mentioned "ji.el,

inf n.

**!,

(K;) and

":4, (K in

&c., such as contracts the face, or makes it to
wrinkle
: like as one says
(S, A, L.) –
art. A-2,) and *::1. (K in that art and in
Vicinity, or nearness. (M, A, &c.) Thus in the the present art. also)–(See also #2, below,
Also, (T, S, M, Mgb, K.) and * 55.3, (M,) [The
phrase 33 3: [lit. He is in thy vicinity; last explanation but one.]
exuded, or expressed, juice called] •-> (S, K;)
meaning he is near thee]; mentioned by Sb among
in the dial. of the people of El-Medceneh; (S:)
instances of adv. nouns which he classes apart
*: See 1. =: >ie, (M,) or
above: and, used as a

simple subst.,]

#4].

signifies

© •6 -

2, #.

*:

says also,
*'s &: &% [lit. My house is
in a situation of nearness with respect to his

.* of dates; (M;) or of fresh ripe dates,
(Mgh, Msb) before it is cooked; i. e. what flon's
from them, like honey, and what, when it is

or the

because of their strangeness. (M.) And one

4-6, inf n. *-ā, (A, TA) He poured #4
[q v.], (M) or -e, [which is the same] (As)

house :] meaning, near [his house]. (TA.) - It upon the dates, (M,) or upon the fresh ripe dates. cooked, is called 3: (Msb:) or the honey of
[is also used as an epithet, and as such] signifies (AS.)
fresh ripe dates and of raisins; as also *}#3:
Near : (M, K:) you say -í- &, and -:
(K:)
or the honey of fresh ripe dates when it has
4. J. : --> t The sun was, or became,
become
dry, or tough: or what exudes from
[q, v, voce 30), A near place; (M;) and
burning, or fiercely burning; syn. <>3%; (M, grapes, and from raisins, and from dates, without
"...su. & and *: (A in art. --ā- :) and K;) as also * -:), (L and K in art. A-2)
their being pressed; (M;) as also *#2: (TA:)
in
which
the
A
is
augmentative:
(L
in
that
art.
:)
or,
in the dial. of the Bahránees, [or people of
L: -i- #3 [His house is near me]. (A in the former is from -2,5-21 said of fire. (M.)
the present art.) - See also -ā-2.
El-Bahreyn,] the crude U-2, resembling honey,
n:hich flows from baskets of dates when they [i. e.

...si: a pl. of +4 (Q. v.] (S.M.K.)—

5.

#. <>ia. see 8 =Xia [He hanhed;]

dates] are deposited and congested, in an
he hunted with the #3 (A, K.)= And He the
uncovered chamber, [so I render g4. <, but

Also The hind legs of camels; a dial. var. of
J-25. ; (IAar, M ;) the U" is changed into U2 tarried, stayed, or waited, (K, TA) in a place.
the meaning of the epithet is not clear,] with
app. because the latter is more agreeable with (TA.)
s

J.

J.

•

-

green earthen pots

* 3

J. (M.)

*:

See

beneath

them.

(AM, T.A.)

8. Jül -2,5-ol and <>, Ala-e! The fire became – And the former, (35.2,) t Water that has
lighted or kindled; burned, burned up, burned become altered for the n'orse in taste and colour.
brightly or fiercely, blazed, or flamed; (M, K;)

+4.

&:

A seller of perfumes [&c. : for the
Arab dealer in perfumes sells a great variety of
things, such as drugs, many articles of grocery,
and the like]: (O, K:) so called because he col
lects [somewhat] of everything. (TA.)

as also '-wia. (K.)

(K, o, TA. [See also: and #4.])=#4
also signifies A 53.3 [or feather, i. e. portion of

}
Q. Q. 1, #2:

9. £21.
Q. Q. 1.

#4

naturally curled or frizzled in a spiral
manner or otherwise,] behind the place of the
liver (AO, K, TA) of a horse or similar beast,
the hair

see 1, last explanation.

He (a bird) uttered the cry (K, TA,) on the right and on the left, (TA,) or

in the bach of a horse: (AO, TA:) there are two
[More, and most, near]. One says, termed ''£4 [q.v.]: (K:) reiterated his cry. such feathers, (AO, K, TA,) which are the limit
of the back. (AO, T.A.) = Also, [probably as
3 & # 3. This is nearer than this: (TA.)
(M: I'd the like is said in the A and TA:]) and Q. Q. 4. ji: see 1, last explanation: - an inf n., of which the verb is £4,] The acting

-:

so -ā-l. (M., T.A.")
Bk. I.

and see also 4.
*

the part, or performing the office, of a pimp to
215
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[men’s] wives, or women under covert. (IAgr, + an unbeliever. (M, Q, K.) The Prophet, being K,) inf n. #4, (O,) He struck him, or beat
is erroneously put asked the meaning of#2, (M, TA,) or of #3, him : (K:) or he struck [or slapped] him with his

M, O, K. [In the CK, A-l
for

>;-l.]) Hence the epithet is, [as some

(T, TA,) or of &*, (O) occurring in a trad,

expanded hand: (TA:) [like &#3:] or, (S,

explain it,] occurring in a trad. [which see below]. said + Young people who shall be in the end of Mgh, O, K,) as also V 44%, (O, K,) he struck
(TA.)-And A cursing gf such as is not deserving time, whose mutual greeting will be mutual cursing. him ($, Mgh, O, K) upon his head, (O, K,) or
upon his *34, (S, O,) [i. e.] upon the top of
(T, M, o, TA) See also si4.
[thereof]: pl.xxi.2 and jū-2. (K.)
• 4 * : *
his head: (Mgh:) this last is the primary signi
-

£4 a name of Hell;

a dial. var. of: [q.v.].

(K)=#2 Fallen leaves of the [kind of trees

29A-e : see 294-2.

54,

fication: and hence, metaphorically, he struck him,
applied to aJi- [or hawk] Sharp-sighted. or beat him, in an unrestricted sense: (Mgh,” O,

called] suae, and [particularly] of the 1.4%, (M, (K.)

K.) and of the ..., and of the -ie, and of the

TA:) and he struck it, namely, a dry, or tough,

*** -

233-2 : see 2550-2.

-

A. : not so called until they fall. (M.)= See
also

and solid thing, with a similar thing; as, for
instance, a stone with a stone, and the like: or, as

• *, *

A calamity, (M, K,) or a vehement some say, he struck it, namely, anything dry, or

#t3

Xi4, in two places.

tough. (TA) It is said in a trad, respecting

calamity, (O) befalling. (M., K.)

#2 -ā, (S) or ##4, (M.K.) in which
the latter word is an imitative sequent, (K,) £ius [A pickaxes] a large J-tí (AA, S, M,
*

Fresh ripe dates containing Xi4: (M, K:) [melli
£rous : or proper for
[or Dial. (S.) =

2.

*

K) with one slender head, with which stones are
-

© • &

Munkidh, ă

s: -

i. e. He was struck on the
top of his head: (O:) or he had his head broken

so that the nound reached the membrane over his

brokeni (AA, S.M.) i. i. J.” (A.A.S.A.:)

brain. (TA)- One says also, J:9. 44 &#3
and 7553-2 signifies the same; (M, K;) [but] (O, K) He thren him don'n, or prostrated him,
#54 #: A woman sharp, or acute, of mind, this latter is expl. by IDrd as meaning a thick
(#=3, [in the CK, erroneously, ###|) strong U-U,3. with which stones are broken. (TA.) – on the ground; (K;) [lit..] he smote the ground
with him. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.) – And 4:3
sighted. ($gh, K.)
And t The tongue. (M., K.) - See also what

.#

•* ~

* *

**

•.< *

issu: i, q àetall &#4, (S, o, K). The

next follows.

25413 ; all A-, (A, K, TA,) and * &tiall:

thunderbolt smote him. (TA.) And

isit.

&#4

JHe

The inner side of the cranium, over the

U%tág', (K, TA) 1 He came with lies, and
was smitten by a thunderbolt; i. 7. G-3; of the
excitements of dissension: (A, TA:) or with brain, (M, K, TA,) as though it were the bottom
sheer lying: (K:) or with sheer, and eccessive, of a bonel: in the T said to be termed "325ue. dial of Temeem : (O.) and so &#4; (K, TA;)
or abominable, lying: (TA:) each being a name

(TA)- And #4 (M) and #5, (M, like 3:2. (TA)-Andú: **i. He branded

for that which is unknown: (K, TA:) and in like K) a name of + The Third Heaven. (M, K.)

him, or marked him by

cauterising,

wpon his

£3 jiàu A-, and ustíšū *#4 A cry of a bird, (M, K,) with a re head, [or his aš-4,] or his face. (O, K.)
us;&#3; mentioned by IDrd, in the Jm; and iteration, (M,) resembling the sound of this word. And ##" &#3, aor. and inf. n. as above, He
by Meyd, in the Collection of Proverbs. (TA in (M, K.)
ate the 5-4,5 [or mess of crumbled bread with
art. ,52.) [See also Har p. 399.]
£i in the following saying, (M.) £" 1% broth] from its as: [or top, or upper part, or
#3: Xi4, in six places.
13. &: £i These dates have more * than hollow ymade therein]. (TA. [See also Q. Q. 1.])

manner one says

See

#4 + Water remaining in a watering-trough
in which dogs and foxes void their urine, (O, K,
TA,) altered for the worse
in taste and colour.
9x > *

these, (AHn, M, K,) has no verb. (M.)
3. * *
-

= ~...~ also signifies The raising of the voice:
(O, TA:) (TA.)
and theYou
uttering
it by consecutive
emissions.
say, *:::
JHe
•

Milk that is sour and disagreeable: (Ibn
3

d =

Buzuri, TA:) and "ja: signifies milk intensely raised his voice. (TA) And hence, (TA) 21:
(TA. [See also #4 and #44.])
'id of a cock, (S, O, K,) aor. * , (9) inf n.
sour. (TA in art. "A-2.)
#4 +A colour, of a bird, in which the 5:
&ā- and gui- (IDrd, O, K) and &#3, (K,)
[or dark, or ashy, dust-colour] thereof, or the Xia: +. Fresh ripe dates, (A,) or fresh ripe
blackness thereof, is mixed with redness or yel: dates that have become dry, (S,) upon which is
lonness; as being likened to [the colour of] 5,5-> poured U-9 (S, A) of ripe dates, (A,) in order
[or *], i.e.

U-> a bird of that colour is termed

that they

may

EHe

[croned, or] uttered a cry: (IDrd, S, O, K:)
&á-. (S.) - And, accord. to IAar, The

and so

become soft : and sometimes it being eloquent in speech, and lighting upon the
[proper] meanings.
said
of an ass, He emitted a sounding wind from the

*#4%: so in the book entitled “Ghareeb el occurs with U-; for they often change Lo into
U- when there is in the word G or le or # or &;
Hamám,” by Hoseyn Ibn-'Abd-Allah el-Kâtib as in 54. and ** and
and
(S:)
El-Isbahánee. (TA.)
or excellent fresh ripe dates, picked from the
*4, (so in a copy of the M in two instances, raceme, which are put into [earthen vessels of the

#:

£:

and so in the o in one instance) or '#4, (so hind called] Gū (pl. of #3: (in the TA

(TA)–: &#4,

anus, in a moist and dispersed state. (Ibn-'Ab

bād, o, K)-->'' &#3 He attached to the
tent the rope called
- And

&#3,

alie

[q. v.]. (Az, O, T.A.)

(S, O, K.) said of a man, (K.)

in the O in another instance, and so accord. to the erroneously written cºst...)], and upon which
3.
He went anay, (S, O, K, TA,) J-35
K, in which latter it is expressly likened to #) Xi4 is poured: they remain moist and good all
[in all directions]: (TA:) one says, &:
A nittol, or tame cuckold; syn. *s : (M, K:) the year. (AHn, L.) - And Xia: #1 t Water

Jé es'

s: us

&#4,

($, O, TA, [but in the second, S is put in
wives, or women under covert; as also *#3: i. e. U-3, had been mixed with it]. (M. [See also the place of U2,]) and &#, (TA) meaning I know
not whither he went anay : (O, TA:) and the
(O:) the former epithet occurring in a trad.
or one who acts the part of a pimp to his own altered for the worse [in colour, as though Xi4,

Xi4 and #2.])–And #4430 +4 bird of

(M, O.)

the colour termed,

&#3;

See

#4, q. v.

(TA.) .

£3 £ **bove.
#4. One who hunts with hanks.
•

#4 [A falconer, or rearer of hanks. (Go

3 - 0 ,

(A," TA.)

verb is seldom used in this sense without the

particle of negation. (TA.) Or it signifies, (K,)
or signifies also, (O) or so &#4, (S, TA,) like

&#,

not

&#4, (TA,) He deviated from the way,

-

A day intensely hot: the two-es in
& this
(S, O, K, TA,) and alighted, or descended and
lius, from Meyd: and so in the present day.) =
word are augmentative. (TA)- See also 3:. abode, alone, by himself: (TA:) or he deviated
Andji, a CG, [A seller of C-3, or #21 (0.
from the nay of goodness and generosity. (IF,
K.)= Also + One who is in the habit of cursing
&*.*
O,
K, TA.) And #4 signifies The going astray;
(M, O, K) those who are not deserving [of being
1. axi.e., (§, Mgh, O, K.) aor. *, (O, Mgh, losing one's nay; or becoming lost; and perishing;
cursed]: (M, O, K:) and t a calumniator: and
•
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&
or dying. (TA. [But I think that this is pro &#3) or] smitten as by a thunderbolt from the piece of rag with which her eyes are bound; that
bably a mistranscription for &#4, inf n. of &#3.]) enemy: so accord. to some: (O, TA:) ’Ows with which her nose is bound, [or stopped, (see 1

You say also, 13s 3- &%

&#4

Such a one

• 6

repaired tonards such a thing. (TA)- And

#" *54,

aor. *, (A’Obeyd, S,) inf. n.

s

-

•

e.

*

* * **

*

One

2- A- c- ** \l

*

& •

&#4,

Jus)] when she is made to affect a young
nother own, being termed à-l.". (TA. [But

in art.

Ibn-Hajar says,
* - of

*

See aa-,2..]) - And A mark made

nvith a hot

• *

*

iron upon the Uljé [or back of the head] of a

The nell collapsed; or broke donn. (A’Obeyd,

camel.

o, TA, but in the TA Gi) [which may be
$, K.) =<<, (TA) inf n &#4, (0, K, (S,
rendered O Aboo-Duleyjeh, who is for a solitary

thing that is in the place of [the kind of curb

TA,) said of horses, and of birds, &c., They

tribe, smitten as though by a thunderbolt from
became white (O, K, TA) in the [*2, or]
the enemies, in Shonnal (which was, in the time
uppermost part of the head, (TA,) or in the of the poet, a cold month)?]: or, accord. to IAar,
middle of the head. (O, K.) - And [the inf. n.] the
meaning here is, in a state of retirement,
&#2, in relation to the head, signifies The being remote from the enemies; (S," O';) for when the
bald : or, as some say, the going anay of the hair. winter pressed severely upon the man, he used to
(TA)= -$9. ** The earth, or ground, retire to a distance, lest a guest should alight at
became overspread nrith the &#2 [i. e. hoar his abode; the enemies being the strange guests;

and by saying J% L*, he means that the cold
£rost, or rime]; (S, O, Msb, K;) as also

*::::: each with damm.

was in Showwál: (O, TA:) or

&#2

(Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) - And An iron

called] the as:- of the bit (0, K.)—And A
thing that is next to the head of the horse, beneath

(3,5) the larger &#. (TA)—The alie of a
tent (ās) is A rope that is extended from its top,
and pulled tight, the two ends of which are tied to
tno pegs, or stakes, stuck into the ground, when
the wind is violent and it is feared that the tent

may be thronn donn. (O, TA.)
&#2 The * [i.e. hoar:frost, or rime,] that

ineanS

nips, or blasts, (lit. burns, [see &-il) the
absent and remote, so that one knows not where he plants, or herbage; (Msb;) what falls from the
2.4 xie, inf n. * . ă, He snore to him is: or that has gone anay, and alighted alone, or sky in the night, resembling snon. (S, O, K.) =
[pl. J*: See an eX. Voce Also A species of *: [or hornet]: (O, K:) so
respecting a thing : (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K:) and so by himself: (TA:)
6 of
al
inf n &#. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)
&2 =ási- Jāji, (TA) and "āssiae, Earth, says AHát, as having been heard by him from a
or ground, overspread with the
[i.e. hoar man of Et-Táif (O.)
W

(IDrd, K.)

Jºe

6

*

6.-

*

6 *

*

> *

&#,

&#3

4 & 2 He (a man, O, TA) entered upon [a

time, or a tract, of] &#3 [i.e. hoar-frost,
ri'). (IDrd, O, KTA)=And &# all

frost, or, rime]: (S, Mgb, TA:) and in like
or manner,
&#25-2, and W £, trees overspread
•

* *

*

&u= [Deviating from the truth, as is indicated
in the TA: and hence,] a liar: (TA:) one says,

ci
with the

&#3.

(TA.)

£4 42 i. e. Besilent, olar. (Yoo, o, K.)

Jä, ), (K, TA,) and 's-#1, (O, TA,) The &

&:

[or hoar-frost] fell, or lighted, upon the earth, or
#2 Intensenes of cold; from
[mean
issue i, q ifieu [i.e. A thunderbol] (Fr. §,
ground, (K,"TA,) and the trees. (O, TA.) And
o, K.) of the
of Temeem, pl. #32. (TA)
• * * ing “hoar-frost,” or “rime”]. (TA.)
* of
* ... • *
U2, 91 -->a<!: see 1, last sentence. And &#~!
#2 A whiteness in the middle of the head of [See also aisle.]

dial.

Jä

The men, or people, became overspread a horse and of a bird &c.; (S, O, K;) or in the
#2 The place of the whiteness termed as:
(TA.)
middle of the head of a black sheep or goat, in the head of a horse and of a bird &c.; (S:) or the
accord. to Abu-l-Wāzi'. (TA.)
middle of the head [in an absolute sense]: (O, K:)
Q. Q. 1. 4.5%: see 1, first
**# He spread evenly the 5-4,5 [or mess of clai. Stupid, dull, or wanting in intelligence: or the top, or uppermost part, [of the head, or of
rvith the

6* >d >

&#3.

sentence.–3:34

crumbled bread moistened nith broth]. (TA.)

the [cap called] a 's, and of the turban. (O, K,

but this is a vulgar word. (TA.)
#

--

TA: all in art.

[See 1 in that art., where

#4 A district, quarter, or tract, syn. *-ū,
Uses-- The first increase, or offspring, (~3) this last meaning is assigned to #4.]) – And
(S, O, Mgb, K,) of a country : (Msb:) and a [of sheep, or goats,] when the sun smites (8:5) A turban [itself]: (O, K:) and any other thing
place, region, quarter, tract, or point, towards the heads of the lambs or kids: (Aboo-Nasr, O, that protects the head: (TA:) accord. to IDrd,
which a person, or thing, goes, tends, or is directed; K: [in the CK,-: is erroneously put for* :]) a piece of rag which a woman puts upon her head

#- and a place of alighting, or of descend
ing and stopping or sojourning or abiding or
lodging or settling;
or a place of abode or settle
*~ *
• of

syn.

G-4, and the
&#: then is the &*, after the Jeís: (Aboo

and some of the Arabs call it the

as a protection. (O. See alie, first sentence.)
- A piece of rag which is tied upon the top of
the [kind of women's camel-vehicle called]

**,

£i,

Nasr, TA:) it is also expl. as signifying such as and which the nind blon's about. (TA.)- The

(o, TA) and pl. pl. guaí (TA) and #4 is a

is brought forth in the [period called] as, 2: head [or top] of the [woman’s face-veil called]
3 - -

ment; syn.

#~ : (Msb:) pl. [of pauc.]

*

&i.e.) (TA: [but see (sya-2 :]) and, (O, K.) accord. to
AZ, (O,) the young camel that is brought forth
One says, gial 13% Jai &- & i. e. ** 3
in [the time of] the &#3 [i. e. hoar-frost, or

&#.

(IAar, TA in

th: art.

and voce

2:

dial. var. thereof. (IJ, TA; and K in art.

[q.v.].)- The hollon (4.53) [that is made in the
upper part of a dish] of A:23 [or crumbled bread
a -ü [Such a one is of the people of this rime]; which is of the best of the increase [of moistened with broth]: (§, O, K, TA:) or the
district, &c.] (S.O.) And £35 L' &#4 &# camels]. (O, K.)
top, or upper part, of Jūj. (TA) - Also The
place of a battle in which is much smiting. (IDrd,
He is in the 'd [or district, &c.], and the ai
A piece of rag with n'hich a woman pro
[or place of alighting, £), of the sons of such a tects her 24- [or muffler] from the oil [in her O, K.)
one. (Mgb.) See also &iae. - Also A part, or
applied to a horse, and a bird, &c.,
hair], (§, o, K, TA) putting it on her head;
portion, of the• ofsurrounding and inferior sides of (TA;) as also V #3: (K:) or this latter sig Having a whiteness in the middle of the head: (S,
a well: pl. £i, but the more approved word is nifies a thing by n!hich the head is protected, such
O, K:) or a horse white in the top of his head:

&e

•

&#.
-

with J". (TA.)
6 * *

as a turban and a

* and a 39, (TA)- And

(Mgh:) fem. #2, (S, O, K,) applied to an

(*), (S, 9, TA) and to a female ostrich
sometimes thus called. (S, O.)- And A thing [&c.]. (TA)— 8-9 A certain bird, resem

* ... •

:- " '. * &ee.
-

(S, &c.) - Also An The [noman's face-veil termed]

&: (S, O, K) is

eagle

affection like Los, [i.e.] that takes anay the breath,
•3
* * *ow
with which a she-camel's nose is bound, (S, O, K, bling the 22A as [or sparron], in the feathers and
(u-āīl; Já-l', S, O, K, [in the CK, U-àu,]) by
TA,) as expl. in art. &” [voce #], (S,) when head of n!hich is a nihiteness, found near water;
reason of the vehemence of the heat. (S, O, K.)
they desire her to affect her young one or the mentioned [in the K] in art. Aa. [as with L" in
-

&#4 [Smitten by a thunderbolt:

(see its verb, goung one of another: or, accord. to A’Obeyd, a the place of Lo]: (TA:) accord. to Ktr, (O, TA,)
215 *
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#2 ($, M, O, Msh, K) and 3:3: (so in a

=And J54, inf n. Já4, He (a man) differed,

copy of the M:) the 5 in the former pl. is affixed
irregularly,
as in āš and āşeuá. (M.)
or
varied,
in
his
gait,
or
manner
of
walking.
saying
because it is an epithet in which
(Ibn-'Abbād,
O.)
the quality of a subst. predominates, 9r after the
Jää- see the next paragraph. = Also, ap
manner of the epithet [i. e. :ying &#2]. (TA.)
Jis, (so in a copy of the M,) or 7 Ji. plied to a speaker, an orator, or a preacher, i. q.

may form its pl. after the manner of substs. [i. e.

&ucil,

– Accord. to AHát, itsä all signifies A [bird (K,) [the former, if correct, perhaps a contraction, &A., (M, K,) used by a poet in the sense of the
such as is termed] * [q. v.], of a dingy colour, by poetic license, of J*, for which it is not a latter word, i.e. as meaning Eloquent. (Th, M.)
small, with a yellow head, short in the
# [or mistranscription, as is shown by a verse cited as
#4 (S, M, o, K, KL) and "Jää. (KL)
tail] and the legs and the neck : (TA:) or, accord. to an ex. of it in the M,] Light, or active; applied ālāae
to a beast (#3). (M, K.)
An instrument, (§, M, O, KL) or a 55%. [which
him, the Axis with a yellowness is a aús of a

L*. and
and all J:s are with the

dingy yellon colour, small, short in the
the legs and the neck:

Ji. The 5-4 [or flank]; as also " #3:

may here mean either a bead-shaped stone or a

shell], (K,) with n'hich one polishes (S, M, O, K,
(S, M, O, K: (in the CK, erroneously, aii.33)
KL) a sn'ord (S, O, KL, TA) and the like, (S,

and -: but the former, in this sense, said by AA to be from TA,) a knife, (KL,) a mirror, a garment, or
the (#2 with a blackness is a a: of a dingy āşūl Já4: (TA:) seldom is the aii. of a horse piece of cloth, and paper. (TA.)

Arabs of the [birds termed] Jélas

reddish colour, black in the head, and short in the long except his sides be short, which is a fault:
Js: see
J,á: means
and the neck.
also signifies (S, O.) and the c is are the cità [by which
may be meant either the two flanks or the tro + Milk overspread with a pellicle : (O,” TA:) a
The forelock of a horse of the white foreloch
rājiz says,

J.:* --9

(o)—&#39

L*.

thereof. (TA)- And stañall, The sun. (S,

portions between the groin and the armpit on each
*3 [i.e. horse or similar beast] &c.

side] of a
O, K.)

*

(M) And The - [or side], (M. K.) :

&: A place tonards which one tends, repairs, Jià -it-j means Asses having smooth and fat

ū: # 4: ... is 3:
*

*

* * *

*

- - 3

*

...)

ti-# 6, 94%." G+:
L* * g Jsi Já čá

*

or betakes himself. (TA.)
bellies (ibn 'Abbād, TA in art. -u-j)—And
see &e-2, last sentence.
i. q. *-ū [meaning A district, quarter, tract, [And he, when he thirsts, or experiences the hot
&*:
•2 °
-** An eloquent speaker or orator or &c.], (0, TA) so in the saying, Ji. G. & south-west wind (-4). leaves only the pellicles
Jus. [Thou art in a vacant district &c.]; like n:hen he sucks in with his lips from every quantity
*

s

6- 0

*

•

-

preacher: ($, O, K.) or one loud in voice: (K:) Jú. &#4. (TA.) = See also Ji.
or one who is not impeded in his speech, and who
does not reiterate in speech by reason of in
ability to say what he would, or is not unable to

Jí.

of milk overspread with a pellicle, that has become
clear]: accord. to As, it means the froth of milk :

Length of the flanks; in a horse: (S, (TA:) IAar explained it accord. to its apparent

o:) or depression (Ala#) of the flank. (M.)

signification, as used in a verse of 'Amr Ibn-El

Ahtam El-Minkaree, (O, TA,) i.e. as meaning a

find words to express what he would say: (Ka

[glossy] red 4-4- ; [a sense not indicated by that
verse, and clearly inconsistent with the ex. cited
above;] and when told how As had explained it,
this art. and in art. & :) [said (O, K, TA,) whether long or short, (O, K,) or replied that, when he had said it, he was ashamed
meaning “the raising of the whether long in the flank or short. (TA.) to retract it. (TA.)

tádeh, O, K:) or one who is skilful, and penetrat

Ji- A horse long in the flanks: (S, O:) or
ing, or effective, in his speech: (O.) or one who goes long in the flanks and short in the sides: (AO,
into every V &#4, i.e. a-ú, [meaning province,] TA: [see Ji: ) and (0) having littlefesh,
of speech: (TA in
to be] from

&ial

** *
voice;” (O, TA;") or from &al [expl. above]; Also, applied to a man, (Ibn-'Abbād, O,) Differ
ing, or varying, in his gait; or manner of walk
or, as some say, from así2 meaning “he struck ing. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)

aš- ;”

but this last derivation is
far-fetched: (TA:) pl. &la. (O, T.A.)

him upon his

** * * *
assiae

#:

See

£2, last sentence.
Jā->

1.

<!-2

1 & 2, (S, o, Mih, K) aor.”, (TA) inf n.

#3: see Ji...— Also Leanness, or lankness
54, (Mgh,” Mgb, TA,) He struck him, or it:
in the belly, and slenderness. (TA.)
(S, Mgh, O:) or he struck him, or it, vehemently,
Jú- an inf. n. of 464, (S, O, Mgb,) or a with a broad thing; or in a general sense, (K,
simple subst. (M, K.) [See 1, first sentence.] TA,) with anything whatever : (TA:) or he

Užill Jú- + The tending of the horse well, taking slapped him nith his hand, i.e. struck him with

4:32, (S, M, O, Msb, K.) aor. *: (M, Msb,) good Care f him, supplying him with fodder and his expanded hand, (MSb) like *.*, (TA in art.
<-la, &c.,) upon the back of his nech, and upon

inf n. Jä2 ($, M, O, Mgb) and Jú-2, (§, O,

fattening him. (S," M, O," K.) One says, J.3%

Msb) or the latter is a simple subst, (M., K.) He

allie J.

(a man, AA, O) made the she-camel lean, or light
offlesh: (AA, O, K.) and in like manner it is
said of journeying: (AA, O:) and in like manner
also, J., it the horse: (Sh, TA:) or this means

the like, Polished; as also " J*. (M, Msb, And [hence, app.,] one says,
Ji 3. 34,
K.)- And A thing, such as iron, and copper,
smooth, solid, and impenetrable to nater. (Msb.) meaning as 34 U. J; [Take thou this on my
- [Also, as a subst, implying the meaning of an Jirst striking with it]: and so * J#. (O,

his face. (Msb.) Hence, in the Kur [li. 29],

[The horse is in his state of good tending

polished it; ($, M, O, Mgb, K;) i. e. a thing, and feeding]. (S, O.) [See also 1, second sen (#4 #24 ($, TA) And she slapped her face
with her hand; syn. 2:... (Jel.) And #2
(M,) or a sword, (S, O, Ms) and the like: tence]. = Also The belly. (K.)
$3.4
esjö The hank, or falcon, struck his prey
(Msb:) and so aii. (S)-áč Já2 + He
J: A thing, (M) or a sword, (MSb) [and with his foot, and so cast it donn. (Hamp. 799.)

#2

he tended the horse well, with the coverings for epithet,] A snord. (S, T.A.)

TA.)— Also He pushed him, or thrust him;

protection from cold, and with fodder, and took
good care of him. (TA. [See Jú2, below.])
last aii. ! He struck him, or beat him, with

the staff, or stich, (Z, o, K, TA) and disciplined
him. (Z, T.A.)- And J#9 4: Jä2 + He flung

him upon the ground (lit. smote the ground with

him). (Aboo-Turáb, O, K)=Jä4, aor.*, infn.
Já4, It (a thing, such as iron, and copper,) was

Jú2:

See

J#2

•

(As, TA3) like a=3 and 25. (TA in art. 9s.)

–And 29. 52 He shut, or closed the door :
Jsu Polishing; pl. #2. ($, M, Mab, K.) (S, O, Mgb, K.) or he locked the door. (Lth, O,
J#4 One who practises the art of polishing K)=And 5.2, aor, and inf n, as above, He
(S, M, O, Msb, K) and sharpening (M, K) snords wrote what is termed a 3.2 [expl. below].
(S, M, O, Mgb, K) and the like: (Mab3) [com (Msb)=<#4, (S, O, K) like ~il., (K)
monly called in the present day "Jús:] pl. third pers. 4:4, (MA, in which it is mentioned

Book I.]

<!-2 - U-2
6.
5

2. de

+)3&ae and * 3: are epithets applied to a

as said of an ass,) [and it is also implied in the midday in summer: (S:) and it is prefixed to

TA that the third pers is 4-3, like ---, J. : (Ki) one says, J.: #4 #, (§, O.) a camel, [app. as meaning Fleshy;] as though
other instances, which prov., meaning I met him in the most vehement flesh were thrust (#4, i. e. 55) into him. (O.)
ext:] a verb of the class of <-ei, (Msb,) heat of midday in summer when the heat almost

said of the eye, and some
are

inf n. 4M-2, (S, Mgh," O, Msb, K, TA,) [in the blinded by its vehemence: (Lh, O, TA:) for &:
CK

(#2

is erroneously put for

t&4, and it

is said to be an abbreviated dim. of

L*.

(S, O,

J. * * *

1 <<, (S. K.) [aor. *,] inf n. *3, (TA)
54 is also an inf. n.
like 3:2,] Thou was knock-kneed: ($, o,

seems from what follows that

TA:) and by it is said to be meant the gazelle,
because he is dazzled and confounded in the

He (a man, Fr, S) struck him, or it. (Fr, S, K.)
See also

>94.-And

He (a man, Fr, Aş, S)

midday-heats of summer, and knocks against the
Msb:) or thou hadst a colliding (~#1-3) of the
pushed, thrust, or repelled, him, or it. (Fr, As,
is before him: some say, us- *,
knees, and [when used in relation to an ostrich or thing that
4 & 5
$, K.)- And one says of a horse, X4, (S,) or
a horse or the like] of the cks: [which evi from U-s:// **-: and some assert that Use
*

dently means here, as in

many

*

other instances, means the heat, itself: (O, TA:) or it is the

* G'+*, *) or '#'." " (TA)

name of a certain man [as will be found expl. in The horse champs, (S) or champed, (K,) his
the hocks]: (K:) [for] the verb is used in relation art.
, with variations of this saying]. (S, O, bit, (S, K) or the J-9 of the bit, (TA) and
to a man, (S, O, K, TA,) and to other than man:
stretches forth his head, (S,) or then stretched
(TA: [and the same is implied in the S and O, K, T.A.)

forth his head, as though desiring to contend for

as is shown voce is :]) & [sometimes

Jú: The air [or atmosphere, betneen heaven superiority [nith his rider]. (K.)

particularly] signifies the colliding of the knees and earth]; like 5: ; (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K3) a
[or of the hocks] in running, so that it makes a dial. var. of the latter word. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)
#3 A vehement shock, collision, impetus, push,
mark, or scar, upon each of them : (TA:) [and it
or thrust, (Lth, S, K, TA,) with a stone or some
3: *Weah.
(IAmb, Hr, K, TA:) of the other thing. (Lth, T.A.)
is said that] this word, (Mgh,) or 13, (TA,
< .
[perhaps a mistranscription for <<,]) signifies measure Uess in the sense of the measure U2'sso; ź. i. 4. Júči [which means Camels' feet,
s

[lit.] meaning one nho is struck much, or often,

the colliding of the cº,34. (Mgh, TA)

and boots; probably, here, the former: in the TK
it is expl. as meaning the hoofs of camels: and it

because deemed weak. (TA.)
3. *u- [He struck him, or it; or struck him,

5t: [A writer of the statements termed £2,
or it, vehemently, with a broad thing, or with
anything; or slapped him with his hand; being pl. of $2. or, accord. to Golius, as on the
struck, &c., by him]. (Ham p. 313.)
authority of Meyd, an actuary, who commits to
writing
the sentences of the judge].
8. (#3) They (two men, O, TA, and two
bodies,* TA)
struck
each other. (O, TA.) One
~* *
* * **
says, ot'', sia: [His truo knees collide, or

is there said that the sing is #141 (K)
>3% Calamities, misfortunes, or

evil acci

dent. (K.) The Arabs say, #1-#4 "4:4.
[The calamities of fortune

smote

him; or may

à -

52 Knock-kneed: (S, O, Msb:) or having a the calamities offortune smite him]. (S.)

-#5-lt. They struck one another with the snords.

colliding (~#14) of the knees, and [when used
in relation to an ostrich or a horse or the like] of
the cks: [which evidently means here, as in

(TA.)

many other instances, the hocks]; as also " sia. 5 or made, produced, emitted, or sent forth, a

knock3 together]. (§, O, Mgb.") And is:

•

U->
1.

J4,

aOr.

J-4

inf n.

J-4, It sounded;

* infn of 54. (Mgh," Msb, T.A.) = (K;) which latter [in
this sense is rare, and is sound; ($, M, O, K.) as also "Jals, inf. n.
3 - Also a Pers. word (S, O) arabicized, (S, Mgh, O, written in the CK &ale, but] is with kesr to the #44 and J44s, (M, K, [in the CKS-al
TA,) A certain nºriting, (S, O, K,”) called in A : (TA:) thus applied to a man; (S, O, K, TA;) is erroneously put for $4.4%) Or J44: may
Pers. 44-, (0,) or *: (TA;) a debenture, or and to other than man; (TA;) [i. e.] applied be a n. of place; (M;) and #42 [sometimes,
written acknowledgement of a debt (Mgh, Msb) also to a horse; (O;) and to an ostrich, because or always, implies repetition, as will be shown by
of money or property, or of some other thing: he is long in step, long-legged, and sometimes, what follows, or], accord. to Lth, is more inten
(Mgh:) and a nritten statement of a commercial or often, his cot:<>, [here improperly used as
sive, or more vehement, than J-4: (TA:) the
6.e.

•e &

e. © e

*

* @ e

/

• *

*

J.

transaction, purchase or sale, transfer, bargain, meaning “hocks”] being near together, his legs
former verb is said of iron [when struck with iron
contract, or the like: (Mgb, TA:) i. q. Use... [in strike each other: (S, O:) and a man is also said or the like, (see Ham p. 353, and what here
à this last sense or in the senses next following: (S
to be căşi 14: (TA) the fem is £4: follows,) meaning it made a clashing, or a ringing,
oe o w

** *

and TA in art. J-2) a J- of a U-5 (i. e. (Mgh, Msb:) and the pl. is is. (TA)—Also sound), as also "J412; (TA) of a nail &c.,
a sealed, or signed and sealed, statement of a
• of

One nihose teeth, both the

clai

• of

and the

J-94, (S, O,) of a nail when struck so that it is forced

judicial decision; a judicial record; or the record
àof a judge, in which his sentence is written]: cleave close together: like Jaff. (Az, T.A.)
(KL:) and a written order for the payment of See also the next paragraph."
3 subsistence-money, or of a stipend, salary, pension,
&lae Strong; (S, O, K;) applied to a man;
or allonance; which some persons used to sell,
but the selling of which is forbidden: (Msb, and to other than man; (K;) [i. e.] applied to a

to enter into a thing, (M, K,) as in a verse of
Lebeed cited in art._*-, conj. 4; ($, M, O';) of
helmets of iron

(→..) when

struck with swords,

meaning they made a ringing *d ; (M, K;")
[see an ex. of the inf. n. voce Ac);] also of an
camel, and to an ass, (S, O,) as in a verse city in empty jar when it is struck; (TA;) and of any
TA:) pl. [of pauc.] 3: and [of mult.] 98.
dry clay, or baked pottery: (M:) also of a >>
last paragraph of art. "; (O;) and *32:
and 9,83. (S,o, Mob, K.) [Hence, is is the
signifies the same: (K:) the fem. of the former is [i.e. bit], meaning it made a prolonged $ound;
The night of the middle [of the month] of Shaq with 3; (S, O, TA;) which is held by Sb to be (M, K3) and "Jals, (M. K.) inf n is als,
bán; because in it are written the 90.2 of the rare; for epithets of the measures Uxã4 and Utsao (S,) said of the same, (§, M, K,") it made re
allowances of subsistence [of individuals]: also seldom have 3 affixed to denote the fem. (TA.) peated sounds, (S, M.K.) and so "Jalā; (M,
à
4 £
K;) which last is also said of a woman's, or
called 5% #. (O, T.A.) [Hence also] 4.
–One says also ->25, 4-a- J.5 [app. meaning other, ornament, meaning it made a [tinkling, or
6 * @

*:

ringing,] sound; (§, K;) and of clay mixed with

J-9)—see also #4 =
Also A lock, syn. #2. (K.)

made a crackling sound when trodden upon]; ($;)

(A and Mgh heads]. (K in art.

in art.j9-)

#4. The vehemence of the midday-heat in
summer: (Ki) or the most vehement heat of

ed

agai: other

The traveller's pass, given him to prevent A head strong to butt, or knock,

any one's offering opposition to him.

&

sand when it has become dry [app. as meaning it

mention is also made, in a trad, of the "alais
3:44 :

see what follows.

[i.e. ringing, or tinkling,] of a bell; (K;) and

1710
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U->
• ** *

-

[its verb] Jai 2 is said of anything dry [as [We cleared the grain that nas mixed with dust,

#: **.

meaning it made a sound, or noise, when struck, or earth, from the dust, or earth, by pouring
or put in motion]; (Lth, TA;) and also of thunder, nater upon it; or] we poured water upon the
meaning it made a clear sound. Q, K.) grain that was mixed with earth, or dust, so that
each became separated from the other: (O, K:)
[Hence] Ji'i si..., (M.K.) aor. J-ei, (M) one says, " #54 ** [app. meaning This is its
inf n. J.-2, The camels made a [rumbling] sound water with which it has been washed ; like as one
to be heard on the occasion of drinking in conse says referring to anything that has been washed,
quence of their intestines having become dry : a Ju-5 °.ja, and a .212°, meaning as above].
(M, K:) [and in like manner J: the horses:] (K) = -i: -is: see the next paragraph.
one says, t:ke
J: <''. The horses

mity, or misfortune; as also "aju.2. (M, K, TA.)
So the former in the saying, J-2 & 35 U.
! [Such a one was tried with a calamity]. (TA.)

• * 6

J. J. * * *

J. J. e.

* *

(TA in art. 2-3.):- And

! A cala
*

*-

**

•

*

- And t.A. sharp snoord: pl. as above. (A, O,

K, TA.)- And #- Anàequal, or a match. (Z, K,
-

TA.) One says, 'Ja J-2 * : This is the equal,

or match, of this. (Z,TA) And cis-e ūt They
tno are likes. (Kr, M.) = See also #4, latter

•

part. m. Also A certain plant: (S, O:) or a
*

2. Xt-ill -:4: see 1, latter half-ti species of trees. (M, K.)
came making a [rumbling] sound to be heard
from their bellies in consequence of thirst: (S, Ji:15 (so in my copies of the $3) or "&#14 it. [as an inf n. of un.] The sound of a nail
o:) and £13° S. 425- - - II heard -ič, (so accord. to the O and TA,) inf n. 34: | and the like, when it is struck with force; as also
ol rumbling sound of his belly in consequence of
'#2. (K.) And The sound of theat: [or bit).

(TA;) [meaning, as is indicated by what imme
diately precedes in the S and O, He put a piece (K)=Also Dry ground: (S, M, O, K.) or
! The water-skin became dry,(M, TA,) not having of skin such as is termed als to the boot, app., to ground, or land, not rained upon, betneen tro
any water in it, so that it was such as would its sole (see #3): or, as is indicated by what tracts of ground, or land, that are rained upon;
make a kind of clattering or crackling noise immediately precedes in the TA, he put a lining (M, K;) because, being dry, it makes a sound

third). (T,TA) And # 34, infn. J.4.

(#) [when struck or shaken or bent].

(TA.) (termed aft-e) to the boot: the verb without [when trodden upon]: (M:) or accord. to IDrd,
ground, or land, rained upon, between tro tracts

And J.2 also signifies The sounding of the

teshdeed

(written in the O <i>)

I think to be

not rained upon: (O:) or simply ground, or land,

*

entering of water into the earth, or ground. (M a mistranscription, notwithstanding the inf. n.

in art-)-J., &M,0,50 or 3-4

assigned to it in the TA: general analogy is in

(S, M, O.) infin. J,14; (§, M, O, K.) and also,

favour of its being with teshdeed; and it is said

<i><,

J:

that]

34:

signifies The putting skin upon a

(M,K) whatever it be; like: at: (M.) pl. J5-2.
(M, O, K.)–And A sole: (Ki) [ISd says,
al:M * Ji- means [A boot good] in respect
of the sole; which is thus called by the name of

(O, TA;) and
thing. (KL)
"J-21; (S, M, O, K;) or only the latter; (Zj,
the ground, not otherwise; in my opinion because
4:
see
1,
latter
half,
in
two
places.
=#|
J
of
its dryness, and its making a sound on the
TA;) or it may be J," is said, as it occurs in
It
(oldness)
altered
the
nater
for
the
norse
in
occasion
of treading. (M. [See also another ex
a verse of El-Hotei-ah, and not J4; like itias'
sec. pers.

*Ol".

planation of this phrase in what follows.])- Also
Skin: one says ai: :- -: [A boot good in
R. Q. 1. J44: see 1, former half, in four
(IB, TA;) It was, or became, stinking; said of
respect of the skin; somewhat differently expl.
flesh-meat, ($, M, O, K,) whether cooked or places. - Also He threatened, or menaced; and above]: (S, O:) or dry skin, before the tanning.
raw; (S, O;) said by some to be used only in frightened, or terrified. (IDrd, O, K.)- And
(M, K.) And Stinking skin in the tan. (K.)
relation to that which is raw; but W &isi occurs, He slen the chief man of the army. (IDrd, O,
- Also An extensive rain : (K:) and a scattered,
in a verse of Zuheyr, said of a aää. [or bit of K.) = And āśi J-ale t He uttered the
scanty rain: (M, K:) and so W
and
flesh-meat that is chewed], which indicates that it ão Más [or sentence] nith a feigning, or making a
thus having two contr. meanings: (K:) pl. as
is used in relation to that which is cooked and show, of skilfulness. (Z, O, TA.)
from

Jºã.

and

&#

from

L*" *(ii;

taste and colour. (M, K.)

J.

roasted; or, accord. to some, the verb here means

-ái ("hich has rendered heavy the eater]:

'3

above: (M:) or J}<, its pl., signifies portions
J<la: : see 1, former half – It is of scattered rains, falling by little and little.
said of a pool of water left by a torrent, as

R. Q. 2.

also

(M1) and one says also at-ul "-it- [the meaning Its black mud became dry [app. because (S, O.)- And t A portion, (K,) or a scattered
portion, (M,) of herbage: (M, K:) pl. as above:
flesh-meats were, or became stinking (in both of such dry mud makes a crackling sound when
(M.) or [the pl] JS-2 signifies therbage, which
my copies of the $24-il is erroneously put for trodden upon]. (IDrd, O, K.)
is thus called by the name of the rain. (S, O.)
21-il, the reading in other copies of the S and in
the

6)];

teshdeed
many

the verb in this instance being with
3: [i.e. because of its relation to

subjects, or

•

64 -

– And Moist earth, (0, K.)—See also it.

U-2 : See allo, latter part.

J:

=Also The -l [i. e. podec, or anus]. (TA)
Flesh-meat, &c., altered [for the norse].

#4, with damm, (K) or 'iis, (so in the O.)

to a pl.]. (S, O.) In the Kur (K.)
J'S' & ū4 #, (M,

[xxxii. 9], some read

Remains of nater (O, K) in a natering-trough;
A serpent: (Ki) or a serpent against thus expl. by Fr; (O;) and of other things, (K,)
O, TA,) [instead of the common reading, which
is tälä, with Lé,] and some read ti-3, (O, which charming is of no avail: (S, O:) or a ser such as [the oils called] cs: and <j. (TA.)

J.

TA,) which has two meanings: i.e. When we pent that kills at once when it bites: (M:) or a (See also #44.]—And 4 fetid odour. (K)
yellon serpent (K) in the case of which charming
shall have becomestinking, in the earth, and altered is of no avail: (TA:) or a yellon serpent that is - And The flabbiness of moist flesh-meat. (K.)

in ourselves and in our forms? and when we shall found in the sand; when a man sees it, he ceases
have become dried up? from #2 meaning “dry not• of
to tremble until he dies: (Harp.
102:) pl.
* - 3 - ~~

ground.” (TA)- And J.<, (M, K) infn. J94 ($, M, o, K.) One says, is J.- :
J*, (TA) is also said of water, meaning It [lit. Verily it is a deadly serpent of smooth stones;

s&

* @

al-o: see

e.p.

#4, first sentence.—ale &#3*, or

•

2

-

*

* *

with U3, [i. e. als, accord. to different relaters,
means He is a very cunning man (ā-Al2), one in
*

*

6.-

*

n:hom is no good. (TA.)
became altered for the worse in taste and colour. i.e., such as is found among smooth stones;]

(M. K.)=5ual #3, (§, M, o, K.) aor.

meaning, an abominable serpent like the viper.

Jş-> pl. of #4 (Q. v.] (S, M, o, K.)—

(So.) And JX434 & Litit Verily is a

Also The leg of a boot; (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K;)

cunning, or crafty, and abominable, (S, M, O, K,)

is #21. (Ibn 'Abbād, O.)

2.1%, ($, O,) t Calamity, or the calamity,
a serpent of serpents; thus one says of a man, and so #2: (Ki) or " the latter signifies the
befell them. ($, M, O, K, TA) = .2%: J.3, likening
him to a serpent; (S, O';) meaning lining of a boot: (M, K:) the pl. of the former
(M, K.) aor. #4, (TA,) inf. n.

J4, He cleared

WM-2 in contention, (M,) or in contention and in other
the wine, or becerage. (M, K.)- And tâ2

- (0) or=####1:-1:4, GK)

cases: (M, K:) like as one says J%

3. and

** -

/

a/X-e: see 1, last sentence but one.

.

J->
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J54.*: :

whiteness in a horse's mane. (M, K.)- And

Hair of the back of a horse, and of [the part

J.S.: Clay that makes a sound like as does

"J542.

(S, O.)- And
making
a rumbling
tän &- Jš. J% [A man
sound to be heard from his belly in consequence
nerv pottery; as also

of being thirsty: see 1]. (TA)= Also, (K,)
i.e. like $133, (TA,) or " J.S., (so in a copy of

Eee

J34.
•

6 - d -

*O

=

Jala: may be either an infin. of U-al-2 or a
of the breast called] the aş, that has become m'hite
of place. (M. [See 1, first sentence.]):
m.
in consequence of the falling-off of the hair. (K.)
= And A [drinking-cup, or bon:l, such as is [Also an epithet, if not a mistake for J-ala :]
(As, O, K;) See
(K:) or a small
called]
[i. e.] a , 35 such as is called 3:. (AHn, M.)
Jala: See Jualó :- and see also Jià.

C#.

E.

C#:

-

-

*

And A skilful pastor. (IAar, O, K.) = See

the M,) Water altered for the norse in taste and also #414.

--->

colour. (M, K.)

#42; see the next paragraph.

s

J.S.: :

see what next precedes.

*

1. -i-, [aor. *,] infn. #4 (S, M.A.,

- d. J.

#44; see U.a.l.o. = Also A portion re

&#2,

of the measure

&#,

(S, O,) or, maining of nater (S, M, O, K) in a pool left by a

Mob, K, &c.;) and 44, aor. *; (IKtt, A, K3)
*-i-,

and

inf n.

*: (K; [but this last,

accord. to some, of the measure &#, (TA in art. torrent, (M, K,) and in a vessel, or in the [kind accord. to the TA, is trans. only;]) said of a
Lle,) A certain plant: (K;) a certain herb, or of small skin called] 33%), and in the loner part thing, (S, Msb,) [and of a man,] It [and he] was,
leguminous plant; (ālā;) (S, O';) a sort of of a pool left by a torrent, (S, O,) and likewise or became, hard, firm, rigid, stiff. tough, strong,
plants (5-3, [which means thus as well as “trees” of [the kinds of oil called] -35 ($, M, O, K) robust, sturdy, or hardy; syn. 3:1; (S, A,”

&c.]), said by AHn to be of the [kind called]

and c.5%; (M, K5) as also *āials, (Ibn-Ab
6

upwar:

aă.yk, that gron's

the thickest portions

whereof are the stems (jus-e1) and the loner parts, J25-3. (S, M, O.) [See also *]—And
of the size of the J- and the places of its i. s. #3 (IAir, o, K) and #4 (AA, TA) [i.e.
growth are the plain, or soft, tracts, and the Hair collected together upon the head, or hanging
meadows (~0j): AA. he adds, says that it is don’n upon the ears, or extending beyond the lobe
of the [kind called] a-a-, because of its thickness of the ear, &c.].
and lastingness: (M:) Az says that it is of the
best kind of herbage, 3r pasture, and has a [root

such as is termed] a 'se, and thin leaves: (TA:)

M:#) emir of 39 (M, TA)-[Hence]

do a

bād, M, O, K,) and W.J.al.2: (M, K:) pl. 2%: 3: J.3% << ! [The land has been hard

'ual. A noisy ass; as also "J'al:

and

by lying waste for gears]; said of land that has
not been sown for a long time. (A, TA.)- And
J.' c." -14, inf n. as above, + He was, or
became, tenacious, or avaricious, of property, or
the property. (M., L.) - [And *: -14,

inf n, as above, tThe wine became strong.

(3

(M, K:) an ass strong

*:I is expl. in the S and L, in art. --, as

in voice [or bray], vehement therein. (Aboo

meaning #3)] = Aus" <, (M. K.)

"J.2% and "Jala:

4; (M3) and "tou-i, (M,
Ahmad El-'Askeree, TA.) And A horse sharp aor. 2, inf n.
:) the n. un, is with 3. (S, M, and slender [or shrill] in voice [or neigh]. (M, K;) He cooked, (M,) or collected and cooked,
(TA in art.
O, K.) It is said in a prov., (S, M, O,) of a man TA.) And A wild ass sharp in voice; as also (TA,) the bones, (M, TA,) and extracted their
who hastens to swear an oath, (S, O,) or of one "jus: so says Aboo-Ahmad El-Askeree: and grease, or oily matter, (M, K, TA,) to make use
• * :* :
* : of it as a seasoning : (TA:) or "--ila.ol [alone]
who boldly ventures to swear a false oath, (TA,)
Cº.:-51
saying
&
in
a
trad.,
thus
the
is
expl.
and has no impediment in his speech (§, O, TA) Wajual 2--" J: Lisā, app. meaning [Would he extracted the grease, or oily matter, of bones,
(S,) or he collected bones, and extracted their
in doing so, (TA) £1,454 sis. (S, M, ye love to be like the asses] sound in bodies, vahe grease,
or oily matter, (Mgb,) to make use of it as

it is called J.). £ [the bread of the camel]:

•

•

-

; O, TA). He hastened to it as the ass hastens to

a seasoning. (S, Mgb.)- And in like manner
the at le: (Lin art. Ja-:) because the ass often ment in voices, by reason of their strength and their one says of one who roasts, or broils, or fries,
brishness? (TA) - Also Clay not made into
plucks out the aul- by the root when he takes
pottery; (M, K;) so called because of its making flesh-meat and makes its grease to flow: (M :)
it for pasture. (S, O.)
a sound (44.4: (M:) or clay mixed with i.e. one says, -in <, (M,” K, TA,) and
3

-

• *

*

UV-2 : see Juais, in two places. - Also, sand; (S, O, K;) which, when it becomes dry, * -lla.ol [alone], (M,) He roasted, or broiled,
[app. a part. n. used as a subst.,] Water that makes a sound; and n:hich, when baked, is 5:5: or fried, the flesh-meat, (M, K, TA,) and made
falls upon the ground, which then cracks, (O, K,) (S, O:) or dry clay, that makes a sound by reason its grease to flow. (M., T.A.).-And, (K,) as Sh
.. , ,
zz
or, as in the L, nhich then dries (Jās: U-ee-e? of its dryness: (Z, O, TA:) thus in the Kur lv. says, (TA,), 4:14, aor. 2 and *, (K, TA,) inf. n.
à
-of:
****
13 [and xv. 26 and 28 and 33]: or, accord. to --J-2, (TA,) He, or it, burned him: (K, TA:)
[correctly -ăa-3 U-*, as referring to Ló),
and J.'" 4:13 The sun burned him [app.
à
-Mujáhid, i. q. &: los- [which meansblack mud
or rather -ā-53 U-*]), causing a sound to be
altered for the norse in odour]. (TA.) = And causing his sneat to flon.]. (TA)- And 4:14,
heard. (TA.)
(S, M, A, Msb, K.) aor. -, (M., Msb, K.) inf. n.
* ***

-

•

6

Ó

e

-

-

J-de

©e

63

5

e

- d

-

älla. A land in which is no one. (O, TA.)

J-135 ($, M, Msbi) and "4:2, (M. K.) inf n.

allo: see U-2.

J44: see the next paragraph. = It is [also]

J-34 : see the next preceding paragraph.
#4. A vessel in which wine, or beverage,

-*. (K,) or the verb with teshdeed is said of
pi. number; (S, A.;) [He crucified him;] he
a.

is
put him to death in a certain nell-known manner;
said to signify Stinking; from J< said of flesh
cleared: (M, K:) of the dial. of El-Yemen. (M.)
meat. (O.)
(M, L;) he made him to be ** (K;)
Copious, or abundant, rain. (IAar, O, namely, one who had slain another; (Mgb;) or a
J:
U-al-2 : see J-14. - Also A certain bird:
K.)= Also A generous, or noble, and honourable, thief: (A:) from Žukal -13; because the oily
(K:) a certain small bird: (M.) or (K) the chief, pure in respect of parentage; as also matter, and the ichor mixed with blood, of the
©

do

y

6

- d

- d.

[collared turtle-dove called] a-ú; (IAar, S, O, "Jala, with fet-h: (K:) or one who is pure person so put to death flows. (M.)–(Hence]
call by in respect of generosity, or nobility, and of <i> in prayer means The placing the hands
K;) the bird which the Persians (...)
this latter name: (Lth, TA:) or a bird resembling
parentage: (IAar, O:) and W J-4. J% [thus upon the flanks, in standing, and separating the
the a:-ts: Az says, it is what is called ás-à2
in the O] a man who is a generous, or noble, arms from the body: a posture forbidden by the
[evidently a mistranscription for a-53,

q. V. ]:

(TA) pl. J.2%. (IAar, TA:) and "āāt

chief, pure in respect of parentage, and honour Prophet because resembling that of a man when
able. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)- And The ck: [or he is crucified (~4 $!), the arms of the man in

signifies a pigeon, (IAar, O, K, TA,) or a female maker of boots]; who is also called by the vulgar this case being extended upon the timber. (TA.)
pigeon. (IAar, T.A.) = Also The forelock of a [or the people of the towns and villages] -*. —[Hence also #1 * (M. K.) and
horse; (§, M, O, K;) and so * J44: (K:) or a (IAgr, O, K.)
"...a, (M.) He put upon the 32 [or leathern
•,•w

•

[Book I.
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bucket] what are called "c".<, (M., L., K.) he exerted his strength, force, or energy; strained, --- [or rump bone]; (M, A, K;) the bone upon
which are tropieces of wood placed cross-nºise [to or strained himself, or tasked himself severely;
keep it from collapsing], like what are called the syn. $33, (A, TA ;) which means 4: *;
J.;) 405) [for that]: (A:) said of a
(L in art.
c)3% (M, L.) = £- * <<32, (S, M, man.
(TA.)
A, Msb," K.) aor. -, (S,) His fever was con
tinual, (S, A, Msb, K.) and vehement: (S, A, K:)
•

*

n:hich the neck is set, extending to the root of the
tail [in a beast], and in a man to the Ja: [or
os coccygis]: (Zj in his “ Khalk el-Insán:”) or

a portion of the back : (S:) and any portion of
the back containing vertebrae : (S, Msb, TA:)

[and particularly the lumbar portion; the loins:]
and the back [absolutely]; as is said in an explana
* Hard, firm, rigid, stiff, tough, strong, tion of a verse of 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd cited in what
robust, sturdy, or hardy; syn. *: (S, A, follows: (M, TA:) pl. [of mult] #2 and [of
2. 4.1.2, (inf n. <--ó, TA,) He, or it,
Mab, K.) contr. of &#: (M, TAG) as also pauc.] <i> and +3.3% (M, K,) each of which
rendered it, or him, hard, firm, rigid, stiff, tough,
"J-14:
8: see 1, former half, in three places.

or was of the kind termed
TA.)

-:4

[q. v.]. (M,

-* and * : (S.M.A.K.) and
two is used in poetry in a sing, sense, as though
(M :) pl. of the first or second, [accord. to analogy every part of the -i. were regarded as a -14
of the latter, and also of the last,] *%-2. (M, A.) in itself, and #2, (M, TA) of which last ISd
W

strong, robust, sturdy, or hardy. (S, M, K, TA.)
El-Aasha says,

-

4.1% GC-21%-3

—[Hence] -i- and '42, (Ki) or &&.

says, [but this I do not find in the M,] I do not

+4 and W -14, (M,) A rugged, stony place: think it to be of established authority, unless it be
a contraction of #2. (TA.) Lh mentions, as a
(S, TA) i. e. [Than the back of the excellent she (M, K:*) or -i. signifies a rugged, extending
camel] which the provender of cities, such as [the place, of the earth or ground; and "J-12, a hard phrase of the Arabs, :- it: #: [These are
trefoil called] 3-5, and date-stones, and the pasture part of the earth or ground: (S:) or this last, the sons of their loins: because the sperma of the
of El-Himè, meaning Himè Dareeyeh, the place a tract of rugged depressed land stretching along man is held to proceed from the -14 of the man,
*

J-"J. J.- : *

of pasture of the camels of the kings, and the being betneen two hills: (Sh, TA:) or the acclivities of as is said in the Ksh &c. in lxxxvi. 7]. (M. [See
long without conceiving, (TA,) have rendered hills; and its pl. is 'S-i, (TA) or 35.3i also a similar phrase in the Kur iv. 27.])
hard, or firm, or strong. (§, TA)-[Hence] signifies hard, extending, [tracts of] ground: [Hence -14 is used as signifying The middle of
or hard and elevated [tracts of] a page, as distinguished from the J-ts (or
one says, &#3" -- 3: --> + [He made (As, TA:)
the beverage termed * to become strong by ground: (IAar, TA:) and -i. &, a rug margin): and in like manner, of other thing":
means of the grain called &s." -]. (Mgh in ged, hard place: (Mgb:) the pl. (of +14, S) [Hence, likewise,] --J-2 signifies also -a
is #2. (S, M., K.) One says of land that [meaning + Rank or quality, &c.]: (AA, S, M,
art 9)=< *, (AA.S.K.) infn. has not been sown for a long time, * …i (3. K:)
and poner, or strength. (M, K.) A poet
-:4, (AA, TA). The ripe dates became dry: 2% 3: ! [Verily it has been hard by lying says, (M,) namely, 'Adee Ibn-Zeyd, (S, TA,)
* *
o * ** * * *
• ** **
(AA, S,K.) and #1 *-i- the date became waste jor years]. (A, TA) - [Hence also,] *
U--!
# 35 &
dry. (M., L.)- [Hence, perhaps, <-L3 is said
in the K to be syn. with < :] see 1, first sen
tence. = See also 1, latter half, in two places. -

:

---..." is 34 (lit. He is hard, &c., in
respect of the places of biting; meaning he is

*

*

#13 ri: G -iù &

strong, or resisting, or indomitable, of spirit; +[Because God hath made you to have excellence

-ie said of a monk, (M.) or b.l. (K, TA) said (~1% ;)
of monks, (TA,) He, (M,) or they, (K, TA,)

thus 2-#3 +: is expl. in the S

above what I can relate, in rank or quality, or in

[which poner, and abstinence from unlan ful things]: ($,
made, or took, (M, K, TA) for himself (M,) or and K in art. Los-cl: and 22*. -i. !
M, TA:) AA says that -4 here signifies ---,
for themselves, (K, TA,) a -* [or cros], (M, means the same], (A, TA) And Lás, -i- and ($) and 2%) her signifies -sus: (S, M.T.A.)

K, TA) in his church, (M.) or in their churches. was "J-3, applied to a tender of camels, [lit.
but some expl. --J.2 here by both -- and 325:
Hard, &c., in respect of the staff;] meaning and some relate the latter hemistich otherwise, i.e.
sign of the cross. And] The figuring of a cross + hard, severe, or rigorous, in his treatment of the
[or crosses] upon a garment; (T, Mgh, TA;) and camels: Er-Rá'ee says,

(TA)–:l also signifies [The making the
hence, the figure thereof; the inf n. being thus
used as a subst. properly so termed; (Mgh;) as

in a trad, where it is said of the Prophet, J.35

*

* (#32;" use was "...'
•* >

*

* *

•

* * *

-

-

"

• & = •

ta->| U-uli -- L* is tre+->

#ar. (M.T.A.) And it is said in a trad, &
*

6 * * * * *

*** meaning : -: &# & [He

...,t: * ~13 Júl, meaning t [Perily he

[Hard, &c., having the veins of his limbs appear who strives to overcome] the poner of God [is

cut off the place of the figuring of the cross, or ing: thou wilt see him to have a finger pointing
crosses, from it]. (T, Mgh, TA) And 3: ...is at them, i.e. his camels, because of their good
de

meaning above such as binds the back with an

overcome]. (TA)- Also Coitus ( 8-):

be

• * *

cause the sperma [of the man] issues from the

<< occurs in a trad, meaning He made a mark condition, when the people are afflicted nith part so called. (TA.)
6 * of
file the cross between his eyes by a blow. (TA.) drought]. (M, TA. But in the S, in art. &”,
J-12, and its pl. ~}<!: see -->, former
verse instead of -:4)
this
in
-**
find
we
- Also A particular mode of nearing, or dis
posing, the [muffler called] jus+, (M., K.) for a And [in like manner] 4:42 us' J-45: and "...i. half, in six places: = and see also -ele, in two
woman. (K.) One says of a woman, &: ! [He is hard, firm, or strong, in his religion]. places.
6

© • *

-

s

& J.

•

.

tsu:+[She disposed her muffler cross-wise]. (TA) (A, TA.) – And -ī- (< *- (Lth, TA) or * A certain bird, (O, K,) resembling the
And a man's praying a stall -: U. [with the W -:4 (M, L, TA) A hard, or, thement, Ji- [or hank], but which does not prey, and
turban disposed cross-wise) is disapproved: he running. (Lth, M, L, TA)- And ~ J-2 which is vehement, or loud, in its cry. (O.)
should wind it so that one part [or fold] thereof +A vehement neighing. (Lth, TA.) And * * : See -14, near the middle.
is above [not across] another. (TA.)
*...* : A vehement sound or cry or voice. (M, *: -4, former half, in five places.
See

4. <!, (AA.K.) infn. S., (AA, TA) L, TA)= Also, (S.M.A., Msh, K) and "...i.

[Hence] -:4 #1 t Water upon which cattle
She (a camel) stood stretching forth her neck to (Msb, TA) and "J-12 (S.M.A.K) and 'Ju-,
(A, TA)- And
wards the sky, in order to yield her utmost flon of (IAth, L, K,) which last is rarely used, (IAth, gron fat and strong and hard.
14, Aralian of pure race : (A,
milk to her young one. (AA, K, TA.)
TA,) and is said to occur only in one instance, in -:4
*-

&:

5. --Maj t He acted, or behaved, with forced poetry, but another instance of it in poetry is Mgh, TA:) and #4 #3) : A woman of noble,
hardness, firmness, strength, vigour, hardiness, cited, (TA,) The back-bone; i.e. the bone extend or generous, origin. (A, TA)= Also Grease,
courage, vehemence, severity, strictness, or rigour; ing from the Jets [or base of the neck] to the or oily matter, (S, M, A, Msb, K.) of bones; (§,
w
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M, Mobi) and so * : * (M.K.) which latter
the --- [or cross] upon his face. (A, TA) =
see the next preceding paragraph.
* 3 a ,
signifies also ichor, or watery humour, mixed
: See −14. - Also Aspear-head sharp
See also *, in two places.
with blood, that flows from the dead: (M:) pl.
[of the former accord. to analogy, and perhaps ened; (S, TA;) and so "...i.4%, (S) or * <
−4. -ko, (§, K.) and à-la- 5×5, (M,)
of the latter also,] -i. (K.) Hence, in a (TA: [but this last is perhaps a mistranscription
[Ripe
dates, and a date,] becoming, or having
trad, the phrase −ial <- [in the CK for −4) or a thing polished and sharpened become, dry. (S, M., K.) When date-honey
* -iall] Those who collect bones, (K, TA) when with whetstones: (K:) and * -i-. signifies a (~9) has been poured on such dates, that they
the flesh has been stripped off from them, and spear sharpened with the &#4, (M, TA,) or a may become soft, they are termed #~. (S.)=
cook them with water, (TA,) and extract their spear-head sharpened upon the -14, which is wr-Mae Alao Wehement, injurious rain. (L., T.A.)
grease, or oily matter, and use it as a seasoning. like the whetstone. (A.)

&:

6

* * * ~

(K, TA.) = Also [A cross;] a certain thing
pertaining to the Christians, (Lth, S, M, MSb,
K,) which they take as an object to which to
direct the face in prayer: (Lth, TA:) pl. [of mult.]

65 & 5

* >

6 - -

** (M.A, Msh, K) and "... (M.A,

6 & 5

4:1.2 : see -M-2.

6

* J.

K) [Crucified;] put to death in a certain well.
known manner: (M:) applied to a slayer of
[or musical reed, or pipe]: another, (Mgb,) or to a thief (A.) [See 1, latter

* The *
&#3 (S, M, A, Msb) and -ī- (Lih, ś, M) (O, K.) or, as some say, the a.a5 [or tube] that half]-See also :=< *, *. Aft
and [of pauc] : (Mb)—[And The is in the head of the Aloje [app. meaning its ..fected by a continual and vehement fever; (S,
de •

6

J

O -

6 & P -

figure of a cross upon a garment &c.; see --La-2.] mouth-piece]. (O.)
TA;) or by a fever such as is termed
- And A certain brand, or mark made with a
(TA.)
Ju% A hot fever; contr. of Jāsū [which
hot iron, upon camels; (M, K;) which, as Aboo
means
“attended with shivering, or
'Alee says in the “Tedhkireh,” is sometimes
-->

34.

trembling"]:

large and sometimes small, and may be upon the (S:) or a fever not such as is termed Uasu: (M:)

1 <1%, aor. *, inf. n. #2, said of the
cheeks, and the neck, and the thighs: (M, TA:) or a fever attended with vehement heat, and not
or, as some say, it is upon the temple; and as attended with cold: (TA:) or a fever attended cº- [or side of the forehead], It was such as is
some say, upon the neck; being truo lines, one nith tremour (A, K, TA) and quivering of the termed -12 [i. e. conspicuous, or clear, or fair;
upon [or across] the other. (TA.)- And i, q. skin: (TA:) or a continual fever: (Msb:) or a &c.]: (S, K:) or he (a man) was such as is termed
[or headache]: (Ham -j- in respect of the cº-, (S,"K,"TA,) or of
_* [as meaning A banner, or standard; pro fever attended with
form
in
perly,
the
of a cross]: (O, K:) En p. 345:) it is said by Ibn-Buzurj to be from the the face, or of the cheek. (TA. [Accord. to the
Nábighah Edh-Dhubyánee is said to have thus
(L.TA ') it is masc. and fem.: one says, § and K, the verb is app. said of the co-: ac
called the .44 because there was upon it a -->
cord. to the TA, of a man.])= <<, (S) aor. *,

84%

84%:

+jue: Uss-li as-is-i [which may

rendered

be
[i. e. a cross]; for he was a Christian. (0) Fever with burning heat, &c., seized
him] and (TK) inf n &le, (K,) He urged him to run,
[And hence, as Freytag says, (referring to the
by striking him with his foot, or leg; or struck
“Historia Halebi” and “Locman. Fabul.” p. * L:- 33- [virtually meaning the same]; him with his feet or legs, to urge him; namely, a
former of which is the more chaste: and one
"r l. 5. 8) + An army of ten thousand soldiers.] the
seldom or never makes one of the two nouns to horse; syn. 44%. (S, K.")- And He poured

–And -*" is the name of The four

stars
it forth i.namely, what was in the cup, or bowl.
govern the other in the gen, case: (M, TA:) or,
behind £ual X: [which is the asterism con
accord. to Fr, they said * L:J. (S)=< *, *, and < 33, He
* *
*
>
•5
sisting of the three principal stars of Aquila;
brought milk, and broth, having much water,
whence it seems to be the four principal stars * and L.-- ~Jue (MF, TA) --> -->|-> (T, S, M.) with little oily, or greasy matter.
of Delphinus]: inconsiderately said by J to be 4:0 &: [My burning fever, or continual (T, S.)

:

•

-

6.- *

* *

behind &#1:1 (which is a Lyra.] (L, K,

fever, &c., is more severe than thy fever at
3. A.Jua signifies The taking to oneself a
and so in the margin of some copies of the S.) tended with shivering] is a prov., (Meyd, TA,) verse of another poet without altering anything in
[And Freytag says, (referring to Ideler Unters. applied to two things, or events, of which one is it. (Harp. 267. [But this I believe to be post
p. 35,) that

in the head of

bucket:
J.

-relaji is the name of + Stars more severe than the other. (Meyd.)=See also classical.])
Draco.]—ct. 2 of a leathern -14, in the middle of the paragraph.

&ly

J -© e

4. aa- --1-e! He dren his snord from the

see 1, last sentence but one. =See also

& e

.#4 and W +2, (Lth, O, K, TA,) in some

*

of the lexicons W

-:4, (TA) Seed that is scat

scabbard. (S, M., A.)

7. --Lajl He advanced with a penetrative
***

#4 int n of +3. (S M, A, &c.)— tered (Lth, O, K, TA) upon the earth, (Lth, O, energy, and outstripped; syn. J4, and G-:
[Using
it as a subst. properly so called,] one says, TA,) and upon which the earth is then turned (K;) or so 2: c. ---all [i. e., in his pace]:
of
e
with
plough : (Lth, O, K, TA:) Az thinks it (S:) he outstripped; syn. 3:5 and he was
tººl c” #9-2 -> Us” ! [He walked, or went to bethe
not Arabic. (TA.)
quick, or he hastened, in his pace, or going.
along, upon hard ground]. (A, TA.)
•

* *

- *

d

J: #4

He who was, or those who were,
ancestor] of
the man: hence the family of the Prophet, who
in the loins

(TA.) One says of the eagle (-líš), <<

& •

-e'-> :
as

- © -

(~1%) of the father [or

-

•

-

see the next preceding paragraph.

ââ: [It was snift in making a stoop]. (A.
[This meaning is there indicated by the context.])
J. C. e.

-5-ºxa -Majl He hastened in some measure,

are forbidden to receive of the poor-rate, are * A garment, or piece of cloth, figured running; and so 3: 34&l. (A’Obeyd, TA.)
-il." * & -->us -: #14, with the resemblance of the -:4 [or cross]: (S, —£-il -last tThe cloud was going to rain.

termed

-

*

•

•

**

•

-

M, TA:) or figured with a -*: (A, Msb:) or (TA, from a trad.)
*: See −4, former half, in two places. figured with the resemblances of c.1% [or +2, applied to the ce: [or side of the
crosses]. (TA.) [See 2.] - And A camel forehead], Conspicuous, or clear, or fair; syn.
- Also A hard stone, the hardest of stones.
(S, A, K:) open, or uncovered, and even:
(TA.)- And Whetstones; (S, M, K, TA;) as marked with the brand called the -:12; (M, A,
(Mgh.)

&#3;

TA;) as also V * fem, of the latter with 3,
also #3 (TA) and "
(M, K, TA) and applied to a she-camel; (M, TA;) as of the former (M, K:) or smooth : (TA:) anything bare; and
open, or uncovered: (IAar, TA:) noide, even, and
W i: (S, M, K, TA:) [or a whetstone:] or [a
also, applied to camels. (TA) - And An beautiful, or comely. (ISh, TA.) One says
3 -thing] like a whetstone. (A.)- See also
Abyssinian (L:-) marked with the figure of cºs' <i> J: A man conspicuous, or clear,

&:

&:

Bk. I.

-
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or fair, in respect of the cle:- (M, TA:) or *: see #2.
smooth and shining: (A:) or wide, white, con plied to an ass] Having the neck stretching out,
spicuous, or clear, or fair : (Khālid Ibn-Jembeh, and smooth, or with short, or little, hair upon it.
TA:) or even (A’obeyd, T.A.): hard. (IAar, (A5, T.A.)
T.A.) And as Jī; as-3) --> Jet A man con
<<: see :3, in two places. – Also,
spicuous, or clear, or fair, in * of the face
applied to anything, Quich, or snift. (M., T.A.)

and of the cheek. (TA) And 33-9 &# &
ū2 [Such a one makes the black to be white, Ol'
fair]. (TA)- Also, and " --~, (M, K,)

+4. applied to a sword, (S, M, A, K,)

and W

Sharp : ($) or polished, and sharp, or pene
trating: (K:) or unsheathed, and sharp, or

penetrating: (M:) or such as penetrates into that
which is smitten with it: (A:) but some say that
a sword is not termed <1% unless long : (TA:)
or W * may have the same meaning as

said of a man, (A, Mgb,) and of God, (TA,) [and

of a thing,] He, and it, made, or rendered, it, or
him, good, incorrupt, right, just, righteous, vir
tuous, or honest; constituted it, disposed it,
arranged it, or qualified it, well, rightly, or
properly; rectified, corrected, redressed, or re
formed, it; put it into a good, incorrupt, sound,
– Applied to a river, or rivulet, 1 Wehement in right, or proper, state; or restored it to such a
its manner of running. (A, TA.)
state; put it to rights, or in a state of order;
set it right, set it in order, ordered it, managed it
C
well, cultured it; adjusted, dressed, or trimmed,
1.
(S, Mgh, Mgb, &c.,) aor. *, (S, MA, it; prepared it properly for use; repaired,
Mgh, Mgb,) the well-known form, though omitted mended, amended, or improved, it; made it, or

&#4,

in the K, (TA,) and *, (MA, K, M5b,) [said by

him, to thrice, contr. of:3.5 (S. K. [And so

some to be] the more chaste, because agreeable by

implication in the Mgh &c.]) One says,
with analogy, (TA) [but the former is the more
Jiā > *-* [I made good, qualified
common,] inf. n.
(S, MA, Mgh, Msb, K* properly, or seasoned, (the contents of) the cook
6 - o f *
3.
* 3.1 a-, i.e. unsheathed: (S:) accord, to AA, [in the CK C
p for C
2-5A all is erroneouslyy put
1]) ing-pot with the seeds that are used in cooking].
<i> applied to a sword and to a knife and to a
needle means having no sheath. (TA.) And one and :53 (S, MA, Mgh, Mob, K.) andā-144, seasoned the skin with rob, or inspissated juice].
says, t: -:0 43.4 (S, M., A) and 7 t: (S, (MA) and #2, aor.”, (S, MA, Mgh, Msb,
M.) He smote him with sword unsheathed. (S, K,) mentioned by Fr, on the authority of his ($ in art -2) Andžāl 3: <-12 in which
companions, (S, TA,) but said by IDrd to be not #9 is understood, so that the meaning is I
M, A.)--i- applied to a man, as also
rectified, or reformed, or amended, the circum

£4

J

-l

6 *

>

d >

(M, in art. J.) And #9 is 4: Iz

well established, (TA,) inf. n.

$2 and i-94,

* : and "4: (S.M.K.) and ':

(MA) or ā-52; (TA) said of a thing, (S,
and * >542, (S, K) pl. [of the last] - Juás, Mgh, MSb) and of a man, (TA) It, and he,

(S,) Hard,

firm, strong, or hardy, (M,) sharp, was, or became, good, incorrupt, right, just,

stances subsisting between the people, or party; or]

I made peace, or I effected a rectification of
affairs, an agreement, a harmony, a reconciliation,
an accomodation, or an adjustment; [or I

or penetrating, (S, M, K,) in affairs, (S,) or in righteous, virtuous, or honest; it was, or became,
adjusted the affair;] between the people, or party.
needful affairs, (M, K,) light in clothing : (M:) in a good, incorrupt, sound, right, or proper, state,
and [in like manner] " &#4 signifies sharp, or or in a state of order; he, or it, throve; contr.

(Mb) And c'. 's as: J. J. [He

penetrating, and quick
(Ham p. #)-Se:

(#),
also

in his affair.

ść

of ~s [i.e. 33 and 3:3]; (MA; [and S and A

laboured in rectifying, or improving, the bad, or
the good, state of circumstances, or the disunion

and Mgh and K by implication; see
or union, subsisting between people]. (A.) One
below;]) in Pers. J.: 41.5; (MA;) [and
!, (TA,) and #: &lCl-,
W
~l signifies the same, for]
and says also, £3.
The #3- [or kite]. (TA in art. i-)
(T, A, Mgh, TA,) the latter because
| implies
both signify i. Pers. J.A. &M. (KL.)
the meaning of 3-, (Mgh,) # He acted well
-i (S, M, K) and * ~ (M,K) A large
knife : (S, M, K:) or an unsheathed knife: (M:) One says, 9% J- <-13 [The state, or con to the beast, (T, A, TA,) and put it into a good,
pl. $4. (S, M.)- For the former, see also dition, of such a one became good, right, or proper]. or right, or proper, state, or took care of it, or

−4 – ~~ s:

And see

below. -

is a surname of

£34

6 o

£

y

frequent attention to it. (A, TA.) And
(A, TA)—[Hence, J: &: * 3: paid
! ! He acted nell to him, did good to him,
! [This is leather that is suitable for the sandal]. *:

<!-- A thief, or robber: (K:) formed by
(A) And 4
"...#1 * : This thing is
transposition from ---al. (TA.)
suitable to thee; or fit, or meet, for thee. (S, K,"
&:12, applied to a man, and to an ass, Strong, TA) And 4:- i.e.: 5 & 1 [Such a one
and hard, firm, or hardy: pl. &#2: (M.) or, is not fit for being thy companion]. (A.)
applied to a man, as expl. above voce +14,
3. 4-lue, (A, Msb, K.) infn.
(S, Msb,
q. v.: (Ham p. 536:) and, applied to an ass,
strong : (S: [in some copies of which, for &: K) and ā-Juao, (S, K,) the former of which is

£

£32

* * *

* *

or benefited him. (K, T.A.) And Clel [alone]
+ He did that which was good, right, or just.
(Msb.)
6. ta-Juaj and t-iù.) &c.; see 8, in four places.
7. Cla" [quasi-pass. of 4-1-1; thus signify
ing It became rectified, &c.; see -ă]. (K in

A-1, meaning 2:-" &: we find *" U-8, made fem. in a verse of Bishr Ibn-Abee-Házim, art. -->+.)
whence an error in the Lexicon of Golius :]) and, (TA,) [He made peace, or became at peace or 8. a-'la-ol (S, A, K) and ta-kol, (K.) and
applied to a horse, brisk, lively, or sprightly, and reconciled, with him; or he reconciled himself * -- (S, A, K) and " -iù), (S.K.) [the last
sharp of spirit; (S, K;) and so applied to a man; with him : for] i-jua is the contr. of #44.
-

like

a var. of a Juaj,] all signify the same, (TA,) and
&#: (T and TA in art. Jó:) and, accord. (Mgh.) And liès c." 4-l. He made peace, ź.
W Clas, and 13-Ma-el, (Mgh,) [They tro,

to As, applied to an ass, smooth, having short or reconciliation, [or a compromise,] with him on
hair : (TA:) or sometimes it means having no the condition of such a thing. (M.A.) And (i.e. two persons or two parties,) and] the people,
c." 4-12 [He compounded with or party, made peace, or became at peace or
hair upon him; and so " <ls. (Hamp. 536) 4 U.
reconciled, [each with the other, and] one with
*=[And accord. to ISd, it seems to be an inf. n., him for part of what was oned to him; he
is the contr. of
of which the verb is not mentioned; for he says made a compromise with him on the con another: (Mgb:)
that] it signifies also The act of leaping, springing, dition of receiving part of n-hat was due to
and] W
is the contr. of <<5.
#
-him]; said of a creditor and debtor. (Mgh in
or bounding. (M.)
* ...; of:
art. lax.3.) And Asíl &: <---, inf n.

L*.

>ua:

6

Us:-el:
d

(Mgh)-And," use b-u- They (a par

Ö e

see -M-2.
*

Ö

&

(3+4)
£4.

-

i-jū,

I made

peace,

or a reconciliation, be

-

--~~!: see -M-2, in two places.

trueen the people, or party; syn.

<<5. (Msb in

ticular class of persons) agreed together, or among
themselves, respecting a particular thing. (El
*

Khafajee, MF.)- [Hence,]
6

* >

:

-

*

/

- ©

~ae:

©

o

see S-M-2.

art.-S. [See also 4.])
4. 4-2, (A, Mgh, Mob, K.) inf n.
(S, A) and quasi-inf n.

*

o

C3b-l

signifies

£1.

also The agreement of a people to name a thing

£32, (L in art. C#)

(KT.)- And [as an inf n, used in the sense of

by any name turned from the primary application.

C- -
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£2; (K;) applied to a thing, (Msb,) and

is good: (Msb:) [or a cause of good.] And

-

# J i-3 # Us', The Imām an

[or technical] language: and a conventional [or to a man, (MA,) Good, incorrupt, right, just,
righteous, virtuous, or honest; &c. 3. (see 1; contr. what was good and right [or what was conducive
technical] term: opposed to [ää and] -##.
of *:] (MA, L.K.) pl. ala-Me [accord. to to good] in such a thing. (TA.)- It is also an
(Mz 1st ë'.)
(MA)
general analogy of C++, and app. applied only inf n. of
10.
~! is the contr. of J.-à-l: (S, L, to rational beings, like &*] and
−ia: A place, of a garment [&c.], that is to

£414.

J.

J.

":

6 J.-- y
K:) [i.e. it signifies He regarded, or esteemed, a
v.; this being said by some to be a pl. of be repaired, or mended; syn. L23/32. (T in
thing good, incorrupt, right, just, or the like; as [q.
; and by others, to be originally an inf. n.; art.-->).)
expl. in the TK; and in like manner, a man.
He wished, or desired, a thing to be good, incor like as is said of *]. (L.) One says J4,
rupt, right, just, &c.; as in the TK; and in like -: ->
£
[A man good, incorrupt, &c., in

&#4

£4

-

•

manner, a man. - And He sought to render
good, incorrupt, &c. - And hence, He treated
in such a manner as to render well affected, or
obedient.] = Also He sought to do good or to act
rell [9% e' to such a one]. (KL.) - And He
sought peace, or concord. (KL.) - And It hap
pened well. (KL.)- See also 1.

&:

himself], 4-1. -:

1. *:

[of a people good, in

corrupt, &c.]. (L.) And 3-4 all- c.

£4, [and app.

•

alone,] aor. * ,

* [He (L) inf n :45 (S, A, L.) as also

&#5

is in a good, right, or proper, state or condition]. (IAar, L;) [the former of the dial. of El-Koofeh,
(TA.)-[Hence,] £4 signifies also t Suitable, and the latter of that of El-Basrah; (see : ;)]
fit, or meet: so in the saying,

#% &- *

Be was, or became,

(S, A,” L.) 20:1

deaf, so as not to hear at all.

£4+ t-i-

[Mayest thou,

+ [He is fit for the office of prefect, or the like].
-is a subst: from 3-jua, (S, MSb, KT) (Msb.) - And t Much, copious, or frequent: or may he, suffer a deafness like the deafness of
the ostrich] is a form of imprecation uttered
syn. with the latter; (Mgh;) masc. and fem.; one says as Jue 3, lae I A copious rain. (Yaakoob,
**
• * against a man; for all ostriches are
[said to be]
,
(S, K;) Peace, reconciliation or agreement,
T.A.).
L.,
hence
And
the
IJ,
saying
of
suji
--!>
totally deaf (L, TA)=us&t= <<14 is said
(Mgh, Msb, K, KT, TA,) after contention: and
in the law it means a compact to give over, or t- $13, 5'5" 3-, meaning f [* is substi. of a serpent (:-) [meaning It cast off its slough:
relinquish, contention. (KT.) One says, &# tuted for >] frequently. (TA)- The fin CL is like ++-) (TA)- And £3, namely, a
(* (A, TA) Peace, or reconciliation, took [often] omitted in writing [though not in pro camel, is said of the mange, or scab, meaning [It
6 * *

* *

5 *

•

6- d -

•

6 o

• pede

y

place between them two. (TA.) [And

t-l. 4

It (a fortress or the like) nas taken peacefully,
or by surrender.]- Also That in respect of

nunciation] when it is used as a proper name [so eaccoriated him; like 4-1. ; or] it extended over
, or more properly the whole of his body. (TA.)
that the name is written
*

6

]. (Durrat el-Ghowwás in De Sacy's
6. Lake 3-Juaj He feigned himself totally deaf
Gram. Ar. p. 66 of the Arabic text.)
Anthol.
to us; (K,"TA;) as also Gua', with &: (TA.)
which there has been made a peaceful compact:
or which has been taken in the way of peace.
made so by the
i-lu. [a subst. from
•o

£4,

(Mgh.)- And

4. party at peace

with others.

affix 5; A good deed or

9.

actini an #y bene

£2, inf n. #44), He (a man, TA)

U → They are [a party]
(TA.) You say,
lay upon his side. (K, TA.)
jicence; a benefit]. One says, al-Ju- ~ SIHis
at peace with us. (A, TA.) And you say also good
deeds, or beneficent action, are not to '
#23 A destructive calamity. (K.)
W ." *X; A people, or party, who are at peace:
numbered].
(A,
And
c.
*
9%
*-*
Us:
TA.)
the latter word in this case being app. an inf. n.
$3: [q. v.], A certain
3: i. q.
[A benefit came to me from such a one]. (TA.)
used as an epithet. (TA. [See also
species of serpents, that casts off its slough.
see 8, last sen
[for *
* :*
[i. e.
tence].

£4
£4

£-

£4.])

£4:

£

Excoriating mange or scab]: (K, TA:) it is such

5

£34. * :if(MA:)
£2as(MA,
Mg, MI)
n of[used
a simple subst, it

and of

J-95.3
guage:

signifies Goodness, incorruptness, rightness or 1st £25.)
rectitude, justness, righteousness, virtue, honesty;
£

Conventional [or technical] lan as occurs in the hinder part of the camel, and
*...**
3 ->
one doubts not its extending over the nhole of his
opposed to [CS3* and] ...:35. (Mz body. (TA.)
4 -

0&

1, (S, K, &c.,) so accord. to all the people

-

& J.

C:- [act, part.
&c.; see 1:] contr. of Su-35 (S, A, Mgh, K) as *
** * -s:
also V

8% : (K, TA: [cial in the CK being

£-

(AHat, L)–And £4

• Os-

o

*

n. of 4, q.v.]. One says,
El-Basrah and
J: [A man who does of El-Koofeh, but the people* of
- og
O y

J. •

the Arabs of that region say *-lol, (IAar, TA,)

C* :]) accord. to some, it is not

nell, rightly, justly, or properly, in his affairs Deaf: (Fr, A’Obeyd, TA:) or deaf so as not to
used as an attribute of a prophet nor of an apostle, and his actions]. (L.)
hear at all: (§, K, TA:) or very deaf. (Mgh:)
but only of a person inferior to these: accord. to
à-la-e A cause, a means, or an occasion, of or +12.X4 has this last meaning. (IAar, TA.)
• - of 3 - #
, o.-others, however, this restriction is wrong. (MF.) good; a thing, an affair, or a business, conducive
Fr said, (S) --> -->! --~1 d'ée, meaning

a mistake for

6 -

-

d -

-

•

-

- Also quasi-inf n. of 4. (L in art. 2-3.) to good, or that is for good; [and hence it may
was deaf so as not to hear at all.
And [hence,] A thing that is good, and right. often be rendered simply an affair, when the El-Kumeyt
A camel affected with mange, or
Also
A.")=
(S,
(Msb.) See also i-142. – c5-3, like Alas, is context shows it to mean what is conducive to
a name

of Mekheh; (S, A, K;) either from £

or from

£1,

fectly decl. [pronounced

#4.

and

(TA;)

see : 4,

good or done for a good purpose;] contr. of
sometime it is per i: (S and Mgb and K in art. A-5;) a good,
right, or virtuous, affair; (KL;) a thing that is

CS-l.

and

L-3. (K)—And Affected with [the malig

good and right; syn. " £32 [q.v.]: pl. &44. nant species of leprosy termed] •r. (TA.)

(S, K.)

#41–and

scab : [or having mange, or scab, by which he is
excoriated: like : fem. #13; and pl.

see also

g-----

clu-

&#
(S, A, Mgb, K.) One says, --0
[He considered the things that were for the good

Jú-2

1. #34 and is,..., [infins of which the verb

£44. see what next follows.

of the people]. (A, TA.) And Jai & X*
clas' S *" [They are of thé people who

:13, (MA, L, Mgb, K.) from &4; (MA)

occupy themselves in the things conducive to evil,
(A, TA.") has a similar meaning.] You say,
m0t tle thing: conducive to good].

and W

&#4, (IAar, L, K.) from £4 ; (MA;)

312, used in relation to a stone [&c.], signify
The being hard and smooth. (M.) [And is

is

Jáš. *14,

And a~~~). L. In the affair is that which and *-*. The land was, or became, hard:
216 *
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6

(K:) or t so that it produced no plants, or herb and so the first applied to land or ground (…) ;

p. e

ages (TA) and & 313, and "314. (M.

*: see +4, first sentence: – and 3,12,
(S3) and to a solid hoof, as also "L.J.2 and last sentence. = Also A shining, gleaming, or

TA,) the place was, or became, hard: (TA :)

">}<, which last is of the measure Jú accord.

6

J

e_*

o

or t produced no plants, or herbage. (M.) And to Kh, but Jú accord. to others; (M ;) and to
J.-l * 314, aor. 2, inf. n. 3.3% and 314, a side of the forehead, (S, M,) or thus applied
[aor. *,] inf n. #52 and is: and *: The

mountain, or rock, baffled him, namely, a well

digger, [by its hardness,] and resisted his efforts.
(M.)- [Hence,] &#1 312, (M, K, and so in
some copies of the S,) aor. 2, inf. n. 3.14 ; (Mi)
or 3.2, with kesr to the U, aor. *, inf. n. 231-2;

glistening. (K.)
6

: -

6 o' --

29-2 : see A-2, in two places; and *.
6

*

,

–235-2:

See

£4, first sentence, in two places.

meaning smooth and tough; (L;) and to a head,
as also ">54, (M,) or thus applied meaning
: See +2, first sentence.
5.3
1 upon which no hair grons: (A:) and * #4,
6 - of
(M, K.) which is of an extr. form, (M,) has the *L*: see J-2. -*.*.* >''í Canine teeth
first of the significations above, (K,) or signifies causing a grating sound to be heard; (K, TA;)
[simply] hard: (M:) the pl. of £4 (M, L) and as also #34, (K, TA) which is the pl. (TA)
6 - d > *

6

( AZ, S;) The Jūj [or piece of stick, or wood, for
producing fire] gave a sound nithout emitting

of "3,4(M)is $33. (M, L)–Also applied

fire; (S, M, K;) and *.xlel signifies [the same,

to a place,

•

6d

* * of

>

* *

*

6 *

Jú.21: see

+2, first

sentence: - and see the

(3%, M,) and #14 applied to land, same also near the end of the paragraph.

or] it emitted no fire. (Ham p. 407.) - And (C#. A,) t That produces no plants, or herbage.
*a*: See * -[Hence.] one says, U-3
Thence,] $30, +313 [lit. “His pieces of stick, (M. A.) And c-A $.35 The part of the
or wood, for producing fire, gave a sound with side of the for head upon which is no hair:
*: [lit. He is not one whose wood gives
out emitting fire”] means ! He was, or became, likened to smooth stone. (A Heyth.)-[Hence,] only a sound when one endeavours to produce
niggardly, tenacious, penurious, or avaricious: -A-2 X--- and "3,4 1 A stone that will not Jire from it; meaning the is not one who un
(AA, L, TA:) and 3.3, alone, aor. *, (M, A, emit fire (L, TA:) and "3,42 #3 (M, A) and generously refuses when ashed]; an expression of
K.) inf. n. #53; (M, A;) and 314, (M, A,) **u and "$3.3 and "$5-a-(M)[and "3: praise; (TA in art. -á- ;) and [in like manner]
6

d d

• de

Căl

6 o e

s

>

aor =, (M.) or *, (A) inf n. 12, (M) or t[4 piece

of stick, or nood,

for producing fire]

c: "23-4; J.J. (TA in art. J.)=Also

that gives a sound, (M,) not emitting fire: (M, Milk milked into a greasy vessel, and therefore
signify the same: (M, K:) or he was, or became, A:) and *$5.2 * | Wood, or a stick, from without froth. (K.)
very niggardly &c. (A.) - And 4:42 $34, n:hich fire cannot be produced. (T, L, K.")- And
33-a2: See ~~ :- and 32.2, in two places.
or 4:14, (accord. to different copies of the K, +3 C3 (K) and "3,4($, M, A, K) 1A horse

3, 4, (A3) and "...l., infn. 34%; (K.)

&

•

6

6

-

d.

6 & e

6

p >

in the TA the former,) The bald place on the that does not sneat: (S, A, K:) such a horse is
Jak-2
front of his head shone, or glistened. (K, TA.) discommended: (K:) or slow to sneat: or having
little seminal £id '. and slow in impregnating.
312 is also used in the same sense, in a trad., in
A P &relation to milk flowing forth. (TA.) - And one (M.)–And 31.2 J-9 (M) and "$3.2 (M., A) al., q.v. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)
says,
ā-, and 4:
meaning and "34" (S.M.A.K) 14 niggardly, tena.
He brought broth, and milk, containing little cious, penurious, or avaricious, man: (S, M, K:)
&l
a man very niggardly &c. (A.) - And
oily, or greasy, matter, and much water: for or
2
d 312 # 1 A hardy, strong, enduring she-camel.
<-4. (T in art. -)–: $312 His
canine teeth caused a grating sound to be heard. (K.) And 35- J: f Hard, hardy, or strong, O, Mgb, K, TA,) He (a man, S, O, K*) was,
horses. (A.) [And W2312, also, signifies Robust, or became, bald in the fore part of the head: (S,”
O,” Msb, K:" but in the Msb it is said in this
or strong. (Freytag, from Jereer.)]

2, ###4:12, infn. 644, a dial var. of

44 3:

&#,

1 & 4, aor. *, (Mab, K.) infin. :(4, (S,

(K, TA)-43, 314 He clapped with his

hands,

314,

(M.)–: –414, aor =, (K) infn.

(TA,) The beast beat the ground nith its

o

sense of the head:) or in the fore part of the head

© d >

&le; see +2, first sentence.

to the hinder part thereof: and likewise in the
middle of the head. (TA.) [See also
and

&-

fore feet in its running. (K.) -: (M,) or

J:-" &

3.13, (K) aor. -, inf n. 14, said of

#2 and #41 - Rugged and hard ground,

*] Accord. to Ibn-Seena, the baldness termed

a mountain-goat, (M.) He ascended the moun (ISk, K,) + that produces no plants, or herbage.
tain. (M,

K)-314,

[or probably

*]

& 4 does not happen to women, because of the

(ISk.)
* 6 -

said of a wild cow or wild ox (: #), in a ><i>.
verse ascribed to a Hudhalee, [but not found by
SM in the Deewan of the Hudhalees,] is expl. as
meaning She, or he, stands erect. (TA.) =

J: 3.2 + He gave nothing to the asker, or
beggar. (L.)
2 : see the preceding paragraph.

X's.

abundance of their moisture; nor to eunuchs,
because their constitutions are nearly like those of

+2, first sentence.

See

See

+2, last sentence.

WOInen.

(Msb) — (Hence, ii.5% -2.3,

inf n. as above, 1 The ālašje [a species ofmimosa]

3,12:

See

+2, in six places. - Also, applied

dropped the heads of its branches: and had them.

to a well, Such that its mountain, or rock, baffles eaten by the camels. (TA.) - See also 7 =
the digger [by its hardness], and resists his efforts.

* * **

* *

*

4.5 × < [perhaps a mistranscription for " &#4,

(M.)- 1 A she-camel having little, or no, milk;

as also "$5-a- (S, A, K:) and the latter, [which and primarily signifying He made his head bald
4. J-el: see 1, in three places. - Also f He
in the former case is written in some copies of the in the fore part:] the shaved his head., (Z, TA.)

E- &2 said of such as is termed ***, [but
(a man) failed to produce fire with his *ś [or
piece of stick, or nood, used for that purpose]. K with 3,] that has brought forth and has no the verb in this sense is probably * & 4, (see this
milk. (K. [But this is said in the TA to be a

(S, A)–And :35 - 1 He made his j to

repetition.]) - + A woman in n-hom is little, or

give a sound without emitting fire. (M., T.A.) no, good: or hard, having no compassion in her latter,)] He voided his ordure (**) on the
And He (God) caused his Ajj to emit no fire. heart. (M.)- 1 A cooking-pot (#) slow to occasion of &e. (TA.)
(A.) And 3.35 &t. + He asked, or begged, of
2. &le; see above, last sentence but one. him, and found him niggardly: thus related on boil. (S, M, A, K.) - A beast (#3) that beats
#~
<!-- The serpent came forth from con
the authority of IAar; but by rule it should be the ground with its fore feet in its running.
* ... • 0 ge
(TA.)- One who ascends a mountain by reason cealment (>3%) without any earth, or dust, upon
•J.2%. (M.)
.
it. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K, TA. [But in the O, the
313 Hard and smooth; (S, M, A, K;) as also of fear; (K, TA) as also "$5-a- (TA) [or] verb in this and the following senses is carelessly
a mountain-goat that ascends the mountain. (M.)

**ie (K) and "3,4 (M) and "343 (A) and
"414; (Mi) applied to a stone; ($, M, A;)

- And Alone, apart from others, or separate; written without the sheddeh.])= &le, inf n.
(AS, L, K;) as also " +4. (K.)
&#, (said of a man, IAar, TA,) i, q. 33%
*

Book I.]
[meaning He voided his ordure: see

&l- s

--
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23 as a

•

•

•

* > 3

*

*

*

Annales, i. 360,]) <+, 38; 35-3) →--> to
&#3: see the next paragraph.
&#, applied to a man, (S, O, Msb,) Bald in '#' [The witnesses did not bear witness (in
--o- 3

-

subst, below; and what here follows]. (IAar,

•

•

•

-

*

K, TA) And 5% al-, (inf n. as above, TA,) the fore part of the head; ($, Mgh, O, Mgb, K;) the CK, erroneously, 3, #1 *** le,) but thou
Such a one put his hand evenly expanded (K, denoting more than -i. f: (Mgh:) or bald in committedst that which was an evil, abominable,
"enly, action, &c.]. (O, K, TA) TA) on the ground (TA) and voided his ordure
the fore part of the head to the hinder part
or his ordure in a thin state (; 1.): (K, TA:)
thereof: (TA:) and likewise, (TA,) or accord. to * #2 is also said to signify tThe act of
Or

s

•

thus expl. by Lth. (TA.) See also 1, last sen As, (O,) bald in the middle of the head: (O, TA:) glorying, or boasting; syn. X+4. (TA.)
2 * ~*
tence.
j e &

&#4, dim of &:

and applied also to a head, (Msb, TA,) meaning
(TA:) see the latter, in
5. it: -->ia t The shy became bared by bald in the fore part: (Msb:) and 7
signi three places.
the disruption of its clouds. (TA.)- See also fies the same, applied to a head, (Msb, TA,) and
what next follows.
to a man: (Msb:) fem. #13; (K;) but some
subst., like &: and +: signifying Ordure,
7. J. : <-alaji : The sun rose, or began to disapprove this, and say that the fem. epithet is
or dung; or such as is thin; syn.
(TA:)

8.4

&: int," f2 (a y]... (KTA)—And a

rise: syn. --#: or culminated: or came forth

from the clouds, (O, K, TA) appearing in the

##, and #3 (TA) the pl. is #2 (O, Mgb,
K) and Jú2: (O, K:) * &: is the dim. of
6

2

- d. J.

£5–

o -#

time of intense heat, with nothing intervening the masc., [and 7 it: is that of the fem.,]
and concealing it; (TA;) and so W -la., (O, meaning as expl. above. (TA.)- [Hence,] the
K,
TA) and * ><< [or more probably -4.2]. fem., applied to a tree such as is termed als:,
(TA.)
[a species of mimosa,] | That has dropped the
heads
of its branches: (S, TA:) and that has had
[8. &ll-el, accord. to Reiske, as stated by
its branches eaten by the camels. (T.A.) - And,
Freytag, signifies He, or it, was defiled, or pol
luted; “conspurcatus fuit:” but he names no applied to a tract of sand, (ii., S, O, K,) and to
a land, (C#, K,) ; In which are no trees: (S,
authority.]
O, TA:) and (TA) in which is no herbage. (O,
Baldness in the fore part of the head: K, T.A.) It also occurs, alone, as meaning + A
(S, O, Msb, K:) or in the fore part of the head desert (3-3) that produces nothing; like the

thus expl. by Lth. (O.)
Jee e

1. #1 *.*, and itā, (§, o, K) aor. *,

•

(0)inf n. #4, (S. O.) is 4., (S,0, K.)
i. e. The bovine animal, and the sheep or goat,
shed the tooth [next] behind that called the

J-2-3 (§ and K in art &l-3) or bred its
[tooth called the]

*: (K in that art. [in which

6 * *

to the hinder part thereof: and likewise in the
middle of the head. (TA. [See &4, of which it
is the inf. n. : and see also

*])—Also

head termed c.f. (TA) And '4, applied
to a land, + That produces no plants, or herbage.

a.

see more].) or #12 said of any cloven-hoofed
animal, aor. and inf n. as above, signifies he
entered the sixth year: or, as some say, the fifth:
this is the utmost of the ages thereof [that have
verb: and epithets to denote them]: (Msb:)

(TA.)- And the masc., applied to a mountain, ë'-- (Mgh, Msb) in these animals (Msb) or in

& 4, q. v.

(TA.)- One says also, + Open to vien, smooth, and glistening. (TA.)
sheep or goats and animals of the bovine kind
And, applied to a spear-head, 1 Glistening and
as: U-2:5')
: meaning [I will assuredly smooth:
(O, TA:) or polished; (K;) and so (Mgh) is like J.; in camels. (Mgh, Mgb)
2 * ~*
straighten] thy [natural] crookedness; like 4×13. W &s-2 (0, K.)—[Hence also] W &
see #12. = Also A red [hill or moun
29 sig
(TA in art. &l-4, from the T and M.)
*** **
tain, such as is termed] a: [q.v.]. (O, K.)
dial. var. of
s

#3:

6 * > *

-

6 * * *

:

nifies t The penis. (O, K, T.A.) And &l-S is

}

6 * > *

see what next follows.

said to signify t The head of the penis. (TA.)

** 6 J

axle A large ship or boat. (Lth, O, K.)

-

And W

&#39, (S, o, K, TA) or £9, (TA)

#12 [a n, un, of which "#12 is the coll.

* ** *

ãs).2 A place of baldness such as is termed A certain serpent, slender in the neck, (S, O, K, gen. n., as is indicated in the O and TA,] applied
*: (S, O, Msb, K;) as also W isis; (S, O, +TA,)
or, accord. to Az, nide in the neck, round to a she-camel i, q. * [i. e. In her seventh
in the head, (TA,) its head being like a hazel
first, (O, Mgb,) by Lth, (O,) but it is disallowed nut : (S, O, K, TA:) thought by Az to be so year]. (AA, O, K.)
called
as being likened to the penis.60 g(TA.)
by the thoroughly learned. (Msb.)
* > of

*) and " £2 is said to be a contraction of the

year], andfat, or i : J-2-[i. e. in the eighth

-

&e, (O, K,) accord. to

-

1 applied to an affair, or event, (D-el,) means

#2 part. n. of 1 [q. v.], (S, O, Mgb, K,) an

Ibn-'Abbād, with

kest, (O) like "Gé, (K) in the L [written]

+ Hard, distressing, or calamitous; (TA;) and epithet applied to the male and the female of all
so applied to a day; as also
(A and TA cloven-hoofed animals, (Msb,) or to an animal of

£1.

with damm, (TA,) The heat of the sun. (O, K.)

the bovine kind and to the sheep or goat, (S, O,
in art. 2-la-:) or, applied to a day, t intensely hot. K,) I. q. &\, (IDrd, O, TA,) which latter is
(Ibn-'Abbād, Z, O, TA.)- Also, the fem, [used
having upon it no plants, or herbage. (O, K, as a subst.,] t Any notorious affair or event; or said by Sb to be the original, the L2 being sub

£44.

See

£i-[Hence]

# A mountain

TA.)

#2:

&:

£i, in six places.
$34. Accord. to As, (S, O, TA,)

See

: See

stituted for the U" because of the #: (TA:) or,
any such affair that is dubious, of great magni
tude or moment, to accomplish which, or to per applied to a sheep or goat (Ibn-Abbād, O, K)
[q. v.]
form which, one finds not the n'ay: (O, K, TA:) and to a bovine animal, (K,) it is like

&"

and 1 a calamity, or misfortune, (S, O, K, TA,) applied to a horse: (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K:) or in the
! A place that produces no plants, or herbage; [or] such as is hard to be borne; [as though it fifth year, (AS, IF, O, K,) as applied to a sheep:
(S, O, K, TA;) whether it be a mountain or land; were smooth and slippery;] because there is no (As, IF, O:) or in the sixth year, (AZ, O, K.) as

(TA;) from #2 in relation to the head; (S, O,
TA;) and 7 &#2 is also syn. with

: in the

sense expl. above. (TA.) And [the n. un.]
signifies A smooth rock. (TA.)

escape from it: (TA:) and [in like manner] applied to a sheep or goat: (AZ, O:) or a sheep

* #4 (0, K, TA) and itsis, and #4 #.
and * (#2, (TA) an evil, abominable, or un

or goat advanced in age : (IDrd, O:) [see more
in art &l-:] the pl. is
(IAar, S, O, K) and

&:

2- : *

£32, (S, o, K) or '#2, (K) or the latter
also, which is app. a contraction of the former, (S,
O) + Broad, (S, O, K, TA,) hard, (K, TA,)
smooth, (TA,) rock : (S, O, K, TA:) n. un. (of
the former, S, O, [and of the latter also,]) with 3.
(S, O, K.)

£32, (IAar, O, K,) both of which are applied
manifest, or unconcealed: (O, K, TA:) or a to Jús, (K.) [or rather] the former pl. is thus
calamity, or misfortune, hard to be borne: (K, applied by Ru-beh, who by L*.* in this instance

seemly, action or saying, such as is apparent,

TA:) and hence the saying of 'Āisheh to
Mo’áwiyeh, (O, K, TA,) when she reproached means “heroes,” or “brave men.” (S, O.)
him for his having asserted the relationship to
wäl-2
him of Ziyād, and he replied that the witnesses

gave testimony, (O, K,” TA, [see Abulfedae

1. *-* -#4, Iaor.", int n -às, The
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clouds had in them no water: (M:) or *
à-il the cloud had little water. (A, TA. [It

O, K.)- And A vessel that takes little nater:
(IAar, S, M, O, K:) a small vessel: one that
is implied in the TA that this is tropical; but I to a vessel, accord. to IAar as meaning “that leaks; that will not hold mater. (IAar, T.A.

-#4 is...}<(AZ, M.K.) and #14 and 3,44:
(AZ, O. K.) it is said to be from C#4 applied

[This, also, is said in the TA to be tropical.])
doubt its being so.]) See also its part. n., Cal.2. takes little water;” but rather, as others say, as
And
A heavy (K, TA) and thick (TA) vessel.
--à-3 said of a man's -j- [or seed-produce], meaning “thick and heavy:” the vulgar mis (K, T.A.)- Also High ground (-i), or a hard
It did not increase, or multiply, or become plenti apply it [app. by using it in the sense assigned
to it by IAar]. (TA.) = See also the next plain, that produces no plants or herbage : (TA:)
ful or abundant. (TA)--i- as a quality of
paragraph.
and so the fem., with 5, applied to land (~).
Axis [or wheat] signifies Its having little increase
(M, TA)- Wheat (Axis) having little increase
(J#, $, or J#, L, or 4. and aë, K) and little 4. –al-ol i, q. 3: J; [His good things be (J:
J.” and
(M.) or tasteless: (M,
goodness. (L, TA: said in the latter to be tropical.) came fen; or his wealth, or his goodness or bene
- [Hence, app., or from the verb as used in the ficence, became little]: (IAar, O, K:) and (TA) O, K:) and W -:4 signifies the same, in the
sense expl. in the next sentence below,]
U-8, so " -ălaj (M, TA)- And His soul, or spirit, former sense or in the latter. (M.)- And [A
&
-:
& (S, M, Meyd, &c.,) a prov., (S, (**) became heavy; (IAar, O, K;) and he man] heavy in soul, or spirit; syn. c?All J.;;.
became oppressed as though by the nightmare.
Meyd, O, K,) relating to the holding fast to re
(TK.) - And He became one n:hose wife was not (TA, [See 4, second sentence, which shows that
ligion, (S,) or used in urging to the mixing in
in favour with him, or not beloved by him. (M.) -Ala- has this meaning: but the epithe: thus
social intercourse with the holding fast to religion, =lyakol He hated her, namely, his wife; (M;)

&#):

o e

&:

•

9:30

expl. in the TA is there said to be like -ă =>.])

(O, K,) or, accord. to IAth, a trad., (TA,) i. e.,

• *

*

as also " …<, (so in a copy of the M.) or ú3, –And ii- signifies A woman not in favour
accord. to As, He who exceeds the right bounds
aor. 2; (so in the L and TA ;) the latter men nvith, or not beloved by, (S, M, O, K,) her husband,
in religion (Meyd) will not be in favour neith
men, or beloved by them; (S, Meyd;) or nill have
little increase therein: (M:) or he who finds
fault neith men in respect of religion, (O, K,) and
regards it as an excellence [that he possesses]
above them, will have little goodness in their esti
mation, and (O) will not be in favour nith them,

tioned by IAmb: (L, TA:) or al- he hated (S, O, K,) or him by whom she is supported;
(M3) and hated by him: ($, O.) pl. -#94, (S,

him, namely, another man. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)

– And £3 -à-21 He divorced his wires; and M, O, K,) which is extr. [in respect of analogy],
he made their share of his favours to be small, (M,) and *. (O, K.)- See also 1, near the
•* @

(A, TA.) - And one says to a woman, Căl-ol
• DJ

slas, all, meaning May God make thee [or thy
or beloved by them : (O, K:) or the meaning is,

&

ad y

has had revealed to him, his share mill be little. and its contr.

**o

e

** @

** * *

•lake and \ale, and each with 3: see -āk-o',
thy husband. (Esh
in five places.
•

or the like] to be
he who seeks worldly good by means of religion,
his share of the former will be little: (Meyd:) or Sheybánee, S, O, K.)=2#1 -āl-el, (thus inth:
he who seeks, in respect of religion, more than he O, on the authority of Ibn-'Abbād, [like Üja-1,

(IAth)–:4, (S, M, 0) aor. *, (§, 0.)

end.

J 1 -o

J% &c.,]) or " -ălaj, (thus in

-i.”
the

The side

§ -> *,

(~# [in

one of my copies of

and in the other copy Gys,]) of the

neck; the two being called
the K, [but the former is preferable on the ground

cº's ($, O, K;)

-#4, said of a woman, means She n'as not of analogy, and the latter I think a mistake,]) [i. e.] 9: signifies the two sides of the neck
in favour with, or was not beloved by, (S, M, O, The people, or party, became in the [kind of tract (#) ūju.): or this signifies what are betneen
K,”) her husband, (S, O, K,) or him by whom she termed] -\ale. (O, K.)
the <!' [or part beneath the earring] and the
was supported; (M;) and was hated by him. (S,
5. -sia: see 4, first sentence. - And see 1, 54; [or base of the neck, on the tryo sides]: (M:)
O.)- -i-, (O, K.) in a man and in a woman,
latter
part. - Also He behaved in a loving, or an or the two heads of the vertebra that is next to the
(O) signifies also The saying that which one's
affectionate,
and a blandishing, or coaxing, head, in the two sides of the neck. (AZ, O,” K,"
companion dislikes, or hates. (O, K.) - And,
inf. m.

TA.) In this last explanation, in the copies of
(O, K,) likewise in a man and in a woman, (O,) manner. (O, K.)- And, said of a camel, He
+ The commending, or praising, oneself for, or the loathed, or turned anay with disgust from, the the K, L*!) is put # U-9. (TA. [And in some
boasting of, or glorying in, that which one does [pasturage termed] al., and inclined to the ---. copies of the K, ū: is there erroneously put for
not possess: (O, K:) or, (K,) as Kh asserts, (S, (O, K.) = See also 4, last sentence.
ū:, which, as is said in the TA, refers to the
O,) the overpassing the due limits in -##" [here
Jää. The branches of the heart of the palm neck.]) as: 3-i and " 2:34: mean, accord.
meaning elegance of mind, manners, address, tree that are next below the als: [in the CK, to A8, He took hold of the back of his neck :
• 0 &
speech, person, attire, and the like], ($, M, O, K,)
(O, TA:) and one says also, " *:::: #3:
* Ow

d.o.

•

•

•

*

and in excellence in knowledge or courage or other ** - 5 L fly- is erroneously put for L'54-,
meaning He took him, or it, altogether. (TA.
qualities, (TA,) and arrogating to oneself more als: -is; and the same mistake was originally

[But I think it not improbable that "4:4; in
than is due, through pride: (S, O, K:) but some made in my MS. copy of the K:] n. un, with 3. these
two instances may be a mistranscription for
say that this is post-classical: (M, TA:) [see an (IAar, O, K, TA. [See #14, last sentence.]
*D–ct." signifies also Two staves,
eX. WOC6 āş, in art. -$31, mentioned here in the
applied to clouds (-t-,S, M, O, K), or pieces of mood, which are placed across [hori
TA as occurring in a trad. :].9ne says, of a man,
Já.2, (M, MA) inf n. -ie, (M) meaning Containing no water : (M ) or having little zontally] upon the [camel's saddle called] **, by
+ He commended, or praised, himself [&c.]; water and much thunder. (S, O, K. [Said in the

-:4,

means of which the J2-4 (pl. of J.-, q.v..]
(MA;) and " -ălaj, (§, MA, O,) meaning the TA to be tropical; but I doubt its being so.]) It are bound. (S, O, K.) And (TA) Stés' ti.”
is said in a prov., 532;" <--5 -** Ś. (S, and
same; (MA;) or this latter means -£ -áš,

signifies The two [similar] pieces of wood that are
(K, TA,) i. e. [he affected the overpassing of the so in some copies of the K) or " -ă = }, (M, bound upon the upper part of the [saddle called]
O, and so in some copies of the K, [with an
due limits in -##" (meaning as expl. above);
or he took upon himself as a task] the arrogating inf n. in the place of an epithet,]) i. e. Many a
to himself more than was due, through pride: cloud is there, [or many clouds are there, lacking
(TA:) [you say, ** U-4 (~ -āla, + He com rain, or] having much thunder with little rain,
mended, or praised,

himself for, or

he boasted of,

-stël, (M, TA)=See also -i/2, latter half.
#14:
-:4, in three places.

à:
[beneath that which thunders:] (A’Obeyd, O:)
applied to the wealthy niggard: (A’Obeyd, O, K:) TA.)

See

and #2 A loquacious man. (M,

or gloried in, that which he did not possess :] the or to him who threatens, and does not perform
and so [the
epithet from the former verb is " -i.<, (AZ, S, what he threatens: (S, O, K:) or to him who Jási Hard, applied to a place;
of
M, O, K,) applied to a man, (AZ, S, M, O,) and commends himself much, (M, O, K,) and is lo fem.] Witä.2 applied to land (L33): (S, O:) or
** 6 -

#2 applied to

a woman; (M;) and the pl. of quacious, (M, O,) but is destitute of good. (M, both signify hard ground (M, K) containing
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stones; (M;) or hard and rugged ground; (AS, was rendered unfortunate by his arron [in the that it is 554, with J, that has this meaning.
(TA.)
O;) and the pl. is -55-2, (M, O, K, [in the last, game called -..."]. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)
erroneously, c. 3-3, and in the O, correctly, 4: see 1, former half, in four places.
J: [said in the copies of the K to be like

JS-2), being made determinate.]) thus pluralized

25o

5. #1 -āla. The woman, being taken with s:, but correctly s: and #2 Lo

in the same manner as 49-2 because the quality the pains of parturition, screamed, or cried out quacious: (O, K:) the c is augmentative. (O.)

of a subst. is predominant therein, (M) and [for vehemently: (S, O, K:) or thren herself upon her
the same reason] -#4 also; (O, K;) [the former sides, one time thus and another time thus. (Lth,
pl. of al-, and the latter of -āl-el:] or "Asia O.) And āūl e-ala, (Lth, O.) or #3), (K)
** @ e

The she-camel, (Lth, O,) or the beast, (K,) rolled
with tenween, the latter because of the measure over, back for belly, by reason of distress: and in

(Ibn 'Abbād, o, K) and "āle, [each, app,

# A species of bird (M, TA)
353, applied to a speaker, an orator, or a
preacher, (JK, IDrd,0, K.) is like 5%, (JK)
[i.e. Eloquent, as also '... [like 3:...],

#s, and each because receiving the affix 3, for like manner the verb is used of any one suffering
it is added,] and likewise * #2 (K) and

pain. (Lth, O, K.) And 45% A* Glas, oc (IDrd, O, K) and '53.42 [like 35-l. (0,

curring in a trad., means He writhed about upon K)—And #2 * and '35-4 vehement
his
sides on his bed, (O, TA,) and rolled over. striking or beating. (M., T.A.)
(K:) or a smooth rock, or a hard, smooth,

* #le, (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K) rugged, hard

ground:

bare rock, even with the ground. (Ibn-'Abbād,

(TA) And J. L &s- Gia. The fish went

O, K.)

and came in the nater. (O.)

# * : see the next preceding paragraph.
* >

-i.a. A man whose wife is not in favour with
him or not beloved by him. (IAar, M, O, K.)

8: see 1, in the middle of the paragraph.

J£2, (A, S, M) an infn, (TA, [see 1, first
sentence,) and '32 and "#2, (M, TA) A

* 3 -

0

c5)-a-2 : see GX-2, in two places.

&la: [a pl. of which the sing., if it have one,
is not specified,] Large, or bulky, stones. (Ibn

vehement crying or shouting (AS, S, M, TA) or 'Abbād, O, K.) - And Light, or active, camels.
sounding: (As, S:) and a wailing. (M., T.A.)= (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)
1. 312, (S, M, O, Mgb, K.) aor. : , (MSb,) And the first, [thus written in a copy of the JK
*...* *
inf n. 3.2, (As," S, M, TA,) He called out, and in a copy of the M, but perhaps correctly J3.22 : see its fem., with 5, voce as X-2.
cried out, or shouted, vehemently; or made a * 3:2, q.v.,] A round plain : (JK:) or a de
vehement sound; (AS, S, M, O, Msb, K;) as also
G->

*

w Guel: (S, M, O, K:) he raised his voice on the pressed, soft, round plains (M.) pl. Gusi (JK,
occasion of a calamity, and of a death: (TA:) M) and &tiš. (M)
and he wailed; (M, TA;) and so "the latter verb:
34 : See &#2, first sentence. = Also An even
(M.) A'Obeyd mentions it as with U- [in the plain, ($, o, K.) like 3: [G. v.] (S, O.) pl.
place of Je]. (TA) - Also, (§, O, TA) infn.
as above, (TA,) said of the tush of a camel; (§, 354, and pl. pl. #4, (0, K, TA) in one
O, TA;) and so * G.2i; ($, M, O';*) It made copy of the K Guai. (TA) See also #4,
a sound by its being grated against another. (§," latter sentence.

/ o

–

* **

-

*

-**

*

M, o, TA)—And J-1-413, (M.'o,TA)
aor. 2, or, accord. to Lth, *, inf. n. as above,

(O) The horsemen dashed amid others (2:)

in

#2 : see 3:4.

1.212, aor. 2, [in one of my copies of the $4,]

inf n. 2, (S, M, MSb, K.) He cut off, (K) or
he cut off so as to extirpate, (S, M, MSb,) a thing,
(M, K,”) or an ear, (S, M, Msb, K.) and a nose;

(M, K.) as also "Lie, (M.K.) inf n. *;

(K;) [but] the latter verb is with teshdeed to
- Also An onslaught, or a denote muchness [of the action], or multiplicity

[of the objects]. (TA) and "...ii.<! [likewise]
shock in battle. (M, TA) - Jºl &#14 The signifies
he cut off so as to extirpate (S,” Msb," K)

tushes of camels, that make a sound by their being
making a sudden attack or incursion. (M." O, grated, one against another. (§," O, TA.)
a nose. (Msb.) = Andź.3, aor. *, inf. "…,
TA.*) = £ 3:2, infn. 3.2, He (a camel)
grated his tush against another so as to make

them produce a sound: and " Gle!, said of a
stallion [camel], he made his tushes to produce a
grating sound: (M, TA:) and *: "Jua-el,

He had his ear

3:2 Smooth. (0, K.)

extirpated

[by amputation].

(Msb.)

#2 Water that has long
preserved a still, or
• **

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

•

motionles, state, (&e Jui, JK, Ibn 'Abbād,

*::

8: see 1. - [Hence,] X:
The people,
likewise said of a stallion [camel], he made a O, K," in which last tele-2 is omitted,) in the or party, nere destroyed [or cut off] (M, TA)

grating sound with his tush. (S, Msb, T.A.) – place, (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, O,) or in a place, (K,) utterly. (TA.)
which the beasts have
à - a
taalu & 2, (AZ, S, M, O, K.) aor. *, inf n. i.e. in one place, (TA) and
•* *

beaten [nith their feet], (~1350 " tale, [which,

3:4, (M.) He struck him with the staff, or stich,

3

-a

6 * > /

-

6* >

*

J e * *

(AZ, S, M, O, K,) namely, another man,(K) accord. to MF, should be ~15.xll asle, referring
upon any part of his body. (M.) And sle is to the word *, but accord. to the TA it may

a.i.e. i. q = (K. [See the latter word,
which is variously explained.])

#12 [written by Golius and Freytag >]

also said to signify The striking with stone-cutter's refer to aš-2,]) wherefore it is [said to be] Strong men: (K, TA:) as though pl. of ź.
picks, or pickaxes. (O.) See also #4. — *aš,43 (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, Q, K, TA) In such (TA.) = See also Loke-o.
5e o –

J. : &#12 The sun smote him with its heat. water the ablution termed 5-3" should not be
(O, K.) – cºs & &2 (aor. 2, TA) He at performed. (TK.)
tached the sons of such a one with an abominable #4 Flesh-meat (Jm, O, K) thoroughly
3 * >

6 e

>

-

#2 (§, K) and #34 and #52, (K) the
last on the authority of IAar, (TA,) [all three

written in a copy of the M with teshdeed to the
U,] A party, or distinct body, of men: (S, M,
cooked, (Jm, 3TA)
or spread to dry, (&#2, O.) K:) pl. -ele).2, signifying companies, and
•inf n. 3.2, +He reviled him; syn. £3. (M.)
or
roasted,
(CS3-,
K) and thoroughly cooked: parties, or distinct bodies: (S:) or, as some say,
Fr says that Xásá2 is allowable in the sense of
#34, with damm, means a party, or company,
>,ā, in the Kur xxxiii. 19: ($" and TA in (O, K:) or a piece of roasted flesh-meat: (M :) equals in age and courage and liberality or bounty.
this art. :) but it is not allowable in the reading pl. Ó2:(Jm, M, O, K.) accord to AA, #5%, (TA.)
with J", signifies “roasted lambs,” from <-it
•

onslaught. (IDrd, o, K.)–:: *, aor.*,

[of the Kur]. (TA in art. Gl-', q.v.) – 3.2
&4'- He spread his girl, or young woman, (K,
TA,) upon her bach, (TA) and compressed her.
(K, T.A.) – iúl &#2 I roasted the sheep, or
goat, upon its sides. (TA) - *::: &: JHe

it: “I roasted the sheep or goat.” (TA. See

234 and #2 The kernel of the stone of the

the lote-tree]; (M, K;) which is
also #1.) – And A thin cale of bread: (M, 3.5 [or fruit* of
, of
TA:) accord. to some, (O) [the pl.] &2 also called +2:1; and is eaten: mentioned by Az.
signifies thin bread: (JK, S, O:) but some say (TA.)
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X: A difficult, severe, or distressing, event;

of the dial. of Hudheyl: and one says also a:\o ; “conferring of blessing” and the angels' “in
(M, K;) such as extirpates: you say *-* >!: which is extr. [with respect to derivation], unless voking thereof”]: (Mgb, TA:) [it is said that]
and such is termed "
(M.) And you it be an instance of interchangeableness [of 5 and *~ es" J-> ź. means O God, magnify
Us]. (M.) = +44 and <<, said of a mare,
• * ~ * * * * 2°
6-6 -

6 of

-

*

*

*

• *

* *

#4.

Mohammad in the present world by exalting his

say also a 1-> āşş2 i. e. [An onslaught] that or she-camel: see 4.
extirpates. (K.) - And A calamity; ($, M,
K;) because it [often] extirpates; and so W 3.1%
2. J., (§, M, K) quasi-inf: #4 or **,
for
which one should not say ack.a5, (S, K,) or
(TA.) – And An abominable severing from
the latter is allowable as agreeable with rule and
friendly, or loving, communion or intercourse.
(TA.) – And A snord. (S, K.) = Also i, q. as occurring in old poetry,(MF, TA,) He prayed,
£3. like X: [q. v.]: (M, K:) both men supplicated, or petitioned: (S, M, K:) and [par
ticularly] he performed the divinely-appointed act
tioned by Yaakoob. (M.)

renown and manifesting his invitation [to El

Islám] and rendering permanent his lan', and in
the norld to come by accepting his intercession for
his people and multiplying his renard: and it is

disputed whether or not this form of prayer may
be used for any but the Prophet [Mohammad]:

El-Khattábee says that it may not, though he
himself used it for others.

(TA) [**...*
[of prayer commonly] termed 55.2 or #12. (S.)
*
is a phrase commonly used by the Muslims
Hence, in the Kur [ix. 104], (TA)-or's J-2 after the mention of their prophet: see art. L.L.
X: A man (S) having his ears (S, Mgh) or And pray thou for them. (Msb, T.A.) c." Ji See also #3 below.] E c." said of a horse,
-

63 - d -

&

©e •

w * *

***: see the next preceding paragraph.

ear (Msb) extirpated [by amputation]: (S, Mgh, d').5 means He prayed for such a one, and (S, K,) inf. n. £45, (TA,) He folloned next
Msb:) or a slave nhose ear has been cut off; as praised him. (TA.) And hence the verse of El
after the foremost [in a race, at the goal]. (S,
also *Xia: (M:) or a man n-ho is by nature as Aasha cited in art. …), conj. 8. (S, Mgh," T.A.) K.) Hence the #ying [in a trad of Alee], J.
* ** *

said in a trad., --> *: £2 es' Ls”

U

though his ears had been cut off; and so "L.I.a.

It is

c:#:

J: Sl; [i. e. Whoso is invited to a banquet, or

(K:) or this last is applied to a man as

meaning n:hose ears have

been extirpated by am a marriage-feast, let him comply, or, if not, let

putation; and to an ostrich as meaning that is him pray for the inviter]. (M.) And the saying,
naturally as though his ears had been extirpated; in a verse of El-Aasha, -:4 us." Ji. *
(S;) or [small and short in the ears; i. e.] because means Keep thou to the like of thy prayer s i.e.
of the smallness and shortness of his ears; (M;)
and it is said that when it is applied to a man, [or

J.

-

s:

J: *,

4 &isi, (T, S, K, TA)and '44, (Fr.K,
TA) and '3-13, (Zj, TA) said of a mare, The
(*#4, S,)

prayed: (M:) these words he addressed to his parts on the right and left of her tail,

#

despised. (TA.) it: & means

take the way [that he would follow]. (Sgh, K,
TA.)

as some relate it,
es:
meaning
termed,] it means his being contemptible, or upon thee be the like of that for which thou hast
•

K.) inf n, i.a5, ($gh, TA,) The [nild] ass
drove together his she-asses, and made them to

he enjoined her to repeat the prayer for him: or,

rather when a man is likened to an ostrich thus
**

&## *! L*. # J.-, [expl. in art.
3-] (Mg.):- And 4:i5@-"J., (Šgh,
4-o's

An ear that

daughter, on the occasion of her saying, “O my or the part on either side of her tail, (0.3-2, K,

(M.) And X:S Lord, ward off from my father diseases and pain.” [see S-3, below, J) became relaxed, she being near
is an appellation applied to The flea. (K.)
(Mgh.) The saying
& + [The slaves to bringing forth : (S, K:) or, said of a she
9 * * *
camel, her young one fell into the part of her
_...a...: see the next preceding paragraph, in of such a one perform the divinely-appointed act called S-3, and she was near to bringing forth.
of prayer] means that they have attained to the
two places.
age of virility. (Mgh.) J.-, said of an (T, T.A.)
cleaves to its lobe, or lobule.

&:

*

-->
** * *

*** *

-

angel, means He prayed for, or begged, forgive
•

*

-

S. The middle of the back of a human being

&•

ness, or pardon, for him: and thus the verb and of any quadruped: (M, K:) and, (K,) or as
sometimes means when said of other than an some say, (M,) [app. in a beast,] the part that
their proper direction]. angel; as in the trad. of Sowdeh, in which it is slopes don’n from the hips, or haunches : or the
is put in the place of
said,
& &# (3 L$! [When space intervening between the ** [app. meaning
we die, 'Othmān Ibn-Madh'oon will pray for the hinder projection of the haunch or rump of a

Q.4 #91 -: , q & Lie &:
[The things extended in
(K. [In the O,

&:

*

G.

---. Compare <i>])

forgiveness for us]; he having then died. (TA.) beast] and the tail: (M, K:) or the part on the
--~~ A tall man; (AS, IJ, O, K;) and so - [And, said of a man, He blessed him, meaning right and left of the tail; (S, M, K;) the two
3 - 2 him; namely, the together being called [the] d's-3, (S, K.) which
... [q v.]; (IJ, TA3) as also " -, -a or he invoked God's blessing •-upon
- - a. i WJ-J.a. (K accord, to different copies.) – Prophet; or he said, asks U-2 lowl (expl. by is similarly expl. by Zj in relation to a she camel 5
And Astrong camel; (K;) and so * J:4, (El what here follows) accord. to the rendering of app. properly meaning the two parts bordering
àw &
upon the tail-bone : (TA:) or the place in which
Umawee, S, K,) in which the final letter is [not a
*
1:2,
i.e.
&#1
U.”,
by
Bd
and
others
in
is
set the tail of the horse; dual as above: (Msb:)
sign of the fem. gender but] to render the word
the
Kur
xxxiii.
56.]
One
says,
&:
c."
<<
or
the bone upon which are the two buttocks:
quasi-coordinate to the quadriliteral-radical class;
(Mgh:
[there thus expl. in relation to a man:])
[I
blessed
the
Prophet;
&c.].
($)
And,
said
(S;) fem. #14 (TA) and 7 #14: (S, K:) pl.
or
the
bone
in nihich is the place of setting of the
of
God,
He
blessed
him,
meaning
He
conferred
.*.*. (AA, O, TA)—And A large, or great,
© •d

6

-

-d -

• *

house or tent. (Lth, O, K.)- And A hard stone;

as also "...--5-3. (AA, TA)
a de •

Uži-2, and its fem. :
* -- *.

-->}-2:
&

e

6

p.

Or

©

e o e /

• *

blessing upon him : and He had mercy on him : tail-bone; thus expl. by IDrd: or the disi 2 are
and He magnified him, or conferred honour upon the two bones projecting from the two sides of the
him: hence the saying,
Ji &" J2: rump : or, accord. to some of the lexicologists,
in the place of the -> [i. e. in
meaning O God, bless the family of Aboo-On fa: tno veins

&e

9

(9%)

&c.; but in the saying [in the
see the next preceding or have mercy on
• &
-- - 3 --- - - - - - a
Kurxxxiii.
56],
us."
Us" cº-a2 a:)--> all el,
paragraph.
:
the verb does not import two meanings; for it has
there only one meaning, which is “magnification”
[i. e. these words mean Verily God and his
***

the rump]: (Ham p. 46:) the pl. is &#14, (M,
K.) an instance of a pl. formed by the addition of
and - from a masc. sing, (M,) and $2. (M,
Q

.
K.) - [Hence,] one says, ź." us S-se,
meaning I came at their rears. (TA.)

angels magnify the Prophet; or rather I would
1.

£12, (K,) or 3: +2, (M,)

I struck, render them, bless the Prophet, as this rendering

$52,

or

isle, [accord. to

El-Hareeree, to be

or beat, that part, [of him, or] of the back, which implies magnification and also a meaning of the written with 1 when prefixed to a pronoun, and
is called $2: (M:) or I hit that part (M, K) quasi-inf n. given in the M and K, which is also in the dual number, (see De Sacy's Anthol.
with a thing, or with an arrow or some other “eulogy,” or “commendation,” bestowed by Gram. Arabe, p. 67 of the Arabic text,) but this
thing: on the authority of Lh, who says that it is God upon his apostle, while it imports God's rule I have not found to be generally observed,

* - Us.”
even in the best MSS., nor have I in the similar =#| [from $4] also means L.;
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case of

#3 &G,

is:- (to which it is also applied,) in the best u%. (TA in art-,-)

copies of the Kur-án,] is said to be [originally
** > *
-

#14,] of the measure #3, (Mgh, MF, TA) or,
accord. to some, (#4,] of the measure #:
(MF, TA:) it is a quasi-inf n, of J.3 [q v.]:

|

9% +: [probably a mistranscription
means f Iframed a stratagem, or plot,
9%)
for
the A,

!--- part. n. of &: [q. v.] said of a she to cause such a one to fall; there said to be tropi

5*, * *

à-la

camel [or of a mare]. (T, TA.)

cal (TA)—i.e : U → [said in the TA

J4% A place of 55.31 [as meaning the per to be a mistake] see 2. =#1&2, (SM,Mgb,

(S, K:) and [used as a simple subst.] it signifies formance of the divinely-appointed act of prayer];
Prayer, supplication, or petition : (S, M, Msb, (Mgh, Msb, K;) or of any prayer or supplica
K:) this is said to be its primary signification: tion: (Mgh:) [and particularly] a place of the
and "L.A. is said to have the same meaning. performance of the divinely-appointed prayer on
(Msb, T.A.)- Then applied to signify A certain the occasion of the [festival termed] see: (MA:)
nell-known mode, or manner, [of religious service,] [and also such a place at a burial ground: the
because comprising prayer; (Msb;) [the divinely place for this purpose is particularly termed
appointed act of prayer;] one of the divinely *:S J.-4: see De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe,

K) and #9 (M,Mgh, K) aor. J., (S, Msb,"
3

* -

-

,

to e

K,”) inf n. es", (Msb,) or es", (S, K, [ts].2

in the CK being a mistranscription for £4)
5
or both, (M,) and Us!-2 and #5-2, (M., K.) and
accord. to the K 5.4, but this is a mistake for
Us", (TA) He was, or became, burned [by the
Jire]: ($:) or he endured, or suffered, the heat of
**

-

appointed <>''<; ($) a certain religious service sec. ed., i. 192.]- And A carpet upon which one the fire; as also jūl "Jaji (M, K.) or he fell
in n'hich are *: [or longering of the head so performs the divinely-appointed act of prayer.
the heat of the fire: (Msb:) and one says w clai
that the palms of the hands reach the knees] and (M.A.) - See also #2, former half, in two gull 3- and "3S)-el [in this last sense or in the

*- [or prostration of oneself in a particular

places.

manner expl. voce is...]: (M, K.) and * U.4%

J4. Any one praying [in any manner: and JLJ1 he entered into the fire: (TA in art al.: see
particularly performing the divinely-appointed act an ex voce a':) or, accord. to Er-Rághib, G!--

is said to have the same meaning. (TA.) [The
performance of this act is fully described in my
work on the Modern Egyptians.] It is said to be,
in this sense, a proper term of the law, not indi
cated by the language of the Arabs [before
El-Islám] except as importing prayer, which is its
primary signification: what Esh-Shiháb says re
specting it necessarily implies its being a proper
term of the law known to the Arabs [before El
Islám]: in the Mz it is said to be one of the words
of El-Islám: but all of these sayings require con
sideration. (MF, TA, [Much more, which I
omit as being unprofitable, is added on this point
in the TA, partly from the Msb; as well as
several different opinions respecting the derivation
of the word as used in this sense, which are fanciful

sense next preceding]: (Hamp. 792:) and J”

of prayer]. (TA.) = And

J.4.”

signifies, as gut’ means he was tried (G') by fire, or by the
applied to a horse, The one that follows next after fire; and so lis t [by such a thing, as though
the foremost [at the goal.] (S, M, Mgh, Msb) in a
by fire]. (TA.) [In the Kur, in which are many
race: (Mgh, Msb:) because his head is next to
of it, (iv. 11, xiv. 34, xvii. 19, &c.,) it is always
exs
the part called S-3, (Lh, S, M, Msb,) or next to

the cis-2, (Mgh,) of the foremost. (Lh, S, M,

Mgh, Mgb.)

trans by itself, without P.] And, 99 3:2, (S,
Mi') and ~5-0 ($) and 3.9 "J-3, and
-j-M, (M;) He endured, or suffered, the heat,
and severity, or vehemence, of the affair, or case,

J -

*

1. #4, (S, M. Mab, K.) aor. 44, (S,
Msb, K.) inf n. Úle, ($, M, K.) He roasted,
broiled, or fried, it, namely, flesh-meat, (S, M,

and of the war, or fight: (S, M .) Aboo-Zubeyd
says,
© •

J)

*

-

Msh, K) &c.; ($) and jū L *-* and Já

J -

*~ *

*

* * * *

0 - -

* ~Lai C#

-

*-2

* ***

*

- -

--93 & 2 ×" " ...a5 (£
or absurd.]) The saying of the Prophet, isi- S Júl signify the same; and also he burned it. (TA.)
is
no
There
*-* & S. *~. * means
And (so in the M, but in the K“or”) #54 (M,K) [And I have suffered the heat and vehemence of
32.2 [or divinely-appointed act of prayer] that 3: -> (M) He thre: it into the fire to be burned ; their war, like as he who is affected with cold
is excellent or complete [to the neighbour of the as also 75%-21; and "33-2, (M., K.) inf n. #3; suffers in consequence of coldest and most abun
mosque unless in the mosque]. (M.) And his (TA) namely, flesh-meat. (M, K. [But see the
dant hoar:frost]. (M.)=[It is said that] & 4
saying, to Usámeh, 4×i isial means The time next sentence.]) And 3ül $4 and Júl & and
J: signifies also # [i. e. The man kept to, or
of the 32.2 [or divinely-appointed prayer], or the jū. J”, (M, K,) inf n. Cl4 and &: and clave to a thing]; and so * LsAla-21: whence Zj
*

*

place thereof, [is before thee,] alluding to that of
holds 5X-2 [expl. in art. 31.2] to be derived;
because it is a keeping, or cleaving, to that which
all 5*, i. e. The a-jū [or Opening He made him to enter into the fire, and to remain, God has appointed: and hence also, [it is said,]
& • ,
divell, or abide, therein: (M, K:) and
the Kur-án, because it is a form of stay,
34, i. e. Ajle [app._2}/2, meaning
2" -> W Usk.a.

sunset. (Mgh.), And he used the term isiä
meaning 5,
Chapter of

a.S

&2 (M) and #1'-' and #1'3

*

&

prayer, or] because the recital thereof is excellent,

... • O s

.

-

#1 & # * &: [Such as one was made to enter

into the fire, &c.]: (M:) [or] you say, 3:13 júl 4: 3. He who is made to keep, or cleave,
(PAb, ş, M, Ksh, Bd) [the pl] &#12 means 56 J#1, meaning I made the man to enter fire to the fire; nearly agreeing with 3úl $3 as

or satisfactory.

(Mgh.)

In the Kur xxii. 41,

Places of norship of the Jen's: (I’Ab, S, M, and to be burned, and "4:4, with , when you expl. above from the M and K]. (TA.) = And
Ksh, Bd, K:) said to be (Ksh, Bd) originally mean I thren him, or cast him, into the fire, as ww.lall << means I struck, or beat, that part
ū, 3, a Hebrew word, (Ksh, Bd, K.) arabicized: though intending burning [him]; as also W 4:3, of the back which is called S-3: or I hit that
(Ksh, Bd:) this is the common reading of the
inf n. #45. (S)- And US$ 3:13, (T, TA) part : but this is extr.; for by rule it should be
word, and the most valid: other readings are
a32.2, like as Hudheyl say. (M. [See 1 in art.
−19.2 and * and &#12 ; and beside these, Or c5%, (S, TA,) t I laboured in a case, or an
such a 31-2.])
some others which are perverted forms. (TA.) affair, desiring to calumniate, or slander,
2: see 1, second sentence; and third sentence
- Also Prayer for forgiveness or pardon. (M, one therein, and to cause him to fall into destruc
tion : (T, S, TA:) or 4:13 and 4 << both in three places; and last sentence but one. Mgh, K.)- [And A blessing, as meaning an in
vocation of God's blessing upon any one. See 2.] signify I calumniated, or slandered, him, and One says also, 3Gu ** J.-, (M, TA,) accord.
- And i, 4. #3: [as meaning A blessing, such caused him to fall into destruction, (M,TA,) in con to the K "J-3, [without teshdeed,] but this is
as is bestoned by God]: (Msb:) and mercy (S, sequence thereof: (M:) or, accord. to the K, J.-- wrong, as is shown by a verse cited in the M,
• ow

J.

.d.o.o e •

©

• J. J.

M, Mgh, Msb, K) of God (S, M) on his apostle: ūšš, of which the inf n is ...<, signifies he
(M:) and magnification; and this is [said to be] soothed, coaxed, wheedled, or cajoled, such a one:
specially denoted by its verb when the Prophet is or deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or
the object: (Mgb:) and God's eulogy, or com outnuitted, him : which meanings are not in any
mendation, bestowed upon his apostle. (M, K.) of the three lexicons above mentioned: accord. to

(TA,) He warmed his hand with the fire. (M,
is said in the TA that 5.2
K, TA.) [And it*5-of
*W owls means *i; but I think that the right
J-de

-

.

."

5

** **

-

-

..

•

reading is 5'5" 2x1 -> -e, i.e. He warmed his
217
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us'-> -->

back with the noollen garment called

250

5:3.1– (K) and #53, (MA) i. 1 # [i. e. A stone

above, inf.

"…, The ear was, or became, deaf.

<:< I made the staff supple, such as fills the hand; or of the size of that with (Mgb.)-[And He was, or became, as though
and straightened it.l by means of fire: ($).or n:hich one bruises and breaks walnuts and the he heard not..] One says, *>3 + [He was as
like]: (S:) or a thing with which perfume is though he heard not him, or it ; he was deaf to
just us.” tas' Lle, (M., K.) inf n, a.k.a5, bruised, brayed, or pounded: (M, K:) or a stone him,
or it]; (M;) and £ WX- [meaning the
(K;) and W U.S.a5; he parched and darkened the
upon which one bruises, or ponders, (MA, Mgh,)
staff upon the fire; syn. W-3): (M, K:) or Usk-2 perfume or some other thing; (Mgh;) that with same]. (S, M.)- [Hence.< signifies also + He

And

Lási

u<<! he straightened the staff by turning it round which [not upon which] one does so being called or it, uttered, or made, no sound or noise; like
over the fire: (T in art. A52 : see an ex. in a verse

him who, not hearing, returns no reply to a call

33:2.

(M.A.)

Imra-el-Keys [in a verse of his

cited in that art, conj. 10.) and #1 <!-- I Mo'allakah, (see EM p. 45,) as some relate it,] or question; + was dumb, or mute.] One says,
straightened the spear-shaft, by means of fire: uses the phrase Ji:- #54, because colocynths, 2% iwa- << ! [A pebble made no sound in
(A, TA:) and itsu ** &: I rendered supple when they have become dry, are split therewith. falling upon the ground by reason of blood]; i.e.
the stick, or branch, by means of fire. (Msb.)
(S. [But there are two other readings, *% and the blood was so copious that if one threw a pebble
4: see 1, second sentence; and third sentence *94.])—Also, (K,) as being likened thereto,
(TA,) f The forehead. (K.)- And the former
in two places.
word, A rough, rugged, a-9. [or long strip] of
5: see the next paragraph, in two places: [high ground such as is termed] -#. (ISh, Az,
see also 1, latter half, in five places: - and see 2, TA.)
last sentence.
-

©

into it no sound would be heard in consequence
thereof, (AS, S, M, Meyd, K, TA,) because it

would not fall upon the ground: (As, S, Meyd:)
the saying is a prov. (Meyd.) And hence the

saying of Imra-el-Keys, J.- : L'-, (S. K.)
in the following verse:

eel
6 *

d'ak-2 : see art. U-2.

8. Luxel He warmed himself (M, K) just

[Juá

[by means of the fire]: (M :) one says, <:
* and '' * 3: [app. meaning J warmed

*

;:

•

-

*

#:
J: £4 4s 3%

is expl. by Freytag as meaning Heated

or n’armed (“calefactus”), and burnt: and the
#: but he names no
myself by means of the fire]: (S:) or Júl Usila-2) pl. is said by him to be
and Jüü mean he became warm by means of the authority: if this be correct, it must be a posses
fire: and
W Ula, he became burnt by the
sive epithet from &#3.

* > 0

.*.*.*, J% &

*

*

*

+ [I have been given in exchange, for Wáil and

Kindeh, Adnán and Fahm: make no sound, Opeb
ble: app. meaning that he would shed much blood]:

(S, TA: but this verse is omitted in one of my

fire. (M.A.) Hence, in the Kur [xxvii. 7 and

two copies of the S:) or the meaning is, O echo;

xxviii.29], &sia: [May-be ye will warm

#us A support for the cooking-pot, such as is (S, M, Meyd, K;) so they assert: (AHeyth,
* - sa e :

yourselves]. (TA:) in relation to which it is said
that the time was winter, and therefore 51-39.
was needed. (M., T.A.)- It is also said of the
chameleon, as meaning He repaired to the sun.
(M and L in art. Jú: : see an ex. in a verse cited
Voce &#)-And one says of a courageous
man, with whom one cannot cope, 9: J: S
[lit. One cannot n’arm himself by means of his
fire; meaning + one cannot approach him when
he is inflamed with rage, especially in fight, or

termed £i. (MA)
:

•

&:
W

TA:) or O calamity; the saying being a prov.;

(Meyd, TA;) applied to the case of a severe

&:.

Roasted, broiled, or fried; as also calamity; as though meaning be dumb, O ca
(Ham pp. 13-14. [Both of these words lamity; said by As to be applied in relation to an

are there without any syll. signs.]) It is said in event deemed excessively foul or evil: (TA:) or
O serpent; (Meyd, TA;) which is said to be the
~ *
a trad., a: 5t: Lj i. e. A roasted sheep, or primary meaning: (Meyd:) or Orock. (AHeyth,
25.
goat, was brought. (S, TA) - And aest--> K., T.A.. [See also the second of the sentences
here following.]) One says also, 33-3 ><! [His
s

*

• O

e

means [A date of the sort called J.-:)
echo became dumb, or may his echo become
dried in the sun. (A, TA.)
dumb;] meaning he perished, or may he perish.
battle]. (S.) The phrase may be also used
satirically, as meaning + One will not seek his
#: J: A land abounding with the plant (§, K, TA) And '2'-3 c.4 [in the CKerro
hospitality. (Meyd. [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. called cºe (K)
neously written L*] meaning t Increase, O
ii. 588.]) - See also 1, latter half, in two places.
calamity: (S, K, TA:) or it is applied to a man
5')...ale A snare that is set up for birds &c. : who brings to pass a calamity, and means be
c: : See 5–2.
(S, M:") pl. Jua. (S, M.) It is said in a trad, dumb, O calamity: (TA:) or A. means ca
- -- * * *
* **
*
*
* * * * ... • *
lamity, and war; but primarily, the serpent; and
#).2 : see à:)-2.

i:
*

@ e

s
•

6 *

**

47.> *

*

@

>

Jua.” Us, 3-5 gua: & ($) or 4-2-2 Gua.”

e. [Verily to the Devil belong snares and traps] this saying, like J.-l ââ &:4, is a prov. said
#2 Roasted, broiled, or fried, flesh-meat. i.with
which he catches men. (M.)
when two parties refuse to make peace, and per

(S, M.K.)– And, as also 'L', (S, M. K.)
the former with kesr and the latter with fet-h,

(S) Fuel; ($, M, K.) syn. #35 (M, K, TA;

sistin opposition; meaning ansner not the charmer,

ii. The limbs of a man, or his arms and O serpent, but continue as thou art wont to be.
legs and face and every prominent part, which ( Meyd)–: in relation to stones, (Lth, TA,)

[in the CK, erroneously, >255;]) i. e. A525 to become cold at the time of death, and which are
warmed at the fire: (AHeyth, L in art. 2 #:) or

#. 2: ; (TA;) you say jū #2 and jū L#:

or stone, (M.) [app. as an inf n.,] signifies The
being hard [and solid (see ><)] ; or [as a simple

the face and extremities. (Z, T.A.) One says,

(S.) or both signify fire: (M, Mgh, K) or S-2

subst.] hardness [and solidity]: (Lth, M, TA:)

signifies the heat of fire.

and in relation to a spear-shaft, the being com

#1

es:

L = +5.1% (AHeyth, Lin art. 2”.
(Mil) One says, 3% $1.4
see 1 in that art.)

5.3% &: &-

than fire in winter]. (TA.)
#

-

3

5-1,

inf n.

X-2,

<

The stone was hard [and

Ayao

solid] (MA) And #1 <<, meaning [The

e.

1. 4, (S.M. M., K.) and ~2, which is
extr., (M, K,) [first pers. of each <<l

*~ : see Usk.a.s.

U-52

4* *

pact; or compactness. (M.) One says,

[It, or he, is better

aOI".

*

3:).2 : see what next follows.

>1(M,Mgh, K) infin. ...< ($, M, Msh, K)
#52 and "#4, (S, M, Mgh, K) the latter and 4; (M.K.) and "X-15 ($, M, Mgb, K.)
with because "#2 is used as the pl., [or rather

&c.,i was, or became, hard,
vehement, or severe. (Msb)=$3 till 24, (S,
K,) or 5%l .# 24, (M,) aor. 4, (PS, [in a
trial, or civil war,

copy

of the M - , contr. to a general rule in the

He was, or became, deaf; (M,” Msb, K;*) [or] case of a trans. verb of this class, and app. a

coll. gen, n.,] but not by those who say

#34,

Ł

(S, M.) [8] the pl of this is : and '

he had a stoppage of the ear, and a heaviness of mistranscription,]) inf. n.

ź.

(M,) He stopped

hearing. (M, K.) And &#91 -:4, aor, as the flash or bottle [app. with a *]: (S, K.)

Book I.]
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or he stopped the head of the flash or bottle, and call, or question; to be dumb, or mute.] One says, misfortune,
[as though] closed up, and hard. (M.)
à -

bound it; as also "4-21. (K.) or 52%il 21 £132 &í24 ! [May God make his echo to return
signifies he put a A-2 to the flash or bottle. (S, no sound;] meaning may God destroy him :
K.) – And
24, aor. *, inf n. 22, He (TA:) a prov., said in imprecating death upon a

&:

See also...all, above.

> * The 213 for stopper], (S.M. K.) [i.e.]

man; the U.S.A.2 being that which returns the like the thing that is put into the mouth, (Mgb,) of a

bound the wound, and put upon it a bandage with of his voice, or cry, from the mountains &c.; and flask, or bottle: ($, M, Mgb, K.) and its 313:
medicament.

(M) – And 4.4, (S, M. K.) when a man dies, the U.S.A.2 hears not from him [app. meaning the piece of skin that is tied over
inf n. Lo-2, (M,) He struck him, (S, K,) or it, anything that it should answer him, so that it is the head]: (M:) or accord. to some it signifies
3 -

i.e. his head, (M,) with a staff, or stick, (S, M,) as though it were deaf. (Meyd.) [In the vulgar the Louie [which has the latter meaning]: (Mgb:)
and with a stone, (§, M, K) and with the like language, W2: likewise signifies + He silenced or it signifies the thing that is put into the head
thereof (M.) And X2, with damm, He was him, reduced him to silence, or closed his mouth : of the flask, or bottle; and --tie signifies the
so says De Sacy, in his Chrest. Arabe, sec. ed.,
struck vehemently. (IAar, T.A.)

iii. 379.]—And 4:- [in the CK £il also “thing [or piece of skin] that is tied upon it:”

#2
X-2,
(IAgr, K.) as also i.e. (K.)– Also The
&:
2-2 à:

w ~ *
signifies the same as
said of a sword, (S, M, K, TA,) ac signifies He found him to be ~21 [i. e. deaf]. (S, (M:) and W
* * * ** * ~ *
cord. to the K, signifies It struck the joint, and
M, K.) One says, a -213 olxG [He called him,
cut, or severed, it: or i, q. &#: but this is at or called to him, and found him to be deaf].
perhaps for
(Mgh, TA:) so
* * * *
* * *
variance with what is said by J and other leading
authorities; which is as follows: (TA:) it pene (TA.) And ošlex Loel His call found persons in a trad, in which it is said that 1:3 should be

2.

~,

trated into the bone, and cut, or severed, it; but deaf to it, (Th, M, K,) who would not hear his
censure. (K.)- See also 1, near the end.

when it strikes the joint, and cuts, or severs, it,
one says &: ; a poet says, describing a sword,

6. Xua. He feigned himself to be ><i

in one

>0~ :

but, as some relate it, the word is

there with J. [i. e. Al-J. (TA)

[i. e.
The bone that is the [main] stay, or sup
deaf]. (S.) [It is intrans. and trans.] You say,
port, of the limb or member or the like; (M, K,
* Xua and £ua. He feigned to him that he and Ham p. 302;) as the_*-2 [or principal bone]
[It penetrates into the bone, &c., sometimes, and
was
deaf. (M.) And --- c, Xua (M,K) of the shank (M and Ham) of a beast, (M,) and
at one time it strikes the joint, &c.]: (S, TA:) or

><

it passed into the bones: (M3) and "L.<2, said and £ua (M) He feigned (M,K) to his com that of the head; (M and Ham;) opposed to
panion (M) that he was deaf to the narrative, or lá:3, because the latter is smaller than the
of a sword, signifies the same: (M, TA:) or story.
(M., K.") £uai means 4: <lai

former: (M:) and the thing that is the [main]
-** a signifies a sword's penetrating into that
[or *], i. e. I made a show of being deaf [to it], stay, or support, of another thing. (Ham p.359.)
which is struck with it without its causing any and feigned myself inattentive [to it]. (Hamp.
- [Hence,] The heart: so in a saying of a poet
sound to be heard; from > in the ear. (Ham
169.)
cited voce -í3. (Ham p. 678.)- And hence,
p. 326.)- And hence X: signifies also ! A
man's keeping constantly, or perseveringly, to the

R. Q. • 1.* 24.4
: see 2, in
two places. =
> *
* * * @ e

* * *

-

also, (TA,) t The prime, principal, or most
essential, part; (M, K, TA;) the choice, best, or

thing that he purposes, until he attains [it]. ā-all --~~~~, (TK.) inf. n. 4-2-2, (K, TK.) most excellent, part; of a thing (S, M, Mgb, K,
(Ham ubi supra.) One says, 13s c."2.2 t He The female hedge-hog uttered its cry. (K," TK.) TA) of any kind. (M.) One says, 2-3 U. 34
kept constantly, or perseveringly, to his opinion
in respect of such a thing, after his desiring to do

it. (IDrd, TA)-And---, (S, Msb, K, TA)

** ! [He is of the choice, best, or most excellent,

>

a name for + Calamity, or misfortune;
(S, TA ;) as also V £1, (TA,) and so ">''<, of his people or party; of the main stock thereof;

or of those that constitute the members, exclusive
inf n. Lo-aj, (M, K,) t He acted, or went on, like Zuai, in a phrase mentioned in the first para of such as are followers, or incorporated con
rvith penetrative energy, or nith sharpness, vigo graph, q. v. (S, K. [See also this last word
federates, thereof]: (§,5TA:) contr. of Liš
rousness, and effectiveness, (S, M, Msb, K, TA,) below.])- And + The lion; ($, M, K;) as also

in an affair, (M., Msb, K, TA,) and in journeying, * £all, (M, Mgb, K,) thus called because of his ($ in art. Usia:) [and of J#, q.v.].–And t The
greatest intenseness or vehemence or violence, or
the most intense or vehement or violent degree, of
and in other things; ($) as also '24.2. (K.) “courageous,” but accord. to the Msb the reverse heat,
and of cold: (S, K, TA:) or simply the
- And He bit, and infixed his canine teeth, is the case,](M,) and so
and "...e. all: intenseness or vehemence or violence thereof.
(S, K, TA,) in this case said of a horse, (Z, TA,)

courage,

[i. e. from the latter word as signifying

***

(S, K, TA) and did not let go what he bit: (S,
TA:) or 2: es: ---> he infred his teeth [or (K) the pl. of " £2 is...”. (TA)
canine teeth] in his bite. (A, TA)—And L.-- i:- Courageous; (S, M, Mgb, K;) applied to
-ás, Jill t He (a man) enabled the horse to a man; (S, M.;) one who renders deaf him
take of the fodder to such a degree that fat and

(M.)- And + The middle [or core] of the heart.
(Msb.)- And The shell (lit. the dry, or hard,

exterior covering) of the egg. (K.)= Also an
epithet, applied to a man, (M, K,) and to a

n"hom he smites. (Er-Rághib, TA.)- See also woman, and to two persons, (M,) and to a pl.
the next preceding paragraph, in three places. – number, (M., K.) | Pure, unmixed, or genuine, in
<-- 4:-U2 t He made his companion to Also A male serpent: (S, K:) pl.--~~. (S.) respect of race, lineage, or parentage. (M, K,
TA.)
retain the narrative, or story, in his memory. And A female hedge-hog. (K.)- See also

repletion stuffed him. (K, TA)-And-->

A-2.

(K,"TA.) - See also the next paragraph.

6 *

< inf n. of the intrans. verb: [q. v.].
>,

intrans.: see 1, first and fourth sen
tences. =:- He, (God, S, Msb, K,) or it, (a
disease, M,) rendered him deaf; (S," M,” Msb,
K;*) [or] caused him to have a stoppage of the
4.

s

*

6

ãolo-2:

*

see A−2.

(S,”

d

M, Mgb, K.)=See also_-a-2, in four places.

&:

Hard ground, (M,) [i. e.] any such

ground, (K) containing stones, by the side of
A-3 [an imperative verbal noun, like J% sands; as also "#:3: (M, K:) or the latter is
&c.]. One says, A-2 A.2, meaning Feign 3/e a n. un.; and the former signifies hard ground:

ear, and a heaviness of hearing. (M, K.)– deafness, in silence. (S, K.) Also meaning Charge
(Ham p. 285:) or rugged ground, (S, M,) falling
[Hence,] 25&l L-4 + He, or it, diverted me
ye upon the enemy. (AHeyth, T.A.) = Also short of n-hat is called J.-: (M.) it is so called
from hearing the speech; as though he, or it, ! Hard, or severe, calamity or misfortune; and
because of its hardness. (T.A.)

rendered me deaf (TA)—[Hence, 4-2

sig so * it...all; (K, TA;) [as though] closed up [or
nifies also t He, or it, caused him to be as though obdurate, or deaf to deprecation]: (TA:) or
he heard not. - And hence, t He, or it, caused
him, or it, to utter, or make, no sound or noise; it: signifies [simply] calamity, or misfortune:
signifies a calamity, or
like him who, not hearing, returns no reply to a ($) and * it:

#23

#: : see the next preceding paragraph.
.2.2 Very niggardly or tenacious: (Ki) or
niggardly, or tenacious, in the utmost degree.
217 *
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_6-d
*

*

(IAar, TA.)- See also the next paragraph. [And see<<

---, (S, M, K) applied to a man, ($, M.)
Thick. (A’obeyd, S:) or short and thick : (M,
K:) or it signifies, (S,) or signifies also, (K.)
bold, or daring; that acts, or proceeds, with pene
trative energy, or with sharpness, vigorousness,
and effectiveness: (S, K:) and applied to a man
and to a horse, (M., K.) and to a mare, (M) [in
like manner,] i. q. "-:44 [and i:< (in the
6 * ~ *
CK_<
a. is erroneously put forX:44) i. e. that
acts, or proceeds, with penetrative energy, or with

sharpness, vigourousness, and effectiveness], (M,

- " --

~~ 3 - 5

*

&:- *- : *-->
(TA,) a prov., (Meyd,) meaning Feigning him
self deaf to that which displeases him, (Meyd,
TA,) i. e. to what is foul, (Meyd,) as though he
heard it not, (TA,) but hearing (Meyd, TA) that
which pleases him, i. e. what is good; as does the
generous man. (Meyd.) And similar is the
saying,

*

in make. (TA.) = See also i.e. 2.

à

- #

JS J.e.

* *

also -291, and >~,

(M. [See

-

:)-And

and

[as

-

sonorous,] one says -o-o! /*-a- meaning f Hard

[And I have an ear deaf to that which is foul]. (S, M, Mgb, K) and solid (S, Msh, K) stone:

3-9.

•

><i:-(M,K, TA) and #3 (TA) 14 serpent
that nill not accept charming; (M, K, TA;) as

X-3: see the next preceding paragraph, in

manner it is also called

(TA.) [See also Hamp. 636, for another similar (S, &c. :) and it: #- # a hard and solid rock :
ex.] One says likewise,
#3 ** + He (K, TA:) or this latter signifies
+ a rock in n:hich
3 *
called him [nrith the call of the deaf, meaning,] is no crack nor hole: pl. Lo-o. (TA.) And jū.5

J.

i.< to a mare, signify strong, firm, compact

W

deaf to the sound of arms: (TA:) and in like

* - # 9 - *

K) as also "X-2, (K, TA) or "...4.4, (so in a with extraordinary force. (TA.) And <<
copy of the M,) and *Xua:3, and " i.ua.<, and X-9 * ! He beat him [neith the beating of
"L-a-2, and "X-24, (M, K, the last omitted in the deaf, meaning,] uninterruptedly and exces
sively; because the deaf, when he does thus, [not
the TA) and "ā-el.2: (Ki) or strong, robust, hearing any cry,] imagines that he is falling short
or hardy: or compact in make: (M, in relation of what he should do, and therefore will not leave
to all of these epithets:) or "---, applied to a
man, has the former of these two meanings ; or off (TA) And X-9 &### 84 t He (one
warning a people from afar) made a sign by
the latter of them; as also ...a...-e, and " --~~~ : naving his garment continually, as does the deaf;
and, accord. to AO, "...~ applied to a horse, and as though he heard not the reply.
(TA.) And
•

$:) thus applied it is tropical, like #6 in the
phrase.:0 J: ; as though, in it, the man were

that which is without a cavity is generally non

G. : J & J,

*

commotion of fight, (Kh, S, Msb,) nor the clash
of arms, it being one of the sacred months: (Kh,

•

£4 t A compact spear-shaft. (M)-it-all
also signifies t The earth, or ground. (M:) And
#4 J: + Rugged ground; pl. 3. (K)
Also [app. t. The vermiform appendage of the
coecum;] the thin, or slender, extremity of the
ā-āc: (K: [the last word in this explanation is

thus, without any syll. signs, in my MS. copy of

the K and in the TA: in the CK, as Aé: but the
right reading is evidently as-is, which is said in

the TA, in art cle, to be, like

£i.

a pl. of
-ác and its dial. vars. : see this last word:] thus

6

**

though it heard it not; (M;) that will not obey called [in my opinion because resembling a
the charmer : (TA:) and [in like manner] the meatus auditorius that is closed, and therefore

3*

-

3 *
epithet L-2 is applied to scorpions. (M.) And deaf; though said to be so called] because of its
hardness. (TA)- And it: āść : A fat she
ā-a-2 inf n. of R. Q. 1 [q.v.] = See also the --~1 Ja- t A man whom one does not hope to camel: (K, TA:) and, (K,) or as some say,

two places: - and see also_*-all.

->

*

6 *

-#

6 o e

> d -

win over, and n:ho will not be turned back from

paragraph here following.

(TA) one that has just conceived, or become

the object of his desire; (M, K, TA;) as though
i.e.-- A. company, or collection, (M, K,) of he were called and would not hear. (M., T.A.) pregnant. (K, T.A.) – £all J.:l, (S, Msb,
3 -# **
K, TA) which is forbidden in a trad, (TA) is
men; like is5% ; neither of which words is formed And_-2)
3.43 + [Inexorable fortune;] as though + The covering oneself with his garment, like [as
by substitution from the other: (M, TA: [in the one complained
to**it- and
it- would not hear. (M.) is done in the case of] the a's of the Arabs of
** *
6°
•

TA in art.2),thisis saidofi:;andi:Dpl.

and

*

ā-Al2 as expl. voce A-2, the desert with their [garments called] a-si [pl.
q.
v.
And
£2 #4 + A sedition, or the like, of it.<>]; (A’Obeyd, S;) i. e. the turning the
[or rather coll. gen, n.] "><. (M, K.)- Also
The middle of a people or party; and so" #44. that is severe, or hard to be borne; (S, Msb;) to A =, from the direction of one's right, upon his
the allaying of which there is no way; because of

(#)- And

And 'Uo-all

Blo-2

A rugged [hill such as is termed]

lf arm

and the part between his

left shoulder
assi, of which the stones are almost erect. (En its having gone to the utmost extent. (TA. [See joint and neck, and then turning it a second time,

Xua:, (S. K.) or Xua: C#, (M) and
W

à-la-2, (S,

M, K, [in the CK, erroneously,

***) A snºord, (K,) or a sharp sword, (S,
M,) that will not bend. ($, M, K.) Gua:ll, (S,
K.) or * £), (M,) was the name of The
snord of 'Amr Ibn-Maadee-Kerib. (S, M, K.)

And some of the Arabs make " £ua:3, thus
without tenween, imperfectly decl., to be the name
of A particular snord. (IB, TA.)- See also
d

d

o

a •
* * *

*

•
* 0 °

2

-

d

*

(M, TA.) #2 is applied to a suas [or bird of S; K.) [but] with the Arabs,

-

6 *

© • •

from it: (A’Obeyd,
all à: means

-o-a-o-o
•

And 4: + An affair, or event, from behind him, upon his right arm and the
that is severe, or hard to be borne. (TA.) And part betn'een his right shoulder-joint and neck, so
_o -2 is tropically attributed to Lola-Jl. (M:) a as to cover them both : (A’Obeyd, S, K:) or the
n"rapping oneself nith the garment without making
poet, cited by Th, says,
to it a place from which to put forth the hand :
*
-a+ 3-323 & 41% (3 Jí
‘ (Msb:) or, (K,) as the lawyers explain it,
• *- 3 - £
(A’Obeyd, S,) it is the wrapping one's body and
al-o-> --> us'3"> ---> -s-s-->
arms with one garment, not having upon him
! [the last word I find written thus, app. for the another, and then raising it [in the K, as is said
sake of the rhyme: i. e. Say what occurs to thee, in the TA, 4: is erroneously put for *#) 07.
of falsehood and of lying: my forbearance is deaf, one of its sides, and putting it upon his shoulder,
i. e. insensible, to it, though my ear is not deaf].
so that his pudendum appears
alsoX'il)

Nadr, T.A.)

> d

>

àelao-o: see the next preceding paragraph, in the species termed taş, and may in this case be the covering one's n:hole body with his garment,
rendered + Small-eared, or dull-eared, being ap and not raising a side from n'hich to put forth
three places : - and see also --~~~.
plied thereto] because of the 4& [i.e. smallness his hand: (Mgh :) when you say, of a man,
o

5

--

-

5

d

o

3 *

L-2-2 : see-s-a-2 : - and see also_*-all.

&c.] of its ear or because it is deaf when thirsting.

2-

(M.) And 49 (as though meaning : The deaf

3 *

>

6

d

4-0-2-2 : see-s-a-2.

** 3

* ***.

..

• •- O

-

** *
mute] is an epithet applied to ~3, (§, M, MSb,
[See also U-s:l, and \o-all £1, in art. U->.])
K,) the month thus named,
• * > 0

* -

.

A-all J.:), it is as though you said, J:
£all à:1; for : all is a sort of J.:l. (S.
• C) w

-

-

(Msb,) which the

3 -# 6 o –
> applied to any animal, (Mgh,) Deaf; (S,"
M," Mgh, Msb, K;*) [or] having a stoppage of the people of the Time of Ignorance called all x: -o-ei J-ka- + A surd, or an irrational, root, in
* ~*
ear, and a heaviness of hearing; (M, K:) fem. _-291, (Kh, S,) because the cry of the caller for arithmetic; which is known only to God, accord.
** >
# ,
to a saying of 'Āisheh; opposed to 3-0 J-ka-.
**: (Mgh, Mgb:) pl. --> (M, Mgb, K) and aid was not heard in it, (Kh, S, M, Msb, K,")
3 shouting c5% (3 and su-U.3 ū, (M., K.) nor the (Mgh in art. 2-ka-)-[ 24 J: A surd verb
colo-3. (M, K.) A poet says,
-

-

•

6 - 3 +

-

6 d

-
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Feed thy child with that which And L:-- ** c: ū I am at the point of
a triliteral-radical verb of the class commonly will silence it [or quiet it]. (A, TA.) – And a'mplishing my want. (M.) And J'é *
called -ietà. of n!hich the second and third J:" <-- He inclined to the man who com 9°l * He passed the night resolved upon his

is a term sometimes used in grammar, as meaning

* L:-

radicals are the same letter.]

plained to him by reason of his complaint [and so affair. (TA.) And £-e: * He is at the point
quieted him; or he cared for the complaint of the of [attaining] his purpose: (M, TA:) Aboo
--a <>2-2. A sound, or noise, or voice, that man and so quieted him : see <<l. (M, TA.)
Málik says that +- signifies 3.35 [i. e. purpose,
deafns the ear-hole. (TA.)
= See also 1, first sentence.
intention, &c.]. (TA) And one says, &: <0.
6: * *
Ji + A thousand completed; like
*2
Use Asăll He passed the night in a place
4. 4.- : see 2. - [Hence,] 43 4-a2-3)
where
he
was seen and heard by the people, near
-:44 and <-->4. (TA in art. -->.)
That did not suffice him [so
3

*

* * *

J &

•

*

6

& J

C-

& J.

as to quiet himi : said
to them. (S, T.A.)
_< a. A sword that passes into the bones: (M:) only of what is eaten and drunk. (TA.) - And
or that penetrates into that n:hich is struck with 4-21 He made it to be solid, not hollow; nithout
* & ! A coat of mail from which no
a cavity. (A’Obeyd, S, K.) [For that which is sound is heard to proceed nºhen it is put on, (S,
it. (TA)- See also ~2. – And t A strong without a cavity is generally non-sonorous.]
camel: so says Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee: and And J.S. <-i, Or <l, (accord. to dif A, L, TA,) it being soft to the feel, not rough nor
rusty: (L, TA:) or a heavy coat of mail. (K.)
he cites the saying,
ferent copies of the K, the latter accord. to the O,) And c: *** #): ! A girl, or young
©w •

,

The land became altered

(<ālā)

[so as to be noman, having thick

legs, from

n-hose pair of

rugged, or hard, app. in consequence of its having anklets no sound is heard to proceed, (K, TA,)
[as meaning I loaded their strong camels with been left untilled and unson'n,]
at the end of tro by reason of their being depressed in her legs.
my burdens]. (TA:) or the >0.4% here men
3/ears, (O, K,) and had rugged patches of urine (TA. [t, in the CK is erroneously put for ū.])
tioned, are the camels that do not utter a grumb and dung. (O.) = See also
1, first sentence. - And *** -: +4 sword that penetrates deeply
ling cry; patient of travel. (Hamp. 791.)
<: also signifies He was, or became, tongue into the thing struck n'ith it [so as not to make a
tied, (O, TA,) and spoke not; (TA;) said of a sound by its being repelled by a bone]. (K, T.A.)
-o-d
And *** #4 + A blon, [nith a snord or the
sick man. (O, T.A.)
like] passing among the bones, not

from
#: a subst: from << [as such signifying a bone (M, K, TA) so as to make arecoiling
sound.
(TA.)
Msb) infin. -->4 ($, M, A, Mgh, Msh, K) and Silence, muteness, or speechlessness; like <--#4 #3: 14 honey-comb that is full:
&: (M, L, TA) and £ and £4, (S.M. used as a subst., and +: &c.; and like #. —And
not having a cell empty. (A, K.)

1. 3.2, (S, M, A, Mgh, Msb,) aor. *, (§, M,

Mgh, Msb, K,) or the first of these is the inf n.

and the rest are simple substs.; (M;) and

* <!--!, (S, M, Mab.) infn. &l.<!; (Ki) and
*-*.
inf n, is mentioned ;) He
W ---, inf n.

(S, K; but only the
was, or became, silent,
mute, or speechless; syn. <<: (S, A, Msb, K:)
or he was, or became, long silent or mute or speech
less: (M, Mgh:) but there is a difference between
<< and << ; for the former is said of him
who has the power, or faculty, of speech, but
abstains from making use of it; whereas the latter
is sometimes said of that which has not the power,
or faculty, of speech. (Er-Rághib, MF and TA

#-l. (M, T.A.)- And (M, TA) A thing,
(M, A, K, TA,) i.e. food, (A, K, TA,) or the

and

•

•

J.

•

J. • *

J.

ājlo-2 : see 45'-a' clo), above.

like, (K, TA,) such as a date, or something pretty,
(TA,) with which one silences [or quiets] (M, A,

++2, applied to a man, (S,) i. q. <--, (S,
K, TA,) [i. e. Much, or often, silent or mute or
(Lh, M, TA;) like #. [in this sense as well as speechless; or] long silent &c. (TA.)

K, TA) a child, (A, K, TA) as also "#2;
in the former sense]. (S.) A date is called #:

<--> Silent, mute, or speechless: (Msb:) pl.

J. all [The quieter of the child], (M, TA) and &#24
(Kur vii. 192) [and *4, occurring in
*** #: [The quieter of the little one], so in the
K in art. Aj]. [Hence,] one says, <-24 4 U.
a trad., because when the little one cries, or weeps,
he is silenced with it. (TA.) One says, (43 - U. Jed S$ 1 [He has not mute nor vocal property;
a: #: She has not as much as n'ould since or he has not dead nor live stock]: (S, M, A:) by

in art. --.) The Arabs say, (Ks, TA) and it is [or quiet] her child during one night. (A.) And the former are meant gold and silver; (S, M,
Msb, K;) and by the latter, camels, (S, K,) and
said in a trad, (TA,) J: c." ūs: << S, or *''' i: 4 : and
"#. He has not what sheep or goats, (S,) or animals: (M. :) i.e. he has
-**, or 22, i. e. There shall be no heeping silence iconid feed and silence [or quiet] his household, or
not aught. (S.) - Also, of camels, t Twenty,
a whole day [until night]. (Ks, K, T.A.. [In the family.
(Lh, M.)
“Jámi es-Sagheer,” we find <0~ •) instead of
#~ : see the next preceding paragraph, in
<< 9, and El-Munāwee, in his Commentary
on that work, says that the keeping silence for a two places.
whole day is forbidden by the words of this trad.
tit- &# U. [I did not taste, or have not
because it is an imitation of a Christian custom.])
tasted,]
anything. (K.)
And (#4 (33) [in another trad., relating to the
asking a virgin if she consent to be married, lit.
** £3, (AZ, S, A, K, [in a copy of the
Her permission is her silence,] means her silence
is like her permission, i. e. it suffices. (Msb.) Masus-as, but this I think a mistranscription,])
One says also, 3.4% #3 & #-t[He brought or "à-a, (K accord. to the TA, and so in the
what was vocal and what was mute]; 43 U. Min art. <--) [both probably correct, for] one
meaning sheep, or goats, and camels; and << ū, says also jū: (AZ, $) and £, (S,M, A, K,
gold and silver: (IAar, TA:) (4 in this saying is in art. --) He (a man, AZ, S, or God, A)
formed by transposition from st- [q. v.]. ($ in smote him, or afflicted him, with a thing that
silenced him. (AZ, $, M.A.K.) [See
$13,
art. us-)
in art. --&..] -->''<-2 signifies also Thirst:
2.4-, (M.A.K.) infn. -->4; ($) and (A5, TA:) or quickness of thirsting, (M, K, TA,)
* <-21; (M, A, Msb, K.) He made him, or in men and in beasts. (M., T.A.)
rendered him, silent, mute, or speechless : (S, A,
2.9 •Ü• c: &% Such a one is, or nas,
Msb, K:) or he made him, or rendered him, long
-

*:

(O, K,) and the like. (O.) - And of milk,
+ Such as is thick. (S, O, K.)
4

- of

o

o

o

-

--~~!: See *-o-a-o.

<! :-3 &# and <! # AZ ex
plains as meaning [I met him, or met with him,

or found him,] in a desert place, in which was no
one to cheer by his company: (S: [and in like
manner the latter phrase is expl. in the M:])
accord. to Kr, <<!
but the phrase
commonly known. is <-->
(M:) or

;:

5:
3-3, 53: &# [I left him] in the desert, or
waterless desert: or in such a place that it was
not known where he was: (K:) and <! 5-3.
(M, K) meaning as above, (K,) or having the

latter of these two meanings: (M:) and U-3.
and W
(M, K,) mentioned, but not

<!

#~!,

expl., by Lh, (M,) meaning as above, (K,) or
app. meaning in the desert, or waterless desert:
at
the
point
of
accomplishing
silent or mute or speechless. (M.) - [Hence,]
the affair. (S.) (M. :) and some say, 9:3# 5-3. : (TA:)

1726
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Ji:

<-o-ei is as above, with the disjunctive alif; and comprised in the phrase
3. (K, TA) blow that leaves a mark; accord. to AZ, upon
also with the conjunctive [i. e. <-21; (O, K:) [What is here rendered “except” (i.e. 133 U.) is the face. (TA.)
it is imperfectly decl., (S, MF, TA,) because com said by MF to be omitted in most of the copies of
The ear-hole: (S, A, Mgh, K:) the hole,
bining the quality of a proper name with the fem. the K.]- See also <<.

£-

(Msb,) or inner hole, (L.) of the ear, that pene

gender or with the measure of a verb: (MF,
TA:) it is said that the desert, or waterless desert,
is thus called because in it one fears much; as
though everyone [therein] dsaid
to his companion,
:
--~~! [i.e. <-2 or -el, “Be thou silent”];
like as they say of a <: that it is so called
because a man [therein] says to his companion,
ae ae: (MA:) [for] accord. to some the word
<! is an imperative changed into a subst., and
hence the is disjunctive, and it may be with kesr
accord. to a dial. var. [of the imperative] that has
not reached us: accord. to Yákoot, it is the name
of a particular desert; but others say that the
proper name [of that desert] is <! J-3.
(TA in art. U-5.)
-

d e

o

p 6 p.

o

•

o *

*::::

trates to [the interior of] the head: (L, Msb:)
• * **
"&"-3
signifies the "me: (L, K:) of the
(TA:) applied to a sick man [when he is unable
and &l- is a dial. var.,
to speak] (o, TA:) and ': [signifies the dial. of Temeem* : (L:)
***
same,] i. * andź. (So in copies of the Kin (S, L,) as also £2-1: (L:) and, (S, L, Msb, K,)
art._*. [In one of the explanations which I have as some say,
L, Msb) the ear itself: (S, L,
given of Low-6, in consequence of an omission (to Mşb, K:) pl. ā-2), (L, Msb,) a pl. of pauc.,
be supplied in Book II.), <--> is made syn.
(L,) and
(A,) [also a pl. of pauc.,] and

&: Tongue-tied, (0, TA::) not speaking:

and

*

6,

•o y

•

d

£i.

+ and £4.

with < *.])
*

<< Jäi +A thousand completed;

(M, K;)

like...44; (Mi) as also '... (K.)
6 *

(L.) One says, L =

J. : *

* * *

~ *

+(−2,

and

** L*, meaning

God made

him, and them, to sleep : phrases similar to
c." (#4, in the• Kur
[xviii. 10: see art.
of , o o

* *

<--a [A silencer, or quieter: and hence, -] _*13'

•

-

One who cares for another's complaint. (M,”

-

-

-->]. (L.) And J-U-123: Sé & [This

Meyd, T.A.) One says, (M, Meyd, TA,) i. e. a is speech that pains my ears]. (A.)
rājiz says, addressing a camel belonging to him,
[Having merely an ear-hole; as dis
(Harp. 642,)
tinguished from &#, meaning “having an ear,”

£4

see the next preceding paragraph.

•

+: [primarily signifies Made, or rendered,
i.e. “having an external ear”]. (Msb in art.
silent, mute, or speechless. - And hence,] Solid;
-àes.)
not hollon; having no cavity. (A’Obeyd, S, M,
* * * *
&*-* : See
Mgh, Msb, K.) [For that which is without a [Verily thou complainest not to one n:ho cares for
cavity is generally non-sonorous.]- And A thy complaint; therefore endure with patience
*A-o-o
door, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) and a lock, (M, K,) the bearing of the heavy burden, or die]. (M,
closed, or locked, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) so that
Meyd, TA.)
* J, #3, i.e. [Thou 1. 3.--2, (S, M, A, Mgh,) aor. *, ($, Mgh,)
one cannot find the nay to open it. (S, M," K.")
*~3;
complainest]
to
one
who
cares not for thy case, is inf n. :*: (S, M, Mgh, K;) and
A poet says,

<-- 4 + 3 −.
<45 J:'J.- c.4:0

*

*

*

*

s

£-2.

J

***

e •

*

<!

a proverb. (Meyd.)
*

Pelá."

&:

L: 9” 3%

*
6 * *

J.

•

[And in the way to Leyla are n!hat are closed,
&c., of chambers to which the on ner alone has

8- [Lamps of the kind called] Jesus [pl. of
access: -etá being used by poetic license for J.'s]: one of which is called is 4: (S, K:

(M, A.;") He tended, repaired, betook himself,
or directed himself or his course or aim, to, or
tonards, him, or it; or endeavoured to reach, or
attain, or obtain, him, or it; or had recourse to
him, or it; syn. $345: (S, M, A, Mgh, K:*)

and so ... (M in art -.) One says,

X-lis, pl. of 5,4.]. (TA)- Also Agar

[in the K, the former word is called pl. of the
%-" es: <! 3-2. He repaired, betook him
ment, or piece of cloth, of one, unmixed, colour. latter; but it is a coll. gen. n :]) an Arabic word,
(M, Mgh, K.) The garment thus termed that is an exception to the rule that U2 and 2- cannot self, or had recourse, to him in exigencies; syn.
* **, (A) or ~ :
disliked is That of n:hich the warp and woof are both occur in a genuine Arabic word: (TA:) or
•

** (M.) And

3

*

both of silk : or such as is woven of undressed silk, of Greek origin (L-29), arabicized: ($:) Esh +2'), (M,) He betook himself to the thing, or
and
then[or]
dressed,
dyed of one
colour:
affair; aimed at it; sought it, or endeavoured
(Mgh:)
such asand
is termed
&- --~,
Shemmákh says,
#ffer. t; or intended, or, purposed, it; syn.
• a
3
• 5
× 6
y o is e
w •

i.e. consisting entirely of silk, not mixed with
*****"J--~l,
3.x: ; (A3) or "...a5 -as, (M.) And "...as
cotton nor with other material, was forbidden by [And the asterism, meaning the Pleiades, like the wasu & He betook himself to him or tonards
the Prophet. (TA.)- [Hence,] <--> J% Greek lamps]: (S, MF :) but this does not show him, or aimed at him, with the staff, or stick;
A horse of one, unmixed, colour; in which is no the word to be Greek, as the epithet may be added
*

*

syn. 4 (M) And tast & "-- He

colour differing from the rest: (S, A, TA:) pl. for the purpose of restriction. (MF.)

aimed

&: J. (TA) And +…× [applied
J e

to a horse] + Black unmixed with any other
colour. (TA.)-[Hence also,] << #! + A
vessel not silvered, or not ornamented with silver.
• *

* : *

(Mgh.) And #~ āā: +A helmet made of
one piece. (AO, TA in art. Jael.) And

--~~

Gº

*

*

•

6 &

e

(**) at the main part of his head with

the staff, or stick. (M.)— Hence, & 3.4 He
faced it directly; directed his face exactly to

1. as--2, (S, A, L., K.) aor. *, inf n. --2, nards it. (Mgh.) – And He pointed tonards
o-- of
* *
* * c > *
(L.) He hit, or hurt, his £-> [i.e. his ear-hole,
., d.

# (Mgh.) – And a: Us:<! vs.-a <>~~~

or his ear]: (S, A, L., K.) and, accord. to Sh, 5: I sprang and betook myself tonards him,

J. :) << The sun smote, or hurt, his

£2. watching until heedlessness on

his part made me
mixed with another: or, accord. to Ahmad Ibn (TA)- * J. : --~~~. The sun smote, or to have him within my poner. (L, from a trad.
’Obeyd, that has stuck fast upon its nearer, so hurt, his face: or [in the CK “and”] fell vehe respecting the slaying of Aboo-Jahl.) - And
that it does not move about; such as the armlet, mently upon it. (A’Obeyd, K)-4: #4, Laalu •.-2, (A,) inf. n. --2, (K,) He struck
+A woman's ornament that is not inter

and the anklet, and the like. (TA)- The '4 (ISk, K,) aor. and inf n. as above, (ISk,) He him, or beat him, with the staff, or stick. (A, K.')
[or lynx, an animal proverbial for much sleeping,] struck his eye nith his fist: (ISk, K:) in some of =:ll also signifies -:) [The setting up,
is said to be >: << ! [app. meaning A
the lexicons, with his hand. (TA.) - And or erecting, a thing]: (K:) one says **** He
heavy sleeper]. (A, TA)—£ -is:-"
# --- He crushed, or bruised, his nose. (Lh, set it up, or erected, it (TK)=And ****
are

All the letters [of the Arabic alphabet] except
TA.) [See also what next follows.]

to called āşş J.: for £1 -,-],
(M, TA;) i. e. (TA) all the letters except those

*

:), (TK) inf n <, (K.) The sun

scorched his face.

#4

(K,”

TK.)=$3 till 3-3,

inf n, of 1 [q.v.]. (L.) - Also Any (M, K.) aor. = , (M.) or *, (K,) but this is
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strange, for there is no faucial letter, nor any other

W

#2.

(M.) = And A she-camel that has
5.

> He

confined, restricted, or restrained,

reason for it, (MF,) He put a 20-2 [q.v.] over, been covered and has not conceived; (M, K;*) as himself. (O.) [See also its part. n., below.]
or into, the mouth of the flash, or bottle. (M, K.)

2. [...~, said of a number of persons, signifies
$3.2 as first expl. above; or, said of

the same as

also "i3. (Kr, M.)
2 • 6 p.
o-o-o:
*

** *

-

*c

|

See the next preceding paragraph.

6-A-o-o:

a single person, He tended, repaired, &c., re
peatedly, or frequently, to him, or it; see its
pass, part, n., below.] =4-5-2, inf n. * ă,
He wound a piece of cloth, or a kerchief, called

su-2, round his head. (TA)
3. i-Le, (TA) inf n. St., (K, TA) He
contended with him in fight; syn. of the inf n.

$s.

(K, TA. [For 25.2-, Golius appears to

have found in his copy of the K *S*])

>

6e

3.2 The 23- [or stopper, like X-], (IAar,

latter probably the correct, or the original, word,
and, if so, app. an inf. n. of an unmentioned,
and perhaps unused, verb, namely, 3-3, whence
the part. n. 3-4, q. v.,] Stink, foul odour, or
offensive smell : (S, M, K:) and, (K,) accord. to

K.) or the Jewie [or piece of skin that is put as IAar, (O, TA,) the odour of fresh musk, (O,
a cover over the mouth], (Lth, S, M.) of a flash and so in copies of the K,) or of fresh fish : (TA,
or bottle. (Lth, IAar, S, M, K.) - And A piece as from the K:) and, accord. to IAar, (O, TA,)
of cloth, or a kerchief, n'hich a man winds round but in this sense more commonly "X-2, (O) the
his head, *" &” [which may mean either sultry heat, (O,) or foul smell, and sultry heat,
exclusively of the turban or beneath the turban]. and den", or moisture, accompanying such heat,
(TA,) of the sea when it is agitated. (O, T.A.)
(K.) = See also :4, in two places.
f, o is

*

£9. <!

J-ol 2He
- - ofrested, or stayed, upon
him the affair; syn. "...l. (M.)
4.

•

5: see 1, in two places.

•

}<, (M, O, TS, K.) or *%-2, (S, A, L.) [the

A certain idol, which belonged to the

so

--~~ *. 4.

#4 [i. e. The

side of a thing: or a

side rising above the rest of a thing: or its upper
tribe of 'Ad, who worshipped it. (TA)
Part, or top : or its edge]: (S, M, K:) the A is said
+: See +2, near the end of the para
to be substituted for - . (M:) pl. £i. (S, M,
graph.

K.) you say, (*): &l J.S. <āşşi, meaning

£ infn of 1. (S, M., &c.) [Hence #:

: applied to a house, or tent, (#. S) re leg-e Ji [i.e. I filled the cup to its uppermost
paired to [repeatedly, or frequently, or by many parts; or to its edges]. (ISk, S, M,"K: in the
persons, as is indicated by the teshdeed, though
of the M,) Elevated ground: (L:) or elevated only expl. as] syn. with **. (S, K.) = Also
and rugged ground, (S, M, L, K,) not so high as A hard thing; in which is no softness, or fra
'Gl, meaning
[i. e. He took the
to be a mountain : (M, L:) or hard, firm, or gility. (K, TA.)
thing altogether: see art. *]. (M, TA.).
tough, ground: (AA:) pl. * and "St.- :
and
: see the first paragraph.
2Uo-a.e. A she-camel that endures cold, and
(M:) or a narron, rugged, and lon, part of a
drought, or barrenness of the earth, continuing to
mountain, producing trees; as also "
(Aboo
4-6-2 : see 3:4, in two places.
yield
her milk; pl. -la and 3-044. (K)
Kheyreh.)

$3.2, like *...* < *, q.v.] = Also, (§, L,
K,) or " <, (as in a copy of the S and in one

M and TA is added, i.e. Qā J.) And £i
9.4%
9%

6

*

@

3.2,

3–2.

6*

d

: (with the article U an epithet applied to

= j.

32.4%

Thick, or rough, (K, TA) and high,

God, M) A lord; because one repairs, betakes overtopping, or prominent. (TA.)
himself, or has recourse, to him in exigencies;
(S, A, K;*) or, when applied to God, because
J-o-d
affairs are stayed, or rested, upon Him,
1. 32, (M.K.) aor.”, (M) inf n :4 and
2:1) and none but He accomplishes them: (M, 5*,
He was niggardly, or tenacious, and re
A, L:) or a person to n'hom one repairs, betakes
himself, or has recourse, in exigencies: (M, A:") fused; (M, K;) as also "L-el, and "L-2 : (K:)
[or] 3-3, inf n. X.4, signifies he collected, and
you say, *
meaning a lord, or chief, to
whom recourse is had: (A:) or * signifies a refused; and so *-el, and "...e : one says,

&:

:-

lord to n'hom obedience is rendered, without nhom

<< 3.2 [he collected, and refused, his goods]:

es:93-2

*

6 d

>

X- : [Stinking; having a foul, or an offensive,
5- *~l &- es:

odour, or smell]. One says,

[My hand is stinking from the fish], (S, O, [in the
former of which the meaning is indicated by the
context,]) and --" &- [from the flesh-meat].
(TA.)

#: Milk devoid of sneetness.

(O, K.)

*** A man whose flesh is dry, or tough, upon
his bones, (S, M, A, O, K,) from whom the odour
of sneat diffuses itself. (IDrd, S, A, O, K.)

no affair is accomplished : or one to nihom lord (O:) [but ISd says that] the phrase "&" all
2-2. The time of sunset. (K, TA.)
ship ultimately pertains: (M, L:) or a lord whose ż, used by a poet, means, we': &"
lordship has attained its utmost point or degree; [i. e., accord. to the context, those who are nig
in which sense it is not applicable to God: (T, L:)
"Cs, 4, (§, O, K.) and us, -e, with kest, [but
or the Being that continues, or continues for ever gardly with their goods]. (M) = (#1332, (M, whether otherwise like the first and second or the
or is everlasting : (M, K:) or the Being that con o, K.) aor.”, inf n. *.*, (M., O.) The water last, is not shown.] (TA, from A%) The podea,
tinues, or continues for ever, after his creatures ran from a declivity into a level place, and then
or the anus; syn. », (S,) or -l, (M, A,) or
have perished: (M:) or the Creator of every became calm, or tranquil, nihile [continuing]
(O:) because of its foul smell. (O, TA.)
thing, of whom nothing is independent, and whose running. (M, O, K.) And ":- signifies The
3
unity everything indicates: or one who takes no resting place of such water (M, K.) and '3'-Üçlo-2 : see the next preceding paragraph.
nourishment, or food: (M, L:) also high, or ess's" the resting-place of such water of the
elevated; (L, K;) applied to anything: (L:) a calley. (TA)=4<, (0, K.) aor. 2; (K3) and
* A day in which the nind is still. (O,
man above whom is no one : (L:) a man who 3.2, (0, K.) aor. *; (K;) said of milk, (0, K.)
TA.) = See also 1, first sentence.
neither thirsts nor hungers in nar. (AA, K.) Ií nas, or became, sour; (O;) or very sour;
Also Solid; not hollon; (M, K;) in which sense
3:54, a word of the dial. of El-Yemen, (IDrd,
as also "L-el. (O, K.)
it may not be applied to God: (M:) and so
O,) The
; (M;) [i. e.] the trees, or plants,
":44, a dial var. of 3.44. (S)- And 4 2 : see above, first sentence, in two places: = (*#) called by the latter name; (K;) or a
people having no trade, or occupation, nor any and see the paragraph here following.
6 de

l'

£, (M,0, K.) and 5%, (0, K.) and

āşū:

•

Jo

*

species of Jā [or herb] called in Pers. by the
4: see 1, first sentence, in two places: = and latter name [which, commonly pronounced with
See also :2.
see also the last sentence. = Also 123-ol, (O,” 3, is one of the names now applied to basil]:
i: A rock firmly imbedded in the earth, $) infn.j-1 (0%) and "bx-, (K) infn. (IDrd, O:) accord. to AHn, a sort of tree, or
even with the surface thereof, or, in some in +*-aj; (O;) They £ed upon the time of plant, that does not grow by itself, but twines
upon the -*, consisting of trigs with leaves like
stances, somervitat elevated; (M, K;") as also sunset, which is called: all. (O.K.)
thing by means of n!hich they may live. (K.) =

•

6 * d

w

-

-
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an arron, of the kind called 2% [q. v.]: (TA:)
those of the 9% (M, O,) its twigs being more And t The upper, or uppermost, part of [a mess
slender than thorns, (O,) and having a fruit of] ** [or crumbled bread moistened with pl. &:4, (O, K,) which is said to mean the
resembling the acorn, (M, O,) in form, but thicker broth]: (K, TA:) and the body thereof: a 3.425 best of the feathers of a bird. (O.) – Applied to
at the base and more slender at the extremity, [or mess of crumbled bread with broth] is said to a plant, it means Having fruit come forth that
(O) which is eaten, and is soft, and very sweet: be thus called, when it is made pointed in its head, has not yet broken open: (O, K:) or, as some
saturated with moisture, and compact: and
(M, O.) the stem of the #2 [which is the and made even. (TA.) – And t A U-3: [or say,
it:<
is said to have this latter meaning applied
n. un.] is thicker than the upper half of the arm; garment with a pointed hood]: (K, TA:) Aboo
and it increases in height with the aštá while the 'Alee says, (TA,) &:34 signifies J-3% (O, to a plant such as is termed at: (TA:) and the
latter does so : (O:) ’Alee Ibn-'Abbās, author of TA;) without mentioning a sing thereof. (TA.) same, (i.e. the fem.,) applied to the plant called
the book entitled the “Kāmil,” says that the – And + The eagle is thus termed, because &: that has risen high, (Az, S, O, K,) and
& has in it nothing beneficial when a man always upon the highest place to which it can attained its complete growth, (Az, O, TA,) before
the bursting open of its pericarps: (S, O, K:)
takes it internally; but when applied externally, ascend. (O,” K,”TA.)
[and so as applied to any plant: (see 3: :)] or,
it matures, or causes suppuration, [for 2-āj) in
* * of
applied to a plant, smooth and round and slender:
Mgh,
K,
O,
(S,
the
in
ear;
1
small
The
the TA, an evident mistranscription, I read
• • of
TA;) of men and of others: (TA:) [see also 1:] (O, K:) or any calyx (*#) that has not yet
ãi,] and acts as a dissolvent. (TA.)
plant
fem: it:2; (S, Mgh, O, K, TA;) applied in this opened : (AHn, O, K:) and, applied to theopened,
not
have
calyxes
which
of
called
the
Us",
sense to a woman, and to other than woman;
#, u2 Very sour mill. (O, K.)
thus to a she-goat; and such I’Ab held to and the anon has not yet appeared: (O:) or, thus
3.4% i. q. J.: [app. as meaning Nig (TA;)
be allowable as a victim for sacrifice; (O, TA;) applied, fresh, or juicy, and not yet burst open:
gardly, tenacious, or avaricious; agreeably with or, applied to a she-goat, n'hose ear is like that of or having its fruit, or produce, coming forth upon
the first explanation of 1]: (O, K:) and, (K) or the gazelle, betnceen such as is termed £ and its upper part : accord. to IAar, thus applied, it
is an intensive epithet, [app. meaning full-gronn
as some say, (TA,) confining, restricting, or
--of:
such as is termed tâ; or, accord. to Az, applied and£hing] like *-applied to the d'i.e.,
restraining, himself. (K, TA.)
-

-

-

&
1.

&#9 ****,

& 4, (Msb,
(see &:4) or]

aor. *, inf. n.

TA,) The ear was [small:
cleaving [to the head], and small: (Msb:) or was
small, and not pointed, or tapering, or slender at
the extremity, and had a contraction in the middle,
and a cleaving to the head : or clave to the side
of the face, from its base, and was short, not
pointed, or tapering, or slender at the extremity:
or was narrow, or contracted, in its hole, and
pointed. (TA.)
2: see the next paragraph.
Q. Q. 1.

£5. &#4 He made the 3-2.5 [or

6 d -

to a ewe or she-goat, whose ear is little, and
cleaving to the head: (TA:) [pl. 8-1
Hence, The ostrich; because of the smallness of
his ear, and its cleaving to his head. (TA.) And the fem., applied to an ear, Small, or little,
and contracted tonards the head. (O, K.) Also, the masc., applied to a -* [as meaning
a joint of the bones, and particularly an ankle
joint, and an ankle-bone, and also a joint, or knot,
of a cane or reed], Small, or slender, and even.
(O, K.) A woman is said to be c:S it:<
Small, or slender, in the cl:= [i. e. ankle-joints
or ankle-bones]. (TA.) And dogs are said to be
**ś : i. e. Small in the *** [app.
meaning joints of the legs, i.e. tarsal and other

mess of crumbled bread with broth] slender in the joints]: (S, K:) so too the legs of a wild bull,

head, (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) and pointed therein; meaning slender, not sn’ollen, in the *:

-

and -i applied to the Ge (TA ) the pi is
&*-*. (O, K.) – -à &: means Vigilant,
6 o

o

sharp,

and
J •

...

•

6

C)

•

or acute, in mind: (S, O, K:) and

o

&-21 -is an intelligent and acute mind: (TA:)
and

J.S. the sharp, or acute, (S, O, K,) and

vigilant (K) mind, (S, O, K,) and the resolute,
( Ajé, $, and so in the L,) or prudent, or discreet,
or intelligent, or firm and sound, ( -j-. O, K,)
judgment, or opinion : (S, O, K} accord. to As,

&-> applied to the mind (3155), and to judg
-

6

-

-

ment, or opinion, means Ajuc [expl. above]: and
* > 0 &
6 p.
-li &-> J4% means a man of acute intelli
<

3:4)

And one says
also it:< # i. e. An effective resolution, or
(TA.) [See also

gence.

even

and smooth therein; thus in the saying of En determination. (TA) - (It is said that] ...i
Nábighah Edh-Dhubyánee, describing dogs and signifies also A sharp sword: (O, K:) this and
And #: &*-> He made his building high.
the next two significations are related as on the
a [wild] bull:
(Seer, TA.) - And 'G' &*-> He collected
authority of El-Muårrij; but Az says that all that

(Ibn-'Abbād, O3) as also ''a<. (TA)—

a -2 °:-

*

4+ J-o-'9

together the thing. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)

-

&4

-

-

6 *d,

D -

&

*

4--->
*

* #~ :

*

has been related as from him is of the things that

U-v-->
->

J &

are not to be regarded unless the transmission

J.
*

inf n. of 1 [q.v.]. (Msb, T.A.) - Also

*

3-1 & # * :

from him prove to be correct. (TA)- And One

Courage: because the courageous is described as
that ascends, or rises by degrees, to the most ele
[And he (the owner of the dogs) has dispersed
compact in heart. (TA.)
vated of places. (O, K.)- And i. q. * [which

&”

them (the dogs) against him; and legs (3% means In a state of confusion or

Courageous.

(TA.) - And Sharp in being understood) slender and even and smooth in
intellect. (TA. [See also
the joints, free from the disease that would render
them unsteady, (such being here meant by 3-1,
&*- : see what next follows.
which is properly in camels,) have been strong to
ãxc3-2. A Christian's cell, or chamber, (K, bear him.] (L, T.A.. [See also De Sacy's Chrest.
KL) for retirement, or seclusion, having a high Arabe, sec. ed., ii. 438-9.]) You say also #3
and slender head; (KL;) [the cell of a recluse;] -*. it: i.e. [A spear-shaft] even and smooth
a monk’s Jú. [which, as here used, means likewise [in the knots, or joints]: or, as some say, compact
a cell, or chamber, of the hind described above]: in the interior, hard, and slender in the knots.
(TA.) And -: *. d : 6 % i. e. A spear

&:t)

* > *

>

6* > d >

perplexity, and

unable to see his right course: &c.: see this latter

word], (0, K.) – And its:ll also signifies
The

aău. [meaning the side of the upper

part of

the neck], (O, K.) and the place of the ear: (O:)
this is said to be its meaning as used in a verse of
Abu-n-Nejm, (O, TA,) describing a male ostrich.
(TA.)
6 -J

- d. 6 -

>

5.x:23: see what here follows.

(TA:) the as:#2 of the Christians is thus called

because it is slender in the head; (S, O, K;) or pointed in the --> [app. meaning the knot that
#4 #3); (k) and 'i: ($o, K)
because contracted; (Msb;) or, as A5 says, from
[A mess of crumbled bread with broth] made
forms its loner extremity]. (TA.) slender in the head, (S, O, K,) and pointed
the epithet
meaning [that it is] pointed at

&:

&:

the extremity, [or top,] and contracted: (TA:) applied to a feather means Slender in the --- therein. (S, O.)

and it is also called "&#3: (Ibn 'Abbād; o; K: for shaft): (O, TA) -#" --- in the Kis
a mistake for ---all -#Hill. (TA) or the best
the pl. is 82%. (Mab.) – And i, q ##. of
feathers; (K, TA ;) such as is usedfor feathering
[q v.] (Lh, M and K and TA in art, cost.)

&
2.

*~,

inf n.

&#,

He put

&: [i. e.
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&-- - -ss
gum] into it: (O, K;) meaning, into ink. (O.) remains not any trace of it. (Meyd.) And in a

***'. &-, inf

&l-

-

n, as above, He com trad. of El-Hajjāj occurs the saying,
&#5
The interior of the ear-hole. (K.)
Apacted the hair of his head [nith gum]. (Msb.) a: [I n ill assuredly pluck thee anay with the And The dirt (S, A, K) of the ear (S) [i. e.] of
plucking anay of the piece of gum]; meaning I the ear-hole; (A, K;) and the scales that come
4. ##" <-à-->! The tree produced
&*~ ; (S,
[i. e. gum]. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, Msb, K.)- Hence will assuredly extirpate thee. (TA.) [- Also forth ther from (TA) as also ":
Resin; see
K;) and so
and
(K and TA in
one says, *
His mouth is discharging
- And

&ls

£2

&:

6

ale.]

&:

6 @

6 *

>

6 d

&*-*:

See

£:

£3-

•

© •

&

&-2 : see &*:-and see also d'à clall.

like a tree producing gum, and in like manner
# his two ears, and su: his tryo eyes, and

ed

art & "3) pl. £2.

(TA.)

>

&->.

*

4 &

/

• -

£2

£1.2 :

see above. - Also sing of
his nose. (Ibn 'Abbād, o, K.) And 8
(AZ,
O,
K)
and
7
(K,)
or
the
(TA)
which
signifies The thin, or slender, shoots
aş.A: The side of his mouth produced much
* *
latter is the n. un, of the former, and in like of the U2-2! [i.e. stems, or longer parts,] of the

:

&-

#~,

spite (o, K.) And J: &- The man had

6

*

* *

*

citie:
(TA) or the
foam coming forth upon the sides of his mouth. manner & -2 and as-2, the latter being the Jai (K, TA) and of *the
**
" * - n.
un.,
(AZ,
O,)
or
"
&and £e, of which
sing signifies the £4. of the U-23; which is
(Harp. 618) And #1 --> is said of the
sheep or goat when her biestings are fresh (Ölé W as-2 and i- are the ns. un., (Az, on the a kind of thing that is plucked therefrom, resem
-

6 - d.

(, ts;4, Ibn 'Abbād, o, TA, in the K #3, but authority of A’obeyd, TA,) A dry substance
the former is the right, TA) [i. e. The sheep, or which is found upon the teats (AZ, Az, O, K) of
goat, yielded fresh biestings] on the first occasion a she-camel (AZ, O, K) or of a enve or she-goat,
(Az, TA,) when she is milked on the occasion of
of her being milked. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, T.A.)
her bringing forth : (AZ, Az, O:) when that is
10. *"
~! He scarified the species of rent asunder (4:3 *: $! [in the CK 34), the
tree that produces rºle [q.v.] (S, O, K) in order
milk is clear and sweet. (AZ, O, K.)
that its 5* [meaning mucilage] might issue, (K,
2<* *
ââ--> A small snelling, or pustule; syn. A-,5.
TA,) i. e. (TA) in order that a certain bitter
substance might issue from it, and concrete like (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)

bling a rod. (AHn, TA.)

£4

Thick milk, (S, K,) of a consistency

resembling liver, so that it quivers. (S.)
3

- ,

3

*

ess-N-2 and J: signify the same; (ISh,
K;) i. e. Milk collected in a skin, and buried in
a hole dug in the earth, and left until it becomes

6 - e >

&- : - and see also cu.4.
aš-o-o: see £2.
#:

2-3 [i.e. aloes]. (S, O, TA:) thus expl. by Abu
(S.) = And &-a- He had a

1-Ghowth.
• &

:

thick, or coagulates: (ISh, TA:) or food, and
milk, having no taste. (IAar, TA.)

See

U.5"

* * *

•

-

ax-c, i.e. a small smelling, or pustule. (Ibn
'Abbād, O, K.)

&#3 & #, (Ibn 'Abbād, o, K) and 3

#2 (§, o, Mob, K) and '83, (K) the

*ā-, (K.) I met him whose mouth and ears
and eyes and nose n'ere discharging like the tree

-

1. U-2, (K) aor L-4 (TK) inf".5%,
He (a man, TK) hastened, made haste, sped, or
nent quickly; (K, TA;) and nas light, active,
or agile; this is said by Aboo-Is-hák [i.e. Zj] to be

the primary signification; (TA;) as also "C-el.
latter mentioned by ISd on the authority of AHn,
producing gum. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)
(K) – And & 4, (S, M. K.) likewise an
(TA,) [Gum; i. e.] the fluid that exudes from
cité-all
:
see
what
next
follows,
in
two
places.
inf
n. of which the verb is ...<, aor, as above,
the trees called suae and the like of these: (Msb:)
it is of many sorts: (S, O:) that nihich is called
said of a man, (TK,) signifies [also] The act of

(IDrd, S, o, K) like &til,
&" &:1 is the & 4 of the Cls, (S, O, [q.Júl,
v.,] (IDrd, O,) but the former is said by Mtr
Msb,) which is said to be the same [tree] that is
•

* d >

*
#

a 3--

escaping, or getting loose or at liberty, syn. --Māj,

to be better known, (Harp. 618,) and " citéu all, (M, and so in some copies of the S, in other copies

**

of the S and in the K −3, [but the latter I
as a mistake, and so it is said to be in the
of the [tree called] is, [and more commonly tno sides of the mouth, (S, O, K,) where the lips regard
TK,]) and leaping. (S, M, #)- C-2, aOn", as
la-, i. e. the mimosa Nilotica, also called acacia meet [and conjoin], next the c5%: (O, K:) or

called ū): A : (Msb:) or the mucilage (.9%)

(AO, O, K) and * cas: all, (Lth, o, k.) The

d =

3 --

the tro places where the spittle collects in the above, ($, Mgb, K.) inf n. L-2, (Mgb,) said of
an animal that is an object of the chase, means
mot the & 4 of the Cib, J [and others] having two sides of the lip; (IAar, O, K) called by the He died (S, Msb, K) in one's sight, (S, Mgb,) or
vulgar c:33:1, (O in this art.,) or c:534),
erred [in asserting it to be this] : [but] every tree for c5% all: (O and TA in art, 22-2:) or, as on the spot. (K.) =#9 £2, (Lth, K) aor. as
Nilotica]; and this is what is called U.S., all &-all;

&:2:

(K: [this last assertion, however,

some say, [strangely,] the hinder part of the above, (TA,) The thing, or event, betided him, or
is questionable; for
seems to signify properly mouth. (TA.) It is said in a trad. that the befell him. (Lth, K.)–And 42 #13 U. What
incited, urged, induced, or made, thee to do it?
gum, or juice that exudes from certain trees * c \sus-2 are the two places where sit the two
and concretes:]) the n. un., (Msb, TA,) or term angels (that note and record the actions of a (K, T.A.)
also has

&:

*** *

applied to a portion thereof, (S, O,) is #: (S, man]:
(TA.) a saying enjoining the use of the 913-.

3. *

Lele He tasted, or experienced, his

•

9, Mab, TA) and #2: (TA) and the pl. is
destiny, or death; as also "tal-ol. (M.)
ë2-2: (S, O, M5, K:) among ès- [i.e. sorts
&: 33 [app. Milk that is gummy; de 4: see 1, first sentence.-2: c." Js-el,
of &->], the Uie [q. v.] is said to be included;
scribing biestings not yet clear]. (TA voce said of a horse, He champed his bit, (S, M, K,)
4

y o

y

*

6 *

*

o p

but this is not known. (AHn, TA.) It is said in >>, q.v.)- And w: ás-a-

6 ... •

it, (0, TA,) and went anay, or along. ($, M.)= -->

a prov, 3:1-#4 J: Jie &##[Ilf him

in the copies of the K, erroneously, ty:l, (TA,)
in a condition like that of the place where the A ene, or she-goat, yielding fresh biestings on the
piece of gum has been pared off]: this is when first occasion of her being milked. (O, K,” TA.)
one has left a person nothing; for the āā-e is
J.- Ink made with [the addition of]
plucked off from its tree until there remains not

(S, Msb,) before him, (Mgh, Msb,) quickly,
(Mgh,) or on the spot: (K:) accord. to Az, he
killed it by means of his dog, in his sight; but it
[or gum]: but [J says] I know not from applies also to the case of killing with an arrow :

6 * * *

upon it what would retain one's life: (§, O.) or,

&4

6d

&#.

as some relate it, 3:
J: c." [in a whom I heard this. (S.)
condition like that of the place wher: the piece of
A-o-e
gum has been plucked off]; (O, and so Meyd;)
For words mentioned
meaning, without anything remaining to him;
because, when the gum is plucked off, there K, see art. A-2.
Bk. I.

3: He shot the chase, or game, in such a man
ner that it died (S, Mgh, Msb, K) in his sight,

under this head in the

(Msb, TA:)

L: is said when the chase, or game,

goes out of one's sight (Mgh, Mgb) after having
been [seized by the dog or] hit [by the arrow],

(Mgh,) and then dies, (Mgh, Mab,) so that one
knows not whether it died by his dog or his arrow
218

•
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Use-a -->

or• dby
some accident.
(Mob.) It is said in a trad, (ISh, K) or neith its shank and its nose, (ISh,)
-->
- of ...e. e > *
> d > of
* Le 832 -e-el a Jé- [Eat thou what thou in the region of her anus. (ISh, K.) The epithet
* A sauce made of mustard (S, M, A, K.)
in4 this case
hast pursued, or shot, so that it has died in thy applied to her
&
3 - - is
- 7 3-4. (ISh:) and and raisins. (S, A, K.)=And Long in the back
sight, and leave what thou hast pursued, or shot, the pl. is #24 and 5.4%. (Az,TA)=~! and belly, as also **- : (IAar, O, K:) and so
•

in the case of its dying out of thy sight]. (§,
Mgh, Mgb.)- And ā-ji U-21 He transpierced
the animal that he shot at, or shot. (M.) And

# J.5%

<-->! The bon

sent its arron,

through the animal shot. (TA.)- See also 3.
7.

* U-23 He darted down, or rushed,

(#4, S, K,

or

J:#,

M, [both meaning the

same,]) upon him, (S, M, K,) and advanced
tonards him, (M,) to which Az adds, like 3as- 9the
-

hank, or falcon, darts don’n (G-4, i. e. Jai:).
(TA.)

w

said of a woman, She became old, but having in each with U". (IAar, 6.)
her some remains [of vigour]: and such is termed
** *

3

&

*

* &-a- and

4

ău.2 : see what immediately precedes.

w

i.e.

(M.) = U-21 also signifies
He spoke in a lon, faint, gentle, or soft, manner.
(TA.) = And >9. c." J-21 He persevered, or similar beast, (M, TA,) or to a hackney, (TA,)
and to a camel, (M, TA,) Of a colour betneen
persisted, in the affair. (K.)
redness and yellonness, (M, A, K, TA,) with
abundance of hair, and of fur : (TA:) or of a
to the K
which is wrong, (TA) [A kind of bay, or dark bay, or bronn, colour; syn. +:
basket;] a thing like a covered al., in n'hich bread (S, O, K:) or of a sorrel colour; syn. £i:
is put, (S, K, TA,) and [other] food: (TA:) a (K:) or of this last colour having some nhite
hairs intermixed therenith: (S, O, TA:) so
large J% like the ai. (M.)

£2, applied to a ho" (M.A, TA) or

32, (S.M.T.A.) with feel, (S.T.A.) accord.
3-,

called because his colour resembles the sauce

& 4 [an inf. n. used as] an epithet applied to

*:

(TA:)

&: being a

a man, (S, M, A, &c.,) Quick, or snift: (Harp.
&- The urine of the * [or hyrax Syriacus],
93: [see 1, first sentence:]) courageous; ($, M, (S, M, TA,) in the copies of the K erroneously
K;) earnest, not making a false shon of bravery, said to be of camels: (TA:) it is inspissated for
in the charge, or assault: (M, K:) and strong, medicines; (M, TA;) and is very fetid. (TA.)

termed

and mature in age : (M., T.A.) or the same word,
(accord. to the TA,) or " 3.2, (so in this sense

sauce termed -2 (IAar, o, K.)

Aş

&- is also a term applied to

Small, round,

rel. noun

from £2. (S, O, TA)
-:- Addicted to, or fond of eating the

accord. to a copy of the M,) one who rushes flattened cakes, (~%) which are brought from

J-->

El-Yemen to El-Hijáz, found there in caves;
4- 0 &
Q. 1. al-Ji -: The palm-tree became
having the property of dissolving tumours, applied
as a plaster with honey: mentioned by the hakeem solitary, or apart from others: (M:) or became
Dáwood. (TA.) = Also, (M, TA,) thus, with slender in its loner part, and bared of the stumps
out the art., but written by Az and J with it, i. e. of its branches, and scanty in its fruit. (M, K.)
c.” [i.e. one who executes, performs, or & al, as in the K, (TA,) One of the days called And a: Já'í 3:2 The loner part of the
accomplishes, affairs neith energy; or who keeps,
palm-free became slender, and stripped of the
or applies himself, thereto with much constancy or
external parts [or of the stumps of the branches].
those days. (M. [See art.js-c.])
perseverance: £a: being an intensive epithet,
(AO, and $ in art. 24-2, and T.A.)
: i. Q. #: [q. v.] as signifying A 5*, Or a

(C-4)

upon men injuriously: (M, TA:) ac
cord. to the T, one who seizes upon men unjustly:
accord. to IAar, daring in acts of disobedience:
accord. to Z, applied to a man, it signifies

£

*

J** 2: (S, M.K.) said to be the first of

-- -

like # and Xú &c.J. (TA) the pl. of 3% thing like the 5:... (M in art. -->)
is 5'-3. (Kr, M, TA)

}:2, (K, TA) or "3:, (o) (both probably

ā-2 : see the next paragraph.

correct,] Anything slender and neak, (O, K, TA,)
of animals and of trees [&c.]: (O, TA:) [the reg.
pl. of the former is £4: and hence, app.,]

&: A stink,

"3:1:4 signifies Slender arrows (T, M3) accord.

6s
s

&

•

&l-e: see the next preceding paragraph.

or stench; (M, Mgb;) whether

U->

of the armpit or otherwise: (Mgb:) or, (S, K.) to IAar: [ISd says,] I have not found it save on

3-3, [aor., accord. to rule, >,] said of flesh
meat, i. q. J< [i. e. It was, or became, stinking]:
1.

as also V

#2, (K,) the stink, or stench, of the
(S, k) and of the creases of the body

armpit,
either a dial. var. or formed by substitution. (M, when they are in a corrupt state: and the former

TA. [See also the next paragraph.])
4.

3-2 He, or it, (a man, S, or a thing, Mgb,)

meat, [like 3,4,] It stank. (TA) And -->

when excited by lust: (TA:) and it signifies also,

&: A courageous man.

water, It became altered [for the worse]. (K.) =
Also He elevated his nose, (S, K,) or his head,

a verse cited voce

(M,

#.

(IAar, T, M.).

3:2, and:*, and £1.

(K.)

#:

See

3:2.

Ground that has become rough by reason

3.

* A man feigning himself unmindful, inad of urine and of dung, or compacted dung, of oxen

äiji The herb, or leguminous plant, when held

in the hand, stank. (TA.) And J-21 said of

called as being likened to the A4 [a pl. of:]

is likewise applied to the odour of the he-goat of the palm-tree: (TA:) occurring in this sense in

had a foul, or fetid, odour, such as is termed (TA,) or as some say, (M,) a sneet odour.
TA.)

c. 4: (S, Msb, K:) so too said of a he-goat,
when excited by lust. (TA) And said of flesh

his authority; and he has not mentioned a sing.
thereof: (M:) [but] accord. to the T, they are so

vertent, or heedless. (K.)

or sheep &c., (K, TA,) and the like. (TA.)
and
49-ax * #!! &: and
** @ e.

d

-

*

•

#e:

*:

3-4

A man having a foul, or fetid, odour, [which last is evidently, I think, a mistranscription
c. 4; fem. with 5: and like for W *] is a saying mentioned by Ibn
(ISk, TA,) from pride. (ISk, S, K.) And hence, wise applied to a he-goat when excited by lust. 'Abbād as meaning I took the thing altogether.
(S,) <<! said of a she-camel, She, having con (TA.)= And Elevating the nose, (S, M, TA,) or (O.)
ceived, behaved disdainfully to the stallion. (S, K.) the head, (AA, TA,) from pride, (AA, S, M,
- And He was, or became, angry. (K.)= TA,) or from anger. (M.) So in a verse cited in
such as is termed

* -- 3
>
<<! said ofa she-camel, (ISh, M.) or of a mare, art. Jaká-. (S.)- And U-aē
U-a-2 Full of anger.

X:2, (S, in art. ,<, M, o, K) originally
":2, (O,) Cold, as a subst.; (M, O';) as also

(A’Obeyd, K,) when near to bringing forth,
(A’Obeyd,). Her young one struggled, or was in (A5, S.)=See also 4, latter part, in two places. 3:2: (O3) or cold clouds: (IDrd, O ) or a cold
wind (M, K) with mist or clouds: (M.) occur
a state of commotion, (A’Obeyd, M,) in the part
ring
in a verse of Tarafeh with kesr to the -r :
The
serpent
that,
when
it
bites,
kills
on
the
spot:
bordering upon her tail [so I render (s3.2 Us'],
(A’Obeyd,) or its hind leg fell [or happened to one says, <: 3-2." # sus, [May God (M:) [see also is: :] or #2, occurring in that
come] into that part; (M;) or her young one smite him with the silencing serpent that kills on verse, signifies the intense cold of winter; (S in
stuck fast in her belly, and it pushed nith its head, the spot whomsoever it bites]. (IKh, TA.)
art. 4-2 5) as also **, (S, K,) of which the

=Also silent. (TA)= And 3-3 signific.
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or lonely, without offspring and without brother: [having its fellon of the same kind,] one of which

sing is "3:4. (TA) on the expression of

Tarafeh, X: &ls &--, [then the cold wind, (S, A:) or solitary, weak, vile, or ignominious, was struck with the other; ($, Mgh, Mgb, K;)
a round form: (Mgh, Mgb:) such was the
with mist, rises,] ending a verse, IJ says that the having no family nor offspring nor assistant: of
instrument of this name known to the Arabs:

(M, K:) or having no offspring, nor kinsfolk or
but requiring to make the r"
near relations, nor assistant, whether of strangers
movent, he transfers to it the final vowel, as in the or relations: and neak: (IAar:) and mean, or
phrases # 4 and £ 3%; he should there ignoble. (M, K.) See also X:4. And A young,
fore have said 5: ; but regarding the expres or little, (K) or weak, (TA,) boy, or child. (K,
sion as meaning £" *: &*, he makes the TA.) It was applied as an epithet to Mohammad,
by the unbelievers, as also [its dim.]
- to be with kesr, as though he transferred to it (M, TA,) or they called him #4, (O,) meaning
the kesreh of the , : this, he adds, is more pro that he had no offspring nor brother, so that, when
bable than the opinion that the change is merely he should die, his name would be lost; (M, TA;)
one of poetic necessity. (M.) For this last reason, likening him to a [solitary] palm-tree, of which
another poet uses the word with teshdeed to the d the lower part had become slender, and the
and ), and with kesr to the -r'; saying,
branches few, and which had become dry;
(AO;)
or to a branch growing from the trunk
*
if G+: -i-, -āl-k
‘
of a palm-tree. (TA.)=The tube, or pipe, that
is in the [kind of leathern vessel, or bag, for nater,
called] $33), of iron, (S, M, A, K,) or of lead,
[We give to eat fat and the hump of the camel,
(S, M, K,) or brass, (A,) or of other material,
poet means

£all ;

":4,

25-33-#41 - A-.

(S, Mgh:) its use was disapproved: (Mgh:) pl.

£4. which was also applied by the Arabs to
the small round things inserted in the hoop of the
tambourine (Mgh, L," Mgb) and the like, (L,) of

brass, or copper: (Msb:) an arabicized word (S,

Mgh, Msb) [app. from the Pers.

&:

Or

&l.

- Also A certain stringed instrument [of music];
(S, Mgh, Msb, K;) [app. the kind of harp called
by the Persians & # , and by the modern Arabs

*, figured in Note 26 to Ch. iii. of my Trans
lation of the Thousand and One Nights;] an
instrument peculiar to the 'Ajam; (S, Mgh,

Msb;) but the Arabs sometimes applied the name
to this latter instrument: (L:) also an

of

&:

"

arabicized
word
applied.(#4
(S, Mgh,
Mşb, K.) –
3+"when thussignifies
[app.
*

@ e

and we give to drink pure milk, in the time of

from which one drinks. (S, M, A, K.)
cold wind and chill mist). (K)—Also :al, (K,)
The [aperture called] -: of a watering-trough
(M, K,) or *::1, (as in two copies of the $ in
or tank [from nuhich the nater runs out]: (S, M,

meaning The clamour of the Jinn, or Genii; or
their raising of their voices in singing]: a phrase
used [in this sense] in a verse of El-Kutämee.
art. --2,) and 3:2, [without the article Ul, occur K:) or the hole, or perforation, thereof, from (TA.)
ring in a verse of which the metre requires it to be which the nater issues n:hen it is nashed. (M, K.)
c5-9 £3: see
its pl. is +:
thus written, with teshdeed to the J,] (TA,) One, - The pipe of copper or brass by nihich the nater
(Mgh)
[and
app.
also
like
($) namely, the second, (M, K,) of the days called runs from one tank to another in a bath. (Mgh.)

:

&#2,

&:].

– And The mouth of a sû (or water-pipel.
: A player with [or upon] the 2 * - , mean
£) and 3: may have the same meaning, (M, K.)= Also A cold wind; and a hot wind. ing [the cymbal, and also] the stringed instru- .
[or meanings, or may both be applied to the day (O, K.) See also >. – And A calamity, or ment so called, and in like manner **-d-:

£1201 (S.M. K. [see,' ') : [or
above mentioned, for the application of }:-

misfortune. (O, K.)
(L:) but this latter has an intensive signification

to

#:

3:4, first sentence.
£4: see: —and #4: and #2.

that day is certain;] poetic necessity requiring
the - to be movent. (S.) —:- has also two
contr. significations, namely, Hot: and cold:

:

See

:

E.

[meaning an excellent player with, or upon, the
and signifies also a noman

*] : (Harp. 617:)

having [or playing with] a a-,

as in a verse

6.--> * *

>2-2 [The pine tree;] a certain kind of tree, cited voce is in art. 5.js- [where it evidently
($ in art. --2, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) well known, means a female player with cymbals]. (L.)
from n-hich, (Msb,) or from the roots of n:hich,
is 3: see the next preceding paragraph. –

accord. to Th, on the authority of IAar. (M.)
You

say:- #34, (M,) or:-, (K,) and "#2,

(as in a copy of the M,) or 3:2, (K,) A cold
(Mgh,) → [i.e. pitch] is obtained, (Mgh, Msb) J:-" £4 means + The singer of the army:
morning: (M, K:) and a hot morning. (K.)
green in winter and summer, (M,) the fruit of

—and also tThe well-known Jia [or man of

*: A solitary palm-tree, apart from others, which is like small jš (i.e. almonds, but this is

courage or valour] (Har p. 617.) - Aasha

(AO, $ in art. J-2, and M, A in art. ,-2, and app. a mistranscription], and the leaves n hereof Benee-Keys, (L, K,) also called Aasha-Bekr,
K,) the loner part of which becomes slender, (S are [of the kind called] → [q.v.]: (Mgh.) or
and A in art. --2,) and stripped of the external the fruit [i. e. the cone] ($, M, K) of that tree, (L) used to be called -> *-ū4 because of
the excellence of his poetry, (L, K,) or because
parts [or the stumps of the branches]: (Subi (S,) [i. e.] of the £i, (M, K;) the trees being
suprà:) and a palm-tree slender in its loner part, called ji: (M :) A'Obeyd says that it signifies his poetry was much sung. (Har ubi suprà.)

and bared of the stumps of its branches, and

the fruit of the āj, and that the tree is called

scanty in its fruit; (M, K;) as also " is:

6.e.ed e >

(M:) and a palm-tree that comes forth from the 3×3-2 [which is the n. un.] on account of its
fruit. (TA.) = See also 5-c.
4° ed e

root, or loner part, of another palm-tree, without
being planted: (M:) or a little palm-tree that
does not grow from its mother-tree: (Ibn-Sim’án:)
and the lonest part of a palm-tree, (AHn, Ibn
Sim’ān, M, K,) from nuhich the roots branch off:
(AHn, M.:) and branches that come forth from
the lonest part of a palm-tree: (M, K:) or a
branch that comes forth from the trunk of a palm

*
6

o

23-2 : see what follows, in three places.

* A courageous lord or chief;

(S, L, K;)

#4

[n. un, of 3.3%, q. v. = And] The as also V *: (K:) or a great, or big, and
middle of anything. (O.)
courageous, iorá or chief: (A:) or a great, or big,
3

-0 - a

3*

and courageous, king: (M:) or the former, (As,

[&#5-all J.W. The cone-shaped shade of the IAar, L,) or "the latter, (K,) a noble lord or chief:
earth, on entering which the moon becomes
(A5, L, K:) or a liberal, bountiful, munificent,
or generous, lord or chief: or a clement, or for

eclipsed.]

tree, not from the ground: this is [said to be] the

3: dim of::, q.v. (MTA)

bearing, lord or chief: (IAar, L, K:) a defender

original signification: (T, TA:) or branches that
of an army (IAar, L:) * #144, by which
5:..ae als. A palm-tree that produces branches the pl. 3.20 all is expl. in the K, is a mistake
come forth from the trunk of a palm-tree, not
having their roots in the ground: such branches from its trunk: such branches spoil it; for they
for *::1 its-, the words used by IAgr: (TA :)
weaken the mother-tree, which is cured by pulling take the nourishment from the mother-tree, and
a
nobleman: a great man: (L:) or a great chief:
them off: the pl. is 3:44 (IAar) and '#3: weaken it. (Aboo-Sa’eed, T.A.)
(Kf:) one who presides over a people and their
6.- d > y

(T, TA:) and the *

are also called

6- ©

e

+%

:

and &tie. (Ibn Sim'ān)—Hence, (A) applied
to a man, Solitary; lonely: (IAgr:) or solitary, l.

affairs of importance and things in general: or
a lord, or chief, eminent among his people, pos

£4

[A cymbal;] a thing made of brass, sessing the qualities of courage and liberality or,
218 *
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*-&

munificence or generosity, who overcomes those hard, or strong, or hardy: (O:) the pl. of the
that act with hostility and opposition towards former [or of each] is J20 2. (S, O.) = Also,
him: (MF) pl. &su.3. (IAar, A, L.) Accord. i. e. J:4, A species of trees, (S, O, Msb,) or a
to some, the U is augmentative;
derived from

£, “the

and the word is

act of turning away;”

and seems to have been formed to denote an in

tensive signification. (MF.) Also Overcoming,
(K, TA,) and great. (TA.)

*u-all

iíš is The

disease called -> <13. (T in art. --)
Also A calamity; a misfortune; or a great, or

s d p

-

aOr.

* 6 -

and

* , inf. n.

&-2,

He made, wrought, manufactured, fabricated, or
constructed,
the thing; syn. 4.- : (K:) [or he
sneet odour, (S, M, O,) and of several sorts;
(TA;) [i. e. sandal-wood;] the best of which is
the red, or the nhite, (K, TA,) or the yellon; fies Jail #t=1; and every &- is a Jaś, but
(TA;) a discutient of tumours, beneficial as a
; and it is not predicated
remedy for palpitation and for the headache and every Jaś is not a
of (irrational] animals [unless tropically, (see
for neakness of the hot stomach and for fevers:
nor of inanimate things, like as
is.
(K, TA:) the infusion of its sandust and the con

kind of wood, (M, K,) well knonn, (Msb,) of

made it, &c., skilfully, or well; for £1 signi
&:

&:ii)]

formidable, event: (TA:) pl. as above. (S, M, tinual smelling of it weaken the venereal faculty.
A, K.) Hence the saying of El-Hasan, $2% (TA.) = It is also a Pers. word (:: isis
2%l est:< 3. 4. We seek protection by God [or rather an arabicized word from the Pers.
from the calamities, &c., of destiny: (§, M.") J.:) signifying A thing resembling the boot

afflictions. (-i-A), in the sole of which are nails:
(L.) - Also, (accord. to the TA,) or "3-2-2, (Mgb.)
or from its great and overpontering

(accord. to the K,) An #solated ledge of a moun
tain. (K, TA.)-->4-2 C#) ! Violent wind.

&->
1. *"

J:s'

&4

(Er-Răghib, T.A.) – [Hence,]
signifies also
+ [He fabricated speech or a saying or sentence
or the like:] he forged a word; and poetry, Us”

J% in the name of such a one. (Mz, 8th 82%)
– And &#3, inf n. &: [and £) and :--3,
*

pl.

J2:4.

[with the objective complement understood,] He
i. q.
(O, K.) See the norked, or wrought; he practised, or exercised,
an art, a craft, or a manufacture. (M.A.)
# ! Wehement, or intense, latter, in art. U-2.
(A, K.)
And ūs: <! &-2, (S, O, K,) aor. as above,
cold. (A, K.)- One says, 3.2% t:< 5.
Ust-2 : see U-2, above, in two places.
(K,) inf. n.
with damm, He did to him a
&: ! Times of intense cold befell us. (A.)
benefit,
favour,
or
kind act: and (#4 * :
J-2
[See also another ex, voce d!-2.]- And
-

&:-

&#:

&#.

-

*

* *

* - © -

&#4,

*

-: he did to him an evil, or a foul, deed: syn.
#2, as some say, or *#2, (M,) or both, but 43:
(S, O, K:) and one says also [in the former
says *" J.-->% (Th, M, L,) or *č, the former is the more common, (K,) The kind
of
these
two senses], #: £e "&#3); (S,
of tree called - is [i.e. the plane-tree]: (AHn,
(A, K,) A day of vehement,
+25- ! Wehement, or intense, heat.

(A.) One

or intense, heat.

M, K:) n. un, with 5: (AHn, M.:) a Pers. Mgh, K;) syn. ū-ji, (K;) or : 3-i.
word, introduced into the Arabic language; (Lth, (Mgh.) The saying 3% << ū means &:
sisting of large drops: ($, K3) or that falls in
AHn,
large quantity: pl. 3.264 **. (A.) And one (K.) M;) or arabicized, from [the Pers.] *. 4: [i. e. What didst thou together with thy
father?] (S) The saying of the Prophet,
says, 33 *: it." << ! The shy cast
s&
6* :

(Th, M, A, L. K.)–:29:2 < t Rain con

•

ju-2, (K) or W 5u-2, (§, O, M.) or the latter

<:

U.

&: g-#3 'Sl

[If thou be not

donnlarge hail-stones. (A.) ---. &: & *u-all

is not allowable, (TA,) The head of a spindle; ashamed, do nhat thou wilt,] is said to be an
+ Great clouds: (M:) or clouds that pour forth (S,
O, K;) i. e. (S) the crooked, (S,) or slender, instance of an imperative phrase of which the
much rain, in large drops. (L.)
(M,) or slender and crooked, (TA) piece of iron meaning is predicative; i.e. it is as though he
(S, M, TA) that is in the head of the spindle: said, he who is not ashamed does what he will:
J.-->
(M, TA:) or, accord. to Lth, the latter signifies a (O, L, TA:") and other explanations of it are
3, #4, (S and Msb in art. J-e, and K in a woman's spindle; and is a foreign word intro mentioned in the O and L: (TA:) [but] this is
separate art,) thus, with U2, accord. to ISk, (8) duced into the Arabic language. (TA.) = See held by A’obeyd to be the right meaning. (L.)
and 3,3:2, (K) or the latter is vulgar, (Mab.) also
In the phrase 20 &-2, in the Kur [xxvii. 90,
[A chest, coffer, or trunk: strangely expl. in the
so a
which may be rendered By the doing of God],
22-2 A niggardly man, of evil disposition:

jūe.

• J.

6

y o o

• DJ

TA as meaning a G'+:] and J2-3 and 32

are dial. vars. thereof: (K:) pl.
Msb, K.)

&23.

(S,

&e- A maker of &xt.< [or chests, coffers,
or trunks]. (TA.)

is in the accus. case as an inf. n.: but one

(T, Q, K:) mentioned by IAar. (T, O.) [See may
& read it in the nom. case, meaning 43 to be
also

#2.]

#: :
#::

U-->

Q. 1. J33, said of a camel, (IAar,M,0, K.)
and of an ass, (K,) He was big in the head,
(IAar, M, O, K,) and hard, or strong, or hardy,
and large. (K.)
• * > * >

Q. 2. U.N.-aj He exerted himself in amatory
conversation or dalliance with women. (Ibn
'Abbād, O, K.)= And He wore what is termed
the J:4, a thing resembling the boot, with nails
in the sole. (Msb.)

J:4, applied to an ass, (T, TA) 9, to a
camel, (S, O,) or to both, as also "J2u-2, (M,
K,) Big in the head: (S, O ) or strong in make,
big in the head: (T, TA:) or large, strong, big

see the next paragraph.

understood before it. (Zj, O,TA.) One says also,
9:
&- U. and &:- [Hon good

3:2. - Also

is the doing of God with thee, or at thine abode II.

See

#&#

*

The handle of the

[kind of shield called] ais-- (§, K.) pl.:u4.

(K)—And J-3 #4, inf n. *

! I tended nell my horse; or took good care of
(K.) – And The ear: (S, M, K:) of the dial. of him; (S, O, K, TA;) supplied him with fodder,
El-Yemen. (S, M.) = Also A man evil in dis and
fattened him: and £- & 4 ! he reared,
position; (M, Ki) on the authority of IAar; or nourished, his girl, or young woman : (TA:)
(M;) as also " #3; (M, K;) on the authority and #'s." < 1 the girl, or young noman,
of Kr: Aboo-’Alee says that the former has this
was treated [of nourished] nell, so that she became
meaning; but it is not of the form of words men
fat; as also "<<, inf n.
(K, TA:)
tioned in the Book [of Sb], because [it is said
that] this form does not occur as an epithet. (M.) or you say J:
(so accord. to my MS.
And the former, (K, TA,) accord. to IAar, (TA,) copy of the K,) or J% W
(so accord. to
Bad in respect of * [or discipline of the mind
other copies of the K, and in the O, [in the CK
and manners, &c.], even though eminent, or cele
without teshdeed; [which seems to
brated, or nell known: (K, TA:) pl. as above. J.3%
indicate
that
the
right reading is &4, agreeably
(TA.)
with the reading in my MS. copy of the K which
la-2
gives the imperative £m; though it is stated in
£4, thus pronounced by the people of Egypt, the TA that L-ya!! &-> is said by IKtt to be a
dial. var. of 4:3;] (O, K;) and #9-1 W

&:

8-9

&#,

&#)

in the head: (M:) or big in the head, and hard,
or strong, or hardy, and large: (K:) or accord.
to IDrd, W J*, applied to a camel, signifies (TA,) a dial. var. of law, q.v. (K.)
6 o'

&:4,
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&#24

tailor : (o, K9 or one who is gentle,
with teshdeed, meaning he treated [or nourished] signifies “Non omnibus viribus usus cucurrit, sed
well the girl, or young woman, and fattened her; ita tamen ut eques eo contentus esset” (which is delicate, or sil
(G-32, O,) or thin, fine, or
(O, K; [in my MS. copy of the K #'s."
;]) nearly the same as a signification of <5u< likewise delicate, (G-5), so in the copies of the K,) or
because the &-as of the girl, or young woman, mentioned by him): but this is a mistake.]
slender, or small, (3:33, so in the TA,) [of which
readings
that in the O is app. the right,] in
is by means of many things, and by careful
5.
signifies The affecting a goodly way,
tending: (O, K:) so says Lth: (O :) but Az says
respect of the hands. (O, K.) See also
, in
that by other, or others, than Lth, it is allowed to mode, or manner, of acting, or conduct, or the
9

&:

&:

6 * >

say A-23'-

& 4, without teshdeed : and hence the
the Kur [xx. 40.], U. Us" £5,
•*

like; (S, O, K, TA; [−1 in the CK is a mis

five places. = Also A 'a<< of water, (0,

K, TA;) i. e. a piece of nood [app. a plank or

* * > *

transcription for -: ;]) and the making a shon, board] by means of which water is confined, and
phrase in
thereof; (TA;) and the adorning oneself (K, TA)
(TA,) meaning + [And this I did] that thou thereby, while internally unsound in the grounds retained for a nihile : (TA:) pl.
(O, K:)
mightest be reared and nourished in my sight;
[but
this
explanation
in
the
TA
seems
to have
(O, TA;) for which some read &#, Bls an of pretension to respect. (TA.) And --~~,
said of a woman, means # * ><< [She cul been founded upon a statement there made, that

&:

8:35,

imperative; and some,
meaning and that
thou mightest nork in my sight, (Ksh, Bd,) lest
thou shouldst do so contrary to my command.
(Bd.) You say likewise, of a woman, G-: << .

see 5. And you say also "4:3", meaning t I
reared him; and educated, disciplined, or trained,
him rvell. ($:9, K, T.A.) = Accord. to IDrst,

herself comely, by art, and good nurture]: (§, (see J.- of which U-la-1 is the pl.;) for I do
O:) or she adorned, or embellished, herself. not find W *: thus expl. in any lexicon except
(PS.)

the TA:] and *ist:<, with teshdeed, and "#2,

8: see 1, former half – Accord. to Er-Rághib,
signifies The exceeding the usual, or
**, inf n. &-2, signifies He was, or became, ordinary, bounds, or degree, in putting a thing
skilled, or shilful : but IB says that &* has not into a good, sound, right, or proper, state.
(TA.) - And hence, he says, the phrase in the
been heard. (TA.)
Kur [xx. 43], U-4 1:1. 43, which means
2: see 1, latter half, in two places.
+ And I have chosen thee [for myself] to estab
lish my evidence and to serve as my spokesman
3. **wa. primarily signifies The doing to one
between me and my creatures so that thy doing
a thing in order that he may do another thing to thus shall be as though I did it: (TA:) or it
the doer of the former thing. (TA.) - Hence, means I have reared thee, (Az, TA,) or I have
(TA,) + The treating nith gentleness, or blandish chosen thee, (O, K, TA,) [for myself.] for a
ment; soothing, coaxing, wheedling, or cajoling; special affair which I require thee to accomplish
and endeavouring to conciliate. (O, K, TA.) Or in a sufficient manner, (Az, O, K, TA) con
this is from the last of the following significations. cerning Pharaoh and his forces. (Az, TA.) See

gue:

(TA.) You say *L* + He treated him with also 1, last sentence but one. - One says also,
gentleness, or blandishment; &c. (O, TA.) And

J-U- of water eu.' ;

Az heard the Arabs call

tivated and improved her person, so as to render

(o,K) like :-, (K) accord. to Lih. (O)
signify pieces of nood [or planks or boards] put
together in nater, to confine the nater, and retain

it for a while (Q, K3) like the a...+ [g. v.].
(O.) – See also ax-a-2, in two senses. - Also

A manufactured thing (K, TA) of any kind,

(TA) such as a 5: [q.v.], (K, TA) &c.
(TA.) – And I Agarment. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K,
TA.) You say, '. t:- * <: 1 [I saw

upon him a goodly garment]. (Ibn-'Abbād, o,
T.A.) – And t A turban. (IAar, O, K, TA.)
And The [iron instrument

with which flesh-meat

is roasted, called] × (0, TS, K.) El-Marrár
El-Fak'asee says, describing camels,
• * :*>

/e

o

see e

*** * ~ *-3

*

*

ū-

1 He ordered that a signet-ring
should be made for him. (O, K.) [See also 10.]

# :- J: i:
+ He acted hypocritically with him. (TA.) And
"Jäl * axle t He strove, or endeavoured, to – And 4-la-2 (in which the pronoun seems to [And they came, their riders being like drinkers,
turn him from the thing by deceit, or guile. refer to & i.e. sustenance, &c.,] also signifies
(TA.) - And hence, (A, TA,) or from the last
signification in this paragraph, (TA,) t The act of 4235 [app. meaning He offered it]. (TA.) And
| [alone, for is: &l-el,] 1 He
bribing. (S, O, Msb,” K,” TA.) One says, &l
made,
or
prepared,
a repast, feast, or banquet,
&#1 t He bribed [the prefect, ruler, judge, or the
to
which
to
invite
friends.
(O, K, TA.) And
like]. (TA) And Just assue 1 He bribed him
!
He
prepared
food
to
be
dispensed
in the nay, or
rvith property, wealth, or money. (Mgh, TA.")
cause, of God. (O and TA, from a trad.; men
And it is said in a prov., X. J.' &u= &:
tioned also in the CK, but not in other copies of
* - -ić & # 1 (He who bribes with the K.)
property is not ashamed of demanding the thing
10. *~!, accord. to the O, signifies He
nanted]. (S, O, T.A.) - Also t A horse's not
asked
for it to be made for him: accord. to the L,
putting forth, or giving, the whole of his strength
#.going, s reserving somen'hat thereof: one says, 'G' &-a-l signifies he invited, or he induced,
6. *: &la: ; [He keeps back from thee or caused (lex,) [another] to make the thing.
somen'hat by the manner in which he exerts his (TA.) In the saying of Es-Sarakhsee,
3:1; J#. * [app. meaning He asked, or
poner of going]. (O, K, TA.)

*

*

or drunkards, and their driver like the

*

of

roasted flesh-meat]. (O.) In the L, 32-Ji is put
in the place of *~1; and after citing the verse
above, [and app. reading J., regarding it as
relating to the camels,] the author says that the
poet means,

&#9 $2.

(TA) - And Roasted

flesh-meat [itself]; syn. #. (So in copies of
the K. [SM says that the right reading, as the
explanation of
in this instance, is # ; and
cites IAar as saying 4: '#1
but I

£"

£1.

think that the right reading is indicated by the
addition 4:3 to be ##1; and that IAar gives

&:

this signification after mentioning that which here
next precedes it.])

desired, the man to make for him a 32-15 (q.v.)],

& 4 Jø,(Mgh, L, Msb)ands':-J.,
(S, Mgh, O, Mgb, K.) and 23. & 4, (Th, TA,)
and c'. " £2, (S, O, K.) and 23. "&#2,
(TA) and 231 "&#, (IB, TA) and sh is

6 * *

* *

J. * *

6 d =

4. &- He (a man, O) aided, or assisted,
Jºe is redundant. (Mgh.) [See also 8.]
another. (O, K.) And accord. to Ibn-'Abbād,
&-2 : see &-2, in two places. = Also, and
followed in the O and TS and K, one says also,
W
&2-2,
A certain small creeping thing, or insect,
&#9 &:21, meaning The unskilful learned, and
did soundly, thoroughly, shilfully, or nell: but (#33) or a flying thing
(K, TA:) men related to have said, " &-e J-', (TA,) and
this is a mistake, occasioned by his deeming
tioned by Sgh: (TA:) also written in the K (in
(S, O, K.) and 231 "
(TA,)
dubious, or obscure, a passage in the Nawādir of
62° e
.
art.
< and &is-s: in one case or the and
(K,)
and
*
but
&:4)
IAar, wher: the letter says that J:" &-el
other mistranscribed. (TA in art. &:4)
not cus alone when applied to a male, (TA,) A
means (3,4-91 Ülel [i. e. The man aided, or
45 d >

* > *

6 -d =

6 & e

6. / -

(#):

9:331" &:4,
94% "à:4,

assisted, the unskilful]. (TA) = J~%l &-el:
see 1, latter half. [Freytag states, as on the
authority of the K, that
said of a horse,

&#.

&:4,

'83,

: an inf n of &#2 [q.v.] (§, K, &c.) – man skilful in the nork of the hands or hand:
And

.# Q.

&

[Sustenance, &c.].

|also &#2, in two places.

(TA.) = See (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K, TA:) and a company of
men you term

se:S W J#43' and 7 L:
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&

se:9, and use:S W * , and use: W *

* * *
2

also an inf n. of 1 as used in the phrase
(K,) [all of which are instances of quasi-pl. n.s., J-34 [q. v.]. (S, O, K, TA.)

asu.e.: see #2, in four places. The saying of

<<

•

except,
to be a perhaps,
pl. of Y &the
2)last,
andwhich
se:Sis said in the TA

* -d e

'Alee,
lat d

s p of

<< *u->
Jé
3- 3-#, if correctly
* ,
asū#*
J. & e

sal J

Telated, IneanS aca-

d

**

&c'.
ãx-o-o-', with damm, Arron's that are equal,
*-* *-* U53 Jé- c-> *-52
equable, uniform, or even, the nork of one man, [From every one possessing skill in manufacture
the CK, erroneously, Leu3%) which is pl. of (TA.) [Perhaps as: ~ is a quasi-pl. n. of &:* should be taken, or procured, that which he has
manufactured : or perhaps &- is a mistake for
23. W
or of *
or, accord. to Sb, applied to an arrow.]
Usa-> and L:- and L* and L*. See 34, and the meaning is, from every craftsman is
as IB says, the only pl. of "
is &*, and
to be acquired his craft]. (Mgh.)
&
in like manner in the case of "
you say s:
a”: see
latter half, in four places.
U-2 : see
:= and see also
in eight
&l, (TA,) and
is mentioned as on the
i.e.: Persons who tend their camels well, and
authority of Sb, (K,) and Sh is related to have places.
said.
_^35, [using the latter word as pl. of e” in a sense in which it is used in a verse fatten the young ones thereof, and give not their
W
'. c) quiescent. (TA.) And you of Aboo-Dhu-eyb is a pl. of which ISd says, “I camels' milk to guests: occurring in a verse of
'Amir Ibn-Et-Tufeyl. (TA, in this art. and in
say *
59-), (ISk, Mgh, MSb, TA) and know not any sing thereof:” accord. to Skr, it art. &*-*.)
means The 3,4- [app. either the seams or the
c:33. "
(S, O, K) and 231 "
(IJ,
J:42: See
TA,) an instance of an. epithet applied tO a stitch-holes] of a 33% or of an 53%). or, as some
say, the thongs used in the sening thereof: and
[An expert &u= i. e. manufacturer &c.]
woman like -lase and Cl2: and duaa-, (TA,) some say the making thereof, so that in this case
(TA. [There mentioned only as a proper name,
the 1 of prolongation before the final letter re it is an inf. n. (TA.)
or surname.])
sembling, and rendering needless, the 3 in axi.e.,
an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (M.A.) - And
ià: ; see
(IJ, TA,) which is not allowable, (IJ," Mgh,
, former half.
Msb, TA,”) though an instance of it occurs used i q " ',: [meaning Made, wrought, manufac
A handicraftsman; manufacturer; or
on the ground of analogy: (Mgh:) A noman tured, fabricated, or constructed: or made, &c.,
norker,
or
maker, with his hand; (S,” Mgh, O,”
skilful in the nork of the hands or hand; (ISk, skilfully, or nell: see 1, first sentence]. (TA.)
S, O, K, TA;) n:ho makes things in a suitable – [Hence,]! Food (O, K, TA) that is made, or Msb," K;) or one having a as: [i.e. craft &c.]
manner; n'ho sen's, and cuts out or makes, leathern prepared, and to n'hich people are invited; (TA;) n:hich he exercises; (TA;) [an artificer, or arti
buckets; (ISk, TA;) contr. of # , (Mgh, and "is a signifies [the same, i.e.] : a repast, san;] and 7 J* is [used in the same sense, and
Msb;) and *#2 #: signifies the same: feast, or banquet, to which friends are invited: particularly as meaning one who works for hire
&:- es: &:= ! I under a master; 3being]
a rel. 3n. from
[pl.
(TA:) and citat.< cl: and
#4. (S, (O, K, TA:) one says,
-2
nas at the repast of such a one, made, or pre
O, K.) Th preferred agi
as applied to a pared, by him, to which people were invited:
man; and * W
as applied to a woman. and * as: : the repast to which friends were
(Msb, T.A.)
•

-

J.

*

&#, (K, [in

&:

"&4,
&:
&:
&: Jú,

•6

p.

* * *

•

* *

*

•

6

*

3.4%

* >

-

&:

&%,

£4,

d.

8-1 with
&

£4,

£4,

&#2.

&:

4 * > *

&:-

£e

£4

95%

&:

&4
of *u-l, like Je. and & 4 (TA) the
•

&#3

8%

(IB, TA) Accord to IDrst, #2
used as an epithet.

(TA.

is an inf n.

[But see 1, last sen

*

•

pl. of £4 is &:2.
invited. (TA.) And (i.e. the former word) Food
prepared to be dispensed in the way, or cause, of #2; see #2.

&:

God. (TA.) – Also, applied to a sword, Polished,
[More, or most, skilled in working with
tence.]) It is said in a prov., # * £2 >3% 5 (S, O, K, TA,) and proved by experience; and so
the hands, manufacturing, fabricating, or con
[expl. in art. U5]. (TA.) - [Hence,] one says applied to an arrow: (K, TA:) or, applied to a structing]. See an ex. voce āş, and another
of a poet, and of any one who is eloquent, J% sword, frequently renovated by polishing: (A,

&l-J) &- ! [A man skilful in the * of the TA) pl. £4. (TA) - And, applied to a
tongue]: and in like manner, &-> &l-, + [a horse, I Well tended; (S, O, K, TA;) supplied

skilful tongue]. (KTA) And guil'. #:
+ A noman sharp-tongued: or long-tongued: syn.

ań... (TA)
*

>

d

WOce

&-a- [may be used, agreeably with analogy,

with fodder, and fattened. (TA.) And [in like as an inf. n.: and as a n. of place, and of time].
manner it is applied to a human being:] one says, A poet says,
Je: 34 ! He is the person whom I have reared;
and whom I have educated, disciplined, or trained,
*

•

&* : see &e,

last sentence.

*#.

6 * d >

well, (0, K, TA;) and so " ...: ; (§, O, K,
TA;) and

c5% *#. *

*

#: &#9: 531
• &

•

:

*

*

+

* *

2: &# 3-04 C-

*

the is the person [which may be rendered Verily that which is a

6* >*

ă.2 Work or handin,ork, an art, a craft or whom such a one has reared, &c. (Z, T.A.) – good deed considered abstractedly, or without re
lation to the manner or object &c., will not be a
handicraft, or a trade; (KL;) as also " £- : And t A goodly and clean garment. (A, L., T.A.) good deed in effect except, or unless, the way of
(KL, PS.:) anyhabitual work or occupation of a - And A deed, or an action; (S, O, K, KL;)

&4

the doing, or the nay that leads to the place (here
meaning the object) of the doing, be rightly hit

wāsū2, as is indicated in the K voce #-; t-: t:< a. He did to him an evil, or a foul,
deed: ($, o, K.) and * * is: means The evil
whence] one says, J.''' #4,£e [His habitual

upon therenith]. (O, TA.) - In the following

and so

'i:3:

(Ham p. 198:) one says,

man; as also a 9-; (K in art. -5,-;) [and so

verse of Náfi Ibn-Lakeet, (TA in this art. and

in art. U+22,) wrongly ascribed by J [in arts.
work or occupation, or his business, is the tending, [consequence] of a deed. (Ham ubi supra.) And
[particularly] A good deed, a bengfit, favour, Or U: and low-] to Lebeed, (TA in art. U-29,) and
Or pasturing, of camels]: (M, and K in art. Ls” )
ascribed by others to other poets, (TA in art.
or ax:2 [more particularly] signifies the work of kind act; (O, K, TA;) and so " as: ~ : (S, O, low-e,) it is expl. by IAar as signifying A place
the &#3 (S, O, K;) [a manufacture, or nork of Msb, K:) [see a verse cited voce &: :] pl. [of
that is deemed goodly [in workmanship]; syn.

art; and workmanship, or the skill of a norker, either, of the latter agreeably with rule,] &ú2. * : * ~ * * [a n. of place, accord. to a general rule,
which last meaning is plainly indicated in the O, (O, K.) = Also Skilful in work of the hands or as well as pass. part. n. ; or
may be here
6 * d •

and by common usage:] and 7 isús, the as: hand: (S, O, K, TA:) fem. [in this sense] with 3.
more literally rendered a place of skilful work
[i.e. craft, or habitual work or occupation,] 6f (TA) See & 4, in four places. Accord. to IDrst, manship]: the poet says,
the &\s, (S, Mgh, O, Mgb," K,) meaning of W &:- [likewise] signifies Skilled, or skilful, as
% & a 24 U-21s ** low-e
him. who works nrith his hand : (Mgh :) the pl. of part. n. of &: ; but IB says that &: has not
... •:
***** # *
** is [&#3 and] +2. (KL) - It is been heard. (TA.)
*
-** > * >3' S
*
6* d =

* de •

J. J. J.

*

*

*

**

*
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(TA in the present art.) meaning Having no 3-#" -- the trees put forth their leaves: (O, the side thereof that has no Jringe of unnoven
feathers upon it, [and having in it no place ex K: [and the like is said in the Msb:]) AHn says

threads: ($, O, K.) or (M, K) its 5% [or border]

hibiting skilful workmanship, neither the feathers that this signifies the trees began to leaf, so that (M) upon n'hich is the fringe consisting of un
being of use to it] nor the binding around with they were of tno sorts, one sort that had leaved woven threads: (M, K:) or any border, or side,

sinen's. (TA in art. L:).)- See also what here and one sort that had not leaved; but this is not thereof: (S, M, O, K.) accord. to IDrd, it is,
follows.
a valid saying; and in like manner * -:45: with the lexicologists, the side (a:U-) of a gar
• * > d >

#: ($, Mgh, O, Mgb, K) and is: ($, o,

(M:) accord. to the A, both signify the trees ment; and with others, the part in which is the

K) and 7 &: (O, Msb, K) [A kind of tank, became of different sorts; and in like manner Jringe of unnoven threads: (O:) and the corner
&úl [the plants, or herbagel: (TA) and -a of a garment: the pl. of #4 is * and [coll.
or reservoir, for rain-nater; i. e.] a thing like

•3-, (S, Mgh, O, K, TA,) or like a ex £51, inf n. as above, signifies the fruits became gen. n.] W -:4. (M)-i-3, as used by a
so that some of them were ripe exclusively of
(MSb, TA) and a 3&, (Mab,) that is made, or others, and some of them coloured exclusively of poet describing the ~5- [or mirage], means,
constructed, (Mgh, Meb.) for collecting the neater others: (Msb:) and J#9 * -:43, and <:1, accord. to Th, ! The sides, or borders, of the

c.

of the rain : (S, Mgh, O, Msb, K, TA:) pl. the [trees called] Leil, and the plants, or herbage, *!)-; the -ll/- being likened by him to a [gar
&Vás, (O, Msb, K, TA,) a pl. of all the three broke forth to leaf. (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) 'Obeyd ment such as is called] #4. (M) – And

** signifies also t A portion of a ai: [or

words above, expl. by As as meaning excavations Allāh Ibn-Keys-er-Rukeiyāt says,
which people make for the rain-nater, which
U-222,8 U53 d'A-l tea."
they fill therenith, and from n'hich they drink;
23 °
and
is another pl. of is:, the US being

*

* c > 4:3 &2 -ā->

*

**

J. J.

•

• 6 J,

tribe]. (Sh, TA.)

* > *

*

&l-

d =

*

&

•

#

*

J.

G#4 3,4

o

*

A species, or sort,

of ~

Jo'

39s

[i. e. aloes-nood] not of good quality: (M.) or

inserted by poetic license; or it may be pl. of

&:

•

one of the worst kinds of 2,é, (0, K) little dif:

&:

[in like manner] [May there be a sending don’n of rain to Hul
wan, the possessor of vines, and of such as have fering from ~#4 [i. e. wood used in carpentry
signifies a -*- or a thing like a &9.2: and put forth their leaves, of the fig-trees and the and the like]: (Q.:) or inferior to the &#3 and
*...* is said to be a ppl. thereof: (TAs) or &-e
: grape-vines thereof]: (O, K:) it is said in the K
82W

Or

*:::

and W

superior to the Lists: (K:) used for fumigating
that the verb in this verse is thus, from Jä.2 therenith : (TA:) so called in relation to a place
signifies a natering-trough, or tank, made for
the rain-nater, and not cased nith baked bricks; £1. not from 4:2; and that J has erred in [the situation of which I am unable to determine
and its pl. is

&:

(TA voce

ié.)

See also

&#2, in two places. -[The pl.] &4. signifies
** [or pavilions,
&#}, (O, K,) and fortresses; (S, O, K;) and

also Constructions such as
W &->

also signifies a fortress: and the former,

•

wells also. (TA.) And Tonºns, or villages, are
thus called, (O, K,) by the Arabs, accord. to Ag:
sing: is: (O, TA:) one says, Jai &: 34
&la.", meaning He is of the people of the tonns,
or villages, and of the cultivated land. (A, TA.)
Also Places set apart for horses, anay from the
tents or houses: sing. *::. (AHn, T.A.) [In
Abul. Ann. ii. 42, where it seems to mean “re
servoirs for rain-water,” Reiske renders it “Hos
pitia publica.”]=See also
in two places.

&:4,

the reading that he has given; for the reading with certainty: see, respecting it, note 12 to
given by J, who ascribes this verse to Ibn
Ahmar, is -:4; but this is the reading of
Fr, [as is said in the O,] and both readings are
correct; and of the latter, [accord. to which the
meaning is, and of such as have been made to
consist of various sorts or species, of the fig-trees
and the grape-vines thereof,] MF says, it is that
which the case requires, the commendation being
for the abundance and variety of the fruits of the
trees, rather than for the trees putting forth their
leaves. (TA.)

ch. xx. ofmy Translation ofthe Thousand and One
Nights]. (S, O.)

-# (o,K) or cit" -: , (M) Amale
ostrich having his shanks excoriated: (M, O, K:)
pl. -ā-2. (K.)
so -p
* *

cis-à inf n of 2 [q.

v.] - [As a subst., A.
literary composition; as also V -:44: pl. of the

former -#45; and of the latter +44.]
•* * *

•

à-ao -5U-21 [Sorts, or species, separated, or

£3 -a as His lip became chapped. (Ibn

distinguished, one from another; **distributed,
or
**
• of

'Abbād, O, K.) And as: Gu, Jia. The classified;] is a phrase similar to #: *i.
in art. -->4)-See also -āj-aj.
shank of the ostrich became chapped. (TA)

(S

* * *

69 e.
6

* * of

5: see above, in two places. - One says also,

p & e.

an author of a
*** [A literary6 *composer;
> * * >
*
X-5,
(Z,
O, K, TA,)
book or books].

Jä.e.: see what next follows.

ex- see &:4, and #4.—Also +[Fa
bricated, as applied to speech or a saying or sen -:- and *- : A sort, or species, (Lth, ś,
tence: a phrase, or word,] innovated, [or coined,] M, O, Mgb, K.) of a thing, (M, TA) or of [in the CK-44, which is wrong, for it is] like
•

6

* >

/

C**) Arabic;

things, (Lth, TA,) as, for instance, of household *J-2, (TA,) Trees among which are tryo sorts,
dry and fresh: (O, K:) or, accord. to Z, trees
differing from $54, which is applied to what is goods, or furniture and utensils: (TA:) [a term
varying
in colours and fruits. (TA.)
not so given: (Mz, 21st ës' :) forged, as applied subordinate to L-a-:] and a part, or portion, or
constituent, of anything: (Lth, Msb, TA:) pl.
to a word, and poetry. (Id. 8th e')
Lo-e
and given by its author as chaste (

• J.

J. •,•

& J.

e.p.

s

*

* ăsâ4.3%: see & e.

(of the former, Msb)

Jú: and (of the latter,

Mob) -5, 4. (M, O, Mgb, K.)—Also the for

2. -, in n. *, + 1 34 [He formed,

mer, i. q. ā- [meaning A quality, an attribute, fashioned, figured, shaped, sculptured, or pic
w-i-e
a property; or a description, as meaning the tured: app. from the noun here following]. (K.)
aggregate of the qualities or attributes or pro
JHe assorted it; i. e. made it into, or disposed it perties, of a thing, or the state, condition, or case, >< [An idol: or an idol of a particular kind.].
a c.33: (S) or a c3% that is norshipped: (K:)
in, sorts, or species; (S, O, K;) and separated, or

2 * (M.K.) infin. -is: (S, M, o, K.)

of a thing]. (M, K.)—See also as:-2.

distinguished, its several parts or portions or
constituents, one from another: (S, M, O, K:)
-: is the separating, or distinguishing, of

or a c,53 that is made of stones, and of wood; as

* *
*o :
-

is said on the authority of I’Ab: (Mgb:) or a
thing well known, that is carved of wood, and
that is made of molten and cast silver and copper

see the next paragraph.
2 **
45-o:

things, one from another. (Mgb.)- And hence,

•

or brass: (M; and the like is said in the Mśb on
ää-2 (S, M, O, K) and W & 2 and * -á.2, the authority of IF:) or the Lo-e is made of
(Mab3) you say, "to ca:2, inf. n. as above, (Sh, O, K,) the first of which is the most chaste, metals that melt; and the cois is made of stone or
He composed the book. (MA)=suás." -a (O, TA) of a waist-wrapper ( 25), (S, M,) or of of wood: (Mgb:) or, accord. to Hishām El
**

*

© ed

so

(Z, Mob, TA) -śl -is: (Z, TA) or +91.

*

The [trees called] suae became green: (M.) and

a garment, (O, K,) The 5% thereof, i.e. (§, O) Kelbee, the former is made of wood or of gold or
-
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of silver or of other metal; and the latter, of

[xiii.4), c'. ', 3% -, (TA) i. e. Palm

to a single person, and to two persons, and to a

stones: or, accord. to Ibn-'Arafeh and El-Fihree, trees having one root and [others] having distinct pl. number, and to a male, and to a female:
the former is an image; and the latter is a shape roots: Hafs read &#4, like &# pl. of:#; of (IAth, TA:) and one says also < 4: Mbr
less thing: or, as some say, the former is a thing the dial. of Temeem. (Bd.) – And hence, (TA) says, if you say, J4% ū as [Be silent, O man],
it is to distinguish between that which is determi.
having corporeal form, carved of nood or of stone t brother; but
called

not so

A

unless coupled

or of silver, and norshipped; and [the latter (in with another: (Sh, TA:) or a brother by the same nate and that which is indeterminate; a 2 being
the TA the L-2, but this I suppose to be a mistake Jather: (Az, TA:) [or a brother by the same indeterminate: (S, TA:) [i. e.,] as IJ says, the
for the Új2))] is a incorporeal form: or the for mother; as is indicated by an explanation of one
saying 24, with tenween, is as though you said
mer is a thing having the form of a human being; of the pls. in what follows:] or a brother such as Ús: and when you pronounce it without ten
and the latter, a thing having some other form: is termed Gä3, (M, K,) which means by the
or the former is a thing having material substance ifather and mother: (TA in art. Us: :) and a ween, it is as though you said £1. or, as
IAth says, when with tenween, it is as though
or shape; and the latter, a thing not having
son; (M, K;) because he has branched forth
material substance or shape: or the former is of
you said, ë,£ +:í, and when without tenween,
from one stock [with his father]: (TA:) and a
stones or other material; and the latter, an
paternal
uncle; (M, K;) but this last meaning is as though you said, 4: -** <s: <i.
embodied form: (TA:) or, accord. to IAth, the
taken from a trad. cited in what follows: (TA:) (TA.)
latter [?] is anything having corporeal form, made
the
fem. is with 3: and the pl. is £i [a pl. of
of metal or of wood and stones, like the form of a
*w-e
human being, made, and set up, and worshipped; pauc.] and &#2 [as above]. (M, K.) It is said
1. --2, (Mgh, L, Mab, TA) aor. -, (Mob)
and the former [?] an incorporeal form: (TA in in a trad., *: * J#"> ! [The paternal
art. Ú52 : [from explanations given above, it
inf n < (Mgh," L; Mab, TA) [and app.
seems that the reverse of this is the case:]) and uncle of the man is the * of his father]; (T, S;) ** also, and perhaps £4, q. v.], said of hair,
Abu-l-'Abbās states, on the authority of IAar, meaning that the stock of both is one. (T, TA.) [and of a camel's fur or hair,] It was, or became,
• of
that "#4 and is a signify an image (3,-4) [And it is said that] c'> £, &#~, relating

such as is termed -->l, i.e., of the colour termed
that is worshipped; (TA in the present art.;) to a man's children, means f Sons of one mother *** (Mgh, L, Mab, TA) as also "...rel and
by different fathers, and children of different
each of these two words is thus (41:J-59), though

it would seem that accord. to

the K the latter is mothers by one father. (Harp. 608.)- [Hence '**'. (L, TA)=See also :-au2.

4. -->! He (a stallion [meaning a stallion
ā-ā: (TA in art-->).2% (S, K) it is said the pl] £i signifies also Liles, or flows.
camel])
had young ones such as are termed
(IAar,
T.A.)
c's:c:=;
And
1
nells
Two
(S) is an arabicized word, from c. * (S, K)
d J.

.*

- of

[which is Pers., though SM says,] I know not in near together, (AZ, $, M, K, TA,) or (so in the --> [pl. of -el] born to him : (K:) or,
what language, for in Pers. it is -× [i. e. +]: TA and in some copies of the K) that yield water accord. to the M and L, he (a man) had children

from one spring. (AZ, S, K, TA.) –3'- also such as are so termed born to him. (TA.)= See
used in the Kur xiv. 38, is said by Er-Rághib to signifies A. nidened well (*~) from which water also ---.
is not drawn and of the nater of n!hich no use is
mean things that divert one from God. (TA.)
9 and 11: see the first paragraph,

(TA) the pl. is A.ii ($, M, Msh;) which, as

made (Ibn-Buzuri, K.) pl. &#2. (Ibn-Bu

* * * *

a 2-2 : see the next preceding paragraph. =
Also A calamity; a dial. var. of #13; (K, TA;)
which is mentioned by Az, but omitted in the K

*

zuri, TA)—See also what follows.
3

• J.

> *

*w-e

: see what next follows.

o

#4 (S, A, Mgh, Mgb, K) and " £2 (S,
Js-> A small Us-> [q.v.] to which no one
Mgh,
Mob, K) and '-2, (A, Mgh, K) [the
in art...i.e. (TA)= And The a.a5 for quill] comes for water, (S, K,) and for which no one
in the L and Msb and TA to be an
last
said
cares: dim. of "3-2: (S:) or, as some say, (S,)
of any feather. (K.)
inf n., (see 1,) and so may be each of the others,
a cleft in a mountain : (S, TA:) or a ravine, or
6 o

-

•

*
4.

J: U-21 The palm-trees had pairs, or

used as simple substs.,] Redness, (T, Mgh, Mgb,

e

(~3.) in which water flons, between two K,) or [a redness such as is termed] 5%, (S, K,)

Jap,

mountains. (TA.)

triplets, or more, growing together from single
roots. (IKtt, T.A.)

$, Mgh) and of the beard, when the exterior is
L5->
6 d.

so

o'

}

6 d J.

* d -

**

.

red, with blackness in the interior : (T, Mgh:)

us-2 and Us:-> and -5-2 : see 3-2, in art. 3-e. or a tinge of redness over the hair, the roots being

* D >

<--> :

in the hair (T, S, Mgh, Msb, K) of the head (T,

3 - 2

see the next paragraph.

black, so that the hair when anointed appears as
though it were black : (A5, TA:) or redness in
blackness: (A:) or redness, of the hair, tinged
took it (a thing, S) nuholly:
over nith blackness: or, as some say, redness of
so a:\:-}. (M.)
the nhole of the hair. (TA.)

*:

Us->: dim. of:- See art. 2-2.

:- One of a pair, (AHn, S, M, K,) or of three,

£e: £f He

(S, M,) or of more than tro, (K,) or of more than

(Fr, $, M, K.) and

three, (M,) or of five, or of six, (TA,) of palm
trees,(S,M,K,) or of any trees, (AHn, M,K) or of
trees resembling one another, (M,) growing from
one root; (AHn, S, M, K;) each [or every one] of

#3:4:

see the next preceding paragraph.

deo

1.

& applied to a camel, i. q. * [q.v.);

2% : He chid the people or party [app.

(S, K;) and its fem., with 5, is syn. with jux-2
[fem. of **) : or a camel of n!hich the origin is
growing with it]; (AHn, M ;) as also "5-3, (M, (TA.)
referred to a certain stallion, or a place, named
K,) mentioned by Zj: (M:) two of such are
R. Q. 1. … << He silenced them, saying * : (S, K:) or, if not used as a prefixed noun,
termed 9: (S, K) and 9% and 93.3
to them 44 4: (K, TA:) and they said also it means sprung from a stallion named -l, 2 :
[which last implies that "#4 as well as
is a
+44 [for <<<l, like as they said <<3% Tarafeh uses the fem. as a prefixed noun in the
dial, var. of:el and also glo-2 and ç'-- and
phrase cs: #: [A she-camel of the colour
for £343. (TA)
c'4, [which imply that C- and J: and
<, as also a 3, (S, IAth, K.) and a2, and 9.4, termed : in the long hairs beneath the loner
U- are also dial. vars. of: and : and 3-2;] (TA,)
a word used in chiding the person [or jan]: (T, TA:) but Himyán [without using it as
persons]
to whom it is said, (K, TA,) thus in the a prefixed noun] says,
(K) and the pl. is &#2 (AZ, S, M) and [of
M,
rather
or
(TA) it is a verbal noun, (S, IAth,
pauc.] £i, (M,) the former pl. differing from
(*~13.3" (#3:
TA,)
used
in commanding silence, (S, TA,)
the first of the duals mentioned above by being

such being called the

* of the other for others saying to them a 3: see what next follows].
• * >

#:

©d -

*

*

perfectly decl. (AZ, S,” TA,) Hence, in the Kur meaning Be silent, (S, IAth, K, TA) addressed [Making to fly from her, or it makes to fly from

.Book I.]
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* - Pi—e

her, the fur of the colour termed

:l ;

meaning was said to be the most famous and the best of a plain,] which the sun was melting, [or severely

&" contracting it, and changing the US into

colours, and that a she-camel of that colour
was affecting,] and [n'hich did not melt, meaning]
* - of
-

-

said to be the most swift of all: [see also 3-

aS

which endured the sun's melting it. (S,” O. [In

t; and El Aji applies J's in a similar

both of my copies of the S, and in the O and TA,
applied to a camel:] but accord. to As, 231
ap
2 e o &
the first word is ess: as above; not &#])
to a camel signifies white; and -r-el,
– Also Full, or complete, without lack or defect. plied
n:hite
intermixed with redness:* (TA:) [see also And you say, £-l 3-134 | The heat made
(K.)- And applied to camels (#) as meaning :
From which the poor-rate has not been taken; J.'s] the dim is "...#4 (M'.)--~ #, chameleon's back to glisten. (TA.) - And

manner, as an epithet, to a camel's lip. (TA.)

• J.

(K, TA;) they being left complete, without lack

J

•

J.

d

2}:s- ww-2

J:

5%,

He seasoned his bread with

[lit. Persons red, or reddish, &c., in respect (AZ, A, TA,) i. e. melted fat. (A, TA.) And

or deficiency. (TA.)- And, applied to a man, of the mustaches, &c.,] is a designation of t ene
(K, TA) Lon, ignoble, or mean; (TA;) for mies; and is applied to them even if not really 4:3, 32. He anointed his head with 5%. (A,
whom, or to n'hom, there is no &#2 [or register Júl J.-2: (As, S, A," L, K:) originally ap K.) And 43% 3% He anointed his body with
of the names of pensioners or the like] (K. T.A.) plied to the Greeks ( >3), because redness of * [which is like 5%], (L, TA)=%
- And Hard, strong, vehement, or violent.
also signifies + He brought, or dren, it (i. e. a
3
the hair was [common] among them, and they
* **

*

,

*

• d -

(A, K.) Hence, C+2 => t.A. hard, or vio were enemies of the Arabs: ($, L, TA:) applied thing, O) near, 25 to him or it]; and so * 9-l.
to others, it designates them as being as great (O, TA.)

unt, death, like:-13. (ATA)

enemies as the Greeks.

(TA)--~9. is an

.*, *, (#) inf n. #sua: ; (TA) and
<-- W <!, (O) or * W *i. (so in
appellation of The lion : (K:) because of his **-*; and_* "x-el, and *i; He became
a copy of the K, in the CK <--> -**) a call colour. (TA.) – And [for the same reason] that kind of relation to them termed X-2; (K;)
d

-

de

• * * * of
to ewes to be milked: (O, K:) it [i. e. --Ale] is * is a designation of The male ostrich. (L,
and
so->x-21
(Mgh in art. c. - ) or *) Al
a name for Enves: (O:) in one copy of the K, a TA)- Hence also (S, TA) it: signifies
he
took
to
himself
a nife from among them; (S,
call to the stallion [meaning the stallion camel] on Wine : (S, K:) or wine expressed from white
A.
Msb;)
and
so:
(A:) and "x-e!
the occasion of covering. (TA)
grapes: (K:) used in this sense as a proper name: Love he connected himself"A-el:
nvith them, and became,
©

•

de

(AHn, K.) but also used without the article J',

*> *

...< A hard place: (Sh, K.) pl. -->44. being originally an epithet. (TA.) --~!X:

or made himself, an object of inviolable respect,

(Sh, TA.) Level ground: (K:) so some say: ! A cold day: (K:) or a day intensely cold. by a covenant of mutual protection, or by relation

(sh, TA:) pl. as above: (TA ) or ~...~ has
this meaning. (O.) Any place, (K) or any high,
or rugged, or high and rugged, ground, or place
of a mountain, (O) upon which the sun is vehe
mently hot so that flesh-meat is broiled upon it:
(O, K :) Lth assigns this meaning '4;

ship, or consanguinity, or by marriage: (IAQr,
S:) or or , 21 he sought to bring himself near
to them by the relationship termed *. (T, TA.)

(A, TA.)
*

*~*

*

* *

+: dim of: 1. v. (M'.)
* ! Flesh-meat mixed with fat.

(A, TA.)

4: see 3, in three places. - One says also,
o e &

J 6 *

but

AM says that the right word is ~#4. (TA in

–t What is termed -īg-, [here app, meaning L:-" U£-Jil v.2 # The army dren, near to the
cut into strips or slices, and laid upon live coals, [other] army. (A, O, K.) = See also 1, last

or upon rocky ground vehemently heated by the
art. -->.) And A hard rock: and stones:
(K:) [or] by stones are here meant hard rocks: sun (see -:4)]; (O, K, and so in a copy of the

Sentence.

7. ,-aji It (a thing, S, K, such as fat, and the

pl. -->4. S, in some copies of the K **, and in one copy like, TA) became melted, or liquefied. (S, K.)
camel; fem. with 5: Jä.3) of roast flesh-meat. (S, O, K.)- And See also 1.

(o:) [but] this is a meaning of the
(J.K.)- A hard, or strong,

likened to the stones so called. (T, O, T.A.) Wild animals (3-3) [of various kinds or spe
8. ,la-el: see 1. = Also t His (a chameleon's)
- And A tall man. (K.)- And A hot day: cies] mixed together. (O, K, and in one of my back glistened by reason of the heat of the sun;
(A," K;) and so "30-ol. (S, K.)- And He
(#) or a day intensely hot: (O, TA ) and so copies of the S.)

£2. (TA)- And Intenseness of heat: (K:)

ate 5%. (O, K.)
44-6

so on the authority of IAar alone; others ex

1.2, (S, A, K.)aor.*,infn.”, (K.) He

plaining it as an epithet. (TA)

11: see the next preceding paragraph.
#

•

melted, or liquefied, a thing, (S, A, K,) such as

**. applied to hair, (A, TA) [and to camel's fat, (A,TA) and the like; (TAj) as also "xia-el.
fur or hair,] and to a man, (S) and to a camel, (K.) The saying #: *:: &#25 app. means
(A,) or to a male [of mankind and of camels], + I will assuredly melt thee [in the fire of Hell by
(Mgh, Mgb) fem. #2: (A, Mgh, Mab.) pl. making thee to swear a bitter oath]: (S:) or t I
J. : (S, A, Mab, K.) of the colour termed: will assuredly make thee to snear a hard oath.
[expl. above]: (S, A, Mgh, Mgb:) as some say, (A.) One says also, #t= &: ü): <x<
(TA) applied to hair, it means having redness

*

Roasted, broiled, or fried; syn.
3.

*

&#.
*

-

* Relationship; nearness with respect to
kindred; syn. #: (A, K.) and [affinity; or]
the sacred, or inviolable, tie (**) of relation
ship consisting in being a father or brother or

kinsman of a man's nife: (Mgh, K:) and
+: + [I caused such a one to melt, by other
*
5,
2 the sacred, or inviolable, tie (a:-) of
C- (TA :) making him to swear a false oath that would relationship
by marriage : (A:) Fr makes the

intermixed with its whiteness: (K, TA ?

to As, it is nearly the same as

(TA.)- And Hot; syn. Ju- (Kr, K.)

accord.

#1

4

•

procure for him, as a consequence thereof, the fire
Hell]. (AO.)- Also, inf n, as above, He, or
with his whiteness, the upper part of the fur of
it, burned: he thoroughly cooked with fire. (TA.)
being red, and the inner parts white: (S:) or not – ; It (heat) affected him severely. (A.) And
having the inner parts [of the fur] intensely white, J-: 3.2 ! The sun affected him severely by
the flanks and sides having somewhat of whiteness; its heat, (S, A, K, TA,) so that it pained his
the J-,-- being less white than what is termed
231, having a dusky hue in the upper parts and a brain. (TA.) Ibn-Ahmar says, describing the
whiteness in the loner parts: (T, TA:) or not young one of a guaš, (S, O,) which was bearing
intensely white: (Ki) or, accord. to IAgr, white: water to it, (O)
• * *
82.

applied to a camel, having redness

intermixed

former word of the fem. gender. (Sgh, T.A.)
And A relation, or kinsman, or kinsnoman, of a

man's wife: (Kh, S, A, Mgb:) and of a woman's
husband: (A:) or the father or brother or other
kinsman of a woman's husband; syn. :- [and

... &c. (see art. 3.-)]: (Kh, AB, ISk, Msb:)
and the father or brother or other kinsman of a
man's wife: (Kh, As, ISk,S, Mgb, K:) so accord.
to some of the Arabs: (Kh, A5, S, Msb:) or none

• & •

says otherwise, accord. to As, and IAar says the
like: (Mgh:) or any relation of a man's wife or
• *
the Arabs “the Kureysh of camels,” i. e. the
of a woman's husband whom it is unlawful to
most noble, and the best, as Kureysh were con
son, and
sidered by them the best of them; also, that a: i. e. [She bearing water to a castarvay, cast won marry; as the father, and brother, and 219

and he says that the -2 and2:

were called by

*

*

Bk I.

-

-** - Li'l us" (#2,”
**:
#1: .

*

*
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paternal uncle, and maternal uncle : (Az, Mgb:) camel any fatness (#5); (ISk, S;) or any mar

U->
or a man's relation by marriage: and a kinsman ron. (TA.)
1. J%, said of a horse, aor = ($, o, Mib, K.)
of a man's relation by marriage : (A:) or a man
and < ..(Mob, K,) inf. n. J*, (S, O, Msh, K.)
#:
: see:-, first sentence.
who has married among a people: (Lth, Mgh :)
[and Jū-23 is an intensive inf n., (see J-2
and the husband of a man's daughter: and the
*
The
sheath
of
the
moon.
(K.
[See
what
husband of a man's sister: (IAar, K:) Fr says is meant thereby voce *: of which it is a dial. below,)] He neighed; lit, uttered his voice; or
voiced. (S, O, K.)
that, in the Kur xxv. 56, it signifies, a relation
whom it is lanful to marry; as the daughter of a var. in this sense, and app. in other senses also.])
[6. J: <-islaj The horses neighed, one to
paternal uncle, and of a maternal uncle, and the 3: A thing (A, O, K, TA) like a #2 (or another. See an ex, in a verse cited voce 323,
like: and -- in the same, a relation whom it is
pulpit], of clay, (K, TA,) or of wood, (TA) for where Jštá occurs for Jsuá.]
unlawful to marry: Zj, that the former signifies a the household utensils of brass (A, O, K, TA) and
relation whom it is unlanful to marry : and the the like, (O, K,) which are put thereon: (A, O:)
see the next paragraph, in two places.
©

latter, such as is not a

2-2, of those mentioned in

do >

but ISdsays that it is not of established authority.

the Kur [iv. 27], from the words “your mothers (TA.)
are forbidden unto you” to the words “and your
combining [as your wives] two sisters:” I’Ab 29-a-o: see 3-3, in two places.
explains -- and x-e in the former passage of
the Kur differently from Fr [altogether], and
&”
differently in part from Zj; saying that the former
Q. 1. --* b: They plastered a &x
applies to the seven relations first mentioned in
mith £25% [or plaster of quick lime]. (L.)
iv. 27 in the Kur, and A-2 to the remaining six
there mentioned and that mentioned in the next
Q. 2.
12+)-aj [They made for themselves
preceding verse; [so that it includes a man's Ol &: i.e. a
(T and TA in art.
foster-mother, who has suckled him; his foster
sister, who has been suckled with him; his wife's Are...)
mother; his step-daughter under his guardian
(S, A, Msb, K) and
'' this
*

f

d >

J% A voice with hoarseness, roughness, harsh
ness, or gruffness; [this is app. correct, or nearly

s

#:

J - © e >

cy").

&:

&7.3,

so; but what follows I think evidently wrong;
and probably taken from a copy of the O, in this

instance incorrect;] like V J.

: and J-2 is syn.
with J-2 (Kaccord. to the CK and TA: [to
which is added in the TA, i.e. hoarseness, rough

ness, harshness, or gruffness, in the voice :]) or syn,

J~. (so in my MS. copy of the K:)
[the explanation given by Sgh appears to be cor
rectly as follows:] one says, U-2 4:34 -> and
rvith

U-2, i. e. [In his voice is] sharpness and hard
*: it is said, in a trad. of Umm-Maabad, es'

ship, born of his wife unto whom he has gone in ;
latter is of weak authority, (Mgb,) and 7
his son's wife; his wife's sister combined with that
wife; and his father's nife;] and this, says Az, (S, K,) as also
by a change of the last

and A'Obeyd says that J. all is like £-3

is correct: (Mgh:) in the Kur xxv. 56, it means

hoarseness, &c.], not intense, but pleasing. (Thus

&%,

233-2 or J-2, accord to different relations:
[i. e.

&2,

(ISd, TA) A L-3- [i.e. natering-trough, I find in the O.) [It is said in Har p. 646
* 23, whether male or female: (Jel.) or </33 letter,
or tank], (K,) or a thing like a J*s-, (S, A,) in that J-all and "J-all signify J. Mill (31: but

* : (Bd.) pl. # (S, A, Mab, K, &c.) and

which water collects; (S, A, K;) a tank, or cis

I think that this has been taken from some com

#35 (K.) which latter is extr. (TA) (#2, tern, for rain-nater: (ISd, TA:) arabicized: mentator who had found J-all and J-all erro
(S.) [See neously written for J-āli and Jø, with U4.]
& 8originally Pers. ; pl.
applied to a female, pl. $54, is app. post (Msb:)
classical.]- And t A grave, or sepulchre : (ISd, also us, e, in art. "~..]
J%: see the next paragraph.
K:) for they used to bury their daughters alive,
and say, “We have married them to the grave:”
: see the next preceding paragraph:
J.” [an infin, see 1.] and 'J. (S, o, K)

&24-3.
•

8%

then, in the time of El-Islám, this expression was and also that here following.
used, and it was said, #13: ź [An excel
lent son-in-lan, is the grave]: or it means, cor
rectly, that which supplies the place of the n-2. p laster o quick lime]. (T.A.)

and *ist4, of which the pl. is J-54, (0, K.)
5, [or and 'Ju-ā, [which last is an intensive inf n.,]

£4. Made with £2, (K) i. e.

One says
y

ääs.w: (O,) The neighing or neigh, lit. the voicing or
voice, of the horse: (S, O, K:) similar to

(ISd.)
#

£3.4% [A tank, or the like,] made with

-

-

-

s

&” i. q. $* [q.v.];

= i

3:

as: and 3% ($, TA) in relation to the ass. (TA)

6 d >

(K;) a dial. var. of (S.) And in like manner, W &- Jā5-[4
the latter word signifying A thing like a J-3 watering-trough, or tank,] plastered with &?ule.
[or watering-trough, or tank]: (S:) accord. to Az, (L.)
a construction of clay and stones, built betneen

*:::: J.-- Jai

means Possessors of horses and

of camel. : (TA in art. bl:) it is said in a trad.
of Umm-Zara, **, J.-- Jai us'
£5

[And he set me among possessors of horses and of
camels]:
(O, TA:) she meant that she was among
[and across] two narrow branches (guoji-) of a
people
of
little property, and he transferred her to
small water-course (4x5) of a valley, so that the
A vehement voice. (S, O, K.) A rājiz people of much wealth; for the possessors of
water is kept back thereby, and they drink from says,
horses and of camels are more [rich] than the
it a long time. (TA.)
3. * -a- - possessors of sheep or goats. (TA in the present
3'-e-> *-e usel, S.: *A*
art.)
* A melter offat, and a roaster, broiler, or [She has rendered my head hoary by a vehement
frier; pl.-->. (K.)
J: Neighing, lit uttering his voice; for
voice]. (TA.)- And A clamorous old woman;
rather
that neighs much or often;] an epithet
(S,
Q,
K.,
TA;)
vehement
of
voices,
(TA)
and
* [i. q. ** as meaning] Melted, or
• 8

3'-a->

•6

p.

•

6
-

e o e

•

d : * @ e.

*

-

6 *

•

*

*

-

*

-

to a horse; (JK," S, Mgb,” K;) and so
liquefied. (S, K.) [And used also as a subst., in so Gia. (TA;) so too " &lace. (As, S, applied
W J-U- and "Jals 25. (JK. [But these two
the sense of 5,0-2.]- Also Bread seasoned with O, K.) -: &: is applied to a man, as I find not elsewhere in this sense.]) - [Hence,]
meaning vehement of voice: and in like manner
3,9-2; and so **. (A, O, TA.).
J% & Horses. (TA in art. Us'. [It should
to a hawk. (TA.)
6e • J.

• * *

o

o e

be observed that >. applied to irrational beings

#% What is melted (A, K, TA) offat, (As,
TA,) and the like : (TA:) or (TA, in the K
“and”) any piece offat, (K, TA,) whether small
or large : (TA:) and 1 marron; syn. C# and

3.4%; see the next preceding paragraph.

is pl. of

Jets

& as well as of #.])
and

Jet2 *

* See

Jú.

*-

Jat. ap

Us are

#;
One

plied to a he-camel signifies That strikes, or beats,
(K, TA;) which mean the same. (TA.)
says, #4-> *>39 U. 1 There is not in the

Q. 1 #44 for £4: see R. Q.1 in art.
*@*

(O, K,) with his fore leg and his hind leg, (K,) and
bites, and does not ever utter a grumbling cry, in

Book I.]
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U- - -3-2

consequence of his disdainfulness, (O, K,) but whose rider sits: (K, and EM p. 43 : [see an ex of one J," A £ 5.3% & 32% + [Verily El.
inside makes a confused and continued, or rumbling, of its pls, voce -i A4 .1) and (K) the hinder part Islám has signs and marks of guidance like those
sound, (K, TA,) by reason of his disdain
*
of the hump of the camel; (JK, K;) also called of the nay]. (S.)- Hence [the pl.] #: is
(TA:) so expl. by Lth: one says Je- J.-and the ass; (JK;) or, as some say, the [part applied to signify Graves: (S:) occurring in a
trad. in this sense. (TA.)- And the sing, (S,
J-U-23 (0, TA) and Jet2 &##0 (0, K) called] ass', n:hich one sees above the rump : K.)
accord. to As, (S,) signifies Rugged and
and Jat. (*: (O, TA) or Jal- * signifies a (TA:) pl. * and #2. (K.) [Hence, app.,]
elevated ground, (S, K,) but inferior to a moun
stallion camel excited by hist, assaulting [the one says, -5 ° s: U.: meaning tA fathe-goat. tain : (S:) or an elevated and a rugged spot, upon
she-camels], and causing a sound to be heard from

which, sometimes, stones are set up in order that
his inside; as also Jaú *. (TA in art. G-:) (TA) And #32 signifies also The middle one may be directed thereby to the right way;
portions of the flesh extending along the tro sides
And

Je- * applied to a

man, + Vehement in

of the backbone of a bird of the species termed like #5 (M in art...)—And 4 place of
springing or rushing, or in assaulting or attack uš. (TA.)- Also The uppermost part of any varying, or of coming and going, (-4-5) of
ing, and in excitement or provocation: (M, K, mountain, (S,) and of anything. (Harp. 374.) the wind: (S, K:) a poet says, (namely, Imra-el
TA:) or a man whose anger is vehement; as also - And The exterior uppermost part of a house, Keys, TA,)

$2.335. (TA in art. 34.)

• 3

or chamber; the interior uppermost part thereof

•• O J

&

**

6 &e e

a *-*5

called 4:... (Ham p. 725)–And 4
[J: is expl. by Reiske as signifying Firma being
toner (JK, S, K) made (JK, S) upon a hill, (JK,
ac tenac durities: so says Freytag: but I find
$, K.) on the highest part thereof: (JK, K:) pl.
not any authority for this.]

*

[meaning, if the explanation be correct, and the

citation appropriate, And a nind blen, them
is extr. [in (referring to the word *. i.e. live coals, in a

~12-2, (JK) or es", (K,) which
respect of rule], like Us: pl. of 32: ; mentioned verse immediately preceding) in the place of
*5. – Its pl., Je's 3, is also applied (by the poet by AHei. (TA.)- And The like of a cave, or varying of the places of varying of the wind]:
cavern, in a mountain, in nhich is nater (K, (S:) but Aboo-Zekereeya, in the margin of his
Aboo-Zubeyd Et-Tá-ee, O, TA) to The sounds of
TA) of the rain: (TA:) pl. #-e, (K, TA) with book [or his copy of the S], throws doubt upon
£- [i. e. iron shovels or spades]. (O, K.) Also kesr
and the long 1: (TA:) or #2 signifies the word meaning “wind” [in this explanation].
(by the poet Temeem Ibn-Abee-Mukbil, O, TA)
places in which water falls, upon the heads of (TA. [See De Slane's “Diwan d’Amro'Ikais,”
to The sounds of flies among herbage; (O, K;)
p. 20 of the Arabic text and p. 34 of his transla
app. meaning the humming or buzzing, [sounds] mountains, like the -i. [a mistranscription for tion.]) = Also An assemblage of beasts, or birds,
<is, q.v.]: (JK:) [or,] accord. to AA, places
of their flying. (O, TA.)
of prey: (M, K.) on the authority of Kr. (M.)
in which water wells forth; pl. of 52-2: but in = And The sound of the echo: (K:) mentioned
UW-aj: see Jers.
* >

s

*

*

•

alele : see J-2 : and see also #,

* > d >

in art.

s

© is expl. as meaning by Az; but written by him with fet-h [i. e.
water. nells forth; and as pl.
'#2]. (TA)=######, expl. in the Kas
of 53.2 : in the Mj, #2 is said to be pl. of meaning He took it in its fresh state (*#. [in
* #2 and of £2 also. (TA)—And A de the CK erroneously asAbūl), is a mistranscrip

the handwriting of Az,
the

94-6 and

U.5"

1. 94 for Lø), aor. L-4, inf". G.4,
accord. to A’Obeyd; or

Gr- accord. to Kh ;

places in

which

It

pressed tract of land to which stray camels betake tion; correctly, $54, with fet-h to the L2, and
(a wound) was, or became, moist : (S:) or ly-2 or themselves: (Ki) or a depressed place surrounded
with, as written by Az. (TA. [9< and #4,
c. [as written in different copies of the K], by
mountains
(JK) [or] so ***, accord to both omitted in the K, are expl.
in their proper
Az.
(TA.)
6 &
aor. *; and Usy"; he had a nound and it became
•

6 *

moist. (K.) - And the

former, He

had much

* >

place in the TA as syn, with 3...e. and a swas.])
65

•

#3% : see what next precedes.
property. (Az, K.)- And i. Q. C-4 [He became
advanced in age, or full-grown; &c.]. (TA.)

*9-2
9-0

3. suave, (K) inf n isla, (TA) as expl. by
2.

us.” s:

He made

s:

[i.e. signs set

1. *, (S.M.A.) [aor. 2,4,] inf n. **
(S, M, A, K) and elas, (Harp. 240) said of

IAar, (TA,) He mounted upon its, or his, *
[q. v.]; (K, TA;) said with reference to a moun up for the guidance of travellers] in the way. rain, (S, M, A,”) It poured forth; (M, A, K;)
(TA. [The verb is originally 354, and us,” is as also * ~Lail: (M, K.) or it descended; and
tain and to an animal. (TA.)
*** signifies the like. (S.) A poet says,
pl. of #4.])= [See also art. U43-2.]

4. Lee! He had a complaint of the #4
[q.v.]; (K, TA;) said of a horse. (TA.) =

Je". Cr-21 He anointed the boy, or young male

3%

4,
U43-ol The
in what are termed

people, or party, alighted

&4,

meaning elevated [or

is: # 34, Jiā
.

•:

3-

*

5

‘

* 6 -

*

ess" a.422 & " ":
child, with clarified butter, and put him in the rugged and elevated] tracts of land. (IKtt, TA.)
sun, in consequence of a disease (M, K) that had *=[See also art. U43-2.]
which may mean, [And may] the descending of
befallen him : (K:) or he so anointed him, and :- i. q.
(K,) so in the Tekmileh, (TA) the rain called the Rel, [and continuous rain, or
put him to sleep in the sun, in consequence of a
applied to a thing, meaning Empty, void, or continuous and still rain, pouring forth, water
disease. (JK.)
-

8%

thy districts, not injuring them]: or it may mean,
[may] the rain of the season called the & [&c.]:

vacant. (TK.)
5 *

d =

ly 2: See also, in art. 4-e.

#4. see the next following paragraph, last
sentence but one.

#4 ; see what follows, near the end.
#: A sign for the guidance of travellers,

so says IHsh. (MF, TA.) And one says of a
(::). on the occasion of its befalling,

con calamity

sisting of stones, (AA, S, IAth, Msb,) set up

# $44, meaning

It became [or fell] in its 2%
in the place n'here it
should remain]. (S, T.A.. [See also art, #5.])
or soft, part (J: Le [so in £opies of the K, but guidance] in the way: (M, K.) or an elevated And -le, aor, as above, (M, TA,) inf. n. $34,
the right reading is app. J: le, lit. the part that sign of the way, set up in rugged ground: (M:) (K, TA,) It, or he, came from a high place; (K,

£2 The part of the back, of a horse, which is (IAth, Msb) in the way (Msb) in an unknown for settled or fixed place, or
the place of the * cloth : (S:) or the smooth, desert: (IAth:) or a stone that is a sign [...for

c.2: (AA, S, M, IAth, Mob) and pl. pl. TA;) descended from above; (M, TA;) as also
is found to be smooth, or soft, to sit upon, see an pl.
#21, (M, Mob, K) the latter like
of

:

ex. of this verb in the Ham p. 675,]) of the two

* -5 as: (K, TA:) and (TA) it, or he, descended;

sides of the 3%. [or back] of the horse: (Ki) or +, (Msb, TA,) or, as some say, this is a pl.,

went don'n, don’nnards, don’n a declivity, or

not a pl. pl. (TA) It is said in a trad, &

Jrom a higher to a loner place or position; or it

the part, of the back, of the horse, whereon the

-

219 *
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sloped donn; syn. #: and so V -*. (M, He descended, or went don'n, into a loner land, or in my opinion, [he says,] --> here is from the
TA. [See also 4, first sentence; and see 2, last country; contr. of £i. (M, K, TA. [See also phrase J3.9 it." * [expl. above; the
sentence.])-[Hence, app.,] .."

b: They fell

1 as syn. with 5; and see 2, last sentence.]) = meaning of the verse being, But hon should the

upon them, or assaulted them; and agreeably Júl -Uel, [inf n. as above,] said of an censuring women hope for my constraining
with this meaning is expl. the saying of the Hu arrow, [It hit, or struck, the butt, or target; or myself to behave with hardiness, and for my
went right thereto;] (S, TA;) and '403, (S, being patient, when the beloved of the soul has
dhalee,
been smitten by death, or by the decree of death;
- - of
a
• - ofTA) or 4331 -, (M) aor. 4:24, (S, M.) for Isd adds]*X-" - #3 &t=
3-ol, +:-" *~ 13-'l-2
*

*

*

*

inf n :2, (S, TA) likewise said of an arrow,

# * : 3+ J-

*

*

*** (M.T.A.)—[* is also used in

(S, M, TA,) signifies the same; (8, TA;) or -rºle

many phrases in which its agent is likened to an
meaning [They fell upon, or assaulted, six tents, said of an arrow is intrans. (M.) And -r/Lel
archer] One says, "...all -->| | [He hit the

or dwellings, and four; so that it was as though alone, [as though used elliptically,] (MSb, TA,)
them] numerous locusts. (TA.) inf n. as above; (Mgb, #}} and W *2. *or.
= P2-2 [app. meaning * -->e] signifies also *4, (S, Msb) infn. #4, (S) or +2,
The sky’s bringing rain. (A, K.)- And The (M5b, K;) and " Ple, aor. -->4, inf n. -->;
pouring forth (A, K, TA) of water [&c.]. (TA.) (Msb;) likewise said of an arrow, (S, Msb,) It
One says, it." +Le He poured forth the water; nent right; did not deviate from the right

ther, mere upon

as also "43-2. (M, TA)=-L as syn, with course: (§, K, TA:) or it reached [or hit] the

*:

object of aim. (Mob) And £13: " ---,

see the latter in eight places.

2: see above, last sentence but one-[Hence, (M, A, TA) alor". **, (A, TA,) inf. n. *
app.,] J% << + I sent forth, or started, or and a 2-2, (M, TA,) said of an arrow, (M, A,
i: 9%. the horse in running. (S, TA.) - And TA,) It went right tonards the thing, or animal,
d

**-aj is the contr. of 's-a [generally in a shot at; (M, TA;) as also relel. (TA)- Also
trans. sense (though also in an intrans sense as
will be seen below); i. e. it signifies The making
* - 3to descend]. (M, TA.) One says, a...!, -2-2 He
lonered, or depressed, his head. (S, A, Mgh,

Júl -, (S.T.A.) and -uśl J -l,

(TA,) [said of a man, as is indicated by the
context in the S and TA, He hit the butt, or
target;] he did not miss the butt, or target.
(TA.) And - Lel alone is said of an archer or
Mab, K.) And 4.5 × 5.2 t [May God de the like [as meaning He hit the object of his
grade him; lit..] may God loner, or depress, his aim]: (Msb:) one says, 3.4% & [He shot, or
-

**

Jí se

- - -

* @

-

-

d

right thing or point, or the object, or aim, of his
words or of his actions]. (A:) and $13: -Ple!
[which means the same]. ($ in art. ...) And
-Ple! alone [means thus likewise; or] the said,
or did, that which was right. (M, K.") And
*** *** - Ple! t He hit the right thing in
his saying and his deed; (Msb;) and so 4% es'
in his opinion; contr. of taxi. (A) And

# -Pleit He attained, or obtained, the thing
that,Me. sought, or wanted: whence the saying,
*:::: c” -lei [and so app. (34 (see 3:)]
+ He

obtained his desired enjoyment of his wife:

(Msb:) -s: Plei occurs in a trad, [as a
euphemism,] said by the wife of Handhaleh,
meaning t He compressed me: (Mgh:) and it
i: said in a trad., *:: ca: --5 &- << &t=
>< 3%, meaning + He used to his [the head of

-

head. (TA.) It is said in a trad., 5,3- & U-8
Júl es: & # **, which, accord. to Aboo
Dávood Es-Sijistánee, is abridged, and means,
Whoso cuts don'n, or lops, a 52-, [which is a
species of lote-tree], in a desert, by the shade
whereof the traveller shelters himself, without just

was fast
cast, and hit the object of his aim]. (A.) - some one or more of his wives when he

cause, God will, or may God, loner his head

"Jäl <!-- neith it, or experienced it; namely, a good or an

[Hence, likening an event, &c., to an arrow,] one ing].
says also, 3: 4.02, inf n. as above, + [An event And

-

smote him, or befall him;] and **L*, aor.4,4, with his hand, of the property and other things.
inf n. -->e, signifies the same. (Mgb.) And (TA) And Gil -->| | [He hit upon, or
the thing. (S,
#4 £2; +[An affliction, or a calamity, &c., lighted on, the thing;] he found
M, K, TA) And 4,021 [t He found it, met

[in the fire of Hell]. (L, TA.) And one says, smote him, or befell him]. (S.) And

% ~5-

(TA: and the like is said in the Mgh.)
9:45 JG & "Let t He took, or took

+ The thing reached him [so as to take effect upon evil event. And + He found it out, or discovered
He lonered, or depressed, his hand, or

arm. (L, TA) And # --> He inclined the him] (Mgh, Msb:) whence the saying, <u> it; namely, an enigma (see 8 in art. **) or the
vessel (Mgh, Mgb) don’nnards, in order that #4 U. --Gl J# &: +[There reached him &c., like. And] t He found it to be right: and the
what was in it might run [out]: (Mgh:) or he of the sayings of the people, what reached him
lonered, or depressed, the vessel; and in like &c.]. (Msb.) [Thus tropically used, *L- may
generally be rendered It hit, struck, smote,
manner, a 3-li 3% [the head of the piece of wounded, hurt, affected, assailed, or befell, him.
wood]. (T,TA)= And #4 #1 -> [He One says, L#: *Vel, and
and
<!--,
directed his sight tonards him]. (Msb in art. C.'.
&c., + A disease, and pain, and wind, &c., smote,
[From +3+...]) And #4, #1 & 3:3: affected, or as giled, him.] And ** W 4:04,

&#3,

** * *

See art.

£,

* *

*.-And 4% << +I said that (S, Msb,) aor. 432-a2, inf n. *-2, (Msb) +[The

his saying was *

[i.e. right; or I pronounced rain fell, or lighted, upon him, or it; netted him,
or it;] he, or it, was rained upon. (S.) And

his saying to be right]. (Msb.) And # ~5
1 [He pronounced his opinion to be right]. (A.)

J3.9 it: * ~#4 i.e. +[The sky, or clouds,

saw it, considered it, or held it, to be right. (TA.
[See also 10.]) And the aimed at it; (A5, TA;)
the desired, wished, willed, intended, or meant,

(A.M.
it*"
A. M., T.A.) One says, Ö3 A2;
tails * + Such a one aimed at, and
desired, [to say] that which was right, (As, Mgb,"
TA) and failed of giving rightly the reply. (As,

TA) And £e &# *[Whither do ye two
dair. to go?]; a saying of Ru-beh. (TA.)
*Usi &:- #3 9: es", in the Kur [xxxviii.
35, referring to the

wind], has been expl. as

meaning t [Running by his command softly, or
And 4.5 t He said to him 3: Thou has hit or rain,] watered the earth, or land, copiously : gently],
white'er He desireth. (M," TA.)
the right thing; or said, or done, right]. (S, K.) (Lth, M.T.A.) or it means ~#4, #4 (it And 3% es: *f *lel, said in a trad., in reply

upon it]. (M, L,
to a question respecting the interpretation of a
verse,
by IAar,
following
cited
the
TA.)
In
! [If I do, or say, wrong, tell me that I have done
text, means t God desireth, or meaneth, [thereby,]
à
so; and if I do, or say, right, tell me that I have
what He desireth, or meaneth. (TA.) And
sei: 5% G+: -:
don: *]. (A, TA.) = [-, * is also the contr.
5: 4: #f -Plel means # ! [i.e. May God

You say,

L';* <: &; Us: las-3; &: &

smote it with rain; or sent rain

: :

*

-

-,

*

•

* * *

•

- -

*

'-' -- ~£it #1 es:43
**as in an intrans, sense as well as in the •
intend thee good]. (A.) And +Lel alone + He
trans, sense mentioned above:] one says, CA Ju. he explains --> as being like 3-ai, and says that desired, or intended, or meant, that which was

of

es: ce” &#9

[Long have continued

it may be of the dial of him who says:1.214; right. (M. K.") One says also, '-' al

"my descending, or going don'n, and my ascending, but [ISd remarks,] I know not how this is, for t [meaning He did good to him]. (El-Mu'irrij,
or going up, in the land]. (A in art. Axe.)
X: ...Us is not trans.; [though, as shown TA in art. 3-1) [But] is a U2', (M) inf n.

4 -l, (M, TA) infn. #2), (M, K, TA)

above, he has mentioned it as being trans, ;] and

|#4,

(K) with which are syn. "...ua... [in

-Book I.]
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accordance with a usage generally allowable] deed, (S, Msb) or his opinion, (M, TA) or his or of madneess produced by diabolical possession.
6

(S, TA) and "āua, (K, TA) + [generally]

saying: (A:) Th says,

£4:1 is the regular

*

(S.)=See also rºle.

--8

means He afflicted him with, or by, such a thing; form; but the Arabs say, £1, <-2-a-l. (M,
#4. A collection, (iâû, M, or £, K.)
or gave pain to him thereby. (M, K:" in the TA. [See also 4, latter half.])
o: collection, or heap, not measured nor weighed,
latter, only the inf n. of the verb in this sense;
(#4, A) of wheat: (M, A, K.) a heap of wheat,
and so in other senses.) [Thus one says, #: <!-A certain species of tree, from which, when and of dates, and of other things: (M:) a quantity
st He afflicted him with evil; or did evil to him: it *
is pressed, there issues n hat resembles milk, a
© e > 6

and

2: allel + He afflicted him with, or did

p.

collected together of dust or earth: (TA:) or any
drop of which sometimes spirts into the eye, thing collected together: (Kr, M, K:) a place in

to him, an abominable, or an evil, thing or action: producing an effect like that of a flame of fire,

n:hich dates are collected and dried is thus called

2: J# *Lel + He afflicted him with, or
said to him, a foul saying: and J-#. &Lel

4% &##43:03.1% cºs Li &i- i.e.

and

and in some instances weakening the sight: (M, by the people of El-Felj. (ISk, S.) One says,
TA:) or a certain kind of bitter tree; (AS, T, M,

K, TA;) one of which is termed W #02: (M, K:*

[I nent in to such a one, and lo, the deenárs
+ He punished him by blood-revenge: and <!-- [in the latter it is said that * is the pl. of #4;
a heap poured out without measure before
Jé's t He, (i.e. God,) or it, (a thing,) affected but properly speaking, the former is a coll. gen, n., were]
him:
(S,
M,” A:") or, as some relate the saying,
him. with disease; or rendered him diseased : and and the latter is its n. un.:]) or the expressed
#31,
which is thus used as a gen, n. (M.)
in many similar cases, the phrase may be well juice of a kind of bitter tree: (S:) but accord. to
rendered with a verb derived from the noun; like the K, this is a mistake, though it is the saying of
coke-o: see ~3-2.
phrases in which “affecit” (a Latin equivalent of leading lexicologists: (TA:) or, as some say, the
-Lei) occurs; as in “honore affecit,” meaning expressed juice of the X-3 [or aloes]. (M.)
3% f A thing that is right, of what is said
“honoravit.”] El-Hárith Ibn-Khuld El-Makh
and of what is done; [like 3.3-3] (Mgb;) contr.
6

* >

6 o' --

- * an inf. n. used as a subst. (Mgb) mean of *Uai-;
($, M, Mgb, K;) as also "...#2. (S,
ing Rain; (Lth, Msb;) and so " -:4, which is
Msb, K). One says, " &#3; c:* &#3 &
originally [*, i.e.] of the measure J: from
* @ e

zoomee says,

-

*

f *

d x*

* *

:

* de ... f.

*

54: "...#la. Öl-...si

*

*

+ £-53.5 us:

*

Usels-> [meaning + Leave thou me, and on me

i.e.

(Bdin ii. 18.) or : is an epithet
applied to clouds (#, Sh, o, or '-, S, Ms)
**

+ [0 Dhuleymeh, verily your afflicting a man
Twho has given the salutation of peace, greeting, is

be the consequence of my wrong saying or deed,
and my right]. (S.) [And hence the phrase,

:

frequent in some of the lexicons &c., 13& **
tyranny]: IB says that this verse is not of El meaning having rain, (O,) i. q. +44 * : (S,
meaning t The right, or correct, word or nording
’Arjee, as El-Hareeree imagined it to be: the Msb:) or ** and "...: and *::: [the
or reading is thus: and 13& £34 + The right,
correct reading is 2:18, as above: Leekls is an last of which is written in the CK *] all or correct, writing or wording or £ading gf it is
apocopated form of £k, which is the dim. of signify the same, (M, K,) as epithets applied to
thus]—And one says also "...e5-3 J35 and
* >*
4 de J &
Asia: some read >igi: and some, 2:í. [the rain, meaning pouring forth: (M '). or." **, -13-2 [meaning t.A right, or correct, saying:
verse is cited accord. to this last reading in the S:] which is originally of the measure U2xes, [being thus using each as an epithet]. (M.)
* e. * .
54% is governed in the accus. case by ~.4% [as altered from *] means rain pouring forth
: see -302, in two places.
an inf. n.]: and* is the enunciative of & (L,
*

•

much, or abundantly: (IDrd, O:) [" -:4, also,

TA.)

X): ~s: #3" 2:4

s

+ means

Time, or fate, afflicted them by destruction, or

is applied as an epithet to rain, like :54 and
*: and] in the phrase ** &”, accord. to

•

: see -31-2; and see also art. ---e.

extirpation, among themselves and their cattle, or
see #4. "Also, (S.M.A.K.) and
possessions. (M) [In the K,
is expl. as Abu-l-‘Alā, clu-e is pl. of ~34; or it may be
signifying £-91. but the right reading is an inf. n., like cö- and if one say 'c'4,
An arrow going right, or hitting the mark: (S,
with fet-h, the meaning is, what has poured forth
evidently
as Ibr D has remarked in the

#4)

'*(A) and '4 and '44, (M.K.)

£9,

M, A, K,” TA:) * the last of these is the only

of rain, notwithstanding the usin it, for similar to
margin of my copy of the TA; so that +lel this are cl-33 from C;" and clá (meaning epithet, known to IJ, of the measure J.-: having
the -5 and J sound and having 5 for its 8, except
signifies + He destroyed, or extirpated; agreeably
with an explanation in the sentence next preceding
above, from the M.] * -: 5: 4: # * 34,
+ occurring in a trad, means Him whom God
intendeth good He trieth with afflictions, that He
may "pe: him for them. (TA.) And one
says, <-- 35% Guá. << ū. t [app. meaning
I was not affected with weakness of intellect, or
madness, and I have become affected therenith:
See **, below]. (IAar, TA.)

“tall” palm-trees) from **i. (Ham p. 796.)
* Also Course, or tendency; syn. 345; so in
only] used as a subst.: * is pl. of −4, like
the saying, to one who is traversing a desert in
and
pls. ofź.4 and
either from
uncertainty and has declined from the right way,
*5-2>i [Rectify thy course]: and in the phrase

J.; and #; for ..., is held by him to be

X* >3
>6;
|G: G '34" or from 4% " .

• * @ e

-** ...: &%

[Such a one is pursuing the having * for its aor. (M.) [See also

*

right course], said of a person when he is not in art. ---e.] One says, -:42: 3. Verily
declining from his way to the right or left. (TA. it is an arron, that goes right. (TA.) .
[See also another ex. voce +)-And A.
place, or point, of tendency or direction or bear

-:42: &#3:

is a prov. [expl. in art. th-l.
(S)- [Hence] one says also 34
and
, 5. ~5- [quasi-pass. of 2]: see 1, in three
places.—Also It was, or became, lonered, or ing, syn, āe, (Msb, TA,) of a thing; (Msb;) " --> ! [A right opinion]: (A, TA:) [Mtr
and #-d [which means the same; and also a
depressed; syn. Ji-i. (A.)
I have not
side; of a lateral, or an adjacent, part or tract of says,] **: &# meaning
[6. -->Laj, accord. to Freytag, signifies He, a thing; and in thi: sense * is used in the found. (Mgh.)
or it, was nell directed: but for this he names no present day]; and J-jl- [which generally has
* : see -3°, in two places: and +3.
authority.]
the latter of these meanings]. (TA.)- See also
s
6.- :
** : See #, in two places; and see art.
**,
in three places.
see
1,
first
sentence.
7:

&

-:4

•

*

*

s

@

e.

-

d

•

-

**.

10.

*:

and

44: signify the same, (S,

#4: see #4.—Also Weakness, or feeble

•

•

3 -

*%-2 :

M, A, Msb,

K.) ! He saw it, considered it, or

& e

.

see -3-2, in two places.

ness, in the intellect; (M, A, K;) or a touch of

held it, to be right; (M, Mab, TA;) namely, his insanity therein; (A;) or somervhat of insanity, |

#:

The choice, or best, class of a people;

1742
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(F#, M.K.) as also *: (Fr. §, K) and

of the measure is: to be of the measure is:

**. (K.) And * : X: A choice, or an

without a radical

excellent, people. (S.) And

wi:

7.

s or

3, (M,) and it is

thought

& * - Lail [The age resounded with the

mention of him; meaning] he became famous, or

signifies The by Ag to be of the speech of the people of the celebrated. (K.)- And -la.

He ansnered,

choice, or best, of anything. (S.) [See also art. cities, (Msb) and esta”, (M.) which is the and came, (S, O, K,) being called: of the measure
Js: from &#1. (S, O.)- And He became
-->.]- Also, #4, The collective body of a original form, (S) or is said to be so, (Mgb,) and
is said by Zj to be the form preferred by the straight in stature after having been bent; (S, O,
people; (M3) and so *:3 (Kr, M in art.
grammarians, (TA,) and

+4.

--~.)

(A5, A, Msb.) K;) as though his youthful vigour returned to

him; (S, O'; [in one of my copies of the former

6 * * *

6.- : *

•

-

-

à-la-2 : see the next preceding paragraph, in

*944

# A nibbing in which the exterior of of which, and in the TA, 4% J3; is put for

the writing-reed is made to extend beyond the pith:

three places; and see art. -r-2.

opposed to #6. (TA in art. −3)-.)

• of

-

*** [More, and most, affected with weakness
in the intellect, or insanity, or madness:
see
d : " "
- of
#4]. When a man says to another -rºlae --5)
*

[meaning Thou art affected with weakness
in -the05
J - d 5

&:

"3-2' >]

J# ;

or the right explanation is, as though

vigour might be restored to him; for] it is said, by

&”

-

intellect, &c.], the latter replies

&l."

he conformed with a prayer that his youthful
a poet, of Nasr Ibn-Duhmán, after he had lived a

&#4 and &#4. (K,) the latter the only word

hundred and ninety years, (S, O,) when, in answer

ofits. measure except 3-2. (AHei, TA) and
&-*, (TA,) A thing with n'hich bread is made;

to a prayer of his people, his youthful vigour
returned to him and his hair became again black.

[Thou art more affected with weakness in the
(O.)- Also He went anay hiding himself. (K.)
intellect, &c., than I]. (IAar, M, TA. [Thus (K;) a nooden implement nith n'hich the makers
• * > .
<>W.2 : see -->:- and see also -e-2, in two
of bread expand the cake of bread; (AHei, TA;)
these phrases are used in the present day.])
6

•

s

• &

the s- of the maker of bread, with which the places.

* [A place of pouring forth: pl. *].
or bread, is expanded: (TA in art. Ja! :)
339. * * [It is the place of the dough,
an arabicized word, (K, TA,) from the Pers.
pouring of rain in the clouds]; and * *: 45+ [or *]. (TA.) [See what is said in art.

+4

One says,

***

[I natched, or watched for, the

place of

[an inf n. (see 1): and also a simple

subst, signifying] A sound, (M, MA, TA, PS,)
a noise, a voice, a cry, a shout, an exclamation,
&- respecting words in which both Lo and &
or a vociferation; (MA, PS;) of a human being

the pouring of rain in the clouds]; and LeAli. occur.]

à:1 exta. [The places of the pouring of the
rain natered them; or may the places &c. water

them]. (A.)

* pass, part. n. of 4 [meaning Hit, struck,
smitten, wounded, hurt, affected, assailed, afflicted,
&c.]. (S, Msb, T.A.)- Affected with weakness,
or feebleness, in the intellect; (TA;) or with some
what of insanity, or madness produced by diabolical

and of other things: (ISk, TA:) conventionally,
the sound of speech: (Msb:) [also a tone, con
*>2<>
sidered with regard to the degree of elevation or
1 <1%, aor. 3,' (S, M, o, K) and #14, depression of the voice:] and any sort of singing:
(M, o, K.) infn. &#4, (S, M.) said of a thing (M, TA:) [and an air, or a song :] and it is used
(S, O) [and of a man and of any animal]; and to signify a clamour, or confused noise, or mixture
">;-2, (S, M, o, K.) inf n. *, *, said of a of sounds, (S,) and a cry for aid or succour: (S,
man (S) [and of any animal &c.]; and W-Lel; M.) the pl. is #31 (M, Mob, T.A.) it is
(M, K;) It sounded; it, or he, made, produced, masc. : (S," M, Mgb,TA:) in the following verse,
emitted, sent forth, or uttered, a sound, noise, (S, M, Mgb,) of Ruweyshid Ibn-Ketheer (S, M)

possession: (S, TA:) or mad, or possessed. (TA.)
[See #4; and see also 4, last sentence; and voice, or cry; (PS and KL in explanation of the *Et-Tá-ee, (S,)
£1.• Le: **# (# 3
*
first, and MA and KL in explanation of the
second;) he raised his voice, voiced, called or
4, latter half, in two places. - And Syn, with
called out, cried or cried out, shouted, clamoured,
#
i.e., q. v. (A, Msb.)= Also The sugar-cane.
exclaimed, or vociferated: (M, K:) +4 signi [O thou, the rider urging on his beast, ask the
(L, TA, and so in a copy of the S.)
fies also the making lamentation: (KL:) and sons of Asad what is this clamour?], (S, M,

*::::= Also Sun with #4 (STA) see

*

* pass part, n, of £12 [3 v.] (Mb)

* * >;-2, (M, TA) inf n, as above, (TA) he

&#1: ...-1.J. J."

Mob,) the poet has made <>, all fem, because

-3-ae. A ladle. (IAar, K.)

called, hailed, or summoned, him; called out, meaning thereby 43#" and £1 and

-->4

said in a trad.,

* - d.

:

See

at:9,

cried out, or shouted, to him. (M,” TA.) It is

-14, in two places.

(S) or he has made it fem, as meaning £1,
Júl £e &: &# bits (M,
Mgb) or asts:-91: (M:) the like is often
• *

@

-

-

[They used to dislike blustering on the occasion of
#4. Syn. with ăusl: (K, TA:) see 4, latter combat, or fight]: meaning one's calling to done by the Arabs, when two words, masc. and
**
6 e.

**

• *

half-See also #4.—
J-31 +3 another, or doing a deed to be mentioned in after fem, are syn.: thus they say, it all <-3,
2:04: is a saying mentioned by Ibn-Buzurj, as times, and shouting, and making oneself known meaning #: ; and #: lis, meaning it: all:
meaning [I left the people disposed, or placed,] in a boasting and self-conceited manner. (TA.) (Mgb:) but the making a masc. n. fem. for this
according to their classes, or ranks. (TA.)

#44. see the next paragraph.
#~, (§,M, A.M. b. K.) said by Ahmad Ibn
Yahyà to be originally #44, (TA,) and 7 #4.
(S, M, K) and "āta (M, K) and **wa. (A,
Mgb) and 7 #14, (M, K,) signify the same,
(S, M, A, Mgb, K,) An affliction, a calamity, a
misfortune, a disaster, or an evil accident: (M,

Mgb, TA:) it is said in the Towsheeh that the
primary signification of

* is

a shot with an

[See also

+4 below.]

reason is bad; though the reverse is held
to* > be
ad >
of
2: see above, in two places: = and see also allowable. (M.) The Arabs say, G3-2 &-l

4, likewise in two places.

(# Usis, meaning I hear a sound, or voice, but

*:34: in the Kur
xvii.
66
is
said
to
mean
With
the sounds of [thy]
possessed of -e-e [or fame, &c.; i.e. he became
singing,
and
musical
pipes.
(M., T.A.) ->!
famous]. (0)= [It is also trans.; as in the
phrase] J.3% </Lol He made the bony to sound ** is a term applied to A noun significant of a
[or twang]: (M, TA:) [and so is 7 –32; as in sound: nouns of this kind being of two classes;
the phrase]
<- [He caused the kind of namely, nouns applied to the purpose of addressing
irrational beings, or nhat are virtually in the
resin called sile to make a sound, or sounds], (K
predicament of irrational beings, as young in
4: see 1. -->Lel signifies also He became I see not a deed. (TA.)

alsº

Jää) – [And it is trans, by means af';
J#9 *lel [and in like manner
*-i- (see J.). He rendered the man no
Voce

arron : (TA:) the pl. is **, (S, M, A, Mgb,)
as in the phrase]
the form commonly obtaining, (Mgb,) but irregu

fants; and onomatopoeias, or nouns imitative of
sounds: the former class consists of two descrip

tions of words; namely, ejaculations used for the
lar, (M,) the Arabs agreeing in pronouncing it
with *, as though they likened the radical letter to torious by a thing that he did not desire. (Ibn purpose of chiding, as S4 (to horses) and J.3%
(to mules) and
(to a young infant);
the augmentative, (S,) or they imagined what is Buzurj, TA)

# #é

-

**-a- -
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and ejaculations used for the purpose of calling, likewise applied to an ass, (S) both signify the reason of a blight or the like: (T, TA:) or became
8->
as “Use (to camels) and U23 (to an ass): of the same, (K,) Wehement, strong, or loud, of voice: dried up in the upper part, (AA, S, K,) yet
o

other class are Gu (imitative of the cry of the (S, M, Mob.) &L. J., is like Jú. J., “a retaining moisture: (AA, S:) or became dried up
signifies [the
crow) and 3. (imitative of the sound produced by man having much property,” and Jö J% ** a and split; (A5, TA;) and
man who gives much,” and Ju% J'é [“a ram same, or] became dried up and much split: (A:)
the falling of stones) and J-5 (imitative of the
said of wood, and the
sound produced by the fall of a sword) &c.: having much wool”], &c., all of these epithets or (and so the verb
nouns significant of sounds are generally indecl., being originally of the measure J-4: (S:) or like,) became much split, spontaneously, and parts
because they resemble certain particles in neither +12 may be of the measure Jets from which thereof became scattered, and >. signifies the
governing nor being governed; but some of them the medial radical has gone; or it may be [origin same. (TA.)
is said in a trad. of ’Alee,
of the measure
(M.) One says 4: W C*** It
are occasionally decl. [like other nouns]. (El ally
U.5 - Asli !»us + [Therefore
Ashmoonee's Expos. of the Alfeeyeh of Ibn
also --> +4 [A vehement, strong, or loud,
hasten ye to obtain knowledge before the drying
Mālik, section <>12-2912 Utaš91 el-l.)- See
voice]. (A) See also :u4.
up of its plants for want of mental

'3-

C*

*]
* - -

J%.

s

de

• de

() -

* @

-

**

-

vigour].

also the next paragraph, in four places.

*

| <--- (S,M, A, Msh, K) and "33% ($, M.A.
K)

and * >u< (M, K) and 7 #2 (K) Fame,

= -

6

(TA)- c, as

- d.

also signifies It became much

~15-2 : see -b-a+.
6 * * *

**-a-2 : see the next paragraph, in two places.

split; ($, K;) said of hair &c.; (S;) as also
W clas' (K: [but this latter is more correctly

report, repute, or reputation, whether good or
below:]) [or] said of hair, it fell off and
evil: (TA:) or good fame, good report, good
*** One n'ho raises his voice, calls or calls expl.
became scattered; as also Ge. (K:) or it
repute or reputation, (S, M, Msb, K,) that spreads
out, cries or cries out, shouts, clamours, exclaims,
(S) among the people; ($, Mgb;) so some say;
became much split, (A, L.) of itself, (L.) [or by
(TA;) not evil: (#) [they may often be well or vociferates; i, q. " +44 (K, TA:) [or, as
also V

$32,

often

rendered renown:] --> is originally ~5-2; the

of dryness, (see 2)] and fell off and
occurring, n:ho does so much, reason
became scattered, (L.)

3 being changed into es on account of the kesreh or is in the habit of doing so; each being of a
preceding it: it seems as though they made it to measure denoting intensiveness of the significa

7. P-laji It clave, split, or slit; or became
cloven, split, or slit. (S, K.) See also 5. - It
be of the measure Uss to distinguish between the tion.]-[Hence,] one says, $34. 3.3% ū, (a mountain) became much
cleft, or cracked, and
meaning
There is not in the house any one (K,
* that is heard and the fame &c. that is
dried,
by
reason
of
want
of
rain. (TA, from a
TA) that raises his voice, &c. : in some copies of
known: but sometimes they said, L3 * 3:2 #, the KW **, which
trad)It
(a
garment)
slit,
or rent, of itself.
has the same meaning. (AO, S.)-1 It (the moon, S, K, and the
L-Gil in the sense of:- [i. e. His fame &c., or
dawn,
(TA.)
the people]: (S,

and lightning, TA) showed its light: (S, K, TA:)

TA) and edit J " + 4 and -> (He

originally, became cleft. (TA.) [See also 7 in

good fame &c., spread among

has fame &c., or good fame &c., among the
people]; and ~ * -** [His Jame. &c., or
good fame &c., went among them]. (A:) It

is said in a trad, A.J. es' * à S. *32 U.,
meaning [There is no servant of God, i.e. no man,
but he has] a report by which he is known [in
Heaven]; and it may be in respect of good and

&la: Straight in stature. (S.)

6 : * ~ *

6, e <* >

.

J'a-2-2 : see Úts-2-2, in art.

its perpendicular side; for] a valley has 9-24,

2.

aOr.

£4,]

$34, (TK,) I clave, split, or slit, it;

K;) namely, a thing. (S.)

J# ---,

(§,) which means the two sides thereof, resembling

(S, tno walls. (A)- And The lower part of a
mountain : (K:) or the face of a mountain that

stands up (§, K) appearing (S) as though it were

said of the wind,

(#1, S,

#). It is *i; in a trad., &: £i
&: £éi J:- c'-->4), meaning [They cast

a mall. (S,

A,)
and of the heat, (3-1, A,) and of the sun,
* * *
(K.) It dried up, him] between the two mountains [so that the beasts,
or caused to dry up, (S, A, K,) the herbs, or legu or birds, of prey ate him]. (S.)
i-us A plain, (A,) or land, (K,) that produces
minous plants, (S, A,) so that they became much
split; (A3) and so -ā- [the wood]; and the nothing (A, K) ever; (K;) i.e., in which is no
like of these: and <--> signifies the same. good. (A.)

bourine that is used in that case], meaning the (U--Ji, TA,) inf. n.
report thereof among the people. (TA.) =>
also signifies A blacksmith's hammer. (K," TA)
-And An artificer, or a handicraftsman; syn.
&le; (K accord. to the TA:) or a goldsmith;

£24 ($ A.K) and '34 (IA, K.) The

C*

1. *-*, (S. K.)[third pers. £4,

J#, "&" 29-13 J%-" [The distinction

publication of the marriage, and the going of the

&ls

wall (last-) of a valley: ($, K.) [app. meaning

inf n.

made in the case of the former, and the tam

: see what next follows.
34:

£2

evil. (TA) And in another trad, 3: ... J-45
betneen the lanful (i. e. marriage) and the
unlan ful (i. e. fornication) is the report that is

..]

art.

(TA) And #1

£4,

c5-,

said of dryness, It

3-24, with Jamm [to the

-l, Dry (K)
(So in the CK and in my MS. copy caused the hair to split much, and to fall off, and
And ājū-3-2 als. A palm-tree of which the
of the K.)
become scattered. (L.) = See also 5, in four branches with their leaves upon them have become
places.
- It is said in a trad., e: &= us.” dried up, rigid, and contracted. (K, TA.)
#2: see the next preceding paragraph.
& J: }: 31, meaning [He forbade the
Gypsum. (§, K.)- And + The sweat
<u> [Sounding; making, producing, emitting,
selling
of
palm-trees]
before
that
the
good
thereof
of horses: ($, K:) said to be likened to gypsum
sending forth, or uttering, a sound, noise, voice,
become distinguishable from the bad: related by because of its whiteness. (T, L.)- And + Milk
or cry; (see its verb, colo;)] raising his voice,
calling or calling out, crying or crying out, some with [i. e. £1. (TA:) but El-Khat mixed with water, the latter being the more in
shouting, exclaiming, or vociferating; (S, Msb, tábee says that the right word is c;4, with 3. quantity. (Aboo-Sa’eed, K.) - Also An ele
vated piece, (#4, so in the L. and CK, and
TA;) as also " -:4; the two words being like (TA in art. &-)
syn.

#4.

6.-

-

-

6- d -

-

-

-

£4

<<1% and +:

the latter

originally £4.
5.

(TA; [But see the next paragraph:
<!--a2..])
•

and see also

O

+2, applied to a man, ($, M, A, Mib, K.)
and W $14, so applied, (S, M., K.) and the latter

£34

in my Ms. copy of the K.) or such as is soft, or
3/ielding, (***), so in the TA as from the K,) of
of the
(IB, TA:) or land. (L, K.)- And The spadic
palm-tree,
(AHn,
K,)
when
it
dries
up,
and
falls
became blighted

J# 3- The herbs, or leguminous plants,

became dried up; as also " £4:
became completely dried up; or

(£)

and becomes scattered. (AHn.)
and dried up; and 7 £4 signifies the same: in pieces
6 * * *
**, *.*
(L:) or became dried up in the hot season, not by
à-la-2, like asley, [but accord, to analogy it
-

[Book I.
C*-*
should be without teshdeed, like äätä. &c., and (S, M, Mgb, K:) or he demolished it, thren, it Jashioned, figured, shaped, sculptured, or pic
so it is written in the L as relating to wool,] down, or pulled it don'n to the ground; as also tured (§, M, K, TA)-And [hence,] G is as
What has become much split, of hair, and what W 3-l. (K.) One says, of a man, & ** [and Us: "#4, like J-5 and us! J'é,] It
1744

has fallen off and become scattered, thereof, (K.)

'Jim &

and so of wool. (L., T.A.)

(Lth.) And ‘U, #1 & 5-3, and "45-21, I

He

inclin: hi. week

to

th. thing.

appeared to my mind, or imagination, (S, Msb,)
as an image, or a picture. (Mgb.) = See also 2.
inclined, or bent, the thing to, or tonards, me. - [Hence,] (# 25- He imagined a thing;
-uá: Floning, or flowing copiously, running

upon the surface of the ground; (K, TA;) applied (El-Ahmar) And 3.5 &#9 & 4: imaged it in the mind; as also **- : [like
to rain-water. (TA.)- And Herbage of which [I inclined, or bent, the branch, that I might 4:3 and 4:3) he imagined, or conceived, the
the blossoms have appeared. (TA.). [See a verse pluck, or gather, the fruit] (A) And 5 st; form of the thing. (S) [343 in logic signifies
A-35 ts,< + [Hearts which the ties of re The forming of an idea; conception, perception,
cited voce J: "..]
lationship do not incline]. (TA, from a trad.) or apprehension; sometimes qualified by the epi
<! &#4, in the Kur (ii. 262], means And thet £30 i.e. simple.] = Also He (being pierced
6

- d.o.

-

£2

-

turn them tonards thee; and so 354; (Akh, S, with a spear or the like) inclined, to fall: (S:)
M :) but the former is the more common reading: or he (being struck) fell: (M, K:) or he, or it,
this
is the meaning commonly known, of each fell, or alighted. (TA.)
inf n, is us!, (TA) He listened to him, or it.
(S, K, TA.) . [See a verse of Aboo-Du-ád (cited reading: though Lh says that the former means
7. ju-ji: See **. - Also It (a thing) became
here as an ex. in the S and TA) voce A&W.] as above, and the latter means cut them, and
- And *-Lol signifies also t He was silent, Or divide them, in pieces; (M;) and some thus demolished, and cut, or divided, in pieces: (O:)
it (a mountain) became demolished, and fell:
spahe not, or ceased from speaking:• * so in the explain the former, making a transposition in the ($gh, TA:) it cracked, and split. (TA.)
as though the words were thus, <! 3-3
saying, * 3- Us" co's & l, meaning verse,
* --off
** * *
* * * **
8. %u- He doubled it, or folded it; or he
(S.) One says also,
| Such a one was silent respecting the right, or
bent it; syn. 33. (O.)
due, of such a one, that he might take it anay. Gl 34, and 3. ** X4, Turn thou thy Jace

4. 4 eu- (S, A, K, TA) and #!, (A, TA)

-

• J.

• *

-

©

• J.

•

6

(A, TA.) [And it is said that] it signifies thus in tonards me. (Akh, S.) And ava-> x0.2, aor.
the prov.,

*: ::" à-lel £4, i. e.

He was

silent with the silence of the frequent chider of
camels [or of him who drives and chides many
camels] to one making known, or giving informa
tion of, a thing lost: applied to him who strives,
or labours, in seeking [a thing] and then lacks
ability, and desists. (Meyd. [But the verse cited
voce 3:0 suggests another rendering, which I
think preferable. In Freytag's “Arab. Prov.”
i. 718, J.:UJ is omitted.])

sus, **, inf n. **,

* - e.

24, (M.K.) and #4, (K.) He turned his face
towards a person or thing. (M, K.) And 34 * Small palm-trees: (M, K.) or a collection
cul ë'. **** ! [He turns his beneficence of small palm-trees: (S, M, K:) a word having
tonards men]. (TA.)-[Agreeably with a state no proper sing.: (S, M:) [but see
ment cited above, it is said that]

5.4,

9.01", aS

#4 :]

pl.

d!”: (Sh, M, K.) and other trees; pl. as

above, (S, K,) and so the inf n., (TA) signifies above. (Sh, T.A.)- Also The root of a palm
also He dissected it; or cut it, or divided it, in tree, (M, K,) or of a palm-trunk. (M.)- And

pieces. (S, K, TA)—And hence, (TA) 3-3 The bank, or side, of a river or rivulet. (M., K.)
2:1 + He (the judge, A, TA) decided the - And The side of the neck. (O," K,” TA. [In
judgment. (S, A, TA.)-[Freytag states, on the the CK, <!". is erroneously put for <!'..])
authority of the Kitáb el-Addád, that Le, aor. as - And The forelock : so in the saying of a rāz,
above, has two contr. significations: He separated,

34-6
2.

-

2'-2 : see re-2, below, in two places.

See also 2.
He wrote the 3Le or dispersed: - and He collected.]-

=jus also signifies He (a man, M) uttered a [As though a mane inclining from his forelock].
[i.e. the letter Lol. (K.)

cry, or sound. (M, K.) =33-3, (M, A, K,) [aor. (S.)

-

3,4,] inf n. 334, (S.M.A.) He, (Lth) or it,

** A horn: (S, M. :) and a horn in which one

phabet. (M, L. [See art. Lo.]) - [It is also The (a thing, M, Mgb, K, or a man's neck, M, A,”)

": (S, M, K:) so in the Kur [vi. 73, &c.],
* es' £ 2: [i. e. On the day when the

303 The name of one of the letters of the al

title of a 3, , the thirty-eighth chapter of the

inclined, or leaned; (Lth, S," M, A, K,) as also

Kur-án.] If you make it a sign of the 52-, you "Juaji: (S, M, Msb, K:") it bent; or was, or

write it as a single letter, and make it indeclinable became, crooked. (A.) One says, ** *::: es' horn shall be blonvn in]: El-Kelbee says, I know
with its last letter quiescent [in pronunciation]: In his neck is an inclining; and a bending, or not what is 22-all; and it is said to be pl. of 5.4,
if you make it a name for the 52-, you write it crookedness. (A.) - And 34 as an attribute of like as: is of #: ; [or rather a coll. gen, n., of
as [it is pronounced] in spelling; and say sus, a man signifies also 1 An inclining, or inclination; which #4 is then. un.;] i. e., [the phrase means]
with kesr, because of the concurrence of two (S;) a desiring, or desire. (S, Mgb.)
when the souls shall be blonn into the forms of the
• 3

quiescent letters [in the former case]; and you

-

dead: and El-Hasan read,3-all L3: ($, L, TA:)

2. - (inf n. ***. He formed, fashioned, this is related on the authority of AO ; but
figured,
shaped, sculptured, or pictured, him, or
tion: some make it imperfectly decl., considering
AHeyth asserts him to have said wrong. (L, TA.)
it;
($,
M,
K.) and "...a signifies the same;
it as fem. [and a proper name]: and some make it
may say

sus, because this is easier of pronuncia

perfectly decl., considering it as masc.; and say, (Mgb, and Bdin iii. 4;) and so does "Jue, ac

'sus

cord. to Aboo-'Alee, in the saying,

&#

[I read, or recited, the chapter Le]:
and the like is done in the cases of 5 [the title of

*

w

4, st:

334 infn of s- [q.v.). (M.A.)—Also An
• *
itching (Juéi) in the head. (IAar, TA) (See
-

*

50% as

*

the fiftieth chapter] and d [the title of the sixty
eighth chapter]. (Mgb.)- Accord. to ISd, its [Which (referring to a church) he has built, and

#12

The head, (O) or the upper, or upper

medial radical letter is originally 3: (L:) accord. in which he has made a cross, or crosses, and has most, part, (K,) of a mountain: (O, K:) and
| made sculptured, or painted, work]. (M.) One #4 [with ..] has been heard from the Arabs as
to IJ, it is L4. (MF.)=See also art. A-2.
says, i:- #4 #f 534 [God formed him a its dim. (TA.) = See

also #32.

goodly, or beautiful, form]. (S.) - See also 5,

29-e
Joe

-

J.

J. •

-

©d -

in two places.

1. oxle, aor. 23-ad, (S, M, K,) inf. n. 29-2, (M,

K,) He made it (a thing, M, K, or, as some say,
specially the neck, M) to incline, or lean; ($, M,

4: see 1, in three places.

K;) as also ole, aor. *e:

5.

(S;) and * *y-el:

#3: An inclination, or a desire. (TA) You
#4 <! & & # I see the to have low:

say,

*

He, or it, was, or became, formed,

Ol

ing inclination to him. (A.) And 5,3-e ūl L. L.
! I have not any inclination to, or desire for, her.

1745
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* - 8:

(TA, from a trad.)- And An itching, or itch, Msb, K;) as also *%: and *%- [the latter in to be tropical (TA) and #2, aor. *-i, (K

(*-) in the head : (A:) or an affection like the CK written #2] and "334 (in some copies in art. &-2) inf n. &4, (TA in that art.)
aš- in a man's head, occasioning a desire to be of the K erroneously written 234, which, as ob signifies th: same. ($ in that art.) One says,
*- -

•

loused. (S, M., K.) [See also 33-c.] = And A served in the TA, is a repetition]: (M, K, TA:) col,591 -a-2, and -*, 1 I came to the anta
pl. of the first (S, M) and second and third (M) gonists, and others, from their sides: (K, TA:)
palm-tree. (IAar.) [See also #4.]
d!»e-o. (S, M.) = Also A sneet odour; and so of a courageous man, or a courageous armed man,
6

•

5* Form, fashion, figure, shape, or sem
"#4 (M,K)–And A vesicle(*) of musk,
blance; syn. Jáš, (M, K) and Jū. (Mab3)
the external state of a thing; (IAth ;) that n:here
by a thing is sensibly distinguished by men in
general, and even by many other animate beings,

from other things; as the 593-2 of a man, and of

one says,

# *4

1 He comes to his anta

(S, Msbi) as also "334, (Mgb) and "X-2, (S)

gonists from their sides; (S, O, TA;) and the like

and '54 (also] signifies [the same, i.e. a 3%
or 5% of musk: (O, K.) or ** and *%-3
signify a small quantity of musk: (M.K. :) or a

encompasses their sides; (TA;) or he collects
together his antagonists (IKtt, Z, TA) from every
side, (IKtt, TA,) like as the measurer collects

is cited in the T from Lth; or as meaning he

together that which is measured: (Z, TA:) and of
an image, or a statue; a picture; anything that piece, or portion, thereof: (M.) and il, 2 signi a man, (S, O,) or a pastor, (Lth, IKtt, Z,) &#
is formed, fashioned, figured, or shaped, after the fies also musk [itself]: (TA:) pl. #. (M,
a horse, and of an ass. (B.) - And An effigy;

likeness of any of God's creatures, animate or in K.) [Said in the M to be Pers.]=9% all
animate: it is said that the maker of an effigy, The two corners of the mouth; (O, K;) called
or image, will be punished on the day of resur by the vulgar c's all, (O, TA,) or c5%l.
rection, and will be commanded to put life into it; (O in art. &•.)
and that the angels will not enter a house in which

is a 53-2. (Mgh.) [See also issuá.]—[Hence,
A mental image; or a resemblance, of any object,

TA,) like as the measurer collects together that
see the next preceding paragraph, in two which is measured: (Z, TA:) but Az says that the
places.
foregoing explanations by Lth are wrong; that

*:

formed, or conceived, by the mind; an idea: a
#4 [with Ja dim of #13 (q.v.]. (TA)
meaning of frequent occurrence in philosophical
works &c.]- And Species; syn.
(K.)–
And The essence of a thing; that by being n:hich #3) as also *ju2. (TA in art.”".) One says
a thing is what it is; or the property, or quality,
X: J. (Fr,S) and jus "jus (TAubi supra)
or the aggregate of properties or qualities, nhere
A man goodly in 5,3-2 [or form &c.] and in 3%
by a thing is nhat it is; syn. iía- (IAth:) [i.e. appearance or apparel &c.]. (Fr, S.) [See
[specific character;] that whereby a thing is
in art. 23:...]
mentally distinguished by particular persons, not
by the vulgar, from other things; as the 593-2 by #4 A sparrow (*#) that answers when
which a man is specially distinguished, consisting called. (S, M., K.")
in reason and thought and other distinctive
6 &
attributes: (B:) a quality, an attribute, a pro
354; see b-2, first sentence.
perty; or a description, as meaning the aggregate
# Inclining: (M.K.) pl.:4. (M) one
of the qualities or attributes or properties, of a
# *, A man having an inclining, or a
thing; or the state, condition, or case, of a thing;
6- d.-

&#.

y

#3 Goodly in 534 (i.e. form &e], (Fr,s,

also:

* >

* * of

*: (IAth, Mgb, K.) as when you say,
* 2:8, 5.4 (The quality, &c., of the thing is
of such a kind]: (IAth, Mgb:) and at:” $s.
syn.

824,

place of pasture; and 3×ll $34, said of a he
goat, he disperses the [she] goats; and <! 84,
aor, as above, and so the inf. n., he dispersed the

sheep or goats; (TA;) and 2:1 " ele,

#13),

signifies thus

inf n.

likewise: (Lh, TA in a:

&- :) Jh also say: thatL*all **, *OI". **',
83-, and wa-2, aor. w”-el, inf n. &-2,

inf n.

both signify I dispersed the sheep or goats: (O in

art, &- :) or, accord. to IKtt, <! 8-2,

said of

a pastor, has two contr. meanings; he collected
J

wards such a thing. (A.) - [And hence,]

-

to, or for,

(M.)

& #! Jö
*

(£)

Ö

p.

him. o(Ibn-'Abbād,"
O, K.)-Andźl 3-3,
4 +
4 =

+ Having an inclination, or a desire, (S, M, Mgb,) aor. --was-el, (Lh, O in art. &-2)

question is of such a kind]: (Msb:) and so in

the saying of the Prophet, es:

~ *

824,

£ii
said of a courageous man, or a
courageous armed man, means he charges upon his
antagonists and disperses them; and <!
said of a pastor, he disperses his camels in the

bending, or crooked, neck. (A.) And 32.<! 2". together his camels from every side; and also he
13és ! He is inclining his neck and face to dispersed his camels. (TA)- Also Ifrightened

# [The description, statement, or form, of the
5* c-i [My Lord came to me to-night in a
most goodly state]; or 5,2-2 may here refer to the

J.), (§, O.) or 4:13, (Lth,) or 44 (IKii, Z.)

! He comes [to the camels or] to his cattle [or to
his camels] from their sides; or he encompasses
their sides; (Lth, TA;) or he collects them to
gether (IKtt, Z, TA) from every side, (IKtt,

6 & e.

•

inf n.

83-,

a friend, or an object of love. (TA in that art.,) I urged, or incited, the people,
or party; (Lh, O and TA in that art.;) and so
[pl. of Xs: and
Effigies, 2% <-2, (Lh, O and K in that art.,) aor.
-

#4)

d y d

images, or statues; pictures; and the like.
Prophet, and may mean external state, or manner Mgh.) [See also 523-2.] .
Ge

(S,

J.

X*-i (Ll, oibid.)
n. #2.the(TA
el. Heinpropelled
ballibid)–
with the
&l=-2-2. (See & below, last sentence.)] • *.p

• *@ e

of being, or condition. (IAth.) - And The

6 * > *

-

mode, or manner, of an action, (IAth) - The 23-a [A sculptor; and a painter, or limner, or
pl. is * (S, M, Msb, K) and > and 29-25 (S, the like]. 34:1 as an epithet of God, The And J-31 -sus, (K) [app for J-31 -->
M, K ;) the second of which is rare, and by some Former, or Fashioner, of all existing things, who
disallowed. (MF.)- The saying of the Prophet hath established them, and given to every one of The bees followed [as though driving along] one
them a special form and a particular manner of another. (O, K.) - And 'Jill 8-2, inf n.
*** c." 231 &f Já may mean that God being
whereby it is distinguished, with their variety

tà: 44, sor £24 (0)inf n &4 (TA)
&4,

created Adam in the 3,3-2 [or form &c.] that He, and multitude. (TA.)
namely, God, originated and ordained; or in the

5,2-2 proper to him, namely, Adam. (M.)
#4 signifies also The face: so in a trad. cited

He folded, or doubled, the thing; tryisted it; or
bent it, (IKtt, T.A.)
*

62

2.

6 -

0 -4 -

s

6 *

ta-> <-ex-2, (O, K.) inf. n. &?-ai, (K,)

She (a woman) prepared a place, such as is

in which it is said that the 593-2 is 1. *, (0,K) (from £12,] aor. **i.
termed agua, (0, K, TA,) and made it even,
pronounced sacred, i.e. that it is not to be (K,) inf. n. 82-2, (TA,) I measured it with the
< *
(TA,)
for the separating and loosening of cotton.
slapped: and in another, in which it is said that 84 [q.v.]. (O, K.) One says, & Axle ljub

VOCe

X-4,

6 o

e

*

6

e >

the Prophet disliked marking the 5,5-2 with a hot i. e. [This is nheat] that is measured [nith the (0,K)-35

ele].

iron. (TA.)

&;" -es- The wind dried

up, the plants, ord herbage;
(O.) - And t [I collected it together, up, or caused to dry
2 o' - as e
:
•

#4 :

see the next paragraph, in four places.

like as the measurer collects the corn &c. in the

(O, K;) as also awa-2-2. (TA)- *.s: 82

measure: and the contr., i. e.] I dispersed it, or He made the thing pointed in its head. (Ibn-'Ab

# - A herd of [wild] bulls or cows; (§, M,
Bk. I.

scattered it; ($, O, K;) in which sense it is [said bād, O, K.) - And He rounded the thing in its
220

-
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sides. (O, K.)- 83-, (K,) inf n, as above, that fills the troo hands, that are neither large nor stick called] cl:4:4, (K.) In the following
(O,) said of an ass, [meaning a wild ass,] He small, of a man; for the cle of the Prophet is verse of El-Museiyab Ibn-'Alas, describing a she
drove his she asses to the right and left: (O, K:) not found in every place; and this (the author of camel,
so expl. by Ibn-'Abbād. (O.) And, said of a the K says, TA) I have tried, and found to be “
(::= ##" (#34 &-,
*
horse, He went at random, and resisted his on ner correct: (K, TA:) the word is masc. and fem.:
• 6 &e
[or rider]. (TA)- <!
[said of a man, as (Zj, Mgb, K, TA:) accord. to Fr, the people of *
ele
J
re)
Las 2×
*
is indicated in the O,] He turned about his head El-Hijáz make it fem.; and Benoo-Asad, except
[the most obvious meaning of which is, Her
tonards him: and he turned his face towards him. some of them, make it masc., as do the people of fore legs moved briskly for the purpose of hasten
Nejd; and Zj says that the more chaste way is to
make it masc.: (Msb:) the pl. (of pauc., used ing, as though she n'ere propelling a ball with the
moved, or moved about, its head. (TA.)
by those who make the sing fem., O, Mgb) is hands of a player in a piece of ground cleared for
Mgh, O, Mgb, K,) for which one may that exercise,] or, as some relate it,
4 × 8-21; see 1, latter half.
say 83-, (S, O, K,”) changing the 2 into hem meaning with the hands of a player with the
5.
It became dispersed, o: scattered; as
ball, it is said by some that he means
zeh, (S, O,) and accord. to AAF some say
J. de

*

85-

(o,TA)—And & e”, said of a bird, It

&#($

* Gift,

ex-

also

4 *

"gual. (S.) You say, # 85-

The

like #1 (Mgh, Mgb) a pl. of #5, (Mgh,) but [though it is not easy to see why, if so, he did
not say elag] and that by the 8- he means

people, or party, became dispersed, or scattered, AHát says that this is a vulgar mistake, (M3b,)
and remote, all of them, one from another. (O, and
(O, Mgb, K,) which is used by those
K.)- Also, said of hair, It became contracted,
and much split : [app. by reason of dryness: like who make the sing. masc., (O, Msb,) and [of
3-a') (Lth, O, K:) or it became dispersed, or mult.] 824, (K) which is app. pl. of
scattered; (Lh, O, K;) and it fell off by degrees. with kesr, (TA) and Öla-2, (Mgh, O, Mgb, K.)
(O, K.) – And, said of herbage, It became dried which is [likewise] a pl. of mult., (Msb,) or this

&#.

'83-,

Ge. (O3) as also &al.

up; (S, O, K;) like
(S; and O and K in art.
7.

clas'

84,

84,

&-2.)

'8%:

last is pl. of
and this sing, signifies a
[vessel of the kind called] Als-, [app, here used in
the sense which this word commonly has in Pers.,

the

os-34, because it is bent (-ik: [see 1, last

sentence,]) for the purpose of striking with it, that
the ball may be propelled (£45) with it. (O.)
82- and
: See
first sentence. - The
latter is
also a pl., (K, TA) app. of
with
kesr.
(TA.)
5 & e

&”

84,

&#2,
•

s34

Portions of herbage beginning to dry up.

see 5. - Also t He turned anay,

i.e. as meaning a cup,] in which, (K, TA,) or (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.)- And of the flesh of a
or back, retreating, or returning, (S, O, K, TA,) from which, (TA,) one drinks: (K, TA:) Sa’eed horse, Such as is scattered, or sparse; not col
and went (S, TA) quickly, or hastening : (S, O, Ibn-Jubeyr says that the £12-2 of the king Im: lected together in one place. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)
K, TA:) or you say,Xil eval : The people, or tioned in the Kur xii. 72] was the Persian 95%,
#13; see sus, latter half, in two places. party, went anay quickly: and 5: eval | He of which the tryo extremities [are compressed so
that they] meet together [app. in such a manner Also t A place prepared by a noman for the

went anay [turning back] quickly. (TA.) [See

separating and loosening of cotton: (Lth, O, K,
It (a bird) ascended, that the nhole vessel resembles a small boat, the
TA:) and + a skin, like a
5, which a woman
word
*
being
expl.
in
several
dictionaries
as
or mounted, into the air, between the earth and
sometimes
makes,
or
prepares,
for
the separating
shy, or into the middle of the sky. (TA in art. applied to a drinking vessel of this form, probably
and
loosening
of
cotton
and
of
wool
upon it.
8-2, from the book entitled “Ghareeb el from the Pers. 9: signifying “a shuttle” and
(ISh,
O,
T.A.)
And
t
A
place
specially
made,
Hamám” by El-Hasan Ibn-'Abd-Alláh El-Kátib used in this sense in modern Arabic]: El-Hasan or prepared, for guests. (Z, TA.)
says that the $4 and the agú- are one thing, as
El-Isbahánee.)
and
See
former half, in five
Zjalso
says; and that the b- of the king is said
&£us ($, Mgh, o, Mob, K) and "#,
83 and to have been of 5,3 [meaning silver], and that places.
a ~*
they used to measure with it and sometimes they
£2. occurs as a dim. of 3- [or rather of
(O, K,) thus accord. to five different readers of drank with it: Zj says that it is £xplained aS aft
the Kur in xii. 72, (O, K,”TA,) A certain mea oblong vessel, resembling the **, with which
pl. of
regularly formed therefrom].
sure used for measuring corn [&c.], (S, O, Mgb,
(IB, TA.)
the
king
used
to
drink;
and
said
by
some
to
have
K,) and upon which turn [or depend] the de been of U- [which (as is said in the TA in art.
£uá: [part. n. of 7] Turning anay or back,
cisions of the Muslims [relating to measures of
U-2) means copper, from the Pers. U-2]. (TA)
capacity]: (K:) or the el- is different from the
retreating, &c. (TA.)
W $4; (S, K;) the latter being a certain vessel, [See also ès-, with ël - £ue signifies also
an ex. VOCe

54.]—And +

8%

&:

84,

'#4 (0,K) and '8% ($, o, K) and '83-,

•

8%

in [or from] which one drinks [as will be expl. + The place [or plot] in which a £Le [of seed] is
hereafter in this paragraph]: (S, TA:) the former sonn: so in a trad. (TA.)- And t A depressed

is four * (pl. of #15 ($, o, Mab, K.) i.e. piece of ground (S, o, K, TA) as also "#13;

84,

ès

1. *, (S, MA, O, Mgb, K.) aor $24, (S,

(O, K, TA;) like an excavation: or, as some say, O, Mgb,) inf. n. $34 (S, MA, O, Mgb) and #4
(Msb) five Jus; [or pints] and a third, (Mgh,
a depressed place, sloping don’n from its surround (TA) and #3 (MA) for the last is a simple
Msb, TA,) by the measure of Baghdād; (Msb;)
ing borders: (TA:) or a narron, depressed place.
the 34 being a pint and a third: (K, TA:) so (TA in art. te.) - And t A place that is snept subst.,] He melted it, and poured it forth into a
with the people of El-Hijáz, (Mgh, TA,) [i. e.] and in which one then plays: (Ibn-'Abbād, O, mould; (TA;) he cast it, molten, in a mould:
(PS:) he made, formed, fashioned, or moulded,
so with the people of the Harameyn, as was
K:) [see the verse cited in what follows:] and
proved by a number of specimens of the £Le *ā-U3 is said to signify a piece of ground which it, by the goldsmith's art; namely, an ornament
[and the like]: (MA : [this last is the most usual
used in dealings with the Prophet, (Msb,) and
a boy sneeps, removing its pebbles, and in which meaning:]) or he prepared it, (K, TA,) and cast
so accord. to Esh-Shāfi'ee: (TA:) but with the
he plays with the ball: and a bare place, in which
people of El-'Irák it was eight pints, (Mgh, Mgb, is nothing. (TA)- And The place of the breast it, (TA) namely, a thing, after the pattern of a

right model. (K, TA.) One says of a man, 802
up." th: ground :
G- <-sill [He cast the gold so as to make of it
(K)
or
such
a
place
is
called
Alad
5-58-2.
ornaments; or he made, formed, fashioned, or
the addition was made by El-Hajjāj; and their
al- was the Jets-- j4, and was unknown to (IF, o) And one says, :#. 84 us' 40 moulded, the gold into ornaments]. (Mgb.)
TA,) with whom agreed Aboo-Haneefeh; the
of the ostrich when she puts it
3. with them being two pints; (Mab, TA ;) but

and 93.4 ele es' meaning t He struck him in [Hence,] ā- #2 #4&u= 1 God created him.
the people of El-Medeeneh, as is said by Az:
(Msb:) accord. to Ed-Dávoodee, its invariable the middle of his breast. (Z, TA.) = And it is (S, O, K, TA) in a goodly mode, or manner, of
| He
measure is four times the quantity [of corn &c.] said that]
also signifies The [kind of goff creation, (0, TA) And * u,”

84

&e

- -
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ès---->

was created after his [i.e. another's] mode, or may be above him and he may be below him, is the moulder of ornaments, or of women's orna
*-i " ää2-2, (K, TA, hence
ments, asual
of gold i.
or lit.
of silver
&c.]. salt;
(TA)meaning
[And
Goldsmiths’
J. • O

manner, of creation. (TA.) - And 5: èle, (O) like 4:3 as also
Or usé, ! He composed, and adjusted, poetry,
[in the CK, erroneously,

=

J.

*::::) like * #:

or speech, discourse, or language. (TA)- And

A381 &#, a 1 They alter speech, [embellish it (TA) and #4 #3 and "4: [she
with lie, and,falsify it, or forge it. (TA.) And is thy sister who was born immediately after thee;
*Js #2-ae U')3, (S, O, Msb,”TA,) inf. n. 82.2, or before thee], (0, TA) the plis #4. (TA
VOce

ë-)

(Msb,) t Such a one forges, or fabricates, that

chrysocolla, i.e. borax: thus termed in the lan
guage of the present day.] Aboo-Ráfi’ the &L3

Js: &#: £: &lé
13:32:3 J, # * $5." -" 43&i ['Omar
is related to have said,

(0, Msh #) a meta
used to jest with me, saying, The most lying of
ää2-2 : see the last sentence here preceding, in men is the goldsmith, who says, To-day, and To
phorical phrase. (S.) And L55 US$ ël- and
two places.
morrow]. (TA) And "3,453.1%iés à é.
ūjé ! Such a one forged, or fabricated, a lie, a
which is false, or untrue:

45 - d -

*

• *

-

* * *

[lit. A lie which the goldsmiths have told] is a

falsehood, or an untruth. (TA.) And Ju-Ji ès-> # * is originally #2, (S, o, Mb) the , saying (of Aboo-Hureyreh, O) occurring in a
being changed into Us because of the kesreh before
means + The lying of the tongue. (Harp.
=&le, aor, $2-a-, (O, K,) inf n. ès-, (O,) it: (§, O.) it is like āś. (Msb.) [Its primary trad. (S, O.)- [Hence,] the pl. 85% InCanS

&:

J.

sd

* *

•

&#4

i. e. ! Persons who alter speech, [embellish it with lies,]
also signifies It sank into the ground, said of signification is A mode, or manner, of
f one who
water; and into the food, said of sauce, or season melting, and pouring forth into a mould; &c.: and falsify it, or forge it: and W
ing: (O; K:) so says ISh. (TA)- And êt and hence it signifies a make, form, fashion, moulds speech, and falsifies it, or embellishes it
with lies (TA) and in like manner] W
(O,
*: & The beverage, or wine, was easy and

#4,

£4,
mould, or cast:] and it is syn. with #~, q. V. :
agreeable to him to sn'allon"; i. q. #U", (Ibn (TA:) and signifies the making [a thing]; and K,TA,) originally êese, (TA,) t one who lies
'Abbād, O, K,) as a dial. var. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.) making according to a certain measure or propor much, and embellishes his speech [nith lies]: (K,
tion [and the like]. (Msb.) One says #~~ 24 o, TA:) the pl. of this lastis #13, like #1, pl. of
5.
see what next follows.
(S, O, K) Arron's [one in make;] uniform;
(TA;) of the make of one man. (S, O, K, TA.)
7. &la" quasi-pass. of #t3 [in all its senses,
And # #2, meaning + The creation of God.
#4, originally
see the next preceding

83-'

: (TA) [See also :]
8:4:

proper and tropical: meaning It was, or became,

melted, and poured forth into a mould; &c.; and (Mgb.) And as: &- 3. ! He is goodly in paragraph, last explanation.
in like manner Freytag explains " &- as used respect of make and of stature: or this means

#3

in the book entitled “Les oiseaux et les fleurs,”

i:

*, q.

[A mess of crumbled bread

J." &- * [which may in this case be cor moistened with broth and piled up in the middle

p. 7, meaning “formatus, fictus fuit;” but this is rectly rendered he is goodly in respect of make : of a bonyl]. (Fr, O, K.)
app. post classical]. (O, K.)
and also he is good in respect of work]. (TA.)

And # * > * : He is of a generous
#4 inf n of *us [d. v.] (S&#)-[In the origin.
(Ibn-'Abbād, Z, O, K, TA.) And ā-e
Kur xii. 72,] some read 40." ès- +ja [meaning 13&

J# ! The mode, manner, fashion, orJorm,

£4. originally 8:4: £4.
&: [as though originally $34, being men
$6e

tioned in this art.,] Water such as is common

We miss, or see not, or find not, the King's molten
vessel, or vessel made of melted metal]: in this

of the saying is thus. (Mob) And #9 & (Xu [app, meaning to all who desire to take of
jë3 Lié + The shape of the affair, or case, is

instance, #2 is an inf n. (O, K, TA) used as a

thus and thus. (TA.)

subst., (O, TA,) in the sense of " 8:43, which
&- us [i.e. the thing that has been melted,

it]), and much in quantity. (IAar, T.A.)
3: 2° e

#44,

ää2+2-2 : See a=\ee.

and poured forth into a mould; &c.]; like

ë's

*

*

* £u<! [a pass part n of a verb which is not

[as a coll. gen, n.,.] with fet-h, Moulded
ornaments or women's ornaments, of gold or the

3: ...”

IneanS

* *

66 e

see &”, second sentence.

3

J. •

•

like; syn.

d

#,< (*. (TA.)

* * *
*

mentioned]: (TA:) it is like -3% in the phrase

āāl-e The craft, or art, (K, TA,) or work, or

2-9 34 × 4, (0, K, TA) meaning

operation, ($, O, Mgb, TA) of the &L [q.v.];
(S, O, Mgb, K, TA;) [generally meaning the

* *

ël©

p

** *
see &”,
second sentence,

:

=

5-a-6 :

*::::: (0, TA:) and Er-Răghib says that it

craft or art, or the work or operation, of the
[i.e. the vessel thus termed] is held to have been goldsmith;] the act of melting [gold &c.], and
made of molten gold: (TA:) some read [in the pouring [it] forth into a mould; [&c.; (see 1,
Kur xii. 72] W
as though this also were
first sentence;)] as also *** and "###4,
[originally] an inf. n. (O, K, TA) from
(O, this last mentioned by Lh. (TA)

-#4 and -.5%; and ~#4 (S.O.K.) in n.

TA) like J% and #(Q, K, TA) from JG and

***-2; (S;) He (a ram) had much -#2-3 [or

894,

&

...t5. (O, TA) [See also 84, with the unpointed
..]- One says also, lás $4 .# This is of the

#4 : see the next paragraph, in five places.
#4 (S,
andO,"#4
(S.MA,0, Mb, K.KL) and
8:4,
K, KL,) the last of the dial. of El

****

1. – 4 (S. O. K.) aor. -3,4, (5,0) inf n.
d =

*

f is

*

6* *

*

Jo

Twool], (S, O, K,)

after having little thereof (S,

O)=-39 94." -*.*, aor. -5,-4 and

measure of this; or is the like in measure of this: W
-i.e., (S, M, O, Mgb, K.) infn. - 4 and -:
[as though of the make, form, fashion, mould, or
and #4, (O and K in art. -ā-e,) The arrow
Hijáz, (S, O,) originally ë'sse, (IJ, O, TA,) thus
cast, of this: (see also #2 :)] (S, O, Msb:)
turned aside from the butt : (S, M, O, Mgb, K:)
altered by some, from * £4 to
because of
and *} $4 it." lák This water is of the
like -ālā, (§ and O in art. -ā-3.) And -$U.2
measure of the vessel; or is the like in measure of their disliking the double 2, (IJ, TA,) One nho ** L: His face turned anay from me. (K.)

£4,

the vessel: and everything that is the like in practises, or performs, the craft, art, work, or
And #J. -sus, (S, M, O.) aor. -354, inf n.
measure of another thing is said to be #4. (O.) operation, termed aāq-e [or melting gold &c., and
–54,
(M,) His (a man's, S, O) evil, or mischief,
- And cºs. u: They two are lies: (S, O, pouring it forth into a mould; &c.; as expl. in
turned
anay from me. (S," M, O...")
the first sentence of this art.]; (S, O, Mgb, K,
K:) or they tro are coètaneans; syn. 5.N. [which
2. ź. -ā- The grape-vine shoned its fruit
is properly a sing., though here used as a dual]. TA;) [generally meaning] a goldsmith, or worker

gold: (MA, KL) the pl. of £3 is #14
(IDrd, o, K)—And * $3.33% (AA, O, K) in[originally
#3] and #54 and £4. (TA)
6 *

> /

He is he who was born immediately after his

brother; and [in like manner, before him, for] he One says, J.'"

W

#43% [and ūló i. e.

stalks [anen] after the cutting off of its fruit.
(M.)
we

He

lot so

4.5% Lee all -suel God turned 220
anay,
* or
•.

may
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*::: * and tâu, and # -," and

God turn anay, from me his evil, or mis

chief ($, K.) [Mentioned also in art. -ā-e-]

usual, and a:# -isi and (35, (S, O,) meaning
! [I iaid hold upon] the pendent hair in the hollon

(#)

herb, or leguminous plant,

donny, (M,

K,) and short, (K,) mentioned by Aboo-Nasr as
3.

-

of the kind termed

25-f

[pl. of Ja-], but not

5. – as He became a J. (Mab3) he

of the back of his neck : (IDrd, S, M, O, K:) or specifically described by him. (AHn, M.)
5
applied
devoted himself to religious exercises; or
the donny hairs upon the back of his neck : (M,
a post-classical word, A man of the
&*,
do
to
himself
asserted
he
or
himself to devotion:
O:) or the skin of his neck : (IAar, S, O, K:) or people called the **** (Mgb:) [formerly ap
so : (TA:) but it is post-classical. (Msb.)
the back of his neck, altogether: (Fr, S, O, K :)
afterwards, particularly, to
him by force : (Abu-l-Ghowth, S, O, plied to any devotee:
Ju< (S,M,0,K) and "Jus (S, M, O, Mgb, or I ortookI followed
a mystic; one who seeks to raise himself to a high
him, thinking that I should
by contemplation of
K) and '-sus, (M,0,K) which lastis formed by K:)
not reach him, and overtook him; and this one degree of spiritual excellence

transposition [from the second], (M,) and " -**

says whether he lay hold upon his neck or not. divine things so as to elicit the mysteries thereof:]

(M, o, K) and " -, -i (S, M, o, Msh, K) and (Abu-Semeyda, S, o, K.) And 4,4' sus: the *** may be so called [from the Greek
called Ji
*&#3 (AHeyth, TA) and, '94, (M,o, a:# 1 [He gave it altogether]; like *:::: su:i. *::: or] in relation to the people
K.) A ram having much -#2-3 [or wool]: ($, M,
O, Mgb, K:) fem. with 3, (K, [in which it seems
to refer only to the last, i.e.]) the fem. epithet is
W #34, (O) or " #34, (AHeyth, and so in
al copy of the M,) and ășus also. (M.) - And
#4 # [A lock of hair hanging down belon, the

Jú2-2, [see A35-2,] as resembling them in the
or (as expl. by A’Obeyd, S, O) he gave it gra devotion of themselves to religious exercises: or in
tuitously; not taking a price. (S, O, K.)– relation to those called s: Jä, wherefore they

2-3 -is: [lit. The wool of the sea] is a thing
for substance] in the form of the animal -**

à

*a- 3

are also called āsā all: or in relation to J2-all
[i.e., of wool; evidently meaning sea-weed re [i. e. wool], which is proper to devotees and
sembling wool; such as is found in abundance recluses: this last is the derivation commonly

thrown up on the beaches of the Red Sea: and received. (TA.)
3 - 2
and its fem, with 3: see J.3.
Jú5-2,
[i. e. wool]. (M.) = See also -32-2. = And see that this is generally, if not in every instance,
used
as
PhD,
word
Hebrew
identical
the
by
meant
art. -ā-2.
in the Bible, has been most satisfactorily shown
ââ22-2 dim. of #34, Im. Ulm. of-3,4, q. v. (TA.)

lobe of the earl of which the hair, is like -ss

*,

-

•

*

6 * de J.

in art. “Red Sea” (by my deeply-lamented

-sus: see the next preceding paragraph.

J#4 A manufacturer of -is: [or nool, or of
Smith's “Dictionary of the Bible”]: it is said in woollen garments &c.]. (TA.)
of the •G-4, [see art. Júl,] J; U. 45 S
and in the O and Mab one
§ still, in the M ><l,
#24 : [I will not come to thee as long as a -#2; see Jus.
£ 3
[more definitely] duall,) which is to them like
#3, originally #4, A [garment of the kind
sea wets a portion of -,-], or, as Lh relates it,
X: to goats and % to camels: (M:) [in the 492-> 3-3 J. ū [as long as the sea nets its called] : having much -** [or wool]. (TA.)
nephew Edward Stanley Poole) in Dr. William

-#4 [Wool;] an appertenance of sheep, (in the

K only said to be well known:] n, un, #34, -**; meaning, ever]. (M., T.A.)
signi

-##, see Jus.

(M,) [i. e.] this latter has a more particular

4

*... •

-

fication [meaning a portion, flock, tuft, or nuisp,

* 33-2 : see -3.2.
of nool]: (S, O, Msb, K:) and sometimes -#4
is,... I1. Ulm. of -is: [q.v.]. (M &c.)- [Also
is used in the sense of the n. un., as mentioned by
Sb: (M:) the pl. of -** is J;4 [meaning applied by physicians to A pessary, or suppo
so: of wool]: (M :) and the dim. of the n. un, is sitory, of wool, containing a medicament of some
kind, to be inserted into the vagina or rectum.] =
*#34. (TA) One says (#4 #34-3 #. Also Any of those who had the management of
[An unskilful woman that has found nool]: (As,
aught of the work of the <: [meaning the
O, K:) a prov. (As, O) relating to property
House of God, i.e. the Kaabeh], and who were
possessed by such as does not deserve to have it:
V &#1. (M.) [accord. to the TA, it is
called
(A5, TA:) because the unskilful woman, when
she lights upon wool, mars it, (O, K,) not spin said that 30, all and #," are both alike appel
ning it well: (O:) applied to the stupid person lations applied to any of such persons:] J and
who finds property and wastes it; (O, K;) or to others say that #24 was the father of a tribe of
him who finds that of which he knows not the
Mudar, who used to serve the Kaabeh, and to
value, and * it. (Z, TA.) And one says, return with the pilgrims from 'Arafat, in the Time
&ki's -3, all J.: &%, meaning Such a one of Ignorance; and it is implied in the S [that they

wears what is made of wool and of cotton. (A,
TA.) In the saying of a poet,
-

• * *

...< * * * ...< * *

*

*

*** **, **

...

• *

**

* ** * * :

&6,4 Ji, or] that ***
c0,4; and in a saying of Z, that
ou," and cºs' Jí were appellations of one
and the #ame people: [hence, app., the applica

were also called

WaS

also called

-

92->

1. * 0.4, (0, K) aor. 454, (O) inf n.
$34, (K,)

It stuch, or clave, to him, or it: (O,
K;) said of saffron, (K.) and of blood, and of
other things: (TA:) and (O, K) so * Jue, aor.
**, (S, O, K, in art. •Me-2,) inf. n. 4M-2; (K;)

said of perfume. (S, O, K.) See also 4.2.

5 * u, 25-3, (A, O, K) or, accord to
AZ, 95-as, with J2, (O) or both, (Lh, TA in
art. -->) [and 35.25. He (a man, 0) became
defiled, or befouled, with [or in] his dung.
(O, K.)

-

(Th, #, K.)
One says, J5. #

4: The seminal fluid of a man.
* Also The first.

(K.)

#2 and 9% I met him the first thing. (S, Ö,
K.) And in like manner, 934 Jé.

Ji 4:3

and

9. [Do thou it the first of everything]. (TA)

tions of āś2-2 and Üü2-2 to any servants of the And ** J; lá is see 1 in art. 4-2. (O
[Of one that is milked and ridden, that yields a Kaabeh:] but accord. to Sgh and the K, Ji and TA in that art.) = Also Motion: so in the
ron of bonyls of her milk, (but see -#4, of which 36.4 is a mistake for &#4 Ji. (TA.)
phrase 334 a U and 9: [There is not in him,
other explanations have been given,) that mingles
30,4, and its fem., with 3: see Jus:=and or it, any motion]. (IDrd, O, K.)
camels' fur and wool], the latter hemistich means,
&u= Sticking, or cleaving. (AA, TA.)
as Th says, accord. to IAar, that is sold, and with for the former see also #4. = Also [A species

****** c > *

*

-

the price whereof are purchased camels and sheep: of agaric, i.e., of the kind of fungus thus called;] And [app. as an epithet in which the quality of a
or, accord. to As, that is quick in her pace; the a certain thing [or substance] that comes forth subst. is predominant] Stiching blood: or blood of
drawing back of her fore legs being likened to from the heart of trees, flaccid and dry, in which the -** [or belly, &c.]. (TA.)- See also art.
[the motion of] the bow of the

Jú who mixes fire is struck, and which is the best of things for

49W.e.

camels' fur and wool. (M.) One says also, the purpose of those who strike fire. (TA.)

% - 4. &#6, M, K, but in the M34)
and

*** (M, O)

and W 34, (M, K.)

and

** *

U2-2

*

ājū2-3, applied to a ewe, is fem. of

36.4.

see -iù”. (AHeyth, TA)—Also 4 certain

1.

* Ju%, Iaor. J,4,]

inf n.

J;4

and
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U3-2-A->

an ex. in De Sacy's Chrest. Arabe, sec. ed.,
vol. ii. p. 130 of the Ar. text; and see his remarks
thereon in p. 335 of the transl. and notes.]
[Also The mixing, and stirring about, and beating,
and J.4% and 3%-3 and Jué and āua, he a thing.] One says, #. es' J: $9-1 [in
sprang, or rushed, upon him; made an assault, or the CK **, which is a mistranscription,] The

#4 (S, o, K) and J.2, (0.) He leaped, or
sprang, upon him: ($, o, K.) and (K): J-3,
(M, K,) aor. J-4, (TA,) inf n. J% and J.

anay, or cleared, from the pieces of stick and of
rubbish. (O. [See also what next follows.])
6.-->

&

als-a- A broom (#2, O, K) with which the
sides of the 2: [or collected wheat or grain, or
perhaps the place in n'hich wheat or grain is
trodden out,] are snept [to clear it of rubbish]:

attack, upon him; namely, his adversary, or locusts are miced, and stirred about, and beaten,
(O, TA:) so says IAar. (TA. [See also what
antagonist; syn. U.; (M, K, TA;) and J.-:
next precedes.])
(TA:) [or he sprang upon him and seized him
6-3 • *
#44
is:- see als:- & ă'-2.
3, #4, and Jū- and "
[of which the
violently or laid violent hands upon him; for so
ū, is said to signify:] and * Jue the over first and second are infins, the third being a
bore him, overpowered him, or subdued him; (S," quasi-inf n.,] are syn, with #34; (S, O, K;)
&ls
O, Mgb,” TA; [a meaning also assigned to 43.4 signifying 4.5% [i. e. He leaped, or sprang,
and #4. see what here follows.
U.;]) namely, one man another nam. (TA.) upon him; or he assaulted, or assailed, him : or

in his us: (O, K) i.e. frying pan. (TK)
#2

6.-

d.

-

&#4

[See also 1 in art. U-2.] One says, #3 # * he contended nith him, each leaping, or springing,
Many a saying is more severe than a upon the other, or each assaulting, or assailing,
leaping or springing [&c.]. (S, O.) And it is the other]. (K.) [See also 6.]

J54 &-

&#3 (T, S,K) and "###4 (Sb, TA) and
6 *d

>

"&">
6

6 *

>d

>

(T, TA) and "as-J3-2, (TA,) as also

* * *

cole-3-2, (L in art.

Cs-)

[A kind of goff-stick,
or golf-stick, played nith by men on horseback;]
ing [By Thee may I] spring, or rush, or assault, tno stallion-camels leap, or spring, upon each a stick with a curved, or crooked, end; syn.
and subdue. (TA.)- UL-2, aor, as above, inf. n. other; or assault, or assail, each other]. (S.)
3-5 (S. K.) [or rather] a stick of which the
J34, is also said of a stallion [camel], meaning
end
is curred [artificially] with which a ball is
#4 is an inf. n. : (S, O, K: [see 1, first sen
JHe leaped, or sprang: or, accord. to AZ, UU2,
tence:]) or it signifies A leap, or spring : (TA:) struck by men on horseback : a stick of which the
inf n. U2-2 and Ul-e, said of a camel, means he
or a single act of a camel's leaping, or springing, end curves, or crooks, naturally, on its tree, is
leaped, or sprang, upon the [other], camels, and
upon [other] camels, and fighting them; as also
fought them: (Msb:) of one says of a stallion,
*#2 (MSb) [but more commonly, impetuosity, [i. e. from the Pers. 39%) arabicized: (T, S:)
J.'" Us.” UL-2, inf n, U2-2, meaning he fought of a man, and of a camel or the like..] - [Hence,]
pl. £34; ($, K}) the being added in the pl.
the [other] camels, (M., K.) and sent them on
*:::"
us'
#4
33
One niho springs upon the because of the foreign origin, (S, M, TA,) as is
before: (M:) or, accord. to AZ, one says of a
camel, (S,) or, accord. to Es-Sarakustee, some of food, and devours it immoderately. (M,TA.")— mostly the case in broken pls. of words of foreign
origin. (M, TA.)
the Arabs say of a camel, (Msb,) J#4, (S, Msb, #4 Jji ## means as: J: [i. e. I met him
the
first
thing,
or the first thing that I san'].
asts J3-2 : see the next paragraph here pre
[in one of my copies of the SUU-2, but the former
is the right]) like <3, (Msb,) with *, (S, Msb,) (A, TA.)
ceding.
said in a trad. respecting prayer,

J* 4, mean

6. CŞuá cº-ill i, q &# [i. e. The

called 3-2: (T, TA:) of Pers origin, ($)

6.e. e. e o e

6-3 e 2

inf n.
killing
them :
of one

All.2, meaning he betook himself to the
ai:- 3: #24 and "#4, #- [signify
of men, and springing, or rushing, upon nearly the same, the former meaning % heap of
(S:) and without - in speaking of the act
wheat, and the latter wheat in general, cleared
adversary, or antagonist, against another:
from rubbish by means of the implement called
(Msb:) Hamzeh El-Isbahánee says, in his “Pro *** Or J34.] (O, K: [these significations are
verbs,” that J~ UU• means the camel bit; clearly indicated in the K, and more so in the O,
but he is alone in saying this. (TA.) One says by the context:]) the pl. of is: is J34. (O.)
also, * UU2, meaning The he-ass attacked the
she-ass: (S, O:) or #(all L* * UU• the he
aM-2, mentioned here in the K: See art. U-2.
ass drove anay the she-ass, or the herd of nild
J.5% A camel that devours his pastor; that
she-asses, (M, K, TA,) and attacked her or them,

A3-2

1.24, (S, M., &c.,) aor. 3,44 (Msb) inf n.

X4, and X-2; (§, M, Mgh, Mab, K.) and
*Xu.<!, (M, K.) He abstained, (MSb, TA) in
an absolute sense: (Msb:) this is the primary
signification: (TA:) [or] this is said to be the

signification in the proper language of the Arabs:

6*

(Msb:) and in the language of the law, (Msb,
TA,) he observed a particular kind of abstinence;

(Msb;) i. e. (TA) he abstained from food (S,
springs
upon
men,
and
devours
them
:
(Lth,
TA:)
M, K, TA) and drink (M, K, TA) and coitus:
biting her or them with the fore teeth, and kicking
her or them with the hind leg or hind legs. (TA.) a camel that hills men, and springs, or rushes, (M, K:) and (S," M., &c.) by a tropical applica

=#. ULe, aor. as above, inf n. J%, He snept

upon them : (S:) or a camel that leaps, or springs,

tion, (TA,) t from speech : (S," M, Mgh, Msb,"

upon the [other] camels, and fights them : (Msb:)
anay, or cleared, the wheat from the pieces of or a stallion that fights the [other] camels, (M, K, TA:) or >< in the proper language of the

stick and of rubbish; and āi-ji " (#34 we K,) and sends them on before. (M.) And t.A Arabs signifies a man's abstaining from eating:
and by a secondary application, a particular serv
snept the wheat [well, and so cleared it from
man who beats others, and overbears, overponers,
rubbish]: the teshdeed denotes intensiveness of or subdues, them. (TA.) Accord. to Az, it is ing of God [by fasting]; (Mgh;) [i. e.] the
abstaining from eating and drinking and coitus
meaning: (O:) * J. :) [or * J: originally without •, and is app. pronounced with from daybreak to sunset: (KT:) accord. to Kh,
means the sneeping of the 2: [or collected because the 5 is with damm. (TA.)
it signifies [properly] the standing without work.
wheat or grain, or perhaps the place in which
Ji- an inf n. of 1 [q.v.]. (M, O, Msb, K.) (S.) 3: Ale means *::1 L3 Ale [He fasted

wheat or grain is trodden out], (O,) or of the sides
- [And also an inf. n. of 3, q.v.]

thereof (33: L-3 [to clear it of rubbish]).

in the Kurii. 181. (TA.) And it is said (S, M)

ā- :

(K.)= J*: See art. U-2.

see 3: and see also

J.-, and its inf. n. : see 1, last sentence but

J.-- 3*

#4.

• 6£

• -

2.

during the month] agreeably with what is said

•

Js: [More impetuous than a camel;

by I'Ab (S) that the saying, in the Kur [xix. 27],

(S.M.) 34 c.: #J means t (Verily
I have voned unto the Compassionate] an abstain

more wont to spring upon others, or to assault, ing from speech. (S, M, Msb.) One says also,
one.-J.," also signifies The extracting a or
or assail, them, than a camel]. (TA.)
US$120°, infn. 64 (S.M) and X-2, (M)
thing by means of water: (K, TA: [in the CK,

J.J. is erroneously put

£9 :])

se d

J, as A thing in which colocynths are soaked + The horse stood without eating of fodder; (S;)
extracting a pebble from rice [by washing]. in order that their bitterness may depart. (AZ, or abstained from the eating of fodder. (M, A,
(TA.) [And app. The soaking a thing to extract S, O, K.)- And, accord. to Ibn-'Abbād, An Mgh.) Andy: 94-au- He abstained from
the juice or bitterness &c.; see U2-a2. See also implement with which the ears of corn are sncept going along, or journeying. (TA.) - [Hence,]
for

* > *

like the
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J. :) <-ele + The sun became [apparently] ing A man who fasts (2,24) [often] in the day, laid it up, took care of it, or reserved it, (Mgb,
stationary [in the mid-heaven]: (T, TA:) or and n:ho rises [often] in the night [to pray]. K.) in its repository; (Mgb;) and * agua-2
attained its full height. (M, TA.)- And Al2 (TA.)
signifies the same: (M, K:) but one should not
#1 (inf n.2,4,5): The day reached its mid >< Abstaining, in an absolute sense: this is say *L*, as the vulgar say. (TA)- And
[hence] one says, (M., Msb,) by way of com
paint. (S, M, Mgh, K, T.A.)-And
<-ele,
said to be the signification in the proper language

&;"

(M, TA) inf n. 232, (S,K) The wind became of the Arabs: and in the language of the law, |}arison, (M). * cle, (M, Mob) inf n.
still, or calm. (S, M, K, TA.)- And it." A-2, observing a particular kind of abstinence; (Msb;) all-2 and co-2, (M) + [He preserved his honour,
[inf n. > (see āşş-3) and probably>< also,] [i. e.] abstaining from food (S, M, K) and drink or reputation],

J-3' 9:

[from pollution].

+ The water became still, or motionless; syn. and coitus: and, [by a tropical application, (see (Mgb. [See also 6.1) And *-ū2 & 4 &
1, first sentence,)] t from speech: (M, K:) it is i. e. f [Such a one preserves from disgrace] his
As and 23. (TA)- Andžāl Ale, (M. K.) applied
to a man: (S, M, Msb:) and "31434 cheeks; (A in art. R-#2;) or *** his face.
inf n. X4, (M,) t The ostrich cast forth its dung;
signifies the same, (S, K,) so applied; (S;) as
(M, K, TA;) and in the same sense the verb is also "X;4, (M.K.) applied to a man, (M) and (Harp. 15)–And #33 Cyål cue (M, TA)

used in relation to the domestic fowl; because
to a woman, and to two men, (TA,) and to a pl. and 4%, (TA,) inf n. &#4, # The horse reserved
each stands still in doing this, or because each
number; (M, K;) being an inf n, used as an epi somewhat of his running for the time of need.
becomes tranquil by reason of the passing forth of thet ; (TA ;) or it is a J', [or rather quasi-pl. n.,.]
(M, TA) And J% & 4 & J.; and
23
that which occasions annoyance: and accord. to
like
#:
(M
voce
-:
)
or,
in
the
proper lan
[some one or more of the copies of] the M, Ale
signifies abstaining
£1, inf. n >4, The ly, by which is here meant guage of the Arabs,

*
J&# * 1 in art. J.-And C# cle,

34

aOl".

the young one of the cy's, [or rather of the
bustard called

&:-.] cast forth what was in its

belly. (TA)=4: Alor experienced, his death].

i. q ūšš [He tasted,

(K)= And Xu He

(a man) shaded himself by means of the tree called

-52 (K)

Jrom eating: and by a secondary application,
serving God in a particular manner [by fasting :
See again 1, first sentence]: (Mgh:) accord. to
AO, it signifies any creature abstaining from
food, or t from speech, or + from going along or

& 4, inf

n.

34,

IneanS

*:

*:

-** He set his hind
legs evenly, side by side]: (M:) or he stood upon
the extremity of his hoof, (S, M, K,) by reason
[app. the same as

of |attenuation, or abrasion, such as is termed]

journeying: ($, Meb.) pl. X2 and #4 (S, M, L-3 or ú (S,R)-And cle, infn. 34,
Mgh, Msh, K) and: (S.M., Msh, K) and: He (a horse) limped, or halted, much; (M;) or,
and #4 and X: and L-04, (M.K.) the last as expl. by IB, slightly. (TA) G#3 & 4

8: see 1, first sentence.

of which [written in the CK J%l is extr. occurs in a verse (§, M, TA) of En-Nábighah,
(M, TA,) [referring to horses,] and J says that
(M.)- Applied to a horse, t Standing still (S,

6d >

>3.2 an inf n, of 1 [q.v.). ($, M., &c.) –
all [app. for As all <$3] means also
As knew it not, but that others expl. it as
(M, Msb) without eating of fodder (S, Msb) or
! [The month of] Ramadān: (K, TA:) whence nithout eating anything : (M:) or abstaining meaning Reserving somervhat of the rate of going,
[Hence,] X,

(TA,) or as meaning suffering pain in the hoofs
from the eating of fodder: (Mgh:) or standing Jrom attenuation, or abrasion: (S:) accord. to
meaning [I remained, stayed, divelt, or abode, in upon his four legs. (Az in art. Ú3-2, and T.A.)
El-Basrah] two Ramadáns. (TA.)- And [in –And #4 # +4 sheave of a pulley that IB, it means limping, or halting, and suffering
pain in the hoofs, from fatigue. (TA.)
like manner] X;4 also means + A Christian remains still, (Mgh, TA,) that will not revolve.
5: see the next paragraph.
church; syn. is: (S, K, TA:) as though for (S, Mgh, TA)- And 303 it t Water that is
2:13- i.e. Căş ("place of tations for still, or motionless; syn. X; and ź. (Mgh, 6. 34 is the contr. of Jáš, (Mgb,) or of
as Hooker says, speaking of the ancient usage of TA.)
the saying of Aboo-Zeyd,

9:34 5:30 < *,

J# (§ and Mab in art. Ji, ) one says, of a
Xuá; t The station, or standing-place, of a man, 33.45 and "343, the latter on the au

the Church, “their manner was to stand at

prayer, whereupon their meetings unto that pur
pose had the names of stations given them”].

horse; as also visuas. (S, K, TA)—And

thority of IJ, (M, TA,) and mentioned also by

(TA)=See also :u4. = Also tThe dung of -: >uá t The [imaginary] place of suspension Z, (TA) + He preserved himself, or his honour,
the ostrich. (S, M, K.)= And, in the dial. of the asterism [meaning the Pleiades]. (M.) or reputation, (M, TA) - (<!! 3-2 [from the
things, or actions, for which he should be blamed].

of Hudheyl, (S) Certain trees, (S, M,) or Imra-el-Keys says,
a certain tree, (K,) [but] the n. un, is with
*

3, of the form of the figure of a human being,

* *

•*

a. 3

(TA. [See also 1, second sentence.])

& $2

* G &# G# 3'-

*

2**

*

-

J,

•

5A:

*

8: see 1, first sentence.

• of

*

(M) ugly in appearance, (M, K,) very much

J.----> -s; Gus vel».

so, the fruits of which are called cºb' Joã,
i.e., [the heads] of the serpents, [see &ú: and
X,j] not having leaves: AHn says that they

34 an inf n, of 1 [q. v.]. ($, M, &c.) See

[As though the Pleiades were hung, in their place also #~, below. - And see 34.
of suspension, by means of ropes of flax, to hard
#4 [A receptacle for perfumes &c., such as
and solid rocks: i.e. they seemed as though they
have [nhat are termed] * [q.v.], their were stationary: he means that the night was is commonly called] an 5%. (IAar, K.)
branches do not spread forth, they grow in the tedious to him]. (S. [See EM p. 36, where a read
ā-e [originally #3.2] i q. "&#3: one says,
manner of the [species of tamarisk called] Ji, ing of the former hemistich different from that
but are not so tall, and mostly gron, in the dis above is given, with the same and another reading £1 (£ as i.e. c: [These are the gar
tricts of Benoo-Shebabeh. (M.)
of the latter hemistich.]) - One says also, 4: ments of reservation for wear on extraordinary
**

*-d e
.
ãol.2, for aes-e, inf. m. of un, of Lelo : see a ū-la- es'
6 *~

*

*

verse cited voce
*

... • 6

-

©

J:

like

-

&#2 and 334 (S.M., M.B.K.) and #4
(K,) but the third and the last two are extr.,
(TA,) A thing, (M., Msb, K,) or receptacle, (S,)
[or chest or the like,] used as a repository (S, M,

Ú9*

Xu. but having an intensive sig

1. Gus, (M, K.) first pers. #4, (S, Msb) Mab, K) for a garment, (§, K,) as also " 344,
**

*

nification [i. e. meaning Abstaining, &c., much or aor. 4524, (TA) inf n. 34
often]. (Mgb.) One says ź >;--

6 6

(K) and 3% ($, Mab, K) and 3% and 5.4,

Dry land or ground, in which is no

water. (K.)

>;- is

-

meaning + [I came to him occasions]: (M, TA:) contr. of ājjū. (TA.)

g

© * *

©ed

** @

U+3.

(TA.)
#124; see the next preceding paragraph.

see_*u.2.

Als->

-

nohen the sun was] in the middle of the sky.

*5, in art. "25.

6.- ... •

•

&#3:

-

and

&-

and

(Skr, cited by Reiske in Abulf. Ann. ii. 614,)

J% InCan #2, ($, M, Mob, K.) He preserved it, kept it, [or for clothes, or for a thing: (M, Mgb:) pl.
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o

#, i. (MA) or "Juá signifies any place in milking the she-camel for some days in order that
rvhich one reposits a garment. (TA in art. U-2-3.) the milk might collect in her udder so that she might

~34, in art. *-*.

J'-2 : see

6.- & 4,

* *

6

-

become fat; or I made her milk to dry up, that -Ple-2 : see 4'-2.
she might become fatter. (M.) And 3ül −3°,
* An arrow going right, or hitting the
inf n. as above, I made the udder of the enve, or
3% [Flint-stone; and flint-stones: thus in goat,
to become dry, that she might become mark : pl. ---> (M, K) and *2, (MF, TA,)
the present day:] a sort of stones, (S, Msb,) in
or the latter is pl. of -3-2, which signifies the
which is hardness; (Msb;) hard stones, (M., K.) fatter: (S) or £1 - 3. I made the milk of same. (M, in art. P2-2.)
of a certain sort, (K,) neith n'hich fire is struck: the enves, or goats, to dry up, purposely, that they
6.- ... "
might become fatter;
as one says in relation
or, as some say, certain black stones which are to camels: the subst. like
#: : See alle-2.
from the verb thus used is
not hard: (M:) or a sort of hard stones, n'hich,
*: see art. *-*.
when fire smites it, crackles (&#) and cracks, * &#4; and this is said to mean The leaving an
animal and not milking her. (M.) Some say
6 * *
2*, * * .
and sometimes fire is struck with it, but it is not that :* is like #45; and hence the trad.,
-Ple-2
:
see
4'-2, in four places.
Jit for [making] lime, nor for heating for the
• à purpose of roasting thereon: (Az, TA:) one #4. #3: [i. e. The causing the milk to
* : See art. "3-2.
collect in the udder of an animal by abstaining
thereof is called "#2. (S, M, Mab, K.)
from milking her for some days, when one desires
K) and 'i: and
d :
###" The 's [meaning anus]: (K, TA:) so to sell her, is an endeavouring to deceive: but I #2 and ': (M.A,
called because it keeps [from escape] much, or think that the right reading in this instance is "...'.2 (A, K) The J2f (M, A, K) [as meaning
often, what would issue from it. (TA.) = See probably £1, with 2.l. (TA) — It is also the original stock] of a people, (M.) or [as
also 3%.
used in relation to a stallion (S, M, K) of the meaning the original, or the principal, or most
3

* *

5

ūb-e pl. of G-2. (KL) See art. J-2.

*

,

,

6

•

45 - -

5

- d.

essential, part,] of a thing: (A, K:) and the

: and :*, written in camels: ($:) thus it is used by El-Fak'asee. purest, or choice, or best, part or portion, (M,"
(M.) One says, J-ài <x<, (M,) inf n. as A, K,) of a thing (M, K) of any kind, (M,) or
my copy of the Mgb •: One wo preserves
above, (S, K.) I put no burden upon the stallion of a people. (A.) One says, *:: a's es' 34
his honour, or reputation. (Msb.)

&: [thus

app., like

[camel], and did not bind him with a rope, in
order
that he might become more brisk in cover
see Úb-2, in two places.
ing, and more strong; (S," M, K;*) thus expl.
by El-’Adebbes El-Kinánee: (S:) or I exempted
Ula : see J's-a-2.
him from work, and fed him, until his spirit
3,44 and '3”, (S, M, Mih, K) like returned to him, and he became fat. (M.) And
-** and -is: ($ and Mob in art. -->, S-3 es'''. << I chose for my camels a
q.v.) the latter of the dial. of Temeem, (M,) stallion, and fed and nourished him for the office
Preserved, kept, laid up, taken care of, or re of the stallion. (S.) = See also 1. = [And see
served; (S," M, Mgb, K;) applied to a garment art. 3-2.]
©

•

*

- d.

•

34:
*

- - -

*

4 =

J

O-

[&c.]; (S, M ;) as also V 34, which is an

used
•

6

.

.* **

•

a ,

. "

-

* #52 (TA) and "Let's c- (A) of the
Purest
insorace
of his people. (A, TA.) And
* 14
a

'* >5. A choice, or an excellent, people.
(TA)- Also the first, The collective body of a
people; (Kr, M3) and so #4. (M in art.
*-*.)- And A lord, master, or chief (M, K.)

inf. n.

as an epithet: (M:) one should not say
*

2: He is of the J.

[or original stock]
of his people: (Fr, TA:) and * a: &- and
and W

- d.s

4: see 1. - One says alsoź U53-2), mean
ing The people's cattle became lean, or emaciated;

culae, (S, TA,) nor Jua-e, as the vulgar say.
like Legall L45-3). (IKtt, T.A.) = [See also art.
(TA.)

Quasi -->
s

6.-

<-->

and

d

a'-2:

w •

and <-2 : see art. *3-2.

3-2.]

&%.: Abon-case; (K, TA) as also "Jua.
(TA.)
©

d d >

s

...

* : see its fem., #4,
34. – [Also,
app, Empty J: (or ears of corn): accord. to

•

VOCe

U£9-d
-

the TA (on the authority of Az): the word in this
sense, and thus applied, is there written with the

-

1. #5, #34, (Lth, Az, S, M, K) aor.
© •

(M.)
-

U.99-a-6 - See Ú9-a-o.

*> d 5

ess- a subst. from 2, q.v.

-

-

3

-

U53-as, (S, K.) inf

n.

article, U43-all, without any syll. sign.]

*

U53-5 (Lth, Az, S, M, K ;)

and <2<, (Az, M., K.) which is the form

#4 :

see the following paragraph.

1. C
*-ū2, (S,
&c.,) aor. C*,
-->4, (S,
(s
& A,; O,: Mgb,')
O, Mgb,) inf n.

Cl: and ā--~ (S, A,

O, Mgb,

K.)and £2 and £ and 3-2, (S, o, K.)
He raised his voice, voiced, called or called out,
cried or cried out: (S, A, O, Mgb, K:) or did so
vehemently, cried aloud, uttered a loud cry or

crying, shouted, exclaimed, or vociferated: (T,
sus Dry, (§, K, TA,) by reason of thirst, or $,"A," O, Mgb,” TA:) or did so with his utmost

preferred by Az, [aor. &#] inf n. s:45 want of irrigation, or by reason of leanness, or force or power; (K, TA;) as also '..e
: (A,"
(TA;) The palm-tree needed irrigation, and emaciation, (TA.) You
say #3"> ā-ā, (M, TA:) it is said of a man, and of other things:
became slender: (Az, TA:) or became dry, or
(TA:) or of anything. (T, TA:) originally, of an
dried up; (S, M, K;) as also '-3', and K) and "#33, (M, TA) [agreeably with rule, animal, and often of a bird of the crow-kind, but
as part. n. of <><l or W #34, (so in copies of
•

6 - 0

">< .

rarely of a bird unrestrictedly, and sometimes of a
(K:) and in like manner one says of
the
K,
[app.
a
mistranscript
dried
A
dry,
or
ion,])
other trees: and sometimes, of animals. (M.)
spear as being likened to an animal. (Ham p.
palm-tree: (M, K:) and in like manner one
And
&* The udder had no milk re up,
187.)
One says, 54% i-: £t2 [He called,
terms other trees: and sometimes,

&#"

animals: thus
maining in it. (Ham p. 661.) - [Hence,] -3% the poet Sā'ideh applies the epithet à:50.2 to or cried, &c., with a vehement calling or crying
# The enve, or she-goat, became fat, (S, TA) wild cows or wild oxen (~3 2%). (M) – &c., or with a vehement call or cry &c.]. (A.)
And 4: Cl- He called or cried, or called out or
in consequence of her udder's having been made to And Strong. (TA.)
a. to it [or to him]. (Mgb.) And
dry up. (S.) And &* He became strong. (K.)

*

*

2. če, (M) inf n. ***, (K) primarily,

&

934: c. Call thou to me such a one. (A, TA.)

1. * aor. -->4, (S, M, Msh, K) inf n.
(M,) is used in relation to females, meaning He
abstained from milking her, in order that she J-3,($, Mab, K.)saidofan arrow,($, M, Mob) * and 4-2, (A,) He called, hailed, or sum
• - ~*
might become fat, (M, K.) and not be weak. i. q +\el [expl. in art.
"3-2J; (S," M, Mgb, K;) moned, him; called out, cried out, or shouted, to
(M.) You say, äu, <3% I abstained from like - having for itsaor, "4 ($, M, Mob) him. (A, TA)-Andź
+ They were

And: "&#2 and 4-43, (A, TA) and " &:

&:

[Book I,
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C*-**

goodness, beneficence, or kindness]. (A.) - And
frightened, or terrified. (K.) And * £e A sort of dates of El-Medeeneh, (T, S, A, Mgh, 3-53-3 ; Aim thou at that which is right and
; Msb, K,) black, and hard to chen : (T, Mgh,
+They perished. (K.) – One says also, # TA:) said to be so called in relation to a certain just: thou shall obtain that nihich thou wantest.

c:-

*

Jé- J.;

I met him before every ram, named 3-4, that was tied to a palm-tree, (A.) –2: ... 33: IWe went forth
and dispersing; meaning t I (A, Msb, K,”) which was hence called āks to take, or hunt after, the eggs of ostriches]. (T,
6- d -

callin. or crying,

63

- d -

met him before daybreak: (§, TA:)o - so~ 0 in
the ā-ju-2: (A, Msb:) or the name of the ram was TA)- And its (i.e. (M.A, TA) a good
- 229-5
Proverbs of Meyd. (TA.) Or; --> J. * £1, and &: is a rel. n. changed from its phrase of the Arabs, mentioned, but not expl.,
! I came to him before everything. (A.) And

*

-" -

** @ -

by IAar; app. meaning t We dren forth truffles

* 53
A: &: -** ! He was angry for proper form, like &#4, (K, TA) from itsa.c. [from the ground] like as one dran's forth wild
(TA.)
animals [from their lurking-places]. (M, TA.)
neither little nor much : (ISk, S, K:) or for
: A clamorous man: and anything noisy, – And £ 4. (3- ! We took [or caught in
nothing. (A) – And #1 *-ū, (A, Msb) sounding much. (The
vessels or collected] the water of the sky. (Th, M,
or(all is another name forLexicons
#1 [i. passim.)—
e. The con
Or #1, (K) t The tree, (A, Msb) or the

*

de

J

palm-tree, (K,) became tall. (A, Mgb, K.) And

3,áš. Cl- ! The raceme

(Kzw.) - And t A certain
perfume, or fragrant substance: (K, TA:) or a
wash for the head, (A, K,”) consisting of 3,4
[q.v.], and the like. (A, TA.)
ā-su. The crying, or clamour, of the place of
the nailing of women. (K.)

came forth completely stellation Bootes].

from its envelope, and became long, and in a fresh
and tender state. (K.) And

3,481 cle # [app.

meaning The spathe of the palm-tree put forth
its spadix, or its raceme, to its full length]. (A.)
2: see 1, in two places. =

Jiji <--

said

+

d

M, L3) and sus, (Lth, M, L.) [aor. -->4;] He
(a camel) had the disease termed

*

[expl.

below]. (Lth, S, M, L:) the us in 3-3 is pre
served unchanged because it is so preserved in the
original form, which is W 3:1, (S,) though they

may not have said 3:1 (Sb, M.) and the like

**@

the sun, (S, K,) and of the wind,
of
(S) i. 9.
•o - a •
o &

A.") = 3:2, (Lth, S, M, L.) of the dial. of El
Hijaz, aor. £, (Lth, L.) inf n. *, (Lth, S,

is -

1. *sus, (§, M, A, Mgh, Mab, K.) like 440, is the case in 3: . (Sb,” S, M.:*) the augmenta
a:-3-2 [q.v.]. (S, K.) – And *Us" -->
(MF)
[first pers. 3,3-2,]aor. 3-4, (S, Msb, K.) tive letters are rejected for the purpose of allevia
I broke and split the thing much. (TA in art.
infin. :45 ($, M, Mgh, Mobi) and 302, (S, tion: hence, one does not say, in the case of verbs
C**)
&c.,) like *, (MF,) [first pers. **,
of this class, ăză us, [i.e. #3: ū, and %: us,
3. i-sua and " £4. signify The calling above, but originally <34, whereas the first and the like,] forming thus verbs of wonder,
or crying, or calling out or crying out, &c., of pers. of the former is originally $34,]
because the original form is augmented, and a
• * of

aS

•

*

* *

alor".

people, one to another. ($, K.) One says,

& 3024,

verb of four letters cannot be formed from a verb

***u-21, (S, M,
>ill (TK) and "b-La: The people, or party, A, L, MSb, K.) also written and pronounced of four letters, for a measure can only be formed
from a measure that is less. (S.) Also, both
called or cried, &c., one to another. (A, TK.) (IAar, S, Msb, K;) and

*303), (L.) and **.*.*, (M, A, L.) He tool,

verbs, (the former accord. to the S and M, and
captured, or caught, it; (Mgh, L;) [made it his * the latter likewise accord. to the M,) + He (a
5. J#
3 i. q.
[q.v.]. ($, K.) – prey;] snared, or ensnared, it; trapped, or en man) was unable to look aside, (S, M,) by reason
trapped, it; (MF;) or sought to take, capture,
And #1 C- it cre (i.v.). (Kin art. catch, snare, or trap, it; hunted it, or chased it: of disease ($) And 3:2, inf n. *, +He
raised his head, by reason of pride: and the (a
C*) – And ić -a. The thing became namely, [game, i.e.] any kind of wild animals, king)
looked not aside, to the right or left. (S.)
much broken and cloven or split or slit. (TA in or the like, (L) fowl, &c., (Msb,) and fish. (L.)

See also 1.

C*

this art. and art.

C*-*)

See also 7.

6: see 3, in two places. - ?--Laj said of the
scabbard, or sheath, of a sword (A, K, TA) 1 It

became much split or slit.: (K, TA:) it is like the
phrase

&# J-135 [q.v.].

(A, TA.)

piece of cloth5
-Uail said of a ga
garment,* or p
7. C

It became slit, or rent, or much slit or rent. (A,
Msb. [See also 7 in art. C*-*.]) And <-a-Las'

[And 3U2, and * >ua-el, and " ...a, without the And 3.2 (K, TA, in the CK (erroneously]3:2)
mention of the object, this being understood, He
took, captured, caught, snared or ensnared,
trapped or entrapped, game, i.e. any kind of
wild animals, or the like, forwl, &c., or fish; or he
sought to take &c.; he hunted or chased, stalked,
or lurked for game; he forwled; or he fished.]
** * ** * * *
You say, "...a: &- [&c., meaning He went
..forth to take &c., or seeking to take &c., game,
or nild animals or the like; to hunt or chase, to

(a man, TA) had an inclining, or a bending,
neck. (K, TA.) = And ū% &:- 'I made
such a one to have an inclining, or a bending,

| He

neck. (K, T.A.. [See also 4.])

4. sauel He made him, incited him, or induced
him, to take &c., or to seek to take &c., wild
animals, or the like, [forwl,] or fish. (L.) = Also

He, or it, [app, meaning the vein called sus, or
the disease termed •44,] annoyed, or hurt, him ;
Uaxll The staff became much split or cracked; as
also "---e. (A.) - [Hence,] clan is also, stalk, or lurk for game; to fool; or to fish] (S, (K;) namely, a camel. (TK.) - And He cured
K.) And J-3' *:a: &- He went forth him (i.e. a camel, TK) of the disease termed **,
said of the dawn and of lightning ! [meaning It
[to take &c., or] seeking to take &c., the nild
shoned its light : originally, became cleft: as expl.
animal. (L.) And ''< 0% + i. 1.4 & 3
in art. C*-*]. (A.)
[I took &c., or sought to take &c., jor such a one,
i-: an inf. n. [and also an inf. n. un.] of game, or a mild animal, or nild animals, or the
C'. (S, Mil, &c.) [Hence,] one says, Le like] (M, K.) And &l sue, and 'sub-el,
J:-" 3-4 J: S! &: [They expect not, i. q.4. Al-e [He took &c., or sought to take &c.,
game, or wild animals, or the like, in the place]:
or wait not for, aught but the like of the crying
out, or cry, of the pregnant woman]; meaning, Sb mentions, as a phrase of the Arabs, c'ss (3
evil, or mischief, that shall come upon them meaning cºs: J-3 (i.e. &# being the name
suddenly. (TA.) - Hence also (S) Punishment, of a certain land [or of two mountains]. (M.)
castigation, or chastisement. (S, A, K.) - And And ** #& [The hank preys]. (Msb and
A hostile, or predatory, incursion, by which the
K in art. 25.2.) •: $135 is applied to beasts
tribe are surprised. (TA.)
and to birds [That prey upon others; predatory].
d'a-o-o: see what next follows.
(S and K in art. &- &c.) -[Hence,] one says,
-

(K, TA,) by burning with a hot iron. (TA.)
Thus it has two contr. significations. (K.) And 3-4 3: He (God) caused his camel to

have the disease termed 23. (M.)

-

6

5: see 1, in four places.
see 1, in three places.
9: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph, in
two places.
8:

St. A certain vein (M, K) between the eyes of
a camel, (K,) or between the eye and the * *
(M;) when: th: disease termed *: pl. 20-21

*-> [in the CK.3L-1]. (K.) –
**, in two places. - And see £i,

and pl. pl.

- O =

See also

6 o' s

J.-:4,(T.S.A.,Mgh,5)or'3-#4,(Mb) - ** .." *e.

34 ! [He captivates men by likewise in two places. = Also Brass; syn. A-e:
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•Ae-> - Jee

and copper : (S, M, K:) or a £cies thereof: the bending of thy neck: or I will assuredly rec capture, or catch, game, or prey]. &: &: 3:
cs: C-: &sjie [More wont, or able, to cap
(K:) or cooking-pots made of , i.e., (A’Obeyd, |tify thy proud stiffness]. (A.)
ture prey than the lion of Ifirreen and than the
TA) or of copper: (A’obeyd, M, TA:) pl. *: see :
&l.”, (M, TA,) like &la-5 pl. of £0. and
he-cat] is a prov. (Meyd.) = Also A camel
3
having
the disease termed '4; (S, M, A, L;)
essle
[Qf,
or
made
of
brass
or
copper
:]
a
some say that *ēlā: [q.v., thus written with
rel.
n.from
Susignifying
“brass”
and
“copper.”
and
so
"sus, for at 23, (L.K.) like J. for
fet-h to the L2,] signifies copper. (TA.) = See
(S.)
also art. 23-2.
J. 33, (L) or for " * (L:) pl. of the first
6d =
J-2 an instance of J: in the sense of J
#3: Stones, (S, A, L. K.) or stone, (M.) of a *. (L.) [Hence,] + A man unable to look
(Msb,) or an inf n. used as a subst. [properly so n:hite colour, (M, L,) of n:hich cooking-pots are aside, (S, M,) by reason of disease. (S.) tA
called, and therefore used in a sing, and in a pl. made; ($, M, A, L. K.) as also '3'4. (A, man n-ho raises his head by reason of pride. (S.)
sense], (Msb, TA,) [i. e.] an inf n, used in the L.) See also &#2. - And Rugged land or ! A king who looks not aside, (M, A,) to the
place of the objective complement of its verb; ground, (S, M, K,) containing stones: (M:) or right or left, by reason of his pride. (A.) t 4
(IJ, M;) [Game, chase, or prey; an object, Or land of n:hich the earth is red, having rough stones
king : (K:) originally used in relation to a camel,
objects, of the chase or the like;] i. q. "3-a- (§, even with the ground: (ISh:) or even, or level, and a king is so called because he raises his head
Mgh, K, TA) used as a subst.; (TA;) meaning ground, in n:hich are pebbles: (AA:) or pebbles by reason of pride, or because he does not look to
what is taken, captured, or caught; or sought to [themselves]. (Aboo-Wejreh, L.)
the right or left. (S.) And A man having .."
be taken or captured or caught; [by the chase, or
Cl-N-2 Copper: (L, K: see also 303) and inclining, or a bending, neck. (K, TA)–:39
by means of a snare or trap, or by artifice of any
gold : (K:) [but this seems to be taken from the + The lion; (K;) because he walks proudly, not
kind;] of nild animals or the like; (L;) of forwl
following passage in the T:] in the stone-cooking looking aside, as though he had the disease
£c.; (Msb;) and of fish : (L:) or n hat is re
termed '45 (TA) as also 'sus..." [as act.
*6 -

*

*

- d -

pugnant, or difficult of approach, (Mgh, L, K.) pot (4:3) there is sometimes [what is termed]
wild, or shy, by nature, not to be taken but by 34: and * 1:4, in which is an appearance
means of artifice, whatever it be, (Mgh,) but like the glistening of gold and silver; and the
lan ful to be taken, (L) having no on ner: (L, best is that which is like gold: so says AA. (T,
K:) or any nild animal, or wild animals, L.) See also art. U-2. - And Stone cooking
whether, or not, taken or sought to be taken: pots: (S, L, K; and M in art. Ú-e:) a coll.
(IAar, M.:) but this last application of the word gen, n. : n, un, with 5. (IB, L.) - See also
is a deviation from general usage: (M:) pl. #4.— cs--" &: Small pebbles. (L. [See
*. (Mgh, Msb.) [Also The quarry of the also art. U-2.])
hawk; the prey of any beast or bird &c.] 4:
451. A-2 [as a n. un. : see ö'4, above. 6*

* de

part. n.of8]; and **u all; (K, TA;) thus likened
to a camel having the disease above mentioned;
or, as in some copies of the K, not sual, but
* &•
* St. all. (TA.)
6

* >

Suá and "$u.a. and "3: [A place of
taking, capturing, or catching, &c., of game, or

any kind of nild animals, or the like, forwl, &c.,
or fish; a place of hunting, forwling, or fishing].
(A. [The meaning is there indicated by the con

&# 5 (Meyd, A, but in the latter 9:4, [for Also] A [demon of the kind called] J,á." (ISk, text, but not expressed.]) =34: also signifies
** ź.]) is a prov. (Meyd, A) inciting one $, K.) - And A woman of evil disposition, (ISk, The upper, or highest, part of a mountain. (MF,
to seize an opportunity, (A,) applied to a man

§, K.) [and] so ****, (M) and of much talk.

who seeks another to execute blood-revenge upon (ISk, S, K.) - See also art. J-A-2.

from Aboo-’Alee El-Yoosee. [But this, accord.
to the S &c., belongs to art. J-ao.])

him, and lights upon him when he is inadvertent;
* : See #4. - [Hence,] + A woman who *-a- and Ae-a- : see 5*-a.e.
meaning Thy prey has become within thy power,
takes,
captures, or ensnares, something from her
therefore be not thou neglectful of him [so as to
* pass part. n. of 1: (Mgh, Msb:) see £2.
husband.
(L, from a trad.) See also ail.ae e.
suffer him to escape, or rather be not thou ren
dered hopeless of him]. (Meyd. [See also Frey
3.3 J% [A man accustomed to, or in the #3:... ($, M, A, Msh, K) and #3: (M, and
tag's Arab. Prov. i. 712; where <-5 is put in habit of, taking, capturing, catching, snaring, or so in the handwriting of Az accord. to the L)
the place of £5.])= See also 34.
trapping, game, i.e. any kind of mild animals, or and "3:... ($, L, Mob, K) and ': (so in
the like, forwl, &c., or fish; a sportsman; a hunter, the handwriting of Az accord. to the L) and
*: see the next paragraph.
a fondler, or a fisherman: see 1, second sentence]:
6 * *
* > * >

*e

6* @

© e > 0

eo e

-

6* *

**** (M, Mab, K) A thing used for the pur

(Mgb.) and *** signifies the same as #3.
(K) or "3:2, (L.) and "sus, (M, L, K.) A (K:) you say * <-ié- [A dog used for hunt

pose of *" [or the taking, capturing, or
catching, &c., of game, or any kind of nild

ing] (S.A.) and #4 #3 (4 hank used for

animals, or the like, forwl, &c., or fish]; (T, S, M,

of n!hich he raises it: (S:) a certain disease catching game]: and the same, epithet is applied
n:hich causes a camel to raise his head : or a to a female: (M:) its pl. is J-2 (S, M., A) and
certain disease in a camel's head, n'hich causes :- ; (Yoo, Sb, S, M ;) the latter of the dial. of
his neck to twist : (M:) or a certain disease those, (S, M.) namely: the tribe of Temeem, (M,)

explanation of the first and last;) [the first and

J-2 (§, M, A, L, K) and

**, with

kesr,

certain disease in a camel's head, in consequence

A, Mgb, K;) a snare, trap, gin, or net; (MA in
third said by Golius, on the authority of Meyd,
to be applied peculiarly to a n: but all

signify

which attacks camels in the head, in consequence

anye.kind
of trap : see -ow: :] pl. Jalae,
who say U-9 [for U-y]; ($, M;) the Le being also
without
(L, Mgb.)
of which there flon's from their noses nhat re
with
kesr
in
order
that
the
US
may
be
preserved
sembles froth, or foam, and they raise their heads:
unchanged. (S.) - See also 4:4. last sentence.
(ISk, L, K:*) or a certain disease in a camel's
i.e. : see the next preceding paragraph.
neck, in consequence of n:hich he is unable to turn his
32, applied to a man, Practising •: [i. e.
** **
face aside: it is said that its cure is burning nith the taking, capturing, or catching, &c., of game,
su. see J-21 : - and see also 3Lae.
*~ *~*
a hot iron(A, TA) betneen the eyes: (TA:) [for] or any kind of nild animals, or the like, forwl, &c.,
3:4::
see 20-ae.
it arises from a vein between the eyes, called sus. or fish; hunting, forwling, or fishing: see 1,
(K) [Hence] also ::, (M. A.) and "sus, second sentence]. (Mgh, Msb.) - 35ual in the
Je-d
(M,) Fixedness of the face of a king, so that it dial. of El-Yemen signifies The shank; syn.
•

6

* @

©

• *

© ... • *

1. *303, (T, S, Msb)aor.*.*, ($) infn.

does not turn aside (M., A) to the right or left, by
reason of pride. (A.

[See also **,

of which it

Júl. (M.)
3 •

- -- -

a •

*

says, 2-2 c-39 + [I will assuredly straighten
Bk. I.

à -

measure], An arrow going tained to the state, or condition, of such a thing;
(T;) became such a thing; (T, Msb;) in which
hence,] one right, or hitting the mark. (K.)

is the inf n.]) [And the former, t an inclination,
or bending, of the neck : (see **)

#3:2 (S, Msb) and #4, (S) He, or it, at

3:4, like is: [in

sense the verb is like &t= [in meaning, when the
• of
3: [More, or most, wont, or able, to take, or latter is non-attributive, and in having its subject.
221
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Jée

in the nom, case and its predicate in the accus.].
(T.) You say, £3 : 32 Zeyd became a man;

£ Jä, 54 The people stayed, or abode, at the

|

*** ($, o, Mob, TA) and " £2 (TA) and

water. (M, K, TA)=54, (S) first pers. £2, W #. (S, M, K,) of the measure J*, (S,) and

or attained to the state, or condition, of a man. (M) aor, as above, ($) inf n. *, (K) a dial.
(TA.) And ū: .# ju- Zeyd became rich, Not var. of % having for its aor. 5.4, [q. v.,] (S,) * 5,2-2. (K.)- The verge, brink, or point, of
having been so. (Mgb.) And 9-4-2-axll Jue He cut it; (S, M, K;) and clave it, or split it. an affair, or event. (M, K.) You say, Lle Uí
The expressed juice became wine.

*: ‘...

(Mgb.)

53t. He became in a state,

A. &:

* I am on the verge of such an
[And (M.) - And in like manner, [i.e. as a dial. var. 13&
of % having for its aor. 3,4,] He made it to affair, or event. (M.) And J-Uc." ūf
or con

&:-

• 9 *

*

*

dition, in which there was not anything in his incline, or lean. (S.) You say, ava-2 5ue, aor. I am at the point of [attaining] the object of my
nant. (M.) And J-U- * - 2
•* ~*

possession. And 13& J% ju-

IHe became in the

state, or condition, of doing such a thing; i.e. he Hé turned his face towards a person or thing.
became occupied, or engaged, in doing such a (M.) And # 3- I twisted his neck, (M.)
thing; or he set about, began, commenced, took [Respecting the phrase <! 35- in the Kurii.
to, or betook himself to, doing such a thing; like
J*. And t: J: S 3.4 He became in the 262, accord. to one reading, see 1 in art. 22-2.]

became unoccupied in doing anything. And
2: 5 5% He became in the state of not

I am at the point of accomplishing my nant.
(A.)
Ji- &% Such a one is at the

And,”

point of accomplishing an affair. (S.)=A nater
at nihich people stay, or abide; (M, O, K;) as

aOT.

[He confined,

speaking; he became speechless. And 3: 3.2 a state, or condition; or he made him, or it, to be
V % ;] syn.
*. ($)
13& L. He became in a state of reflection upon such a thing; [as also
-5 °
- ~ *
such a thing; he began to reflect upon such a You say, 13:44 L:2 and " (sºloi (He made
*

thing.]– One says also, liás &l£5. 5.4, (M,

Lake Ül

slas

3-4, inf n. 3:4, signifies also 4: also #2. (TA)= A crevice of a door (S,
restricted, &c., him, or it]. (Msb.) M.A, Māb, K.) It is said in a trad, L331: 33
5* & 4: &# * * [Whosoever looks
2. 134- 9:- He made him, or it, to be in such

5.4,

state, or condition, of not doing anything; or he

& "

34, (M) as also 24, (M and K in art. 23-2)

**

me to be to him a slave]... (A.) - [And

& 3:2

A, Msb, K.) aor, as above, (TA,) inf n. *, liès and * 54 He, or it, made, or caused, him,

into the crevice of a door and has his eye put out,
it is a thing for nhich no mulct is to be ex
acted]: (S, M.:) A’Obeyd says that this is the
only instance in which the word [in this sense]
has been heard. (S.) = [The condiment, made

of small fish, called] su-e : ($, M, K.) or [a

which is anomalouš, being

condiment, or the like,] resembling 5ua-e: (M,
K:) or n hat is called in Pers. % Je" [jelly of

#2:2, (M, A, K.) i.e. <! &#3 (Mab3) [but

salted fish]; as also 3L-2 : (Mgh voce 5us-e:)
and the small salted fish of n:hich 5L-2 is made:
(Kr, M, K.) or the young ones of fish : [a coll,
gen.
n.:] n. un, with 3: (Msb:) thought by IDrd
or brought thee, or reduced thee, to the state, or
to
be
Syriac; (TA;) by IAth, to be Pers., as also
condition, that I see, O my paternal uncle?].
•* * *
(M.) [In this case, the ulterior state or condition 5ua-ce. (TA in art. Ú-2.):= Also The Jää.)
is likened
to a place: for] you say, <! 5: and [properly bishop] of the Jen's. (O, K.) = See
• * *
also the next paragraph.

(S, M, A, Mob, K,)

or it, to come, or to pursue a course that led, to
such
a state, or condition; brought, or reduced,
regularly juac, like Ustae, (S,) and 2-2 and
him, or it, thereto..] 'Omeyleh El-Fezáree said
to his paternal uncle Ibn-'Anka, W $2. us." U.
this is a loose explanation; the meaning being,
X: t; s: U. c.', [What hath made thee to come,

The thing, or affair, or case, came eventually (see

**) such a state, or condition :]
to

between "-a- and

the difference
&= - is, that the former word

necessarily implies a difference [of the latter state
or condition] from the former state or condition;

but the latter word does not. (Bd in iii. 156.) *54 [meaning He, or it, made him to come, or

.#~,

(S, M, Mgb, K.) accord. to A'Obeyd
[In this case, the ulterior state or condition is brought him, to him, or it; i.e., to a person, or
or condition :] (M, K:) and 5×-2, with fet-h, but Az says that this is a mis
likened to a place: for] —5% also signifies He, place, or to a state,
*** *
Us:-> and "G:5% [Want, or take, (TA,) An enclosure (5¢la-) for sheep or
or it, attained in respect of place : so in the à-la-J)
saying, 2* ël .# ju% [Zeyd came, or went, need, or necessity, made me to come, or brought goats (S, M, Msb, K) and for cons or bulls, (M,
* *

*

•

<!

-

~*

-

or pursued a course that brought him, to Amr]. me,
to him, or it]. (A.) And [hence,] # * K,) constructed of wood and stones (M, TA) and
• of
(TA.)
& +)- [I came, &c., to such a 3.9 He committed to him the thing, or affair; of branches of trees (TA;) as also #2, (M,
K,) which latter is said by IDrd to be of the dial.
one] is similar to the phrase in the Kur [iii. 27]
•

9%

syn. Aëll

*e." aff & 5

44%. (M in art. Jas'.) [And 4 *

[And to God, as the ultimate 13& He made such a thing to come to, betide, or of the people of Baghdād: (TA:) pl. of the former

object, is the transition, or course, of every human befall, him, or it : and consequently, he made * (S, M, Msh, K) and [coll gen, n.] "...e.
.
being]. (S.) [Hence,
& Si, in him, or it, to have, or become possessed of, such a (M, K.)= See
is also by word, or covenant, as
the Kur xlii. last verse, which Bd explains by thing.]
%2 The
(O and TA in this art., and

also:-2.

###e: £i

—£4.

adding the words <\ia: *303
; the
meaning He asserted, or pronounced, him, or it,
meaning being, Verily to God are things, or
to be in such a state, or condition; or to be such a
events, referrible, mediately and dependently: in
thing : in which case, also, it is syn. with .****,
the Expos. of the Jel expl. as meaning
** *

&#]

-

<<

wellas by deed (Bdinii.20)[You say, is $3

ei:

-

•

TS and K and TA in art. ,< ;) i. e. the stringed
instrument thus called: (TS and TA in that art.,
and O and TA in the present art. :) [this is the
right meaning, as is shown by the latter of the
two verses cited voce 5%: but,] accord. to

[And in like manner one says, láé & 3.2 Such a whereby it is expl. in the S. And tââs a 3.3
He asserted, or pronounced, such a thing to be AHeyth, (O,) the sound of the
(O and K
thing came to, betided, or befell, him, or it: and
long to him, or it; asserted, or pronounced, him, in the present art.) = See also art. 22-2.
hence, he, or it, came to have, or became possessed
or it, to have such a thing; attributed to him, or
52%-2 : see 5- - Also *. Q. #: [q. v.,
it, such a thing: and appointed or assigned, to
became, or came to be, meaning he found himself, him, or it, such a thing.]
signifying Stones, &c.]. (M in art. "...o.)
in a desert, or n’aterless, land]; i. q. ":
4: see 2, in six places.
* A grave. (AA, O, K. [Perhaps so called
(Msb in art. &#2.) And
es' #2 [He
aS being the ulterior abode.])
One says, lás

&#4.

6e »

of such a thing.]—And #4 - J - [He
&#3.

&#.

* > He became is his father (S,
&#91; M,5K.)
&#3 3.4 This is the grave of such a one. (O.)
i. 7. & [which is expl. in the S as signifying
=And A company (aa-) (o, K)=See
also art. 29-2.
&;" es' J-3]. (K in art. &l.) =: signi. re-o: see what next follows.
#4 A thing, upon the head of a 3.5 [or small
fies also The returning of seekers after herbage to
** The ulterior or ultimate, latter or last,
entered, lit. became in, the season called

6o

o

–

-

the watering-places. (O, K.) And one says, state, or condition; the end, conclusion, event, isolated mountain or the like], resembling the
J: 3-3, aOl". * 24, [inf n. *] The man issue, or result; of a thing, an affair, or a case; [heap of stones, piled up as a sign of the way,
stayed, or abode, at the water.

(TA.) And

(S, M, O, Msb, K.) as also ''< (0, K) and called 5% except that it is cased, and the * is
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2-2 - -ā->

taller than it, and larger; or [in my originals
“and”] they are both cased, but the 5-2) is peaked
and tall, and the 5:- is round and nide, and has
angles [app. at the base]; and sometimes it is

and

<!--,

from #4- [a dial. var. of

#4-2,

(IDrd, O, K,” TA:) but &- is more approved
[in this sense, or as meaning “it ran upon the
surface of the ground,” as expl. in art. &-l.

i. q -a->]. (TA.)
2:
4

}

(TA.)

see the preceding paragraph.

excavated, and gold and silver are found in it:

eval see art. 83-2.

7.
and to art.

it is of the work of 'Ad and Irem. (O, TA.)

Jase, in the dial of Belhárith Ibn-Kaab, The

Xué

-

And W

Staying, or abiding, at a nater. (TA.) [bad] kind of dates called -:- (S;) i, q. L*.

#2 A party, or people, staying, or abid as also 'it--, (Ki) -- and ***

ing, at a nater. (O, T.A.) = Also A twister of
men's necks. (TA.)=[And The pivot at the top,

dial vars of Jess and £4.9, (S)

dispersed it, or scatteredit,” and hence to be syn.

6.

nvith

&: signifying In a state of commotion, or

ā-a-2 : see àe-a-2, throughout.

Twhich turns in a socket in the lintel, and the latter

in a socket in the threshold:] see -ist.

&: [an epithet mentioned, but not expl., in

-

being

the O and TA: it seems to be from £2 “I
6 -

and that at the heel, of a door; the former of

of exceeding commotion]. Rubeh says,

#2- : see J.--> [It is also said to signify]

Dates without stones (L in art. -- .) – Also

#2:

It belongs to this art.

82-2. (K.)

• *

* **

*

J, d.

t£913% us: 3%

*

*

see the next preceding paragraph. =
[app, meaning And he passed the day enveloping
Also Rain. (M., T.A.)- And Herbage, or pas The pips of a colocynth that have no hearts,
her, or it, or them, in the dust in a state of com
(AHn,
S,
K,)
being
husks
only;
(AHn;)
to
ture. (M.) See the next paragraph. - Also The
which a poet likens ticks that have been long left motion, or of exceeding commotion]. (O, TA.)
state of dryness to which herbage comes. (M.)

in a desolate place: (AHn, S:") and so, accord.

à -

*: see;--Also

Judgment, or opinion, to some, of anything, such as the melon and the
(S,) and understanding, or intellect, or intelligence; cucumber and the like. (AHn.)

&

2 * : *, (Ish, O, K.) inf n &#(K)

(S, M, K;) as in the saying, * 4 × [He has
He soaked his food in sauce, or seasoning : (ISh,
not judgment nor understanding]: (S, M:) or the copies of the K, but it is a mistake, or a con O, K:) and 9: * He soaked it with
a judgment, or an opinion, to which one eventu tracted form, (TA,) The weaver's [implement clarified butter. (ISh, O.) [*4 has a similar
ally comes; as in the saying, * S5 3.x: a) to called] a=33, with which he makes the narp and meaning, and is better known.]
[He has not a first, nor a final, idea, thought, the woof even: ($, IB, K:) but IB says that its

#2-2, (S, IB, o,) or "i3-2, (K) thusin all

de

--

J-

*

judgment, or opinion]. (A.) = Also, (O, K,) last radical letter is Us, not Lo; so that it should
as AHn says, on the authority of Aboo-Ziyād,
(O) and * #14, (K,) Dry herbage or pasture,
that is eaten long after its being green: (O, K:)
and he adds that no herbs have * except such
as are of the kinds called ź. and Jú9. (O,
3 - 33
•

be mentioned among the class of infirm words:
(TA:) pl. •04. (S.) - Hence, (S,) The spur

#- and other words in which Us is substituted
for 2, see in art. ë2-2.
*-ā->

of the cock." (š, K.)–(Hence also,] The horn
of the bull or cow, and of the gazelle: (K:) pl.

... -50%, (S, M, O, Msb, K.) aor. -i.e., inf. n.

as above, (TA,) signifying the horns of bulls or Jā-2, (TA,) He, or it, (a company of men, M,
cows; which were sometimes fixed upon spears, Mgb,) remained, stayed, divelt, or abode, (S, M,

TA.)=22-c_el signifies A confused and dubious instead of the iron heads: (S:) and to such horns, O, Msb, K.) during the [season called] -:4, (S,
affair, (M, K,) through n'hich there is no way of called by this name, conflict and faction, or sedi O,) or during his, or their, -:4, (O, Mgb,) or
à- -3
•* *

'(as.) is likened in a trad., because of its during a -:4, (K,) as in it, (S, M, O, K,) i. e.
grievousness:
some say that the sing is **, in a place; ($, M, oš as also '-su-, (S, O,”
tioned by Yaakoob [ISk] in the “Alfádh”

passing; as in the phrase * >

L &#3, men

tion,

[accord. to some of the copies of that work]: [as in the K,] contracted. (TA.) - And hence,
originally meaning a [mountain, or hill, such as (TA,) A wooden pin, or peg, with n'hich dates
is termed] a: without a pass: but it is more are plucked out [n'hen they are compacted in a
mass, closely adhering together, in the receptacle

probably *[q. v., in art.”-] (M)
*~ 3 -

o

5,2-2 : see 2-2, first sentence.

K, TA) and " -:25; ($." O, K, TA;) and
9% W -: is like " -:3. [probably a mis

transcription for -:4, of which -: is a var.,
of woven palm-leaves, or the like, in which they and of which, together with one of this var, an

are packed]: (K:) likened to the horn of a bull ex. will be found in what follows]. (TA:) you
or cow: in this sense, the word is written i.e.- : say, liés &: <i> [I remained during the

and a certain poet changes it to
(TA.) -:4 in such a place], and in like manner
[Also A place, and hence a state or condition, to - [Hence also,] Anything with which one de #2, and "4:45, and " 4: [probably a mis
rvhich a person, or thing, eventually comes: a fends himself; pl. as above, (K.) [in the CK transcription for " 4:31, as seems to be indicated
place of destination.] See Je-2. - A place where erroneously written Jews, as though it had the by what here follows]: (M :) a Hudhalee says,
people alight and abide : d good place n'here article Uí prefixed to it, or were itself prefixed to

&= -2.

** an inf n of 5.3 (Q. v.] (S, M., &c.)=

people alight and abide. (TA.)- A place to another noun, for otherwise it is written and pro
which waters come, or take their course: (M, K:) nounced] with the [final] us elided. (TA.) – [I remained during the -:4 in Noamán, and
[or a place of herbage, or pasture, and of nater: [Hence also,] A fortress: (K:) pl. in this sense she remained during the -:3]. (M, TA)
pl. #44: so in the saying,] >''< &l '*. as above. (S, TA.)- [Hence also,] A pastor And #9 -í-2, (S.M. o.K.) a verb of the
They went forth to their places of herbage, or n:ho manages [and protects] well his herds or
flocks:as(AA,
in this sense also written **. class of G#, (K) originally ~#4, (TA) The
pasture, and of nater. (A.)=See also art. -a.e. (AA,
in theK:)
TA.)
land was rained upon by the rain of the [season
5-a-2 : see 2-2, first sentence.
called] -:4. (§, M, O...) And tâ2, of the
•

-

se

*

s

measure

&
Uáed

J

1.

&

J.

<-2, aor.

#

.

6 & e.

& 2), inf n. &

ūš,

like

ū):

and

&,

We were

•

see

1 in art.

rained upon by the rain of the -:4: (S:) and

1. #: <<03, [aor. ---.] The palm-tree 83-, in three places.
bore dates nºbich had become such as are termed

Ja-e, i.e.,

Jae: ; (K,” TA;) as also W ---,

(K) intn.
C**. (TA) and "----, (K.)
ā-stel; (TA;) all three on the authority of

in like manner 'u'. (M., T.A.)=> -sus
g", (S, M, Q, Msb," K,”) aor. -**, (S,
4.2%l cle's see 1, in art. 83-, latter half ***
9, K.) inf n. -ā-> ($. M, O, Msb, K) and
5.

&as:

see 5 in art.

2-2, last sentence. - assa-2 (§, M, O) and -ā-e-, (M,) The arrow
Also, said of water, It was, or became, in a state turned aside from the butt: (S, M, O, Mgb, K.)
IAar, and the first mentioned by Sgh, in the O'; of commotion upon the surface of the ground: a dial. var. of -3to having for its aor, -#4 and

inf n.
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infn. J% (o, Mab, K.)—And J-si-'
4:53, le

of the year; which is after the

&

(O:) [but near the end of the paragraph. —i: [used as

&= The stallion-camel turned anay from unless this explanation in the O denote only a a subst, or as an epithet in which the quality of
a subst. is predominant, for #2 5*] and
W #4 signify The 5- [or provision of corn 3-c.]
in the first part of the -:4 [here meaning
K,) or for my meant the season of rain thus termed, which ends spring] ; i. e. the second ** 3. for the first of the

covering the female that he had covered. (M.) vulgar meaning, and the latter of the two ex
planations in the K be virtually a repetition, we
2. Já. It (a thing, S, O, K) sufficed me for must suppose that, in each of them, by the & is
my [season termed] ai.e., (S, O,

J.2: (Mgb:) by the “thing” here spoken of in March: (see the latter of the two tables which
is meant food, or a garment, or some other thing. I have inserted voce 3% :) most probably, I
(TA)-See also 1, in three places.
think, both have been faultily transcribed from

3. #2: & (S.M. o. Msh, K) and 9.2
(Lh, M) is from -: , QM, o, M') like
#t: (S, O, Mgb, K) from #1 (O, Mgb) and
ā-sta (S, O) from tall, (O) i. e. [He made an

a:43,
and then the a.a3 (M ) or the "aigus of a
people is their 5* in the -:4. (S, O, K) (See
* is the

ā-29, then

the

ā-4-2, then

the

what here follows; for the S is largely copied in
the O, and the S and O are among the prin 5×2.]—[a.æ-2 is also applied to The latter, or
cipal sources of the K, which generally follows last, season of the bringing forth of camels: so in
the O when it differs (rightly or wrongly) from an explanation of &: in the S and T.A..]

the S:] the -:4 is one of the d:tions of the
with Mim for work or gear; nhich is after [that called] U2') &:// and
the like] for the days of the Căa-e. (S.) And in
before [that called] £1: (S:) [this admits of two
like manner, #14: 5:1 and "... [He hired renderings,
both of which are correct; namely,
him, or took him." a hired manor hirdling, for the

engagement, or a contract,

the quarter after the season of two months called
period of the Cæ]. (M.)
J59 ca,” (which ends in March) and before
4. 1,5uel They entered the ["son called] -:4: the quarter called kill (n'hich is summer); and
(S, M, O, Mgb, K.) like le: meaning “They also the season of two months after that called
entered the [season called] at #.” (TA.) – And J59) &" and before the similar season called

à

* 6 -

e -

: [fem. of L:-e: and also used as a subst,
or as an epithet in which the quality of a subst, is
predominant: see the latter word].

-#4.is

used as an imitative sequent in the
phrase -āl-e Jā-e, (S, O, K,) meaning A warm,
o: hot,£fring or] summer: (PS:) a phrase like
J39 J, &c. (§, O.) And one says -ā'u~ *,
(S, M, O, Mgb, K.) meaning A hot

<-3Uel She (a camel) brought forth in the Căa->. l:All: (see the former of the two tables to which K3) and " Cu2 ≤ ($, o,
(M.)–[Hence,] -šuel said of a man, t He had I have referred above:) but probably the latter said, meaning -#2 ; like

day;

(O,

K) was sometimes

£5 >

[as meaning

offspring born to him [in the summer of his age, only was meant by him ..wh9 first gave this
i. e.] when he was old, or advanced in age: (S,
£5]: ($) and #2 # [a hot night]. (S, O,
explanation:] the pl. is -jū-21 (M, O, K) and
M, O, K, TA:) or he had no offspring born to Js: (M, Mab3) *#2 is a more particular Msb.)- And -#4 * [app. Rain coming in
him until he was advanced in age, or old. (L,

the

-:4,

meaning spring; as also

"-i.e.,

TA.) And t He abstained from women while a term [app. meaning A single -:45 (see 2;)];
young man, and then married when ol' or ad it islike #[q.v.] (o, Ks) and its pl. is +2, occurring in a verse cited voce ~3. q.v.]. (M.)
See also -sus in art. 34.2.
vanced in age. (M, TA)=% Use awl - Lel like #3, pl. of #3. (Fr: o, K.) >: -:
c)3 God turned anay, or may God turn anay, 3: is a saying expl. in art. &-> [q, v.]. (O, #12 [fem. of -its, q.v.-Also, as a subst.,]
from me the evil, or mischief of such a one : (S, K.)- ci'l also signifies The rain that comes A warring, or warring and plundering, ex
O, K:*) belonging to this art, and to art. -*-*. in the [season called] -*: (S, O, Mgb, K;) pedition in the -: [i. e. either spring or sum.
s

(O, TA.)
5.

-#4, and its

[see, again, the second of the table: to
var.

-:

which I

see 1, first sen

have referred above, and see also '2';] and (O,
tence, in four places.
8: see 1, first sentence.

Ju2: see -ku = and see also art. -->

K) so * - all; (M, O, K,) also signifying the
herbage thereof : (M:) or, (K,) accord. to Lth,
(O,) the latter signifies the rain that falls after
the division [a mistake for the rain] called the
and so the former; (K;) and it is

-: as signifying A certain portion of the &; (O, K;)
year is said by ISk to be fem.: (TA, voce #: 5
q.v.). [but by others I find it treated as masc.]
the J.2 as meaning one of the seasons is well
known: (M:) Lth says, it is one of the quarters
of the year; and is applied by the vulgar to a
half of the year [i.e. to the half year commencing

also called

'J',

(O, K;) which likewise

signifies the herbage thereof. (TA.) Hence the
prov., relating to the completing of the perform
ance of a needful affair, -:)
completion of the rain called the

es;" A3

[The

mer]: (M, Mgh, and Ham p. 239:) pl. -#54.
(Mgh, and Ham ib.) And [particularly] (Mgh)
A warring, or warring and plundering, expe
dition against the Greeks (A2/1): because they
[i.e. the Arabs] used to go on expeditions of this
kind in the -ā-2, (S, Mgh, O, K,) and to return
in the winter, (Mgh,) on account of the cold and
snow, (S, O, K.) And they said, &% &;
ää3Lall, meaning Such a one was commander of
the army going on a warring, or warring and

plundering, expedition in the -: , (Ham ubi

suprà:) [but Mtr says,] he who explains #12 as
meaning the place [of], or the army [engaged in,
at the vernal equinox; the other half-year being the Lā-e J: for the rain called the Rev, is the first such an expedition], errs: [adding that the
called by them the £1 : Az says, it is, with the rain, and the Jäee is that which is [next] after it. Hanafee Imām] Mohammad has used the phrase
Arabs, the division which the vulgar in El-'Irak
Au'all st-all &- (*-33 -: either by
and Khurásán call the & [i. e. the spring]; it of £i #s. [the 4th chapter of the Kur-án, surmise of by extension of the [proper] meaning.
consists of three months; and the division that but which verse I know not], mentioned in a
(Mgh.)- See also
in two places.F. Also
next follows it is with the Arabs the lăeş; and in tradition. (TA)= Also The female of the A,
The time, or season of the Jäge. (M., T.A.)
it is the #: [q.v.] of the 15, then, after this, [or onl]. (Kr, M.)
see #4, last quarter of the para
is the division called the wasy: ; and then, after
#3: see the next preceding paragraph, latter graph.
half.

* is that called

(TA)--###1 is [A were] in the end (#3)

&#2,

-#21.

this, the division called the #3 (TA) [i.e.] it
is the quarter of the year vulgarly called the &

-

&: A thing of,

#2, originally #4.

-

See art. -32-2.

or belonging to, the [season

commencing when the sun enters Aries : but is

applied by the vulgar to the 1:5, which is the called] -ā-o. (S, O.)- A young camel born in -i.e. A place of remaining, staying, divelling,
the -:4. (M.) [And in like manner a sheep or abiáng, during the [season called] -:45 (S,
[summer, i. e.] the quarter commencing when the
sun enters Cancer: (M3b in art. J-j; q v. :) [F or goat: see &#3.]—And [hence,] + A son o, TA) as also 'Ju-24 ($, K, TA) and
says,] the -* is the 1: [i.e. summer, or the born to a father [in the summer of his age, i. e.] * -: , (TA:) and a time thereof: (Sb, M,
hot season]; or [the season] after the &: (K:) old, or advanced in age. .(S, M, O.) [See an ex. TA:) pl. -#44. (Mob.)–And 4 place in
and [Sgh says,] the -ār-e is one of the divisions in a verse cited voce Gey]—see also -:4, n:hich dates are dried in the [season called] -*.
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w-* - Ule-o

J.- and #2:

(Harp. 165.) = [Also part. n. of the verb in the
phrase

J:S

<-- )

*#4. Land

rained

i.e. J: and
upon by the rain of the

you say

[season called] -i.e.

(S, M, O, K.)= Also,
applied to a channel in which water flows, Wind.

:)

Ju: see -i-.
Quasi-we-2
*a-e :

2: and - and X: and J.-- pls. of:14,

ing, or tortuous: (S, M.:) from -$U.2, like Geae
and see also

-**]

expl. in art._e5-2.

<!-->

from 503. ($) [See an ex. in a verse cited voce

#=:

see art. U2-2.

1. As 90°,

a01".

4-4, inf

n.

4:4. see 1 in art.
Ued

See

-#2. - Also,

4.5-2.
(M, O, K,) and

#e [originally #-]:

J. D.J.

ā-e-, (O, K,) [in the

-

*

3.

See art. Ú9-o.

>39. J.-- L: Js a dial. var. of-gū.

CK, erroneously,

5

w

-

and #4, and 'J., (M, o, K.) applied to
a.

(TA in art. 2)2-2. See 3 in art. :)ue.)

us:--> Of, or relating to, cº-all [i. e. China].

(TA) [Hence] :- clii, (K, TA) and [the

she-camel, (M, O, K,) That has brought forth

3

- -

•

*

*

w

pl.] &l=-2, (S,) Vessels of Je-all, (S, K, TA,)
J->
having with her her young one : (O, K, TA:) pl.
made in the country thus called [i. e. China].
of the last -i-La. (TA in art. 4- ) - And 1. Jus, aor. J-4, i. q. Ule having for its aor. (TA.)
[hence,] the first, ! A man having a child born to J, 4, (Ibn-'Abbād, O, K.) i. e. He (a man)
&- A certain drug, [said to be] well known.
him [in the summer of his age, i. e.] when he is leaped or sprang [&c.]. (Ibn-'Abbād, O.)=
(TA.'
[But what it is I have been unable to
lié. J-2, (Sand Kin art. J-2) or 4. (Ibn
old, or advanced in age. (TA.)
learn.])
'Abbād and O and K in the present art.,) Such a
applied to land (-35), Having in it thing was appointed, or ordained, or prepared,
and #- inf n of &l expl. in art.
abundance of the rain of the [season called] -ā-2. for them, or for him. (Ibn-'Abbād, S, O, K.)
J2-2. = The former, of which &: and &:
(O, K.) - And, so applied, Late in producing This is its proper place. (TA.)
herbage. (O, K.)- See also -ā-a.e.-[Hence,]
are said to be vars, is also syn. with

in the [season called] -:2: (M, L, TA:) or

+2,

&*

&#2,

! A man n-ho does not take a

wife

until he has

ā- The knot of the 434 [i.e. of the end, likewise expl. in art. Ú2-2.

whiteness in the hair of his head mixed nith the or of the suspensory thong, of a nuhip]. (S and
K in art. U2-2, and O in the present art.)
blackness thereof. (O, K.)

* * *

Uee : See art. Ú9-e.

END OF THE Fou RTH PART OF Book I.*

OOsó23 & 23

* This PART of Book I. has been twice printed, the whole of the first impression except one copy having been accidentally destroyed, by fire.
Hence its publication has necessarily been very long delayed.

The second and third leaves of this sheet are to be substituted

for the corresponding original leaves of the Preface; and the
fourth leaf is to be placed immediately after the Preface:

this (the first) leaf is then to be discarded.
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To be placed temporarily after sheet 221.
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and cus; then, c, and J.; and so on: all the combinations of the sameradicalletters being arranged consecutively; and
the same order of letters being observed in all cases. Respecting the question of its authorship, which is involved in

much uncertainty, I have gathered from the 1st Section of the Muzhir what here follows. Es-Seeráfee says that El
Khaleel composed the first part of the 'Eyn. But most men deny [absolutely] its being his composition. Some say
that it is by Leyth [or El-Leyth] Ibn-Nasr Ibn-Seiyár El-Khurásánee. El-Azheree says that El-Leyth composed it, and
ascribed it to El-Khaleel in order that it might become in much request. Some say that El-Khaleel composed the

portion from the beginning to the end of the letter e, and El-Leyth completed it; and therefore it is that the first part
does not resemble the rest. Ibn-El-Moatezz relates, on the authority of the “Moajam el-Udaba” of Yákoot El
Hamawee, that El-Khaleel made himself solely and peculiarly an associate of El-Leyth; and when he composed the
’Eyn, assigned it to him: that El-Leyth held it in very great estimation, and gave him a hundred thousand [dirhems];
and committed the half of it to memory:* but it happened that he purchased a highly-prized female slave, who, be
coming jealous of the daughter of his paternal uncle [i.e. of his wife], and desiring to enrage him, which she could not
do with respect to money as he would not care for her doing this, burned that book: and as no one else possessed a copy

of it, and El-Khaleel had then died, El-Leyth dictated the half that he retained in his memory, and employed persons
to complete it uniformly with that half: and they made this composition which is in the hands of men. To account for
the mistakes occurring in the 'Eyn, Thaalab says, “El-Khaleel sketched it out, but did not fill it up; and had he filled
it up, he had spared nothing in it; for El-Khaleel was a man of whom the like has not been seen: certain learned men
filled it up, on whose authority nothing has been related.” It is also said that El-Khaleel composed, of this book, only
the section of the letter

8, and his companion El-Leyth composed the rest, and named himself “El-Khaleel” [i.e. “the

friend”]; and that when he says, in the book, “El-Khaleel Ibn-Ahmad says,” it is El-Khaleel; and when he says,
absolutely, “El-Khaleel says,” he speaks of himself: and that every flaw in the book is from him; not from El-Khaleel.
En-Nawawee says that [according to some of the learned] the 'Eyn ascribed to El-Khaleel is only what El-Leyth collected
from El-Khaleel,f The mistakes in the 'Eyn are numerous; and there are many interpolations in copies thereof. Several
authors have applied themselves to point out and correct these faults: some, in works specially devoted to this object:
some, in abridgments of the 'Eyn or in other lexicons, But in general the mistakes are confined to matters of inflec

tion and derivation; not extending to the insertion of false or unknown words: and such mistakes are of light account.:
The following notices of other celebrated lexicons, composed after the 'Eyn, so far as to include the
Kámoos, I borrow chiefly from the same section of the Muzhir; distinguishing my own additions by enclosing
them within square brackets.

Among the celebrated lexicons composed after the model of the 'Eyn, is the “Jemharah” of Ibn-Dureyd,
[who is said to have died in the year of the Flight 321, and to have lived 93 years..] Some say that it is one of the
best of lexicons, and it has been taken as an authority by Aboo-'Alee El-Fārisee and Aboo-'Alee El-Kálee and Es
Seeráfee and other eminent authors.

Ibn-Jinnee disparages it for faults similar to those of the 'Eyn: and Niftaweyh,

whom Ibn-Dureyd had satirized, pronounced it to be untrustworthy; but without justice.

* Many of the Arabs have been remarkable for a tenacity of memory

almost miraculous. Several of them are related to have composed and
dictated from memory large works, including even lexicons. At school,
they generally learn the whole of the Kur-án by heart, aided to do so by
its being composed in rhyming prose: and many students, among them,
when unable to purchase works necessary to them, borrow such works, a

-

Dictionary, page 231,) that, according to some of the learned, “much of
what El-Azheree has transcribed in the Tahdheeb el-Loghah from the
’Eyn is of the mistakes of Leyth:” but this is inconsistent with the
estimation in which the Tahdheeb is held by lexicographers of the highest
repute, El-Azheree often points out what he terms mistakes of El
Leyth, and corrects them,

portion at a time, from the libraries of the mosques, and commit their

! In the present work, whatever is given as on the authority of El

entire contents to memory. Hence, in numerous instances, the variations

Leyth is from the 'Eyn; I believe, through the medium of the Tahdheeb
of El-Azheree, except, perhaps, in a very few instances: and from the

in copies of the same Arabic work; copies being often written from the
dictation of persons who have learned a work by heart.
t En-Nawawee also says, (see the printed edition of his Biographical
Bk. I.

’Eyn also is generally derived (probably in almost every instance) what
is given as on the authority of El-Khaleel.
c
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The “Tahdheeb” of El-Azheree, [who was born in the year of the Flight 282, and died in the year 370 or 371.
This is a very excellent lexicon, and one from which I have largely drawn, immediately and through the medium of
the Lisān el-'Arab and of the Tāj-el-'Aroos. Its arrangement is the same as that of the 'Eyn, which it calls “the book
of El-Leyth,” and from which its contents are in a great measure derived. I possess a large portion of this work in a
volume of the “Tahdheeb et-Tahdheeb;” and a small portion, consisting of 193 pages, of a copy in large 8vo., cor
responding to a part of the former.]
The “Moheet” of the Sáhib Ibn-'Abbād. [Ibn-Khillikán" states that he was born in the year of the Flight
326, and died in 385: and describes this work as “in seven volumes; arranged in the order of the letters of the

alphabet; copious in words, but having few confirmatory examples:” thus resembling the Kámoos. Much has been
drawn from it in my own lexicon.]
-

The “Mujmal” of Ibn-Fāris, [who died in the year of the Flight 390 or 395.] He restricted himself, in his
lexicon, to the mention of genuine words; excluding the unfamiliar and ignored; on the authority of oral tradition,
and from books of good repute; aiming, as he says, at abridgment and conciseness. [His work is highly esteemed.
The arrangement is that of the usual order of the letters of the alphabet.]
The “Siháh,” or, as some call it, “Saháh,” of El-Jowharee, [commonly, now, pronounced “El-Jóharee,” who
died, according to Abu-l-Fida, in the year of the Flight 398, and “was from Fărăb, a city of the country of the Turks,
beyond the river,” that is, beyond the Seyhoon: or, according to Ibn-Esh-Shihneh, he died in the year 397, as I find
in two copies of his history in my possession: or, according to Hájee Khaleefeh, in 393.] Et-Tebreezee says that it is
commonly known by the title of the c-, which is pl. of C*-*; but that some callit the C-3, which is synonymous
With C*-*. As its title imports, the author restricted himself to the mention of genuine words, like Ibn-Fāris, his
contemporary. [But his lexicon is far more comprehensive, and more excellent in every respect, than that of Ibn
Fáris.] As he says in his preface, he composed it in an order which none had before pursued, [mentioning each word
according to the place of the last letter of the root, and then the first and second, in the usual order of the alphabet.]
after collecting the contents in El-'Irák, and rehearsing them by lip [as I have before mentioned] to [those whom he

terms] × −1 in their abodes in the desert (#23). Eth-Tha'alibee says that he was one of the wonders of the age.
free from instances of inadvertence or mistakes, like all great books; and such as cannot
be attributed to the copyists. Yákoot says, in the “Moajam el-Udaba,” that the cause of the mistranscriptions in it
was this: when he had composed it, it was read to him as far as [the section of] the letter J3, and an evil suggestion
occurred to his mind, in consequence of which he cast himself from a housetop, and died: so the rest of the book
His lexicon, however, is not

remained a rough draught, not pruned, or trimmed, nor fairly copied out; and his disciple Ibrāheem Ibn-Salih El
Warrák made a fair copy of it, and committed mistakes in some places in it. Ibn-Barree wrote a commentary, or

series of annotations, (J-1,..., plural of £u.) on the Siháh, [an extremely valuable work] in which he reached the
middle [of the section]

of the letter U.; and the sheykh 'Abd-Allah Ibn-Mohammad El-Bustee completed it. [But I

have invariably found passages from every part of it cited as the sayings of Ibn-Barree..] And Es-Saghānee, or, as
he is called by some, Es-Sāghānee, wrote a Tekmileh (4:3, i. e. Supplement) to the Siháh; exceeding it in bulk. [Some

further remarks on the Siháh (my own copies of which have been already described) will be found in my account of the
Kámoos. The abridgment entitled “Mukhtār es-Siháh’” is well known: it is too scanty to be of much use except to

those who desire to commit to memory the most usual words and significations. A very superior abridgment is the
“Jámi’” of the seyyid Mohammad Ibn-es-seyyid-Hasan, which was finished, according to Hájee Khaleefeh, in the
year of the Flight 854. It is copious, well digested, and enriched with additions from the Mughrib of El-Mutarrizee,
the Fáik of Ez-Zamakhsheree, the Niháyeh of Ibn-El-Atheer, &c. Of this work I possess a very good copy.]

* I have the express authority of the Táj el-'Aroos (in art. Al-) for thus writing the name of this author.
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II.—Table of Lexicological and Grammatical Terms &c. used in the folloning work.
6 3-4
6

* *

Fem., for feminine, $:#".

Accord., for according.
Accus. case, for accusative case, -aj.
or 2:.
Act., for active, Jeu:

- --

Fut., for future, U.K.-2.
Gen. case, for genitive case,

aā-2.

5

6 o

-

past. and +.
noun, L-e---!.
Act, part, n., for active participial noun, Jets~l. Gen. n., for generic
* * * * * *.
adverbial
noun, -##, and some Hollow verb, -33°-l J*.
Adv. n., for

i.e.

times

time,

9% -##;

of place,

and of

9% -##.
-

Agent, Jets.

3-

-

*

-*.

Prov., for proverb,

J%.

3.

-

© o

& Jaś.

* 5

Q. Q., for quasi-quadriliteral-radical verb, Jaš
*6 -

*

Pret, for preterite,

Q., for quadriliteral-radical verb,

3:.

Homonym, 3:, for 4-5
I. q., for idem quod.

-

g

* *

&:

** *

Prep., for preposition, * -āj-, and sometimes

d -

&# 34.

ed

Ideal (as opposed to real) subst:, Us.” --!, or Q. v., for quod vide.
simply Us-e.
Quasi-coordinate, 3-4: See art. Ga-J.
Imitative sequent, Úl.
Quasi-inf n., for quasi-infinitive noun, j-a- --!
of

>

* - e.

Analogous, or regular, U-13 and L-5.".
Analogy, U-14.

•

**

.* * *

Anomalous,
or irregular, *: rea and U-ea-e Jes
3
*

-

-

Imperative, 2-ol.
s

-

£44.

or AU + Uss.
Indecl., for indeclinable,
*

•

6

-

Quasi-pl. n., for quasi-plural

noun, 2:2-1.

3 *

•

6 - d >

*

- - -

-

6 • & J.

*

Quasi-sound verb, i.e. one having 2 or (4 for its
first radical letter, Jú. J*.
R. Q., for reduplicative quadriliteral-radical verb,

*

-

•

Quasi-pass., for quasi-passive, £5ula.

6 &

Aplastic, applied to a noun and to a verb, *.
App., for apparently.
Inf, n., for infinitive noun, 3.22. Inf n. of
Appositive, &b.
unity, 5: *. Inf n. of modality,
** * ~ * ~ *
Attribute, or predicate, J-2 and '4-.
6* * * * > *
& 22- -a-.
Broken pl., for broken plural, J.C. &s
Instrumental noun, all_-l.
Coll. gen, n., for collective generic noun, Lo-l
Intrans., for intransitive, ** and Aj9.
lexicological
also
called
:;
a
Irreg., for irregular: see “Anomalous.”
-** :
Lit., for literally.
plural, &*
* * * ~ *, *.
*, * *
Mahmooz verb, j2-3 Jaş.
Complement of a prefixed noun, <! wālao.
< *
-

s

•

-

-

Inchoative, 1:.

or 20 (see “Extr.”). Incomplete, i.e. non-attributive, verb, Jast Jas,

or 5U' (see “Dev.”)
Aor., for aorist,

•

J &

d e

s

-

*

-

6.-->

:

6 •

6 &

•.

J.

-

-*ta.” Use", Jaš.

d =

d &

Real (as opposed to ideal) subst., g” ---' or

-

•-

p &

simply

&#, and $33.

simply &#.

Or

- O

*

*

w ** J

6

J O-

•

Receptacular noun,

#,...).

ô -

&:

s

-

-

Complete, i.e. attributive, verb, L.U. Ux5.
-

6.

-

J.

6

-

~- *

-

-

J.

-

O -

-

-

•

6

y o -

-

. ." ~

- -

Conjunction, -ālac

& d

>

*

©

6.- -

•

s

•

J.

Mejzoom aor, for mejzoom aorist, 223: ë".

*

conjunct particle, L,~ U2-22".
-

Conventional term,

* ,

&

-

•

-

Simple subst. (as opposed to inf. n.), X-l.
Sing, for singular, 3: and 3-3.
Sound pl., for sound plural: see “Perfect pl.”
Sound verb, i.e. one which is not of the class
termed “perfect,” but which has not 5 nor.

L4 for one of its radical letters: or, as used
in the 'Eyn and several other lexicons, one
that has not 3 .nor -s."or " for one of its

&:1.

Metaphorical,

Contr., for contrary.
6

2- e.

© &

*:-o-, or ā

-

Metaphor, 5ts:-l.
** *

60 -

** *
* * **, ,
and -ālote w:2)=.
-ā-

-

.d d -

Rel. n., for relative noun,

-

6 *

-

Masc., for masculine, 45°J-2.
Conj., for conjugation, -9.
s
Measure, dj9.
Conjunct, J.-4: : conjunct noun, J-f J.4% :
-

6.

J. d >

Mansoob aor., formansoob aorist, -

a •

# -

- -

Reg., for regular: see “Analogous.”

-

C3b-l. - Conventional

Metonymy,

#ús.

C- Js. (See “Perfect

radical letters:

6 o
60 y.

verb.”)
Specificative, or discriminative, 3.5.
State, denotative of, J.-.
Subject (as correlative of attribute or predicate),

N., for noun, -l,

language, *,
Corroborative, **t and

4 -

s

-

-

N. un, for noun of unity, 3-4-15 and A-13.
Nom. case, for nominative case, &”.
decl., Objective complement of a verb, Js: Ol'
Decl., for declinable,
->34. and -, *: imperfectly decl, 3:
*: Užake.
Part. n. : see “act, part. n.” and “pass part. n.” Subst, for substantive, X-l.
-, * and -94.4%
Substitute, J.
Defective verb, i.e. having 2 or Us for the last Particle, -āj-.
5
Syll
signs, for syllabical signs, Jš.
Pass., for passive, J* J -si- or J> 2", .
radical letter, JašU U.a5.
Ux:
Syn.,
for synonym and synonymous, -#5% and
Dev., for deviating; as in the phrase, Deviating Pass. part. n., for passive participial noun, Lo
from the constant course of speech (with
->%. Syn. with, for synonymous with,
s'
respect to analogy, or rule, or with respect Perfect pl., for perfect plural, L.JU. &s=; also
& ax).
to usage); Suá. This term and 30 (see ||
for tradition, <-49-.
Trad.,
called a sound pl., <-- ~~

+%.
*: perfectly

• *

© o-

•

-

-

J Ö

s

d

J d >

6 o' --

o

•

* @ ed

*

6-

J. &

ed

J O =

-

•

6

-

-

6 d -

6 **

6

s

*

*

6 o •

•

-

“Extr.”) are often used in the lexicons in
discriminately.
Dial., for dialect, #.

3%.

Perfect verb, i.e. one which has not two radical Trans., for transitive, 34: and
letters alike, nor has a nor 2 nor (4 for one Transposition, -i. Formed by transposition,
2.9 °
of its radical
letters, Xu. J*. (See also
“Sound
verb.”)
-

6

Dial. var. of for dialectic variant of, -> #.
Dim., for diminutive, X:44.
Enunciative, 2-4-.
Epithet, and epithetic phrase,

•

•

*>

Pers., for person (of a verb).
Pl., for plural,
Pl. of pauc., for plural of
paucity, #3 &- Pl. of mult., for plural of

&:

<< and -:

* . .

- -

3

Tropical, jus-2 and (sils-2.
Unsound verb, i. e. one having 3 or Us for one
of its radical letters: or, as used in the 'Eyn
and several other lexicons, one having 5 or

and āā-2.

Ex., for example.
Expl., for explained.
and 3-#: the latter
Expos., for exposition,
particularly applied to an exposition of the
Kur-án.

&:

-

multitude,

#= &:-

Pl, pl., for plural of

6Ö

a plural,

:

6

-

6

-

•"

Possessive noun or epithet (such as "u and c')
&c.), -:)
noun).

L* -:)

6

-

>

-

(a kind of relative
p
•

! means asserted to be tropical.
!! , asserted to be doubly tropical.

d.

Prefixed noun, -5Lao.

* @

Verbal noun, Ux}_o-l.
p

• Ó

-

-

V., for verb, Ux5.

Extr., for extraordinary (with respect to analogy, Post-classical, : and &
or rule, or with respect to usage), 20. (See Predicate: see “Attribute.”
“Dev.”)

U5 or - for one of its radical letters: J: J:s.

J

•

-

+

,

supposed by me to be tropical.

Bk. I.
e
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III.—Chronological list of the more celebrated of the Lexicologists and Grammarians cited in the following work, extracted from the 48th Section of
the Muzhir; with some additions, which are marked with an asterisk.
*Ibn-'Abbās: died in the year of the Flight

.

.

.

.

. 68

*Mujáhid: said to have lived 83 years; and
to have died in

-

100 or 101 or 102 or 103

•

*Katádeh : born in 60: died in .

•

117 or 118

•

in the year of the Flight 70 or 68 or
65:) died in
•

•

151 (*or 154) or 159

•

160 or 170 or 175

.

-

182 *or 183

•

•

•

182 or 183 or 189 or 192

•

Seebaweyh: lived 32 years, or 40 and odd
years: died in
161 (*or 177) or 180 or 188 or 194
Aboo-Mohammad El-Yezeedee: lived 74
years: died in
. 202
En-Nadr Ibn-Shumeyl: died in .
.
203 or 204
Kutrub
206
El-Farrà: lived 67 years .
207
•

•

•

-

-

s

•

•

•

-

•

•

•

•

•

-

•

•

•

•

•

•

Aboo-’Obeydeh (“Maamar Ibn-El-Muthennä
Et-Teymee): born in 112: died in .
.
Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee: lived 110 ("or
111) or 118 years: died in
Aboo-Zeyd ("El-Ansáree:) lived 93 years: died in

•

-

-

-

•

•

years:) died in .

•

-

•

•

*

.

•

.

before the year 330: died in
Ibn-Fāris

.

•

-

.

•

•

•

•

•

210 Or 215 Or 221

.

223 or 224 or 230
231 or 233

244

•

•

or 250 or 254 or 255

the Deewan El-Hudhaleeyeen’’): born
in 212: died in

-

•

270 or 275

-

*Aboo-Haneefeh Ed-Deenawaree (author of
•

•

El-Mubarrad; born in 210: died in

*

.

•

.

282

282 or 285*or 286

Thaalab ("Abu-l-'Abbās Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà,
author of the “Faseeh”) ; born in 200:
•

.

.

Ez-Zeijāj ("Aboo-Is-hák)

•

•

•

*

•

.

-

•

-

•

•

•

•

•

-

•

•

,

29]

. cir, 310

•

, 311

•

*Ibn-Dureyd (author of the “Jemharah”):
born in 223, or [about five years later,
for] it is said that he lived 93 years, not
more, and died in
.
*

lived about 60 years: died in

•

•

•

-

(*390 or) 395

. *393 Or 397 Or 398
•

-

-

.

•

.

-

•

•

401

.

412

.

425
436

•

458

•

502

part of century five.
Ibn-El-Kattáa: born in 433: died in .
*El-Meydānee: died in
Ibn-Es-Seed El-Batalyowsee: born in 444:
died in

.

*

•

•

•

*

•

•

Ez-Zamakhsheree (*author of the “”Asás” and
“Keshsháf,” &c.); born in 467: died in
*Es-Suheylee (author of the “Rowd”).
Ibn-Barree (*author of “Annotations on the
Siháh”) .
*Ibn-El-Atheer El-Jezeree, (Mejd-ed-Deen,
author of the “Niháyeh") .
-

•

•

*El-Fakhr Er-Rázee .

*

•

515
518

•

•

©

.

•

•

•

•

•

,

•

538

-

58]

•

•

582

•

•

521

•

606

•

606

•

*El-Mutarrizee (author of the “Mughrib”):
born in 536; died in

•

•

610

•

Es-Saghānee (*or Es-Sāghānee, author of the
“’Obáb” and of the “Tekmileh fi-g
Siháh”): born in 577; died in .
Er-Radee Esh-Shátibee; born in 601: died in
*El-Beydāwee .
•

•

•

•

•

El-Jemál Ibn-Málik: born in 600: died in

.

•

,

•

.

•

684

685 or 690 or 691

.

*Ibn-Mukarram (author of the “Lisān
el-'Arab"): born in 630: died in
.
*El-Feiyoomee (author of the “Misbáh,”
which he finished in 734).
Aboo-Heiyán: born in 654: died in

660
•

692

•

.

•

711

745

•

*Ibn-Hishám (author of the “Mughnee”):
born in 708: died in . .

.

.

.

.

.

761 or 762

El-Feyroozábádee (author of the “Kámoos”

•

.

321

.

323

*Ibraheem Ibn-Mohammad Ibn-'Arafeh (Nif.
taweyh); born in 244 or 250; died in

•

•

•

Ibn-Kuteybeh: [also called El-Kutabee, and
by some, (among whom is the author of
the Tāj-el-'Aroos,) less properly, El
Kuteybee: (see the Biogr. Dictionary of En
Nawawee, p. 771 :)] born in 213; died in 267 *or 270 or 271 or 276
the “Book of Plants”).

•

• ...

392

•

El-Jowharee (author of the “Siháh.”)
El-Harawee (author of the “Ghareebeyn”) .

•

•

-

•

388

•

*Er-Rághib El-Isfahánee: died in the early

•

-

•*

•

-

•

El-Khateeb Et-Tebreezee: born in 421: died in

and Aboo-'Obeydeh and Aboo-Zeyd and
El-Asma’ee.
Abu-l-Hasan El-Akhfash
*Abu-l-Heythem: apreceptorofAboo-’Obeyd.
*Ibn-Buzurj: contemporary with Abu-l-Heythem.
Aboo-’Obeyd: lived 67 years: died in .
Ibn-El-Aarábee: born in 150: died in
*Shemir: contemporary with Ibn-El-Aarābee.
Ibn-Es-Sikkeet (“Yaakoob) .
Aboo-Hátim Es-Sijistánee: lived nearly
years: died in .
.
248
*Es-Sukkaree (author of an “Exposition of

385

•

•

-

Ibn-Jinnee ("Abu-l-Fet-h 'Othmán): born

•

-

•

•

.

El-Asma'ee: born in 123 (*or 122); died in (*214 or) 215 or 216°or 217
*El-Lihyánee: contemporary with El-Kisã-ee

•

208 or 209 or 210 or 211

379

•

*El-Khattábee

Ibn-Seedeh ("author of the “Mohkam”):

•

-

(“376 or) 377

ment of the “’Eyn”
.
*Ibn-'Abbád (the Sáhib, author of the “Mo
heet”): born in 326; died in .

205 or 206 or 213

Kuráa.

.367

*370 or 371

-

214 or 215 or 216

•

347

.

368
370

•

.

•

.
.

-

•

-

.

•

.

. . .343

Es-Seeráfee: born before the year 270: died in
Ibn-Khálaweyh

*Mohammad Ibn-Jaafar El-Kazzáz .
El-Jawáleekee
.
*Ibn-Et-Teiyánee (author of the “Moo'ab”)

died in

•

... •

•

.

-

Aboo-Bekr Ez-Zubeydee (author of an abridg

*Abu-d-Dukeysh: contemporary with Yoonus.

•

•

Aboo-'Alee El-Fārisee: (*lived more than 90

panion of, El-Khaleel.
Yoonus: born in the year 90

•

-

*born in 282; died in .

sánee: contemporary with, and com

•

*El-Fárábee

El-Azheree (author of the “Tahdheeb”):

*El-Leyth Ibn-Nasr Ibn-Seiyár El-Khurá

•

(*327 or) 328
. (*337 or) 339 or 340

Ez-Zeijájee

•

El-Khaleel: lived to the age of 74

El-Kisã-ee

Aboo-Bekr
Ibn-El-Ambáree; born in 271.
died in
Ibn-Durustaweyh: born in 258; died in
Ibn-El-Kooteeyeh

Aboo-'Amr Ibn-El-'Ala: (“born at Mekkeh,
•

-

"and the “Bagáir”) ; born in 729: died in

.

816

•

*The seyyid Murtadā Ez-Zebeedee (author of
.

•

.

.

the “Táj el-Aroos”); died in .

*

•

*

-

.
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POSTSCRIPT TO THE PREFACE.
SINCE the publication of the foregoing Preface, two occurrences have induced me to append to it this Postscript,

without waiting for the completion of my work.
The first of these occurrences was my receiving the unexpected information that the copy of the 'Obáb which I.
had sought, without success, to discover in Cairo had been found and purchased, had been brought to London, and
was offered to me for sale. A most exorbitant price was demanded of me for it, and refused by me: but my late
lamented Patron, by means of a person employed to treat for it by my Nephew Mr. Reginald Stuart Poole, bought it,
for a sum which, though large, was not greater than that which I would myself willingly have paid for it if I had been
a man of wealth; and most kindly entrusted it to me, for my use during the progress of the printing of my Lexicon.
The 'Obáb is, as I supposed it to be, and as I have since found to be stated by Hájee Khaleefeh, composed in
the order of the Siháh, ending in article ...; so that its author completed a little more than three fourths of his

intended work. To what he has borrowed from the Siháh, which he has freely and literally copied throughout the
’Obáb, but usually without acknowledgment, he has made large additions, with due acknowledgments, chiefly from
the Jemharah of Ibn-Dureyd and the Moheet of Ibn-'Abbād. Whether his less numerous additions be from the

original sources or from citations in other lexicons, I have not been able to determine. Of all the lexicons of earlier
authors, his work most resembles the Mohkam; which, though it is in my opinion decidedly superior to the 'Obábin

critical accuracy and in other respects, he seems to have strangely neglected; thereby suggesting to the author of
the Kámoos the project of composing the Lámi’, and subsequently the composition of the Kámoos itself.” In a notice
of its author and of his other works, in article &#2 in the Tájel-'Aroos, the 'Obáb is said to be “in twenty volumes;”
and the same is said by Hájee Khaleefeh; but the copy of it mentioned above is in ten large quarto volumes, written

in a very large hand, and generally with all the vowel-signs and the like that are absolutely requisite. Several
portions of it, not, however, amounting to much in proportion to the rest, had been lost when it was brought to
England: but as the work was never completed, this is less to be regretted than it would be otherwise. In many
parts it has been injured by worms; and in some parts, by larger vermin. In other respects, it is in good preserva
tion. I have often found it very useful in the cases of doubtful passages in the Tāj el-Aroos; and not unfrequently
in its affording me valuable additions to the contents of the latter work, though notes in its margins in the hand
writing of the Seyyid Murtadà show that he consulted it with much careful and critical consideration.

The second reason for my appending here this Postscript to my Preface is to correct the dates of the birth and
death of El-Azheree.

The paragraph relating to his Lexicon, the

“Tahdheeb,” I had inserted in its right relative

place; but I was afterwards led to transpose it, while the Preface was in type, by observing that the place was
inconsistent with the dates of his birth and death which I had there given on the authority of two most excellent

copies of the Muzhir and had repeated in another page; and I did not discover that these dates were incorrect until
it was too late to rectify the mistakes otherwise than by reprinting two leaves, after the Preface had been published.

El-Azheree, as is stated by Ibn-Khillikán, was born in the year of the Flight 282; and died in the latter part of 370,

* Throughout PART V. of my Lexicon, I have generally endeavoured to show (by the indications of my authorities) the degrees in which the
'Obáb has borrowed from the contents of the Siháh and contributed to the contents of the Kámoos.

* --
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or, as some say, 371; so that he lived 88 or 89 years (lunar reckoning). In the year 311, being then about 29 years
old, he became a prisoner among the Karmatees, falling to the lot of a party of Arabs of the Desert. Among these
people he appears to have remained several years; for he is related to have mentioned his having passed two winters
with them in Es-Sammán, but usually to have wintered with them in the Dahnà. And while wandering and
sojourning with them in these and other parts of Central and Northern Arabia, he collected many words and

phrases, which he has mentioned in his Lexicon; but expressly distinguishing them as having been heard by him
from the Arabs or from Arabs of the Desert (in both cases meaning the same) or as having been heard by him in the

Desert, lest he should be supposed to claim for them less questionable authority. His opinion of these additions to
the “Tahdheeb" is shown by his insertion of them, and also by a citation from a statement in his own handwriting,
that in the speech of the people among whom he was in captivity, themselves Arabs of the Desert, a grossinaccuracy
or mistake was seldom or never found. Thus we learn a very important fact respecting the gradual corruption of

the dialects of Arabic: the utmost that can be said of the dialect spoken by the wandering tribes more than nine
centuries ago in the North-Central region, where the vernacular language has continued to the present day to be least

exposed to foreign influences and therefore least affected thereby, is, that it was free from gross inaccuracies. That
the language of the settled inhabitants throughout Arabia had long before become too much corrupted for their words

or phrases to be cited in lexicons, unless for the purpose of discriminating them as post-classical, is admitted and
affirmed by all the lexicologists who have had occasion to mention the subject: but the language now spoken in the
towns of the North-Central region (which language is well known by reason of that region's being still traversed by
one of the great pilgrim-routes and often visited by learned men from Egypt and from Syria) is said to be less corrupt
than are the dialects of the Bedawees of the same and of other parts.
More than seventeen hundred printed pages

of my Lexicon are now before me; and when it is considered

that this portion comprises about thrice as much matter as the corresponding portion (one half) of Freytag's
unabridged Lexicon, I hope that the time which the printing has occupied will not be thought unreasonably long. .

Notwithstanding the time and pains that I have devoted to the scrutiny necessary for the detection and correction of
typographical and other errors, the errata that I have since casually observed and noted down are not so few as I
hoped and expected them to be: but I have generally found them to be such as any one qualified to make a pro
fitable use of my work may easily discover and rectify without my aid,
E. W. L.

JDecember, 1869.
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